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LOGIC, MANY-VALUED. It is common logical doc
trine that every proposition is either true or false and that 
although there are intermediate possibilities between be
ing certainly true and being certain!~· false, or between 
being known to be true and heing known to he false, there 
are none between truth and falsehood themsekes. This 
principle is one version of the law of excluded middle. 
Nowadays truth and falsehood are commonly described as 
the two possible truth-\·alues of a proposition, the law of 
excluded middle, in the form just given, being referred to 
as the law of hi\'alence. At \'ario11s times, howe\'er, logi
cians have entertained the \'iew that there might he other 
possibilities-that there might he more than two trnth
values. In the ancient and medieval periods this specula
tion was bound up with a specific philosophical problem. In 
the present century, although the starting point (at lea-;t 
with Jan Lukasiewicz) \\ as the same philosophical prob
lem, the emphasis has been on \\·orking out, in a rigorous 
mathematical wa~, the laws which a "rnulti\'aluc>d" logic 
might contain, and the resulting s~·stems and techniques 
have been seen to be susceptible of philosophical use-; and 
interpretations quite different from the one that originall:, 
inspired this work. 

PROBLEM OF FUTURE CONTINGENTS 

Aristotle's treatise De lnterpretatione concerns the di\'i
sion of statements into contradictory pairs. which are 
bound to h,1\'e one member true and the other false. In the 
ninth chapter Aristotle asked, in effect, whether this can be 
clone with future-tense statements about a "contingent" 
subject matter-that is, about a matter in which what will 
or will not occur is still in some \\'ay unsettled. His conclu
sion is ollscure, but many commentators take him as ha\'
ing said that a statement like "There will be a sea battle 
tomorrow" when it has not ~ et heen decided whether 
there will or will not be one is not yet actually trne or 
actuall~· false but i~ potentiall:, 'either. \\'hether or not this 
is a correct inkrpretati.on of Aristotle, the Epicureans 
certain!~ held that the la\\' of hi\ alence \\'as fals e . this 
being one of their differences from Stoic logicians, such as 
Chrysippus. The problem was again taken up by medieval 
logicians, and some of them held that propositions about 
future contingencies are "neuter," neither true nor false. 
This gave rise to obvious problems about the extent of 

God's foreknowledge. A particularly extensive debate on 
the subject, the records of which have been preserved 
land, in this centur~·. published), took place in LoU\·ain in 
the middle of the fifteenth century , the main ad\'ocate of 
the three-\'aluecl system being Peter de Ri\'o. 

Those who den~· that Aristotle believed in neuter propo
sitions take him as having held that truths about the past 
are now necessary (what has heen cannot now not have 
been) but some truths ahout the future are contin_gent; in 
these cases neither "It will he that µ" nor "It will not be 
that p" is in itself necessarily true, although one of them is 
in fact true, and the disjunction of the two propositions, 
"Either it will or it will not be that p," is necessarily true. 

The main objection to this view is that it does not ex
plain how Aristotle answered a certain line of reasoning 
which ha~ repeated!:, cropped up in the history of the 
subject and of which he was certainly not ignorant, as he 
adumbrates it himself in the course of his exposition. It 
proceeds as follows: If it he granted (and Aristotle certain
!~· did grant) that all truths ahout the past are necessary (in 
the sense that whate\'er has come to pass cannot now not 
have come to pass), then if all propositions (e\'en ones 
about the future ) are already either true or false, all trnths 
about the future must be necessary also (a conclusion 
which Aristotle certainly denied). Suppose it to ha\'e been 
true :,·es~erda:,· that there would be a sea battle in two da~·s' 
time. Since it has already (_'ome to be true, it cannot now 
not ha\'e clone so. But \\'hate\·er necessarily follows from 
what is inevitable is itself inevitable , and it necessarily 
follows from its having been true yestercla~· that there 
would be a sea battle in two days' time that there will he a 
sea battle tomorrow; therefore, it is inevitable that there 
\\'ill he a sea battle tomorrow. And if it was already false 
~·estvrday that there would he a sea battle in two days· 
time, it will follow by analogous reasoning that it is inevi
table that there will not he a sea battle tomorrow. This 
future sea battle cannot, therefore, be really a contingent 
matter, and the same type of argument will remo\·e the 
contin_genc:,· from all future e\'ents whatever. The only wa~· 
of escaping this reasoning seems to be by den~·ing that it 
was either already· true yesterday or already false yesterday 
-or, indeed, that it is either already true tocla~· or already 
false today (for the precise interval invol\'ed is clearly 
immaterial)-that there will he a sea battle tomorrow. 
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\\'t· ca11, of t·our-,e, escape the co11d11sio11 of this argt1-
11w11t by dt·11~ ing one of its pre111ises, Some of the a11t'ic11ts 
1•,c11 dc•nied thc ass11mptio11 that what necessarily· follows 
fro111 what is im·, itahle i~ ihelf i11e\'itable, Others, and also 
.,0111e of tlw Scholastics (for cxampl<', Ockham and thc 
tlwological oppo111·11ts of Peter de Hi\'o), denied the prem
i·w that ,, e ha\'t' no power O\'l'r the past. \\'c ha\'e indeed 
110 power m c·r \\'hat might be called bona fide past e\'cnts, 
li11t such oddl~ "past" states of affairs as the having been 
true of a statement about the future wc can bring about or 
prc·, e11t b,· mn pre~ent or future actio11. The argument can 
al~o lie avoided hy a distinction bet\\'cen two senses of 
'\viii not occur." "There will not lw a ,ea battle tomorrow" 
111a, mean either "It i~ 11ot 110w the case that there will be 
a sc·a battle tornorrow" or "It is already' goi11g to be the 
<'a~c· tomorrow that there i~ no sea battle," In the fornwr 
sen,<', if the c·, c11tuatio11 of tlw ~ea battle is as yet unde
termi1wcl, the ncgati\'c stal<'rncnt is true; in the latter sen~e 
it is false, i11 11cither scnsc, is it neuter. And in the same 
circ11111sta11ces the unambiguous affirmati\'e "It is already 
goi11g to lw tlw case tomorrow that there is a sea battle" i~ 
si111ply false, This solution resembles the three-\'alued om· 
i11 dc11y'ing the principle that whate,·er is or will be tr11c 
ha~ alwa:-,s lwen going to he tnw, since it, too, admit\ that 
c·,·t•n though once the matter is sC'ttled "Thne will be a sea 
battle" is tr11c, before it wa~ settled this would not hav<· 
!wen true, (On the present ,·iew it would have been fals<', 
011 the three-valued vie\\' neuter.) It therefore raises simi
lar problems about the pos~ihilit,· of fon•knowing future 
c·o11ti11gencies (for one ca11not IH' said to "know" what is 
not tnw), 

-t..L'KASIEWICZ'S MULTIVALUED CALCULI 

En~n those a11cie11t and 111edieval writl'rs who helievt·d 
in a neuter tr11th-valne did vcr:-,' little to wmk out what 
effl'ct it would ha\'e on ordinary logil'al law~, altho11gl1 
Ockham (not hi111sl'if an ad\'t>l'at<' of threc-\'alt)('d logic) did 
make 011e or t\\'o sugge~tio11s aho11t \\'hat tlw trntl1-,·,d1w of 
"If J) then q" would be if om· of 1h co1npo1wnts wc·w 
11e11tcr. 

7'.lodern logicia11s arc ahle to be more preci~<· about tl,i~, 
partly hccause tht>y are accusto111ed to \\'t>rkin,g with multi
v,d11<'d trutl, talik~ in order to establi~l1 tll<' independl'ncc· 
of axioms in a fon11al calcul11s, Consider, for t·,ample, a sy 111-
boli~m en1ploy·i11g a capital C a11d an indefi11itl' multiplicity 
of s111all letters, the small letters being well-formed for
llllllas and the prefixing of C to any pair of well-formC'd 
formula~ produci11g a new one·. For exa111ple, CCpqr is a 
well-formed forrnula (wff) heeause (a) p and q being wfl< 
Cpq i~ one, and (h) Cpq and r being \\'It's, CCpqr is one. 
\Ve may suppose 0111 small lettns to represc-nt sentences 
and Cpq to represent the sentence "If J) the11 q," Supposl' 
,vc lay· do\\'n as "axioms" the three wffs ( 1) CCpqCCqrCpr, 
(2) CCCpqpp, (.3) CpCqp and sa~ that these axioms an· 
"t!IC'~l'S" and that whatever follows from gi\'(::'n theses liy 
substitution or detachment i~ al~o a thesis, Substitution is 
the replacement of a small letter in a thesis by a wff, the 
sanH' replacement being made throughout thl' thesis. For 
example, CCppCqCpp is the resnlt of substituting Cpp for 
p in axiom (,3), Detachment can be illustrated as follows: If 

we k1,·e a formula a and also a formula Ca/3 ("If n the11 {3") 
as theses, then n may be detadwd and {3 on its ow11 laid 
down a., a 11ew thesis, The rationalt- of these procedures is 
that the theses are supposed to he fornlllla~ which represent 
true propositions whether their coutained small letter~ 
represent true ones or false one~. This property will dearl~· 
be preserved if a ~mall letter is ~Y sten1<1tically rc·placed by 
any wff; if a wff a is in this sense always tnw and it is al
ways true that a implies /3, the11 f3 will be always trne, lf 
we regard wffs as taking the values l and 0 (which we can 
interpret as "trne" and "false"), tl,c \',due of any wff, gi,·en 
those of its small lettc·rs, can be worked out from th<' table: 
Cll=C00=C0l=l, CW=0, Graphically (with possible 
values for J) written down the side and for q along the top): 

C 

() 

() 

0 
1 

It will he found that the axioms always have the ,,alue l 
wlien they' are evaluated by this tahle, and it is ob\'ious 
from the table that if n always equals 1, the only case in 
which Ca/3 alway'S equals l is that in which f3 always 
e4uals l (for if /3 ever equals 0, then Ca/3 equals C 10 = 0), 

\Ve now want to k11ow whether any of the three axioms 
follows from the wmaining t\\'o, \Ve establish that the 
second does not hy' constructing for C the new table 

C I () 2 

I 0 2 
I 

½ 2 
() 

\Vith tl,is table it is still true that if a always equals 1, then 
Cn/3 alway'S equals 1 only if /3 alwa~'s equals 1, and any wff 
that we suhqitutc· for a small letter will ~till take a value 
within the range ( I ,½,OJ that the small letter had. Hence, 
sllhstitution and detacl1111ent cannot take 11s from a wff 
that alway''i equals l to on<· that docs not. llowever, if we 
e\'aluatc· axirnns ( 1) and (:3) hy this table, they still always 
1·q11al I, hut 11ot so axio111 (:2), fm CCC½OH=CC½H=C I½=½, 
Hence·, (:2) is 11ot derivable· from (I) and (3) by substitution 
and dt>tad11ne11t. 

This argu1ne11t, dc•arl~,, l,olds r<'gardless of what in
tC'rprt'laticm we put rn1 tlH· val111·~ I, ½, and 0 a11d, indeed, 
regardless of what interpretation wt• p11t on our formulas, 
ln itself, therefore, it does nothing to show that proposi
tions might be capable of a tliird value between trntli and 
falsehood. If, however, we ha\'C' i11dc·pendent reasons for 
entertaining such a s11pposition, we have an instrument 
at ha11d for working 011t what its consequence might be, 
ln the early H.J:20s (the rndiments had !wen suggested even 
earlier) Ja11 Lukasiewicz, a Polish logician with uncommon 
skill in construc:ti11g independence proofs of this type, 
surmised that a logic with the above three-valued table for 
C might be used to express the ancient and medieval view 
that contingent future propositions are neither true nor 
false !mt neuter, To the table for C he added one for 
negation, represented by N-namely, Nl = 0, N½=½, NO= l 



-and he defin<:>d "Either /J or q," Apq, as CC:p<f(f, a11d 
"p and ct," K/)(/, as l\7ANpNq. These functions cousequentl"· 
have the tables 

A I () K ½ () 2 

I I () 2 
I .l ½ I .l I () 
2 2 2 2 2 

() I () () () () () 
2 

The tables for C and N together constituted \\'hat lw called 
a "matrix," and his student \tordchaj \Vajsherg estahlislH·d 
that the follo,,·ing axioms, with substitution and detach
ment, yielded precise!"· those theses which came out as 
always 1 when evaluated liy the matrix: (I) CpCqp, 
(:2) CCpqCCqrCµr, (.3) CCNpNqCqp, ( ➔) CCCpSppfi. 

With the future-contingenc"· interpr<:>tation in mind, 
Lukasiewicz introduced the function Mp, "Pmsil,ly p," 
with the evaluation Ml=AH=l, MO=O; that is, a pro1.Jo
sition is definite!"· "possible" if it is either definite!"· true 
or neuter but definite!)· not possible if it is definitely false. 
Alfred Tarski observed that the complex CNpp had these 
properties. The table for C, it may he noted, makes "If /J 
then q" true as long as q is no further from truth than pis, 
which presen·es the natural idea that a tnie implication 
will not lead us away from such truth as \\'e alread',- han·. 
Tarski' s definition makes p "possihl<•" as long as /J is no 
further from truth than its denial would lw. Thl' t.dile !or 
"Either .. or . .'' fails to ,·erif\· the law of excluded 
middle in the form "Either p or not-p" (A½N½=AH=½). 
However, the table does not falsif\· it either, and it can lw 
shown that no laws of two-valued logic are en•r actually 
false in the Lukasiewicz systelll, although some of them 
come out as sometinws neuter. 

The least satisfaetory feature of this s',·stem is that 
it lacks not only the la\\' of excluded middle hut also 
the law of contradiction, ":\ot both p and not-p," :since 
NK½N½=NKH=N½=½. (In this it differs from the "intuition
istic" logic of L. E. J. Brou\\'er and Arend He" ting, which 
also lacks the la\\' of exduded middle hut has tl1at of con
tradiction-see NECATION.) lntuiti,·ely on<:> is inclined to 
feel that in a system of this sort the conjunction of two 
propositions about the undetermined future should take 
different values in different cases. If the"· are independent 
possibilities, it wi II also be undetermined ,,·hether the',· 
will occur together (KH= ½), but if they are conf:licting ones 
(like p and Np), one wants to sa,· that their ocl'urring to
gether is already l0 xduded (KH = 0). Rut this would make 
"p and q" no longer a truth-function; that is, ih trnth-,·,tlue 
would not depend sole!',· on the truth-values of ih parts. 

In 195➔ the Chinese logician '.\!oh Sha\\'-K\\'ei suggested 
a more plau,ible interpretation of Lukasiewicz\ three 
valued system-namely, that the intermediate ,·alue 
should be read as "paradmical" and should he as:--i_g1wd to 
propositions like "\\'hat I am 1111w saying is false," which 
ordinari]',' would work out as false if it is true and true if it 
is false. It is reasonable to regard the negation of a para
doxical proposition, the conjunction of a paradoxical prop
osition with a paradoxical or a true one, the dis_junction of a 
paradoxical proposition with a paradoxical or a fal!->e one , 
and the implication of a false one by a paradoxical one or of 
a paradoxical hy a true, as all of them paradoxical; pre-
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eiwly thew re,ults are', ieldc·d 11', ti)(' l ,11L1-,i<·\\'i l' / matri, 
Luk.1siewie1, and others kt\'l' also -,t11 d 1e d .i ..,, -, !( ·111 l" <'

!->l'lllhling the one above hut ad111itti11g an i11 h11it " of trn t li 
,-al11es instead of just three; they ha\"l· considl'wd tlH· , ari 
d\' of additional trutl1-fu11t.-tio11, tl1at lwc01m· a\ ailah lt· 
\\'ilt.'n we have more than two truth-, ,dues to 01H'rate \\'itlt . 
and the,· have exa111ined the Wa', s i11 whid1 tlit·:sl' propo-,i 
tional c:t!culi may lie combined with a suitahll' quantifi
cation theory. 

OTHER INTERPRETATIONS AND USES 

The particular evaluations assigned to C, K, etc ., in the 
Lukasiewicz systems are clearly somewhat arhitrar',, and 
innumerable variations are possible. Almost sim11ltane
ous]',· with Lukasiewicz\ earl',· work, quite different 
many-valued systems were de,·eloped by E. L. Post. ln
tuitionistic logic has been shown to be interpretable as a 
S','Stem with an infinity of values, rather different from that 
of Lukasiewicz. The same is true of the , ·arious systems of 
modal logic-that is, the general theor"· of the 1wcessar',· 
and the possil,le. 

At this point it is worth ohsen·ing that there is no neces
sity at all to regard the ,·,dues assigned to functions of 
propositions by matrices as consisting of plain truth, plain 
falsehood, and ,·,uious other things thought of as being 
between these two. \\'e ma"· H'r',· well insist that there is 
nothing at all bet\\'een plain truth and plain falsehood hut 
admit that there are other variable features of complex 
propositions which depend sy:--tematicall"· on the same 
features in their eornponents. For example, if we assume 
that there are preeiscly two possible states of affairs, 
we might di, ide all propositi011s into those true in both 
(,·alue 1), those true in the actual state of affairs hut not in 
its alternati,·e (,·alue 2), those true in the other state of af
fairs hut not in the actual one (value :3), and those false in 
hoth (value ➔) and evali1ate Kpq ("p and q"), Np (":-\'ot-1/'), 
and Lp ("'.\ecl'!->Saril"· p") hy the following matrix: 

K :2 :3 ➔ N L 

:2 ,3 .J ➔ 
2 :2 :2 ➔ ➔ 3 .J 

3 3 -1 3 ➔ 2 .J 

➔ ➔ ➔ 4 ➔ ,1 

For example , if p 1s true in both worlds hut q mil"' in the 
first, then "p and q " is true only in the first (Kl:2=2) , 
wherea:-- if p is true 011!"· i11 the first and (f only in the sec
oncl, then "p and q" is true in neither (K:2.3=4). "'.\:eees
saril"· p" is true in both world!-> if pis true in both (that is, 
in all possible nnes); otherwise it is true in neither. This 
matrix ,·erifie-, (i.e., a,signs the \·,due 1 to the whole for all 
,·,dues of the components) all the laws of the modal S','Stem 
S,5 (see LOCIC, ,\IODAL), hut it also verifies certain fornrnlas 
whieh ref:lect the fiction that there are on]',· two possiblt
worlds ,md \\'hich are intuitively undesir,1ble. lt is thus 11ot 
"characteristic" for S,5 (it doe-, not verif"· all and only tlw 
laws of S,5). \\'e would obtain a matrix charat·teristi(' for S,5 
if we emplored an infinit"· of values, each ,-,due being an 
infinite sequenl'e of 1 'sand O's, each place in the seq11e1H.'l' 
representing a possible world (p having a l in that plact.' if 
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it is true i11 that world and a 0 is false), the sequence for 
"Not-p" having a O wherever the sequence for p has a l 
and vice versa, the sequence for "p and l/" having a () 
except at places where the sequences for p and for q both 
hav<' l \, the sequence for '"Necessarily p" being all l's 
wlwn that for p is all l '.<; and all O's otherwise, ar;cl a for
mula being a law if it comes out all l's whatever the values 
of its components. 

Again, purely geometrical propositions might be assigned 
an eight-valued matrix in which the value l means "true in 
Euclidean, Hiemannian, and Lobachevskian geometry 
alik e ," 2 means "true in Euclidean and Riemannian hut 
not in Lobachevskian," and so on through the other com
binations. (This idea has been developed by Alan Rose.) 

Another four-valued system would be obtained if we di
vided propositions according to whether they were purely 
abstract or mathematical in their subject matter or con
tained some reference to natural objects, assigning them 
the value l if they were both true and purely mathemati
cal, 2 if true but "impure," 3 if false and "impure," and 4 if 
ptuely mathematical and false. Taking Lp to mean "lt is a 
purely mathematical truth that p," we would ha\·e for K, N, 
and L the following matrix: 

K 2 3 ➔ N L 

l 2 .'3 ➔ 4 l 
2 2 2 .'3 3 3 3 
3 .'3 3 .'3 3 2 3 
4 4 3 .'3 ➔ 4 

("Impurity" infects any proposition into which it enters. 
For example, the proposition "2 and 2 is 4, and grass is 
green" is "impure" because its second compo1{e11t is; 
Kl2=2.) With this matrix we need to "designate" the 
value 2 as well as l; that is, we count as a law anv formula 
that always has either the value l or the value 2. Otherwise 
"Not both p and not-p" would be no law, since "Not both 
(grass is green) and (grass is not green)" is impure; in fact, 
any formula at all will fail to take the value l when either 2 
or ,'3 is assigned to a component. 

Yet another four-valued system, the work of Lukasie
wicz, is one in which the function Mp is used ambiguously 
for the plain p and for the tautological "lf p then p." Here 
we have pairs of l's and O's as values, assigning to each 
function, at the first place, the value it would have if i\1p 
were read the first way and, at the second place, the value 
it would have if it were read the second way. The matrix 
for C, N, and M will then be 

C 11 10 01 00 N M 

11 11 10 01 00 00 11 
10 11 l I 01 01 01 11 
01 11 10 11 10 10 01 
00 11 11 11 11 11 01 

(The column for M is the crucial one here; Mp's first-place 
values are identical with the first-place values of p, whereas 
its second-place value is l regardless of the second-place 
value of p.) This is called the ''product" of the two matrices 

-

h-tl l 0 l 

0 N M 

oioli 
1 I ; I ~ 

C rr 
The laws are formulas which are always l on either inter
pretation of M-they are always l 1-for example, CpMp. 

Lukasiewicz in his later years thought that M here ex
pressed the ordinary meaning of "possible," but this is 
doubtful. We would certainly agree that whatever is true 
could be trne (CpMp), but the matrix also verifies, for 
example, CMpCMNpMq, "lf p is possible, then if not-p is 
possible too, anything at all, ~ay q, is possible," which 
seems odd. Ordinarily, in fact, we think of "Possibly p" as 
something less than the plain p (which means that pis not 
merely possible-it is a fact) hut more than the mere "lf p 
then p" (which is true even if pis not possible; for exam
ple, if 2 and 2 is 5, then 2 and 2 is 5). But this "possihlv," 
which does not assert something between these limits but 
asserts the limits themselves ambiguously, is like the 
''possibly" of a politician answering a question and hoping 
that some of his audience will understand him to have said 
'\es" whereas others will understand him to have said noth
ing at all. The present four-valued system contains all 
those purely logical statements which such a man could 
get away with undetected (it being assumed that his use of 
"possibly" is consistent-for example, that when he says 
"lf not possibly not-p then possibly p" he means either "lf 
not not-p then p" or "lf not (if not-p then not-p) then (if p 
then p)"). P. T. Ceach has pointed out that it could be used 
to explore the logic of the propositions which Aristotle 
called "indefinite," such as "Men are cads," which has no 
sign of quantity to indicate whether it means that all men 
are cads or only that some are. lf we define "Men are cads" 
as "Some men are cads, and possibly all are," in the above 
sense of ·'possibly," the present Lukasiewicz system, com
bined with the ~tandard logic of "all" and "some," will en
able us to work out just what laws involving "indefinites" 
we can he sure of. Human communication being what it is, 
tasks like this are worth performing. 

Rme has found a US(' for multivalued calculi in design
ing signaling system-;. lt has sometimes been suggested 
that a multivalued logic would simplify and clarify quan
tum mechanics, although the suggestion has not vet been 
seriously taken up hy physicists. What is surmis.ed, with 
the historical origins of multivaltwd logic in mind, is that it 
would be helpful because of the notorious indeterminism 
of quantum mechanics, but it may very possibly he help
ful, if it is so at all, rather heca11se of its power (illustrated 
in the preceding paragraph) to formalize the reasoning that 
is possible where communicatiou is imperfect. Or perhaps 
its use will consist, more philosophically, in its demon
stration that the same technical devices can be used to 
cope with imperfect comnmnication and with genuine 
indeterminism. 
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LOGIC, MODER'.\!. 

LOGIC, MODAL. \lodal logic studies the logical fea
tures of necessity, possibility, impossibilit~·, and related 
concepts. It was extensively treated by Aristotle and other 
ancient writers. After Christianity first conquered the an
cient world modal logic appears to have been regarded 
as a theologically dange ro11s part of Greek philosophy, hut 
it was again e xten si,·e l~ · studied b~· both the Arab and the 
Christian Scholastics. After the Renaissance it tended to be 
sketchil~· dealt with or ignored. \loclal logic found little 
place in modern mathe mati cal logic in th e nineteenth and 
early twe nti e th centuries. but there has heen a widespread 
revival of interes t in it since the early HJ3(b, and it is now 
one of the most acti,,eJ~, pursued branches of logic. 

The basic concepts of modal logic arc primarily ex
pressed b~· certain ach-erbs and auxiliary ,·crhs and ,·erh 
phrases-possibility by forms like "Possibly p," "It is 
possible that µ," "It could be that µ"; necessity b~· "~ec
essarily p," "It is necessar~' (necessarily true) that p," "It is 
bound to h e th e case that p ," "It must be that µ." Thc~c 
words and phrases ma~· be combined in \',nio11s ,,·a~·s with 
others of the same t~·pe-for example, \\'ith those expres~
ing negation-and th e eq ui\'al ences and implications that 
hold bt>tween these complexes \\'ere among the first la\\'s 
of the subject to be recogn ized. In particular we have the 
following laws of modal "equipo llence": 

(1 ) It is necessary thatµ = it is impossible that not-p = it 
is not possibl e that not-p. 

(2 ) It is necessary that not-p' = it is impossible thatµ= it 
is not possibl e that p. 

(3) It is not neces~ar~' that p = it is not impossible that 
not-µ= it is possible that not-p. 

(4) It is not necessary that not-p = it is not impossible 
that p= it is possible that p. 

Of these , forms (2) imply forms (3), and fonrn ( 1) imply 
forms (4 ), but not \'ice ,· ersa. Also, forms ( 1) imply that pi.., 
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trne ("If nccc~saril~· /I then /1, or, a.., Ill<' Sd1ool111!'11 put it. 
ah oportere cssc ad csse talct co11se(/UC11tia, "from ·11111..,t 
he so' to ' is so' is a ,·alid i11ference"); form~ c2) imply that 
pis false (" If not possibly p the11 not-p"); forms (:3) arl' im
plied b y p's being false ("If not-p then not necessaril~ 11") ; 

an d forms (4) are implied by p's being true ( "If p then 
possibly p," ab esse ad posse uilet consequentia). 

\Vhen necessity is combined with implication a di~tinl'
tion must he made between the implication that ~onwthi11g 
is necessary (necessitas consequentis, expressed b~, "If p 
then necessari ly-q") and the necessity of the implication :1~ 

a whole (necess itas co11seque11tiaC', expressed hy "If µ 
then-necessaril:-.: q" or, less ambiguously, by "l\ecessarih 
if-p-then-q"). For example, a proposition cloes not gener
ally imply its own necessity (we do not generally have "If 
p then necessarily-p"), but every proposition necessaril~· 
implies itse lf (we do have "Necessarily if-p-then-p"). 

However, it has been recognized at least since Aristot
le's time that what is necessariJ~, implied by a necessary 
proposition is itself necessary: if necessaril~, (if p then q), 

then if necessarily p then necessari)~, q. Similarly, what is 
necessarily implied b~, something possible is itself possi
ble: if necessar ily if p then q, then if possibly p then pos
sibly q. Conversely, whatever necessarily implies an im
possible proposition is itself impossible. 

\\'hen necessi t~· is combined with disjunction (i.e., with 
"Either ... or ... ") we must distinguish het\\'een the 
necessi t~ · of the disjunction ("Necessarily either p or q") 

and that of the disjuncts ("Either necessaril~· p or neces
saril~· q"). For example, we necessarily have "Either p or 
not-p," but we may have neither "Necessarily p" nor 
";\'ecessaril~· not-µ." \Vlwre neither a given proposition 
nor its denial is necessary-that is, where the proposi
tion is neither necessary nor impossible-it is said to be 
contingent. 

The conjunction (expressed hy "and") of two separate 
assertions of possibility is to be similarly distinguished 
from the assertion that the whole conjunction is possible: 
"Possibly p and possibly q" does not entail "Possibly 
(µ and q)." For example, bothµ and not-µ may be separately 
possible (ancl \\'ill be so if p is contingent), but the combi
nation "µ and not-p" is not. \Vhere propositions are not 
joint!~· possible, whether or not they are separately so, they 
arc ~aicl to he inconsistent or incompatible; where they are 
joint!~· possible they are consistent or compatible. 

Among contingent propositions, some are closer to heing 
necessary than others: they are then said to be more like!~· 
or probahle. The calculus of prohahilities l'an he regarded 
as a metric extension of modal logic,just as modal assertions 
can be regarded as special cases arising in probability logic 
(Possibly p = There is some chance that p; Necessarily 
p = There is no chance that not-p). With this extension of 
modal logic we shall not, lrn,ve,,er, be further concerned. 

MATERIAL IMPLICATION, STRICT IMPLICATION, 
AND ENTAILMENT 

In the ancient, medieval, and modern periods modal 
concepts have been drawn upon to explain the "follo\\'ing" 
of one proposition from another which is expres~ed by the 
conditional form "If p then q." 
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I 11 tit (· fomth century B.C.. Philo of I\legara pointed out 
tltat trutlt and fal se hood ma\' h e distributed in four ways 
lwtwt ·t•n tw o propositions: t•itlwr th e y will both he true, or 
th <' fir s t trn <' a11d the second fals e , or vice versa, or both 
fal se. Phil o suggested that the form "If p then q" is true in 
all of th l' sl' cases except the second; that is, it is true so 
long as w e do not have µ true and q false. There is no 
do11ht that " If /J then q" 1s false if pis true but q is not, n01 
that 1t co uld he true in each of the other cases (this much 
was obse rved hy Anstotle) , hut that it automatically is true 
i11 all th{' other cases was widely questione d in Philo's 
tinw and was also questioned when the notion of material 
implication , with e1sentialh· the Philonian d e finition, was 
intrnducecl h:, logicians of· the nineteenth and twe~ntieth 
centuri e s. Contemporary modal logic, in fact, began with 
C . I. Le wis ' attempts to improve upon th e Philonian 
de finition of " if." 

Tlw trouble with the Philoni,rn definition is that it makes 
at1,· comlitirntal automatically true if it has a fals e anteced
ent /J or a trne consequent q (for in neither of these cases 
will w<• have the corn hi nation of JJ with the falsehood of q ). 

Ll'wis sugg<'sted that p ge nuinely or "stnctly" implies q 

only if it not merely happens not to he the ease that p is 
true and q false h11t could not he th e case that /J is trnc and 
lJ lalsP. That is , "p strict!~· in1pli e s q " amounts not to mere
ly "i\ot (p and not-q) " httl to " Not possibly (p and not

q)"-symbolized p ~ q : = : ~ ◊ (p . -- q ). This definition of 
th e relation of '\·onseq11<'nce " was freqtwntly given hy me
di< · \·al wrill'rs , wlto also arri\<'d at tlw Philo11ian cnttception 
,t, a SJ)l'cial case. If the com! ,i11atirnt of 11 with not-£/ is 11ot 
realize d at a particular 1110111ent, then it is 11ot possible at 
that 111ome11t that it should he , so ti.at at that moment, <'Veil 
if not ,1lways, the conditional " If p then q" in a sensl' 
holds; it is, as they said, a \'alid cunseq11entia 11t 111111c. 

;-.lt•dieval logicians also noti ced, a-. Lewis did, that 
"strict" implication has paradoxes of its own. The fals<'
hood of p does not suffice to ve rif:-, the strict conditional "If 
JJ tlten q," hut its impossi1Jilit 1 doe s, for if JI cannot he true 
at all, we do not and cannot hav<' the combination of p's 
trnth with q's falsehood. Simibrl:, , alth011gh the truth of q 
does not suffice to verify the strict " If p then q," its rn:ccs
sity does, for if l/ cannot he false at all, we do not and can
not have the combination of q 's falsehood with p's truth. 
From these results it follows that all impossibilities stricth· 
imp!~· one another-i.e., are "strictly equi\'alent"-and 
similarly with all necessities. 

Lewis simpl~· regarded these results as discoveries (why 
sltonld there not be surprises in logic as well as in otlter 
branches of mathematics r) but for many logi c ians they 
show that strict implication cannot give eorrectly the se nse 
of "if" in which "If JJ then q" means that q logical!~· fol
lows frnrn JJ. They luve argued, for example, that if e,·ery 
nece ss,1n· truth follows from all prnpositio11s wltatsoen·r. 
tlw care ful proofs of necessary truths that are presentt•d in 
disciplin e s like geornetl'} would he unnecessar~ , and the 
attempts of makers of logical systems to show that their 
axioms are "independent" (i .e., that no one of them follows 
from the rest) whuld all l,e doomed to failure. Thnc is 
some confusion here, however. \Vhen an axiom ~<:t is 
shown to be .. independent," what is shown is always that 
no axiom is deri\'ablt' from tht' others by certain specified 

mies of inference, the independence is relative to the 
rules chosen. Strict implication has to do rather with what 
makes a rule of inference justified, valid, or "safe" in the 
sense that it cannot lead us from truth to falsehood, and no 
rule can lead us from truth to falsehood if it either starts 
from what is necessarily false or leads to what is necessar
ily true. Moreover, even if we use rule~ that will in fact 
enable us to prove all our theorems (neeessary truths) from 
any arbitrarily chosen premises whatever (and there are 
now many logical systems constructed on just this princi
ple), it still remains to show that a given proposition is 
such a necessary truth by so proving it. ThosE' logicians 
who hold, for good reasons or bad, that p's strictly implv

ing q is not the same as q's logically following from p de
scribe the latter (following G. E. Moore) as p's entailing q. 

E. J. Nelson argued that entailment in this sense must 
express an inner connection between the propositions it 
relates, a relevanct• of the one to the other, and cannot hold 
merely on account of some property (falsehood or truth or 

impossibility or necessity) that one of the propositions may 
possess on its own. He suggested defining "p entails q" as 
"p is inconsistent with the denial of q," where "inconsis
tency" again means a relation invol\'ing both propositions 
and not merely the impossibility of their joint truth (for the 
latter would follow from the impossibility of either one of 
them and thus make Nelson's definition equivalent to 
Lewis'). 

Those who object to the identification of entailment with 
strict implication are not obliged to give an alternatiVt--
definition of the concept they favor, for entailment may 
we II he nne of those undefinable notions in tenns of which 
we define other things, rather than vice versa. They do, 
however, haH· an obligation to set out as systematically as 
po . ..,~ihle th<' laws which they take entailment to obey, so 
that we can find out whether it , too, has its "p,1radoxical" 
features, ,md what the>' are. The only serious attempts to 
do thi-. have lwen those of \Vilhelm Ackermann, who in 
rn.5n gave postulates for what he called ''strong" or "rig
orrnrs" implication, and A. H. Anderson and N. D. Belnap, 
who havt· worked with a modification of Ackermann's 
conception. Their system satisfies Nelson's demand for 
"wlt'vance," in the quite precise sense that it yields no 
laws of entailment except ones in which the entailing and 
entailed forms have at least one variable in common. For 
example, it is a law that for any JJ and q, p-and-q entails p 

(here J) is common to antecedent and consequent), hut not 
that for any JJ and q, p-and-not-p entails £/ (in which the 
one consequent-v.rriahle q does not appear in the anteced
ent). For specially chosen q's the sec<J11d law does hold; for 
e.,ample, p-and-11ot-p does entail p, sincc even the first law 
yields this. 

Anyone who sets himself the task of "fornwlizing" en
tailment has to face the following difficulty, which was 
noticed by the medieval logicians and, independently, hy 
Lewis. If we use "If p then <,'' to l'Xpress the entailment of 
q by p, the following laws would seem to be reasonable: 

( I) If (if p then q) then if (if q then r) then (if J) then r). 

(:2) If ( J) and r) then ((either p or q) and rl. 
(,3) II (either JJ or q) and not-p, then q. 

Here (l) expresses the "transitivity" of entailment, pre
supposed when we have a chain of proofs leading from one 



proposition to another. Principle (3) is one which tlw Stoic 
logicians said even dogs in the street recognized: \\'hC'11 
chasing their pre~· to a point where the road forks, the~· 
will sniff along one fork, a11d if tlw~- catch no scent there, 
they will chase along the other witho11t further s11iffing. 
But hy (2) the impossible proposition "p :rnd not-p" en
tails "(either /l or q) and not-p," where q is an~· proposition 
you please; this, h~· (3), entails the plain q; hence, Ii~ (I), 
the impossible proposition "p and not-p" entails (f, which 
can be an~· proposition at all. \Ve can therefore avoid this 
last "parado.,·· only by denying ( l ), (2), or (3), and tlw:-.e 
denials seem just as "paradoxical" as what we are trying to 
avoid. 

The Anderson-Belnap s~·stem. which has a certain 
formal elegance, turns out to lack the la\\' (:3). Intuitivel~
more plausible, altho11gh the suggestion ha:-. not heen 
developed n·r~· systematical!~, would he the denial of (I). 
Suppose we say that /J entails (f if and on!~· if (a) /J strictl~
implies q and (b) it does so in \'irt11e of a "reasonahlt·" 
general principle, one that can have instances in which the 
entailing proposition is not impossihk and thP entailed 
one not necessary. Then "p and 11ot-p" \\'ill entail "EitlH·r 
p or q, and not-p" in ,·irtrw of the "reasonable" principle 
(2), and thi:-. will entail the plain C/ in ,·irt11e of tl1e reason
able principle (3). I lmve\·er. if entai lrnent were transitive 
we wo11ld then have "p and not-p" entailing q, and there is 
1~0 "reasonable" principle that this exemplifies. 

Some ,vriters have suggested rt>stricting the terms of the 
entailment relation to contingent propositions, so that 
where /J or (f is either necessary or impossible, "p entails 
q" is either false (according to 011e \Trsion of this ,·it·w) or 
meaningless (according to another). It would he dilfic11lt to 
set out an~· laws at all for entailment thu~ re:-.trictcd. ,md it 
would also exclude the kind of entailment 11:-.ed whe11 \\'e 

arg11e that some propo-;itio11 is impossible lwcau:-.e it t·11-
tails something impos:-.ihle. 

SYSTEMS OF STRICT IMPLICATION 

Vario11s alternative sets of axioms a11d rules for possibil
ity, necessit~·, and strict implication \\'ere gin:>n In· Le\\'is 
and shown hy him and other:-. not to lie ecp1i,·alc·11t-i.e., 
not to ~-ield the same form11las as theorem~. The, \\'t'H' 
therefore given numhers-S l, S:2, S:3, S-1, S5, Sf>. S7, and 
S8. \Ian~· alternatin· axioms ancl rules for the~e systC'ms 
ha,·e heen suggested Ii~- later logicians, and further s,·-;tenh, 
which arc not equh·alent to an~· of Le\\'is', h:n·e hC'ell dt·
veloped. A particular!~- simple one, which Robert Fey, 
called the s,·stem T, comes in essc·nce from 1':urt Codcl. It 
assumes the mdinar) laws for matc·rial implication and 
negation, with the rule that if Xis a law and "If X the11 Y" 
("if" being the "if" of material implication) is also a law, 
then Y is a law; it acids an undefined s~·mhol for "necc·:-.
saril~·," defining "Possihl~- p': as "'.\ot necessaril~- not-p" 
and "p strict!~- implies q" a:-. "'.\ecessarily (if p then q)" 

("if" heing the "if" of ·material implication , a:-. it is in the 
axioms). The special axioms for nec-e-;sit~· are simpl~ 

(l) If necessaril~- /J then p; 
(2) If necessaril~- (ifµ then q), then if necessarily /l, tlit•n 

neces sari I y (f. 

There is a special rule, the "rule of necessitation," that ii 
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a form11la X is a la\\' of tlw s~·st<·111, -;o i~ "\:<'lT~,arih .\:. ·· 
•\II the el<·111t•ntar~- lll()(lal principl<·s ,<·l out i11 tlw lir,t 
section of this article, a11d also t]H, parado\t·, of ,trict im
plication, can lw d<·ri,Td a, tlworems i11 this ~, ,tern. 

C. H. \'Oil Wright cle\·elopecl a ,;~·,t<·m t·qui,·,dl'nt to T, 
calling it M. In ti,f the 11ndefined modal t>xpressio11 is "pm
sihl~·," ";\ecessaril~- p" being defi1wd as "\:ot pm,ilil~ 
not-p." This is the procedure in Lewis' own s~stem,. h11t 
still 0ther procecl11res are possible. For example, strict 
implication itself ma~- he taken as unclefinecl and ":\'eces
sarily 7/' defined as "Not-p strict!~- implies p" (whatever i, 
strictly implied hy its ow11 denial i:-. necessaril~· trne, and 
whatever is 1wcessaril~- true is stricth· implied b~- its own 
denial, since it is -;trictl~· implied b~- a11~·thing). In some of 
Lewis' stronger s~ stems (S-1 and S5-tlwir cl1aracteri:-.tic 
featmes will he skdclwd lwlmv). "\:ccessaril~ /l .. ma~- he 
defined as "p's strict!~· impl~·ing /l strict!~ implies p" 
(\\'hate\·er is strict!~- implied h~- a rn·ces:-.ar~· truth, snch a, 
that it strict!~- irnplit·s itself. is itself 1wcessa1Y, and what
ever is necessar~· is stricth· implied b~- ;111, · necc·ssar~ truth, 
since it is strict!~· implied Ii~- an~thing at all). It is then 
possible to clistinguisli those laws in which strict implica
tion is the on!~- logical notion that oec1rr:-.. These are 
different for the different Lewis s~·stems, and the full sys
tems can he obtained from their pure strict-implication 
fragments hy the addition of appropriah· a\ioms (the same 
for all the s~·-;tems) for "and" and "not" (E . .I. Lemmon), or 
for "and," "or," and "not" (Ian Hacking), or for the ma
terial "if" and a standard impossible proposition (C. A. 
\lereclith). (On tlw 11se of a -.;tandarcl fals<· proposition 
instead of an uncldined negation, see NECATION.) Using 
the last procedure, we can gi,·e formal C'mhodiment to the 
conception of matt-rial implication as a limiting case of 
strict implication, a LI\ orite idea of C. S. Peirce's, \\'hich 
we han" earlier noted as occurring also in rnt·die\·al writ
ings. Peirce ,aid that in general the conditional form "If /J 
then q" means that in no possible stall' of affairs is /J true 
without c/, h11t we ma~- take into consideration a wider or a 
1wrro\\"l'r rang<· of pos~ihk states of affairs. and if Wt.· nar
row the range clown to the actual state of affairs rnir "if" 
becomes material. 

Le\\'is' s~·stems S l ancl S2 are weaker than the system T; 
his S3. Sf>, S7, and SS possess laws that T does not haw· 
hnt lack some that it doe,; ha,·e (the~- lack, for instance, the 
rule of nece:-.sitation), and his S-1 and S.5 contain T, add
ing to it certain principles aho11t iterated and nested 
mocblities-that is ahrn1t the possihl~- possible, the nece,
,;arih· necessary, tl1e possihl~- necc~sar~·, and the rwcessarih· 
possible. It might lw maintained that although not every
thing is actual]~- possilile, anything at all co11ld he possible; 
this view of the matter is embodied in S6, S7, ancl S8. 
Alternative!~-, it might be held that onl~· \\'hat is actuall~
possihle could he possible-that is, that for any p, if possi
b]~- possib]~- p tlien pmsihl~- p. If this is so, it will follow b~ 
orclinar~· principles that whate\·er is actually necessary is 
necessarily necessar~-- These are the la\\'s tl,at distinguish 
the s~·stem S-1. l t Illa~' he held, further. that whate\·er is 
possible is nccessaril~- possible, and whate,-er could be 
necessar~· i-; actually necessar~·- These principles are laid 
down in S.5, and it has been found that the S-1 principles 
follow from the S.5 ones b~- orclinar~· modal laws, but not 
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\'ict· \tT\,t. In S,5, altlio11gh tl1ere is a place for contingent 
as well as nt•cessary a11d impossible propositions, no as
sntions ,tlio11t the modalit~· of propositions are contingent, 
,i11t·e any ~tatement tl1at a proposition is necessary or im
pos-.ible i-. necessarily true if it is true at all and necessari
ly fol-.<' if it is false, 

The pure strict-implication fragments of S-1 and S5 are re
lated to one another very much as are the implicational frag
ments of intuitionist logic and "classical" truth-functional 
logic, and there are similar analogies between the systems 
in their entirety. In recent years there has been some 
study of systems containing S4 and contained in S5 that 
parallel systems between intuitionist and classical propo
sitional logic. One- such system will be touched -on in 
the next section. It is also possible, though a bit difficult, to 
give formal expression to the not uncommon view that 
nested mocbl expressions like "possibly possible" are 
meaningless. 

INTERPRETATIONS OF MODAL SYSTEMS 

The variety of alternative systems oi modal laws which 
logicians now offer suggests that there is some obscurity in 
the meaning of the hasic terms "possible" and "necessary" 
and that different laws among those proposed might hold 
good if these terms were given different precise meanings. 

For example, we might take the possible to he that 
which either is m has been or will be true and the neces
sary as that which is and ahva~·s has been and alwa~·-. will 
be true. This interprd,1tion t11rns 011t, according tu ordinary 
views concerning past and future truth, to verify S,5. For 
example, "\Vhatever could be necessary is actually neces
sary" will amount to "If it is; or has been or will he true 
tl1at something is ,md always has been and ,tlways will be 
the case, then it is true right now that that thing is and 
always has been and alway-; will be the case," and this is 
true. 

The modal terms were given an interpretation of this 
general t~-pc by the Creek logici,111 Diodonrs Cronus; he, 
howe\·er, took account of tl1e present and the fut11re only
that is, he defined the possible as what is or will be trne 
and the nec<'ssmy as what is tnw a11d alwa~•s will he. 
This does not verify all the S,5 prini:-ipl<'s. For example, it 
is not always true that if it is or will he true that something 
is and ,tlwa~-s will lw the case, then it is true rigl1t now tl1at 
that thing is and ,tlways will be the case (it nwy not st,1rt its 
c,tr<'cr of permanence 11ntil later); that is, in Diodorean 
modal logic it is not true that wlwtever is possibly neces
sar:-,' is actual)~- necessar:-,·. Ilowever, Diodorean logic con
tai11s the S-1 law that whatever is actually necessary is 
necessarily necessary, for if it is and ,1lways will be true 
that p, then this itself is and alway-. will be tnre. Dio
dorean 111o<lal logic, howe\'er, is not quite identic,11 with 
S-1, .ts it contains certain laws which are not in that system 
(though they me in S.5)-for inst,mce, the law that what
ever coul<l be nect•ssary must lie possilde (that is, if it is or 
will he that it is and always will be that p, then it is and 
always will lie that it is or will be that p). The Diodorean 
system, i11 fact, lies between S-1 and S,5. 

We do obtain precisely S--1 if we suppose that the future 
is not quite fixed and that any state of affairs has ,1 number 
of alternative futures which may issue from it (though it is 

too late-, once it has become present, for a state of affairs to 
have alternative pasts) and then define "Possibly p" as "p 
either is true now or will be true in at least one of the 
alternative futures" and "Necessarily p" as "pis true now 
and throughout all the alternative futures." 

Interpretations of this type have been hrilliantly gener
alized by Stig Kanger (Probability in Logic, Stockholm, 
1957), Jaakko Hintikka, and especially S. A. Kripke. Sup
pose we are furnished with a set of "worlds" (from an 
abstract mathematical point of view a "world" can be sim
ply a set of propositions); we may define the possible as 
what is true either in the actual world or in some world 
accessible from it and the necessary as what is true in the 
actual world and in all worlds accessible from it (or, more 
abstractly, in all worlds to which this one stands in acer
tain relation R). We then obtain different modal systems by 
making different assumptions about the relation of ,1Cces
sibility (or R), and on different interpretations of this rela
tion different such assumptions will be plausible. We may, 
for example, simply suppose that the relation is transi
tive-i.e., that what is accessible from any world that is 
m:cessihle from a given one is itself accessible from the 
given one. Our last previous interpretation, in terms of 
alternative possible futures, is a special case of this (a 
possible future outcome of a possible future outcome of a 
given state of affairs will itself be a possible future out
come of this state of affairs); it gives us S-1. Or we may 
assume tlrnt accessibility is symmetrical-i.e., that if any 
world A is accessible from a world B, then B is accessible 
from A This yields a modal system between T and S5, 
cont,1ining the bw (not in S4) that whatever is possibly 
possible is actually so. If we assume both symmetry and 
transitiveness-conditions that wou ld he realized if every 
wmld were accessible from every other and also if none 
were accessible from ,my other-we would have S5. If we 
assume th;1t every world is "connected" by accessibility 
with every other-i.e., that for any worlds A and B eitl1er A 
is accessible from B or vice versa-we obtain another 
s~-stem between T and S5. Such connectedness would be 
one feature of the Diodorean system, for given any two 
momentary states of affairs A and B in the actual time se
ries, either A is an act11.1l future outcome of B or B is one 
of A. Where accessihilit:-,- is defined in terms of a lternative 
possihl1· ft1tU1l'S we do not have s11ch co111wctedncss, since 
A might be 011t on one limb and Hon another and neither 
of them a possilJlt0 outcome of tlw otlwr. 

SYNTACTICAL INTERPRETATIONS OF MODALITY 

Attempts have also been made to give a "syntactical" 
interpretation to modal concepts, p's necessity being 
equated with its provability from ~pecified axioms hy 
s1wcified rules. Such necessity would, of course, a lways be 
relative to the rules and axiom-. chosen, and the most 
str;1ightforward way of developing this type of interpreta
tion involves a certain s11btle shift in the grammar of modal 
expressions. In systems such ;1s Lewis', "necessarily" is an 
adverb like "not," which is ,1ttached to sentences to form 
other sentences, and the strict "if" is a "connective" that 
li11ks two sentences to form a compound one. The com
pound sentences in each case are not about their compo
nents hut about whatever the components are about. 



"Blind men are necessarily men" is about men, not about 
sentences, not even about the sentence "Blind mPn are 
men," and "Caesar's conquering Caul strictly implies 
Caesar's conquering something" is about Caesar, Caul, 
etc., not about the sentences "Caesar conquered Gmd" and 
"Caesar conquered something." \Ve have, indeed, in the 
course of this exposition, loose I)· used forms like" 'Crass is 
green' strictly implies 'Grass is colored.'" "p implies q," 
"pis necessary" (as if "p" and "q" stood not for sentences 
but for nouns), and we shall continue to do so. But in strict 
propriety one ought to write "That pis necessary" (i.e., "It 
is necessary that µ") and "That p implies (or entails) that 
q." The necessity of sentences, and implication of sen
tences by sentences, is a secondary form that can e<1sily be 
defined in terms of the primary one-for example, by say
ing that the sentence "Crass is green" is necessary if and 
only if "Grass is necessarily green" is true. 

On the interpretation of mod,1lity now being considered, 
however, what is primary is the verb "is necessary," fann
ing sentences not from sentences but from expressions 
that name sentences, the result being a sentence that is 
really about the named sentence; any other use of "neces
sary," if any other be admitted, is defined in terms of this 
one. Such a use of the modal words can be made precise 
only if we work with a language containing some system
atic way of naming its own expressions, so tlrnt given any 
expression of the language, such as a sentence, we can 
discover which other expression of the language is the 
given one's name. If we write (x) for the name of the 
expression x, propositions of the form "H necessarily p 
then p" will have to be rewritten in this version of modal 
logic as "If (p) is necessary then p," and similar!)· \\'ith the 
exemplifications of other modal laws. "If (p) is necessary 
then p" is in its turn to be understood as "If (p) is provable 
then p," and "provable" is to mean "derivable b~· sucl1-
and-such transformations from the sentences (q), (r), (s )," 
whatever may be the sentenees selected as axioms and the 
transformations selected as rules of derivation. 

The possibilit~· of presenti11g modal s~·stems in this wa~· 
was mentioned in the earl~· 1930s liy Gridel, who, how
ever, also noticed one limitation to any such program. In 
view of his own proof that the consistenc~' of Peano's ,1rith
metic cannot lie proved-at lea~t not if Peano's arithmetic 
really is consistent-in Peano's arithmetie itself, it fol
lows that we cannot prove in Peano's arithmetic that 
whatever is provable in Peano\ arithmetic is true. Hence, 
if necessity me,rns pro\·ability from axioms and b~ rule s 
that are sufficient for Peano's arithmetic, one b\\' that \Ve 
cannot consistently have is "(If (p) is necessary, then p ) is 
necessary," the counterpart of the modal h1\\ "Necessaril~· 
(if necessarily p then p)." H we are prepared to define 
necessity in terms of prov,1hility from ,1 somewhat weaker 
basis than the postulates of Peano\ arithmetic, we can 
consistently have a "modal" system (of the above sort) 
containing the above law, but not in combination with 
certain other laws whose counterparts are present in e\·en 
the weakest Lewis systein, Sl. This has been recently 
shown by David Kaplan and Richard \lontague, ,rnd \1on
tague has added a number of allied re:-.ults, such as that an 
inconsistency \\'ill result from the two postuh1tes 

(I) If(p)isnecessarythen p; 
(2) If a is a law, "(a) is necessary" is also a law. 
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The proof depends on the pos,sihilit~' of fi11ding, for a11} 

syntactical predicate q> in a bnguage that contains its ow n 
syntax, a sente11ce S such that "S if and onl~· if cp (S )" i~ 
provable. If for q> we take either "is not necessary" or " ha-, 
a necessary negation," the proof from (1), (:2 ), and th e the
orem about S is very easy. \Ve can, for example , proce e d 
thus: 

(3) S if and only if (S) is not necessary . 
(4) If not S then (S) is necessary (from .3). 
(,5) lf not S then S (from 4 and I). 

(6) S (from 5). 
(7) (S) is not necessary (from 6 and .3). 
(8) (S) is necessary (from 6 and 2). 
None of these consequences follow if we drop the at

tempt to make necessity a syntactical predicate ,1ttaching to 
names of sentences and use "necessarily" ,1s ,rn ach-erb 
attaching to sentences in the usual way. We shall revert to 
this more usu,1! grammar in the sections that follow. 

MODALITY AND QUANTIFICATION 

Adverbial signs of mocblity may be placed not only 
before or after signs of neg,1tion, implication, conjunetion, 
and disjunction but ,1lso before or after the signs of quan
tity, "all" and "some." Here again the order is often im
pmtant. For example, "Ever~·one has a chance of winning" 
("For all x, possibl~· x will win") does not say the same as 
"There is a chance that everyone will win., ("Possibly for 
all x, x will win"); the second implies the first , but not vice 
\·ersa. In current discussions reference is often made at 
this point to the medieval distinction between de dicto and 
de re modalities. In "Everyone has ,1 chance of winning" 
the possibility of winning is predicated of each individual 
object (res) being considered, but in the other form, 
"There is a chance that ever~·one will win," it is the entire 
dictum, or proposition, "Ever~·one will win" that is 
modified b~, a "possibly." 

The combination of modal logic \\ ith the theory of the 
quantifiers "For all x" ,rnd "For some x" was pioneered in 
the early 1940s hy Ruth C. Bmcan, now Ruth Barcan i\-iar
cns ("Functional Calculus of First Order Based on Strict 
Implication," in journal of Symbolic Logic, Vol. I I, 1946, 
1- 16). She added to the Lewis system S2 (a) one of the 
usual basPs for qwrntification theory and (b) a special mix
ing axiom, to the effect that if it could he that something 
cp's, then there is something of which it could lw that it cp's . 
From axioms of this sort she was able to prove a variety of 
laws, including the one-way implic<1tion mentioned in the 
preceding paragrnph. Her special axiom (b) has since been 
shown to be superfluous, because it is provable from what 
is left, if we combine one of the ordinary hases for 
quantification theor~· with the stronger modal system S,5. 

Th e law (b) , however, is, from some \'iewpoints, coun
te rintuitive. \Vhat if the reason why "it could be that some
thing cp's" is not that "there is something which could cp" 
but rather that although nothing that actually exists could q>. 
the world might ha,·e cont<1ined different lwings from the 
comparative!~· incapable ones that it does contain-~ Even in 
the later \liddle Ages connected arguments were brought 
up against some of the derived laws in the Barcan system. 
For example, Jean Buridan argued that there are exeep
tions to the law "If possibly everything cp's then everything 
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po:-- si hly <f>\," for from "It could lw that e,·er~thing is Cod" 
( trnt' becau se C od co11ld annihilate all creatures) it docs 
not follm, · that "En·ntlii11g could he Cod" (for no creature 
could he }. 

I ,a\\'<; of this -;ort , in fact, can hold umestrictedly only if 
,,·t• a..,-;u11w that ,,·hate,·er exists i-; hound to do so and 
,,·halt•, t•r could exist does exist-that is, if \\'e assume that 
hm,·t•,·t• r different ma,· he the states of affairs which are 
pmsihle alte mati\'es to the actual one , the~· all contain the 
-;,lllH ' indi\'idual objects. But a modal logic that dropped 
thi:-- pmt11latc~ might well differ from the common systems 
t·,·t ·11 in its unquantifit'd portion. For it might be argued 
that in a possible state of affairs not containing an object A 
tllt're ,,·otdd he 110 positi,·e or negati,·e facts about A, sc> 
that ",\ is A," fo~ example, although 11ot fabe in an~ po-;
sihle circumstances, might in some he neither false nor 
true , a nd therefore its falsehood might he impossible \\'ith
out its trnth !winµ; necessary. This would mean dropping 
the elementary "equipolle11ces" listed t•,ulier. A modal 
sy..,tem called Q, \\'ith this and consequential modifications, 
,,·as sketched hy A. :\. Prior and axiomatized by R. A. Bull. 
S. :\. Kripke, in a further elaboration of his models for 
modal s~·stcms, sketched an alternative conception, in 
which, in a world not containing A, there are no simple 
positi,·e facts about A hut there are ne\'ertheless negati\'e 
and other complex one:-,. This also im·oh-es abandoning 
Barcan-type laws for quantified modal logic, but it modi
fies the unquantified basis much less drastically. 

\lore radical objections, not ju:--t to the Barcan s~ stem 
h11t to the whole program of combining modal logic ,,·itli 
quantification theor) , ha\'C:' been made by \\'. \'. Quine. 
Such a program, he argues , ,,·oukl in\'(ih-e u:-- in re,·i\'i11g 
a11 011trnoded piece of :\rhtotelianisrn. Aristotle distin
guished lwt\\'een \\'hat he called "essential" and "acciden
tal" predication, and at lea:--t since John Stuart \fill it has 
liet·n \\'ideh· held that a good sense can he given to this 
distinction \\'hen tht• :-,taternents in\'(ilved are general h11t 
not \\'hen the,· are -,ingular. \Ve can say, for example, that 
man is t•s:--entialh· rational and accidentally earth-d\\'elli11g 
if all ,,·e mean Ii~ thi:-- i~ that being ratio11al is part of \\'l1at 
is 111ea11t I>) being a rna11 hut that being an earth-dweller i:-
not. I Io,,·e,·er, no such :sense could lw gi,·en to the :--tatt-
me11t that thi:-- object lidore me, say John Jones , is esse11-
tialh· rational hut onh at'cide11tally earth-dwelling ("Indi
,·iduab ha,·e no essem·e:--," as \Jill put it). Translating this 
into the language of modal logic, \\'e can say that it i" a 
neces:--ar)· truth that men are rational, since it is a necessar~ 
truth that \\'hatever is a rational animal is rational, hut \\'t> 

carnmt sa~ of any particular indi,·idual that it is neces:--ary 
that hl' lw either rational or anything else. ()uantified 1110-

dal logic, lwwen:' r, is a pointle:--s complication unles-; \\'l' 

can gi\'t· a meaning to :--11ch forms ,h "For some indi, ·idual 
x, it i-, m ·ces:--,n~· that x should <f>." 

Tht· onl~ answer to this is that a ,·ie\\' is not necessarily 
,,Tong IH'cause Ari:--totle held it, and the only "e:--sential" 
attrib111t's of indi, ·iduals to \\'hich modal logic is committed 
are tri\'ial ones like "cp' ing if one cp's." It is "essential" to 
an indi,·idual that he :-,hould </>-if-he-</>'s; it is a truth of logic 
that he must do this-or if the considerations adduced 
earlier iire\'ent u:-- from sa~·ing quite this mtH.:h, \\'e can "ay 
of an~· imli,·idual x that it is not possible that he should not 

</>-if-l,1e-<f>'s (that he should <f>-without-<f>'ing). Also, \\'ith 
e,·er~· indi\'idual object x it is nece:--:--arily true, or at least 
not po-;sihly false, that it :should he that object x (for if it 
were some other object instead it would be not it but that 
other object, which was that other object). But this intro
duces a new topic. 

MODALITY AND IDENTITY: 
REFERENTIAL OPACITY 

R. B. ~larcus initiated studies of the effect of adding to 
modal logic not only quantification theory but also the 
ordin,u~· postulates about identit\', namely that e,·erything 
is identical with itself and that if x and y arc one and the 
:same thing, then whate\'cr is true of x is true of y (some
time:-- called "Leibniz' law" or the "indiscernibility of 
identicals"). The problems raised in the pre,·ious section 
crop up again here, together with some new ones. In par
ticular, it is easy to prm·e, from ordinary assumptions, that 
if x and y are identical at all, their identity is a necessary 
truth. For if x is in fact identical with y, so that whatever is 
true of xis true of y, then since it is true that xis necessar
il:,.· identical with x it must he true that x is 11ecessarily 
identical \\'ith y. 

Particularly :strong objections have been made to this 
re:--ult ll\· \\'. \'. ()uine. The morning star, he points out, is 
identical with the e,·ening star, and the morning star is 
necessarily identical with the morning star, yet the e,·e
ning ~tar is not necessaril:,.· identical with the morning star 
hut only contingent!:,.· so. C.ontl'xts in which we can inter
change identicals without loss of truth are callt>cl by Quine 
"refer '-' 11tiall:,.· transparent," and ones in which we cannot 
are called "referentiall~· opaque." ~iodal contexts, such as 
" . . . is necessaril:v identical \\'ith the morning star, " are in 
general reft•rentially opaque and in Quine's ,·ie\\' have no 
place in a strictly scientific language. 

Some \\'riters-Hintikka, for example-have evolved 
forms of modal logic with idt>ntity in which it is a law not 
that if x is in fact identical with !I then whatever is true of x 
is true of y hut onl~· that if xis necessarily identical with y 
then whatt·,·c>r is true of xis trne of y. Alternati,·ely, it may 
be argued (as it has been by Arthur Smullyan) that Leib
niz' law holds oniy for x\ and y's that directly name what
<·,·<,r the)· do name, not for x\ and y's that pick out what 
they name merely as the thing, whatever it is, that answers 
to some definite cle-;cription, s11ch as "the morning star." If 
x and y simpl) tag the -;,1111e object, so that "x is y" just 
comes to "This i:-, this," then this (when it is true at all) is a 
neces:-,ar:,.' truth. But a definite description is a comple.\ 
prefix like a quantifier, so that "The morning star is the 
evening star" is not really of the simple form ''x is y"; it 
mean-; either "Something is at once the one ancl only 
morning star and the one and only e,·ening star" or 
"\\'hate, er is the one and only morning star is the one and 
only e,·ening star." From neither of these does it follow 
that because it is a JH.'cessary truth that whatever is the one 
and only morning star is the one and only morning star, it 
is a necessary truth that \\'hate,·er is the one and only 
morning star is the one and only evening star. (See, on the 
difference between names and descriptions, PROPER 
;\/AMES A;'l;D DESCRIPTIO:\'S.) 



It se ems d ear, 011 a n y , ·ie w of tlw 111 att<·r, that \\''1<'11 
modal logi c a nd ide ntity th eor~· a re b rought togdhl'r L<·ib
ni z ' law must lw appli e d \\' itli ca ut ion, b11t ,,·t· ma, lw 
watc hful at dille re nt point s. \Ve m a ~· look, with <)11i1w, :1l 

th e " contexts" w e wrap around o ur identicals-t lH· tlii11gs 
that w e sa~· a re trn e of y heca u.~ e th e~· are trn<' of x, \\'liicli 
is identi cal with y-and ins ist th at 111ndal contexts, for 
c,ample , are not co,·ered In th e law. In th is t_·:1se we need 
not he , ·e r~· m e ti c11! 0 11s about the e xp ress ions we take x and 
y to do duh for. \Ve ma,·, o n th e otlwr hand, confine x 

and I/ rigo rn11sl~· to Rus se ll 's " log ica ll y proper names," and 
we can th e n afford to h e free and easy with om "conk:ds." 

Similar con side ratio ns applv when we a ttempt to l'Olll
bine modal log ic \\'ith th e theon of c lasses and nu111lwrs. 
Suppose that m e n a re at once th e o nl ~· ra ti onal animals and 
the onh fe ath e rless bi peds ; it fo ll o w s a t o nce, 011 the ordi
nary vi e w of c lass id e ntity, th a t th e class of rational ani
mals is one and th e sa m e object- if it is an oliject at all--as 
th e c lass of feath e rl ess biped s. Bu t it would seelll that 
althou gh th e c lass of rati onal a ni mals is necessarih· the 
same as th e c las s of rational animal s, it is a mere!\' contin
gent fact that it is th e sam e as the class of featherless 
bipeds. If c las ses are ge n u in e objects we are again com
pell e d to re sh·i c t Le ibn iz' law to "referent ial!~· transparent" 
contexts , but if tli e~· are mere log ica l constructions and an~ 
talk of class id e ntit y is onl y a paraphrase of talk of func
tions ' b e in g satisfi e d b ~- th e "ame objects, the paradox 
disappears as soon as th e pa raph rase is made. 

NO N ALETHI C MOD ALITIES 

Syntacti ca lly , s ign s of modalit~ are expressions that form 
sentences wh e n attached to other sentences ("m•n·ssarih·" 
forms th e senten ce " ~ ece!-.saril ~- :2 and :2 is -r· from ":2 and 
2 is -1' ') . In thi s th e~· resem ble signs of negation ("It is not 
th e case that . .. "), h ut th<'~- diffrr from ._igns of negation 
in not b e ing truth -functi onal, o r , as it is sometimes put, in 
not b e in g "ex te nsional. " T h e tru th or fa lsehood of a mod
all y q11alifi t> d state m e nt d oes not depend solely on the 
truth or fals e hood of th e or igina l. Certain I~- if pis false so 
is "Necessarih· p ," a nd if JJ is trn e so is "Possihl~- p," hut ii 
p is fal se it ma y or ma v n ot b e possib le, and if true it 111a, 
or mm not lw n ecessa ry. T hi s feat111c (non(·\te11sio11alit,) 
is on e that m o d a l fu nc ti ons ha,·t· in common with man, 
others , and it is a natura l e., te 11s io11 o f modal logic to take 
in sonw of th e se oth e rs as welL 

G. H . von \\ 'ri g ht d escribes th e o rdinan modal fonl'tions 
(necessity, poss ihilit~ , e tc.) as "aletliic" modalities and 
compare s th e m with th e " de ontic" modalities of ohligato
rines s, pe rmitte cln e ss , e tc. (sec LOCIC, DEONTIC) and with 
the "epi ste mi l'" m odali ties of be in g known to he true, not 
b e in g kn own to h e fa ls e, e tl'. One can also treat tenses as 
modaliti es of a sort. In so me of th ese further :neas we l'an 
di sce rn quite a firm logica l st ru l' tllfe, a t once resembling 
and diffe rin g fro m tha t of ord inary modal systems. Just a" 
nothin g can h e both n ec:essar~- a nd impo~sihle, for exam
ple, so noth in g l'a n b e both obli gatln~· and forbidden, 
nothin g both kn own to h e t ru e and known to he false, 011 
the othe r hand , a ltlio ugh whate,·er is true is ipso facto 
poss ibl e, what is ac tua ll ~ do n e need not be g:oing to be 
don e at anv futu re t im e or h,l\'e been done in the past. 
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l•~,-<·11 q11alltilil'atio11s ('ould I}(' n·l..(,tnkd a, lll<HLtl1t1<·, 111 
tl1is <·xt<'IHl<'d Sl'IJ~<· (\ <lll \\'ri1.d1t call~ tll<'111 "<·\l~l<-11t1,tl · 
111odali t ie~). "X's an· 1111i,t·rsall~ y·, .. 1m ".\', an· ,d\\,t\, 
Y's") lr as a similar ring lo ",'(~ aw ll<'<T~~.111h ) \" .111d 
si111ilarh· impl ie!-. "Thi, X i!-. a Y," \\'hid1 111 t1m1 i111pli<·, 
"X's a re so111dillWS r's.,, :\gain, tlH' OIi('-\\ a\ i111plil'at1011 
"II somethi11g necessarily <t>'s tl]('n rn•t_·<·s,arih \Olll('tl,i111..( 
¢\" is like the implieation "If ,onwtl,ing </J\ ('\ n, tl1i111..( 
tht'n e,·er~thing has something that </J's it," with a s<'l'OIHI 
q11anti fil'atio 11 in place of tlw 111odc1lit,. Som<' \\'rite rs ,, 11<> 

a n · skeptica l abou t onlinar~· lll()(lalitic,-for <·\a111pl<·, 
Hu!-.st· ll - hm·e suggested that tlH'\ arc quantification, 111 
d isgui se. But R11ssell himself has poi11t<'d out tl,.it 
q11a11ti fi cat io11s liasicalh· attal'h to properties (or "propo~i
tional fu nctions") rather than to compkte proposition, \\'1· 

sa~- th:1t </J'ing "unin°rsalh·" implies tj,'i11g, ln1t that a co111-
plete prnpo!-. it ion JJ "necessarih .. implies that q. \\ c l'all, 
indeed, equ ate modalities with q11,mtificati<lll'- m<·r 
"chances" or "poss ible worlds,'' li11t an~·one who i!-. skep
tical abo11 t moda li ties is liable to lw skeptical about these 
enti t ie'i a lso, a nd even those who are skeptical aho11t nei
ther Illa\ prefer to e,p lai n the notion of a "possibl<' \\'orld" 
in te rms of particular things· being possible, rather than 
,·ice \'ersa, C A. \leredith, for example, has adopted \\'itt
genstein 's definition of the act11al world as "e\'l·r~tliing 
that is th e case," c<mcei,,ing this a\ a single co111prt>IH'11sin· 
fad (i.e., a conj1111ctio11 with all cor1tine:ent facts a.\ c011-
junds) from w h ich ,111 more particular facts follow, so that 
an~ Lilselrood (i.e., thl' denial of any fact) is inconsisll'nt 
,,·ith it. :\ "possible" world would then lw any proposition 
which, tlio11gh not imph·inl..( \O much as to lw i111possilile 
(not i111ph-i11g, for instance, a proposition together with ih 
negation), i\ so comprelwnsin· that it either strictly im
plies or is strict!~ inconsi'itent with <u1\' l..(iH·n particular 
proposition. Being "tnw in" such a \\'orld would mean 
being stricth implil'd ll\ it. 

\\'ith regard to the general topic of functions that s~·ntac
tic,111~- resemhle modal ones, there aIL' sollH', .\lll'h as "It is 
lielie,·ed that p," for \\ hich it is difficult to find any ~trict 
formal laws, hut e,·en thesC' raise problems analogous to 
those that a rise in modal logic proper, and it is sometiml'S 
ea'iier to see i11 the ca\{' of these 1]()t stricth modal func
tions ju.\t what the i,,ues are. For e,ample, the difficultil'S 
that h:aplan and \lontag1w found i11 the s~·ntadical i11tcr
p1dation of 111oda l s~·stems wt·n· first uneartlwd \\'ht·n tll<'~ 
\\ ere tr~ ing to 11se not "is nccessar~" hllt "i\ known" as a 
predicate attaching to sl'ntenl'C'\. Again, some of ()ui1w's 
most instructi,·e discussions ol 1<·fe1ential opacit~· are con
cerned with belief and allied topics rather than with po-;
sibilit~ ,111d nel'essit~'. He notes, for example, that if we 
admit expressions likl' "tht' morning stm" as -;ul,stit11talde 
for the x's and y's in our fornrnb'-, tlwre is a sharp 
difference with respect to rderl'ntial op,wit~· between tlw 
forms "x believes that y <t>'s" and "x lwlil'\'cs of !I that it 
¢\." If x bel ieves that the evening star is not tlw morn
ing star, it does not follow that he believes that the 111mni111..( 
star is not the morning star, hut ii Ire lwli<'\'l'S ol the e\'l'-
11ing star that it is not the morning star, it does follow that 
he believes of the morning star that it is not the morning 
star (this heing, of course, a mistake on thl' part of x, hut an 
empirical a11d not a logical <ll1(' ). The t'\amplc lnin.e;s out 
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one· of the d1:--ach·,111tage:-- of this ma111ler of handling ,uch 
prolilems, it i11\"Cih-es m in admitting two :-,~ ntacticall~ 
cli,tind kind:-- of lwlie,·im!, "lwlie,·ing that p" and "lie
l1t·,·in g of x that it <.p\"-or, a~ ()uine puts it, "belie,·ing 
<f/i11'..( of x" ("ascribing <.p'ing to x")-the conllectio11 lw
tween them being quite· obscure. If, on the other hand, we 
restrict our x's and u's to direct identifications of indi,·idu
als, ,,· e can equate "lwlie,·ing of x that it cf>'s" \\'ith the 
:simple "believing that x <f>'s" and account for the difference 
bet\\'ec n ()uine's t\,·o ca,e~ h~ paraphra:--ing "x belit·,·e:-
of tlie morning star that it i~ not the morning star" as "For 

:some !/, !/ is ill fact the morning star hut x helie,·es that it 
is not." 

I II tlw q11asi-rnod,tl art·a, tlw tightest logical :structure is 
p e rk1p, to lw found ,unon'..( tlw tense,, although :some 
logician:-- belic,·e that a logicall~- accurate language \\'ould 
di~peme ,, ith ten,t·, altogether (handling on]~- dated sen
tt·11ce, and ,c·ntence, about the temporal order of e,·enh, 
wl1icli are timele,~I~ true. rather than ones like "I ha,·e 
eatt·n rn~ hreakta:--t," which arc false at one time and true 
at ,mother ). -\ ct0 rtain amount of ten,e-logic is, of cour~e. 
alrca<h in,·oh-<·d in the Diodorean account of the ordinar~· 
111()(lalitie:--. If we write Fp for "It will be tlie ca:--e that p," 
"PJJ" for "It Ii." been the ca,e that Ji," "Gp" for "It \\'ill 
ahva~ :-, he the case that p," and "HJ)" for "It has al\\'ays 
been the ca:--e that p," we can construct comple.x ten,e~ 
like the futme perfect. "FPJJ," "It \\'ill he the case that it 
l1a:-- !wen the ca:--c that p." Tlwre appear to lw 1me-,,·a, 
implicatiom liet,,·<·en each of the following forms and its 
~ ucce,:--<H: 

Clip, Fl-Ip, Hp, Pllp, IIPp, PJJ, GPp, FPp. 

.1-\lso, the plain p ("It is the case that p") is implied b~ FHp 
(''It will h,n·e alwa~·s been the case that JJ") and implie:-
GPp ("It will al\\'a~-, ha, ·<, been the case tl1at p"). Eacl1 of 
the,e laws abo appears to han.' a "mirror image" in which 
H replace, C or ,·ice , t 0 r,a and P replace:-- F or ,·ice ,·er:--a 
(for example, just as PIIJ) implie:-- IIPp, so FGJ) implies 
GFp). Certain pla11sihlc reduction the:--es, :such as that it 
,,·ill lw that it will lie that p if and onh- if it ,,·ill lie that p 

1FF= Fi, make it possible to eonden,t· all :--eqtH .. ·nces of F, 
P, II, and G, howe,-er long, into one or another of the onc:-
li,ted ,t!H>,·e or ih mirror image. 

The,e results, the fimling:-- of C:. L. I lamblin, ignore 
certain pro! >It ·ms concerning 11011 permarn°11t object:-- a11a lo
gou, to the prolile1rn (discu:--sed earlier) corn .. ·er11i11g contin
gent ohjech in ordinar,· modal logic, and these ma,· re
q11ire complications of the system. It has lieen ,uggested 
Ii~ C. S. Peirce and Cill>ert H~ le, for example, that there 
are definite ~ingular facts, although perhaps 110 simple 
positive 01w,, about what no longer exi:--ts (Socrates is not 
nmv wise, li11t it is 110\\" a fact that he is not and that he 
once was ) hut on!~- _'..(eneral facts about what docs not exist 
a~ ,·e t (before I exi:--tcd it ,,·a, neither a fact nor a falsehood 
that I was wi~e or that I ,,•;1s going to write this article. 
although it ma~ h:l\'e been a fact en.·n then that there was 
going to lie someone ,,·ith such-and-such characteristics
ones that I in fact alone han'-who would write it). This 
would mean that "If p then it will alwa~-~ han° lieen the 
case that p" ahva,·s holds liut its mirror image "If p then it 
has alwa~·s been that it will be that p" has exceptions, and 

that futme beings are to be treated like pussil>le ones in 
Prior's modal s~·stem Q but past beings like possible ones 
in the alternati,·e s~·stem of Kripke. Whether a consistent 
tense-logic (with quantification and identit\·) can he de
,·eloped along these lines has yet to lie e:--tal;lished. 
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A. ;'\;, PRIOR 

LOGIC, MODERN. ,\lodern logic, also known as sym
bolic or mathematical logic, is the latest stage in the devel
opment of a discipline that owe<; its founding to Aristotle. 



\Vhat distin,guislws modern from ,tncicnt and traditirn1al 
logic i, not onl~- its reliance on s~·mholit· teclrniq1lt's a11d 
mathem,1tic,1l methods hut also its \·a:-.tly ~realer forn1al 
power ,rnd range of application. 

Form, validity, and arguments. Like its prcdt•tT:-.:-.or:-., 
modern logic is most widely studied as a nH·ans of te~ting 
the validit~· of argurnents-S!){'l'ificall~·, cll'ductit:,c ar,g11-
ments (for "inducti\"C" arguments, see INDUCTION). An 
argument is a sequence of statements one of which, th<' 
conclusion, is said to be logical I~· cleducihle from , or a lo,g
ical consequence of, the others, the premises. Examples of 

arguments are 

(I) Sophocles was a philosopher or Socrates was a 

dramatist; 
Sophocles was not a philosopher; 
Therefore, Socrates was a clrnmatist. 

(2) Some philosophers are Platonists; 
Some nwthematicians are philosophers ; 
Therefore, some mathematici,rns are Phtonists. 

Arguments thus make claims, name)~· tlwt certain conclu
sions follow logically from, or are logical consequences of, 
certain premises. \\'e count nn logic to tell us just \\'hicl1 
arguments make valid claims and which do not. 

Validity. What is a \·alid cbim? Before this question c,rn 
be ans\\'ered a di~tinction must he made bct\\'een the \·alid
ity of an argument and the truth of its conclu:-.ion. Tlw~e are 
not the same: Not all valid arguments ~-ielcl true conclu
sions-see (I) above. Converse)~·, not all argunwnh that 
yield true conclusions ,ire valid-see (:2) alio\'e. Similarl~-, 
there are valid arguments with false premi:-.es, lik e (I), and 
invalid arguments with true premises, like (:2). The que:-.
tion of the validit~· of an mgument is therefore sep,Hate 
from that of the truth or falsit~· of its pHJmises and conclu
sion. To sa~· that an ar~ument is \·,did is to sa~· that its con
clusion is a logic,11 consequence of its premise,, which is 
in turn to sa~· simply that if tl1e premise:-. are all true, tl1c 
conclusion must also be true. :\'o claim i:-. made with re
spect to the actnal truth or falsity of an~· premise or conclu
sion; however, if the argument is valid, tl1cn it cannot lw 
the case that the premi,es are all true and the conclusion 
false. 

It is helpful to use another term, "sound," to refer to 
arguments that both ,ne valid and contain true premise-.; 
Thus, sound arguments sati:-.f~· two conditions: (11) the\ are 
valid, and (b) the>· proceed from true premises. Since the 
logical consequences of true premise:-. must he true, :-.ound 
arguments necessarily ha\·e trne conclusions. An example 
is the following: 

(3) All human beings ,He mortal; 
All Creeks arc human beings; 
Therefore, all Creeks arc mortal. 

Logic, whether modern, traditional, or ancient, limits ih 
concern strictl\· to problems of \·alidit\·; the task of obtain
ing true or well-confirmed premises it lea\·es to other 
disciplines. It is content to study the conditions under 
which certain conclusions ma~· be validh· drawn, or i11-
fPrred, from certain premises. Indeed, the subject matter 
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of logit' ma>· IH' d<·:-.crilwd, ll()t 1naptl~. ,t, tlll' tl1C'1>n , d 
\·alid inferenct· a11d of tlw l'o1i-..<•q11t'IltT rt'Lttirn1 ()II 

which valid infc.w11ct· is lia:-.t·<I. 
Form. ln fon1111lati11g its tlH'()r~ of i1dt'rt'llt"I', lov;ic· 1·rn1-

~idl'rs arguments ,olcl~- with rc-,1wl'I to tlwir .fi1n11, 11ot \\ 1th 
respect to th{'ir crn1te11t. It rt',ganl, tlll' \;ilidil\ ol arg11-
Jll<•nh as hl'ing indept·1Hle11t not 011h of tlH· trntl1 Ill" lal,it\ 
of tlwir pre111ises and concl11,ion, h11t likt·\\'i,I' ol tlll'Ir 
infinite!~· \'aried :-.11hject matt{'r. Tht'rt' i:-. no atti-1,qit to 
,npph- a separatt• test of \·alidit~ for eacl1 arg11mt·11t l1a\ i11g 
a distinct c1mtl'nt. On the contr,tr\·, \'alidit~ i:-. 111Hlt·r,trnHI 
as formal validity and the conditions of valid inferl'nl'<' a, 
formal conditions of \'alid infert·nce. Lo.git' confi11l'" iht'lf 
·to tho:-.e arguments \\'hose \·;tliditv rl',ts 1·\cl11,iH'h llll tlw 
logical form of the ,tateme11ts compo:-.ing them ,111d whicl1 
n1a~· tlwrefore he treated as instances ol corrc,prn1di11g 

\·alid argu111e11t for111s. 
Although there is still no fully s,1tisLtctc>r> ,ll'COtllll of 

logical form, present purpo:-.es 11w,· lie :-.erH·cl h~- cornpari11g 
(I) and (.3), respective I~·, with ( I') and (:3') he low and noting 
that wlwt each pair of arguments has in c·ommon is tl1e 
form: 

I I') It is mining or the sun is shi11in,g; 
It is not r,1inin,g; 
Thercfore, the s1111 is shining. 

(:3') All matlwnwtil'ia11s are Platoni:-.ts; 
All algehrnish are mathematicians; 
Therefore, all algebraists are Platoni:-.h. 

From this it is ,1 small step to the representation of tlwse 
forms h~· means of con\·enient s~·mhols: 

I I") P or(): 
:\ot P; 
Therdmc, Q, 

\\·here "P" and "()" denote statement:-.; 

1:3") All Marc P: 
All Sare i\f; 

Therefore, all S ,Ht· P, 

where "S,' "M," and "P" denote cli1s~e:-.. 
Thus, modern logic, like ih ancestors, is ;1 formal logic 

it considers the forms of stat1·11wnh, not tlwir conlt'11t, ,incl 
:-.ome of it:-. results are applic·d ;1, fomwl criteria to identif~· 
certain classes of valid ar.~11ments. I lo\\'('\ er, it far :-.1npa,:-.
e:-. ih forelwars in the ran.gt• of' forms crn1,idercd and e, t·n 
more in the ri,gor with which th{'ir stud~ is prosec11tcd. 

\lodern logic :-.ince the publication of Cottlob Fn·ge's 
Bcgriffsschrift in IK79 has IH•t•n not onh· formal ln1t al:-.o 
f<m11alized. lh basic lnanches m;1>· he n"garclecl as formal 
s~·:-.tem:-. \\'hose symbols, rules for ccllnhining s\·mliols 
meaningfullv, and rules for deri\'in,g certain crnnliinations 
of s~·mbols from other combinations arc all full~ specificd. 
.-\, a consequence, it is now often pursued not alone for its 
application to argument lit1t in its ow11 right a:-. a I 111atlw
matical) thecH\' of formal :-.~·stems and thl'ir interpretation:-.. 
\'iewed thus alistractl~-, lo,gic has found uses in are,ts a:-. 
distant from argument and discourse a:-. t'lectrical switch
ing circuits and computers. 
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Divisions of logic. The pmpo:-.e of this artidt' i:-. to :-.m· 
, <'> some of the main idt'as and rl'sults of elenwntary mod
nn logil'. It therefore l'annot-11or is it lllt',lllt to-take the 
place of a full textbook treatme11t of tlie sul,_jed. 

.-\11 ,HT01111t of lllodern logic is lwst lieg1m not with ele-
11w11tan logil' as a whole h11t with a certain fragment of it 
called sc11tl'11tial, or propositio11al, logic. This fragment, 
al,o k11ow11 a, tlw tht'ory of trntl1-hmdio11s, deab on!>· ,,·ith 
11m111,t!>·zed simple se11tenct•s and l't'rtain forms, or wa>·s, of 
t·rn11po11nding them. It formulatt's the tllt'ory of sentential 
inft'rc·nce, which se1Tes to explicate the notion of "decl11-
cililt' from" or "consequence of" for a limited class of 
inlen·11LT:-.. An informal s111Y<'>' of this fragnwnt is give11 i11 
th<' following ..... ·dion. 

The -;edion after tl1at takes 11p elcrnt'ntar>· logic as a 
,, lwle-that i:-., first-order predicate logic. In first-order 
predicatl' logic :-.imple St'ntences an· subjected to analysi:-.; 
i11 particular, a logical acl'mrnt is gin,•11 of the terms .. smw·" 
a11d "all" (q11antification theor> ), and the senteutial frag
ment is ali:-.orlwd into thl' rn11l'h liroa<h·r theor>· of infer
<·m·e of fir:-.t-onler logic. :\gain the di:-.l'us,ion is informal. 

Tlw nt•xt two sedim1:-. pre:-.ent formal treatments of :-.en
tl'11tial and fir:-.t-onkr logic. Formal -;>·stl'ms (axiomatic a11d 
11atural dedudio11) and :-.emantical characterizations are 
rn1tlined for each. :\n attempt is made to summarizl' results 
ohtai11ed i11 i11vestigati11g sud1 propt'rties of tllt'st' s>·stellls 
a, decidal,ilit,, consi,tency, ,0111Hlne:-.:-., and <·ornplett'ncs:-.. 

111 additio11 to the elenwnh, nioclern logil' emliran·s a 
1111mlH'r of a<h-anc<·d fields. ( )nl~ a ft'w of thl'se-predicate 
calndi of second and higher ord<·rs, for t'X,11nplc-will he 
to11ched on, in a final -;ection. ( For tlw re:-.t, the reader i:-. 
rl'lerr<'d to such articles as LOCICAL PARADOXES; 
HECllRSI\'E Fl"'.',;CTIO:-./ THEORY; SET THEORY; and SYS
TEl\1S, FOR\IAL, AND \IODELS OF FOR\1AL SYSTEMS.) 

:\ 111<>re l'otnplete at'l'otlllt of 111oder11 dt•\-elopnH·nh witl1 
H'spcct to logil' ,,·01tld i11d11dt' some di:-.c11:-.sion of tl1e 
philo:-.opl1> of logil'. Tlwre i, growing i11tl're~t in this fit'ld, 
\\'hich li:-.t:-. am011g it:-. crntc<·rn:-. tlie nature of logical truths 
or principles, th<' relation of forn1al logic to nat11ral la11-
g11age, <·xtl'11:-.ion and iuten,ion, and i11 !.!;e11t·ral tlw n·le
\',lllee of forn1al logic a11cl fonnal s<·1nantics to the :-.ol11tio11 
of philo:-.opl1i<"al prolilems. (( )n the-;e and related topic,, 
the reader sho11ld consult \IATHE\IATICS, FOUNDATIO:\TS 
OF; SE\IANTICS; and related articl<·s). 

SENTENTIAL LOGIC: AN INFORMAL SURVEY 

Thi:-. informal acco11nt of tl1e nature and 11ses of :-.enten
tial logic is cm1ched in mclinar>· languagt', s11pplement<·d 
Ii>· a ft•,,· :-.~ mhol:-., and is int<·mlt'd a:-. a nontedrnical intro
d11ction to the :-.til>_iect. Since orclinar>· bnguagt• lal'ks pre
ci,ion, so \\'ill thi~ account. In a later St'dion a formal la11-
g11age will lw specified, in terms of \\'hieh :-.entential logic 
,,·ill then he expressed and stmlied \\'ith greatt'r rigor. 

Sente11tial logic limits itsl'lf to l"onsidt'ring cntain si111-
pl<· sentence:-., taken as unanal>·zecl wholes, together with 
ce1tain of the connectin°s which operate on them or eom
hine tlwm to form compou11d st'ntt'nn·s. It t!lt'refort' finds 
applil'ation onl~ to arg11menh who:-.e ,·alidit>· or invalidit\ 
t11rns t'ntirel>· on tht' forms, or wa>'s, in which simplt' St'n
tences art' t·ompoundt'd (spet·ifieally, on tlw logical prop-

ert1es of some sent<'ntial E'Ollllt'C'ti\"es), not on the logical 
forms of the sentences themselves. Such arguments are 
called se11tential logic arg11111e11ts, and the corresponding 
argument forms art• known as se11te11tial logic arg11111e11t 
forms. Oue such argunwnt form, cited a!JO,·e, i:-. 

p or Q; 
:'\ot P; 
Tlwrefort', Q, 

,vhert' "P" and "Q" dt'110tt' whole St'ntences. But 

All M ml' P; 
:\II Sare M; 
Therefor<·, all S are P, 

where .. S," "M," and "P" denote classes rather than sen
tences, is not a sentential logic argument form. ln view of 
its limited rolt' sentential logic is properly dt'scrilwd not 
as an independent branch of logic but as a fragnwnt. As a 
fragment it is later absorbed into elementar>· logic, which 
con,idns huth the logieal form of simplt' st'ntences and 
:-.ome of the forms, or ways, of comp<,unding them. 

Sentences. < h<linar>· sentt'ntial logic restricts tilt' term 
"se11tence" to ju:-.t those linguistic t'xpressions (for t'Xam
plt·, "Socrates \\'as a philosopher") which art' capable of 
being trne or falst', in the usual sense. According!>·, com
mand,, q11estio11s, and the lik<' art' not dealt with. ( For a 
discussion of tllt's<> kinds of St'ntences, see LOGIC, DEON
TIC; QUESTIONS.) The samt' restrietion may he t'xpressecl 
hy :-.a>·ing that a ,t'ntl'nct· is a combination of words which 
can serve as a complete uttera11ct' and that St'nte11tial logic 
trt'ats just tho:-.e :-.entl'nt'l':-. used to make true or false statt'
ments. A :-.e11tl'11ct' is regarded as lieing trnt' if tht' statt'
nH·nt con1111onl>· made liy it is trne, foist' if tlw statement is 
false. S11ch a sentt'nce is then said to have one or the other 
(b11t not hotl1) of two trnth-uilues, trnth or falsit>·, and the 
:-.tandanl sent<'11tial logic which studies sentences of this 
:-.ort is l'allcd a tud>-L,alued logic. (For other logic:-., see 
LocIC, \I:\NY-\'.-\LUED a11d Locic, MODAL; for somt' of the 
problems raised Ii> s11ch notions as st'ntence all(! proposi
tion, S('e PROPOSITIO:--s, JUDC\IENTS, SENTENCES, A:-./D 
STATE:-.IENTS.) 

-\ :-.<'ntenn· is said to llt' si111ple if it contains 110 parts that 
arc :-.ent<'nces; othl'rwise it is co111pound. Thus, "Life is 
short" i:-. a -;imple sentence, \\'hereas "Life is short, and art 
i:-. lon,l' i-; a compm111<l sent<'nee formed by means of tlw 
connecti,·<· "and" from tl1e t\\'o -;imple sentences "Life is 
short" and "Art is long." 

Truth-functional connectives. Sentt'nces in ordinary 
lang11age are conjoined in many wa>·s to form eomprn111ds. 
Of the ,·ariou, grammatical "conjunctions," t·o111H·cti,·t·s, or 
operators 11sed in this prnces:-., onl>· a handful-or, more 
exactly, tlwir logical analog11e:-.-are considered in senten
ti,d logic. Tlw most important art' "and," "or," "not," 
"if-then," and "if and only if" Their common d1aracter
i:-.tic is that they aw trutli-f1111ctio11ul St'lltential connec
ti,·e:-.. This means that they generate compound sentences 
that are trt1th-f1111ctio11s of tlwir eompmwnt sentences; that 
is, the truth-valut' of the eompound is a function of (is 
dt'termi1wd soleh- by) the truth-values of the compo1lt'nt 



sentences, not a function of the content of these compo
nents , the context in which the compound occurs, or a11~·
thi11g else. For e:-..ample, "Life is short, and art is lo11g" is a 
truth-function of "Life is sho1t" a11d "Art is long"-it is 
true if and 011 I~· if its (_·omponents are both true and is false 
otherwise. On the other hand, ":-..Ir. Smith beli<·,·<·s that 
poverty is ennobling" is not ,1 trnth-fu11ctio11 of "Pm·ert~· is 
e nnobliug, " since its truth-\'alue is not determined b~· the 
truth-valu e of "Po\'ert~· is eunoliliug." 

In sum, ordin,u~- sentential logic studies onl~· two-\'alued 
sentences and such of their connectives as form com
pounds that are truth-functions of th ei r components. For 
this reason it is often called the theory of trutli-f1111 ctio11s, 
since its prime conce rn is the logi cal lwha,·ior of the words 
"and," "or," "not," e tc. 

In what follows it will he convenient to use non\'erbal 
symbols for sentences, for their truth-values, and for truth
functional connectives. Let "P,'' "Q," "R," · · · stand for 
simple sentences that take the truth-,·alues T for truth and 
F for falsity , and let " &" he the sign for "and," "v" for 
"or," "," for "not," .. _., for "if-then," and .. _ .. for "if 

and only if." 
Then "P & Q" (read "P and Q") s~·rnholizes the conj1111c

tion of the two sentences "P," "Q." Since "&" is a trnth
functional connective, th e truth-\'alue of "P & Q" is 
determined sole!>- hy the truth-values of "P" and "()." 
Specificall>', "P & Q" is T if and onl>· if both "P" and "Q" 
are T. For two sentences there are just four possible com
binations of truth-values: 

(1) Pis T, and Q is T. 
(2) P is T, and Q is F. 
(3) Pis F, and Q is T. 
(4) P is F, and Q is F. 

Thus, the rule or definition for conjunction states that 
"P &Q" is Tin case 1 and Fin all others. 

Truth tables. Truth-functional connecti,·es and com
pounds can b e presented quit e simpl~· h>' the method of 
truth tables. This method, although it has a long history, 
was given special prominence h~· Ludwig \\'ittgenstein 
and E. L. Post in works published independent)~· in 1921. 
A truth tabl e for a given truth-functional compound con
sists of two parts: a tabular representation of all th e alter
native truth possibilities for the sentence or sentences that 
form the compound and a list in which opposite each such 
possibility appears the parti cular truth-value it determines 
for that compound. Truth table I is the truth table for a 
conjunction. 

p Q P&Q 

T + Ti 
T 
F 
F 

F 
T 
F 

T 
F 

,F 
F 

The sentence ", P" (read "not P" or "It is not the case 
that P ") is called the 11egatio11 of "P." Since"," is a (sin
gulary) truth-functional connective or operator, the truth
value of ",p" is d e termin ed solely by the truth-value of 
its single sentential component, "P." The rule is that ",P" 
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is F if' "P" is T and T if' "P" is F. This is <'\pn·s,<'d I>~ tll(' 
two-l ine table II. 

p 

T 
F 

I I 

It slto11 ld lie noted that "&" and "," are quite clme to 
their ordinary-language counterparts "and" and "not" ( i11 
fact, close r th an th e three ot her cmrnectiH·s). But the~- do 
not altogd he r coin cide. For instance,"&" is comnrntati\'t·: 
"P & Q" and "Q & P" f'ntail <'ach other. However, "and" 
has non-tru th-function al uses as well as truth-functional 
ones-in particular, it often expresses not mere!~· a con
junction of sentences but a sequence of events-and in such 
contexts ("Th e~· were married, and the~- had a bahy'') it 
is ob,·iously not commutati\' e. 

The connective "v" is not ,·er~- troublesome once a dis
tinction is made between the two uses of "or," the inclusi,·e 
("an d/or'') and the exclusive ("alternation"). Logic defines 
"v" as the inclusir:e "or": the disj1111ctio11 "Pv Q" (read 
"P or Q") is T if "P" is Tor if "Q" is Tor ii lJOth are T and 
is F onl> if hoth arc F. The exclusive "or" differs onl~ in 
making "P or Q" false if "P" and "Q" are both true. Truth 
talde Ill shows the contrast. 

III 

: lf-4 
PvQ t P alternate Q 

T F 
T F T T 
F T T T 
F F F F 

The paradoxes of (material) implication. The greatest 
difficulties, it seems, are offered hy the connective "-," 
which generates the conditional "P- Q" (read "If P, 
then Q"), former!~- called (material) implication. These 
difficulties, often referred to as "paradoxes," reflect the 
sharp divergence between the most common uses of "if_ 
then," which are not truth-functional, and the logical defini
tion of"--+." Consider the ordinary conditional "If you take 
aspirin, your headache will disappear." It asserts a (causal) 
connection of content, a dependency of the factual truth of 
its second component, the consequent, on that of the first, 
the antecedent. B~- contrast, the logical conditional is a 
truth-functional compound; hence, there need lie no rela
tion at all between the subject matters of "p" and "Q." All 
that "P- Q" asserts is a dependency of its truth-value on 
those of"P" and "Q." 

:\ow, if you take the aspirin and the headache disappears, 
>'OU will pronounce the cond it ional true ( TT yields T), 
and it' you take the aspirin hut the headache foils to disap
pear you will count the conditional false (TF > ields F). 
In these cases the two conditionals-ordinary and logical 
-agree. It is in the remaining two cases that the divergence 
appears, and with it appear the difficulties. Suppose you 
do not take the aspirin (that is, rnppose "p" is F). The 
tendency would be to regard the ordinary conditional as 
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und ete rmin ed or perhaps pointless. In logic, on the other 
hand, when " P" is F, "P- Q" is defined as T. Let "P * Q" 
n _, pre s, ,11t , for th e pmpose of this discussion, the ordinary 
conditional. Table IV indicates how "P- Q" differs from 
"P * () ... 

IV 

p Qrr r- P*O 

T T T T 
T F F F 
F T T ? 
F F T ? 

It follows from this d e finition that if "Q " is T, then 
"P- Q" is T no matte r which truth-value "P" has, and if 
"P" is F, then "P- Q" is T no matter which truth-value 
"Q" has. These consequences nwy seem odd, but they are 
not paradoxes even in a loose sense. Any appearance of par
adox that may exist is the result of a severalfold confusion. 
First, the expression " materially implies" is used in place of 
.. _ .. or "if - then," thus v,elding the familiar "paradoxes of 
material implication" : a true sentence is materially im
plied by any sentence, and a false sentence materially 
implies any sentence. Second, the meaning of "materially 
implied by" is shifted from that of "if-then" to that of 
"follows logically from" (that is, from the truth-functional 
connective .. _,, to the relation of deducibility or logical 
consequence). Once this shift is made, the results are in
deed "paradoxical": a true sentence follows logically from 
any sentence, and any sentence follows logically from a 
fals e sentence. However, such consequences flow not from 
the definition of "P- Q" but from a confusion between 
"P-+ Q" and "P; therefore , Q." The first set of symbols 
represents a truth-functional compound, the second an 
(ob\'iously invalid) argument form-two quite different 
things, even though, as \Viii appear later, they bear a cen
trally important relation to each other. 

Biconditional. The last of the five connectives, "-," 
may be disposed of briefly It produces the biconditional 
"p - Q" (read "p if and only if Q") and, as its reading sug
gests, can be expressed as the conjunction of "P-+ Q " and 
"Q-+ P" (table\ ' ). 

V 

p Q P-Q P-+Q Q-+P (P-Q) & (Q- P) 

T T T T T T 
T F F F T F 
F T F T F F 
F F T T T T 

More about connectives. In table V parentheses have 
been introduced to indicate the scope of the connectives 

1 2 .3 4 ,5 6 

VII 

7 

in "(P- Q) & (Q- P)." This or some other form of punc
tuation becomes necessary as soon as connectives are ap
plied to compounds, unless the Polish parenthesis-free no
tation (see below) is adopted. For example, punctuation is 
required to differentizite between ",Pv Q" and ",(P v Q)." 
Judicious use of parentheses, together with conventions 
concerning the relative strengths of the connectives (for 
instance, that"," he the weakest), generally suffices. 

The same table also shows how to construct truth tables 
for the more complicated truth-functional compounds gen
erated by the successive application of one or more con
nectives. Abbreviated tables for such compounds can be 
fashioned by listing the truth-values of a sentence letter 
("P," "Q," and the like) under each occurrence of the letter 
and the truth-values of each compound under the principal 
connective employed in forming that compound, as in 
table VI. 

VI 

P-Q (P-Q) & (Q-P) 

T T T T T T 
T T T T 

T F T F F T 
F F F T 

FFT FTT F TFF 

F F F F F F 
T T T T 

Since the literature of logic contains different symbols 
for the same connective, it may be useful to list those 
adopted here, alongside their most important alternatives: 

WHITEHEAD-

RUSSELL HILBERT POLISH 

Negation ,P ~P p Np 
Conjunction P&Q P.Q P&Q Kpq 
Disjunction PvQ PvQ PvQ Apq 
Conditional P-Q p-:) Q P-Q Cpq 
Biconditional P-Q P=Q P~Q Epq 

Of the five connectives that have been introduced, four 
are binary; that is, they connect two sentences. Now, given 
two sentences, there are 22, or 4, truth possibilities-TT, 
TF, FT, FF. ( For n sentences there are 2 11 possibilities.) By 
definition, a truth-functional compound involving just two 
distinct sentences is determined by specifying its truth
value for each of these four po'isibilities. This can occur in 
42 , or 16, different ways, as is indicated by table VII. Col
umns 1 to 5 contain the compounds formed by the four 
binary connectives, with .. _,, occurring twice, once in 
"P- Q" and once in "Q- P"; columns 6 to 10 contain 
their negations. Of the six remaining possibilities, 11 and 12 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

p Q P&Q PvQ P-Q O-P P-Q ,(P&Q) ,(PvQ) ,(P-Q) ,(Q-P) ,(P-Q) p Q ,P ,Q 

T T T T T T T F F F F F T T F F F T 
T F F T F T F 

I 
T F T 

I 

F T T F F T F T 
F T F T 

I 
T F F T F F T T F T T F F T 

F F F F T T T T 
I T F F F F F T T F T 



are simpl),' the tables for "P" and "Q" taken separate I)', and 
13 and 14 are the negations of 11 and U, This leaves two 
special cases, the columns containing either all T's or all 
F's. These will be discussed later, 

\\'hat of ternary, quaternar), 11-ar~.: connccti\'es? It turn-. 
out that all 11-ary connectives (n > 2) can he repres<·nted 
by means of negation, conjunction, and disjunction, In 
other words. it has been shown that e\'er)' truth-functional 
compound, no matter which connectives occur in it, is logi
call)' equivalent to (that is, has the same truth table as) 
some sentence in what is known as normal form, A sentence 
is said to be (a) in disjunctive normal form if it is a disjunc
tion each of whose members is a conjunction of one or more 
simple sentences and negations of simple sentences and 
(b) in conjunctive normal form if it is a conjunction each of 
whose members is a disjunction of one or more simple sen
tences and negations of simple sentences, 

It also turns out that the pairing of negation with con
junction, disjunction, or the conditional constitutes a set 
of connectives adequate to express all others. Table V indi
cated how to define .. _ .. in terms of .. _ .. and "&," and 
it is easy to verify that "P -> Q" is logically equivalent to 
",p v Q," and" P v Q" to ",(,P & ,Q)," 

Finally, it was proved b) H, M. Sheffer in 1913 that a 
single binary connective is adequate, provided it is either 
joint denial ("neither P nor Q") or alternate denial ("not 
both P and Q"), Negation is then obtained in the form of 
either "neither P nor P" or "not both P and P," and there
after the other connectives are obtained, 

Tautology. In table VII, above, there were two special 
cases: the columns that contained all F's and all T's, Com
pounds that have truth tables of the first sort are called 
contradictions, those of the second sort tautologies; all 
others are contingent, 

Tautologies may thus be defined as truth-functional com
pounds that take the truth-value T for all possible assign
ments of truth-values to their components, They are "true" 
no matte1 what happens to be the case, So defined, tautolo
gies play a decisive role in sentential logic, for they pro\'ide 
an explication of the notion of "logical truth" or "logical 
principle" in sentential logic and the basis for the theory 
of sentential inference. Examples of tautologies are "P v , P" 
(law of excluded middle) and ",(P & ,P)" (la\\' of contra
diction), illustrated in table \'III, and "P-+ (P v Q)" (Ln,, of 
addition), in table IX, 

\'III IX 

p ,P Pv,P ,(P&,P) p Q P-+(PvQ ) 

T F T T T T T 
F T T T T F T 

F T T 
F F T 

A few of the more important tautologies and the names 
the)' bear as logical principles are: 

(1) (P& (P-+ Q))-+ Q law of detachment 
(2) (,Q & (P-+ Q))-+ ,P modus tollendo to/lens, 
(3) ((P-Q)&(Q-+R))-+(P-+R) lawofhypotheti -

cal syllogism, 
(4) (P-+ (Q & ,Q))-+ ,P law of absurditv, 
(5) P- ,,P law of double negation, · 
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(6) (I'-+ Ql-(,()- ,P) 
(7) ,(P&())- (,/'v,()/ 

7 ( f V ()) - ( 7 p & 7 Q ) 

law ol l'ontrapo-;itio11. 

These and all other trnths or principles of '><'llt<·ntial logic 
can easil)' be shown to be tautologies hy the metl1od of 
truth tables, 

Tautology and valid inference. With th<' aid of the noti o n 
of tautology, the entire tlwory of sentential inference may 
be formulated in one rnle: a sentential logic argument form 
is valid if a11d only if its corresponding conditio11a/-con
sisting of the conjunction of its premises as antC'cedent and 
its conclusion as consequent-is a tautology, This i-. illus
trated by the argument form given earlier: 

PvQ: 
,P; 
Therefore, Q, 

Its corresponding conditional is 

((PvQ)&,P)-+ Q, 

That this conditional is a tautolng)' is apparent from the 
abbreviated truth table X, This argument form is therefore 
ca/id, as are all its instances, 

X 

((PvQ)&,P)-+ IQ 

T T 
T 

T F 
T 

F T 
T 

F F 
F 

T T 
FF Tl 
FF T TIF 

F jT 
TT T , 

F IF 
FT T 

In contrast, consider the following argument form, which 
expresses the elementary fallacy of "affirming the con
sequent": 

P-+Q, 
Q; 
Therefore, P, 

Its corresponding conditional is 

((P-+ Q) & Q)-+ P, 

\\'hich, as truth table XI shows, is not a tautology, Hence, 
this argument fom1 is invalid, as are all its instances. 

XI 

p Q P-+ Q (P-+Q)&Q ((P-+ Q) & Q)-+ p 

T T T T T 
T F F F T 
F T 

I 
T T F 

F F 11 T F T 
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T<·,ti11g a11 arg1111w11l tor \'alidit~ in s<·11telltial logic tliu" 
r<'dllc<·, t() 1,,·o ,teps: (u) a"certaining whether the arglllll<'llt 
i-, all i11st<mcc ol a '-<'lltential logic argument form and, if 
it is, ( h) d<'kr1nini11,g Ii~· truth tables whether the condi
tio11al tliat conl·spmHI" to that sent<'ntial logic argumellt 
lorlll i, a tautol()g~. If the C()nditional turns out to lw a 
ta11t()log,, tlH· argunw11t is valid; if not, it is invalid. The 
lir"t ,t<·p l'<'qllin·s ,onw ingellnit~, "illl'<' there is no algo
ritl1m, or pweis<· set of i11strndio11s, Ii,· whicl1 to determine 
wlwtlwr or not an arliitrar~ seq11e11ce of sentellces in ordi-
11an la11g11ag<· i, all argument ill sentelltial l()gic. The sec
ond ,t<·p, 11()\\ <·,·er, is purely mecha11ical. Sentential logic 
is dffidablc i11 the s<·n.,e that th<' truth tables furnish an 
<'ffcctire 11roced11re (that i,, a pmc<·dme tlwt can l,e carri<'d 
rn1t i11 a li11it<· llllllllwr ()f st<·ps) for <l<-ciding whethn or 
Jl()t a11 arl>itrar~ trutl1-f11llcti()11al con1p<>1111d is a tautolog~, 
and lie11l·e a truth in ,entential logic. B~· the same token, 
till' ta],]t.-.; provid<' an effectiv<' mealls for deciding wlll'tlwr 
()r 1H>t ,u1 arl>itrar~ arg1111w11t form in se11t<·ntial logic is valid. 

Tll(' relati()tl l>et\\'<•<·11 ,·,did argimwllt and ta11t()log, is 
srn1l('ti11ws f()n1111lated in a dillen·nt wa\: an arg11nwllt 
is said to lie ,·alid if atHI ()nl~ if its prerni,es ta11t()l()gicall~ 
illlpl~ its cmiclusion. Sill('<' a ta11tological illlplication i, silll
pl~ a co11ditiollal th,it is a tautolog~, this formulatio11 is 
eq11i,·,il!'11t to tlw statenwllt, alim·e, that an argume11t is\ a lid 
if a11d <>iii~ if tlw cone.,p()1Hli11g C()nditional (,,·hich c<>11-
sish of the <·011,11111l'ti()J1 of tll(' pre111i,l'" a, a11t<'cedenl and 
tit!' co11d11sioll as <·011s<·q11ent) is a tau to log~. 

Si1tl'(' "c11t<·11tial lo_gic is dt'l'idalil<', tlH·re is no n('<'d, i11 
principl<', to arrangt' ih trntl1s (ti!(' tautologi<·s) in the fnrn1 
oL ,a,, a d<·< l11cti, l' s\ ,t<·111. Thus, in t•,-,<·nc<· ()Jtr al-c01111t 
of s<·11tl'11tial logic is 11m,· co1npll'te. 

TIH·H· ar<' ,t·\ <'ral H·a,()11,, ho\\'('\Tr, wh~ the discu,,io11 
should J1()t re,t here. First, there is tlw practical problen1 
that sine<· arg1111wnb involving 11 disti11ct sill1pl<' se11tl'IH'<0 s 
Jl'<)IIiH· taldn with :2 11 linl's, the trnth-tal>l<· 11wtl10d lll'
com<·, 11111ch too c11111IH·r,m11e when II is grl'att·r than -1 ()r 
.S. Of c111irs<·, tn1tli-,·,tl11l· anal~ si" can he silllplilied h~ 011c 
or another ted111ical de,·in•; it s<'erns dc,iral>I<', ho\\'('\'<•r, 
t() e\pl()re a diff<·rc11t, nH>l'l' 11at11ral ,,·a~ of testing ti)(' \ a
lidit~ ()f sc11t<·lltial logic argu1ne11ts. St•C()Jld, it is nl·ccssar~ 
to c<>ll,ider tlw a\i())llatic apprn,:ch to ,t·lltcntial logic, 
whicl1 bn-'.ch d()minatl'd the <·arl~· histor~ ()f the suhwct. 
:\part fr()Jtl it... gn·at historical i11tl'n·st, this approach has 
tlw \ irt11t• of lllaking pos,ildc th!' st11d\' of partial sentential 
loJ~ic-.. lia,l·d rni partic1l sets of a\ioms. Fi nail~, tlw groulld 
cm t·H·d ill tl1i, inf()nu,il surn·~· shonld ill a11~· C\'l'llt lw 
n·tralTd i11 a Ill()J'l' ri,g()rous a11d f()rmal 111anner in ()rd<·r t() 
pro,·id<' a clean·r ,·it·w of the sente11tial fragllle11t and ()f 

ele11ll'11Lu'\' l()gic as a \\'l1()le. 

FIRST-ORDER PREDICATE LOGIC: 
AN INFORMAL SURVEY 

Sentential l()gic l'()J1siders ()Ill~· unanal~ zed simple sen
tences a11d tri1tl1-hmcti()11al C()lllpounds ()f these sentences. 
It prm·idt's a tll('or~ of inference only for a \'cry narrow 
dass of arguments, thme \\'hose validity ()r i11validit~· is 
deterniinl'd exd11si\'el~ Ii~ the l()gical properties ()f the 
connecti,·e, "11ot," "alld," "or," and the like. Since the 
great rnajorit\ ()f argunll'nts fall outside this class, the as-

sessrnellt of thl'ir \'alidit~ is lil'yolld the 111eai1" of senten
tial logic. An l'\,llnple is the following: 

All human beings are mortal; 
All Creeks ,ire human beings; 
Therefore, all Creeks are mortal. 

From the -;tandp()int of sentential logic this mgument is 
made up ()f three quite disti11ct simple sentences; conse
quent]~·, its form is 

P· 
Q; 
Therefor<·, R, 

,,·here "P," "Q," and "R" stalld for simple sentences. J\:()w, 
the co!lditiollal that corresponds to this argument form is 
"1 P & ()) ---> R." Ob,·iou~I~· this is not a ta11tology, for a 
distril,ntion ()f truth-values to its components that assigns T 
to "P," T t() "Q," and F to "R'' makes the conditional false. 
Yd the argument itself, of cmirst·, is pt•rfectly valid. 

Tl1e point is that in this c,ise, as, indeed, in the case of 
lllost arguments, validit~· i, not determined solely by the 
ll'<llj in \\'hich simple sentenct•s are combined. It al-;o de
pt·mls mi the internal structure of these sentences-on the 
recurrence of the same terms in different sentences of the 
ar!!,ument and, even more, on the role of the so-called 
11w111tifiers, "all" and "sonw" and their idiomatic vari,mts. 

:\ wid<·r class ()f arg1Jrnents requires a more comprehen
sin· logical apparatus. This 1wed is met hy prrdicate logic, 
which, ahsorl>in,g tlH· sentential fragment, offers an account 
of (si111ple) se!ltence forllls as well as sentence connectives. 
Predicate logic J'('sts in gl'neral on an analysis of the logical 
lorrns ()f certaill simple Sl·11tl-nct·s and in particular on a 
tlH'm~ of the logical properties of the quantifiers. Its ele
lllcntar~ portion, _first-order (predicate) logic, constitutes 
1nodern eleme11tar~ ]()gic. It is cal]Pd first-order because in 
it "ti)(' 11<>tions of 's()JIH', and 'all' are ,ipplied only to indi
,·id11als and 11ot also to classes or attributes of individuals" 
1 Bt·n,<>n \lates, Ele111e11tary Logic, p. v). 

Terms and predicates. Predicat<~ logic begins its analy
"'" with the ,·er~· simplest tq)e of sentence, the singular 
,t·11tence. :\ si11g11lar sentence asserts either that a certain 
pro1wrt~ is possessed by an individual object or that a 
certain relation hold~ ])('twet·11 two or more individual 
ohjech. E\ampl<·s are 

Aristotle is fallible. 
:3 is greater than :2. 
Baltimore is l,dwt•l'll \\'a,hi11gto11 and Elkton. 

Expressions that either name or describe individual ob
.wets ("Aristotle," ":2," "the l'\·en prime") are call<·d terms. 
Expre,sions that stand for particular properties or relations 
of objects ("is fallible," "is greater than") are called pred
icates. These rnay l,e 011e-plaee, two-place, or 11-place 
predicates, depending 011 the number of terms needed to 
('()lllplde the given sentence. Thus, "is between" is a 
tl1ree-plaee predicate, \\'hereas "is greater than" is a two
place predicate. 

Capital letters from the middle of the alphabet- "F," 



"G," "H," etc.-.1re used as s, mhols Im arhitran pred
icates; they are called predicate constants. Lower-(',bt' 
letters from the beginning of the alphabet-"a," "h," "c," 
etc.-are u~ed as s)·mhols for arhitr:ny proper name~; tlw, 
are called individual const1rnts. The three singular sen
tences ahm·e rna)· then he symbolized ,,·ith respect to tlwir 
form as folio\\',: 

Fa; 
Gab; 
Hahc, 

where "F" is a one-place, "G" a two-place, and "I/" a 
three-place predicate constant. 

Thus, the internal struct11n::> of singular simple sentences 
is represented in predicate logic hy expressions consisting 
of a single n-place predicate constant followed h)· n incli
vidual constants. Such expressions (and another ,·,uiet)· to 
be dealt with short!)·) are called atomic formulas. Being 
formulas, they are neither true nor false; only aftl'r they aw 
interpreted do the)· take on truth-\'alues. For example, ii 
"F" is made lo stand for "is fallible" and "a" for "Aristot
le," then "Fa" results in the true singular sentence "Aris
totle is fallible." (The same atomic formula "Fa" may, of 
course, result in a false singular sentence under another 
interpretation, as when "F" stands for "is fashionable .. and 
"a" for "Atlantic City.") Since interpreted atomic formulas 

are sentences, the) · ma>, lih· all sentences, he combined to 
form truth-functional compounds. Accordingly, jmt as 
"Pv Q" represents in sentential logic tl1e disjunction of 
any two simple sentences, so "Fa V Ch" rcpre~ents in 
predicate logic the disjunction of ,my two singular sen
tences (ha,·ing different predicate c<rn~tants ,md different 
individual constants). 

Variables. The next stl·p is to extend the analysis to 
certain classes of 11onsi11g11/ar ,imple sentencl·,. Example, 
are the following: 

(l) 
(2) 

E,·er) thing is matcri,d. 
Something is material. 

Since these sentences contain no sentenc<· co11necti, c,, 
they are simple; since they contain no names or descrip
tions, they arc also nonsingular. 

The analysis of these nonsingular sentence., requires the 
introduction of a second sort of term, indicidrw/ iaria/Jlcs, 
symbolized hy the letters "x," "y," "z," ,, ith or \\'ithot1I 
numerical subscripts. l11di, idual , ariahles do not name or 
refer to a particular object hut, like pronouns, ,er\'e a, 
placeholders for terms that do. Their presence m.ike~ it 
possible to redefine an atomic formula a~ an <·xprcssio11 
that consists of a single 11-plaee predieate comt:111t fol
lowed by II terms-con,tants or \'ariahles. 

Expressions that are like tnw-fal,e ,entence, except for 
the presence of at least one incli,ridual \'ariable are some
times called "open sentenc~s." I nstancl's ,Hl' "Fx," "Gxu," 
"Haxb," or, interpreted, "xis material," "xis older than!/, .. 
"5 is between x and --1." 

Consider one such expression, say '"Fx," and let "F" 
stand for "is fallible"; "Fx" then becomes 

xis follihle. 
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This cxpre~SHllJ, \\'liich could as \\'t'II l1a\<' IH·<·11 ,,rill<-11 
" ___ is lallililc," is ohviou,I) 1101" tnw - lal,<· ,<·11!<·11c<· 
.is it ,t,111ds. B11t it IH'l'OIIWS Olll' ii an appropriatc 11amt· lor 
description), s.1y "Arist<>ll<·," is p11t i11 tll(' pl.itT of "x" m 

tl1l' lilank. 
Quantifiers. Rt·placing ,·,ni.t!,le~ Ii~ 11amt•, i., 110! tl1l' 

onl) way to obtain tnie-lals<· sc11tl'11ce~ lro111 "opt·11 \('1J

le11ct·s." \\'l' may also '"e the q1Hrntifiers "For <'\<'I~ x" 
,111d "There is ,111 x such that." The fir~! is callt-d tlw lllli

versal quantifil'r and is frequent!)· s, mholizcd h) t·nclo,
ing the variable s,mhol in parenthcs<·s, "(x)"; the seco11d 
is called thl' existential quantifier and is frequently S) m
liolized hy "(3x)." Prefixing these qua11tifier~ to, ·"1), 

will , i('ld 

I l') 
(:?.I) 

x is material 

For e,,ery x, x is materi,d. 
Thl're i~ an x such that x is material. 

Clear!~· (l') and (2') are trne-Lilsc sente11ces. lndel'd, they 
arc essentially the , ery ones di~played ahm·e as example~ 
of certain classes of nonsingular sentenc('s: 

( l) 
I :2) 

E,·erything is material. 
Something is material. 

Hence, ( l) and (:?.) ma)· he represented s)·mholically as 

( l ") 

( 2") 
(x)(Fx); 
(3x)(Fx), 

and thi,, 111 fact, constitutes the· anal\'Sis of their internal 
str11cture. 

lt ~hould Ill' noted tint ( l) may also lw written as 

All things :ne material, 

\\'liich <·xhiliits nHll'l' d<·arl~ the 1111iH·rsal ("all") character 
of the first quantifi<'r; ~irnilarh· (:?.) ma) lw \\'ritten eithl'r as 

Some thin.gs .in· material 

<>r as 

'.\laterial things e.,ist, 

thereh) exhibiting the particuLir ("~omt·") or existential 
character of the ~econd quantifier. 

Thus, the nonsingular se11tenccs (I) and(:?.) :tre t·xarnples 
of general sentences ohtainahlc from "open st·ntenccs" h)· 
prefi.xing one or more quantifiers. The s~ rnholic rep
representations ( l ") and (2") are referred to respective!)· as 
the universal generalization and the existential ge11erali
zation of the ope11 formula "Fx." The general tlieor)· of tht• 
quantifiers and related concepts, developed chiet-1~· hy 
Frege, is kno\\'n a~ qwrntification theory. 

There are se\'eral additional n·marb to lw 11wde lll'lmc 
prc.,enting the theon of inference of first-order predicate 
logi c. 
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First, \'arialiles occur in formulas in two different ways. 
A11 occ111Tcnce of "x" in a gi\'ell formula is said to he bound 
if that occurrence is controlled by' a quantifier using that 
\'ariablt"; otlter\\'ise, the occurrence i!-, free. For example, 
liotl1 Ol'CIIITences of "x" in "(x)(Fx)" an· liouncL the nccur
rc·nc·(• of "x" in "Fx" is free. A variable may have' both l,ound 
and free occurrences in different formt1las and in the same 
formula. Thus, in "Fxy-> (x)(Fx)" the first Ol'l'Urrence of 
"x" and the lone occurrence of "y" are free; the second and 
third occurrences of "x" are bound. 

Second, in the presence of negation the universal and 
existential quantifiers are interdefinahle in standard first
order logic. If 

(.'3) (:lx)(,Fx) 

is read as "There is a11 x such that x is not F" and 

(x)(,Fx) 

a!-, "For all x, x is not F," then clear!~· (3) is the negation of 
"(x)(Fx)," and H) is the negation of"(:lx)(Fx)." Accordingly, 
"(x)(Fx)" is the same as " ,( :lx)(,Fx)," and "(:lx)(Fx)" is the 
same as ",(x)(,Fx)." 

Third, quantifiers may be applied in formulas that con
tain more than one predicate constant. For example, the 
open sentence "If x is human, then x i!-, fallible" when t1ni
versal ly quantified becomes the sentence "For all x, if xis 
human, then xis fallible,'' or, in symbols, "(x)(Hx-> Fx)." 
Similarly, the open sentence "xis human, and xis fallible" 
when existentially quantified y·ields the sentence "There is 
an x such that xis human, and xis fallible," or, in symbols, 
"(:lx)(Hx & Fx)." Thus, in quantification theory the A-, E-, 
1-, and 0-propo!-,itions of traditional logic, 

l\ote, too, that 

is not the same as 

All S are P; 
:\o Sare P; 
Some Sare P; 
Some S arc not P, 

(x)(Fx-> Gx); 
(x)(Fx _,. ,Gx); 

(:lx)(Fx & Gx); 
(:lx)(Fx & ,Gx). 

(:lx)(Fx) & (:lx)(Gx) 

(:lx)(Fx & Gx); 

that is, "There are men, and there are mortals" is not the 
same sentence as "Some men are mortal." 

Fourth, it has been indicated just above that the two 
qt1antifiers are interdefinable with the aid of the negation 
sy'mbol. A similar duality holds for conjunction and dis-

junction in sentential logic, as De l\lorgan's laws express: 
"P & Q" is logically equivalent to ",(,P v ,Q)" and 
"P V Q" to ",(,P & ,Q)." This suggests an inquiry into 
the relation between the qua11til1ers and the connecti\'es. 

Suppose that the individual variable "x" ranges over a 
finite set of individuals, a set, for example, whose members 
are named by· the individual <'()IJ!-,tants "a," "b," "c," "d," 
and "e." Then to say that "(x)(Fx)" is simply to say that 

Fa&Fb&Fc&Fd&Fe, 

and to say· that "(:lx)(Fx)" is simply to say that 

FavFbvFcvFdvFe. 

In short, for finite domains of individuals, universally quan
tified formulas (general sentences) expand into equivalent 
finite conjunctions of atomic formulas (singular sentences), 
and existentially quantified formulas expand into equiva
lent finite disjunctions of atomic formulas. This, of comse, 
applies in general only to finite domains; the subject of 
infinite domains will be touched on later. 

It should be noted that the qt1antifier symbols are written 
in various ways. The following list gives the more impor
tant of these: 

Universal 
Existential 

WHITEHEAD

RUSSELL 

(x)F(x) 
(:lx)F(x) 

HILBERT OTHERS POLISH 

(x)F(x) VxF(x), /\xFx Ilxcf>x 
(Ex)F(x) :lxF(x),VxFx !.xcf>x 

Inference and validity. The above analysis of simple 
sentences furnishes a broad range of sentence forms to 
which elementary logic may address its theory of inference. 
Tl((' theory· is not completely general: f-irst-order logic ad
mits only individual variables and their quantifications ; all 
other sorts (for example, predicate variables) are reserved 
for predicate logic of second and higher orders. 

I lmvever, the class of first-order formulas or sentence 
forms is still a rather wide one. It includes the following: 

( l) all formulas consisting of single n-place predicate 
constants and their n individual constants (these formulas, 
in tcrpreted, are singular sentences); 

(2) all universal and existential generalizations of open 
formulas-that is, those that contain one or more u-placc 
predicate constants and at least one individual variable 
(these generalized formula~. when interpreted, become 
general sen tences ); 

(.'3) all truth-functional compounds of (l) or (2) or both. 
Such first-order formula!-, (sentences) serve as compo

nents for a correspondingly wide class of first-order argu
ment forms (arguments) whose validity or invalidity it is 
the business of elementary logic to determine. 

The key· to inference in first-order logic is the notion of a 
ca/id formula. This, in turn , rests on the notion of inter
pretation. A sentence S is called an interpretation of a 
formula F relative to a domain of individuals D if S is ob
tained from F by (a) replacing the predicate constants of F 
with predicates defined for the individuals of D and 



(b) replacing the individual constants of F with proper 
names of individuals of D. Then a formula F in predicate 
logic is said to lw valid (or universally valid) if it becomes 
a true sentence under every interpretation in anu (non
empty domain of individuals. 

Thus, the formula 

Fa 

is obviously not a valid formula. Let the domain of inter
pretation D (that is, the set of indidduals over which the 
variable "x" ranges) he human beings, let "F" stand for "is 
French" and let "a" name Aristotle; under this interpreta
tion "Fa" becomes the false sentence 

Aristotle is French. 

Consider, on the other hand, the formula 

(x)Fx- Fa. 

Let the domain of interpretation D be human beings, let 
"F" stand for "is mortal," and let "a" name Aristotle. Un
der this interpretation the formula becomes the true 
sentence 

If all men are mortal, then Aristotle is mortal. 

Now retain the domain, but let "F" stand for "is French" 
and "a" again name Aristotle. The formula lwcomes the 
sentence 

If all men are French, then Aristotle is French, 

which is also true. Finally, take a different domain, sa\· 
positive integers; let "F" stand for "is prime" and "a" 

name the number -1. The formula still yields a true sen
tence: 

If all positive integers are prime, then ➔ is prime. 

In fact, the formula becomes a true sentence under c\·ery 
interpretation in an~· domain and is therefore a \'alid for
mula. 

Just as an argument form in sentential logic is valid if its 
corresponding conditional is a tautology, so an argument 
form in predicate logic is valid if its corresponding concli
tional is a valid formula. The problem is to determine just 
which formulas are valid formnlas-a problem not as easily 
solved as that of determining just which truth-functional 
compounds arc tautologies. 

In the first place, \'alid formulas cannot be identified 
with tautologies. Although all tautologies and instances of 
tautologies are \'alid formulas' (and may therefore be 
adopted as "truths" of predicate logic), not all valid formu
las are tautologies. For exiunple, the formula 

(x)Fx- Fa 

is a valid formula, yet it is not a tautology and, in fact, does 
not admit of a truth-table analysis-unless "x" is arhitrarily 
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r('strict('d to finite d011win~ incl11ding a 11H·111IH'r 11,u1wd 
"a," in which l'H'llt "(x)Fx" dis~oh·<·s into a finit<· co11ju11c
tio11 one of whost' mt·nilll'rs i~ "Fa," and ti)(' fonnuLi a, a 
whole ob\'iousl_v becomes a tautolog~·. 

In the second place, prC'clicate l012:ic ha, 110 11wd1ar1ical 
test for valid formulas analogous to the truth-table tC'~t for 
tautologies. Indet-'d, Alonzo Church proved in I !:J3(-j that 
there can be no general decision procedure for \'alidity; 
predicate logic, unlike its sentential fragment, is 1rndecid
able. Consequently a deductive treatment of logical 
truths, dispensable in sentential logic, is essential in pred
icate logic. 

A deductive system for first-order logic. It is com·en
ient to treat first-order logic as a natural deduction system. 
There arP no axioms; such a system draws all of its clecluc
tive strength from rules of inference. These rules are few, 
but the~' arc so laden with conditions that a full description 
cannot he given in an informal surve~'. It suffices to sketch 
the general character of a system S and its use in testing 
the validity of arguments (citing, for purposes of illustra
tion, the system offered in Patrick Suppes, Introduction to 
Logic, Ch. ,5). 

An argument form is valid in S if its conclusion is cleri\·
ahle in S from its premises. A formula F is derivable in S 
from certain premises if there is a sequence of formulas of 
S such that Fis the last member and each member either is 
a premise or i~ obtained from preceding members of the 
sequence by means of the inference rules of S. These rules 
are as follows: 

( 1) Ru le P: a premise may be cited at any point in a 
derivation. 

(2) Rule T: a formula ma_v be cited if it is tautologicallu 
implied by preceding formulas in the derivation. 

(3) Rule CP (conditional proof): if a formula G can be 
derived in S from another formula, F, together with a set 
of premises, then the formula F- G can lie derived from 
the premises alone. 

In addition, there are four rules that permit, under stated 
conditions, the dropping and adding of quantifiers: 

(➔) Rule US (universal specification). 
(,5) Rule UC (un iversal generalization). 
(6) Ruic ES (existential specification). 
(7) Rule EC (existential generalization). 
As one instance: US says, in effect, that what is true for 

e\·ery indi\'idual is true for a specified individual; the rule 
thus permits inferring, for example, the formula "Fa" from 
the formula "(x)Fx" (the quantifier "(x)" being dropped in 
the process). 

A useful strategy for constructing many derivations is 
as follows: 

(a) Express the premises in symbols. 
(b) Use US and ES (where applicable) to drop quantifiers. 
(c) Use sentential inference (tautological implication) to 

obtain the desired conclusion, without quantifiers. 
(d) Use VG and EC (where applicable) to restore quan

tifiers. 
As an example of the procedure, consider the argument 

All human beings me fallible; 
Aristotle is a human being; 
Therefore, Aristotle is fallihle. 
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Expwsse d i11 s~·111liols, the arg11111c11t becomes the argu
meut form 

(x)(f-lx- Fx); 

Ha ; 
The refore, Fa. 

The fol lowing deri,·ation establishes tl,e validity of this 
arg1111wnt form (the 11u111erals in the first column number 
th e premis<'s 011 which the particular line relies, and the 
numerals i11 the second column number the steps in the 
deri, ation ): 

{I} 
{ :2} 
{ I } 
{ l ,:2} 

( I) (x)(Hx - Fx) 
(:2 ) Ha 
(:3) Ha-Fa 
( ➔) Fa 

p 
p 

1, us 
2,3,T 

This , of cours< ·, is th e simplest sort of derivation, involving 
just on<· application of US and 110 restoration of quantifiers. 
Other deri,·atiom. will call into pla~- the other rules as welL 

Theorems of first-order logic. Special interest attaches 
to those fornrn las derivable in S from the empty set of prem
ises. Sucl1 lorm11las are called theorems of S. An instance is 

(x)Fx- Fa. 

This is sho\\'n to he a th2orem h~· the following derivation, 
where tlw premise "(x)Fx" is first ass11111ed co11ditionallu 
and then eliminated ,vith the aid of Huie CP, and where"/\" 
de11ot!-'s tlw empt,· set of premises: 

{ 1} 
{ I } 
I\ 

( 1) (x)Fx 

(:2) Fa 
(:3) (x)Fx __,, Fa 

p 
I, US 
I, 2, CP 

The co11dition for the validit~· of arg11111ent form-. i11 S 
can now be stated: an argu111e11t form is valid in S if tl1e 
corresponding conditional is a theorem ol S. Since, as was 
noted earlier, a11 argument form i-. valid in first-order logic 
if the corresponding conditional is a valid fomrnla, tl1e 
two criteria will coincide if S in bet captures as theorem., 
all and onl\ valid fornrnlas. 

If all theorems of S are \'alid formulas, S is said to lw 
sound: com·<·rs<·ly, ii all valid fornrnlas are tlworems, S is 
said to he complete. The soundness of systems like S is 
read ii~ estahlisl,ecl, and a completeness proof for systems of 
this sort was gin:>n Ii~ Kurt Ci,del in U-J30. Thus, elemen
tar,· logic, th011gh undecidable, is both sound and complete. 

The significanc<' of these results and of the contrast the~ 
l'l'\·eal between first-order logic and its s<>ntential fragment 
cannot lw considered in this inlorlllal treatment. Further 
discussion mm,t await the formal account, which follows. 

FORMALIZED SENTENTIAL LOGIC: 
SENTENTIAL CALCULUS 

In this section a formal language for sentential logic will 
be introduc<:>d; with its aid two kinds of deductive systems 
for sentential logic-the axiomatic and the "natmal''-will 
he formulated and applied to arguments; finally, certain 

important properties of these systems or calculi will be 
examined. 

As a preliminary, it is desirable to settle on some termi
nology. 

The study of any language must be conducted in a (not 
necessarily different) language. The one that is studied is 
called the object language and the one in which the study is 
conducted its metalanguage. In the present case the meta
language will be ordinary English, supplemented by a 
few (metalinguistic) symbols; the object language will be 
L5 , an uninterpreted formal language that is to be used in 
formalizing sentential logic. 

A formal language L is given by specifying (a) a list of 
symbols of Land (b) a set of formation rules for combining 
these symbols into acceptable, or well-formed, expressions 
(terms, formulas, sentences) of L. The language L is said 
to be uninterpreted so long as no "meanings" are assigned 
to the symbols and well-formed expressions of L-that is, 
so long as these symbols an<l well-formed expressions are 
regarded merely as recognizably distinct shapes and as 
strings of these shapes. An uninterpreted formal calculus 
or system S is an uninterpreted formal language L for which 
a deductive apparatus has heen specified consisting of 
(c) a distinguished subset (possibly empty) of well-formed 
formula~ of L, called the axioms of S, and (d) a set of rules 
of inference, or "transformation" rules, for deducing or 
deriving certain well-formed formulas of L from other well
formed formulas of L. A good deal can be said about such 
uninterpreted calculi or systems without essential resort 
to their intended interpretations. 

\Ve Prnst still define the terms "syntax" and "semantics" 
h<T SE\IA:".'TICS). S~·ntax eo11siders certain relations be
tween s~·mhol-. and other symbols without regard to their 
11wa11ings; se111a11tics, 011 the otlwr hand, considers certain 
relation-. lwtwee11 symbols (li11g11istic signs) and 11on
ling11istic objects-in particular tlw relations of denoting, 
referring, mt•aning, and the lik<'. To describe the syntax of 
a formal language L is to specify its symbols and forma
tion rules; to de-.crihe s~·ntactically a formal system S is to 
spe('if~, in addition, its deductive apparatus. To prnvide L 
\\'ith a ,emantics i-. to give L an interpretation, which 
a,-..igm meani11gs to its s~ mhols (and expressions). Finall~·, 
ii for a gin·11 i11terpretatio11 / of the language L the axioms 
of a formal system S couched in terms of L turn 011t to he 
tnw, tlw interpretation / is said to constitute a model for S. 

A formal language for sentential logic: L_.., .. The formal 
treatment of sentential logic begins with the construction 
of a formal language Ls· This construction, like that of an~· 
artificial language, i-.. guid<'d by the purpose that is to he 
spn·ed. 0111 purpose here is to furnish a precise means of 
talking al>0ut certain simple sentences and their trnth
h111ctional compounds. Since the intended interpretation 
cmers such limited gro11nd, Ls can be a very simple lan
guage, comprising a few symbols and only two or three 
formation ru !es. 

(I) The .-..rmbols of L_..,. arc of two sorts (corresponding to 
the sentence connectives and the sentences in the intend
ed interpretation): 

(a) Logical constants-that is, the connectit:-e symbols 



which can, of course, he reduced to two primitir;,e conncT
tive symbols, 5ay 7 and----->, if we define the others in terms 
of these two. 

(b) Variables-that is, the sentence letters 

(with positive integers i as subscripts), to ,vhich are ;1ddecl 
the punctuation signs 

(, ). 

Then any string (of finite length) of symbols of L, is ;Jn 
expression of L5 . 

(2) The formation rules of L
8 

pick ollt those expressions 
of Ls that are to count as the well-formed formulas (wffs, 
for short) of L

8
• In stating these rules it will he convenient 

to supplement the metalanguage, English, with the small 
Greek letters ip, -t,, X, • • ·, which serve as metalinguistic 
variables ranging over (but not belonging to) the set of 
expressions of L

8
. The rules, then, are as follows: 

(a) All sentence letters are wffs. 
(b) If ip is a wff, so is 7ip. 
(c) If ip and t/J are wffs, so are (ipVt/J), /ip&t/J). (ip----->t/J). 

and (ip - t/J). 
It is understood that nothing can be a wff of Ls except Ii,· 

virtue of the rules (a), (b), and (c). 
At this st;Jge, with onl:, its s~·ntax given. L,\' is mereh an 

uninterpreted formal language. Its S\'lnbols and expre~
sions are nothing more than recognizahl~· distinct shapes. 
without assigned meanings. These shapes acquire denota
tions onlr when Ls is ~upplied with a semantics. Houghl~
speaking, this involves two things. First, a dom;iin of ob
jects is specified o,·cr which the .. P;," the variables of L,\'' 

are understood to range. Under the intended interpret;Jtion 
(which, of course, is not the onh- possilile one) this donwin 
is the set of simple sentences ordinaril~- u~ed to make 
statements that are either true or false lrnt not both. S<·c·
ond, meanings are assign eel to the logical constants of L,: 
''7," "v," "&," "----->," "-." In the present instance these 
S\'lnhols are understood to denote, respecti\'C:>I~·. the ordi
narr connecti,·es "not." .. or,'' .. and," "if-then," and "if 
and only if." restricted, IHrn·e,er, to their trnth-fJ111ctional 
uses-that i~, to ca~es where the~· comliine trne-false 
sentences in such a w;J~' th;it the truth or falsit~· of the 
compoJJnd sentence depends only on the truth or falsit~ of 
its component sentences. The \\'ell-formed expressions of 
L, now all have meanings; the wff 

for example, stands for the disjunction of an~· two simple 
true -false sentences. 

Deductive systems for sentential logic. The formal 
language L~ ma~· no,v he used to formulate deductin· 
systems for sentential logic. These s\'stem~ ser,·e to clwr
acterize logic s~·ntactically, in particular b~- means of the 
concepts of deducibility (prm·ahilit~·. deri\'ahilit~·. "folio\\' 
logical!>· from") and theorem. This s~ ntactical l'haracteri
zation must be clear!~- distinguished from a semantical 
one, in \\'hich the paramount concepts are (logical) conse-
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quence ;111d t,(l/iditu. Tlw n·latio11 lwh\ ('l'II th('',(' t\\'o ki11d ... 
of d<•scriptious is at till' ha~<· of tht· 111od<·rn , it•\\' of logic 
and \\'ill he l'on~id<·red in ~011w detail latt-r i11 thi" \lTlio11. 

The s~·ntadieul charaderizatiou of ~t•J1t<-11tial logil' ( in
deed, of elementar~· logic ;Js ,l \\·hole) can ih<'lf hl' gi,<•J1 I,~ 

either of two diffnent procedmes. One i,.fi1mwl axio11wt
ization, in which the d<·ducti\'C· apparat11s laid dm, 11 Im tlw 
calculus consists of (]ogil'al) axioms and rnle~ .,1 lllkr
L'ncc. The other, known as natural cleductio11, dispL·J1SL''> 
with axioms ;md uses rules of inference alone. Tl1e axio
matic method, which became hoJJnd up witlJ modern 
logic in the work of its principal creator, Frege, and \\'IHJSL' 
intimate connection with modern logic wa~ rei11forced h~· 
A. N. Whitehead's and Bertrand Huswll's Principia Mathe
matica (1910-181:3), \\'as long regardl'd as the onl~- accep
t;Jhle way of presenting the principles of logic. The :iltl'r
nati,·e procedure, naturnl deduction, is a comparati,·<·1~· 
recent contribution, having been developed independent
]\- h~· Gerhard Centzen ;md Stanislaw Jaskowski in HJ3➔. 

Axiom systems. The sententi;il calculus can be formall~
;Jxiomatized in manv different wa>'s, depe11ding on the par
ticular choice of axioms, primitive s~'mhols. rules of infer
ence, and the like. A tq)ical ;Jxiom s~'stem (adapted from 
Elliott \lendelson, lntroc/11ctio11 to Mathematical Logic, 
pp. 2D ff), here called SA, will be given. 

If ip, t/J, and x are an~' wffs of L
8

, then tlw following are 
axioms of s,4: 

(Al) (ip----->(t/J----->ip)). 

(A:2) ((ip----->(t/J-x))----->((ip----->t/J)----->(<P-xl)). 
(A:3) ((7 t/J-----> 7ip)-----> ((7 t/J-----> ip)----> t/J)). 

It will he oh served that A 1, A2, and A3 are axiom schemas: 
l'acl1 has an infinite numlwr of instances, and all of these 
are the axioms of SA. Thus. 

is an inst;Jnce of Al and hencl' an axiom of S_
4

. 

Tlw one rule of inference of SA is modus pone11s (MP), 
also called the mle of detach111e11t: 

From <P and ip-----> t/J. where ip and t/J are wffs of Ls. to 
infer t/J. 

SomP additional terminolog~· is needed. A proof in SA 
is a sequence of ,vffs of Ls such that each either is an axiom 
of S 4 or follows from some of the preceding wffs in the 
seqJJcnce 1)\' ,·irtJJe of 111od11s /)One11s. A theorem of SA is 
a wff ip of L, ,uch that there is a proof in SA whose last line 
is ip. Further. a \\'ff ip of L, is ~aid to he deducible ( provable) 
in S_4 from a set r of wffs of L.,· if and only if there is a se
quence of wff-; of Ls such that ip is tl1e last memlwr of the 
seqJwnl'e, and each nwmlier of the sequence is an ;i:-.iom 
of S _, or h<'longs to r or else follows from some of the pre
ceding wffs in the sequence Ii\ ,·irtue of modus po11cns. 
Such a sequence is called a deduction (m proof) ,f ip from 
r. and the expression "<P is deducible m 1nm·ahle front r 
(in S)" i~ ahhre,·iated a-; 

The sense of thi~ is that in S_
4 
there i" a conditional pmofof 
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the wlf ,p from the wffs belonging to r, these latter being 
n·ferred to as the premises or hypotheses of the proof Fi-
11all~, if ,p is a theorem, then by definition it is deducible 
from the axioms alone. There being in that case no "prem
ise-;," r is then the empty set, and 

says that ,p is a theorem of SA, 
Once the axioms and the rule of inference are given, it 

is possible to proceed with the proofs of theorem'> in SA. 
A simple example is the following: 

For any wff ,p, f-.,:
4 

,p - ,p. 

Proof 

(1) (,p-((,p-,p)-,p))-

((,p- (,p- ,p))- (,p--+ ,p)) 

(:2) ,p-((,p--+,p)-,p) 

(3) (,p- (,p- ,p))- (,p- <{)) 

( -1) <{) - (,p - <{)) 

(.5) <{)-<{) 

Instance of A2 
Al 
From 1, 2 by MP 
Al 
From .3, -1 by MP 

An important procedural result for systems like SA is the 
so-cal led deduction theorem, obtained independently by 
Jacques Ilerbrand ( HJ28) and Alfred Tarski ( H).30). This 
theorem, ,vhich concerns conditirnnl proofs, states that 
where r is a set of wffs and ,p, t/J are wffs 

if r, ,pf- 1/J, tht>n r f- ,p- t/J, 

and, in particular, 

if ,pf- t/J, then f-,p -t/J. 

ln other words, if t/J is deducible in SA from rand ,p, then 
<{) - t/J is deducible in SA from r, and if t/J is deducible in 
SA from<{), then ,p- t/J is a theorem of SA (that is, it is deduci
ble in SA from the axioms of SA alone). 

It should he noted that this result itself is not a theorem 
of SA. Rather, it is a derived rule of inference, and the 
"proof" that it is valid for SA is not a proof in SA hut a series 
of arguments about proofs in SA, the details of which can
not be gone into here. 

A word is needed on the use of axiomatic sentential cal
culus in testing the validity of sentential argument forms. 
Consider an example cited earlier, now expressed in the 
form of a sequence of wffs of L.,·: 

pl V p2; 
,Pl; 
Therefore, P

2
. 

To sa~· that this argument form is valid in SA is to sa~· that 
there is in SA a proof of "P

2
" from the premises "P

1 
v P/ 

and ",P
1 
," or 

(Pl V P2)' ,Pl f- S4 p2' 

By the deduction theorem, 

and again, 

if (P1 VP) f- sA 7P1- P2 , then f-s}P, v P2 )- (,P
1 

- P
2

). 

This means that the wff 

is a theorem of SA. But that wff is equivalent to 

which is simply the conditional formed by taking the con
junction of the premises of the above argument form as the 
antecedent and its conclusion as the consequent. 

Thus, to test the validity of any argument form composed 
of wffs of Ls is merely to determine whether or not the 
conditional that corresponds to that argument form is a 
theorem of SA. 

Thi'> requirement i'> ea'>y enough to state, but the actual 
procedure of proving that a given wff of Ls is a theorem of 
SA can be an extremely involved affair. Moreover, even the 
proofs of the simplest theorems-as the example of ,p- ,p 

show'>-have a pronounced air of artificiality about them. 
This inevitably raises a question: What is the point 

of axiomatizing (sentential) logic? Historically the point 
seems to have been to codify the principle'> of logic by 
obtaining them as the theorems of a deductive system. 
It was this aim that guided the selection of axioms and in
ference rules for Frege's original system and for all of its 
lineal descendants clown to and including SA, The problem 
of codifyi11g "logical truths" had been posed afresh by the 
rebirth of logic and the enlargement of its domain in the 
second l1alf of the nineteenth centurv. Frege and the other 
mathematicians responsible for this renaissance naturally 
assumed that thev cou ld best solve the problem by exploit
ing the axiomatic method which had been so successful 
in mathematics. Also, if, as Frege and, later, Russell sup
posed, arithmetic was to be deduced from logic, there must 
surely he "logical axioms" 011 which to base the deduction 
(on this, see William Kneale and Martha Kneale, The De
velopment of Logic, p. ,530). 

Subsequent developments have called into question the 
whole enterprise of axiomatizing logic, on several grounds. 
First, for sen tential logic axiomatization is unnecessary. 
Post and Wittgenstein in IH:21 showed that to identify the 
"truths'' of sentential logic with the set of tautologies and 
then to utilize truth tables as a decision procedure for deter
mining just which wffs of L.,· are tautologies is a far simpler 
way of certifying these truths. 

Second, the axiomatization of logic tends to be mislead
ing about the nature of logic. This became apparent in 
the H:J30s, as a result of the pioneenng work of Rudolf 
Carnap in formal syntax and Tarski in formal semantics. 
Their studies served, among other things, to clarify the 
distinctions between a theory and the logic in which it is 
formalized and between the syntactical and the semantical 
characterizations of logic. The danger is that the axiomati
zation of logic tends to create the presumption that logic 
is merely another theory to be axiomatized, like a geometry 
or an algebra. This, of course, is not so. The axiomatization 
of a geometry presupposes a logic that governs the deduc-



ing of theorems from geometrical axiom~. This logic, wlw11 
made explicit, is found to consist of inference rules; "logical 
axioms," unlike the "proper ,Lxioms" of the axiomatized 
(mathematical) theories , do not in fact enter as premises i11 
any of the d eductions in these s>'stems. 

Finally, the axiomatization of sentential logi c results in 
cumbersome proof procedures. Hence, it is of uncertain 
value even for the limited purpose of characterizing the 
sentential fragment syntacti cally. For this reason most 
authors now prefer to use some form of natural d eduction 
system. 

Natural deduction systems. As an alternative s>·ntactical 
characterization of sentential logic, a natural deduction 
system has marked advantages. For one thing, its deductive 
apparatus consists of inference rules alone, thus eliminating 
the awkward bus iness of logical axioms. For another, its 
method of testing the validity of argument forms is much 
closer to ordinary patte rns of reasoning. 

The choice between logical axioms and rul es of in
ference, as Carnap noted in 1934 (Logische Syntax der 
Sprache), is a practical one rath e r than one of principle, in 
that for any logical axiom an equivalent inference rule, or 
rules , can be stated. The same deductive strength can be 
built into both kinds of sentential logi c s>·stems. They are, 
so to speak, alternative wa>·s of fixing syntactical]>, the logi
cal properties of the connecti\'e symbols. These properties 
can also be fixed semantically, by means of truth-table defi
nitions. All three d e vices, when use d properl>·, will impose 
the same b eha\'ior on the connective symhols. 

I\atural deduction s> stems th e ms e h ·es are of two sorh. 
The first emplo>·s a full set of rules of in fe rence to obtain 
the desire d behavior on the part of the connectives. An ex
ample is tlie system SN (patte rned after Donald Kalish and 
Richard Montague, Logic: Techniques of Formal Reason
ing, Chs. 1 and :2). The inference rules of s.v are as follows: 

For any wffs I{) and t/1 of L8 , 

(1) modus ponens: from I{)_. If, and I{) to infer t/J. 
(2) modus to/lens: from I{)_. t/J and ,t/J to infer ,I(). 
(3) double negation (i n two forms): from ,7<P to infer 
I{) ; from I{) to infer '''P· 
(➔) repetition: from <P to infer I(). 

(5) simplification (in two forms): from <P & If, to infer .p, 

from t/J & <P to infer <P· 
(6) adjunction: from I{), t/J to infer ip & t/J. 
(7) addition (in two forms) : from '{) to infe r I{) v 1f,; from 

I{) to infer t/JV I(). 

(8) modus tollendo ponens (in two forms): from I{) v t/J,, I{) 

to infer t/J; from <P v t/J, , t/J to infer <P· 
(9) biconditional-conditional (in two forms ): from .p -t/1 

to infer I{)_. If,; from I{) - If, to infer t/J- I{), 

(10) conditional-biconditinnal: from <P-t/1, t/J-<P to 
infer 1.()-t/J. 

The system S_,. provides a direct and natural means of 
testing the validity of argument forJns of sentential logic. 
If r is a set (poss ibly e mpt>· ) of wffs of L

8 
and I{) is a v;ff of 

L8 , then the argument form 

f· 
Therefore, I{) 

is valid if there is a derivation in S.v of the conclusion ip 

from the premises r -that is, if 
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n--,. cp. 
' ,\' 

Here hy a deri\'ation is meant a fi11il<• ~eqtWJH'<' of <·m,

secuti \'l'ly numbered li11 es, each consisting of a \\'ff of Ls, 
such that I{) appears on the last line and each lirw i~ \·ouched 
for hy one of the following rules for the construction of S, 
deri \'ations: 

( l) Any premis e (that i~, any member of £') may apiwar 
on a line. 

(2) Any wff of L
8 

may occur as a line if it follow<; from 
previous wffs in the sequence (conditional a-.;sumptions 
excepted) hy one o f the inference rules of S_, .. 

(.3) Any wff of L
8 

may occur as a line if it is obtained from 
previous wffs in the sequence by conditionalization. Con
ditionalization , or conditional derivation, resb on the de
duction theorem for s,\'' which states that if there is a deri
\'ation in S.v, say, of <P from r togetlier with the additional 
assumption tf,, then there is a derivation in S.v of "1- I{) from 
r alone; t/J- <P is then said to have been obtained from r 
by conditionali za tion . 

Finally, a wff <P of LN is ca ll ed a theorem of SN if and only 
if I{) is derivable in SN from the empty set of wffs-that is, 
if and only if 

The second sort of natural deduction system assumes the 
presence of truth-tahle definitions for the connectives and 
the notion of tautological implication. An illustration is the 
s>·stem S_,., (adapted from Patrick Suppes, Introduction to 
Logic, Ch. :2), which requires on!>· the following ru les for 
the construction of derivations: 

Rule P: a premise ma>· be introduced at an>· point in a 
derivation. 

Rule T: a wff <P may be introduced at any point in a deri
vation if there are preceding wffs in the derivation such 
that their conjunction tautologically implies I(). 

Rule CP (conditiona l proof): if a wff <P can be derived from 
a wff tf, in the presence of a set of premises f, then "1- <P 
ma>· he derived from r alone. 

The system S,\'' is well suited to testing argument forms 
that invoke a large number of different sentence letters, 
for which the truth-table method becomes tedious. Con
sider the following argument form, which, since it involves 
four sentence letters, would require a truth tahle with 
sixteen rows: 

pl_. (Pt -P:1); 

,P4 V pl; 
P.,; 
Therefore, P

4 
_. P

3
. 

That this argument form is valid is shown by the following 
derivation in Sy (the first column gi\·es the numbers of the 
premises that tautologically imp]>· the wff on the particu
lar line, and the second column numbers the steps in the 
derivation): 

{ l} 
{ :2} 
{3} 
{ ➔} 

( 1) p I _. ( p2 _. p 3) 

(:2) ,P4 V pl 
(3) p2 
(➔) p4 

Premise 
Premise 
Premise 
Premise 
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{:2,4} (,5) 

{ 1,2,4} ( (j) 

{ 1,2,:1,➔} (7) 
{ 1,:2 ,1} (8) 

P, 
P2-P:1 
pa 
P4-P:1 

2,-1, T 
1,5, T 
3,6, T 
4, 7,CP 

:'-Jote that "P
4

" has been added as a conditional premise in 
the derivation and has been used in conjunction with the 
three original premises to cleri\·e "P

3
"; thl' desired con

clusion "P
1 

- P:
1

" is then derived by Rule CP from the 
three premises alo11c, and the argument form is thus valid. 

In effect, the SN, derivation breaks clown a complicated 
sentential argume11t form into a series of simple argument 
forms each of which can be tested in an obvious and simple 
manner. 

Semantical aspect of sentential calculus. The system 
S_4 (or S.v) is an uninterpreted formal language Ls for which 
a deductive apparatus has been specified. It is a formal cal
culus allowing the deduction or derivation of certain wffs 
of Ls from other wffs of Ls without regard to any "meanings" 
that ma~· later lw ascribed to the symbols of L,," But just as 
the constrnction of L.\· was guided by its intended interpre
tatio11, so the choice of axioms and inference rules for SA 
(or Ss) has lieen motivated b~ its intended application (to 
sentences and ar,guments) a11d by the aim of obtaining as 
theorems just the "truths of logic." \Vhatever pertains to 
interpretation constitutes the semantical aspect of the sen
tential calculus, which must now be outlined. 

The essential notions are interpretation, truth under an 
interpretation, (logical) conse41wnce, validity, and model. 

An interpretation I of Ls is an assignment of denotations 
to the s~·ml>ols of Ls. In the present instance let the sen
tence letters "P." range over the set of true-false simple 
sentences, and l~·t the connective symbols stand for the cor
responding truth-h111etional connectives as defined hy the 
standard truth tablPs. Then an~· wff <{) of Ls will be a truth
function of its n dilfrrent component sentence letters, and 
the truth tables will snve as s<·mantical devices to gener
ate all of the 2n pos~ible assignments of the truth-values 
T and F to the n components of <{), and hence to <P itself. 
II <P c011ws out T under at lea~t om' lrnt 11ot all value assign
ments to its components, it is a contingent wfL ii under 
none, it is a contradiction; ii under all, it is a tautology. 

It is now possible to define "consequence or· and "valid 
wff," which are the semantical counterparts of the syntacti
cal notions "ded11cilile from" (m "derivalile from") and 
"theorem." A wff ,p of Ls is said to he a consequence in se11-

tential logic of a set I' of wffs of Ls if and only ii all the val11e 
assignments that assign T's to all of the wffs of r also assign 
T to <P· This can lie written as 

\Vhere the sign "I=" is an ahlnl'viation of "has as its co11se
(Jllence." Note that if[' is a set of premises and<{) is its sup
posed concl11sion, then if <Pis a conseq11encc of r, it will lw 
impossilile for all the wffs of r to he tnw and <P false. 

Further_ a wff <P of L
8 

is said to be valid in sentential logic 
if it come~ out T 11nder all possible value assignments to 
its component sentence letters. Such a wff (recall the defi
nition of consequence) is then a consequence of any set of 
wffs, including the empty set, so that 

says that ip is valid in sentential logic. Clearl y th e set of 
wffs valid in sentential logic coincides with th e set of tau
tologies, and the notion of "wff valid in sentential logic" 
or "tautology" explicates for sentential logic the notion of 
logical trnth, 

Finally, an interpretation of L5 is ca lled a mod el of SA 
(or S) if the (axioms and) theorems of the system are true 
under that interpretation. For the inte rpretation/, above, 
this means that I is a model of SA (or S.v) provided tha t all 
theorems of the system are valid wffs; that is, 

if f- 5 <{), then F<P· 
'.4 

If this condition is fulfilled, the system SA (or SN) is then 
said to be sound. Conversely, SA (or SN) is called complete 
if it captures as theorems all the truths of sentential logic. 
For the interpretation / this means that SA (or SN) is com 
plete provided all valid wffs are theorems of the sys te m ; 
that is, 

That both of these conditions are satisfied will be shown 
shortly. 

The use of the term "valid" in "valid w ff " is d ifferent 
from but related to its use in "vali d argum e nt fo rm. " For 
example, consider the argument fo rm 

r, t/1; 
Therefore, <{), 

This will lw valid if and Ollly if 

The semantical form of the deduction theorem, w h ich pro
vides that 

r, t/1 I= <P if and only if I' I= t/1 - <P, 

can then lw applied as often as necessary to show th at an 
argument form in sentential logic is va lid if a nd onl y if the 
corresponding conditional is itse lf a valid wff in se nte ntial 
logic (a ta11tology)-that is, if and o nl y if 

The three characterization s of th e sen tent ia l ca lc ulus 
mav now lw s11mmarized as fo llows: 

(I) To say that a wff <P of L8 is a logical truth in sente ntial 
logic is to say that it is 

(a) a theorem deducible in SA from th e axioms a lo ne. 

that it is 
(b) a theorem derivable in S,,· from the e mpty set of 

premises: 



or that it is 
(c) a wff valid in sentential logic-that is, a tautology 

(2) To say that a wff cp of L8 may be validly inferred from 
a set of premises r consisting of wffs of Ls is to say that it is 

(a) deducible from r in SA: 

n-c cp, 
''A 

or that it is 
(b) derivable from r in S,.,: 

or that it is 
(c) a consequence in sentential logic off: 

r1= cp. 

Metatheory of the sentential calculus. The metatheory 
of a formal system is the study of certain properties of that 
system. Metatheoretic findings are metatheorems, or theo
rems about the system as contrasted with theorems of 
the system. The properties studied include decidability , 
consistency, and completeness, the last in two senses, a 
weaker and a stronger. 

A formal system S expressed in a formal language L is 
called decidable if there exists an algorithm for deciding 
in a finite number of steps whether or not an arbitnu~· wff 
of L is a theorem of S. If such a decision procedure exists, 
the decision problem of S is said to have a positive solution. 
If it can be proved that no such procedure is possible, the 
decision problem of S is said to have a negative solution. 
If neither is the case, its decision problem is still open. 

As it turns out, the sentential calculus is decidable , and 
this makes its metatheor~· quite simple. Consider SA, or 
any similar axiom system for the sentential calculus. It can 
easily be shown that SA is so1111d-i.e., that all of its theo
rems are tautologies, or, more specificall~·, that (a) any in
stance of the three axiom schemas is a tautology and (b) mo
dus µonens, the one rule of inference, preser\'es tautologies 
(that is, if cp and cp- lf, are tautologies, so is lf,). Com·ersel~·, 
it can be shown that SA is complete (in the weaker sense)
i.e., that all tautologies are deducible as theorems of SA. 
Similar reasoning establishes that all theorems of S_\' are 
tautologies and that all tautologies are deri,·able in S.v from 
the empty set of premises and hence are theorems. Conse
quently there will be a decision procedure for theorems if 
there is one for tautologies. And this is precisely what the 
truth tables furnish: a mechanical procedure for deciding 
in a finite number of steps whethe~ or not an arbitnu~· wff 
cp of Ls is a tautology. Thus, .the decision problem for the 
sentential calculus has a positi, e solution, and logical 
truths in sentential logic may be certified without having 
to be deduced or deri,·ed as theorems. 

It should be noted that checking the correctness of a 
deduction or deri\'ation is also a mechanical task. How-
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ever, there is no decision procedure for determining 
whether or not an arbitrary wff cp of Ls is deducible irr SA 
or derivable in S,\" If cp is 11ot a theorem, the search for a 
clecluction or derivation of cp could in theory proct"ed end
lessly without any assurance that the failure to find such a 
deduction or derivation arises because none exists rather 
than because the search has not been prosecuted far 
enough. Thus, despite their cumbersomeness, only the 
truth tables provide a mechanical test for validit~, in sen
tential logic. 

The consistency and the (strong) completeness of the 
sentential calculus follow directly from its decidability. 
A formal system S expressed in a formal language Lis said 
to be consistent if there is no wff cp of L such that both cp and 
7cp are theorems of S. Since all theorems of the sentential 
calculus must be tautologies, and since the negation of a 
tautology is a contradiction, it is clear that cp will he a theo
rem if and only if 7cp is not a theorem. The consistency of 
the sentential calculus is thus assured. Further, S is said 
to be complete (in the stronger sense of the term, which 
originated with E. L. Post) if for any wff cp of L that is not a 
theorem of S, the addition of cp as an axiom would render S 
inconsistent. Since all tautologies are theorems, adding cp 
as an axiom would mean adding an axiom that is not a tau
tology; it can be shown that this would result in the loss 
of the consistency of S. 

Fi nail~:, as noted above, there are proofs at hand that SA 
(or S,v) is sound, i.e., that 

ifl--s. cp, then l=cp, 
'A 

and complete, i.e., that 

if l=cp, then I-, cp . 
. . 4 

\Vhen the two results are combined, 

pep if and on)~, if I-,. cp. 
''A 

This can also be expressed by saying that the syntactical 
and the -;emantical characterizations of the sentential cal
culus coincide. Since the set of logical truths of sentential 
logic is identical with the set of tautologies, the system SA 
(or s.v) has ttrns been shown to codify only and all the logi
cal truths of the sentential fragment of modern logic. 

FORMALIZED ELEMENTARY LOGIC: 
FIRST-ORDER PREDICATE CALCULUS 

The formal account of elementary logic opens with the 
presentation of a formal language. This language is then 
used to formulate axiomatic and natural deduction s~·stems 
for the first-order predicate calculus, and certain varieties 
of first-order calculi are briefly noted. The account con
cludes with a summary of the metatheory of elementary 
logic, a metatheory which-first-order logic being in gen
eral umleci<lable-is considerably more complex than that 
of the sentential cal cul us. 

The formal language LP. A formal system for first-order 
logic requires a language which, absorbing that of the sen
tential fragment, goes well beyond it with respect both to 
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its stock of symbols and to its formation rules. Such a lan
guage is L,,, of which L_,· is essentiall~· a sublanguage. 

( l) The symbols of LP are 
(a) all the logical constants of Ls: 

to which is added 

3, 

(b) 11011logical constants, comprising 
(i) predicate constants: capital letters with or with

out numerical subscripts and superscripb, 
(ii) individual constants: the lower-case letters from 

"a" through "t," with or without numerical subscripts, 
(c) indit;idual variables: the small letters from "u" 

through ";:;," with or without numerical subscripts, 
(d) sentence letters: capital letters standing alone 

1 as distinguished from predicate symbols). 
An expression of LP is any sequence (of finite length) of 

s\·tnbols of LP. A term is an individual variable or an indi
\ idual constant. A predicate with superscript 11 is an 11-place 
or n-adic predicate. An atomic formula is an expression of 
LP consisting either of a sentence letter alone or of an 
n-place predicate followed by n terms. 

(:2) The formation rules of Lp, which define the phrase 
''well-formed formula (w/f) of L,, ," are 

(a) e\'ery atomic formula is a wff; 
(b) if ip is a \\'ff, so is 7<p: 

(c) if <p, .J} are \\'fh, so are (<pV.J}), (<p&.J}), (<p-+.J}), 

(<p-.JJ); 

(d) if 'Pis a wff and a is a variable, then (a)<p and (:la)<p 

ar(' wffs. 
It is understood that nothing can be a wff of Lr except 

by virtue of rules a-d. 
In addition, an occurrence of a variable a in a form11la 'P 

is called bound if it is within the scope of a q11antifier-tlwt 
is, if it is within an occurrence in 'P of a fom111la of the form 
(a).J} or the fom1 (:la).J}: otherwise it is t·alledfree. The \'ari
able itself is called free (limrnd) if it has a free (hound) 
occurrence; hence, a variable may be both bound and free 
in the same wff. A term ; is said to be free for a variable a 
in a wff 'P if and only if no free oct·urrent:·es of a are with ill 

the scope of a quantifier (/3), where /3 is a variable in;. For 
example, "x

1
" is free for "x~" in the wff "Fx/' liut not in 

the wff "(x
1
)Fx/' Finally, by a sentence of LP is ll)eant a 

wff of LP that contains no free varial1le. 
That completes the syntax of L,,. At this point its expres

sions ,He simply recognizably distinct shapes to which no 
"meanings" have ~·et been assigned. The construction of 
Lp, like that of Ls, has, of course, been guided by an in
tended interpretdtion. But it is better to defer the· seman
tics until after first-order logic (with the aid of L,,) has been 
characterized in terms of the purel~· syntactic.ii eonceph of 
deducihility (deri\·ability) and theorem. 

Deductive systems. In the absence of a decisio11 pro
cedure for first-order logic, the codification of its principles 
by means of cleducti\'e s~·stems assumes special importance. 

Axiom system, PA. Illustrative of the axiomatic approach 
is the system PA (adapted from Mendelson, Introduction 
to Mathematical Logic, Ch. 2). 

The (logical) axioms of P_4 are gh·en by axiom schemas, 
as follu\\'s: if <p, .J}, x are wffs of Lp, th<'n the axioms of PA are 

(1) <p-+(t{l-+<p). 

(2) (<;0--+ (.JJ-+ x))-+ ((<;0--+ .JJ)- (<;0--+ x)). 

(3) h.JJ-+,<p)-+(h.JJ-<P)-+.JJ) . 

. (4) _(a )<pa-+ <pi, if <pa is a wff of LP and; is a term of LP 
free for a in <pa; note that ; may be identical with a, in 
which case the axioms (a)<pa-+ <pa result. 

(,5) (a)(<p-+ .J})-+ (<p-+ (a).J}), if 'Pis a wff of LP containing 
no free occurrences of a. 

The rules of PA are 
(l) modus µonens (MP): from 'P and <p-+ .J}, to infer .J}. 

(2) generalization (GEN): from 'P to infer (a)<p. 

It will be noted that the schemas and rules of PA include 
all those of S_4 . The sentential calculus is thus seen to be 
literally a fragment of first-order logic. 

The definitions of µroof, deducibility, and theorem paral
lel those for SA' A theorem of PA is any wff of LP that is 
obtainable from the axioms by means of the rules. The 
expression "<p is deducible in PA from a set of wffs r" is 
abbreviated as 

and "<p is a theorem of P/'-that is, 'P is deducible in 
P_4 from the axioms alone"-is abbreviated as 

In general the proofs of theorems proceed as before, but 
the deduction theorem carries over only in a modified form. 

Although a deductive treatment is essential for first-order 
logic, the choice: between the two types, axiomatic and nat
ural deduction, remains a purely practical one. The system 
P_4 , which follows in the tradition of Frege and Russell, 
imposes the desired behavior on the quantifiers (and con
nc>cti\·es) liy me,ms of axioms and rules. Today, however, 
man~· autl1ors hold that a simpler and less artificial equiva
lent act·ount is ol,tained by concentrating th<> deductive 
power of tl1<- s\·stem in the rules alone. 

Natural deduction system, P,, .. An example of a natural 
deduction system for first-order logic is the system PN (mod
eled after that presented in "-lates, Elementary Logic, 
Ch. 7). Its basic rules will be described and one or two 
sample derivations considered. 

By a cleriuition i11 PN is meant ,1 finite sequence of lines; 
these arl' consl'cuti\'ely numbered, and each consists of a 

sentence (that is, a wlf of LP \\'ith no free variables) together 
with a sl't of n11mbers called th<' premise numbers of that 
line. The constructiou of the sequence is controlled by the 
following rules (<p and "1 being arbitrary wffs of L,,, a an 
individual \'Hriable, and o au individual constant); 

( l) Rule P ( introduction of premises): any sentence may 
he entered on a line; the line number is taken as the only 
premise numLC'r. 

(2) Rule T (ta11tological ill)plication): any sentence may 
appear on ,1 line if it is tautologically implied by a set of 
sentences that appear on previous lines; the prc·mise num
bers of the new line will be all the premise numbers of 
those previous I ines. 

(3) Rule C (conditionalization): the sentence <p-+ .J} may 
appear on a line if .J} appears on a previous I ine: the premise 



numbers of the new line will be all those of that previous 
line, except (if desired) any that is the line number of ;i 

line on which ,p appears. 
(4) Ru le US (universal specification): the sentence 

,pa/f> (i.e., the sentence that results from substituting f, for 
all free occurrences of a in a wff ,p) may appear on a I ine 
if (a),p appears on a previous line; the premise numbers of 
the new line will be those of that pre\'ious line. 

(5) Rule UC (universal generalization): the sentence 
(a),p may appear on a line if ,pa/f> appears on a previous 
line and f, occurs neither in ,p nor in any premise of that 
previous line; the premise numbers of the new line will be 
those of the previous line. 

(6) Rule E (existential quantification): the sentence 
(3a),p may appear on a line if ,(a),,p appears on a previous 
line, and vice versa; the premise numbers of the new line 
will be those of the old line. 

It will be noted that this list includes all of the rules of 
the sentential calculus s.,·" to which are mlcled the three 
rules US, UC, and E. regulating the beha\·ior of the quan
tifiers. 

A derivation in P N of a sentence :.p from a set of sentences 
f is a derivation in which ,p appears on the last line and all 
the premises of that line belong to f, ,111d ,p is said to he 
derivable (in PN) from f, abbreviated 

f 1-P,\, <.p, 

if and only if there is a deri\·ation in P_,. of ,p from f. 
The use of the rules is illnstrated in the following 

derivation of "(x)(Fx - Hx)" from the two premises 
"(x)(Fx- Gx)" and "(x)(Gx- Hx)'': 

{l} (1) (x)(Fx-Gx) p 
{2} (2) (x)(Gx-Hx) p 
{l} (.3) Fa-Ga I, us 
{2} (4) Ga-Ha 2, us 
{ 1,2} (.5) Fa-Ha :3.4.T 
{ 1,2} (6) (x)(Fx- Hx) .5. UC 

Finall!·• to say that a sentence ,p of LP is ,1 theorem of 
PN is to say that <Pis derivable from the empty set of prem
ises A, abbreviated 

For instance, the following deriv,1tion establishe;. that 
"(x)(Fx & Gx)- ((x)Fx & (x)Cx)" is a theorem: 

{l} ( 1) (x)(Fx & Gx) p 
{l} (2) Fa&Ga I, us 
{l} (:3) Fa 2. T 
{l} (4) Ga 2.T 
{l} (.5) (x)Fx .3. UC 
{l} (6) (x)Gx 4.UG 
{l} (7) (x)Fx & (x)Gx 5,6, T 
A (8) (x)( Fx & Gx) -

((x)Fx & (x)Gx) 1, 7. C 

Semantical aspect of first-order logic. The I syntactical) 
systems for first-order logic, PA ~111d P,v, like those for sen
tential logic, ha\·e been set up with a dew to obtaining as 
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theorems jnst the truths of logic. The next step i-, to charac
terize semantically the truths of first-order logic in tenm 
of the basic notions of logical consequence and validit~·- It 
will then he possible to determine whether the two charac
terizations, syntactical and semantical, fully coincide. 

One difficulty is that since L,, is a much richer formal 
language than Ls, its semantics is correspondingly much 
more involved. For this reason only a hare outline of its 
senmntics can be given here. 

The starting point once again is the notion of interpre
tation. Briefly, ,111 interpret,1tion I of L,, (a) specifies a non
empty domain of individw1ls or objects Das the domain of 
interpretation, (b) assigns to each individual constant of 
L,, as its denotation an individual member of D, and (c) as
signs to each n-place predicate const,111t of L,, a class of (if 
n =I), or an n-my relation ,1mong, the memhers of D. Since 
any nonempty set may serve as D, the denotations of the 
expressions of L,, will vary from interpretation to interpre
tation, and many sentences true under one interpretation 
will be false under another. 

The next problem is to indicate just what it means to say 
that a sentence ,p of LP is "trne under an interpretation I." 
Ar. atomic sentence ,p will be "true under ]" if the indi
vidual objects assigned by I to the inclividw1I constants of 
,pare in fact related b>· the relation I assigns to the predicate 
constant of ,p. For example, let D be the positive integers; 
let "a

1
," "a

2
," • • ·, "a

11
" name the first n of them; let "F" 

be "is less than" (th,1t is, let "F" denote the set of ordered 
pairs of positive integers such that the first member is less 
than the second). Then under this interpretation "Fa

1
a:J .. 

will be true and "Fa/1," false. 
"True under [" is ea:--ily defined for sentences of L,, that 

are compounch-cl from atomic sentences by means of the 
connectives. It is necessary to :state onl~· how the truth
\'alues of the compounds depend on the truth-values of 
their components; this is done hy ,1ssigning to the connec
tive symbols of L,,-"-,," "v," "&," .. __ .. "-"-their stan-
dard truth-table meanrngs. 

The presence of quantifiers introduces into the truth 
definition certain technical complications that cannot he 
gone into here (for a full discussion, see Mates, Elementary 
Logic, Chs. 4 and 5). For our purposes it is enough to say 
that ,p will he true under I if the individuals of the given 
domain D in fact belong to the classes or ha\·e the relations 
that ,p, in virtue of I, S,l)'S they have. 

Once "true under f' is defined for an arbitrary sentence 
cp of L,,, the remaining semantical notions can be quickly 
set down. If ,p is true under I. then I is said to be a model 
of ,p, or to satisfy ,p. The same applies to a set of sentences f. 

The two concepts essential to the semantical clmracteri
L~1tion of first-order logic may then be defined. A sentence 
,p of LP is a consequence of a set of sentences f, or 

fp=,p, 

if and only if there is no interpretation I in any nonempty 
domain D under which all the sentences off ,1re true and ,p 

is false. A sentence ,p of L,, is valid, or 

if and only if ,p is true under every· interpretation in every· 
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nonempty domain D and hence is a consequence of the 
empty set of premisPs. The concluding steps, as in the case 
of sentential logic, are (a) to identify the intuitive concept 
of logical truth with the precise concept of valid sentence 
and (b) t<• certify those argument fonns a:; valid whose con
clusions are consequences of their premises. This com
pletes the characterization. 

The two critical questions can now be asked about any 
formal system for first-order logic: First, is it sound; that is, 
does it capture as theorems only valid sentences (logical 
truths)':' Second, is it complete; that is, does it capture as 
th('orems all valid sentences r If the answer to both ques
tions is yes, then the syntactical relation of deducibility 
(in that systen1) has been shown to coincide with the se
mantical relation of consequence. Such an answer is im
m<'diately forthcoming for a decidable system. But ele
nwntary logic, heing undecidable, presents a more complex 
problem; this will he dealt with shortly. 

Some varieties of first-order calculi. Before the meta
theory of first-order logic is discussed, mention must he 
made of certain kinds of first-order calculi that can he 
formulated in languages obtained from the language L,, 
hy the addition or deletion of certain symbols or classes 
of symlJols. 

If a new logical constant "]" (identity) is added to L1,, 

the result is a language that permits the formulation of what 
is called the first-urder predicate calculus with identity. 
This system contain:-;, besides first-order logic, the theor} 
of identity expressed in the form either of added axioms or 
of added rules. Accordingly it will have theorems beyond 
those of P

4 
or P.v· (Note that if identity is treated as part of 

the logic rather than simply as a possible denotation of a 
two-place predicate constant of L,,, the symbol "/" must 
always be taken as the relation of identity in the domain 
of interpretation under consideration.) First-order logic 
with identity is a standard means of formalizing mathemati
cal and other types of theories, and those theories so for
malized are called elementary. 

Another method of supplementing LP is to mtroduce op
eration symbols. ThesC', ho,vever, are used not to formulate 
an enlarged S}'Stem with new axioms or mies hut merely 
to express first-order logic in a more convenient way. 

Formal languages for other first-order calculi are ob
tained hy dropping certain notations from L

1
,. Thus, if all 

individual constants are removed, the result is a language
call it L,,*-for the pure (as distinguished from the applied I 
predicate calculus of first order. If, in addition, all except 
o,w-place predicate symhols ar<' eliminated, the result is 
a language for the (pure) monadic or singulary predicate 
calculus of first order. (A precise and full account of these 
systems appears in Church, Introduction to ·Mathematical 
Logic, Ch .. '3.) Of special interest is the L1ct that although 
elementary logic as a whole is undecidable, certain portions 
of it-in particular the pure monadic calculus-t11r11 011t 
to he decidable. 

Metatheory of pure first-order logic. The metathcory 
of pure first-order logic offers important results with respect 
to soundness, consistenc\·, (weak) completeness, and de
('idahility. Some of these will be briefly described. 

The soundness of elementary logic, like that of its sen
tential fragment, is relative)~· easy to establish. All that is 

ne;ded is to show that the axioms of PA are themselves valid 
sentences of LP and that the inference rules of PA preserve 
validity (alternatively, that only valid sentences of LP are 
derivable in P N from the empty set of premises). It follows 
at once that all theorems of PA (or PN) are valid sentences 
of LP, or 

Consistency (in the sense that there is no sentence <P of LP 
such that hoth <P and 7<P are theorems of the system) is an 
immediate consequence of soundness. If <P is a theorem, 
then <P is valid; by the definition of validity, 7<P cannot 
also be valid and hence cannot he a theorem. (There is a 
purely syntactical argument that establishes the consistency 
of P_4 : Associate with any sentence (f) of LP a sentence l/J of 
L.,· obtained by deleting from <P all individual symbols, 
quantifiers, and predicate superscripts. The axioms of 
PA have the property that the sentences of L

5 
corresponding 

to them are tautologies, and the rules of PA preserve this 
property; hence, if both <P and 7({) were theorems, then both 
l/J and 7l/J would IJe tautologies. But this is impossible; 
therefore, PA is consistent.) 

The problems of completeness and decidability, unlike 
those of soundness and consistency, are beset with compli
cations that go far beyond the limits of an elementary ac
count. (Fora comprehensive treatment, see Church, lntro
d11ctio11 to A1athematical Logic, Ch. ,i; for a historical 
~ummary, set> \Villiam Kneale and Martha Kneale, The 
Development of Logic, pp. 701 ff.) The most that will be 
attempted here is an indication of the general character of 
the more important results: the pioneering proof of the de
cidability of the monadic iirst-order calculus presented 
hy Leopold Liiwenheirn (l!-Jl.5), the completeness proof for 
first-ordn logic presented hy Kurt Giidel (1930), and the 
proof of the undecidability of general first-orcl(•r logic 
presented hy Alonzo Church ( I 936). For this purpose some 
further semantical refinements ar<' required. 

Let <P he au~- \\'ff of LI'*' the language for pure first-order 
logic. Then <P i~ said to be satisfiable in a given nouempty 
set D if, when D is taken as the domain of interpretation, 
<P is satisiied hy at least 011e syst<>m of values of its free 
variables-that is, if then' is at least one interpretation I 
assigning individuals of D to the individ11al variables of <P 

and classes or relations of individ11als of D to the predicate 
symbols of <P such that <Pis tnw under that assignment. The 
wlf "Fxy," for example, is satisfiable in the domain of posi
tive integers: simpl~· assign the r('lation "less than" to "F," 
the number 2 to the free variable "x," and the number :3 
to the free variahJc. "y"; this system of values satisfies 
"Fxy." 

Similarly, <Pis said to he valid in a given nonempty sd D 
if, when D is tak<·11 as the domain of interpretation, <P is 
satisfied hy every such assignment of individuals, clas~es, 
and relations of D to the symbols of <P· Th11s, "Fxy" is obvi
ously not valid in the set of positive integers: it is not satis
fied, for example, by the assignment of the relation " less 
than" to "F," th<' n11mher .'3 to "x,'' and the number 2 to "y." 

Finally, if <P is satisfiable in some nonempty set, it is 
called satisfiable; if it is valid in every nonempty set, it 
is called (universally) valid. 



It is a consequence of these definitions th,1t (for non
empty D) if cp is valid in D, then ,cp is not satisfiable in D, 
and if cp is satisfiable in D, then ,cp is not valid in D. 

Further, the validity (or satisfiability) of a first-order wff 
in a nonempty domain D depends only on the number of 
individuals in D, not on their identity. This is best seen hy 
considering the validity of wffs in finite domains. Let cp, for 
example, be the wff 

(x)Fx v (x),Fx. 

Then cp is valid in any domain of just one individual, since 
in such a domain it asserts merely that the lone individual 
either does or does not belong to the class denoted by "F," 
and this assertion will be true of any one-member domain 
no matter how "F" is interpreted. However, cp is not valid 
in a domain of two (or more) individuals, since in such a 
domain it asserts that either both individuals belong to the 
class denoted by "F" or neither does, and this asse1tion 
will be false if it so happens that one individual belongs 
to the class and the other does not. 

It can be shown that (a) if a wff is valid in a domain of 
n+ 1 individuals, it must be valid in a domain of n individ
uals, and (b) if a wff is satisfiable in a domain of n individu
als, it must be satisfiable in a domain of n + 1 individuals. 

It was noted above that for finite domains universal (or 
existential) generalizations may be replaced b:v the con
junctions (or disjunctions) that are their truth-functional 
expansions; these conjunctions (or disjunctions) will hm·e 
2n terms, where n is the number of individuals in the pm
ticular domain. 

It is now possible to formubte the following rule for 
determining validity in finite domains: a wff cp of LP* is 
valid in a particulm nonempty finite domain if and only if 
its truth-functional expansion for that domain is a tauto
logy. For example, let cp again be the wff 

(x)Fx v (x),Fx. 

For a domain of two inclivicluals (designated by the letters 
"a" and ''b"), the expansion is 

(1) (Fa v ,Fa) & (Fa v ,Fb) & (Fb v ,Fa) & (Fb v ,Fb). 

For a domain of just one individual (designated b\· the 
letter "a"), the expansion is 

(2) Fa v ,Fa. 

Clearly, (2) is a tautology, whereas ( 1) is not. Thus, cp is 
shown to he valid in a domain of one individual but not 
valid in a domain of two (or more) indi\'iduals. 

This leads directly to the problems of completeness and 
decidability. Here the earliest result seems to ha\'e been 
Lowenheim's positive solution of the decision problem for 
validity in the case of the pure monadic predicate calculus 
of first order. lmprO\·ed solutions were gi\·en later hy 
Heinrich Behmann ( 1922) and bv Paul Bernavs and ~doses 
Schonfinkel (1928). · · 

Bernays and Schi'infinkel proved that if a rnonmlic first
order wff cp is satisfiable at all. it is satisfiable in a domain 
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of 2 11 individuals, where n is the number of distinct pred
icate symbols in cp. By the same token, they showed that 
if cp is valid in such a domain, it is (universally) \'alicl. It 
follows that the validity of any monadic first-order wff cp 
can be decided merely by ascertaining whether cp is valid 
in a domain of ,1finite number of individuals. This can be 
done by applying the test for validity cited above: gi\·en a 
wff cp with n distinct predicate symbols, simply replace the 
quantifications occurring in cp with the appropriate con
junctions or disjunctions of 2n members; then use the truth 
tables to determine whether or not the resulting sentential 
formula is a tautology. The decision problem for validity is 
thereby solved in the case of the monadic first-order calcu
lus. (Other special cases have also been dealt with suc
ce-,sfully by the above authors and by others; the results are 
reported in full in Wilhelm Ackermann, Solvable Cases of 
the Decision Problem, Amsterdam, 19.5.5.) 

This particular solution, of course, does not admit of 
extension to first-order logic as a whole, for there are (non
monadic) first-order wffs that are not satisfiable in finite 
domains but are satisfiable in infinite domains; their nega
tions accordingly are valid in finite domains but are not 
valid in infinite domains. In other words, first-order logic is 
taken as quantifying over infinite as well as over finite 
domains. 

The question then arises whether a logic that lacks a 
genernl decision procedure for validity can nonetheless 
he shown to be complete. The term "complete," it will be 
recalled, has at least two senses. A system is complete in 
the weaker sense if all valid wffs are provable as theorems 
in that system. In the stronger sense a system is complete 
if and only if for any wff cp, either cp is a theorem or the 
system becomes inconsistent if cp is :1dded as an axiom 
without an>· other changes being made. (As was seen ear
lier, the sentential calculus is complete in both senses.) 

It is easily shown that first-order logic is not complete in 
the strong sense. Noting this fact, David Hilbert and 
\Vil helm Ackermann, in the first edition ( 1928) of their 
celebr,1ted text Gnmdziigc der theoretischen Logik, pointed 
to the question of weak completeness as an "as yet un
soh-ed problem" (p. 66). \Vithin two years, however, a 
solution was published hy Giidel, then a young student in 
\'ienna. 

Giidel's completeness theorem, not to be confused with 
his theorems on the incompletability of certain formal 
systems for the arithmetic of natural numbers (discussed in 
the a1ticle GbDEL's THEOREM), states that every valid 
fir~t-order wff cp is a theorem of a system (such as PA)' or 

ifp=cp, then 1-cp. 

The proof uses a result obtained by Thoralf Skolem in 
H.l:20 to the effect that for every valid first-order wff cp there 
is a valid first-order wff t/J in "Skolem normal form" such 
that t/J is provable as a theorem if and only if cp is provable 
as a theorem (a wff is in Skolem normal form if it is so 
constituted that all of its quantifiers are at the beginning 
and all of its existential quantifiers, if any, precede its 
universal quantifiers). Hence, to prove completeness it 
suffices to show that all valid first-order wffs in Skolem 
normal form are provable as theorems. This Godel did by 
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relating \·;didit~ in hrst-order logic to tautologicalit~· in 
se11tcnti:d logic; Iris method make., nm·el llse of ideas 
d<·vt·lo1wd h~ Lmv<>nlwirn, Skolem, and Ilerbrand. 

I II the (_'<Jtnse of his proof Cod<'I obtained as a corollar~· 
an important tll<'orem on domains fir..,t pro\'ed h~· Ltiwen
lteim in Iris JHJ,5 paper. This theorem states tlrat if a first
order \\'ff i.., valid in ,1 dennmerahh· infinite domain (for 
example, the dmrrain of natural 11umhers), then it is valid 
in e\·er\· nom0 mpt~· domain. Skolem later generalized this 
to read: if a set of \\'ffs i.., simultaneously satisfiable in any 
nom·mpt~· domain, then it is so in a denllmerabl~· infinite 
domain. A consequence seems to lw that a first-order 
theor~· is unable to characterize a mathematical structure 
involving a rrnndenumerahle infinit~· of elements ... 

Another completeness proof for first-order logic was 
gi\'(_·n by Leon IIenkin in HJ-1!-J (a modified \'(_'rsion appears 
in \!ates, Elementaru Logic, pp. 1:36-1-1 I). A set r of wffs 
is defined as inconsistent if ther<> is a \\'ff <p such that 

J'l--<pand 1'1--,<p. 

Otherwise r is consistent. It is then pro\'ed that ,m~· con
sistent set of wlfs is simultaneousl~· satisfiable in a denu
mernhl~· infinite domain and that any simultaneous!~· sat
isfiable set of wfl's is consi..,tent. I Jenkin exploits the clme 
relation between the syntactical concept of consistenc\· 
and the st·m;mtical concept of satisfiahilit~· suggested b~· 
the close relation between dedllcibilit~· and consequence. 
Cmlel's completeness theorem is here obtained ;1s a l'Orol
lar~ (as is Lowenheirn's theorem). Specificall~·, if <pi., a \'a lid 
wff, then \,~· the definitions of validity aml satisfiabilit~· the 
set who..,e onl~· member is ,ip is not "simultanernr,d~·" sat
isfialde; hence, it is not consistent, so that for ..,ome wff t/J, 

,<p 1-- t/J and ,<p 1-- ,t/J. 

B\· the deduction theorem and seute11tial logic, it follo\\'s 
that 

1--<p, 

i.e., <p is a theorem, and first-order logic is courpl<'le. Sinee 
it is also sound, 

p=<p ii ,rnd only ifl--<p. 

In l!.J.'36, six years after the publication of (;()(lei's com
pleteness proof, Chun_-h obtained the important rt>sult 
alrealh· referred to-he pnl\'ed the impossihilit~· of a deci
sion proced11n_' for validity for elementary logic ;I', a whole. 
Guided by· his own and other explications of the notion of 
effective calculabilit\·, he was ahle first to show that no 
general decision procedure was possible for a certain por
tion of elementmy numl>er theory. He then established 
that if a decision procedure t·xisted for first-order logic as a 
whole, there would necessarily· he one for that very· same 
portion of elementary number theory. Since the unclecida
bilit~ of the latter had already been proved, it followed 
that the solution to the genernl decision problem for ele
nwntar~· logic \\'as negatiH'. 

ELEMENTARY AND NONELEMENTARY LOGIC 

This final section has two purposes: to summarize what 
\\'e h;r\·e said ahout the general nature and uses of elerne11-
tary logie and to indicate ver~' lirieHy v.-·hat is meant Ii~· 
noneleme11tary· logiC'. 

Elementary logic: a summary. Logic from Aristotle to 
C()(lel has had three ends i11 view. The first is to explicate 
in preeise terms \'arious i11t11iti\'e notions of "logical truth." 
The seeond is to eodify, with the aid of formal s~·stems am! 
other devices, those statements or forlllulas tlrat are to 
count as logical trnths. The third is to appl~· these systems 
and de\'ices as a means of testing the formal validity of 
certain arguments and inferences in tlw sciences and in 
e\'er~·d,1y I ife. 

\lodern logic, si11l'e Fregc, has sought to achieve these 
ends h~· exploiting a \'.Uict~· of mathematical methods and 
notions, in particlllar that of formal system. The creation of 
the formal disciplines of s\·ntax and semantics Ii~, Carnap 
and Tarski added new tools and sharpened older ones. The 
s~·ntadical notions-formal sy·stem, consistency, deducihil
ity, a11d theorem-on which the original sy·stematization of 
modern logic IJ~· Frege and Russell primaril~· relied ha\'e 
110\\' been paired with their semantical counterparts: inter
pretation, (simultarwous) satisfiability, consequence, and 
\·;1lidit~·. The comliined use of syntactical and semantical 
characterizations has resulted in a clearer \'iew of logic 
it...elf and of its ml<' i11 formalizing mathematical a11d other 
t~ pes of tlwories. 

The s<·nte11tial fragment of modern logic considers only 
those true -false s<·11tences that are trutl1-functional corn
ponnds of their simple component sentences. \\'ith respect 
to these co111pm111<ls the int11itin' notion of logical truth is 
explil'ated in terms of tlw precise l'Oncept of ta11tology', or 
wff valid in sentential logic. 

Since the truth-table devi<"e supplies a decision proce
dure for talltolog~·. sentential logic is decidable. This fact 
has important cow,eq1wnc<•s. One is that the logical trnths 
of sentential logic do not r<·quire the kind of codificatio11 
furnished hy a ded1rdi\'(_" s}·stem; the deductive treatment 
of logical principl<>s, altl1011gh lristorically significant, is 
theordicall}· srqwrll1rmrs. Another is that the nwtatheory of 
the w11te11tial fragment is comparatively simple; consist
enc:,: and (strong) completeness are l'ornllaries of clccida
hilit~·, a11d it is eas}· to establish the soundness and (weak) 
complderwss of tlw usual s~·st<·ms of sentential calculus. 

The principles of sent<·11tial logic are readily applied to 
tlw t<·sting of tltose argunH"nts whos<" formal validity turns 
exclusively 011 the logical properties of the tmth-functional 
conneetivcs. The nrle of application is simp le: a st·ntential 
logic argum<'11t form is \·alid if tlte cond itional that corre
sponds to that argument form is a tautology. 

Elementar~' logie as a whole considl'rs tlte widl'r class of 
true-false sentences made up of singular sentences and 
existential and universal generalizations involving only 
individual variables a11d of trnth-functiona l compounds of 
all such sentences and generalizations. \Vith regard to this 
class of sentences, elementary· logic explicates the intuitive 
notion of logical trnth in terms of the precise concept of wff 
(uni\'l·rsall~') valid in f-irst-order logic. 



It has hel'n shown that l'lementan· lo_gic a-.. a whol<' is 
undecidable: no general decision procedme is possible 
for validity in first-order logic. Two thin gs follow: First, 
the codification of first-order logi ca l truths seems best 
achie, ·ed with the aid of a dcductin· s~ stern. axiomatic or 
natural. Second, the metatlwor:-, of such a s>·stcm is ver> 
complicated. Nevertheless, it has hel'n prm·ed not onl>· 
that the usual dt•d11cti\'C" s>·stems for first-ordl0 r logic are 
sound hut alsn that the>· are (weak!>· ) complete. Thus for 
the first-order predicate calculus, as well as for the senten
tial calculus, a wff is valid if and onl>· if it is a theorem. 
Despite its undecidahilit>·• first-order logi c does admit of a 
codification in \\'hich the s>·ntactical and the semantical 
characterizations of logical truth are seen to coincide. 

Th e first -order predicate calculus accordingh- provides a 
system of logical truths that may he used to test all argu
ments whose formal validit>· is determined entire!>· by the 
logical prope ities of the quantifi ers and truth-functional 
connectives. Again the rule of application is simple: an 
argument form in element:u, logic is valid if the corre
sponding conditional is a theorem of the first-order calcu
lus-i.c., if it is a wff (uni\'l·rsall>· ) valid in first-ordl'r logic. 

Nonelementary logic. Be>·oml clementan· logic, and 
be>·ond the bounds of this article. lie the ,·aried subject 
matters commonly refe rred to as advanced, or nonelemen
tary , logic. This portion of modern logic <'mhraccs tlie 
predicate ca lculi of second and higher ordns. In addition, 
it is usuall> understood to include (u) a number of specific 
fields, such a:-- set th eor:-,·. rccursi, e fun ction theor,·. and 
the thcor>· of models, (/1 ) various nonstandard logical s>·-..
tems-for instance , intuitioni stic logi c (which has !wen 
developed lar1,.';t· l> · through the inH·stigatiom of L. E . .J. 
Brouwe r and l1is follo,n·rs into the foundations of matlw
matics )-and (c) the LISl' of predicatt' calculi of \iniom 
t>·pes to formalize arithmetical and otlwr t, 1ws of tlworil·s. 

The hi gher-orde r calc11li a re nel't's:--ar> licca11se of till' 
re stricted scope of e lementan·, or first-ordl'r. logic. I 11 
first-ord er logic, as has ht 'l'll pointed on t, the onh· ,·,uiahlt·-.. 
bound h>· quantifiers arc tlio:sc that range on·r i11cli, idual,. 
Such a logic cannot deal, for c,ampll'. \\'it l1 '-<'Itkm·es tl1at 
generalize with rl'spect to classes or properties of indi,·id
uals and consl'q11cnth i11,·oh-c predicate roriohles as \ ari
ahles of quantification. 

The n eed is met In· a s\ stem \\'hil'h adrnits not 011h 
,·,uiahles that range O\'l'I indi, iduals hut also\ aria hies that 
range m ·er classes (or relations) of indi, idllals, ,·ariahl<'s 
that range m·er clas:,,e:,, of classes of indi,·iduals. and -..o 
foith. The pure predicate calculu:,, of order w is such a 
system. It is constructed In adding to tlw formal language 
for pure first-order logic a notation for distinguishing (sim
ple) types o f ,·ariables and the orders of these t>·pe-.. (sec 
TYPES, THEORY OF) and h>· making appropriate changes in 
the formation rules of the language and in the deducti,·e 
apparatus of the :,, ystem. Calculi of orders I<•:,,:,, than ware 
then regarded as fragment:-- of the calculus of order w. 
First-order logic gets its nan1e from the fact that indi,·idual 
variables arc assigned the order 1. 

Th e second-order predicate calculu-.., ,,·ltich allows 
predicate ,·ariahles (as \\'l'II as indi\'idual ,·arialiles) to hl' 
bound h>· quantifiers. has been -..tudied in some detail ( -..ee 
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C hmc h, Introduction to Matlu:11wticul Logic, Cl1. '.)1. 

There are consi~tency proofs for s<·cond-ord<·r prcd1cak 
calclllus and the higher-order calculi, and i11 l~J47, Lt·o11 
Henkin proH0 d a (\\'c,1k) compkll'nt'SS thC'orem for thC' 
second-order calculus h> a method similar to that nscd 
in his proof of Ccidt·l's completeness theorem for the 
first-order calculus. Henkin 's proof can lw extended to 
higher-order calcu li. 

Ach·anced modern lo_gic has become a high!> technical 
field, cultivated primarily h>· matlwmaticiam and h>· phi
losoplwrs of mathematics. Nevertheles s, man,· of its results 
are regarded as ha,·ing broader foundational significance, 
and so me-most notahl>· Cc>del's incompletabilit>· the
orl·ms- ha\'l' been the object of \\'idcspread philosophical 
discussion. For this and other reasons modern lo_gic will 
continue to claim the attenti on of philosophers. 
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ALBERT E. BLUMBERG 

LOGIC, SY M 8 0 LI C. See LOGIC, HISTORY OF; LOGIC, 
MODERN. 

LOGIC, TRADITIONAL. In logic, as in other fields, 
whenever there have lieen spectacular changes and ad
vances, the logic that was current in the preceding period 
has !wen described as "old" or "traditional," and that 
e111hodving the new material has been called "new" or 
"mode~n." The Stoics described themsel\'es as "moderns" 
and the Aristotelians as devotees of the "old" logic, in the 
later ~•diddle Ages the more adventurous writers were 
called moderni, and since the latter part of the nineteenth 
century the immensely expanded logic that has developed 



along more or less mathematical lines ("mathematical 
logic," "symbolic logic," "logistics") has been co11trastecl 
with the "traditional" logic inherited from the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. In every case the logic termed 
"old" or "traditional" has been essentially Aristotelian, but 
with a certain concentration on the central portion of the 
Aristotelian corpus, the theory of categorical syllogism
the logic of Aristotle himself having been rather less cir
cumscribed than that of the "tradition," especiall~· of the 
sixteenth to the nineteenth century. 

THE LOGIC OF TERMS 

To begin with the categorical syllogism, an inference, 
argument, or syllogism (traditionally, all arguments are 
assumed to be syllogistic) is a sequence of propositions 
(premises followed by a conclusion), such as "All animals 
are mortal; all men are animals; therefore, all men are 
mortal." Propositions, in turn, are built up from terms-for 
example, "animals," "mortals," "men." The traditional 
order of treatment, therefore, begins with the study of 
terms (or, in writers with a psychological or epistemolog
ical bias, ideas) and goes on to the study of propositions (or 
judgments), concluding with that of syllogisms (or infer
ences). 

The terms from which the propositions principally stud
ied in the traditional logic are built up are common nouns 
(termini communes), such as "man" and "horse," although 
some attention is also paid to singular terms, such as "Soc
rates," "this man," and "the man next door." Much of the 
traditional theory is devoted to the arrangement of com
mon nouns in an order of comprehensiveness, and here a 
distinction is made between two aspects of their function
ing-their "extension" (as the logicians of Port-Royal 
called it) or "denotation" (John Stuart Mill) and their 
"intension" (Sir William Hamilton), "comprehension" 
(Port-Royalists), or "connotation" (!\till). The extension or 
denotation of a common noun is the set of individuals to 
which it applies, its intension or connotation the -;et of 
attributes which an individual must po:-,sess for the com
mon noun to be applicable to it. Thus, the connotation of 
the term "man" consists of the attributes of being an ani
mal, being rational, and perhaps possessing a certain 
bodily form; its denotation consists of all objects that pos
sess these attributes. Broadly, the connotation of a term is 
its meaning, the denotation its application. The analvsis of 
the meaning of a term is described as definition, and the 
breaking up of the set of objects to which it applies into 
subsets is described as division. The subsets of the set of 
individuals to which a given term applies are called the 
species of the genus denoted by the given term. The at
tribute that marks off a particular species from others of the 
same genus is called its clifferentia. The species is said by 
scholastic logicians to "fall under" its genus, an<l the 
standard way of defining a species is by giving it~ genus 
and its differentia. 

The ordering of terms into species and genera is often 
thought of as having an upper and a lower limit. The upper 
limit, or summum genus, will be a broad category like 
"thing" (substantia)-horses are animals, animals are 
organisms, organisms are bodies, bodies are things. r-.1ore 
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abstract terms will come to all end ill more ah-.;tract ca teJ.?:o
ries, such as "quality" or "relation" (scarlet is a species or 
kind of reel, reel is a color , color is a q11ality J. The i11fima 
species, or lower limit, i;, a more difficult e 011c-c ·pt. \Ian , lor 
example, is commonly given as an infima species , hut a rr · 

not men divisible into, for instance, <lark-haired all() fair
haired men? This is answered, from the point of \'i ew of 
intension, hy dividing the attributes of an individual into 
those that constitute its essence or nature and those that 
are merely accidental, and genuine species are said to be 
marked off by "essential" attributes only; further subdivi
sions differentiated by "accidental" attributes, such as th e 
color of a man's liair, are not counted as genuine species . 
This distinction is not recognized by some writers . Leibniz 
counted all attributes of an individual as essential, so that 
someone would not be that individual if he were in the 
least respect different from what he is. At the other ex 
treme, Mill said that "individuals have no essences," al
though he had a use for the term "essence" in connection 
with general terms: it is of the essence of being a man, for 
example, to be an animal, if being an animal is one of the 
attributes commonly employed in fixing the application of 
the word "man." 

An allied doctrine of Mill's is that the proper names of 
individuals, by contrast with common nouns, have no 
connotation, only denotation. \Ve may not he able to think 
of a named individual without thinking of him as having 
certain attributes, but the purpose of a proper name is not 
to convey the fact that he has those attributes but only to 
identify him as that individual. This view has been criti
cized by various writers, on the ground, among others, that 
we cannot identify an object at all without knowing at least 
its infima species. ~till has also been criticized for using 
the same term, "denotation," both for the application of a 
common noun and for what is named by a proper name. 

Common terms can be simple or complex. Some kinds of 
complexity are of logical interest-for example, the con
junctive combination exemplified by "blind man" (i.e., 
what is both blind and human) and the disjunctive combi
nation exemplified by "man-or-beast." This kind of com
plexity is of interest because, for one thing, it links up with 
the previous topic, a blind man being a species (in the 
broad though not the narrow sense) of man and a man 
being a species (again in the broad sense) of man-or-beast 
(i.e., of animal). Again, the term "son-of-Philip" is com
pounded of the relative expression "son of" and the proper 
name "Philip," and this, too, links with the preceding 
topic, a son of Philip being a species (in the broad sense) 
of son. But the logical behavior of complex terms of these 
types is a topic of modern rather than traditional logic. 
Even traditional logic, however, has something to say 
about negative terms, such as "non-man" (i.e., what is not 
human), as will be shown in what follows. 

The distribution of terms is a subject that will be more 
intelligible after propositions and syllogisms have been 
considered. 

THE LOGIC OF PROPOSITIONS 

Opposition. The division of traditional logic called the 
logic of propositions is not to be confused with what is 
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now cali<,d tire propositional cak11lus. The propositional 
('alc11l11s stlldies the logical lwha\·ior of propositions 
formed from simpler propositions by means of \·arious 
cornH·cti\·es (for e,ample, "Either all men are liars or no 
men are"), as opposed to propositions formed not from 
other propositions hut from terms (for exampl<', ";\'o men 
an· liars"). The traditional logic of proposition., or judg
mc11h, on the other hand, is chiefly concerned with the 
classification and simpler interrelations of precise!~· the 
s<·corHI cla.,s of propositions, although it normalh· also 
touches on "compound" or "hn)Othetical" propositions, 
without going beyond their simplest t\'Jies and the sim
ple:-.t inferences im·oh-ing them. 

Propositions not compounded of other propositions are 
called "cat< 0 g<>rical." This word has the force of "urrcondi
tional," the implied contrast hei11g with forms like "If all 
that the Bible sa~·s is true, all men are mortal" or "Either 
not all that the Bi hie says is tnw, or all llll'll are mortal." 
Categoricals ha\'(_· a subject term and a predicate term 
1 "rne11" is the -,ubJect term and "mortal" the predicate term 
of "All men are mortal") and ar<' sui>di\'ided in two main 
\\'ays-accordi11g to quantity, into 11nirersals ("All men are 
mortal," ":\o men are mortal") and partic11lars ("Some 
men are motial," "Some men are not mortal"), and accord
ing to quality, into affirmatir.;es ("All men are mortal," 
"Some men are mortal") and negatfr.es ("'.'\omen are mor
tal," "Some men are not mortal"). These arc often dis
played in a s4uare, \\ ith uni\'ersal, at the top. particular, at 
the bottom, affirmatives on the l<·ft, negatiH0 s on tlw right: 

All X's are Y's ------------- '.\o X's are Y's 

Some X's are )"s-----------Some X's are not Y's 

L1ni\·crsal atfirmatiw·s are called A-p1<>p<>siti<>11s, particular 
affirmatives 1-prop<>sitions, tllli\·ersal 11egatiH0 s £-proposi
tions, and particular neti;ati\'e, ()-propositions 1tl1e \'o\\'els 
being taken from tl1e \\"<mis affirmo and nego). Two other 
"quantities" are commmrl~· mentioned, name!>· singular 
and indefinite. Singular proposition-,, such as "Socrates is 
mortal," are a genuinely distinct type, \\'hich we shall 
touch upon al appropriate points; indefinite,, sucl1 as 
"\!en are mortal," seem merely to be lllti\'ersals or partic
ulars in which the quantit~· is left unstated. The expres
sions other than terms \\'hich enter into these forms are 
called "s~·ncategorematic"; they arc di\ided into the sign, 
of quantity "all" and "some" and the copulas "is" or "are" 
and "is not" or "are not." (":'\o" is both a sign of quantit~· 
and a sign of negation.) 

These t\ pcs of propositions-A, E, I, and O-are the 
traditional ··tour forms," and as a preliminary to logical 
manipulation it is customary to restate gi\·en s1_0 ntences in 
some .,tandard \\'ay· that will make their quantity and qual
ity immediately e\'ident. The forms given abo\·e, with 

"all,'.:. de. and with plural common nouns for terms, are 
the most widely used, but it is in some \Vays less mislead
ing to ust· '\:'vPry," etc., and tht' krms i11 the singular
"E\·ery X is a Y," "'.\:o X is a Y," "Some X is a Y," "Some X 
is not a Y." \\'hat is important is to understand that "some" 
means simpl~· "at least one"; "Some men are mortals" or 
''Some man is a mortal" must be understood as neither 
affirming nor denying that more than one man is a mortal 
and as neither affirming nor denying that all men are (i.e., 
"some" does not mean "only some"). 

A square of the type shown earlier is called a square of 
UJJJJOSition, and propositions with the same terms in the 
same order may be "opposed" in four \\ays. Universals of 
opposite quality ("E\'en· X is a Y," ";"\o Xi, a Y") are said 
to be contraries; these cannot be jointly true. Particulars of 
opposite qualit~· ("Some Xis a Y," "Some Xis not a Y") are 
said to be s11hcu11traries; these cannot be _jointly false. 
Propositions opposed only in quantity are said to be sub
alterns, the s11/Jalternant uni\'ersal implying (without 
being implied h>) the subalternate particular ("E\·ery X is 
a Y" implies "Some X is a Y," and "No Xis a)'" implies 
"Some X is not a Y"). Propositions opposed in both 4uan
tit>· and quality ("Ever~· Xi~ a Y" and "Some Xis not a Y," 
and "'.\o Xi., a)'" and "Sorn<" Xis a)'") are contradictories; 
they cannot be jointly true or jointly false-the truth of a 
gi\·en proposition implies the falsehood of its contradictory; 
its falsehood implies the contradictory's truth. 

Equipollence. Closely connected with the theory of 
opposition is that of the eq11ipollence of propositions with 
the ~amc terms in the same order hut \\"ith negative parti
cles \'ariously placed within them. Since contradictories 
are true and false under re\·ersecl conditions, an~· proposi
tion may be equated with tlw simple denial of its contra
dictory. Tints, "Some X is not a Y" has the same logical 
force as ";\ot t 0 \·er~· X is a Y," and, conversely, "Every Xis 
a )'" has the fore<" of ";"\ot (some Xis not a )')," or, to give it 
a more normal English expression, "Not any Xis not a Y." 
Similarly, "Some X is a Y" has tlw force of "I\ot (no X is a 
)')" and ":'\o X is a Y" that of ":\ot (some X is a )')"-i.e., 
":\ot an>· X is a Y." Also, since "no" con\·eys uni\'ersality 
and negati\·eness at once, ":'\o X is a Y" has the force of 
"E\'er~· Xis not-a-r," and, c<m\·ersel~·, "Every Xis a Y" has 
the force of ":\o X is not-a-l'." \\'riters with an interest in 
simplification !rave seen in thl'se equivalences a means of 
lli,1wnsi11g witlr all but one of the signs "e\'er\ ," "some," 
and "no." Thus the four forms ma~· all l,e expressed in 
terms of "every," as follows: "Every X is a Y" (A), "Ev
<'r> .\ is 11ot-a-Y" ( E), ":\ot t'\ er~ X is not-a-Y" (I), ":\ot 
t'\'t•ry Xis a Y" (0). 

Ot si11gular propositions all that need be said at this 
point i-. that they di\ ide into affirmati\'<'S ("Socrates is 
mort,t!," "This is a mau," "This man is mortal") and nega
ti\'es ("Socrates is not mortal," etc.) and that when their 
subject is formed by prefixing "this" to a common noun (as 
in "This man is mortal"), the singular form is implied by 
the corresponding universal ("E\'(·ry man is mortal") and 
implies the corresponding particular ("Some man is mor
tal"). Some of the traditional logicians attempted to assi
milate singular propositions to particulars, some to assimi
late them to universals, but these attempts are not very 



impressive, and it is one of the few merits of the Renais
sance logician Peter Ramus that he and his followers 
treated them consistently as a type of their own. 

Conversion of propositions. With regard to pairs of 
propositions of th e same form and with the same terms, hut 
in reverse order-for example, "No Xis a Y" and "No Y is 
an X"-these are sometimes equivalent and sometimes 
not. Where they are, as in the case just given, they are said 
to be converses of one another, and the forms are said to be 
convertible. E and I are convertible; A and O are not. That 
every man is an animal, for example, does not imply that ev
ery animal is a man, and that some animal is not a horse 
does not imply that some horse is not an animal. Conver
sion, th e inference from a given proposition to its converse 
("Some men are liars; therefore, some liars are men"), is a 
type of immediate inference-that is, inference involving 
only one premise (as opposed, for instance, to syllogisms , 
which hav e two). Other immediate inferences are those 
from a given proposition to an "equipollent" form in the 
sense of the preceding section (for example, "Every man is 
mortal; th erefore, not any man is not") and from a sub
alternant universal to its subalternate particular ("Every 
man is mortal ; therefore, some man is mortal"). 

The conversion just described is "simple" conversion; 
with universals (even A, though it is not "simply" con
vertible) there is also a conversior, per accidens, or subal
tern conversion-that is, a legitimate inference to the cor
responding particular form with its terms transposed. Thus, 
although "Every man is an animal" does not imply that 
every an imal is a man, it does imply that some animal is. 

Other forms of immediate inference arise when negative 
terms are introduced. The simultaneous interchange and 
negation of subject and predicate is called conversion by 
contraposition, or simply contraposition. It is a valid 
process with A's and O's, not with E's and I's. ("Every man 
is an animal" implies "Every non-animal is a non
man"-whatever is not an animal is not a man-and "'.\:ot 
every animal is a man" implies "Not everv non-man is a 
non-animal," but "No horse is a man" does not imp)~· "No 
non-man is a non-horse"; "Some X is a Y" is true and 
"Some non-Y is a non-X" false if the X's and the Y's over
lap and between them exlrnust the universe.) All of the 
four forms may be "obverted" (Alexander Bain\ 
term)-i.e., have their quality changed and the predicate 
negated ("Every Xis a Y" implies "No X is a non-Y," "No 
Xis a Y" implies "Every X is a non-Y," and similarl~· with 
the particulars). A variety of names me given to the results 
of repeated successive obversion and conversion. 

THE LOGIC OF SYLLOGISMS 

A categorical s~·llogism is the inference of one categori
cal proposition, the conclusion, from two others, the prem
ises, each premise having one te~m in common with the 
conclusion and one term in common with the other prem
ise-for example: 

Every animal is mortal; 
Every man is an animal; 
Therefore, every man is mortal. 
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The predicate of tlw conclusion (lwre "mortal'' ) i-, ca ll ed 
the major term, and the premise whi ch contain s it I he re 
written first) the major prc111ise. The suhjl0 ct of tlw (' (J1l(' l11-

sion ("man") is the minor term, and the pn-lllis c \\'liicl, 
contains it (here written second) the rni11or premi-,e. Tl1< · 
term common to th0 two pre mises ("animal" ) is the miclclle 
term. 

Figures and moods. Syllogisms me di,·idecl into fom 
figures, according to the placing of the middle te rm in tlw 
two premises. In the first figure the middle term is subject 
in the major premise and predicate in the minor; in th e 
second figure predicate in both; in the third figure subject 
in both; in the fourth predicate in the major and subject in 
the minor. The fol lowing schemata, with P for the major 
term, S for the minor, and M for the middle, sum up these 
distinctions: 

Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4 
M-P P-M M-P p -M 
S -M S-M M-S M-S 
s -P S-P s -P s -P 

Within each figure, syllogisms are futher di,·ided into 
moods, according to the quantity and quality of the propo
sitions they contain. 

Not all of the theoretically possible combinations of 
propositions related as above constitute oalid syllogisms , 
sequences in which the third proposition really follows 
from the other two. For example, "Every man is an animal; 
~orne horse is an animal; therefore, no man is a horse" 
(mood AIE in Figure 2) is completely inconscquent (even 
though all three propositions happen in this case to be 
true). During the l\liddle Ages those s~·llogistic moods that 
are valid acquired certain short names, with the mood 
indicated by the vowels, and all of them were put together 
in a piece of mnemonic doggerel, of which one of the later 
versions is the following: 

Barbara, Celarent, Darii, Ferioque prioris; 
Cesare, Camestres, Festino, Baroco secundae; 
Tertia Darapti, Disamis, Datisi, Felapton, 
Bocardo, Ferison habet. Quarta insuper addit 
Bramantip, Camenes, Dimaris, Fesapo, Fresison. 

Here Bocardo, for example, means the mood OAO in Fig
ure 3, of which an illustrntion (C. S. Peirce's example) 
would be 

Some patriarch (viz., Enoch) is not mortal; 
Every patriarch is a man; 
Therefore, some man is not mortal. 

There is also a group of moods (Bnrbari and Celaront 
in Figure 1, Cesaro and Camestrop in Figure 2. Carnenop in 
Figure 4) in which a merely particular conclusion i~ drnwn 
although the premises \\'ould warrant our going further and 
making the conclusion universal (the "subaltern" moods). 
The Hamists added special moods involving singulars (if 
we write S and i\' for affirmative and negative singulars , we 
have ASS and ES:\' in Figure 1, ANN and ESN in Figure 2 
and SSI and NSO in Figure 3). It ma~· be noted that every 
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s>·llogislll lllllst han· at l1·,1st om· u11i\"ersal premise, except 
for SSI and :'\SO i11 Figurt· :3-tlw so-called "expository 
s>·llogis111s," e.g., "'Enoch is not mo,taL Enoch is a pa
triarch; tllt'rdon·, Hot {'Very patriarch is mortal." \loreover, 
t"\Try s> llogis11t 111ust Iran.· at l1·ast one atfirmatiH· premise, 
and if eitht·r pr<'rnis1· is negative or particular, the conclu
sion 11111st IH' m•gative or particular, as the cast· nwy lie 
("the conclusion follow~ the weakt·r premise," as Theo
plnastus pnt it, negatives all(! p,irtic11lars being considered 
weaker titan affirrrwtives ,md univers,ils). 

Reduction. The mnernonic \'erses serve to indicate how 
tlw valid moods of the later figun·s may lw "reduced" to 
tltost· of Figure I ...:...that i~, ho\V wt· ma) derive th<."ir con
clu~ions from their premises without using an>· s>·llogistic 
rea~oning of otlwr than tlie first-figure tnw. (This amm111ts, 
i11 lllodern terms, to proving their \',tlidity from that of the 
first-figure moods taken as axiomatic.) In the second-figme 
mood Cesan•, for example, the letters after the first e intli
cates that if Wt" simply convert the major premise wt· will 
have a pair of premises from which we can dedut:e the 
required conclusion in Figure I, and the initial letter C 
indicates that tilt' hrst-hgnre mood employed will ht· Ce-
1.irent. An example of a s:-.·llogism in Cesare (EAE in Fig
Ur<.' 2) would be 

'.\'o horse is a man; 
Ever> P~>·d10p,1th is a nwn; 
Therefore, no ps:-;chopath i" a ltorse. 

This conclusion ma> t·qu,rll>· lw obtained fro111 tlie"e prt·rn
i~<·s Ii> proceeding a~ follows: 

'.\'o horse is a man - s -----3,,- \:o man is a horse; 
Ever>· psychopath is a mall➔ Ever>· psychopath is a matt; 

Tlwrdore, no psychopath is 
a horse. 

Here the right-hand s)·llogisrn, in \\'ltielt tire first premise is 
obtained from the given major by simple conversion and 
the second is just the given minor 11naltered, is in the 
mood Celarent i11 the first fignre. Festino "n·duc<'s" simi
lar!:-.· to Ferio, ,md Datisi and Ferison (in th{' third figurt>) 
reduce to Darii and Ferio, though in tht' third-figur<' case" 
it is the minor premise that must he simply com·e,ted. 
Darapti and Felapton reduce to Darii and Ferio hy con
version of the minor premise, not simply, hut per accide11s 
(tltis is indicated hy tlic s of the other moods heing 
ehanged to p). 

Camestrl's ( Figure 2) and Disarnis ( Figure .3) are a little 
more cornplic:1ted. Here we have not only a11 s, for the 
simple conversion of a premise, hut also an m, indicating 
that the premises must be transposed, and a furth{'r sat the 
end lweause the transposed premises yield, in Fignre 1, 
not the required conclusion hut rather its converse, from 
which the required conclusion must be obtained h>· a 
further conversion at the end of the process. An example in 
Disamis would be the following: 

Some men are liars; 
:\II men are automata; 
Therefore, some automata are liars. 

If we eom·e,t the nwjor premise and tr;rnspose the two, \\'t' 
obtain the new pair 

:\ 11 men ,ire auto,nata; 
Some liars ,ne men, 

and from tht.·se we 111;1>· obtain i11 the first-figure mood 
D,irii not immcdiatt>I)' the conelusion "Some automata arc 
liars" hut rather "Some liars are automata," from which, 
however, "Some automata are liars" does follow by si111ple 
conversion. 

Baroco and Bocardo are different again. In both of them 
neith<'r prcmis<' is capable of simple conversion, and if we 
convert the A premises per accide11s we obtain pairs IO and 
01, and there ;ire no valid first-figure moods with such 
premises-in fad, 110 \'alid mood~ at all with two particular 
premises. \Ve therefore show that the condusion follows 
from the premises hy the device called reductio ad abs11r
d11m. That is, we assume for the sake of argument that the 
t·onclusimt does not follow from the premises-i.c., that 
tlw premises can he trne and the conclusion false--and 
from this assumption, using first-figure reasoning alone, we 
deduce impossible consequem·es. The assumption, there
fore, eannot stand, so the eonclusio11 does after all follow 
from its premist's. 

Taki·, for example, tltt• following syllogism in Barot·o 
1 :\00 in Figure 2): 

E\ er> man is mortal; 
So11H· patri:Hd1 (viz., Enoeh) is not 111ortal; 
fh{'r{'fort', sonw patriareh is not a man. 

Suppo~e the premises aw true and the conelusion is not. 
Then we have 

I) E\ er) ma11 i~ mortal; 
(2) Some patriarch is not mortal; 
(:3) E\'('r> patriarch is a man. 

(This i~ tlw contr,1didory of the conclusion.) Bnt from (I) 
and (.3), in the first-figme mood Barbara, we may infer 

1.J) Evt·ry patriarl'lt is 111ortal. 

I low1·ver, tll<' co11tbi1tatio11 of (2) and (4) is impossible. 
I lem·1·, wt· C,llt ltave both (I) and (2) only if we drop (.3)
that i-;, if we act·t•pt tlw concl11~io11 of the given second
figure ~> llogism. 

It is possihl1° to "wdun·" all tlw seeond-fig11re and 
third-fignre moods to Figure I hy tltis last method, and 
although this procedllf{' is ,1 little t·omplicatt·d, it brings 
out better titan the otlwr reductions the essential character 
of seeond-figure and third-figur,· reasoning. Figure 1 is 
governed hy what is called the dictum de omni et nullo, 
the principle that what applies to all or none of the objects 
in a given class will apply or not apply (as the case may he) 
to any given member or subclass of this class. As Kant 
preferred to put it, first-figure reasoning expresses the 
subsumption of cases under a rnle-the major premise 
states sorne affirmative or negative rule ("Every man is 
mortal," "No man will live forever"), the minor asserts that 



something is a ca~e, or some things arc cases, to which this 
rule applies ("Enoch and Elijah are men"), and the con
cl11sion states the result of applying the rule to the given 
case or cases ("Enoch and Elijah are mortal," "Enoch and 
Elijah will not live fore\·er"). Hence, in Figure 1 the major 
premise is ah\·a~·s universal (that being how rules are ex
pressed) and the minor affirrnati\'e ("Something is a case"). 
Second-figure reasoning also begins with the statement of 
a rule ("Every man is mortal") but in the minor premise 
denies that we have with a given example the result which 
the rule prescribes ("Enoch and Elijah are not mortal," 
"Enoch and Elijah will live forever") and concludes that 
we do not have a case to which tlw rule appli(•s ("Enoch 
and Elijah cannot he men"). It combines, in effect, the first
figure major with the contradictory of the first-figure conclu
sion to obtain the l'ontradict<H\' of the first-figure minor 
(compare the "reduction" of Baroco). A second-figure s\ 1-
logi~m, in consequence, mnst have a 1111i\·ersal major, prem
ises opposed in quality, and a negatin· concli1,ion. Its 
practical uses are in refuting hypotheses, as in nwdi
cine or detection ("\Vhoe\·er ha, measles has spots, and 
this ehild has no spots, so he docs not haw· measles", 
"\Vhoever killed X was a person of great strength, and Y is 
not such a person, so Y did not kill )C). In the third figure 
we begin by asserting that something or other does not 
exhibit the result which a proposed rule \\'rnild giH· 
("Enoch and Elijah are not mortal," "Enoch and Elijah 
will live fore\·er"), go on to sa~· that we nevertlwle,s do 
have here a case or cases to which the rnle would appl~· if 
true ("Enoch and Elijah are men"), and com·l11de that the 
rule is not true (";---:ot all men arc mortal," "Some men do 
live forever"). A third-figure s~·llogism, consequent!~·, has 
an affirmative minor (the thing is a case) and a particular 
conclusion (the contradictor~· of a uni\·ersal being a partic
ular); its use is to confute rashly assumed rules, s11ch as 
proposed sci en ti fie laws. 

This rather neat s~'stem of interrelations (fir-,t clear!~ 
brought out b\' C. S. Peirce) concerns only the first three 
figures; it was not until the later \liddle Ages, in fact, that 
a distinct fourth figure was recognized. The common divi
sion of figures assumes tlwt \Ve are considering completed 
syllogisms, with the conclusion (and its subject and \Hed
icate) already before us; howe\'er, the question Aristotle 
originally put tu himself was not "Which completed s~ llo
gisms are valid?" but "\Vhich pairs of premises will yield a 
syllogistic conclusion?" Starting at this end, we cannot 
distinguish major and minor premises as those containing, 
respectively, the predicate and subject of the conclusion. 
Aristotle distinguished them, in the first figure, b~· their 
comparative comprehensi\'eness nnd mentioned what we 
now call the fourth-figure moods as odd cases in which 
first-figure premises will yield a conclusion wherein the 
"minor" term is predicated of the, "major.'' Earlier \·ersions 
of the mnemonic lines accordingly list the fourth-figure 
moods with the first-figure ones and (since the premises 
are thought of .1s being in the first-figure order) give them 
slightly different names (Barnlipton, Celante,, Dabitis, 
Fapesmo, Frisesomorum). 

Distribution of terms. Terms may occur in A-, E-, I-, and 
O-propositions as distributed or as 1111distrib11tcd. The rule 
i~ that universals distribute their subjects and particul.1r, 
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distribute their predicates, hut what this means is s<·klom 
ver~- satisfactoril~· explained. It is often said, for exampil', 
that a distrihuted term refers to all, and an undistriln1ted 
term to only a part, of its extension. But in what wa~· does 
"Some men are mortal," for example, refer to on!~- a part of 
the class of men? Any man whate\·er will do to \'erif~· it, if 
an~· man whatever turns out to be mortal, "Some men are 
mortal" is true. \Vhat the traditional writers were trying to 
express seems to be something of the following sort: a term 
t is distributed in a proposition f(t) if and onl~- if it is re
placeable in _f(t), without loss of truth, hy an~· term "falling 
under it" in the way that a species !alls 11mler a genus. 
Tims, "man" is distributed in 

Every man is an animal; 
;---:o man is a horse, 
:\o horse is a man; 
Some animal is not a man, 

E\'(·r~· blind man is an animal; 
:\o lilind man is a horse; 
;\o horse is a blind man; 
Some animal is not a blind man. 

011 the other hand, it is undistributed in 

Some man is keen-sighted; 
Some man is not disablecL 
E\'l·r~· Frenchman is a man; 
Some keen-sighted animal is a 111an, 

since these do ,wt respedin·l~ imply 

Some lilind man is kecn-sighll·<L 
Some l,lind man is not disabi<·d; 
Ever\· Frenchman is a blind man; 
Some keen-sighted animal is a blind man. 

In this sense A- and E- propositions do distribute their sub
jects and E- and O-propositions their predicates. John 
Anderson pointed out that the four positiw• results above 
may be established syllogistically, given that all the mem
bers of a species (using the term widely) are members of 
its genus-in the given case, that all blind men are men. 
From "E\'ery man is an animal" and "Every blind man is 
a man," "E\·er~ blind man is an animal" follows in Barbara; 
with the second example the syllogism is in Celarent, with 
the third in Camestres, with the fourth in Baroco. Note, 
however, that the mere prefixing of "every" to a term is not 
in itself sufficient to secure its "distribution" in the above 
sense; for example, "man" is not distributed in ";---:ot e\'C·ry 
man is disabled," since this does not imply ";\lot ever~· 
blind man is disabled." 

For a s~·llogism to be valid the middle term must be dis
tributed at least once, and any term distributed in the con
clusion must be distributed in its premise (although there 
is no harm in a term's being distributed in its premise hut 
not in the conclusion). \1any syllogisms can quickl~ be 
shown to be fallacious h~· the application of these ru l<·s. 
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"Enc>ry man is an animal; every horse is an animal; there
fore, evcry horse is a man," for example, foils to distribute 
the middle term "animal," and it is clear that any second
figure syllogism with two affirmative premises would have 
the same fault (since in the second figure the middle term is 

predicate twice, and affirmatives do not distribute their 
predicates). Other special rules for the different figures, 
such as tliat in Figures l and 3 the minor premise must be 
affirmative, can be similarly proved from the rules of distri
bution together with the rules of quality (that a valid syllo
gism dot's not have two negative premises, and that a con
clusion is negative if and only if one premise is). Logicians 
ha\'e endeavored to prove some of these rules from others 
and to reduce the number of unproved rules to a minimum. 

Euler's diagrams. One dt"vice for checking the validity 
of syllogistic inferences is the use of certain diagrams attrib
uted to thc se\·enteenth-century: mathematician Leonhard 
Euler, although their accurate employment seems to 
elate rather from J. D. Cergonne, in the early nineteenth 
c<·ntury. 

From the traditional laws of opposition and conversion it 
can he sho\vn that the exten~ions of any· pair of terms X, Y 
will be r<:'lated in one or another of five ways: (a) every Xis 
a Y and every Y is an X, i.e., their C:'Xtensions coincide; or 
(/3) every X is a Y, hut not every Y is an X, i.e., the X's form 
a proper part of the Y's; or (y) every Y is an X, hut not 
every Xis a Y, i.e., the Y's form a proper part of the X's; or 
(o) sonw hut not all X's are Y's and some but not all Y's are 
X's, i.e., the X's and Y's overlap; or (E) no X's are Y's and so 
no Y\ me X's, i.e., the X's and Y's are mutually exclus
ive. These fi\'P ca~<·s arP represented by the following 
diagrams: 

x,r 

(a) 

(o) 

"Every Xis a Y" (A) is true if and only if we have C:'ither (a) 
or (/3); "Some X is n()t a Y" (0) if and only if we have either 
(y) or (o) or (E); "No Xis ,1 Y" (E) if and only· if we have(€); 
and "Some Xis a Y" (I) if and onlv if we ha\'e either (a) or 
(/3) or (y) or (o). From these facts it follows that A and Oare 
in no case true together and in no case false together, and 
similarly· for E and I; that I is true in every case in which A 
is and also in two cases in which A is not, and similarly for 
0 and E; that A and E are in no case true together hut in 
two cast's are both false; and that O and I are in no case 
both false but in two cases are both true. After working out 

analogous truth conditions for the forms with reversed 
terms, we will see that they are the same for the two I's 
and the two E's (showing that these are simply convert
ible) but not for the two A's and the two O's (showing that 
these are not). Given which of the five relatiom holds 
between X and Y and which between Y and Z, we can 
work out by compounding cli,1grams what will he the pos
sible relations between X and Z. For example, if we know 
that every· X is a Y and every Y a Z, then we must have 
either (a)XY and (a)YZ or (a)XY and (/3)YZ or (/3)XY and 
(a)YZ or (/3)XY and (/3)YZ; that is, we must have 

or 

(i) (ii) 

or or 

(iii) ( iv) 

Inspection will show that for X and Z we have in every 
case either 

or 

so in every case every X is a Z. Hence, Barbara is valid. 
When employing this procedure it i:-. essential to con

sider all the possible cases involved. Barham is not vali
dated, for example, by considering case (iv) alone, as 
popular expositions of this method sometimes suggest. 

Polysyllogisms, enthymemes, and induction. In an 
extended argument the conclu~ion of one inference may 
he used as a prt'mise of another, and the conclusion of that 
as premi~e of a third, and so on. In presenting such an 
argument we may simply omit the intermediate steps and 
list all the premises together. For example, the sequence 
of categorical syllogisms "Evt'ry X is a Y, and every Y is a 
Z, so every X i~ a Z; and every Z is a T, so every X is a T" 
may be condensed to "Every X is a Y, every Y is a Z, and 
every Z is a T; therefore, every X is a T." Such a con
densed cha111 of ~yllogisms is called a polysyllogism or 
sorites. The theory of chains of two syllogisms was thor
oughly studied by Galen, as reported in an ancient passage 
recently unearthed by Jan Lukasiewicz. Galen showed that 
the onlv combinations of the Aristotelian three figures that 
could be thus used were l and l, l and 2, l and 3, and 2 



and 3. Jlis discover~· of these four tqws of compound s~·). 
logism was misunderstood by later writers ;i~ m1 anticipa
tion of the view that single s~·llogisms ma~· he of four 
figures. 

Even ,,·hen it is not a conclusion from other premises 
already statt>(L one of the premises of an inference may 
often he infonnally omitted (for example, "Enoch ,md 
Elijah are nwn; therefore, Enoch and Elijah are mortals"). 
Such a truncated inference is often called an enthymeme. 
This is not Aristotle's own use of the term, though he did 
mention that a premise is often omitted in the statement of 
an cnthymeme in his sense. An Aristotelian enth~·nwnw is 
a mere!~· prohahle argument-that is, one in which the 
conclusion does not strict!~- follow from the premises hut is 
merely made more likely Ii~- them. \Vhe11 the claim made 
for an argument is thus reduced, the norm.ii rules ma~- lw 
relaxed in certain directions; in particular, the second and 
third figures may he used to yield more tlwn mere!~- nega
tive results. Thus, Figure 2 nwy he used not onl~- to pron" 
that something is not a case foiling under a given rule hut 
also to suggest that it is one-to use a modern example: 

Any collection of particles \\"lrose movement is 
accelerated \\'ill occup~- more space than it did; 

A heated g,1s \\'ill occupy more space than it did; 
Therefore, a heated gas ma~- he a collection of par

ticles \\"hose mo,·ement is accelernted. 

Figure 3 ma~· lie similarly used not onl~- to prove that some 
rule does not hold universally but also to suggest that it 
does hold universally-for instance: 

X, Y, Z are all of them \\"lrite; 
X, r, z are all of them S\\'am; 
Therefore, perhaps all s\\'ans are \\"hite. 

If the second premise here is strengtlwned to "X, Y, Z ,ire 
all the swans there are," the conclusion \\"ill folio\\" \\'ithout 
any "perhaps" (of course, the 1ww premise is in this cas(• ;i 

false one, and the conclusion is also false). The form of 
inference 

X, Y, Z, etc., are all of them P's; 
X, Y, Z, etc., are all the S's there are; 
Therefore, all S's arc P's 

was called by Aristotle "induction"; more accurate!~-. h< 0 

used this term for a similar passage from all the subspecies 
to their genus ("The X's, the Y's, and the z· s are all oft hem 
P's and are all the S's; therefore, ... "). He observed that 
the "conversion" of the second premise to "All the S's 
are the X's, the Y's, and the Z's" \\'ill turn such an induction 
into a syllogism in Barbara. 

The term "induction" being extended in the more recent 
tradition to cover the merely probable inference gi\·en just 
previously, we distinguish Aristotelian induction h~- call
ing it "formal" or "perfect" induction or (as\\'. E. Johnson 
called it) "summary" induction. The Figure :2 tqw of 
merely probable inference is one of the things meant h~
the term "argument from"-or "b/'-"analogy" (or just 
"analogy"); C. S. Peirce called it "hypothesis." 
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Skeptical criticisms of syllogistic reasoning. I 11 the
latter part of the ninet<"<'nth cent11r~', undt·r the inll11<·nn· of 
1- S. :-.till, textbooks of the traditional type came to Iran• 
two main divisions, "formal" or "deducti,·c" logic (dealt 
,,·ith more or less as alJove) and "inducti,·e" logic or 
"scientific method." \\'ith the details of inducti,·e logic \\"I' 

an" not concerned h<·n·, ))lit we rn;i~- glance at th<' , i<·,,· of 
some \\'riters that mercl~- prohahle induction a!lll analog~ 
are the only genuine types of reasoning, "formal" or syllo
gistic reasoning being useless or spurious heca11~e it i~ 
inevitably circular, assuming in the premises wli.1t it seh 
out to pro\·e as tlw conclusion. 

The second-centu1 y skeptic Sextus Empiricus suggested 
that in the syllogism "Every man is an animal; Socrates is a 
man; therefore, Socrntes is an animal," the only ,va~- to 
establish the major pr<'misc is b!· induction; hmve,·er, if 
the induction is incomplete the examination of a new 
instance-e.g., of Socrates-might pro,·e it false, and if it is 
complete the conclusion ("Socrates is an animal") must 
alread~- have been used in establishing it. This argument 
w,1s repeated by such writers as George Campbell, in the 
eighteenth centur~·, who supplemented it with another, to 
co,·er the case in which tire major is established not hy 
induction but simpl~- b~- definition or linguistic com·en
tion: "Of course ever~· man is an animal, for being an ani
mal is part of \\'hat \\'C mean Ii~- being a man." In this case 
it is the minor premise, "Socrates is a man," that cannot he 
established \\'ithout first establishing the conclusion (that 
he is an animal). The same point w;is urgt'd hy another 
Scottish philosopher, Thom.is Brown. It is allied to an 
argument used h~- Sextus to show not that syllogism is 
circular but that the major premise is superflnous. If, he 
s,1id, e,·ery man is ,Ill animal because it .follows from an 
object's being a man tlrat it is an animal, then the allegedl~
cnthymcmatic "Socrates is a man; therefore, Socrates is an 
,mimal" must he ,·alid ;is it stands. 

Richard \\'hately, answering Campbell's arguments in 
the early nineteentl1 centur~·, complained that Campbell 
h,1d confined himself to examples in which the s~·l logistic 
,irgument was indeed superfluous and co1mtered them 
with some in \\'hich it was not-for example, the case of 
some laborers, ignorant of the fact that all horned animals 
;ire ruminant, digging 11p a ~keleton which they, hut not a 
distant naturalist, could see to he horned, the laborers and 
the naturalist thus separate!~- pro\'icling premises which 
were both required to obtain the conclusion that the skele
ton was of a ruminant animal. \\'hately admitted that the 
sense in which we may make a "discovery" h~- drawing a 
,~·llogistic conclusion is different from that in which we 
make a discovery Ii~- observation, but it can lw a genuine 
discovery none the less; there are "logical" as well as 
"physif'al" discm·eries. 

After \\'hate!~-, J. S. :-.till took up the argument, hut it is 
not entirely clear what side he was on. Sometimes he 
treated a uni\·ersal major as already asserting, among other 
things, the conclusion: 

\Vhoever pronounce~ the words, All men me mortal, 
has affirmed that Socrates is mortal, though he m:1\' 
never have heard of Socrates; for since Socrate~, 
whether known to lie so or not, really is a man, he is 
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i1l('ltl(led i11 the words, All men, and in every assertion 
of wliicl1 tlw>· are the s11hject. (System of Logic, Book 
II, (:)1. .1, p. 8, note) 

"I 11cl11ded in the meaning of the words," he must have 
111<•,rnt (for it is obvious that 1witlwr Socrates the man nor 
"Socr;ites ," Iris name, f<mns a11>· part of the words "All 
111en "), lmt this contradicts '.'dill's ow11 i11sistence that the 
llll',llling of general terms lik<· "me11 " lies wholly in their 
"c01111otation" and that "All men are mortal" means that 
wlwn·v<·r tire attributes of humanity are present, mortalit~· 
is prese11t, too. I le rightlv chided Brown, who thot1ght that 
tlw nwa11ing of "Socr:1t<•-; is mortal" (like that of "Socrates 
is an a11i1nal") is already contained in the minor··premise 
"Socrate s is a man," for failing to distinguish the ac
t11al corn1otation of "man" (i.e., the attributes ll\· which its 
application is determined ) from other attributes huch as 
mortalit\·) which we ma>' empiricall>· discover these to lw 
att<·rHled \\'itlr, hut his own \·ie\\' in the passage cited i-; 
silllilarl> negligent. 

\lill's mai11 point , howe\·er, is differe11t and more defen
sible. \\'lw11 careft1l and exte11sive observation warrants the 
eo11d11sio11 tlrat, sa>·, all men are mortal, and we then oh
ser\'e that tlw duke of \Vellington is a man and conclude 
that he is therefore mortal, we have in effect an induction 
followed ll\· a s> llogism. \1ill pointed out that if this pro
<·edme is jmtified at all, tlw i11trod11ction of the s:,llogistic 
major is s1qwrH11011s. For if the original hod>· of e\·idence 
real!>· does warrant the inference that all men are mortal, it 
is certai11h· st1fficic:nt to warrant the inference that the duke 
of \\'ellingto11 is mo1tal, gin.>n tlrat he i-; a man. In other 
words, if we reall~· are justified in the move from partict1lar 
ohservatio11s to the gerwral proposition, and from there to 
new partic11lars, \VL' would he equall> jt1stified in moving 
direct!:..- "from particulars to particulars." What the syllo
gistic major does, \fill argued, is simply to sum t1p in a 

si11gl< · formula the entire class of inferences to new partic-
11lars wlrich tlw e\·icknce warra11ts. That is, "All men are 
mortal" 111eans, in effect, that if we ever find anyone to be 
a man we are justified in inferring, from the observations 
\\"<' lra\·e previously amassed, that IH· is mortal. "The con
clusion is not an inft>rc•nce drawn fro111 the fonnnla"-i.e., 
from "All men are mortal" thus 1111derstood-"ln,t an in
ference drawn according to the formula" (ibid., p. 4). 
Mill here anticipated Gilbert Hyle's treatment of "lawlike 
statements" as "inference licenses" and echoed Sextns' 
point that it is inconsistent to reqt1ire that st1ch licenses be 
added to the premises of the infercrwes they permit, sine<· 
what the> license is precist·ly the drawing of the co11clt1-
sion from those premises. 

\!ill in fact here sl,ifted the disct1ssion from Sextus' first 
sk<·ptical "topic" to hi-; second-from the charge of circu
larity to the question of wlrat distinguishes a rule of infer
ence from a premise. On this point more was said tlter in 
tire nineteenth centur~ b> C. S. Peirce. Peirce, like Mill, 
distinguished sharp!>· between the premise or premises 
from which, and the "leading principle" according to 
which, a conclt1sion is drawn. He also noted, as did 1\1 ill, 
that what is traditionally counted as a premise may func
tion in practice as a "leading principle." But it need not, 
and, indeed, what is traditionally counted as a "leading 

pri11l:'iple" (sa>' the dictum de omni et nullo) may some
times be, conversely, treated in practice as a premise. 
Certainly, since all men are mortal (leading principle I), 
we are justified in inferring tlw mortality of Socrates (or 
the dt1ke of \\'ellington, or Elijah) from his humanity. But 
eqrrnll~-. since all members of any class are also members 
of any class that contllins the former as a subclass (leading 
principle 2.), we are justified in inferring the mortality of 
Socrates from his being a man and from men's being a 
subclass of mortals. For tlw very same reason (that all 
members of any class are also members of any class that 
contains the former as a subclass) we are justified in infer
ring the mortal it\· of Socrates from Iris being a member of a 
-;t1bclass of the class of mortals lllld from the membership 
of a11>· member of a class in all classes of which it is a s11b
class. In this last exampk· we have one and the same prop
osition functioning as a premise and ,lS a leading principle 
in the same inference (not merely, like "All men are mor
tal" in the preceding two examples, as a leading principle 
in OIH' and a premise in a11other); to be capable of this, 
Peirce thought, is the mark of a "logical" leading principle. 

It is 11ot certain that Peirce\ method of distinguishing 
"logieal" from other sorts of "leading principles" will bear 
inspection. However, Ire seems to have establishe<l his 
basic point, that what it would he fatal to require in all 
cases-tire treatment of a leading principle as a premise
we may -;afel>· permit in some. Tlrere may be useful and 
\·alid reasoning ahottt s11hjeds of all degrees of abstraction, 
including logic itself. 

Hypothetical and disjunctive syllogisms. Traditional 
t<'xthooks, aside from den·lopi11g tlw theory of categorical 
propmitions and syllogisms, ha\·e a brief appendix me11-
tioni1112: "hypothetical" (or "conditional") and "disjunctive" 
prnpmitions and certain "syllogisms" to which they give 
rise. 

"11~-potlwtical" s>·llogisrm are divided into "pure," in 
which premises and conclusion are all of the form "If p 
then c( (notably the syllogism "If p then q, and if q then r: 
tlwrefore, if p the11 r," ;uwlogous to Barbara), and "mixed," 
i11 which onl>· om· premis<' is hq)()thetical and the other 
premise and the conclt1sio11 art• categorical. The mixed 
h~-pothetical syllogism has two valid "moods": 

( I) Modus po11e11do ponens: If p then q, and p; there
fore, q. 

(2.) Modus pone11do tolle11s: If p then q, but not q; 
therefore, not p. 

111 both these moods tlw lrypotlretical premise is called the 
major, the categorical the 111i11or. Ponere, in the mood 
names, means to affirm, tollere to deny. In (1), by affirming 
the antecedent of the hypothetical we are led to affirm its 
consequent; in (2), by denying its consequent we are led to 
deny its antecedent. The fallacies of "affirming the conse
q11ent" and "denying the a11tec<·dent" (i.e., of doing these 
things to start with, in the minor premise) consist in re
\·ersing these procedmes-that is, in arguing "If p then q, 
and q: therefore, p" and "If p then q, but not p; therefore, 
not q." 

"Disjunctive" syllogisms-i.e., ones involving "Either
or" proposition<;-have the following two "mixed" moods: 

(3) Modus tolle11do po11e11s: Either p or q, but not p; 
therefore, q (or, but not q; therefore, p). 



(4) Modus po11 e11do tolle11s: Eithe r p o r q. and p; 
therefore , not q (or, and q ; th e re fore, n ot p). 

~[ood (4) is valid only if "E ith e r p or q " is intnpreted 
" exclusive ly"- i.e. , ,1s m eaning "E ither p or (f h11t not 
hoth"-where as (3) is valid e ve n if it is in terpreted as 
"Eith e r p or q or both. " Th e re is also a modus tollendo 
ponens with th e simpl e " ;\:ot bo th p and q " as major and 

the rest as in (4 ). 
Dilemmas. Hypoth e ti cal and disjunctiv e premises ma~· 

combine to ~·ie ld a categori cal conclus io n in th e d ile111111a, 
or "home d " syllog ism (s ullogism11s conwt11s), with its t\\o 

forms : 
(5) Con structive: If p then r. and if q th e n r, hut ei ther 

p o r q ; the re fore , r. 
(6 ) Destructive: If/> then q, and if p th en r, hut either 

not q or not r ; the re fore, no t p . 
The se basi c form s han· a numh <:> r of \'a riat ions: for in
stance, q in (,5 ) may h e s impl~· " n ot p ," ma king the 
disjunctive pH·rnis e th e log ical trni sm "Eith e r p m not p": 
or p may imply rand q imply s, giving as conclu sioll "Ei
ther r or s' ' rathe r tlwn th e cat egori cal r ; or th e clisjuncti\'t· 
pre mis e may lw conditionali zecl to " If s th en either p m 
q," makin g th e conclusion " If s th e n r ." 

A typical dil e mma is that put h~· P ro tagoras to E11athlus. 
wh om h e had train e d as a la\\·~·er o n tl w un d erstanding 
that he w o uld lie paid a fee as soon as h is pu p il won a case. 
When th e pupil simpl~- e n gaged in no lit igat io11 at ,111. 
Protagoras su e d him for th e fee. Iii~ a rgument was "If 
Euathlus wins this case, h e must 1x1~· m y fee by our agree
ment, and if h e loses it h e must pay it h y th e judge\ deci
sion (for that is wh a t lo sin !,!; thi s case wou ld mean), lrnt he 
must e ithe r win or lo~ e th e case; the refo r<:>, in eitlwr ca~l' 
he must pay ." 

" Escaping be tween th e horn s" of a cl i le111ma is den\·ing 
the disjuncti \'C' pre mi se; for e xa m p le, Euat hl u~ might ha\'t· 
argued th at h e would ne ith e r w in nor lose the ca~e if the 
judge re fus e d to nwke all ~· deci s ion . "Taking a clile1nnia h~· 
the h o rn s" is admittin g th e d isj un c ti on hu t den~·ing one of 
th e implic,1tions, a s Euathlu s mi ght have done liy arguing 
that if h e won h e w ould still not h e hou11 d h ~ the agree
ment to pay Prot,1goras, b ecause th is w as not the sort of 
case inte nd ed in th e agreemen t. " H. e lrntt ing" ,1 dilemm,1 is 
constructing another d ilemma d rawing upon tlw same 
body of focts hut le adin g to an op posite conclusion. Thi, is 
what Euath !us did , ,u guin g that if h e \\'Oil th e c1~e he 
would h e dispe ns e d from p ayi n g h y the judge's deci~ion, 
and if h e los t it th e agreem e nt w ould d ispense him, so 
e ither way h e w as d is pe ns e d from pa ~·ing. Rebuttal, ho\\'
ever, is poss ibl e onl y if on e of th e o ther mm·es (though it 
ma y not b e e le m whic h ) is a lso possib le, fo r a sin!..!le set of 
premises c,rn lead b y e4uall~- \·ali d a rguments to contra
dictory conc lusi o n ~ on ly if th l'y con tain ~ome fault in them
selve s. 

Dilemmat ic reasonin g obtains :1 ca tegorical conclusion 
from hypoth e ti ca l an d d isjunc ti\· e premises; the Port
Royalists pointe d out tha t w e may also obh1in h~-pothetical 
conclusions fro m categoric,11 pre mi ses. For in any catc>gor
ical syllogi sm w e may pass directly fro m one of the prem
ise s to th e conclusion sta ted n o t ca tegoric,11ly hut condi
tionally o n the truth o f th e other premise; for insUnce. 
from "Eve ry ma n is mortal " we ma ~· in fer that i.f Socrates is 
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a rna n li e i~ morta l. all(l fro111 "'.')1wrat<·, " a 111,111·· tlut d 
<•ve ry man i~ rnmta l Socrate~ i~. a11d ~i111ilarl~ witl1 ,tll otll('r 
s~·llogisms. This "rule of conditilllialization" i, 11111('11 11,<-d 
in cc· 1t 1i n mod <'rn logical s~·stc111,. 

TR ADI TIO'.\'AL A:\D l\IOl>ER:\ LOGIC 

1':ot on ly the " rul e of conditim1aliz,1tio11"' hut tlw \\luil<· 
-.;uhject o f hypoth et ica l and disjunctive reasonin!..! fit.. 1110w 
comfortahl ~- in to modern tha11 into traditional logic. hei11g 
an inher it;rnc<:> from the Stoics, the fir~t "rnodt·rn" logi
cians, ra ther th a11 from Aristotle. Traditiollal i~ts ha\ t· often 
heen worried at its fi n din!..! ,rn~- place at ;tll in tlwir general 
corpus an d ha\'<:' som etimes attempted to j11~tif~ it I>)' "n·
ducing" h q m tlH:'tical and clisjuncti\'{_' prnpmitio11~ all(l 
s~-llogism s to "ca tego rical" one~. 

Disjunct ives, to hegin \\'ith, ma~· he <·liminatC'd a, a 
distinct form h~· equ,1ting "Either p or c,'' \\'ith the c·ondi
tional "If not /> then q," and the conditional form elm·, 
-.;omdimes look as if it might he a mere verbal \ ariant of 
the c,1tegorica l unive rsal. This last is especi,111~· true where 
the con di tiona l is in trod uced not h~· the pbin "if" hut h~· 
"1f c\·er" or "if a n y·"; " If ever a gas i~ hC'ated it c.\.p,1nd~" 
and "If an~- gas is heatt-d it expands" ~t_'l'lll simph· \·ari;mts 
of "En·r~· heated gas expands .. , But here the m1tl'cedcllt 
and consequent o f the conditional arc not, as J. '.\. l\:e~·nc~ 
put it, complete proposit ions \\'ith an "inclept·1Hlent im
port"- "it expands" is not on its mvn a t_·omprehensililt• 
sentence; the "it" refer~ li,1ck to the heat<·d gas of thl' ante
ced<'nt. Ke\lws suggested that the term "conditiollal" h<· 
med for precise!~· this tqx0 of "If-then" stat<:>mcnt am! the 
term "trne hypothetical" confined to c·ast•-.; in \\'l1ich the 
antecedent and consequ<:>nt do have "independent im
port," such as "If Socrates is damned, then there is 110 
justice in heaven." And the representatiou of "true h\-po
theticals" as cate!..!orical uni\'{_·rsals is 11ot eas~-. 

In 1nocler11 logic, from the Stoics through sonw of tlw 
medieval moclcrni to the "lo_gisticians" of our m,·n centtn\·, 
"the stone which the li11ildns rejected has I wen made tl1t• 
head of the corner." "Pure hq1otheticals," together \\'ith 
other form~ in wh ich e11 t ire propositions are linked Ii~· 
\·ario11s "connecti\·es," lwve lll'en made the ~uh_jcct of tlH· 
most elementary part of logic, the propo~itional cak1d11,, 
Ari~totelian universals and particular~ arc built 011t of tlwsP 
forms (h~· means of prefixe~ called "q11antificr~") rather 
tlrnn \'ice versa. (Detail~ are gin·11 in Loc1c, \!ODER~ and 
RUSSELL, BERTRAND, section on logic and matlwmatic~.) 
The C",~ential procedure is to read "Even· A is a B" a~ "For 
e\ery ind i\·icl 11al x, if xis an A then xis a B" and "Some A 
is a B" as "For ,ome individual x, xi-; an A and xi~ a B." 
H<:>re, instead of a Keynesian ''conditional" heing ex
plained as a ca tegorical universal in dis!..!lli~e. the expLma
tion is re\·ersed, and the components which. as l\:eynes 
said, are "not propositions of independent import" are 
represented as "propositional functions" in which the 
place taken in a genuine proposition b~· ,rn individual nanw 
is taken b~· a \·ariahle ("hound" hy the initial qu;rntifier 
"for all x"). Hut the "if" which links these cornponents 
is the very same "if" which in the "pme h~·potlwticak' 
of the propositional calculus links !..!enuine propositions. 
This "if" is not exp lained in terms of anything else (ex-
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ct'pt perhaps other connectives) hut is taken as funda
mental. 

In this way the traditional themes are not banished from 
modern logic hut are incorporated into a much larger sub
j('ct. \\'hen the Aristotelian forms are thus interpreted, 
how('\'('!, tllt'ir laws seem to require modification at some 
points. In particular, the A-form "For any x, if x is an A 
thc11 xis a B" does not seem to imply the I-form "For some 
x, x is an A and x is a B," for the former does not imp)>, that 
an>' x in fad is an A (it says onl>· that if an>· x is an A it is a 

B ), whereas the latter does imply this (if some x both is an 
A and is a B, then that xis at least an A). This eliminates 
inf('H'nCl' by s11l>alternation and whate,,er else in the tra
ditional thcon' depend~ on it, such a-. subaltern conversion 
and s>·llogisms, likl' Darapti, which require this for reduc
tion to Figml' I. 

\lodl'rn logic, l10,,·e,,er, i-. not at all monolithic in char
adcr, and tlw -.ketch _1mt giH·n is a little st>'lized, depict
i11g n1oden1 logi<· not as a li,·ing discipline hut rather as a 
1ww "tradition" that has displaced the old and against 
which there arc alrcad>' di-.-.e11tient ,·oices that give the 
older tradition a measure of justification (rather like that 
accorded to pre-Copernican astronom> i>y the more radical 
form.., of relati,·it> theor> ), \\'e cannot go back to the prison 
that would confine all logic to the Aristotelian s>·llogism, 
but it is possible to defend (a) -.omething like the view that 
the form "Ever> X is a Y" i~ more fundamental than either 
"For all x, f(x)" or "If /l then q" and (b) the traditional 
ignoring (in iuferem·c Ii> -.11haltemation, etc.) of tenm that 
have no application, 

As to (a), \\'C JW\\' know how to defin<' both "for all x" 
and "if" in terms of a single undefined logical operator 
which amo11nts to "for all x, if"; for we can take as our 
hmdamental logical complex the form "Anything -.uch that 
a is such that {3" and read "If /I tlrl'll q" as tlw special case 
of this in which a and /3 are "propositions with indepl'nd
ent import," and "For all x, {3" as th<' special case in which 
a is logically true anyway (for in-;tancc, in which it has the 
form "An>thing snch that /3 i-; sllch that {3") and so can he 
ignored a~ a "condition" of {3's truth. C. S. Peirce-at al
most e\'l'r>' point the most imaginati\'e and fiexible of tlw 
"modems," although he died in 191--1-always regarded 
some such redllction a-. po-.sible in principle and -.aw the 
difff'rence between the "terms" out of which categorical 
propositions are constrncted and the "propositiou.s" out of 
whicl1 we construct hn)otheticals as a point of little logical 
importance. 

Peirce, moreover, gave a highly modern justification for 
thl' traditional \'iew that within s>·llogistic logic onl>· the 
first figme is strict!>' necessar>·, Traditional methods of 
"rt,ducing" otlH·r figures to the first do indeed im,olve 
another form of inference, namely conversion, and al
though this can be represented as a kind of c11th>'nwmatic 
s>·llogism, it come-. out a-; s> llogism that is alread>· in the 
sec01HI and third figures, For we do it liy lettin12; the term B 
he the same as A in th<' twos> llogisms 

;\;o C is a B (i.e., an A); 
Ever> A 1s a B (i,e., an A); 
Therefore, no A is a C 

1Cesarc, Figure 2) and 

Every B (i,e,, A) is an A, 
Some B (i.e., A) is a C; 
Therefore, some C is an A 

(Datisi, Figure 3), The replacement of B by A turns the 
universal affirmative premise into the logical truism 
"Every A is an A," which can lw dropped, and the conclu
sion into the com·erse of the remaining premise. 

\Ve can, however, derive ~econd-figure syllogisms from 
first-figure ones by a variant of the reductio ad absurdum 
method, emplo>·ing nothing hut Barbara in its terminal and 
propositio11al forms, the forms 

(a) Ever~· A is a B, and every Bis a C; therefore, every 
A is a C; and 

(b) If p then l/, and if q then r; therefore, if p then r, 

together with freedom to rearrange our premises and to 
"conditionalize" and "deconditionalize" conclusions, i.e., 
to make such passages as that from (a) to, and to (a) from, 

(c) Every A is a B; therefore, if every B is a C then 
ever>· A is a C 

and from (b) to, and to (b) from, 

(d) If p then l/; therefore, if (if q then r) then if p 
then r. 

(e) If e,·ery B is a C then every A is a C; therefore, 
if (if every A is a C I am much mistaken) then if 
every B is a C I am much mistaken, 

Forms (c) and (e) will take us from the premise to the 
conclusion of 

(f) E,·ery A is a B; therefore, if (if every A is a C I am 
much mistaken) then if every B is a C I am much 
mistaken. 

But "If X then I am very much mistaken" just amounts to 
"Not X," and (f) therefore amounts to 

( g) Every A is a B; therefore, if not every A is a C, 
not every B is a C, 

that is, a conditionalized form of Hocardo, Figure 3. 
The equation of "Not X" with "If X then I am much 

mistaken" is Peirce's variant, at this point, of one account 
of denial (discussed more fully in NEGATION). It makes it 
possible to present the other traditional forms as com
plexes of "if" and "every" (and "if" and "every," as was 
shown, are basically the same form of linkage), as fo llows: 

Not every X is a Y (0) = If every X is a Y I am much 
mistaken. 

No X is a Y (E) = Every X is not-a-Y = Every Xis such 
that if it is a Y I am much mistaken. 

Some Xis a Y (I)= Not (noX is a Y)= If every Xis such 
that if it is a Y I am much mistaken, then I am much 
mistaken. 



Syllogisms, in all figures, involving these forms are dcri,· 
able from Barham b~- methods simihir to that used to ohtai11 
Hocardo abm·e, although the deri,·ation~ \\'ill ()ftcn IH" 
more romplic,1ted than the ()J1e given. For some of them 
we require Bmbma in yet another form besides (a) and (b) 

above, namely the mixed termirn1I and propositional 

Every Xis a Y; therefore, anything such that if it is a Y, 

then p, is such that if it is an X, then p, 

and a kind of terminal principle of modus ponens, 

Whatever is an X is a thing such that if its heing an X 
implies that p, then p. 

Modern logic will not mlmit that B,ubara gives us all the 
logic there is, but its techniques do bring out anew the 
extreme fecundity of this ,rncient form. 

Turning now to the failure of cert,1in traditional forms of 
inference when terms \\"ithnut applic,1tion are emplm·ed, 
there have been two recent lines of attack on the ,·iew that 
traditional logic is simph· '\vron_g" in accepting such forms 
as "Every X is a Y; therefore, some X is a Y." One, used 
by Lukasiewicz, is formalistic in character; it is a mistake, 

Lukasiewicz ~ays, to interpret the traditional proposition,1I 
forms in terms of modern quantification theory in the wa>·s 
above indicated, or in an~· other ,v,1ys. If we just take them 
as they stand, without interpretation, \\'e can find a rig()rous 
symbolism for them and show that the traditional hiws form 
a self-consistent s~·stem; wonies about their interpret,1tion 
are extralo_gicaL T. J. Smile,·. on the other hand, thinks tlH' 
interpretation of the traditional forms in quantification the
ory worth attempting hut points out that quantification 
theory, as now developed, otters us wider choices of inter
pretation than was once thought. For quantificati()ll them> 
now handles cases of the form "For all x, f(x)" in \\'hich 
the range of the variable x is restricted to ol>jects of some 
particulm sort, each sort of object h,1ving its o,vn t,-pe of 
variable. \Ve need not, therefore, interpret "E,·er,· man i, 
mortal," say, in the standard modern wa>· as "For an~· in
dividual object x, if th,1t object is human it is mortal" hut 
may read it, rather, as "For any human indi,·idual 111, th,1t 
human individual is mort,1I" (\\'ith no "ifs" about it). This 
interpretation, when embedded in a suitable theory of 
"many-sorted" quantification, will vield all the traditional 
results. 
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ESSARY STATE\IENTS. 

LOGICAL PARADOXES. A parad():-.., in the original 
sense of the word, i~ a st,1tement that goes against gcner
all>· a<-Tcpted opinion. In logil' tlw \\'ore! has t,1ken on a 
more precise ml'aning. :\ logical paradox consists ()f t\\'o 
contrary, or e,·en contraclicton·, propositions to whil'h \\'c 

are led In· apparent!>· ~ouncl arguments. The argumenh are 
considered srnrnd heca11st· when used in ()ther l'Ontc:-..ts 
they do not seem to create any difficulty. It is onl~- in the 
pmtil'ular comhlllation in \\·hich the paradox occ1ns that 
the arguments lc,1d to a trouhlcsome co11cl11si()n. 111 its 
most extreme form ,1 paradox consists in the apparent 
eq11i,·alcnce ()ft\\'() propositions, one of which is the ncga
tion of the othcr. If for some proposition A, 

A ::J ~A, 

this in it~elf simpl>· leads to ,1 pro()f of ~A. I,>· the ,·a lid la\\' 
()f the propositional calculus: 

(A ::J ~A) ::J ~A. 

If in turn we ha,·e 

~A ::JA, 

this est,1hlishes A. Hence, from 

A= ~A 

\\'e obtain A and ~A. This extrl'me form of a paradox i, 
~ometime~ called an antinorn,·. 

The major paradoxes. Creek philosophy kne\\' the 
parndnxicnl arguments of Zeno of Ele,1, which were in
tended tn show the unrealit,· of motion. Toda,·, with our 
kno\\'ledge of infinite series, the race between Achilles 
and the tortoisl' is much les;s apt to disconcert 11s. The \leg
arians c11lti,,ated ,rn intl're,t in JXiracloxes. Some ()f their 
aporias, like the He,1p or tlie Bald \la11, hear 11p()n the 
problem of ,·,1gueness and are not toda>· l'011,iderl'd logical 
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paradoxes. But one, the Liar, attributed to Eulrnlides, 
i.., still of great interest to us: "A rna11 sa~·s that he is lying. Is 
\\'hat he sa,·s true or false?" 

The nwdit,,·al logicians showed great concern for insolu
hilia, lJut this interest died out after Paul of \'enice (died 
142~)). Kant's anti11ornies deal with epistemological, rather 
than logical, problems. 

Burali-Forti paradox. \\'ith the rc\'ival of logic in the 
set'ond half of the nineteenth century the attention of logi
cians was again dra\\'n to the paradoxes. The first pub
lished modern paradox \\'as that of Cesare Burali-Forti 
("Una questione sui nurneri transfiniti" and "Sulle classi 
ben ordi11ate"). Thi.., is the paradox of the ''greatest" ordi
nal. In Ceorg Cantor's set theory, to ever~· well-ordered 
set an ordinal n111nlier i, assigned. These ordinals can he 
compared: of am· t,vo, one is the smaller and the other the 
larger. \loreover, c,·er~ set of ordinals, when it is ordered 
according to this order relatio11, is \\'ell-ordered, and its 
ordinal is greater than any element of the set. Let O be the 
set of all ordinals. It is \\'ell-ordered; hence, it has an ordi
nal number, u;. Then, on the one hand, w is an element of 
0; on the other, u; is greater than an~· element of 0. 

Burali-Forti's own presentation of the paradox was ob
scured by a misunderstanding of Cantor's notion of \\'ell
ordered set, hut the misunderstanding can easil~· be rem
edied, and the paradox stands in its full force. Cantor 
himself had found the same paradox in 189,5 and commu
nicate<l it to David Hilbert in 1H96 (see P. E. B. Jourdain, 
"On the Transfinite Cardinal '.'\umbers of Well-ordered 
Aggregates," p. 70). 

Cantor's paradox. Another paradox involving notions of 
set theor~ i.., that of the greatest cardinal. To e, ery set 
there corresponds a cardinal rn1111ber. For an~· two sets A 
and B, the cardinal number of A is less than the cardinal 
number of B if and onl~· if A is equivalent to a subset of B 
and B is not equivalent to a subset of A. One of Ca11t01's 
fundamental results in set theor~· is that for any set A, the 
set of subsets of A, the po\\'er set jA, is not equivalent to 
A, whereas A is equivalent to a subset of .J'A. Therefore, 
the cardinal number of A is less than the cardinal number 
of YA Let S be the set of all sets. Its power set, ~S, has a 
greater cardinal number and contains more sets than S, 
whereas, on the other hand, all sets are in S. Cantor com
municated this paradox to Richard Dedekind in a letter 
dated August .31, 1899 (Gesammelte A/Jlwndlurzgen, p. 448), 
and it is now generally known as Cantor's paradox. 

Russell's paradox. At the turn of the century the para
doxes of Burali-Forti and Cantor were the subjects of li,·el~· 
discussion among mathematicians interested in set theory. 
In June U)Ol, Bertrand Russell, reflecting on these t\\'o 
paradoxes and analyzing their structures, came upon a new 
paradox, that of the set of all sets that do 11ot contain them
seh-es as elements. A set r, the "Russell set," is defined by 
the following condition: 

fore, ery x, x E r if and on I~, if x ~ x. 

B~ substitution we obtain 

re r if and onl~· if rt r. 

Russell's paradox is remarkable for the fact that it em
ploys only the notions "set" and "element of a set." The 
Burali-Forti and Cantor paradoxes could be ascribed to 
technical difficulties in Cantor's set theory; hence, they 
seemed to he the concern of the mathematician rather than 
of the logician or philosopher. ~loreover, Cantor's theor,· 
\\'as the object of many criticisms, independently of th~ 
paradoxes. 

With Russell's paradox the situation is quite different. 
Rather than new and perhaps questionable results about 
sets, it invokes just the bare notions of set and element. 
Russell communicated the paradox to Frege in a letter 
dated June 16, 190:2 (John ,·an Heijenoort, A Source Book 
in Mathematical Logic). Frege answered immediately 
(June 22, 1902; ibid.), stating that the discovery of the para
dox had shaken the foundation of the system of logic on 
which he intended to build arithmetic. 

Tlie "contradiction," as Russell called his paradox, is 
dealt with in Chapter 10 of The Principles of Mathematics. 
The passage, apparently written in 1901, proposes a dis
tinction in t~·pe between a class and the elements of the 
class and claims that "it is tl1e distinction of logical types 
that is the key to the whole mystery" (Sec. 104). Before the 
book was published Russell felt that the problem deserved 
more attention, and he wrote Appendix B, almost six pages 
long, in which the doctrine of types is put forward "tenta
tive!~·," since "it requires, in all probability, to be trans
formed into some subtler shape before it can answer all 
difficulties." In The Principles of Mathematics, Russell 
also dealt with the Burali-F01ti paradox, which he pro
posec.! to soh-e hy denying that the set of all ordinal num
bers is well-ordered. 

In December H.J0,5 ("On Some Difficulties in the Theory 
of Transfinite '.'\umliers and Order Types"), Russell aban
doned the theory of types; to deal with the set-theoretic 
paradoxes in a somewhat unified manner he proposed 
three theorie..,: ( 1) the zigzag theory, (2) the theory of limi
tation of size, and (.1) the no-classes theory. 

Russell's paradox \\'ould vanish if to the propositional 
function x Ex there corresponded no class r such that 

(x)(x E r=x f x); 

hence, not e,·er~ propositional function would determine a 
class. In the zigzag theory the propositional function does 
not determine a class if the function is "complicated and 
recondite." Troublesome classes faii to exist, not because 
they would he too "big," hut because they would exhibit a 
certain zigzag quality (x is i11 r if and only if x is not in x, 
and similarly for some of Cantor's arguments). A proposi
tional function that determines a class was said to be pre
dicative, and Russell proposed to set up axioms that would 
characterize predicative propositional functions. But he 
had to acknowledge that in attempting to do this he had 
found "no guiding principle except the avoidance of con
tradictions; and this, hy itself, is a very insufficient princi
ple since it leaves us ah\'ays exposed to the risk that fur
ther deductions will l'licit contradictions." 

In the theor~· of limitation of size the test of predicative
ness is no longer simplicity of form but a certain limitation 
of size. Classes foil to exist when they would he too "big." 



The ordinals, for example, clo not form a class, and tlllls the 
Burali-Forti paradox vanishes. However, Russell saw a 
difficulty in determining where to stop in the scale of 
ordinals. 

In the no-classes theory propositional functions are not 
assumed to determine classes and relations. Propositions 
about classes and relations are rephrased in term of prop
ositional functions. Although the reinterpretation is admit
tedly not possible for the whole theory of ordinal numbers, 
Russell considered it possible for ordinary mathematics. 
However, the reconstruction is difficult and cumhersome. 

Russell presented the three theories without adopting 
any of them. But in a three-line note added at the very encl 
of the paper and elated February ,5, 1906, he declared that 
he now felt "hardly any doubt that the no-classes theory 
affords the complete solution of all the difficulties" caused 
by the paradoxes. This, however, is not the solution he 
finally adopted. He returned to the them~' of types, only 
briefly sketched in 190.3, and presented it in full-fledged 
form in 1908 ("Mathematical Logic as Based on the Theory 
of Types"). Two years later the theory was incorporated in 
Principia Mathematica Before we explain what this theory 
is, we shall resume our historical presentation of the 
paradoxes. 

Richard paradox. In 190,5, Jules Richard, professor at the 
lycee in Dijon, published a new paradox ("Les Principes 
des mathematiques et le probleme des ensembles"), deal
ing with definitions of real numbers: Consider all finite 
,-;equences, with possible repetitions, of the :26 letters of 
the alphabet (plus a nurnlwr of typographical signs). \\'rite 
these sequences in a tablt-' according to lexicographical 
order; that is, of two sequences of unequal length the 
shorter comes first, and for any two sequences of the same 
length the order is decided bv the alphabetical order of 
their letters. Delete any sequence that is not the definition 
of a real number. \Ve obtain denumerably many such 
definitions, and the set of finitely definable real numbers is 
denumerable. Now consider the following sentence: "Let 
d be the real number whose integral part is O and whose 
nth decimal place is I if the 11th decimal place of the nth 
number in the table is 0, and is O otherwise." The sentence 
in quotation marks defines a real number, hence should 
occur in the table, and the number d should he finite)~· 
definable; on the other hand, dis distinct from any number 
appearing in the table. 

Zermelo-Konig paradox. At the \'ery time Hichard's note 
was published Julius K6nig made public a paradox bearing 
some analogy to that of Richard. Like Richard, Konig dealt 
with the set of finitely definable real numbers, but instead 
of using a diagonal construction, he considered the com
plement of that set. Since there are nondenumerahly many 
real numbers and only denumerahl~ man~ finitely 
definable real numbers, this complement is not empty. If 
the set of real numbers could he well-ordered, the set of 
real numbers not finitely definable could also be well
ordered and woul cl have a first element, which would thus 
be finitely definable. This first element of the complement 
would be at the same time finitely definable and not finite
ly definable. From this K6nig drew the conclusion that the 
set of real numbers cannot be well-ordered, contradicting a 
result obtained by Zermelo shortly before ("Be\,eis, class 
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.wde \lenge woldgeord11d W<0 nlc11 ka1111" ). :\ft<·r tll<' d i,
cover~· of the Hichard paradox, in wl1ich tlw well-ord <·ri11g 
problem pla~·s 110 role, Kcinig's <_·oncli1,io11 c ,u 1 l1ard h I)(' 
acC<-'J)t<·cl. Hather, taking for gra11tcd Zernwlo's n•s11lt tl1a t 
the set of real numliers can lw well-ordered, W<' i1d c r t l1< · 
existence of a first element in the compl!'me11t of the s<'I of 
fiuitely clefinahle real numbers, and we thus l1a\' l' a para
dox, sometimes called the Zermelo - 1--:<inig paradox, I war
ing 011 the notion of cldinahility. 

Berry's paradox. Berris paradox was published Ii~ Ber
trand Russell ("l\latlwmatical Logic as Bast-'cl on the 
Theory of Types," p. 22.3) and is related to both Richard's 
and Konig's. The name of any integer has a certain number 
of syllables, and only a finite number of s11ch names can he 
made with a given finite numlwr of s~1llables. Therefore , 
"the least integer not nameable in fewer than nineteen 
syllables" denotes a definite integer. But the phrase in 
quotation marks is a name consisting of 18 syllables, and 
the least integer not nameable in fewer than 19 syllables is 
thus named in 18 s~dlahles. The paradox can he rephrased 
in terms of words rather than syllables: a definite lexicon is 
adopted, and we consider definitions of natural numbers 
eon~aining, say, 50 words or fewer. In one form or another 
Berry's paradox has a simple formulation, not using in
volved set-theoretic notions. 

Grelling's paradox. In 1908, Kurt Crelling presented a 
new paradox, that of "heterologicality" ("Bemerkungen zu 
den Paracloxien \·on Russell urnl Burali-Forti"). A word is 
said to be "autological" if and only if it applies to itself
that is, if it satisfies the schema "'w' is w." Examples of 
auto logical words are "English," "short," "polysyllabic." If 
a word is not autological, it is "heterological." Examples of 
heterological words are "French," "useless," "monosyl
labic." Now, is the word "heterological" heterological? If 
we assume that "heterological" is heterological, then, by 
the schema above, "heterological" is autological; on the 
other hand, if we assume that "heterological" is autological, 
then, by the definition of "autological," "heterological'' is 
heterological. 

At about the same time, the Liar paradox, which elate, 
hack to the \legarians, was mentioned and discussed more 
and more and became the subject of a book, Alexander 
Hi.istow's Der Liigner: Theorie, Geschichte 1111d A11ffos11ng. 

Theory of types. The paradoxes mentioned so far are 
those that have exerted the greatest infi11ence on the de
velopment of logic. They led to two major advances in 
logic-the theory of types and the axiomatization of set 
theory-and fostered, to some extent, the emergence of 
L. E. J. Brouwer's intuitionism. 

Simple theory of types. The theor~· of t~-pes was 
presented by Hussell iu "~lathematical Logic as Based on 
the Theory of Types" and became an integral part of Prin
cipia Mathematica. Its basic idea is the distinction be
tween a predicate and a predicate of predicates. A pred
icate holds of individuals; a pr<-'clicate of predicates holds 
of predicates of individuals, but \\'e cannot meaningfull~ 
assert that it holds or does not hold of an individual or 
individuals. lf we follow this idea, we are led to distin
guish predicates of various levels. \Ve cannot, however, 
establish a hierarchy simply by· using the numlwrs 0, l, :2, 
· · ·, for predicate letters have different numbers of argu-
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11w11t pL1ce,. ,111d the ,dH·11w ha, to lw refined. \\ c assig:11 
tlw t, pc i to i11di,·idual , ariahle, or cmhtanb, the t, pe ( i I 

to ,111e;11Ltn predicate ,arialile, or con,tanb. the t,pe (i,il 
t() li111an predic,1k ,·,1ri,1hle, or con,tanb. A predil"ate 
\ ,1ri,il>le or crn1,ta11t of ,,·liich the fir-;t ,1re:ume11t place can 
lw lilll'd Ii, ,1, ari,1hle of tqw (i) a11d the ,econd and third 
I" ,,m,tlile, of t,pe i \\"ill he oftq)e (1i1,i.il. A t,·pe is 
tli11, c1,,ig11t·d to e,·l·n· , .irialik or con,tant. The formuhi 
x,x .x .· · ·.x l.\\"lil'rex,.,,x .x .· · ·.x are,ariable, 

, 11 1 o::! _11,, µ o 1 o:.! un 

(ll co1htanh of t~ pe, {3. o:
1

• u.:. · · ·. a,,. re,pecti,·el~. i, 
,,dl-lornwd if ,1nd onh if /3 i, preciwh (n

1
,o:

2
•• • ·.an). 

From tlll',t' ,ttmnic ,,·ell-formed formula, the other \\"ell
forllled lonrn1L1~ of the ,~ ..,tem are obtained b~- truth
l1111dion, ;u1d qu,u1tification. Once t~ pes ha, e been intro
d1wl'd in a ..,, ,tern of loe;ic, the analoe;ul' of Russell's 
p;1radm. for predicate, cannot lw reproduced in the sy~tem 
lwc,111,t' x., x,, 1. for am t~ pe o:, i, not ,,·ell-formed. 

Ramified theory of types. To deal ,,·ith the Liar and 
Hid1,rnl parado,e.., Ru..,..,el! found it 11ece~~ar~ to introduce 
a fmtlier di..,ti11dion. tl1at of order, \\"ithin each tqJt>, and 
lw olit,1i11cd ,,·hat hcca11w knmn1 ,l~ the ramified theory of 
t~ Pl'"· Fir,t, \\"l' definl' th<:' [ere! of at, pe. The tqw i i, of 
le,·el 0, the type, i . i,i 1, , i,i,i I. · · · are of le,·el 1. the 
!~pt·..,, ill. i,ill, 1 i 1.il. ···are of le,el 2. and ,o on. Tl1e 
le, 1'! of ,1 t, 1w h gi, en Ii~ the number of ne~ted pair~ of 
parl'nthe..,e..,. Tl1e lcH•l.., ,omcho,,· me,1,tne the complexit~ 
of the t~-pn. hut for each leH'l alim·e () there are infinite!~ 
ma11~ t~ pe..,. H11...-.ell\ 1ne..,cntatio11 of the ramified theor~· 
of t~ pe, ,ulfer, from ,e, eral defech. the principal one 
lici11e: a conhi,ion liet\\"een not.ition ,rnd the objech that 
tlw notatio11 i.., s11ppo,cd to denote . .-\ recon~truction of 
R11...-.el!', tlwon ,,·1J1dd in, oh-e gi,·i11e: an exact de,cription 
of the form,d ~, ,tern. ,,·liich i.., i>l'~ ond tlw ..,co1w of \\"hat 
\\"l' undert,1kc here. \\"e ..,Jiall tlwrdore ,imph take a11 
c,.imple. Con..,ider the open formula 

] I 

,,·here /3 i, i 1,i I. of I<'\ el 2. Tl1e free ,·,1ri,1hle x r,1nge~ 
mer indi,·idu,d..,; \\"hen ,ome predicate is a~..,ie:necl ~o x

8 
the 

lormula i.., tr11c ol ,orn1' inclindual-; ,rnd labe of other, and 
lwnce co,n,..,pond-; to a ,ine;ulan predicate of indi,·iduak 
Ilm,·(,,·er, in that it contaim at, pe of le,·el 2 it differs horn 
tlie formula 

.") 
y(/1 X, '. 

\\"hich COIT<·,pond, al,o to ,uch .1 predicatl', lwcau~e 
till' hie;he..,t It'\ el in 121 i.., 1. \lme ..,pccificall~. formula ( I 1. 

,,·liich purpmh to characterize a predicate of type Ii I, con
t.1i11, a qu,rntifier. nameh 1x

11
) I, r,me;ing mer al! -;uch predi

catt ,. In thi, Rth~ell ..,a,,· a breach of the , iciou~-circle 
principle 1\\"hich lw ..,ometime~ e.,prt:><;sed as: no totalit~ 
can contain 1ncmber.., defined in terms of ihelf ). and he 
introduced a distinction of order~ bet\\"t"l'll the predicate 
oft, pe Ii) characterized by I l I and the predicate of type ( i) 
cl1araderi1<·d h~ 12\. 

Let F lw ,m ope11 \\"ell-formed formula containing a~ 
,1re;1rnwnt exadh the fr1·<:' ,·arialile x . and let k be the le,·el 
of o:. If F cm1t.1i;1, no quantifier liin,~ling ,l ,·,uiable of le,·el 
l!;f"l•ater than k, then F i, said to be of order 1. or to he 

"predicatin,." This i, the ca<;e for formula 1:?.1. If Fcontains 
,l quantifier binding a ,·,uiable of lew,! k+ [, with [;;,. 1, and 
no quantifier binding a ,·,uiable of greater le,·el. F is said 
to be of order l + l and i.., "impredicati,·e." Formula (I) con
tain.., a quantifier of le,·el I, \\"hile o: i, of le,·el O; hence, it 
i--. of order 2 and i, impredicati,·e. :\nalogous definitions 
can be e;i, en for formulas co11taining more than one free 
,·ariable a-. argument, although tlw exact formulations be
come more complex. 

Rus~ell con~idered that the distinction of order~ soh·es 
the Liar paradox, ,b ,w·ll as the paradoxe, of Richard and 
Berr:. For the Liar. the liar\ utterance, will be distin
guished according to their orders. Richard's "definitions" 
and Bern\ "names" ,,·ill also fall into different orders, and 
the paradoxe'.-> cannot be reproduced once the totalit) of 
definitions or of name~ has been split into order~. It turns 
out, hmH0 ,·er. that --.uch a language would be extremel~
cumher~ome; it \\"ould prohibit the ,·ery formulation, let 
alone the proof, of important theorems of mathematics, 
~uch ,b the theorem in calculus stating that if a nonempty 
~et of real 11umbers has an upper bound, it has a least up
per bound. 

To remo,-e thew limitations Russell introduced the 
axiom of reducibilit~·. ,,·hich ~tates that for e,·ery propo
sitional function there is an equi,·,t!ent predicati,·e proposi
tional function. For formula 1. l ). ahm·e, the axiom \\"oulcl be 

The axiom i.., an~ thing !mt oh,·ious. lt restore~ some of the 
pm\"t r that the system !mt h~ the introduction of orders. In 
fact, it l"l'..,tore~ ,o much of that power that it becomes 
que..,tionahle ,,·hetlwr an~thing is left of the distinction of 
order, 1 ,ee \\'. \'. ()uine. "On the .-\xiom of Reducibility"). 
It is ..,J10wn helm,· hm,· a suggestion hy Hamsey allo\\"S us 
to di~1wme altogether \\"ith orders and the axiom of redu
cibilit,. 

Axiomatization of set theory. It can be claimed ,,·ith 
-;ome jmtific,1tion that the cli,tinction of types emhoclie'> 
~ome of our logical intuitiom and would ha,·e to be intro
duced in logic independent!~ of the paradoxes. In fact, 
Ernst Schroder anticipated the theor~· of types in 1890, 
although he \\"a~ not at all concerned with the paradoxes. 
l Io,, eH·r. many mathematicians \\"ere reluctant to under
t,1ke ,l complete reconstruction of logic and were more 
inclined to deal \\"itli the paradoxes by e;i,·ing a precise 
delimitation to the notion of ,et. The Cantor, Burali-Forti, 
Rm..,ell, and Zernwlo-h.onig paradoxe, sho,,· that the 
intuiti, e point of ,·ie,,· concerning the exi.,tence of sets 
cannot he maintained. :\II these paradoxes turn on the 
l'xistence of some questionable -;et. Cantor had defined 
a set a, "a collection, taken as a totalit~·. of certain well
distinguished object<; of our perception or our thought" 
, Cesammelte Abha11dl1111ge11, p. 282). This i~ not a mathe
matical definition; it cannot lw used in a logical deri,·ation. 
The ,,·ord~ that it emplo~-; are as much in need of clarifica
tion a~ the \\"ord "..,et." Like Euclid's definition of a point as 
"that which ha.., no part,.,," Cantor's definition of a set is 
merely a ..,uggestion, and it cannot pre,·ent the consideration 
of the ..,et of all -.eh, of the set of all ordinals, or of the set of 
all ,eh that do not contain them~eh·es as elements. Coming 



at almost the same time as Russell's tlwor~ oft~ pes, Zer
melo's axiomatization of set theor~· ("ll11ters11d11rngen iiber 
die Cn111dlagen cler ~1engPnlt>hre I") was ,111 attempt to fix 
and delimit the notion of wt. Rmsell's and Zennelo's 
approaches to a solution of tl1e difficulties ereakd I>~- th<· 
paradoxes were quite different. The first was a far-reaching 
theory of great import for logic and even ontology, whereas 
the second was an immediate answer to the pressing needs 
of the working mathematician. 

Zermelo's basic idea resembles, if anything, Russell's 
theory of limitation of size, sd forth in HJ0,5; both men 
refused to recognize as sds collections that are too "big." 
Zennelo fulfilled his goal Ii~- imposing axioms on sets. Sets 
are no longer "collections" that our intuition acccpb; the~· 
are objects satisfying certain axioms. Zennclo used sur
prising)~- few axioms. The null set, (/), is introduced out
right; given certain sets, the existence of the union, 
intersection, power sets are guaranteed for these sets hy 
the proper axioms; "definite properties" cut subsets out of 
given sets; the set ((/),((/)),(((/))),· · ·) is introduced Ii~- the 
axiom of infinity; and so forth. No axiom allows the intro
duction of the set of all sets; that set jmt cloes not exist in 
the theory, and neither does the set of all ordinals or the 
Russell set. On the other hand, the axioms permit the 
derivation of the theorems that mathematicians want in a 
workable set theory. Admittedly, the consistem·~- of the 
system remains nnpnl\"ed, and a ne,,· paradox ma~· crop up 
in the theory. We can only check that the arguments lead
ing to the known paradoxes cannot be reproduced in the 
system. In view of Cildel's theorem (193} ), the ,·en· notion 
of consistenc~· proof for set theory raises profound 
difficulties. After Zermelo, axiomatic set them~· was de
velope<l by A. A. Fraenkel, Thoralf Skolem, and John ,·on 
Neumann in the }920s, b~- Paul Berna~·s and Kurt Godel in 
the late 1930s, and h~- n1an~- others since then. It has he
come a live\~- and wide domain of ill\·estigation, and a 
return to a naiH:', intuitive view of sets seems impossible. 

Syntactic and semantic paradoxes. Some light on the 
nature of the paradoxes is cast \)\· a remark of Giuseppe 
Peano. Commenting on the Hichard paradox, Peano wrote 
in 1906 ("Additione," p. 157) "Hichard's example does not 
belong to mathematics, hut to linguistics; a certain ele
ment, which is fundamental in the definition of N, cannot 
be defined in an exact manner (according to the ru \e-, of 
mathematics). From an element that is not well defi11ed ,,·e 
can deri,·e several conclusions contradicting each other." 
The element that cannot be preciseh· defined is ordinar~· 
language, and it enters into the definition of N, the set of 
numbers that are finitely definable in ordinar~· languagl'. 
Peano's idea was developed b~- Ramsey in HJ:?,.5 ("The 
Foundations of ~1athematics"). In a discussion of the 
theor~- of types as presented in Principia Mathematica, 
Ramsey di,·ided the paradoxes in,to two groups. The first 
group includes the paradoxes of Husscll and Burali-Forti; 
the second includes the Liar paradm:, as well as those of 
Berr)· and Richard. The principle behind Ramse~·'s di\'i
sion was that the paradoxes of the first group irn olve on!~ 
syntactic and mathematical notions, \\"hereas the formula
tion of those of the second group requires such notions a-; 
"truth," "definahilit~ ," and "language." The paradoxes of 
the first group came to be called syntactic paradoxes, those 
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of tlie s!'cond grollp -,e1na11lic parado\l'~- Tl1t· '-<'JJJa11tic 
paradox<'s ar<' d11<', it seems, not to a11~ Lllllt i11 logic li11t (Cl 

thl' vaguen<·ss or am\iig1Jit~· of solll<' nordogic-al notion. 
tlic~· raise problems concerning L111g1Jag<•. and tlw~ IH'lo11g, 
as Pea110 said, to lingnistics. 

According to Hamsey, one effect of tlw distinction lw 
tween svntactic and semantic paradoxes i-, a great sim
plification in the theon· of typl's; the ramification of order'>, 
which had been superimposed Ii~- Hussell on the hierard,~ 
of t~·pes, is necessan· onl~- in order to l'xcl11de the Sl'lllantic 
paradoxes, and becaust~ one can deal with vaguene-,s and 
ambiguit~· b)· simpler means, it can be dispensed \\"ith. 

Ramsey's ,·iews were generally accepted, and the theon 
of types without the ramification of orders, which became 
known as the simple theory of tqws, has \wen wideh· used 
in logical irn·estigations. Toda~ one can question the dis
tinction between the two kinds of paradoxes. Semantic 
notion-; have received precise definitions, generally in 
terms of set-theoretic notions, and it seems difficult to deny 
that these notions are "logical" without drawing arbitrary 
lines. The Liar paradox, Crelling's and Berr~·'s paradoxes, 
and a few others are now generally soh·ed not by the 
theor~· of types but b~- the distinction between language 
and metalanguage, a distinction emphasized and s~·stema
tized b~- Alfred Tarski ("Der Wahrheitshegriff in den for
malisierten Sprachen"). Hone compares TarsJ..:i's solution 
of the Liar paradox with Russell's solution of Hussell's 
paradox, it seems difficult to draw a fundamental distinc
tion between them. Both irn·oh-e a refinement of our logi
cal and set-theoretic intuitions. Hamse~·'s distinction had 
some content as long as the paradoxes were tied up with 
ordin,n~· language, b11t with the de,·elopment of a seman
tics in which the fundamental notions are defined in terms 
of sets the difference faded awa~. 

Resolving the paradoxes. Since thl' last year~ of the 
ninetet,nth century the paradoxes have exerted a profound 
influence on the dew,\opment of logic. For a while their 
effl'ct on logic and the foundations of matlwmatics seemed 
de,·astating. After the ach-ent of the theor~· of tqK·s and of 
axiomatic set theory the,· were, so to speak, domesticated, 
but the~· remained a constant source of concern to logi
cians. At first they were often considered to be due to tl1e 
breach of some specific rule of logic, which explains H11~
sell's invocation of the ,·icirn,s-circle principle. Such in
junctions to a,·oid breaches of logical rules undoubtedly 
g11ided Hussell, Zermelo, and others in their construction 
of s,·stems in which thl' known paradoxes co1Jl<l not lw 
reproduced. Hm,·e,·er, no rule could l>e formulated that 
would I>~- itself eliminate the paradoxl's, and onh· the p,n
adoxes. En·n the notion of circularit~· could not lie given a 
precise form that wonld lie a necessar)· and sufficient con
dition for the existence of a paradox. It is impossible to 
characterize a circular argument in such a way that e,·er,· 
circular argument leads to a paradox and e,·er~· parado., 
is the result of a circular argument. The known paradoxes 
had to he eliminated by a radical and thorough reconstruc
tion of logic and set theor~· that invoh·e<l'nrnch more than 
mere)~- plucking out the paradoxes. 

There ha,·e \wen recurrent attempts to a\"!>id such dras
tic solutions h~- looking in each specific case for the source 
of the difficulty in some definite mistake, some ,·iolation of 
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the ordi11an la\\'s of logi{.'. Such an attempt was made, for 
rn,t.11H'<', Ii~ Paul Fiusler. His a11al~·sis of the Liar paradox 
, .. Ciht <·s 11m·ntscheidhare Satze?") is as follows: \Vhen I 
,hs<·rt till' 1nopo,ition A l assert b~ this ver~· fact that A is 
tnw. Tlwrdor<•, if by some dv\·ice the proposition A states 
that it is itself false, the assertion of A aduall~· is the asser
tion of thv conjunction of t\\·o propositions, A is true and A 
is fals<'. This conjunction is contradictory, hence false; the 
Li,n is simpl~· making a folse statement, and there is no 
paradox at all. 1 leinrich Behmann C'Zu den \Viderspriichen 
der Logik trnd der \fengenlehre") undertook to solve 
Hussvll's paradox h~· showing that the definition of the 
Ht1ss<·ll set i, non-Pascalian. That is, it does nof satisf\· 
tlw coll(lition, stated IJ\· Pascal in De /'Esprit geomctriq11e 
1 lo,5.S), that a definition should allow us to replace the 
definiendurn with the definiens: to say that r is in r is, 
an·ording to the definition of r, to sa~· that r is not in r: the 
definition of r docs not enable 11s to <0 liminate rand hence 
is not Pascalia11. 

1 lo\\'e\'cr inll'resting and judicious these observations 
are, they call for se\·er,d remarks. First, what the ordinar~· 
logical la\\'s are remains \·ague when these laws are not 
embodied in a formal system. One ma~· feel, for example, 
that the distinction of t~-pes is an "ordinary" law of logic. 
Thl'n Fi nsler's point, if \\'e wanted to justify it thoroughly, 
would lead to a rather im·olved anal~·sis of the notions of 
propm,ition and asserti<i11. Behm.urn's remark immediately 
rai,es the question whether t'\"<•r~· 11on-Pascalian definition 
ll'ads to a paradox ,diereas e\·er~· Pascalian definition is 
perfectly safe. It is therefore do11htful that a mere appeal 
to "ordi11ar~·" logic will make the paradox< 0 s \·,mish. Since, 
moreover, logic has been formalized for reasons other 
than the existvuce of paradoxes, these appeals to logical 
intuition have to he tramlated into formal ll0 rms if W<" 
want to disposl' of the paradoxes that ma~· crop up in for
mal s~·stems. 

Tl1e paradox, or pseudo paradox, of the Barber, pllb
lislwd b~· Hussell, will perhaps thro\\' some light 011 what 
should constitute a solution of a paradox. A man of Seville 
is sha\'!·d h~· the Barber of Seville ii and onl~· if the man 
does 11ot sha, e himself. Does tlw Barlwr of Seville shmT 
himself~ If \\'e assume that the Barber of Seville is a man 
of Se,·ille, the conclusion is that if lw shaves himself lw 
does not, and if he does not he does. Ld S(x) stand for "xis 
a ma11 of Se,·ill<•," s(x,y) for "x sha\·es y," and h for "the 
Barber of S<·\·ill<'." The statement of tlw paradox becomes 

(x)(S(x) :J (s(b,x) = ~s(x,x))). 

B~ the rule of sllbstitution, replacing x with b, we obtain 

S(h) :J (s(b,b) = ~s(h,h)), 

which, IH· the propositional calculus, ~:ields 

(.SJ ~S(b). 

\\'ith the additional assumption 

((j) S(b) 

we have a contradiction. But without this additional as
sumption we simply have the result that the Barber of 
Seville is not a man of Seville; he may he a woman or c1 

ho) of Sevilk0 or a man of some other town. Hence, the 
difficulty is mere!~· apparent and is easily removed. The 
definition of the Barber of Seville as a man of Seville shav
ing all those and only those men of Seville who do not 
shave themselves is inconsistent, and there is no such 
barber. Presumably there are many inconsistent decrees, 
laws, and orders in the world. There is no paradox here, 
and that is why tlw puzzle is sometinws called a pseudo 
paradox. 

Howe\·er, the argument is worth reviewing. If we let the 
variable x range over the men of Seville, (3) becomes 

(7) \x)(s(h,x) = ~s(x,x)), 

which is quite similar to the definition of the Russell set: 

(S) (x)((x Er)= ~(x Ex)). 

\\'ith this in mind \\'e can attempt to skirt Russell's paradox 
by making a 1110\·e similar to the one that takes us from (7) 
to (3)-that is, h\ \\'riting, instead of (8), 

(x)(l(x) :J ((x Er)= ~(x Ex))), 

where l(x) stands for "x is a set." Bv instantiation \\'e 
obtain 

l(r) :J ((r u) = ~(r u)), 

and h~· the propositional calculus, 

( 11) 

The conclusion is that the collection of sets that are not 
elements of themsl'h-es is not a set, just as the Barber of 
Seville is not a man of Se,·ille. I lowever, although this last 
fact can readily lw accepted, it is 11ot at all clear why the 
{.'ollection r is not a set. Confronted with a set-theoretic 
paradox, we could always, h) denying the existence of 
some set, remove the paradox. But this would leave us 
with a chaotic notion of set, which would always be at the 
111e1Ty of some new paradox and of which we would have 
110 w·neral understanding. 

There is no one problem of the paradoxes. The problems 
are of different types. The) are not due to some infraction 
of one specific law of logic ("vicious circle"), nor are they 
simpl~· mistakes to be removed by some ad hoc corrective. 
The paradoxes actually reveal conflicts in our logical in
t11itions. Following a logical path, we reach a conclusion ; 
following another path tl1at seems equally natural to our 
logical insight, we reach a contrary conclusion. \Ve then 
haw0 to scrutinize these intuitions and tmdertake a system
atic reconstruction of logic. But in this enterprise the 
a\'(Jtdance of the paradoxes is not the only, perhaps not 
e\·en the main, guide. Logic entered a process of systema
tization and formalization before the emergence of the 
modern paradoxes. Frege presented the notion of forma l 



system independl'ntl~· of the problem of the paradoxt0 s. 1 n 
this process of systematization the paradoxes ad as 
gadflies. They give us opportunities to sharpen our logical 
intuitions, but they do not constitute a problem in them
selves. 

Any given paradox rests on a number of definitions, as
sumptions, and arguments, and we can solve it by question
ing any of these. That is wh~· the literature on paradoxes 
is so rich and abounds with so many solutions. That is 
also why there is no one problem of the paradoxes. For the 
important paradoxes, the question is not of solving them hy 
any means but of solving them by means that enlarge and 
strengthen our logical intuitions. It is to find, among the 
sometimes too numerous solutions, the one that fits our 
logic most smoothly and perhaps, to some exknt, to adapt 
our logic to this solution. 

Some further paradoxes. The paradoxes presented 
above are those that historically have had the greatest 
effect on the development of logic. But other paradoxes are 
known. ~loreover, a puzzle or bewildering argument ma~· 
or may not yield a paradox, depending on its exact formu
lation. 

The paradox of denotation bears on the distinction lw
tween use and mention of an expression. It is presented 
here as stated by Evert W. Beth (The Foundations of 
Mathematics, p. -1\:JO). The inference 

log .3..43 > :2 
:343 = 73 

log 73 > :2 

would certainly not giH· rise to any doubt. B11t the similar 
inference 

"3"43" contains three figures 
343 = 73 

"73 " contains three figures 

is incorrect. The difficult~· is soh·ed by the introduction of 
proper rules for the use of quotation marks. 

The prediction paradox has man,· forms-the Hangman, 
the Surprise Quiz, and so on. In the I langman ,·ersion a 
judge decrees on Sunda,· that a certain prisoner ~hall he 
hanged at noon on one of six following cla~1 s and that he 
shall not kno\\' on \\'hich cla~· he \\'ill he hanged until the 
morning of the hanging. It seem~ that the decree can be 
fulfilled and that it cannot. According to the exact form11la
tion adopted, the paradox can he explained a\\'ay (as h~· 
W. \'. Quine, "On a So-called Parado.\") or maintained (as 
by David Kaplan and Richard ~lontague, "A Paradox Re
gained"). 

\\'hat is sometimes called the Lowenheim - Skol em 
parado.\ is the result that although hy Cantor's familiar 
diagonal argument th e re exi:--t nondenumerahle sets, an,· 
formalized set theory has i1 denumerable model. The 
Lowenheim-Skolem theorem raises deep questions about 
the \'ery nature and the limitations of formalization, but it 
is misleading to speak of paradox in this context; the 
Lowenheim -Skolem theorem cannot be questioned. 
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The "parado.xt·~ of implication .. ar<' IH>t p,n,1do.\t'" <'illl<'1. 
The definition or the ('Ollditio11al is :such that a falw prnpo
sition implies any propositio11, tnw or Ltl~e, and tl,at a trn<· 
propositio11 is implied !iv a11~· propo~itirn,. tru<' or bl~<·. 
This result ma~· hl' a departur<' from i11t11itio11, lillt it do<·, 
not co11stitute a logical paradox. 
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52 Logical Positivism 

LOGICAL POSITIVISM is the name gi\'en in HJ3I b) 
A. E. Blumberg and llerhert Feigl to a sd of philosophical 
id<-as p11t forward by tlw Vienna circle. S)·nonymm1s 
<'\{Hessio11s i1wlude "consistent empiricism," "logical 
empiricism," "scientific <·mpiricis111," and "logical neo
positi,·isrn." Tlte name logical positi\'isrn is often, but mis
leadi11gh, used more lnoadl)· to include the "anal)tical" or 
"ordi11ar)' language" philosophies developed at Cambridge 
and Oxford. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The logical positi,·ish thought of themselves as continu
ing a nineteenth-centur) \'iennese empirical tradition, 
close!)· linked with British empiricism and culminating in 
the antimetaph)•sical, scientificall)· oriented teachings of 
Ernst \tach. In HJ07 the mathematician Hans Halm, the 
eco110111ist Otto '.\:eurath, and the physicist Philipp Frank, 
all of whom were lat<·r to he prominent members of the 
Vienna circle, came togc>ther as an informal group to dis
cu!-.s tht' philosoph)· of science. The)· hoped to give an 
account of science wlriclr would do justice-as, they 
thrn1ght, :'\1ach did not-to the central importance of math
ematics, logic, and theoretical physics, without abandoning 
\lach's general doctrin<' that science is, fundamentally, the 
description of experience. As a solution to their problems, 
the)· looked to the "new positi\'ism" of Poincare; in at
tempting to reconcile \lach and Poincar<.'.· they anticipated 
the main themes of logical positivism. 

In W22, at the instigation of members of the "Vienna 
group," :'\toritz Schlick was invited to Vienna as professor, 
like \Jach before him ( 18!:l.5-1901 ), in tire philosoph)· of 
the inductive ~cienccs. Schlick had been trained as a sci
entist under \tax Planck and had won a name for himst•lf 
as an interpreter of Einstein's them)· of relati\'ity. Hut lw 
was deeply interested in tlw cla~~ical problems of philoso
ph)', as \tach had not been. 

Around Schlick, whos<' per~onal aud intellectual gifts 
particularl)· fitted him to lie the leader of a cooperati\'e 
discussion group, the "\'it•1111a circle" quickly established 
it~elf. Its membership included Otto :'\t·11rath, Friedrich 
\Vaismann, Edgar Zilsel, Bela von Juhos, Felix Kaufmann, 
I Jerhert Feig), Victor Kraft, Philipp Frank-although he 
wash)· 110w teaching in Prague-Karl Alenger, Kurt Ciidel, 
and l lans Hahn. In HJ:2G Hudolf Carnap was invited to 
\'ien11a as instructor in philmoph~', and he quickly hecame 
a central figure in the circle's discussions; lw wrote more 
freely than the other mernlier~ of the circle and came to he 
regarded as the leading exponent of their ideas. Carnap 
had been trained as a ph)·sicist and mathematician at Jena, 
where he had come under Frege's influence. Like other 
members of the circle, however, he derived his principal 
philosophical ideas from Alach and Russell. 

Ludwig \\'ittgenstein and karl Popper were not mernlwr~ 
of the circle hut had regular discussions with its mem
bers. In particular, \Vittgenstein was in close contact witl1 
Schlick and \Vaismann. Wittgenstein's Tractatus Lugico
philosopliicus had a profound influence on the delibera
tions of the circle, where it was interpreted as a develop
ment of British empiricism. 

The circle ascribed to Wittgenstei11 the "v<'rifiability 
principle"-that the meaning of a proposition is identical 
with the method of verifying it-that is, that a proposition 
means the set of experiences which are together equiva
lent to the proposition ·s heing true. \Vittgenstein, they also 
thought, had shown how an empiricist could give a satis
factor~· account of mathematics and logic. lie had recog
nized tlrat the propositions of logic and mathematics are 
tautologies. (The logical positivisits paid no attention to 
Wittgenstein's distinction between tautologies and identi
ties.) They are "independent of experience" only because 
the)· are empty of content, not because, as classical ration
alists had argued, they are truths of a higher order than 
truths based on experience. 

In the Cerman-speakiug countries, the Vienna circle 
was a small minority group. For the most part, Cerman
spcaking philosophers wue still committed to some variet)' 
of "Cerman idealism." :'\emath, with his strong socio
political interests, was partil'lrlarly insistent that the circle 
should act in the manner of a political part)', setting out to 
destro)· traditional metaph)·sies, which he saw as an in
strument of social and political react ion. 

In HJ28 the significantly named Vercin Ernst ~1ach 
(Ernst Mach Society) was set up by members of the circle 
with the a,·owed object of "propagating and furthering a 
scientific outlook" and "creating the intellectual instru
ments of modern empiricism." To welcome Schlick back to 
Vienna in l!J:2D from a visiting professorship at Stanford, 
California, Carnap, Hahn, and Neurath prepared a mani
festo under the general title Wissensclwftliche Weltauf
fasszrng, Der Wiener Kreis ("The Scientific World View: 
The Vienna Circle"). This manifesto traced the teachings 
of the Vienna circle hack to such positivists as llume and 
\tach, such scientific methodologists as Ilelmholtz, Poin
care, Duhem, and Einstein, to logicians from Leibniz to 
Russell, utilitari,lll moralists from Epicurus to Mill, and to 
such sociologists as Fenerliach, ~tarx, Herbert Spencer, 
and karl \lenger. Significantly ahsent were any repre
sentatives of the "German tradition"-even, although 
some\\'hat unfairly, Kant. 

In order to make its conclusions familiar to a wider 
world, th<' circl<> organized a seric•s of congresses. The first 
of these was held in Prague in l!J2U as a section of a math
ematical and physical, not a philosophical, congress. It was 
jointly sponsored h~, the Ernst A1ach Society and the Soc1-
et)' for Empirical Philosoph!·, a Berlin group led hy Hans 
Heichenhach and with such members as Walter Duhislav, 
Kurt Crelling and Carl Hempel, which stood close in its 
general approach to the Vienna circle. 

A1eanwhil<', the international affiliations of the c ircle 
were increasing in importauce. American philosophers like 
C. \V. Alorris emphasized the link between logical posi
tivism and American pragmatism; Ernest Nagel and \V. V. 
()uine visited Vienna and Prague. In Great Britain, logical 
positivism attracted the interest of such Cambridge-trained 
philosophers as L. Susan Stehhing and John Wisdom and 
the Oxford philosophers Cillwrt Ryle and A. J. Ayer, the 
latter participating for a time in the deliberations of the 
circle. In France such philo~ophers of science as Louis 
Rougier were attracted hy logical positivism, as were a 



group of Neo-Thomists led hy General Vouille111i11, \\'ho 
welcomed the positi\·ist critique of idealism. In Scandi
navia, where the way had lieen prepared by the a11timeta
physical philosophy of Hi1gerstri>m, a number of philoso
phers sympathized with the aims of the logical positivists; 
Eino Kaila, Arne Naess, Ak<' Petziill, and J~rgen J0rgensen 
were prominent representatives of the international move
ment centering on logical positivism. The Polish logicians, 
especially Alfred Tarski, exerted a considerable inAuence 
on members of the circle, particularly on Carnap. German 
philosophers, except for Heinrich Scholz of M iinster and 
the Berlin group, remained ,1loof. Undoubtedly, the organ
izational energies of the circle did much to bring into 
being in the HJ.30s an international community of empiri
cists; this was largely a consequence of the circle's isola
tion within the German countries themselves, 

~leanwhile the circle was publishing. In 1930 it took 
over the journal Annalen der Philosophie and renamed it 
Erkenntnis. In the period from 1930 to HJ.-10 it served as a 
"house organ" for members of the Vienna circle and their 
associates. In addition, the circle prepared a series of mon
ographs under the general title \1 eroffentliclwnge11 des 
Vereines Ernst Mach (from 1928 to 1934) and Einheitswis
senschaft(edited by l\:eurnth from W3.t until 193S). 

During the H).30s, however, the Vienna circle dis
integrated as a group. In l!:.1.31 Carnap left Vienna for 
Prague; in that year Feig) went to lowa and later to :\lin
nesota; Hahn died in l!J3.t; in 1936 Carnap went to Chi
cago and Schlick was shot by a mentally deranged student. 
The meetings of the circle were discontinued. The Ernst 
:\lach Society was formally dissolved in 1938; the publica
tions of the circle could no longer be sold in German
speaking countries. \\'aismann and l\:e11rath left for 
England; Zilsel and Kaufmann followed Feig), Carnap, 
rvlenger, and Godel to the llnited States. Erkcnntnis 
moved in HJ38 to The Hague, where it took the name 
journal of Unified Science; it was discontinued in H).t0. 
Logical positivism, too, disintegrated a~ a 1110\·ement. ab
sorbed into international logical empiril'isrn. 

CRITIQUE OF TRADITIONAL PHILOSOPHY 

~1ach denied that he was a philosopher. He was trying, 
he said, to unify science and, in the process. to rid it of all 
metaphysical elements; he was not constructing a philoso
phy. The general attitude of the Vienna circle was ver~ 
similar. Schlick was the exception. With logical positi\·ism. 
he argued, philosophy had taken a new turn, hut logical 
positivism was nonetheless a philosophy. Carnap, in con
trast, \\'rote that "we give no answer to philosophical 
questions and instead reject all philosophical questions, 
whether of l\letaphysics, Ethics or Epistemolog~·" (The 
Unity of Science, p. 21). Philosophy, on his view, had to he 
destroyed, not renovated. 

Undoubtedly, this intramigent attitude to philosophy 
can in part be explained hy · the peculiar character of Ger
man idealism and its hostility to science. The logical posi
tivists thought of themselves as extending the range of 
science over the whole area of systematic truth and as 
needing for that purpose to destroy the claim of ick•alist 
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philosophers to ha\'c a special ki11d of s11pr;l',Ci<·11tifi(' ac
cess to truth. 

Metaphysics. Of the traditional lnanclH·.., of philmopli~ . 
the positivists rejected transcendental mdapl1ysics 011 the 
ground that its assertions were meaningless, sinl'e tlwre 
was no possible way of verifying thC'm in exp<'rience. 
Nothing that we could possibly experience, the\ argued, 
would serve to verify such assertions as "Th<' Ali,olnte is 
beyond tnne." Therefore, the positi\·ists held, it tell~ us 
nothing. The rejection of transcendental metaphysics \\'a, 
not a novelty; Hume had described transcendental meta
physics as "sophistry and illusion" and had alleged that it 
makes use of insignificant expressions; Kant and the N<•o-
1':antians had rejected its claim to he a form of thC'oretical 
knowledge; \tach had sought to remove all metaphysical 
clements from science. But whereas earlier critics of meta
physics had generally been content to describe it as empty 
or useless or unscientifie, the logical positivists took over 
from \Vitt,genstein's Tractatus the re,icction of metaphysics 
as meaningless. The propositions of metaphysics. they 
argued, are neither true nor false; they are wholly devoid 
of significance. It is as nonsensical to deny as to assert that 
the Absolute is beyond time. 

Epistemology. Neo-Kantians had sometimes suggested 
that philosophy could be reduced to epistemology or 
"theor~· of knowledge," which discussed such topics as 
"the reality of the external world." But assertions about the 
external world, the positi\·ists argued, are quite as mean
ingless as assertions ahout the Absolute or about things
in-themselves. For there is no possible way of verifying 
the assertion that there is, or the assertion that there is not, 
an external world independent of our experience. Realism 
and idealism, considered as epistemological theses, are 
equally meaningless. So far as epistemology has any con
tent, it reduces to psychology, to assertions about the 
workings of the human mind. and these have nothing to do 
with philosophy. 

Ethics. The logical positi\·ists disagreed about ethics. Of 
course they all rL•jected any variety of transcendental eth
ics, any attempt to set up a "realm of values" over and 
abo\·e the world of experience. Assertions about values, 
thus conceived, fall within the general province of tran
scendental metaphysics and had therefore to he rejected as 
nonsensical. But whereas Schlick sought to free ethics 
from its metaphysical elements by converting it into a 
naturalistic theory along q11asi-utilitarian lines, Carnap and 
Ayer argued that what are ordinarily taken to be ethical 
assertions are not assertions at all. To say that "stealing is 
wrong," for example, is neither, they suggested, to make 
an empirical statement about stealing nor to relate stealing 
to some transcendental realm. "Stealing is wrong" either 
expres~es our feelings about stealing, our feelings of dis
approval, or, alternatively (positivists' opinions differ about 
this), it is an attempt to dissuade others from stealing. In 
either case, "stealing is wrong" conveys no information 
(see EMOTIVE THEORY OF ETHICS). 

Philosophical meaninglessness. In general, the posi
ti\·ists explained, when they said of philosophical asser
tions that they were meaningless, they meant only that 
they lacked "cognitive meaning." Ethical and metaphysi-
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cal as..,ertiow, ha,<· emotional associations; this distin
guish<·s th<·m from mere jumbles ol \\'ords. Such state
ment-. as "Cod <·xi .... ts" or "Stealing is wrong" are, on the 
face of it, ,·er) different from ,1 collocatio11 of nonsense 
S) llabln. B11t tlte fact remains, the pmiti,·ists argued, that 
such "asst·1ti01h" do not con,·e), ,ts they p11rport to do, 
information about the existence or character of a particu
lar kind of <·ntity. Onl)· science can give us that sort of 
i11f<>n11ati<>11. 

:\'ot all pl,ilosopl,ers, however, ha\'(' dC'voted their atten
tion to describing; pseudo entities like "the Absolute" or 
'\·al11es" m "the external world." \!any of them ha\'(,' been 
mainly conn·rned \\'ith empirical-looking; conceph like 
"fact," "tl1i11g," "prnpert) ,'' and "relation." Huss;ll's lec
t11re.., 011 logical at0111ism and \\'ittgenstei11's Tractatus are 
cases in point 

\\'ittg;emtein sug;g;ested, hmve,Tr, that the sections in 
the Tractatus in which he talk<·d about facts, or attempted 
to show how propositions can picture facts, must all in the 
end he rejected as senseless-as attempts to say \\'hat can 
onl) he shoum. For it is impossible in principle to pass 
beyond our la11g;uag;e in order to discuss \\'hat our language 
talks ,1bout. Philosoph,· is the activit) of clarif)·ing; it is not 
a theor). 

Schlick carried to its e:\trt---nw \\'ittg;en..,tein's Tractatus 
doctrine tliat philosoph)· is an acti,·ity. Pltilosoph)·, he 
sug;g;estecl, co11sists in tl1e deed of showing; in what tlw 
meaning; of a statC'ment consists; tltat is, philosophy is a 
silent act of pointing;. The ultimate 111e,111ing; of a proposi
tion ca1111ot <·011..,isl i11 other propositions. To clarif), then·
fore, \\l' arc foH"ed in the e11d to pass b<'\ oil(! propositio1,.., 
to the e:\IH'l'i<'llC<' in which their nwa11i11g; consists. 

Tit is ,·i<·w \\'on fr,,,. adherents. It was ).!;t·nerally ag;reed 
that philosophers could not a,·oid making; the sort of on
tolog;ical assertions \\'ittgenstl--'in made in the Tractatus 
and th,1t it is altog;ether too paradoxical to sugg;est that all 
propositions alio11t, for example, the relation het\\'een facts 
and lang;uag;e are nonsensical, e,·e11 if "important" non
sense. :\eurath, in particular, insisted that nonsense ca1111ot 
be "important," cannot act as a ladder hv which we arri\'e 
at understanding;, as \\'ittgenstein had said. 

Statements about language. Carnap sugg;ested that 
\Vittg;enst(--'ill was mistaken in supposing; that his ontologi
cal assertions \\'(-'re \\'ithout ,111)' sense. They were, how
ever, 111ea11i11g;ftil assertions ahrn,t langtrag;e, not about a 
\\'orld beyond la11g11a.e:e. :\o douht, Carnap admits, onto
logical state11H'nts have the appearancl' of !wing ahout the 
world or, at least, ahout the relation between language a11d 
tlw world. But this is so onl)· because they ha,·e be<·n 
\\'rong;ly formulated i11 wlrnt Carnap calls "the material 
mode." 

Carnap disting;uishes three classes of sentences: object 
sentences, pseudo object sentences, and syntactical sen
tences. Any ordin,H) sentence of mathematics or science is 
an object sentence. Thu~, for example, "Five is a prime 
11umhcr" and "Lions are fierce" arc both object sentencl's. 
Syntactical sentences are sentences about \\·ords a11d tl1e 
rules g;overning the use of words. For example, "Five is 
not a thing;-word b11t a number-word" and '"Lion is a 
thing-word" are S) ntactical sentences. Pseudo object sen
te11ces are peculiar to philosophy; they look like object 

sentences hut if rightly understood turn out to be syntacti
cal sentences. To understand them rig;htly we have to 
c011,·ert them from the "matnial mode" i11to the "formal 
mode," that is. from sentences which look as if they are 
about objects i11to sentences which are obviously about 
words. Examples are "Five is not a thing hut a number" 
and "Lions are thing;s." Once these sentences are con
\'erted out of the "material mode" into th<' corresponding 
"formal" (or S) ntactical) mode, they can be discussed; in 
the material mode the)· are quite undiscussable. 

But how are syntactical disputes to be settled? Sup
pose one philosopher asserts and another denies that 
"numerical expressions are class-expressions of the second 
len•l''-Caruap's ··translation" of ··numbers are classes of 
classes"-ho\\' is it to he determined which is correct? All 
such statements, Carnap arg;ues, are relative to a language; 
they are either statements about the characteristics of some 
existing language or proposals for the formation of a 
new language. Fully expressed, that is, they have the form 
"In language L, such-and-such an expression is of such
and-such a type." It ca11 be immediate I)' determined 
whether such a syntactical statement is true by examin in g 
the language in question. 

PROBLEMS OF POSITIVISM 

Verifiability. The course takl"n b) the subsequent his
tor\' of logical positivism was determined hy its attempts to 
soke a set of problems set for it, for the most part, by its 
reliance on tl1e ,·<·rifiahility principle. The status of that 
principle \\'as Ii)· no means clear, for "The meaning; of a 
proposition is tlw method of its \'erification" is not a 
scientific proposition. Should it therefore he rejected as 
111eaningless'r' Faced with this difficult)', the log;ical posi
tivists argued that it oug;ht to lw read not as a statement but 
as a proposal, a n-cornmemlation that propositions should 
11ot he accept<·d as meaningful unless tlwy are verifiable 
(see VERIFIABILITY PRINCIPLE). But this was an uneaS)' 
conclusion. For the positivists had st;:! out to destro~' meta
physics; now it appeared that the metaphysician cou ld 
escape their criticisms simply liy refusing to accept their 
recommendations. 

Recognition of this difficulty led Carnap to suggest that 
the \'erifiahilit,· principle is an "explication," a contribu
tion to the "rational reconstruction" of such concepts as 
metaph,·sics, sci<·11l'l', and meaning, to he justified on the 
quasi-prag;matic g;rou1Hls that if we ascribe meaning only to 
the ,·erifiable W<· shall lw able to disting;uish forms of ac
tivity \\'hich al'<' othenvis<' likely to be confused with one 
another. It is not, lrowever, by :my means clear in what 
wa)· the ,·erifiahility principle can lie invoked against a 
nwtaphysician who takes as his point of departure that his 
propositions clearly have a meaning. The most that can be 
said is that the onus is th<'n on the metaphysician to distin
g;uish his propositions from others which he would cer
tainly have to admit to he meaningless. 

A second set of problems hinged on the nature of the 
entities to which the verifiability principle applies. Since 
"'proposition" had ordinarily been defined as "that which 
can be either trne or false," it seemed odd to suggest that a 
proposition might be meaningless. Yet it was no less odd 



to suggest that a sentence-a set of \\'ords-could he 
verified, even if there was no doubt that it could lw mean
ingless. Ayer suggested as an alternative the word "state
ment," and he wrote as if the problem ,vere a pmely ter
minological one. But it is a serious question \\'hether 
"true," "false," and "meaningless" are .dternati\'(· descrip
tions of the sarn<:> kind of occur)'(_•nce or whether to de
scribe a sentence as "meaningless" is not tantamount to 
denying that any statement has been made, an~· proposi
tion put forward. This would have the consequence that 
we can consider whether a statement is verifiable only 
after we have settled the question of the meaning of the 
sentence used to make the statement. 

The logical positivists themselves were mucl1 more 
concerned about the fact that the verif-iahility principle 
threatened to destro~· not only metaph~·sics hut also 
science. \Vhereas ~lach had been happ~· to purge the 
sciences, the logical positivists ordinarily took for granted 
the substantial trnth of contemporar~· science. Thus, it was 
a matter of vital concern to them when it became apparent 
that the verifiabilit~· principle would rule out as meaning
less all scientific laws. 

For such laws are, by the nature of the case, not conclu
sively verifiable; there is no set of experiences such that 
having these exp<:>riences is equivalent to the truth of a 
scientific law. Following Ramsey, Schlick suggested that 
lav,·s should he regarded not as statements hut as mies per
mitting us to pass from one singular statement to anotlwr 
singular statement. In R,·le's phrase, they are "inference
licenses." Neurnth and Carnap objected to this on the 
ground that scientific laws are used in sci<·nce ,i-, st.1te
ments, not as rules. For example, attempts ,ire made to 
falsify them, and it is absurd to speak of "falsif~·ing a rule." 
Furthermore, Carnap pointed out, ordinary singular state
ments are in exactly the same position as laws of nature; 
there is no set of experiences such that if I have these 
experience~ there must be, for example, a table in the 
room. 

For these and comparable reasons '\·erifiabilit~·" \\'a~ 
gradually replaced by "confirmability" or hy the rnther 
stronger notion of "testability." \\'lwreas at first the nw;111-
ing of a proposition had been identified with the experi
ences which we would ha\'e to ha\'l· in order to know that 
the proposition is true, now this was reduced to the much 
weaker thesis that a proposition has a meaning 011/y if it is 
possible to confirm it, that is, to cleri\'(· true propositions 
from it. Carnap, in accordance with his "principle of tol('r
ance," was prepared to admit that a language might he 
constructed in which onl~· \'erifiahle propositions would 
count as meaningful. Ile was content to point 011t tlwt s11ch 
a language would he less useful for science than a Ltn
guage which admits g('neral la\\·s. But most positi,·ists, 
interested as the~· wer(' in the actu.11 ~trncture of ,cience, 
simply replaced the ,·erifi.1hility' principle by ,1 con
firmability principle. 

If, howe,·<:>r, the original' principle prm·ed to be too 
strong, the ne,v principle threatened to be too weak. For, 
on the face of it, the new principle ,1dmitted as meaningful 
such metaphysical propositions a~ .. Either it is raining or 
the Absolute is not perfect." Whether the confinnability 
principle can so be restated as to act as a method of distin-
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guishing between metaphy,ical ,t;1temcnh d~ tlll' .t11inglt·" 
and scientific statements as nwaningful rPnwi11-; a q11<•,tio11 
of controvers>·· 

Unification of science. A furtlwr set of prolile1m hiugn 
on the question of what ~ort of things ;ict as '\ erifi<,r," or 
"confirmers." On(' of M;1ch's main concern~. which th<" 
logical positi\'ists shared, had been to 1111ify ~cience, e~1w

ciall~• by rejecting the \'iew that psychology is .tl>out ,Ill 

"inner world" that is different from the "outer world" 
which ph~·sical science investigates. The doctrine that 
both physics and psycholog>· describe "cxperieneT~ .. nwde 
such a unification possible. In his earlier writings Carn;ip 
tri<:>d to show in detail how "the world" could he con
strncted out of experience, linked together I>~· rel.ttio11~ of 
similarity. But then a new difficult~· arme; one .tl>out how 
it is possible to show that one person's experiences ;ire 
identical with anotlwr's. On the face of it, an experience
based science is fundamentally subjective; science i~ 
verified only at the cost of losing its ohjectivit~. 

To overcome this difficulty, Schlick drew a distinction 
between "content" and "structure." \\'e can 1w,·er he sure, 
he argued, that the content of our experience is identical 
with the content of an~· other person's experience, for 
example, th;it what he sees when he sa>·~ that he s<>e, 
something reel is identical with what we see wlwn we sa~ 
we see something reel. For scientific purposes, howe,·er, 
thi~ does not matter in the slightest. Science is interested 
only in the structure of our experience, so that prm·ided, 
for example, we all agree about the position of red on a 
color clwrt, it is of no importance whether our experience 
of red differs. 

Yet Schlick still tho11ght that such "experiences" ,ire 
,vh.1t gi\'es content, meaning, to science, converting it from 
a conceptual frame into re.ti knowledge. Thus, it appears 
that the 11ltimate content of science lies beyond all public 
observation. There is no way of verifying that another 
person is even experiencing a content, let alone a content 
which is like or unlike the content of m>· experience. 

Physicalist theories. Profoundly dissatisfied with the 
conclmion that the ultimate content of scientific truths is 
pri,·ate, :\'eurath w;is led to reject the \'iew-which logical 
positivists had so far taken for :-;r;inted-that it is "experi
ences" whi,·h ,·erif~· propositions. Onh· a proposition, he 
argued, can verif\- a proposition. Carnap accepted this 
conclusion and cle,·elopecl the conception of a "protocol 
statement," the 11ltimate resting point of verifications, a 
statement of such a nature that to understand its meaning 
and to sc<:> that it is true are the same thing. Carnap still 
suggested, h<nvever, that a protocol statement records a 
private experience, even though e,·er>· such statement
indeed e\'ery statement-can he translated into the p11hlic 
Lmguage of physics. Statements of the form "I lere now an 
experie11ce of red" can, he arg11ed, he translated into state
ments ;ibout the physical ,tate of the body of the person 
who h;is the cxperienc-c of reel. (Subsequent!~· thi~ "ph~·si
calist" thesis was expres~ed in the wc;1ker form, that every 
statement is linked by means of correspondence rules with 
the statements of physic~.) 

\.'eurath was still dissatisfied. Protocol st;itements, he 
argued, must form part of science as distinct from merely 
being translatable into its language. Otherwise, science 
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still rests on esse11tiall>· pri\'ate experience. ln fact, proto
col statements must take some such form as "Otto :\eurath 
reports that at .3: 15 p.m. there was a table in the room 
p e rcei\'ed by Otto." The effect of this suggestion, as 
Schlick re marked with horror, is to leave open the possi
bilit>· that the basic protocol statements may not be true. 
The> , rather tha11 some natural law with which they are 
incornpatihle, can he rejected as false. Schlick persisted in 
arguing that the ultimate confirmations of scientific propo
sitions must he experiences of the form "here, now, 
blue"-which he de:-.cribed as "the onl>· synthetic state
ment:-. which are not hypotheses." Carnap came to agree 
with .\:eurath, howe\'er, that all s> nthetic statements are 
h> pot hes es. .. 

At first. inclt 0 t•d, Carnap replied to ;\'eurath h>· in\'oking 
his principle of tolerance . One has a free choice, he 
argued, between a language which incorporates protocol 
statements and a language into which the>· can be trans
lated. Subsequent]>· he has moved more and more in :\eu
rath's direction. Satements of the form "the bod>· Carnap is 
in a state of green-seeing," he now suggests , are suHicient 
to act as confirmations , and it is not necessar>· at any point 
to use the "phenonwnal language" which \lach had 
thm11.iht to he the IJasic language of science. But Carnap 
still writes as if tl1e i:-.sue between ph>·sicalist and nonph>·s
icalist hinges on the choice of a language. Logical posi
tivism, we might say , split into three groups, one asserting 
ph>·sicalisrn, the ,ecoml rejecting it, and the third expre:-.:-.
ing a preference for the physicalist language. 

ln his Logical Syntax of Language Carnap had argued 
that all statements about the "meaning" or ":-.ignificance" 
of :-.tatements are of the "pseudo object" t>·pe and should 
he translated into a s>·nhtl'tical form. Thus, for example, 
"This letter i.., about tlw son of \Ir. \1illc·r" has to lw read 
as asserting that in this letter a sentence occurs which has 
the l'Xpression "the sor1 of \Ir. \tiller" as its subject. This 
was a highly implausible doctrine, since, clearly, a letter 
can he about the son of \Ir. \tiller without using the phrase 
"the son of \Ir. \liller." Under Tar:-.ki's influence Carnap 
decided that his original thesis had bet·n undul~· r<':-otric
ti'-'e; philosophy had to refer to thl' semantical as well as 
the s>·ntactical characteristics of language in order to gi\·e a 
satisfactor>· explication of, for example, the conception of 
"truth." .\:ow Carnap found himself in opposition to .\:eu
rath. To try to pas~ be>·oncl language to what language 
signifies, Neurath argued, is at once to reintroduce the 
transcendental entities of metaph>·sics. The subsequent 
development of semantics at Carnap\ hands would have 
done nothing to relie\'e :\eurath\ qualms. Languages can 
be constructed, Carnap argues, in a ,·;uiety of wa>·s , and 
the question whether, for example, one accepts a language 
which includes names for abstract entities is a matter of 
practical convenience, not admitting of arguml'nt at an>· 
other level. The inflm·nce of \lach on Carnap's thinking 
has now lic·en almost entirely dissipated; he writt·s, rather, 
in the spirit of a Poincare or a Duhem. 

THE INFLUENCE OF POSITIVISM 

Logical positi\'ism, considered as the doctrine of a sect, 
has disintegrated. In various ways it has been absorbed 

into the international rno\·ement of contemporary empiri
cism, within which the disputes which divided it are stil l 
being fought out. Originall>·, it set up a series of sharp 
contrasts: between metaphysics and science, logical a11d 
factual trnths, the verifiable and the nonverifiable, the 
corrigible and the incorrigible, what can be shown a11d 
what can he said, facts ancl theories. li, recent philosophy, 
all these contrasts have come under attack, not from meta
physician-; but from philosophers who would in a general 
sense he happy enough to describe themselves as "logical 
empiricists." E\·en among those philosophers who would 
still wish to make thl' contrasts on which the logical posi
tivists insisted, few would believe that the>· can be made 
with the sharpness or the t'ase which the logical positivists 
at first suggested. 

Logical positivism, then, i:-. dead, or as dead as a philo
:-.ophical 1110\'ement l'\'er lwcmiws. But it has left a legacy 
behind. In the Gl'rman-speaking countries, indeed, it 
wholly failed; German philosophy, as exhibited in the 
works of Heidegger and his disciples, represents every
thing to which the positivists were most bittl'rly opposed. 
In the United States, Great Britain, Australia, the Scandi
navian countries, and in other countries where empiricism 
is widespread, it is often hard to distinguish the direct 
influence of the po:-.iti\·ists from the influence o f such al
lied philosophers as Russt0 ll, th<' Polish logicians, and the 
British "anal>·sts." But insofar as it is widely agreed that 
transcendl'ntal rnetaph>·sics, if not meaningless, is at least 
otiose, that philosophers ought to set an example of preci
sion and darit>·, that philosoph>· should make use of tech
nical clevices, deriving from logic, in order to solve prob
lems relating to the philmoph>· of science, that philosoph>· 
is not about "the world" hut about the language through 
which men :-.peak about the world, we can detect in con
temporary philosophy, at least, the persistence of the spirit 
which inspired the \'ienna circll'. 

(See also tlw following articles on some of the infl11ential 
theorist:-. of this movement: BASIC STATEMENTS; EMOTIVE 
TIIEORY OF ETHICS; LINCUISTIC THEORY OF THE A PRIORI; 
and VERIFIABILITY PRINCIPLE. See Logical Positivism 
i11 Index for articles on philosophers who are frl'quently 
classifil'cl as logical positivists or who strongly influenced 
the development of logical positivism.) 
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JOHN PASSMORE 

LOGICAL TERMS, GLOSSARY OF. This glos-
sary is confined, with few exceptions, to tenns used in for
mal logic, set theory, and related areas. No attempt has been 
made to cover what is often called "inductive logic," al
though several terms in this field have been included for 
the convenience of the reader. 

It should be noted that many topics dealt with very 
briefly here are treated in full in \'arious other articles in 
the Encyclopedia. Cross references to these will be incli
cated by small capitals (e.g., "see article LOGIC, MOD
ERN"); cross references to other glossary entries will be 
indicated by boldface italics (e.g., "see relation"). 

abduction. ( 1) A syllogism whose major premise is 
known to be true but whose minor premise is merely 
probable. (2) C. S. Peirce's name for,the type of reasoning 
that yields from a given set of facts an explanatory hypoth
esis for them. 

abstraction. (1) In traditional logic, the process of de
riving a universal from particulars . (2) In set theory , the 
process of defining a set as the set of all objects that have a 
particular propertv. 

abstract ion, axiom of ( axiom of comprehension). An 
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axiom in set tlwor~· stating that for am pre dicate I', tl1<·re 
exists a set of all and onh- thme objects that -,atish P. It 
\\"as the unrestricted use of this axiom that Ivel to the para
doxes of set theory . 

abstract term. In traditional logic, a term that is a namt' 
of the common nature of man,· individuals , consid<·red 
apart from them or from what disting11i~hes them from 01H· 

another. A common example of an abstract term is "hu

manity." 
accident. See predicables. 
actual infinite. The infinite regarded as a completed 

whole. 
a fortiori. A nonsvllogistic mediate infe rence of the form 

"B is greater than C; A is greater than B; hence, A is 
greater than C." It is clear that the ,·,didity of this argu
ment follows from the transitivit\" of the relation "greater 
than," and therefore some authors extend the term to co,·er 
all relational syllogisms whose \"aliditv depends on the 
transitivity of the relation invoh-ed. See relation. 

aggregate. A collection of objects satisfying a given 
condition. 

aleplzs. The svmhols, introduced by Ceorg Cantor, that 
desi:~nate the cardinality of infinite sets (see article SET 
THEORY). Aleph-11111/ (X) designates the cardinality of 
the smallest infinite set, aleph-one (X

1
) the cardinal it,· of the 

next largest infinite set, etc. See continuum l1ypothesi.s; 
article CONTINUUl\1 PROBLK\1. 

algebra of logic. A s,·stem in which algebraic form11las 
are used to express logical relations. In such a s,·stem 
many familiar algebraic laws that hold for numbers are not 
retained. The work of George Boole contains the first im
portant example uf an algebra of logic. 

algorithm. A mechanical proced11re for carr~·ing 011t, in a 
finite number of steps, a computation that leads from cer
tain types of data to certain tqws of res11lts. See decision 
problem; effectiveness. 

alternation. See disjunction, exclusive. 
alternative denial. See Sheffer stroke function. 
ambiguity. Capability of heing understood in two or more 

ways. The term is strictly applied onh· in case~ where the 
possibility of different interpretation is due not to the ex
pression itself but to some feature of the pa1ticular use of 
the expression; when this possibility is due to the expres
sion itself the expression is called equivocal. ;\lany au
thors, however, do not make this distinction. 

amphiboly. An equi\'ocation that arises not out of an 
equivocation in a word or phrase hut because the gram
matical structure of the sentence or clause leaves the 
place of the phrase in the whole not entirely determinate. 
An example is "The shooting of the hunters was finished 
quicklv." 

ampliation. In medieval logic, the extension of a com
mon term from a narrow supposition to a wider one. 

analogy. A comparison between two or more objects that 
indicates one or more respects in which thev are similar. 
An arg11ment from analogy is an inference from some 
points of resemblance between two or more objects to 
other such points. The method of ref11tatio11 by logical 
analogy is a method for showing that an argument is falla
cious b\" giving an example of another argument of the 
same form whose in\'alidih· is immediateh- apparent. 
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analysis, mathematical. The theory of real and complex 
11umlwrs and their functions. 

analytic. Used of a proposition whose denial is self
contradictor~· . Such a proposition is true either by \'irtue of 
its logical form alone (in which case it is called a logical 
truth, or logically necessary) or by virtue of both its logical 
form and the meaning of its constituent terms. An instance 
of a logical truth is "It is raining or it is not raining"; an ex
ample of an analytic truth that is not a logical truth is "All 
bachelors are unmarried." Analytic propositions cannot he 
false and are therefore said to be necessary truths. 
\\'hethcr there arc 1H·cessar~- trnth-; that are not also anal~t
ic truths is a matter of much dispute. See article _ANALYTIC 
AND SYNTHETIC STATEMENTS. 

ancestral relation. For a given relation R, the relation R* 
that exists between two objects x and y if and only if y has 
ever~· R-hereditar~· property that x has. A propert~· is said 
to he R-lwreclitary when, if it is correctly predicated of b 
and if aRb, then it is also correct)~· predicated of a. For 
example, let R he the propert~· "is the successor of." Then 
"is a natural number" (wh<·n· this propcrt~- also applie~ 
to 0) is R-hereditar~·, since if h i~ a natural number and 
a is the successor of /J, then a is also a natural number. ( ;iven 
this fact, we can define the propert~ '"is a 11atural number" 
as the property of all objects that hear tlw ancestral relation 
to O for the relation "is the successor of "-that is, as the 
property of all objects that have <·ver~- "is the successor of"_ 
hereditary propertv that O has. One of these properti<·s is 
"is a natural numlwr," and therefore onl~ the natural num
bers can meet this definition. 

It should be noted that the abm'<' definition is an exam
ple of an impreclicative definition, since "is a natmal m1111-
her" is defined i11 terms of the class of "is the successor of"_ 
hereditary propertic~, a class of which it is a member. 

antecedent. The part of a hq)Othetical proposition that 
precedes the implication sign. 

antilogism. A triad of propositions such that the joint 
truth of any two of the propm,itions implies the falsity of 
the third. Christine Ladd-Franklin's principle of the syllo
gism states that a valid syllogislll is Oil<' whose premise~ 
tak<'n with the t·ontradictor~- of the conclusion constitutl' 
an antilogism. Thus, thl' s~-llogi~m whme pre111ises are 
"All men are mortal" and "Socrates is a man" and whose 
conl'lusion is "Socrates is mortal" is a valid syllogism, for 
the joint assertion of any two of the three propositions that 
constitllte the premise~ and the contradictor~- of the con
clusion implies the falsity of the third proposition. 

antinomy. Sel' paradox. 
apodictic (apodeictic) proposition. See modality. 
appellation. l n medieval logic a term is said to ha\·e 

appellation if it is applicable to some existing thing. Thus , 
"the present queen of England" has appellation, but "the 
present queen of the United States" does not. 

A-proposition. In traditional logic, a uni\·ersal affirma
tive categorical proposition. An example is "All men are 
mortal." 

Archimedean property. Th<' propert~- of a system of 
numbers whereb~- for any two numbers a and /J, if a isles~ 
than b, then there is a number c such that a multiplied I)\' c 

is greater than b. 
argument of a function. A member of the domain of a 

given function. 

arithmetical predicate. A predicate that can be explicitly 
expressed in terms of the truth-functional connectives of 
propositional calculus, the universal and existential quan
tifiers, constant and variable natural numbers, and the 
addition and multiplication functions. 

arithmetization of mathematics ( arithmetization of 
analysis). The definition, which w;;.s developed by Karl 
Weierstrass, Hichard Dedekind, and Georg Cantor, of the 
non natural numbers as certain objects construed out of the 
natural numbers and set-theoretic objects and the corre
sponding reduction of the properties of the former to the 
propertie~ of the latter. 

arithmetization of syntax. The process of correlating the 
objects of a formal svstern witl1 some or all of the natural 
numbers and then stud~·i11g the relations and properties of 
the correlated nurnlwrs so as to gain information about the 
s~-ntax of the formal s~'stem. This was done s~·stematically 
by Kurt Godel in the researches that led to his incomplete
ne;,,s theorems. See article GODEL's THEOREM. 

ars combinatoria. :\ technique of deriving complex 
concepts by the combination of relatively few simple ones, 
which are taken as primitive. This technique was proposed 
b~- Leibniz as a valuabk• aid for the study of all subjects. 
I le proposed the de\'elopment of a universal language 
(clwracteristica wliversalis) containing a few primitive 
symbols in terms of which all other symbols would be 
defined. A universal mathematics (mathesis 11niver
salis)-that is, a uni\'l·rsal system of reasoning-would 
then be added, and all subjects could be studied in this 
language. Leibniz' program is often viewed as an early 
forummcr of the formalization of various disciplines. 

assertion sign. The sign f--, introduced hy Gottlob Frege 
to indicate in the object language that a proposition is 
being judg<·cl as trne and is not merely being named. Some 
authors now use this sign in the metalanguage to express 
that the formula to whil'h it is prefixed is a theorem in the 
object language. 

assertoric proposition. See modality. 
associativity. The property of a relation R which consists 

i11 the ide11tit~1 of "aR(hRc)" and "(aRb)Rc," where a, b, 
and c are any clements of the f-ield of R. Addition has this 
propert~-, since "a+(h+c)" is the same as "(a+b)+c." 

attribute. Although it is now often used synonymously 
with "propert~-," this term was traditionally confined to the 
essential characteristics of a being. 

Aussondenmgsaxiom. An axiom in set theory, first intro
duced hy Ernst Zermelo, which states that for any st't a 
and any predicate P, there exists a set containing all and 
only thm<· members of a that satisfy the predicate P. 

axiom. A basic proposition in a formal system which is 
asserted without proof and from which, together with the 
otlwr sul'h propositions, all other theorems are derived 
according to the rult•s of inference of the system. See pos
tulate. 

axiomatic method. The method of studying a subject by 
beginning with a list of undefined terms and a list of ax
ioms and then deriving the truths of the subject from these 
postulates b~- the methods of formal logic. 

axiom schema. A representation of an infinite number of 
axioms h)- means of an expression containing syntactical 
variables and having well-formed formulas as values. 
Every value of the expression is to be taken as an axiom. 



axiom schema of separation. See Aussondenmgsaxiom. 
Barbara . See mnemonic tenns. 
Baroco. See mnemonic tenns. 
biconditional. A binmy p roposition.ii cmlliective (-, -), 

usually read "if and only if" (often ahhrcviated "iff "), 
w h ose truth ta hl e is suc h tha t .. A if and only if B" is true 
whe n A and Bare ei ther both true or both false and is false 
whe n on e is t rue an d the other folse. "A if and onh if B" is 
e quiva le nt to " if A th e n B, a nd if B then A." 

binary connecf foe. See co 1111 ectire. 
Bocardo . See mnemonic terms. 
Boolean algebra. The first algebra of logic. It was in

ve nte d by Geo rge Boole a nd given its definitive form b~
Ern st Schriid er. 

Boolean f unct ions. Functions that occur in Boolean 
algebra. The m ore important ones are the class-union 
fun cti on , the cl ass-intersection function, and the class-com
pl e m e nt fun ction. 

bound occurrence of a variable. An occurrence of a vari
abl e a in a well- fo rmed part of a formula A e ither of the form 
"for a ll a, B " or o f the form "there is an a such that B." 

bound of a set. For a given relation R, a lower bound (or 

first e le m e nt ) o f a set a is any member of a that bears the 
re la ti on R to a ll members of a; an upper bound of a is am· 
m e m ber of a to w hic h all m embers of a bear tht• relation R. 
A greatest lower bound of a set a (or infimum of a) is a 
lowe r b ound of a to which all lower bounds of a bear the 
re lation R; a least up per boun d of a (or .rnµrenwm of a) is 
an uppe r bound of a that bears the relation R to all upper 
bou nds of a. 

bound variable. A hound variable of a formula A is a 
variabl e that has a hound occurrence in A. 

Bramantip. See mnemonic terms. 
Burali-Forti's paradox. See paradox. 
calculus. An y logis ti c system. The two most important 

types of logical calcu li arc propositio11al (or sentential/ 
calc uli and f u nc tio1wl (or predicate) calculi. A proposi 
tiona l ca lculus is a s,·s tem containing propositional , ·aria
b lcs and con necti ,·es (some· also contain propositional 
constants ) but n ot individual or function,1I ,·ariahles or con
stants. In the extended propositional calculus, quantifi e rs 
whose op erato r va riables are propositional \'ariahles arc 
adde d . Am on g the part ial propositional calculi, in which 

no t all th e theorems of th e standard propositional calculus 
are obta inab le, the mos t important are Da,·id Hilbert's 
positive p roposi t iona l calculus (this contains all thos e 
parts of th e sta ndard proposi tional calculus that me inde
pende nt of negat ion) and the i11 t11ifio11istic proposition,1I 
ca lculus (in this system axioms about negation acceptable 
from the in tu itionistic point of ,·iew are added to the 
positive proposi tional calculus). A functional calculus is 
a syste m co ntaining, in addi tion to the s~'mhols of propo
s it ional calcu lus, indi\'idual and functional \'ariables and/or 
con stants, as well as quantifiers th'at take some of these 
\'ari ab les and constants as their operator \'ariables. In 
a first-order fu nc ti o nal calcu lus (or first-order logic) the 
q uantifi e rs have as their operator , ·.uiables only indi,·idual 
variabl es, a n d th e functio n s ha,·e as their arguments only 
individu al va ri ables and/or constants. In a second-order 
fun ctional calcu lus (or second-order logic ) the operator 
va ri abl es of th e quan ti fiers can be functional variables. 
Afte r th at, each odd order adds functional variables and/or 
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constan ts some of whose arguments are of tlw tqH· intro
duce<l two orders lwlow, a11cl each e ven order allow s tlw 
use o f the variables introduced one order below as opera 
tor var ia b les for the quantifiers. \Vhen there arc 111 > indi 
,·idual or functional constants pre sent the functional ca lc u
lus is call ed pure; when either is prese nt it is ca lled 
applied. See articles LOCJC , MODERN; SYSTEMS, FOR~lAL , 

AND MODELS OF FORr.lAL SYSTEMS. 

Ca111e1tes. Sec mnemonic terms. 
Ca m est res. See mnemo11ic terms. 
Cantor's paradox. See paradox. 
Cantor's theorem. The theorem stating that for a n~· gin' n 

set a, the power set of a has a greater c.udinalit\· than a 
has. 

cardinality (power). For a gi,·en set, the cardinal number 
associated w ith it. 

cardinal number. An object a that is associated with all 
and only the members of a set of equipollent sets. Various 
authors disagree on what this object is. The Frege-Russell 
definition of cardinal number is simply the identification of 
a with the set of equipollent sets. 

Cartesian product. For a given set a, the set whose 
members are all and only the sebi that contain one member 
from each member of a. 

categorematic. In traditional logic, used of a word that 
can be a term in a categorical proposition. In contemporary 
logic, used of an~· snnbol that has independent meaning. 
An example of a categorematic word is "men." Cf. syncate
gorematic. 

categorical proposition. See proposition. 
category. A general or fundamental class of objects or 

concepts about whose members assertions can significantly 
be made which differ from those that can significanth· be 
made ahout nonmembers of this class. The two most 
famous lists of categories are those of Aristotle and 1':ant. 
Aristotle's list comprises suhstance, quantitv, qualitv, 
relation, activity, passivit~·, place, time, situation, and state. 
kant' s comprises unity, pluralit~·, and universality (catego
ries of quantit, ·); reality, negation, and limitation (cate
gcnies of qualit~·); suh,tantiality, causalitv, and reciprocity· 
(categories of relation); and possibilit\·, actuality , and ne
cessity (categories of modality) . 

Celarent. See mnemonic terms. 
Cesare. Sec m1temo11ic terms. 
choice, axiom of (multiplicatfre axiom). An axiom in set 

theorv stating that if a is a disjoint set which does not have 
the 111111 set as one of its members, then the Cartesian 
product of a is different from the null set. It can be pro,,ed 
that this axiom is equi\'alent to the well-ordering theorem. 

choice function. A function R whose domain includes 
(or, according to some authors, is identified with the set oO 
all the 11onempty subsets of a gi\·en set a and whose val 11e 
is a member of an~' such subset. 

Church's theornn. The theorem, stated and proved h~, 
Alonzo Church, that there is no decision procedure for 
determining whether or not an arbitrary well-formed for
mula of the first-order functional calculus is a theorem of 
that system. 

Ch urch's thesis. The thesis that every effectively calcu
lable function (effecti\'ely decidable predicate) is general 
recursive. 

circular reasoning. See fallacy. 
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class. (I) An aggregate. (2) In Codel-von Neumann
Bernays set theor~·, where a distinction is made between 
sds and classes, a class is a11 object that can contain mem
bers hut ca11110I lw a 11wrnher of any object. See set. 

classification. Two of the issues of co11cern to tr:1ditional 
logicians were the nature of the process of grouping incli
\'iduals into classt·s of individuals (species), th<'se classes 
into further classes, and so on (the process of classification), 
and tlw nature of the re\'erse process (the process of divi
sion)-breaking a class down into its subclasses, these into 
their s11bclasses, and so on, until tlie simplest classes are 
hrokt•n down into the individuals that are their members. 

111 tlie process of classification one begins with a group 
of indi\·iduals and arranges them into classes, called 
infimae species, none of which can he broken clown into 
species hut only into individuals. One then groups the i11-
fimae species into other clas:-.es, of which the infimae spe
cies are subclasses. (For ,lll~' species the class of which it is 
a subclass is called the proximum genus.) The grouping con
tinues until one r<'aches the class of which all tlic original 
individuals are members. This is the s1ww11w1 genus, and 
when one reaches it the proct·ss of classification is 
finished. (All the classes between the infimae species and 
the summum genus are called the suhaltem genera.) 

In the process of division one lwgins with the summum 
genus and breaks it down into its subclasses, continuing 
until 011e reaches the infimae species. Finally, these are 
broken down into the individuals that are their members. 

Several rules wt·re set up for classification and cli\·i,io11: 
(I) at each step only one principle may be used for hrt'ak
ing down the classes or grouping them together; (:?.) no 
group may be omitted at any step; (:3) no intermediate step 
may be omitted. \Vhen applied to division this last rnle i, 
known as the rule of division non facial saltum. 

A dichotomy is a form of division (or of classification) in 
which at each stagt• the genus is divided into species ac
cording to whether or not the objects possess a certain set 
of differentia<·. The two species fnrmed (proxima genera) 
are therefore nrntual)~, exclusive and jointly Pxhaustiv<'. 

closed sentence ( closed schema). A sentence (or schema) 
that has no free variables. 

closed with respect to (closed under) a relation. A set is 
closed under a relation R if and only if for all a, if aHb and 
if a is a member of the set, then h is a member of the set. 

closure of a formula. A formula fornwd by placing hefor<' 
an original formula A quantifit·rs binding all \'ariables that 
occur freely in A. A universal closur(• is the formula formed 
when on)~, universal quantifiers are used, and an existen
tial closure is the formula formed when only existential 
quantifiers an· used. 

collectfoe term. In traditional logic, a term that denotes a 
collection of objects regarded a. 1 unity. An example is 
"the Hockies ... 

combinatory logic. A branch of matlwmatical logic 
where variables are entirely eliminated, tlwir place being 
taken by certain types of functions that are 1miq11e to this 

branch of logic. 
commutativity. The property of a relation R that consists 

in the equivalence of aRb and bRa, where a and hare any 

elements of the field of R. 
comparability, law of (law of trichotomy). The principle 

i11 set theon that the cardi11alit,· of l\\'o ,ets is always t·rn11-
paral>l1•; th:;l is, for any two sd~ tL a11d /J, a is gn·ater tha11 b 
or equal to /J or less tha11 h. 

complement of a set (ner,ate of a sl'f). The set of all and 
on)~, those objects that are 110I llle11ilwrs of a given set a. 

completeness. The word "co111pld<"11ess" is used in 
\·arying senses. In th<· strong1·st sc11:-.t· (E. L. Post) ;1 logistic 
system is said to lw co111pldt-' if a11d only if for an>· well
formed formula A, either A is a tlworem of the system or 
the s~·stcm would lwcome i11co11,istt•11t upon the addition 
of A as an axiom (witho11t ,Ill} otlwr c-hanges); i11 this s(·11:-.e 
propositional c:1lc11lus, hut 1101 p11n· first-orcl<·r functional 
calculus, is complete. 111 a sc<·rn1<l, weaker sense (Kurt 
Ciidel) a logistic s~·stem is said to he complete if a11d only 
if all valid \\'t•ll-formC'd fornu,h-; arc tl1eorems of the sys
tem; i11 this sense both proposit io11al ealculus a11cl pure 
first-order fu11ctirnwl cakul11s arc· also complete. In a third, 
and still weaker, sense of cll111pld<·n('SS ( Leon I lenkin) a 
logistic s~'stem is said to lw (·rn11plete if a11d only if all 
secondarilv valid \\'Cll-fonn<'< I forn11das are theon'rns or the 
s,·stem; i,~ tl1is s<'nsc th<' p11r<' s<·cond-ordt'r ftmctional 
c~1leul11s and func-tio11al cah-11li ol higher order ar<' com

plete. 
complete set. A sd all of who,<' 111<'11iliers are s11hsds of it. 

composition, fallacy of. Sc(' fallacy. 
compreliension, axiom of. S<·e a/Jstraction, axiom of. 
computable function. Se<' 'furiug-co mputable. 
conclusion. That \\'hid1 i:-. i11f1·rn·d from the pn•mises of a 

gi\'cll arg1111wnt. 
emu rete term. 111 tr;1ditim1al logi(', a term that is the name 

of ;in i11cli\ id11al or indi\ id11ak .\11 <'Xarnplt- of such a term 
is "Socrates ... 

condition. A necessary conditio11 is ;1 circ11111stan(·e in 
wlios<' alis<'fl('l' a gin·11 <'\ 1·111 l'ould not o<·c·ur or a given 
thing could 11ot exist. A s11fficin1f coudition is a circu111-
sta11ce sucl1 that whe11ev1·r 1I 1·\i,h a giv<·n event occtlJ's or 
a given thing t->xists. A uffcs.rnry aud s11fficient condition 
for the occurrence of a !.!;J\'<•11 <·v<·11l or tlH· t·xist<-11ce of a 
given thing is tlwrd.orc a circ11111,t;111ce in wl1ose absence 
the e\·e11t crnild not occ11r OJ tlw tl1ing could 11ot exist and 
which is also s11cl1 tliat wlw11e\·<·r 1I exists tlw <·vent oc·curs 
or the tl1ing exists. 

This ter111i11olog~· i:-. so11l<'li11l<', t·xt<-n decl to the formal 
relation:-. that exist l)('tW1T11 propo,ilions. Tl111s, th<· truth of 
a proposition A is s;1id lo lw .i 11<·<·t•,s;1ry co11ditio11 for ti)(' 
truth or another proposition 13 if B i111pl ies A, :111<I tlw trnth 
of A is said to lw ,1 suffi('ienl ('011ditio11 for tlw trntl1 of H if 
A implies H. 

conditional. See implication. 
conditional proof. A proof tk1t lit'gi11s hy making certain 

assumptions, A,, A
2

, • • ·, A,.. dC'dtl<'i11g H from them, and 
then asserting on the basis of tl11, tlw trutl1 of the hypo
tlwtical proposition "if A,, tll<'11 if ;\

2
, then if ... , then ii 

A,., then B." The rule of conditimwlization is tlw rule that 
allows one to make this last -;l<·p 011 tlw basis of the 
preceding ones. 

conjunction. A binary propo,itio11al connective (&, • ), 
usually read "and," whose trnth t:1hle is such that "A and 
B" is false when A or B or both arc false and is true when 
both are trne. 

connectire. A symbol tl1at is used with one or more 



constants or form s to produce a new cons tant or form . 
Whe n the consta nts or forms are propositional ones th e 
conn ecti ve is k now n as a propositional connective (or 
sentential connective). The most common propositional 
connecti ves are negat ion, conjunction, disjunction, impli
cati on , a n d h icond iti onal. The~· arc classified as si11g11lary, 
binary, e tc., acco rd ing to the number of propositional 
constants or forms w ith which they combine. See article 
L OGIC, MODERN. 

con11otatiot1 . Sec mea ning, Frege's theory of. 
consequence. Any proposition that can he deduced from 

a g ive n set of propositions. Thus, gi\'C:>n the set of proposi
tion s {A, if A then B}, t h e proposition Bis a consequence 
of th e set , s ince it can be deduced from the members of the 
set]>~, on e appli ca t ion of modus ponens. 

consequent . T h e part of a h~vothetical proposition that 
fo ll ow s the im p lica tion sign or the "then.,, 

consequentia . The name gi\"en hy medieval logicians to 
a true h yp o th e t ical proposition. Formal consl•quentiae 
(those wh ich hol d for al l substitutions of the categorcmatic 
te rms) were d ist inguished from matcrfril consequentiae 
(those h o lding o nl ~- for particular categort'matic terms). 

consist ency. A set of propositions has consistenc~· (or is 
con siste nt ) w hen no contradiction ca11 lw dt'ri\'l·d from tlw 
joint asserti on o f the propositions in the set. A logistic 
s~·stem h as consistern .. ·~· \\'hen no contradiction can lw 
deri Yed in it. Two s:,ntactical definitions of the c011sistc11< .. ·y 
of a logistic S~'stem are Alfred Tarski\, that a sy-;t1·m is 
con sistent if no t e\'C.'f\ wel l-formed formula is a theorem, 
an d E. L Post's, that ;1 s~·..,tt'm i-; consistent if 110 well
for med formula consisting of on]~ a propositional ,·ariahle 
is a the ort'm, There is, in addition, a Sl'lllantical definition 
of eonsist<:•nc~', according to which a sl'I of propositio11s (or 

a logis t ic s~'St<'lll) is co11sist1·nt if tlwr1· is ;1 model for that 
se t of propositions (or for the sd of all the theon·111.., of the 
s~'s tern), It must not lie ,1-;s11nwd that an~ of these 
d efi ni t ions arc equi,,ah·11t; in ;m,· ca..,<· \\'here it is claimed 
th at th e~' are, a proof is required. 

consta nt . A S\'lllhol whil'h, under tlw principal interpre
tat ion , is a name for something ddinit<·, lw it a11 indi\'idt1al, 
a propert~, a relat1011, de, 

construct fre existence proof. A proof of tlw existl·m·c of a 

mathematical ol>ject ha\'ing a prnpert~ P \\'hich gin·s an 
exam ple of s11ch an oh.wet or at l1•a~t a method h~ ,,,hich 
one could find s11ch an example, 

cont ingent. Logicall~- pos-;ihlc. Sc<' logical pm;sihility. 
continuity. An ordl·rcd ch-11..,1· l'lass all of \\'ho..,<· non

empt~' subsets \\'hich han• an upper hound kl\ e a least 
u p per bound has continuit~ (or is continuous). Se1· articlt' 
Co:---n~CITY. 

continuum hypoth esis. The hypothesis, proposed b~
Ceorg Canto r, th at the carclinalit~ of the po\\'cr ..,et of a set 
\\'hose cardinalit~ is akph-null 1~

0
) i-; aleph-ont' (~ 1)

that is, that there is 110 st't \,·ho~e cardinal it~ i-; greater than 
aleph-null hut less tl1an the cardinal it~· of the po\\'er set of 
a set ,, ·hose cardinality j.., aleph-null. Tlw generalized con
tinrw m hypothes ;s is the hq)otlwsis that for tlw cardinality 
of an~· infin ite set, the next highest cardinalit~· is the cardi
nalit~' of its po\\'er set. 

contradicti on. The joint assertion of a proposition and its 
denia l. 
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contrad ict ion, la w of. See laws of thought. 
con t radictory. Two propositions are contradictory if and 

only if th ei r join t assertion would he a contradiction, "All 
men are morta l" and "Some men arc not mortal," for exam
ple, are contradictor~, propositions, Two terms are contra
dictor~' when the~' joint]~, exhaust a universe of discourse 
and are mutua l] ~, exclusi,,e. In the domain of natural num
bers other than 0, for example, "odd" and "even" arc 

contradictory terms. Sec contrary. 
contraposition. In traditional logic, a t~'IW of immediate 

inference in which from a g iven proposition another prop
osition is infnrecl which has as its subject the contradic
tory of the original predicate, (It should be noted that a 
change of quality is involved in some cases,) Partial con
traposition results in a 1H·w proposition that is the same as 
the subject of the original proposition; full con t rnposition 
results in a predicate of the new proposition that is the 
contradictor~, of the sul >ject of the original proposition, The 
process of contraposition (\\'hether partial or full) ~' ie lds an 
equivalent proposition onl~1 when the original proposition 
i, an A- or O-prnposition, when it is an E-proposition tra
ditional logicians allowed for contraposition per accidens 
(or h~, limitation)-that is, conh·aposition plus a change in 
the quantit~' of the proposition from universal to particu
lar-claiming that the proposition formed is equivalent to 
the original proposition, The process of contraposition 
~'i1·lds no equi,,alent proposition \\'hen the original propo
sition is an I-proposition, See article Loc1c, TRADITIONAL. 

contrary. Applied to two propositions that cannot both 
lw tnlt' bt1t can hoth lw false. "All men are mortal" and 
"'.\:o men art' mortal," for example, are contrar~, proposi
tions. A]-;o applied to two terms that are mutually exclu
sin·, h11t 1w1·d not IH' joint]~- exhaustive, in a universe of 
discrnirsl'. In the domain of nat11ral 1111mhers, for instanc<', 
"ll·,s than 7" and "nHHl' than 19" arc contrary terms. Sec 
contradictory. 

contrary-to-fact (counterfactual) conditional. A condi
tirn1al proposition who-;e antecedent is known to lie fals1•, 

conrerse domain of a relation ( range of a relation). For 
an~ relation R, the set of all objects a such that there exists 
an object h such that hRa, 

coni-erse of a relation (int,erse of a relation). For any 
relation R, tlw relation R* such that aR *b if and only if bRa, 

cont·ersion. In traditional logic, a tqw of immediate 
infnenc(· in \\'hich from a gi,,en proposition another prop
o:--ition is interred which has a, ih subJt'Ct the predicate of 
the original proposition and as its predicate tlw subject 
of the original proposition (the qualit~· of the proposition 
!wing retained). The process of conversion ~'ields an 
equi\'alent proposition on]~, \\'hen the original proposition 
is an E- or I-proposition; when it is an A-proposition tradi
tional logicians allowed for COl1\'t'rsion per accidens (or hy 
limitation)-that is, conversion pl11s a change in tlw quan
tity of the proposition from uni\'nsal to particular, Thus, 
tlw E-proposition ";\."o nwn are immortal" yields '";\."o 
immortal.., are men," ln,t the A-proposition "All men are 
mortal" can be con\'erted only Ji~, limitation, yielding 
"Some mortals are men," The process of conversion yields 
no equi,,alent proposition if the original proposition is an 
O-proposition. See article LOCIC, TRADITIONAL 

copula. In traditional logic, tlw term that connects the 
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-.uhject and predicate in a cat<•gorical propo~ition. It 1s 
always a form of tht' n•rb "to lw." 

corollary. A proposition that follows so obviow,lv from a 
tlworern that it wquires little or no d<>n1onstration. 

counterfactual co11ditioncd. See contrary-to-fact con
ditional. 

course-of-values induction. Au arg11nwnt from mathe
lllatical induction suC'h that in the induction step one 
prow·s that "if the property P hold~ for all nmnliers before 
a, it holds for a as well," where a is an~ numlwr. 

Darapti. Sec mnemonic terms. 
Darii. See mr..emonic terms. 
Datisi. See mnemonic terms. 
decision problem. The proldt'm of finding an algorithm 

(a decision procedure) which enables one to arrive, in a 
finite 1111111lwr of steps, at an answer to an~ qnestion he
longing to a given class of questions. For a logistic s\·stern 
in particnlar, this is the problem of finding a decision pro
cedme for determining, for any arhitrar\· well-formed 
formula of tlw sy~tem, whether or not it is a theorem of the 
system. 

A positi\·e solution to a decision problem consists of a 
proof that a decision proced11re exists. A negative solntion 
to a decision problem consists of a proof that no such pro
cedure is possible. An example of a positive solntion is th<' 
proof that the truth tables provide a decision proeedmc for 
the propositional calculus; an exampl<' of a negati\·e proof 
is Church's theorem. See articles LUCIC, '.\IODERN; SYS

TEMS, FORMAL, AND MODELS OF FOR'.\IAL SYSTEMS. 

decision procedure. Se<' decision problem. 
Dedekind finite. See finite set. 
Dedekind infinite. See finite set. 
deducible. A set of propositions is said to he ded11cilil1· 

from anotlwr set of propositions if and onlr if ther<' is a 
valid d1°ductive inference which has the latter set as its 
premises and the former -..et as its conclusion. 

deduction. A form of inference such that in a \·alid de
ductive argument the joint a~~ertion of the premises and 
the denial of the conclusion is a contradiction. 

deduction theorem. For a given logistic s~·stl'm, tlw 
nwtatheorem that ~tates that if there is a proof in the sys
tem of A +i from the assulllptions A,, A,, · · ·, A , then 
there is ai'so a proof in the s,·stem of the p~oposition,,"if A , 
then A ," frorn the ass11mptions A , • • •, A . 

11 

fl+ I fl I 

definiendum. That which is defined in a definition. 
definiens. That which, in a definition, defines the 

definiendum. 
definite descriptions, theory of. A clefinit<· di•scription is 

a description which, h>· virtue of the meanings of tlw 
words in it, can apply to only 01w object. A standard exam
ple of a definite description is "the author of Waverley." 
The theory of definite descriptions, introduced ll\ Ber
trand Russell, aims at eliminating definite descriptions. 
Unlike most other eliminative theories, Russell's does not 
attempt to offer a wa\· of explicitly defining definite de
scriptions. Instead, it shows how in any given context the 
description together with the context can be eliminated in 
such a way that the resulting linguistic expression is 
equivalent to the original one. It is for this reason that 
Russell's theory is said to offer a way of contextuall~· 
defining definite descriptions. 

If we sy1nholize the dt>fi11it1· d<·sniption as"( x)P" ("the 
11niq11e x s11ch that P," where Pis an~· well-fonrn·d expres
sion), Russell's theory can lw stated as follows (1111le~s 
otherwise indicated, it will lw supposed that the scope of 
the occurrenc<· of a definite description is the smallest well
formed part of the formula that contains that occ1nrence of 
the definite description): Let 11s symbolize the scope of the 
definite cl<,scription as Mand the whole formula as A.Mi-. 
replaced Ii~• the expression "(:ly)(z)[( Pz = z= y). M']," 
wlwre !/ and ;;:, arc the first two variables not occurring in 
A and M' is the wsult of s11bstituting y for every occurrence 
of "(7x)P" in M. The resulting formula, A', is equivalent 
to A b11t lacks the definite description that we sd out to 
eliminate. 

The motivation fin this them~· is to he fonnd in certain 
diffic11lties that arose for R11ssell's theory of meaning, the 
theor~· that the nH'anini..>; of a term is its reference. It has 
been suggested, primaril~ liy \\'. \'. (.)nine, that since sim
ilar diffic11lties can arise for names in general, this theory 
sho11ld he e:-.tended to all names. Russell, however, 
thought that there was a class of names, logically proper 
uamcs, for which these difficulties could not arise; he 
therefore fo\'ored retaining names of this class. See article 
PROPER NAME~ AND DESCRIPTIONS. 

definition. The description or explanation of the mean
ing of a word or phrase. \'arious tnws of definitions have 
been distinguished by logicians. To begin with, there is 
the distinction lwtween a lexical definition (a report of a 
meaning the word ,dread~- has) and a stipulative definition 
la proposal to assign a meaning to a word). One must also 
disting11isli, with traditional logicians, the following tech
niq11es for defining: (I) dictionary definition, giving a 
\Vorel or phrase that is ~ynonyrnous with the definien
dum; (2) oste11sivP definition, giving exmnplt's of objects 
to which the word or phrase is properly applied; and 
(3) definition per genus et differentiam, giving the genus of 
the olijects to whic-11 a word or phrasP is properly applied 
and the dilferentiae that distinguish thesf' objects from the 
other nwmhers of the genus. S1°e predicables. 

Some IH'W types of d<·finition that have been discussed 
Ii~· conternporarv logicians i1wlt1de H) definition by ab
stractio11, defining a class terrn by specifying the proper
tit's that a11 ohj(•ct n111st have in ordt'r to be a mc0 mber of 
the class, and (.5) recursive (inductive) definition, dl0 fining 
a numlwr-tlworetic function or predicate term hy giving 
the value or values of the function or predicate when O is 
the arg11111ent and then giving the \·al11e or valnes when the 
successor of auy n11111ber a is tlw argument in terms of a 
,111d the value when a is the arg11111ent (cf. rccursioe func
tion). Finally, one must distinguish (6) contextual defini
tions, which give meaning to the deliniendum only in 
particular contexts, not in isolation. 

definition, Aristotelian theory of. See predicables. 
demonstration (derfoation). A deductive proof offered 

for a given set of propositions. 
De Morgan's laws. The theowms of propositional calcu

lus that assert the material t->quivalence of "not (A or B)" 
with "not-A and not-B" and "not (A and B)" with "not-A or 
not-B." De Morgan, in his book Formal Logic, did not 
actually state these laws; he gave, instead, the corre
sponding laws for the logic of classes. It should he noted 



that some of the me<lieval logicians stated these theorem~ 
for the logic of propositions. 

denotation. See meaning, Frege's theory of. 
dense. Used of an ordered set ~uch that lietwecn any two 

elements of the set there is ,mother clement of the set. 
denumerable set. A set whose canlinalit~· is aleph-null 

(X
0

). Some authors extend "denumerable" so as to make it 
synonymous with "enumerable.·· 

derfoable. See deducible. 
derivation. See demonstration. 
derived rule of inference. A metalinguistic theorem 

asserting that under certain conditions there is a proof in 
the object language for a certain type of well-formed for
mula. The point of such theorems is that the~· enable us to 
state that certain well-formed formulas are theorems of the 
object language without having to find a proof in the object 
language for these formulas. 

descending inductiou. An argument that shows that a 
certain property holds for no numlwr hy demonstrating 
that if it held for an~· nrnnber, it must hold for a lesser 
number. 

diagonal proof. The proof, gi\'l·n b~· Georg Cantor, that 
there are infinite sets that cannot he enumerated. 

dichotomy. See classification. 
dictum de omni et nullo. The principle of s~·llogistie 

reasoning that asserts that whate\'l'r is distributive!~· pred
icate<l (whether affirmative!~· or negative!~) of an~· class 
must be predicated of an~thing belonging to that class . 

difference of sets. For ,111~· two sets a and h, the set of all 
and only those objects that are memlH'rs of a hut not of /J. 

differentia. See predicables. 
dilemma. An argument whose major premi~c is the 

conjunctive assertion of two hypothetil'al propmitions and 
whose minor premise is a disj1mctin' propmition. If the 
minor premise alternati\'el~· ,tffirms the antecedents of the 
major premise, the dilemma is said to he co11structii:e; if 
the minor premise altcrnati\·el~ denie~ tlw con~cqul'llts of 
the major premise, the dilemma is ~aid to he destructive. 
Constructi\·e dilemmas are di\·ided into simple construc
tive dilemmas (the antecedents of the major premise are 
different and the con~equcnts arc the ~ame) and complex 
constructive dilemmas (both the antecedents and the con
sequents of the major premise arc different). Destructin· 
dilemmas are di\·idecl into simple dcstructice dilt>mm,b 
(the consequents of the major premise are different and the 
antecedents are the same) and complex destructive dilem
mas (both the consequents and the ,,ntecedenh of the major 
premise are different). 

Dimaris. See muemonic terms. 
Disamis. Sec muemouic terms. 
discreteness. The prope1iy posses~ecl b~· all ordered seh 

that lack the prope1i\· of continuity. 
disjoint sets. Sets that ha\'l' no members in common. 
disjuuction, exclusfoe ( alternation). A binary proposi

tional connecti\·e, one po~~ible interpretation of "or," 
whose truth table is such that "A or B" is true if and onl~ 
if one of the two propositions is true and the other false. 

disjunction, inclusit·e. A binar~· propositional connccti\'l· 
(v), one possible interpretation of "or," \\·hose truth table i~ 
such that "A or B" is true in all cases except \\'here both A 
and B are false. 
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distributed term. In a categorical proposition the on·11r
rence of a term is distributed if and on!~· if the term as 11s<'d 
in that occurrence covers all the member~ of the class that 
it denotes. In a universal categorical proposition the s11h
ject is distributed; in a negati\'l' categorical proposition the 
predicate is distributed. 

distributivity. The relation that exists between two 
relations R and R* wlwn "aR(bR* cf' is identical with 
"(aRb)R*(aRc)." 

dfrision. See classification. 
division non facial saltum. See classificatiou. 
domain of a relation. For any relation R, the set of all 

objects a such that there exists an object b such that aRb. 
domain of individuals. For a _given interpretation of a 

given logistic system, the set of objects that is the range of 
the individual variables. 

duality. The relation that exists between two formulas 
that are the same except for the interchanging of the uni
versal with the existential quantifier, the symbol for the 
null class with that for the universal class, sum of sets with 
product of sets, and conjunction with disjunction (where 
conjunction, disjunction, and negation are taken as primi
tive, all other propositional connectives being defined in 
terms of them). The two formulas are said to be the duals 
of each other. "A and B" and "A or B," for example, are 
duals. 

dyadic relation. A two-place relation. 
effectiveness. A notion is said to be effective if there 

exists an algorithm for determining, in a finite number of 
~teps, whether or not the notion applies to any given ob
ject. For example, in a logistic system the notion of a proof 
is effecti\·e, since there is a mechanical procedure for de
tennining, in a finite number of steps, whether or not in 
that s~'stem a gi\'t:·n sequence of wcll-forme<l formulas 
constitutes a proof of another given well-formed formula. 

eleme11t. A member of a given set. 
elementary number theory. The theory of numbers inso

far as it does not invoh-e analysis. 
empty set. See null set. 
entailment. The relation that exi-,ts lwtwecn two propo

~itiom one of which is deducible from the other. 
entliymeme. A syllogism in which one of the premises or 

the conclusion is not explicit!~· stated. An example of an 
enth:,meme is the inf ere nee of "Socrates is mortal" from 
"All men are mortal," the missing premise being "Socrates 
1s a man. 

enumerable set. A set that either is finite or has a cardi
nality of aleph-null (~

0
). Cf. denumerable set. 

epagoge. In traditional logic, the process of establishing 
a general proposition by induction. 

epicl1eirema. A syllogism in which one or more of the 
premises is stated as the conclusion of an t'nthymematic 
prosdlogism. See polysyllogism. 

episyllogism. See polysyllogism. 
£-proposition. In traditional logic, a universal negative 

categorical proposition. An example is ":--Jo men are mortal." 
epsilon. In ~et theory, the name of the ~ymhol (c) for 

set-membership. 
equality. A relation that exists between two or more sets, 

equated h~· some authors with identity and b~, others with 
equivalence relation. 
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equipollent. Used of s<:>ts li<:>tween ,,·hich ther<:> exists a 
()11('-t<)-( ))IL' COITes P<)J]dt'lll'l'. 

equii-alence relation. A r<:>lation that is rdiexi\'e , -;y·mnwt
ric , a11d transitive (set' relation). ldelltity is a standard 
<:>xa111ple of an eq11ivalence relation. 

equfralent. Used of two prnpositions that are so n·lated 
that O1w is trne if and 0111~· if the other is tnw. Som<:> a11-
thors also 11se this t<:>nn, as applied to s<:>ts, s:,·nony·mously 
with "eq11ipoll<:>11t." 

equfoocation. Sec fallacy. 
eristic. Tlte art of fallacio11s but p<:>rsuasi\'c reasoning. 
essence. See predicables. 
Euler's diagrams. The repres<:>ntations, generall:,: attrib

uted to Leonhard E11l<·r, of relations an1ong classes Ii~· 
relations among circles. See article LocIC DIACHA~ts. 

excluded middle, /me of See laws of thought. 
existential generalization, rule of. The rnle of inference 

that permits one to infer from a statemellt of the form "Prop
erty P holds for an oliject a" a staknwnt of the form "There 
exists an object snch that property P holds for it." 

existential import. The commitment to the existence of 
certain olijects that is entailed by a gi\'en proposition. 

existential instantiation, rule of. Tl1e rule of inferencc 
that permits one to infer from a statement of the form 
"There exists an object such that propert:,· P holds for it" a 

statement of the form "Pmp<:>rty P holds for an ohj<·d a." 
Because this inferenc<' is not generally valid, restrictions 
ha\'e to lw placed on its use. 

existential quantifier. The symbol ( E ) or (3 ), read 
"thc·re t·xists." It is used in combination ,vith a \'ariahle 
and placed lwfore a well-formed formula, as i11 "(3a) 

("There exists an object a such that __ "). 
extension. Although oh<·n used synonyrnousl:,· with 

"denotation," this term is sometimes used to rcf<:>r to till' 
set of species that are contained ,vithin the genus denoted 
liy a gin·n term. In the first sense the extension of "men" 
is 'the set of all men; in the second sense it is tlw set of sets 
into which manki11d can he divided. 

exten\·ional. Used of an approach to a prolilem which i11 
some respect confines attention to truth-values of sen
tences rather than to their 111t•anings. Thus, a logic in 
which, for pmposes of deductive relations, trnth-values 
may be substituted for sente11ces is all extensional logic. 
Cf. intensional. 

extensionality, axiom of. An axiom in set theory stating 
that for any two sets a and /J, if for all c, c is a m e mber of a 
if and onh· if c is a member of b, then a is identical with /J. 

fallacy. An argument which seems to lie \'alid li11t really 
is not. There are many possible types of fallacy; traditional 
logicians li.1\'e discussed the following ones: (I) accentus, 
a fallacy of ambiguity, where thP :1mhiguity arises horn the 
emphasis (accent) placed on a word or phrase; (2) affirma
tion uf the consequent, an argum<:>nt from the truth of a 
hypothetical statement and the truth of the consequent 
to the truth of the antecedent; (:3) ambiguity, an argument 
in the course of which at least one term is used in different 
senses; (4j amphiboly, a fallacy of ambiguity where the 
amliiguit:,· invol\'ed is of an amphibolous natun•; (.5) argu
mentum ad baculum, an argument that resorts to the threat 
of force to ca11se the acceptance of the conclusion; (6) 
argumentwn ad lwminem, an argument that attempts to 

dispro\'e the truth of what is asserted b:,: attacking the 
asserter or attempts to prove the trnth of what is asserted 
by appealing to the oppone11t's special circumstances; (7) 

argumentum ad ignorantiam, an arg11111ent that a proposi
tion is trne because it has llot hee11 show11 to lw false, or 
vice versa; (8) argument um ad miseticurdiam, an argument 
that appeals to pit~· for the sakt· of getting a conclusion 
accepted ; (9) argumeutum ad populum, an argument that 
appeals to the beliefs of the m11ltitudc; (IO) argwnentum 
ad tierecwuliam, an argument in which an authority is 
appealed to on matters ontside liis field of authority; (11) 
begging the question (cirn,lar reasoning), an argument that 
assumes as part of the premises the conclusion that is 
s11pposed to lie pro\'ed; ( 1:2) composition, an argument in 
which OIH' assumes that a whole has a propert~· solely 
because its ,·;uious pa1ts ha\'e that property; (1.3) denial of 
the antecedent, an argument in wlrich one infers the falsity 
of tlw c011sequent from the trnth of a hypothetical propo
sition and the falsit~· of it.-. antecedent; (14) division, an 
arg11rnent in which one ass111nes tlrat \'arious parts have a 
property solel~· lwca11sc tilt' whole has that property; ( 15) 
e(fuivocation, an argument ill which an equivocal expres
sion is used in one sense in one premise and in a different 
sense in another premise or in tht• conclusion; ( 16) ignura
tio elenchi, an argument that is supposed to prove one 
proposition lmt succeeds 0111~· in proving a different one; 
( 17) illicit f)rocess, a s~·llogistic arg11ment in which a term 
is distributed in the conclusion liut not in the premises; 
( 18) many questions, a demand for a simpl<· answer to a 
complex question; ( 19) non causa f)ro caww, an argument 
to reject a proposition IH'ca11st' of the falsit~· of some other 
proposition that seems to bl' a conse4nen<-T of the first hut 
really is not , (:20) nun SC(fllitur, a11 argument in whieh the 
conclusion is not a 1wc<·ssar~· (·011sequence of the premises; 
(:21) petitio 11rindpii, see (11) hegging the question; 
(:2:2) flOSt hoc, ergo prof)ter hoc, argument from a premise of 
the form "A prccedt•d /f' to a co11cl11sion of the form "A 
caused B"; (:2:3) quaternio terminornm, an argument of the 
syllogistic form in which there occ11f four or more terms; 
(:24) scc11ndwn (fuid, a11 arg11mc11t in which a proposition is 
used as a premist' \\'itho11t atl<'ntio11 given to some obvious 
condition that wrnild affect tlw proposition's application; 
(:24) undistributed middle, as~ !logistic argument in which 
th<:> middle ten11 is not distriliut<·d in at leas;t one of the 
prC'mises. See article FALLACIES. 

Felapton. S<·e mnemonic tenns. 
Feria. Sec mnemonic term.~. 
Ferison. See mnemonic terms. 
Fesapo. See mnemonic term.\'. 
Festiuo. SE'e mnemouic terms. 
field of a relation. Th< 0 1mion of the domain and the 

l'Oll\'erse domain of a given relation. 
figure. A way of classifying categorical propositions. 

According to most traditional logicians, since figure de
pends on the position of the middle term in the premises, 
there are four possible figurcs. In the first figure the mid
dle term is the subject of the major premise and the pred
icate of the minor premise. In the second figure the mid
dle term is the predicat<• of liotl1 premises and in the third 
figure the subject of both pn·mises. In the fourth figure the 
middle term is the predicate of the major premise and the 



subject of the minor premise. Ari-.totle allowed only three 
figures and treated as being indir<:>ctly i11 the first figure 
those syllogisms that later logicians placed in the fourth. 
See article Loc;1c, TRADITIONAL. 

finitary method. The type of method to which David 
Hilbert and some of his followers restricted themsd\'(·s in 
their metamathematical research. The clearest statement of 
the restrictions was made lw Jacques Herhra11d, who in
sisted that the following conditions be met: ( l) One must 
deal only with a finite and determined number of objects 
and functions. (2.) These are to he so defined that there is a 
univocal calculation of their values. (3) One should ne\·er 
affirm the existence of an object without indicating how to 
construct it. (--1) One must never deal with the set of all the 
objects of an infinite totality. (,5) That a theorem holds for 
all of a set of objects means that for every particular object 
it is possible to repeat the general argument in question, 
which should then he treated as only a protot:,·pe of the 
resulting particular arguments. 

finite set (inductiee set). A set that either is empt:,- or is 
such that there exists a one-to-one correspondence betwt,en 
its members and the members of the set of all natural num
bers less than a specified natural number. A set which is not 
finite is said to be i11fi11ite. 

Richard Dedekind inh·oduced a different characterization 
of finite and infinite sets. A Dedekind finite set is onC' that 
has no proper subset such that there exish a one-to-one 
correspondence between the elements of the set and the 
elements of that proper subset. A Dedekind infinite set 
(or reflexive set) is one that is not Dedekind finite. It can 
be shown that Dedekind's characterization is equivalent 
to the previous one; the proof, howc\·er, invokes the a.xiom 
of choice. 

first element of a set. See bound of a set. 
first-order logic. First-order functional calculus. See 

calculus. 
formalism. The doctrine, advanced as a program h~ 

David Hilhert and his followers, that the only foundations 
necessary for mathematics are its formalization and a proof 
by finitmy methods that the s~·stem thus produced is consis
tent. See article :\lATHE;\tATICS, FOU'.'o/DATIONS OF. 

formali::..ation. The construction of a logistic s:, stem 
whose intended interpretation is such that under it the 
truths of a gi\·en body of knowledge are the interpreted the
orems of the s~·stem. 

formalized language. A logistic s~ ~tern with an interpre
tation. 

formally imply. A proposition A is said to formall:,- impl:, 
a proposition B in a given logistic s:,·stern if there is, in that 
system, a valid proof of B from A taken as a hq)othesis. 

formal system. See logistic system. 
formation rules. For a gi\·en .logistic system, the rules 

that cletennine which combinations of symbols are well
formed formulas and wh ieh are not. 

formula. For a given logistic system, any sequence of 
primiti\·e s~·mhols. 

foundation, axiom of (Axiom der fundierung, axiom of 
regularity) . . -\n axiom in set theor~· stating that ever~ non
empty set a contains a member /J \\·hich has no member 
in common with a. 

free occurrence of a cariable. For a gi\·en \·ariable a that 
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occurs in a given well-formed form11la A, an Ol'C11rrenct' of 
a in no well-formed part of A which is of the form "For 
all a, B" or of the form "There exi-.ts an a, B." 

free variable. A free variable of a formula A i~ a variable 
in A that has no hound occurrence in A. 

Fresison. See mnemonic term-S. 
function. A nun:,' -one correspondence. 
functional calculus. Sec calculus. 
future contingents, problem of. The problem, first dis

cussed by Aristotle, of whether an:,' contingent state
ment about the future has a truth-value prior to the time it 
refers to. 

Galenian figure. The fourth syllogistic figure, supposed
h- introduced lff Galen. 
· generalizatior~, rule of. The nrle of inference that allows 

one to infer from every proposition another proposition 
that is the same as the original one except that it is pre
ceded by a uni\'C~rsal q11antifier binding any variable. 

general term. A term that is predicable, in tlw same 
sense, of more than one individual. 

Gentzen's consistency proof. The proof, first given hy 
Gerhard Gentzcn in HJ:36, of the consistency of classical 
pure number theory with the unrestricted-induction postu
late. The proof emplo:,-s trnnsfinitc- induction up to the 
ordinal e

0
• 

Gent::..en system. A s:,·stem of logic characterized by the 
introduction into the object language of a new connective 
(symbolized by ->) that has properties analogous to the 
ordinary metalinguistic idea of "provable in the system." 
The rules of inference of such a s~·stem appJ~, to Seque11-
zc11-that is, to formulas of the form "A

1
, A

2
, • • ·,A,,-> B 1 , 

B
2

, • • ·, B,,,," where m and n are equal to or greater than 
0, and A

1
, A

2
, • • ·, A,,, B

1
, B

2
, • • ·, B,,, are formulas of 

ordinary logical systems. 
genus. See predicables. 
Godel-numbering. The assignment of a natural number 

to each entit:,· of a formal s~'stern. See aritlrmetization of 
syntax. 

Godel's completeness theorem. The theorem, first intro
duced by Kurt Ciidel in HJ:30, that ever:,' valid well-formed 
formula of pme first-order functional calculus is a theorem 
of that system. 

Godel's incompleteness theorems. Two theorems which 
were first proved by J..:urt C<idel in 19.31. One states that 
an:,- w-consistent systc-m adequate for elementary number 
theory is -.uch that there is a \·alicl \Veil-formed formula of 
the system not provable in the system. J. B. Hosser, in 
l!.J.36, extended this result to any consistent systt,m. The 
second theorem states that any consistent system adequate 
for elementary number theory is such that there can be no 
proof of the consistency of the system within the system. 
See article GODEL's THEOREM. 

Godel-von Neumann - Bernays set theory. The form of 
axiomatic set theory that avoids the paradoxes of set theor:,· 
by distinguishing between sets (collections that can also 
be elements of other collections) and classes (collections 
that cannot be elements of other collections) and ensuring 
that all the objects leading to paradoxes (for example, the 
universal class) are classes and not sets. 

Henkin's completeness theorem. The theorem, proved by 
Leon Henkin in l!:)..J:7, that C\'ery secondarily valid well-
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forn1ed formula of pure secornl-ordcr functional calculus is 
a tl1con•m of that s~·stcm. 

hereditary properly. Sec aucestral relation. 
llilberl program. See formalism. 
ideal mathematics. For David Hilbert, the nonfinitary 

part of mathematics, which, although necessary, was sus
JWd and tlierelorc required a consistency proof. Sel' real 
matlrematics. 

idempolency. A hi11ar~· operation is idempotent if and 
Oldy if that operation, when performed on any element 
with itself, results iu just that element. 

identically fals<. U sl·d of a well-formed formula of propo
sitional calculus whose truth-vahw is falsehood for all 
possible \'alues of its constituent well-formed formulas. 

ideuti<-ally true. Used of a well-formed formula of propo
~itional calculus whose truth-value is truth for all pmsihle 
values of its co11stituent well-formed formulas. 

identity. A relatiou that holds only lwtween an object 
and itself. 

ideutity, law of. S<·c laws of thought. 
identity of i11discernibles. Leibniz' principl<· that two 

objeds are identical if for every class, one object belongs 
to the class if and only if tlw other does. This is not to lw 
confmed with what \V. \'. <)nine has called the indiscerni
bility of ide11tirnl1>, tl1c principle that if two objects an• 
identical, they belong to the same classes. 

ijf. A co1111110l1 abbreviation for "if and only if." See 
biconditioual. 

ignnratio ele11cl1i. See fallacy. 
image. The nwmliers of the con\·ersc domain of a rela

tion that are valu<'s of the relation when its argument is a 
nl<'mlier of a set that is part of its domain. 

immediate iuference. An inference of a conclusion from 
a single premise. Traditional logiciam dis('11ssed two 
tnws: (I) O/Jpositio11 of propositions, tlw infert·IJtT, from 
the trnth or falsity of one proposition, of the truth or falsity 
of another proposition having tll<' same subject and pred
icate (such inferences in\·olve co11tradictor'r, contran, 
suhalternate, and suhcontrary propositious), a11d (2) educ
tions, the inference, from one proposition, of another 
differing from it in s1iliject or pn°dicatc or in both (these 
involve oliversion, co11vt•rsion, contraposition, and inver
sion). 

imperfect figures. The wcond and third s~·llogistic 
figures, the valid argurnents of which, according to Aris
totle, are such that their validit~ can lie k11ow11 0111~· by their 
reduction to valid syllogisms in tlw perfect first figure. 

implication (cmulitional). A binary propositional con
nective(->, :J ), usual!~, read "if-then," of which there are 
two major interpretations: (I) Material im1J/icatio11. Under 
this interpretation, "HA then B" is; trne in all cases except 
when A is true and B false. (2) Strict implicatiun. Under 
this interpretation, "If A tlwn B" is true onl~· when B is 
deducible from A. Philo11i<111 implication is the Stoic ver
sio11 of material implication, and Diodorean implication is 
the Stoic interpretation of ··if-then" according to which 
'•If A then B" is true if whenever (in the past, prc0 sent, or 
future) A is true, B is ,1lso tnre. 

implicit definition. A set of axioms implicitly define the 
undefined t<"rms in them hy , i11 effect, confining the refer
ences of these terms to the intended ones. The axioms do 

this hy stating conditions satisfiable Ii~· only one sC't of 
objects. 

The idea that a sd of axioms ca11 implicitly define the 
undefined terms in tlwm is usually credited to J. D. Cer
gonne ( 18 HJ). It was once thought that the hasic terms of 
arithmetic could he implicitly defined by the axioms 
(nanwl~, Pea•rn's post11bte:--) containing them; howe\'er, it 
is 110\\' known that this cannot be done, since Peano's 
postubt<'s admit of more than one interpretation. 

impredil·ati1 1e definition. D<'finition of an object i11 terms 
of a totalit~· of which it is a mernlier. For an example of 
impreclicative d<'finition, see ancestral relation. 

inclusion. A relation that holds between two sets when 
all the nwmhers of ont· arc nwmliers of the other. The 
relation of set-inclusion must lie distinguished from that 
of set-nH'rnbership. 

inconsistent. Used of a S<'t 1>f propositions from which, or 
a logistic systl'lll in which, a contradiction can be derived. 

indemoustrahles. The Stoics' name for the axioms of 
th<'ir propositio11al logic. 

imlepe11de11ce. An a.'\iom A of a given logistic system is 
incl<•pend<·nt (or has indt·pl'ndcnce) if and 011ly if in the 
s~·stc·m obtained liy omitting A from thl' axioms of the 
gi\'t_'n system, A is not a theorem. A rule of inference R of 
a givC'n logi-.tic syste111 is independent if and only if in the 
s~·ste111 obtairwcl liy omitting R from the rules of inference 
of the gi\·<·n systt0 m, H is 11ot a derived rule of inference. 

indirect proof (red11ctio ad ahs11rdum). An argument 
which prnvt•s a proposition A by showing that the denial of 
A, togcth<'r with accepted propositions B,, B~, · · ·, Bn, 
lead" to a contradictior1. Strictly speaking, this fails to 
[Hm·e the trnth of A, since one of the previously accepted 
premis<'s ma~ he false; the force of the argument therefore 
re~ts on using premisc•s that are far better established than 
the clc·nial of A, so that the denial of A will be reJected and 
A act·t•ptt-d. 

imlfrid11al (particular). (I) Anything considered as a 
11nit. (2) In tlw theory of typC's, any member of the lowest 
type. 

iuductio11. A111011g acceptable inferences, logicians dis
ting11ish tliost• in which the joint assertion of the premises 
and the d<'nial of the conel11sio11 is a contradiction from 
those in which that joint assertion is not a contradiction. 
Tlw fornt(•r are deductive inferences; inductive inferences 
arc to ht· found among the latter. 

\luch has lwcn written about th<' precise nature of in
ductive infererl('es, but few definite results have heen 
obtained. It is likely that thC're is a wide variet~· oft~ pt•s of 
inductive inferences. Two quite different types af<' the 
infcn_.ncc from observational data to theoretical conclu
sions and the infea•nce from the composition of a sample 
to the composition of a whole population. 

induction, mathematical. An inference of the form "() 
has the property P; if any natmal numl)('r a has the prop
erty P, then its successor has tlw property P; therefore, 
every natural number has the property P." The first step is 
called the basi1>, or the zero step, of the induction, and the 
second is called the induction step. 

inductive set. See finite set. 
inference. Derivation of a proposition (the conclusion) 

from a set of other propositions (the premises). When the 



inference is a{'ceptable the premis<>s aHord good reasons to 
assert, or render certain, the conclusion. 

infima species. See classification. 
infinite set. See finite set. 
infinity, axiom of. An axiom in set theory th,1t guarantees 

the existence of an infinit e number of individuals. This a.,
iom takes various forms, all having in common the property 
of being valid in at least one infinite domain of inc.Ii\ iduals 
while not being valid in an~· finite domain of individtwls. 

initial ordinal. An ordinal that is not equipollent with 
any smaller ordinal. 

insolubilia. The medieval name for ;mtinomies. The 
antinomies that are usually referred to by this name are 
variants of the Liar paradox. 

intension. A term sometimes used hy traditional authors 
as synonymous with "connotation." In contemporar~· logi
cal works "intension" has come to he s~·nonymous with 
"sense." See meaning, Frege's theory of. 

intensional. (1) Used of an approach which in some 
respect considers the meaning as well as the truth-value of 
a formula. A characteristic of such systems is that some 
propositions in them are referentially opaque. Sysk0 ms of 
modal logic are usually intensional systems. 

(2) Used of a proposition th,1t contains a referentially 
opaque part. Cf. extensional. 

intention, first (primary). In medieval logic, signs that 
signify things and not other signs are said to ha\ e first 
intention. See article Locac, TRADITIONAL. 

intention, second (secondary). In medieval logic, signs 
that signify other signs and not things are said to have 
second intention. See article Loc1c, THADITIO:\'AL 

interpretation. An interpretation of a set A of well
formed formulas consists of a nonempty set (the domain of 
the interpretation) and a function which assigns to each 
individual constant appearing in an~· of the nwmlwrs of A 
some fixed element in the domain, to each n-place pred
icate letter appearing in an~ of the members of A some 
ti-place rebtion in the dom,1in, and to each 11-pbce func
tion letter appearing in any memlier of A some function 
whose arguments are n-tupl es of elements of the domain 
and whose values are also elements of the domain. The 
individual variables are thought of as ranging over the 
elements of the domain, and the connectives ar<" gi\·en 
some meaning. Such an interpretation provides meaning 
for the members of A. 

The principal interpretation is the intended interpreta
tion. The secondaru interpretation:, of a set of \\'ell-formed 
formulas are all the interpretations, other than the princi
pal one, such that nnder them all the members of the set 
are true. 

intersection of sets (product of sets). The set of all the 
objects that are elements of all th~ sets al' a2 , • • •, an I sym-
bolized "al n a2 n ' • ' n a,."). 

intuitionism. The doctrine, advanced IH L. E. J. Brou
wer and his followers, whose key thesis is that a mathe
matical entity with a particular property exists onl>· if a 
constructi\e e.xistence proof can lw given for it. As a result 
the actual infinite is ruled out of mathematics, and only 
denumerably infinite seb, \·iewed as potentiall~· infinite, 
are allowed. Furthermore, the law of excluded middle is 
rejected in the sense that when infinite classes are being 
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dealt with, a disproof of a universal statement i-, not al!to-
111atically a proof of its denial-that is, an existe11tial stat<-
nient. See articl<' \1ATHEMATICS, FOUNDATIO;'\;S OF. 

intuitive set theory. The form of set them>· that is based 
on an unrestricted use of the axiom of abstraction. Tlw 
paradoxes of set theory were generated \\'ithin a -,yst('lll of 
intuitive set theory. 

int,erse of a relation. See converse of a relation. 
int,ersion. In traditional lo.~ic, a t~·pe of immediate infer

ence in \\'hich from a given proposition another propo-,i
tion is inferred whose subject is the contradictory of the 
subject of the original proposition. See article LOCIC, TRA

DITIONAL. 

iota operator. The definite description operator, 1. It is 
read: '"Th<:> unique ___ such that " 

I-proposition. In traditional logic, a particular affirmatin· 
c<1tegorical proposition. An example is "Some men are 
mortal." 

joint denial. A binary propositional connective ( ! ) 
whose truth table is such that "A joint-denial B" is true if 
,md onl>· if both A and B are false. Joint denial and the 
Sheffer stroke function are the onl~· hinan· propositional 
connectives that are adequate for the construction of all 
truth-functional connectives. 

judgment. ( 1) The atfirmi11g or denying of a proposition. 
(:2) The proposition affirmed or denied. 

Lambert's diagrmns. The representation, introduced Ii\· 
J. H. Lambert, of relations among class(•s by relations 
among straight lines. 

lau' of lo{!,ic. Any general truth of logic. 
laws of thought. Three laws of logic that were tradition

ally tre,1ted as liasic and fundamental to all thought. They 
were ( 1) the law of contradiction, that nothing can be hoth 
I' and not-P, (2) the law of excluded middle, that anything 
11111st he either P or not-I'; and (.3) the law of identity, tlwt 
if anything is P, then it is P. 

lekton. The Stoic name for the sense of a formula. 
lemma. A theorem proved in the course of, and for the 

sake of, the proof of a diffl'rent theorem. 
lei·el ( order). In the ramified them\· of types, ,1 class of 

objects that is composed of all and onl)· those objects s11ch 
that the definition of one of them reqnires no reference to a 
totality containing other members of the class. A hierarchy 
of levels is built up by hC'ginning with the class of those 
objects that cm be defined without reference to any total
ity and continuing with succeeding len_0 ls, members of 
each of which are defined in terms of totalitie~ of objects of 
the previous k·vel. 

Liar paradox. See paradox, Epimenides' paradox. 
limit. For a given sequence of numbers, the numlwr a 

such tlrnt for any arbitrarily small number b greater than 0 

there exists a number c such that for any number d larger 
than c the absolute value of the difference between the dth 
member of the sequence and a is less than b. 

limit number. An ordinal number that is not O and is 
such that if a is a member of it, then the successor of a is 
also a member of it. 

limit ordinal. See limit number. 
logic. The study of the validity of different kinds of 

inference. This term is often used s~·rnJ11ymously with 
deductive logic, the branch of logic c011cen1ed with i11ft.r-
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<'IILTS wl1osc premises l'a11not lw tr11<' witho11t th1· conclu
sion's also !icing tnr1·. The other major liranch of logil', 
inductive logic, is conn·rned with inferences whose pren1-
isl's can lw true e,·en if tl1e conclusion is false. 

logical fiction. The apparent denotation of a symbol 
tl1at really has no denotation. Formulas containing such 
-.ymhols are translatable into formulas co11tai11ing no sym
bol m symliols that even appear to have this denotation. 

logical form. It is L'ommonly said that logic is concerned 
with the form, not the matter, of a proposition or argument. 
The di-..ti11dion between form ;111d matter i~, however, 
seldom made precise; it can th<'refore hes! he ~een liy 
con-.idcratirn1 of an exa111ple: 

If it is raining, people will carry umbrella-,. 
It is raining. 

People will carry 11mbrellas. 

A11aly·sis of tlris inference shows that it is , ·alid lwcame it 
is of the lorrn "If A, then B; A. therefore, B." Tire value~ of 
tl1e variables make no diffcn·11c1· in the validity of tlll' 
argument. Formal logic i~ conccrrwd with infer elll'es, lik1· 
this one, whos<' validity depends Oil their form. 

As the example shows, the form of a proposition is 11oth
i11g more than the result of suli~tit11ting, in th<' proposition, 
free variables for the constants, whereas tlw matter uf a 
proposition is that for which tlw ,·;rriables are -.ub~tituted. 
The form of an arg111111•nt i~ the rcs11lt of s11h-.tituting, i11 all 
thl' premises and in the crn1clt1sion of the arg111uent, fr1·1· 
variables for constants. 

In some contemporary works any formula that contain-. 
one or more free ,·arialile, is called a form. 

logical implication. The relation that l1olds between two 
propositions when orn· is ded11cilil1· from tire other. 

logically necessary. S1·1· analytic. 
logical possibility (possi/Jle truth). A propositio11 that i~ 

not self-contradictory·. Some ;1utl1or~ restrict tlris term to 
propositions that are also not logic;i)ly 11eces,;rry·. 

logical truth. See analytic. 
logic diagram. A diagram used to n·presl'nt logical rela

tions. Sf'e article LOGIC DIA(;RAl\1S. 

logicism. The doctrine, advanced liy Cottloli Frege and 
Bertrand Hrrsscll, that ;1II tlw concl'pts of matlwrnatics call 
lw derived from logical concepts through explicit defini
tions and all the theorems of mathematics can he derived 
from logical axioms through purely logical dl'duction. Sec 
article MATHEl\tATICS, FOUNDATION"S OF. 

logistic metliod. The method of st11dying a subject liy 
formalizing it. 

logistic system (formal system). A system whose primi
tive basis is explicitly stated in thl' metalanguage. Sl'e 
article SYSTEMS, FORl\1AL, AND l\10DELS OF FOHl\1AL SYS

TEMS. 

Lowenlieim's theorem. See Skolem-Lowenheim the
orem. 

major premise. ln a categorical syllogism, the premise 
that contains the major l1·rm. 

major term. l11 a call'gorical syllogism, the term that is 
the predicate of the conclusion. 

many- one correspondence. A relation R such that for 
every element a of its domain there is only one member h 

of its converse domain such that aRb. ··son of" is a many
one correspondence since for every' memlwr of its domain 
(for every· son) there is onh- one member of the converse 
domain ( his father) of which it is true that the member of 
the domain is the son of the mcmlll'r of the converse do
main. 

many-t,alued logic. A system of logic in which each 
formula has more than two possible truth-values. 

map of one set into another. A one-to-one correspond
ence between two sets whose domain is the first set and 
whose converse domain is a proper subset of the second 
~et. 

map of one set onto another. :\ one-to-one correspond
enc1• between two set~ whos<' domain is the first set and 
who,e c-on,·erse domain is tlw second set. 

material implication. See implication; ;nticle Loc:ic, 
\10DERN. 

mathematical induction. Se1· induction, mathematical. 
matter of a proposition. Se1· logical form. 
meaning, Frege's theory of. According to this theory, 

propounded by· Cottlob Frege in 1892, the meaning of a 

proper name Ins two aspech, tlw sense and tlw reference. 
The rderence of a proper nanw is that which it is a name 
of. Tlrus, tire reference of "Sir Walter Scott" is Sir Walter 
Scott. Frege claimed that tlwre 11111st he, besides the ref
erence, another aspl'ct of the rnea11ing of such a name. "Sir 
\\'alter Scott" and "the a11tl1m of \\'averley" havL' the same 
refnellce, hut it \\'011ld lw most implausible to say that 
they ha\'l• the same 11wani11g. The aspPct of mca11i11g that 
distinguishe~ "Sir \Valier Sl'ott" from "tlw author of Wav
erley-'' is called tlw se11se of tl1e proper 11ame. 

It slro11ld be 1101l'd that tl1i, i-. a tlwory of the meani11g of 
proper rwmes, 110I cornnwll 11a111es. It is for (·ommon 11ames 
that Joh11 Stuart \lill first introdtrl'ed l1is distinction be
tween de11otatio11 (the obj1•ds to which tlw cornrnm1 n.1me 
is properly applied) and cor111otation (the characlC'ristic 
or set of characten~tics that det1·rmines to which objects 
the conrnwn name prop<"rly applies). Unlike· Fn°ge, Mill 
tl1011ght that tl1e 11waning of a propl'r rwnw is simply that 
which it d1·1wte-.. 

mediate inference. An i11f<0 r<·rw<· ill whi<'h tlw concl11sirn1 
follows frorn two or 1111n1· p11·111ise-.. 

memhership. Tlw relation tlwt 1·xists hctwc·en a sl'I and 
its ele11ll'11ls. The reLrtion of sd-memlwrship must hc
di~tinguished from tlw relation of set-inclusion. 

mention of a term. All ocL·11nenn' of a linguistic expres
sion in quotatio11 marks for tlw p11rpose of talking abo11t 
tlrat li11g11istic expn·ssior1. For 1·xampl<-, i11 "'Cicero' l1.1s 
si.x letters" it is not tlw or;1tor himself hut tire word rd<'r
ring to him tl1at i, !wing di-.c11ss1·1I. 

This is to be contra~ted \\'ith use of a term, the occur
rence of a linguistic <'Xpression for tire pmpose of talking 
about something other tl1a11 the expression. 

metalanguage. A language used to talk about an object 
language; a meta-metalanguage is a language used to talk 
about a metalanguage, and so forth. Derivatively, a propo
sition is said to Le i11 the metalanguage if and only if it is 
about an expression in the object language. 

metamathematic,'i (proof theory). The study of logistic 
systems. Some autl1ms restrict this term to investigations 
employing finitary methods. 



metatheorem. A theorem in a metalanguage. 
metatheory. The metamathematical investigations relat

ing to a given logi st ic s~:stem. 
method of construction . Bertrand Russell's name for the 

m e thod of introducing new t:\.'pes of numbers h~· defining 
them in terms of previously introduced numbers and the 
usual logical and set-theoretic notation. Opposed to the 
method of construction is the method of postulation, 
whereby one introduces new types of numbers as primi
tive terms with appropriate axiom-;, 

middle term. In a categorical syllogism, the term that 
occurs in both premises hut not in the conclusion. 

minor premise. In a categorical syllogism, the premise 
that contains the minor term. 

minor term. In a categorical syllogism, the term that is 
the subject of the conclusion. 

mnemonic terms. The names that the medieval logicians 
introduced for the valid s~· ll ogisms. One such term is 
"Barbara." The ke y for these mnemonics is as follows: 
The three vowels respectively indic~te the three constitu
ent propositions of the syllogism as A, E, I, or 0. For 
first-figure syllogisms the initial consonants are arbitrarilv 
the first four consonants; for the other fig11res the initial 
consonants indicate to which of the first-figure syllogisms 
the syllogism in question ma:, be reduced. Other conso
nants occurring in second-, third-, and fourth-figure mne
moni cs indicate the operation that must he performed on 
th e proposition indicated hy the prec-eding vowel in order 
to reduce the syllogism to a first-hgme syllogism. The key· 
for this is as follows: "s" indicates simple con\'l·rsion, "p" 
indicates co nv ersion per accidcns, "m" indicates metathe
sis (interchanging of the premises), "k" indicates oll\·er

sion, and "c" indicates convertio s11llogism (that is, the 
syllogism is to be reduced indirecth·). In mnemonic terms 
th e o nl y meaningless letters are "r," "t," "/," "n," and 
noninitial "b" and "d." \tore elaliorate mnemonics ha\·e 
been devised for syllogisms in which two or more of tl1e pre-
mises exhibit modal it~·. See article Loc1c. Ti 'ITIONAL. 

1\1 NE;\JONIC: TER:\IS 

\IAJ0R \1JNOR 

NAME FICURE PHE:\IISE PRE;\IISE CoNCLl'SION 

Barbara first :\ :\ ,\ 

Baroco second :\ () 0 
Bocardo third () :\ () 

Braman tip fourth ,-\ :\ I 
Camenes fourth A E E 
Canwstres ~econd :\ E E 
Celarent first E \ E 
Cesar<' ,econd E :\ E 
Darapti thml :\ :\ I 
Darii first :\ I I 
Dafoi third :\ I I 
Dimaris fourth I :\ I 
Disamis third I :\ I 
Felapton third E :\ 0 
Ferio first E l 0 
Ferison third E l 0 
Fesapo fourth E :\ 0 
Festimi second E I () 

Fresison fourth E I 0 

modality. 1 l) The characteristic of proposition-; accord
ing to which the:,· can he described as "apodictic," "asser-
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toric," or "probl ematic ... An assertoric proposition asserts 
that something is th e cas('; an apodictic proposition asserts 
that something must he the case; a problematic proposition 
asserts that something may he the case. This type of mo
dality was call ed by the medieval logicians modality sine 
dicta (de re). 

(2) The characteristic of propositions according to which 
they can be described as "necessar~·," "impossible," "pos
sib le," or "not-necessar~'-" i\leclieval logicians called this 
type modality cum dicto (de dicta). 

,nodal logic. The study of inferential relations among 
propositions which are due to their modality. \1ost logi
cians treat systems of modal logic as intensional, basing 
them upon strict implication. An alternative approach is to 
treat these systems as Pxtensional, basing them upon a 

man:v·-valued logic. See article LOCIC, MODAL. 

model. An interpretation of a given set of well-formed 
formulas according to which all the members of the set are 
true. The standard model corresponds to the principal 
interpretation, ancl a 110nsta11clard model corresponds to a 
secondary interpretation. See interpretation. 

mod1ts ponendo tollens. An inference of the form "Either 
A or B. A; therefore, not-B." This t~ pc of inference is valid 
only if "or" is interpreted as cxclusiH' disjunction. 

modus ponens. An argument of the form "If A then B; A; 
therefore, B." Some authors use the term to designate the 
rule of inference that allows arg11111ents of this form. 

modus tollendo ponens. An argument of the form "Either 
A or B; not-A; then•fore, B." 

modus to/lens. An argument of the form "If A then B. 
not-B; therefore, not-A." Some authors use the term to 
designate the rule of inference that allows arguments ot 
this form. 

mood. A way of classifying categorical syllogisn1s ac
cording to the quantity and quality of their constituent 
propositions. 

multiplicatit-e axiom. See choice, axiom of. 
name. In traditional logic, a wore! or group of words that 

can sen·e as a term in a proposition. A general name is one 
that can be significantly appli1·d to each member of a set of 
objects, a singular name is one that can he significantl~· 
applied •o only one ohject, and a collective name is one 
that can be significantl~· applied to a group of similar 
things regarded as consti.tuting a single whole. 

natural number. A memlicr of a certain snhset of the 
cardinal numbers. There are vario11s \vays of defining this 
subset so that it contains all and only the desired objects 
(namely· 0, 1, 2, 3, · · ·); the most common way is to define 
it a~ the set of all objects that belong to all sets containing 
0 and closed under the successor relation. 

nece.,;sary condition. See condition. 
necessary truth. See analytic. 
negate of a set. See complement of a set. 
negation. A singulary propositional connective (,, 

--, -), usually read "not," whose truth table is such that 
" not-A" is true if and onJ~, if A is false. 

negatit-e name. In traditional logic, a name that implies 
the absence of one or more properties or that denotes 
everything with the exception of some particular thing or 
~et of thing,. An example of <;uch a name is "non-Briton." 

non seq1tifllr. See fallacy. 
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11ormal system of domains . .\ s~ stem of domains :-.11d1 
that the axiom-. of second-ordt'r fundioual l'ak11lu:-. are 
\'alid i11 thl'm and till' nrle:-. of inferenl'l' of ~econd-ordn 
ft111ctio11al calcl!lt1s presl'r\'l' validit)' in them. 

,1111/ set ( empty set). A :-.et with rHi 11wmlwrs. 
number. See cardinal number; 11aturcd mm1ber; rational 

number; real ,111111ber; articlt, '\'ll\lBEH. 

object language. A lang11age med to talk alio11t things, 
ratlwr than alio11t other la11guagt's. Deri\·atin·l), a propo
sition i:-. :-.aid to lw i11 the object language if and only if it is 
not alio11t all) ling11istic expression. "Socrate~ was a phi
losopl1er" i-.; therefore in the oliJect lan~uage, whereas 
"'Socrates' has eight letter:-." is not. 

obt·ersion. In traditional logic, a type of immediate in
feH•nce in which from a gi\·en proposition another propo
sition is inferred whose subject is the same as the origi
nal subject, whose predicate is the contradictory of the 
original predicate, and whose qualit) is affirmati\·e if 
tl1c original proposition's qualit)· was negatin· and \"ice 
\·ersa. Obversion of a proposition yields an equi\·,tlent prop
osition when appli<·d to all four t\ pes ( .-\, E, I, and 0) of 
propo:-.itions that traditional logicians considered. Sec arti
cle L0<;1c, TRADITIONAL. 

omega. The srnalle:-.t infiuitc ordinal (denoted Ii) w), the 
ordl'1 t) pe as:-.ociatt-d with the set of all natural 1111mber-.. a-. 
ordered in their natural order. 

omega-complete. l 1sed of a s~·stcm which, if it contain-.. 
the theorems that property P holds of 0, of I, of :2, and :so 
on, contains the theorem that P hold:-. of all numlwrs. 

omega-consistent. l 1.sed of a system which, if it contains 
the theorems that property P holds of 0, of I, of :2, and so 
on, does not contain the theorem that P holds of all nu111-
hers. 

one- many correspondence. A rt•lation R such that for 
e\'ery nwmlier a of its converse domain, there is more than 
one object /J that is a member of its domain such that bRa. 
"Father of" is an example of a one-man) correspondence. 
si nee for every member of its con \·erse dornai n ( e\·eryoue 
who has a father) there is onl)· one member of ih domain 
1that person's father) such that the member of the domain 
is the father of the member of the conw·rse domain. 

011e-to-one correspondence. A relation R such that for 
e\·ery memlll'r a of its con\·erse domain, there is only one 
object b that i:-. a member of its domain such that hRa. A 
one-to-one correspondenn· is said to be order-presening 
if both its domain and its converse domain are simply or
dered and if, for all c and d that are memlwrs of its domain 
and are such that c precedes d in the ordering of the do
main, it is the case that their respective images c and fin 
the l'0nn°rSL' domain are such that e precedes f in tlw 
ordering of the converse domain. 

opeu schema. A formula contai,11ag free individual aud 
functional \·ariahles. 

open sentence. A formula containing free individual 
variables. 

operator. A symbol or combination of symbols that is 
syncategorematic under the principal interpretation of the 
logistic system it occurs in and that may be used with one 
or more variables and one or more constants or forms or 
both to produce a new constant or form. Universal and 

e:-..istential quantifiers are the most comn1or1 examplt's of 
operators. 

0-proposition. In traditional logic, a particular negative 
categorical proposition. An example is ··some men are not 
mortal." 

order. See let·el. 
ordered, partiaJ/y. A set a is partially ordered if and only 

if there is a relation R -.uch that for all h, c, and d that are 
members of a, ( 1) if l1Rc andcRd, tlw11 bRd, and (:?.) it is not 
the case that bRb. 

ordered, simply . . .\ set a is simply ordered if and only if 
there is a relation R such that a is partially ordered by R 
and for all b and c that are members of a and are not iden
tical, either bRc or cRb. 

ordered, well. A set a is well ordered if and only if there 
is a rl'lation R such that a is simph ordered by R and for 
e\·er) non empt~· subset of a, there is a first element of that 
no1wmpt~ subset. 

ordered pair. For gi\·en objects a and b, the ordered pair 
(a,b) is the pair set of which one member is the unit set 
whose onl~· member is a and the other member is the pair 
set whose members are a and b. 

order-presen,ing. See one-to-one correspondence. 
order type. The set of all sets that are ordinally similar to 

<1 gin·11 set. 
ordinally similar. Two or more sets are ordinally similar 

1f a11d only if there exists between them a one-to-one 
<irder-presen·i11g correspondence. 

ordinal number. An orckr tqw of a well-ordered set. 
pairin:?, axiom. An axiom in set theory stating that for an)' 

two objects a and h, there is a set c whose members are a 
and h onl~. 

pair set. A sd that contains exactly two members. 
paradox ( a11tinomy). A statement \vhose truth leads to a 

contradiction and the truth of whose denial leads to a con
tradiction. Since F. P. Ramsey it has been customary to 
disting11ish between logical paradoxes (often called para
doxes <~f set theory), which ca11 arise in the object language 
because they im·oh-e only the us11al logical and set
tlteordil' symbols, and semantic paradoxes, which can arise 
onl) in the metalanguage lwcause they involve semantic 
l'Oncepts. 

The most prominent logical paradoxes are the following: 
(I) R11s:,ell's paradux. Consider the set of all objects that 
are not mctnlll'rs of themsekes. I-.. that set a member of 
ihelP If it is, then it is not. If it is not, then it is. (2) Cau
tor's ]Jaradox. Consid<·r tlte sd of all sets. Is it equal to or 
greater than its power set? If it is equal, then there is a 
contradiction, since there is a proof I.hat the power set of 
an~· wt is greater than the set itself. If it is not, then there 
is a contradiction, since the power sd of any set is a set of 
sets and must therefore be a subset of the set of all sets, 
and there is a proof that tlH' suli-.et of a set cannot be 
greater than the set itself. (.3) Bnrali-Forti's paradux. Con
sider the set of all ordinals . Does it ha\·e an ordinal num
ber? If it does not, there is a contradiction, since by the 
"less than" relation it is well ordered, and there is a proof 
that all well-ordered sets have ordinal numbers. If it does, 
there is a contradiction, since it can be proved that the 
set's ordinal number must be both equal to and less than 



its image in the lllapping of the set of all ordinals onto the 
set of all ordinals less than its O\\'n ordinal. 

The most prominent of the scllla11tic paradox<'s arc tlw 
following: ( 1) Berry's paradox. Consider the expression 
"the least natural number not namahle in fewer than :2:2 
syllables." Is the number it denotes namable in fc\\'er than 
22 s>'llables? If it is, there is a contradiction, since hy 
definition it cannot be. If it is not, there is a contradiction, 
since we can produce a way of naming it in 21 s>'llahles
the way we named it in stating this paradox. (:2) Epimen
ides' paradox. Consider the sentence "This sentt·nce is not 
true." Is it true? If it is, then it is not; if it is not; then it is. 
(3) Grelling-Nelson paradox of hcterologicality. A predi
cate is heterological if the sentence ascribing the predicate 
to itself is false. Is the predicate "heterologieal" itself 
heterological? If it is, then it is not; if it is not, then it is. 
(4) Paradox of the Liar. See Epimenides' paradox (although 
the name is often used to refer to the nearly identical para
dox beginning with the sentence "This statement express
es a lie"). (5) Richard's paradox. Consider the set of all real 
numbers between O and 1 that can be charactt'rized in a 
finite number of English words. This set has onh- denum
erably many members. It can be shown, in a manner very 
-;imilar to Cantor's diagonal proof, that \\'e can specify in a 
finite number of English words a number that cannot be
long to the set. Does it belong to the set? If it dews, there is 
a contradiction, since it cannot. If it does not, there is a 
contradiction, since it can he characterized in a finite num
ber of English words, and all such n11mbers belong to the 
set. See article LOCICAL PARADOXES. 

paradoxes of material implication. These so-called 
paradoxes consist in the fact that if "if then ~~-" 
is taken in the sense of material implication, then any 
proposition of that form is true if the antecedent is false no 
matter \\·hat the consequent is or if the conseq11ent is true 
110 matter what th e antecedent is. Thus, "If Eisenho\\'t'r 
were premier of Fra11ce, then the moon \\'ould he made of 
cheese" and "If 2 + 2 = 17, then Johnson is the president 
of th~ United State-;" are both true propositions if "if-then·· 
is interpreted in the sense of material implication. Sec arti
cle LOGIC, MODERN. 

paralogism. An>· fallacious reasoning. 
particular. See individual. 
Peano's postulates. A s)·stem of fi,·e postulates from 

which one can derive the rest of arithmetic. The fivl' pos
tulates arc (I) 0 is a number; (:2) the sllL'l'c~sor of ,rn, num
ber is a number; (.3) there are 110 t\\'o numl>l'rs \\'ith the 
same success<n; ( ➔) 0 is not the s11ceess<H of all\ number; 
(5) c,·er) property of O also belonging to the -;uccessor of 
any number that has that prnpert, belongs to all numlwrs. 

per accidens. Used of a predication to the subject of one 
of its accidents. 

perfect figure. The first figti're of thl' s) llogisrn. Accord
ing to Aristotle, this is the only· figure to which the dict11111 
de omni et n11/lo is directly applicable. 

per se. Used of a predication to the subject of one of its 
essential attributes. 

petitio principii. See fallacy, ( 11) begging the question. 
polysyllogism. A series of s~·llogisrns so linked that the 

conclusion of one is a premise of another. In such a series 
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a s~·llogism is said to lw a prosyllogism ii ib com·l11-..io11 i-.. ,I 

prclllise of the s>·llogislll with wliicl1 it is com1<·ct<·d a11d au 

episyllogism if OIH' of its premises is th<' co11clusio11 of th<' 
syllogism with which it is connected. See sorites. 

possible truth. See logical possibility. 
post hoc, ergo propter hoc. See fallacy. 
postulate. Although often used S1/Ilon>·mously \\'itl1 

"axiom," this term is sometimes confined to till' basic 
propositions of a particular discipline, with the axioms 
being the basic propositions common to all disciplines (for 
example, the laws of logic). The distinction arises onl>· 
when one is L·onL·erned not merely \\'ith a formal s>·stem 
hut also with its i11terpretation. 

postulation, method of. See method of construction. 
potential infinite. The infinite regarded as a limiting con

cept, as something becoming rather than as something 
completed. 

power. See cardinality. 
pou·er set. The set of all subsets of a gi,·en set. 
power-set axiom. An axiom in set theory stating that for 

any gi\'(_'n set, its power set exists. 
pragmatics. See semantics, formal. 
predicables. A classification of things and concepts as 

predicated of subjects, first made h~· Aristotle. Ilis four 
predicables were definition, genus (in which he included 
differentia), proprium, and accident. \leclie,,al logicians, 
following Porphyry, offered a list of five predicables-spe
cies, differentia, genus, proprium, and accident-which 
was adopted b~· most traditional logicians. 

For Aristotle one defined a term by stating the essence of 
the object that it names (this statement is called the 
definition). The essence of a thing is that property which 
makes it the type of thing it is and not some othn type of 
thing. The essence has two aspects: the genus is that 
\\'hich is prcclicahle essentiall>· of other kinds of things as 
well, and the differe11tia is that ,vhich is possessed essen
tially only· by things of one type (members of one species) 
and not b~· things of any other type. Thus, in "Man is a 
rational animal" the genus is "animal," and the differentia 
is "rational. .. 

Aristotle distinguished between the essence of a thing 
and otl:cr properties which belong onl)· to tlwt type of 
thi11g hut are not part of its esse11ce; such a prnpert'.I is 
called a propri11111. The preeise manner in which he hoped 
to make this distinction is not very clear. He also recog
nized that a thing might have a propl'rt)· that it need not 
ha,·e. He called such a propert~· an accident. 

predicate. Traditionall~, the \\'Ord or group of words in a 
categorical proposition which connote the property· !wing 
attributed to the subject or denote the class whieh the 
subject is being included in or excluded from. The term is 
often extended, in ccrntemporary works, to co\'er all words 
or groups of words that connote properties or relations in 
any type of propositio11. Thus, in "All men arc mortal" the 
predicate is "morta l." 

predicate calculus. See calculus. 
predication. The attributing of a property to a subject. 
premise. A member of the set of propositions, assumed 

for the course of an argument, from which a conclusion is 
inferred. 
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primitit·e basis. The li,t of primiti\ P "ymhol"· formation 
rulP,. ,1:,.iom~. and rules of infPrPnce of a gi\'Pll logi"tic 
,y',tt'lll. 

primitit·e symbols. Thme "' mhol-, of a gi\ en lo,~isti<: 
"y,tem that art· t11l()pfined and arP not di\·ided into parh in 
the c011r,e of operating within the ~"tem. One can. follo\\'
in,g John \'on '.\eurnann, di\·ide thesp symbols into con
stanh, \ariables, conneeti\'C'S, operators, and bracketlikl' 
-;~·mhok 

priratit-e name. A name that implies tlw ab"PnCP of 
a prn1wrt~ where it has been or where onP might expect 
it to h('. 

problematic proposition. SPP modality. 
product of sets. See intersection of sets. 
proof. For a gi\·en well-fornwd formllla A in a gi\·pn 

logistic ~\ ,tern. a proof of A i" a finitP seq1Ien<:e of \\'ell
form<'d formula, tlw la"t of which i~ A. ,rnd e,1ch of \\'hich is 
eitlll'r an axiom of tlw "~·"t<"m or can l>e inferred from prc
\'iow, rnemlw,s of the "equencP according to the rulP" of 
inference of the ,~ ,tern. 

proof from hypothesis.:\ proof from a gi\ Pn ,ct of In poth
pse" A 1 • A 2 • • • ·, An in a gi\'en logi,tic -;y"tem is a ',P
quem·e of \\'Pll-formed formula" tlw la"t of \\·hich i~ the 
conc!u,ion of tht:> proof ,rnd Pach of which i-; either an 
axiom of the s~ "tem or one of A 1 • A 2 • • • •• An or a formula 
that can be infrrred from pre\'ioth formulas in the se
qllence h~· the rules of inference of thP s~·stPrn. 

proof theory. Set:' metamathematics. 
proper class . . -\n object \\'hich contain" rnemlwr-; but 

which L,rnnot itsp)f he a member of am· ohjn't. 
proper subset.:\ ,uh"ct of a gi\·en ,et that is not identical 

with tlw gi\ e11 "et. 
proposition. Tl1erP i, no uniform II,e of tlw word "prop

o"ition" amo11g logician, and philosopher<,. \Ian~ \\'riter-, 
di-,tingui-.h a propo~itio11 from ,1 -;entence; thu-;, "Socrate, 
\\'a, a philo-;opher" and "SocratPs \\',Ir Pin Phil<hoph" 
\\'Ould be two different ,entPnCP', that e\J)H"'-" the -;arnt· 
proposition. Other writer, ll'>P "sentpncp" and "propo"i
tion" interchangeably. To ,woid "ome of the associations of 
the word "propo"ition" somp contemporar~ philosopher, 
abandon the term altogether in fan1r of ""tatement." For a 
disct1",ion of "ome ot the philo"ophical contrm·n-,ies 
arising i'1 this connection, see article PROPOSITHY\S, J"l'DC,

.\IE:\TS, SE:\'TE:\CES, . .\..'\O ST.-\TE.\IE:\'TS. For presPnt pur
poses it i, a"surned that the readn ha~ a rough i<k-a of \\'hat 
the term "proposition" mean". Thi, di"cll-;sion \\'ill ac
cording)~ confinp itself to an account of the ditfnent kind-; 
of prop<hition" di"tinguished h~ logiciam. 

Propo-;ition, ma~· be classified in man~ wa~ "· To hegin 
with, one must distingui"h simple 1or atomic or elemen
tary ) propositions. propositions that do not ha\'e other 
propmition" a" constituent parts, horn compound 1or mo
lecular\ propositions. propmitions that do ha\"e other prop
ositions as con"titupnt parts. 

Amon g simple propositions the more important types; are 
ca tegor ical ( or subject- predicate) propositions, which 
affirm or den~- that something has a propert~· or is; a mem
ber of a class, and relational propositions, which affi rm or 
den~· that a relation holds between two or more objects. A 
categorical proposition i" singular \\·hen its subject is 
the name of an individual and general \\'hen its subject 

i~ tlw name of a property or cla,s, affirmati\'e \\'hen its 
predicatP i" affirmed of the sul>jPct and negatii;e when 
ih predicate is denied of the s ubject. A general categorical 
propmition is tmicersal_ when it i, talking about all the 
mPmber" of the subjPct class or all the objects that ha\·c the 
subject propert~· and particular when it is talking about o nly 
some of the members of the subject class; or some of the 
objects that ha\·e the suhjPct property. 

Among compound propositions the most important t~·pes 
are altematir,c (or disjunctire) propositions, which are of 
tlw form "A or B," conditional (or hypothetical) proposi
tiom, of the form "If A then B," conjunctive propositiom , 
of the form "A and B," and negatii; e propositiom, of the 
form ":\ot-A. .. \!any propositions that seem to be simplP 
turn out under proper anal~·sis to bP compound. Such 
propositions are known as exponible propositions. 

Kant. ,md many logicians following him, distinguished a 
class of infinite (or limitatit:e) propositions, affirmati\'e 
propositions \vith a nPgati\·e term as predicate. This dis
tinction ha~ lwPn challenged by many authors. :\ more 
\\'idch accepted addition to our cla-;sification is the in
definite proposit ion, a proposition that is equi\·ocal be
cause no indication is gi\'e n of whether it is universal or 
particular. Finalh-, modalit~· prm·idPs still another means 
of clas"if~·ing propositiom. 

propositional calculus. SPe calculus. 
propositional connective. See connectfre. 
propositional function. A functio11 whose range of \·alues 

comi"ts exclus i\·ely of truth-value". Thus , "a is the father 
of Ceorge \\'ashington" i, a propositional function , since 
for an~- argument for a, th e \·alue o f the whole unit is truth 
or fal~ehood, depending on \\'hether or not the argument is 
the name of George \\ 'ash ington's fatlwr. See article 
Lo< :1c . .\!ODEH:\. 

proprium. Set" predicables. 
prosyllogism. SeP poly.syllogism. 
protothetic. A torm of the extPncled propositional calcu

lus, fir"t introduced by Stanislaw Lesnie\vski, to which have 
bet"n added \·ariahles \\'hose ,·a lues are truth-functions and 
a notation for tlw appl ication of a function to its argument 
or arguments. and in which the quantifiers are allowed 
to ha\'c \·ariables of any kind a" operator \'ariables . In the 
higher pro totheti c, \'ariahlPs whose values are propositional 
functions of truth -function-; are ackk·d . 

proximum genus. See classification. 
quality of a proposition. The characteri-;tic that makPs a 

proposi tion affirmati\'e or negative. Kant, and logicians fol
lowing him, added a third type, infinite propositions. Sec 
proposition. 

quantification of the predicate. The prefixing of a -;ign of 
quantity, " somp" or "all," to the predicate of a proposition 
in the same wa\· as to the subject, a device introduced by 
Sir William Hamilton. The claim \\'as tha t this would make 
exp licit what was implicit in the proposition. 

quantifier. An operator of which it is true that both the 
constant or form it is used with and the constant or form 
produced are propositions or propositional forms. Thus , an 
exi.;; tential quantifier, whPn joined to a proposition or 
propositional form A, produces a new proposition or prop
ositional form "(3a)M." 

quantity of a proposition. The c haracteristic that makes 



a proposition universal or particular. Kant and others con
sidered singular propositions as being a third, distinct t~·pe 
of quantity. 

Quine's set theories. A group of set theories proposed b~· 
\V. V Quine, combining some of the features of t~-pe 
theory with some of the features of the Zermelo- Fraenkel 
and Godel-von Neumann-Bernays set theories. As in the 
set theories, the axiom of abstraction is not retained in its 
full power, and the formation rules of intuitive set theory 
are not modified; as in type theory, the notion of stratifi
cation is used, since in certain key axioms on!~· stratified 
formulas generate sets. 

range of a relation. See co11verse domain of a relation. 
range of values. The class of those things that are am

biguously named by a given variable. 
rational number. A number that can be put into the form 

alb, where a is any integer and h any natural number. 
real mathematics. For David Hilbert, that part of mathe

matics that is finitary in character, has therefore a dear and 
intuitive meaning, and poses no problem about its founda
tion except for the fact that when ideal mathematics is 
adjoined to it the possibility of inconsistency arises. See 
ideal mathematics. 

real number. Any number which can he rt"presented h~· 
an unending decimal. 

recursive function. There are various typt>s of recursiw· 
functions. In order to explain them we must first introduce 
some terminology: a constant function is a function that 
has the same value for all of its ar_guments; a successor 
function has as its \'alue for any gin·n argument the suc
cessor of that argument; an identity f1111ctio11 is a fnndion 
of n arguments whose \'alue is always the ith argument. 
All such functions arc known as Jiwdame11tal f1111ctions. 

A function of n arguments is defined Ii~ co111positio11 
when, given an~· set of pre\'iously introduced functions of 
11 arguments, the ,·alue of the new function is equal to the 
value of a pre\'iously introduced function \\'hose arguments 
in any pa1ticular case are the values of each of the members 
of the set of functions when their arguments are the argu
ments of the new!~· introduced function in that particular 
case. In symbols, where P is the ne\\· function being de
fined by composition. P(a, ,a2 ,· • ·,a

11
)= R(S

1
( a

1 
,a

2
,· • ·.a

11
), 

S2 (a 1 ,a2 ,• • ·,a
11

),· • ·,S,,,(a,,a
2

,· • ·,a
11

)), where Rand S
1

, 

S2 , • • ·, S,,, are pre\'iously introduced functions. 
A function is defined h~ recursion in the following cir

cumstances: ( 1) A \'alue is assigned to the function for the 
case ,vhere one of its arguments is O in terms of a pre,·iously 
introduced function whose arguments, except for 0, are 
in any particular case all and only the arguments of the 
new function in that particular case. In symbols, where P 
is the new function and R the pre\'iously introduced func-
tion, P(a 1 ,a 2 ,· • ·,an,())=R(a

1
,a

2
,· • ·,an), (2) A \'alue is 

gi,-en to the ne\\' function \\·hen O i~ not one of its argu
ments and when one of its arguments is the successor of 
an~· number b, in terms ofa predou~I~· introduced function 
S, whose arguments, except for the successor of b, are in 
any particular case all the arguments of the newly intro
duced function, b itself, and the value of the ne\\' function 
when its arguments are all and only the arguments already 
given for S. In s~·mhols, P(a

1
,a

2
,· • ·,an,b+l)=S(a

1
,a

2
, 

' ' ·,an,b,P(al,a2,· ' ·,an,b)). 
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Any numerical function which is a f1111damental f1111ctio11 
or can he obtained, by composition or recursion or hotlt, 
from the fnndanwntal functions hy a finite sequence of 
definitions is a primitive recursive n11111crical fu11ctio11 . A 
function P is introduced liy the least-11wnber operator if 
its value for a given set of arguments is the least number b 
such that the value of a pre,·iousl~· introduced function R, 
whose arguments in any particular case are thC' arguments 
of Pin that case and [J, is equal to O provided that there is 
such ah; if there is no such b, the function is undefined for 
those arguments. In symliols, P(a,,a2,· · ·,an)=the h·ast b 
such that R(a,,a.,,· · ·,a ,b)=O, provided that there is ab 
such that R(a,,(;

2
,· • -,~n.b)=O. Any numerical function 

which either is a fundamental function or (.'an lw obtained 
from the fundamental functions hy a finite sequence of 
definitions by composition, recursion, and the least-numher 
operator (when this operator is used in defining a general 
recursive function, it must be the case that for all a 1 , a2 , • • ·, 

a,, there is ab such that R(a
1 
,a

2
,· • ·,a

11
,b)=O) is a general 

recursive numerical function. 
recursively enumerable. Used of a set or class that is 

enumerated (allo\\'ing for repetitions) b~· a general recur
sive function. That is, there is a general recursive function 
whose converse domain has the same memlwrs as the set 
when its domain is the set of natural numbers. 

recursfre numl>er theory. The development of number 
theory, instituted by Thoralf Skolem, in which no quan
tifiers are introduced as primitive symbols, in which uni
versality is expressed by the use of free variables, and in 
which functions are introduced through definitions by 
recursion. 

recursfre set. A set that is enumerated (allowing for repe
titions) liy a general rcc11rsi,·e function and whose comple
ment is also enumerated (allowing for repetitions) by a 
general recursi\'l' function. 

reducibility, axiom of. An axiom, introduced h~· Bertrand 
Bussell and A. '.\:. Whitehead i11 Principia Mathematica, 
which says that for an~· propositional function of arbitrary 
le,·el there exists a formally equi,·alent propositional func
tion of the first le,·el. 

reductio ad absurd um. ( 1) See i11direct proof. (2) The 
method of pro\'ing a proposition b~· showing tl1at its denial 
leads to a contradiction. In thi-; sense it is often known as a 
reductio ad impossihile. 

reduction of syllogisms. The process whereby syllogisms 
in imperfect figures are expressed in the first figure. Reduc
tion is direct when the original conclusion follows from 
premises i11 the first figure derived hy conversion, ol)\'er
sion, etc., from premises in an imperfect figure, Reduction 
is indirect when a new s,·llogism is formed which estab
lishes the ,·alidity of the original conclusion by showing 
the illegitimacy of its contradictory, See article LOGIC, 

TRADITIO;\;AL. 

reference. See meaning, Frege's theory of. 
referential opacity. An occurrence of a word or sequence 

of words such that one cannot in general supplant the word 
or sequence of words with another word or sequence of 
words that refers to the same thing while preserving the 
truth-value of the containing sentence. For examp!P, al
though "9 is necessarily greater than 7'' is true, the result 
of substituting for "9" a sequence of words that refers to 
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tlte same thing, "the number of planets," is the false propo
sition "The number of planets is necessaril> greater than 
7." Therefore, in thi-. occurrence "~J" is reh--rentiall~ opaque. 

refiexit·e relation. SC-'e relation. 
reflexit-e set. See finite set. 
re{!,ularity, axiom of. See foundation, axiom of. 
relation. This term i-. not adequate!~ defined in tradi

tional logic. The failure to offer an adn111,1tc definition is 
-,ymptomatic of the lack of serious consideration, 011 the 
part of tr,1ditional logicians, of the significant differences 
bet\\'ce11 categorical ,md relational proposition-; .. .\ugustus 
De \!organ and C. S. Peirce \\'ere the fir-.t logicians 111 the 
contemporar~· period to -.tud~· the logic of relational propo
sitions. Since their time this subject has become an impor
tant part of logic. In contemporary \\'orks, particularly in 
works on set theor>·• a relation is defined as a set of ordered 
pair-.. 

A relation R i-. reflex it e if "aRa" holds for all a that 
are member'> of tht• field of R, irrefiexii;e if "aRa" holds 
for no m<·rnhers of the field of R, and ncmrefiexice if "aRa" 
holds for some but not all member-. of the field of R. For 
example, "is a member of the same farnil> as" is a reflexin_• 
relation, "is not a member of the same family as" is a11 
irreflexi\·e relation, and "Im es" is a nonreflexi\·e relation. 

. .\ relation R is symmetric if for all a and b that are mem
bers of the field of R, a Rb if and onl~ if bRa, asymmetric if 
for all a and /J that are members of the field of R, aRb if 
and onl~ if not-bRa, and nonsymmetric \\'hen "aRb" and 
"bRa" hold for some hut not all a and b that are member'> 
of the field of R. For example, "is a member of the same 
famih a-;" i-. a s>·nm1etric relation, "is a child of" i-. an 
asymmetric relation, and "is a brother of" is a nonsymnwt
ric relation. 

A relation R is transitice \\'hen for all a, b, and c that are 
members of the field of R, if aRb and bRc, then aRc, i11-
transitii;e when for all a, b, and c that are members of the 
field of R, if a Rb and bRc, then not-aRc, and no11tra11sitit;e 
when if aRb and bRc, then "aRc" hold-. for some but not 
all of the a, b, and c that are members of the field of R. For 
example, "is a descendant of" is a transiti\·e relation, "is a 
child of" is an intransitive relation, and "is not a brother 
of" is a nontransitive relation. 

The foregoing classifications are said to apply to a rela
tion in a set if the corre-.ponding properties hold for all 
members of the field of a relation that are members of the 
set. . .\ relation is comiectii;e in a set if for all distinct a and 
b that are members of the -,et, either aRb or bRa. 

The stud} of relational propositions has raised many 
philosophical issues-and has greatly inflm·m·ed discus
sions of older issues-about the nature of relations. On 
these matters, see article RELATIO'.';S, I;\;TER:-..AL A'.':D EX

TEfu,AL. 

replacement, axiom of ( axiom of substitution) . . .\n axiom 
in set theory stating that for an~ set a and any single
valued function R with a free nuiable b, there exists a set 
that contains just the members R(b), with b being a member 
of a. 

representatice of a cardinal number. A set that ha-. a 
given cardinal number as its cardinal it~. 

Richard's paradox. See paradox. 
rule of inference (transformation rule). For a gi\·en 

logistic S) stem, any rule in its metalanguage of the form 

"From well-formed formulas of the form 1-\, A
2

, • • ·, An, 
it is perm1s-.ihle to infer a \\'ell-formed formula of the 
form B." 

Russell's paradox. See paradox. 
Russell's theory of definite descriptions. See definite 

descriptions, theory of. 
Russell's t·icious-circle principle. The principle accord

ing to \\'hich impredicati\·e definitions are not allowed. 
satisfiable. A well-formed formula that is satisfiable in 

some nonempty domain of indi\ iduals. 
satisfiable in a domain . . .\ \\'ell-formed formula is sat

ishable in a gi\·en domain of individuals if and only if it 
has the \·alue truth for at least one sy-.tem of possible \'al
ues of its free \'ariables. 

Schroder-Bernstein theorem. The theorem, first conjec
tured by Georg Cantor and prm·ed by Felix Bernstein and 
Ernst Sdmidcr. \\'hich states that if a and b are sets such 
that a is equipollent with a subset of band bis equipollent 
\\'ith a s11b-,et of a, then a and bare equipollent. 

scope of a quantifier. For a gi\·en occurrence of a 
quantifier a" part of a well-formed part of a well-formed 
formula, the re-;t of that \\'ell-formed part. 

secondarily satisfiable. L1sed of a weli-formed formula 
that is satisfiable in some normal s~ stem of domains. 

secondarily t·alid. L1sed of a well-fomwd fomrnla that is 
\·alid in e\·er) normal system of domains. 

second-order logic. Second-order functional cal cu !us. 
See calculus. 

section of a set. See segment of a set. 
segm1>11t of a set (section of a set). The subset of a given 

set ordered b)· a gi\·en relation whose members are those 
members of the set that precede a given member in the 
gin--n ordering. 

selection set . . .\ set that contains one member from each 
subset of a given set. 

self-contradiction. A proposition that in effect both as
sert<; and denies -;ome other proposition. 

semantical rule. Any rule in the metalanguage that con
cerns the nH·aning of expressions in the object language. 

semantics, formal (semiotics). The study of linguistic 
s)·mhok Follo\\'i11g C. \V. \!orris, it is customary to divide 
formal S!'ll1antics into three areas: ( 1) Syntax, the study of 
the relations het\\'een symbols. The study of the ways in 
which the s~·mhol-. of a given language can he combined to 
form well-formed formulas is one part of syntax. (:2) Seman
tics, the -.tud~· of the interpretation of symbok Follow
ing\\'. \'. Quine, it is customar) to distinguish between the 
theory of refcreuce. which studies the reference or deno
tation of -,yrnhob, and the theory of meaning, which stud
ies the sense or connotation of symbols. (3) Pragmatics, the 
study of the relations between symbols, the users of sym
bols, and the em irnnment of the users. Thus, the study of 
the conditions in \\'hich a speaker 11ses a gi\'en word is part 
of pragmatics. See article SEl\lA!\'TICS. 

sense. See meaning, Frege's theory of. 
sentential calculus. See calculus. 
sentential connectice. See connectiee. 
sequence. A function \\'hose domain is a subset, not nec

essarily a proper one, of the set of natural numbers. Some 
authors extend the term to any function whose domain i~ 
ordered. 

set. 11/ An aggregate. (:2) In Codel-von Neumann-



Bernays set theory, where a distinction is made between 
sets and classes , sets are those objects that can both contain 
members and be members of some other object. 

Sheffer stroke function ( alternatfoe denial). A hinar:, 
propositional connective (I), whose truth table is such that 
"A stroke-function B" is false if and onh- if A and Bare both 
true. The Sheffer stroke function and joint denial are the 
only binary propositional connectives adequate for the 
construction of all truth-functional connectives. 

simultaneously satisfiable. A class of we! I-formed formu
las is said to be simultaneously satisfiable if there is some 
nonempty domain of individuals such that for all the free 
variables in all the formul as that are members of the class, 
there exists at least one system of values in that domain for 
which every formula in the class has the value truth. 

singular term. A term that, in the sense in which it is 
being used, is predicable of only one indi,·idual. For exam
ple, any definite description is a singular term. 

singulary counectfoe. See connective. 
Skolem-Lowenheim theorem. In HJ15, Leopold Li>wen

heim proved that if a well-formed formula is valid in an 
enumerably infinite domain, it is valid in e,·er~· nonempt,· 
domain. A corollary is th at if a \\'ell-formed formula is 
satisfiable in any nonempty domain, it is satisfiable in an 
enumerably infinite domain. In 1920, Thoralf Skolem 
generalized this corollary-and thus completed the the
orem-by proving that if a class of well-formed formulas is 
simultaneously satisfiable in am· no11empt,· domain, then it 
is simultaneously satisfiab le in an enumerahly infinite 
domain. 

Skolem's paradox. The seeming!~· paradoxical fact that 
systems in which Cantor's theorem is provable, and which 
therefore have nondenum erable sets, must, by \'irtue of the 
Skolem-Li>wenheim theorem, he satisfiable in an enumer
ably infinite domain. 

sorites. A chain of syllogisms in \\'hil'h the conclusion of 
each of the prosyllogisms is omitted. If eal'h of the conclu
sions forms the minor premise of the following episyllo
gism, the sorites is an Aristotelian sorites; if each of the 
conclusions forms the major premise of the following epi
syllogism, it is a Goclenia11 sorites. 

sound. Used of an interpretation of a logistil' s,·stern such 
that under th e interpretation all the axioms t·ither denote 
truth or always h,n·e the \'alue tnrth, and all the rnles of 
inference are truth-preser\'ing. 

species. See classification. 
square of opposition. A diagrammatic representation of 

that part of the traditional doctrine of immediate infer
ences between categorical propositions that went under 
the nam e of the opposition of propositions. See article 
LOGIC, TRADITIO:-,.'AL 

stratification. The substituti,on of numerals for \'ariables 
in a formula (the same numeral for each occurrence of a 
single ,·ariable) in such a wa> that the symbol for class
membership is flanked al\\'ays hy variables with consecu
tive ascending numerals. 

subalternation. The relation between a universal and a 
particular proposition o f the same quality. Traditionally 
this relation has been viewed in such a way that the uni
versal proposition implies the particular proposition. The 
universal proposition is called the subaltema11t; the par
ticular proposition is called the suhaltenwte. 
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.subaltern genera. S<'e classification. 
subcontrary propositions. Two propo..,itions tl1at (_·,111110! 

both he false hut may both he tnw. An~ I- and ( )-prnpm1-
tions with thC' same s11hjed and the same pH 0 dil'al<' tor111 .1 

pair of suhcontrary propositions. 
subject. ThC' word or \\'ords in a categorical propo..,itio11 

that denote the object to which a propert,· is !win!.!; attril>
uted or the class which is either included in or f'.\clt1d<·d 
from some other class. 

subset. Any set b such that all the members of h are 
members of a given set a. 

substitution, axiom of. Sec replacement, axiom of. 
substitution, rule of. A rule of inference that allows rnH· 

to infer from a given formula A another formula B that i.., 
the same as A except for certain specified changes of s>·m
bols. The various rules of substitution differ in the types of 
cha11ges tliey allow. 

successor. For a gi,·en numlwr, the number that follows 
it in the ordinary ordering of the numlwrs, In Peano's 
axiomatic h-eatment of arithmetic "succe~sor" is treated as 
a primiti,·e term. In the \'arious set-theoretic treatments of 
arithmetic it is defined different!~·. For example, "the stil'
cessor of a" is sometimes defined as the unit st:'t whose 
only member is a, 

sufficient condition. See condition. 
summum genus. See classification. 
sum of sets. See union of sets. 
sum set. For a gi,-en set o, the sd whose members are 

all and onlv those objects which are mcmlwrs of mem
bers of a. 

sum-set axiom. An axiom in set theory stating that for any 
set a, its sum set exists. 

suppo.sition. Rough!>·, the property of a term whereby it 
stands for something; tlie doctrine of supposition \\'as 
extensi,·ely de\'eloped h~· the medieval logicians. Moterial 
supposition is possessed hy those terms that stand for an 
expression, and formal supposition is possessed h~· those 
terms that stand for wlwt they signify. Among terms hm·ing 
formal supposition, those that are common terms have 
common supposition, and tho,;e that are propC'rl~ 
applicable to only one individual have discrete supposi
tion. \\'hen in a given occurrence a common term stands 
for the universal, it has simple supposition; opposed to t!ii.., 
is personal supposition, a property possessed hy a con11110n 
term in those occurrences where it stands for particular 
instances. 

syllogism. A ,-alid deductive argument lia\'ing two prem
ises and a conclusion. The term is often restricted to the 
case where both premises and the conclusion are categor
ical propositions which hm·e between them three, aud 
onl>· three, term .... ~lore careful authors distinguish this 
case b~ referring to it as a categorical s~ llogism. A hypo
thetical syllogism is one \\'hose premises and concl11sions 
are hypothetical propositions, and a disjunctit;e s~·llogism 
i~ one whose premises and conclusion arc disj11ncti\'l0 prop
ositions. All of these cases, where the three propositions are 
of the same type, are pure syllogisms. A mixed syllogism is 
one in which there occur at least two types of propositions. 

A strengthened syllogism is one in which the same con
clusion could be obtained even it we substitute for onC' of 
the premises that is a uniH.0 rsal proposition its sulialter
nate. Thus, thC' s,·llol.!;ism \\'hose pn.·mi..,e, are "All m<·11 art' 
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lllortal" a11d "All ha-..chall pla~crs are men" and \\'ho-..e 
cont_·)usion is "Sollle ha-..ehall pla~·ers are mortal" is a 
-..trengthened -..~·llogislll, sinCl' it ,,·otild haH· been 
-..ufficient to ha, e a-.. a prelllise "Son1<· ha-..eball pt1H•1,- are 
men ... :\ n·cakc11ed s~·llogi-..m i-.. one \\'hose premises imp!~ 
a 1111in·r-..al propmitio11 but \\'host• conclusion i-.. the sulial
ternate of that 11ni, ersal proposition. The ahon_. e:xample is 
also an e:xarnple uf a \\'eakenecl -..~·llogism. since the prem
i-..e-... as the~ -..tand. imp]~· ":\II baseball pla~ ers are mortal. .. 

symbol, improper. :\ -.., mbol that i-.. ..,~ 11c<1tegorematic 
under tlw principal intnpretation of the logi-..tiL· ..,, stem it 
occur-.. i11. :\n e:xample of s11d1 a -..~·mlwl is "and ... 

symbol, proper. :\ -..~ mhol that i-.. categort'matic under 
tht_. principal interpretation of the logistic -..ntem it occm-.. 

i11. :\11~ i11di, idual con..,tant is a proper s~·mllOI. 
symmetrical relation. See relation. 
syncategorematic. In traditional logic. used of a ,,·ord 

,,·hich cannot be a tt·rm in a categorical proposition and 
\\'hich must be used along \\'ith a term in order to enter 
iuto a categorical proposition. :\n e:\arnple of thi-.. i-.. "all." 
In contemporar~- logic the term refer-.. to ,m,· -..~·mhol that 
has no independent meanin12; and acquires its meaning 
on!~ ,,·hen joined to other -..~·mbols. Cf. categorematic. 

syntactical niriable. :\ , arialJle ranginl.!: m·er the names 
of s~ mbol-.. and formulas. 

syntax. See semantics,formal. 
synthetic. L'-..ed of a propmition that i-.. neither anah tic 

nor self-c<>11tradictor~. 
systematic ambiguity (typical ambiguity).:\ com·ention. 

introduced IJ\· Bertr,md Hu-..-..ell a11d :\. '\. \\'hitelwad. 
\\'hereh~- one does not -..pecif~ the t~ pe or ordL,r to ,,-hich 
the , arialih·-.. 111 a formula belong_ thu-.. allo\\'ing ont' for
nrnla to represent an infinitt• number of forn111la-... ua11wh 
all tho-..e formula-.. tliat ,ne e:\actl~ like it t':\cept for the fact 
that their ,·,niables are assi12;ned order.., and t~ pes in -..uch a 
manner that the formula formed is ,, ell-formed acl'(Hding 
to the formation mies of the ramified theor~ of t, pe-... 

tautology . . \ compound prnpo-..ition that i-.. trne no matter 
,,·hat truth-,·,dues are .issi12;11ed to its c011-..tit11e11t propo-..i
tion-... Thus. "A or not-A" is a tautolog~-. since if "A" is true. 
then the ,,-hole proposition i-.. true. and if "A" is false. then 
"not-A" i-.. true. and therefore the \\'hole propo-..ition i-.. still 
true. See article Loc1c, \!ODER:\. 

term. Traditional\~, the -..ubject or predicate in a catl-'
gorical propo-..ition. Some author-.. e:xtend the ,,·ord "term" 
to t_·o,·cr all occurrence-.. of categorematic ,,·ords or e:xpres
sions \\'hich. although not propositions h~· them-..eh-es. are 
parts of a proposition. 

tertium 11011 datur. The la,,· of e:xcluded middle. ~we 
lau:s of thought. 

theorem. \11, ,,·ell-formed fon111d.1 of a 12;i,·en lol!i-..tic 
s~ stem for ,,·hich there is a proof in the s~·-..tem. 

theorem schema . . \ representation of an infinite number 
of theorem-.. h~- means of an e:xpression that contains ..,, n
tactil'al ,·ariables and ha-.. \\'ell-formed formula-.. a-.. ,·alue-... 
E,·er~ ,·alue of the e:xpres-..ion is to be taken as a theorem. 

theory of types. The theor~. introduced b~- Bertrand 
Russell and A. \;. \\'hitehead in Principia .\lathemat1ca, 
\\'hich a\"liicb the paradoxes of set theory IH· moclih ing the 
formation mies of intuiti\'e set tlwor~. In the simple theory 
of types the on!~· modification i-.. that e,·er~· ,·ariable is 

assigned a numlwr that signifies its tqw. and formulas of 
the form "a i-; a member of I/' arc \\'ell-formed if and on!~ 
if a's tq)(:'-number is one less than h's. In ramified type 
theory each ,·ariable is also assigned to a particular level, 
and certain rules are introduced about the le,·els of varia
bles; these rules are such as to exclude classes defined b~· 
impredicatiYe definitions. See article TYPES, THEORY OF. 

tilde. The name of the s~ mbol for negation (-). 
token. :\ specified utterance of a gi,·en linguistic e:xpres

-..ion or a \\'ritten occurrence of it. An e:xpression-type, on 
the other hand, is an entit~- abstracted from all actual and 
potential occurrences of a linguistic e:xpression. In "John 
lm·es Jolm." for e:xample, there are three ,,·orcl-tokens hut 
on\~ t\\'CJ ,,ord-t, pes. 

transfinite cardinal'> . . \II t_·ardinal numbers equal to or 
12:reater than aleph-null I X

0
). 

transfinite induction . . \ proof h~- course-of-,·alues induc
tion \\'here the numbers in\"lih-ed are the ordiual numbers. 
This t~ pe of proof is important heca11se it can be used to 
-..ho\\' that a propert~· holds not on}~, for the finite ordinals 
li11t for the tran~finite ordinals a-.. ,,·ell. 

transfinite ordinal. The order-type of an infinite well
orderell -..et. 

transfinite recursion. A definition of a function by recur
-..ion in such a ,,·a~ that a \·,due is assigned not only \\'hen 
the ,ug11mcnt i-; a finite ordinal Lut also \\'hen it is a 
tran-..finite ordinal. 

tram,formation rule. See rule of inference. 
transitice relation. See relation. 
transposition. A rult' of inference that permits one to 

infn frolll the truth of "A implies B" the truth of "'.'\ot-B 
implie-.. not-A," <md cou,·er..,eh. 

trichotomy, lau· of. Set• comparability, law of. 
truth-Junction . . \ function \\'ho-..e arguments and values 

,m_. truth-, al,w-.. .. \ compound proposition is -..aid to be a 
truth-functional proposition if the connectiH" that is ad
joined to tlw constituent propositions to form the com
pound proposition has a truth-function associated with it. 
In such a case. since the only ar_guments of the function are 
truth-q1hws. the truth-,·aluc of the compound proposition 
depend-.. 011!~ 011 the truth-,·,tlues of its com,tituent propo-..i
tions. Sel' article LOGIC. \!ODER-..:. 

truth table. :\ table that shows the truth-value of a com
pound proposition for e,·er~ pos-..ihlc combination of the 
truth-, alue-.. of its t_·oustitue11t proposition-... 

truth-ralue. One of t\\'O abstract entities, truth and fal~e
liood. postulated in Fregeau -..1·mantics to ser\'e as the 
reference of true and false sentences. In many-valued 
logic-.. other truth-,·alues are introduced. 

Turing-computable. l'-..ed of a function whose \'alue for 
,n1, gi,·en argument a Turing machine can compute. The 
notion of Turing comp11tabilit\·, due to A. \I. Turing, is 
often introduced as a wa~· of making precise the notion of 
an effectiH'l~- computable function. 

Turing machine. A machine that is capable of being in 
an~- one of a finite number of internal states at any particu
lar time. The machine is supplied ,,·ith a linear tape d ivid
ed into squares on ,,·hich s~·mbols /from a fixed finite al
phabet) may or ma~· not be printed. It scans one, and only 
one, square at any given time and can erase a symbol from 
the scanned square and print some other symbol on it. The 



machine's behavior (in terms of chanl-':inl-': what is on the 
scanned square, changing its internal state, and mm·inl-': the 
tape so as to scan a differen t square) is governed IP,' a table 
of instructions that dete rmines what the machine is to do, 
given any configuration (a combination of the state the 
machine is in and the symbol on the scanned square) of 
the machine . 

type. (l) See token. (2) In the theory of types, a class of 
objects all of whose members are such that they can be 
members of the same object. The lowest type is composed 
of all individuals, th e next type of all sets of individuals, 
and each succeeding type of sets whose members are 
objects of th e immediately preceding type. 

typical ambiguity. See systematic ambiguity. 
union of sets (sum of sets). The set whose members 

are all and only those objects that are members of at least 
one of two or more sets. 

unit set. A set with only one member. 
universal generalization, rule of. The rule of infer

ence that p e rmits one to infer from a formula of the 
form "Property P holds for an object a" a formula of the form 
"Property P holds for all objects .. , Because this inference 
is not generally valid, restrictions have to he placed on 
its use. 

universal instantiation, rule of. The rule of inference that 
permits one to infer from a statement of the form "Property 
P holds for all objects" a statement of the form "Prop
erty P holds for an object a." 

universal quantifier. The s:,mbol ( ) or (V ), read "for 
al I. " It is used in combination with a \'ariablc ancl placed 
before a well-formed formula , as in "(a) ___ .. ("For all a, __ "). 

universal set. A set such that there is no object a that i~ 
not a member of the set. 

universe of discourse. Those objects witlr which a dis
cussion is concerned. 

univocal. A lin)..';uistic expression i~ uni\'l>cal if and onh· 
if it is neither ambiguous nor equivocal. 

use of a term. See mention of a term. 
valid formula. A well-formed formula that is \·ali<l in 

every nonempty domain. A well-formed formula i-; said to 
be valid for a gi\·en domain of individuals if it is true for all 
possible values of its free variables. 

valid inference. An inference the joint as~ertion of 
whose premises and th e denial of \\'hose conclusion i~ a 
contradiction. 

value. A member of the range of values of a gi\·en varia
ble. 

L1alue of a function. That member of the com·erse do
main of a function with which a gi\·en arl-':ument is paired 
under the function. 

rnriable. A symbol that und~r the principal interpreta
tion is not the name of any particular thing but is rather the 
ambiguous name of any one of a class of things. 

Venn diagram. A modification, first introduced by John 
Venn, of Euler's diagrams. The key differences between 
Euler's diagrams and Venn's diagrams stem from the fact 
that Venn, and many other logicians, wanted to deny the 
traditional assumption that propositions of the form "All P 
are Q" or ":\'o Pare Q" imply the existence of any P's. For 
details , see article LOGIC DIAGRAMS. 
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vicious-circle principle. See Russell's i-icious-circle 
principle. 

well-formed formulas. Those fornrnl:1s of a _gi\'('11 lo)..';i~tic 
system of \\'hi ch it can sensihh- he a~ked whether or 11ot 
the>· are theorems of the s>·skm. In an~' particular '-'·st!'m, 
rules are given that define the class of well-formed forn111-
las and e1wh le one to determine med1ani calh wlwther or 
not a g iven s trinl-': of symbols is a well-formed formula of 
the system. 

well-ordering th eorem. The theorem stating that for an\· 
se t there is a relation that well-orders it. See choice, axiom 
of. 

wff. A common alihre\·iation for "well-formed formula ... 
Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory. That form of axiomatic set 

theor)· that avoids the paradoxes of set the1H\' b\· dropping 
the axiom of abstraction and suhstit11ting for it a sd of 
axioms about set-existence. 

BORl'CH A. BRODY 

LOGIC AND THE FOUNDATIONS OF MATHE
MATICS. The hasie concepts of logic, as it is understood 
at the present time, are explained in LOCIC, MODERN; the 
main ideas of what is usually termed "traditional logic" are 
discussed in LO<:IC, TRADITIONAL. A very detailed account 
of main developments of logic will he found in Locac, HIS
TORY OF. Brief explanations of many of the terms common I)· 
used h)· lo)..';icians will be found in LOGICAL TER:\IS, 
CLOSSARY OF. The Enc\'cloped ia also features the following 
articles dealing with questions in logic and the foundations 
of mathematics: ANY Al\iD ALL; ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL 
LANCUACES; CO:\IPUTINC :\IACIII;-.;ES; CONTl'.',;UITY; CON
TINUUM PROBLEJ\1; CRAI<;'s THEOREM; DECISION THE
ORY; DEFI!\.'ITION; EXISTENCE; FALLACIES; CEOI\IETRY; 
CODEL's TI-IEOHEM; IDENTITY; IF; INFINITY IN MATHE
:\IATICS AND LOCIC; LAWS OF THOUGHT; Lo<;IC, COMBINA
TOR\'; LOCIC, DEONTIC; LOGIC, :\IANY-VALUED; LOCIC, 
:\IODAL; LOCICAL PARADOXES; LOGIC DIACHAJ\·1S; LOGIC 
l\lACHINES; \1ATIIEJ\IATICS, FOUNDATIONS OF; NECATION; 
l\'Ul\1BER; Ql'ESTIO:\'S; RECURSIVE FUNCTION THEORY; 
SEJ\IANTICS; SET THEORY; SUBJECT AND PREDICATE; 
SY'.\:O'.\'Y:\IITY; SY'.\'TACTICAL AND SEMANTICAL CATE
CORIES; SYSTEMS, FORMAL, AND MODELS OF FORMAL SYS
TE]\1S; TYPES, THEORY OF; and VAGUENESS. See Logic and 
see :\1athematics, Foundations of, in Index for articles 
on thinkers who have made contributions in this area. 

LOGIC DIAGRAMS are geometrical figures that are in 
some respect isomorphic with the structure of statements 
in a formal logic and therefore can be manipulated to solve 
problems in that logic. They are useful teaching devices 
for strengthening a student's intuitive )-';rasp of logical 
structure, they can be used for checking results obtained 
by algebraic methods, and they provide elegant demon
strations of the close relation of logic to topology and set 
theory. 

Leonhard Euler, the Swiss mathematician, was the first 
to make systematic use of a logic diagram. Circles had 
earlier been employed, by Leibniz and others, to diagram 
syllog isms, but it was Euler who, in 1761, first explained in 
detail how circles could be manipulated for such purposes. 
Euler's contemporary Johann Heinrich Lambert, the 
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( ;en nan mathemati{_'ia11, in his .\e11es Orgawm ( I 7h-~) lls<'d 
straight lines, i11 a 111a1rnt·r silllilar to Euler's 11se of circles, 
for cliagra111i11g syllogisms. 

Venn diagrams. The E11l1·r and I ,a111lwrt methods, as 
w1·ll as latt-r variants 11si11g squares a11cl othl'r types of 
{_'losed cnrves, art' no long<'r in 11s1• lw{_'a11se of the gn•at 
i1npro\·1·11w11t 011 their hasi{_' <·0J1(_'cption which was intro
dnl'l·d by the I•:11glish logician John \'c1111. The \'enn 
diagram is lwst <·xplained h) showing how it is nwcl to 
validate a ... yllogism. The syllogism's three krills, S, ,\/, a11d 
/', arc n·1>rese11ted by si111ple {_'los1·d {_'llrn·s-nwst C01l\'<'Jl
ie11tl) drawn as t'irdcs-that mutually intnst·ct, as in 
1-'ig1m· I. Tlw -.;!'I of poinh i11.,id1· l'irci<· S rqm·s1·nh all 
n1<·111lwr., of da-.;., S, and poinh onhid1· ,ll"<' 11H·1nlwr-, of 
class not-S-and si111ilarly for the other two circll's. Shad
i11g a t·ompart111<·11t indicates that it has 110 me11ilwrs. :\11 X 
i11sid<' a co111partment shows that it {_'Ontains at l1•ast one 
11w1nber. :\11 X on the border of two co111part111cnts means 
that at lea.,, 01w of the two t·o111partme11h has 111<·mlwrs. 

Consid<'r tlH· following sylloe:isrn: 
Som<' S is ,\/. 
All ,\/ is /'. 
Then·fore, so111<· S is P. 

Tlw fir.,! pn·111i.,1· ... tat<•<, that the i11t1·r'-<'l'lion of s<·h S and 
.\I is not t>lllpty. This is indicated by an X on the border 
di\'iding th<· two {_'Olllpartnwnts within tlw overlap of 
cirl'les Sand.\/ (Fic:11n· 2). Tlw second pn·mis1· stall's that 
the set indi<'ated by that portion of circle .\/ which lies 
outside of/' is t·111pty. \\'hen this an-a is shaded (Figure .1) 
the Y nrnst lie shifted to the only wmaining {_'Ompartnwnt 
into which it can go. B1·c.111s1· the X is nm\· inside both S 
a11d P, it i:-- c·\·ident that \OIIH' S is /'; tlwrdore, tlw s\ llo
gis111 is \,tlid. 
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Figure 4 

VENN DIAGRAM FOR FOUR TERMS 

Rectangular charts. Statements involving a large• num
ber of terms are best diagrarned on a rectangle divided into 
smaller rectangles that are labeled in such a way that the 
{_'hart t·a11 be manipulated efficiently as a \'enn diagram. 
\!any different methods of constructing such charts were 
worked out in the late 11ineteenth and early twentieth 
c<'11ttmes, each with merits a11d defects. The first to he 
p11hlish1·d was that of Allan \larq11and in 18k I. Figure .5 
shows a \larq11a11d chart for four terms. Ah•xander ivlacfar
lane preferred a narrow strip, which he called a "logical 
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VENN DIAGRAM APPLIED TO A SYLLOGISM 

\'e1111 did not restrict this method to syllogisms. I le 
generalized it to take t'arc of a11y probl1·111 in the calc1il11s of 
t'lasscs, then the most popular interprctatio11 of what is 
llO\V {_'ailed Boolea11 algebra. For statements with four 
terllls he us<'d four i11tersecti11g ellipses, as show11 i11 Fig
urt• .J. Sinn' it is not possihlP for fivp t•llipst•s to i11tersect in 
the desired rnan11cr, statements with fi\'e or more terms 
must he diagramed 011 more {_'ompli{_'ated patterns. \'arious 
methods of for11Ji11g non{_'onvex closed curves for \'c•11n 
diagrams of statcrncnts with more tha11 four terms have 
lwe11 dcvisc•d. 

s1)('dn11n," s11bdi, i<h·d a11d lalicled as in Figure 6. Later, in 
".-\daptatirn1 of the \ll-tlmd of tlw Loc:ical Spt·drnm to 
Boolt·'s Problem" (in l'roceedings of the American Asso
ciation for the Advance111<'nt of Science, \'ol. 3~), -!W)O, 
.57 f. ), \lacfarlanc used his chart for sol\'ing a complicated 
problem i11 C:eorge Boole's L<11cs of Thought (18.5.J). 

Other types of rectangular charts were devised hy Wil
liam J. Newlin, William E. Hocking, and Lewis Carroll. 
Carroll introduced his chart in a hook for children, The 
Game of Logic (London and New York, 1886). Instead of 
shadi11c: crn11partn1ents, he proposed marking them with 
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MARQUAND CHART FOR FOUR TERMS 

counters of two colors, one for classes known to have mem
bers, the other for null classes. 

An elaborate diagrammatic method designed to cover all 
types of logic, including modal logil'S, was devised in 1sq7 
by the American philosopher Charles Peirce and later 
discussed in several brief, obscurely written paJk'rs. Al
though Peirce considered these "existential graphs," as he 
called them, his greatest contribution to logic, they 
aroused little interest among later logicians and haw• yet to 
be fully explicated and evaluated. 

Diagrams for the propositional calculus. In tlw early 
twentieth century the class interpretation of Boolean al_ge
bra was supplemented hy a more useful interpretation in 
which classes are replaced by propositions that are either 
true or false and related to one another by logical l'onnec
tives. The Venn diagrams, as well as their chart extensions, 
work just as efficiently for the propositional calculus as for 
the class calculus, hut cultural lag has prevented this fact 
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MACFARLANE CHART FOR FOUR TERMS 

from entering most logic textbooks. For example, the class 
statement "All apples are red" is equivalent to the propo
sitional statement "If x is an apple, then x is red." The 
same Venn diagram is therefore used for hoth statements 
(Figure 7). Similarly, the class statement "No A is B" is 
equivalent to the propositional statement "Not hoth A and 
B," symbolized in modern logic by the Sheffer stroke. Both 
statements are diagramed as in Figure S. 

A major defect of the Venn system is that it is difficult to 
distinguish the shading of one statement from the shading 
of another, so that one loses track of individual premises. 
This is hest remedied by diagraming each statement on a 
separate sheet of transparent paper and superposing all 
sheets on the san1e basil' diagram. Such a method using 
cellophane sheets shaded with different colors and super
posed on a rectangular diagram was recently devised by 
Karl Oiihmann, of Berlin. 

A network method for solving problems in the proposi
tional calculus, designed to keep statements separate and 
to bring out visually the nature of the logical connectives, 
is gi,·en in \lartin Cardner's Lugic Machines and Dia
grams ( 19.SS), Chapter 3. Each term is represented by two 
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HOW VENN CIRCLES DIAGRAM THE PROPOSITIONAL CALCULUS 
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,·ertical lines, 011e for "trut0
," the other for "false." :\ con

rwdin.> i:-, symbolized by "shuttles" that con11ect truth
,·,due line:-- in the manrrer indicated by the "true" lines of a 
truth table for that L'onrwcti\'e. Figure \J :-,hows the di,1gram 
for implication. 

:\ B ~B 

.-\::JH 

Figure 9 

A NETWORK DIAG RA M OF IMPLICATION 

:\. "Boole table," devised by \\'alter E. Stuerman, :1bo 
keeps individual statements separate and can be u:-,ed for 
graphing any type of Boolean algebra. It combines feature:-, 
of \ladarlane\ chart \\'itlt Lanilwrt's linear nwthod. John F. 
Randolph ha-; de,·eloped a -;imple nwtlwd of handling ,t 

\larquand diagram by sketching nested cross marks and 
usirrg dots to indicate nonempty compartments. 

Although the \'enn circle:-, and their ,·arious chart exten
siorn, carr obviously he gi,·en three-dimensional form:-,, no 
three-dimensional technique:-, for diagraming Boolean 
algebra ha,·e been found useful because of the extreme 
difficulty of manipulatirrg solid diagrams. In this connec
tion, howen_•r, mention should he made of a curious cubi
cal chart. d<·,·i..,cd Ii~ C. Ho\\'ard Hintorr in HJ0-1. that i:-, 
con:-,tnrcted \\'ith h-1 :--mailer culw:-, and u..,ed for identifying 
,·alid ..,~ llogi..,m:-,. 

Boolean algebra is now known to be a special type of 
lattice, which in turn is a certain type of partially ordered 
set. :\. lattice tlia!..(rnm for a Boolean ali.~ebra of two terms i:-, 
easily drawn, and althou12:h of little use in problem soh-ing, 
it displays graphically many features of the proposrtional 
calcuius. 

In the logic of relations a large \'ariety of useful diagrams 
have beerr \\'idely used. The tree graph, for example, 
\\'hich goes back to anci<,nt Creece, i~ an efficient way to 
indicate a familiar type of relation. Examples include the 
tree of Porphyry, found in medie\'al and Renaissance log
ics, the later tree diagram:-, of Peter Ramus, diagram~ show
ing the e,·olution of organisms, family tree graphs, and 
graphs of stochas tic processes in probability theory. The 
topological diagrams in Kurt Le\\'in's Principles ofTopolog-

ical Psychology ( IU:36), as \\' ell as mod e rn " soc iograms ," 
t ral!sport net\\'orks, and so on. may be call ed logic dia
grams if "logic" i:-, taken in a broad :-,en:-,e. H o\\'e, ·er, such 
diagrams are now stud ied in th e hra11ch of math e ma tics 
called graph theory and nre not generally cons ide re d logic 
diagrams. In a wide se n se any geom etrica l figu re is a logic 
diagram si nce it expresses logical re la tion s between its 
parts. 

Areas for exploration. :\ I I diagra m s fo r Boolean alge
bras \\'ork most effil' ien tl~ \\'hen the sta te m ents to be dia
grarned are :simple binary rela t ions. Compound statc
menb with parenthet ica l express ion s a re a wkward to 
handle unless the statem e nt s are firs t tran sla te d into sim
pler expressions. Attempts ha\'e been made to e xte nd th e 
\'enn diagrams and other types of Boolean gra ph s to ta ke 
cnre of parenthetical sta tement s d irectly , but in all cases 
the diagrams become too com plex to be u seful. Pe rhaps 
simpler methods wil l he fou nd b ~- \\'hi ch traditi o na l cli a
grarn:-, can be made to accommodate pare nthe ti cal e xpre:-
sions. 

Little progrl':--S ha-; been rn,1de in de\'elopi ng good dia
grammatic method:-- for mi n imizing ,1 complex logica l 
statement-that is, fo r red ucini,.! it to a simpl e r but e quiva
lent form. Se\'eral cha rt method s fo r minimizing ha ve bee n 
worked out. The closes t to a d iagra mma tic technique is the 
Karnaugh map, fi rst expla ined by t\lauri ce Karnaugh in 
J lJ.5:3. The map i~ hased o n a n ea rlier diagra m calle d the 
\·eitch chart, in turn based on a t\larquand chart. 

\\'ork on better met hods of minimizing is still in p rog
ress. T h e work has importan t p rac tical con sequences b e
cause electrica l ne two rks can be t ra nslated into Bool ean 
algebra and the express io n minimize d a nd th e n translated 
hack into network d esign to e ffect a simplifi cation of cir
cuitry. It is possible th a t a by- p roduct o f new minimizing 
methods may be a d iagram matic me th od supe rior to a ny 
yet found. 

:\nother field open to ex plorat ion is th e d ev isin g o f 
efficient ways to diagram logics not of th e Bool ean type, 
notably modal logics a rr d th e various many-va lu e d logics . 
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\lARTIN GARDNER 

LOGICISM. See \lATHE.'\IATICS, F0UNDATIO;\'S OF. 

LOGIC MACHINES. Because logic underlies all de
ductive reasoning, one might say that all computers are 
logic machines. In a wider sense, any mechanical de\'ice is 
a logic machine (for example, an egg beater spins clock
wise "if and onl~· if" its crank turns clock\\'ise). Ce11eralh·, 
however, the term is restricted to machines designed pri
marily or exclusively for solving problems in formal logic. 
Although a digital computer, or even a punch-card data
processing machine, can he programmed to handle many 
types of logic-, it is not considered a logic machine in the 
strict sense. 

The rotating circles of Ham<'rn Lull, thirteenth-century 
Spanish mystic, cannot be called logic machines e\·en 
though they were used as reasoning aids. The first true 
logic machine was a small device called a "demonstrator," 
invented by Charles Stanhope, third Earl Stanhope, an 
eighteenth-century English ,statesman. By sliding two 
panels (one of gray wood, the other of transparent red 
glass) behind a reda11gular opening, he could test the 
validity of traditional syllogisms, as well as syllogisms with 
such quantified terms as "\lost of a" and "S of 10 of a." 
Stanhope also used his device for solving elementary 
problems in what he called the logic of probability. 

Jevons' machine. The first logic machine capable of 
solving a complicated problem faster than a man could 
solve it without the aid of a machine was the "logical pi-
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ano" invented hy the nineteenth-century ('co11omi~t a11d 
logician \\'illiam Stanley Jevons. The machine \\'a.., l)llilt 
for him hy a clock1uaker at Salford in l,'..;(--iq and fir..,t tl<-111-

onstrated by Jevons in rn,o at a meeting of the Hoyal So
ciety of London. The device (now m\·ned hy the Oxford 
\luseum of the History of Science) resembles a miniat11re 
upright piano, about three feet high, with a keyboard of 21 
keys. On the face of the piano are openings through which 
one can see the 16 possible combinations of four term.., and 
their negatives. A statement in logic is fed to the machin(' 
hy pressing keys according to certain rules. Internal levers 
and pulleys eliminate from the machine's face all combi
nations of terms inconsistent with the :-.tatement. \\'hen all 
desired statements have thus been fed to the machine the 
face is inspected to determine what term combinations, if 
any, are consistent with the statements. 

Jevons believed that this machine, designed to handle 
Boolean algebra, provided a convincing demonstration of 
the superiority of George Boole's logic over the traditional 
logic of Aristotle and the Schoolmen. John \'enn's system 
of diagrarning follows essentially the same procedure as 
Jevons' machine. In both cases the procediire gives what 
are today called the valid lines of a truth table for the com
bined statements under consideration. i\:either the \'enn 
diagrams nor Jevons' machine is capable of reducing these 
lines to a more compact form. This criticism of the ma
chine was stressed by the English philosopher F. H Brad
ley in his Principles of Logic (ISS.'3). 

Other mechanical devices. Jevons' logical piano was 
greatly simplified by Allan ~larquand, who built his first 
model in IS,<.; I, when he was teaching logic at Princeton 
l 1niversity. Like Jevons', ~larquand's machine is limited to 
four terms, but the 16 possible combinations are exhibited 
on its face h\· 16 pointers, each with a valid and an invalid 
position, arranged in a pattern that corresponds to ~lar
quand's chart for four terms het· Loc1c DIACRAMS, Fig
ure .5). The number of ke\·s i~ reduced to 10, and the devic<' 
is about a third the height of Jevons' machine. Both ~lar
quand and Jevons interpreted Boolean algebra primarily in 
class terms, but their machines operate just as efficiently 
with the propositional calculus. 

A third machine of the Jevons type was invented in FJIO 
by Charles P. R. ~lacaulay, an Englishman livin.g in Chi
cago. It is a compact, ingenious boxlike device with inte
rior rods operated by tilting the box a certain way while 
pins on the side are pressed to put statements into the 
machine. Consistent combinations of four terms and their 
negatives appear in windows on top of the box. 

/, curious contrivance for evaluating the 2,56 combina
tions of syllogistic premises and conclusions was con
structed in HJ0.3 by Annibale Pastore, a philosopher at the 
l 1niversity of Genoa. It consists of three \\'heels, repre
senting a syllogism's three terms, joined to one another by 
an arrangement of endless belts appropriate to the syllo
gism being tested. If the syllogism is valid, all three 
wheels turn when one is cranked. 

Grid cards. Logic grid cards are cards that can he su
perposed so that valid deductions from logical premises 
are seen through openings on the cards. A set of syllogism 
grid cards invented b~- the Englishman Henry Cunyng
hame, a contemporary of Jevo11s, was deoicted by J ey-
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()))', i11 Chapt1·r 11 or St11clies ill ned11ctirl' Logic (Londo11, 
l,'-;8--1). ·\ diffcw11tl~ d<'sig11ed wt is sl10\\'11 in \larti11 Card
Jl('r'-., "Logic \la1·l1i1w-." (in Scinztific A.111erica11, \'ol. ISn, 
\larch W5:2, hS- 7:3) .. .\ 111orc elaliorak :sd, i11dicating the 
11atllre of the fallac). \\ hen a syllogism is invalid, can he 
found i11 < ;anliwr's Logic .\lachi,ws a11d Diugru111s (:"\e\\' 
) ork, I (J,'5S) and Hie hard Lampkin 's T<'sti11g for Trnth 
1 Bllffalo, :\ Y , I lJh:2) Trianglllar-shaped ).(rid l'ards, for 
binary relations in t!te propositional cak1illls, are de
-.nihed in ( ;,1rd11er\ hook and in 11 \I ( :llndy and :\ P 
Holl<>tt\ .\latl1c11wtical .\Ioc/cls (2d ed., Oxford, l\JhL see 
pp. :2.")h-:2.'51-,) ( ;,mliwr de"nibed a -.,irnple wa~ to make 
p1111d1 card-., that can lw -.;ort<>d in sllch a 111arn1l'r as to :soh-e 
logic prolil1·111-., i11 "\latlwlllatic,tl (;,1111e-.," 1i11 Scie11tific 
:\111crirn11, \'ol. :20:3, D1•(·1·111l)('r l\J60, lhO- HiS). 

Electrical machines. \larquaml sketched an electrical 
circ11it Ii~ whiclt his machint' could be 01wrated, but the 
l'ledrical \'er:sion \\'a-. probably nevl'r ])llilt. Benjamin 
Bmack. a p-.ychologi:st at Hoo-.,e\ elt Coll(·)..(e, Chical..(o, wa:s 
tlw fir-.,t ad11all~ to con:strnd an electrical logie machine, in 
I (J:3/i. 11 is de,·ice tested all :syllog:isms, including hypothet
il'al and disjt111(·ti\'1° forms. Si11ce t!ten many different kinds 
of electrical syllogism 111achines hav1· been eonstruded. 

111 l'l 10, in a revi1'\\' in a Hu-..sian jo11rnal, l'aul Elnenfest 
poi11ted rn1t tl1at hecau-..e a \\'ire eitlwr l'anies a current or 
does not, it \\'011ld lw po:ssihle to tra11-..lat1· ('t•rtain types of 
-.witd1i11g circuits into Boolean ale:elira. \\'ork along sueh 
!ill<''- was done liy the H11ssia11 phy:sicist \' I Se-..takov ill 
I 'J:3.~ -1 'H.'3, !lilt his re:-11lts \\'en· 11ot published nntil I lJ--11. 
Silllilar \ iew-.; ,,·,·re -.d forth i11depende11tly ill HJ:3ri, in ,1 

J,1pa1w-.e jottrllal, Ii~ .-\kira :\aka-.,ill1a a11d \lasao I Ltnza\\ a. 
It wa-. ti)(' 111atl1l'tllati<·ia11 ( :L111de E. S!ta1111on, ho\\'t•\·er, 
who i111pre:s~ed the e11)..(i11eering world with the irnporta11ce 
ol thi-. iso111orphislll b:, his indcpende11t work, first pub
lislwd in I \J:3,<..;. 

Sha1111011's p,tper i11spin·d \\'illiam B11rkhart and Theo
dore .-\ Kalin, then unden,:raclt1ate-.. at Ilan·,nd L ni\·ersity, 
to desi\.!n the \\'orld's first 1·l1·c·triC'al mal'hine for c\·,d11ating 
,tatt·llH·nts in the propositional calculus. The Kalin
Bmkhart 1nachine wa-. l)l1ilt in HJ--17. Statements with 
a:- man~ a:- 1:2 terms are fed into it by setting ~witches. The 
n1achi11e sl'an:s a trnth table for the combined statements, 
and a ~et of 12 slllall bulbs indicate:- the combination of 
tnw and false krills for each trnth-tahle rmv as it is 
~ca1111ed. If the l'o111bi11ation is co11sistent with the state
lllellts, this is indicated by another lrnlh. The ma(_'hine i" 
tl1n:s a11 electrical , ersion of Je,·ons' devin_• hut handle-.; 
111or1· con1plex ~tatements and presents valid truth-table 
row:- i11 -..erial tillle ~eque11t_·e rather than simultaneously. 

A tlne1°-ll'r111 C'ledrical machine was built in Eng;land in 
I ~J-rn without k11owledge of the Kalin - Burkhart machine. 
:\ch·,1rn·1·, ill -.;witcl1ing compml('nts made pos:sible more 
-.opl1i-.tic1tt-d lo\,!ic 111achinl':s ill tl1e L1 nited State-. and 
elsewlwn· dt1ri11)..( the early I lJ50s. Of special interest is a 
ten-tenn ll1achi1w l>llilt at the Burroug;hs Research Center 
in l'aoli, l'e11llsyh·,111ia, using the parenthesis-free notation 
of Jan Lukasi1·wicz. 

Digital computers. \\'!tile the :special mat·hines were 
being developed it became apparent that statements in 
Boolean algebra could Pasily he translated into a binary 
notation and analyzed 011 a:ty general-purpose digital eom-

p11ter. :\s digital eomputers became more available, a:- well 
as faster and more flexible, interest in th1· design of spe
cial-purpose logic machines waned. Sine(• llJ.5.5 almost all 
machine-aided investigations in logic ha\'(_• been conducted 
\\'ith digital computers. In HJ60, Ilao \\'ang described 
how he used an I B,\l 70--1 computer to test the first :2:20 
theorems of the propositional calculus in Pri11cipia Mathc-
111atira. The 111a(_'hi11e's total running time was under three 
minutes. 

The silllilarity between switehing (_'ircuits and the nets of 
nerve t·ells in the brain suggests that the brain may think 
by a process that could he duplicated by computers. ~lud1 
work is being done in programming computers to search 
for proofs of logie theorems in a manner similar to the 
heuristic reasoning of a logician-that is, by an uncertain 
strategy ('Ompounded of trial and error, logical reasoning, 
analogies with re111e111hered experient·e, and sheer luek. 
The work is closely related to all types of learning ma
chines. Such work may prove useful in exploring logics for 
whi(_'h there is no decision pro(_'edure-or no known deci
:sio11 pro(·ed11re-l)l)t no special mad1i11es ha\'e yet been 
bnilt for sueh a purpose. \\'ork is also uuder way on the 
more difficult problem of desig;ning a machine, or program
ming a digital computer, to find new, nontrivial, ,md inter
e:sting theorems in a given logie. 

Attempts have been made to desig;n machines capable of 
reducing a statement in Boolean algebra to simpler form. A 
primitive minimizing machi11e was constructed by Daniel 
Bobrow, a :\ew York City high school student, in rn.5:2. At 
about the same tinw, Shannon and Edward F ~loore built 
a relay cir('uit allalyzer that makes a systematic attempt to 
simplify ciffuits, a problem closely related to the logit_· 
minimizing problem. 

;\;o special machines are known to have been constructed 
for handling m,my-\·alued log;ics, hut many papers have 
been p11blished explaining; how such rnaehines (_'ould he 
built, a-. well as how digital eomputers could he pro
gramnwd to handle such logics. Kurt C1idel's undecidabil
ity proof has ruled out the possibility of an ultimate logie 
n1ad1ine capable of following a systematic procedure for 
testing any theorem in any possible logil', hnt whether the 
human brain i-, capable of doing any kind of creative work 
that a machine cannot suc<.:essfully imitate is still an open, 
1rn1d1 debated question. 
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\IARTI:'\ CARD:",;ER 

LOGISTIC SYSTEM. See Loc1c, ~IODERN; SYSTE~IS. 
FORMAL, AND ~10DELS OF FORMAL SYSTEMS. 

LOGOS. The Greek noun logos, derived from the root 
found in the ,·erh /ego, "I say," in the classical period 
cO\·ered a \\'ide range of meanings expressed hy q11ite 
difft'rent words in most modern languages. Thus u:ord, 
speech, argument, explanation, doctrine, esteem, numeri
cal computation, measure, proportion, plea, principle, and 
reason (whether human or di\'ine)-all represent standard 
meanings of the one Greek word. Earlier attempts to trace 
a logical progression of meanings in the history of the word 
are now generally ackno,vledged to lack any secure foun
dation, and e\'en to try to trace out the history of a single 
"logos doctrine" in Greek philosophy is to run the risk of 
searching for a simple pattern \\'hen the truth was much 
more complex. But the extreme importance of the "logos 
doctrines" of different thinkers is clear, and there certain]>· 
were relationships bet\\'een the ways in which successive 
thinkers used the term. 

The logos doctrine of Heraclitus wa\ as famous as it wa~ 
obscure. Fairly certainly, he nsed the term both for his 
own distincti\'e doctrine and for that which his doctrine 
was attempting to describe, namely, the rational gO\·ern
ing principle of the uni,·erse. The -;tatus of this gO\·erning 
principle for Heraclitus is in doubt, but he may ha,·e re
garded it as a material force identical ,,·ith or akin to fire, 
gi,·ing rational order to the uni,·erse, \\'hich it "steers" hy 
its O\\'n divine po\\'er, If this i~ corrt'ct, then the term "log
os" for Heraclitus combined at least three ideas ,,·hich \\'e 
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tend to separate: 011r human thought alio11t the 1111inT~<·, 
the rational strnctme of the universe ihelf, all(] th<' \Oill"l'<' 
of that rational !-.tructure. Ilt'raclit11~· logm a~ \OIIrc<· of 
rationalitv in the universe was an immanent principle, a11d 
while it ~as itself a sort of intelli,genlT, it doe~ not ~ee111 to 
have been regarded as either con~ciotI\ or intelligent, i11 
the ~ense of itself indulging in the activit>· of thinkin,g. A 
furthl'r step ,vas taken by Anaxagoras through hi~ doctrine 
of a principle of intelligence in the unin'r~c that \\·as not 
mixed with all other things and so wa~ not completeh 
immanent, hut he called this principle "nous" and not 
"logos." 

The Sophists used tl1e term "logos" hoth for arguments 
and for \\'hat arguments were ahout, so that "right reason" 
(orthos logos) tended to he used both of a correct argument 
or theor,· and of the rational structure or principle whicl1 
the argument or theory was about, but it was used of par
ticl!lar cases rather than of any universal single principle. 

In Plato the Forms, as completely rational elements, 
were the sources of such approaches to rational it,· a~ might 
he found in the phenomenal world and were also the ob
jects of all true rational thinking, hut they did not tlwm
seh-e!-. think. The Platonic unin·rse was itself organized on 
rational principles, hut this organization wa~ produced h:v 
an entity called :'\ous and not Logos, and Aristotle also 
used the term "nous" in connection with hi~ own doctrine 
of the unmm·ed mo,·er, an entity to ,,·hich he did not hesi
tate to assign the acti,·ity of thinking. The identification of 
Logos and Nous was perhaps first made in the pseudo
Platonic Epinomis 98hc-1, although Plato had treated the 
two terms as meaning ,·ery nearly the same thing in his ac
count of the human soul in the Republic. 

It was in the system of Stoic thought that a doctrine of 
Logos achieved its greatest extension. For the Stoics, Log
os was the principle of all rationalit>· in the unin°rse, and 
as such it \\'as identified with God and with the source of 
all acti,·ity. It was material but eould interpenetrate other 
matter, like a drop of ,,·ine diffused through the whole sea. 
It had various deri,·atives, which are better regarded as 
aspects of itst'lf than ~eparate entities. As active principle 
it \\'as logos spermatikos, or seminal reason, which worked 
on passi,·e matter to generate the \\'orld, a11d in plural 
form, as seminal reasons, it functioned as the uni,·ersals 
which Plato and Aristotle had attempted to account for Ii> 
their respective doctrines of transcendent and imma,wnt 
Forms, In man it was the power of reason in his so11l, "res
ident" in him, anti also, when spoken, it became "uttered" 
reason. For the Stoics the principle of morality was "living 
in accordance with nature," and as the nature of man was 
to be rational and indeed nature as a whole was the ration
al µroduct of Logos, living according to naturt' could be 
equated with living according to Logos. Logo~ was thus 
the source of law and morality, and in this connection the 
Sophistic doctrine of orthos logos acquired a nt'\\' role in 
Stoic ethics. 

In the ;\ew Testament the opening words of St. John's 
Gospel h.l\·e gi,·en rise to a notablt' and far-ranging contro
versy. The doctrine of the Word, or Logos, at the begin
ning of all things seemed to many, including St. Augustine 
( Confessions \'11.13), to ha,·e direct affinities ,,·ith l lt'racli
tus, \\'ith Plato, and with the doctrines of the Stoics. The 
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1<lt-11tdi( .it1011 ol C :hrl',t "1tl1 th<' Logo, both of St. John a11d 
of tlw \toil', \\ .i, grt'ath t'Ld)()ratcd Ii~ e.irl~ Chri,ti,u1 
.ipolog1,h, ,111d lll,111\ detail, ot Stoit tl1011ght \\'('rt' gi, t·11 ,L 

CIH!',t1,lll ,dt111g in ti!{' pron·"· \II <·arlivr ma11ifr,t,:tio11-., 
of I ,ogo,, for t'\,Llllple. 111 thi11kl'r, -.,11ch ,h '.-,ol'r,rtt·~. \\ erl' 

,l<Tt·pkd ,h t·\ idt•flc<' th,Lt th<' p<•r-.,011' crnrn·nwd \\'t'rt' 
( :lrrr,tr,m, l)('lor<' ( :lrn,t. \l1111wi11' Fdi\ (ktcnius \. IO 1 

1d<·11trfi<·d c ;od tll(' Lttll('r \\'1tl1 ~01". c :od ti!{' \011 ,, ith 

I .ogo,. ,111d tlw I !oh ( :ho,t \\ itl1 P11t·11ma. I m'f't',L,im.d~. ,L.., 

111 Origt•11. ti!(' St'cond Pt·r,011 of th<' Trinit~ ,,·a-; ,1,l>ordi-

11,ttl'd to Cod the Father. ,111d in .-\riani~lll the Logo:- C{',h<'cl 
to IH' t·q11,Lkd ,, ith ( ;()(I, ,111ce it-.. f1mct1011 of co,mrl· <Tt'a

tion ,, ,t:s wg,Lrdl'd a:- i11l'o11,i,te11t ,,·ith tll{' IWl't',..,ar, 1rn-

11111t,d1ilit~ of tlw d<'it~. 
Birt i11 tll(' crnn,<· of tlw prv,l'nt n·11ti1r, thl'rl' h.i, lwe11 

i11cn·a,ing d1'('Il"Hlll of 11011-Crel'h ,011n·1·, !or th<' logo, 

doctrirl(' of '.-,t. Joi 111 .. -\ dol'tri11e of tlH' \\ on! ol Cod ,Lppt·ar, 
in the ( )Id Tt·-.,t,1111('ll t i11 ,1"ol'i,Ltio11 ,,·ith tll(' I ll'l>rl'\\' \\ on! 

cidhhilr, ,, hid1 i, n•guL1rl~ tra11,lated I>~ logos in tll{' '.-,q>

t11a1.?:i11t. ,md th<' \\'on! of ( ;ocl on m·l'.1,io11 1111dt·rl.!<H'' l'On· 
,iderablc per,011ifi{'.ttio11. \lort'm (•r. i11 thl' . .\ramarc para
pln,L,t·,. k110,,·11 a:- till' J'.1rg11111', the krill 11l<'mrti. 111<•,u1i11g 
"\\'onl of ( ;ml." take, or1 lll,lll~ of ti!(' fi111dio11, of ( ;()() 

hi111"·IL ,dtho111.?:h ,omt· ,11pp<>..,l' tl11, i, 11H·n·l~ ,l de, icv to 
.1,oid naming tlw deit~. In th<' "\\'i-.,dom" literat1m· it•.g., 

\\'isdom of Solomon \'JJ.2.') ff. 1 \\'i~dom lll·gin, to t.Lke 011 
tll{' ,t,p('d ol ,L lit'i11g 111tenrwd1,Lte het,,·t·t•If Cod ,md nun. 

a11d thi, al-.,o 111,t~ lra\'l' i11flt1<'IW<'d the _I oh,urnirll' doctrirw. 
I I ( ;r<Th i1dl1H·11n·, \\'l'J'e ,d,o ,Lt\\ ork. tl1t·,t· ,,·01rld n•1p1irl' 

,011H· ,1wd111111 ol tr.111,1111"io11 to tht' Co,pd JH'rirnl. ,llld 

thi, Ira, often !)('('fl fo11nd i11 Philo J ml.w11, alirnrt .30 B.C. 

to :\.D. -1.') 1• The krill ''logo," occ11r, n·pc·<1tedl~ in hi~ 

,·olt1111111011' \\Titinl.!,, ,md it co, l'rs ,L ,,·id<' r,LIH~t· of llll',lll· 
ing,. Birt ,orndime,, it i, clear, he u~t·d it for ct co,rnologi

cal principle e4uatt'd ,,·ith tlw imagt' or ,,ork of Cod li11t 
di,tinct from ( ;od l1i111-.,<·lf and ,o i11tl'nr1edi,Lte l)('t\\ <'l'll 

Cod and th<' \\'oriel. \\'hile tll{' dirl'ct infl11c11{'{ of Philo 

upon '.-,t, Jol111 :Sl'l'l11" unlikt·l~. he n·pr<·,enh ,L ki11d of 
litt-rat1ne. no,, larl.!d~ lo,t, -.,onw ol ,, hie!, 111,1~ ,,·ell lw 
co11rn·cted ,,·ith the 01w11i111.! ,,·ord, of the ( ;o-.,pel. 

Ploti1111-., · logo, dodrirn· -.,ee111-., to ha\'C." 1)('<'11 ,L.., folio\\,. 
J11,t .1:-- the ultirn.ik Ont' producl'd ~rn,, .rnd ~011-., pro· 
dt1l'1·d So11l ,md fi11,dl~ thl' ordl'rL·d matt'rial uni, l'f'W, ,o 

from tlH· fir:--t Logo, a, creati, <' J)O\\'l'r thl·rc· flm, ed a ,('f'il·-., 

of ,uhordinatc logoi reprnenting the pm,Tr, of cH•,Ltion ,Lt 

,11liordi11,Lte ll', t·l:s. i11cludinl.! thl' Stoic :st'111i11al logoi. 

The prolilc111:s concL·rning th<' srnnn':s of ordt'r and ra
tio11,d1t~ i11 the 1111i, l'r,l' cli,l'11:s,ed 11ml<'r the ll('ad1111.! 

"logm" i11 a11tiq11it~ are ,tliicling problem-.,, hut tht'ir :std>..,t'· 

qtf('llt cli,c11"i<rn, h,1, l' !wen co11d11cted ,,·ithrn,t tlw thl' ol 

the term. T,,·o t'H'<•ption:s .trt' the di-.,cu:s:sio11:s of l'l rtai11 
Platoni,h and ~eoplatoni:sh during the Henai-.,-.,,m<.-e and 

the tl'nmnologit,, 11-,ed in mon· rt'C't'llt timl'-; b~ Hu:s:serl 
and Ct'11tile. 
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LOISY, ALFRED JS.'57-1!-)-lOl, Frt'ncl, Biblical t'xegt+ 
i,t. ,, ,h the lw-.,t-kno,, 11 and mo:st contrm·t'rsial represent

.iti, <· of tll(' \I()(lcrni,t mm t·11H·nt in France at the c11d of 

thl' 11i1wtce11tl1 ,llld beginning of the twt'11tit'th cent11ries. 

I 11, ,cliolarl~ im e~tigation led hi111 to the kind of ckstruc

ti, <· critici,m of tht' Cospel narr.ttiH·s and Chri:stian clog-
111a, {'arri{'d 011 earlier h~ such scholar~ as D. F. Stra11ss and 

Errw,t Ifrnan, ,,·hme kcturc:s at the I 11stitut Catholique 

Loi,~ attl'ndt'd from ISS2 to lSS.'). Lois~\ long career, 

from hi-., t'11tr~· i11to the prie:sthood in 187D to short!~· lwfore 
hi, dl',Ltl,. ,,·,L, 01 w of 11111ch co11 tro,·t'rs~ and progrt'ss i,·t' 

t·,tra11gl'1nc-11t from 1wr-,011al religio11. 

Loi-.,~ ,, a, horn at :\mliriert', \iarnt', and clied at 

C:dfond-,, ILurte \l<tflll'. Ile became professor of Ilebrt'\\ 
in I:-,\ 1. and of I Io!~ Sniptnre in lSS~J. at the l11stit11t Catho
liq11{'. I ,01,~ \ \ it',, . .., 011 the cl.Ltc of the hook of Prm t'rh-., 

-.,0011 aro11:st'd 111i:s1.?:i,·i11gs, a11d ht' \\'as ,,·arnt'd that co11ti1111-
,Ltio11 of :--11('!1 1111<nthodoxy ,,·01dd place him in danger of 
official ct•11,11n·. 

Loi-,~·, ,1q><:rior . .\bl.!r. cl'Ilul:st, ,,·a-, an t'nlighterwd man 

,llld 11ot i11toll'ra11t of the \\'ork of the modt·n1 critical 

~d1ool. but a-, hl'ad of the lmtit11t Catholique ht' \\'as in a 
rt',JH>11,iblc and cliflic1rlt pmition. The !wad of tlw College 
of '.-,t. Sulpice had forl>iddl·n his students to attend the 

lwtt'rodo\ Lois~·, lt•dmn, and \\'hen in 189:2 Lois~· ~tarted 

hi, o,, n peri()(lic,d, L'E11scig11emc11t hihliquc, for tht' in
-.,trnctio11 of ,·01111g pril':sh, cl'Ilulst ft'lt obliged to urge 

l'a11tio11. !11 f.'-,lJ:2, -.,0011 after Henan's death, cl'J-Iulst himsdf 

\\ rote an article 011 Ik11a11 i11 Le Currcspcmdant. \\'ithout 
comlo11i11g He11,11,·.., lirt'ak ,,·itli C:atholicis111, d'Ilubt 

11pheld Iii:- {'Olllplaint, in Smnc11irs cf'c11Ja11cc ct de jeu-
11cs.\1'. tli.1t the in:stn1ctio11 gi\'l'll at such St'minaries as St. 
'.-,11lpil'<' ,, .1:-- 011t of toud1 \\'ith modern scholarship and tlw 

mmlern \\'orld .. \ fmther article b~· d'H11bt, ai111t'd at pro-
111oti111.?: tolt·ram·e of tlw l1l0f{' searcl1i111.! kind of Biblical 
niti{'i:sm, ga\'l' offe11~<· in orthodox quartt'rs, and d'I 1111st 

felt obliged to clear hi:- imt!t11tt' of an~ suspicion of unor
tl}()doxy. Tlwrdore, \\'hen Loisy c011ti1111ecl to cleclart' Iris 

critical indt'pt'11clence of dogma and re\'elation, and to 

pre~ent a lri:storical Jes11s apart from tlw C:hri:st of faith, ht' 

\\'a, fon.·t'd to resign his l'hair in lk!-:13. 
. .\-.; a reply to moclt'rnist t'\egcsis, the popt' i~sut'd the 

t'm·~·clical Proride11tissi11111s Deus (~ovt'm11t'r 18, 1893), 
<lt'll\ i111.! that error is compatihlt' with cli\'ine authorship. 
Loi~y ,nott' to Leo XIII, proft's~ing submission to the 

t'ncyclical\ demand that tlw truth of the Bihlt' should not 



he questioned. His insincerity ('all he inferred, however, 
for his activities remained unchanged. In fact, on receiving 
a reply in a mollified to11c that invited him to devot<· him
self to less contentious studies, Loisy openly expressed his 
impatience. 

Loisy criticized the Protestant scholar Harnack's \Vese11 
des Christentums (Leipzig, U:JOO) in his L'Er,a11gile et 
l'eglise (Paris, 1902), which was condemned b~· the arch
bishop of Paris as undermining faith in the authority of 
Scripture and the divinity of Jesus Christ. Loisy wrote an 
apology, Autour d'1111 petit licre (Paris, 1903), which, with 
four other works of his, was condemned by the Holy Office 
and placed on the Index in 1903. The papal secretary of 
state required the archbishop of Paris to demand that Loisy 
withdraw the five offending volumes, hut Loisy refused. 

He wrote in conciliatory terms to Pope Pius X, hut the 
development of his religious ideas-or, in Catholic eyes, 
the disintegration of his faith-could ultimately lead only 
to his exclusion from the Roman communion. I le regarded 
such mysteries as the incarnation of Goel as mere meta
phors and symbols, and clescrihecl his ow11 religious helief 
as pantheistic, positivistic, or humanitarian rather than 
Christian. Ile conceived the basic problem facing the man 
torn between belief and cloul1t to be wl1ether the world 
contains or embodies any spiritual principle apart from 
man's own consciousness. 

In 1907 the papal secretar~· of state called upon Loisy to 
repudiate certain propositions, attrilrnted to him a11cl con
demned in the det'ree Ln111c11tahili (,July 2, UJ07), all() to 
disown Modernism, condcnmed in Pius X's em·~·clical 
Pascc11di Do111i11ici Crcgis (Septemlier 6, HJ07). Lois~· 
replied that where his views were 11ot misreprese nted i11 
the decree, he felt obliged to stand hy them. since he re
garclecl them as true. The demands were repeated, and 
Loisy was required to submit within ten da~·s. H e still 
refused and was thereupon excommunicated. 

Loisy's break with the church in 1908 put an encl to what 
had become a false and int'reasingl~· impossible position. 
In H.109 he was appointed professor of the history of reli
gion at the College cle France, a chair that he held until 
1927 and that allowed him to continue publishing in free
dom. Ile published memoirs of his most controversial 
years in Choses 11assees (Paris, 191.3). 

His Naissa11a du christianismc ( Paris, l!-J33) drew to
gether ancl presented more intransigently \·i e ws that he 
hacl held ancl expressed earlier, hut his disbelief in the 
truth of the Gospel narratives and the Acts of the Apostles 
was no\v more pronotmt·ed. The supernatural e lements 
were disnedited, and the vie\\' of the historical Jesus was 
not ver~· different from those of Strauss and Renan. A proph
et appeared in Galilee and was crucified while Pontius 
Pilate governed ,I uclaea. The ,rest-the alleged events of 
Jesus' life and his subsequent deification by his follow
ers-belonged, for Loisy as for Renan, to the realm of myth 
and l\lessianic aspiration in search of its symbolic figure. 

Additional Works by Loisy 

Ilisloire du canon de /'A11cic11 Testarnc11/. Paris , 1890. 
1/istoire du ca11011 du :\'011tea11 Tes ta11w11t. Pari s, 1891. 
llistuire critil111e du tcxte ct des tcrsiu11s di' /'A.11cic11 Testa111c11t. 

Paris, 1892. 
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Le ()11atri<;IIU' I~, 1111gile. l'ari,, l!J0:3 . 
Les I~1a11giles S!JIIOJ1lil/Ues. l'ari,, l!J08 . 
]l ;,rns I'/ la I rnditio11 1;c1111/!,<;l i11uc. l'ari~ . I !JI 0. 
,\ 1iro11os d'histoirc des religiom·. l',u·i, , l!Jl I. 
Ln M!Jsli'·res J)(/ic11s l'I It lll!f.\lhe clll'di,·11. l'ari,, l!J 1--1 . 
La l'aix des 11atio11s l'I la rc/igio11 de /'w c11ir l'an,, l !J20 . 
La ,\loralc l11111wi1w. Paris, l!J:2:3. 

Works on Loisy 

Petre, ,\I. D., Alfred Lois!J: Ilis Religious Sig 11i_hrn11l'l' Lo ml m 1. 
HJ--1--1. 

Vidler, A. H., The 1'/odemist "1!Jl"Cllle11t i11 tl1c Hu11H111 C:a tlwlic 
Ch11rcl1. London, HJ.'3--1. l'p. 67- I:39. 
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LOMBARD, PETER. See PETER LOJ\IBARD. 

LOPATIN, LEO MI KHA I LOVICH (IH.5.5- HJ:20) , Rus
sian philosopher ancl psyd10logist, was one of a num
ber of Hussian thinkers-such as A. A. Kozlov-to advance 
a pluralistic idealism or personalism inspired by tl1e 
monadology of Leibniz. Lopatin was for man~· years pro
fessor of philosophy at l\loscow llni\'ersity, president of 
the \loscow Psychological Socict~· , ancl editor of the lead
ing Russian journal, Voprosy Filosofii i Psiklwlogii ("Prob
lems of Philosophy and Ps~·chology"). He wrote extensive
ly and is famous for the clarity ancl beauty of his strle. His 
thought owed much not onl~· to Leibniz (and to Lotze) hut 
also to his longtime friend, the Russian philosopher Vlacli
mir Solovyov. 

Lopatin held that every activity or process presupposes 
an agent. In his 111etaph~·sics there is a pluralit>· of agents , 
which are spiritual entities (monads), supratempmal, and 
thus indestructible (since destruction involves cessation of 
existence in time). He held that Cod is related to this plu
ralit~· as its unifying ground, hut he did not develop fully 
the character of this relationship. Lopatin's chief contribu
tions to the general doctrine of monads are his view of the 
sul>sta11tiality of the incliviclual spirit and his doctrine of 
"creative causality." According to the former, the inclivicl-
11al spirit is neither a substance which is separate from its 
phenomena nor a pure succession of absolute states; each 
of these conceptions is funclamentally self-contradictory. 
Rather, the spirit is a substance which is immanent in its 
plie11ome11a; its phenomena are the direct realization of its 
nature. Each individual spirit, moreover , is a "creative" or 
productive cause; temporal, mechanical causality, and' 
necessity, as well as all material properties-such as ex
tension-are derivatives of the primary causality of supra
temporal spirit. 

Lopatin was the first of the Russian Leibnizians to give 
thorough attention to the moral sphere. The doctrine of 
creative causality gave him a basis for asserting the free
dom of the will and for clcveloping an ethical personalism 
in which moral phenomena represent the highest manifes
tation of the creative activity of individual spirit. Thus 
moral phenomena have metaphysical significance, and 
despite the evil and the inefficacy of good which we ob
serve in the world, reality contains a moral order ancl is not 
"indifferent to the realization of the moral ideal." 

Just as in ethics Lopatin maintained that unaided expe
rience is not an adequate guide, so in epistemology gener-
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,dh. hl' <ihl"(ll!nt!'d \lllll' 1·mpinu,,111 Ill Ll\ or ot ",peL·uL1-
tl\ l' .. pnnc1p]t',. lh·finim.! ,ptTuL1ti\ c philo,oph~ ,t:-- "the 
k110\\ IL·d-.::t o! H•,d thin-.::, ill their pnmiple, ,rnd in then 
1dt111utt- ,1-.::n1ht-.1t1on." \Lill', immtdi,tte inner t'\peri,·nt·e 
1, the ,011fl•t· ot 111, kllo\\ ledl!e ot H·,tl thill[!,. hut phdo,o
pli\ \\ ork, 011 th 1, t·\perit•11c_e ,rnd [!oe, lw~ ond it throul!l1 
r 1t1011,d "!Wl·uL1twll. 

Works by Lopatin 

I ' ~/11/1 / 111/t /udw /11 !-,/ '"'tll .. -1 lw l' >sill\, Lisk, >t I' I 
,,pl\" 2,, \l>sl<l\\.]",",h-1'-,Jl 

I 1/,", /,k11n 1'.l1r111dt1 ri,td1 I Hi, l,1 .. l'I I , ,•ii 1c.1'. ( lur.ll t, 1 

1 ,t1t111, 11 I \ddr, ss<, \1,,..,, 1\\ ]lJ! I Tl, , l..q tt·r t·nt ti, ,I 
·1· I, t,,- ,, \Ir,,;, rt,•,,,\ "...,,' \\<>\ 1 .. l ]2()-J'ih \\ 1, 

t1 I ,I ,ti,, \\ \ 8 ,k,l1\ \ h, I' :, ' i•l \ t \ t ii, Ill ...,, ],,. 

·.11·\ \J11d \ 2'5 <htolwr IY!h. t.2'5-!hl• 

\\'orb 011 Lopatin 

<>.!1 t \ -\ L, 1 \Jdl,111/,, 11 I,/.,,, 11/111 l't'lr·,_r .. d. !'J.22 
I.ti k 1\,k\ \ \ ht,,r111•1 H1",k ,, /1/, h1 2 \< , 

\lJ➔"- l'J°ill lr11,,l.ttt-d 11\ (.,-,,r;.::t· I. hl111t ,, \ 111,t 111 

,1(111 / /11/, , 1 l111 \.,·\\ ) , rk 111d L<111d(,11. I J.'> i 

LOSSKY. ~ICHOLAS O~L'FRIYEYICH 
llJh.'5 Huss1,l!1 111t111t10111,t pl11lo,oplwr. \\,1, \111rn 1n thl' 
\ dL1l!< o! hrc,L1\ k,1. \ 1teb,k Pr(J\ 111lT. \\ lwrl' lie I'lTl'I\ t·d 
l11, t·,1rl~ ed11L,1t1011. lie ,t11dwd dt the l"111\ t r,Jt\ o! 'it. 

Peter,liunr ,Ill< I \.!r.tdt,,1ted from the Lil 1ilt~ ot ,1rh ,ll1< I ll,1tu
ral ,t l('Jll't' tlwrc. Ile did po,t.rr.1du,1tt· \\ork in (;t,rlll,lll~ 1111-
dt r \\ :!helm \\ 1lldt,Ih,l11d. \\'ilhelm \\ 11ndt. ,rnd < ;_ E. 
\lullt·r. In llJll:3 lie oht.1i1wcl In, nu,ter·, dl'l!ree .tnd !011r 
~ l·,1r, Liter \\ <1, ,l\\ .trded hb doctor.tit·. l'pon hh return to 
H11:--,i.1 ht' \\a, ,1pp01nted lecturer ,me\ Liter ,t-..,ou,1te pro
te..,..,or .tt hh ,t!m,t m.tter in '-,t. Petl'r,hurl!. \\ hl're lit· t<1ul!l1t 
11ntd llJ:21. 111 IY:2:2 Lm,b \\',t, e,ilul from R,1..,..,u ll\ the 

'i(>\ wt l!O\ t·r11mt 11t lit·l,llht· o! !11, rt'li'.!I()tJ, lll'lll h. I It 
\\ t·11t to Pr.tl!tH· 11pon thl' Ill\ it.1t1on o! Tom,t, \L1,,ll'\ k ,md 
\\.t, ,1ppo1ntcd prote..,..,or ,1t the Ru..,..,i,rn L 111\ t·r,1t~ Ill 
Pr,u!llt'. I le ,d,<1 Lu1l!ht ,Lt the C:h.nle, L.lll\ er,1t~ 111 l'ra!!uc 
,llld ,Lt the L"n1\ er,it~ ol Br,1ti,Lt\ <1. In l lJ-!6 he em1l!r,1tt·d to 
thl' L·111ted 'it,1te, ,md \\d, proft.:--,or tor a numlwr ot ~c.tr, 
,Lt thl' '-,t. \'Lidimir H1i-..,i,rn ( )rtlrndo, Semin.tr~ in\,,' l \\ ). ork 
( II\. Lm,k~ \\ ,1, ,l pro] ific \Hiter ,rnd \\.,h rel!arckd ,1, tlw 
de,rn o! coutemporar~ 1-hh,i,lll philo,opher,. III-. hook, 
h,1\ e llt'ell tr,u1,L1ted mto 111,lll~ forcil!n Lmgu,1ge,. 

Lo..,..,k\ ·, ph1lo-..oph1c,1l ..,~ :,,tern 1, ,l ..,~ ntlw:--1" of .i numlwr 
,>f mt-l11enn·,. the mo,t pronounced berng Leilmin,rn 
:11t111,1do]og~ ,md Ber[!,Olll,ll1 mtu1t101u,m. L<>..,..,k~ l".tlled lib 
,\ ,k1 1 rnt111tl\ hm or 1de,d-re,di,m. \\·e ,h,111 e,,1m111e 
h1, ,\ ,tt-m trom the three centr,d theme, 111liere11t 111 h1, 
\\'clta11\cha111111,s!-epi,temolol!~. met,1ph~ ,ic-;. ,rnd ethic~. 

Lo..,..,k\·, t"p1,tenw]og1c,d \it'\\, \\ere fir:--toutlined in hi, 
book The l11tuitice Ba.si'i of K.1zou.:lcdge and \\·ere turther 
e,poulldt d Ill "'it n,or~. Intellectual. ,me! \ I~ ,tic,d Intui
tion." II 1, epbl<-molog~ m,1~ lie characterized ,b ,l ..,~ nthe
:--i, of ,i\1,(,l11te 11n111,mt·nt1,rn ,1nd ,th,olute intuiti\ i,m. It i, 
ha:,,ed 011 li1s ts,l rt1011 th,1t "e\ er~ thing i, imm,rnent 1n 
e\ er~ th111\.'. t I ,t' .. 

.-\ccordinl! , l (1..,..,k\. \\·e knO\\. ,m oh.wet immediate!~. or 
111tuiti\·ely. TI >I Jt ·t \\ e rntuit i, not ,Y cop~ or <1 repre
sentation bu t 1, tl,e re,d migin,t! object. There i~ no C.ll!',,1] 

reL1t10n lwt\H' t· n , uh.wet ,md obJect. The connectwn be
t\,·t·t·n ,uh_1el t ,md object i, ,1chie\ eel h~ ,111 "ppi:,,temolog
Il,tl coord1n.tt1011" \\ hich i, q1pertemporal and ,uper:,,pa
ti,d. It i, tl11, coordin.ition \\·h1ch nuke, kno\\ ledge 
po..,..,ihle lm ,ti] ,ub,t,mtl\·,t! .tl!enh in the \\·orld. -\ccordin!.! 
to L<>..,..,k~. ,di ln1m.tn knmv!t,dge i, e,perienced through 
,cn,or~. intellt0 du,1l. or nn ,tical intuition. The-.e three 
t~ pe, ot rnt111t1nn corre,pond to three kind:,, of bei11l! .. -\ II 
t·\ t'nt, of ,l non-.pat1otc:mporal n,tture. ,uch ,1, relation-.. 
het\H·en ,l q11,dit~ ,rnd 1h l>e;ner. rn1mher, unit~. or plural-
1t~. ,tre 1de,d heing .. -\II e\ ent, of ,l ,patiotemporal charac
ter ,1re rc,d heinl!. The third k111d ot being i, met.dogic,1I 
lwinl!. or the .-\b,olute. which transcends the b1\\-. of iden
t1t~. contr.1dict1on. ,rnd the < ,eluded middle. Intellectual 
111tu1t1on 1, t,> be undl·r,toml in the Pbtonic ,ense of "be
lwld1n\.! 1dl·,1,." It i, p.t..,..,i\ e ,rnd pure!: contemplati\·e. 
Lo..,..,k\ 1dl'nt1fi<·d intelledt!,d intuition \\·ith thoul!ht. 
\\ l11L l1 l'l'\ t·,tl, trc111..,..,11hJl'l tn e reL1tion, hut doe, not cre,1te 
thl'm -\ltho11\.'.h the .\11,olllte 1, .t ,11pern1und,rne heing, it 
1, ,d,o .111 oliJed o! lllt111t1on. It 1, co[!nized b: the ,;ubject 
thro11l!h lll\ ,t1c,d llltllit1011. B~ ,uh,t1tutirn::- "epi,temolmr
IL.1 1 lt1ort'11utwn" tor "c,uh,tl reL1tion," Lo-.sk~ did not 
re,t!h s11tTl'l'd Ill e,pLu111nl! how tlu, coordination operate, 
Ill r< L1t111l! ol>_wd ,md ,uhJcct. In the fin,d ,uul~ :--i,. his 
l'I)htenwlol!: i, ,1mpl~ an ontolol!\ of co!.!ni tion. 

LP""k: ·.., md.ipln ,1c, i, e..,..,enti,dl~ ,l \ ,niation of Leib-
1111:1,u1 nw11,Hlo]og~. Leilrni/ '\, indcl\\·le,~" monad:-- be

.till< !or Lo..,..,k\ q1h,t,mti\,d ,ti.o:cnt, that can ha\·e mutual 
1nkr.1d1011 throll\!h rntuition. 

Lo""k: de\ clo1wd .in intric<1te s~ ,tem of hei111.!>. \\ hich 
lie l,t!led h1er.irduc,d per,onali,1n. I-l e began \\·ith the 
Im, e,t ,md ,1rnple,t torm of liein!.!. ,;uch as an ,ttom. and 
prou,eded up thl" ,l,tlt· of lwinl! to hil!her fnrnh, -.uch ,h 

m,m. I h- then introd11n·d .t ,iqwrmund,rne principle. or the 
-\h,ol11te. 111 or<kr to .t\ oul a radical plu ralit~ and to nuke 
tl1l· 11111t~ ot tlw co,mm 111tellu!ible. T he -\ b,olute crPates 
pott-nti.d be1n[!,. l,1lled ,111>,t,rnti\·al ,tgenh. The,e a!,!ents 
,ll'l' ,upertt-mp<>r,d ,rnd ,up .. r,patial. ,md the~ po"e"" free
dolll ot l holl'e. Throt1l!h fret 0 dom ot choice the~ stri\ e to 
,1d1w\ t· ,1 l11gher torm ot lwinl!. Thth, a human being ma~. 
throud1 ,l 1wriod ot hi 11 ion, ot ~ car, .. C\ oh e from a proton. 
-\ potl'nt1,d ,ll!l'llt heco111e, .1n ,1ctual per,on when he ,tp
prdwml, ,tl1,ol11te \ ,due, ,tnd reco[!nize, the dut~ to appl: 
them Ill h1" moral heh,n 1or. 

The co,rno, h the re·rnlt ot the cmhtant mutual confhct 
bet\\ t·en ,ub,t,u1ti\ ,ti <Ll!ents. The co,mo, in turn lead-. to 
the onl!in of ,p,1ce ,u1d tmw. Lo,sk~ regarded space and 
t11ne ,1, mmll,.., ot .tcti\ 1t~ of the agents. F rom this premise, 
\\ h1L h he um,1dcred to he wlf-e\·idPnt. he concluded that 
the Uhlllo, dm,, not l'\i:st Ill ,pace ,rnd time. l·nit~. or 
con,1ili,t,mt1,dit~. 1" pre,en ed b~ th e .-\bsolute. \, ·ho i-. 
1nL·ommen,11r.thle \\ ith the co,rnm. Lo , sk~· insi,ted on 
relil!10u, expenence. or de\ otion,d communion, which 
enable, <1 per,on to di,cm er the .-\ bsolute a , a Ii\ in!.! C od. 
\Ian', ultim,tte dnt111~ i, to e,penence absolute fullness 
of hein12:. \\ hil h is ,Le hie\ ed through m~ s;tical intuition \\"ith 
the triune Cod. Lo,,k~ ·.., metaph~ sic:-- is a s~ nthe,is of 
,pecuL1ti\ e philo,oph~ ,md religiom m~ sticism. 

Lo,,k~ '.., ethical , ie\\.., fto\,. direct!: trom hi, metaph) s
in. The) dfl' ba-.ed on the idea th,1t existe nce and \ alue 
,He mutually reL1ted. The concept of free d om is cen tral in 



his ethics. Since man a-; an ideal sl'lf possesses frl'edom of 
choice, he may choose God, who is a living reality, or he 
may choose the path away from Cod, which Lossk:-, termed 
the "basic moral evil." i\lan's ultimate destiny is to lw
come the ideal self, which is the normative principle of his 
moral heha\'ior. Lossky left no room for a re:-latin· ethics. 
His is an ahsolutistic ethics applicable to the ide,tl self. 
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Lous J. SHEI:\ 

LOTZE, RUDOLF HERMANN (U·il7-!SS1), Cerlll.111 
idealist ml'taph>·sician, was horn i11 Ba11tzl'n. Ik studit·d 
11H:>dicine and philosophy at the l 111in·rsit, of Leipzig, 
taking his doctorates in both fields. I It- ~tudied 111athematic\ 
a11d physics ,Yith E. II. \\'eber, \\'. \'olckrnann, and C. T. 
Fechner and philosoph> with C. H. \\'eisse, ,Yim influ
ellcl'd him great!>·· In 18--11 hl' lil:'came imtructor in medi
cine at Ll'ipzig, where lie suhse<1uentl>· taught philo-;o
phy. While at Leipzig he published two short works, 
the Mctapliusik (Leipzig, 18--11) and Logik (Leipzig, 
18--t:3), which adumbrated the l:'ssentials of his later phi
losoph:-,. In lb--1--t Lotze sucn·eded Johann Friedrich Her
hart a~ profc~sor of philosoph) at the l1nin·r~it:-,· of Cot
tingen. Ile remained there until 1881, when he was called 
to the l 1niversity of Berlin. Short!,· after joining the facult,· 
at Berlin, he contracted pneumonia and died. 

Lotze pursued his interests in the medical sciences, 
psychology, philosoph:-,·, the arts, and literature throughout 
his life. As a res11lt of his medical training, he de,·eloped a 
strong lm·e for exact investigation and precise knowledge, 
hut art and literature made him particular!,· se11siti,·e to the 
central role of feeling and ,·alue in the total life of a cul
tme. He wanted nothing to interfere with the growth of the 
t'Xact ~cie11cL·~ in all areas of human experience, :-,·et he 
insisted that both intellect and scientific knowledge were 
essential!) the means and tools of feeling, emotion, and 
intuition. 

New conception of metaphysics. Like many thinkers 
horn in the first two decades of the nineteenth centur:-,·, 
Lotze faced three great schisms: the schism between 
,ciencc and Christianity, which was known at that time as 
the conflilt between science and religion; the schism 
het,veen reason and feeling; and the schism between 
knowledge and ,·alue. To Lotze, these schisms had to he 
rational!> harmonized in some manner. It ~eerncd impos
sible to him for an:-,· rational man to reject an:-,· one of the 
trinity that composes the total culture of man: science, art, 
,md value. Each has its place in the lifl' of man and the 
11nin'rse, and none can lie eliminated without distorting 
and destro>·ing that life. I Iowew·r, Lotze fdt that their 
proper relationship cannot he established liy the older 
rnctaph) ~ical methods. There is no possibilit:-,· of rational!,· 
deducing the hasic categories and values of existence h,· 
an>· sort of logical dialectic, either Platonic or Ilegelian. 
Knowledge of existence depends upon knowledge of fact 
acquired through ohsen·ation and cxperime11tation. Con
sequentl,·, the empirical sciences are the proper im·l'~tiga
tors of exi~tence. All that rnetaph:-,·sics can do is to analyze, 
clarif>·, and order those concepts and theories that the 
sciences create into a~ adequate a svstem as the facts per
mit. J\letaphysics cannot go beyond this in any sci(:'ntific 
sense. :\'e,·ertheless, Lotze admitted that metaphysics has 
another, broader purpose. The urge to be metaphysical is 
not to be found in metaph:-,·sics itself hut i11 ethics, in the 
desire to knmY and attain some ultimate good. Thu~, meta-
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phvsics i11,·oh-es speculating be~·oml what is scientifically 
\\'arralltable in order to include that which dri,·es men to 
\\'rite metaphysics: the experience of ultimate goodness. 

Beca11se metaphysics must be founded upon science, 
Lotze objected to an~· philosophical system that claimed 
completeness. All philosophical systems, like his own, 
rn11st remain open and undogmatic. They must not e\·en 
provide pro\'isional ans\\'ers to profound questions for 
,,·hich not e,·en prm·isional answers exist. He thought it 
\\'as far better for a philosopher to raise questiom and to 
stimulate inquiry than to offer sterile answers lacking any 
reasonalile foundation in fact. 

Idealistic monadism, mechanism, and God. Lotze was 
essentially an idealist, but his idealism was tempered by 
his respect for science and his emphasis upon feeling as 
t!H, dominant clement guaranteeing meaning to the life of 
man. 

From the beginning, Lotze considered thought as one 
aspect of the soul. Thought is aware only of ideas about 
reality; it does not know reality, for knowledge and realit~· 
can ne, er be identical. :\'either are experience and thought 
to he identified. Identity \\'ith reality or object can he 
acl1ie,·ecl as experience, new'r as thought, for thought is 
purely representati\·e. Truth is attained in ways different 
from thought. Thought must fuse with the total feeling 
experience, since it is in feeling that we ha,·e direct 
a,,·,uenes-; of good and e,·il, beauty and ugliness, \\'orth 
and un\\'orth, contradiction and harmony; these rest in the 
soul's original capacity to experience pain and pleasure. 
Consequenth, Lotze thought that feeling is the ultimate 
arbiter of consistency and intellectual harmony, the ulti
mate judge of the worth of anything, and the ultimate 
creator of imagination and ih works. \lorem·er, feeling is 
the nisus that dri,·es man to seek \\'hate\'er total 11nit~ of 
comprehension and action is possible for him. His lme of 
kno\\'ledge, goodness, and beaut~ arises from, and find, ih 
htlfillme11t in, feeling. Thus, thl' essential nature of feeling 
is lo,·e. ,,·hich constantly dri,·es man tm,·,ud a greater 
o,·er-all comprehension of his life and the cosmos. "If ... 
lm·e did not lie at the foundation of the \\'oriel ... this 
\\'oriel ... \\'oulcl be left \\'ithout truth and \\·itlwut la,,." 

Feeling convinced Lotze that the world is psychical and 
thus consists of souls as well as a personal deity. A soul is 
not ,imp)~ a stream of irnpres,ions united b~· memory; it i" 
a '-tdistanti,·al entity, causall~· related to the bod\' and in
tt·rading ,,·ith it. :\e,·ertheless, the soul is the greatl'r 
inHtwnce and gon:>rns the body in wa~·s closed to it. Both 
so11l and hod~· act according to law, li11t the laws of bodies 
as such are pmel~ ph~ ,ical. The la\\'s of the soul are on a 
higher lcn:>I; the, are teleological and unite the ph) sical 
and the mental. The~ do not contradict the la\\'s of the 
phy,ical ,,·oriel, hut they do control and reorder them. 

A per,onal deity, Goel, follows from the existence of 
souls and ends. How else can the~· be explained? The 
world and e,Trything in it is the personal creation of God 
and the means In \\·hich he attains hi" ends and the ends 
of his creature,. Howe,·er, Lotze tempered this con,·iction 
by insisting that God attains his ends through the mecha
nisms or causal nexuses that science discO\·ers, and he 
further insis ted that these mechanisms are characteristic of 
both the li,·ing and the non Ii, ing. 

Lotze rejected the notion that telic and nontelic expla
nations are incompatible with each other. He opposed the 
older forms of vitalism popular in his clay. He argued that 
mechanisms are simply the instruments, or tools. by which 
Goel accomplishes his ends in the \\'orld. Although it is 
true that God might ha,·e used other means, he preferred 
mechanism a<; a way of establishing universal law in both 
the physical and psychic realms. 

Lotze argued further that the thesis of mechanism 
should not be identified with materialism. i\lechanism 
does not imply the nonexistence of end'> or of psychic 
beings; it implies only the existence of uniform modes b~· 
which things come into being. The world can just as easily 
be ps~Thic as material, but the psychic interpretation is 
rationally to be preferred because it does not make a m~·s
tery or a paradox of the presence of feeling and valt1l0 s in 
the \\'orld. 

In the Mikrokosmus, Lotze continued to elaborate this 
position. \lechanism is simply a method of research; it is 
not a fundamental explanation of life and mind. Onl~· the 
most exhaustive survey of the life of man can provide s11ch 
an explanation and relate his life to the cosmos and God. 
Furthermore, mechanism does not repudiate free will; it is 
simply the necessary condition for the will to express its 
autonom~·. 

For Lotn', therl' are three realms of observations: the 
realm of fact, the realm of universal la\\', alld the realm of 
,·alues, which sen-e as standards of meaning for the world. 
These realms are only logically separable; they cannot he 
separated i11 reality. Fact and law are the means, the 
mechanisms, liy \\'hich values are attained in this world; 
they are also the means liy which men discover that certain 
,·alue, are foolish. contradictor~·, tmrealizable, or ill other 
words, falst·. Since· fact and unin°rsal law are not existen
tiall~· sqxnable from \'al11e, Cod must also be the creator of 
t·,·er)thing and t!te q11intt'ssence of ,,·hate,·er desen·es to 
P.,ist for its m,·n sake. \loreo\'er, since feeling is funda
mental, a sort of pluralistic idealism ill ,,·hich the only 
realities are li,·i11g spirits and God in interaction is 
justified. All other realitie, are so only secondarily, as 
manifestations of tht·,e spiritual acti,·itics. 

Lotze ultimate!~ accepted a ,·,uiant of Leib11izian monad
ism as a correct intt'rpretation of experience. There is no 
single unity or oneness to exi,tence. Direct experience 
re,·eals an irrc·ducihle m11ltiplicity of things. Realit~· is 
alwa~·s in fl11x. ,tl\\'ays irn·olving constant doing and 
suffering. Hm,·e,·er, the Aux, the doing, and the suffering 
occur within a fixed order, a pre-established harmony 
liet\,·een Cod and t!te rnultit11de of spirits. 

Lotze recognized that this metaphysical theory is neither 
a logical <led11ction from experience nor completely intel
ligible. but he belie,·ed it to lie a reasonable inference 
from the manner in \\'hich the ,·,did experiential concepts 
of our thought, the Aux of facts, and the order of values 
interconnect in our experience. To limit ourseh-es to what 
science understands is to exclude unjustifiably the realms 
of feeling and \'alues, and to exclude the latter is to render 
our experience unintelligible. 

Piety. To Lotze, nature and the social life are the two 
fundamental sources for religio11s ideas. From nature we 
cleri\'e the concept of God; from our social life, the con-



cepts of ethical living. Paganism has tended to emphasize 
the cosmological; Christianit~,, the ethical. Cltristia11it~· has 
sought to fuse hoth into one complete theological sclwme. 
In this it is mistaken. To Lotze, the ethic.11 element in 
religion is far more significant than the cosn10logical 
(,vhich can properly he left to science), even though the 
emphasis upon cosmology leads to recognition of God. The 
true mark of the religious man is not his cosnwlog~· but his 
feeling for, and search after, what ought to he, his passion 
for, and loyalty to, the highest possible ideals. This passion 
and loyalty, however, are not so much activistic as contem

plative. 
Piety, for Lotze, is found in the inner life, in a feeling for 

the holy that attains so high a state of intuitive comprehen
sion that logic, re.1son, becomes futile and inessential. 
Piety lies be~·ond any sectarian interest, Christian or not, 
for it drives men to seek a totality of feeling in which truth 
is complete)~· fused with goodness ,111d beaut~·. In conse
quence, the ho)~· is not merely wh;1t men think it is; it is 
rather the unattained, the beyond in our lives that is with
out contradiction, defect, or dissonance. It is 111anif(0 sted in 
the endless striving for that immortal sea that is the infinite 
parent of all things. In this contemplative striving, in this 
endless search for total harmon~· and for the ought-to-he 
lies the possihilit~· of progressive)~· uniting science, reli
gion, and art. l Iowever, the overwhelming realization of 
this unit~· occurs onl~· at particular moments when one is 
moved by the experience of total heaut~·. In sul'h moments, 
one knows ahsolutel~· that the fusion has, a, far as possible, 
been accomplished. 

Influence. Lotze's influenl'e in Genn;111~·, France, and 
England was considerahlt_, during his lifetime. Philoso
phers hecame more empirical-minded, kss dogmatic. 
More consicll'ration was given to the feeling, experiential 
aspects of human life. ;\;e, ertheless, Lotze left few, if an~·, 
disciples, and no Lotzean school of philosophers arose. 

In America, Lotze 's influence during the I87Os and 
188Os was felt hoth in church and philosophical circles. 
Reverend Joseph Cook of Boston made hi111 wide)~· popu
lar, hailing him as the seer who had made the microscop<' 
the instrument of immortalit~· and science the humble 
serv.1nt of the Bible. Leading American philosophers like 
B. P. Bowne, C. T. Laclcl, and Josi,1h Ro~·ce were p.1rticu
larly influenced, for lie offered them ;111 experienfod mode 
of reconciling their strong Christian commitmenh with the 
methods ,mcl conclusions of science. 
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HUBi~ COTESKY 

LOVE. Lo\'e as a concept enters philosophy at one poi11t 
through religion, particularl~· when the origin of the world 
is expressed as an ad of procreation or the Creator is con
cei,"Cd of as loving his creation either as a whole or in part 
(i.e., the human race). Bnt the concept of lo,·e i, also a 
suhjed for philosophic meditation in regard to ethical 
problems. Lm·e, as one of the most powerful of hmrnm 
impulses, was earlr seen to he mnch in need of control. 
especial)~· if man as rational animal was to he able to use 
his mtional capacities. ~1uch of the ethical writing on Ion· 
is designc·d to sug).!est some means whereh~· the pleasures 
and other values of l<)\'ing ma~' be preserved witl1out en
tailin!,! the supposed e,·ils of intemperate sexualit~·. Tl1is 
t~·11e of specnlation ran from Plato through the ;\;eoplaton
ists-those of both the earJ~, Christian period and the Ital
ian Renaissance. In the Platonic tradition 10\'{' had a 
uniqne metaphysical status, for it existed in both the ma
terial and the ideal worlds. Love can take on man~· forms, 
from gross sexual passion to a de\'(1tion to learning, but, it 
was argued, the ultimate ohject of lo\'e is the heautif11l. 
The goodness tlwt God sees in his creation is its beauty 
and to feel the beaut~· of the world is to lo,·c it and its 
Creator. 

Classical mythology. The word "eros" as it is found in 
1 lomer is not the name of a god hut simpl~· a common 1101111 

meaning "lo\'e" or "desire." In Hesiod's Theogo11y Eros 
lwcornes one of tl1l' three primordial gods, the other two 
being Chaos and Earth. Altho11gh Eros has no offspring 
and seems to pla~· no role in the genealog,· of the gods, he 
has the gn·atest power over his fellow immortals. He 1m-
11e1Yes the limhs and O\'ercomes the reason of hoth gods 
and men. \\'hen Aphrodite is horn from the sperm of Ura
nus ( l Ieaven), Eros and I linwros (desire, longing, 111st) 
accompan~· her into the council of the gods. \\'hether He
siod was talking in terms of pcrsonaliz<'d abstractions or 
was actuall~· thinking of anthropomorphic beings is not 
clear, for the Theogony is a curious mixture of both kinds 
of expression. For the histor~· of philosophy, the impor
tance of Hesiod's brief m<'ntion of Eros lies in the attribu
tion to him of a power that is the enem~· of reason. Some
thing similar is to he found in Sophocles' Antigone in the 
chorus that is sung just after Creon has announced that 
A.ntigone must die for hm·ing buried her brother's bod~·. 
Eros is addressed as the god who has brought about Antig
om· 's tragedy. I le is described as unconquerable, de
structi\'e, roaming O\·er the sea and among the <.hvellers of 
the wilderness. '.\either the gods nor ephemeral mankind 
can escape him; he drives his victims to madness and turns 
the just to evil. An e,·en stronger denunciation of the god 
ma~· be found in Euripides' Hippolytus, along with the 
additional warning that whether one surrenders to love or 
refuse~ to capitulate to it, one is doomed. And indeed, 
Phaedra, whose successors are oh\'iousl~· \'ergil's Dido ,rnd 
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Haci1w', Pl weir<', lwc111w tlw protot\ pe of a \\·oman ruint>d 
I}\ Eros. 

Such poetic passagt·, rl'flect certain ohser\'ations aho11t 
human naturC' ;1nd human heha\·ior. The\ point to a stru).?;
g)p \\'ithin man\ ps~ cllt' liet\\"t't'll a rational, controllable, 
prndcnt, and \\'IV' agent and an irrational, uncontrollable, 
mad, and foolish agent. \\'lwn tilt' former is in control, man 
\\·ill lwh,n·t' in prai,cworth\ fashion, hut \\·lwn tilt' )attn 
)!;aim the upper hand, he will act likP a beast. He will 
abandon reason that, according to most of the ,1ncienh, 
alone distinguishes hilll from the heash. :\!though man 
abo has an animal 11attlft', to \"ielcl to ih demands is to 
lwtra~ his essential nature. The notion that Eros might 
reinforce the human Pll'nwnt in man docs not appear in 
tlw pn,-P)atonic \\'riter,. 

Early philosophic reflections. The Cn,ek... admitted 
,e\·t'ral forms of Ion>, including heterost'xual and ho
mose.x11al pa-.;sion; part:>ntal, filial, and conjugal afft>ctio11, 
fratt'rnal feeling; friendship; lovt' of countn; and the Im·<' 
of \\'isdom .. -\II wer<' associated \\'ith 1·itlwr Eros or I'hilia 
1 fo11d11t'ss or friendship). Lo\'t' was l}t'lie\·ed to be a power 
capable of uniting pt·ople in a common liond .. -\nd since 
not onl~· pt:>oplt:> hut also animals and the elenlt'nts \\'t're 
thus united, it \\'as appropriatt' to conct'i\·e of this power as 
lodgt:>cl in a singlt:> agt•nt that go\·t'rnt'd the \\'hole cos111m. 
:\ccorcling to Pannenides, Lene was created I)\· tlw god
dess :'\'ect'ssit~, and in the writing of Empt:>doclt's, lm·t' 
t'merges as one of the two uni\·ersal fon:t's ltht' otllt'r being 
strife) that explain the course of cosmic history. Tl1t'se two 
agents-tlw one of union, tl1t' otht'r of decomposition-an· 
not simply names for the fact that composition and clt:>com
position occur; on tlw contran·, Im e and strife art' not 
residt:>nt in things hut art' external to tlwrn and act upon 
tht:>rn. According to Empedoclt's, the cos111os, so to speak, 
is held in tt:>nsion between tilt' forc1·s of harmon~ and dis
union. \\'ere the two forces to lw svnchronou,I~· prt'-.;ent. 
the world would cl1·arh· lw in a statt' of disorclt:>r. Ht>ncc. 
Empedoclt>s introduced the idt:>a of c\ cles into his philoso
phy, as \\'t'II as tilt' concept of \\'oriel histor\· as an altt:>ma
tion of the rt'igm of Lm t' ancl Strift'. \\'hen Lm·e is in 
control, tlw elt:>ments form compounds out of \\'hich aris<' 
more complt:>x units and, en.·ntually, animate ))t'ings. In 
the primiti\'t' period of the C\'Clt', men \\'Orship .-\phrodite, 
art' innoct>nt of slaughter and, presumahl), of war, and aw, 
moreo\·er, \'t'gt'tarians. "Tlw altar clicl not rt't'k of tht' un
mixed blood of hulls, hut this was the greatest abomination 
among mt'n, to snatch out the life and eat the goodl) 
limbs" (Fragnlt'nt I:28). But \\'hen Strifr• is dominant, dis
organization, the ultimate disaggrt:>gation of the elements, 
and war and all its attt:>nclant e\·ils, take tht> place of the 
blessings of lo\·e .. \s far as \\'t' can tell from tlw s11rvi\·ing 
fragnwnts, Empedoclt's belit'\'t'd that tlw cyclical proct'ss 
was en.>rlasting. 

Tht:> attribution of peace and harmon~ to tlw goddess 
-\phroclite I Ernpecloclt:>s· nanw for lm·t') is clearly a rt:>nun
ciation of the t:>arly poets' idea of lo\'e. Empeclocles' con
l'eption of her resemblt:>s the alma \'t:>nus of Lucrt>tius. Yet 
sl1t- rt'mains the goddess of St'xual lo\'e, for sexual love has 
bt>come one t'Xamplt' of tht' universal po\\'er of union: it 
prm ide-.; tlw philosopht>r \\'ith empirical evidence of a 
nwtapln sical principle. 

Plato. For a complete expression of a philosophic con
cept of lm·1·. 01w must turn to Plato's Symposium. Probably 
110 other clocunwnt in European literature has had as much 
influt>nct' 011 the philosophy of loH·. The various speeches 
that art' reported in this dialogue rt'pH'St'nt points of \"it'\\' 
\\'ith which Plato dot's not al\\'ays agrt't' hut \\'hich he 
apparent)\· thought important enough to ht> prt:'St'nted as 
t\ pica I. Tlwse spt:>edws range from an t'ncomium of 
lm·e·, effect on moralit\· to a description of its t:>fft'(·t 011 
kno\\'ledgt'. Phaedrus likt>nt'd tht' passionatt' attachment 
lwtwet'n :\chilies and Patroclus to tlw conjugal affection 
ht:>twet'n .-\lcestis and .-\cln1l'tus. in both c·ast's it is the 
lm·c·r, not the helm·ed, \\·ho has gained \'irtut' through his 
or lwr lm·t'. In tilt' follo\\'ing spt:>ech, hy Pausanias, t\\'o 
kinds of loH' are distinguished, that of the lwa\'enly 
.-\phroclitt- and that of the earth)\ Aphroditt', or the lo\·e of 
the soul and the lm·e of the hod~·. Tht> former is mort' 
like I~ to he tlw lo\"l' of a young man (not a hoy) at tilt' time 
\\-ht:'11 his reason begins to dt:>\·elop and his ht>arcl begins to 
gro\\'. In this spet:>ch honorablt:> Im t' is clearly tlw attrac
tion that a man has for a \·irtuous soul and is fused in the 
mind of the speah'r with philosophy itst:>lf, which is the 
lm·e of wisdom. It is this honorable love which Er~·xima
chus then descril}t's as tht' source of harmony and the 
prt:>wn·t'r ol tht' good. The conclusion drawn from thest' 
encomiums is that Ion· is in t'ssence tlw lo\·t' of beauty and 
that beauty is nothing material; it is an ideal. But no man 
desires the ideal until he has llt'en educated through philo
sophic training. 111 tht' final spet:>ch, which suppost:>dly re
ports tlw philmophy of the St't'rt'ss Diotima, \\'e find that 
there is a scalt· of lwaut~·, progrt>ssing from that of bodies 
through that of forms, thoughts, minds, institutions and 
la\\'s, the sci<'nces, to absolute or idt>al beaut). 

Beaut\, for Plato, was the one bridgt> bt'twt't'n tlw two 
realms of th<' material and tilt' idt>al, particulars and u11i
\'t'rsals. /This appPars dt:>arl~· enough in tlw Plwedrus; 
\\ hat tht' Sumposiu111 adds is a discussion of tilt' power that 
draws 11wn to lwa11ty in its man~ modt's.) Tlw two realms 
pr<·s<·nt not simpl~ a dualit) of kind but also of value, for 
the ideal and the u11i\'l'rsal, which are perft>ct and eternal, 
aw al\\'a\ s to IJC' preferrt>d to the material and tht' particu
lar. ~exual lo\'l' itself, although lowest on tlw scalt' of Im·<·, 
is 11e\·ertheless tlw seed of ideal lo\·e, sinct' what attracts a 
man to the lielo\'cd is beauty. 

Aristotle. Plato's account of lovt>, insofar as it conct'rns 
friendship, \\'as amplified by Aristotle i11 the t:>ighth and 
ninth books of the .\'icu111achca11 Ethics. B11t Aristotle 
treated chiefly the ethical and psychological ,1spects of the 
matter. He abo utilized tlw metaphor of the attractive 
po\\'er of lo\"C' in explaining tlw motion of tl1t' pla1wtary 
sphert's, the l'nmm·c,d \lo\'er being the beloved and the 
pla1wtan system the lo\'er. With important clifferenct's that 
\\·ill lw nwntiont:>d llt'IO\\', the Unmoved \lm·er ))(:'came a 
part of tlw Christian concept of Goel. 

Transition to Christianity. in tilt' Magna Moralia, 
\\'hich was probabh· composed at least in part by Aristotle, 
it is written that "It would bt:> strange if one \\'ere to say 
that he lo\'ed Zt>us. . . It is not love towards Goel of 
which we are in St"arch ... but lovt' towards things with 
life, that is, where there can lw a return of affection." God 
tl1t'n is thought to he incapahlt:> of rt'turning our love for 



him, assuming that we can lrnve lo\'e for him. l11 fact, al
though there are m~-ths in which gods and mortals haw· 
been in love with eal'h other, thl' gods alway:-- first disguist· 
themselves as mortals, as Aphroditl' did wlH'n she fell in 
love witlr Anchises, or take on variou:s other forms, which 
was the habit of Zeus. These myths all deal with sexual 
intercourse, not with friendship or paternal ,1ffrction. 
Omitting the culture heroes, there was 110 god or goddess 
in ancient mythology who kid any IO\·e for mankind. Pro
metheus is an exception, but he was punished for his help 
to mortals, and in all prohabilit~· the historic Greeks 
thought of him as simpl~· a personification of forethought. 

There is no god in t·bssical religion who could he called 
"our fother in he.wen." The attitude that Lucretius tried to 
foster in the minds of his fellow Homans was supposed to 
he an antidote to their fear of the gods. According to the 
legends, however, there was good rea:son to fe,ir them. 
Ceres and Bacchus ma~· han· gi\'en men bread and wine, 
hut most of the divinities did little more than take revenge 
on the human race for the injuries they had recei\'ecl from 
their fellow gods. In Juch1is1n and Christi,rnit~·, howe\'er, a 
ne,v relationship to the divinity was established. As earl~· 
as Deuteronomy 6.,5 the commandment was laid down to 
love Goel "with all thine heart, and with ,111 th~- soul, and 
with all th~- might," ,1 eommandment rqw,1ted h~- Jesus 
(~1a tthew 22.37) as the first and great comm,1ndme11t, fol
lowed h~- the second, "Thou slrnlt Ion· thy rn•ighhor a:s 
thyself." It will lie observed tlrnt now love is not se<'n as a 
power that destro~·s man's reason, hut rather, as an emo
tional nttitll(le that can he ,·oluntaril~· prml11l'ed. It i:s 
praised in tlie Psalms (for e:-.ample, !Jl. l-1) aud also in the 
First Epistle to the Corinthians and the First Epi:stle of 
John (I John 4.16-:20). Both epistles cite th<' power of lo\'e 
to heal discord and fear, and lm-e i, repre:se11ted ,ls a h011d 
between Goel and man. According to the Cosiwl of John 
(3. 16), it i:s because of Cod's lo,-e for the world that re
demption is brought to man. 

Tlrnt man could lme Cod, e, en if he co11ld 11ot lm·e 
Zeus, had been seen h~· Philo J 11d,H·m in hi, Questions on 
Genesis (X\'I l 1, l 6) in \\ hich lw sa~ s that once a ma11 h,1s 
received a clear impression of Cod and Cod\ powers, lti:s 
soul is filled with longing for union with Cod. Thus, in the 
First Epistle of Joh11, Cod is idl'ntifiecl with !me, "and he 
that dwelleth in love clwelleth in Cod, and Cod in him" 
(I John 4.Hi). This idea w,1s also found in non-Christian 
theologians of Hellenistie times, for ex,1mple, in the Her
metica (Asclepius l I, Sec. :?.I), in which all things, in
eluding Cod, ,He :--,1id to lw hist-x11al. a unit~ that is ap
proxinwted Ii~- men and women in sex11al lm·e. This unit~· 
is ,1dmittedly incomprehensible and what '\nu might 
correct)~· call either C11pid or \'e1111s ... B11t in both Philo 
and the Hermetica, as in Plotinus and Cleanthes' "H~ mn 
to Zeu:s," the original stinrnlt!s to the lo\'e of Cod is 
knowledge, not sex11,1l lm·e. In Asclepi11s (XIII, Y) the Ion.· 
of Cod is red11ced to worship, :sacrifice, pra~·er, and re,·
erenee, and the:se follow upon ,l knowledge of the divine 
nature. In Plotinus the union with Cod, although ,1ided b~
aseetic pra<::-tices, is ne,·erthcless the l'lirnax of cognition. 
Sint·e knowledge occurs only het,n·en similar beings, to 
know Cod is to he like him; since Goel is unique, one must 
become ahsorlwd into hi:-- hein.g in order to lnow him. 
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This may seem to he suggested in tlw \'erses frmu the Fir,t 
Epistle of John cit«3 d abo\'e, l>IJt actually in Jolr11 tlw Ion· 
of Cod, although it unite:-- 111an and Cod, i:s an ad of ,,·ill 
:similm to the love for orw's f<·llow mart. It ,,·011ld pres;irma
hl~- lw nwde manifest by one's act:-- and one's faith; it is 11ot 
the conclusion or fulfillment of a 11wtaph~·sical s~·:stt·m. 

Although the Church Fathers canw close:st to an 
identification of Coe! with Aristotle's Unmoved ~lover a11d 
later Christian philosophers g,n-e God the attribute~ of that 
ontological principle, there were different·es tlwt lrnH· too 
often been obscured. The Unmoved ~1over was neither a 
person nor a creator; he was unique!~- able to produce 
change without being altered himself, and lw cmrlcl tlrns 
suffer no emotions whatsoever. The Biblieal Cod was the 
,·er~· antithesis of this. B11t in order to gi,·e an analog~- of 
the wa~· in which the Unmoved !'dover mm·es the world, 
Aristotle tool recourse to the metaphor of the I >e love cl wlto 
attracts the l<)\"er. This, of course, lwl',lllle in time Dante\ 
"love whieh moves that sun and the other stars." For Aris
totle, however, the Unmm·ed ~1<n-er could not return the 
love of the beings who are lwlow him. In Christianity, as 
in Judaism, it w,1s essential that Cod love his creat1m·s 
as they love him, and, as previous!~· mentioned, love seems 
to ha\'e heen thought of as subject to \'olition. According to 
Plato (to limit the di:scussion to him), lm·e aro:se involun
taril~- at the sight of a beautiful hod~-. A ma11's erotic edu
cation eo11sisted in ,1 denial, after ,lll anal~·sis of the nature 
of lwaut,, of the acts that 11suall~· follow such a sight. Onl'e 
that denial ht't',lllW a part of ,l man's character, he could 
ri,e to alleged!~- nobler beauties until the final go,11-the 
conte1nplation of absolute hea11t~· complete!~ detached 
from an~·tl1ing corporeal-was reached. 

The earl~- Christians had more confidenc<' in man's will 
tkrn had their pagan eontemporaries. Both lo\'e of Cod ,rnd 
religious faith W<'re thought to he subject to ,·olition. The 
concept of believing in order to 1mclerstancL a:-- St. Augus
tine put it, was based on the assumption that belief w,1s not 
the effect but the :source of 1111derstanding. To what extent 
the earl~- Christian writers were ,1ware of the ps~·clwlogieal 
effect of practicing certain rites, as Pascal later was, is 
diffie11lt to :--a~·. But since great emplwsis was put upon 
ceremonious expressions of de\'Cition and upon the rdus,11 
to carr~· <,ut p,1g,lll rites, we c,lll assume that the practices 
were beliew•d to induce the appropriate emotions. The 
most famous of sud1 t·eremonies was the Christian agape, 
in which tire de,·out met to skne a supper ,rnd to rejoice in 
their common beliefs. The word "agape" means hoth love 
and the object of low·, although the pagan satire:-- treated it 
a'> if it meant a sexual org~-. The participants in the agape 
proh,1bly thought of it as ,1 cere111011~· of lnotherl~· love 
eommemorating the La:st Supper, although according to 
the testimony of the Epistle of Jude ( 1:2), it was ,1ln1sed at a 
fairly early date. Whatever its origin and its primitive 
significant·e, it is dear tlwt it was supposed to he a cere
nwn~· of affection, and it reinfort·ecl th<' friendliness that 
members of the ,amc religion might he expected to ha,·e 
toward one ,mother. Two emotional factors th,1t seem to 
ha\'e been absent from paganism thus came into promi
nence in early Christianit~·-fraternal love as an essential 
of piet) and filial lm·e to a di,·inc fatlrer, hoth of whid1 
were reciproc~1tecl. These forms of lo\'e were strengthened 
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by the persecutions to which the earl~· Christians \\'ere 
subjected-persecutions that hound them togf'ther in a 
special communit,· and led to self-sacrifice in the ,·arious 
forms of mart~Tdom. 

Augustine. Of the Church Fathers, it is St. Augm,ti11e 
,,·ho gi\'e-; 11s the most detailed anal~·sis of lo\'t", ranging 
from his youthful sexual escapades to his final Im e of Goel. 
The famous opening of Hook II of the Confessions de
scribed hi-. condition as one of utter suhser\'ience to the 
Hesh. Just as he was capable of enjoying sin (in his case. 
pett~ thdtl, 11<>t for the loot it brought him hut for the jo~· of 
-.inning, so ht' enjm ed !me not for the sake of hi:-. helm eel, 
lmt for the sakt· of his o\\'n st'lf-centewcl pleasure. He 
desnibed in , i\'id terms the loathing that in\'aded him 
,, hile ,ati:-.f\ ing his pas!->ion. The death of a clear fri<·nd 
aroused in him a realization of the egocentric-it, of his 
JXl'-'-io11, and in planning to organize a small group of fel
low Christians who \\'ould live i11 charit~ and ... hare their 
belonging!-> (a plan that came to nothing), he first ap
proached un'ie]fish Im e. Through !->eH-knm, ledge he 
learned to look upon the eternal light and ultimate!) came 
to the compl<>te lo\'e of Cod, \\'liich he desc:rilwd in the 
tenth hook of the Confessiuns. Tlw fruit of this love \\'a!-> 
knowledge of the di,·ine. \\'herea" for Plato a11d Philo 
cognition led to ]cl\ e, for -\11gmtine it wa!-> Im e that led to 
cognition. Thi!-> theme ,,·a!-> de, eloped in the t\\'elfth cen
tur~ Ii~ such \\Titer, a!-> \\'illiam of Saint Thi<·rr~· and St. 
Bernard of ( :lain·aux. 

l\liddle Ages. The ec!->tatic loss of ..,elf that accompanie, 
-.exual love was also assumed to lw one of the feat11n_, .., of 
the beatific \'i,ion. It i, apparent in 111ntical literature that 
erotic language is e:-.peci,dl~ effecti\'C' in comm1111icati11g 
mystical experience, and the sirnilaritie-. lieh, een religion, 
and sexual ecstas~· are manife'>t i11, for example, the Song of 
Solomon. One should not conclude, howe,·er, that the 
medie\'al m,·!->tics \\'ere actuall, a\\'are of the sirnilarit~ 
het\\'een the beatific ,·ision and !->exual union, for tlw-..e 
\\'ho are supposed to ha\'e made "m~·-..tic marriages," like 
the t\\'o St. Catherines. had pre!->umabh ne\'er had a corpo
real marriage. '.\'onethcless, i11 m, sticisrn the climax of the 
love of Cod was self-annihilation, much as in the Indian 
mith1111a, and although the church ne\'er encouraged 111y,
tic practices, it had to admit their importance \\'hen tlw~· 
led to the immediate kno\\'ledge of Cod. 

Thu'-, lo,·e in itself became an object of !->tud,, and the 
casuistry of lrn·e \\'as elaborated in textbooks and poem-. a-, 
early as the twelfth century. \lost of these writings seem to 
ha\'e taken as their source the De Amore of Andre· le Chape
lain which, whether intended to he serious or not, was 
taken seriou!->ly b~ most of its readers. It ,, ould appear to 
he a manual on !->eduction and to ha,·e only the most re
mote rele,·ance to love. The time of its publication, ho,, -
e,·er, coincided \\'ith the appearance of many commentar
ies on the Song of Solomon, and its influence on the rituals 
of the court!-> of lm·e has been admitted b~· most medie\'al
i ... ts. :\... the etiquette of the courts of Im e de,·eloped, lo\'(_" 
became an end in itself and was not necessarily to he 
gratified h~ sc·xual experience. The lm·er was s11pposed to 
:-.en·e his lad,· \\'ith no recompense other than the con
sciousness of his having sen·ed her. One can onl~· guess at 
ho\\' faithfull~ the precepts of comtl~· lo\'e were carried 

011t. hut as a set of ideas tlw~ form an important part of 
European moral philosophy. By elevating women to a 
position of irrefragahle so, ereig11t~· O\'er men, the ideals of 
court!\' lm·e became intenvo,·en with the religious ideal of 
1rnq11estioned lo,·alt~ to chmch and to Cod. The sovereign 
,,·01na11 became identified with the Blessed Virgin to 
,, horn were applied many of the epithets of the hricle in 
the Song of Solomon-rose of Sharon, the closed garden, 
the tower of i\'ory-phrases whose symbolical meaning 
had alreach been elaborated by St. Bernard. In the thir
teenth centmy the question of the relative primac~· of 
Cod\ rea!->on and \\'ill was disputed. For those \\'ho be
lie\'ed in the primacy of Cod's will, it followed that obedi
ence rather than understandin_g \\'as to be gi,·en the higher 
, alue. This ,,·as also true of courtly lo\'e and of chivalry as 
a doctrine. 

Dante. The culmination of the medieval writing on lm·e 
is, for modern readers. Dante's Vita 111wva. Ilowe\'er else 
this book ma, be interpreted, it is the stor~· of how lo\'e 
that begins \\ith the sight of a girl's beauty ends with a 
,·ision ,, hich Dante intimated was to be that of the Divine 
Comedy. For Dante tht' Johannine phrase "Cod is love" 
was of essential importance in reli~ion. In ending the Di
l'ine Comedy with the lo\'e that moves the sun and the 
other stars, he identified his own love and all love with 
the lo,·e that the cosmos has for its Creator. His ··ne\\' life" 
,, as not to be fulfilled in a union with the woman whom he 
Im <'d hut i11 her guiding hi111 through paradise. Few \\'ords 
Ol'C'III more frequently in the poems of Dante than 
"amore." Somdinws he seems to he writing in the vein of 
court!, Im e, !->Ometi111es in the my-.tical ,·cin of St. Bernard, 
hut in both cases lo\'e is represented as a force that attracts 
111an to a nobler life. Dante does not overlook tl1e 
,11ffrri11gs of a man in love; indeed, he emphasizes them. 
Bnt to suffer heca11se of lovt> appears to lw analogous to the 
s11fferings of the mart,-rs-an alrne~ation of the self for a 
,·alue that transcends egoism. 

Renaissance Neoplatonism. In Plotinus a cli!-,tinction 
wa!-> made lwt\\'ee11 three forn1s of love-lo\'e as a god, as a 
daemon, and a-.. a passion. The first of these was again 
di,·ided into the celestial and terrestrial Aphrodite. The 
cele-.;tial Aphrodite inspires the love of ideas and is the 
soul of the intelligible world. The terrestrial Aphrodite 
presides mer marriage and is the soul of the sensible 
world. Lm e as a daemon is identified with the souls of 
individual human beings. As a passion it is the love of 
heauh· in temperate men and the love of sexual pleasure in 
those who dwell exclusively in the material world of ugli
JH'S!->. All love, howe,-er. is the love of some degree of 
beaut,. Plotinus adopted the scale of beauties that had 
lieen 011tlined in the Symposium and read into it a hier
arch~ of being. At the apex stood the One; the "way up" to 
the One led from tlie beauty of material objects to that of 
ideas. In thi!-> instance one sees again the fusion of the 
erotic JXL!-,sion \\'ith the ec!-,tasy of the mystic vision. Para
cloxicall~·, an experience that is intimate]) associated with 
011r bodil~· life was thought of a!-, tlw one escape from it. 

This complex of confusPd idea" permeated Renaissance 
\:eoplatoni!->m. Philosophers sut·h as \larsilio Ficino and 
Pico clella \lirandola constantly emphasized the power of 
lm·e to free the soul from its bodily prison. They took over 



the theme of the two Venuses, and the:,.· assigned separate 
human faculties to each. The~· ga,·e different names to the 
kinds of lo\'(:>-namely, divine, human, and animal. 

Leone Ebreo. The philosoph~· of love expounded hy 
Ficino and ~lirandola was most fully developed h~• Leone 
Ebreo (Judah Ahrabanel) in his Dialughi d'amnre 
( 1.501-1502), a work that circulated <:>xtensivel~· not only in 
Italy but (in translation) through all Europe. Leone tied 
together the religious, philosophic, and literar~· traditions 
into a single network of ideas. 

ln the Dialog11es the two interlocutors are Philo and 
Sophia, ohvioush· elements of the word "philosophia." 
Philo is the lover, and Sophia is the beloved. The first 
dialogue distinguislws between lo\'l' and desire and de
scribes th<:> various forms of love; the second discusses the 
presence of love in all natural operations, from the s~·nthe
sis of the four elements to the movements of the planetary 
spheres; and the third deals with the love of Cod as the 
force that holds the universe together. Thus, it is asserted 
that love is a single principle penneatirn.?; all things, from 
the material through the spiritual, and that this principle is 
the dynamic factor in cosmic change. There is no 
difference in ess<:>nce between the attraction the ekmenh 
have for one another and the forms of lov<:> that exist in 
human beings. The appraisal of tlw kinds of Im·<:> is based 
on the objects of lm·e, and Leone, like most of his contem
poraries, thought that wisdom was inliercntl~ mon· valua
ble than pleasure. 

It should he noted that the concept of a single d~·namic 
power, whether it was called lo,·e or force or attraction, 
became more and more wide!~· USl'd as time went on. Its 
most extreme form was the Selrnsucht ("longing") of solll(' 
Cerman romantic philosophers, th<:> Strehcn ("stri,·i11g") of 
Fichte, and Novalis' <:>nclless and unfulfilled search for the 
blue flower. One of the characteristics of low·, at least in 
the mind of Leon<:>, is its inabilit~ e,er to lw satisfied. 
Though Philo in the Dialog11es pleads with Sophia to tell 
him that sh<:> responds to his Im e, she \\'ill not do so. 

Modern period. During the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries the interest in lm·e was largt·l~ ps~ clwlogical and 
was expressed main)~· in no,·l·ls, poems, and maxim~. 
\Vhile love of neighhor and Cod \\'as apprn,·ed, sexual love 
was moral!~· more problematic. The ideal of female chas
tity was still uphelcL in English nm els, such as those of 
Hichardson, a man \\'as allowed to lo,·e a ,,·oman as long as 
he did not infringe upon lier , irginit~. \\'hereas :\mire le 
Chapelain graded sexual relations according to the social 
ranks of the maiden and her seducn, Richardson put all 
men and women on the same le,·el in this respect. Thus, 
lo,·e was democratized. Sexual IO\ e was not to be con
doned unless sanctified b~ the sacrament of marriage. 

In such French no,els as Le Grand Cynis I)\ \lagd<:>
leine de Scuden, Les Liaisons dr.111gcreuses b~ Laclos, and 
La No11t·elle Hc;lo1se by Housseau, one finds more subtle 
distinction.s and anal~'ses. These authors continue the 

Renaissance casuistr~ about the different kinds of IO\ e 

and their respective ,·alues, hut it must be remembered that 
their psycholog~· of lo,·e \\'as de\'eloped against the back
ground of Christian moral principles. There is a con:--tant 
conflict hetwe<:>n the fen·ent religious and moral desire not 
to satisf~· one's longings (described in La Nntnelle Helo1se) 
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and an awareness of the almost 1111li111ited force of ti}(' 
individual's erotic desires (treated in Les Liaisons dan
gereuses). 

Spinoza. The Ethics of Spinoza was puhlislted in Hol
land in Hi77. ln this posthumous work, as in earli(•r pulili
cations, Spinoza emphasized lllan's need of perfection
that is, tlw fulfillment of both his intellectual and his 
emotional powers, \\'hich indeed were not existentially 
separate. He maintained that the more adequate an id<:>a, 
the more it is pleasing, liberating, and intrinsicall~ human. 
The eulmination of the ethical life-that is, the lifo de\'Cited 
to freedom of the intellect-is found in the "intcllect11al 
love of Cod." This phras<:> may have eome from Leone 
Ebreo, h11t the idea goes hack to St. Augustine. Both the 
Confessions and the Ethics are built on premises that are 
discovered b~· the intuitive process. The Cod of Spinoza is 
far from heing the Cod of St. Augustine, hut the method of 
finding him in the inner life and becoming a\\'are of his 
presence is curiously similar. Both philosophers present a 
similar paradox: One must lose oneself in order to find 
oneself, hut in so doing, one finds that what on<:> has real!~· 
discm·ered is Cod. 

Other writers. Th<:> analysis of love now passes into the 
hands of ps:,.,·chologists. Destutt de Tracy and the novelist 
Ste11dhal both wrote books on lm·e in which they attempted 
to probe its motivation and its effects upon conduct, hut 
neither attempted to do more than to discuss love as a sex
ual experience. Destutt de Traey's De l'A111011r was not pub
lished until HJ26, although it ma\ have hec11 known in 
manuscript form; Stendhal's On Loi;,e, however, was pub
lished in 18:2:2, and although it had no popular success at 
the tinw, it was later wide!~· read. In German~·, on the 
other hand, such hooks as Goethe's Sorrows of Yo1111g 
\\'erther, Electice Affinities, and, of comse, Faust gave a 
quasi-religious tone to the sexual experience. The impos
sibilit~ of attaining complete .satisfaction led men of this 
tendency to idealize Don Juan as a perfr·ctionist who seeks 
a goal that h<:> can never reach, for the ideal is precis<:>ly 
that which ought to he and ne,·er is. h. \V. F. Schlegel's 
L11cinde is a perfect example of this interpretation of love 
as the e,·er-sought and unrealizable ideal. 

Schopenhauer. Schopenhauer was unique in condemn
ing all forms of love on the grounds that the~· tie one to the 
will-to-li,·e. But he found this \\'ill e,·en in the suhanimate 
world of nature; thus, he was reverting to the ancient tra
dition of an omnipresent principle and was more interest<:>d 
in the metaphysical status ol this principle than in the 
details of human psychology. Although Schopenhauer's 
condemnation of love follows from his general metaph~•si
cal position, l1<:> supplemented this condemnation with an 
essay, "~letaphysics of the Love of the Sexes," in which he 
tried to show that poets and novelists had recognized the 
e,·il of loving, although they had not formulated the ab
stract principles that would justify this point of view. Love 
drives men and women to suicide, madness, and extremes 
of sacrifice. Pointing out that he has no philosophic prec
edents to guide him, Schopenhauer flat!~· declares that all 
forms of love are rooted in -.exualit~' and that, obviously, 
the existence of future generations depends upon its 
gratification. But the sexual instinct can disguise itself in 
,·arious \\'ays, especiall~· as "objective admiration," al-
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tl1rnnd1 in rl0 alit~ the \\'ill-to-liH" is ,1irni11(! ,Lt the prodll< 
tio11 of ,I IH'\\ indi,·idu,d. Becc1u,e ,e:-.11,d 1111io11 e\i-.;h lor 

ti)(' lw1wfit of the ~JH'l'ie~. not for the indi, id11,d, ill\ oh <·d 

i11 it, n1,1rria(!e, ,lwuld 11ot he made !'or lo, 1· l>11t for L'Oll
' <'nit·m·t0

• Tltu,. he ,.i~ ,, there i, (!uilt i11 lo, 111(!. for ih 

culmi11atio11 i~ ~imph tht· 1wrpetuatio11 of the \\ ill-to-Ii, t·. 
\\'ith all ih attendant mi,c0 rie~. 

Freud. Ili,toricall~, Sdwpenhauer·, i11H11c11ce on Freud 

i, more important than hi~ theor~ of the \\·ill-to-Ii, e i11 

itself. Freud re1wn1ed the \\'ill-to-li,·e the libido and at 011e 
tinH' l·,·en Sa\\' its (!oal a, death. The l'Olll'l'J)t of the de,1tl1 
\\'i,11 paralleled Schopenltauer·, empha,i, on ,nt ,111d pit~ 

,1, tlte t\\·o \\'d~, of e,c,1p<· from life. ,111d it kid no (!rl'at 

'-llCl'l""" i11 p,~ dwlo(!ical circlt·,. Tlw libido .i, ,l t<·nn lor 

(!e1wraliz<'d desire, on tlw other h,1nd. h,1, lwl'Ollle part ,111d 
parl-cl of tlw termi110]0(!\ of Jl'-'Tlwd, 11a111in. Like rno,t 
philo,ophic conl'eph. 1t !ta~ been di,tortt 0 d I>, hotl1 ih 

,upportt-r, and ih ach <'r,,Lric,. hut ll\ n·inte(!ratinl! l111-

ma11it~ all(] ih -.,tri, i11(!, into tlw nc1tural \\ orld, it ]1,L" I'l'
,·i, ed in a 1,e\\' form tlw kt'J'IIt•l of Diot1111.1·, ,p<Td1 i11 tlw 

Symposium. Frt>ud, ,do11(! \\'ith lllmt PLLto11i,h, \\ <>1ild 
dl'11, thi-.,, I-lm,·e, er. ,i11lT Im l' in the Sumf!osium i, lou11d 

not on!~ in -.,cx11,d .ittral'tion hut ,d,o 111 'il'ie11tilil' l'l''ie,uTl1 
a11d phiJo-.,opl1il' nwd1tatio11, tlwre i, cllil, ,1 , crli,d dd

fere11ce lwt\\·een the t\\·o philo,opl1il'-.,. I-'r<'11d. to lw ,int·. 

doe, 11ot pre,1ch tlw d<·ni,d of liodil, Im<'. li11t ,1t tlw 
,amt· ti111t· he llt'\ er de;1il'd tlw ll(Td lor ,ell-H·,trai11t ,111d 

,elt-di,cipli11e .. \ltl1011(!!1 II(' ma, !ta, t· ,,1id tl,.it tlw '-l'icn

ti,t i, dominated I>~ an anal-t·n>tic uq.~t·, II(' did 11ot depre
cate ,cit 0 Ill'l' in the,t· tl'rn1,: rather. lie t·,pl.I111l'd \\'hat II(' 

tho11(!ht \\·a~ ib (!ener,d diolol!~. I le ,d,o 01H·1wd tl1t· door 
to a fr<1nhl"r di,cu""ion of !111111;111 111oti,,1tim1,. ,111d Iii, t·c>11-

trihution to ethic, ca11 hanlh lw m t·1T,ti111,1tt·d. I It· .1t

te111pkd to -.;ho\\· 111t'II l1m,· to reali/.e tlH' ideal ol ,di 
kno\\'led(!e th,1t pl1ilo,oplwr~ l1ad ,uh oc;itt·d lor <·e11tl!I'l<''

\\'itl1out indil'atin(! ho\\ OIIl' mil!ht ,1ttaiu it. lh poi11ti11(! rn1t 
the uni, er,alit~ of lo, l' i11 1h , ,niou, lon11, <111d ,11(!(!t·,ti11(! 

ho\\· it bel·ome, deformed a11d ,dit·11att·d lro111 1h 11,1tur,d 

goal-., Fn°11d laid tl1c fo1111(LLtio11 for ,Lil t>tl1in tl1,1t \\ rndd 
he freed from eccle,ia,til'al do(!111,1ti,1n .. .\ltl1011(!!1 Iii, lol

lm,·c·r, haH· modified "'lllll' of hi, idea,. a, \\ a, i,w, itahlt·. 

the~ ha\'l· not denied either tlw pre-c111i1H'II('l' ol tlw lil>ido 
a, a dri,·ing pmH'r i11 lrn111a11 affair, or ih ,il>ilit, to 111.1,k 

ihelf. One cannot 0H0 rlook Freucl', co11trili11ti()J1 t<J\\,ml 

gi,·in(! men the ,il>ilit~ to under,tand liotl1 01w ,l11otlwr ,111d 

them~el\'C 0 ,-a t~ pe of under,ta11di11g th;it 11,Hl lw<·11 

preached o, cr the l'l'llturit·, l,ut al\\-,L,, 011 tlw d"'-11111pt1rn1 
that hurn,u1 nature could he oli,cr\'t:'d i11 co11,cirn1, lwli;1, ior. 

As is ah,·a,·, the ca,e i11 intellectual hi,tor~, a11c1l·11t 

helid·~ ,un iH' and t,1ke 011 11e\\· form~. Tl1i, i, ,1, tnw of 

the hi~ton of the id< 0 a of lo\'l" as it i~ of otht·r idt•,L,. It i, 

oln·iou, th.it although 110 one helieH"'- an, 1011\!t'r in the 

myth of the t\\'o .\phrodite, ,L'- antl1ropomorpl1ic d1·itit·, 

each of \\'horn i~ accompanied Ii~ a ,pecial Ero,. tlw di,
tinctio11 liet\\·een the h,·o ~till persists a~ the contra,t l,l'
t\\'een carnal and ~piritu,d !me. The Fir~t Epi,tle of Joh11 
and the Cospel of John haH' heen b~ no n,ean~ (li~carded 
in the ( kl'idl:'nt. nor ha, the commandment to lo,·e Cod 

and 01w'-.. lll'il!hhor been for(!otten. Carita.\· ,1, hoth hrotl,

erl~ Im t· ,llld charit~ i~ ~till preachL'd, if not practil·ed, and 
the :\eoplatonic notion that through Ion· \\'l' ,hall ha,<' 

h.irrnon~ ,111d through har111on~, pt>.ice. i, as poteIIt a force 

in ,ocial ed11cation a~ it h,h <·, t-r lwt·n. Philosoph~ ,01ne

tirnes take, a, ih (!o,d tlw rationali/.ation of l'ornmo11 "'·n,e. 
or at lt·a,t of \\ idely held lll'lick and according to the 
,1, ,1ilahle e, ,dence, no 011t• li.1, e, t·r n1ai11L1i11('d tl1at the 

\\·hole d11t~ ol man con~i~h in hati11g, pro,·oking di-.;onln, 

,md di~olieyi11g what are at, ario11, time~ called till' la\\·, of 

Co<l or of 11ature. Philo~opher, \\Titin(! on lo,·e ha,·e at
tempted in nunwrou~ \\·ay~, fir,t, to de,crilw the unique> 

p,trt it play~ in human life: ~econd, to seek its similarity to 
other irnpube~. third, to apprai,e the l·nds that it \\·ishe~ to 

achie,·e: ,111d fin.di~, to \\'ork out a ,~·~tematic acco1mt of all 
the,e di-.;tindio11, ,111d p11t them i11to a logical 11et\\'ork of 

idea~. 
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LOVEJOY, ARTHUR ONCKEN (187:3-HJG:2), Amer
ican phi losopher and historian of id<'as, was horn in Ber
lin, Germany, the son of the Re,·erend \\'. \\'. Lm·ejo~· of 
Boston and Sara Oncken of Hamburg. Educated at the 
University of California (Berkeley) and at Ilan·ard, where 
he received his \I.A .. Lo,·ejo~· began his teaching career 
at Stanford Uni,·ersity (1899-1901) and then taught for 
seven ~ears at \\'ashington L1niH·rsit~· in St. Louis. After 
short periods at Columbia Universit~· and the Universit~· of 
Missouri, he went to Johns llopkins in 1910 as professor of 
philosophy, remaining there until his retirement i11 19:38. 
ln 1927 he ga,·e the Carus lectures, published as The 
Recolt Agai11st D11alis111 in 19.30, and the \Villiam James 
lectures, published as The C:reat Chai11 of Being in HJ:3:3. 
Lovejo~· was widely known as an episternologist, a philo
sophic critic, a historian of ideas, and a man of action. I le 
he lped to organize the Association of .-\meri('all U11i,·ersit~· 
Professors, in which he served for many years as (_·liairman 
of the group that investigated all charge:-- of \'iolation of 
academic freedom. In this (_'Ollnedion he wrote the article 
"Academic Freedom" for the E11c1Jcfo11aedia of tl,e Social 
Scie11ces. 

Lovejoy's works fall into two main group:---those on 
epistemology and tho:--e on intellectual histor~·-although 
he also wrote essays on ethics, religion, and social prob
lems. 

Philosophical works. For man~ ~·ears Lm·e_joy confined 
his writings to articles, a great number of them critical. 
These were often directed again:--t ,·,nious forrn:-- of anti-in
tellectualism: "The Thirteen Pragmatisms" ( 1908), "Some 
Antecedents of the Philosophy of Bergson" ( HH3), and 
"The Paradox of the Thinking Hehm·iorist" ( I ~J:2:2). l lo\\'
ever, these article:-- were frequent(~· examinations of l'ert,tin 
contemporar~· rno,·ements in philosoph~, ,ucl1 a, the '.\c\\· 
Realism: "Heflections of a Temporalist or1 the '.\<'\\' R<>al
ism" ( 191 I) and "On Some '.\m·cltic, of the :\e\\· H<'alism" 
( 1913 ). Some were e,-e11 on the :--uppos<·cl phi lmophical 
implication of the theor~· of relati,·it,·: "The Tra,·els of 
Peter, Paul and Zehecke" I I ~):3:2) and '"Tlie Parado:-. of the 
Time-Hetarding Journe~·" I I~J:31). 

It \\'as not until 1930 that Lon•jo~ p11hlishcd his major 
work, The Rei-oft Against D1wlis111, in which he attempted 
to defend epistemological dualism against the reigning 
modes of monism. He hega11 h~· sketching \\'hat he called 
naive dualism, which assumes that I 1) man~ possible 
objects of knowledge (cog11oscelllla) are at pla(_'es e:-..ternal 
to the body of the percipient; (2/man mu:--t ha, e real traffic 
with things that existed i.n the past and ma~ exist in the 
future; (3) man can ha,·e knowledge of things as they 
would he if they \\'ere not direct!~· known; ( ➔) other minds 
and experiences exist; and (.5) cog,wscellda in other places 
and at other times are apprehensible h~ other knowers. 
The hook analyzed this nai,·e dualism and defended a 
corrected form of it. On the whole, although not in detail, 
Lm·ejoy was more interested in the duality of t\\'o exist-
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ents (of two ,5-cent stamps, for instance) than qualitati\'c 
duality such as of red and green. The duality of t\\'o things 
i:-- demonstrated, he wrote, by the fact that 011c of the 
s11pposed pair has a spatial, a temporal, or a spatiotemporal 
position that is inconsistent with that empirical!~· exhib
ited by the other. lf, then, it ca11 he shown that our ideas of 
ohjeds have positions that can he shown not to be those of 
the objects, then the two cannot right(~· he belie,·ed to be 
one. ()ualitative dualit~· would he demonstrated in analo
gous fashion, but the inconsistency would lie between two 
sets of qualities. 

ln his autobiographical essay, "A Temporalistic Real
ism," in \'olume 11 of Co11te111,,oraru A111erica11 Philosc?
flh!f, edited b~· G. P. Adams and\\'. P. \1ontague (London 
and l\ew York, 19.30), Lovejoy pointed out that one of his 
earliest philosophical theses was that experience itself is 
temporal. Any philosophical position that overlooks or 
denies this, or conflicts with it, would, in his opinion, be 
(_'ondemned as contradicting a manifest truth. (This does 
not, of course, assert that any philosophy-such as that of 
Bergson-that admits the empirical reality of time is 
thereh~· proved.) The various forms of monism fail to 
e,·ade, and cannot evade, the consequences of this fact. 
For instance, the date at which a visual datum O(_'Clfrs is 
not the elate of the object that one is seeing. There is a 
time la,g het\\'een the emission of light ra_\·s from a star and 
their arrival at the retina of a human eye, to sa~· nothing of 
the an i,·,d of the nerve current stimnlated hy them at the 
(_'erehral cortex, where it apparent!~· causes a visual image 
to appear. Indeed, some stars that we perceive now may 
have become extinct many light-~·ears ago. Analogous 
statements can be made abo11t sound, odor, and taste. 

.\(though Lo,·ejo~· also used other criteria, this niterion 
of d11ality suffices to establish existential dualit~· between 
oh.Jed and sensum. To deny the duality, Lm·ejo~· asserted, 
\\'011lcl he eq11ivalent to asserting that two particulars can 
each he in two places at the same time, that one particular 
has or consists of many shapes and other inconsistent qual
ities at the same time, that it has two elates in the same tem
poral order, that it can he at the same time hoth tlie begin
ning and the end of a causal series, and, finally, that C'rror is 
impossible. LO\ ejo~ discussed each of tliese theses i11 
(_·onnection with epistemological positions widely held at 
the time the hook was written: the '.\ew Healism, ohi<·dive 
relati\'ism, \Vhiteheacl's denial of simple location, and 
Bertrand Russell's epistemolog~· as given in The ,\,wlysis 
<f ,\li11d ( London and '.\:ew York, HJ21) and The Analysis of 
.\latter (London and i\ew York, 1927). 

Lm·ejo/s dualism differed from that of the nai,·e dualist 
in that the latter is likely to believe that his objects are 
qualitatiH•ly, if not existentially, identical with the objects 
of others. Our ideas, Lm·ejoy held, do not necessaril~· hm·c 
properties identical with the properties of an~thing in the 
physical world. hut we arc not therefore condemned to 
know nothin,g whatsoever of that world. \\'e cannot prove 
lw~·ond doubt that some of the properties of our ideas are 
also properties of the physical world, but such is "a natural 
assumption which no one can pro,·c to he false" (Hcco/t 
Against Dualism, p. :273). ()ualities that \'ar~· with percip
ients must be held to be subjective, but there are certain 
re:--idual properties-extension, shape, relati,·e pm,ition, 
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temporal smTe~sion, and motion-that ma~ reasonahl~ he 
-; ,1id to characterize both our ideas an<l their objects. The 
w a:--onableness of the hq)nthesis rests on its ability to gi\ e 

11~ grounds for framing a "coherent, simple, unifying, 
-,cientificall~- ~er\"iceahle" set of hypotheses for explaining 
IJoth the rise of our sensory data and their peculiar charac
teri-,tic:--. It \Yill, in short, account for a world tliat is callS
ally etficacio11s, that exi~ts between our perceptual mo
ments. and that has a past and future independent of any 
percipients. 

Intellectual history. To separate Lm ejo~ \ philosophi
cal \·iews from his historical studies is artificial,_ for l1is 
philosophy is based on a wide knowl edge of histor~·, and 
his historiography is based on his belie f in the exi~tence 
and efficacy of ideas. Howe\·er, such a distinction may he 
ma<le for purposes of classification. 

Lm·ejo~· was the chief promoter in tl1e l ' nited States of 
the historiograph~- of ideas. His continuing interest in this 
area elated hack at least to his monograph The Dialectic of 
Bruno and SJ)ino~a (Berkele~·, 190-1 ). He wa~ the originator 
an<l first editor of the Journal of the 1/istoru of Ideas. He 
stu<lie<l such general ideas as romanticism, en>lutionism, 
naturalism, and primiti\"isrn, ~bowing the ambiguitie~ 
resident in them and their ingre:--~ion into fields that have 
no ostensible logical connection \Yith them. 

In the preface to Essays in the Histury of Ideas, Lm·ejo~· 
defined his conception of the historiography of idea~: (I) It 
studies the presence and influence of the same ideas in 
\·ery di\·erse pro\·ince-; of thought and in different periods; 
thus. au idea that may ha\·e originated in logic ma~· turn 11p 
in hiolog~·, or \·iee \·ersa. (:2 ) There are certain catchwords, 
such as "natun,," that ha\·e taken on ne\\" meanings o\·er a 
period of time, although the people ming the111 are seldom 
aware of their ambiguities. The hi~torian of ideas will 
analyze thest' \·arious meaning~ as they occur. An exarnpl<0 

from fairly recent histor~ (not one of LO\·ejo~·'s own ) would 
be the eulogistic u-..age of the word "organic." (.3) It ha~ 
also been noticed that a gh·en author will proH' suscepti
ble to the emotional aura of certain terms amL probabl~ 
becam,e of this, will \\"a\ er between a \·alid meaning of an 
idea an<l an incongruous meaning. It is usually assumed 
that the thought of a gi\·en \\Titer must he consistent and 
unified; but h~- accepting this a-..-..umption, a historian may 
overlook precise!~- those thoughts expressed h~- a \\Titer 
that were in fact influential. A fuller explanation of the 
program is gi\·en in Lm·ejo~·'s essa~· "The Historiograph~ 
of Ideas,'' first published in 19.38 and republished as the 
opening chapter in Essays in the History of Ideas. 

"The Great Chain of Being." Lo\'ejoy\ most influential 
single contribution to the history of ideas is The Great 
Chain of Being. The idea whose fortunes he traced in this 
book \\'as first expressed by Plato in the Timaeus. There 
Plato maintained that the Demiurge, being good, \\'as not 
jealous and, not being jealous, \\ anted the \\'orld to laL-k 
nothing; therefore, if the world were to lack nothing, all 
possibilities must he realized. The realization of all possi
bilities is the great chain of being, and the principle it rests 
upon was called by Lovejoy the principle of plenitude. 

This apparently simple i<lea. contained in a creation 
m~th, was introduced into Christian theolog~· through 
;-(eoplatonism an<l into cosmography b~- Has<lai Crescas 

\Yith his supposition of many worlds, by Johannes Kepler. 
by :\icholas of Cusa with his theory of a houmlless uni
H"rse, and, ahO\·e all, by Giordano Bruno with his open 
acceptance of the principle as it applies to stellar bodies. 
In Spinoza it appeared as the doctrine that all ideas of Cod 
must be realized, and in L< 0 ilmiz as the principle of 
sufficient reason. LoYejo~· showed ho\\' the principle en
tered into biological speculations in the eighteenth cen
tury and ho\\' it was "temporalized." In the idea of the 
great chain of heing, \\'hich he presented with a richness of 
erudition, Lon".ioy found one of the most fertile yet neg
lected ideas in \\'estern philosophy and masterful!~ traced 
its ramifications and subsequent history. 

Primitit.:ism. .-\ ~econd dominant idea, the stud~ of 
whose history LO\·ejoy initiated, is that cluster of notions 
known a-; primiti\·ism. Primitivism has two forms-a 
chronological form, exemplified in the myth of the Colden 
Age, and a cultural form, best exemplified in cynicism an<l 
in all attempts to redisco\'er the so-called natural life. Each 
of these forms ha~ two subspecies, "hard" primitidsm a11d 
"soft" primiti\·ism. Hard primitivism maintains that the 
state of nature (man's primordial condition) was rugged 
and unencumbered with superfluities, a state \'ery close to 
that of the legendary noble sm·age. Soft primitidsm, on the 
contrar~·, maintains that the state of nature was agreeably 
gentle, that earth ga\·e man her fruits spontaneously \\°ith
out any lal>or on his part, and that there was no pri\·ate 
property an<l hence no cO\'etousness, no war, no foreign 
trade, none of the complications that the arts and sciences 
introdtlL"e. 

LO\·ejo\· urged as earl~ as 1817 that there would he more 
progress in plti)o-,ophical -,tudies if there were more coop
eration among philmopher~ ("On Some Conditions of 
Progress in Philosophical Inquiry"). A documentary l1is
tor~ of primiti\·ism pro\·idL,d, it seemed, an ideal opportu
nity for such cooperation. Lm-ejoy and three other scholar-; 
formed a team and agreed to publish a four-nJlume work, 
to he entitled A Dociw1entlLr!/ 1/istory of Pri111itiris111 and 
Related Ideas, c·o\·ering the ground from early Creek times 
to the H'Cl'nt past. Of this project<'d \\'ork on)~ one \'Olume, 
Pri111ititis111 and Related Ideas in Antiquity, written by 
I ,m·ejoy \\'ith Ceorge Boas, was completed, although a 
n11mber of smaller \\'orks hy \'arious seholars eame out as 
contributions to the snhject. The published nilurne con
tained, along with document-; and commentaries, two 
supplementary essays- "l'rimitivism in Ancient \\"estern 
Asia," hy \\'. F. Albright, and "l'rimitivism in Indian Lit
erature," b~- P.-E. Dumont-and an appendix by Love
jo~·- "Some \leanings of ':\ature. ·" Although the original 
four-Yolume plan was 11e\·er carried out, what <lid appear 
may hil\'e shown historians of philosophy that primitivism 
\\'as a philosophic theme neglected by the historical tradi
tion that ha<l ne\·ertheless permeated Oceidental thought. 
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GEORGE BOAS 

LOWENHEIM-SKOLEM THEOREM. See SYSTE.\IS, 

FOR.\IAL, AND .\IODELS OF FOR.\IAL SYSTE.\IS. 

LOYALTY. Loyalty, as a moral rather than a political 
concept, has received scant attention in philosophical 
literature. In fact, at the present time it seems banished 
from respectable ethical discus~ions, owing, no doubt, to 
its historical association with an obsolete metaphysics 
(idealism) and with such odious political movements as the 
extreme nationalism of ;-..;azism. However, the supposed 
implications suggested by these disreputable associations 
are ill-founded. On the contrary, loyalty is an essential 
ingredient in any civilized and 'humane system of morals. 

Philosophical issues regarding loyalt~' may be separated 
into the question of the object of lo~·alty, and the question 
of the moral value of loyalty. 

The object of loyalty. Granted that loyalty is the whole
hearted devotion to an object of some kind, \vhat kind of 
thing is this object? ls it an abstract entity, such as an idea 
or a collective being? Or is it a person or group of persons? 

The idealist contends that loyalty is "the willing and 
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practical and thoroughgoing dl'\'otion of a person to ,1 

<·ame" (Josiah Ho\·ce, The Philosoph11 oflmJalty, p. 17). lh 
object is "a cause lieyo11d your pri\·ate self, grl'aler tl1a11 \ 011 

ar~ ... i111personal and superper!->011al" li/,id., pp. l!-J

:20). A, a cause it is something that transcends the indi\'id-
11al, "an eternal reality." Apart from familiar metaphysical 
and logical ob,iections to this concept of a superperso11al 
realit\·, this viC'W has the ethical defect of postulating duties 
over :md above our duties to individual men and group:-- of 
men. The individual is submerged and lost in this super
person not only ontologically hut also morall>·, for it tends 
to dissolve our specific duties and obligations to others 
into a "superhuman" good. 

Opposing the idealistic position is the view, characteris
tic of social atomi~m (empiricism or utilitarianism, for 
example), that denies any distinctive status to loyalty on 
the grounds that metaphysically there can be no such 
superpersonal entity to serve as its object. Insofar as the 
concept of loyalty has any validity at all, it reduces to other 
kin<ls of relation~ and dispositions, such as obedience or 
honesty. \1ost empiricists are inclined to agree with 
Hume, however, that loyalty is a virtue that holds "less of 
reason, than of bigotry and superstition." 

Thus, it is generally assumed that we must either accept 
the notion of a superperson or some other abstract entity as 
the object of loyalty or reject the notion of loyalt>· altogether 
as founded on an illusion. This assumption is open to 
question. 

In answer to the idealists, it should be pointed out that 
in our common moral language, as well as historically, 
"loyalty" is taken to refer to a relationship between per
sons-for instance, between a lord and his vassal, between 
a parent and his children, or between friends. Thus, the 
object of loyalty is ordinarily taken to he a person or group 
of persons. 

Loyalty is conceived as inteqwrsonal, and it is also 
always specific; a man is loyal to his lord, his father, or his 
comrades. It is conceptually impossible to be loyal to peo
ple in general (to humanity) or to a general principle, such 
as justice or democrac~'. 

The social atomist fail~ to recognize the special character 
and significance of the ties that bind individuals together 
and provide the basis for lovalties. Lo>·,tlty is not founded 
on just any casual relationship between persons, but on a 
specific kind of relationship or tie. The special ties in
volved arise from the twofold circumstance that the per
sons so hound are comemhers of a specific group (commu
nity) distinguished by a ~pecific common background and 
sharing specific interest~, and are related in terms of some 
sort of role differentiation within that group. A friendship, 
a family, or such a highly organized group as a political, 
priestly, or military community illustrates the presence of 
these conditions. Special ties of this sort provide both the 
necessary and the sufficient conditions for a person to be a 
proper object of loyalty. 

The impersonal or objective element mentioned b~· 
H.oyce and other idealists is explained by the fact that it is 
the ties, the mutually related roles, rather than any partic
ular personal characteristics of the individuals involved 
that provide the grounds for loyalty. Why should I be loyal 
to X? Because he is mu R (friend, father, leader, comrade). 
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:\tore purely personal characteristics of X, such as his 
kindness, courage, amiability, honesty, or spirituality can
not serve as grounds for loyalty. That the conditions of 
loyalty abstract from the personal characteristics uf tlw 
individuals concerned does not, of course, entail that loy
alty Jllust relate to a superpersonal entity (cause, whole) 
any more than tht' fact that an algebraic formnla contains a 
variable within it (such as Fx) entails that there must he 
some kind of supernumher to satisfy the function . 

The moral value of loyalty. Is loyalty something good in 
itself? bit always good? Can there he had loyalties? 

On tlwse questions the idealist takes an extreme posi
tion, for he holds that loyalty is the hi12;lwst moral good 
According to Hoyce, a rna11's wholehearted devotio11 to a 
cause is eo ipso good and becomes evil only when it 
conflicts with other loyalties. The suprenw good is lo~·alty 
to loyalty: "so choose and so serve yo11r indi, idual cause as 
to secure thereby the greatest increa~e of loyalty alllongst 
men" (ibid., p. 1:21). 

The view that loy,dt\ l1,1s ,111 inm·r , al1w, '\vhate,·er lw 
tlw c,1use to \\'hich thi-.; 111a11 i" lo,al," c;i11 lw 11sed to rv
deem the most evil acts of nwn. Such a belief outrages our 
moral feelings, for we want to say that a c,111se which de
mands inj11stice or cruelty as the price of devotion renders 
that devotion a11 evil in itself It is impossible to separate 
logically the moral quality of devotion from the morn! 
quality of its object, if that object is a came. (Incidentally. 
a distinction must he made between devotion to a th<n
oughly evil pmpose and devotion that is simply misdi
rected, in the se11st" that it is well-intentioned hut wrong 
for some other reason.) 

Even assuming that the prolile111 of had loyalties ca11 he 
resolved by invoking "loyalty to loyalty," tlw idealist may 
still lie accused of turnmg morality, whicl1 properly con
cerns man's relations to his fellows, into service of an 
abstract principle or a ca11se, thus treating 111an as a mer(' 
means rather than as an end-in-itself. 

The social atomist, on the other hand, re12;ards the llloral 
val11e of loyalty, <'Onstrued as devotion or olwclienl'e to 
pt"rsons or instit11tion~, entir('ly as a fu11ctio11 of its he11ig11 
or mischievous conseque11ces. This view, however, robs 
loyalty of a11y special moral significance. It fails to acco1111t, 
for example, for the admirable side of a mother's loyalty to 
her so11 even when, considering the total pict11re, it is 11ot 
entirely justified morally. 

\Ve must ask what loyalty demands of a person. The 
etymology of the word "loyalty" gives a cl11e, for it comes 
from the French word loi and thus means ~onwtl1ing aki11 
to "legality." Loyalty, strict}~, speaking, demands what is 
morally clue the object of loyalty. A loyal subject is 011e 
who wholeheartedly devotes himself to his duties to hi~ 
lord. What is clue or owed is defined by the roles of the 
persons concerned. The fact that loyalty gives what is due 
also explains why we can demand the loyalty of others. 

It follows that mere blind obedience to every wish of the 
person who is the object of loyalty is not loyalty; it is a 
perversion of loyalty. There is no moral value to it at all, 
since it is not something that is morally dne. A loyal Nazi 
is a contradiction in terms, although a loyal Cerman is not. 

There are, to he sure, conHicts of loyalties, bnt this fact 
does not entail that any of the loyalties involved are im-

proper or invalid. It is simply a logical consequence of the 
fact that there are conHicts of duties; 111y duty to my par
ents may conHict with my duty to my wife or to my fellow 
countrymen. Sometimes there are clear ways of resolving 
these conflicts and sometimes there are not, hut we cannot 
eliminate the problem of conAi<.:ting loyalties eitlwr by a 
metaphysical trick or by the mechanical application of a 
value calculus. 

One final observation must be made concerning the 
distinction between loyalty and fidelity. Loyalty includes 
fidelity in carrying out one's duties to the person or group 
of persons who are the object of loyalty; hut it embraces 
more than that, for it implies a11 attitude, perhaps an 
affection or sentiment, toward such persons. Furthermore, 
at the \'ery least, lo~'ait~' requires the complete subordina
tion of on<>'s own pri,·ate interest in favor of giving what is 
due, and perhaps also the exclusion of other legitimate 
interests. In this sense, loyalty may often he one-sided, 
although it need not lw. If we co11ld not count on the loy
alty of others or give them our loyalty, social lifo would be 
not only bleak hut also impossible. 
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LUCIAN OF SAMOSATA (<'. ll.5-c. :WO), philosoph
ical "atiri~t a11d s;1tirist ol pliilosopl1~', was l>orn at Sa111osata 
(Sa111~at) 011 tl1e E11phrates and was <·ducated tll('rc. I le 
tll('ll "t11di<'d rhetoric i11 Asia \linor, aft<·r whicl1 he was a 
Liwyer for a whil<·, trnm·d Crcec<· and Ital~ a" a l<·d11r<'r, 
;111d lwld ;i chair of litl'ratun· i11 France. I II rnidclll' age lie 
-.dtll'd i11 Athens, wlw1<' lw wrote a11d gave public read
ings of his 111ost s11l'l'e-.sf11l dialog1ws, 111an~· of which were 
011 philosophical tlw111('S. l,,1tc in life lw joi11l'd the staff of 
tlw Honwn govl'mor of Eg~'J)t. :'\othing is known of his 
death <·,n·pt that it ol't'11rr<'d ;dter !KO. 

Lu('ia11\ pliilo~opl1ical po~itio11 is not eas~' to d<·fine 
lwca11,;c lw <·xpws~<·~ co11tradictorr attit11des, and his per
"istent irony and his obvious wish to <'lltl'rtai11 mak<· it hard 
to know how serio11..,}y to tak<· his stat<'ments. The contra
dictions l1a\'(' lieen used a~; a lia,;is for ~everal different 
theories of his intellectual developnwnt, hut the chrono
logical order of his works i-. too nnce,tain for any snch 
intcrpretatio11 to he wholly convincing. 

In The Fisher, Lucian claimed to IH' a champion of phi
losoph~·, wl1icl1 he descrilwd elsewhert" as a civilizing and 
morall~· improving study; however, lw constantly criticized 
pseudo philosophers for their greed, had temper, sexual 
immorality, and the gern·ral i11c-011sistency between their 



preaching and their practice. The historical occasion for 
such attacks was the encouragement of philosoph) b~ 
:\farcus Aurelius, which had made philosophers almost as 
numerous as monks and friars were in the \licldle Ages. 

Lucian's favorite target was the Stoic, but he also sav
agely attacked such Cynics as Peregrinus, and in The Sale 
of Lives he made fun of ever~· school. Howe,·er, he some
times wrote approvingly of indi,·idual philosophies. The 
Nigrirws appears to be a eulogy of Platonism, although this 
may be ironical or simply an e xcuse for satirizing Roman 
society. The Cy11ic11s is a less ambiguous defense of Cyn i
cism, and in several dialogues Lucian speaks through a 
character called Cyniscus or through that of the C)·nic 
\lenippus. Diogenes is once mentioned fa,·orahl)·, and in 
the Alexander there is enthusiastic praise for Epicurus, "a 
reall)· great man who perceived, as no one else has clone, 
the beauty of truth." 

The Hemzotimus rejects all philosophical s)·stems on the 
grounds that the)· are mutuall)· contradi ctory and thu s 
cannot all be right, and life is too short to discover which 
of them is nearest to the truth. The wisest course is to get 
on with the business of living, guided b)· common scn-.;e. 
Tiresias in the ,\1 e11ipp11s gi,·es the -.;;rme ach-ice. 

In general, Lucian disliked philosophies that encourage 
superstition, such as Platonism and Stoicism, and preferred 
materialists like Democritus and Epicu rm . Although he 
made fun of the Skeptics, lie was templ'ramentally in
clined to skepticism, or to an eclecticism of the kind de
scribed in the Life of Dcmo1wx . 

His own positin.' ideas included a conception of "ociet~· 
free from racial, social, and economic distinction-;. I le 
valued such human q11alities as sincerit)·, courage, cheer
fulness, and kindness; and lw continuall y stressed the 
importance of facing facts, especial I)• th e fact o f death. 

Lucian's influence 011 later thought was exerted largeh, 
but not entire!~·. through th e medium of literar,· technique. 
He facilitated the spread of humanism in the si, te<'nth 
centur~· by suggesting one of th e hasic themes (the absurd
ity of plutocracy ) and some of the incidental jokes in 
:\lore's Utopia, but his main contrili11tions were the light
hearted manner, the form (a fantastic journe~ described in 
a familiar dialogu e), and the trick of u-.;ing proper name-; 
that et~·mologicalh· impl~- nonexistence or nonseriousness. 
He also aid e d in the Reformation h)· pro,·idin12: literary 
precedents and humorous de\'iccs for the satire on ec
clesiastics, theologians, monks , and superstitions in Eras
mus' Encomium Moriae and in the "·ork of Rabelais. \'ol
taire's Ca11dide is Lucianic in lioth manner and theme (the 
refutation of philosophi cal thcor)' ])\· real it,), and its final 
moral is identical with that of the .\fenippus. The Conr-er
satio11 between L11cia11, Erasmus and Rabelais i11 the Ely
sian Fields shows that \'oltaire re,~arded Lucian as one of 
his masters in the strateg~· of intellectual W\'olution. 

Bacon ca lled Lucian a contemplati, ·e atheist. and as such 
Lucian evidently interested Hume, who described him as 
a ,·er,· moral writer, quoted him \\'ith respect when dis
cussing ethics and religion , and read him on his deathbed. 
Since then, professional philosophers have tended to ig
nore him, hut perhaps his spirit is still ali,·e in those ,,·ho, 
like Bertrand Russell, are prepared to flavor philosophy 
with wit. 
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PAUL TURNER 

LUCRETIUS (c. >J\J-.5.'5 B.c.), whose full name was Titus 
Lucretius Carns, is known only as the author of a didactic 
poem, probably unfinished, De Renim Natura ("On the 
Nature of Things"), consisting of some 7,100 hexameter 
lines divided into six books. According to an ancient biog
raph e r cited by St. Jerome, the poe m was composed dur
ing the lucid intervals of a madness induced by a love 
philter, which culminated in the author's suicide. This 
uncorroborated testimony is virtually the sole external 
ev idence for his life story . From internal e,·idence it ma) 
he inferred that he was a Roman of good famil)· and edu
cation and a friend of the statesman Caius :'\lemmius. that 
he had trave led at least as far afield as Sicily; and that he 
held himself aloof from the murderous political strife of his 
day, probably living the life of a recluse. llis poem was 
avowedly an attempt to expound and popularize, for the 
benefit of his fellow Homans, the "obscure discoveries" of 
Epicurus, for whom he expressed an unbounded and un
critical admiration throughout. Historically, De Rerum 
Natura is important as the fullest surviving exposition of 
the most coherent and influential system of materialistic 
philosophy produced in c lassical antiquity-an exposition, 
moreover, whose literary qualities have made Epicu rean
ism familiar to multitudes of readers who might otherwise 
scarcely have heard of it. 

But it is much more than this. There is reason to believe 
that Lucretius was a more original thinker than he pro
fessed to be or than he himself realized. Certainly there 
are aspects of his thought that can not be traced to any 
earlier thinker and can therefore be most properly consid
ered under his name. For at least three reasons, he was 
fon.·»d to rethink, rather than merely to restate, hi s master's 
teaching. 

First, he wrote in Latin, and in this he explicitly claimed 
to be a pioneer, "blazing a trail through pathless tracts." 
Since he was not content merely to translit erate Creek 
terms, as Latin writers were often tempted to do , he de
vised his own technical vocabulary and thereby stamped 
Epicurean doctrine with something of the practical char
acter of a language well adapted to th e needs of law and 
administration hnt as yet lacking in metaphysical subtlety. 
This task was simplified, howeve r, by Epicurus' own re-
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-..olve (in contrast to Plato's, for instance) to eschew "empty 
words" and to hold outo the "underlying things" (Letter I, 
:m. 

Seco11d, while Epic11rns modeled bis bald prose style on 
that of Euclid's geometry and held that "a wise man would 
11ot write poetry," Lucretius' models were the Greek epic 
poets, and he employed the traditional epic devices of 
simile and metaphor to illustrate each step of his argument 
with a series of clearly visualized pictures. Here again he 
was true to the Epicurean emphasis on sense perception as 
the fo1111dation of knowledge. But he evidently drew di
rectl) on his own observation-for example, of a Roman 
militar~· exercise (II, 40-4.3) or of a theatrical display (IV, 
7.5-8.'3)-and for better or worse his abilit:,,· to think in con
crete images gives him a unique place among philoso
phers. 

Third, he wrote not merely as a versifier but as a poet, 
with an imaginative grasp of his theme and an intense 
emotional iuvolvement which, to more coldly logical 
minds, might seem to disqualify him as a philosopher 
entirely. It has been argued by N. \V. de Witt in Epicurus 
and His Philosophy (.iv1inneapolis, 18.54, p. 98) that even in 
his most emotional outbursts Lucretius is a good Epicu
rean, "speaking by the book." This may well be true. It is 
also true that Epicurus himself taught that a man who had 
become truly wise could yield more fully to his emotions 
(pathe) without detriment to his wisdom and that in the 
Epicurean system there is no such central conflict between 
reason and passion as appears in Platonism and Stoicism. 
But Epicurus (at any rate in his maturer years, when he 
taught and wrote) was renowned for his tranquil disposi
tion. In any case, throughout his entire poem Lucretius 
proclaims, even if he never states in explicit tem1s, that 
philosophy is something to be felt as well as thought. 

Religion. His originality is perhaps most evident in his 
attitude toward religion. lie may have meant to round off 
his poem with a full treatment of Epicurean theology, but 
his actual references to the subject scarcely suggest that he 
shared his master's devotion to the traditional Creek god~ 
or fully grasped the reasoning which enabled Epicurus to 
combine his theology with a materialistic explanation of 
the universe. The Homan adoption of Creek mythology 
seldom constituted much more than a literary artifice. In 
Cicero's Tusc11la11 Dispt1tatio11s the claim that Epicurus 
had freed man from the fear of Hell is simply laughed out 
of court. No educated Roman believed these old wives' 
tales, nor was the devout Homan expected to feel 
passionately about the gods any more than he was asked to 
subscribe to a creed. Acceptance of the state religion 
meant primarily service to the state (an obligation which 
Lucretius denounced as fostering insensate ambition and 
brutal militarism), coupled with a meticulous observance 
of omens and taboos, a practice which Lucretius con
demned in a famous line, Tantum religio potuit suadere 
malorum ("So great the evils which religion conld prompt" 
I, 101), as an incentive to the worst of crimes. Finding no 
outlet for his pent-up religious emotion through traditional 
Creek or Roman channels, Lucretius expressed it partly in 
idolization of Epicurus, which surpassed the normal en
tlrnsiasm of a disciple, and partly in a devotion to Nature as 
creatress and life-giver, which he clothed at times in Ian-

guage more appropriate to the worship of a deity. Epicurus 
had spoken of gratitude to Nature, both as a giver of good 
things and as a teacher of true wisdom and justice. Lu
cretius not only personified nature, to the extent of telling 
us what she would say if she had a voice (Ill, ~J31-932); he 
entered personally into the joys and sorrows of the whole 
living creation. Ilis \Vordsworthian language may not 
amount to formal pantheism, but nature worship, psycho
logically if not logically, was an integral part of his philos
ophy. He is a witness to the fact that it is possible to in
vestigate natural phenomena with no religious inhibitions 
and to explain them on purely materialistic lines, rejecting 
divine purpose, providence, and the immortal soul, with
out sacrificing the joys of reverence and adoration. 

Materialism. Lucretius remains quite uncompromising 
in his materialism. He emphatically states that all knowl
edge is derived from sensations, which are caused by the 
impact of "images," or surface-films, emanating from ex
ternal objects, on the mind-atoms in the human breast. "If 
a belief resting on this basis is not valid, there will be no 
standard to which we can refer any doubt on obscure 
questions for rational confirmation" (I, 422-423; cf. IV, 
46~J-.521). Nowhere does he attempt to explain the doc
trine of "anticipation" (prolepsis) with which Epicurus 
himself qualifies this dogma. This omission may merely 
mean that in a popular exposition he felt the need to sim
plify. But it does suggest that, intellectually, if not emotion
ally, he was, if possible, more wholeheartedly mechanistic 
than his master and that he was bent on constructing a work
ing model of the universe in which there was no place for 
anything that could not be seen and handled (except, of 
course, that much of the working was on too small a scale 
to he detectable by eye or hand). 

As a sample of Lucretius' method, we may take his 
exposition (11, 2lfi-2~J.3) of the doctrine of the "swerve" 
(Cree k, pare11klisis; Latin, clina111e11), with which Epicurus 
sought to combat the detem1inis111 of the earlier atomists 
and thereby find a basis for the exercise of moral judgment. 
First, the dogma is dearly asserted as a fact: "\Vhen the 
atoms are traveling straight down through empty space by 
their owu weight, at quite indeterminate times and places 
they swerve ever so little from their course, just so much 
that you can call it a change of direction." Then we are 
given the reason, in terms of Epicurean physics, for this 
being a necessary assumption: "If it were not for this 
swerve, everything would fall downwards like raindrops 
through the abyss of space. No collision would take place 
and no impact of atom on atom would be created. Thus 
nature would never have created anything." Next an alter
native explanation (that heavy atoms overtake light ones) is 
considered and dismissed as inapplicable to the behavior 
of matter in a vacuum, where it encounters no obstacle. 
Following this, Lucretius disposes of the objection that the 
phenomenon of the swerve is never observed. This objec
tion would be valid against a swerve big enough to be 
perceptible, but it does not hold against a minimal one. 
Then he turns to the psychological argument, based partly 
on our inner experience of free choice and partly on the 
observed behavior of conscious beings: "If all movement is 
always interconnected, the new arising from the old in a 
determinate order ... what is the source of the free will 
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possessed by living things ... that will pmn°r s11,1tch<·d 
from the fates whereby we follow the path along ,,·hich we 
are severally led by pleasure, swerving from our co11rse at 
no set time or place but at the bidding of our own hearts?" 
By comparing with vivid precision the movement of a race 
horse at the start of the race with that of someone pushed 
by an external force, he seeks to demonstrate that volun
tary action arises from within and ultimately from the 
unpredictable movement of a single atom. Thus, "besides 
weight and impact there must be a third cause of move
ment, the source of this inborn power of ours, since we see 
that nothing can come out of nothing." 

Philosophy of history. Probably Lucretius' outstanding 
contribution to thought has been his sociology, or his phi
losophy of history. Creek philosophers agreed that the 
basis of human society, as of rational thought and moral 
judgment, was articulate speech. Accordingly, no question 
was more hotly disputed than that of whether the origin of 
language was "natural" or "conventional." Epicurus (Let
ter 1, 75) argued that while speech must have originated in 
a physical reaction as natural as the instinctive cries of 
animals, the association of specific sounds with specific 
objects was the result of a long process, partly cas11al coin
cidence and partly agreement among the members of a 
community. And he took this as illustrating the more gen
eral principle "that [human] nature had all sorts of lessons 
driven into it by the pressure of events and that reasoning 
afterwards refined them and added new inventions, quick
ly or slowly." Lucretius' account of the origin of language 
(V, I0:21-i-1090) elaborates Epicurus' argument, and he 
may have had equally good Epicurean authority for his 
whole description, based on the same general principle, of 
the growth of civilization. But it must have been his own 
genius that turned this description into a narrativ·e so life
like and convincing that it is hard to realize that it can have 
had little relation to any actual society known to either the 
Greeks or the Homans. An essential step in the develop
ment of this society was the growth of "natural justice," 
which Epicurus defined as "a bargain for mutual profit not 
to hurt or he hurt." In Lucretius the definition of natural 
justice is followed hy the characteristic comment that not 
everybody kept this bargain, hut that unless a substantial 
number had done so, the human race would have been 
wiped out (\', 1024- 1027). Thus the fact that mankind has 
survived at all is adduced as a proof that there must have 
been such a compact. But it also sen·es to explain the 
occurrence of such a compact along Darwinian lines, as an 
example of survival of the fittest, communities that failed 
to achieve it must have perished like those ill-equipped 
forms of life, "trapped in the toils of their own destiny," 
which "nature had debarred from increase" (cf. \', 
8:37 -~:24). By this evolutionary approach to the problem, 
Lucretius escapes the ahsurditit·s of some later theories of 
"social contract." He finds the has is of social cooperation, 
not in calculated self-interest, hut in a natural instinct that 
impelled the strong to take pity on the weak. The whole 
passage well illustrates the poet-philosopher's blend of 
close reasoning with controlled imaginatio11 and unsparing 
realism with sensitivity and compassion. 

Influence. According to St. Jerome, Lucretius' poem was 
"emended" by Cicero, who certainly received a man11-
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scnpt of it from his brother ()11int11s and was i111pw..,se d Ii~ 
its 1111us11al combination of artistry and illuminating genim, . 
During the period of the Homan Empire, I ,11creti11s ,,·as 
read and admired as a pod ratlwr than as a philosopher, 
since his Epic11rean philosophy conHicted with the pre 
vailing Stoicism or Platonism of the ruling classes . The 
Christian apologists Arnohi11s and Lactanti11s (early fourth 
century) quoted with approval his denunciations of pagan 
religio. But later generations of Christians, who derived a 
guilty enjoyment from the pagan mythology and morals of 
Ovid, showed no interest in Lucretius. Perhaps they found 
too little point of contact with his beliefs even to he 
shocked by them. Four manuscripts of the De Rer11111 Sa
tura are known to have exi-;ted in the ninth century, all 
based on a single defecti,,e codex, hut there is little to 
suggest that these were copied or even read in the later 
.Middle Ages. \\'hen the poem was rediscovered hy the 
fifteenth-century humanists, its style was generally con
demned as "harsh" and "ohscme," while Catholics and 
Protestants alike could see little in the subject matter hut 
the ravings of a madman. 

lt was not until the age of Calileo and Descartes that 
Epicureanisrn came into its own under the inspiration of 
Pierre Cassendi. Since then, although Lucretius has con
tinued to he frowned upon hy the orthodox down to the 
present century, his inHuence on the pioneers of \\'estern 
thought has been pervasive and widespread. 
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LU HSIANG-SHAN (1139-1193), also called Lu Chiu
yi.ian, !':tarted the idealistic trend in Chinese philoso
phy. He emphasized the supremacy and self-sufficiency of 
the mind, contrary to his contemporary Chu Hsi, who 
stressed the need to discover reason and to acquire 
knowledge of the external world. He lived in the province 
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of Kiangsi. His father was a respected member of the 
gentry, and from his early youth Lu was able to devote 
himself to tl1e stud~· of Confucius and i\1encius. He disa
greed with the vie\\'s of the scholar Ch'eng I of the North
ern Sung Dynast~·-

Lu Hsiang-shan is known for the following: 

When a sage arises in the East, 
The mind is the same, 
And so is reason. 

The same is true of sages born in the \\'est, the North, and 
the South and of those born thousands of generations 
earlier and later. \\'hat he meant is that mind is the same 
the world over and at all times. From this fundamental 
thesis he drew the conclusions that mind has priority over 
all things and that reason has a universal validity. 

Lrng Chien, a disciple of Lu and a submagistrate, asked 
him, "\\'hat is the Original !\1ind?" Lu quoted the words of 
Mencius concerning the four kinds of virtues-Jen (hene
volence), i (righteousness), Ii (decency), and chi (knowl
edge)-and said, "This is the Original l\lind." But Yang 
failed to understand what Lu meant. Some time after, a 
lawsuit was brought by a salesman of fans for Yang's ver
dict, and Yang again came to Lu \vith the same question. 
Lu answered, "In trying the case of the fan salesman, yuu 
were a hie to judge right that which is ri,ght and wrong that 
which is wrong, This is the Original l\lind." Yang was then 
convinced that the mind is self-conscious and self-evident. 

Lu was firmly convinced that there is a universal mind 
and a universal rationality: "\\'hat fills the universe is 
rationality; what the scholars should search for is to render 
the idea of rationality elem to all. The scope of rationality 
is boundless." He also ciuoted Cheng Hao's words, "The 
universe is great, yet it has its limitation," and then in
ferred from them that what is more perfect than the uni
verse is rationality. 

Again he said: "Rationality in the universe is so evident 
that 1t is never concealed. The greatness of the universe 
lies in the existence of rationality which is an order pub
licly followed and without partiality. !\tan with Heaven 
and Earth constitutes the triad. \\'hy should one be ego
centric and not in conformity with rationality?" Lu's main 
idea is that since each one has a mind and reason is inher
ent in mind, mind is reason. Furthermore, he says: "\Vhat 
is the happening of the universe is the ought-to-do-duty of 
man, what is the ought-to-do-duty is the happening of the 
universe." 
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LUKACS, GEORG (Gyorgy), Hungarian !\Iarxist philos
opher and literary critic, was professor of aesthetics and 
the philosophy of culture at the University of Budapest 
from 19.t,5 to 19.56. Luk.-ics was born in 188,5 at Budapest 
into a rich and eminent family (before he became a com-

munist he wrote under the family name "von Lukacs"). He 
took a doctorate in philosophy in Budapest (1906) and then 
studied under Georg Simmel at Berlin and under Max 
Weber at Heidelberg. Since LuLics was recognized as one 
of Europe's leading literary critics when he joined the 
Communist party of Hungary in December 1918, he was 
offered the post of people's commissar for culture and 
education in the communist regime of Bela Kun 
(March-August 1919). After the fall of Kun, Lukacs took 
refuge in Vienna, where he edited the review Komm1rn
ismus and carried on a struggle with Kun (exiled in l\1os
cow) for control of the Hungarian underground movement. 
Publication in Berlin in H-J:2.3 of Lubes' collection of es
says, Geschichte und Klasse11bewusstsei11, decided the 
issue in favor of Kun-for the book was denounced as 
"deviationist." Luk.ks was ousted from the central com
mittee of the Communist party and from the editorship of 
Kommu11ism11s after publishing his "self-criticism." He 
took refuge in Russia when Hitler came to power and, 
after a further and more thorough act of self-criticism, 
worked in the Institute of Philosophy of the Soviet Acad
emy of Science from flJ:3.'1 to l\J.t.t. Heturning to Hungary, 
he hecame a member of parliament and professor of aes
thetics. In HJ.56 Luk(1cs was a leader of the Petofi circle, 
which played a role i11 the anti-Russian insurrection, 
and then minister for culture in the short-lived Imre Nagy 
government. After the defeat of the revolution, LuLics was 
deported to Rumania, hut he was allowed to return to 
Budapest in April JlJ,57 to live in retirement and to devote 
himself to a monumental work on aesthetics, of which one 
volume has appeared, in It un).'.arian. 

Aesthetics and criticism. Lubes' fame as one of the few 
philosophers produced by the Marxist movement rests on a 
book that he repudiated soon after its publication, Ge
schichte 1md Klassenbewusstsein ("History and Class 
Consciousness"). His later work-some thirty hooks and 
hundreds of articles-constitutes an attempt to found a 
\larxist aesthetic which could be used to criticize modern
ist, formalist, and experimental art in the name of socialist 
realism. This critical \\'Ork entailed some confusion of 
literar~· criticism witli political polemic, of which the fol
lowing judgment on l\:aila is t 1 pica!: " ... !10 work of art 
based on Angst (anxiety) can avoid-objectively speak
ing-guilt liy association with Ifitlerism and the prepara
tions for atomic war" (The A1ea11ing of Contemporary 
Realism, p. HI). LuLtcs' influence as a critic has been 
intensely conservative, for he holds that "realism is not 
one style among others; it is the basis of literature" (ibid., 
p. 48). 

In his first aesthetic studies, Die Seele und die Formen 
("The Soul and the Forms") and Die Theorie des Romans 
("The Theor~· of the :-\ovel"), Lukcics was still a Neo-Kant
ian. He held that literature was the striving for expression 
of the irrational soul in and through an alien and hostile 
reality. He stressed the value of "inwardness" and the 
uselessness of society to the individual. These works have 
been claimed as among the sources of existentialism, but 
Lukacs himself denounced them as "false and reactionary" 
upon his conversion to communism. Thereafter he con
trasted Marxism, as a philosophy that integrated the indi
vidual in society, with all modern "philosophies of crisis 



and evasion," and in particular with existentialism, which 
isolated men outside social and economic relations. 

Luk[1cs' stress on social relationships became the basis of 
his aesthetics. Form, he argued, should be determined hy 
content (therefore abstract art and formalism are degener
ate), and "there is no content of which :\1an himself is not 
the focal point" (ibid., p. HJ). Since man exists only in a 
social and historical context, aesthetics inevitably is con
cerned with politics. If the subject of a work of art is man 
seen statically, then that work declines into subjectivism 
and allegory. Literature must be dynamic, setting charac
ters in historical perspective in order that they might he 
shown as having direction, development, and motivation. 
For literature to he dynamic, the major historical move
ment of the day must be taken into account. In the twen
tieth century that movement is socialism. The only valid 
contemporary literary styles are socialist realism, which is 
practiced inside the socialist movement, and critical real
ism, which is practiced by authors sympathetic to socialism. 
Lukacs' theories naturall~- entailed condemnation of most 
twentieth-century art, literature, and music, but the~' were 
fruitfully applied to the historical no\'el. 

Social and historical analysis. Geschichte und Klasse11-
bew11sstsei11, the censored masterpiece of communist 
thought, became the classic text of Western Marxism as 
contrasted with Soviet orthodoxy. It led to a revaluation of 
Marxism by setting it in a Hegelian context. LuL'tcs was 
the first to see that Marx's theory of history and even his 
economics could be read as an application of the Hegelian 
dialectic. He did this a decade before the discovery and 
publication of ~larx's Economic a11d Philosophic Ma1111-
scripts of 1844, which amply confirmed his theory, at least 
with regard to the young :\Lux. Having meanwhile dis
owned his book, LuLics could not claim credit for that 
brilliant piece of philosophical reconstruction, but he 
later could show the profound similarity between the 
philosophies of Hegel and :\larx (Der Junge Hegel). Ilis 
idealist reading of :\larx clashed with the accepted Lenin
ist \ ersion, and, since Luk.'1cs worse1wd his case in HJ:2:3 
by revealing the influence of Georges Sorel and Hosa Lux
emburg on his thought, his book was condemned with a 
ferocity unusual even in communist polemics. 

LuL'1cs had rejected Engels' and Lenin's conception of 
the Marxist dialectic as a set of laws applying to nature, 
and he rejected too the notion that historical materialism 
deduces all social and moral life from the economic base. 
Historical materialism and the dialectic, he said, both 
mean the same thing, namely that in societ~· subject and 
object are one. \\'hen men know (or enter into any other 
relation with) social entities-whether these are institu
tions or economic goods or another a,ge's culture-the 
relation established is not the sort of relation they have 
with the natural objects studied by physical science. Social 
entities are reified personalit~· or alienated spirit, while 
men themselves are the product of historical forces. The 
knower and the known, subject and object, are moments of 
one entity, society, and their relations are necessarily 
ambiguous, two-way, or dialectical. 

Marx had said, "As personal interests become autono
mous in the shape of class interests, the personal conduct 
of the individual becomes reified and alienated and 
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thereby becomes a thing apart from him, an inde pendent 
force." It is just such alienated forms of conduct that ma ke 
up society. In the nineteenth century in particula r, he 
cause of the development of industry, "materia l forces 
were saturated with spiritual life, whil e human e xiste nce 
was made animal, became a material force." \1arx m eant , 
said LuLics, that spirit had become thing and things w e re 
steeped in spirit, so that history was a fabric of meanings
become-forces. This clialectical relation of subject and ob
ject was most marked in the case of the proletariat because 
the proletariat had been reduced by capitalism to labor, a 
mere economic commodit~·, and yet it could still take cog
nizance of itself as a commodity hy acquiring class con
sciousness. Thereupon, it saw through the supposed natural 
laws of economics and revolutionized capitalism. "For this 
class, self-knowledge means at the same time correct knowl
edge of the whole of societ~· ... -;o this class is at once 
subject and object of knowledge" (Geschichte tmd Klasse11-
bewusstsei11 ). Its self-knowledge is history knowing itself, 
and in that total clarity lies the promise of a return from 
alienation. 

The difficulties raised by historical relativism-dif
ficulties that had been seen by all who asked how :\1arx
ism alone among social opinions could escape being 
vitiated by its relation to a given class and age-can he 
resolved only by going right to the extreme of relativism. 
That is to say, historical materialism must he applied to 
itself until it is seen as relative and provisional. This 
means abandoning the notion of absolute truth and deny
ing the complete opposition of true and false. History is a 
dialectical totality of knowers and things known, and every 
piece of culture, no matter how deformed by class position 
and historical situation, reflects that totality. Truth exists, 
but it exists only in the future tense; it is the presumptive 
totality to he attained hy permanent self-criticism. "The 
criterion of truth is grasp of reality. But reality is not at all 
to he confounded with empirical being, what actually 
exists. Reality is not; it becomes-and not without the 
collaboration of thought" (ibid.). Rejecting the representa
ti\'e theor~· of knowledge made orthodox for :\larxists hy 
the examples of Engels and Lenin (the "concepts in our 
heads" are "true images of reality"), LukAcs held that truth 
is not something to he reflected but something to be made 
by us by collaborating with what is new and progressive in 
historical forces. The vague notion of a moving totality of 
things, of the whole of history, is essential to this "relativ
ization of relativism." Lubes did not clearly delineate this 
notion, but it evidently bears a resemblance to the He
gelian Absolute. 

Lubes' three main doctrines-the dialectical unity of 
subject and object in society; the promise of a return from 
alienation when society, through the proletariat, attains 
self-knowledge; and the notion of truth as a totality yet to 
be achieved-were attractive to some \Vestern existential
ists. Lukc'tcs complained that their "treacherous" use of his 
work was a "falsification of a hook forgotten for good rea
son." Another line of influence was through his former 
associate Karl t-.lannheim, who developed the relativiza
tion of all ideologies into the sociology of knowledge. 
Within the communist world, the only doctrine of Lubes' 
censored hook to enjoy some surreptitious authority has 
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!wen his "proof" of the conurnmist intellt-'ctual's duty to 
<1ccept th<· Communist party as the supreme expression of 
proletarian class consciousness and thus as endowed with 
the correct view of history. This doctrine Luk:1cs himself 
practices rigorously, even to the extent of repudiating his 
own major contribution to modern thought. 
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i\EIL \1clNNES 

-t..., U KASIE WI CZ, JAN (1878- HJ.56), Polish philoso
pher and logician, w,1s born in Lvov. After studying math
ematics and philosophy at the University of Lvov he 
gradllated in 190:2 with a Ph.D. in philosophy. Lukasie
wicz ta11ght philosophy and logic first at Lvov and from 
191.5 at the Uni, crsit~· of Warsaw. In 1918 he interrupted 
academic work to accept a senior appointment in the Polish 
ministr~· of education in lgnacy Paderewski's cabinet. At 
the end of that ~-e<1r, however, he ret11rned to the uni\"er
sity and continued as professor of philosophy until Sep
ternlwr 19.39. During that period he served twice as rector 
of the university (19:22/19:2.3 and W.31/19.32). Toward the 
end of World \Var II Lukasiewicz left Warsaw. After some 
time in \hi11ster and then in Brussels, in 1940 he accepted 
an im·itation from the Irish govt-'rr11nent to go to Dublin as 
professor of mathematical logic at the Hoyal Irish Acad
<'my, an appointment which he held until his death. Luka
siewicz held honorar~· degrees from the University of 
\1 iinster and from Trinity College, Dublin. He was a 
memlier of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Cracow, the 

Society of Arts and Sciences in Lvov, a11d the Society of 
Arts and Sciences in \Varsaw. 

Early writings. Lukasiewicz studied under Kazimierz 
Twardowski, who was occupied with conceptual analysis. 
The rigorous, clear thinking Twardowski advocated i-; 
easily recognizable in the first major essays published by 
Lukasiewicz. Of these works, 0 zasadzie sprzeczno.fri u 
Arystotelesa ("On the Principle of Contradiction in Aris
totle," Cracow, 1910) was one of the most influential books 
in the early period of the twentieth-century logical and 
philosophical revival in Poland. It must have stood high in 
the author's own estimation, for m 195.5 he began trans
lating it into English. The main point of the book is that in 
Aristotle's work one can distinguish three forms of the 
principle of contradiction: ontological, logical, and psy
chological. The ontological principle of contradiction is 
that the same property cannot both helong and not belong 
to the same object in the same respect. The logical princi
ple says that two contradictory propositions cannot both be 
true, and the ps~-chological principle of contradiction holds 
that no one can, at the same time, entertain two beliefs to 
which there correspond two (_'Ontradictory propositions. 
Lukasiewicz supported his findings with quotations from 
the writings of Aristotle and then examined the validity of 
Aristotle's argumentation. One chapter brought to the no
tice of Polish readers R11ssell's antinomy concerning the 
cbss of all classes that are not members of themselves. 
The appendix cont,1ins an elementary exposition of the 
algebra of logic, as well as an original and interesting 
methodol,1gical classification of the ways of reasoning, a 
problem \\'itli which at least two of Lukasiewicz\ early 
p,tp(•rs were concerned. 

Lukasiewicz's writings published before 1918 suggest 
that until that time lie was in quest of topics to which he 
could devote all his intellectual resources. He found such 
topics in the logic of propositions and in the logic of the 
ancient Creeks. From 1918 onward, deviations from this 
double line of research are few and of little significance. 

LOGIC OF PROPOSITIONS 

Many-valued logics. The first and perhaps most impor
tant result obtained by Lukasiewicz in the logic of propo
sitions was his discovery of three-valued logic in 1917. Our 
ordinary logic of propositions is two-valued, presupposing 
only two logical values, truth and falsity, and it tacitly 
adheres to the principle of hivale11ce, that a propositional 
function holds of any propositio11al arg11111ent if it holds of 
the constant true proposition (us11all} symbolized by l) 
and if it holds of the constant Ldsc proposition (repre
sented h>· 2). If we nse 8 as a functonal variable that, when 
followed by a propositional arg11111ent, forms a proposition
al expression, then we can express tlw principle of bi
valence by saying "if 81 then if 8:2 thl'n &p," where pis a 
propositional variable. The meaning of the logical con
stants forming such expressions as, for instance, Cpq ("if p 
then q"), Kpq ("p and q"), Apt/ ("p or q"), and Np ("it is 
not the case that p") arc, in two-v,1l11ed logic, conveniently 
and adeq11ately determined by means of the familiar two
valued truth tables: 



C 11 = C2 l = C22 = I 
Cl2=2 
Kl I= 1 

K 12 = K2 l = K22 = 2 
All=Al2=A21=1 

A00=0 

Nl=2 
N2= 1 

In three-valued logic the principle of bi valence does not 
hold. It is replaced by the principle of trivalence, which 
presupposes three logical values: the constant true propo
sition represented by 1, the constant false proposition b~, 3, 
and the constant "possible" proposition hy 2. The principle 
then says "if ol then if o2 then if o3 then op." As a conse
quence the meanings of implication, conjunction, alterna
tion, and negation have to be readjusted, and the following 
three-valued truth tables suggest themselves for the 
purpose: 

Cl 1 = C21 = C:22 = C31 = C32 = C33= 1 
Cl2=C23=2 

Cl3=3 
Kll=I 

KU=K:21 =K:22=2 
KI3=K23=K.31 =K32=K33=3 
All =Al2=AI3=A21 =A31= 1 

A22 = A:23 = A32 = 2 
A33=3 
N1=3 
N·-,=·-, 
N3=1 

In this logic alternation and conjunction can he defined as 
follows: Apq=CCpqq, and Kpq=NANpNq. All expres
sions involving only C and N and \'erified b~· the new 
truth tahles can be constructed into a deductive system 
based on the axioms CpCqp, CCpqCCqrCpr, CCCpNpµp, 
and CCNµNqCqp. This was shown b~· \lordchaj Wajsberg, 
who had studied logic under Lukasie\\'icz in \Varsaw. 
\Vajsberg's system, however, does not enable us to define 
all the functors available in three-\'alued logic. In particu
lar the functor T, whose truth table sa~·s that Tl=T2=T3=2, 
cannot he defined in terms of C and N. Jerz~· Slupecki, 
who had also been a pupil of Lukasiewicz, subsequently 
proved that by adding CTµNTp and CNTpTµ to Wajsherg's 
axioms we get a functionalh· complete system of three
valued logic, in which an~• functor can be defined. 

The conception of three-\·alued logic was suggested to 
Lukasiewicz by certain passages in Aristotle. Purely formal 
considerations, .such as those that led E. L. Post to compa
rable results, pla~·ed a subordinate role in Lukasiewicz's 
thinking. By setting up a system of three-valued logic 
Lukasiewicz hoped to accommodate the traditional la\\'s of 
modal logic. He also hoped to overcome philosophical 
determinism, which he belie\·ed was entailed by the ac
ceptance of the bivalence principle and which he had 
always found repulsi\·e. Interestingly enough, he modified 
his views in the course of time and saw no incompatibility 
between indeterminism and two-\·,ilued logic. 
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Once a system of three-valued logic had hct·11 cmi
structed, the possibility of four-valued, five-\·al11l'<L .... 
11-valued, and, finally, infinitely many-\·alued logics \\as ob
vious. At one time Lukasiewicz believed that tlw 
three-valued and tlie infinitely rn,m~·-valued logics \\'t'f<' of 
greater philosophical interest than an~· other ma11\·-\·,ilued 
logic, for the~· appeared to he the least arbitrary. In th<' 
end, however, he interpreted Aristotelian modal logic 
within the framework of a four-valued system. 

The philosophical significance of the discovery of man~ -
valued logic can be viewed in the following way: The 
laws of logic had long enjo~·ed a pri\·ileged status in com
parison with the laws propounded b~· natural sciences. 
The\' had been variomh· dt>scribed as a priori or analytic, 
the i)urpose of such desc'.riptions being to point out that the 
laws of logic were not related to realit~· in the same wa~· a~ 
were the laws of natural sciences, which hacl often been 
corrected or discarded in the light of new ohsen·ations and 
experiments. The laws of logic appeared unchallengeable. 
Bv discovering many-valued logics Lukasiewicz showed 
tJ{at even at tl1e highest level of generality-within the 
field of propositional logic-alternatives were possible. 
By adhering to the principle of bivalence or any other 
n-\·alence principlt> we run the same risk of misrepresent
ing reality that the scientist does when he offers an~· of his 
generalizations. 

The classical propositional logic. Altho11gh Lukasiewicz 
contemplated the possibility that a nonclassical logic of 
propositions applied to reality, he made the classical prop
ositional logic the principal subject of his research. He 
showed that the axiom s~·stems of the calculus of proposi
tions proposed hy Frege, Hussell, and Hilbert each con
tained a different redundant axiom. He proved that all the 
theses of the CN-calculus could he derived from the three 
mutuall~· independent axioms CCNppp, CpCNpq, and 
CCpqCCqrCpr. lie soh-ed the problem of the short<·st 
single axiom for the £-calculus a11d tlw C-calculus by 
sho\\'ing that the £-calculus, whose only functor means "if 
and only if," with Ell=E:22=1 and £12=£21=:2 as its 
truth table, could be based on any of EEpqEErqEpr, 
EEpqEEprErq, and EEpqEErpEqr and on no shorter thesis 
and by pro\·ing that CCCpqrCCrpCsp is the shortest thesis 
strong enough to ~·ield the C-calculus. The first single 
axiom for CN-calculus, consisting of .5.3 letters, was disco\·
erecl b~· Alfred Tarski in 192.5. It was soon followed b~· a 
series of successi\·e simplifications devised by Lukasie
wicz and by Bnleslaw Sohocinski. The latest in this series is 
a 21-letter axiom, CCCCCpqCNrNsrtCCtpCsp, discovered 
by C. A. \leredith, Lukasiewicz's Irish colleague. It is 
like)~· to pro\'(.' to be the shortest possible axiom for the 
CN-calculus. 

Consistency, completeness, and independence. The 
metalogical ~tudy of deductive s~·~tems of the logic of 
propositions includes the study of consistenc~· and com
pleteness, and, in the case of s~·stems based on several 
axioms, the mutual independence of the axioms has also to 
he considert>d. Independently of Post, Lukasiewicz de
veloped both a method of JHO\·ing consistency and one of 
pro\·ing the completeness of ~~·stems of the calculus of 
propositions. The completeness proof was based on the 
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idea tliat if the s~·stem under consideration is not complete. 
there must lie independent propositions, tlwt is, proposi
tions not deri,·,ilile from the ,1:1:ioms of the system which on 
being adjoi11t._•d to the a.xioms lead to no contr,1diction. If 
there ,1re indep1·ndent propositions, then there must be a 
shortest one among them. Following LuL1siewicz's 
method, one tries to show that a11y proposition tlwt is 
meaningful within the system either is deriv,1ble from the 
a\ioms or is longer than another proposition inferenfo1ll)· 
equi,·alent to it. This method dispenses with the concept 
of "normal e\pressions" ,rnd is very useful for proving 
weak completeness of pnrti,1I systems. ~lutual independ
ence of theses is usuall) e'>talilished by· an appropriate 
reinterpretation of the constant terms occurring i11 them. 
\Ian~· such reinterpret,1tions have been provided hy Luka
si!'wicz's many-valued logics. The we,1lth of met,1logical 
concepts ,rnd theorems worked out in LuL1siewicz's logical 
seminar in \Vars,1w by Lubsiewicz himself, Tarski, Lin
denbaum. Soboci11ski, ,rnd \Vajsberg can best be seen in 
"Unters11chu11gen i1ber den Auss,1genkalkiil," which sum
marizes the results obtained there between HJ:20 and 1930. 

Functorial calculus. In Dublin, Lukasiewicz hec,rn1e 
interested in a two-v,1l11ed calcult1, of propositions involv
ing functorial variables. Since he u~.ed onl) hmctori,11 
vmiahles req_11iring one propositional mgument to form a 
propositional e\pression, his new calculus was only a part 
of what Stanislaw Lesniewski lwd called protothetic. A 
very· strong rule of substitution irn·ented bv Lukasiewil'z, 
together with the usual substitution rule.., for propositional 
,·ari,ilil<·s, allow, us, for instance, to use ,1 thesis of the fonu 
80: to infer not only No: hut also such theses as Cpa, Co:p, 
Co:CNo:p, Ccm · and o:. By me,rns of the new rule Lukasie
wicz wa'i ,1hle to base the calculus on the single axiom 
C8C:2:2C8:28p. This ,niom is identical with the principle of 
hi,·,1lence, lwcause C2:2 = I. \leredith succeeded in sl,ow
ing that t .. ubsiewicz's a\iom could lie replaced by· Co82..op 
or h)· CopCoNp8q. I le was also able to prove completeness 
of the s~·stem. 

ANCIENT LOGIC 

Concunentl)· with his investigations of the logic of prop
ositions Lukasiewicz was engaged iu a thoroLJgh reap
prais,d of ,mcient logic. For centurit's the logic of the 
Stoics h,1d been regarded as a sort of appendage to the 
Aristotelian s)·llogistic. Lukasiewicz was the first to recog
nize in it a rudimentar>' logic of propositions. He found 
evidence tlwt the m,1in logical functions, such as implica
tion, conjunction, e.xclusive disjunction, and negation, 
\\·ere known to the Stoics, who, following Philo of Megma, 
interpreted them as truth-functions, just ,1s we do now. lie 
pointed out that the Stoics, unlike Aristotle, had given 
their logic the form of schem,1t,1 of ,·,did inferences. Some 
of these schemata had been accepted a\iomaticall~· ,md 
others were rigoroush· derived from them. He subjected to 
se,·en_• hut justified criticism the treatments of Stoic logic 
liy such authorities ,1s Carl Prnntl, Edrnud Zeller, and 
\'idor Brochard. His preliminary investigations of medie
,·al logic showed be)·ond doubt that in this field too there 
was room for fruitful resenrch. 

Eq_u,1l)y· successful w,1s LuL1siewicz's inquiry into Aris-

totle\ syllogistic. No sooner had he mastered the elements 
of symbolic logic for himself th,111 he realized that the 
centuries-old traditional tre,1tment of the Aristoteliau syl
logistic called for revision. A new presentation of the logic 
of Aristotle was hefore long included in his regular lec
tures at the university· and then published in Ele111e11ty 
lngiki matematycznej ("Elements of .\1athematical Logic," 
Warsaw, 19:29). Lukasiewicz completed a detailed mono
graph on the subject in Polish in the summer of I 939, but 
the manuscript and all printed copies were lost during the 
war. Aristotle's Syllogistic (1951) is a painstaking recon
strnction undertaken b~ Lukasiewicz on his arrival in 
Dublin. The monogrnph can rightly be called revolu
tionar,·. In it Lukasiewicz argued that Aristotelian syllo
gisms arc logic,1I laws rnther than schemata of v,1l id infer
ences, ,1s is t,rnght in trnditional textbooks. I le put in 
historic,1I perspecti,·e Aristotle's introduction of variables 
and, referring to a forgotteu Creek scholium, gave a pLrn
sible expl,rnation of the problem of the so-called Caleni,m 
figure. Among more formal results, we owe to Lukasiewicz 
the first modern miomatiz,1tion of s)·llogistic. The system 
he set up, based on the a\iom'> Aaa ("ever>' a is a"), laa 
("some a is a"),CKAbcAabAac,,rnd CKAbclbalac,seems to 
lie in perfect harm011~· with Ari-;totle's own treatment of the 
s1diject in the Analytica Prinra. The a.xioms me jointly con
sistent and mutually independent. \loreover, Slupecki has 
ingenious!~ solved the decision prnlilem for the system. 

MODAL LOGIC 

Dming the last few y·cars of his life Lukasiewicz devoted 
much attention to n1odal logic. The results are presented in 
"A S, .'>km of \lodal Logic," ,rnd in the second edition of 
Aristotll''s Syllogistic ( HJ,57) they serve as the basis for a 
l'ritical e\aminati011 of Aristotle's theory of 111odalities. 
Lubsie\\·icz's principal idea is that of "basic mod,1I logic," 
ohtained Ii~· adding to the cbssit·al calculus of propositions 
the axioms CpMp and EMpMNNp and by a.,iom,1tically 
rejecting CMf)p and Mp. 111 tliesC' formuL1s Mp st,rnds for 
"it is possible that p." Accordiug to LuL1siewicz any mo
dal system must cont,1iu basic modal logic as a part. This 
l'ondition is fulfilled I>', tl,e !om-valued modal s~·stem 
based 011 C8pC8Np8q ;ill() CpMp as tlw only a.,ioms, with 
CMpp and ,\Ip a,irnnati<'all~ n·jecl<'d. 

The logical Sy mliolism uwd i11 thi'> article was worked 
out Ii~ Li1L1'>iewicz in th(' <·arl~ IH20s. It requires no 
punctuation signs, ~uch as hrackds or dots, which from the 
point of view of metalogical inve'>tigations is its greatest 
merit. At the same time Li1kasiewic1. worked out a simple 
and perspic11ous method of ,dliug 011t proofs in the logic 
of propositions ,md in s~·llogistic. Both his symbolism and 
his proof technique han_, been rnlopt<'d liy many logicians 
outside Pohnd. 

LuL1sie,vicz w,1s not only ;i resourc1·ful and imaginative 
scholar hut ,1lso a gifted and inspiring teacher. He was one 
of the founders, and the lif1· and so11I, of the \Varsaw 
school of logic. T,uski, LindenbauJIJ, Stanislaw Jaskowski, 
\Vajsberg, Father J,m Salamm·lw, Sohoci11ski, Slupecki, 
and :\leredith h,we been his 1110,t outst,mding pupils or 
collahorntors. 
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LULL, RAM()N, or Ll1dl, lb1111'n1 le. 12:32- J.:;Jhi. 1-"r.111-
cisca11 philosoph('r, \\'a\ lioru in l\rl111a d<· \Ltllorc.1 i11 tll<' 

Balearic Islands. L11ll JTC<'i\"t·d tll<' t·d11l'atio1t ol ,1 rl("l1 
knight of the period, hut \\',ls ('Oll\ crtcd Imm di,:--.ip<1tio11 to 
a de,·m1t life in ,rl)()llt I:?.<-i:3. At tkit time \Ll]Ol"l',l \\,1' 

Lu_gely popuLrted l)\· \luslirns, and Islam wa:--. still tl1l' gr<·,it 
ri\"al of Chrisfornity. Lull resoh-ed to dedic;ite hinhell to 
the conversion of \luslims and to seek 111,irt,-rdorn for tlwir 

sake. After selling alrno:-.t all his pos:--.<':--..'-ions ,ind und<·r
taking various pilgrimages, Lnll spent nine year:-. (c. 12fi,S
l:?.74) in \lajorca, ,1equiring ,l profmmd knowledge ol 
Arahic. ln 127--1 lw had a \"i'-ion which ren·,dl'd to hinr 
the Principles on wl1ich hi~ l'0111liinaton· .-\rt :--.hrnrld Ill' 
based. ln 127.5 James II of \Lijorca had Lull's e,Hl~ ,wit
ings e:-.:arnined for orthodo.\\", ,rncl in 1276 J arnes fmmded ,it 
\liramar in \lajorc,1 a nwnaster\" where Franci,l·ans crndd 

stmh· Arabic and L11ll's Art to prepare for 1ni-.;:--.ions to 

Islam. 
Lu 11 appears to ha,·(• di,·idcd his time in the ye,ll":--. 

1276-1:?.87 between \lir,1m,1r and \lrnrtp<'llil'r. In l:?.87 lie 
began ,l .\eri<'.'- of journey:-. to the conrts of kings and pope:-. 
with tlw liopt· of persuading them to :--.11ppmt his mi.-;:--.ion
ary, his reforming, and (Liter) hi-; ernsadin_g project:-.. 
Lull placed hi:-. hopes princip,rlh in the pap,ic,· and in tire 
kings of Fr,Inl'l' and .-\ragon. llis only apparent \t1n·es:-. wa, 
whe11 the Co11·ncil of \'ie11nc ( J:31 I - 1:312) ordained the 
creation ol chair" for I kine\\', Araliil', ,111d "Ch,rlde,lll" in 
fi\'l, l't'nters. L11ll also 11ndl'rtook mi-.;-;ion:--. to Tnni:--. ( 12~3:3), 
to Bo11gie, in Algt·ria ( J.'307), and a_g,iin to Tu11is 
( 1:31--1-1:31.5). The tradition<1l acconnt of his nrnrt~ rdom at 
B011_gic c,11111ot lw .\ust,1i1wcl. Ile :seems to lia\'l' di<·d in 
.\lajorc,1 h<'fore \larch :?..5, J:316. lie lws lil'cn lie,ttified ll\ 
the Homan Catholic l'hmch. 

In thl' ~ears 1288-1289, 1297- UrnJ, nmJ-1:31 I. and 
proldJly l:30h, Lull tanght at the l 1ni\'l·rsity of Pari:--.; he 
also lect1m·d p11hlich at '.\aple:--. and \lontpellier. Starting 
about 1272, he began to write in('essa11th·. Some 2--10 of hi-.; 
appro\imatch- 2!)() work:-. ha,·e sm,·i,·ed. Ahont mo ,ne 
onl~- prese1Ted in Latin (over IOO of the:--.e Latin works 
remaining unpublished until recenth·), althongh mmt of 
them were origi1rnlh writt<>n in CataLm. Srn11c ol his ,,·ork:-. 
\\'ere originall~- \\'ritten in :\rahil'; all the:--.e :\r,ihic ,·er-;ion.'-, 
howen·r, .in· lo:-.t. 

Tlil' desire to bring ,1ho11t the conn'r"ion of \111:--.lims ,md 
Jews, as well as pa_gan T,irtar:--., \\'hicli in:--.pir<'d Lull':-. 
cea:--.eless acti,·it~, also in"pircd liis ,,-riti11g:--.. Tlie desire for 

the rt-unification of the chmch (di,·idl'd into hostile Ea"t 
,mcl \\'est), and for the l'OmpldC' r<'unific,1tio11 of mankind, 
through Christianity, dominated Lull's life. L11ll\ :\rt and 

his \\'hole philosopln are apologetil' and Frn11ci-.;<'an, 
aimed at com·crsion 1)\ pea('l'fnl pl'r:--.ua"io11. Lull's ach-o
cacy of an ,mned crn:--.ade caml' late in hi" life; it wa:-. in
tended a:-. suhsidiar~· to mis:--.ion'-. Lrdl':--. life was a con
tinual battle with Islam, not onl~ in Spain and '.\orth 
Africa, b11t al~o. from 1298, in P,1ri'-, \\'ith tl1l' "A\'l·rroi'-h." 
ln opposition to the "double-truth" tlwon impntl'd to :--.m·l1 
rationali:--.t phi]o-.;ophers a:-. Boethi11-.; of Dacia and Siger ol 
Brabant, wlH)\e n1a"ter \\'a-.; Ari:--.totll' as interpreted ll\ 
A\'l0 JT1>es, Lull :--.011glit to re-e:--.tahli:-.h tlw nnit,· of truth in 
phil<hophy and theolo.~~. 
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The "Ars Combinatoria." According to Lull, Cod, insofar 
as he can be known to men, consists of a series of di\'ine 
attributes, or "Dignities," which are also the absolute 
Principl e s of Lull's Art. These Dignities (in the later works 
goodness , great1wss, eternity, power, wisdom, will, virtue, 
truth, glory) are the instruments of God's creative activity , 
the causes and archetypes of all created perfection. The 
essence of the Art does not (as is often thought) consist 
in demonstration, hut in the metaphysical reduction of all 
created things to the Dignities, which are Principles of 
knowing as well as of Being, and in the comparison of 
particular things between themselves in the light of the 
Dignities, b~· rne,ms of such relative predicates as differ
ence, agreement, contrariety, beginning, middle, encl, 
majorit~', equalit:,, minority. The absolute and relative 
predicates together form the ~elf-evident principles com
mon to all the sciences. These principles are combined in 
circular figures, where letters are substituted for their 
names (B = goodness, and so on). 

Lull's treatises on different sciences (cosmolog:, , phys
ics, law, medicine, astronomy, geometry , logic, p'iychol
ogy) are applications of his general Art. Lull made con
tinual efforts to simplify and popularize his Art, from the 
primiti\'e \'ersion in theArs Magna of about 1274 to the final 
Ars Generalis Ultima of 1308. The latter work and also the 
Arbre de ciencia (Arbor Scientiae) of 1:296 are more philo
sophical and less polemical in purposl' than the original 
Art. A vast encyclopedia which found favor in the Renais
sance, the Arhre is an attempt to classif:, all knowledge un
der a u11ified plan. Lull\ influence was acknowledged by 
Leibniz in the bter philosopher's search for the caracter
istica universalis and ars combinatoria, which he hoped 
would make possible the deduction of all truths from basic 
concepts. Despite the clear analogie~ between the two sys
tem~, Leibniz only took over part of Lull's ide,1s, omitting 
Lull's original purpose of the Art as a means of converting 
infidels. 

Lull w,1s the first Christian philosopher of the l\1iddlc 
Age~ to use ,1 language other than Latin for hi~ major 
works. Although he did not receive a university training, 
he enjoyed advantages denied to the great Scholastics. Of 
the three ~tediterranean cultures of his time he knew 
Latin Christianity and Islam well and w,1s aware of Greek 
Christianity. The basis of Lull's philosophy was Neopla
tonic realism as transmitted through the Augustinian tra
dition: his exact use of Scotus Erigena, Anselm, the Victo
rines, Bonaventure, and Roger Bacon is still debated. Lull 
was also familiar with the writings and beliefs of his Jew
ish and ~1uslim contemporaries. 

All Lull's contemporaries shared a vision of the world 
liased on Neoplatonism. The common belief in a hier
archy , or ladder, of creation, the theories of the four ele
ments and of the spheres, the organization of reality by 
numerical- geometrical symbolism, the idea of man as a 
microcosm, were all incorporated by Lull into his system. 
That excellent scholars have seen the inspiration of Lull's 
theory of the Dignities in the ~1uslim hadras or in the 
Jewish cabalist seplziroth (both terms for the divine attri
butes) ~hows tlwt Lull's doctrine (although of Christian 
derivation ) provided a reasonable basis for a dialogue with 

the \luslim and Jewish elites. Much the same is true of the 
doctrine of correlative principles, developed in Lull's later 
works, by which each attribute unfolds into a triad of in
terconnected principles, agent, patient, and the action 
itself, expressing the reh1tions between God, a creature, 
and God's action. Lull probably took this doctrine from the 
Arabic writer al-Ghazali, who~e Logic he translated. It is 
more probable that Lull derived the idea for the figures 
that illustrate his Arts from contemporary Spanish cabalists 
or from the circular figures of Isidore of Seville's well
known cosmological treatise De Natura Rerum than from 
Ilin al-'Arabi of ~1urcia, who lws been ~uggested as his 
source. 

Two of the most striking ch~1racteristics of Lull\; philos
ophy and theology-his "rationalism" and his emphasis on 
the importance of action, shown in hi~ constant appeals to 
Christian rules-owe their prominence in hi~ system to its 
polemical inspiration. Lull's "necessary reasons," by 
which he proposed to "prove" the article~ of faith, are 
reasons of congruence and analogy, not purely deductive 
principles. In opposition to Islamic scholastic theology 
(the Kaliim), which tried to demomtrate the Faith, Lull 
sought to show that the \1uslim, who began with a belief 
in monotheism and the divine attributes, must proceed to 
Christianity. Despite the nondeductive character of his 
works, Lull's thought is deeply· rational. Only seldom in 
his m:,stical writings does love eclipse the intellect or 
obscure its powers. For him, contemplation issues in ac
tion, Blanquerna and Felix me the first philo~ophi
cal- social novels of Europe. In Blanquerna Lull sketched 
his plan for ~1 Pax Christiana, a society of nations presided 
over by the pap,1cy. 
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LUNACHARSKI, ANATOL! VASILYEVICH (187.5-
1933), Marxist philosopher and literary critic and Soviet 
administrator, joined the Russian Social Democratic party 
in Kiev in 18Y2. Because of his political activities as a 
secondary school student, he was denied admission to Hlls
sian universities. He attended lectures at Kiev University 
and at the University of Zurich, where in rn94/]89,5 he 
studied under Richard Avenarius, who converted him to 
empiriocriticism. Lunacharski returned to Moscow in 1897, 
was exiled to Vologda ( 1899-190:2), and spent several years 
in western Europe between 1904 and 1917. He was the first 
Soviet people's commissar for education (Hl17-1Y2~J). 

Lunacharski's contributions to philosophy are concen
trated in value theory (which he rather misleadingly called 
biological aesthetics), ethics, and philosophy of relig;ion. 
Like the positivists, he denied the adjudicability of value 
disputes. "ln order to show," he wrote, "that a given type 
of valuation is in its very root worse than another type, the 
scientist must oppose one criterion to another, but the 
choice between criteria is a matter of taste, not knowl
edge" ("K Voprosu ob Otsenke" ("On the <.)uestion of 
Valuation"], 1904, reprinted in Etyudy, \loscow , 19:22, 
p. 55), 

ln ethics and social philosophy Lunacharski was a "Nietz
schean Marxist." He called himself an aesthetic amoral
ist and rejected the categories of duty and obligation, 
stressing instead free creative activity, the "artistic" shap
ing of ends and ideals. "Nietzsche," he declared, "and all 
the other critics of the morality of duty, have defended the 
autonomy of the individual person, the individual's right 
to be guided in his life solely by his own desires" 
(" 'Problemy ldealizma' ... ," in O/Jra:::;ovaniye, Vol. 1:2, 
No. 2, 1903, p, 133). 

Lunacharski called his individualism macropsychic, or 
"broad-souled," to distinguish it from "narrow-souled" 
(micropsychic) individualism. It approached collectivism 
in its stress on the historical community of the creators of 
cu lture. 

Traditional religious attitudes and institutions, according 
to Lunacharski, could and should be given a new, socialist 
content. The old religions-supernatural, authoritarian, 
"antiscientific"-must be replaced by a new religion that 
will be humanistic, libertarian, and "scientific." The 
building of socialism and the shaping of the high human 
culture of the future will be a building of God (bogos
troitelstvo). "Scientific socialism," Lunacharski declared, 
"is the most religious of all religions, and the true Social 
Democrat is the most deeply religious of men" ("Budush
cheye Religii," p. :23), The religion of God-building will 
soften the sting of mortality by intensifying man's aware
ness of the "universal connectedness of life, of the all-life 
which triumphs even in death" ("Yeshchyo o Teatre i 
Sotsializme ["Once More on the Theater and Socialism"], 
in Vershiny, Vol. I, 1909, p. :213). The new religion, im
parting a sense of "joyous union with the triumphant 
future of our species," will be full of drama and passion, 
having its own "saints and martyrs," It will be worthy to 
stand beside medieval Christianity in the "universal 
arsenal of art and inspiration'' (R. Avenarius: Kritika Chis
tovo Opyta v Populyarnom i:::; Lozhenii A. Ltmaclwrskovo 
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["H. Avenarius: Critique of Pure Exprrience, Exp01111d<'d 
for the Layman hy A. Lunacharski"], \l m ,(·o \\ ', rno.1. 
p. 1.54). 
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CEORCE L. h.LI:'\E 

LUTHER, MARTIN (1483-1.546), Cerman theologian 
and leader of the Protestant Reformation , was horn at Eis
leben, Saxony, His father came of peasant stock, but estah
lished himself durin_g Luther's boyhood as a s11cce ssfnl 
copper miner in Mansfeld. From 1.501 to 1,50,5 Luther 
attended the l 1niversity of Erfmt, and then , at his fatlll'r\ 
wish, he began the study of law; hut a spiritllal crisis, 
occasioned by a dolent thunderstorm, induced him to 
enter the Erfurt monastery of the Augllstinian Friars. De
spite conscientious and even overscrupulous attention to 
his monastic duties, Luther was obsessed hy dread of 
Cod's anger, and his superior tried to direct the young 
man's energies and undollhted ability into a scholar's c,111-
ing. From 151:2 he was Biblical professor at the ne\\ 
Universit:\' of Wittenberg, a position he held, despit<' inter
ruptions, until his death. 

THEOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Three stages may he distinguished in Luther's tlwolog
ical development. Between 1,51:2 and 1.517, and prohahly 
(in the judgment of most scholars) not later than J,51,5, his 
Biblical studies led to a theological reorientation, at the 
center of which was an interpretation of the justice of Cod 
in Romans I .17, not as a divine attrih11te expressed in 
punishment and reward, but as the activity hy which Cod 
makes men just ("justifies" them). This justice of Cod is 
identical with His grace: it is not conditional upon human 
merit, but is received hy faith alone (faith itself being a 
work of Cod in man). The working 011t of this basic insight 
made Luther increasingly critical of late scholastic theol
ogy and of ecclesiastical abllses. The appearance of the 
Ninety-five Theses on indulgences ( 1.517), although the\ 
were not intended as "un-Catholic," was interpreted h\ 
Luther's opponents as ecclesiastically disloyal ,rncl sllb
versive. Luther had, indeed, touched on the heart of 
medieval piety, the sacramental sy~tem, since incllllgences 
belonged to the sacrament of penance. 

The second period of Luther's development, from 1.517 
to 1.521, was marked by his struggle \vith the Roman au
thorities, during which he abandoned the theory of papal, 
and even ecclesiastical, infallibility. In his Babuloniun 
Captit:itu (1.5:20), he nrnde a systematic attack on the sacra
mental system, reinterpreting a sacrament as, like preach-
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111g, a form of the di\'ine \\'ord, b:,· which ( ;()(] offer.., man 
I Ji.., j11stice and creates tlw re..,pon-;e of faith. The "church" 
is defined, not in term.., of hierarchical authoritv, hut as the 
co111111union of those \\'hom Christ rule, \\'ith His \\'ord, all 
of \\·lwm are prie..,ts. Luther's basic insight into the charac
ter of ( :Jni..,tian justice (or righteou..,ne..,..,) \\'as ..,harpened 
during this same period h\· greater precision in the dis
tinction (already made before 1.517) bet\\'een Law and 
Cospel. The La\\' of Cod can only demand and condemn. 
it l'annot be_ used h:, man as a means of self-salvation 
through ..,trict obedience. The ..,ecurit\' of man before Cod 
lie.., ..,o]ely in the Cmpel, with its \\'ord of free forgivenes..,. 

During the third period, after F>2 I, I .uther's attention 
\\'a.., turned to ri\·,t! refonrwr.., who departed from him 011 
particular points, or who d<•n1anded a mow radical tran..,
formation of the church than he \\.l\ prepared to counte
nanl·<·. \Jany of tlw radicals sought to e..,tahli..,h communities 
in \\ hicl1 the ethic of the S<0 rn10n on the \lount ..,hould be 
the ,ole rule of social conduct . .-\gain..,t them, Luther again 
,ngued for the di..,tinction bet\\'een La\\' and C:ospel. .Ju..,t 
a.., it i.., \\'rong to place Law hetwee11 ( ;()(J and the con
scieuce, so it is \\Tong to regulate socid~ h~· the C:ospel. 
The con..,cie11ce needs the gospel of forgin·ness, hut 
societ\' c.1n ouly he founded upon the la\\' of retril)l)ti\'l' 
ju,tice (though Ln\· ,lrrnrld al\\'an he the agenc\· of lm·e) 
The t\\'o "re,dms," or "ki11gdo111..,," of Hea\·<·n and Earth
that i..,, tll<' h\'o wa~.., in which Cod rule.., O\ er the world of 
men-are not to he confu..,ed. 

In his contro\'C.'r..,\· \\'ith the hum,rni..,t l<·ader Era..,nrns, 
whicl1 aho belongs \\'ithin the third ..,tag<• of his de\'l·lop
ment, Luther again helie\·ed hi111..,elf to he fighting for the 
go..,pel of forgi\'e11e..,s. I le ackno\\'ledged that Era..,mus' 
..,election of the theme to be debated-namely, the free
dom of the will-came closer to the deci..,i\'l' i..,sue than did 
the q11e..,tions of the papacy, pmgatory, aud indukences. 
Luther \\'a, not, of com..,e, interested in the ps:,·clrnlog\ of 
huma11 action as ..,uch hut in pre..,en·i11g his original in,ight 
into the agency of divirw grace. He ackno\\'ledged a nw,b
ure of human freedom in matters that do not concern ..,a]
\·ation, hut refused to makC' ..,ah·ation de1w11d at any point 
on the inlwrent possibilities of human nature. He therefore 
located tlw power of man's decision for Cod in the C:mpel 
itself, and in the secret influence of the I Joly Spirit. For 
Luther, this did not mean that C:o<l acts coerci\'l·I\·, tl1ereh:, 
doing violence to man\ \\'ill, but that Cod i.., ',O\·ereign 
O\CI' tire \\'ill and can direct it to His ends. \Ian act... \'!1!

untarily (that is, as he \\'ills) e\·en in those matters tliat 
concern hi.., ..,ah·ation. But the \\'ill itself is controlled by 
Cod. It cannot change ibelf from an e\·il to a good \\'ill: it 
mu..,t he changed under the influence of the Spirit. 

Luther was not, of course, a philosopher. He \\'as pri
marily a theologian, obliged hy circumstances to become a 
rebel and a reformer. Indeed, it is often supposed that he 
\\',ts an implacable enemy of philosophy, and to this proh
ll-111 tlw remainder of this article \\'ill be de\'oted. It will 
appear ho\\' closely Luther's \'ie\\'S on reason and philoso
ph:, are related to the central theological concerns (Chris
tian justice and the t\\'o realms of Hea\'en and Earth) 
\\'hich ha\'e heen sketched .1hm e. (For further details on 
Luther\ theological \'ie\\S, see REFOR'.\l..\TIO:'\".) 

ATTITUDE TOWARD PHILOSOPHY 

It is not hard to document from Luther's own writings 
the common accusation that he \\'as an anti-intelle<:tualist. 
His description of reason as "the De\·il\ \\'hon_," is well 
known, and he recommended that the faithful sacrifice 
reason, or slay it, as tire enem\· of God, \lany ha\'e seen in 
this apparent antirationalism e\·idence of Luther's Ock
hamist heritage, but this is an o\·ersimplification of an 
intricate historical problem. Luther did not invariably 
decry reason. In his celebrated appearance before the Diet 
of \\'orms (I.'521) he seemed to appeal to a double norm
Scr1pture and reason. (I {e refused to recant unll,SS con
vinced b\· "the testimonies of Scripture or hy e\'ident 
reason.") And sometimes he sho\\'ered extra\'agant praise 
upon reason as the greatest of Cod's gifts, as the "inven
tress and mistress of all the Mh, of medicine and law, of 
whate\'er \\'isdom, power, \·irtue and glory men possess in 
this life." Luther accepted the traditional \·ie\\' that reason 
set man apart from the brute beasts and ga\·e him domin
ion O\'er the world. Clearly, the problem is to explain, not 
an extreme one-sidednes..,, hut a strange ambivalence. And 
the appeal to Luther's alleged Ockhamist heritage cannot 
help to explain his attitude until the Ockhamist under
standing of reason i.., itself clarified and the extent of Lu
ther's o\·er-.111 dependence upon nominalism is carefully 
assessed. The persistent image of nominalist theology as 
antirational and un-Catholic re<1uires reconsideration in 
the light of recent studies, and \'erbal echoes of nominal
ism in Luther's \\'riting may pro\'e of no great significance. 
In any case, the primary historical task is to examine Lu
ther's actual utterances on reason and philosophy and to 
\"iew them in relation to the inner structure of his thought. 

The concept of reason. The apparent ambiguities in 
Luther's utterances on reason can he explained, in part, by 
his fuudamental distinction between the two realms of 
human existence. At one and the same time, man li\·es 
to\\'ard Cod in the Hea\'enly Kingdom and to\\'ard his 
natural and ... ocial en\'ironments in the Earthly Kingdom. 
Luther judgt·s l1uman rea..,on to he an adequate instni
ment for dealing \\'ith earthly affairs, that is, the maintain
ing of phvsical subsistence (occorwmia) and the regulation 
of life in ,ociet\ lpolitial. In thi.., realm, reason is legiti
mately cxerci..,ed and affords the only light man needs. But 
i11 spiritual affairs the situation is quite different. Reason 
has no under..,tanding of \\'hat it i.., that commends a man to 
C:od. Therefore Cod h,h gi\'en His \\'ord (in the Scrip
tures), and reliance upon reason could, in this realm, only 
be per\'er..,e and presumptuous. The way of salvation could 
ne\·er ha\·e been thought out by rational enquiry, for all 
Cod's works and words transcend reason. The \\'orcl of 
Cod i.., apprehended, not by reason, but hy faith. 

This does not mean that, for Luther, reason must be 
totally excluded from theology, He allowed for the possi
bility of taming reason's presumptuousness. It then be
come.., the handmaid of faith. Luther spoke of reason as 
illumined hy faith, regenerated, or horn anew. Sometimes 
the notion of regenerate reason tended to coalesce with the 
notion of faith itself. But generally, Luther seemed to think 
of regenerate reason as the human capacity for orderly 



thought being exercised upon material provided by thC:' 
\\'ord. Perhaps this is what he meant hy the correlation of 
Scripture and reason in his answer before the Diet of 
\\'orms: he was willing to be persuaded either hy direct 
Biblical citations or by plain inferencC:'s from them. He 
certainly did not mean to set reason beside Scripture as an 
independent and supplementary source of theological 
knowledge. 

The doctrine of the two realms provides, thC:'n, the 
framework for a threefold distinction hy means of which 
Luther's various utterances on reason may, for the most 
part, be harmonized. \\'e have to distinguish between 
natural reason, ruling within its own domain (the Earthly 
Kingdom); presumptuous reason, encroaching on the do
main of faith (the Heavenly Kingdom); and regenerate 
reason, serving faith in subjection to the \\'ord of Cod. 
Luther does not represent an anti-intC:'llectualist dismissal 
of disciplined thought; he tries to formulate a theological 
critique of reason, in which the boundary lines of reason's 
competence are sharply drawn. Only in th e second of 
these three contexts does reason appear as "the Devil's 
Whore." In the first it is the greatest of Cod's gifts; in the 
third, an excellent instrument of godliness. 

It is necessary, however, to carry the analysis further and 
to show that Luther's invective against reason is focused 
upon a quite specific blunder that reason makes when it 
trespasses, unregenerate, upon the domain of faith. It then 
appears that the sacrifici11m intellect11s for which he calls 
cannot he understood simply as an epistemological doc
trine, but rests upon a more strictly theological (or sote
riological) concern. For in many passages from his writ
ings, what Luther meant to express by his colorful 
invective against reason, was his constant astonishment at 
the heart of his own gospel: the unconditioned character of 
Cod's grace. Heason must be "put to death" because it 
cannot comprehend the miracle of di\·ine forgi\·eness, and 
therefore stands in tlw \\"HY of man's receiving the justice 
of God. Reason became identified in Luth e r's mind \\"ith 
the religious attitude of the natural (that is, unregenerate) 
man, who can conceive only of a strict!~· legalistic relation
ship to God. Ratio became virtual!~· synon~rnous with a 
definite oµi11io, and it is by no means accidental that the 
two words can be found side b~- side in several passages. 
Nor, of course, was this usage wholl~· eccentric, since 
Lewis and Short's Latin-English dictionary gives as one 
of the meanings of ratio a "vie\\" or opinion resting upon 
reasonable grounds." And Luther fully acknowledged a 
certain reasonableness about the assumption that a just 
God must require "good works" as the precondition of 
communion with Him. Consequently, the proclamation of 
an unconditioned grace-which demands nothing, save the 
accC:'ptance of faith-can he greeted by reason only with 
incredulity. \\'hat needs to be "sacrificed," therefore, is 
not human rationality, without qualification, but rather the 
legalistic mentality of the natural man. As Luther put it, 
grace must "take us out of ourselves," and we must learn 
to "rise above reason." In short, Luther's concept of reason 
(at least, when his remarks about it are pejorative) is not 
formal, but material. Ratio is a concrete attitude rather 
than the faculty or structure of reasoning. \\'hen the natural 
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man turns his thoughts to religion, he carries O\'lJ r into tlw 
I leavenly Kingdom presuppositions which , how l' n.' r ap
propriate in dealing with his social exi,tem·<, i11 th e Eartl 1-
I} kingdom, no longer apply. For the Kingdom of Clni'-1 is 
a realm, not of law, but of gracC:' (das Reich der C1wde11 I. 

The concept of philosophy. Because Luther ' s \ iew s m 1 
reason are set in a theological context, they are not al\\'a ys 
directlv rele\'ant to the problem of faith and reason as the 
philosc.>pher normally understands it. But Luther ' s stand
point certainly had consequence:; for the philosophy of 
religion, and more particularly for the problem of a natural 
theology. For Luther there could he no quC:'stion of treatin_g 
the truths of reason as a kind of foundation for the truths of 
revelation. The continuity bet\\'een nature and grace, as 
presented in the classical scholastic scheme, is broken. 
There is no rational preamble to faith, because reason is 
not a neutral instrument for the discovery of objective 
truths; it is misled by its own bias and even corrupted hy 
sin-that is, by the egocentricit~• of the unredeemed man. 
For man in sin actually prefers a Cod of law, upon whom 
he can establish a claim. Revelation does not con finn or 
suppleme11t reason: it stands in contradiction to reason, 
until the natural man is "born anew." The religion of rea
son is not merely insufficient or imperfect, hut perverted 
and erroneous. Luther does not deny that a limited 
knowledge of Cod is available to reason; bnt the egocen
tricity of man in sin is a fatal defect, productive of idolatry 
and superstition. Reason makes Cod as it wills Him to be, 
and turns this natural knowledge into idolatry. The god of 
reason is a false Cod. 

In general, Luther's direct statements about philosophy 
closely parallel his judgment on reason. As earl~· as the 
Lectures on Homans (l.SI.S-1.SHi) he had come to see his 
mission as a protest against philosophy, and his writings 
are interspersed with abusive descriptions of Aristotle 
("the stinking philosopher," "the clo\\'n of the Iligh 
Schools," "the blind pagan," etc.). Thomas Aquinas, who 
symbolized the attempt to synthesize Aristotle and the 
Christian faith, is treated with similar disrespect. ;\;ev
ertheless, Luther could on occasion speak deferentially of 
philosophy and even of Aristotle. Ile approved of much 
that the Creek philosopher had written on social ethics 
and ranked Cicero's ethics even higher. He freely ac
knowledged that the Christian had much to learn from 
philosophy in this area. The key to Luther's ambivalence 
lies, as with his com·ept of reason, in the distinction be
tween the two realms. The boundaries are carefully drawn. 
Philosophy is an excellent thing in its own place, but if 
philosophical categories are transferred into theology, the 
result can only he confusion. Luther saw philosophy as 
tied to the empirical world (the Earthly kingdom), 
\\'hereas theology is corn:emed with things 11nseen (the 
Heaven!~- Kingdom). He wa~ not, strictly speaking, hostile 
to Aristotle, hut to the theological application of Aristo
telianism hy the Schoolmen. Of course, some of tlw Creek 
philosopher's doctrines already had a theological hearing 
(for example, on the immortality of the soul and on di\'ine 
Providencl'). These Luther dismissed. But he approved 
Aristotle's treatises on the sermonic arts (logic and rhet
oric) and, with qualifications, those on moral philosoph~·-
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l'erhap-.. ti w mo,t 11n porta11 t ii I u stration of Luther\ atti
tude t<>\\ ard .\ristotle is afforded by his di-..cus-..io11s of 
moral "habit" (Latin, hahit11s; (;reek, hcxis) In the Sin>-
11wchcu11 Ethic s, . .\ri,totk taught that "we become just by 
perfonni11g _j11-..t ach." Luther'.., opponenb apparently ga\·e 
thi-, doctrine a theological application: that ;-,, it wa-, Lhed 
to ,uppmi the claim that good works must precede 
j1htificatio11. In a-.;,ailim!'. tl1e l'oncept of habit, Luther is not 
()fferin!..( d philosophical critique of . .\ri-..totle, hut rejecting 
tlw theological application of . .\ristotelian doctrine-, .. .\ 
philmophical theor) belong-, \\'ithin the Earthly 1-.:ingdom. 
The Schoolmen mix the kingdom-... 

Comparison with norninalisrn. Lutlier's distinction 
het\\'el'n two ,pherl'-, of kno\\'ledge I philosoph) and the
olog) I ,md liet\\een two organ ... of knowing reason and 
faith ) certainly in\·ites compari,on with late meclie\"al 
Scl1ola-,til'i-,m. Thl're is perhaps a prima facie probability 
that L11ther\ \·ie\\'-, on rea-..on and philo ... ophy were under 
tlw influence of the nominali-.,t-... lli-.. main in,tructor-.. at 
Edurt \\'ere nominali..,h, and it i-.. noteworthy that Luther 
could -,peak of Ockham \\"ith apparent re-,ped, e\·en calling 
him "111\· dear ma..,ter." He adopted the nomi11ali..,t \"iew of 
u11i\·1·r..,,1J.... ,tml he explicit!: o\\'ned ,1 d1°bt to thl nominal
i,t Pierre d'Aill: in the doctrine of the Real Pre,e11<:e. 
Otl1er pm-..ible debts ha\ e been argued with more or less 
plau..,ihilit), although it uu1 hardly be denied that Luther 
left nothing unchanged that he horro\\ ed from other-.. .. .\t 
lea-..t the po-..-..ihilit) i.., open that at the outset the sharp 
di-..tindion between faith and rea-..on 111ay ha\·e liren ,ug
ge-..ted to him hy hi-, familiarity \\'ith the Ockhami-,t -..drnol. 

It ma\· lw that the ..,eparation ot theology and philmophy 
in L11ther i, to be explained part!) b) his ,tcceptance, alonl-': 
with the 11ominali-,h. of a ... trict . .\ri ... toteli,m concept of 
,cie11ce .. .\gain-..t Tlwma-.., Luther agreed \\'ith the 110n11-
nali ,t-.. that -,ince theology re-,h upon a-,-..ertion-.. of faith, it 
cannot he da,-,ed as a "l"ience. l'hilo-,oph) which ,., the 
-..um total of ratio11al knowledge and emlmtce.., the \·ariou-, 
,ciem·e-.,) deal-.. \\'itl1 the \·i:--ihle world, \\'hich i.., alTe..,-,i!ile 
to rea-..011. Theolog) deal~ with an invi~il,ll' world, acce'>
sible only to faith. Such points of agreement hetwee11 
Luther and tlw Ockhami:--h cannot, howe\·er. l'o11ceal the 
,harp differences bet\\'een them. (Juite apart from the fact 
that Luther de\·eloped a di\"ergent l'oncept of faith, his 
-,tandpoint represent-.. a different ha-..il' concl'rn. The inter
e-,t of the Ockhami-,h in the problem of faith and rea..,un 
was primaril:· epi-..temologil'al. Hence they cle\·oted l'On
..,iderable thought to relating the cognition of reason to tlw 
cognitio11 of faith, and :--ought in \·ariou~ ways to bridge the 
gap that the) had apparently cut between the two . .\'omi
nctli..,t theolol-':ians tried to comprehend both faith and rea
-..on \\'ithin a :--ingle epistemological ~cheme. They regcHded 
theologil'al propo-..itions (once established) a-.. -..ubject to 
rational -..crutiny, helie\·ed that merely probable argument-.. 
could lead to faith \\'hen the will cooperates, and argued 
that re\·elation \\'a'> V:i\·en precisc:ly to tho-,e \\'ho made 
rnaximum use of their rational capacities. Luther, on the 
other hand, was not interested in narrowing the epistemo
logical v:ap. On the contrary, the problem for him was 
gr.n er, hecau-,e he allowed for the corruption of reason by 
human ,infulnes-,. Hencl' his restrictions on reason, e\·en if 

the~· were built on a nominalist view of science, go beyond 
it in \\'hat is primarily a theological, rather than philosoph
ica I, concern. 

The theory of "double truth." The nominalist distinc
tion between the spheres of faith and of reason has com
monly been interpreted a-, though there were a disharmony, 
or e\ en a contradiction, between them. Indeed, the doc
trine of a "double truth"-that is, that a proposition may he 
true in theolov:y, but false in philosophy-has been attrib
uted to the nominalist theologian Robert Holkot. Properh 
..,peaking, double truth -..eem-, ne\ er to ha\·e been a con
-..l'iously adopted "doctrine" in the \liddle Ages, but rather 
an accusation le\·eled against theological opponents. There 
does 11ot seem to he adequate rea:--on to attribute it to any of 
the nominalists. True, they admitted some apparent con
flicts, for instance, that the Christian belief in the Trinity, 
when formulated according to the rules of :\ri~totelian logic, 
contained real contradictions. But this simply prompted 
the que-..t fur a higher logic, which could embrace both the 
traditional Ari~totelian rules and also the rules appropriate 
to the peculiarities of theological truth. 

. .\ doctrine of double truth could, ho\\'ever, be attributed 
to Luther with some plausibility, since he explicitly said 
that "the same thinl-': is not true in different disciplines" 
1 Disputation 011 the Proposition, "The \\'ord hecame flesh," 
l.'5:3!:J). But Luther himself did not use the expression 
"double truth," and a close inspection of his argument sug
gest-.. that, de-,pite appearance~, he really had a rather differ
ent the-,i:-- in mind. \\'hat he was trying to defend might 
better he called a "theory of multiple meaning." .\'either 
··twofold" nor "truth" 4uite pinpoints Luther's thesi~, 
and perh,tps e\·en "manifold truth" I Bengt Hagglund's 
phrase) i-.. -..till misleadinJ.':. lf we may paraphrase the 
drift of Luther's arJ!:ument, he seem-, to be saying that 
homo loq11e11s reflects and communicates, not by means of 
a ..,ingle, nnin,r-,all) \·alid language, but by means of se\"eral 
language-., which are relati\·e to particular disciplines or 
area-.. of experience. I Ience the meaning of a term or prop
osition is determined hy the area of discourse: if trans
ferred from one area of di-..course to another, a tem1 may 
acquire a different meaning, or have no meaning at all. To 
use Luther\ own example~, it makes no sense to ask the 
\\'eight of a line or the lenl-':th of a pound. \\'hether correct 
or not, thi-.. arl-':Lllnent bears a clo-..e resemblance to ideas 
which ha\·e played an important role in tv.-entieth-century 
lingui~tic philosophy, and is therefore not likely to be dis
mi~,ed a-; oh-..cmantism or anti-intellectualism. l 1nfortu
nately, Luther's argument is not de\·eloped with ade4uate 
preci-..ion, either in thi-.. Disputation or elsewhere. But it is 
not an i..,o]ated argument. The basic thesis-that the same 
form of words may ha\·e different meanings in different 
discipline~-unclerlies many of his remarks about the 
relation of ethics and theology. For example, the proposi
tion that fallen man can do no good is fundamental to Lu
ther\ teaching on justification. But Luther admits that this 
is true only in a theological, not in an ethical, context, for 
in each context the word "good" means something 
different. This is, perhaps, a statement of double truth, but 
only because it rests on a theory of multiple meaning. 
Thus interpreted, "double truth" does not imply contra-



diction, but excludes it, since real contradiction is possil>le 
only within a single realm of discourse. As Luther put it in 
the first thesis of the Disputation: "Although we must hold 
to the saying, 'One truth agrees with another,' nevertl1eless 
the same thing is not true in diffe rent disciplines." 

Works by Luther 

The definiti ve German edition of Luther's writings in Latin and 
German is D. l\lartin Luthers \Verke. Kritische Gesamtausgahe 
(Weimar , 188.3-). The most comprehensive English ,·er,ion i, 
Luther's Works : American Edition, Jaroslav Pelikan- and I Ielm11t T. 
Lehmann, eek (St. Louis and Philadelphi a, 19.5.5-, .5.5 vok 
planned ). 

Works on Luther 

RECENT STUDIES 

Three rece nt books dealing with Luther's views on rea.~on and 
philosophy are Bengt Hagglund, Theologie 1111d Philosophic bei 
Luther und in d er oc<'ami.s·tische11 Tradition . Luthcrs Ste/lung ;:;ur 
Theorie rnn der doppclt e n Wahrheit (Lund, HJ.5.5), Bernhard 
Lohse, Ratio u11d Fides. Eine Unterrnc/11111g i1her die Ratio in der 
Theologie Luthers (Gottingen , HJ.5H); and B A Cerrish, Grace and 
Reason : A Study in the Theology of Luther (Oxford, nJG:?.) One of 
the most adequate treatments o f Luther's intellet·tual background 
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is still Otto Scheel, ,\la rtin Lutlwr, Vom J..:.atlwli ;:;is11ws ;:;1u H1jm-
111atio11, \'ol. I, I st ed (Tulii11ge11, )SJlfi). \'ol. II, .;d and ➔ th ed,. 
(Tu liinge n, J~no). 

LUTHER AND NO~IJ:\'.ALISl\1 

The literatme dealing with the general question of L11tl1er·, 
relation to nominal ism is sketched in Leif { :ran,·, Cu11tra Gahri
elem. Luthers Auseina11dersct;:;ung mit Gabriel Biel ill dcr Dis71u
tatio con tra sclwlasticam theologiam 1517 (Copenhag<'II, l9G:?.i. 
Crane\ own d1scuss1011 Js locu~ed 0J1 thl' tlieological rather tha11 
on the philosophical points, a~ is the work of Heinhard Schwarz, 
Fides, Spcs u11d Caritas beim Jungen Luther rrnt,·r bcso11dcra 
Berncksichtigung der mittela lterliclwn Tmdition (Rerlin, UJG:?.) 
The work of ll e iko Augustus Oberman in The Harcest of l\ledict,<i/ 
Theo logy: Gabriel Biel and Late l\ledier,al No111inalis111 1Ca111-
hridge, ;\ lassachusetts, I 96.3) is intended to lay the foundations for 
a studv of nominal ism in relation to the beginnings of Reformation 
theolo.gy. 

ADDITIO:\'AL BACKGROUND 

For the wi<ler aspects of Luther's thought, see the articles and 
bibliographi es under "Luther" in Die Religion in Geschichtc und 
Gcgniwart, :Jd e d. (Ttibingen, HIGO), \'ol. I\' , pp. ➔ ,<.;0-.5:?.:3, which 
may he brought up to date by the annual listings of the Luthcr
Jahrlmch. 

B. A. GERRISH 
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MACH, ERNST (18:38-rnlfi), Austrian physicist and 

philosopher, was horn at Turas, .\loravia (now in Czecho
slovakia). He studied in Vienna and became professor of 
mathematics at Craz in 1864. In 18'17 he was appointed to 
a chair of physics at Prague and in IS\J,5 to a chair of the 
history and theory of inductive science at Vienna. I le held 
this chair until nJOI, when he was appointed to member
ship in the upper house uf the Austrian parliament In 
187\) and 1880 he was among those who opposed tlw re
placement of Cennan hy Czech as the official language at 
the University of Prague. Ilis interests were wide, in 
physics he made contributions to acoustics, electricity, 
hydrodynamics, 111<:>chanics, optics, and thermodynamics, 
and in psychology to perception and aesthetics. The 
influence he exerted with regard to the philosophy of 
science is still discernible in many discussions of the 
sciences. A modern vie\\' which owes a great deal to the 
work of T\lach is the operational ism of Percy\\'. Bridgman, 
\\'ho showed how .\lach and the ne\\' positi\·ism influenced 
Einstein's work through the concept of operational defini
tions. On the other hand, because of the strong Berke
leian element in his \\'ork, \lach called do\\'n upon him
self the fierce, often misguided criticisms of\' I Lenin in, 
for example, the latter's Materialism a11d E111piriu-criticis111. 

General aims. Philosophers usually think of \lach as 
having been closely c·onnected \\'ith the \'ienna circle. 
Philipp Frank, in his Modem Science and Its Philosophy, 
calls him "one of the spiritual ancestors of the Unity of 
Science \lovement and, particularly, the real master of the 
\'ienna Circle." Indeed, the public organization formed by 
several members of the \'ienna circle was callPd the 
"Ernst \lach \'erein." This fact is of the utmost impor
tance, since besides suggesting that \lach was positivist, 
empiricist, and antimetaphysical in his attitude toward 
science, it also indicates the great di\·ersity of his scientific 
interests. William James, who met \lach in IS,~:2, reported 
that he appeared to ha\'e read and thought about e\'ery
thing. \loreover, .\lach's writings co\'er a much \\'icier field 
than \\'as usual during this period. Apart from the work 
already mentioned, \lach wrote on the photographing of 
projectiles in flight, the chemi~try of the ripening of 
grapes, and the place of classics in secondary education. 
This is not purely fortuitous, nor is it a sign of dilettantism. 

On the contrary, through all .\lach's \\'Ork therl' runs an 
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interest in the logical and philosophical hasis of science 
and the belief that the division of science into various 
branches, such as physics, psychology, and chemistry, is 
arbitrary and artificial, and very likely to he misleading if it 
is regarded as anything other than a matter of practical 
convenience. In the process of developing the empiricism 
of Berkeley and llume and applying it to contemporary 
science, he reached thl' conception which underlies the 
International Encyclopedia of Unified Scie11ce, one of the 
major projects of the philosophers usual I~· known as logical 
positi\·ists. An appreciation of this conception is es~ential 
to an unclerstandi11g of \lach's philosophy of science. 

\111ch of Mach's work is historical, partly because he was 
interested in the history of science for it~ own sake, hut 
also hecause he wished to keep his logical and philosoph
ical account of the sciences as faithful as possible to the 
character of science as it is and has heen. He believed, too, 
that his particular view could lw supported by restating in 
the appropriate way the development of various concepts 
and theories. \\'e are blindl'cl, he thought, hy certain tradi
tional ways of stating things; we mistake conventions of 
speech for part of what is !wing asserted. 

"The Science of Mechanics." Tlw work for which \lach 
is perhaps best known is The Scic11ce of Mechanics (Die 
Mecha11ik i11 Ihrcr E11twickl1111g historisch-kritisch darges
tellt, Leipzig, 188.3). In the Preface to the first edition, he 
stated that the aim of the work wa, to elucidate the funda
mental ideas and expose the real significance of mechanics, 
and to remo\'e from the subject certain metaphysical ob
scurities. The hook is ver:,, large!~· a historical treatise. B11t 
history does not just happen; it is made b~, historians. The 
Science of Mechanics is an attl'mpt to rewrite the history 
of mechanic~ in such a way as to expose the logical prin
ciples and procedures upon which it depends. 

The origins of science lie in our experiences in the 
manual arts and in our need to comm1111icate these experi
ences. The need for communication involves the necessity 
of seeing connections and relations between the facts, and 
leads us to realize that nothing in the natural world can he 
understood in isolation from its context. .\!en also desire to 
simplify and abridge their descriptions, in orckr to reduce 
the labor of eomm1111ication. They are thus led to the uni
tary conception of the world which underlies all sciPntific 
investigation. 
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\mong other things, \lach attacked the ph~·,ici~b' re· 
spl'ct for demon~tration, or proof, \\'hich he refl'rred to as 
"misplaced rigor." I il' attl'mpted to ~bow that the alleged 
proof~ i11 med1a11ics rl''>t on a foundation that is no surer 
than t>arlier, half-forgotten, and largely unappreciated 
experiences which he calls instinctin" experiences and 
which are often, he ,aid, mistaken for a priori kno\\'ledge. 

Thi-, is the clue to his whole approach. There can he no 
a priori knowledge in mechanics; the basis and origin of all 
scientific knowledge is sense experiencv. Thus, an at
tl'mpted mathematical clemonstrntion can ha\·e no more 
rigor than a conclusion from obsen·ation. It can add noth
ing to ob-,er\'ation and can tell us nothing about the \\·oriel 
which sen'>e experience cannot tell us. Thi., being so, 
con-,iderable stre.,s i~ laid upo.1 \·erification: it is \'erifica
tion ratlwr than proof that is the appropriat< .. method for 
l',tablishing '>cientif-ic conclusiom or, indeed, an~· reason
able conclu-,ions about the natural \\'oriel. 

\\'e frequently rl'mind one another, for example, that our 
conception of force is inclined to be animi~tic and subjec
ti\·e. \lach appeared to think that although thi~ is a salutary 
warning, it -,\10uld not lead us to reject our conception of 
force, for \\'e cannot e-,cape the animistic and subjecti\·e 
features of it. If a scientific conception i, to be of any use 
in relation to the world, it must be deri\·ecl from experi
ence, and its anthropomorphic character i-, a sign that it i-, 
so deri\·ed. \\'hat \\'e should do, ho\\'e\·er, in our effort to 
remo\·e animistic and subjecti\·e element'> from ,cience, i., 
to measure force b~· means of \\'eight. Just a, the thermom
etl'r pro\'ides a con\·enient "public" measure of our "pri
\'ate" perception, of temperature, so weight can pro\·ide a 
"public" and communicable measure of our perceptions of 
force. In a similar \\'a~·, \lach held, all the ba-,ic concepts of 
mechanics mu-,t ultimately be deri\·l'cl from, and related to, 
sen~e experience. 

This \"ie\\' is antimetaphysical in aim and empiricist in 
origin. \lach's empiricism is of a special \·ariety which may 
be called sem,ationalism, for he refers to hi~ epistemolog
ical units as .. .,e11-,ations." In considering his sensational
i,m, it is \\'ell to bl'ar in mind that one of the difficulties 
encountered in interpreting .\lach is that he doe'> not exam
ine in sufficient detail, or state \\'ith sufficient clarity, the 
possible meanings of "sensation." 

Sensationalism. \lach admitted a debt to Berkeley, 
I I ume, 1.:ant, and his contemporary Richard A\·enarius 
among philosophers, and to Helmholtz, 1.:irchhoff, and 
Boltznunn among scientists. In regard to \lach's .,ensa
tionalism, hi-, most oln·iou~ debt i., to Berkeley and Hume, 
since he based hi~ \\'hole philosophy of science upon the 
conception of "elements" or "sensations," \\'hich is a de
\'eloped and refined form of the eighteenth-century em
piricists' "ideas" and "impression.,." The discussion of this 
basic concept is mainl~· to be found in his book The Analu
sis of Sensations ( l,'-,,'-,6). 

In his earlil'st papers \lach set out \\'ith a fim1 idea of the 
general character and purpose of science (see, for example, 
"The Economical \.'ature of Physics," 1,\/':i:2, in Popular 
Sciclltific Lectures). The aim of science is to reach concise, 
economical de-,criptions of phenomena, and its character is 
determined by the fact that in this context "phenomena" 

has its Kantian sen~e and "description" neCl''>sarily refers 
to \\'hat is communicable. The only way of finding out 
about phenomena is through sense experience, and the 
only sound basis for communication about the external 
\\'orld is in the obsen·ation of it. 

The world that we encounter in casual obsen·ation is a 
complex and unorganized Au.x. On closer inspection we 
find common qualities in radically different things: how
e\'er else objects differ from one another, they may ha\'e 
the same color, or the same texture, or the same shape, or 
make the same sound \\'hen tapped, and so forth. There is 
a great \'ariety of pos~ihle differences bet\\'een objects 
\\'hich may lead u., to gi\·e them different names or to \\'On
dl'r whether \\'e ought to gi\·e them different names. If t\\'o 
different objects are of the same shade of red, hO\\'e\·er, \\'t' 
can, to this extent at least, describe them in the same way. 

In fact, \\·hen we describe things, w e do so by analyzing 
them into separately sensible qualities, such as particular 
colors, shapes, and textures. A uniform patch of color en
tirely \\"ithin 111~· \·isual field is, just because it is uniform 
and simple, \\·hat \lach called an element. Objects are 
made up of "elements" belonging to \'arious classes and 
accessible to one or another of the fi\·e senses. The most 
accurate and economical description of the natural world is 
in term~ of these elements. 

\.'ow these elenll'nh are kn0\\'11 to us only throu gh sense 
experience, and in this respect the y depend entirely upon 
our senses. Considered from one point of view (indeed, 
the onl~· point of \'ie\\' which is ultimately a\'ailable to us), 
the~· are sensation'>. I cannot distinguish between the red 
color of a poppy and the sensation I have \\'hen I look at 
the poppy, or rather, if I do di~tinguish bet\\'een these two 
pheuomena, I am not making a distinction that is \\"ithin 
my ex1wrience, indeed, I can make it on ly because I ac
cept the fact that other people also ha\'e sensations when 
they look at thi~ poppy and because I am prepared to draw 
an inference from thi-,. For .\lach, "the world consists only 
of our sensations" (A1wlusis of Sl'llsatiolls, p. 1:2). 

Oue of the ad\·antages of this \'ie\\', it is alleged, is that it 
l'nables science to be built on a foundation of certain ty. 
Throughout the history of philosophy, men have attempted 
to find certainty, the rationali st, like Descartes, '>earching 
for a priori truths upon \\'hich to base deductions, and the 
empiricist, like llume, searching for unmistakable "atoms" 
of experience upon which to base inductions . .\lach pur
'>Uecl the empiricist form of thi-, search, in the belief that 
although I may be mistaken if I assert that there is a red 
book on the table before me, I cannot be mistaken if I 
confine myself to asserting that I am having \'arious sensa
tions-for example, one that I call red. \.'o one is iu a posi
tion to <.lispute this, and I rn~·self cannot he mistaken about 
it. \loreo\·er, e\·eryone is i1 1 a similar position. There is 
perfect democracy in scientific contex ts ; all men's sensa
tions are equal, and each sensation is to cou nt for on e and 
none for more than one. 

E\en if \\'t' accept the \·ie\\' that \\'e can achie\·e some 
kind of certaint~· by reference to sensations (and it is by no 
means clear that \lach is correct about this), there are 
difficulties about the communicability of our certainties . 
By \\'hat right does .\lach say that the \\'oriel is our sensa-



tions rather than my sensations? Does his vi e w not lead 
inevitably to solipsism? \lach saw this clanger and at
tempted to avoid it by that familiar empiricist device, the 
argument from analogy. As I can observe, various features 
of my overt behavior go along with certain specific experi
ences of mine, so I can infer that similar features of other 
people's overt behavior go along with similar experiences 
of th e irs. I can thus test for and discover a community of 
experienc e, and thereby the public basis of scientific 
agreement is assured. There are, of course, serious and 
familiar difficulties attached to this argument. 

The fact remains that according to ~lach, the world, for 
me, is constituted by my sensations. Sticks, stones, trees, 
stars, and animals are complexes analyzable into sensa
tions and, ultimately, into my sensations. This, of course, 
also applies to other people, including my fellow scientists 
and their utterances; they, too, are collections of my sensa
tions . Different branches of science, as we usually regard 
them, are distinguished by their subject matter: botanists 
study plants, while geologists study rocks. It is perfectly 
true that the physicist may study both plants and rocks, but 
this does not make his subject matter the same as that of 
the botanist or the geologist. The physicist studies plants 
and rocks only as examples of matter, and he does not, as 
the botanist does, study the growth of plants or, as the 
geologist does, the ways in which particular kinds of rocks 
are formed. From \lach's view it follows, however, that 
ultimately the subject matter of every branch of science is 
the same, since they must all study sensations and the 
re lations between them. The only thing that distinguishes 
one branch of science from another is our attitude to our 
sensations, or what \lach called the direction of our inves
tigation . 

Suppose that I am studying a red flower. If I consider its 
red color in relation to light sources, the reflection of light 
rays, and other colors, then I am treating the color as a 
physical object, and I am in the realm of physics. If I con
sider it in relation to my retina, optic nerves, and so on, 
and in relation to the pleasure or pain the color gives me, 
then I am treating it specifically as a sensation, ,md I am in 
the realm of physiology and psycholog>·· 

\\' e now see how ~lach's premises led him to the con
ception of a unified science, and why he is linked with the 
\'ienna circle and logical positivism. His successors in the 
twentieth century have tended to adopt the more neutral
sounding conception of sense data, rather than sensations, 
but in essentials the empiricism of the \'ienna circle and 
its descendants is ~lachian. ~lach's conception of unified 
science has connections with Russell's "neutral monism," 
th e view that the material of which the world is constructed 
is neither mind nor matter, but a neutral "stuff" which 
can be treated, according to th,e context, as either mental or 
material. ~lach's theory of the self as a bundle of "ele
ments" reflects a similar approach, because the "elements" 
can he regarded, from one point of view, as physical, and 
from another point of view, as mental. 

Scientific law. The premises of science are statements of 
the most elementary kind about sensations; they merely 
record the occurrence of speci fie kinds of sensations. The 
final aim of science is to give as complete a description of 
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phenomena as possible in terms of sucl1 sensations. Thus 
laws, which may figure among the conclusions of science, 
are, like its premises, concerned with sem,ations. They, in 
fact, state general relations between sensations. 

Laws are descriptions of phenomena in terms of sensa
tions, but because they are general they are abstract. I 11 

other words, a law covering a particular sort of phenome
non clearly cannot be a complete description of ever>· 
detail of every instance of that kind of phenomenon, it is 
an abridged description. Its main function is to summarize 
past experience and to assist prediction; the detailed pre
dictions, rather than the law, which is a mere aid to them, 
are of chief importance, since they will be an addition to 
our store of descriptions of actual facts. 

The only hypotheses that are admissible are those that 
can be tested in sense experience; and until they ha\·e 
been tested, they must not he regarded as accepted 
scientific conclusions. Some h>-potheses, which have been 
mistaken)>, regarded as scientific conclusions, are not test
able in sense experience, according to \lach, and to re
gard these as conclusions is to misconstrue them. As exam
ples of this he cited some of the statements which occur in 
the atomic theory of modern physics and cl1emistry. Since 
these statements refer to what is in principle unobserva
ble, their role cannot be to describe, and that is why they 
cannot figure among the conclusions of the sciences. They 
are "explanatory" in a sense unacceptable to \lach. 

He examined Newton's laws of motion in relation to his 
view of the nature of scientific laws, which are already 
firmly established and hence must be shown to be con
sistent with his view even if they do not appear to be so at 
first sight. There are two problems for \lach, which can be 
illustrated by Newton's first law, the law of inertia, name
ly, that "Every body perseveres in its state of rest or of 
uniform motion in a straight line except insofar as it is 
compelled to change that state by impressed forces." 

The first problem is that this law appears to depend 
upon a conception of absolute space and absolute rest and 
motion that \lach regarded as unintelligible (Science of 
Mechanics, pp. :283 ff.). He attempted to remove this 
difficulty by regarding the law as ha\'ing been arrived at 
directly from observation. In considering terrestrial mo
tions, no error is introduced if we ignore the earth's rota
tion and so regard it as being relatively at rest; similarly, in 
considering the motions of the planets, no error is intro
duced by ignoring the motions of very distant stars and 
regarding them as being relatively at rest. All that is 
needed for seeing the truth of ?\'ewton's law in various 
contexts is the possibility of regarding some body as being 
relatively at rest for that particular context. \\'e know no 
more of the behavior of bodies than what is observationally 
given; for all practical purposes, \Ve need know no more 
than that. 

The second problem is that no matter how the law of 
inertia is arrived at, it is in fact used in theoretical me
chanics, and must be used, in its most general form when 
it cannot be regarded as merely summarizing observations. 
l 1 sed in this way, however, it appears to assert something 
about the behavior of bodies upon which no force acts. 
This is an unrealizable situation, and therefore an unob-
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servable one; for \Jach, it is consequently unacceptable in 
scientific contexts. He seeks to overcome this difficulty by 
regarding the law of inertia, used in the above way, as a 
defi11itio11 of force, or rather, as a restatement of ;\;ewton's 
own definition of force. It is a definition which is groundl'd 
in the observed facts, in that it is part of the statement of 
the 111athematit'al form of the observed behavior of moving 
bodies, although not a descripition of any observed mo
tions. It is more abstract than any description; it gives not a 
pidme of the phenomena hut the pattern which must be 
contained i11 any picturl' of the phenomena. It is, in fad, 
part of a theory of motion. 

Theories. \\'e are incli11ecl to think of tlwories as <·xplan
ator~'. and so as b<'ing the final achit·vemcnts of st'ientific 
in\'estigatio11. For \lach, however, a theory is entiwly 
provisional, si11ce it uses analogies as temporary substi
tutes for dired descriptio11s of plwnome11a i11 terms of 
st·11sations. \\'ht·11 \\'e llled an 1mfa111iliar plwnome11011 
whi<'h W<' do 11ot und<·rstand, we first attempt to 1md<·rsta11d 
it i11 ter111s of phenome11a with \\'hich \\'t• ar<' ,dread~· 
familiar, that is, by the use of analogy. For example, when 
scie11tists wt•r<· 1111ahle to u11dersta11d certain plw11011w11a 
involving light, they made att<·mpts to 1111clnsta11d them by 
s11pposing that light moved the way waves move in walt'r. 
The fact that the theory was successful in certain contexts 
does not mea11 that it had been discovered that light reall~· 
is a wav<' motion. This conclusion we can neither assert 
nor deny, because we <"all never directly verify the asser
tion or dt'nial, that is, wt· cannot giv<· to either assertion or 
denial a meaning in terms of actual st·11sations. The theor~· 
function<·d as a 11seful tool for predicting; wt· learnt·d from 
it how to descrilw in t<·rn1s of sensation" further phenm11-
e11a involving light. \Vhat is impmiant i11 a theor~ is 11ot tll<' 
"picture" it gives us but the quantitative relations it reprt·
sents. To say that the "picture" repres<·11ts the reality 
underlying certain appearances is to sp<'ak 111etapliysically, 
i11 a context i11 which this type of discourse is absol11tely 
011t of place. 

The theory's task is quantitative, not q11aiitative. 111 a 
q11alitativl· sense, theory can tell us 11othing ab011t phenom
t•na other than what Wt' t'an learn by observation If a fea
ture of a theory cannot lw found to correspond to a leat11re 
of th<' plwnomena covered by it, then that featur<' of tlw 
theory t'annot IJC' part of the descriptio11 of the plwnome11a. 
The particular feature may ht-Ip us in the desniption of 
plw11omena, howe,·er, for if the theor~ is predictive!~ 
powerful, the featme \\·ill help us to fi11d 1ww plw110111<·11a 
or new details in familiar phenomena. 

\Jach illnstrated his view of theories with the help of 
theories about the nature of lwat (see "On ( :omparison in 
Physil's" and "Conservation of Energy" in Popular 
Scic11tific Lectures, p. :2...1.3 and pp. H-iO ff). Scientists have 
disputed whetlwr heat is a substance or a motion. Certain 
properties of heat do suggest a substantial view. For exam
ple, the fact that one body may become warmer at the 
expense of a neighboring body suggests that heat transfer 
invol\'es the How of a substanl'e from one body to another. 
On the othl'r hand, the fact that a piece of metal may he 
heated liy hammering suggests that the "substantial" ,·iew 
is mistaken, and that it is more correct to regard heat as a 
form of motion. 

In fact, :\la<'h contended, neither "picture" can be finally 
suppmied by the observations, and it would he mere meta
physical speculation to regard either as the truth about what 
really goes on behind the observable phenomena of heat 
generation and transfer. Either picture may be heuristically 
valuable, but neither is essential to the theory; what is es
sential is the mathematical relations involved in heat phe-
1wme1ia. It does not matter what picture our theory uses, as 
long as it t'Ontains the correct quantitative relations lie
t\\'een work done and heat generated, between the heat 
disappearing from one place and the heat appearing in 
another, and so on. 

Theories are val11ahle only insofar as they lead us to oh
served descriptions of observed phenomena; if we take 
them to lie descriptions of underlying realities, they can 
only mislead us. "Theoretical entities" are merely provi
sional, et·ono111ical tools whit'h help us to predict; theories 
are mathematical models for "facilitating the mental re
production of facts." 

It is dear that \lal'h attached considerable imp01iance to 
the st'il'ntist's ability to jHedict; and it is only as devict>s 
for assisting predictions that l\lach can admit many 
scientdic theories. Ile steadfastly refused to believe in the 
exist<·nce of tlw physical atoms of modern atomic theory; if 
anyone found tlwir postulation useful for pre<licting fur
tlwr pht·11<mwna, he was entitled to use them, hut anyone 
would he equally c11titled to use any other device which 
ga\'e the same predictions. 111 foct, l\lach was prepared to 
admit into science almost any device which would assist 
pn·diction. I le shmved, for example, how a teleological 
account of plwn<J111<'11a may sometimes be useful in this 
way. Perhaps hel'ause of the t'<·ntral position in s<'ience 
that \lad1 allotted to prediction, and heca11se this evalua
tion led him to minimize the importance of explanation, 
his discussions of s<'ientifit' explanation are most 11nsatis
fa<·tor:-·. 

Explanation. It is clear that l\lach took an 111111snal view 
of explanation and, in particular, of what constitutes 
-;ci<'ntilic explanation. As we hav<· seen, he held that it is 
the aim of scie11ce to give l'oncist>, economical descriptions 
of pht•nonI<'na. l le was also prepared to say that these 
descriptions l'Oitstitute scil·11tific explanation. \Vhatever we 
do not understand (hence, whatever needs explaining) is 
what is 11nfamiliar to 11s. Thus, to make a phenonwnon 
intelligible, we need only describe it in familiar terms. 
This concept is li11ked with .\lach's s<·nsationalism be
cause, of cours<·, the things that are most familiar to us are 
011r deme11tary sensations. To d<·scrilw phenomena in 
l<'rrns of rnn sensations is to H·mo,·e tlwir strangeness, to 
rendn them u1H.lerstandahle, hence to explai11 them. 

This is an 11nfam1liar me,rning to give to '\·xplanation," 
and it springs from \lach's hmtility to the rnetaphysit'al. It 
has freq11ently been thought that explaining something is 
saying \\'hy it is as it is, an<l that this involves referring to 
sollH:' purpose it serves. In relation to natural phenomena, 
tl1is is a metaphysit'al conception of explanation. l\lach and 
his followers, intent as they were 011 avoiding metaphysics, 
regarded a concentration on description as being safer. If 
we sa} that our aim is to describe phenomena, we are 
unlikely to produce something which cannot be chet:ked 
by observation; a11cl if we admit only those explanations 



which are descriptions of phenomena, we shall avoid the 
likelihood of metaphysical entangleme11t~. 

There are, of co11r~e, difficulties in\'oked in this vie\\'. I11 
the first place, it is douhtftrl if W(' do in fact use thl' terms 
"explanation,. and "description" in sucl1 a wa~· that we c:a11 
en:>r take an explanation to he merely a description-even 
a description of a \'ery special sort. Of course, explanations 
often, and perhaps always, involve descriptions, hut they 
also involve something more than descriptions, such as a 
particular relation between the description of what is to he 
explained and a description of something else. Followers 
of ~1ach who have perha1)s noticed this fact l1a\·e been 
inclined to say that it is the aim of science to describe 
rather than to explain, thereby avoiding the suspect 
iden t ification of explanation with some kind of dt•sni1)tion. 
This development is sometimes referred to as the "de
scriptive view" of science. But whichever form of the vie\V 
we consider, there is a further difficulty which ,\Jach ought 
to have recognized. His account of scientific explanation 
does less than justice to the importance attached by work
ing scientists to theories and theoretical concq)ts and their 
explanatory function. If scientists regard their aim as ex
planation in any sense in which it cannot he eq11<1ted with 
description, then this is one good reason for supposing that 
,\Jach is mistaken on this point. 
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PETER ALEXANDER 

MACHIAVELLI, NICCOLO (1-169-1.5:27), Italian poli
tician and political thinker, is famous for his treatise on 
princeship entitled The Prinn' (I[ principe) and for a dis
cussion of hcl\\ to establish a good rep11hlican go\'ernment, 
The Discourses ( Discorsi s01>1·a la pri11w dcca di Tito Li
vio). \Jachiavelli also wrote poems and comedies (in
cluding the "1allllrago/a), a llistor11 of Florence, and a 
hook entitled Art cf \\'(II'. They contain man~' original ideas 
and were wide!~· read, hut today these writings arouse 
interest mainly because their author was the man who, 
with The Prince and The Discourses, ina11gurated a new 
stage in the development of political thought. 

\\'hen \Jachi,l\'elli wrote The Prince and The Di.s·(·o11rs!'s, 
he was a\\'are that he was saying things ahout politics 
which had not heen expressed hefore; in the introduction 
to The Discourses he stated that he was re~olved "to open 
a new route which has not yet heen followed by anyone,'' 
l\'evertheless, ,\Jachiavelli would not have claimed to be a 
~ystematic political philosopher. The Prince· was written in 
1.51:2 1.51:3; the date of The Discourses is less certain, h11t 
it was certain!~· completed I>~· 1.517. ,\lachia\'elli was 
then in his forties and, in the preceding ~·ears of his life, 
he had been a practical politician who had never shown 
interest in becoming a political writer or in embarking on 
a Ii terary career. 

In 1-llJ,<.;, after the expulsion of the \ledici from Florence 
and the fall of Savonarola, ,\1achiavelli had entered the 
Florentine chancellery, where his special function was to 
sen·e a~ the secretary of The Ten, a group of magistrates 
charged with the conduct of diplomatic negotiations and 
the supervision of militar~· operations in wartime. In this 
position \lachiavelli carried out a n11mher of diplomatic 
missions in Italy, France, and Cermany. His ability at
tracted the attention of Confalonier Piero Soderini, the 
official head of the Florentine government, and ,\lachia-
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\ elli hecdIIIe ~oden111', cnnnJant-his ''L1cke::-. dCC'ord
ing tn ~nclerini·, enemie,. \lachi,n·elli', clo,e relationship 
\\ 1th ~odenni became a serious handicap when. in l.Sl:2. 
the republican re1.:1me \\ as m·erthro\\·n ,rnd the \ledici 
returnl'd to Florence Other member, of the chanceller::
\\ erc permitted to continue m office. hut \lad1ia\ ell, \\·a~ 
di~mh,e<l and forced to withdra\\" to a ,mall estate near 
Florence. \\ here he Ii\ eel in straitened economic circum
,tanc.es. 

It Wd, dt thi" time that \lach1<nell1 turned to literar::
\\ork in the hope that through his \\ritin\!~ he would gain 
the fen or of influential men \\ ho mi\!ht help him to regain 
d po,itwn in the Florent111e \!O\ ernment The Prine c \\-,b 

dedicated to Lorenzo de' \led1ci. d nephew d Pope Leo 
'\. \\ho \\d, the dc-tudl ruler of Florence Thr Di.scours·t\ 
\\·a, dedicated to member, of the Florent111e rulml! group. 
and hi, Hi-~tory of Flon net \\·,1, \\Titten dt the ,ug\!e,tion 
uf Cudmdl Ciulio de' \led1c i. \\·ho 111 1S.23 becdme Pope 
Clement \"II In the 1 S.20, \lachia\ elli\ effort, began to 
bear fn11t Clement \"II entru~ted him \\·1th d number of 
minor political commis,ion-;. dnd \ldch1d\·elli de\ uted 
hinbelf to th,, klll<l of \\ork. rele\!atm\.! the completwn ot 
hi, liter.u::- project-, to the bachi:round. Hm\·e\ er. in 1 S.27. 
before \ldch1d\ elli hdd been firm!::- re-e,tabli,hed 111 d 

political po,1t1on-dctu,dly. at d moment when h,, future 
hdd a\!ain become uncertain becau,e the \ledic1 h<1d oncc 
more been clri\ en from Florence-he died. 

Thu,. \ldchia\ elli\ dtt1tude in compo,111g The Prine t 

,rnd The Di.scour.se~ \Va, not thdt of d d1,intere-,ted "choLu. 
hi, aims \\ ere practical and personal. He \\·dnted to U:i\ e 
ad\·ice \\·h,c.h would pro\ e hi, political u,efulne.,.,. and he: 
\\anted to impre,, tho,e \\·ho read h,, treat,,e,. Therefore. 
\lac.h1,n·elli wa, inclined to mdke numernu, ,tdrtlm\! 
,tdtemenh and extreme formulations. .-\ c.hardlten-,nc 
example i, hi, "a: ing that the prirn .. e .. m:.bt ab,t,un from 
takinu: the property of other,. for men forl!et more e.1'11: 
tlw dec1th "t then Lither th,rn the loss <>I their p,1tn111<i11, 
Tll€. Prince, Ch 17. 

Arts of war. \ldchia\·elli \ stdtemenh \\·ere ,tartlirnr not 
, mly becdu,e of their form of presentation but also hec.du,e 
,if their content. One a,pect of political dffa1r, \\ 1th \\·h1ch 
\lach1a\ elli had been part1culdrl: concerned and i11 \\·h1c.l1 
he \\·a, e,pecidlly interested \\·a, the conduct of mil1tdr: 
affair, He thought deep!::- about the rea,om \\ h::- thl, 
French had ,o e,bil: triumphed O\ er the Italian, in 1-1 J-1 
,rnd had mdrched from the north to the south of lt,d::- \\ ith
()ut meet11H! ,enotb re~istance. \lachia\ elli\ explandti()n 
\\ a, that the l.!O\ emmenb of the \"MiOth Ita!idn ,tate,. 
\\'hether they were republican regimes or princ1palit1e,. 
had u~ed mercenary ~oldiers led by hired condotticri. He 
therefore recommended that in ca~e of war the prince 
,houlcl le<1d h,, troop, himself and thdt hb dnny ,hould be 
Lompched ot h,, O\\ n men. that is. the Italian gm·ernmenh 
,hould introduce con,cription. \lorem·er. \lachia\ elli 
polemiuzecl dgainst ()ther fa\·orite notiom of his time on 
mil1tdr: ,dfa11",. for imtance. he denied that drtdlery Wd, 
decisi\ e 111 battle or th<1t tortre~ses could offer a ~trong 
defense al!d111st dn In\ ddin':.! army. 

2\Iorals and politics. \lachi,n·elli\ rejection of traditional 
political idl'd, emer ..i:ed most clearly in his discussions of 
the relation het\\"een m()ral, dncl politics. The mo,t re\·olu
t1onar::- ,tatement, on the,P 1s,ue, are found in chapters 

1-S-, of The Prince. \\'hich deal \\'ith the qualitie~ a 
prince ou\!ht to po,,e~,. In the \lirror of Princes literature 
of the anc.ient \\'orld and of the \liddle .-\ges, a prince \\·a, 
suppo,ed to he the embodiment of human \'irtues. he \\'a, 
expec.ted to be ju,t, ma,rnanimous. merciful, and faithful to 
his obligations. ancl to do e\·erything \\·hich might make 
him IO\ ed b::- his ,ubjecb. \lachia\·elli objected to -;uch 
demands .. -\ccordinu: to him, a prince "must not mind in
curring the ~c.andal of those \·ices without \\'hich it \\·ould 
be difficult to ~a\·e the state. and if one considers \\ ell. it 
\\'ill be found that ,ome things \\·hich seem \·irtues \\'Ould. 
if follo\\·ed. lead to one's ruin and that some others \\·hich 
appear \ ice, result in une\ greater securit::- and \\"ell
bein,r. ,. Thi, ,entence and chapter, l S-1 lJ ha\ e frequentl::
been und(:'r~toocl a, me,rning that instead of being mild a 
pnnce ought to he cruel. instedd of beiIH! lo\al. treacher
ou~. in,tead of aiming to be Im ed. he should dim to be 
feared. But this i, a mi"under,tandinu: .. -\ c.loser redding 
,hm\·, thdt \lach1d\·elli ddmoni,he, a prince to disregard 
the 4ue,t10n nt \\·hether hi, actio11, \\"ould be called \ ir
t1101h m \·icioth .. -\ ruler nu,rht to do \\'hate\·er i, appropric1te 
to the ,1tuation in \\ h1ch he hnd, himself and may led<l 
mcht quick!::- and efficient!::- to ,ucces,. Sometime~ cruelty, 
s()metime, lenienc::-. ,ometime, lo::-alty. sometime-; \ il
Iam::- mi\!ht he the right cour,e. The choice depends on 
c.ircum,tdnce~ To illu~trate his pomt of \·iew \lachia\·elli 
u~ed <1, an examplp the career of Cesare Borgia, \\·hich he 
outl111ed 111 Chapter 7 of The Prz nee. 

\ldchia\·elli\ \le\\', ha\e frequently been interpreted as 
mednirn.i: that w1ckedne,., is more effecti\·e than goodnes,. 
This di,tnrtion of hi, \ ie\\, hd, been rel!arded as thee,
,ence ot \ldchid\ elli\ teaching. dS identical \\·ith \\·hat 
later centuries called \lachia\·elli,m. It ,hould be stated 
that \lachid\ elli \\ ds nut concerned \\·ith good or e\ il. he 
wa, concerned on!::- \\ 1th political efficiency. Hi, rejection 
ot the cumm11ni.s opinio-\\·hether in the ~pecial area of 
militar::- dffair, or 111 the \!eneral field of ethics-was a 
reflectwn of a ne\\' and comprl'hensi\·e \'i,ion of politin. 
Before \ldch1a\·elli. the pre\ ailinu: \·ie\\" had been that the 
ta,k of l!O\ ernment \\'a, di,tnbution and maintenance of 
phtice. \lachi,n·elli helie\ed that the la\\- of life under 
which e\ ery politic,d nr\!anizat1on exi,ted was gro\\·th and 
t \p,1n,w11. Thu,. t()rct· \\ ,1, ,ill mtegr,d. <1nd d mo,t e"en
tul elt'n,e11t 111 prd1t1L,. 

\lach1,n elli' s intere,t in mil1tar::- affairs had its basis in 
his con\·iction that po"'es-;ion of a pO\\·erful and di,c1-
pl111ed md1tar) force \\ a, a requisite for the pre,erYation of 
politiLal 111dependence. \lorem er, because political life 
\\"d~ a ,tru\!glC:', the conduct of life according to Christian 
\ irt11e, could endanger political effecti\·eness. Christianity, 
\,, preclLhin\! meekrn," cl!lcl ,e!He"ne". might ,often men 
,md \\·e,1ken d politic.al ,oLiet::-. \lc1chia\·elli directed some 
\ er::- ,tron\! passa\!es au:am,t the effeminac::- to \\"hich 
Chn,t1a111t::- had led. Political man needed not \·irtue, but 
t irtu. ··\ it,dit:." The possession of i:irtu \\·a, the quality 
mo,t nece-,.,ar::- for a polit1cal leader. but according to \la
ch1,n elli both indi\'icluab and entire ,ocial bodies could 
dnd ,hould po~se,, cirtu. That i, \\"h:. in The Prince, 
\lac.hia\·elli could \\'rite a "handbook for tyrants," while in 
The Di.scours-es he could ad\·ocate a free republican re
gime. E\ ery \\·ell oru:anized. effecti\·e political organization 
must be permeated by one and the same spirit and must 



form an organic unit. There are few if a11~· passages ill 
\lachiav('lli in which he uses the word stat<- (stato) i11 the 
modern sense of an organic unit embracing i11dividuals 
and institutions. However, there can he no doubt that his 
concept of an organized society producing iirt11 among its 
members comes very close to the modern concept of state. 

Method of argument. The new vision of the character of 
politics required a new method of political argumentation. 
Rules for the conduct of politics could not be formulated 
on the basis of theoretical or philosophical assumptions 
about the nature of a good society; stH.:cessfol political 
behavior could he learned only through experience. 
Machiavelli stated in his dedication of The Prine<' that he 
wanted to tell others what he had "acquired thro11gh a long 
experience of modern events and a constant study of the 
past." Thus, experience was not limited to those events in 
which a person participated hut embraced the entire field 
of history. To l\lachiavelli the most instructive period of 
the past was that of republican Home. \lachiavelli thought 
that, because the Homans succeeded in extending their 
power over the entire world, no better guide for the con
duct of policy could he imagined than that of Roman his
tory. It is indeed true that previous writers on politics, 
particularly the humanists, had used historical examples, 
hut to rely exclusively on historical experience in estah 
lishing political laws was an innovation; \Iachiavelli's 
writings implied that every trne political science ought to 
he based on history. 

It has heen said that, in rejecting the \"alidit~ of tlw 
doctrines of tlwolog~- and moral philosopln for the t'<>rnl11c-t 
of politics, :'\lachiavelli established politics as an autono
mous field. He could do so hecausc he regarded political 
bodies not as creations of human reason hut as natural 
phenomena. In \lachiavelli's opinion all political organi
zations, like animals, plants, and human beings, arc suliject 
to the laws of nature. They are born, they grow to maturity, 
they become old, and they die. Well organized political 
bodies might live longer than others, hut even the he),t
constructed political society, even Home, could not escape 
decline and death. This view of the instability and imper
manence of all things gives \lachiavelli's recommenda
tions their particular tenor. :\kn or political bodies are 
entitled to use all possible means and weapons because 
the moments when they can flourish and triumph are brief 
and fleeting. Despite :'\lachiavelli's claim that political 
success depended on acting according to the political laws 
he established in his writings, he was ahvays conscio11s of 
the role of accident and fortune in human affairs. 

Influence. It is of some importance to distinguish be
tween the shocking novelty of l\lachiavelli's particular 
recommendations and his general conn'pts of politics from 
which his practical counsels arose. Such a distinction helps 
to explain the contradictory rec:eption his ideas found in 
the following centuries. :'\lachiavelli's writings soon be
came known in Italy and then in other European countries, 
particularly France and England, although in I.S.S\l his 
works were placed on the Index. Generally he was consid
ered an adviser of cruel tyrants, an advocate of evil; Car
dinal Reginald Pole said that \Iachiavelli wrote "with the 
finger of the Devil." Although nohody in the sixteenth 
century dared publicly to express anything hut abhorrence, 
a school of political writers arose in Italy who explained 
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that the criteria of a states111an's or rnln's actions ,,·c•rp thl' 
interests of the state. These advocates of th<' doctrilll' of 
"reason of state"-even if they did not acknowledge their 
obligations to \Iachiavelli-followed the cmnse \ladii
avelli had charted. The Enlighte11me11t, with its lwlic·f in 
the harmony of morality a11d progress, could only condemn 
\lachiavelli's view that political necessity per111itted the 
neglect of ethical norms. An example is the Anti-Machi
avel which Frederick 11 of Prussia composed as a young 
man. However, some eighteenth-century thinkers recog
nized truth in \lachiavelli's approach to politics. For in
stance, \labt~, and Housseau admired :'\Iachiavelli lwcausc 
he had realized that the strength of a political organization 
depends on the existe11ce of a collectin_' spirit which is 
more than a summation of individual wills. 

In the nineteenth century, students of l\lachiavelli, 
following the i11terpretation which the Cerma11 historia11 
Leopold ,·011 Ranke had gi\'en, did not helie,-e that \lachia
w·lli had wanted to separate ethics and politics. Be
cause the last chapter of The Prince contains an appeal for 
the liberation of Italy from the barbarians, they assumed 
~hat \lachiavelli had permitted the violation of moral rnles 
only for the purpose of a higher ethical goal; that his pur
pose had been to point the way toward the foundation of a 
unified Italy. Thus, in the nineteenth century \lachiavelli 
became respectable as the prophet of the idea of the na
tional state. In the later part of the century l\lachiavelli was 
also referred to hy those who wanted to free man from the 
oppressive shackles of traditional morality and believed 
that man's faculties could he fu)I~, developed only if he 
placed himself "heyond good and evil." Nietzsche's su
perman was supposed to have "virtue in the style of the 
Henaissance, tirti',, virtue free from morality." 
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FELIX CILBERT 

MACROCOSM AND MICROCOSM are philosophi
cal term-; referring, respectively, to the world as a whole• 
and to some part, usually man, as a model or epitome of it. 
According to 011e ,·ersicrn of this ancient analogy, man and 
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tlw 11111, er,< .rrt· con,tructecl according to the ,,1me har
rn<>11Il proportwn-... each ': mpatheticall: ,1ttunecl to the 
otlll'r. <·c1ch .i c·o,mo-.. ordered according to rea,on. B: an 
im,1gi11.rtl\ e leap. the uni,·er,e itself ,,·as thought to he, like 
111.111. liung ,rnd con,cious. a cli,·ine creatur<· ,,ho,e nature 
i, rdlectetl i11 human existence .. \nimi,m ,rnd panp-..y
ch1,rn ,d,u regard the ,,·orld a~ ali, e throughout, but the 
microco,m ide,1 i-.. di-..tinct in empha-..izing the unit: or 
kin,hip of ,di life and thought in the ,,·oriel. If man i-.. the 
microco,m of the uni,·er,e, then not onl: i, e,er: thing 
,111imated h: some -..oul or other, but there i-.. one world -..oul 
Ii: ,, hich e, er:thing i, animated. Thm. the followers of 
P: th.rv:or.1, ,111d Empedocle, held, ,1ccordi111.! to Scxtm 
Empiricu,, th,1t "there i, ,1 cert,11n communit: 1111iting 11, 
not onl: ,,·ith <·ach other and \\'ith the god, hut e,·en ,\'ith 
the hrnte crc.rtion. There i, in fact om· hre,1th 1wn·.1di11g 
the ,,·hole co,mo, like ,0111. ,111d ll11it111\.! 11, ,,·itl1 thern .. 
\\'. t-.:. ( :. ( :uthrie . .--\ History of Creek Plzilusop/111, \'ol. I. 

p. 27",. 
Bec<111,e the word kusmo.s can mean ord<·r .i-.. ,,.l'II a, 

,,·orld or world order. "111icroco,1n" can ,il.':Itif: not onl: 
man in reLrtion to the uni,·er,e or III reL1tion to the ,t,1te, 
.i, i11 Plato\ Republic I hut al-..o ,111: part of .i thinv:. e,pc
ci,dl: .i li,·inv: thi11g. th.it reHect, or repre,enh the ,,·!wit· it 
lwlrnu.:, to. wlwnc, er there 1, .i 11nrroring reL1tion between 
tlw whole ,md L'dch of ih p,Hh. :\1clwl.t, of C:u,,1·-. doc
tri11<· ol rndi, id11,il, .i, "u)l1traction, .. o! the !orrn ol the lllll
\ cr,e i, .r 111inoco,111 theor: . .r, i, Leil>11iL · tht·or, of 111<111.rd, 
,1, "perpet11,d Ii, i11\! mirror, ol the 11111, l'r,t· ... ,11111l.1rl:. to 
cite ,111 ex.imple from 11011pl1do,opl11c,d di,cmn,<'. tlw co111-
po,er Bela B.1rt<·1k\ collection ol pi,rno pit'l'<'' .\likrokos11ws 
i, .r little world of modern 11111,ic,il ,t: I<, ,llld t<Th111q1w. 

The idea of tlw microco,m appt•,n, i11 pre-~ocr.rt1c pf1i
lo,oph: in connection ,, ith the problem ol rl'L1tim.: the 
One and the m,rn:. Takinl.( ,111 of n.rtllft' to dnin· 11lt1m.1t<·
I: from ,1 ,inde common ,11h-..ta11c<·. the: ,uppo',t>d 1t to 
h,t\ c inherent in it .i prinl'rpk ot 1110t11n1 .ind c !1.111\!t· \\ l1ic 11 
the: 1d!'11t1fied \\'ith lit<·. ,01rl ~i11l·t· ,omt· of tl1t rt·--idt1111.( 
entitll'', po-..,e,', t·<m,ciou,11e',,. ,o too m11,t tlwir ,011n-e. 
.\11d if tht> uni,·er,al ,mil i, eternal ,111d di, 111<·. tht:>11 tlw 
hum,m soul. \\hich i, a "fragment" of the 011<', ,1, tl1e P:
thagoream held, mmt al,o be etern,d and di, ine. Th<· 
return of the in<li, iclual ,oul to ih cli,·ine oriv:in could ht> 
realizt>cl h: philosophical uncler,tanding of the cm1110,. 
,ince like i, kno\\'n h: like. as the co,m<h hecome, knmn1 
the kno\\'er i-.. :1,',irnilated to it. Thu,, man i,. ,me! cli,cm er, 
him-..elf to lie, the part that most perfect!: re,·eal, tlw na
turt> of the \\'hole. 

\1.m the microcmm i-.. ,1 commonplace of Greek thoul.!ht 
from .\11axime1w-.., the Pythagoreans, Ileraclitu,. and Em
peclocles to the Stoio and :'\eoplatoni,h. It i', a ,t.iple 
tlwme Im ,·ariation in the Orphic, Cno,tic. and Hermetic 
kxb ,rnd in the literature of m:-..tici,m, panthei',111. and the 
occult. That man i, the microcosm was, in the Renai-..,ance , 
,,·idd: taken to mean th.it cosmic kno\\'ledge and 
inHllence miv:ht lie achie,·ed through contemplation of tht· 
pm, er-.. and tendencies men find in their m,·n imagina
tHm,. Such knowledv:e \\'oulcl be ha,ed not on mere infcr
e11Ce from re',e111l,lance but ratlwr on the kinship or iclen
tit, of hum,m life and conscinusnc-..s \\'ith the force~ 
go, t·n1ing nature a, a ,,·hole. 

The notio1t that man i', the microcosm has al\\'ays played 
both rational and m: -..tical role, in \\'estnn thought. \\"ell 
into the period of the scientific re,·olution, the microcosm 
,,·as an image of the order and harmony pen·ading the 
\\'oriel. S.iyinl.( that the uni,·erse i, controlled by a sinv:le 
principle ( in the \\'a: that rational thought is the c011-
trolling principle in man) expressed the unified and self
regulating character of the world as understandable in its 
own terms, fit for scientific i11\'estigation. Similarly, human 
thought ibelf \\'as concei, ed to be ,elf-regulating and 
self-correcting-thus entered the idea of the autonom:· of 
reason that ha', pla: eel an impmtant part in the histor:· of 
rationali,m ,rncl of \\'estern philosophy generall: .. \ccord
ing to Plato', recollettion doctrine, ".\II nature is akin, and 
the ',Ou! h.i-.. learned e,·er: thing. so that ,,·hen a man ha, 
reeallecl .r sinl.!le piece of k1Hl\declge-learned it, in orcli
nar: language-there i-.. no reason \\'hy he should not find 
out all the re,t'' .\Jeno ~Io, El. B: recollection Plato meant 
the reco, er: of S: stematic kno\\'ledge of necessary truths 
from \\'ithin one-..elL hut it i~ eas:· to see h<m it could aho 
be thouv:ht of ,1, a11 i11tuitiH0

, nontheoretical proce,-..-a 
,tream of co11,ciou-..1ies-.. leading to memory of past rein
carnations or of the -..01d\ celestial origin. 

The tlwuv:ht that the uni, er',t' i, ordered not b:· chance 
but h: one ,piritual principle ,ti11111lated the ,,.-i,h for di
rect m:·,tical union \\'ith thi~ ,ouL and e,·en for inHuence 
on·r thing, through it. a-.. easil: .i, it encouraged the pur
,11it of ': ,tt,matic unclcr-..tanclinv: of the \\'orld. The first 
impul,e prodm·ed ,uch ex,1lted ,entimenh a, those la,·
i,hed unon tlie 11nin·r,e in th<: Ilermetic religious \\Titing-..; 
tht> second pu-..hed open the door to that underground 
\\'oriel of magic, ,1,trnlogy, alchem:·, and spirituali-..m 
which claimed to 11tilize the sanw unif: ing principles 
d"11111ed i11 ,l'ie11u· ,rnd in the .i,tral theolog: of the plti
lo,opht>r-... l'l'rhaps ,omdhine: 111.r: he said for a v:e1iero11s 
i11krpret<1ti011 of thi, ma\!ical , iew of nature, which e\'l'll 
i11 antiquit: \\'a, di,ti11\!ui,halik from ib ratio11alistic a1tcl 
h11111.111istic co1111terp.rrt For tlw practitioner-.. of the occult 
<111d for their opponent-.., the ,·ie,,· of the \\'oriel a, a "he
,oult·d" creat11re \\'a, 11e1ther a11 isolated hypothe\i, 11or 
an idle conceit. the mit-roco\m ,,·.r, an almo-..t omnipresent 
1ne,11ppo,itio11. the h.1,1, o! tht-> ,·er~ languav:e in which thl' 
phenomena \\'110,e e\pl.rnation wa~ ~ought ,,·ere repre
,ented. Yet there ,, en· ah,·a:, philosophical ,keptic,, and 
often the ,,111H' ,, riter, ,,·ho affirmed the \\'orld ,oul or the 
1111uocmm-for e\,llllple. Ploti11u,, Pico della \lirandola, 
1--:cpler-aho tried to re,trict it in \\'ays that preclud<'d the 
po"i!Jility of uncle,irable mav:ical application. 

Ancient thought. 111 the Timaeus Plato pn:>,enb a m: th
ical account of the creation of the \\'orld according to \\'hich 
the \\'oriel\ ',Old and hod: are made by the Demiurge, \\'ho 
copie, the Form of the ideal Ii, ing creature ( not itself any 
,pecie, of animate being hut embracing the t:·pes of them 
all . The world ,oul is constructed according to a complex 
mmical pattern. and, in order to lw capable of thought, the 
elements of cliscour<,e-samene-..-.., difference, and exi-..t
ence-are blended to form ib mind. The body joined to 
the \\'orld ,oul i-.. -..aid to be unlike the human body or that 
of an: animal in the \\'oriel, being perfect!:· ,phericaL de
, oicl of or\!an, ot sen,e, respiratiou, ,md ingestion; how
l'\ er. the proce"e' of the uni, er,t" are said to be repro-



cltl('ed evl'll i11 the details of rnicroco~mic (JrOl'l'~Sl'S, ~11('h 
as the monwnt or blood in lrnlllans. :\nd l>el'allS(' ol tilt' 
affinit~· between tlw di,·ine part in l>lllll,ll>S a11d ti)(' tho11ghh 
and re,·0l11tion~ of the 11ni\'l·rse, the st11d~· of thl' rll\·th1n-; o! 
the macrocosm ,1re recommended as a mea11s of "correcting 
those circuits in the hem! tlwt were deranged at birth." 

A methodological discussion forms the context of a play
ful pass,1ge in the Philebus (27A-:31B) in which the micro
cosm im,1ge also appears. All philosophers hold mi11d to he 
the king of heaven ,me! earth, Socrntes olisen·es; "in realit~· 
they are nwgnifying themseln_' s. And perlwps they are 
right." Socrntes m1el Protmchus agree that the order of the 
world pro\'es that the cosmos is governed by "'.\lind [nous] 
,md a wondrous regulating Intelligence." Socrates argues 
further tlwt the elements composing our bodies ,He hut 
fragments produced ,md sust,1ined hy the elements in the 
uni\'erse. Becmrse the 11nity of the elements in us makes 
up our hodies, the collective unity of elements in the uni
verse must make up the world's hod~·; lwcm1se our bodies 
have souls, the hody of the universe m11st hcl\'e one, too; 
for where could our bodies h,l\·e gotten their so11ls "if the 
body of the universe, which lws elements the smnc as 011r 
own though still fairer in ever~· respect, were not in fad 
possessed of ,1 soul{' Strict!~·, this much of the mgurnent 
concludes merely in the existence ol a world ~011I \\'hich 
is tlw cm1se of the mixt11re of the hod/s l'lemenh-there is 

as yet barely ,1 hint of the world soul's h,l\'inv; a strncture of 
its own apart from the body, of its being rational!~· ordered 
and the cause not just of all mixture hut of ,111 mm·cnH:_•nt in 
the cosmos. Ultimate!~·, the 11niH·rs,1l soul itself is s,1id to 
he produced Ii~· Cause (L1tl'r identified with 7'.lind), ~·et this 
Mind cmrnot come into existence without so11l (:30c). To 
the extent that we can distinguish the Demiurgc fronr the 
world soul (in the Timaeus), we c,m s,1~- that the C,1me of 
the Philebus is probably more likt· the first of these. 

Aristotle's ph~·sical s\'Sklll seems to h.n·l' been designed 
to avoid the ,·iew of the cosmos as "hesouled" or as ;1)i\'(' 
in all its parts. Thus, in De Caelo the motion of the st,Hs is 
explained not b~- .m~· life in them but main)~- in terms of 
the circular motion n,1turnl to the aether of \\'hich the~· ,He 
composed. In Book II (Ch. :2) Aristotle rejects the, ie\\' that 
"it is hy the constrnint of ,l so11I th.it it [the he,1,·en] en
dures fore,·er." The Demimge as designer of the \\'orld is 
wholly excludecL no consciousness is needed of the rn
tional (b11t unpren1edit,1ted) pattern to which nature ad
heres. Although there is ,1 reference (to the ,·iews of others) 
in the Physic'> (Book VIII, Ch. 2), which ma~- he the fir~t 
occurrence of the Creek expression for "microcosm," Ari~
tntle seems not to IW\'l' orv;anized his conc(•ption of 1iat11re 
mound the ,·iew of it a~ ,111 org,mism in a11~ -;ignificant \\"a,·. 
(For ,l contrasting ,1ccotmt, see \\'. k. C. Guthrie, "'.\fon as 
7'.licrocosm. ") 

\Vh,1t is missing in Aristotle reappears (part!~· under 
Heraclitus' inAuencc) in the thought of the Stoics-the 
sense of the world as ,1i1 animate nnd conscious con tinuum 
each 1xirt of which ,1ffecb all others Ii~· ih sympathy, its 
"shming of experience" \\'ith the others. The doctrine of 
sympathies and ,111tipathies among the p,1rts of the world 
,minwl guided the ph~·sic,11 resemch of the Stoics and 
predisposed them to accept and to attempt to rntionalize 
the particulars of astrolog~- and di\'ination. And m,m ,1s 
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111icroco~lll was tlw so11rcc of their l'ffort~ to locate tll<' l>a"i" 
of l111rna11 conduct in 11at11ral law; liy pla, i11i2: Oil(•·.., ,1..,

..,jg11cd role i11 the co~IIH>S, Olll:.., logo~. Iii.., "i111l<'r ..,cit," 
would l>e linked to that of tlw wl1ole I I Iam _1011,h, Tlw 
Gnostic Rcligio11, p. 248). 

Plotirrns, lib· the Stoics, treated the ,vorld as a si11i2:k 
creature, "li,·ing clifferentl~- i11 l'ach of its parts." If the 
world soul of Plato's system is tho11ght of a.., operating 
purposefully ,me! conscioml~-. ,md if the :\at11re of Ari~
totle's s~·stem is t,1ken to work purposeful!~- hut 1mcrn1-
scio11sl~·, we should sa~· th,1t for Plotinus the world a~ a 
whole is governed conscious)~· ~·et produce~ indi,·idual 
things "as in a dre,1m," spontmwousl~·, without reasoning, 
choice, or calculation. According to Plotinus only a unit~· of 
soul mnong us could explain 011r s~·mpathetic relatirn1~ to 
one another, "s11fferinv;, m·effome, at the ~ight of pain, 
rwturnll~· drawn to forming ,1tt,1chments" (Enncad IV, ix, :3). 
Plotinus denied that the unity he spoke of entailed the 
tr,msference of a person's emotions to places outside his 
hod~·; the souls of the suffner mHI of the s~·mpathizer 
do not feel as one. K1ther, his model of unit~· is that of 
a science, where individu,11 truths c,mnot he considered 
apmt from the whole; " ... the whole is in e,·er~· part: 
... The one det,1il, when it is nwtter of science, po
tenti,111~· includes all" (I\', ix, ,5). In geometr~·, for exam
ple, " ... the single proposition includes ,111 the items that 
go to constitute it m1d ,111 the propositions \\'hich can he 
de\'eloped from it" (I\', ix, .5). Perhaps this ,·ery strict seme 
of unity, \\'hich ,1sserts tlwt each thing is internally con
nected with e,-er~· other thing (or that there is one thing 
with which e,1ch is connected) has alw,1~·s !wen latent in 
the microcosm doctrine; if so, it is ,111 aspect of the doctrine 
th,1t seems to offer sm,111 encouragement to the search for 
the actual relations in rwtme. The question "\Vhich things 
are ca11s,1II~· connected, which ,1re not!" lrns little point if 
all can affect all alike. 

The general ancient \'iew of the world as a perfect or
gan ism m,1~- ha,·e heen respo11sihle, as Sm1rnel Sarnl>ursky 
sugge~ts, for the insistence of m1cient thinkers on the ,1t
tempt to understand the world as a whole, in its entirety, 
and for their ,1lmost total ,woichmce of experimentation
the isobtion of phenomena, or "dissection of rn1ture," 
ch,ir<1cteristic of modern science. 

Medieval and modern thought. Man as microcosm of 
the uni,·erse is not integral to Jewish ,md Christian doc
trine in the way that it is to the Gnostic religious s~·stern, 
for example; thus, Philo J udaeus and '.\loses '.\lairnonides 
emplo~·ed the idea of the world so11l only dialecticall~·. In 
The Guide of the Perplexed (Pt. I, Ch. 7:2) 7'.foimonides ,1t 
first ,1rgues that the world is like ,1 hurn,m being, hut lie 
then presents so m,m~· points of difference between the 
two that in the end it is elem that he considers the posse~
sion of a rational order to he their onl~· common factor. As ,1 
cosmological vie\\', the microcosm has little or no place in 
Augustine or in Aquinas, \\'ho tre,1ts it as a mere figure of 
~peech. B~- contrnst, Joseph ibn-Zaddik st,1tes one of the 
microcosm's main ,1ttrnctions when he proposes to show 
how self-knowledge will lead to knowledge of the 
whole-a "short cut" through the stud~· of man, bypassing 
the sciences. Bemmd of Tours and other members of the 
school of Chartres ,1ssimilated the world soul of Pl,1to's 
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Tinweus to tl1e Third Person of the Tri nit~. Dra\\'ing upon 
Bernard, 11 ildegard of Bingen, in her , i-;ionan ,,Ti tings, 
represented detailed correspondence, between hea\'enl~· 
motions, \\'inds, elements, humor,. and bodih and spirit
ual ,tatC:'s in the indi,·idual. 

Plato had t~·picall~ emplo~ ed the microcosm image to 
portra~ the tran-;formation of conscioth11es, through 
tlworetical k110\\'ledge of ,,·hate,·er L·osn1ic order science 
rC:",·e,ds: ilm-Zaddik ren:'rsc•s the process. se<:'king to 
discm·er in man what the cosmic order must be. \\'here 
Plato str<:',sed the dissimilarit, l>et\H'l'll tht' li\'ing cosmos 
,111d the structure and functioning of <111~ particular animal, 
including man. I Iildee:ard dwells on their supposed simi
larit\· in picture,que <letail. The idea that inner experience 
of human natur<:' supplies a direct route to realit~ is prone 
to magical exten,ion in a ,,·a~· that Plato\ ,·iew is not, but it 
was thi, conception that took hol<l in medie,·al and Hen
aissa11ce rnicroco,m literature. 

Re11ai"'-,u1ce specubtion on the mic-rocchm centered on 
the idea that human nature part<1kes of bodil~·. int<:'llectual, 
and di\'ine exi,tence, 1rniting in itself the whole of the 
,ublunary, celestial, and supercelestial realms. Human 
consciousne,s, b~ ,,·hich man can know all things, con
nect... him \\'ith all things; con,ciou,ness is ibelf a link 
het\\'een thought and its objech. Through consciousness 
man can know and become all that he wills. A similar 
doctrine of connections d;-awn from the Cabala underlies 
the ,·,niou, magical theories of language which asserted 
that quasi-ph~·sical inliuences join names and things, bC:'
yond the com·entions of the ,·,1rirn1s natural language,. 
Part!~ controllable influences also form the structure of the 
elaborate identities and correspondences that Agrippa ,·on 
.\:ettesheim and ParacC:'lsus de,c-rilwd between minerals, 
animals, he,l\·enl~ bodies, ps~chic powers, and parts of ti1e 
human bod~. Sucl1 inliuencc:s are also im·oh-ed in the 
interaction between thought and its objects that Ciordano 
Bruno assumed in his search for direct awareness of the 
s~·mpathies controlling nature through memon· and the 
ideas of tlwm in his imagination. 

ThC' occult "applications" of the microcosm idea did not 
sm,·i,·e the ach-ance of the mechani,tic world ,·iew. B~ the 
eighteenth centur~·, occult qualities, or ,111ything that 
seemed like them-for example, action at a distance-werC:' 
in such wide clisn·pute that p,·en '-.'ewton, to a\'(>id the 
appearance of being committ<:'d to an occult doctrine, re

frained from expres,ing foll~· hi-. theor~ of the mode of 
action of atomic "Central Force,.,. But in the secon<l edi
tion of the Principia 1 1 i 1:3 I, he described the ether a-. "a 
cntain most ,,ditle ,pirit ,,·hic:11 pen·ades and lie, hid in 
all gross bodies ... by the force and action of which 
spirit the particles of bodies attract onC' anotlwr at near 
distances and col1ere . . and all sensation is excited, and 
the member, of animal bodies mm·e at the command of the 
\\'ill, nameh h\' ,·ibrations of thi-. spirit ... "-a ,·iew not 
far from tli;~t o.f the Stoics, as Toulmin and Goodfield re
mark 1The Architecture of .\fatter, p. 19,5). 

£\'en later, belief in ps~Thic planetar~· action had not 
lost all ground; thus, Franz Anton \lesmer's explanation of 
"animal magnetism," or hypnosis, assumed a "responsi\'e 
influence ... between the hea,·enh· bodies, the earth, 
and animated bodies," which the h~ pnotist dre\\' upon. 

And the idea of a ps~Thic force in the world beyond our 
immediate awareness, of which our conscious li\'es are 
parts or manifestations, endured, for example, in Goethe's 
:\ature philo,opll\ and in Sclw1wnhauer's world will-an
cestors of the concept of the 1mconscio11s. Perhaps some 
aspects of the microcosm idea can he found in Freud's 
attempts to explain the instincts i11 man as repetitions 
of the reactwns of li\'ing matter to drastic changes in 
the prehi..,toric em·ironment. (Thus, we might sa~· that 
man's instincts are a microcosm of his e,·olution.) Among 
the kno\\'n "enforced alterations in the course of life 
.. stored for repetition," Fretid, along with S,indor 

Fer<:'nczi, noted the clr~·ing up of the oceans which left life 
to adapt on land and the cultural de,·elopment necessitated 
b~ the glacial epoch. These are re-experienced at birth, in 
the diphasic onset of man's se\ual life, and in the latenc~· 
period. Freud i11,·oh·s the contending forces, Lo,·e and 
Strife, of Empedocles' "Cos111ic phantasy," pointing out 
their similarit~ to Erm and De,tructi,·eness, the two pri
mal imtinch of his biops~-chical theory. These instincts, 
which ''pr<'sent the del11si,·e appearance of force, striving 
after chane:e and progress" actualh· impel the organism 
toward the: rein,tatement of earlier, more stable states, 
ultimate!~ to inorganic existence. The originally biological 
principle that ontogen~· recapitulates phylogen~· has re
cei\'ed ,·er~· wide psychological extension in ps~·cl10analy
sis; most recenth, Carl Jung ha, (somewhat cr~·pticall~·) 
identified hi, doctrine of the collecti,·e unconscious with 
that of "the microcosm containing the archetypes of all 
ideas." 

Perhaps the microcosm image is not entire!~ the 
scientific dead end it has under,tandably been taken for; as 
earl) attempts to con,truct models of the embodied soul's 
structure, d<·,·elopment, and ch·namics, some ,·ersions of 
th(• image ma~ stand to scientific ps~ chological resC'arch as 
alc-lwrn,· ,tands to cl1emi,tr~·. 
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useful su rveys, Ch. J.5 disc11,st"S the microcosm i11 '.'\id10las of 
Cusa, C hs. 16 and 17 are on the philosoph~ of nature. :\11 important 
interpretation of Bruno is Frances Yates. Giordano Bruno a11d the 
Hermetic Tradition (Chicago, HJ64). There are also interesting 
discussions in Alexandre l\:oyre, Mystiques, spirituels, alchimistes 
du xvr Sil;cle allemand (Paris. l!:l.5.5), and in Werner Pauli, "The 
Influence of Archetypal Ideas on the Scientific Theories of l\:ep
ler," in The lllterpretatio11 of ,Vature a11d the Psyche (Ne\\' York. 
1955). Microcosm a11d macrocosm are discussed in the context of 
the idea of the chain of being in E. \I. \\'. Tillyard. The Eliza
bet/urn World Picture (New York, HJ4 l ); sec also W. C. Curry, 
Shakespeare's Philosophical Patterns (Baton Houge, La. , HJ:37 ). On 
the transition from animism to lll<'chanism in ~cience , see E. J. 
Dijksterhuis. Mecha11ization of the \\'orld-pict11re, translated !iv 
C. Dikshoorn (0:--fonl. 1961 ); :\I. B. lless<', Forces a11d Fields (Lon
don, H)Gl); and Stephen Toulmin and June Goodfield. The Arclli
tccture of Matter ('.\:ew York, 196:?.). 

A brief account of :\le,mcr's ideas can lw found in C. L. Hull. 
Hypnosis and Suggestibility (New York, HJ:3:3). pp. 6-11 . Schopen
hauer's doctrine of the microc<hlll and ih lllflucnce on \\'ittgcn
stein are discus,cd in Patrick (;anliner, Schope11haucr (Baltin1orv. 
1963). \\'ittgcn,tcin\ remark "lam m,· world. (The microcmm.J°' 
appears in the Tractatus, lint \\'Itlwut the l'Oimcction with the 
world-~pirit doctrint· it ha~ in hi~ .\'otchooks (pp. S4-S.5 ). \\'ittgcn
stein's idea of an internal l'Onnectio11 lict\\'vt ·n la11g11age , thought, 
and realit~· is di~cu~,ed in Erik Steni11~. \\'ittgcnstei11's Tractatus 
(Oxford, l\J<-iOl. and \LI\ Black. A Co111pa11ion to Wittgc11stei11's 
Tractatus (Ithaca, :\.Y .. HJ64 I 

A short discussion of the micrnco~rn image as emplo~·ed by 
Freud and other analysts is contained in Philip Ri e tfs l11trod11c
tion to Ge11eral Psychological Theory ('.'\e\\' York, l!:l6.'3), which i~ a 
volume in the paperback edition of'Fre11cr~ Collected Papers; see 
pp. 9-17. Freud discusses Empedocles in "Analvsi, Terminable 
and lntenninahle," in the \'nlume Therapy and Tech11iquc, Philip 
Rieff, eel. (:'\ew York, l\J6:3). the paperback edition nf Freud's 
Collected Papers. Jung\ idea~ are expre~~ed in hi, Naturerkld.rung 
und Psyche (Zurich, J\J.5:?.). translated by R. F. C. Ilull as The 
Iuterpretatio11 of Nature and the Psyche (;'\ew York, l!:l5.5). Ch. 3 
of his essa~· "'Synchronicity: An Acausal Connecting Principle" 
con tains numerous quotations from earlier microcosm literature. 

Problems that arise in trying to characterize the uni\'Prse as a 
unified whole (or as a "\\'hole" at all) on -the basis of infonnation 
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co1H·eming on!~ a part and in tr~·i11g to treat :--ci e 11tdi<·,d h t ll(' 
nature of a nece~sarily unique ol>Jcd ,tr<" pn·,<·111!·d i11 D. \\' . 
Sciama. The U11ity of the Unii;erse i '.'\ e w York . rn5~) 1. p p. h!J-:?.O.i . 
For further di~cussion a11d l>ililiograpl1y, ~t·e COS!\IOL<ll ,Y .111d 
RATIO;\;ALISI\I 

DONALD LEVY 

MADHVA (ll~J7-l:276), llindu metaphysician and tlwo
logian, was born in l 1dipi, near \langalorc on the we~t 
coast of India. The extant accounts of his life are large)~, 
legendary (some of the incidents resemble :'\ew Testament 
miracles, one reason wh~· some have detected Christian 
influences upon him). He devoted his life to combat
ing Sankara's doctrines in favor of Vai~r:iavite devotion
alism (see HINDUISM). In this he resembled Ramanuja. 
and his philosophical views were subservient to this 
main spiritual interest. llis l'hief works include impor
ta11t commentaries on the Bralww-S11tra and the Blw
gac,ad Gitii, as well as other religious, metaph~'sical, and 
logical treatises. 

The strncture of his system depends on an ontological 
'1istinction of three kinds of entities-life monads or souls 
U1t1a), nonintelligent -;uhstanl'es (acit), and God (Jfoara). 
In addition, Madhva held that the cosmos (which is a com
plex conglomeration of nonintelligent substarn:es) has na
ture ( prakrti) as its material cause-a concept whose chief 
function ,vas to oppose the suggestion that Goel is the 
material cause of the world, a doctrine held by some 
schools. Madhva's view was borrowed from the Saq1khya 
school of Indian philosophy, and he also took over other 
elements from the evolutionary cosmology of that school. 
The distinction between God and the souls al'counts for 
the fact that \ladhva's svstem is known as Dualism 
(Dvaita), in opposition to the Advaita, or Nondualism, of 
Sankara. Howe\'("r, \laclliva \\·as also co11cer11cd to stress 
the distinction het\\'een souls and nonintelligent snh
stances and worked with a fivefold set of distinctions: 
God-soul; soul-soul; Goel-material substance; material 
substance - material substance; soul- materia I substance. 
\\'bile Ramanuja considered souls as numerous but essen
tiall~, alike (so that the~' become qualitatively indistin
guishabl<' in a state of release), \ladhva held that each soul 
has its O\\'n peculiar properties. 

This was one reason for his theory of relative particulars 
(visesa). He objected to the doctrine of real universals and 
considered that qualities belonging to substances are 
aspects peculiar to them. Insofar a~ we use general terms, 
it is because the aspects of different substances are simi
lar. (It was objected hy Maclhva's opponents that similar
ity itself must he a universal. llis reply was that each 
cast of similarity is unique-thus the similarity of A 
to B differs from the similarity of B to A.) On the other 
hand, one cannot identify the aspect with the substance, 
for then a change in quality would entail the disappear
ance of the substance. Thus, a substance can be regarded 
as a combination of particular aspects relative to the point 
of view from which we describe it. Every substance stands 
in relation to a host of others, so that a full description of 
its qualities must take account of these complex relation
ships. Nevertheless, it would be fallacious to think that 
because the qualities of a substance are determined by its 
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c,u1,,t! ,111d other relation-.;, the~ do not proper!~ .Jelong to 
it. ~ince each entity ha', a different loc,1tion in the \\ hole 
,tn1dure of substance,. it has ih m\·11 peculic1r Lh,uacter a, 
cleterminecl h~ it-- relationships. Thi, general the,i,. it 
,hould be noted, applie, to Cod ,rnd ,mil, ,1, much as t() 
in,mimate entitie,. 

\]] thi-; implie, that there c1re ineluct,1blc. it often \·er~ 
subtle. di,·ern:ence-, between all entitie, in the !Jni\·erse. 
Hence. \L1dln·a felt justified i11 ,1dopting ,1 rddic,dh plu
r,di,tic account of the ,tii),t,lllu0

-; in the co,mo-; d, \\·ell as a 
doctrine ()f the sh,up distinction bet\\een Cod ,me! other 
entities. The most important ch,1raderi,t1c cli,tinguishing 
tlw L()rd Lcara tr()lll the ,,oriel ,md ,<11d, 1, th,1t he i, 
,elt-clt pendent aparntantru . ,, l11k the~ ,rn dependent m1 
him. Thi-, distinction ha, t\\·o mc1111 ,1pplic,1ti()n,. First. dt a 
period \\·hen the cmmo, i, di,,oh eel b,tl k into ch,w-; Ill 

accorcLmce with the common Incli,111 belief tlut the co-;mu, 
i, .. pub 1ting"-a period of ()[1!,rn1z,1twn lie111g fol]m\·ed h~ 
onl· <>t ch,w,. ,rnd ,o on. n,1t11re prukrti 1, L,Lt,1h 1ecl 111t<1 ,1 
fine po,Yder;- ,ub,LlnL·e. ()r, 1rt11c1] d1,t<h. h .1, 111g (Jnh tlie 
propert;- ot generating imt,rnh ot time. Thth. the mdteri,d 
entities of the cosmos dre ,ubjed to tr,111storn1dtion thrnu!!h 
the creati\ e. ,u!>tainim.:. dnd de,trm ti, e prm er of Cod. ( )n 
the other hand. God i, cham.:ele..,., ,rnd not li,1ble to ewilu
tionary transformation. Ile affect, the \\ oriel but i, not 
affected b~ it. 

',econd. the relation between ( ;od and ,rmb h rather 
different. Re!!ard]e..,.., of the i!!110r,lllle (nidy1i and m,1 
terialit;- \\·ith which the: are ob,L ured and entan!!led clur
in!! tlie proce,, of tran,mi!!ration. ,tJ11b ,ire inten1,1ll;
clunge]e,,. Thu,. the difference between the Lord and the 
cosnrn, does not hold in this case. Hm\e\ er. the de,tinil·, 
ot souls. dnd the \Yays in which they m,u1ife,t them,eh e,. 
,ire determined b~ Cod. It is Goel who determine, whetlwr 
a soul ,1ttain, relea,e moksa c1nd \\·hc1t it, ,tc1tu, therein 
,hall lie. and it i, Cod who operatn the ptm·er, ot 1g110-
rance ,me! materidlity \\·hid1 implicc1te them 1n the round ot 
rebirth. Thu,. the circum,t<1nce, of the ,tmk in rec!ard to 
\dut they '-Uffer or enjo~. dre c1ffected b~ Cod. but tlw 
circumstances of the Lord in the,e re,pelh c1re not c1ffeckd 
h;- the ,ouls or by other ,ub,tance, in the co,mt>, iucleed. 
the souls are ,trictly inactin:'. for their clestin~ 1, \\orkecl 
out throu!!h their kam1a. in accordance \\·ith their partiu1-
lar nc1tures: and God i, the controller of Luma . 

\\"bile tor R:imanup the cliffl,rence bet,,ee11 ,ehn 1, 
d,w to the operation of Luma c1, ,lll expn_•-,-,io11 ot (;od·, 

''"ill, the Dualish held that the differences in the cle,tinie, 
of different indi\·iduals can be explained through their 
incli, iclual idiosyncr,lsies. Each self ha, cert,1in intrimic 
properties which nece-,..,arily determine its course of exist
ence. Cod. in gm·erni1rn: ,md cnntrolli1w the cosmo,. M

range, the de,tinie, ot ,oul, in acc()rclance \\·ith their 
p,1ttern, ot e\i,tence. 

For 111,tc1nce. in accordance with a common Indian 
c<>I1L"ept10n. the came of the soul's being bound to the 
round ot rebirth is ignorance-lack of ,piritual perception 
and clet,1chment. In contrast to Sankara. \\ ho concei\·ed of 
ai::idya ,ts a unitar~ cosmic phenomenon the subjecti\·e 
correlate of maya, illusion . \!adhva concei\·ed more na
turc1listiL,ilh of each per,on·, ignorance a, being peculi,lf 
to him. Thth. Cod\ impo,1t1011 ot ignorance on a lite mon
c1d doe-; not 111,·tih-e toi,ting upon it a spiritual darkne~:-, 

toreign to 1t. \l()remer, he held that there are \anous 
grade, of release-and of nonrelease. L'niquely among 
Indian teachers. he held that some seh-es are destined for 
e\ erla,tin!! punishmeut in hell Indian hells are normally 
more in the nature of purgatories. so that the soul is ulti
mately reborn in ,mother state I •. -\1,o, some souls \\·ill go on 
tran,migratin12: fore\ er. \\·ithout ,uTi\ ing either at relea:-,e or 
,lt e\ erlastin!! punishment. 

The doctrine of prede,tination to eternal punishment i'> 
one reason \\ hy some hd.ve suspected Christian influences 
on \L1clln ,l. C:ertc1inly. in the area where he was brought 
up there were Christian communities. Further. \ladh\·a 
taught, ,lt the m~thological le\eL that the god \'ayu ,!iter
all;-. "\\"ind"-thu, there is an ,malogy to the Ho!~ Spirit 
1, a pnnc1p,d i11termediM> het,\·een the Lord ,me! men. 
\],(). c1 bio!!rc1ph, repre,enh \Llclh,a ,ls \\alking on ,,·ater. 
Howe\ er. there ,ue other Wd~ s of explaining these simi
laritie, to Christianit>. \·ayu i, a\ eclic deity and has noth
in12: historicall~ to do with the Hol~ Spirit. LegendaD 
miracln ut all ,ort, abound in Indian literature. \ladh\·a\ 
prede,tin,ttionism is more easih accounted for in terms of 
the internal dynamic, of hi, system. Given that destinies 
differ, it i, not surpri,ing that ,ome indi, iduals should 
,1c-hie\·e the worst po,,ible fate with certain appropriate 
\ ari,1tion, . 

Like Ramanuja. ,me! in ()pposition to the illusionism ot 
S,111br,1·, .-\ch aiu \'edanLl. \!adln·a \\·as committed to the 
,t,lt-,111tlwnt1c~1tion ot L·ommon-,en,e kll(l\dedge for some 
of the M!!umenh. ,ee I.'.\DI.\.'.\ PHILOSOPHY, section on 
Epi,te.~10lm~ical q11e,tions. He held that there is an inner 
L1cult~. the c1pperL·ei,er or ,,·itne,, 1siik.yi1, \\·hich passes 
hn,il judgment on \\-hdt is presented in -.ense perception 
,111cl induction ,ince method, of induction always le,we 
room f()r mc1rgin,d clo11bt ,me!. theoreticall>. perception can 
lie kdlucinator~ The saksi is, further, the source of intui
ti, t' knowledge, ,uLh as of the ,elf and of space and time. 
It 1, thu,. Ill \\"e,tern termi11o]og~. ,1 facult~ ot ,l prion 
coc!u1t10Ih. The concept ot the .\lik.yi \\as one ot \ladln·a's 
llll',llh ot re,i,tinl! ,keptic,d a.rguments and of \·alidating 
Iii, re,di,tic plura]i..,m. 

It 1, \\orth notin!! that d!though, ,uperficially, \!adhva's 
doctnue, c1re nearer to orthodox theism in the Christian 
tr,1d1twn them dre Ramanuja', the Litter can be interpreted 
111 ,1 p,mthei ,tic sen~e 1, Ramanuja' s strong insistence on 
1..;r,1ce. ,me! the Dualist doctrine that the Lord assigns des
tu1ie, in accordance with the particular natures of souls, 
111ec1n thdt there is d -.tronger sense of dependence in 
<)udlifiecl '\ondualism than in Dualism. This is reflected 
relil!ioml;- in the fact that \ladh\·a stressed not merely the 
practice of denition I hlzakti I but also inner contemplation, 
a practice which elsewhere in the Indian tradition tends to 
il!nore or modify doctrines of a supreme personal Lord and 
to be c1,sociated with a doctrine of the self-sufficiency of 
the dspirant. '\aturally, howe\·er, \!adhYa interpreted such 
contemplation as bringing one close to God. 

Of the ,uccessors of \ladhva in the Dualistic school, the 
mo~t irnport,mt was Jayatirtha fourteenth century), whose 
chief work \\·as in logic. 

Works by Madhi:a 

\'edanta-Siitras \\"ith the Commentary of Sri .\Jadhu;acharya, 
tr,m,lc1ted Ii~ ', Sulibci Rao, ]cl ed. Tirupati, 19.36. 



Madhra's Teachings in llis Ou 11 \\'oT<ls, tramlated hy B. '.\I. h.. 
Sharma. Homliav. HJ61. 

See also Sarv~palli Hadhakrishnan, Thi' Bmh11111-S(itra. Lo11do11, 
HJ60. 

Works on Madhva 

Dasgupta, S. N., A llistoru of Indian Philuso/Jh!J. Camhridge, 
19-19. \'ol. l\', Chs. 26 and 27. 

Glasenapp, Helmuth von, ,\Jadl,r.a's Philosophil' des \'isl11111 -
Gla11hens. Bonn, l 923. 

Raghavendrachar, \'idwan II. N., The lhaita J'hiloso/Jh!I and lls 
Place in the \'cdiinta. :\lysorl", 19-11. 

Sharma, B. i\. 1': .• A History of the Dvaita Sclwol of \'cd1i11ta, 
2 vols. Bombay, 1960- 1961. 

NINIAN Si\lAHT 

MAILLET, BENOIT DE (c. 16.SG-17.18), Frrnch dip
lomat, tra,-eler, and natural scic11ti~t. Information co11-
cerning the place and date of his birth, details of his 
life, and the significance of his works is, at best, sketchy 
and contradictory. A member of the impoverished nobility, 
Maillet presumably received the customary classical 
education of the clay. I le seems to have led an apathetic 
existence until his appointment to the French consulate in 
Cairo at the age of 36. As consul, he handled the king's 
business well and, for services rendered, was named 
ambassador to Ethiopia in 1702. I le declined the honor, 
ostensibly for reasons of health hut actually because his 
duties would he less co11cerned with Franco-Ethiopia11 
relations than with the fonnidahle task of converting the 
natives to Christianity. In 1707, at his own request, he left 
his post in Cairo to assume charge of the French consulate 
in Livomo, Italy. He was so successful as consul and later 
as inspector of French settlements in other parts of the 
Mediterranean that, upon his retirement in 172..J, he re
ceived a handsome pension and spent the remaining l..t 
years of his life in Marseille. There, besides attending to a 
large correspondence, most of which is now lost, he wrote 
several works, including Descriptio11 de l'Egypte (17.3.5) 
and the vastly more important Telliamcd, ou e11tretie11s 
d'1m philosophe i11dierz avec 1m missionnaire fra,u;ois 
(I 7..J8), which appeared posthumously. 

"Telliamed." The years of Maillet's consulships, his 
travels in the Mediterranean basin, and his wide readings 
and careful observations fom1ed much of the background 
for Telliamed (the author's name spelled backward). First 
published in Amsterdam, it was closely followed by other 
editions in both French and English, the most important 
being that of the Abbe Le Mascrier (17,5.5). The work 
consists of a series of conversations in which Maillet, 
speaking through his Indian philosopher, Telliamed, puts 
forth various geological and biological speculations about 
the earth's cosmogony and its evolution-together with the 
organic beings it supported-into its present state. Accord
ing to .Maillet's system, the earth, product of a whirlpool of 
cosmic dust, was for countless ages entirely covered with 
swirling waters. As the waters gradually receded, the 
primordial mountains fom1ed by the currents of these 
waters slowly emerged from the depths. The crashing of 
the waves against these mountain~ formed new mountains, 
and with the appearance of life in the seas, fossil strata 
were formed. 

Primitive forms of aquatic life, produced in ever-in-
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crcasi11g abundance through the eons, underwent gradual 
modifications of strncture and functio11 in h •cping with 
changing habits and new environments. Thus , creatures 
along the shallow coastal waters moved into the nrnrslw~ 
and, after much trial and error, finally emerged with wings 
for flying or legs for walking. Beneath this speculation lay 
the work's basic theme that everything in the universe , 
through the processes of time, was undergoing constant 
change. Occasionally the author's boldly imaginative 
thought resulted in whimsey, which was interpreted hy 
many of his critics as folly or childish fantasy. 

Telliamed immediately became a center of controversy 
that extended well into the nineteenth century . l\taillet's 
heretical views, which ran counter to the tenets of Cene
sis, arou~cd the theolo_gians of the day, whilt> many eight
eenth-century rationalists and scientists, h-d Ii~, \'oltair<', 
were violently opposed to his ideas on other grounds. 
Disparaging criticisms continued in the writings of such 
eminent men of science as Etienne Ceoffrny Saint-Hilaire 
and Ceorges Cuvier, :\onetheless Buffon, Diderot, La
marck, and Erasmus Darwin, among others, availed them
selves of Maillet' s theories as a starting point for even 
more daring concepts of their own. 
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OTIS FELLOWS 

MAIMON, SALOMON (c. 17.52-1800), the philosopher 
recognized b~- Kant as the most penetrating of his critics, 
was horn in a \"illage near ;\icswiez in Lithuania (then part 
of Poland). \laimon received a Jewish religious education, 
and he was familiar at an early age with the vast field of 
rabbinic learning. He also read extensively in the Hebrew 
philosophical works of the \1icldle Ages, especially those 
of Maimonides and lbn Ezra. At the age of 25 Maimon left 
for Germany, wandering from place to place until he 
reached Posen, where he was engaged as a tutor for two 
years. In the fall of I 779 Maimon ,vent to Berlin and, with 
the exception of a short sta~' in Holland, remained in Ger
many until his death. He attended a Gymnasium in Ham
burg for three years and there gained a fundamental 
knowledge of languages, mathematics, and science. From 
his Talmudic studies Maiman acquired a method of critical 
analysis which served him well in every field of study. He 
applied the same method to the study of Kant's Critique of 
Pure Reason. Throughout his life l\1aimon retained a high 
regard for the ethical and religious conceptions of prophe
tic and rabbinic Judaism. 

Maimon's manuscript on the Critique, consisting of his 
comments and critical notes, was sent to Kant by the lat
ter's student and friend \lark us I lerz. In his rep I~- to I lt>rz, 
Kant wrote, among other things: .. _ .. but a glance at the 
manuscript soon enabled me to recognize its merits, and to 
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'-lT I}()t rnd: tlut none of m: opponent... h,1d untler,tood me 
and the 111c1in problem so well. but thc1t \ en fe\\" could 
cL1im ,o much penetration and subtlet: ot mind in pro
tound i11quinn of this ,ort ,1, Herr \L1imon ... The 
mc111usc-r1pt \\·,1, pubJi..,hecl in l ,c._Hl under the title \'ersuch 
ub<!T die Tra11sce11de11talphilo.s-ophie. In thi, \\"!Hk. which 
pL1ced him in the philo,ophic,1! are1u of the time. \Llimon 
rec1checl ,1 po,ition that he \\ ,1, to nuintain. e,cept in re
gc1rcl to some minor point..., throughout the entire course of 
hi, philo,ophic,1! career. From the public,ltl()n of hi, fir,t 
\\·ork until hi, death a span of on!: 11 \ e,tr, . he completed 
,1 ,erie, of \\·ork-, including e,,a\, ,1nd commenL1rie, on 
other philo,npher,. 

In 111, ,rntobio•.2:raph:, \\h1c\1 1, ,>I .!t11tr,d llltt're,t ,1pc1rt 
trnm 1h philo,<>phic,d ,ig111ht·,111ce ,rnd tlw on!: \\ ork 
ot \L111nn11·, \\ Inch ,,,1, tr,rn,L1ted 111to mc111: L111guc1ge, 
\lc1imon dehned hi, philo,oph, ,h ,1 "uMlit1on-,,,tem." 
\L1imonide,. Leibni1.. '-,pinoz,1. Locke. Hume. and Kant 
contributed to the ,lupin£ of \L1inrnn ·.., thought. Hh pn,i
tion. ho,\·e, er. \\ d, neither eclectic1,m nur ": ncreti,111. he 
did not attempt a reconcili<1tion of irreconcibble princi
ple,. Rather. ,e, eral moti, e, of thought clo,el: connected 
\\·ith one ,mother com,titutecl hi, m,1in concern. He 
pre,entecl hi, , iew, in the form ot comment, c1nd cnti
ci,m, ot hi, c-ontemp<>rc1ne, "-,1rl Leo11\i,trd Re111l10ld ,1ml 
C,>ttl,>I> Em,t '-lchul1e. f<>r e\,tmple . \\ \in. lie lidcl. n11,u11-
dt0r,tood tht, t'"-t'nlt of the LTitic,d pl1do,oph:. \\"1th the 
eliminc1tion ot the tl111112;-in-1helt ,1, clrn.!mc1t1c re,iduum 
from the cnt1c,d philo,oph: ot "-,mt. \Lumon hcg,111 ,i line 
rd thought kc1cling to Fichte c1ml .'\e"-"-,mti,rni,m. 

The thing-in-itself. The thi11.2:-111-1helf i, not to lw 1111-
, ler,tood in the ,en,e ot re,d,,m. c1, He111hold\ ,md F. II. 
Jc1colll ·, conception, imp!:. nor ,1ccunlrn12; to tlw ,keptici,m 
ot "ich1117e. hut 111 ,l ,en,e comp,1t1hlt· \\ ith the ,, ,tem ot 
the LTitical philo,oph:. -\ thing-111-ihdt ,1, ,1 w,d ol>1ed lw

hincl the phenomena. ,1, ,onw of \Lumon ·.., contempo
rarie, presumed it to be, i-, not on!: unknm\·,1\ill, hut ,d,o 
unthinkable. :\n object i, thinL1ble \\ lien it... di,tinl!;11i,h
ing fec1ture, c1re defined. But the di,t111gu1,hing mc1rk 
of a thing-in-it...elf a, the cau,e of the c1ppe,tr,rncn i, not 
thinkable \\·ithout cau,ality. a concept ot the under ... t,rncl
ing_ thus the distinl!;ui-.hing mark ot the thing-in-1t,elt 
real!: belong:-, to co1P,ciou"ne..,s. In a ,tnct ,en,e. the 
thing-in-ihelf beyond consciousne..,..,, ,h the ,u\J.,tratum of 
the ,1ppearances. would be an object \\·ithout c1n, cli,tin
gu1,h111g mc1rk l>ecc111,e ,m: feature ot ,lll oh_1tct th,1t d1,
tingui,llt', it trn111 other obied, i, defined I)\. c11nl grounded 
111. a concept ot understanding. 

.-\ thing-in-1t,elf in the sense of realism \\ ould thu, he a 
"no-thing"_ it would be comparable to the imc1ginar: mal!;
nitude in mathematics. such as the s4.uare root of -1. 
In a critical sense. the thing-in-itself is to be under
stood ,b that ,i...pect ot the object "·hich i-; not mastered ll\ 
our thought and ,\·hich pre-,ents a problem for scient1fil' 
th,1ught. It is thus comparable to the irrational magnitude 
111 111,1tllt'm,1t1c,. ,uch c1, the ,qu,ne root ot 2. The criticd 
L"<ll1cept of the thing-in-it...elf 1, a limiting concept. it con
,titute, the limit ot an endless ,eries approaching its final 
, ,1lue. The irratio,ul magnitude i" just as real as the ration
aL it... ,olution in rational tern1, implies, ho,\ e\"er. an end
less t,i...k .. -\s a limiting concept. the thing-in-itself cannot 

be the cau,e of the appeara11ces . ,ts could be presumed h: 
,1 dogmatic reali,tic interpretation of hant\ Critique. The 
thing-in-itself i" pL1ced not in the external world he:·on<l 
consciousness but in con-,ciousnes-. ibelf-namel:. in the 
cognition of a problem. a ta-,k for further scientific pene
tration of the object. Thi, idea of the thing-in-itself wa-, 
cleri, ed b: \laimon from the formulations of h,rnt\ Cri
tique, not in oppmition to it, h~ grasping the es"ence of 
the critical philo,oph: and pursuing ib tenet... to their 
ultrnute conc!t,,ion,. hi, contemporarie.., Reinhold c1ncl 
Schulze under,tood the thing-in-itself as an entit: uncler
lyin\! the phenomena. '-,uch a conception of the thing-in
ibelf cannot be reconciled with the ba,ic principle of the 
Critique. 

The given. Loc,1ting the gi\"en in consciousness con
fronb us with ,l dilemma. On the one hand, a thing-in-itself 
,1, a gi,·en obJect i, unthinkable. on the other hand. ap
pearance implie, "ornething that appears. that is. some
thing gi,·en from \\·ithout. The ,olution of this dilemma i, 
to be found in the realization that the gi, en cannot be 
defined in term, of co1h<..iou, elements of cognition; the 
gi,·en i, grounded in .. incomplete consciousness." The 
,1ppearance Schein of a gi, en object is clue to the incom
pletenes, of our cognition. The compari-,on of the thing
in-it...elf \\·ith the irration,1! number in mathematics I for 
in-,tance. \ 2 implie, th,1t the thin12;-in-it~elf constitutes an 
endless tels k for ... cienti fie cognition s tri ,·in g to\\·ard final 
,olution in the ab"olute identification of thought and 
being. The incompletene,s of our knowledl!e is subjec t to 
gradation. The more the cognition of an object increases. 
the more the gi, en decn·ases; and \\·ith the diminution of 
cognition. the gi,·en increa,e,. Complete cognition of an 
obJect is a limiting concept of the highest degree of con
sc1ousne,-, in \\·hich there is no gi, en but all i-, thought; in 
the lo\\·est degree of cognition of ,rn object, all i.., gi,·en. 
\Litter and form Me not to be uncler-,tood a, belonging to 
t,\·o different realm,. the object and the subject. rather, 
both are grounJed in the subject. But while the generation 
of the form i, grounded in a con,cious act of cognition, the 
mode of the genercition of the gi,·en material is not brought 
to our con,ciou,ness. Scientific experience, ho,\·e, er, i, 
ne,·er complete. there i, thu, an element of the gi, en in 
e, er> ,ta!!e of cognition. The elimin,1tion of the gi\"en ban 
endless ta~k. The thing-in-it--elf is a limiting concept. it i-, 
thinL1ble on!~ c1.., ,rn idec1 of ,1ttaining complete cognition of 
c1n object. 

Sensibility and understanding. \la imon was critical of 
Kant\ cli,tinction between the forms of ,ensibility time 
,rnd 5p,1ce ,mcl the concept'> of uncler~tancling the catego
ries 1

• If sensibilit~ and understanding are es,entially 
clifterent capacitie,, constituting t\\'o heterogeneous realm .... 
the object gi,·en through ,emibilit: could not be com
prehended by the form, of uncler'>tancling. If the object 
gi,·en throul!h semibilit:. \\ hich is en tire!> different from 
under~tancling, i~ a condition for the applicati on of the 
categorie, of uncler-;tandin12;, such application of pure form-, 
of understanding to objects gi\"en through sensibility can
not be justified. \l aimon maintained that sensibilit> and 
under-,tanding are not two total!: different sources of cog
nition. He conscious I: folio\\ eel Leibniz and \\'olff in the 
conception of sense knmdedge a, flowing from the same 



source as intellectual kno\\'ledge. The~· differ from each 
other only in clearness and colllpleteness. \\ 'hi le through 
understanding \\'e attain clear and distinct concepts, sen~e 
knowledge is confused. Sinct> sensihilit~· and understand
ing differ from each other onl~· with regard to the degree of 
clearness and distinctness, the application of a priori form-; 
of understanding to objects gi\·en through sensibility is 
justified. 

An infinite mind. Bound up with \lairnon's treatment of 
sensibility and understanding was his idea of an infinite 
mind. 

Let us assume, at least as an idea, an infinite reason in 
relation to \,·hich the forms of thought are simultane
ous!~- objects of understanding, or which produces out 
of itself all possible relations and associations of ob
jects (i.e., their ideas). Our human reason will be of the 
same kind as the infinite reason, though in a limited 
degree. This suldime idea ... will, I helie\·e, soh-e 
the difficulty of the relation of the a priori forms to 
sensuous objech. \\'ersuch iiber die Tra11scc11dc11tal
philosophic," pp. 6--1 f.) 

The realit~· of synthetic propositions cannot he deduced 
from the principle of the "possibilit~· of experience," as 
1":ant proposed. 1":ant must assume the facts of scientific 
experience as real in order to grant certaint~ to the s~·n
thetic a priori propositions which make facts possible. But 
facts themseh-es are subject to doubt. According to \lai
mon, Kant did not answer the question concerning the 
reality of "facts," that is, facts of scientific experience. Ile 
therefore proposed that the realit~· of experiential knowl
edge can be maintained only on the assumption of an 
infinite reason, in relation to which our s~·11thetic proposi
tions are dissolvahle into anal~tic propositions. There is no 
escape from this alternati\·e: either \\'e must doubt the 
reality of experiential kno\\'ledge in terms of s~·nthetic 
propositions, or \\'e must assume an infinite mind in rela
tion to \\'hich our synthetic propositions are grounded in 
analytic thought. It is possible to under-;tand the idea of 
an infinite reason, in a critical sense, as a limiting concept 
and an endless goal. Hut \laimon \\'as inclined to under
stand it as an ontological entit~·. The alternatin· for \laimon 
is either skepticism or metaphysical idealism, and his phi
losoph~· presents a constant vacillation het\\·een these t\,·o 
positions. 
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SA~tl'.EL ATLAS 

MAIMONIDES (11.35-1:20--1), the most celebrated Jewish 
philosopher of the \liddle Ages. "\laimonides" is the 
Latinized cognomen of \loses son of \laimon. Also called 
Ra\l Ba\l, the acron~·m for Rabbi \loses lien :\1aimon, he 
was born in Cordoba, which belonged at that time to :\lus
lim Spain. Ilis father, \laimon son of Joseph, was a di-;tin
guished scholar \·er-.;l'd in traditional Je\,·ish lore. At the 
age of 13, :\laimonides left his native tm,·n after it was 
conquered b~· the army of the Almohads, an intolerant 
\luslim sect. After \·arious journeys he and his family 
settled in northern Africa, under the oppressive rule of the 
Almohads. In 116,5 they went to Eg~·pt, where Maimonides 
became a court ph\·sician and leader of the Jewish com
munit~·. He died in Cairo. 

\laimonides \\'as and is regarded as an ouhtanding 
authorit~· on JC'wish religious la\\·, the Ilalachah. I !is \\'fil

ings i11 this field include a cornmentar~· in Arabic on the 
\lishnah that contains a treatise on ethics kno\\'n as "Eight 
Chapter-;" and a list of the 13 fundamental dogmas of the 
Jewish faith as established by \1aimonides; another of 
these works, known under the two titles Mislrnah Torah 
and Yad Ha:::,akah, is a \·oluminous codification of the La\\· 
written in Hebrew. whose first portion, the "Hook of 
1":nowledge," expounds a system of religious beliefs and is 
markedly influenced b~· philosoph~--

The fact that a considerable portion of \laimonides' 
acti\·ity was de\·oted to legal doctrine is b~· no means 
irrelevant in a consideration of his philosophical attitude. 
In a sense this was a practical acti\·ity \\'hich can be assim
ilated to that of a statesman: it was according!~· consonant 
with \laimonides' Platonizing contention that certain su
perior indi\·iduals are able to combine a mode of ex istence 
gi\·en O\·er to contemplation and intellection with a life 
of action. 

\laimunides also \\'rote se\·eral medical treatises in 
Arabic. One of them, known as Moses ' Chapters (Fus,,! 
Afosa). contains a critique of Galen, part of which deals 
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witl1 tlw Creek ph~·sieian's animadversions on the Law of 
:'\1os<'S. He also composPd two popular traets, "Treatise on 
H<·surrection" and "Epistle to Yemen," the latter treatise 
wlJ11tting the eh1ims of a pseudo :'\1essiah who had ap
pt·awd ill Yl'Illc11. \1aimo11ides is also tlw authm of on<' 
philo-.ophical tn·atise on logic, t:·omp<P,ed ill his <•arly 
youth. 

"Guide of the Perplexed." :'\laimonides' reputation as a 
philosopher rests squarely upon his Guide of the Perplexed 
( IJalMat al-llii'irin in Araliil'), a work which its author did 
not regmd a, being of a philo,ophical nature. The "per
plext·cl" to whom the Guide is supposed to have been 
addressed are men who are well grounded in the Jewish 
religious tradition and have so111c knowledge' of certain 
philosophical seit·11ce-.; tlw disciple to whom :'\laimonides 
addn·,ses tlic "lntrnd11t:'lor~ Epistle" at the beginning of 
the Guide is said to he com·ersant with logie and matlw
matic-. llllt not \\'ith ph~ -.ics or metaphysic-.. These semi
intellcctual-. are reganled h~· \laimonides as l>ei11g in a 
,tale of lllt'lllal confu,ioll because tlH·~· consider that the 
thest·s of the Creek scic11ces t:·011trndict religio11.., faith. 
The word haura, "perpkxit~·," which i-. connet:'ted with the 
participle ha'iri11 figming in the title of the work under 
disc11ssio11, appears to h,1ve -.en·ecl ,1, a tedrnieal term 
denoting the state of mind induced b~· a tug of war h<'
twt·t·11 two oppo,t·d helid-.. Both al-Farahi ,111(1, ill the !.(!'Jt

l'ratiou before \L1i111011idc-., the ,l<'wi-.h philo-.oplwr Ahra
l1a111 ili11-Da'11d al,o 11-.ed the tt•n11 "perplexed" to de,nilw 
people \\'ho hesitate betwee11 the conHit:"ting claims of 
philosoph~· and religion. In one passage of the Guide 
:'\L1imonides seems to indicate that his pmpo-.e i11 \\'riting 
the work was to lwlp s11ch of the "perplexed" as were 

endowed \\'ith tlw requisite intellect11,1I t:·ap,wities to 
achieve a full kllowledgc of philosophical truths without 
giving up the ohservant:·e of the religious commandments. 

Howe,·er, \laimonides, like his contemporary A, erroes, 
was convinced that philosophy could eonstitute a krrilde 
tl1reat to the social fabrie if ,1 vulgarized version of its 
doctrines \\'ere to spread among ort:linary people and dP
strny simple faith i11 authorit~'. System,1tic treatises, giving 
a step-h>·-step account of the Ari-.totekrn dot:'trines, a\'oidt>d 
this danger through recour-.e to technieal terms and log
ical argumentation, ,vhieh Wt>re i11comprelwnsible to 
no11i11iti,1tes. :'\laimonides emplo>·ed ,mother method, set 
forth in his introd11etion to the Guide. In the ease of this 
work his \'cry eonsiderahle gift for literary composition, 
which had enabled him to sueceet:I in the extreme)~· 
difficult task of producing a well-ordered eode comprising 
tlw whole of T,1lnrndie law, was called upon to t:lisan<1nge 
and make a jumble of the systematic expositions of Aris
totle and tlw Aristotelians. \laimonides makes it quite clear 
that in order to make understanding more diffieult, he 
c,nefull~· tore apart conl'eptions which belong togethe1. 
The reader is thus faeed with the challenge of recon
structing the original whole out of pieces t:lispersed in 
,·,uious portions of the Guide. \1aimonides even states that 
on certain point-. he deliberately makes two contradictory 
assertions. These and other precautions, which were in
tended to confuse reat:lers of insufficient intellectual cal
iber or preparation, have turned the Guide into an enigma; 
an~· solution of the enigma can be impugned by an appeal 

to some statemC'nl of :'\1aimonides' that may or may not 
have been meant to lw taken at its face valu<'. 

Influences on Maimonides. Thew is a question wliethn 
the Guide ,, as llwant to he a11 apolog<'tie attempt to re11der 
wligion i11telln·t11alh- respectable Ii\' <'.Xpo-;i11g the limita

tions of h11111,111 reason, heyo11d ,vhich lies the domain of 
faith in things that may he true although they are unknown 
to philosophers; or, alternativel>·, whether it was meant to 
demonstrate that religion has a purely practical use. H the 
latter, then \1aimonides meant to say that theoretical trnth 
is essentially, ,1lthough perhaps not completely, revealed 
I,~ philosoph~ and to den~· that religion has anything to 
offer except, in the most favorable ca-;es, myths and para
hies to lw interprett:0 d with the help of scie11tifie knowl
edge. ,\ kno\\'ledge of the philosophical authors whose 
influence ,vas a\'!l\Ved b~ \1aimonides or may be discerned 
in his work ma>· help to determine what actually was the 
main object of the Guide. 

I 11 ,1 lt'lter to Sa11111el ibn-Tihl,ou, who translated the 
Guide illto I lehrew, \lai1110nides ,nott• that he considered 
Plato's writings to be s11perst>ded by those of Aristotle, 
which are the root ,md foundation of all philosophy. How
,,, er, lie thought that Aristotle should he studied only with 
the hC'lp of the t:·omnwntators Alexander of Aphrodisias, 
Themist11s, and Averroes (;1 eontemporary of Maimon
idn, \\'110 wa-. not acqllainted with the \lllslim philoso
pll('r's co111111l·11t.1ric, at tlw time the Guide was written). 
\laimollidcs esteemed al-Farahi above all the other ls
L1111ic philosoplwr-. (a t~-pical ,1ttitude of the philosophers 
of Spain), a11d also praised ilm Bajja, the i\luslim Spanish 
Aristotelian. llis reaction to Avicenna, who was the domi
llant pl1ilosophical i11Huence in the Islamie East, was 
:rn1biv,1le11t. 

:'\1aimonides does adopt certaill conceptions of Avi
cc·nna's. Thus, his view that e.xistenee is an accit:lent de
ri\'es from Avicenna's fundamental doetrine that essences 
per S<' are neutral with r<'spect to existence, which super
\'t•nes on them as all accident. However, in points that 
ha,<' a11 oil\ io11s beari11g on 1t·ligio11s IH'lief-;, :'\laimo11ides 
,m1wti11w-. doe-. 110t hl'sitate to prefer Aristotelian notio11s, 
altlio11gl1 tlw~· ,1ppc·ar to lw i1wo111patil>lt• with the Jt,\\'i,li 
tr,1ditioll pre\'alent ill his time, to views that are more 
easily reconcilable with this tradition and that, through 
Avieen11a's adhesion, were gi,·e11 the hallmark of philo
sophical respectabilit~. To cite an outstanding example, 
:'\1aimo11ides holds no hrief for Avicenna's opinion tlwt the 
individual human soul survives the death of the bod>' and 
is immortal. Like· Alexander of Aphrodisias and other Aris
totelians, he considers that in man only the actual intel
lect-whieh lacks all individual particularity-is capable of 
s11n ival. ln a<lopting this ,·iew, i\1aimonides clearly shows 
that, at lt·ast on this point, he prefers the philosophical 
truth as he sees it, however opposed it may seem to be to 
the n1rrc11t religious eonceptions, to the sort of halfway 
house between theology and philosophy which, in the 
severe judgment of certain Spanish Aristotelians-notahly 
Averroes-Avicenna had sought to set up. 

To cite another instance, Maimonides does not give the 
slightest indication of recognizing, as Avicenna did, the 
mystical et:"static way to Cod as being on the same level as 
the way of the intellect (the tvluslim philosopher may have 



claimed even more for it than simple equality). According 
to the G11ide, the religious commandment l'njoining the 
love of Cod entails th e duty of knowing whatever 1rn1,· be 
known of him, for love is proportionate to the kno\\'ledge 
which man ha~ of the beloved. 

Theory of divine attributes. \\'hat kind of cognition of 
Cod is possible to man? The C11ide sets forth at consider
able length and \\'ith stronger empha:sis than in Avicenna 
the doctrine of negati,·e theology. According to this doc
trine, nothing positin· can be known about God, who has 
nothing in common with any other being. l\:o predicate or 
descriptive term can legitimately be applied to him unless 
it is given a meaning which is wholly different from the 
one the term has in common usage and is pure)~- negati,·e. 
All statements concerning Cod considered in himself 
shou ld, if they are to be regarded as true, be interpreted as 
providing an indication of what God is not. This applies 
even to the statement that Cod exists . .\laimonides main
tains that progress in this kind of negative knowledge is of 
considerable value, for it does awa~· \\'ith false ideas con
cerning Goel. 

On the other hand, the positi,·e knowledge which man is 
capab le of is concerned with quite a different domain; it 
deals not \\'ith Goel in himself hut with his gm·errnrnce 
of nature. or, in other words. \\'ith the order obtaining in 
the cosmos and determining the events which occur in it. 
According to ~laimonides' interpretation of Exodus :J.3. 
on ly this knowledge is granted to \loses, an<l such are the 
limitations of human science. As far as this conception is 
concerned, the acts of Goel may be identified \\'ith the 
operations of nature (or with hi:-,torical happenings brought 
abo ut by natural causes) . .\laimonicle:s · ,·iew of the world 
being b~- and large Aristotelian, these operations are s11b
ject to the rule that they do not destro,· hut, rather, safe
guard the perpetuit~· of the immutable order of nature, 
including the preservation of mankind and of the ,·ariou-; 
other species of living beings. 

Some of the operations of Cod (or of nature) seem, from 
the human point of view, to be beneficent. for instance, the 
operati on which instills into progenitors the impulse to 
care for their ,·oung; others, such as earthquakes or large 
floods, seem destructin:>. Because of the anthropomorphic 
tendency, men witnessing happenings of tlw fir:st kind 
speak of Goel as being merciful and may impute ha,·oc and 
death to Cod's being vengeful. These are two of the so
call ed di,·ine attributes of action. ()uite e,·iclentl,· the~· are 
not concerned with the essence of Goel but reflect a purel~
human evaluation of Cod's, or nature's, action:-. In contrast 
with other medieval :\ristotelian philosopher:-,, .\laimon
ides does not recognize the divine attribute" of relation. 

Divine intellection. As the Ari:-,totelian s,·stem of physics 
requires, and as .\laimonides demonstrates b,· means of a 
number of proofs taken over fro~1 earlier philosophers, this 
world is dependent upon Cod (who is the Prime .\lo,·er); 
but, contrary to Aristotle's conception (alreacl~- modi
fied by some of the late Creek :\'eoplatonists. \\'hose ,·iews 
reached .\laimonides through the Islami c philosophers), 
God is regarded as the efficient and formal as well as the 
final cause of the cosmos. This Cod is pure intellectual 
acti\'ity, to which (in .\laimonides' ,·ie,,· as well as in Aris
totle's) man's intellection bears a certain resemblance. 
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lndel'd, .\laimonicles :-,eems to go 011t of Iii" wa~ to poi11t 
011t thi:-, "imibrity. In this co1111cctio11 acompari"o11 lwt,,Tcr1 
a staterne11t of his and om· of al-F~irahi\ i:-, i11strt1ct1,·1·. 111 
accordance with the doctrine of Hook .\ of .\ri"totlc·\ 
.\letaphysics, the .\lusli111 pl1ilosoplwr "tate" q111tc· 1111-
cquivocally tl1at it is because ( ;od intcllech onl~ l1i111'-<·II 
tlwt the s11hjc•ct, object, and act of di,·ine intc·llc·ctio11 :m· 
identical. I\1aimonides, too, maintaim this thn·dold idc11-
tity with regard to Cod (Guide, Part I, Ch. 68); h11t lw 
points out that it exists equal)~ in the case of ma11 's inll'l
lection of any object, for instance, a piece of ,,·ood, 1,ecame 
according to an opinion of Aristotle, the actual intellect is 
identical with the object cognized by it. (Thi:-, opinion was 
apparently quite unconnected with Aristotle's conception 
of Goel.) This comparison of man's cognition to God\, 
which argues similarity between the two, appears to he 
incompatible with .\laimoniclcs' negatin· theolo_g~. Tl1i" 
point had already been made in the .\liddll' . .\gl'-; a11d must 
lw taken into account in an~· interpretatio11 of tlw Guide. 

Furthermore, the fact that .\laimonides u:-,es a:-, an exam
ple the intellection of a piece of wood seems to suggest 
that, unlike Aristotle and al-F;:-uabi but in accordance with 
man~- of the medie\'al Aristotelians, he tends to be!ie,·e 
that Goel cognizes not onl~- himself but all the intelligible:-. 
Since cognition im·oh·es identity, this conception would 
appear to entail the identification of Cod with the intelli
gible structure of the uni\"er:-,e, regarded both as the sub
ject and as the object of co_gnition. The argument does not 
entail the identification of matter with Cod or with an 
attribute of the Deity. To call .\laimonicles · position or its 
logical corollaries "pantheism" would therefore be to go 
beyond the evidence. 

Origin of the world. A main theme of the G11ide con
cerns the contradiction between the idea of Cod upon 
which Judai~m is founded and the philosophical ,·iew of 
Cod. The philosophical ,·ie,,· for ,\laimonicles i:-, the con
ception of Goel as an intellect rather than as described b~ 
the speculations of negati\"(:> theology . .\laimonides is full,· 
aware of the crucial character of the issue and of the im
possibility of achie\'ing a true reconciliation between the 
philosophical and the religiom points of ,·iew. He remarks 
in the C11ide (Part II, Ch. 20): "For to me the combina
tion bet\\·een [the world] existing in ,·irtue of necessit~· 
and being produced in time in ,·irtue of a purpo-;e in the 
\\·orld ... comes near to being a combination of two 
contraries." .\laimonicles points 011t the '\·er,· disgraceful 
conclusions " that follow from the first opinion: 

:'\amely it would follow that the Deity, whom e,·ery
one who is intelligent recognises to be perfect in 
e, ery kind of perfection, could as far a-; all beings are 
concerned, produce nothing new in any of them; if He 
wished to lengthen a fl~·'s ,,·ing or :-,)10rten a worm's 
foot, He would not be able to do so. But Aristotle 
would say that He would not wi:-,h it and that it is im
possible to will something different from what is; that 
it would not add to His perfection, but would perhaps 
from a certain point of \'ie,,· be a deficicnc,·. (Guide, 
Part II, Ch. 22) 

In .\laimonides' interpretation of the Aristotelian posi
tion, Cod's will is assimilated to the di,·ine Intellect, 
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which is identical with God himself, and the world ma" be 
regarded as something like an intellection necessaril" 
produced b"· this Intellect. A consequence of :\ristotle\ 
theory as understood by ,\laimonides is that e\ ery charac
teristic of things existing in the world must be supposed to 
h,n·e a cause grounded in the natural structure of the uni
, erse (as opposed to a supernatural cause not determined 
by this structure). It may be added that as far as bodies are 
concerned, \laimonides seems to belie\'e that in cases in 
which a mechanistic explanation can Le found. it might 
provide such a cause. If this were accepted, it would mean 
that no part of the natural order could be, or could e\·er 
ha,·e been, different from what it actually is, for its exist
ence is guaranteed liy the immutabilit" of di\ine reason. 
In other \\'ords. the world could nut ha, e been created in 
time. 

From this point of\ iew \laimonides is quite consistent 
in describing temporal creation as the greatest of miracles 
and in stating that if this is admitted, the intellectual ac
ceptance of other direct interventions of Cod in the natural 
course of e\'ents does not present any difficulties. SincP it 
ser\'es \laimonides' purpose to make out the best case 
possible for \\'hat he designates as the religious conception 
of Cod, he attempts to show that a structure of the uni\'erse 
which is necessar',', because it is rational!" determined in 
e\'ery respect, does not exist-or at least he seems to do so. 
In fact, he does not go be"·ond the demonstration, made at 
some length, that as far as the hea,·enl"· spheres are con
cerned, Aristotelian physics (although it gi, es satisfactor" 
explan<1tion of the phenomena of the suhlunar world) is 
incapable of propounding a comprehensi\ e scientific 
theory \\ hich can be regarded as certain and which pro
vides cogent proof for the assumption that the cosmic order 
could not be different from what it actually is. In this cri
tique of Aristotle's celestial physics he is helped by the 
much-debated discrepancy that exists between Aristotle's 
natural science and the Ptolemaic s"·stern. 

\laimonides also puts forward an argument of somewhat 
different character. He points out that man's knO\dedge ot 
the order of nature is based on the empirical data of which 
he is cognizant. It is,. howe\·er, cow.::ei\·able that the exist
ence of the data that are known to man had a beginning in 
time. l\'o man who studies this problem should ignore this 
possibility, for if he does so, his case would be analogous 
to that of a person who disbelie\·es on empirical 
grounds-because he has met only adults-that human 
beings are brought into the world through birth after hav
ing been embryos. 

\laimonides' critique of the inconsistencies and the 
insufficienc" of the Aristotelian physics is pertinent within 
its scheme of reference. Howe\·er, the doctrine of the 
eternity of the world does not rest exclusi,·ely upon physi
cal theory. It is also corollary to the conception of Cod as 
Intellect, and \laimonides is aware of this. It is certainly 
significant, and it may be a deliberate omission, that when 
\laimoni<le~ is dealing with the problem of the eternity of 
the world in the Guide, he does not mention this concep
tion although other portions of the work prove he had 
adopted it. Thus he does not allude to Cod as Intellect 
when he proclaims in the Guide (Part II, Ch. 25) that he 
does not accept the doctrine of the eternity of the world for 

two reasons. ( 1) because it has not been demonstrated; 
12) because its adoption would be tantamount to destro,·
ing the foundations of the Law, for it would mean denyin.g 
the claims of the prnpheb and rejecting the belief in 
miracles. 

Sources of knowledge. That \laimunides rejected the 
doctrine of the eternity of the world partly because (as hi~ 
second reason) it would have destro\'ed the foundations of 
religious la\\' may appear to affirm ·the claim of religious 
belief to ha\·e a decish·e voice in theoretical questions that 
are of paramount concern to it. That is, it may appear to 
affirm this claim, pro,·ided that the intellect is unable to 
reach a fully demonstrable conclusion \\'ith regard to the 
moot points. Clearly such a claim can have far-reaching 
implications. It could be argued that this position leads to 
the recognition of suprarational theoretical truths or, alter
nati\·ely, to the assertion of ,·alidit" of conclusions in the 
sphere of theory adopted only on the basis of practical 
reason. Howe\'er, i\laimonides himself does not at all 
countenance such a demotion of theoretical reason. In 
the Guide ( Part I. Ch. :2) he explains the superiority of 
theoretical reason, \\'hich is concerned with the difference 
between truth and falsehood, O\ er practical reason, which 
deal-. \vith the distinction between good and evil. His 
allegorical interpretation of Adam's fall entails the conclu
sion that practical reason has the comparatively lowly 
function of curbing the appetite to which man is prone 
when he is not given o,·er to theoretical contemplation. 

As for prophecy and di\·ine revelation, they cannot be 
regarded as sources of supraintellectual kno\\'ledge con
cei\·ed as being independent of, and superior to, the sys
tem of sciences produced by theoretical reason. This 
comes out clear!"· in \laimonides' description of the char
acteristics peculiar to prophets. According to him, prophets 
must ha\'e both an outstanding intellectual capacity and an 
outstanding imaginative capacity. Given these two precon
ditions, and suitable conduct, prophecy is a natural phe
nomenon; the gift of prophecy can be withheld from a 
person ha\·ing the required qualifications only by means of 
a miracle. The intellectual capacity of prophets is similar at 
least in kind to that of the philosophers; it enables them to 
recei\'e what \laimonides terms a .. divine overflow," an 
influx corning from the Acti,·e Intellect, which, according to 
the interpretation of the .-\ristotelian doctrine adopted b" 
\laimonides, brings about the actualization of man's po
tential intellect. The Active Intellect is the last of the ten 
incorporeal Intellects; its special sphere of action is the 
sublunar world. 

There is no suggestion that the conclusions reached by 
the prophets through the use of the intellect are in any way 
different from those of the philosophers, though the proph
ets may reach them more rapidly; all prophets are phi
losophers. This clearly applies also to i\loses, in spite of a 
statement in the Guide that none of the author's assertions 
about the prophets pertain to i\loses. In other writings 
\1aimonides describes Moses as having attained union 
\\'ith the Active Intellect; according to the conception of 
certain Islamic Aristotelians, union with the Acti\'e Intel
lect represents the highest goal and is reached by the great 
philosophers. 

Imagination is inferior to intellect for Maimonides, who 



was on this point an orthodox Aristotelian. Imagination 
enables the prophet to see veridical dreams and visions, 
for the "di\'ine overflow" spills 0\'{:'r from the intellectual 
to the imaginative sphere. But it certainly does not give 
access to a supraintellectual truth. In fact the superiority of 
Moses over all other prophets is, according to Maimonides' 
interpretation, partly the result of the circumstance that in 
his prophecy he did not have recourse to imagination. 

Political philosophy. Religious revelation thus does not 
procure any knowledge of the highest trnth that cannot be 
achieved by the human iPtellect; it does, however, have an 
educative role-as well as a political one. In Maimonides' 
words, "The law as a whole aims at two things: the welfare 
of the soul and the welfare of the body" (Guide, Part III, 
Ch. 27). 

Because of the great diversity of human character, a 
common framework for the individuals belonging to one 
society can be provided only by a special category of men 
endowed with the capacity for gO\ ernment and for legisla
tion. Those \\'ho have onh- a strong irnagiuation, unac
companied by proportionate intellectual powers, are not 
interested in the intellectual education of the members 
of the state which they found or govern. On the other hand, 
the foremost example of an ideal lawgiver is \loses. 

The law instituted by \1oses had to take into account the 
historical circumstances-the influence of ancient Oriental 
paganism-and had to avoid too great a break with univer
sal religious usage. To cite one example, sacrifices could 
not be abolished, because this would have been an exces
sively violent shock for the people. In spite of these 
difficulties, however, !\loses succeeded in establishing a 
polit~· to which :\laimonides, in the "Epistle to Yemen," 
applies the term al-madina al-fadila ("the \·irtuo11s city") 
used by the \luslirn philosophers to designate the ideal 
state of Plato's Republic-a \\'ork which, perhaps mainly 
through the mediation of al- Farabi, had a considerable 
impact on Maimonide~· political thought. 

Moral philosophy. The polit~· is not alone in regulating 
men's actions in the best possible way. The Scriptures by 
which the polity is ruled also contain hints that may guide 
such human indi\'iduals as are capable of understanding its 
hints to philosophical truths. Some of these truths are to be 
discovered in the beliefs taught to all those who profess 
Judaism; these dogmas are for e\'ident reasons formulated 
in a language adapted to the understanding of ordinary 
unphilosophical people. There are, howe\·er, other reli
gious be liefs that, al though they are not true, are necessary 
for the majority of the people, to safeguard a tolerable 
public order and to further moralit\'. Such are the belief 
that Cod is angry with those who act in an unjust manner 
and the belief that he responds instantaneously to the 
prayer of someone wronged or decei\·ed (Guide, Part III, 
Ch. 28). The morality suited to men of the common run 
aims at their exercising a proper restraint over the passions 
of the appetite; it is an Aristotelian middle-of-the-road 
morality, not an ascetic one. The ascetic overtones \\'hich 
are occasionally encountered in the Guide concern the 
philosopher rather than the ordinary man. 

There is a separate morality for the elite , \\·hich is or 
should be called upon to rule, to which \1aimonides al
ludes in the Guide (Part L Ch. 5-1; Part III, Chs. 51 and ,54). 
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This ethical doctrine is co11nected with \lai111011 idt·s· 
interpretation of what ought to hl' man\ superior goa l, 
which is to love Cod, and, as far as possible , to re,e mhle 
him. 

From the point of \'iew of negative theology , lm·e of C od 
can he achie\'ed only through knowledge of divine acti\·it\ 
in the world, the only knowledge of Cod possihlt •. This 
supreme goal can he reached through a study of natural 
science and of metaphysics, which appears to sig11if~· that 
the highest perfection can be attained only by a man \\'ho 
leads the theoretical life-the man whose superiority was 
proclaimed by Aristotle. However, Maimonides is at pains 
to show-and this seems to be a Platonic element in his 
doctrine-that the theoretical life can be combined \\'ith a 
life of action, as proved by the examples of the patriarchs 
and of \loses. 

\Vhat is more, a lifo of action can constitute an imitation 
of Cod. For the prophetic legislators and statesmen 
endeavor to imitate the operations of nature, or Cod (the 
two are equi\'alent; the expression "di\·ine or natural ac
tions," which occurs in the Guide, may have been in Spi
noza's mind when he first spoke of Deus sive natura). 
Maimonides emphasizes two characteristics that belong 
both to the actions of Cod- nature and to the actions of 
superior statesmen. First, however beneficent or destruc
tive-or, in ordinary human parlance, however merciful or 
vengeful-the actions in question appear to be, neither 
Cod nor the prophetic statesman is actuated h~· passions. 
Second, the activity of nature (or Cod) tends to preserve 
the cosmic order, which includes the perpetuity of the 
species of living beings, but it has no consideration for the 
indi\·id11al. In the same wa\ the prophetic la\\'gi\'('rs and 
statesmen, who in founding or gm·erning a polit~- should 
imitate this acti\·it~, must have in mind first and foremost 
the commonweal, the welfare of the majority, and must not 
be deterred from following a politicall~· correct course of 
action by the fact that it hurts individuals. 

The imitation of the works of Cod (or of nature) by the 
prophets means (Guide, Part III, Ch. 3:2) that the prophets 
imitate in leadership the indirect and complicated wa~· 
through which nature obtains its desired results, as seen, 
for instance, in the extremely intricate mechanism of living 
organisms. I\1aimonides calls this indirect method a "gra
cious ruse" of Cod and his wisdom; he may ha\·e taken tl1e 
expression over from Alexander of Aphrodisias' work 
"Principle of the All" (extant only in Arabic translation). It 
is reminiscent, not only on the verbal plane, of Hegel's 
"Cunning of Reason." According to the Guide, Moses used 
the indirect method in making the sons of Israel wander 
for fort~· years in the desert instead of leading them straight 
to the land of Canaan, for he wanted the people to shed 
slavish habits and acquire in the hard school of the desert 
the warlike \'irtues necessary for conquest. He also used it 
in adapting the commandments to the historical and geo
graphical circumstances. 

Influence of the "Guide." The Guide was first translated 
into Hehre\\' in \laimonides· lifetime, by Samuel ibn-Tih
bon and a little later h~· al-Harizi. Its first translation into 
Latin was also produced in the thirteenth centur~·. \1aimon
ides' injunction to follow his example in writing the Ara
bic text of the work on)~, in Hebre\\' characters (and thus to 
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pre, ent 1h lie1IH! re .. 1d b> non-J e,\·, \\ a-, not ,lh\ d\ s ob
~en ed. The \\·ork i, mentioned b> ~ome later \I u ,lirn 
\\ nter, hut doe, not appe .. 1r to ha, e had more than a, er> 
,l11rht 1111p .. H:t on \lu,lim thought. 

In the period ,dter \laimonide, the Guide \\.,b the fun
cL..1111ental te\.t of medie,al Je,\·ish thought and \\·a, much 
cleh .. 1ted. In the thirteenth and fourteenth c.enturie, it \\ .. 1~ 
, wlentl> denounced for being antireligious and a, ,·ehe
rnentl> defended again~t this charge. commentaries upon 
it \\ere \Hitten b> Shem-To, Falaquer .. l. Jo,eph ibn k": .. 1spi. 
\lmh of :\arbonne. baac .\bra, anel. and other,. and its 
the,e, dre di,c.-m,ed at length in ,uch c .. 1pital philo,ophi
c. .. d \\·orb as Cersonide,· "'The \\ ,.u, ot the Lord" .\[il
lwmot Adonai .me.I H .. hd .. 1i Cre,c.a,· ··L11.!ht nf the Lord" 
Or .-\donai .. \t fir,t blmh it i, therefore r .. tther ,urpri-,

IIH! tlut dmornr Je,\ hli phil<h<ipher,. reL1tJ\ el> te,, ot 
\l .. 1imo111de,· di,c.iple, h .. 1,e been L<>ntent t(> .. 1dopt hi, 
..1pp..trentl~ dg1rnstic. ..1ttitucle tm\·,1rcl f11ncbmental metaph> ,-
1cal prohlt,m, .. rnd thu, to ka, e \\ h,1t he hel1e, eel to be .. 1 
nec.-e",H> loophole tor religiou, hel1d. In t .. 1d. no doubt 
parth hec.dt1'e of the un,~ ,tem..it,c mode ()I e,po'1tion of 
the Guide, ,ome philo,oph1c .. dl~ rnrncled commentator, 
notabl::, \lo~e, of :\arbonne e\.pounded .\, erroe-,· con

ception, rather th .. rn \laimoniclt< m their commentarih on 
the Guidt. Other comnwntator,-tor t'\,tlllplt' .. \lir,1, anel
often criticized hun from a trad1tionali,tic religiom point of 
\"ie,\. 

The Guide had a ,trong mfluence nn I..1ter Je,\ 1,l1 philm
opher,. m .. 111> of \\·horn m\·e the1r 111troduct10n to phdo,o
ph~ to the Guide. Thi, c. .. m be ,een m Spinoza a comid
erable portion of the Tractatu.s Theologico-politicus i, 
de, oted to a critique of \laimonicle, ... ti though the explicit 
reterence~ to him are fe,\ .. md in S,domon \l..unwn. \\·ho 
\\Tote .. 1 comment,tr> on the Guide. 

The influence of \laimomde, on the nwd1e, ..1I Chri,tian 
School men seem, to h .. n e been c.-onqderable. the matter 
ha~ not > et been sufficient!> im e,tigated. thoul!h ,e, era! 
,tudie, dealing \\·ith the ,ubJect do exi,t. It ma> be noted 
thdt b> el..1bor..1ting the doctrine of ,upraratinnal truth, the 
s> ,tern, of Thonus .\quina, .. md of other Sc.-holaqic. s found 
..1 w .. 1> of legitimating from a theoretic .. 1I pmnt of , ie,\ 
\l..1imonides· dec1~ion to opt for the belief m temporal 
c-rt",ttwn. lwc.- .. rn,e the e\.i,tenc.-e ot relil.!ion h111'.!ed 011 tin, 
heliet·, being \.!ener .. dl~ acc.epted. 
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SHL0\10 Pr:--ES 

~1 A IX E DE BI RAX 11766- Il:i2.t I, French statesman 
and philosopher \laine de Biran was born ~larie Fran~·ois 
Pierre Conthier de Biran, recei,·ing the name "\laine" 
from the name of his family's property (le \laine ). He 
attended the college at Perigueux, dominated by the secu
lar, moderate comtitutional Royalists called Doctrinaires, 
and excelled there in mathematics. In 171'-1 he joined the 
king's guard and in 17~9 \\"as wounded defending Louis 
.\\'I in a mob uprising. To escape the Reign of Terror, he 
retired to his estate in 179.3 and began intensi\·e psycho
logical and philosophical im·estigations. In 1797 he was 
elected to the Council of Fi\·e Hundred, and this election 
of a moderate royalist \\"as a symptom of the beginning of 
the end of the Reign of Terror. This post and other public 
duties did not keep him from reaping the fruits of his ear
lier meditatiom. He became acquainted with the Ideolo
gues Cabani-, and De-.tutt de Trac~ by \\·inning first prize in 
.. m es~a> contest spomored b> the Institute of France \\·ith 
the e~sa> L'Injfoence de l'habitude sur lafaculte de penser 
The Influence of Habit on the Faculty of Thinking ). He 

\\·on membership in the institute in lS,O.S by gaining an
other first prize, for .\femoire sur la dfromposition de la 
pen.ser 1 "The .\nalysis of Thought"). \\'hile continuing to 
write outstanding philosophic and psychological essays, he 
intensified his political ac.:ti\·ities, became a member of the 
Chamber of Deputies, and was made commander in the 
Legion of Honor. l'nder the first restoration he returned to 
the :\ational Assembly and was put in charge of liaison 
bet,\·een the assembl~ and the king on financial matters. 
Despite the~e public acti\·ities. he was at the time of his 



death acknowledged by most of his distin}..!ui,d1ed lOntem
pora ri es as their master (111aitre <I tous) in pl11losophy. 

His famous Journal inti111e reveals a melandrnly, emo
tional ly cha n gea ble person, of poor health, who was highly 
se ns itive to cl ima ti c and personal s11rroundings. He spent 
m11ch of his personal and philosophic life tr~·ing to under
stand an d mitigate this sensiti,·ity. 

Philosophical development. ~1aine de Biwn'._ philo
sop hi c deve lopment can he summarized brief!~, as a move
men t toward a more and more detailed conviction that 
ma n 's inward experience is (1) different from his outwardly 
exp erie nced "impressions," and (2) an important source 
and bas is of know ledge. His most mature l'ssays speak of 
an "inward sense" (sens i11ti111e) that reveals our experi
ence of willed bodily movemeut (effort vo11l11); in the 
course of his philosophic development he gave to this 
experience a more and more important role, progressively 
more suhtly ana lyzed. The names of Locke, Condillac, and 
Cha rl es Bonnet, all of whom emphasized outward impres
sions as the ultimate source of knowledge, occurred as 
frequently in his early notes as did the name of Rousseau, 
whose "Profession of Faith of a Savoyard Vicar" in Emile 
had aroused ~laine de Biran's interest in the "inner light" 
(/ 11 111iere i11thie11 re). But the outwardh oriented t·pisternol
ogies of Condil lac and Locke ,rnd their di'iciples, the 
Ideologues, soon grew less adequate for ~1aine de Biran, as 
d id Bonnet's explanations of perception in terms of phys
io logica l mechanisms (.explanations based upon outward 
"impressions"). After 1802 and his first great prize essay, 
The Inft 11 e11ce of Ha hit 011 the Faculty of Thinking, which 
was s imilar in many ways to the writings of the ld<;ologues, 
Maine de Biran moved into his longest and most original 
period of philosophizing, during which he became quite 
cri tical of his former masters and developed and defended 
the key doctrine of his philosophy, that the effort t:011111 is a 
unique source of basic knowledge. In this stage he wrote 
"The Ana lysis of Thought" (which won him membership 
in the Institute of Fr,111t·e) and his most rn,1t1rre com
pleted philosophic \\'ork. Essai sur l<'s fi111de111ents de la 
psyclwlogie (''Essay on the Fo11ndations of Ps~-chology," 
1812). 

From 181.J to the end of his life he de,·eloped-hut 
never with great precision-a doctrine deri,·ed from l\:a11t 
(b~· wa~ of \laine de Bi ran 's friend :\ndrc· \l.uie .-\mpere), 
a doctrine that identified "belief" (croyance) as one of the 
inner sources of knowledge. At first \laine de Bi ran spoke 
of helief as revealing the transphenomenal substance of 
things, and from 181.5 on he applied this notion of a "fac
u lty of belief" to problems of theolog~·. According to \taine 
de Biran, croyauce, like the effort vo11l11, originates in
warclly, but-unlike ,·oluntar~· bodil~· movement-is always 
passive; its function is to recei,·e Cod's grace. Still, he 
continued to speak of the i111portance of the effort voulu; 
the doctrine of the significance of the facult~· of belief 
in relation to religious matters was not a repudiation of 
the significance of the acti\'istic, indi,·idualistic capacity 
of the effort voul11 in matters of natural knowledge. In fact, 
during this last period, from !Hl--1 to 1824, he wrote some 
of his finest essays developing his doctrine that the sens 
intime is a unique and important source of knowledge. 
Two of his outstanding works on this subject were Examen 
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des lq·ons de philosophic de Jf. Laro111i<111in1' , ".\11 E,.tr111-
n,1tior1 of L,m1rniq11it·rT's Lessons in Pl1ilo~opl1, ... I k 171 
and his unfinished masterpiece, So11tc1w.r I~s.wtis 
c/'anthropologie ("l\ew Ess,1ys in Anthropology," 1~2--1 ), 
hoth of which cast much light on the doctrine of effort 
voul11. In fact this doctrine was far more thoroughly devel
oped than the doctrine of croyance. l\evertheless, the 
emphasis given to belief in the hist sta.ge of his thought 
confirms the generalization that the whole tendency of his 
philosophic development was toward a more pro
found conviction that i11ward experience-whether of 
willed effort or of belief itself-is the richest ha'iis of 
knowledge. 

Learning and experience. Condillac, the forerunner of 
the Idcologues, had insisted on clarifying terms and vali
dating claims to knowledge by reference to simple, direct
ly experienced outward "sensations" stripped of the incre
nrents of learning. The leader of the Id,;ologues in \laine 
de Biran's day, Destutt de Tracy, had continued Condil
lac's line of thought hut had noticed that (1) some experi
ences get duller and vaguer by repetition, while others 
become more distinct; and that (2) there is a capacity to 
move our bodies voluntarily (Destutt de Tracy called it 
"motilitc") that has a vital function in our learning to per
ceive objects. In addition, Destutt de Tracy's colleagues 
Cahanis and Bonnet had seen the importance of physio
logical conditions for an analysis of the human mind. In his 
first prize-winning essay Maine de Biran developed all of 
these suggestions. He not only distinguished between 
outer impressions and felt effort, hut he distinguished what 
he called "sensations" (such as tastes and smells), wherein 
the impression is vivacious and our voluntary bodily 
movement is minimal, from what he called "perceptions" 
(such as talking aloud and hearing ourselves), wherein the 
outward irnpresssion is less important than the inward 
experience of moving our organs. But these distinctions 
might have no importance for an analysis of knowledge, he 
thought, if they do not help us to understand learning more 
fully. And so in his first essay he set about trying to dis
cover whether habituation or repetition has a different 
effect on passi,·e sensation~ than on .icti,·e perceptions; if 
differ•·nt effect~ \\'ere fonnd to e,ist it collld he assum<'d 
that the distinction between sensations and perceptions is 
important. He found that passively experienced sensations 
got ,·aguer with hahit11ation, and perceptions which are in
volved with our willed hodil~· movement became more and 
more precise. Om sense of smell loses its refinement in a 
hothouse, but we walk, talk, play games better by prac
ticing. Therefore, he concluded, in perceptions alone do we 

find the possibility of learning, of moving from the passive 
sensational confusion of the infant to the subtle distinc
tions of the adult mind. If Condillac's passive!~· received 
outward impressiorn. were all that was available to con
sciousness, the repetition of these impressions would 
have resulted in a vague blur. The development of mind 
is linked with \\'illed bodil~· movement, with perceptions. 

One of our most important perceptions is our experience 
of speaking and hearing our own words; this is the most 
active perception, and the least dependent upon adventi
tious external impressions. Sounds uttered by us are 
among the first signs we know, they are outwardly experi-
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<="Illed q.:n~ of our O\, n 111ward dCt10ns . and 1t 1, the rnward 
dction that cm1,titute, th<=" meanin\! of the si2n. There are 
()ther ,112:n, too.\\ e le,Hn to a,,ociate t\,O or more external 
1mpre,,w11::, a, 11<1turnL or phy,icaL ,i\!n::, ol e,ich other. But 
for \Lill1<=" de Biran the si1rn·relationsh1p most direct!:, 
111\ oh ed 111 human rt",boninl! 1, the relationship between 
,po ken \, ord, or con\·ent1onal ,112:n, and our 111wardly 
experienced effort to 1110\ e our on.cans of ,peech. In the 
cour,e of acquin111:i: b\· habitudtion a more subtle and dis
t111ct Wd\ ot talhnl.! \,e acquire a more ::,ubtle and di~tinct 
ment,d1t\·. \lame de Biran ne\ er lo,t s112:ht of natural 
,12n-re lat1onships between impre,,10ns or between ima.1c:es 
of impre,~10ns a::, part of our lear111n2 process, but he in
'hted that oral, com·entional ~12n-relation,h1p, \,ere ba,ic 
to humctn men ta ht:,. To de,Lnbe human thinkimr on!\ in 
term, ot a,,ociated image~ of outward impressions is to 
i2nore ,peech, the Li.cult\ that make, humdn thought pe
cu h.nly human 

In 1 ~12. in his ··E"d~ on the founddt]()rn of Ps~chol
' 1 \!\. \Lti11e de Bnan ,et , )Ut t,) frnd a primar\ experience. 
,1 fciit przm1t1f antecedent to di! learninl! or hab1tuat1on 
CondilLK had ~ou12:ht ,uch a fact and had cLiimed to find 1t 

in ·rntwdrd ,ensdt1om \1a111e de Biran held thdt such d 

l)d'1<.. e\.pene11ce 11u,t ,,1t1,t\ tl,rt"e u1tend. F1r,t. 1t mu,t 
h, \\ 1tl11n tl-1<=" limit, I ,1\\.1rt-11t·" ,t!th,)11d1 he ,omd1111t", 
tdlked of uncon,ciou, percept10n, ,econd. it mu,t, ot 
cour,e. not be learned or cieduced, but must be direct!\· 
experienced. final]\, 1t mu,t be per,1,tent. for knowled2e 
must ha\·e d firmer ba,i, than the pas::,inl.! moment. He 
re_1ected out\,ard 1rnpre,,1on, and inward emotions and 
c1ffect10n, becdu,e the\ \, ere fleetinl!. and he re_1ected the 
ph\ ,iolo12:ical findinl!s he hdd once been attracted to be
c,rn,e the\ were the re,ults of inferences or deductiom, 
not immediately expenenced In the end he adopted as hi, 
primar:, expenence the effort t oulu he had found to be ~o 
crucial to the le,lrninl! process we dre aware of 1t, althou12:h 
sometime~ not \"i\·aciousl\· it i, not itself learned. althou12:h 
we learn how to mo\·e \ariom members skillfully. and thi, 
experience per,i,h in \·ariou, de\.!ree, of ten::,1on ranginl! 
lrom ''="n,c1t1011, llp t() pt"rcertl<)Jjs tl1r<J1Lch<)Ut our \,ctk1n\! 
lilt" Tl,<=" mo,t luucll\ dt"\ '="I lptel p,1rt, d \Lunt" de B1rdn·, 
pl11 o,opli~ 1, h1, e\.pLm<1t1on ,111d ddt"11,t nl ti 1, tnplt" claim 
111\ >heel 111 calling th<=" f:'ffort t oulu ,1 pn111ctf\ '="'-P<="nence 

Selfuood, causality, and liberty. Phdo,opher, ,uch a, 
Locke. Condillac. and the Idco!og1H'S had 12:reat difficulty 
accountinl! for our idea of a persi~tent. inwdfdl\· experi
t"nced ,elf. becau,e the\ assumed that e\.penence was 
made up of nothinl! but fleetinl!, outw,ud 1mpre,siom. But 
the origin of this idea loses ib mystery 1f we l!i\·e our at
tent10n to our persistent. inward experience of our own 
\, ii line: a12:a111st our \·aryinl.! bodil\ resistance to that will-
1111.:. Throu12:hout our li\·e::, we feel thi, relat1omh1p at the 
center of our experience in \·aryinl! de1c:rees of tension. The 
center 1, the ~elf le moi. the periphery, or the sur
round1111.; impres,ions. i, the nonself. In fact, the u111t\ of 
our own more or less resist1mr bod: as felt in the sen.s 
intinu 1, the origin of our whole notion of unity or iden
tity, whether it occur~ in mathematics or elsewhere. 

The felt relationship between the body and our more or 
le,, acti\e willinl.! to mo\"e that bod: is for \1 aine de Biran 
our basic experience of causation. In defending this claim 

he drl!ued that the term "cdu,e" cannot be explained b:· 
hazy reference, to "innate" ideas. orb:, question-begging, 
tautolo12:ical as,ertiom about effects presupposinl! causes. 
in this he dl!rt-ed with Hume. He aho agreed with H ume 
that our dispardte impressions do not re\·eal any in,tance 
of necessar\· connection. But he flatly disa12:reed with 
Hume\ double as,umption that outward impressions are 
basicall:, similar to and are the origin of an:, inward expe
rience we nH\ ha\ e. \1dine de B1ran insisted that in our 
s-cris intzme we find a unique, primar\" experience of nec
es,,iry connection. 

Hume's main objections to this claim occur in hi, En
CfUirzes Concernirw the Human l"ndcrstandine. and Con
cernim.: the Prrnciples of .\!orals: he points out that in cases 
'.'.uch a, pdlsy or amputation we cannot be sure our O\, n 
bodily mO\·ement will follow our wi!ling_ \1 oreo\"er, the 
mean, b\ \, hich the will and our body are united is, in 
Hume'::, \, ord, "m\·steriou,." H ow then can we be said to 
experience an 111stance of neces,dry connection when 
neither connection nor neces,ity is experienced here? 
\lame de Biran responded to these obJections by using his 
ba,ic di~t111ct1on between impressiom and the effort t:oulu, 
or between ima12:es, or copies of outward impressions, and 
our idea of inward felt effort. To the first objection he re
pli~-cl tlidt buchh mm emt"nt 1, ,1multant"ou~ with the will-
111c:: thc1t 1, 1t, c,1u,e. ,1ml thc1t it tht"r<=" 1, an\ failurt" or di,
,1pp iir trnent. 1t 1, the failure ()r di,appointment of a plan 
111\ oh 11112: memOr\ dnd anticipatory 1ma12:es concerning a 
,ucces~ion of experiences. \\ illed effort itself, im·oh·inll 
th<=" ,imultaaeit\· of cau,e and effect. ne\·er fails, only plans 
111\ oh mg succesq\·e outward impression, ma:, fail. .-\c
cordinl! to \1aine de Biran, H ume mistakes our pensees for 
our effort t:oulu, confu~es disparate outward impressions 
and their ima12:es with intimate!:, related, 111wardly simul
taneous willinl! and mo\ ement. 

Hume's ,econd obJection is that no connection or 
"meam" connect111g the will to the body is present in 
willed effort. By "means" H ume chiefly meant physiolog-
1c.,d means that can be demomtrated through outward 
1mpress1ons ,rnd deri\·ed hypotheses concerning the con
nection between the willed effort and bodily mo\·ement. 
\1dine de Biran answered, howe\"er, that in the face of the 
plainly felt experience of inward causation, one need not 
ask for "connecti,rn:" entitie::, de\·iously deri\·ed from a 
different sort of experience. Hume, in doinll ,o, simply 
reasserted his old prejudice in fa\·or of ou tward impres
~1on, and their images '\ o assertion conceminll ou r phys
iolo.rical structures can diminish or put in question our 
inwardly experienced relation,hip between willinl.! and 
our body. To say that 1t does is like claiming that remarks 
about d Caruso's anatomy diminish or put in question the 
.rreatness of his artistr). The \!reatness lies in the si1112:in12: 
itself, just as our certainty in experiencing the effort t:oulu 
lies in this experience itself, not in any hypothetical struc
tures based on quite different experiences. Finally, \1aine 
de Biran pointed out that we apply the term "cause" or 
"necessar\· connection" to outward impressions by pro
jecting our inward experience of simul taneity into the 
·outward w orld of successi\·e impressions. our original 
experience of causation or neces,ai: connecti on is inward; 
all other mes of the tem1 "cau,ation" are deri\"ati\·e from it. 



The certainty of the experienced relationship bet\,·een 
will and bodily movement is the basis of man's liberty. 
Deterministic arguments that have been invoked to contest 
man's liberty depend on causal laws that are less certain 
than, and indeed irrelevant to, the experience of moving 
our bodies ourselves. ~1aine de Biran was willing to assert 
that in varying degrees strong motives or desires incline us 
to will certain movements He was even willing to agree 
that our passions are sometimes overwhelming, for exam
ple, under the influence of hunger or fear, but he went on 
to say that there are times when the crucial causal factor in 
any action is our will, which is capable of rejecting any 
given desire or inclining motive. At those times we are 
free, and no dubious hypotheses concerning determining 
causes can hold up against the plain fact that we can and 
do withstand particular external or internal pressures. Our 
freedom does exist, although it is occasional and is tem
pered by the degree of inclination or pressure. 

Works by Maine de Biran 

The first published edition of .\Jaine de Biran's works was 
Oeuvres µhilosoµhiques de .\Jaine de Biran. \'ictor Cou~in, ed., 
4 vols. (Paris, 1841 ). This edition is incomplete and should be 
avoided, except by those who wish to account for the gross misun
derstandings of .\laine de Biran's thought that were current in the 
nineteenth century. The definitive edition of .\laine de Biran's 
notes, essays, and letters is the one edited by Pierre Tisserand and 
Henri Couhier: Oeur:res de .\Iat11e de Biran. 14 vols. (Paris, 
1920-1842). Gouhier has also edited the definiti\'e edition of 
Maine de Biran's philosophically re\'ealing ]uumal intimc 
(Neuchatel, 18,54- 1857). Only one of .\laine de Biran's works has 
been translated into English-his first prize-winning essay, trans
lated by .\largaret Boehm as The Influence of Ha hit on the Faculty 
of Thinking (Baltimore, 1929). 

Works on Maine de Biran 

No definiti\·e biograph:,,· has been written. the most detailed life 
now in print is that by Amable de La \'allett-.\lonbrun, .\faine de 
Biran: Essai de biographic historique et µsycholoµ,ique (Pari~ . 
1814). Sainte-Beu\'e's brief biogr,1ph~· of him in Causeries du 
Lundi, \'ol. \'Ill il\:ri,. uncl.1kd ). i, famou, for 1h t·loquence . 

On the development of .\laine de Biran's philosophy three 
excellent books have been written. Henri Couhier\ Les C onrcr
sions de .\Jaine de Biran (Paris, l!J47) is the he,t account we have 
of the inH11ence, upon him . . \lai11c de Biran ct son oe 1ll'T1' philo
sophique, by \'ictor Delbo~ 1 Pari,. HJ.'31 !, i, a lucid. impartial ,um
mary of the ke~ work~. L'Expcrie11ce de /'effort ct de la grdce chc;:, 
Maine de Biran, by George Le Hoy ( Paris , l'J:34 ), uses a Berg
sonian approach but e\'en so is faithful and percepti\'e . it is the 
best consecutive account of his development. A perceptive, mem
orable account of his thought occurs in French Philosophies o f the 
Romantic Period, b~ George Boa, 1 Baltimore, HJ:?..5 . · 

A fe\\' meful \\'orb on ~pecific topic, include H e nri Couhier. 
":-.laine de Biran et Bergson," in Les Etudes bergso niennes, \'ol. I 
(Paris, 194K). Philip Paul Hallie . . \Jaine de Biran, Reformer of 
Empiricism (Cambridge, 1959). Jacques Paliard, Le Raison11emcnt 
selon ,\Jaine de Biran (Paris, 192.5). Euth\'me Robef, Leibniz et 
Maine de Biran (Paris, 1927). · 

PHILIP P. HALLIE 

MAISTRE, COMTE JOSEPH DE 17.3-1-V'.>:21),Sarn\
ard philosopher and diplomat, was born in Chamber~. 
After the conquest of Sa\·oy b~· the French re\·olutiornu~· 
forces, he retired to Lausanne, \,·here he li\'ecl for 
three years, devoting himself mainly to writing his 
Considerations sur la France ( 1796), an attack on the po-
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litical phi)o-;ophy of rep11blic.rnisII1. He \\',I', tlw11 , 11 m
monecl to Turin liy the king of Sardinia a11d lat(0 r mm t·d to 
Cagliari, the capital of the very cli111i11isl1ecl ki11 gdo m of 
Sardinia. In lS0:2 he was appointed Sardinia n mi111.., ter 
plenipoteniary to St. Petersburg and remained there for 1- t 
years, composing his famous Soir/es de Sai11t-I'ctersbourg, 
which was not published until the year of his death. 

Ultramontanism. De \Iaistre is best kno\\'n for hi s 11l
tramontanism and traditionalism, which are mo-;t forcibly 
... tated i11 Du Pape, \Vritten in 1817, although anticipated in 
certain details in his Co11sidhatio11s s1a la Fra11ce. His 
presuppositions were those of any medieval Roman Cath
olic-the church is a divine institution. its foundation \,·as 
given to St. Peter; St. Peter was the first pope. his succes
sors have inherited the powers confe1Ted on him by Jesus 
Christ himself. The book opens with a demonstration of 
papal infallibilit~·. Identifying the sovereignty of the pope 
with that of any secular ruler, de ~1aistre argued that -;m·
erei_gnty implies infallibilit~·, since no ruler is So\'ereign 
whose decisions can be set aside or be subject to appeal. 
He thus made no distinction between executive compe
tence and validity. As parliaments exist simpl~· to inform 
the sovereign of matters of which he might not be aware or 
to make requests and express occasional desires, so the 
church councils have no power to do more than this. The~· 
are convoked and presided over by the pope, \\'ho is not 
hound b~, their decisions, for the\' have no real power of 
decision. The notion that matters of faith and doctrine can 
be decided by a council is as absurd as the notion that a 
parliament can actuall~· rule. D<' \fai..,tre maintained that 
\\'hen the pontiff speaks ex catheclra and without restraint 
to the church. he ha-; ne\·er erred nor can he e\·er err in 
questions of faith. He might be constrained to make a false 
pronouncement, or he might be speaking merely as a man 
and not as a pope, b11t in his function as a sovereign mon
arch, it is impossible that he should ever be in error. 

The reason \\'e require an~· kind of gm·emment is that 
\Ve are horn corrupt, yet with a sense of morality. Our souls 
are thus in a state of conflict. Sovereigns exist in order to 
pre\·ent the disasters \\'hich arise from this conflict and to 
keep order within the state. 7\o man is capable of govern
ing himself, for no man can spontaneous)~· quell the evil 
that is i11 him; therefore, the power to do so must reside in 
the hands of one ruler \\'ho \\'ill be above criticism and 
ha\·e absolute po\\'er. This ruler, whether he is a king or a 
pope, does not rule b:v· the consent of his people but he
cause of their needs. Kings, although infallible in regard to 
their own provinces, are nevertheless subject to the laws of 
Goel, and the pope is the onl:v• possible judge of whether 
they hm·e been faithful to them. The pope is the deputy of 
Goel. and \\'hen a secular ruler has erred, he can be de
posed and his subjects can be freed from their oaths of 
allegiance to him b:v· papal decree. This power, de \Iaistre 
maintained, has been used onl~· rarely where hereditary' 
sovereigns were involved; it was used more free)~· against 
elected sovereigns, such as the Holy Roman emperors, for 
they were chosen by man, not by God. The pope, it should 
be noted, does not interfere in purely secular problems of 
administration; his intervention is invoked only in morals 
and religion. 

.'.\eve1theless, the pope is not a universal so\·ereign, for 
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his pow<·r is checked h:,: the canons, the laws, the customs 
of nations, dut:,', fear, pnrdence, and opinion, "which gov
<·nrs the world." Is it 11ot better, de :\1aistre asked, to settle 
disputes hy the decision of a wise and prudent ruler, in
spired h:,: Cod himself, than b~· rebellions, civil wars, and 
all the evils whiclt follow from them? Such an arbitrator 
will inevitably submit to the comrnands of duty and pru
d<·11e·e, will be sensiti\'{' to custom and opinion, and will 
i11t11itively know which road to take when conflict arises. 

Traditionalism. A reader of D11 I'aJn' will be impressed 
by de :\1aistre's use of tradition to justify his conclusions. 
The s11premac:,· of the pope, he argued, has always been 
ackno\\'ledged, e\·e11 by his critics. That is, they all admit
ted that he has done what de :\1ai!-;tre said he has the 
power to do, and, <le :\laistre added, no one except those 
who had suffered at his hands objected to his power. That 
sonwthing has always been clone is to <le :\1aistre proof that 
it has been done correctly. He even denied the right to 
liberty 011 the ground that slaver~ was the fate of most men 
until th<· ris<· of Christianity. 

To de :\laistre the human rnee is a single being, the soul 
of \\·hich is expressed in its language. Language develops, 
but so does tradition. The tradition of Catholicism is sim
ply the fulfillment of the C0\'e11ant God gave to Abraham; 
passed to :\loses and then to Aaron, the high priest; and so 
on clown to the promise made to Peter. But in every tradi
tion, i11 spite of its development, there is a unity of idea, 
and the maintenance of that unity is entrusted to the 
pontiff. 

Royalism. Concurrent with de :\laistre's traditionalism 
was his royalism. He was so convinced of the need for 
absolute monarchs that he en·n maintained that since 
kin,11;s had a longer life expectancy than other men, royal 
families differ in nature from nonroyal families, as a tree 
differs from a shrub. A king is not a private individual and 
must not be judged as such. He is the nation in the same 
way that the pope is the church. Consequently, his power 
is also absolute, for when he speab, it is the nation speak
ing through him. Kings alone preserve national unity. The 
word "unity" was a eulogistic term for de :\1aistre. To be 
unified is better than to be manifold; to remain the same is 
better than to ehange. And although <le Maistre had to 
admit those changes that have obviously occurred and are 
not evil, he insisted on the unity which underlay them. 

De :\laistre usually carried his ideas to their logical 
conclusions. His famous apostrophe to the hangman in the 
Soirccs is liased on de \1aistre's presupposition of the 
twofold nature of man. If the hangm,m is removed from 
society, order will give way to chaos, thrones will totter, 
and society will disappear. "God who is the author of 
sm'erei,11;nty is also the author of punishment." He is the 
author of punishment so that corrupt man may still be 
redeemed. But if man is to he punished, there must be an 
absolute and unquestioned power to execute the punish
ment, and that power is the king's. 

De \laistre was the first philosopher of the counterrevo
lution in France. \Vith the \'icornte de Bonalcl, he gave a 
set of arguments to legitimists and Catholics. But although 
de :\laistre was admired by many for his consistency in 
both principle and inference, his variety of political phi
losophy was never popular, even during the restoration. 

The anti-i11tellectualis111 of Chateaubriand and Mme. de 
Stael, as fully opposed to tlw extremes of revolution as was 
de :\1aistw's traditionalisrn, gained more adherents. :\lore
over, ultrnmontanism wa~ disclaimed Ii~· the Vatican. This 
disclaimer, perhaps, was the main reason for the failure of 
<le Maistre's thought to become popular in France. 

Works by de Maistre 

Oeuvres comµlaes, I ➔ vols. Lyons, 1884-1887. 
Co11sidcratio11s sur la France. ;--..;euch.Hel, Switzerland, l 7H6. 
Du Pape, :2 vols. Lyons, 1819. 
SoiTl;es de Saint-Pctershourg, 2 \'Ols. Paris, 18:21. 
The Works of Joseph de Maistre, translated hy Jack Lively. :'\ew 

York, 1965. Selections. 

Works on de M aistre 

Boas, G., French Philosophi,·s of the Romllntic Period. Balti
more, 192.5. See Ch. 3. 

Fnraz, :\1., 1/istoire de la philo.1·ophic c11 France llll XIXe siecle, 
Vol. II, Traditio1wlis11!<' ct llltr1111w11tll11isme. Paris, 1880. 
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GEORGE BOAS 

MAJOR, JOHN, or \lair (l .16~)-1,5,50), was a Scottish 
theologia11, acti\'<' at tlw l 111ivcrsity of Paris for some ~·ears 
before and after he secured a license in theology in 150h. 

\1ajor helped to revive, if only briefly, the spirit of four
teenth-centur~· no111inalis111. I le was entirely s~·mpathetic 
with the approach of Ocklia111 and Buriclan, even though he 
adopted some doctrines of Scotus and other realists. 

\lajor came to Paris in 14\J:3 after st11dying at Cambridge. 
He taught at the L1niv<'rsity of Paris for most of his lengthy 
career, with th<· exception of seven years at the Scottish 
universities of ( ;Jasgow and St. Andrews. When he arrived 
at Paris, scholasticislll, pietism, and h11111anism were rivals 
within the 11niversity itself. Late medieval pietism was 
n·Hected in the ascetic discipline instituted at the College 
de :\lo11taii2:u, the school that so repelled Erasmus by its 
austerity and its logic-chopping. t-.lajor, with his frugal 
Scottish hackgrnu11<l, found the atmosphere of \lontaigu 
less forbidding, and IH· n·~ponded with initial enth11sias111 
to its nm1111er of di~p11ting. I le seems to have be<·n littl<· 
influenced by the sort of h111na11ism being advocated at the 
time by Lefevre <l'lttapl<'s, who stressed the value of 
knowing Aristotle and tl1e ( :lrnrch Fathers in the original 
Creek. :\1ajor belonged to the scholastic tradition com
pletely. 11 is theologi{_'al a11d philosophical works proceed 
entirely from a formal analysis of separate arguments. He 
mncle no use of Creek, although he clearly was conversant 
with Latin literature. 

\1ajor's earliest published work consisted of short trea
tises on terminist logic, published separately from 1.500 to 
1,50.3, and then together at Lyons in 1.50,5 as a commentary 
on Peter of Spain. Later lw published commentaries on 
Aristotle's Ethics and Physics. In theology, he wrote com
mentaries on the Sentences of Peter Lombard and <HI 
the Gospels. All of these writings reflect his teaching du
ties, even in their style. Toward the close of his long life, 
~lajor complained mildly at having been forced to accom
modate himself to the "manner of our ancestors" and ad-



rnitted that st11dents had not always found the disputatious 
style agreeable. In addition to the works already men
tioned, l\1ajor wrote A llistoru of Creater Britain, a land
mark in the writing of Scottish history all(! a most unus11.d 
work for a nominalist theologian. \!any passages in this 
work-such as those in defense of the "oaten bread" of 
Scotland or of ale as opposed to wine-suggest a personal
ity by no means dry and pedantic. :'\'evertheless, \lajor's 
philosophical style has put off scholars, and his work still 
awaits total and mature evaluation. Almost all present-day 
accounts of l\lajor are still colored by hunwnist criticisms 
of theology made in the spirit of Erasmus, with little sym
pathy for medieval logic. 
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NEAL \\'. GILBERT 

MALCOLM, NORMAN, one of America's hest-known 
philosophers, was born in Selden, Kansas, in H.111. After 
studying philosophy with 0. K. Homvsma at the Llni\'(_·rsity 
of Nebraska, he enrolled as a graduate student at fLn\·anl 
in 1933. The decisive period for \lalcolm 's career, how
ever, was probably the time he spent at Cambridge Llni
versitv in 1938/1939, when he met C. E. ~loore and Lud
wig Wittgenstein. Although \loore e:,;erted a strong 
influence on him, it is perhaps not unfair to sa\· that most 
of ~1alcolm's published work has been an attempt to un
derstand \Vittgenstein, to explain his thought to others, and 
to apply \Vittgenstein's characteristic manner of ap
proaching philosophic,1I questions to areas the latter did 
not direct)>, treat. 

~lalcolm's published work deals especially with the 
nature of necessary truth; empirical ce1tainty; the connec
tions hetween common sense, ordinarv language, and 
philosophy; knowledge and perception; and such topics in 
the philosophy of mind as memorv, dreaming, and the 
problem of other minds. He has also written on topics in 
the philosophy of religion (see ONTOLOGICAL ARGU
MENT FOR THE EXISTENCE OF COD). What follows \\'ill be 
confined to the first three topics. (For a discussion of 
~lalcolrn's \'iews on the other topics, see, for e:,;ample , 
CRITERION, \!EMORY, DREA!\IS, and OTHER !\lll\DS.) 

Necessary truth. "Are :\'ecessary Propositions Really 
Verbal?" and its companion piece, "The ;\ature of Entail

ment'' (in Knowledge and Certainty), to.e:ether form an in
teresting statement of the linguistic theory of the a priori. 
In the former, ~lalcolm points out that some philosophers 
(for e:,;ample, C. D. Broad, \loore, and .-\. C. E\\'ing) hold 
that nccess,ir~· propositions state \·ery genernl truths about 
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reality-for instance, that nothing is liotl1 r<'d ,u1d gn·1·11 ,di 
over. Others (for exarnplt-, A. J. A>·cr all(! tlw earh \\'1ttgn1 
stein) apparently hclieve that if nece~~an propo,itio11, ,t.1tt
anything at all, they -;tat<· trntlis aho11t l.u1g11,1e:1·. tl11·\ art· 
"merely verhal." \lalcolm tries to show that. altl1011gl1 it i, 
false, literall>· speaking, that ncces~an propmitio11, ,UT 

mere!>' verhal, there is nonetheless con~idl'rahle ml'rit in 
saying that they are. I le arg11es this point b> clai111i11g that 
we learn necessary tr11ths by observing ho\\' peopll' u,e tTr
tain e:,;pressio11s. Finding out that a p,iir of propo~ition, an· 
equivalent, for example, is the same thing as fimline: 011t 
that some pairs of expressions are used interchangeably. 
\Vhat makes a given statement ncces~an is some <'mpirical 
fact aliont linguistic usage. (Altl1011gh \!alt-mu t·on,ider~ 
the objection that on this account an\· nccessan ,tatemt·nt 
turns out to he identic,1I with or 1•qui\·ale11t to ~rn11c 1·011ti11-
gent statement about linguistic e:,;pressions, he does not, it 
seems, have a clear answer to it.) Accordingh·, he ~ays, it is 
false that necessary stateml'nts are men·h- \·1•rhal or ari· 
rules of grnmrnar or are not realh· propo~itio11s; it i~ 11om·
theless worthwhile to sa>· these things in that they prevent 
one from supposing, for example, that there are two kinds of 
focts or truths, necessary and co11tingent, a ~11ppo~itio11 
which is, literalh· ~peaking, tnw hut rnmetliele~s rnislead
ing. \\'hyr Perhaps ~lalcolm bclie\·es that in saving this 
one minimizes the vast and important difference bet\\'een 
necessar~· and contingent truths , the difference being that 
the necessary trnths depend upon or reflect facts of lingu
istic u~age in a wa\· that the contingent truths do not. 

Empirical certainty. ln "The \'erification Argument" 
and "Certainty and Empirical Statements" (in Knowledge 
and Certainty), \lalcolm objects to the \·iew that no em
pirical state111c1th are en·r real!:,. certain. "The \'erification 
:\n.(11111ent'' is a careful, cl1·ar, and \'ery i111pressive exa111i-
11ation of the ,trguments philosophers (in particular, C. I. 
Lewi~, who was a teacher of ~Lilcolm's at Harvard) have 
offered for this skeptical view. \Vhere S is an\· empirical 
statement, \lalcolm points out that these arguments alwa>·s 
i1n·oke as a premise the claim that the consequences of S 
may not occur and deduce from this that it is not certain 
that the consequences of S will occur. \Vhat ~lalcolm 
shows is that there is no interprl'tation of the former state
ment according to which it hoth is trne and entails the 
latter. 

Ordinary language. In se\·eral e~says, ~lalcolm deals 
with certain que~tions about the relationships hetween 
ordinary languaL?;e, common sense, and philosophy. Es~en
tiall:,..·, what he says is that if a philosopher is im·estiL?;ating 
a concept of ordinary language (for example, seeing) and 
comes to conclusions at variance with ordinary language, 
then we may be sure that he has made a mistake. \\'hat is it 
to come to a conclusion that goes against ordinar> lan
guage·~ One \\'ay of doing this is to hold that a sentence 
with an ordinar~· use expresses a logical impossibility: 
some philosophers, for example, appear to insist that it is 
logically impossible to see physical objects. We may recog
nize their error by noting tl1at such sentences a~ "I see 
the table in the corner" have a perfectly good ordinar:,..· u~e 
and therefore cannot he self-contradicton·. But it is impos
silile to convey the full power of \lalcolm 's arguments 
without a \'ery detailed consideration of particular cases. 
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I HJf-i-11, 
AL VIN PLANTING A 

MALEBRANCHE, NICOLAS (J6.'3H-I71.5), one of 
the principal figures in the development of Cartesian ism, 
was born in Paris and received his formal intellectual 
training in philosophy and theolo~{Y at the College de La 
i\larche and at the Sorbonne. Having a religious vocation, 
he entered the congregation of the Oratory and was or
dained in lfifi .. t, In the same year, he came upon Des
cartes's posthumously published Traifr de /'ho111me 
("Treatise on ;\fan"), an early, unfinished work describing 
the mechanics of human physiology and indicating Des
cartes's distinction between soul and body. Deeply im
pressed, :\1alelmrnche applied himself to the study of 
Cartesian philosophy, mathematics, and natural science, 
reading, besides the works of Descartes, the writings of 
some of his followers, notably the occasionalist Ceraud de 
C:ordemoy's Discernement du corps et de /'ame. Cartesian
ism and the philosophy of Augustine were the dominant 
influences in the formation of his philosophy. Four years 
after his encounter with C:artesianis111, he decided to put 
his thoughts in order with a view to publication. In 167..t 
and 167.5 there appeared, in two volumes, his first and 
indeed his 111ost important work, De la Recherche de la 
veritc ("Search after Trnth"). 

Cartesian in inspiration, the Rr>cherche contained a 
number of the master's views skillfully developed and 
solidly supported. Among them were the definition of 
matter as extension; the exclusion fro111 nature of the scho
lastic apparatus of substantial forms, r<'al qualities, powers, 
virtues, faculties, and the like; the requirement in physics 
that the behavior of bodies be explained in terms of the 
configuration and movement of their parts; the denial that 
in hodiPs there is anything like our sensations of color, 
sound, heat, etc.; and the assertion that, clearly conceived, 
a body is an extended thing that is capable of assuming 
various shapes and movements and is of a certain kind by 
virtue of the configuration of its parts. Malebranche also 
agreed with certain of Descartes's viPws about the soul, 
or mind. Animals are machines; in man there is a soul, or 
mind, distinct and separable from the body; awareness 
of mental states is immediate and infallible, perception of 
bodies indirect and problematic; and knowledge of the 
nature of things comes, not from sensation or imagination, 
but from clear and distinct ideas perceived by the under
standing. And he also thought that the existence of God 
follows from man's cognizance of infinity. 

Yet, while Descartes's influence on him was considera
ble, i\lalebranche differed with Descartes on major mat-

ters, anJ the Rr>chr>rche showed independence of mind and 
great originality both in the exceedingly ingenious argu
ments on particular points and, generally, in the underly
ing conception-expressed in the words of Paul and 
presented as literal philosophic truth-that in Goel we live 
and move and have our being. This basic conception in
volved two important views. The first was the doctrine of 
vision in Cod, strikingly expressed in the chapter heading 
Que nous voyo11s toutes choses en Dieu ("That we see all 
things in God"). According to this doctrine, we see in the 
intelligible world of the divine reason not only eternal and 
immutable essences hut-in a certain sense and with cer
tain qualifications-created and changing corporeal things 
as well. 

The second view is occasionalism. Malebranche main
tained that created things are in themselves causally 
inefficacious and that Cod is the sole true cause of change 
in the universe. Applied to human nature, this view was 
expressed in Malehranche's conception of man's depend
ence on Cod. It is Cod who creates us and conserves us 
from moment to moment and who alone acts on us and for 
us. Owing our existence and actions as well as our knowl
edge to God, we are trul~· united with him. The seemingly 
mystical notion of union with God is presented, both dis
cursively and rigorously, as the deliverance of reason as 
well as of faith. 

Controversy aroused by the Recherche and, five years 
later (l6H0), by his Traifr de la 11at11re et de la grdce 
("Treatise of Nature and Crace") forced Malebranche to 
!->pend much of his life explaining and defending his views. 
The Eclaircissements, written to elucidate exceptionable 
points in the Recherche, showed his talent for philosophic 
argument. He examined and refuted objections and, in 
doing so, used the occasion to elaborate or revise some of 
his views; in particular, he developed his notion of intelli
gible extension, the archetype in Cod of the matter he 
created and the locus of man's ideas of extended things. 
After reworking his views in the light of critical reaction to 
them, he was able to present them in more concise and 
polished form, in HiH3, in his f,.fr>ditations chretiennes et 
metaphysiques ("l\leditations, Christian and Metaphysi
cal"), and, in I6HH, in his Entretiens sur la mctaphysique 
et sur la religion (Dialogues on Metaphysics and on Reli
gion). The Dialogues on Jletaphysics, for which he has 
been called the French Plato, is the best introduction to 
his philosophy. 

lie was continually i11volved in polemics with, among 
others, Foucher, Le Valois (de la Ville), Fontenelle, Leib
niz, Ri•gis, and Fran<;ois Lamy. The most interesting and 
important polemic-and the must acrimonious and volumi
nous-was with that exceptionally keen critic, coauthor of 
the Port-Royal Logic, and philosophically talented Jansen
ist, Antoine Arnauld. Taking exception to Malebranche's 
theory of grace, Arnauld struck an opening blow, not di
rectly at that theory, but at a fundamental thesis contained 
in the doctrine of vision in Cod-that knowledge of objects 
requires ideas that are independent of, and distinct from, 
the human mind and its perceptions. In his Des Vrayes et 
des Fausses ldces ("True and False Ideas," Cologne, 
1683), Arnauld deemed chimerical the representative enti
ties, or ideas distinct from perceptions, posited by Male-



branchc and offered an interesting cxpla11atio11 of liO\v 

l\lalebranche and others, l>cca11se of confusion in th<·ir 
notions of presence to the mind, came to think that knowl
edge of, so to speak, external object-. requires reprcscnta
ti\'e entities to serve as surrogates. Later the contro\'ersy 
turned to its initiating cause, problems abo11t grace, and to 
other matters of theological importance. The advantage of 
the last word went to Malebranche, who chose to rep!:,.· to 
posthumously published letters of Arnauld's. 

l\1alebranche was also involved in the controversy over 
the moon-illusion, arguing against Regis that the moon 
appears larger at the horizon than at the meridian because 
of the presence of intervening objects and the unreHective 
judgments Uugements naturels) we are led to make of it:-. 
comparative distance and size. He was also attacked by 
Leibniz, who forced Malebranche to change his account of 
the laws of motion. Malebranche had at first adopted a 
modified version of Descartes's laws, but he came to ac
knowledge his mistakes. He did not, however, accept 
Leibniz' notion of an intrinsic force in created things; and 
Malebranche's occasionalism, as Leibniz realized, was 
incompatible with the doctrine of a pre-established har
mony among substances that nre inherently active. 

In his later years ~talebranche maintained his interest in 
the observation of natural phenomena, followed closely 
the development of the infinitesimal calculus, and worked 
out an explanation of color differences in terms of the 
frequency of vibrations. Theological controversies contin
ued to occupy him. His views were not accepted by reli
gious authorities: the Traitc de la nature et de la gr<ice was 
on the Index in lfi~)() and the Recherchc in J ,()q_ l\lale
branche was even suspected of Spinozism, a suspicion 
generated in part by his vi<:>w that we perceive intelligible 
extension in God. In the informative correspondence \\'ith 
Dourtous de l\1airan, Malebranche spelled out his 
differences with Spinozisrn and, as in other places, disso
ciated himself from that abominated ,·iew. Although he 
was known as a meditatif and has been placed in the mys
tical tradition, he was very much a man of the intellectual 
world. His reputation was enormous, and his inHuence 
sufficient to give the term 111alebra11chiste currency. His 
affect on posterity was, at least in one important instance, 
incongruous: Hume owed a great deal to \lalebrnnche, as 
can be seen in his critique of the idea of power or neces
sary connection and in his celebrated failure to find a clear 
idea of the self. 

Vision in God. The doctrine of vision in Goel was offered 
as the solution to a problem that arises ahout our knowl
edge of objects outside of us ( hors de 11011s, hors de /'d111e). 
Presenting the problem in the Rechnche, \lalebranche 
began by calling attention to, and expressing his agree
rnent with, the accepted view that we do not perceive 
external objects (for instance, the sun) in themselves (par 
eux-memes). It is not likely, he added in a remark pounced 
upon by Arnauld, that th~ soul leaves the body and walks 
about in the heavens to look at the sun and the stars; on 
the contrary, there is of necessity something united with 
(unie) and present to the mind that exhibits these objects 
to it. The term "idea" (idee) was used for the immediate 
object of the mind; and in corroboration of the accepted 
view that objects themselves are invisible and that ideas 
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mediate our JH·rception of tlw111, lH' point< ·< I 01 1t th.rt ,,· <· 
sometimes, as in f<.\'er, seelll to se<' tlii11gs tl,at d o 11 ot i11 
fact exist. Though tlwre is agrce111e11t tlrat 011r p< ·ru·pt, 011 
of bodies is not immediate, there ar<' diffrrem·<·s of op inion 
about the origin and nature of tlH' icl<·as \\'(' illllll<'< liatd~ 
perceive; and it is to this problem that \lalt-brandl(' ad 
dressed himself. In tlw discussion that followed, lw exam
ined a nun,ber of theories a11d, by eliminating pos-.ihl c 
alternatives, supported his own view that the idea-. \\'l' 

immediately perceive arc the ideas, or archetypes , of ob
jects in the mind of God. 

Although the examples \lalebranche used in statinll: th e 
problem suggest that he was concerned about the nature of 
sense perception and, more particularly, the origination 
and status of sense data, to use a recent idiom, he in fact 
conceived the problem more generally . I le was concerned 
not only about ideas of bodies present in sense perception 
but also ahout ideas needed, he belie\'ed, to imagine or 
think about bodies; and he was as much concerned about 
ideas of extended things in general (the idea of a triangle, 
for instance) as he was about ideas of particular bodies. In 
tegnrd to sense perception, moreover, the problem was, in 
a certain respect, settled for him in advance. I laving 
argued earlier in the Reeherche that colors, sounds, heat, 
and the like are confused feelings and modifications of the 
soul, he took it for granted in the discussion of vision in 
God that these sensations cannot do the joh of representing 
the bodies ostensibly causing them. In addition to sensa
tion, there must be a representation. And he assumed that 
the representations of bodies arc ideas of them as they 
really are, that is, ideas of them as extended things. Strictly 
speaking, in ~talebranche's view, there cannot be ideas of 
colors; and in perception, the idea, though tinged, as it 
were, is intrinsically an idea of a geometrical solid, or 
portion of space. 

In his survey of existing theories, he first took up the 
view, imputed to the Scholastics, that bodies emit species, 
or likenesses of themselves, which, transmitted through 
the intervening atmosphere and acted upon hy various 
faculties of the soul, are the sources of ideas. As a true 
Cartesian, he found this theory unintelligible, noting
with evident relish-the problems involved in the emis
sion and transmission of the hypothetical species. Would 
they not, for instance, collide and shatter? And would they 
not deplete the bodies supposed to he continuously emit
ting them? i\lore serious attention was paid to the theory 
that the mind forms its own ideas. In one \'ersion of tl1e the
or~, an impression iu the hrnin acti,·ates a fac11lt,· of the 
mind, which produces an idea of the object perceived; and 
in imagination and abstract thought the mind presumably 
forms ideas at will. Against this theory, he used two argu
ments of signal importance to his proof of vision in God. 
(I) Ideas of objects differ and have distinctive prope1iies, 

an idea, say, of a circle having properties distinguishing it 
from an idea of a square. Since what has properties cannot 
be nothing, ideas are real beings (ctres-rccls). Hence, to 
form an idea, the mind would have to bring into existence, 
or create, a real being. Although some ideas could perhaps 
be formed out of others, not nil of them could, and at least 
some of them would !,ave to he created ex 11ihilo. It is of no 
help, he added, to suppose that the mind forms these ideas 
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out of impressions in the brain: for a11 idea, admittedly not 
a corpon·al ln1t a spiritual thing (chose spirituelle), cannot 
he fon11ed out of what is material. Since it is absurd to 
attrib11te to the 111ind Cod's power of creation ex nihilo, it 
is taken to follow by a reductio that the mind is not the 
originating ca11se of ideas. 

(2) In order to represent or form an idea of an object, the 
mind must know what it is to represent. It cannot, so to 
speak, work in the dark, and there must he a model on 
which to base its representation. Objects themselves (in
cluding brain impres~ions) are invisible: so the model 
would have to he an idea of the object to lw represented. 
B11t then, in order to form an idea of an object, the mind 
m11st already lwt;e an idea of the object. The putative for-
1nation of an idea of the object would he a pointless dupli
cation of a pre-existing idea; and it follows by a regress 
arg11ment that forming an idea of an ohjn-t is impossible. 

I laving shown that ideas are, in the Cartesian vocabu
lary, neither adventitious nor factitious, l\lalebranche also 

dealt with the possibility that tl1ey arc innate and l'leated 
with the mind, as part of its equipment (inru;es ou cr£;<;S 

auec nuus). The following is an incomplete list of his rea
sons for rejecting a theory of innate ideas. (a) We are able 
to think of an indefinite number of triangles simply by 
varying tlie altitude on the base of any given triangle, and 
we can think of an infinite variety of geometrical figures, 
each admitting of infinite variations. To suppose that an 
infinity of infinite numbers of ideas (infinifr de nom!Jres 
infinis) are, as it were, stored in the mind is, at least, im
plausible. There i~ also a difficulty for the storeho11st' 
model in our apprehension of space as infinite. (b) How 
would the mind know which idea to select from the store
house to represent an object( To select an idea requires 
having the idea, and again a regress threatens. (c) It is 
simpler and more in harmony witl1 the divine et·o110111y to 
suppose that there is one set of ideas common to all minds, 
rather than many sets of ideas l'leated with, and private to, 
individual minds. (d) The hypothesis of one set of ideas 
com1no11 to all minds accounts for the universality of 
knowledge, as seen in the fact, for instance, that the Chi
nese have the same arithmetic and geometry as Europeans. 
(e) On the assumption that the ideas we consult ar1· ill us, 
there are problems about the necessity of truths like 
":?, + :2 = -1 ", for it ~eems that our ideas might have hee11 
other than they are and that there is at best a de facto rela
tion to truth. l\lalehranche, in his account of necessary 
trnths, rejected Descartes's view that they are created hy 
Cod and, in line with this, denied that our perceptions of 
them need to he certified by ( ;od. From tlwse critical 
considerations it is a relatively easy step to the conclusion 
that tl1e ideas we immediately perceive-real beings, 
11ncreated by bodies, minds, or Cod and exhibiting what is 
essential and abo universal and necessary in our aware
ness of nature-are to be identified with the ideas, or ar
chetypes, that Cod used in creating the world. Expressed 
in another way, the conclusion is that we see all things in 
Cod. 

Several implications and qualifications of the conclusion 
warrant attention. (1) It clearly follows that we see the 
changing and corruptible as well as the eternal and immu 
table in Cod. And it also seems to follow, as an unwelcome 

consequence, that the intelligible world of the divine 
reason contains individual, intelligible duplicates of all tlie 
particular things, or at least the kinds of things, that Cod 
created. In the tenth Eclaircissement and in the polemic 
with Arnauld, l\1alebranche dealt with this problem. Intro
ducing his notion of intelligible extension, he rejected the 
seeming implication that in the divine reason there are 
individual and separate ideas of particular bodies or kinds 
of bodies. Ideal, or intelligible, extension is said to be the 
archetype of all bodies. Undifferentiated i11 the divine 
reason, yet capable of representing any actual or possible 
extended thing, it is limited or determined by Cod to rep
resent certain bodies, and applied to the human mind, 
determinations of it are seen as ideas, say, of the triangle in 
general and also of pa1ticular bodies. 

(:2) Strictly speaking, we do not see all things in Cod, 
notable exceptions being the self and God. According to 
l\lalebranche's account of the soul, or mind, neither its 
nature nor its modifications me known by way of ideas. 
Rejecting Descartes's view that we have a clear idea of the 
nature, or essence, of the mind, he maintained that al
though there is an archetype of the soul in the divine rea
son, we, in this life, cannot perceive it. Our awareness of 
the mind is limited to internal sensation (sentiment in
terieur) or immediate consciousness (conscience, sans 
idces) of its particular states or modifications. 

Nor are we aware of Cod by means of an idea in a strict 
sense of the term, that is, by way of a representation of 
him. An idea (in the strict sense) is an idea of a certain 
being, that is, of one being rather than another, and in
volves a limitation. llence, there cannot he an idea (in this 
sense) of unlimited being, or of Cod. Yet a variant of Des
cartes's proofs of the existence of Cod is possible. Since 
we can think of Cod, or infinite, unlimited being, but 
cannot have an idea of him, we must he direct!~· aware of 
him when we think of liim, and so he must exist. As Male
branche stated the argument: if we think of the infinite, it 
must exist. According to his view, then, our vision of Cod, 
although very imperfect, is immediate and direct (viie 
imnu;diate & directe); and while we see bodies in him by 
way of ideas, we see him, although imperfectly, in himself 
( par l11i-mh11e). 

(:3) Cranted that we do not see bodies directly and that 
we live in an intelligible world of ideas, what need is there 
for, and what assures 11s of the existence of, an actually 
created, real corporeal world? Effectively demolishing 
Descartes's attempted proof in the sixth Meditation, Male
branche argued in general against the possibility of any 
strict demonstration on the grounds that in a strict demon
stration of existence there must he a necessary connection 
between cause and supposed effect, whereas the world is 
not a necessary emanation from the Deity. Although the 
existence of a corporeal world is, from the viewpoint of 
reason, dubitahle and indemonstrable, revelation through 
Scripture provides proof of its creation; and our sensations 
are natural revelations, giving us moral assurance of the 
existence of particular bodies. Berkeley was greatly in
debted to l\1alebranche's negative teachings on this ques
tion. 

Occasional ism. The occasional ist view of causation that 
Malehranche presented is not, as is sometimes supposed, a 



special theory dealing e71.clusivcly with, or devist·d ad hoc 
to explain, relations between mi11d a11d body, hut a general 
view about relatio11s between bodies as well as between 
minds and bodies. Neither was tlie view original witl1 
\talehranche, though he presented it with a fuller realiza
tion of its generality and consequences and in a distinctive 
setting, as part of his theocentric conception of Cod's rela 
tion to man and the universe. Ac('ording to \talehranchc, 
the notion tlwt there are powers or faculties in bodies 
which produce the ostensible effects of bodies is the most 
dangerous error in the philosophy of ,mtiquity. Believing 
that bodies have the power of affeeting us, we come to love 
and fear them rather tlrnn the true cause of our well-lwing. 
And in philosophy we remain ignorant of the true princi
ple of change in bodies: the movement of their parts in 
accordance with laws of motion established and adminis
tered hy God. 

But even in more enlightened views of nature, it is 
supposed that there is a power or force in bodies account
ing for their motion. Against this supposition, \talebranche 
argued, in a manner to he followed by Hume, that we lack 
a clear idea of the supposed power or force in bodies. 
From an examination of an idea of a ho<ly, we cannot de
termine under what circumstances it will move or in what 
way it will move other bodies; and though we have expe
rience of uniformities in the motion of bodies, we observe 
only a constant conjunction of events and not a necessary 
connection (rapport, liaison 11ccessaire) between them. 
Moreover, the lack of intrinsic power or force in bodies can 
he shown to follow from their dependence on Cod. If a 
body depends on Cod for its existence, it must not only he 
created by him hut he conserved by him from moment to 
moment; that is, Cod must will not only that it come into 
existence hut also that it continue to exist. \\'hen he wills 
that it continue to exist, he must will that it exist either in 
the same place ,lt successive moments, tlrnt is, he at rest, or 
in different places at successive moments, that is, he in 
motion. Since nothing c,rn move a hod~• that Cod wills to 
be at rest or impede or alter the mm·ement of a body 
that he wills to be in motion, bodies themselves are in
efficacious; and since there is a necessary connection 
between the volition of an omnipotent being and the exe
cution of that volition, Cod is the true cause of motion in 
bodies, and the action of his will is their moving force. 
Accordingly, when one hall strikes ,l second h,111 and the 
second ball moves, Cod is the real or true cause (cause 
reelle, veritable) of the second ball's moving. Since he acts, 
not at random, but in accordance with general hws of 
motion that he has enacted, the impact of the first hall 
may be called the occasional, or particular, cause (cause 
occasio1111elle, J)articulihc) of the second hall's moving. 

Granted that bodies me inefficacious, it is true a fortiori 
that they cannot produce d1a'nges in the mind. And Cod 
being the true cm1se qf mo\'ements in hodies, it follows 
that the mind cannot produce changes in the body. But 
since we are strongly inclined to suppose that the mind, 
especially in movements we call voluntary, does produce 
changes in the body, .\lalebranche offered additional con
siderations to show that the mind cannot he the true cause 
of these movements. (1) If a person were the true cause, 
say, of the mo\'ement of his arm, he would have to know 
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how to produ(-e this 111ovemcnL all(l sirl('e 1110\'('IIWI1t of 
the animal spirits in l1is lirai11 is 1H-cessary for tll(' 1110\'l'

ment of liis arm, hl' wo11ltl have to k110\\' 11()\\' to 1110\'(' tlw 
animal spirits in his brain. But j11gglers, for cxampl<·, 111ovc 
their arms with great agility, wl1ilc in ignoranc<' of 
physiology. A11d it is clear tlwt we do not know how to 
bring ahout the movements prerequisite to the arm's 
moving. (:2) Altho11gh we may think we liave the power of 
acting on the body because our volitions are usually fol
lowed hy the movements willed or because we have a 
feeling of effort in our volitions, there is no intrinsic rela
tion between a volition or a feeling of effort and the move
ment accompanying it. \\'e may, for insta1we, exert our
selves to do something without success, and it is possible 
that Cod might have conjoined to our volitions effects 
contrary to them. As it is, Cod acts according to laws con
necting mental events and cerebral events in such a wa~• 
that, if the body is suitahly disposed, our volitions are 
executed. 

Not only does the mind lack true power over the body 
and the material world, hut also, being unable to form 
ideas of objects, it is not the true cause of its perceptions of 
ideas in the intelligible world. Since we me dependent on 
Cod in both action and thought, a question arises about the 
will and the possibility of freedom of the will. \l.1le
branche c011ceived of the will ,ls a 111ovenwnt caused h~· 
Cod toward the good-in-general Ue bicn en genera[) and 
determined in various wa~'s toward particular objects. 
\lovement toward the good-in-general is absolutely invin
cible, as is evident in the fact, .\lalebranche held, that we 
cannot will to he unhappy or desire something that does 
not appear to us to he a good. Determinations of the will, 
occasioned hy sensations and thoughts, me not absolutely 
invinciblt'. Although we do not initiate particular inclirn1-
tions, we are immediately aware, by sentiment inthieur, of 
our power to refuse consent. And freedom in this sense is 
manifested even in our acceptance of grace. 
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WILLIS DO'.'IEY 

MALRAUX, GEORGES-AND RE, French author, criti c, 
ren,lutionist, and statesman, was horn in Paris in 1901 
of a well-to-do family. He studied at the L~-c,_',e Con
dorcet and the lnstitut des Langues Orientales and early i11 
life de\·eloped an enduring interest in archaeology, art, 
and Orien tal languages and thought. His life and writing 
have been characterized by a restless, questioning, quasi
apocalyptic intensity that i-; fully understandable only in 
terms of the crisis with which \\'estern thought was t_·on
fronted in the first half of the twentieth century: at grips 
with a fast-accumula ting mass of new knowledge, \\'estern 
civilization was seeking to adjust to the violent changes 
that had disrupted its former social, intellectual, and 
spiritual framework of values. 

In l\J:2:3 ;\.lalraux went on an archaeological exped iti on 
into the Cambodian jungle, and soon afterward he re
turned to the Orient to participate in the revolutionary 
struggle that was transforming the Asiatic world. Ile seems 
at the time to have been in sympathy with the ;\larxist 
ideology. La Terita ticm de /'occident (Paris, W:26), his first 
serious work, is a fictional dialogue between a Chinese 
and a European intellectual and shows how decisive was 
his first e ncoun ter with the Orier.t. It intensified ;\.lalraux's 
self-styled obsession with the notions of civilization and 

culture. He has always been vitally concerned with the 
problems of the life and death of civilizations; the 
specificity, irreducibility, and relativity of all cultures; 
their determining action in shaping the mental structures 
of individuals ; and the bearing on his own cultural world 
of the observations and conclusions of historians and an
thropologists such as Oswald Spengler and Leo Frobenius. 
This initial o bsession was nourished and substantiated by 
Malraux's legendary familiarity with all realms of art (paint
ing and sculpture in paiiicular); his avid and exceptionally 
broad grasp of literature ; and his addiction to passionate 
debate with leading personalities in Europe and the Orient. 
Although his thought is always concentrated on a present 
unremittingly interrogated, it develops within vast per
spectives both in time and space. 

In the late 19:20s Malraux , as art editor for the Callimard 
publishing firm in Paris, traveled widely in search of art 
treasures, while actively participating in the unavailing 
struggle of the European intellectuals against fascism, 
:\'azism, and anti-Semitism. lie later commanded a group 
of aviators for the Republican forces in the Spanish Civil 
War, was active in the French resistance after HJ--10, and 
becam e, first, minister of information, then minister of 
cultural affairs, in the cabinet of General de Gaulle. 

lie was deliberately "('ommitted" as a writer for intel
lectual reasons. \Vestern science, he claimed, offers a set of 
relationships that define the cosmos but, by omitting the 
observer, it presents a cosmos in which man has no place. 
According to ;\.talraux, psychoanalysis has revealed the 
blind, destructive forces at work within the self and has 
put into question the very notion of a fundamental human 
personality . To recover some concept of man, Malraux 
maintained that one must once again examine what man 
does, thereby rede fining his powers. The image of the 
rational, detached observer-scientist or philosopher
placed outside the world he observes must therefore give 
way to the participant who is, as it were, a knot of relations 
with the world. r-.talraux has often reiterated that man "is 
what he does." Participation therefore was the first and 
necessary stage in his search for definition. 

The elucidation of an action is the theme of his novels. 
All revolve around th e qu e stion, "What can a man best do 
with his life?"; all are animated by the same answer that is 
given in Man's Hope: "Transform into consciousness an 
ex perience as broad as possible." Writing is the medium 
through which this transfonnation takes place; hence the 
intensity of the process , the inner questioning, and the 
many-faceted debate that it emhoclies. His six widely read 
novels all are wrenched from stages of his own experience: 
Les Conqucrants (Paris, rn:2H); La Voie royale (Paris, 
]\J,30); La Coridition lmmairie (Paris, HJ.3.3); Le Temps du 
ml;JJris (Paris, l\J.3.5); L'Espoir (Paris, 19.37); and Les Noyers 
de /'Altenburg (Lausanne, I ~J--1.3), the first volume of a 
two-part novel whose second part was destroyed by the 
Nazis. These were followed by an impressive series of 
works on art: Goya (Geneva, FJ47); La Psychologie de !'art 
(,3 vols., Geneva, 19--17, lY--t~J. 1%0); Le Musee imaginaire 
de la srnlpture mondiale (.3 vols., Paris, HJ,52, 19.53, Jq,5--t); 
Les Voix du silence (Paris, I ~J.5.3); and La Metamorphose 
des clieux (Paris, 1Y60). A number of reviews, prefaces, and 
speeches add to this abundant corpus of work. 

Despite both the variety of his media and the obseurities 



inherent in his manner of writing, there is a remarkable 
degree of consistency and lucidity in l\talraux's thought, 
questionable though many of his assumptions and exam
ples may be. He posits as premise the definitive disap
pearance from \\'estern civilization of the structure of 
values established by the Christian Welta11scluwung. 
\Vestern man is thus left face to face with a cosmos to 
which he cannot relate. However, he is still in possession 
of the inner drive that, since the Greeks, has structured his 
world-the need to create a coherent, intelligible image of 
man's fate that gives significance to each individual life. 
Hence the double burden of lucidity and anguish charac
teristic of our time, hence its "temptations." The most 
prevalent is the nihilism whereby Western man, living in 
a state of "metaphysical distraction," renounces his drive 
toward lucidity and submits to blind necessity and to natu
ral and social conditioning. This, according to Malraux, is 
an intolerable reversion to the "demons," that is, to the 
blind animal instinct within us. Malraux also examined 
and partially rejected the Oriental resorption of the indi
vidual into the cm.mos (considered as divine). In prefer
ence to the Oriental view, he sought to define man's power 
in his capacity to "leave a scar on the planet," to transform 
his environment. For a while he understood the process in 
terms of the Marxist theory of history. 

Malraux's final view emerged from his meditations on 
art. It is a complex outlook related to the study of art styles 
and their migrations and metamorphoses, an approach that 
is characteristic of such art historians as Elie Faure and 
Henri Focillon. ln brief, for Malraux a new planetary civi
lization that has destroyed all significant cultures is now in 
the making. The structures of values whereby each indi
vidual within a human society relates to the cosmos, to the 
community, and to his own actions now exist only as "rel
ativized absolutes." This is the first agnostic civilization, 
the first that does not relate to some form of the divine. It 
also presents a new phenomenon, the "imaginary mu
seum," in which all works of art-whatever their origin
are available, to he perceived as significant in themselves 
and not for what they once signified. For ~talraux this 
uni\'ersal presence and significance testifies to a funda
mental power of mankind: the power to dominate and 
transcend fate and to create a universe in some way acces
sible to all men, who are thereby freed from time, death, 
and blind necessity. The privileged potential image of 
mankind, therefore, that ~lalraux detects as indicative of 
our present orientation is that of man as creator and as 
forger of his own freedom. ~talraux has thus formulated in 
new terms the age-old problem of freedom and destiny, to 
serve as the foundation for a new e thic . llis work is funda
mentally relevant in an age that is deeply preoccupied 
with the working of the mind, considered on one hand as a 
form of conditioned mechanism and on the other as a prin
ciple of free activity, order, and meaning. 

Works by Malraux 

The works listed below are English editions of ;\lalraux's works 
in the order in which they appear in the text. 

The Temptation of the West, translated with an introduction by 
Robert Hollander. New York , Hl6l. 

The Conquerors, translated by\\" S \\'hale. :\ew York, llJ2lJ. 
The Royal Way, tramlated by Stuart Gilbert. :\'ew York, HJ3.'5. 
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,\fan's Fate, translated by llaakon Clie valin :\:t·w York, l'l.l-t. 
Days of Wrath, translated by llaakon Clwvalin. \. t·w 't o rk, 

HJ34. 
Man's Hope, translated by Stuart Cilbe rl and Albtarr \lad)on

ald. :,...; ew York, rn.3S. 
The Walnut Trees of Alte11/Jurg, translated b y A \\" Fi e ld ing. 

London, l \J,5:2. 
Saturn: An Essay 011 Goya, translated by C \\' C hilton . Londo n, 

W.57. 
The Psychology of Art, translated by Stuart Cilbert. \'o l. I, ,\fo 

seum Without Walls; \'al. ll, The Creative A c t. :-.; e w York , 
1949-1~-51. 

The Voices of Silence, tramlated by Stuart Cilhert. ;'\;ew York , 
lH.53. 

The Metamorphosis of the Gods, translated by Stuart Cilhe 1i . 
~ew York, l\!60. 

Works 011 Malraux 

Blend, Charles, Andre Malraux: Tragic H11111a11ist. Columb us, 
Ohio, 1963. A biography and general critical study, with a hiL>
liography of Malraux's work and a brief critical bibliography. 

Frohock, \\'ilbur, A11dre Malraux and the Tragic lmagi11atio11. 
Stanford, Calif., l\J.S:2. A basic work. 

Lewis, R \\' B, eel., Malraux. Englewood Cliffs,:\' J, HJ64. A 
collection of critical essays. 

\'andergars, Andre, La Je1111esse litthaire d'A11dr(; Malraux. 
Pauvert, Hl64. Contains a wealth of infonnation on :\lalraux's 
Indochinese activities. 

GERMAINE BREE 

MALTHUS, THOMAS ROBERT (1776-18,34), Eng
lish economist and moral philosopher, is most famous for 
his contributions to population studies. ln his Principles of 
Political Economy ( 18:20) and in his contro,·ersies with 
David Hicardo, \lalthus seems part!:,· to ha,·e anticipated 
J. f\1. Keynes; and Ke:,,nes himself, in his Essays i11 Biogra
phy, generously remarked that "if only Malthus, instead of 
Ricardo, had been the parent stem from which nineteenth 
century economics proceeded, what a much wiser and 
richer place the world would be today!" 

\lalthus' work on population is contained in two books, 
misleadingly presented as if they were merely different 
editions of one. The first, best referred to as the First Es
say, is actually titled An Essay on the Principle of Popula
tion as It Affects the Future Improvement of Society, with 
Remarks 011 the Speculations of Mr. Godwin, M. Condor
cet, a11cl Other \Vriters. The second, best thought of as the 
Second Essay, was, with some reser\'e, offered by Malthus 
as a much extended second edition. But it was retitled An 
Essay on the Principle of Population, or a View of Its Past 
and Present Effects on Human Happiness with an Inquiry 
Into Our Prospects Respecting the Future Removal or 
Mitigation of the Evils Which It Occasions. The First 
Essay is an occasional polemic against utopianism; the 
Second, a labored treatise full of detailed factual material. 
\\'hat they have in common is the same guiding and coor
dinating theoretical schema, although even this is in one 
respect importantly amended in the later book. 

The fundamental principle is that unfreakish human 
populations possess a power of multiplying in a geo
metrical progression. The next step is to urge that this 
power always is and must be checked by countervailing 
forces; for, on the most optimistic supposition, means of 
subsistence could in the long run at best he increased onl:,,· 
in an arithmetical progression. (The subsi stence of checks 
could, of course, be inferred without recourse to this mis-
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leadimd~ ,1ritlunet1zed ,11ppo,ition, I>~ rett,rrinl! direct!~ t() 
the fact th,1t nci !111111,111 popuL1tion t'\ t'r doe, ,1chie, e ih 
hill m1dtipliL.1ti, t' potent1,d. The q11e,t1011, then -Lri,e. 
\\"li.1t ,Lre thew d1t,ck,~ ,,h.1t crnl!ht tlie:, to lw:' 

( :Jw( k, .tre da"ifil·cl 111 t\\ c> different \\-,t~ ,. Fir,t, the~ 
t·.tn hl· po,1ti, t· or pre, t nti, e tht hmner b~ the time of the 
Second £\·my lw1nl! ,di c,1u,t·, ot premature de,1th; ,md 
tlw L1tkr. corn ,pond1rn.:I~. ,di cl1n-k, on the birth rate. 
The ,econd LL1"1hc,1t1011 1s ,trongh norm,1ti, e. in the First 
EssalJ ,di cl1eck, 11111,t crnlllt ,1, either mi,er, or ,ice; but in 
tht Second Eswu .1 third ()pt1on. mor,11 re,tralllt. i" added. 
Tiu, 1, clehned ,1, .. the n,,tr.u1 t from m,1rri,1ge \\·hich i, not 
follc,,\·ecl I>~ 1rrl·l!t1Ln l!r.1t1hL.1t1()J1,.·· \lalthu, ,eem, 11e, er 
to 11.1, t· enterLllnecl the po"ilnlit~ of re,tr,11nt \\·ithin mar
n<1ge, ,mcl lit c .itegoric,dl~ reiectecl ,rn~ form of contr,1cep
ti()n. t'\ en \\ 1tlllll ,, t,dl()Lk . .1, \ ice. 

Thi, ,dieme of 1dl·,1, co11,t1tutecl ,lll intellect1ul engine 
tk1t \\·.1, 1mn1e11,eh po,\ erful both for ih prirnar~ purpose 
ot conhi1111din1.: utopian opt1mi,m ,rncl for ih ,econdar~ 
hmct1m1 ot 1!•1id1n1.: ,oLi,d mquir~. \\·e ,tho ha, e clear 
,t.1tt-nknh trom l,oth Ch,1rle, 0,trwin and -\ltrecl Rm,el 
\\",dl<1ce tlut 1t ,, .1, re.1cliIH! \lalthu, on popuL1tion \\·hich 
independent!~ led t·,tch to ,ee the clue to the problem of 
the ongin 1>t ,1wLit, in natural ,election through "a stru1.:
l!le tor e,1,tence." .1 phr,be used h~ \Ldtlrn-, h1m,elf. 
-\1.:,1111,t tht· ntop1,111, the ,tri:::ument \\.,h th<1t n11r inordin,1te 
,1111111,1I po,, er ot multiplication i, boulld-,uoner or l<1ter. 
,rnd Lhll,t!I~ ,()(mer-to run up again,t the mexorabl~- con
,tnct1111.: ,, ,di, of ,c,ircit~ .. -\II rnea"ure-, of intended amel-
10r.1t1on \\ hith direct!~ or indirect!~ encourage ,ll1 incre,1,e 
ot population th,1t ouhtrip, re,ource,-,md 111<ht do-,\·ilL 
in the not , er~ di,t<1nt encl. mere!~ mult1pl~ the number of 
he.uer, of mi,er~ ,md ,w:enh ot , ice. The,e har,h ,md 
gloom~ conclu,ion, \\·ere onl~ modifit·d, not up,et. h~ the 
lwL1ted recognition of the option of n10r,1I rt·,trarnt. For it 
,,·,1,, ,rnd rem,1in,. h.1rd to cheri,h hi1.:h linpes from the 
predth111g of -,uch prudence. ,rnd in ,rn~ ,ouet~ \\·hich did 
ge11cr,1II~ .1ccept ,uc h pre.1ching ,di but the riche,t \\·011l d 
ha,·e to m.1rr~ \\·omen neariIH! the e, t"nine: of their repro
duct1, e po,\·er,. 

It i,. therefore, not ,urpri,ing that \l;eneration, ot ide.d-
1,h hop111g to re,h,1pe the pre,ent ~orr~ ,cheme of things 
ne,Lrer to their he,ut\ desire h.n e rele<1,ed torrents of 
,irgument ,rnd ,1lm,e dt "Par,on \L1lthu," ,md hi, 1de.1,. 
Yet. de,pite the ,lpparent implic.1tion nt hi, ,~ ,tem-th.1t 
Cod 11.1, pl.iced mankind in ,l ,ituation offerinl! little prom
i-.,e ot ,Pcure impr<J\ ement-it ,,·ould he \\Tong to a"ume 
th,1t \Ldthu-., ,h ,l m,rn cir ,t, a thinker \\.,b either i11,t·n,1ti, e 
or h.1r,h. Compared with the optimistic utopian-, of his 
father·, redding ,mcl ,1cqu,1inLmce he could not but ,1ppe.u 
d j,nrin\.! pe-,,1mi-.,t. But thi, \\·as a matter of facing wh,1t he 
took to he the ,nber facb of the human condition, not of 
callou, 111ddference to the relief of man's estate. To quote 
}(e~ ne, ,ll.!.tin, hi, \\·ork i, real!~ in "the tradition \\·hich is 
sugge..,tecl \J~ the n,unes of Locke, Hume, .-\dam Smith, 
Pale~, Benth.1111, D,1rw111 and \!ilL ,1 tradition marked 
.. b~- a prrh.11c ,,mit~ ... and b~ an immen,e <li~

interestedne" rncl public spirit." .-\, dgainst, sa~. Con
dorcet. \\·ho \\T( ,te of ine,·itable progre,..; \\·hile under the 
,haclo,\· of the guillotine, \lalthus \\·a, concerned fir.,;t with 
finding \\·hat the LtL h are and then \\·ith discO\·ering hm\·, 

in the light of those perhaps recalcitrant facts, we are to do 
the best \\e c,1n. It is no ,1ccident that in the first chapter of 
the First Essay he ,1ckno,\ leckes a debt to Hume and 
.-\dam Smith but not to the impossible and d-,ionary Rous
seau, \\·hom hi, father had kno,\·11 and admired. 

Theodicy. The same intellectual associations are seen in 
his theo<lic~·- \\-illiam Pale~ \\ as one of the earl~- corn·erts 
to \l althm on population, and appropriate!:·, Paley \\·as 
one of \lalthus · Ln·orite theologians. So \!al thus insists in 
the First Essay th.it "E, ii exish in the world not to create 
despair but acti,·it~ ." It \\·a, from thi, part of the work that 
Darn in ,md \\"allace most direct!~ deri,·ed the idea of a 
nece"'ar~ ... tru1.:1.de tor existence. l \\"hat \!al thus ma: ha,·e 
acquired from the dis,enting Christians and Cnitarians of 
his father\ circle is ,1 note of theological radicalism, a note 
not c,rnght either b~ the hostile corn·entional left, repre
,entecl then b~ Cobbett and Hazlitt, or by such sentimental 
comef\ ati, e opponents as Coleridge and Southe:·• In the 
theodic~ of the last chapter of the First Essay \lalthus 
hold}~ steps ,l\\·a~ from Pale~· and from the whole tradition 
of Christi,m orthodox~ by insi,ting that "it is perfectly 
impm,ihle to concei,·e that ,m, ... creatures of God's 
h,md c,tn be condemned to eternal suffering. Could \\·e 

once ddmit wch an idea, all our natural conceptions of 
goodne-.,, ,md Justice \\·oulcl be completely o\·erthro,,·n, 
,md \\·e could no longer look on God as a merciful and 
ri1.:hteoth Being." \Ldthus settles his own account \\·ith 
Chri,tL,mit:-, h~ accepting the Hobbist interpretation: that 
eternal cle:ttb means eternal death and not eternal life in 
torment. The "doctrine of life and immortalit~ which was 
brought to light b: the go,pel" is "the doctrine that the 
end of righteou,nes, i, e,·erla,ting life, l1ut that the wages 
of ,in are death." This plau:-.ible reading had been unani
lllOLhl~ rejected b: the orthodox Saints and Fathers, 
doubtless ds being unacceptahl:· merciful.) 

Critique of population theory . . -\s a heuristic and explan
,1tor~ ,clwme, the population theor~· resembles bits of 
cLLs,ic,d ph: ,ic,, although it might also be usefull:· com
pared with that of Darn·inism. The fundamental principle 
i, like the first la,\· of motion in that both describe not \\·hat 
cloP, go on but \\ hat would go on if there \\'ere no cou n
ter.icting forces; and in both cases the main theoretical 
function of the ba,ic Ia,\. is; to generate questions about 
such forces and check, .. -\gain, \l althus in classif~·ing 
check~ alwa~ s aim, at complete, exhausti\·e lists; and his 
argumenh often depend on his appreciation that the \·al
ue, of the ,·arious checb considered as ,·ariables will be, 
for a gj\ en population, im·er,el~- connected: the bigger the 
:--um of the preventi,·e checks, the smaller the sum of the 
positi,·e checks; and so on. These are similarities of \\·hich 
\lalthus himself-thanks to his mathematical training at 
Cambridge- seems to h,n·e been aware. 1 It is doubtles~ to 
the same training that we o,\·e his introduction of the sup
pmition of the arithmetical progression to which, and to 
the consequent comparison of the h\·o progress ions, is due 
much of the appearance of "mathematical ce rtainty" in his 
demomtrations. 1 

\lalthus 1w,·er tied up all the ,·ariou, minor logical loose 
ends in his original conceptual scheme, al though he added 
important appendices to the third and fifth editions of his 
\\·ork in lb06 and lbl7 and \\Tote the article "Population" 



for the 182..t supplement to the Encyclopaedia Brita1111ica 
(revised and published separate!>· as his last word in 1830). 
But the main objections to ;\faltl111s that emerged from the 
enormous controvers~· are two, one moral and one logical. 
The moral objection repudiates Malthus' total rejection of 
contraception. It is this repudiation, combined with ac
ceptance of ;o.lalthus' warnings on the dangers of over
population, which makes a Neo-i\lalthusian. The sugges
tion sometimes heard that the spread of contraception has 
made Malthusian ideas obsolete should be seen as mani
festly absurd. Contraception is one kind of preventive 
check; none at all would be required if the nrnltiplicative 
power was not still there to he checked. 

The second objection insists on a distinction, which 
Malthus was forever inclined to overlook, between two 
senses of tendency. A tendency to produce something may 
be a cause which, operating unimpeded, would produce it. 
But to speak of a tendency to produce something may also 
be to say that the result is one v,1hich may reasonably lie 
expected to occur in fact. This point seems to have been 
put against Malthus for the first time by Nassau Senior in 
his Two Lectures 011 Pop11/atio11 (1831) and \Vas grudgingly 
accepted. It was developed in the following year by Arch
bishop \Vhatcley in Lectures on Political Economy (ninth 
lecture). 

If both these objections are accepted, it becomes possi
ble to recognize the Malthusian menace but to insbt that 
the tendency to catastrophe does not have to be a tendency 
in the second sense-not if people can be persuaded to 
employ the means which science has and will put into our 
hands. Yet l'vtalthus must have the last word. For it was he 
who most dramatically and powerfully drew attention to an 
absolute!~- vital fact, a fact which is still persistent!~- and 
often disastrously ignored. It is, in the words of Senior, 
that "no plan for social improvement can be complete, 
unless it embraces the means both of increasing produc
tion, and of preventing population making a proportionate 
advance." 
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MANDEVILLE, BE RN A RD (c. Ifi70- 17:3:3). pin ,i

eian and moralist, was probalil>· born i11 Hottnda111 . I lol 
land, where he was baptized on I\m·emher :20, 1670. 11 is 
family was a distinguish<·d one, his father, grandfather, all(! 
great-grandfather liaving heen noted physicians. The buu 
il~- name was originall~- de ;o.la11deville, l>ut ;o.Iande\·ille 
dropped the "de" i11 later life. He was educated at the 
Erasmian School in Hotterdam and then atte nded the Uni
versity of Leiden, where he studied philosoph~- and me di
cine. I le was granted the degree of doctor of medicine in 
16!:ll. His medical specialt~· was the treatment of nerve and 
stomach disorders, or, as he called them, the "hq1ochon
driack and h>1sterick passi011s." Dr. Johnsou is said to have 
had a high regard for a treatise ;o.Iandeville wrote ou these 
diseases. 

A short time after taking his degree ;-.!andeville visited 
London to learn English, and liking the country and the 
people, he chose to settle in England. Little is known 
ahout his English life he~·ond the bare facts that lw mar
ried, that he had a son and a daughter, that he practiced 
medicine, and that he apparent!>· had plenty of time for 
writing. His success as a writer is all the more remarkable 
when one remembers that English was his adopted lan
guage. 11 is best-known work is The Fahie of the Bees, v,:ith 
its slogan "private vices, public benefits." It called forth a 
number of replies from the outraged defenders of virt11e, 
including Berkeley in the Alcipliro11 and Francis ll11tche
son. The hook was a regular source of public and pri\·ate 
contro\·t•rsy in the eighteenth ct•ntur>·· The notoriet~· that 
this work gained ;-.1andeville do11htless explains wh~- no 
very consistent account of his situation and character has 
come down to us from his contemporaries. But Benjamin 
Franklin, who once met ;o.lande\·ille, reported that he was 
"a most facetious and entertaining companion." ;o.lande
ville died at llackm·~· in England. 

The Fable of tlic Bees was :2..t years in the making. It 
began as a poem of ..t.1:3 lines called "The Crnmhling I live: 
Or, Knaves Turn'd Honest" (London. 170.5). The man>· 
bitter attacks on the poem caused ;-.1andeville to produce 
several expositions, elaborations, and defenses of it. all of 
which grew. over the ~-ears, into the hook The Fable of 
the Bees; Or Private Vices, Public Bene.fits. In its final 
form, the sixth edition ( 1729), the Fable consists of two 
parts. Part I is the original poem followed h~- several essays: 
( 1) "An Enquiry Into the Origin of ;o.loral Virtue," consisting 
of :2:2 remarks on various lines or words in the poem, such 
as luxury, pnde, and so on; (2) "An Essay on Charity and 
Charity Schools"; (3) "A Search into the i\ature of Soci
et/'; and ( ➔) "A \'indication of the Book" against a 

presentment of the grand jur~· of ;-.liddlesex and other 
abuse. Part II. v,:hich is as long as the first part, consist-; of 
six dialogues in which Cleomenes instructs Horatio in the 
true meaning of the Fa/Jle. 

As might be expected in a book that was p11t together 
0\·er a long period of time and whose later parts are a de-
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f<,11s<· of tlw <·arlier, .\lall(levill<·'s targets are se,·eral, and 
a,..,<'""i11g tlw n·Ltti, e irnporL11Jl'l' of his ideas is not eas~·. 
Iii-; <'l'onomic dodrines are l'<"rtai11I:,,· morl' thoroughly 
\\'ork<'d 011t tha11 his moral theorie . ..,, and hl' wa11t<'d politi
l'ia11s to Ltk<· hi.., t'l'OJI0111ic \'iews serious I:,,. Gi, ('11 that a 
politil'ia11 de..,irl's thl' nation hl' go,·<·ms to he great and 
W<"alth~ a11d gi\'en that there is a large population to be 
kept in <"mplo~·rnent, then a certain kind of economic life 
11111..,t IH' permitted and e\'l'll fostered. The prodt1ctio11 of 
ll<'l'l'ssities \\'ill neitlier employ ver~· 111a11y people nor by 
ih<·II niakt· a nation great. Thl'refore. the production of 
l11x11rie, 111w,t be permitted, and their consumption on the 
mm,t Ll\ i .... h sl'ale possible encmnaged, thus simultaneous
ly ad1i<·\ in,e: splendor and full en1plo\'111ent. .\landeville 
anal~ ze.., the making of hooped and quiltl·d pl'tticoats in 
order to ..,ho\\' not only the opportunities for labor ,vhil'h 
the ma111dact1Hl' of this lt1x1ir~· pro\'ides in itself, hut also 
thl' st1h..,idiary l'mploymenh (ship\\'right, sailor, d~·e-finder, 
and ..,o 011) which that fashio11 calls into heing. 

In "An Essa\ on Charit~· and Charity Schools" .\lande
\'ill<' gi\'l·s som<' hint of tl1e -.;tructurc of the societ~· that is 
required to produce a great and \\'ealtln nation. l11 thi.., 
es-;ay, lie opposes edt1cating the poor on the ,groumls tl1at 
kno\\'ledge enlargc-s and lllt1ltiplies our dl'sires and that 
the lewl'r things a pt·rson wishes for, the more easil~ may 
l1is 11ece-;sities he s11pplied. As .\la11dl'\ ille 11ndnstood the 
English t"l'OllOlllil' s:,,·..,tl'm of tlw eighteenth ct·11t1n~·. it 
required a large n11111her of laboring poor, and he- feared 
that <'dt1l'atio11 \\'ould 111ake them dissatisfied with their lot 
and would l'Onsequentl~· disrupt tl1e system. 

But .\lande\'ille gol's 011 to sho\\' the mi.xed feelings that 
ha,·<· always tro11hll'd the anal:,,·tical olJsl·n·er of so<'iet~· 
who is also a del'ent human l1eing. I I<· tells us that he does 
not wish to he thought personally cnwl, hut lie helie\'es 
that proposing to ed11cate tlw poor is " ... to he Compas
sionate to exces..,, where Rea..,011 forbids it, and thl' general 
lr1ter<·st of the Societ~· requires ..,teadinl•-;s of Thought and 
Hesol11tion." It is, he argues, no kmler on the poor to 
withhold education from them, even though they may li.1,·e 
"natural parts and ge11ius" equaling the rich, tha11 it i.., to 
\\'ithhold mone~· from them as long as they h.1,·e tl1e sallle 
inclinations to spend as the rich ha\'e . 

.\lande\'ille strongl~· favored free trade, seeing clearly 
that in order for one nation to bu~· another's goods, it 111ust 
he able to sell its own. Any re-;triction in international trade 
rnu..,t cau..,e thl' loss; of markets, with a consequent fall in 
the le\'el of ernplo~·ml'nt at home. In the eighteenth l'en
tury .\1mide\'ille's writings lwcame the chief \Otnce of 
arguments in la\'(lf of the manufacture of luxuries aud 
again..,t restrictions on trade, either within a given 1iation or 
hetwl'en nations. Adam Smith owed much to his knowl
edge of The Fable of the Bees. 

:\lande\'ille did not choose, howe\'er, to publish these 
economic doctrines in a straightforward way. Instead, he 
offered them in his moralizing poem, "The Grumbling 
Hive." Thl' l1el's in the poem han, man:,,· ,·ices, hut their 
society thrives . .\1ande\'ille's notion of vice is a threefold 
one. First, he has in mind such character traits as en\'y, 
vanit~·. love of 111.xury, and fickleness in <liet, furniture, and 
dress. These traits make buyers eager to spend lavishly 
and const1111e prodigiously, so that they will soon he read~· 

to spend again. Second, :\fandeville l'alls vice that lwk1,·
ior which is necessary to profitahlP trade. The seller mmt 
com·eal from tlw prospeetive huyer both the origi11al cost of 
his goods and the lowest price at \\'hich he is willing to 
sl'll, while the hu~·er must conceal the highl:'st price at 
"·hich he will llll~ . .\lanclcvillc helie\'es that success will 
certainly require deceit on the part of both buyer and 
se Iler, not to mention sharper practices that may descend 
to downright fraud. Third, .\lande,·ille counts crime as a 
vice that provides puhlil' benefits. Thieves are \'alualde 
on two counts. The threat of them keeps locksmiths in 
business, and when they do sul'ceed, the:,,· soon squander 
their gains, thus contributing to the circulation of wealth. 
~1ande\'ille ma~ therefore eonclude, "The worst of all the 
.\l11ltitude/Did something for the Common Good." In this 
,·ein he wgards even wars and natural disasters as \'alua
ble to the economic system, for b:,,, destroying goods, they 
pro,·ide an opportunity for labor to replace them. 

Against his claims for the social utility of vice .\lande
\'ille sets the following picture of \'irt11e: 

It is certain that the fl'Wer Desires a :\Ian has and the l<·ss 
he co\'ets, the lllOH' eas~· he is to himself ... the more 
he lo\'es Peace and Concord, the more Charil\' he has for 
his :'\eighl)()r, and tlw morl' he shines in real ;irtue, there 
is 1w douht but that in proportion he is acceptable to God 
and .\Ian. But let 11s he J 11St, what Benefit can these things 
lie of, or what l'arthI~, good can they do, to promote the 
Wealth, the Clor:,,' and Worldly Greatness of Nationsr 

By a di,·ine fiat thl' bees of tl1e grumbling hin· are all 
mad<' honest, and tlwir so('iety declines into simplicit~· and 
insignificance. 

\Vii:,,· did :\1andeville presl'nt his economic doctrines in a 
poem praising vice, a poe111 which could only outrage hi.., 
conternporaries'r Th<· rnmt likely supposition is that in the 
first writing tlH' motive.., of the moralist are uppermost. If 
English <'l'onomic lif<' is seen a~ it is and as it will be, then 
enco1naging m<·n to l>e honest and fr11gal is a disservice to 
both thelll and the continuation of th<' economil' syst<'m. 
By praising thosl' sorts of behavior which are ordinarily 
called vicious, .\landevill<, hoped to shock the moralist into 
seeing the world as it is. I le gives the moralist the choil'e 
either of aecepting thl' world as it is and changing his tune 
or of rejecting the world and admitting that the virtues the 
moralist praises require a context quite different from what 
is ordinarily s11pposed. \\'hat .\landeville takes to be eco
nomic truths thus become the basis for a program that is 
no less than the reform of moralizing. 

As The Fable of the Bees grew, Mandeville came to offer 
hits of moral theor:,,, largely because of his discovery of the 
writings of Shaftesbury. He ,~ttacked Shaftesbury bitterly. 
He calls; the claim that men may be virtuous without self
denial "a vast Inlet to Hypocrisy." lie says that Shaftes
bury's search for "a real worth and excellence" in things 
"is not much hetter than a \Vil<l-Coose-Chace that is 
but little to he depended on." Mandeville's own view is 
that "our Liking or Disliking of things chieAy de
pends on Mode and Custom, and the Precept and Example 
of our Betters and such whom one way or other we think to 
be Superior to us. In Morals there is no greater certainty." 



The organization of me11 into a socict~ ari-.t·:-. from the 
multiplicit~· of each man's de:-.ires and the need to mTr
come the great man's desires a11d tlw need to o,·c·rcon1c 
the great natural obstacles that :-.tam! in the wa~· of sati-.
f\·ing these desires. In socict~· each man achie\'('S his own 
ends liy laboring for others. llll(ler a gm·ernmcnt each 
member of societ~· is rendered subservient to the whole, 
and all men, by cunning m,magement, are made to act as 
one. The key to social organization is man's pride and his 
consequent delight in flattery. Thus, gm·l·rnors ma~· flatter 
men into putting public intere:-.t lwforl' private interest, and 
men are led to he plt·ased with themseh-es for being vir
tuous. Indeed, this satisfaction is the reward for virtuous 
actions, and it is ultimate!~- this feeling that makes virtue 
possible. 

These doctrines place \landevilk i11 the moral-seme 
school, hut his presentation of them is desultory and un
systematic. A successor, :-.11ch as Hume, ,,·mild ha,·e been 
interested to find these views in the Fa/J/e. But there is 
something el-.e in \la11deville's writings that is even more 
impressive-the large number of vignettes, anecdotes, and 
sketches that make the reader feel he is learning what 
people are reall~· like and that must in the end make him a 
shrewder ohsen·t•r of humm, nature. 
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ELJ\IER SPRAGUE 

MANI AND MANICHAEISM. t\-lani, "the apostle of 
God," founder of one of the most widely influential reli
gions of the ancient world, was born in southern Babylonia 
about A.D. 216. Little is definitely known of his birthplace 
and parentagP., since some statements should probably be 
discounted as malicious reports from his adversaries. He 
seems to have been of Persian descent and related, at least 
on his mother's side, to the royal house of Parthia, which 
was overthrown in 226 by the Sassanid Ardashir I. He is 
said to have received his first revelation at the age of 12, 
but he did not receive his formal call to apostleship until 
he was 24. His public activjty began with a journey to 
India, where he founded his first community. 

Upon the death of Ardashir in 241, Mani returned to 
Parthia, where he was welcomed by Ardashir's successor 
Shapur, for whom he wrote a book, the Slwpurakan. When 
Shapur died thirty years later, Mani also enjoyed the favor 
of his successor, but when Bahram came to the throne in 
272 the situation changed. Throughout Mani's career the 
Magian priests had been his most deadly enemies, and 
they now secured his impeachment and condemnation. He 
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was exec11ted abo11t A.O. :27h, and Iii.., d<'ath ap par<'ntl~ ,,·,1, 
followed liy persecution of Iii:-. adlll're11ts . 

At least seven works have been ascribed to him, in
cluding the Slwp11raka11, another work entitl ed "The Li v
ing Gospel," and the Epist11/a F11ndamenti , which , on th e 
evidence of Augustine, was used by north African \la11i 
chaeans as a handbook of doctrine. To tlwse some \\ 'e :-.tern 
authorities add the Keplwlaia, which is extant in Coptic. 
Resources for the study of Manichaeism-once limited to 
the information supplied by such opponents as Augustine 
and Titus of Bostra and to excerpts in the works of Theo
dore bar Konai, in Hegemonius' Acta Archdai, and in such 
Arabic sources as the Fihrist of En-Nadim-have in the 
twentieth century been enriched by discoveries of original 
Manichaean documents in Turkestan and Egypt. The 
fragments discovered at Turfan include texts in several 
Iranian dialects, Turkish, and Chinese, while the Egyptian 
discovery includes Coptic versions of the Keplwlaia, a 
psalmbook, and a collection of homilies. 

The system of Mani. The chief characteristic of ~lani's 
system is a consistent dualism which rejects any possibility 
of tracing the origins of good and evil to one and the same 
source. Evil stands as a completely independent principl<' 
against Cood, and redemption from the power of Evil is to 
be achieved by recognizing this dualism a11d following the 
appropriate rules of life. The opposition of God and Matter 
is seen in the realm of nature as the conflict of Light and 
Darkness, Truth and Error. The present world, and man in 
particular, presents a mixture of Good and Evil, the result 
of a breach of the original limits hy the powers of evil. The 
whole purpose of the founding of the universe was to 
separate the two principles and restore the original state of 
affairs, rendering Evil forever harmless and preventing any 
future repetition of the intermingling. 

It is the special task of the Manichaean, the man who has 
been brought to the light, to collaborate in this separntion. 
Through the God-sent mind that is in him and that sets 
him apart from the other creatures, he must become aware 
of the mixture present in all things. He must thus discover 
the true meaning and significance of the world and con
duct himself accordingly, in such a way as to avoid any 
further contamination of the light and promote its release 
from its mixture with the darkness. The death of the body 
is thus redemption; and true life is the release of the soul, 
which is light, from its imprisonment in the body and its 
return to its true abode. 

The Manichaean myth begins with the two primal prin
ciples of Light and Darkness, each dwelling in its own 
realm, coeternal but independent. Perception of the Light 
excites envy, greed, and hate in Darkness, and provokes it 
to attack the Light. In response the Father of Greatness 
calls forth the Primal Man, who arms himself with five 
powers and descends to battle with the Darkness. He is 
defeated, however, and the five powers of Darkness de
vour a part of his light and thus bring the mixture into 
being. In some versions this is explained as part of a delib
erate plan to satisfy the powers of Darkness temporarily by 
the cession of a portion of the light and thus to prevent 
further attack. The captive portion of light, the armor of the 
Primal Man, is identified with the soul, which thus be
comes subject to the affections of Matter. 
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The Primal \1an appeals to the Father of ( ;reatness, who 
Sl'nds the Living Spirit to deliver him. The an·hons, or 
powers of Darkness, are now overcome (although they do 
11ot lose their power of action), and heaven and earth are 
made from their carcasses. From tlie purest part of the 
Light in the archons the sun and moon are formed, but 
e\·en so only a small part of the Light has been delivered. 
A fresh appeal from the powers of Light leads the Father of 
Creatness to send a Third \lessenger, whose appearance 
inspires the Darkness to produce :\dam and Eve in the 
image of his glorious form and to enclose in them the Light 
still at its disposal. The creation of Eve has a special pur
pose, in that she is more subsen·ient to the demons and 
serves as their instrument for the seduction of Adam. Pro
creation serves the ends of Darkness, since each birth 
means a further dispersal of the Light, another subject for 
the realm of Darkness, and a prolonging of the captivity of 
the Light. The powers of Light al'l'ordingly send Jesus on a 
mission of revelation to Adam, who is still innocent but 
subsequently disobeys, is seduced by Eve, and so sets the 
chain of reproduction in motion. This protracts the drama 
of salvation, and with it the mission of Jesus, into the his
tory of mankind. In one age the revelation comes to India 
through the Buddha, in another to Persia through Zoroas
ter, in a third to the West through the historical Jesus, and 
in the last age it comes through \lani himself, the apostle 
of the true Cod. 

.Manichaean ethics. The cosnwgonic myth provides the 
basis and substructure for the \1anichaean ethics and hope 
of redemption. The ethics are rigorously ascetic: since 
procreation only prolongs the reign of the powers of dark
ness, marriage must be rejected. The \lanichaean must 
abstain from all "ensouled" things and eat only vegetables, 
so as to avoid, as far as possible, any injury to the Light. 
The full rigor of i\lanichaean ethics is reserved for the 
Elect, and the mass of adherents, the Hearers or Soldiers, 
are allowed to live under less rigorous rules. Corre
spondingly there is a difference· in their destiny after 
death: the Elect pass at once to the Paradise of Light, hut 
the Soldiers must return to the world and its t<:-rrors until 
their light is freed and they attain to the assembly of the 
Elect. The third class of men, the sinners w·ho are outside 
the i\lanichaean religion, are doomed to remain in the 
power of Evil. 

Manichaean Gnosticism. It 1s clear that \lanichaeism 
may be regarded as a fonn of Cnosticism. Indeed, it has 
been called "the most monumental single embodiment of 
the gnostic religious principle, for whose doctrinal and 
mythological representation the elements of older reli
gions were consciously employed" (Hans Jonas, The 
Gnostic Religion, pp. :207 f. ). It differs, however, from such 
older forms of Gnosticism as \'alentinianism in that here 
the dualism is from the beginning an integral part of the 
myth, and not the result of a development in the myth. In 
Jonas' words, "the tragedy of the deity is forced 11pon it 
from outside, with Darkness having the first initiative," 
whereas in the other type of Gnosticism, Darkness is the 
product of the divine passion, not its cause. Any attempt to 
identify the sources upon which \1ani drew for the con
struction of his system is, however, fraught with difficuity, 
and it would be dangerous to try to establish any genetic 

relationship. For example, attempts have been made, on 
the basis of the statement that his father belonged to a 
Baptist sect, the Mugtasila, to forge a link with l\lan
daeism. but although Mandaean elements have been 
found in the Manichaean psalmbook, the identity of the 
Mugtasila with the Mandaeans, or of either with some still 
older Jewish or Jewish-Christian Baptist movement, is 
still a matter of debate. 

Another possible link is with the Zervanite heresy in 
Zoroastrianism, but here again caution is necessary. (On 
this whole subject, see Carsten Colpe, Die Religion in 
Geschichte und Gegenwart, Sec. 5). In a general way, it 
may be said that i\lani incorporated Christian, Buddhist, 
and Zoroastrian elements into his religion, but Mani
chaeism seems to have adapted itself to the dominant 
religion of a particular area. \loreover, it has been held 
that he had little more than a hearsay knowledge of Chris
tianity, although he had some acquaintance with the here
sies of Bardesanes and of i\larcion. It appears that he in
tended to found not merely a sect but a new religion which 
could embody the best of the older faiths, fusing elements 
from Buddhism, Christianity, and Zoroastrianism with his 
own teaching. 

His success is evident from the fact that l\lanichaeism 
survived so long and for a time was a serious rival to 
Christianity. After i\lani's death it spread through Syria 
into the \Vest and spread eastward deep into central Asia. 
Centuries later ~lanichaean ideas were current among the 
Bogomiles in the Balkans (see Dmitri Obolensky, The 
Bogomils) and among the Albigenses and Cathari in Pro
\·ence (see Steven Hunciman, The Mediaecal Manicliee). 
There may be debate as to the historical connection of 
these later movements with the original i\lanichaeism, hut 
some influence appears beyond dispute. Nor should it be 
forgotten that Augustine himself was for a time an adher
ent of \lanichaeism. A religion which could aronse the 
interest of such later thinkers as Bayle, Hume, and Voltaire 
must be regarded as one of profound significance for the 
history of thought. 
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MANNHEIM, KARL (IH~J:3-1 q47), Cerman sociologist, 
was born in Budapest and died in London. He studied at 
Berlin and Paris, and at Heidelberg llnder ~fax \\'elwr, and 
later taught at l-leidelberg, Frankfurt am \fain, and, after 
I ~):3:3, in London. 

Mannheim's thought resembles that of such philoso
phers as Comte and Hegel, who believed that in the pa~t 
man had been dominated by the historical proeess whereas 
in the future he would gain ascendancy over it. \fannheim 
was deeply influenced by Karl .Marx, but he deviated from 
Marxism in assetiing that a better society might he 
achieved by nonrevolutionary means and also in de
emphasizing the interpretation of the development of so
ciety as being semiautomatic and stressing the importance 
of conscious political effort. He was, in addition, decisively 
influenced by German historicism and Anglo-Saxon prag
matism. From the fonner he took the belief that history is 
the ens realissimum, while from the latter he derived his 
criterion of truth. Both positions pointed toward a radical 
relativism, which, however, he strove to overcome. 

In his first and most important hook, Jdeologie 1111d Uto
µie, Mannheim asserted that the act of cognition must not 
be regarded as the effort of a purely theoretical conscious
ness, because the human consciousness is penneated by 
nontheoretical elements arising both from man's participa
tion in social life and in the streams and tendencies of 
willing which work themselves out contemporaneously in 
that life. The influence of these active factors is all-impor
tant; even the categorial strncture of the intellect does not 
escape it. Mannheim therefore maintained that epistemol
ogy (as practiced, for instance, by Kant) was outdated, and 
must he superseded by a new discipline, the sociology of 
knowledge. According to l\fannheim, this new discipline 
revealed that all knowledge (at any rate, knowledge of 
things human) was situation-bound (sit11ationsgebu11d
e11)-that is, tied to a given constellation of sociohistorical 
circumstances. Each age develops its own style of thought, 
and comparisons between these styles are impossible, 
since each posits a different basic (or, so to speak, relative
ly absolute) sphere. Even within each age there are 
conflicting tendencies toward conservation, on the one 
hand, and toward change on the other. Commitment to 
conservation tends to produce "ideologies"-to falsify 
thought by excessive idealization of the past and overem
phasis on the factors making for stability. Intentness on 
change is apt to produce "utopias," which overvalue both 
the future and factors leading to change. 

Between ideolog~- and utopia there is at least the possi
bility of completely realistic (situationsgerecht) thought 
that functions without friction within the given framework 
of life, and is set neither on pushing forward nor on hold
ing back the development of society. But Mannheim 
places little emphasis on this possibility. He sees a very 
strong tendency toward the polarization of society into 
hostile camps. Only the comparati,·ely uncommitted intel
ligentsia is likely to approach nearer the truth. From its 
special and particularly favorable vantage point, it could, 
and should, elaborate a "total perspective" which would 
synthesize the conflicting contemporary world views and 
thereby neutralize, and to some extent overcome, their 
one-sidedness. Such a "dynamic synthesis" is the nearest 
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possible approxi111atio11 to a trnl>'· rc,distic att1t11dt·, witli111 
the limitations impost0 d upon a givt 0 n epoch. 

Thi, estimate of hu111,111 thought 111ight ,t·t·m to .111,td:, 
accusing '-.fannheim of skepticism. IJ11t \la1111heim lwld 
himself innocent of the charge. To reli11t it, ht· dt·vc,lopt'd 
his doctrine of "rclationism," wliicl1 lw opposed to ~kcpti 
cal relativism. Helationism, he argued, does not i111p11gn 
the validity of an insight: it merely draws attention to tlit' 
fact that the insight is dependent upon, a11d conh,wd 
within, a specific sociohistorical situations. B11t this arg11-
ment merely shifts the relativity, and does not remove it. 
~fannheim held that every sociohistorical situation is lo
cated at a specific point along a unilinear, ever-progressing 
and never-returning temporal continuum-history. Each 
situation is therefore unique, and the knowledge to which 
it gives birth, and which is true within it, is equally 
unique, hound to its time and place, and relative. But 
Mannheim was not primarily concerned with the truth of 
propositions. Rather, he operated with a radically different 
conception of "truth." To him, trnth is an attribute, not so 
much of discourse, as of reality. The individual who is in 
contact with the living forces of his age has the truth, or 
better, is in the truth-a conception which shows at once 
Mannheim's J\farxism, his historicism, and his pragmatism. 
He was moving close to the belief that the traditional 
adaequatiu rei et intellectus (correspondence of thought 
and reality) should he replaced hy a new test, the adae
quatio intellectus ct situs (correspondence of thought and 
situation). I le was interested in the genuineness, rather 
than in the truth (properly so-called), of a given world 
view. 

J\fannheim was a confirmed progressivist, and he tended 
to prefer whatever was, at any time, emergent. After his 
immigration to England in 1933, he adopted a more practi
cal and political orientation. He argued dialectically, espe
cial!~- in Mensch 1md Gesellschaft im Zeitalter des Um
baus ( 19.3,5), that a completely unregulated society, such as 
he thought liberalism had created, was apt to produce its 
own opposite, totalitarian dictatorship. To secure the val
ues of dernocracr, it was necessar:,· to avoid the weaknesses 
of both liberalism and totalitarianism. As a viable syn
thesis, ~1annheim advocated "planning for freedom,'' a 
social S>''stem which would insure economic stability by 
regulating the more objective aspects of life, such as pro
duction, hut at the same time grant freedom to men's sub
jective strivings (for example, in matters of taste), thereby 
releasing cultural creativity. In this context, ~tannheim 
became interested in education as the prime means of 
radical democratization. Toward the end of his career, he 
began to feel that a modernized Christianity held out some 
hope for a new integration of society's value system, 
which had become splintered and self-contradictory. 
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WERNER STARK 

'.\1ANSEL, HENRY LONGLTEVILLE (1820-1871), 
Enc:lish philosopher and divi11e, \\·as ecl11cated at '.\h·rchant 
Taylors' School, Lo11do11, and St. John's Coll<'l!;e, Oxford. 
He became tutor in his collec:e, the first \Vayneflete pro
fessor of moral and metaphy'sical philosophy· at Oxford 
U1Ii\'ersity in 18.S~J, Hec:ius professor of ecclesiastical hi~
tory there in 1866, and dl•,m of St. Paul's in 1868. 

\lansel was at Oxford during tlw 1wriod when, after 
more than a century' of slumbers, it was ac:ain hec:inning to 
take philosophy seriously. But whereas his Oxford contem
poraries, such as Benjamin Jowett and T. 11. Green, looked 
to Germany for their philosophy·, \1a1Isel looked to France 
and Scotland. 

lndebtl'd to, arious thinkers, es1wcia!ly to \\'illiam I lam
ilt011 and Vidor Cousin, \lanscl vva~ remarkably, successful 
in assimilating their influences. \\"hen-a~ on the qnestion• 
of the perception of an external world-he occupied com
mon c:rouncl with llamilton. \lansel's ,·ersion \\as markl'cl 
hy· a superior clarity' and relevance. Likewise, he more 
than did ju~tin· to what was c:enuinely original and valua
ble in Cousin's critique of Locke'~ doctrine of judc:ment, 
rnaki11c: it the foundation of a subtle and thorough discus
sion of the relation of thinkinc: to experience begun in the 
Prolegomena Logica and completed in the article "\Ida
physics, or the Philosophy of Consciousness." 

The point at issue was the relation of meaning to 
,·erification. Can we know a proposition to he tnw or false 
without first understancli11c: the meaning of the terms in
volved, in the sense of heinc: able to define each of them 
separateh-? '.\lansel dealt with this difficulty by making a 
sharp distinction between a logical j11c/g111n1t, in which the 
understanding of the terms precedes the judgment as to 
the truth or falsity of the proposition, and a psychological 
j11dgme11t, in regard to which this sharp distinction cannot 
he drawn, and in regard to which the understanding of 
the terms coincides with the judgment as to th e trnth of the 
proposition. 

J\1ansel's main point was that the former sort of judgment 
must ahvays, in the last analysis, rest upon the latter, of 
which the Cartesian cogito is the prime example. In this 
way the kind of clear-cut empirical knowledge with which 
science deals rests on the foundation of an essentially 
vac:ue metaphy·sical knowledge embodied in the cogito. 
This doctrine, which descended through Cousin from 
Thomas Heid, ,vas worked out by· Mansel in the cmirse of 
an excellent discussion of the problem of universals and 
particulars, contained in the article "'.\letaphysics." What 
nominalistic atomists had forgotten was that the individual 
thing is initially· gi,·en in an essentially vague experiellce 
(for example, three objects seen in the for distance and just 
recognizably· lrnman) that withholds the details and reveals 
only general characteristics. 

\\'hile this topic of the relation of thinking to experience 
was central in \Llllsel's work, he was equally stimulating 
on other questions. Somewhat in the Freneh sty·le, he held 
that the will, in the forn1 of attention, forms an integral pa1i 
of cognition. Following a Sllgl!;estion of Dugald Stewart's, 
he tried to illuminate the difference hetwe1:n the presence 
and the ah~ence of efforts of will ])\· an interesting plte
nomenolt>l!;y of daydreaming and semiconscious1wss. 
Again influenced hy Heid, .\lansel was aware-as few 
were in his time-of the complexities and difficulties of the 
problem of our knowledge of the existence of other minds, 
discussi11c: it, appropriately enough, in connection with the 
rnoral judgment. Finally, '.\lansel dealt interestingly· with 
the disti1Ictio1I between philosophy' and science. Philoso
ph:, deals with what he called facts of consciousness, 
wl1ose distinctive feature is that their esse is Jll'l"CiJli, in the 
sense in which Descartes had said that, so far as philoso
phy is conct'rned, there is no difference hetwec·n seeing 
somethiuc: and thinking one sees it. 

The result of this careful plwnomenoloc:ical analysis (the 
word "phenomenology" had been introduced hy \lansd's 
masters, l lamilton and Cou~iu) was that l\1ansel saw Im
man experience as inherently· cornplex an<l my'sterious. In 
the background of \1ansel's philosoph:,, there was alway's 
au Pxplicit coutra~t with a ri,·al kind of reducti,,e analysis 
that regarded man as lwing as uumy'sterions in his inner 
workings as a poch·t watch. Thi~ contrast was the key to 
the controversies aroused by Mansel's Bampton lectures, 
"The Limits of Heligious Thouc:ht," delivered in 18.58. 
\lansel held that reason tells 11s that if evil exists, then Goel 
c.mnot he hoth perfectly good and all-powerful. I lowever , 
Cod's omnipotence and perfect c:oodness must he accepted 
as a matter of faith. Althouc:h Cod is perfectly good, we 
cannot know the nature of his goodness. '.\tan's finite good
ness cannot explain God's infinite c:oodness; they are the 
same by analogy, not identity. 

\lansel's lectures were attacked by F. D. '.\laurice and 
Goldwin Smith, and hy· John Stuart '.\1ill, who devoted 
Chapt1:r 7 of his Exumi11uticm of Sir \Villia111 lfo111ilto11'.s· 
Philosophy to \1ansel's views. Mill wrote, "I will call no 
being good, who is not what I mean when I apply that 
epithet to my fellow creatures, and if such a being can 
sentence me to hell for not so calling him, to hell I will 
go." '.\lansel replied in The Philosoflhl) of the Co11clitio11ecl, 
and '.\lill in turn replied in numerous footnotes in later 
editions of the Exa111iwlfio11, listing Mansel first amon_g his 



critics. For Mansel man's goodness was 11ot dear and Cod's 
goodness was inscrutahle; both ,vere equally a mystery. 

;\lansel's Letters, Lectures, and Rer,it'1cs, published 
posthumously , contains , among other things, interesting 
articles on the philosoph~• of language and on mathemati
cal logic. 
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MANY-VALUED LOGIC. See LOCIC, :'\IANY-\'ALUED. 

MARBURG, SCHOOL OF. See NEo-KANTIANIS:'\t. 

MARCEL, GABRIEL, Frend1 philosopher, drama-
tist, and critic, was horn in Paris in 188!J llis father, a 
highly cultured man, held important administrative posts 
in the Bibliotheque Nationale and the Musees Nationaux. 
Marcel's mother died when he was four. Raised in a home 
dominated by the cultured agnosticism of his father and 
the liberal, moralistic Protestantism of his aunt, and nur
tured in a scholastic system concerned only with intellec
tual achievement, he later sought refuge in a modified type 
of idealism. The shaking experiences of World War I, 
during which he was an official of the Red Cross con
cerned with locating missing soldiers, brought home to 
him the failure of abstract philosophy to cope with the 
tragic character of human existence. llis conversion to 
Catholicism in H)2q did not substantially alter the direc
tion of his thought, although it intensified his conviction 
that the philosopher must take into consideration the logic 
interior to faith and hope. 

Relationship to existentialism. ;\larcel's name has most 
often been linked with "theistic existentialism." Because 
of the ambiguities of this term and the association of exis
tentialism in the popular mind with Sartre's philosophy, to 
which his is almost diametrically opposed, \1arcel has 
preferred the designation "Neo-Socratic" for his thought. 
This should not obscure ;\larcel's contributions to existen
tial philosophy or his similarity to other thinkers who are 
ordinarily associated with it. 

Before publication of the major philosophical works of 
Jaspers and Heidegger, \1arcel introduced into French 
philosophy, in his essay "Existence and Objectivity" 
(192,5) and in his Metaphysical Journal, many of the 
themes which later became central to existentialism. Often 
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making use of an independently developed pheno11wnolog 
ical method, he dealt with s11cli themes as participation, 
incarnation, man as being i11 the world, and th(' priorit) of 
existence over abstraction (the cogitu) as a sbrting poi11t 
for philosophy. 

7'1arcel's critique of idealism and his defense of faith 
resemble Kierkegaard's critique of Hegel, however, \lar
cel refuses to allow that faith is an irrational leap or that 
the individual stands alone in his faith. Heidegger and 
l\farcel explore much of the same terrain in seeking to 
restore the "ontological weight to human experience'' 
(Being and Hal'ing, p. 103). They share a common view of 
the nature of truth and language. However, Marcel, unlike 
Heidegger, includes within his ontology the assurance of 
fulfillment which is part of faith's apprehension of Cod as 
Absolute Presence. In many ways Buber has been \1arcel's 
closest contemporary philosophical relative. Each has 
independently developed a philosophy of dialogue and 
communion in which the distinction between the relation 
of an I to a thou and an I to an it or a him plays a central 
part. 

Philosophical method. A great injustice is necessarily 
done i11 any summary account of \1arcel's thought, for the 
cham1 and the convincing power of his conclusions are 
inseparable from his itinerant, tentative, and exploratory 
philosophical method. One of the most characteristic fea
tures of his thinking is the vigor with which he has com
bated the spirit of abstraction and the conceptual sclerosis 
which he believes is an occupational hazard of systematic 
and academic philosophers. But despite his rejection of 
s~·stematic philosophy, \larcel's work is based on an un
derlying principle of unit~·, or more accurately an under
lying vision, which, seen dimly from the beginning, has 
heen progressively more clC'arl~· apprehended. This 
vision, which is essentially both Platonic and Christian, 
expresses itself in the conviction that within the temporal 
and transient order homo viator is _given a foretaste of 
eternal realities. 

Marcel's philosophical explorations cannot he divorced 
from his dramatic writings or from his experimentation in 
music. His plays are not philosophical in the sense of 
being popular forums for the presentation of worked-out 
ideas. Rather, they present complicated situations in which 
persons find themselves trapped, challenged, and con
fused, and thus indirectly they explore the nature of the 
exile into which the soul enters as it becomes alienated 
from itself, from those it loves, and from Cod. ;\larcel be
lieves that in music one finds a foretaste or presentiment of 
the perfect harmony and communion toward which all 
authentic human existence strives. Philosophy shares both 
in the tension that is the essence of drama and in the har
mony which is the essence of music. Its starting point is a 
metaphysical "dis-ease" like that of a man in a fever who 
shifts around searching for a comfortable position. This 
search for a home in the wilderness, a harmony in dishar
mony, a transcendent source of assurance in a transient 
life takes place through a reflective process v,:hich \larcel 
calls secondary reflection. 

The nature of thinking. Marcel distinguishes two de
grees or types of thinking, primary and secondary 
reflection. 
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l'nmdr~ refiect1on 1~ characterized as ab,tr,1ct, anal~"tical, 
olnectn-e, 1111i\·ersal, and \'erifiable. The thinking subject 
Ill pnm,10 refiection is not the indi\·idu.:d human person but 
the thmker qua mind the Bctn1sstscin uhcrhaupt I. Pri-
111,1n rdlection de,d, with the realm of the problematic. :\s 
tl1e et\ 111olog, of "problem" pro-hallo ~ugge ... ts. the cli,
t1m!:111,l1111g fe.1ture of the problem.itic. dpprodch to realit~ 
1s the "eparation of the questioner from the data about 
\\ hich he questiom. The data of primar~ reflection lie in 
the public domain ,rnd are equall~- a\·ailable to any 
qu,dified obsen·er. Once a problem is posed. primary 
refiection proceeds to abstract from the concrete data an~ 
elements th.it are not rele\·,mt to the solution ot the partic
ul.tr problem under consideration. \\'hen d solution or an 
explanation has been found, the oril.!inal curiosit~· and 
temio11 that moti\·ated the thinker are alle\·iated. 

Primar~· refiection, dS exemplified in scientific and tech
nic,d thought, has allowed us to possess and manipulate 
our world more complete)~ ,rnd is therefore indispensable 
to human culture. Howe\·er. intellecttldl and moral confu
sion re-,ults when primM~- refiection becomes imperialistic 
and claims the ril.!ht to _1uc.ll.!e all knowledge and truth b~
criteria dppropriate onl~ to the realm of the objecti\'e and 
the problematic. \\"hen this happens, ,1bstraction gi\'es wa~
to "the spirit of abstraction." the use of techniques gi\·es 
way to tedrnocrac~. and the inexhau-.tible riches of a ka
leidoscopic world .ire fJrced to conform to a black-and
white l012:ic. 

~econdar~- refiection is concrete, indi\'idual, heuristic, 
and open. ~trictl~- speaking, it 1s concerned not \\"ith ob
Jects but with presences Its contemplation begins not with 
curiosity or doubt but \\ ith wonder and astonishment 
Hence, it is humble i11 its willingness to be confonned to 
categories <.reated b~ that on which it is focused. It re
mains open to its object as d Im er does to his belm·ed-not 
as a specimen of ,l class but as d unique being. This open
ness is not a methodological principle a~ in scientific 
thought but Mises from the pos,ibility of something new 
being created in the relationship. \econdar~ reflection is 
dia!ogical, not dialectical. R,1ther than searching for infor
mation about the other and dealing with it abstractly. sec
ondary reflection seeks the re\·eldtion of tot,1I presence, 
whether the presence be that of my body, the world, the 
other person, or God. Thus, secondar~· reflection is brou12:ht 
to bear on data or questions from whic.h the thinker as 
existinl.! person cannot legitimate)~ abstract himself: ":\m I 
free:'" "h there meaning and\ ,1l ue in life:'" "C,m I commit 
m~ ,elf to thi, per,on :'" In other \\ nrcl,. ,ec<mdar~ refiec
tion i, concerned not with problem, li11t with m~ qen. 

2\lystery. According to ~larcel, a m~ ste0· initially ap
pears to be mere)~- a problem that i, difficult to soh-e. 
Reflection shows, howe\'er, that in dealing with a genuine 
my,tery the distinction bet\,·een subject and object, be
tween what is in me and what is before me. breaks do\\ n. 
Faced with questions about freedom, the meaning of life, 
the existence of God, and so forth, no objecti\·e standpoint 
can be found from which a uni\'ersally \·alid ans\,·er may 
be disco\·ered. This does not mean that myste0· is un
known or unknowable and lies in a realm of \'ague feelings 
o\·er which thought has no grasp. Rather, knowledge of 
m~ ster~- presuppo,es an immediate participation. or \,·hat 

\larcel also calls a "blinded intuition," but this participa
tion is understood onl~- with the aid of a conceptual 
process. l. naided intuition is not an adequate philosophi
cal instrument. Howe\·er, secondary refiection penetrates 
into the mystery of existence and being onl~- when it works 
in conjunction with lm·e, fidelity, faith, and the other 
"concrete approaches." It yields a kind of knmdedge and 
truth which, if un\'erifiable, ne\·ertheles~ is confirmed as it 
illuminates our li\·es. Two foci of 111) stery may be distin
guished, although ne\·er separated, in \larcel's thinking. 
The m~·..,ter~ of existence is dealt with in "concrete" phi
losophy and the m~·stery of being in "concrete" ontolog~--

Concrete philosophy. \larcel denies that the detached. 
disincarn.1te. Cartesian cogito prO\ ides a possible starting 
point for a concrete philosophy. It is with the existing 
subject, the incarnate being who is alread~- in the world, 
that philosoph~- must begin. The experience of the inex
haustible concreteness of the existing world can be neither 
deduced, doubted, nor demonstrated. Existence is not a 
thing, a qualit~. or a discrete content of thought which can 
be isolated and pointed out_ rather it is that in which the 
subject participates and from which thought begins its 
quest for meaning. The assurance of existence which \\·e 
ha\·e is not of the intellectual order but is an outcome of 
our direct participation in the world via sensation and 
feelinl.!. Because sensation and feeling are inseparable 
from the body, our knowledge of existence is tied up with 
our being incarnate. 

Incarnation 1s the '"central gi\·en of metaphysic," the 
absolut"' starting point for an existential philosophy, be
cause it is on the analog~- of m~· experience of my body that 
the world is understood. I project into the world the sense 
of density and presence that I experience when I become 
aware of m~· 0\\'11 bod~. The world exists for me only in the 
measure that I am related to it in a way similar to the way 
in which I am reldted to 111) own body. 

:\s I am not e\ en ideally separable from my body, I am 
like\,·ise inseparable from my situation. Those habitual 
~urroundin!.!s and historical conditions which shape my 
life enter into the \·e0· fiber of what I am. Insofar as I recog
nize that my situation enters into the constitution of my 
beinl.!. and hence that I am not able to abstract myself from 
it completely and \·iew it with the objective detachment of 
a spectator. I ma~ speak of the family which nurtured me 
or of an illnes~ that ~haped me ,is ha\'ing a m~ sterious 
character. 

-\ concrete philosophy must also affirm the immediacy of 
our being with others. The principle of the intentionality 
of consciousness, ~larcel holds, applies in our relations 
both to persons and to the world. Philosophy begins not 
with I am but \,·ith tl·c arc. 

The significance of this intersubjectivity will be deter
mined by the type of relations which characterize one's 
life. The self who treats other persons as objects to be 
manipulated and used is condemned because of its ego
centricity to li\'e in a world lacking in ontological depth, 
and hence it will be prey to despair when the thrill of 
possession wears thin. To endea\·or to allow the other 
person to become present as a thou is to enter into a rela
tionship \\"ithin which the assurance of fulfillment is 
recei\·ed. 



Ontology. No word used hy \lar(.'el is more dilfi(.'ult to 
define or richer in meaning than "being," It refers neither 
to the sum total of all objects th,!t exist 11or to some univer
sal substratum underlying all particulars. Being is eternal 
and inexhaustible. It is "that whid1 does not allow itself to 
be dissolved by the dialecti(.'s of experience" (l\1ctapliysi
cal Journal, p, 181). Only by participation in being can 
isolation, despair, and tragedy be over(.'ome. The quest for 
being is thus identical with the quest for salvation, To 
deny being is to say that "all is vanity," that nothing has 
intrinsic worth, To affirm being is to declare that (.'Orre
sponding to the deepest exigen(_'y of the human spirit is a 
fulfillment of whi(_'h an earnest is given in experic>nces of 
ereativity, joy, and love, 

As defined by l\tar(.'el, the question of being (.'annot be 
approached objectively and problematically. Being (_'an be 
affirmed only if I (.'an discover within experien(.'e some 
presen(.'e which testifies to being. Two elements in human 
experien(.'e seem to offc>r such a testimony. First, at the 
heart of the human (.'ondition is an "ontologi(_'al exigence," 
an impulse to transcendence which is present in all au
thentic human life, the exigence to penetrate to a level of 
experience saturnted with meaning and value. The mere 
existence of such an exigen(.'e is no guarantee in itself that 
a corresponding satisfaction exists. It could he the case, as 
Sartre says, that man is a "useless passion." But \larcel has 
attempted to show, by way of a phenomenological analysis, 
that certain experien(.'eS of love, joy, hope , and faith, as 
understood from 1dthi11 .. present a positive testimony to 
the existence of an inexhaustible prc>sc>nce. This assuring 
presence, which might he called the immanence of being 
in human experience, is never a possession but is con
stantly created anew as an I enters into relations with an 
empiri(.'al thou or the Absolute Thou (Cod). Although the 
assuran(.'e of being never becomes conceptually clear, it 
provides the illumination making neative, open existence 
possilJle. 

In what might be (_'ailed l\larcel's ontolo,gical personal
ism, the con(.'rete approaches to being are identic,1I with 
the approaches to other persons and to Cod. To enter into 
a loving relationship requires that a person exorcise the 
spirit of egocentricity and possession and become spirit
uall~· available (disponiblc) to other~. A ,·ow of creati,·e 
fidelity is likewise m·cessar,· if the unconditional demand~ 
of love ,ue to he satisfied_ In approaching Cod, fidelity 
becomes faith and dispo11ibilite he(_'omes hope. In love, 
fidelity, hope, and faith man approaches the mystery of 
being and is overtaken with the assuran(.'e that he is accom
panied by the eternal fulfilling Presence that he seeks to 
know. 
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SAMUEL r-..tcMURRA Y 1':EEN 

MARCION was one of the most significant and, in a way , 
perplexing figures of the second CC"ntury A,D.-significa11t 
both for founding the \1arcionite chureh and for pro\'icling 
the stimulus for the formation of the '.\Jew Testament canon, 
and perplexing because of the difficulty of classifying 
him amon_g contemporary thinkers. I le is often called a 
Cnostic, and there are (.'ertainly distinct affinities with 
Gnosticism in his cosmology and soteriology; hut his lack 
of a mythical anthropology and of any syncretistic tend
en(.'y sets him apart 

A natin· of Si nope in Pontus, he was horn(', 8.5 and must 
have died c, I.59, since there is no suggestion in our sources 
that he survived until the reign of the emperor \LHcus 
Aurelius (Hil - Pm). According to the ecclesiastical writer 
Hippolytus, \larcion was the son of a bishop, and indeed 
there are indications that he grew up within the Christian 
faith. Excommunicated by his own fatlwr because of his 
unorthodox ,·iews, he traveled first to Asia \linor, then to 
Home (c. l:3S-140), where he was at first closely associated 
with the church. In 144 he was again C"xcommunicated, 
and he founded a church of his own which was for a time a 
serious menace to "orthodox" Christianity. 

l\larcion was a Bible critic and theologian rather than a 
philosopher; indeed, Harnack describes him a~ "funda
mentall~· a Biblicist and an opponent of all philosoph~·-" 
The root of his teacl1ing lies in the Pauline antithesis of 
Law and Gospel, but he exaggerated this contrast to the 
extent of distinguishing the Creator (the God of the Old 
Testament) from the true C:od, in himself unknown and 
alien to this world hut manifested in the person of Jesus, 
This conception of the "alienness" of the true Cod \lar
cion shared with the Cnostics, hut for him this concept 
de\'eloped from the study of the Scriptures rather than 
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from philosophical speculation. Rejecting allegorical in
terpretation, he was unable to reconcile the Old Testament 
description of Cod with the ;\Jew Testament portrayal of 
Cod as the father of Christ. l 1nlike the Cnostics as well as 
some of his followers, \tarcion himself held that the Crea
tor is 11ot evil h11t merely just. Only the true Cod is good, a 
Cod of love. From this initial contrast the whole of \lar
cion's systt0 lll follows natmally. This world, \\'hich is the 
work of the Creator, is imperfect. The J ewisli law, and 
indeed all positive morality, is a means by which the 
Creator exercises control o,·er mankind and is therefore to 
be rejected. \larcion's conclusions, ho\\'e,·er, led not to 
licentious antinomianism but to asceticism: marriage and 
sexual intercourse, for example, were prohibited as de
vices for the continued procreation of subjects of the Crea
tor. Salvation is deli,·erance from the ,vorld and its Cod 
and is effected at the price of Chri~t's blood, solely by 
Cod's grace and not because the redeemed were consid
ered "akin" to the supreme good Cod, as the Cnostics 
believed. 

The gospel brought by Jesus was misunderstood and 
falsified by the apostles: only Paul had the truth of the 
matter. :\larcion therefore rejected not only the Old Testa
ment but also those parts of the :'\ew Testament which, 
according to him, were contaminated by Judaism. Iii~ 
canon consi~ted of ten letters of Paul, beginning with 
Calatians, and an expurgated Cospel of Luke. He also set 
out his teaching in his Antitheses, which was large)~· com
posed of contrasts between the two Cods. \larcion's works 
have not survived, and we are dependent on information 
provided by hi~ opponents (especially Tertullian). His 
followers (especially Apelles) later modified his teachings 
~o that they were in closer conformity with ordinary Gnos
ticism. Some of the "Cnostic" elements in his own theol
ogy have been attributed to the influence of the second
century Cnostic Cerdo. 

:\larcionism was at its height in the latter half of the 
second century. Thereafter it tended to decline i11 the 
\Vest, and the remnants of :\larcionite churches were often 
absorbed into \fanichaeanisrn. In the East it had a longer 
history, survi,·ing do\\'n to the fifth century or later. 
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H. \ ICL. \VILSO:\ 

MARCUS A URE LI US ANTONINUS ( 1:21-180), em
peror of Horne, Stoic philosopher, and 011e of the noblest 
figures of antiquity, has !wen well described as "h~· nature 
a saint and a sage, by profession a warrior and a ruler." He 
was born of patrician stock in Rome as \larcus Annius 
Verus, and alter the early death of his par<>nts was brought 
up by his grandfather, of whom he wrote ,,·ith ad111iratio11 
and gratitude. Among the tutor~ responsible for his educa
tion was the distinguished ~tarcus Cornelius Fronto, and 
the letters exchanged between them, still extant, throw 

much light 011 the young pupil's industrious and 
affectionate nature. His qualities so favorably impressed 
the emperor lladrian that he advised Aurelius Anto11inu~ 
(an uncle of \larcus usually known as Antoninus Pi11s), 
whom he had nominated as his successor, to adopt the ho> 
and make him his heir. 

At tlw age of 11, through the philosopher Diogndus, 
\larcus became acquainted with the doctrines of Stoicism. 
Jle assullled the dress of a Stoic and imitated the Stoics' 
austere \\'a~· of life, eventually giving up his other studies 
to dedicate himself to the principles and practice of Stoi
ci~rn. \\'hen Antoninus, now emperor, adopted him and 
betrothed him to hi~ daughter Faustina. :\larcus took the 
name of his ne\\· father and hecarne \larcus Aurelius Anto
ninus. For the next :2:3 years, as the companion and col
league of Antoninus, lw was occupied in learning the arts 
of gm·ernme11t, until at the emperor's death in 161 the 
burden of so,·ereignty descended upon his shoulders. 
Against the wishes of the Senate he generously appointed 
the \\'Orthless Lucius \'erus, the other adopted soil of An
toninus, to share his throne as coemperor and gave him his 
daughter Lucilla in marriage. 

The subsequent ,·cars of this gentle and peace-lo,·ing 
ruler were haras~ed by long and blood~· wars, troubles of 
state, and domestic unhappiness. Floods, fires, and earth
quakes de\'astated Rome. \'erus and his troops, returning 
from a campaign in SyTia, brought hack the seeds of 
plague, which spread over the empire. Fierce hordes of 
()uadi and \larcoman11i irrupted over the frontiers of Pan
llonia, c<m1pelling \larcus to quit Home and take command 
of liis hard-pres~ed legions on the Danube. ln 169 \'erus 
died, allcl \Lncus was ldt sole emperor. In 175 the com-
1u:11lder of the forces in A~ia, A,·idius Cassius, mutinied 
and pro('laimed himself t0 mpernr. :\larcus hastened to the 
east, hut on finding that Cassius had been assassinated b~· 
his own officers, he magnanimously· ordered all the traitor's 
paper~ to he burned unread and induced the Senate to 
p:irdon l1is famil~·. During this e.\pedition Faustina, who 
had accompanied her llllsband Oil his journey, died. She 
had borne him fi,·< 0 sous, no11e of whom had sur\'ived ex
n·pt the ignoble Commodus, who lived to succeed his 
father as emperor. On \larcus' return from the east he 
r<·sullled his exhausting struggle against the barbarians 011 
the Danulw, where, at last worn out b~, toil and anxiety, he 
clil'd in the fifty-ninth year of his life and the nineteenth of 
his reign. 

The "Meditations." The onl~· extant work bv \larcus 
Aurelius is the volume of Meditations, which has justly 
been cal le< I the highest ethical product of the ancient 
rnind. \\'ritteu in Creek during his lonely vigils in the 
Danul,ian marshes, its 1:2 books contain reflections on 
moral and religious topics, set down with little attempt at 
order or con~ecuti,·e arrangement. It has lwen suggested 
that these may represent lllaterial collected by the author 
for a book which he conte111platecl writing, but the mon° 
general assumption is that they are private soliloquies 
intended for no eyes but his own. Though the philosophy 
of \\'hich the Meditations are the expression is that of the 
Stoic school, it is a Stoicism that would scarcely have com
mended ibclf to Zeno. It must lie borne in mind that when 



the s~·stem had passed from th<' t>ast i11to the \\'est it had 
come to wear a different as1wct. The practical Hom,111 
character valued it chiefi~· as ethical counseling a11d was 
impatient of its abstruse physical ,md nwtaphysical spec
ulations. 

Of this Neo-Stoicism the prillle exponent had !wen 
Epictetus, whom '.\larcus held in the highest regard and 
whose sa~·ings he quoted with especial fondness. To both 
men the great issue that o\'ershadowt,d all other inquir
ies was the question of how life is to be lived well. But 
with the emperor, whose delicate and sensitive nature was 
essentially religious rather th,1n scientific, this took the 
form of an intense preoccupation with the spiritual state of 
his own soul. Because it is difficult for such a tempewment 
to escape its need for a s~·mpatlwtic deity and for some 
assurance that there is a correspondence between the 
universe and its own moral strivings, the Stoicism of the 
Meditations inevitabl~· lwtra~·s anomalies inconsistent with 
the col<l doctrine of the Stoa. '.\larc11s, however, was not an 
original thinker, and he made no real effort to reconcile 
these intellectual inconsistencies. Thus, under the su
perficial harmony of his philosophy we detect the constant 
struggle between science a11d personal faith. While Stoic 
orthodoxy committed him to a creed that is entire!~· ma
terialistic and impersonal, all his religious instincts im
pelled him strong!~· toward the conception of a moral and 
bene,·olent power which can feel for hurnanit~· and con
cern itself with the troubles and aspirations of men. Thus, 
'.\larcus' language appears at ont· time to impl~· acceptance 
of a purely ph~·sical p,mtheism and at another to desert the 
dogmas of the schools for the impulses of his own heart. 

The truth is th,1t :\Lucus ,tands at ,1 point of transition. 
Not only is the ,mtiq11e Stoic self-sufficienc~· replaced in 
him by a diffidence and a consciousness of his own imper
fections \\'hich seem to anticipate the Christian virtue of 
lrnmilit~·, hut also tht' \\'hole tenor of his writings suggest-.; 
forcibly that a very short step forward would ha\'e carried 
him across the gap that cli,·ides illlpersonal nat11re from a 
personal Cod. It was ne,·er given him, ho\\·e,·er, to take 
that step. In the \\'ords of '.\latthew Amold, "the eff11sion of 
Christianit,, its relie,·ing tears, its happ~· self-sacrifice, 
were the ,·er~· element, one feels, for which his soul 
longed; ther were near him, they brushed him, he touched 
them, he passt•d them b~·." 
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The first printed te:-.t of the Meditations, with a Latin tramlation 
by William:\~ lander, was p11blished in 1.5.S~J Ii~· .-\ndreas Ces11er at 
Zurich. In In.52, Thomas Cataker issued his great edition, with a 
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For a detailed anal~ sis of the emperor's philosoph~ ,\larcus 
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hridgt•, '.\lass., 1\)2()) '.\lattlww Arnold wrol<' ,l ,~ 111pathl'l1< ,111d 
pcrn·pti\'l' character st11dy ot tlw l'lllJH'rnr 111 tlw 11111th <·ss,1 , of 
Essays Literaru and Critical. 

'.\IAX\\'ELL ST.\.'\:IFORTII 

MARECHAL, JOSEPH (1878-HJ-1-1), one of the 111mt 
original and infiuential of '.\:eo-Scholastic thinkers , \\·,1, 
born at Charleroi, Belgium. He entered the Socid~ ol 
Jesus at the age of 17, and between 18U.5 and 1910, in spite 
of poor health, he not only s11ccessfull~· completed the long 
and exacting Jesuit course of studies in the humanities, 
philosoph~·, theolog~·. and asceticism b11t also ohtained his 
doctorate in the nat11ral scient:es from the l 1niversit~· of 
Louvain (IU0.5). After the completion of hi, .!<'suit training, 
during the latter part of which he also t;iught hiology to his 
younger confreres, he spt>nt some time in Germany st11cly
ing experimental psycholog~· and psychotherapy. From 
the outset his main interest centered on the ps~·cholog~· of 
religious experience and its implieations for metaph~·sics 
and the critical problem. 

After the outbreak of war in 191..t he went to England 
with his Jesuit students. He did not begin teaching for
mally at the Jesuit scholasticate in Lom·ain until HJlU. 
From then until l!J:3.5 he conducted courses in psycholog), 
theodic~·. and the histor~· of modern philosoph~·. It was 
during these years that he published his most important 
worb, the two-volume Etudes sur la psychologie des mys
tiques and the First, Second, Third, and Fifth Cahiers of 
the Point de d<;part de la maaphysique (the first three are 
somewhat abridged in his Precis d'histoire de la philoso
phie moderne). The Fomth C1hier, Le Systeme idealiste 
chez Kant et /es postkautiens, was published posth11mous
ly in 19-17 from man11scripts left by the author. 

After HJ:3.5 and until his death l\larechal ceased teaching 
and ,niting, mostl~· because of poor health but partl~· he
cause he felt that his work was misunderstood and in
effectual. Concerning "m~· epistemology," he remarked, 
"I have never had the means of exposing, orally or hy 
\\'riting, my general conception of the problem of knmvl
cclge. The Fifth Cahier ,tates once more this problem in 
terms of Kant, which retains something artificial demanded 
hy immediate historical antecedents. l\1~· definitive posi
tion ought to appear only at the end of the Sixth Cahier, in 
which there remains a new stage to overcome" (Melanges 
Marechal, Vol. I, p. 1:3; all translations are the author's). 
Unfortunate!~·. the Sixth Cahier was never published. 

In an article, "Apropos du Sentiment de presence chez 
les profanes et chez les mystiques," published in l 908, 
the year he was ordained a priest, and later reproduced in 
the first ,·olume of his Etudes sur la psychologie des mys
tiques (2d eel., pp. 67 - 122), l\larechal for the first time indi
cated the distincti,·e trend of his philosophical thought. He 
pointed 011t that "the judgment of presence proper!~· 
speaking affirms a spatial relation between a subject and an 
object,'' impl~•ing their realit~·, which is conditioned IJ~, 
"(l) a certain unit~· of mind, realized by (2) the coordina
tion of representations, (.3) with the concurrence of feel
ing" (Etudes, p. I IO). Because the existential judgment 
cannot lie founded solel~· on sensible experience, in view 
of sensible illusions, or on s11bjective feeling, the "psy-
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chologish" arbitrarily assume the ,mteriority of the subj('c
ti, <' mer ohjecti, <' k11m,·ledge, thus creating the pseudo
critical prnlil<·m of tlw "bridge" from thought to reality, the 
solution ol \\ hich is thus prejndit'ed in fo,·or of ide,1l isrn. 
.-\(.'(:ording to \L1ri·chal th<· ll'rms of the problem shonld lil' 
H'\·c·r-.ed. .-\ more simple and more· logical procedure 
\\·mdd lw "to pmit as a primiti\·e fad the real, affirmation, 
and thl' objectir:e and to sel'k ho\\' this fact, in heing bro
h<'ll 11p, gi\"C'S birth to the secondar~ notions of the unreal, 
of doubt, and of the subjectir:e. \\"e shall thus rediscm·er, 
\\'ith a C('rtain number of modern p-;,cholo_gists ,md 11uder 
tlw impulse of experil'nce, the point of ,·ie\\'-,·er~ cle,u 
llllt insutficit·ntl~- anah·ze< I-of ancient Thomistic psychol
og\·" Ubid. ). 

\larech,11\ princip,1I \\·ork is Jii.., Fifth Cahier. The fir..,t 
four cahicr-. prC'sent a hi..,tmical l''-.po-.ition and critic,1I 
anah-si'> of the problem of kno\\-ll'dgl' prior to Kant, in 
Kant, and in post-K,mtian transceudental icll'alism and a 
"hi-,toric,il demonstrntion .. of the Thomi..,tic solution. :\ 
t\\"ofold ,mtinom~ e111erl!;L'"· of the -.ensihility and under
-.tanding ,md of the 1111der..,tandiug and metaph~·..,ical rea
..,011. Kant r<'soh-ed the fir..,t antinom, b> refuting the exag
gerated claim-. of both the l'lllpirici ... ts and the rationalish 
and Ii>· effecting ,1 --~ 11the-;i-. of th<' semihilit> and undl'J'
-.tanding, I lm,·e,-er, aL·cordi11g to \Ltn'•chal, Kant failed to 
re-;oh·e the -;econd ,mtinom\ lwcathl' he did not take i11to 
con-;ideratio11 the role of finalit\· and intellect11,1' d> namism 
in obj<'ctiv<· knowledge, a failmc re\"(•,ded i11 his 01ms 

Post11m11111 ,111d in Fichte's finalism. \Ltrc·chal held that 
Thorn,1s' epi-.temolog> \·irt11all> co11tains tlJ<' solution of 
tlw antinomy of the understanding ,md reason by their effcc
ti\'(:' s>·ntlwsis in term-; of intellectual d> namism (though 
Thoma'> himself did not explicit!~ consider the moclt·rn 
critical problem). f Jenee, the Fifth Callier, "Thomisnw de
\·ant la philosophie critiq11e," presents tlw Tho111i-.til' 
sol11tion of the critical problem \\'itho11t pretending to pr<'
sent an ,machroni~tic confrontation of Kant and :\quina .... 

\Llrechal agrl't'd with Kant that \\"l' ha,·e no intl'lledual 
int11ition of the no1mwnal, li11t he deni<'d Kant\ conclusion 
that the no1mwn,d is therefore 1111knowahle to l111mau rca
so11. E,·en tho11gh tlw h11111a11 mind is 11ot intuiti,·<', h11t 
011I> abstractive and constrncti\"C', iu ih knowledge, ~-et in 
\·i1tue of its inn,1te acti\ e ch 11,1111i-;m to .-\hsolutl' Being it 
attains thl' noumen,d or metaph> -;ical in its synthetic t·lah
oration of the object of kno\\ ledge b~ the "actin· intellect." 

The Fifth Cahier has two main di,·i..,io11s. The first part i.., 
an examination, according to the demand.., of rnodern criti
cis1n, of "the theor> of kno\\"ledge i11 the frame,,·ork of 
Thomistic metaphysics," \\'hich \lan'·chal apth termed 
"a metaphysical critique of thl' objt·ct"; it is preceded b,· a 
"critical preamble," in which the ,n1tlwr cxpbi11-; Thomas· 
"uniH•rsal doubt" and refutation of skepticism. The sec
ond part is "a Thomistic critiqttl' of kno\\'!Pdge transposed 
to the transcendental plane" and therefore ";1 trnnscenden
tal critique of the object," an attempt to i,.!o lw~ ond Kant on 
the basi~ of Kant\ point of departure and transcencll'ntal 
method, \\'hich seeks the a priori condition.., of the pos-;i
hility of the objecti,·e contents of h111na11 conscio11-;ne..,-., 
,·i<'\\'ed prt•cis<'I>· as ohjecti,·e. 

I Im\ does \larechal's metaphysical critique of the object 
differ from his transcendental one? Both ha,·e as thl'ir 

initial poi11t of departure the object immanent in the mil)(L 
the mental content directly rc.0 ,·eal('d in consciou-;1w..,s, 
\\'hat De..,cartt's called the "ohjectin_• n°ality" of the idc0 a. 
I lo\\'e\ er, according to the metaphysical critique, the pres
ence of the object in the mind i.., i11tentio11al and there
fore ontological or noumenal in its ..,ignifieatio11, \\"lwre,1s 
according to the transcendental critiq11e there is present 
to the mind only a phenomenon. From either viewpoint, 
ho,,,e,·er, there can he no question hut that this imma
nent object presents ( l) ;1 sensible aspect, (2) a concept
ual asp<'d (i11\'oh-ing the notes of universality ,md 
nen•ssit\ ), and (:3) a transceudent aspect inexorabh point
ing to\\"ard :\bsol11te Being, Unlike Kant, scholastic Tho
mism al'l'<'ph the objective validity of the third aspect. As 
\\·c· shall pre-.entl~- sl'e, the t\,·o critical ,1pproaches differ not 
as reganJ.., their philosophical methods but onl> as regards 
their formal object. The formal object of the rnet,1ph~·~ical 
critique i-. being, ,·iewed as heing in all ib fullness, uni
\ n..,aJit,, a11d necessit> -n,11nel>·, Absolute Being or God; 
tlw forn1,d object of the transcendental critique is the phe
ll O Ill l' 11011 . 

This is uot to s,1,· that the transcendental method, as 
unckr-.tood in too narrow a ',('Ilse In· Kant himself, does not 
dilfer from the 11wtaph) sical rnetl10cl of Thomism. The 
tr,111..,ce11cl<'ntal method scl'ks to determine the a priori 
co11clitiom of the possibilit~ of the "objecti\'C0

" contents of 
COJJ',t'iOILSJI('',',, But as \lmc·clrnl contended, the JllOSt im
port.lilt aJJ(l salient of these a priori conditions (which Kant 
fail<·d to rccognizt') i-; the intellect11al cl> 11amism of the 
-.11lijl'd, its acti, it, in constrncting the immanent object. 
Thi-. is H·n•,tled h~ "tramc<·udental rl'flection," whereas 
"tran-.ce11d<'ntal d<·d11dio11" pro,·es that the object imrna
JH'lll i11 co11-.ci0t1snt·ss cannot he trul>· "objecti,·e" except in 
tcnns of thi-. a priori or ohjl'cti, izing function of the ch·
na111ic int<·lled, \\ hose formal object is :'di..,0l11te Being. 
~<·c·dJe-..., to sa>, Kant hirnsdf ne\'l'r conL·ein·d the tran
-.c<'II< lental method in such a clynarnic fashion. Tims, the 
Jllo-.t lia-.ic inL·o11sistl'nc> of his uwthodolog>·, according to 
\Lm'•d1al, is hi-; stat<'d p11rpme of disclosing by tra11scen
dl'utal reflection the p11r<'I>· 1012:it'al and static a priori con
ditions of knowledgl', wlwreas, inaclvertenth· or not, his 
prncedml' is oft<'ll p-.>·cl10logi<·al a11d d~·namic; he dewed 
the mind as cm1strndi\"l' a11d s~·11thdi<', ,111d therefore as 
acti,1·, hut illogic,ilh c01wl11ded that the only a priori clis
cm"C'ralill' Ii~ trau-;c·t·1Hlental r<'flPction is pmely logical, 
formal, and static. f IC'ncc, \larc:chal refuted 1':ant in the 
lir-.t part ol Cahi('r \' b> applying the transcendental 
nl<'thml to the 011tologic,1I ohjed, thus legitimizing the 
Thomistic point of d<·partm(' of metaphysics (name}>·, that 
the hum,111 mind dir<'ctl> att,1ins the 11011menal or intelligi
lile in its n<·n·ss,JJ"\ jll(lg1nents), while in the second part 
11<· attempt<'d to go lw~·ond f...:ant's ,1g11ostic conclusio11s hy 
proving the ncce-.-.it, of mdaph) sics, using this same 
transcendental ml'lhod and basing the proof on Kant's own 
presupposition that the ohjed imrnant'nt in conscio11s11ess 
is the phenomenal. 

To constitute a 11oumenal "object in itself," that which is 
kno\\"n must be somctl1ing more than an abstract essence 
or form in the mind; it must go beyond the domain of fonn 
and he rehtc:cl to the sphere of act. An abstract essence can 
become a possible essence and therefore represent a real 



essence onl:-,· when the imrnane11t form lwcomes a11 act of 
the d:-, namism of the intellect, 1wc<·s~aril,· r<'lati11g the 
abstract form to Absolute Being, as a partial l111fillnl('nt of 
this d:-,namism. 

~Iarechal \\'as not mai11taining "the ontological parolo
gism" that the proposition "Trntl1 is" is intuitive or anal~t
ical; rather, he held that what the discursive and ahstrac
ti\'E' intellect apprehends is that the connection between 
truth and being must be affirmed under pain of contradic
tion, when our i11tellect11al cl:-,·namism to Absolute Trnth is 
also apprehended. (The ohjecti,·e ,·alidit:-,· of 011r ahstrac
tive knowledge is thus assured.) Onl:-,· tlie di\'ine intellect 
is intuiti,·e, but an al>stracti\'l' intellect is capable of appre
hending and reducing an abstracted form, inherent in the 
potential):-,· intelligible data of sense, to act hy virtue of its 
active dynamical tenclenc:-,· to Pme Act, thus appro.,imating 
the perfection of the exemplar:. cli,·ine kno\\'ledge. Since 
om intellectual knowledge is not a purel:-,· passive recep
tion of absh·act forms, the self-consciousness of the syntlw
sizing knowing subject as an intellectual cl:-, namism is the 
key to ~larechal's doctrine on the objectivization of human 
knowledge. 

~1arechal's distinction between the lrnman intellect 
viewed as formall:-,· cognoscitive and the same intel
lect viewed as a natural lwing or entelech:-, ( 11t res q11aeda111 
11at11rae) is ver\' important for an 1mderstanding of his 
epistemolog:-,· of ohjectivization. The strict):-, intentional 
function of the ahstracti\'(_' intellect, \\'hose formal object is 
being as such, must he basicall:-, identdiecl \\'ith the entita
tive function of the sarne intellect ,·ie\\'ecl as a d\'liamic 
real tendenc,· to Alisol11tl' Being or Trutlt. It is 011l~ in 
vi1t11e of the intellect ,·ie\\'ecl as cl:-, 11arnic act that the for
mally cognosciti\'l0 and ab~tracti\'l' intellect can assimilate 
a represent,1tin· form as ohjecti\'l' being, that is, as a partial 
fulfillment of the intellect's natural <h-namism to the ac
quisition of all l>ci11g, the int11ition of Being Itself. 

Granted the ~ensilile data, it is in the formation of the 
concept that the s~ ntlwsizing function of the knowing 
s 11hject ll'\'eal s i tse If. Thus, metaph \'s ica I concept:-, present 
themseh'l's in 01ir co11:sl'io11sncss ,h uni, er~al and neL·e-.
sar:-,· and therefore as connoting a relation to Al>solute 
Being; though the:-, rna, conL't'ptuall:-, 1ep1ese11t a multi
plicit,·, the,· necessaril:-, signify a uni\'l0 rsal, though analog
ical, unit~ of being that is intt>lligihlc onh in tnms of 
Absolute Being. I Im,· are \\'e to explain these elements 
of universality and necessit\ °( 

In a Thomistic metaphysical critiqul' of the object, the 
a priori i~ not simply a logical function, as in Kant. Hather, 
it designates, in terms of \larechal's intellectual dynamism, 
an a priori that is at once both metaphysical and ps:-,·d10-
logical; for \lan:'·chal the formal object of the intellect as a 
natural entelech:-,·, 01 res q1wedam 1wt11rae, is Absolute 
Being. On the con-.cious, elicitive, and formall:-,· cognos
citi, e le,el , being is nece-.saril,· presented ,ls an abstract 
being as such, but such a representation, \larechal con
tended, is possible only beca11Se the intellect naturally 
tends to Absolute Being as its natural cntelechy or encl on 
the preconscious and pre-eliciti,·e le\'C·I. The substantial 
unit} of the knowing subject make~ possible the "con\'er
sion to the phantasm," without which it could not make a 
judgment concerning the concrete indi\'idual. 
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'.\lar<'.,cl,al's tra11sce1Hlental critiq11t· ol k110,,·l<·dgt· <·.111 lw 
more readil~· 1111der-.tood when it is vic\\ed in th<" light of 
his postl11111wml:-,· puhlislwcl Fomth ( :al1ier, <''-IWcialh Iii-., 
remarks on Kant\ Opus Post1111111111 (pp. 22.S-:326 ) a11d 011 
Fichte's "Intellectual lnt11itio11 of Act or D:-,·nannc l11t11i
tion" (pp. :3.H, ff.) and his aiticle "L'asp<'ct d:-,-11amiq11e d<· 
la methocle transcenclentak chez Kant" (Rn;11e X<;o
sclwlastiq11e, \'ol. -1:2, HJ.'39, .'3-11-.3S-1). In his anal~-.i.'- of 
Kant's Opus Post11111111n ("The Passage From the First 
Foundations of the \letaphysic of :\atme to Ph:-,·sics")
,vhich kant once called hi-. "masterpiece" hut which was 
first published in 19:20 hy Erich Adickes under the title 
Kan ts Opus Post11m11111, dargestellt 1md beurteilt-\larechal 
pointed out that f.:.ant acknowledged that the "form" in
volved in human knowledge is not merely ~tatic or logical 
hut cl:-, namic and real in its implication. This same idea of 
intellectual d:-,·namism is emphasized In· \larechal's anal
:-,·sis of Fichte's development of f.:.antianism, so n111cl1 so 
that ~larechal has been accu~ecl of being too Fichtean and 
\'(Jluntaristic in his application of the Kantian transcen
dental method to the problem of knowledge. For Fichte, as 
for \lari·drnl, the self-reflecting self, the imml'diate in
tuition of the self as "a priman fact of ccmscio11sness ... 
is the sole solid fo11ndation of all philosoph/' ( Fomth 
Cahier, p. :3-19). 
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MAR I AN A, JUAN DE ( 1.5.3.5 - 162-1 ), J'\ eo-Scholastic po-
1 itical philosopher, was horn at Talavera de la Heina, 
Spain, and died at Toledo. Entering the Societ,· of Jesus at 
IH, he completed the Jesuit course of st11die-. in philosoph:-,· 
and theolog,· and taught tl1eolog, in Rome from 1.561 to 
l.56~) and at Paris from 1.56!:J to 157-1. lie then retired to 
Toledo to \\'Ork on his "llistory" and other writings in 
practical philosophy. \lariana's Historiae de Rebus His-
1w11iae (Toledo, l!:J,52: also published in elegant Span
ish h:-, the author, Toledo, I 60 I) was one of the first gen
<'ral hi~torie-. of Spain. Also inHuential were his treatises 
De Rege et Regis lllstit11tio11e (To ledo, 1.599, translated b:, 
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( ;_ .-\. \loor(' as The Ki11g a11d the Education of th<' King, 
\\'asliiugtrn,, l~r-lS) and D<' Mutationc ,\lun<'tar ("On 
Cl1angi11g tll<' \'aluc of \lone/'), or1t· of tlw Tractatus 
SqJfe111 (( :olog11L', 16mJ). 

:\n·us<·d ot attacking the so,·(·reign power of Spain in his 
criticism of its fi-,cal policies, \lariana was tried in 16m) Ii> 
tlw Spa11islr Inquisition and acquittC'd. His philosophy is 
i111portant for its handling of political, social, and economic 
prol>le111s. A strong advocate of tl1e power of the people, 
\laria11a argried that the citizens as a whole (co11w11witas 

l'it"i1w1) arc superior in power to the monarch. \ten lived 
originall~ i11 an 1111organized "state of nature," not neL'ding 
political institutions to maintain justice; all possessions 
were lrL'ld in co11rn1011, and men nat11rally cooperated for 
tlreir comrnon welfare (De Regc, Chs. 8 and 1:3). \\'ith 
advances i11 arts and sciences, a di,·ision of goods d('vcl
oped into pri,·ate po'isession; thus arose jealousy, pridL', 
and strife among rnen. Tired of the struggle for domina
tion, men tlwn made a pad, delegating the ruling power to 
certain leaders. ( :\ote that \lariana antedates both Hol>lws 
and Rousseau.) Tl1L' basic enactmeuts of law can he 
changed 011h· Ii~- thL' manifest will of the people. If the 
king fails to rule in accord with the law, he ma~ he de
posL'd Ii>· the people using prudent judgment; physical 
force ma,· he emplo>·ed for thi-; pnrpose. \lariana was 
a(Tused of tr~ ing to jnstif~- t~-rannicide; his views did uot 
L'ndear him to the Spanish monarchists. 
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\'ERNO'.\i J. 8()l!RJ.:.E 

MAR f AS, JUL I AN, is the best-known and mmt produc
tive of the post-Civil \\'ar pl1ilosophers in Spain who han· 
sought to reconcile the doctrines of their teacher, Jose'.· 
Ortega y Cassel, with traditional theism, Born in Valla
dolid in HJ 1--1, i\1arias studied under Ortega in \ladrid just 
before the Civil \Var. When O1iega returned from exile in 
HJ--lS, they jointly founded the Institute of Humanities in 
i\ladrid. Marias has taught at the institute and, as visiting 
professor, at various American universities, The bulk of liis 
published work concerns the history of philosophy, mainly 
Spanish and scholastic philosophy. His ).!eneral llistoria de 
la filosofia (Hl--11), which he wrote at the age of 2G, em
phasizes the Aristotelian and scholastic traditions and 
gives a prominent position to Spanish thought. In La 
esrnela de Madrid ("The i\1adrid School," Buenos Aires, 
19.59), Marias presented the most comprehensive study 
available of sut.·h contemporary Spanish thinkers as Or
tega, :\liguel de Unamuno, Xavier Zubiri, and Manuel 
Carcia \lorente. 

As a Catholit.· disciple of Ortega, who was explidtly 
irreligious and anti-Catholic, Marias gave a tl1eistic inter
pretation of Ortega's "ratiovitalism" (a ret.·01H:iliation of 
rationalism and the vitalist dot.'trines of the HJ20s). In his 

111aJor \\'ork, Introd11ccfo11 a la filosofia ( 19-17), \tarias 
argued tl,at certain intellectual and spiritua l "ultimates" 
are true biological needs of mankind. To he lived at all 
humanly, life requires, in addition to food and other ani
mal necessities, "the possession of a radical and decisive 
certitude." That certitude serves as the foundation for 
nmnerous "partial truths," It harmonizes all our beliefs 
into a single clear perspective, and it also provides society 
with a ruling view that is needed for social stability. i\1en 
turn to philosophy for this certitude, so there is nothing 
more "practical," vital, or sot.·ially relevant than metaphys
ics, which is called npon to ~ive men a standard to live by. 

\!arias accepts all the pragmatist, relativist, and histori
cist implications of vitalism, which usually have been 
regarded as destructive of religious convictions, and he 
argues from them back to the traditional religious outlook. 
Truth is what answers a vital need by removing the feeling 
of insecurity and perplexity. It is always relative to partic
ular life situations and historical periods, Truth fragments 
into a multitude of relative truths, which contain concrete 
concepts as distinct from general coneepts, which are 

obtained only hy an arbitrary and schematizing process of 
abstraction. Yet, if the quest for completely satisfying, 
radical certainty is pressed tenaciously enough, it will lead 
beyond this t.·omplete nominalism to Cod, who appears as 
the ground or basis of lwing. Although the ego that t.·arries 
on that quest was, for Orte).!a, the incarnation of "vital 
reason," for \!arias it is the person who owns both vitality 
and reason. At death, that person, or son!, lo,es vitalit~· and 
psychic activity but does not necessarily cease to exist. 
The mortality of the soul is a theory that remains in need 
of proof. 
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NEIL MCINNES 

MARITAIN, JACQUES, French philosopher,hasbeen 
a powerf11l force in twentieth-century philosophy and 
cultural life. The author of more than fifty philosophical 
works and of crnmtless articles which have appeared in 
the leading philosophical journals of the world, he is 
widely regarded as a pre-eminent interpreter of the 
thought of Thomas Aquinas an<l as a highly creative 
thinker in his own right. 

\laritain, born i11 Paris, in 1882, was reared in an at
mosphere of liberal Prote!-.tantis111. He attended the 
Sorbonne, where he fell briefly under the spell of teachers 
passionately convinced that science alone t.·oul<l provide 
all the answers to the questions that torment the human 
mind. It was at the Sorbonne that he met his wife-to-be, 
Raissa Oumansoff, a young Hussian Jewish student who 
was to share his quest for truth and to het.·ome an intellec
tual and poet of real stature in her own right. She was also 
to t.·ollahorate with ~laritain on a number of books. Soon 
disillusioned with the scientism of their Sorbonne masters, 



the two attended the lectures of Henri Bergson at the 
College de France. Bergson liberated in them "the sense 
of the absolute," and, following their marriage in l\JO-t, 
they were converted ( WOfi) to the Roman Catholic faith 
through the infiuence of Lc0 on Bloy. 

The years HJ07 and I qos were spent in I Ieidelher~. 
where i\1aritain studied biology under Hans Driesch. He 
was particularly interested at the time i11 Driesch's embryo
genetic theory of neovitalism , a theor~ then little kno\\'n 
in France. Upon returning to Paris, Maritain undertook the 
task of directing the compilation of a Dictionary of Practi
cal Life. During the three years that he worked on this 
project, he also undertook a serious study of the writings of 
Aquinas. In 191-1, he was appointed to the chair of modem 
philosophy at the lnstitut catholique de Paris. 

From HJ-1,5 to HJ-to Maritain was French ambassador to 
the Vatican. Afterward he taught at Princeton l 1niversity 
until his retirement in HJ,56. He has also taught at the 
Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies in Toronto, Co
lumbia University, the Committee on Social Thought at 
the University of Chicago, and the University of Notre 
Dame. The Jacques i\laritain Center was established at 
Notre Dame in 19,58 for the purpose of encouraging re
search along the lines of his philosophy. 

Maritain's thought is based on the principles of Aristotle 
and Thomas Aquinas but incorporates many insights found 
in other philosophers, both classical and modern, and also 
profits greatly from data supplied by such sciences of man 
as anthropology, sociology, and psychology. 

Theory of knowledge. The cardinal point in i\1aritain's 
theory of knowledge is his defense and critical elucidation 
of different ways of knowing reality. On the one hand, 
Maritain sees the richness and inexhaustihility of material 
reality as requiring that the mind let fall on it different 
noetic glances, each of which reveals to the mind a 
different universe of intelligibility to be explored. There 
is, first of all, the universt' of mobile being-being imbued 
with mutability-which constitutes the sphere of the 
knowledge of nature and which itself calls for both an 
empiriological analysis, that is, a spatiotemporal analysis 
oriented toward the obs<'rvable and measurable as such 
(science of nature), and an ontological analysis, that is, an 
analysis oriented toward intelligible being, toward the 
very being and intelligible structure of things (philosophy 
of nature). There is, second, the universe of quantity as 
such, which constitutes much of the sphere of mathemat
ics. And there is, finally, the universe of being as being, 
which constitutes the sphere of metaphysics. 

Much of Maritain's energy has been devoted to giving 
the philosophy of nature its epistemological charter, in 
contrast with nwn~· Thomists in a hurry who would ha,·e it 
almost totall~· eclipsed by metaph~·sics, and in contrast with 
the many scientists who think that the only object capable 
of giving rise to an exact and demonstrable science is that 
which is sense-perceivable and can be subjected to meth
ods of experimental and mathematical analysis. i\laritain's 
serious study of the work of modern physicists and biolo
gists revealed to him that scientist:-- are led by their science 
itself to discover within the mysterious universe of nature 
problems which go beyond the experimental and mathe
matical analysis of sensory phenomena. It also revealed to 
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him that the cont'ept11al lexicon of the scientist is radical I), 
different from the conceptual lexicon of the philosoplwr. 
For these reasons, \laritain has emphasized tlw need for, 
and prerogatives of, both an ontological analysis and an 
empiriological analysis of the sensible real. He has also 
worked out a theory of physicomathematical k11owled~e 
that relates this knowledge to what tlw Scholastics called 
intermediary scicnt'e:- (scientiae mediae), sciences wltich 
straddle the physical order and the mathematic;tl order and 
which have more affinity with mathematics than with 
physics as to their rule of explanation and yet at the same 
time are more physical than mathematical as to the termi
nus in which their judgments are verified. 

On the other hand, Maritain sees the human mind as 
having another life than that of its conscious logical tools 
and manifestations: "there is not only logical reason but 
also, and prior to it, intuitive reason." There is indeed not 
only the Freudian unconscious of instincts, tendencies, 
complexes, repressed images and desires, and traumatic 
memories; there is also a spiritual unconscious or precon
scious, the preconscious of the spirit in its living springs. 
The acts and fruits of human consciousness and the clear 
perceptions of the mind-in other words, the universe of 
concepts, logical connections, rational discursus, and ra
tional deliberation-emerge in the last analysis from the 
hidden workings of this preconscious life of the spirit; but 
there also emerge from them many genuine knowings, and 
many affective movements, which remain more or less s1a 
le rebord de l'inconscient, as Bergson would have said-on 
the <'dge of the unconscious. Among such knowings we 
have the various kinds of knowledge by inclination 
(knowledge through connaturality)-notably, poetic knmvl
edge, the "natural" or prephilosophical knowledge of 
moral values, and m~·stical experience. Maritain feels it 
to be most incumbent upon us to recognize not only the 
different kinds or degrees of conceptual and discursive 
knowledge but also these different nonconceptual and 
"immediate" forms of knowledge. 

Metaphysics. i\1aritain holds the classical view that the 
object of metaphysics is being as being, and he stresses 
that it is in things themselves that metaphysics finds this 
object. It is the being of sensible and material things, the 
being of the world of experience, which is the immediately 
accessible field of investigation for metaphysics; it is this 
which, before seeking its cause, nwtaphysics discerns and 
scrutinizes-not as sensible and material but as being. 
Before rising to what may he a realm of spiritual existents, 
metaphysics must grasp empirical existence, the existence 
of material things-not as empirical and material hut as 
existence. 

For Maritain, at the starting point of metaphysics there 
lies an intuition, the ''metaphysical intuition of being," 
which may be said to consist in the intellect's seeing
through an abstractive or eidetic (idea-producing) visuali
zation-the intelligible value being, being in itself and in 
its essential properties. The word "intuition" here has 
caused much difficulty for some philosophers, but it seems 
to he demanded by the thought that Maritain is trying to 
express. \\'hat must somehow be preserved is, on the one 
hand, that it is as true to say that this "seeing" produces 
itself through the medium of the vital action of om intel-
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lect-of om intellect as vitally receptive and contempla
ti\'e-as to say that we produce it; and, on the other hand, 
tltat it is being more than anythrng else which produces 
this "se1·i11g." 

111 hi, ,cr11tin~ of the being of sensible and material 
things, \L1ritai11 has pn·sented a highl~· original treatment 
of \\'hat Thomisb and others have long considered to be 
tlte first principles of speculative reason-the principles of 
identity, sufficient reason, fin,11 ity, and causality. He ex
plains tltat the reality which is the object of the idea of 
being is richer than this idea, and he presses for multipli
catio11 i11 a manifold of notions, among them the notions of 
unit~·. of goodness, of trnth: being is one, is good, is trne. 
Each of these notions expresses to the mind nothing hut 
being itself, to which it adds nothing hut a conceptu.11 
difference. But precisely in \'irtue of this ideal element 
\\'hich differs from one to the other, these notions as such 
are different among themselves and are different from the 
notion of being; the~· ,ire convertible notions hut they are 
not idL•ntical with one another. There is thus a superabun
dance of being with regard to the notions in v.d1ich it is 
objectified, and it is in ternrs of this superabundance that 
\laritain el11cicbtes the intuitivity of the first principles. 

\\'hen he turns his philosophic.ii gaze to the problem of 
the "cause of being," ~Liritain is attentive both to 
specifically philosophical ways of establishing the exist
ence of Cod and to nonphilosophical or prephilosophical 
\\'ays of approaching Cod. l 1nder the first heading he re
states the fi\'l· classical ways of Thomas Aquinas, divesting 
them of the examples borrowed from ancient physics and 
formulating them in a lang1iage more appropriate to mod
ern times; then he proposes a "sixth way." In this "sixth 
way" we have first the complex primordial intuition, and 
later the ration.11 and philosophical reflectio11, that the I 
wlro thinks, the I who is caught up in pure acts of i11tellect, 
cannot ever not have been, for both the intellect and the 
intelligible as such are above time: this I 11111st always have 
existed, and in some pc>rsonal existenn-, too, although not 
within the limits of its own personal being hut rather in 
some trauscendent and suprapersonal Being. Philosophical 
reflection can go on to establish ltow thl' I always existed 
in ( ;od, can establish that ''the creatme which is now I and 
which thinks, existed before itself eternal I~, in Cod-not as 
exercising in II im the act of thinking, but a, thought hy 
Him." 

B11t ~laritain is quick to recognize prephilosophical 
approaches to Cod-the "natural," or instincti\'e and in
tuiti,·e, approach proper to the first apperceptions of the 
human intellect, the approach through art and poetry, and 
thl' approach through moral experience. The i111H·r d~•na
mism of a man's first awakening to the intelligible valut:' of 
existl'nc,· l',IIJs(', lti111 to see that the Bei11g-\\'ith
nothi11g11e,s that is both his own I wing and tlw being of the 
uni\'ersal \\'hole must lie prececlecl b~· transct'ndent Being
without-notlringness. As concerns art and poetry, the poet 
or arti-;t, in following the very line of his art, tends without 
knowing it to pass beyond his art, just as a plant, although 
lacking knowledge, directs its stem toward the sun, tl1e 
artist, however sordid his life, is oriented toward the pri
mary source of beauty. And finally, as concerns moral 
experience; when a ma11 experiences, in a primmy act of 

freedom, the impact of the moral good, and is thus awak
ened to moral existence ,rnd directs his life toward the 
good for the sake of the good, then he directs his life, with
out knowing it, towmd the absolute Cood. In this way he 
knows Cod vitally, hy virtue of the inner dynamism of liis 
choice of the good, even if he does not know Goel in any 
conscious fashion or through ,111~· conceptual knowledge. 

Moral philosophy. ( )ne of the most provocative sides to 
\laritain's thought is his theory of "moral philosoph~· ade
quate!> tak,·11." llis contention is th,1t moral philosoph~·
howe,·er vast, necessar~·, and fundamental be the part that 
natural ethics pl.1ys in it-must, if it is to be adequate to its 
object (the direction or regulation of human acts), take into 
account the data of revelation and theology concerning the 
existential state of nrnn. lluman conduct is the conduct of 
an existent, not simply the conduct of a nature. Conse
quently, the moral philosopher must t,1ke into ,1ccot111t all 
cL1ta which contrih11te to make the existential condition of 
man genuine!~• known to us. I le must take into account the 
dat.1 of ethnology, sociology, and psychology. And he must 
also t,1ke into ac<:ount theological data. For, in fact, as a 
result of the present state of human nature, nrnn has more 
propensity to t•vil th,rn the man of pure nature by reason of 
the origi1rnl sin and of the concupiscen<:e which re1rn1ins 
e,·en in the just; and, on the other hand, he has incompar
ably stronger weapons for good, by reason of divine grace. 
\1aritain recognizes that the moral philosopher who does 
take this situntion into account will not he a pure philoso
pher but maintains that he will still be able to use the 
method proper to philosophy and advance with steps, so to 
speak, of philosophy, not of theology. 

\laritain's theory of natural law has been el.1borated 
against the background of anthropological data. lie holds 
tltat two basic eil'nwnts must lw recognized in nat11ral law: 
the 011tological and the g11oseological; and it is perhaps in 
c011sidering the Sl'Cond of these two that l\laritain makes 
his most fecund insights. The chief point he wishes to 
emplrnsize is that the genuine concept of n,1turnl law is the 
conn·pt of a law which is naturnl not only in the sense that 
it is the normality of functioning of human nature or es
sence but also in the sense that it is naturally known, that 
is, known through inclination or through connaturality, not 
through conceptual k11owledge ,rnd by way of reasoning. 
The inclinations in question, eve11 if they deal with animal 
instincts, are essentially human and, therefore, reason
permeated inclinations; they are indinations refracted 
through the crystal of reason in its unconscious or pre
co11scio11s life. And since man is a historical animal, these 
essential inclinations of lrnma11 natme either developed or 
were released in the course of time; as a result, man's 
knowledge of natural law developed progressively ,rnd 
continues to develop. Thus, the foct that there is consid
erable relativity and variability in the particular rules, 
customs, and standards of different peoples is in no way an 
argument against natural law. 

It belongs, of course, to mornl philosophy to provide a 
scientific justification of moral values by a demonstrative 
determination of wltat is consonant with reason and of the 
proper finalities of the human essenc<' and of!rnman socidy. 

Social and political philosophy. Much of l\laritain's 
effort has been directed to working out the character of 



authentically Christia11 politics. Ile lays primary e111pha,is 
on man as being both a11 i11diL,idual and a perso11-an in
dividual hy reason of that in him which derin·s from mat
ter, and a person by reason of that in him which derives 
from his subsisting spirit. \Ian 11111st live in society both 
because of his indigence as an individual and because of 
his abundance or root generosity as a person. As an incli
vidual, man is only a part, and as such he bears the same 
relation to society as the part bears to the whole. His pri
vate good as an individual is in everything inferior to the 
common good of the whole, so that an individ11al may even 
be required to risk his life for the sake of the good of the 
community. But as a person, man is a whole; and the 
whole that the person is surpasses the whole that societ~ 
is, l,ecause the person, b~- reason of the subsistence of his 
spiritual soul, is destined for e ternal union with the tran
scendent Whole; whereas the particular society in which 
the person lives , by reason of its not having a spiritual 
soul, is 11ot destined for union with the transcendent 
\Vhole, but will die in time. :\tan is above and superior to 
political society, and the political community must recog
nize the person's orientation to an end above time and 
facilitate his attainment of it. 

Maritain's social and political philosophy also manifests 
a keen sense of histor~-- For ;\1aritain as for Pindar, man must 
become what he is-man must "win his being"; man 
must become, in the ps~·d10logical and moral order, in the 
social and political order, the person he is in the ontologi
cal order. Among the many truths related to this funda
mental exigency of man's being is one that \laritain sees as 
of absolutely essential importance-the fact that h11man 
history is made up of periods, each of which is possessed 
of a particular intelligible structure, and therefore of par
ticular basic requirements. 

It is ;\laritain's contention that the historical climate of 
the modern world is quite different from that of the medie
val world. For him, medieval civilization was a sacral 
civilization, by which he means that the historical ideal of 
the !'diddle Ages was principally controlled by two domi
nants: on the one hand, the idea or myth of fortitude in the 
service of Cod-the lofty aim was to build up a fortress for 
Cod on earth-and on the other hand, the concrete fact 
that temporal civilization had a largely ministerial role as 
regards the spiritual-the body politic was to a large extent 
a function of the sacred and imperiously demanded unity 
of religion. In contrast, modern civilization is for ;\1aritain 
a secular civilization, hy which he means that the historical 
ideal of modern times is largely controlled by two other 
dominants: on the one hand, the idea or myth of the body 
politic as being hy nature something of the natural order 
and something directly concerned, therefore, only with the 
temporal life of men and their temporal common good, and 
on the other hand, the concrete fact that in pursuing this 
temporal common good, modern man is most intent on the 
attainment of freedom and the realization of human dignity 
in social and political life itself. 

Against the background of this view of medieval and 
modern civilizations, \1aritain ha~ reflected at length on 
the nature of the democratic ideal. He sees democracy as 
the only way of bringing about a moral rationalization of 
politics, and he insists that in order to accomplish this task 
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deu1ocrncy needs th!' q11i1·ke11i111..?: fcrm!'ut of ( ,o-,pc·l i11!->p1 
ration. But he also i11sish, no l!'~S forcC'fully, that tll(' 
"creed of freedom" which lies at tlw very ha!->i!-> of deu1oc 
racy is not a religious, h11t rather a civic or !-><·cul.tr, OIi!' 

Furtherrnore, this secular creed deals with pr.idical te1wh 
which depend hasi<;ally on simple, "natural" appercep
tions of which the human heart becomes capalilc with thl' 
progress of moral conscience and which can he ~imilarly 
adhered to by mi11ds that may differ greatly .is to the !-spec
ulative and theoretical _justifications. In keeping with !-such 
a conception, ;\laritain repeatedly asserts that men belong
ing to very different philosophical or religious lineag<•s can 
and should cooperate in the pursuit of the common good of 
political life. He also maintains that the supreme princi
ples governing the relationship between church and state 
should today be applied less in terms of the social power 
than in terms of the vivifying inspiration of the church: 
"the superior dignity of the Church is to find its ways of 
realization in the full exercise of her superior stre11gtl, of 
all-penadi11g inspiration." This reflects a most h;isic prem
ise in all of \1aritain's thought: that immutable principles 
admit of, and even call for, analo1.?:ical applications in 
different existential situations. 

Philosophy of art. From his earliest years l\laritain has 
been the friend and confidant of numerous artists, writers, 
poets, and musicians, and he is considered hy many as 
having the finest aesthetic sensibility among the major 
figures of modern philosophy. His long reflection on al
most every facet of the artistic process c11lminated in his 
monumental Creatii:c l11tuitio11 in Art a11d Poetry, which 
grew out of six lectures given in HJ,5:2 at the National Cal
lery of Art, Washington, where he had been invited to 
deliver the initial series of the A. \\'. ;\1ellon Lectures in 
the Fine Arts. 

;\laritain holds, like Dante, that human art continues in 
its own way the labor of divine creation. B11t he keeps 
reminding the 111odern artist that hum;in art cannot create 
out of nothing, it must first nourish itself on things, which 
it transforms in order to make a form divined in them shine 
on a bit of matter. \laritain will admit that the widespread 
effort toward "pure art" in the latter part of the nineteenth 
century may have been a beneficent phase after the exa~
peration of sensibility provoked hy impressionism, hut he 
affirms that in the last analysis human art is doomed to 
sterility and failure if it cuts itself off from the existential 
world of natnre an<l the universe of man. 

The deepest concern of \laritain has been with the 
nature of poetic knowledge and poetic intuition, that is, 
with the nature of the knowledge immanent in and con
substantial witl1 poetry, poetry as distinct from art and 
quickening all the arts. He holds that poetic knowledge is 
a typical instance of knowledge through connaturalit~·. 
Poetic knowledge, as he sees it, is nonconceptual and 
nourational knowledge; it is horn in the preconscious life 
of the intellect, and it is essentially "an obscure revelation 
both of the subjectivity of the poet and of some flash of 
reality coming together out of sle!'p in one single awaken
ing." This unconceptualizahle knowledge comes about, 
\laritain maintains, through the instrumentality of emo
tion, which, received in the preconscious life of the intel
lect, becomes intentional and intuitive, a11d causes the 
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intellect obscurely to grasp some existential reality as one 
with the self (of the knower) reality has moved; and at the 
same time the knower grasps all that which this reality 
calls forth in the manner of a sign. In this wav the ,elf 
is known in the experience of the world and th; world is 
know11 in tht-' t-'Xperience of the self, through an intuition 
which essentially tends toward utterance and creation. 
Thus, in such a knowledge it is the object created-the 
poem, the painting, the symphony-in its own existence as 
a world of its own that plays the part played in ordinary 
knowledge by the concepts and judgments produced 
within the mind. 

Poetic knowledge, then, is not directed toward essences, 
for essences are disengaged from concrete reality in a 
concept, a universal idea, and are an object for speculative 
knowledge. Poetic intuition is directed toward concrete 
existence as connatural to the soul pierced by a given 
emotion. In a passage of great beauty Maritain wrote: 

This transient motion of a beloved hand-it exists an 
instant, and will disappear forever, and only in the 
memory of angels will it be preserved, above time. 
Poetic intuition catches it in passing, in a faint attempt 
to immortalize it in time. But poetic intuition does not 
stop at this given existent; it goes beyond, and 
infinitely beyond. Precisely because it has no concep
tualized object, it tends and extends to the infinite, it 
tends toward all the reality, the infinite reality which 
is engaged in any singular existing thing. (Crea
tive Intuition in Art and Poetry, p. 126) 

Maritain is admired even by those who may be of very 
different philosophical convictions. He is admired not only 
for his lifelong zeal for truth and impassioned commitment 
to freedom but also for his exceptional qualities as a per
son-his humility, his charity, his fraternal attitude toward 
all that is. Increasingly he is being recognized as mw of 
the great spirituels of his time. 
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JOSEPH \V. Ev ANS 

, 
MARKOVIC, SVETOZAR (1846-1875),Serbiansocial-

ist, philosopher, and publicist. After prolonged uprisings 
between 1804 and 181 .5 had liberated Serbia from Turkey, 
a cultural revolution took place, led by the reformer of 
the Serbian language and orthography Vuk Karadzich 
( 1787 -1864), and socialist ideas began to spread. The first 
Serbian socialist writers were the economist and philoso
pher Zivojin Zujovic ( 1838- 1870) and Svetozar Markovic. 

After technical studies in Belgrade, Markovic continued 
his education in St. Petersburg, where he attended the 



lectures of Dmitri Pisare\ and becanw acquainted with 
the ideas of the Russian revolutionary democrats. ;\larkovic'· 
went to France in 186q and then to Zurich, where he 
became acquainted with the Western revolutionary work
ers' movement and with the works of Karl \1arx. \1arkovic'.
became the correspondent for Serbia and the Balkans of 
the Marxist First International. ln 1870 he returned to 
Serbia, where he gathered about himself a circle of young 
intellectuals and workers. He published Radcnik ("The 
Worker," 1871 - 187:2), the first socialist newspaper in the 
Balkans, and later the newspapers ]av11ost ("The Public") 
and Glas ]ai1nosti ("The Public \'oice"). After nine 
months' imprisonment for violating the press law, 
Markovic\ who had become seriously ill, was set free in 
1875. He began publishing a new newspaper, Oslobod
jenje ("Liberation"), but shortly afterward he died in 
Trieste. 

The basie determinant of Markovic'..'s thought and activ
ity was the Serbian soeial situation. The disoriented rural 
paupers and the small and unorganized urban proletariat 
had repudiated the patriarchal social order, but they disa
greed on the means of improving their lot. In search of 
ways to solve the social problems of his countrymen, 
Markovie developed a socialist ideology. This theory was 
greatly influenced b~1 the Hussian revolutionary demo
crats Nikolai Chernyshevski, Nikolai Dobrob·ubov, and 
Dmitri Pisarev, and later by Marx, but its main sources 
were materialist philosophy and the natural sciences
Freneh eighteenth-century materialism (particularly Hol
bach, Diderot, and d'Alemhert); the vulgar materialism of 
Friedrich Buchner, Karl Vogt, and Jacob t-.loleschott; the 
positivism of Comte and John Stuart Mill; and the scien
tists Darwin, Ernst Haeekel, \\'ilhelm \Vundt, and Ivan 
Mikhailovieh Seehenov, the Russian physiologist. There 
are also traces in \larkovi/.'s thought of the utopian social
ists Saint-Simon, Fourier, and Etienne Cabet, as well as of 
other socialists such as Pierre Proudhon and Louis Blanc. 

Atheism and materialism. Lacking a deep and -;ystem
atie philosophical and sociopolitieal education, Markovic'.: 
did not intend to beeome a philosopher or a literary figure 
but strove to be the ideologist and spiritual leader of a new 
trend in science and life-a publicist and propagator of 
new ideas. Nevertheless, his theoretical outlook was rela
tively original and presented an integral whole. 

\1arkovic'..'s ideology embraced first of all the general 
principles of scientific atheism and natural-philosophical 
materialism expressed in the study "Realni Pravac u Nauci 
lzivotu" ("The Re,1listic Trend in Scienl'e and Life," in 
the journal Letopis Matice Srpske, 1071-187:2) and other 
works. From Chernyshevski and Marx he borrowed the 
notion of the need for building up a philosophieal theory 
as the basis of sociopolitieal knowledge and practice. He 
called his view "scientific materialism and realism." All 
phenomena, as well as the processes of nature, society, and 
spiritual life, were interpreted in terms of matter and its 
laws. Nature and society were integrally connected. Only 
by means of science was the people's economic and politi
cal revival possible. Markovic:, like Marx, contrasted his 
view with Bakunin's. In spite of certai n elements of mech
anism and agnosticism in his outlook, Markovie advocated 
the idea of dialectical development and an evolutionistic-
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materialistic theory of knowlec)g<, as tll<' ba..,is of ti}(' <,ocial 
'itntggle of the socialist movement. 

In his interpretation of man and society, \larkm·i<.'.· drew 
upon Darwin, Comte, the French materialists, Feuerhach, 
and Chernyshevski. \1orals is founded on knowledge and 
science, and the development of morals is affected by the 
development of man's needs through the socialization of 
instincts. \1oral feelings are not innate; man becomes 
individually moral and socially more morally minded as 
society develops. Only by constant labor can man raise 
himself to a height unreachabl e by any other organism. 
Markovic: condemned the morals of bourgeois society as 
being founded upon the exploitation of the lower classes. 
Because morality is the indispensable consequence of the 
social machine, only a socialist revolution can bring about 
a new socialist morality. Seeing the primary goal of the 
future socialist society as the morality of its members, 
r-.larkovic'.· termed his ethical socialism "idealistic realism." 
He did not conceive of the idea as being determined by 
matter, but spoke of the idea as the primary motive force in 
the development of soeiety. 

Aesthetics. Believing that a spiritual revolution must 
precede the political and economic revolutions, ;\larkovic: 
held that the social revival had to be supported by litera
ture and art. In "Pevanje i Misljenje" ("Songs and 
Thought," Matica, 1868), "Realnost u Poeziji" ("Reality in 
Poetry," Matica, 1870), and many other works, Markovic'.· 
expounded a materialist aesthetic modeled upon that of 
Chernyshevski. Literature should be realistic and rational, 
expressing the genuine life, needs, and interests of the 
people, and should have an effect upon the general social 
revival. Markovic:'s views decisively affected the develop
ment of Serbian literature, turning it toward Russian and 
western European realism. 

Sociopolitical views. In his voluminous book, Nai·elo 
Narodne Eko11omije ("The Principles of the National 
Economy," Belgrade, 1874), written in the vein of J. S. 
t-.lill and Chernyshevski, Markovic'· praised Marx for his 
discovery of the law of social development, but he held 
that these laws could not be applied to Russia, Serbia, and 
other economically undeveloped countries, which, in 
Markovic'.-'s opinion, could bypass capitalism and move 
from patriarchal cooperatives directly to socialism. Marko
vic:'s teachings on society, state, and revolution, in spite of 
some elements of utopianism and historical idealism, 
showed a high degree of accuracy. Although he gave too 
mueh weight to the roles of social consciousness, science, 
and philosophy, and consequently to the revolutionary 
intelligentsia, in the development of socialist society, his 
program was revolutionary and democratic. In a series of 
works, especially in his most original work, Srbija na Is
toku ("Serbia in the East," Novi Sad, 1872), t-.larkovic'· 
defended the Paris Commune and criticized the capitalis
tic social system of western Europe and the narrowness of 
the bourgeois democracies. Markovic: was convinced that 
the transition to socialism was possible only by means of a 
revolution of the whole people against foreign invaders 
and native capitalist exploiters. He developed a fragmen
tary theory of the smashing of the bourgeois state in the 
socialist revolution and the withering away of the socialist 
state in the process of building communism. Like Marx, he 
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held that only in conjunction with revolutionary practice 
could revolutionary theory solve the social problem. Ile 
perceived the significance of the class struggle in the \Vest, 
hut in backward Serbia he thought that the revolutionary 
i11telligt>ntsia could play a more decisive role than the 
proletariat. 11 e advocated federation and self-government 
for the southern Slav nations. He also advocated a system 
of cooperatives. 

Although r,.Jarkovit'· was more a revolutionary democrat 
than a Marxist, his teachings nevertheless united general 
\larxian principles concerning revolution with theories 
concerning the specific national character of Serbia. More
over, they stressed the need for joint action on the part of 
the revolutionary intelligentsia, the peasantry, a11d the 
workers. Thus, r,.Jarkovit'- was the founder and leader of the 
Serbian socialist movement, as well as its theoretician, 
philosopher, aesthetician, and literary critic. 

Works by Markovic 

\la11~· of \larkovii-"s ~l'ientific and periodical paper~ are collected 
i11 Salmllli Spi.\·i, 4 vols. (Belgrade, HJ(iO- HJfi.5). 
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ANDRIJA STOJKOVIC 

MARSILI US OF INGHEN (?-1:3%), one of the two 
leading disciples of Jean Burida11 in th1· second half of tire 
fourteenth century. (Albert of Saxony was the other.) For 
over twenty years \larsilius was one of the outstanding 
figures at the l'niversity of Pari!->; he wa~ rector in J,'3(j7 and 
again in l.'371. As a result of the <;reat Schism, in J:3~-;:J he 
migrated to the new l 1niversity of lleidellierg, and in J:3~fj 

he lwcarne its first rector. I le thus helped to spread the 
new outlook associated with Ockhamisrn to ( ;ermany. 

'.\larsilius, to an even greater degree than his confrerc~, 
combined philosophical speculation with scientific i11q11iry 
in the tradition of Ockham. In addition to his main theo
logical work, a "Commentary on the Sentences," he wrote 
on Aristotle's Prior A11alytics and composed a treatise 011 

dialectic, a set of questions on De Ge11eratio11e, and Ab
brel'.iatio11s on the eight books of Aristotle's Physics. I !is 
outlook, like that of so many fo111ieenth-century thinkers, 
still awaits systematic study; but two aspects of it seem 
agreed upon. The first is that, without following the path to 
skepticism, he adhered to the distinction (given ~pecial 
currency by Ockharn) between knowledge derived from 
natural experience and faith. The second is that he gave a 
111ore philosophical interpretation to the scientific concepts 
of his day. 

'.\larsilius held that Cod's infinite power could not he 
proved by natural evidence alone; his omnipotence was a 
matter for faith. Similarly, belief in the fact that there will 
be a bodily resurrection was independent of our knowl
edge of how it will take place. Philosophically it was not 
possible to prove the creation of the world in time and ex 

nihilo, althm1gh it was certain as a matter of faith. At the 
same time, \larsilius also showed the influence of Duns 
Scotus in his acceptance of a metaphysical-as opposed to 
a 111athematical-argument for Cod's existence, namely, 
that Cod is unique and the efficient and co11servi11g cause 
of all things. This eclecticism was characteristic of four
teenth-century thought and l\larsilius was not the first to 
combine Scotus with Ockham. 

In his doctrine of impetus \1arsili11s followed Buridan, 
imparting to it his own more speculative emphasis. Like 
his ma!->ter he rejected Aristotle's view that moving air was 
the cause of an object's movement in favor of a virtus i111-
pressa in the object, which he called impetus. It was i11 
an~wering the question, \\'hat is impetus? that disagree
ment arose between the leading participators-Buridan, 
:'\icholas of Oresme, Albert of Saxony. l\larsilius was in fact 
the first among them to grapple fully with the nature of 
impetus. His conclusions were of subsequent importance. 
With Buridan, \larsilius began by asking whether impetus 
was identical with movement or whether it was different. 
He concluded, first, that it was different: a quality added to 
movement, second, that although it was of a permanent 
nature in itself it was as transitory as movement, ending 
when movement stopped; third, that it was not all of the 
same kind; there could be impetus upward, dow11warcl, or 
in other directions. Fourth, he concluded that impetus 
could be regarded as a habit, an action, or a sensible qual
ity. 

\larsili11s' more speculative side is also to be seen in his 
view that quantity was a11 independent quality distinct 
fro111 extension. 
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( ;ORDON LEFF 

MARSILIUS OF PADUA (\larsilio dei \1ainardini), 
Italian political theorist, was born lietween 1275 and 1280 
and died in 1:342. I le probably studied medicine at the 
University of Padua. In 131.'3 he was rector of the Univer
sity· of Pari~, where he met such leading Averroists as Peter 
of Aliano and John of Jandun. He is chiefly famous for his 
antipapalist treatise Defensor Pacis ("Defender of Peace," 
13:24), a landmark in the history of political philosophy. 
\Vhen his authorship of this work became known in 1326, 



he was forced to flee tll tlw comt of Loui:-. of B,l\·aria in 
N11remherg; Pope John \.XII tlwrenpon branded him a 
heretic. \larsilius s11h:-.equenti~ assi..,ted Loui-; in \'arious 
imperial ventures in Ital~. 

"Defensor Pacis." The primary pmpose of the Dcfc11sor 
Pacis \\'a'> to refute the papali:-.t claim:-. to "pknitud<' of 
power" as these claims had lwt>n advanced In· Pope Imm
cent IV, Egidius of Rom e, and others in the thirtt'enth and 
fourteenth centuries. So crushing wa-. the refutation pro
duced by \brsilius that it completely n_•,·crsed the papalist 
position. The papal position had held that secular rulers 
must he subject to the papacy l'\'t'n in "temporal" affair-., 
so that they mu:-.t he established, judged, and, if necessary, 
deposed b~· the pope. \larsilius, in contrast, undertook to 
demonstrate that tht' papac>' and the priesthood in general 
must be subject not on ly in temporal, but e\ en in "spirit
ual," affair:-. to the whole people and to the secular ruler 
acting by the peoplt>'s authority. The powers of the priest
hood were to he reduced to the administration of the sac
raments and the teaching of di,·ine law, hut e\'en in these 
functions the priests were to he regulated and con trolled 
by the people and its elected government. The upshot of 
Marsilius ' doctrine was that the attempt to base human 
societ\' on religious ,·,dues under priestly control was 
decisiveh· overthrown, instead, the way was opened for a 
purely secular society under the control of a popularly 
elected gm·ernment. I lence, it is understandable that 
i\1arsili11s has heen hailed as a prophet of the modern 
world. His treatise exerted a marked influence during the 
period of the Reformation. 

Theory of the state. Eq11ally as important as these revo
lutio11ar\· conclusions are the premises from which \br
silius derived them. These premises are found in his gen
eral theory of the state, which is notewrnih~ for its fusing 
of three distinct themes. The first is the Aristotelian teleo
logical \'iew of the state as suhserving the good life. The 
various parts of the state, including gm·ernment, are 
defined by the contrihutio11 the~· make to the rational 
"fulfillment" of men's natural desire for a "sufficient life." 
This fulfillment prnceeds through the "proper proportion
ing" of men's actions and passions, ranging from nutritin_, 
and sensiti\'l' act-. to appetiti\'e and cogniti\·e ones. The 
function of g<1\'ernrnent i-. to regulate men's transiti\·e acts 
in accordance \\'ith the la\\' as a standard of ,111stice. The 
first theme, then, stresses an affirrnati\·e and ma,imal utili
tarianism-what is required for the attainment of the high
est ends of the "sufficient life," the common benefit, and 
justice. 

The second theme of \larsilius' political theory, in con
trast, is a negati,·c and minimal utilitarianism. It empha
sizes the ine\·itahility of conHicts among men and the 
consequent need for the formal in..,trumentalities of coer
cive la\\' and government in order to regulate these 
conflicts. Without such regulation, \larsilius repeatedly 
insists, human society itself must he destro\·ed. In devel
oping this theme, \larsilius presents a positivistic concept 
of law, which stands in contrast \\'ith hi~ nonpositivistic 
conception of justice (a distinction often overlooked in 
discussions of his ideas). I le holds that there are objecti\'c 
criteria of justice, \\'hich he characterizes in terms of Aris
totle's analvsis of rl·ctificatory justice-moderating the 
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excessc>s of men\ transitiH· ach and "red1w1n~ tll<'Ill to 
eqllality or due proportion," ther<'ll\ J>ro111ot111~ tlll' <·om
mon he1wfit. But wlt<'n·as \larsili11-. ,·it'''" l.1,,· ,ha ~~'-t<·n1 
of general rules conn,rned \\'ith the re~11latio11 Ill tlw 
same "excesses" and the w-.nltant conHich, a-. \\'<•II a" \\ith 
other matters bearing on tlw comrnon benefit, lw <·111pha
sizes that these legal rules need not he hast>d ()IJ "trne 
cognitions of justice." On the contrar~, laws ma\ be ha-.<·d 
on "false cognitions of the just and the beneficial," -.o that 
i\1arsiliJIS, unlike most medieval political philm,oplwr-., 
holds that justice is not a nccc . ..,san conditio11 of la\\'. \\'l1at 
is nece:-.s,uy is that the legal rules ha,·e coerci,e force. 
such that with regard to their ohst>n·,mct· "there is gin°11 a 
command coen:·ive through punishment or reward to lw 
distriln1tt>d in the present world." These rules and the 
gm Prnmcnt which enforces them must he unitary in the 
sense that, if a societ\· is to s11rvive, it cannot lia\·c two or 
more rival coercive bodies of law and W>\·ernment. 

The third theme of \larsilius' political them\· is that the 
people is the only legitimate source of all political author
itv. It is the people, the whole b()(h- of citizens or its 
"weightiest part," which mmt make the la\\'s either h\ 
itself or through elected representati,es, and it is also the 
people which must elect, "correct," and, if necessan·, 
depose the government. \larsilius presents man:\· argu
ments for this republican position: (I) the whole pcoplt> is 
intellectually and emotionalh· superior to am of its parts, 
so that only from its choice will cnwrgc the hest law and 
government, tlw ones most conduei,·e to the common 
benefit, as against the ones that subsern:> the interests of 
some special group; (2) self-legislation is neccssar~· for 
individual freedom; (3) onh· if the laws and governmen t 
arc chosen by the people will they he obe\ed; (4) that 
which affects all ought to he subject to appro\'al I)\ all. 

Although all three themes of \larsilius' general political 
theoP, were found in earlier medie\'al political philoso
phers, no other philosopher had gi\'l'n tl,e second and 
third themes a, central a position as did \larsilius. :\s a 
result of thb, although \1arsili11s' first theme-about the 
ends of the "sufficient life," the common benefit, and jus
tice-persists throughout his trt'atisc, it i~ m·ershadowed 
In his emphases on coe1Ti\·e1wss as the essence of politiE·al 
authorit:-,· and on the republican bases of all such authorit\'. 
The full consequence of these emphases emerges in the 
applications he makes of his general political theory to the 
problems of ecclesiastical politics. 

Applications of the theory. In keeping with his first 
theme, \larsilius , ie\vs the Christian priesthood as one of 
the parts of the state dedicatl'd to achie,·ing the "sufficient 
life" for all helie,·ers. Unlike the other parts of the state, 
Lowever, the priesthood suhserves the "sufficient life" to 
he attained primarih· "in the lutme world" rather than tlw 
present one. Like the other Averroists, \larsiliu, manifests 
skepticism about the rational demonstrahility of such a 
future life; nevertheless, he officially accepts the Christian 
doctrine that the future life is superior to the present life. 
He also holds, howe\·er, that secular and religious \'alues 
are in basic opposition; here he seems to be applying in 
the realm of the practical the A verroist doctrine of the 
contrariety of reason and faith in theoretic phi losoph~. 

Taken in conjunction with the maximal, affirmati,-e 
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utilitarianism of his fir~t theme, accepting that the priest
l10od s11hse1Yes the highest encl of man would have re
q11ircd \larsilim to accept also the papalist doctrine that 
tlw "~ecular" go,·ernment, subsen·ing the lesser end of 
this-worldly happiness, must be politically subordinate to 
tlw priesthood. At this point, howcH·r, \larsilitl';' second 
and third the111es ha,·e their effect. Since the essence of 
political authority· is the coerciveness required for the 
minimal encl of preserving society, it follows that the 
higher end subserved by· the priesthood does not entitle it 
to superior political authority. The question of the order of 
political ~uperiority and inferiority· i~ thus separated from 
tl1e question of the order of moral and religious values. 
\\'hat determines the order of political authorit~· is not the 
gn•ater excellence of ont' end o,·er another but, rather, thc 
specificall~· political need for unified coerciYe authority· in 
order to prevent unresoh-ecl conflicts from destroy·ing 
society. I Ience, the secular g0\·en1ment, as bearer of this 
coerci,·e authoritr, mu~t lie politically superior to the 
priesthood. If the priests refuse to ohey the go\'ernment 
and its laws, then they must he compelled to do so, be
cause such disobedience threatens that unity· of coerci,·e 
authority without which society· cannot sur\"ive. Indeed, it 
is became of this di•,obedience and because of ih claim to 
a ri\'al, superior "plenit11de of power," that \larsilius con
victs the papacy· of being the gravest enem:-,· of ci\"il peace. 
In this context \lar~ilius presents his whole critique of the 
papac~· as an application to fourteenth-century conditions 
of Ari~totle\ book on revolutions (Politics\'), dealing with 
the ways in which threats to ci\'il peace may be avoided. 

In addition to this political argument ag:1imt diverse 
centers of coe1-ci,·e power in any· ~ociety·, \larsili11-, also 
stresses, from within the religious tradition ihelf, that 
religious belief, in order to he meritorious, must he pureh 
\"oluntary·. l lence, in order to fulfill its mission, di\'ine law 
and the priesthood which teaches and admini~ter~ it can
not lw coerciw0 in this world. 

\larsilius' third theme, republicani..,m, also pla, ~ an 
impo1tant role in the political s11borclination of the prie~t
hood and papacy·. Thf-' only· mies and persons that are 
entitled to the st.itus of being coerci\'e laws and go\'ern
ment officials are those ultimately chosen by the people; 
hence, there can he no crediting tlie claims of di,·ine law 
and the priesthood to a separate derivation of c<wrci,·e 
political authority from Cod. It is true that :\larsilius sub
sequent!~ holds that secular rulers gm·ern hy divine right, 
hut he ,·iew~ this only· as a divine confirmation of the peo
ple's ultimate electoral authority·. This republicanism op
erates not only· in the relation of the priesthood to the 
seeular state hut also in ih relation to religious affairs. 
Becau~e the whole people is superior in ,·irtue to any· of its 
parts and because freedom requires popular consent or 
election, the priesthood itself must be elected hy· the peo
ple of each community rather than being appointed by an 
oligarchically chosen pope, and the pope himself must be 
elected by· the whole of Christendom. Similarly·, the whole 
people must elect general councils to pro\'ide authoritati,·e 
interpretations of the meaning of di,·ine law. In these ways 
\larsdius' general political theory leads to a republican 
structure for the church as against its traditional monarchic 
structure. In effect, this also means that the sec11lar gm -

ernment, acting by the people's authority, secures hegem
ony over the priesthood and papacy in all spheres. 
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MARSTON, ROGER (c. l:2.S0-1:30:3), Augustinian Scho
lastic, was horn in :\larsto11 near Oxford. He was edu
cated at the Faculty of Arts and Theology at the L1niversity 
of Paris about I :270 and taught at Oxford and Cambridge 
between 1:276 and l:2H.5. He was the provincial of the Eng
lish Franciscans between I:2~J:2 and 1:2q8_ 

Roger \tarston's career may be characterized as a con
scious effort to restore St. Augustine to his position as the 
great leader of Christian philosophers and theologians. In 
carrying 011t the proposals of his teacher, John Peckham 
(also an A11gustmian), :\larston exhibited a phenomenal 
knowledge of the writings of Augustine, as well as a fine 
sense of historical and textual criticism. He must have 
been attacked as a11 archconservative, because he defended 
him~elf by remarking that he did not ding to tradition out 
of mere habit, but that after a reasonable scrutiny of the 
e,·idence, he had formed opinions that harmonized the 
writi11gs of the "saints" with tl1e wisdom of the philoso
phers. ~larston knew the Creek and :'\luslim philosophers;, 
and interpreted them with a great deal of subtle skill, 
sometimes calling attention to fundamental ambiguities in 
their thought. 

\larston needed all the resources at his command to 
counter the attacks directed against the Augustinian theory 
of divine illumination, which he deemed neeessary to 
explain certitude. Since the attacks were made under the 
guise of Aristotle's authority, \1arston attempted to recon
cile Augustine's theory of knowledge with that of Aristotle, 
as seen through the latter's Islamic commentators. Thus, 
Roger claimed that the Eternal Light of Augustine is the 
same as the separate agent intellect of Avicenna and Aver
roes. However, the English friar would not allow man to 
he "dispossessed" of his own incli\'idual agent intellect, 
and hence he posits a double agent intelleet: divine and 
human. This was one of the medieval solutions to the 
idealist- empiricist dilemma. 

In the realm of the philosophy of nature, there wa~ one 
doctrine of Thomas Aquinas to which ~larston took serious 
exception-namely, the Thomistic contention that each 
individual being had but one form. Prior to Aquinas, the 
far more common opinion had been that in material beings 
there was a plurality of fonns. In man there were the forms 
of "vegetivity," "sensitivity," and "rationality," corre-



sponcling to the human functions of nutrition, :-.ensation, 
and thought. Hager's solution to the question i11trocl11ced a 
refinement which amounted to a synthesis of the Thomis
tic and traditional solutions, although it favored the latter. 
There is one substantial form for each being, but that sin
gle form admits of various subordinate a11d persisting de
grees, or grades. :\1arston 's theory of the grades of the form 
is the first organized version of this theory which ha:-. come 
down to us from the :\fiddle Ages. 

\Vith respect to the majority of his philosophico-theolog
ical tenets, ~tarston followed the lead of Bonaventure. 
\Vith Bonaventure (and against Aquinas), he considered an 
eternal creature an impossibility. Prime matter can exist 
apart from all forms by divine intervention, because God is 
the "Form of all things" who conserves his handiwork just 
as water conforms to the intricate convolutions of a mold, 
as long as it is contained by the mold. On the s11bject of 
God's foreknowledge of future human acts-a perennial 
problem in Christian philosophy-:\larston remarks that 
since an individual's memory of a past event does not con
strain his free will with regard to the past, neither does 
God's foreknowledge comtrain his free will with regard to 
the future. 

For a medieval, :\1arston has an unusually personal style, 
and his remarks are often a source of valnable information 
for the historian. 
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MARTINEAU, JAMES (1805-HHlO), English philoso
pher and religious leader, was born in Norwich. I It> was a 
brother of Harriet :\lartineau, the novelist and economist. 
l\1artineau attended school in Norwich and Bristol and 
went on to study for the ministry under the Unitarian 
auspices of :\lanchester New College at York. He accepted 
a call to a congregation in Dublin in 182.H and was married 
later the same year. In 18.32 he became minister to a dis
senting congregation in Liverpool. He occupied this post 
for 2,.5 years, but for most of that period he was also teach
ing philosophy and other subjects at Manchester New 
College, and when the eollege was moved to London in 
1857, he moved with it. From 186q to 1885 he served as 
principal of the college. Despite the criticism aroused by 
his views on religious and theological matters, he was 
regarded as the foremost spokesman of Unitarianism in 
England and was revered by many in other religious 
groups as well for his impressive contributions to the 
literature of hymn, private prayer, and sermon. 
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I 11 accordance with the then prevailin g t<'11 dt0 11t·y of 
L1nitarian thought, :\tartineau was brought 11p to accept tlw 
doctrines of association ism, egoism, and 1wce:-.si tarianism 
as taught by David Hartley and Joseph Pries tl e y. l11 Ii i , 
early teaching he used works by Jam e s :\till a nd Thmn a:-. 
Brown as texts, but the difficulties he had in defe nd in~ 
their views, together with his own growing sense of th e 
inadequacy of their philosophy as a basis for a Christian 
outlook, led him rapidly toward a new general position . By 
18.3q he concluded that necessitarianism was incompatibl e 
with that sense of "the personal origin and personal iden
tity of sin" which is central to Christianity. During the 
next half-dozen years he worked out the implications of 
this point. The results were first published in lH45 and 
1846 in two long reviews (reprinted in Essays, Ret:iews , 
and Addresses) which outlined the positions he was to 
develop and defend for the rest of his life. Although he 
learned much from a year of study in Berlin in !8°1H and 
18..f~J, German philosophy did not really change his 
thought. He remained for more a follower of Bishop Butler 
and Thomas Reid than of Kant or Hegel. 

At the basis of all of Martineau's constructive thought is 
the view that we must accept as true certain deliverances 
of consciousness which appear to give us directly informa
tion about the external world, the self, and morality. Nei
ther Kant nor William Hamilton nor J. S. Mill seemed to 
him to have given us reason to distrust the intuitions of the 
mind, and since these intuitions present themselves as 
reliable, we are entitled to have faith in them until reasons 
against them are produced. Martineau's intuitionism is the 
philosophical counterpart of the very great emphasis he 
placed, in interpreting religion, on personal religious 
experience. It is in such experience, he held, that one 
must look for revelation, not in messages delivered by 
others nor in traditions preserved by organized groups. 
Philosophically, both epistemology and ethics lead di
rectly to justifications of religious belief. 

From the very sta1i of knowledge, Martineau argued, we 
are aware of a self and a not-self, and we are aware of 
these not as simply passively there but as being actively 
related. \Ve thus intuit ourselves as willing and the world, 
in turn, as an expression of will. The former intuition is at 
the basis of our understanding of causality, which cannot 
be explained in terms of succession of phenomena, and 
the idea of causality finds its mature expression in the 
belief that Cod is the noumenal cause of the phenomenal 
order. Science, which deals only with phenomena, cannot 
upset our belief in Cod, but the increasing unity of the 
laws and theories which science discovers acts as a 
confirmation of our intuitive belief in the unity of the 
cm1se of nature. 

If the "natural" attributes of Cod, such as omnipotence 
and intelli/-(ence, are revealed through our experience of 
the external world, the moral attributes are re\·ealed to us 
primarily in our moral experience. :\1artineau argued ver\ 
careful]\' that the central subject of moral judgment is 
motives or "springs of action," not acts or conseq11ences. 
He held that whene\·er there is more than one moti\'e 
competing to direct our action, we are intuitively aware 
that one of the motives is higher than the others. 

"The moral faculty," he said, "is not any apprehension 
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ol Ill\ 1sihle qualities in external action..,, not an} partition 
of them into the absolutely good and absolutely e\·il, not 
any intellectual te .. ting of them hy rules of congruity or 
balances of utility, h11t a recognition, at their \'l'ry source, 
of ,t ..,cale ol rclatirc \·alue" lying within ourseh·es," reb
ti\·<· liecau"e ,1 L'.i,·en moti\·e may he hidwr in relation to 
one alternati\ e, lo\\'er in relation to another. To he good is 
to choo"e to act on the relati\·ely higher moti\'e. Once this 
choice is made, consideration of consequenct>s com.es i11 to 
aid in "electim.,: the particular act \\'hich \\'ill hest expres" 
the moti\(· in the actual cin:umst,111ces. It is the first choice 
onl} \\'hich i" morally rele\'cll1t, though tlw "econd is, of 
cour'-t', important. Since the moral \·,due of hoth agent and 
,tct i.., \\·l1oll} determined b} hi" t'hoice o!' moti\·e, \lar
ti11<•,1u \\'<'nt to con..,ick·rable p,1in.., to defend alisolute free
dom of the \\'ill. The an.:umt>nts rely hea\·ily on the con
cept of can"e de\-eloped in his epistemology. In our 0\\'11 
\\'illing \\'e learn somethinl'. of the nature of ( ;od's acti\·ity. 
the realization that there is an authoritatiH· demand on us 
to act on the relati\'l0 ly higher moti\'e i-. the chief re\·ela
tion of Cod \\"ithin our moral experience. The authorita
tin'ne"" of the demand can be explained only in thei"tic 
terms. and the content of the demand re\·eals to 11" Cod's 
moral nature. 

\lartinea11's style is extremely Horid and his exposition 
quite diffu"e. In his epistemolol'.ical and metaphysical 
\\'ritin!..'." he seems often to ha\·e mis"ed the point of an 
oppo~inl'. theor~· or to ha\·e !wen content \\'ith \'ery weak 
arl.(umenh for his o\\'n. But his ethics, as an .tccount of the 
Pthics of moti\'l', if not hil'.hly oril'.inal, is in conception and 
in executio11 one of the fineq that ha" e\·er been presented 
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MARTl:'\ETTI, PIERO d872-19-1.3), It,dian n1etaph~
,ici,rn. \\',b. prok""or of theoretical philmoph> at the l'11i
\ er..,it~ of \lilan from 1906 nntil 19.31, \\·hen he resigned 111 

prote"t again:--t the o,1th impo"ed on uni\·ersit} profe""or, 
Ii> the fa..,t'i..,t rel.(ime. 

\lartinetti ..,m11.(ht to re-e"tabli"h metaphy"ic.., as a \·,did 
,cience b} a method \\'IHhe \alidity \\'ould han.· to he 
r<·col.(niL.ed e\'t"n Ii> po-.;iti\ i..,ts. This project i1n-oh ed a 
ref11t.ttion ol po"iti\ ism on its m\'n grnuncb. The po..,iti\ i..,t 
att.ick on metaph} ,ic,, \Lirtinetti clairnecl, i" \·alid onl~ 
al.(ain"t ndgar or dogmatic rnetaph~ sic..,. Scientific meta
pl1} ..,ic:-- meeh ,di the requirernenh of scientific methoclol
ol.(\. It adhere" to data that all "cience must recognize. but 
it i.., 110 mere '> 11the..,i, of the "ciences, for it interprets 
,cie11tihc findini2> ,rnd determine" their meaning rather 
than their mere trnth. Consequently, a scientific metaphy,-

1cs \\'011ld .ichie\ e. on a posteriori grounds, successi\'e 
unification" of empirical data until the Absolute \\·as 
achien·d. 

The first of the :--uccessi\ e len,Js in this projected 
unific.ition is that of the "I" or self as a unity of "ensuous 
con..,ciousne"s. This is the constant flux of "ense percep
tion, the central point around \\'hich all perception is syn
thesized. At this stage no distinction is made bet\\'een 
subject and object. The self at this le\·el possesses a rndi
mentar~ transcendental character in the invincible com·ic
tion that its ,en"e perceptions are identical \\'ith those of 
all pos..,ible q1bjects, hut this per!-.uasion is itself a mere 
datum. 

This intimation of the transcendental and a priori pro
,·ide" a means of passage to the 1wxt le\·el of synthe"i". the 
logical le\ el. But the a priori form" of synthesis are not 
a priori in the kantian sense; they are "con-natural" \\'ith 
their empirical content. Among the"e forms are suh..,tant'e 
and cathe, \\'hich unif} respecti\·ely the coexi,tcnt and the 
succe .. sin•. The mm ement from the sensible forms of 
unit: to the logical forms is not ihelf a logical process; 
rather, it i" entirely 11,1tural. Logic is the ··science of the 
natural conformations of human thought," and logical 
relation-. are therefore empirical relations. 

The third stage of synthesi-., that of absolute unity, can
not he achie\·ed in thought; it is implied in the d}·narnic of 
thougl1t. \\'e t'an han· no specnhti\'l' concept. !mt only a 
">·mholic i11t11itio11, of it. Ho\\'e\ er, it cannot he concluded, 
therefore, that om kno\\'ledge i~ limited to phenomena. 
Tlw ah"ol11te unit> i" al\\'a}s pre"ent, although in an im
perfect \\'a~, liecau-.e it enters structurally into all le\·els of 
"> nthe"i". Thi" omnipre..,ence of the Absolute \lartinetti 
called m}·"tical: .. Our kno\\'ledge is a my"tic unity \\'ith the 
eternal Lol.(o"." 

This prnct.""" of "yntlwsis applie" also to the practical 
order. \\ lime tran!-.ce11<le11tal principle is lihe1iy. \lorality 
exhibits a primary s>·nthe"is in the form of necessity free!} 
achien·d-d '> nthe,i" that i.., continued and extended Ii}· 
art and relil.(ion. 
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~IARTY, A:'\TO:'\ (P,-17-llJl-1), professor of philosophy 
at the ( ;erman l1ni\'er-.ity of Prague and for forty years a 
clo-.e a"sociate of Franz Brentano. \larty's most important 
\\'ork i.., the Unters11ch1111gen zur Gnwdlegung der allge-



mei11en Sµrachtheoric ( I l,tlk, HJOS) , .t treatise rn1 tlw pill los
ophy of language. lli s theor~ of meaning, or "se111a;.iol
ogy," is based upon Brentano's descriptive psychology. 
From a contemporary point of view, the lllost interc;.ting 
aspects of this theory are the distinction between cate
gorematic and syncategorematic uses of words and the 
theory of emotive utterances. 

Like Brentano, Marty appeals to the correctness of 
affirmation and rejection, and of love and hate (in a broad 
sense) to explicate the sync,itegorematic character of cer
tain basic philosophical concepts. In the assertion "There 
is a horse," the words "a horse" refn to an object, but the 
words "there is" serve only to express the fact that the 
speaker is accepting or acknowledging the object. An 
object is said to have being if it may he correctly accepted: 
it has nonbeing if it may be correctly rejected; it is good if 
it may be correctly loved : it is had if it may he corr('ctly 
hated; the necessary is that which may he correctly ac
cepted a priori ; the impossible is that which may be cor
rectly rejected a priori. 

Mart~· rejected the view of Bernard Bolzano and Alex
ius Meinong, according to \\"hich there are objects that may 
he said to "subsist" and not to "exist." But he did contend 
that the objects that may he said to "exist" may he 
classified as being either "real" or "nonreal." Examples of 
nonreal objects tl1at exist are gaps, deficiencies, holes, 
space, time, and what :\1arty called the content of a judg
ment. (If the judgment "There are horses" is correct, then 
there exists that nonreal object that is the being of horses: 
if it is incorrect, then there exists that nonreal object that is 
the nonbeing of horses.) Accordin_g to l\larty, nonreal 
objects have no causal efficacy, and their existence is 
always a function of the ex istence of certain concomitant 
real objects. Brentano objected to this view on the ground 
that sentences ostensibly referring to such nonreal objects 
may be translated into sentences referring only to the real 
objects that \larty conceded to he their concomitants 
("There is an absence of food in the larder" serves only to 
express the rejection of food in the larder) and that hence 
all such "irrealia" are superfluous. But where :\larty re
stricted "real" to a subclass of things that exist, Brentano 
said that judgmenb about unicorns are also judgments 
about "real objects", these judgments are about things 
which, if they were to exist, would he real (in l\larty's 
sense of "real"). 

The word "good," according to ~larty, serves to express 
one's love of an object. "bad" serves to express one's hate 
of an object. ~!arty discussed the emotive function of ethi
cal sentences in detail and noted the ways in which such 
sentences are related to commands, recommendations, 
questions, and optatives. However, unlike contemporary 
emotivists, ~!arty held with Brentano that the emotions 
expressed and incited by ethical sentences are emotions 
that are either correct or incorrect his theory of ethical 
sentences could thus he said to be emotive and also objec
tive. Ile discussed in detail the relations among emotive 
and nonemotive sentences and the respects in which sen
tences of the one type may presuppose sentences of the 
other (for example, a man who calls "Stop thief!" asserts 
implicitly that there is a thief and that he is tryin_g to get 
away). 
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MARULIC, MARKO i l ➔.'50- 1.52-0, Crn,1tia11 p«wL l1is-

torian , and philosopher, was horn i11 Split lhllllatia. \larn
lic·'s l'pic, Istorija Svctc Udoi·,icc ]udit ("Tl1e llistor~ ol 
the lloly \\'ido\\" Jmlith," \'i1wgia, 1.521 ), i~ the ol<lt-~t 
Croatian epic and the first printed Crnatia11 I itl'ran ,, mk. 
Like all of \Lmtlic·\ p«wtr~·, it j,, liotli epil" and didadi <". 
\larulil''s philosopl1ical work;. werl' \\"ritt<-n in L1ti11 and 
tran;.lated into German, Frcncl1, Italian, Pmt11g11<·s1· , a11d 
other languages. His De lnstitutiunc Bene HcafC</IIC \ 'i
rcndi per E.H' IIIJ)la Sa11ctoru111, fir;.! p11lilislwd i11 \"e11il ·t· 
in I .SOfi, \\"a~ rqHintl'd, in tlw original or i11 tr;111~lati1ll1, 
1.5 times in the ~ixteentl1 and sl·,·e1tll·<·11tli l"l'11t1iril·s . Iii;. 
En111gelistari11111 (\'enice, 1.'5lh) \\",ts pri11tt-d ~) tillll'~ -

\larnlil' \\as i111l11e11ced I>\ thl' Hl'nais sa m·l· h11111a11i~h 
and wa.s al~o a stlldent of the cL1ssil"al ( :rel'k philo~ophl'rs , 
hut he \\"as at tlw s,tll1l' time an rn1tstanding rcpH•q•ntati,·t_• 
of tlll'n-modl'rn Clni;.ti,t11 philo;.ophical tl1011glit. Ill· l'll 
riclwd Christia11 moral teaching with the ahu11dant \\"ealtli 
of Stoic- Platonil" moral tlrn11ght a11d rc, ·i , ed traditirn1<d 
pltilmoph, i11 tli e spirit of l1u11w11ism. \Ltrnlit'· rl'g,tnkd 
Epicurea11 and Stoic l'thics a;. a11titlll'ticalh oppos(·d and 
Stoic ctl1ics a;, s11perior to Epil"tll'l',lll. l II g<·1wr,tl, lw re 
jected all form~ of hedrn1i~111 and 11tilitari,mism, a11d \\"itli 
them dhical ~,dijl·l·ti, i;.rn and H·lati,·is111. 

\lanili( s cxpmition of a Cl1ristia11 ethic;. cornhi11l'd \\"itl1 
el<'lllents of Stoici~m and Platonism wa~ <·nlin·1wd Ii~ 
example~ from lifl'. This original s, 11thl'si,, of am·il·nt clt-
mt'nh, rl'ju, enated Ii~ h11rna11i~1n, \\"a;. gH·ath appl<'l"iat<·d 
in its da~. ('special!~- for its s('n·it·1· in tlH· ( :atl1olic fight 
again;.t tlw Rt·forn1ation. 

.\!though ethical problem~ \\"l'r(' \lamlic·'s rnai11 comTrn, 
he al~o con~idered the fundamental problems of phi lo;.oph,. 
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MARX, KARL (l,'-:JS-P-;S:3), Cerman revolutionary s«>· 
cialist, ;.ocial and econrnnic theorist, and srn11Te of !llo;.t 
of the important currents in modern socialism. \Ian \\"as 
horn in Treves (Tri e r) in the Hhineland. II is family was 
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_I ewish hut co11\·e1ted to Lutheranism when he was six. 
\larx studied law in Honn and philosophy and history in 
Berlin, where tlw intellectual legacy of Hegel, dead fiH, 
~ t>ars earlier, "weighed hea,·ily on the li\·ing," as \larx 
latt>r said. Ile recei\·ed a doctorate from the l 1 ni,·ersity of 
Jena in P-i--11 for a thesis on Epicurus and Democritus. As 
an undergraduate \larx had identified himself with the left 
win!.!: of the young Hcge\ians and was known as a militant 
atheist whose creed was (and remained): "Criticism of 
rt·ligio11 is the foundation of all criticism." This reputation 
made an academic career impossible under the Prussian 
i..?;m·crnment. Instead he became editor of a liberal husi
nessmen's newspaper in Cologne, the Rheinische Zeit11ng. 
This paper was suppressed in J.'-i--1:1, and \Ian: decided to 
continue the strnggle against Prussian autocrac~· from 
Paris, thus beginning a lifelong exile. In Paris he became 
friendly with Friedrich Engels, and they bei..?;an what was 
probahl~- the most momentous literar~ partnership in 
history. In his Ecunumic and Philosophic .\lanuscripts of 
JH44, written in Paris, \larx roughed out, in a more meta
physical form than his later work, a brilliant!~- original 
\·iew of human society, whose three components were 
French socialism, English economics, and Lerman philos
ophy (the Ifegelianism of his student days corrected hy 
Feuerhach\ materialism). 

Expelled from France in l-~--1-'5, \larx went to Brussels, 
where he continued his economic studies and made his 
fin,t contact with the workingmen's 1110,·ement. Asked to 
draft a statement of principles for one of their leagues, he 
and Engels proclucecl the immensely influential Commu
nist .\Janifesto ( l,'-i-1-'·;). The ,\Janifestu is an anal~·sis of 
capitalism, a criticism of "false" socialism, an interpreta
tion of histor~- as the preparation for the coming of true 
socialism, and a call to revolutionary action. During the 
IS--1,'-i revolutions, \Lux was expelled from Brussels. he 
went first to Paris and then to Cologne, where he edited 
the Se11e Rheinische Zeittrng durini..?; an ahorti\·e experi
ment in parliamentary democracy. l'pon the defeat of the 
democracy, \larx was arrested. tried for sedition, acquit-· 
ted, and expelled in l~--Jq_ 

He lived the rest of his life in London, supported finan
cially by Engels, who had returned to his prosperous 
textile business. Apart from some journalism for Horace 
Creeley\ :\ew York Tribune, \larx 11e\"C.0 r had regular 
work. He li\·ed a life of poverty that was complicated hy 
his own notions of respectabilit~·. worsened hy chronic 
illness, and saddened hy the death of three children. His 
only notable political activity was domination of the Inter
national \\"orking \!en's Association (the "First Interna
tional"), formed in I ,'-;6--1 and scuttled by \larx himself in 
I ,~72 after prolonged factional strife, notably between \larx 
and \I ichael Hakunin. \lost of those years \larx spent in 
the British \luseum, gathering material for his great his
torical analysis of capitalism, Das Kapital, of which he was 
able to publish only one volume (Hamburg, JS67); Engels 
had to construct the other two ,·olumes fro111 posthumous 
papers. \larx's other writings were mostly exercises in 
political pamphleteering, in which his keen hut often 
O\·erhast~ anal~ sis was hacked by unusual gilts for rhetoric 
and invectiw·. At his death \larx was, in his own words, 
"the best hated and most calumniated man of his time." 

His life had been dedicated to political fanaticism and to a 
passionate quest for a vast synthetic view of all history and 
culture. 

That synthesis was only partially achieved, yet it suc
ceeded well enough to provide an ideology and a fairly 
coherent world view for attempts to produce a new civili
zation, suppo~edly lietter and more adnmced than the one 
produced b~- democracy and industrialism in western 
Europe and ;\;orth America. Philosophy played little part 
in the \larxian synthesis, which was intended to be posi
ti\·e, historical, and sociological- "scientific," as Engels 
called it. It has heen argued that any such generalizing 
world \"iew is by definition philosophical or even religious 
and that therefore \larx must be classed with such great 
metaphysical synthesizers as Aristotle, Aquinas, and He
gel. Hut that begs the ,·ery question \larx posed: whether 
the study of history and economics, free of all philosophi
cal speculation, religious prejudice, and overt ethical 
promotion, cannot shmv us the course that humanity will 
follow on this earth. 

\larx's system began with an economic theory. Goods 
were exchanged at rates decided h) the amount of labor 
that went into them (the labor theory of value). The price 
of labor itself was no exception to this law; labor -..:as paid 
subsistence wages, just what was needed to "make" work
ers, i.e., to keep them alive and reproducing themselves. 
Yet labor produced goods worth more than its wages, and 
the difference belonged to the capitalists. Thus the misery 
of the masses was not due to wickedness that might re
spond to preaching, hut to the operation of economic laws. 
Ho,,·e\·er, a critical study of political economy showed that 
these laws were peculiar to capitalism, which was merely 
one stage of historical de\·elopment, one soon to be de
stroyed hy its internal contradictions. As the masses be
came poorer and more numerous, the capitalists hecame 
fewer and controlled greater concentrations of productive 
equipment, whose full producti\·eness they throttled hack 
for their own gain. The capitalists would soon be swept 
aside as a restraint on production, and the masses would 
take over the already socialized industrial economy, which 
had he<,11 carried to the edge of perfection by self-liqui
dating capitalism. There would ~ucceed a progressive, 
rational society with no wages, no money, no social class
t>s, and, eventually, no state- "a free association of pro
ducers under their [own] conscious and purposive con
trol." 

\larx was the author of the doctrine of historical materi
alism, the theory that the "material conditions of life" and 
specifically "the mode of production of the material means 
of existence" determine much else in human conscious
ness and society. :\either \larx nor any of his followers, in 
a centm~·-long debate. e\·er succeeded in stating this 
theory both ri,gorously and plausibly at the same time. Yet, 
because it stressed economic and technological factors in 
human affairs that previously had been overlooked or 
,·eiled hy hypocrisy, the theory has had an extensive and 
generallv fruitful influence o\·er much thinking and writ
ing about society. \larx "flirted with" Hegel's triadic di
alectic to express some parts of his economic and historical 
theories, hut it was Engels who developed dialectical 
materialism as a metaphysics or a theory of reality. \larx 



remained, like many Cerman~ in his day, markl'cl hy the 
influence of Hel';el, which revealed itself in a taste for 
metaphysical bombast h11t also in certain specific doc
trines, such as that history progresses hy ~tnrl';l';le and 
opposition and that change occurs in revolutionary leaps 
rather than in gradual, quantitative stages. Not surprising
ly, the llegelian imprint is clearest in the earliest work: 
:---tarx's Paris manuscripts are a fusion of political economy 
and Hegelianism, each interpreted in terms of the other. 
But as Marx extended his knowledge of history and eco
nomics, he abandoned the metaph\·sical-moral critique of 
capitalism for an approach that sought to be factual and 
scientific. 

Works by Marx 

The nearest approach to a complete edition of \1an:'s work is in 
Russian, Karl l\1arx and Friedrich Engels, Sochi11eniya, 3:?. vols. 
(l\1oscow, 19.5.5-), of which the parallel German \·ersinn is \Verke, 
30 vols. (Berlin, 19.57-). Previously· scholars used l\farx-Enge/s 
Gesamtausgabc, 1:2 vols. (Berlin and \loscow, 19:?.7 - FJ3.5). :\ei
ther contains all of \1arx's output, which is catalogued in \laximi
lien Rubel, Bibliographic des oc11t1rcs de Karl Marx (Pa ris, I\J,5fi). 

In English there are several ~elected editions: \larx and Engels, 
Selected Works, :?. vols. (London, UJ--1:?.: and, slightly different, 
W.51); and l\1arx and Engels, Selected Correspondence 1846- 1895 
(London, 193--1 ). Selections dealing with philosophical subjects 
include \1arx and Engels, Selected Writings in Sociology a11d 
Social Philosophy, \laximilien Rubel and T. B Bottomore, eds. 
(London, 19.Sfi); and \1arx and Engels, Basic Writings 011 Politics 
and Philosophy , L. S. Feuer, ed. (;,,,:ew York, llJ.5lJ). 

Separate works in Engli~h by· l\1arx alone are: Capital, trans
lated by S. \loore, E. Aveling, and E. L1ntermann, 3 \'(Jls. (Chi
cago, 190fi- l!J09); A Co11trib11tio11 to the Critique of Po/itirnl 
Economy, translated by· I\. I. Stone (Chicago, HJ0--1); Economil' and 
Philosophic i\,fanuscripts of 1844, translated by \1 \1illigan (Lon
don, H:J.5\)); Letters to Dr. kuge/111a1111 (New York rn:3--t): The Pov
erty of Philosophy, translated by H Quelch (Chicago, HI JO); 

Theories of Surplus Value (London, HJ,51). 
Separate works in English by both \1arx and Engeb are The 

Holy Family (l\1oscow, lll.5G) and The German ldeologu, R. Pa~cal, 
ed. (New York, HJ.'33); The Communist Manifesto has had numer
ous editions, whose histor~' is told in Bert Andreas, Le Jfanifeste 
co11w1 1111iste de Marx et Engels (t\tilan, W63); the most useful in 
English are those of \tax Eastman (New York, HJ:3:?.) and Harold 
Laski (London, lll--t,<.;). 

Works on Marx 

Biographies include Karl Marx: Chronik seines Lehens in Ein
zeldaten (Moscow, IY.'3--1); Isaiah Berlin, Karl Jfarx (London, 19:3\1); 
E. H Carr, 1'.arl Marx, A Study in Fanaticism (London, Hl3--1); 
Franz t\teluing, Karl Alarx, --Ith ed. (Leipzig, U:l:?.:3), translated b~· E. 
Fitzgerald (London, HJ36): \1aximilien Rubel, Karl Alarx. Essai 
de biographie i11tellect11ellc (Paris, 19.57); Otto Rtihle, Karl Harx, 
translated by Eden Paul and Cedar Paul (l\ew York, H:J:?.9); D. R~·
azanov, Marks i Engels (\1oscmv, H:l:23), translated b~· J. i(11nitz as 
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels (London, W:?.7). 

The literature on \larxism is enormous. See the section "Bib
ljographie marxologique" b~· \1aximilien Rubel in the journal 
Etudes de marxologie, puhli~hed in Paris ~im·e H).5D. l\otalile 
theoretical studies include H. P Adams, Karl Marx in His Earlier 
Writings (London, 19--10); Jean-Yves Calvcz, La Pensc'e de Karl 
Marx (Paris, HJ,5fi); \lax Eastman, Marxism: ls It Science? (l\ew 
York, 19--10); Sidney Hook, Toward the U11dersta11di11g of Karl 
Marx (i\ew York, 19:3.'3); Sidney Hook, From Hegel to Marx (;,,,;ew 
York, 19:36): karl Korsch, Karl ,'1arx (New York , 193/i); Antonio 
Labriola, l\farx 11el/'eco11omia e come teorico de/ socialismo (Lu
gano, 1908); George Lichtheim, Marxism (London, 1961). 
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MARXISl\1 . .\larxist tlwori<·~. imoL1r .t~ tl1<·\ ar<· ()I pliil()
sophical i11tl're~t, ar<· di~c11~~<'d in ddail 111 till' ,trt1L·l<·, 
DIALECTICAL !\lATElUALIS\I; IIISTOHIC:\I. !\l.\TEHI \Ll',\1. 

and .\IAHXIST PIIILOSOl'IIY. \'ario11, .\lar\i~t idl'.t'- ,m· ,ti,() 
discussed in th(' artil'k~ ALIE:-S.-\TIO:-S: Co!\I\ll '\I',\I; C0\1-

ivIUNISM, l'IIILOSOPIIY U:\'DEH; DIALECTIC; II>EOI.OLY. ;t11d 
SOCJ..\LIS!\l. Sel' .\larxi~m i11 I11d<·x for tliink<·r~ \\'ho .ti<' 
11suall~· regarded as .\larxists. 

MARXIST PHILOSOPHY is tlw aggrvgatio11 of pl1do
sophical ideas de\'eloped from \'arious aspects of 1'.trl 
:---Lnx's ~ocial thcor~· by· later thinker~ . .\larx did 11<,t i11tn1d 
to \\'rite a philo~ophy· and wo1dd ha\<' regarded ".\lar\i~t 
philosophy·" as a contradiction in terms. I le l'Oll~idercd hi~ 
work to he scientific, historical, and ~ociologi<'al. a, op
posed to "philosophical" cli\·agations 011 social ;dbir~. 
\\'hich he rejected as class-hiasl'cl idcolog\· . .\lorl'O\'<'r, lw 
held that his social thl'or~· ~ho\\'cd that philosopli~· \\'a~ 
about to end. Philosophy, lie said, was a s~·rnptorn of social 
malaise and \\'011ld disappear \\'he11 H'\·ol11tio11 p11t ~oci<'h 
on a healthier foundation. The \'Ollng .\far\ tho11glit tli;1t 
this wo11ld happen beca11se r<_•,·olution would "rcaliz<," 
philosophy·, \\'011ld gi\'e solid realit~· to tlie idl'al pha11t0111s 
of reaso11, jllStice, and lihert,· that philosopher~ in ~ick 
societies consoled thcmseh-es with. Thl' oldl'r .\Ian 
thoul';ht that n·\·olution would dl'stroy· pl1ilosopl1y·, \\·mild 
simply· make it un11ecess,H\, h~· liringi11g nwn hack to the 
st11d~· of "the rl'al world." Stuck of that world is to philo~o
phy· "what sex11al lo,·e is to 011,mi~m." I 11 eitlier casl' .\Ltr:... 
IW\'l'r \'aried in the opinio11 that thl' reign of philosophy 
<)\'er men's minds was drawi11l'; to a l'lo~e. Thu~. lw natll
rally· wo11ld not ha\'(_, contrilmted to ih Slll'\'i\·al liy· writi11l'; 
a ".\larxist philosophy." 

Marxism and traditional philosophies. \\'ithin a fl'\\' 
\·e,Hs of .\Llrx's death, hmn_,\·er, thew \\'l'I'<' attclllpts to 
t11rn .\larxism into philosophy. Thesl' ha\'(' co11ti11l!L'd l'\Tr 
since and, indeed, han_• gathl'red forcl' ~ince tlw di,co\Tn· 
of .\larx's earliest \\'riting,. There arl' t\\'o expla11ations for 
this posthumous transformation. First, there is the familiar 
paradox that efforts to l';et ricl of philosopln· I)\· ;1rgunw11t 
are themseh-es philosophical. Thus, .\Ian's a11tiphilmopln· 
and the thl·on· of historical materialism on which it i~ 
based blossomed into a veritable philosophil'al doctrinl', to 
which Georg Lukacs gave consummate form. Second, after 
the empirical social sciences hacl taken from .\larx's work 
all that was useful to them (and it was a great deal), there 
remai1wd much dross-dispron_,11 proplll'c~·. hast\· ge11cr
alizatio11, and plain error. I n~tead of being discarded, as 
the errors and absurdities of ;\;<'\\·ton and Pasteur W<'re 
discarded in the ph~·sical and liiological sci<·m·e~, this 
nonempirical material \\·as kept alin_• I,~· a ~ocial mm·eml'nt 
committed to preser\'ing intact tlw wholl' of .\larx's legacy·. 
It ha~ lwen called .\larxi~t philosopl1\·. 

Because .\larxism is not explicitly· a philo•wpl1\·, those 
who have treated it philo~ophicalh- ha\'l' largeh- so11d1t to 
find the philosophy to which it "correspond~," from \\'hich 
it "deri\·e~," or whicl1 it "implies." Sol11tio11s ha\'C' l,l'<'n 
extreme!~· varied and incompatible. Enrico Fl'rri put 
.\larxism into the Spcnccria11 ~~·stclll, and J...:arl 1...:autsky 
connect<.:'d it \\'ith Darwinism. Eduard Bernstein and \la:... 
Adler found its philosophical complement in h:a11t, and 
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·· !Ltd, to ha11t'." lwcarnc tlw -,Jol.';a11 of tht· I"l'\ i..,ioni-;t-;_ 
Plt0 kl1anm nott'd \Lin\ I legelian origi11-; hut pn·ferrt>d to 
alh \Ltr-.i,rn \\"ith lllatt'riali,rn, notalil> tli,1t of Fc1wrl,acl1. 
Thi, <>pi11wn \\ ,1, ,, idch accqited I,~ \Ltr"\i,111 political 
,wti, i,h ln1t \\ ,1, ,trdt•ntl~ cornl,ated IJ\ i11tt-1lt0 ctual,. Otto 
H,t u(·r ,.1id th.it \lar-.i..,111 could not lw ,111nt·\cd ll\ materi
ali,111 lwcau,c it \\"a.., l'OIIlpatible ,, ith an, philo,ophical 
doctri1w, " including Thomism ... Henri d(• \Ian c"a>·cd a 
(·01nhinatio11 of \Ltn a11cl Fru1d, ,,·lierea, the \larburg 
',("h()(,I of :\<·o-h,u1tian, made a "> 11tht·,i, of h,rnt', ethic.., 
,l11d \l.11"\

0

', ',()("iali,111. Till' nu..,..,iaJ}', \\ holll Lenin att.tcked 
i11 .\laterialism a11d E11111irio-criticis111 h,1d marri(•d ~\Ltr"\-
1,m to ti}(' po,iti,·i,111 of \lacl1 and .\, t·11ariu,. L(·ni11 him
',( ' lf follmw·d l'kkl1a11m in p11ttill! . .?; \Ltr"\i,m i11 the tradi
tion or llll'Challi',t makriali,111, Lttt-r ,t<lding a dialt·ctical 
tlwor> of < le, t·lopnwnt to di,ti1wni,l1 it frolll cl,t..,..,ic rna
tt-riali,111. (;eon.?;e, ~on-I, Hc-rn·· lkrtlwlot. and ,ariou, 
ltali,u1 \\ ritt·r, f()lmd the t·:\t('Jl',ion of \L1n1,111 in pragrna
ti,1n. and thi,, it'\\ hu·a11H· infl1wnti,tl i11 tlw L'nited State.., 
through tlw ,, riti11g, of Si< hie, I look . .-\11tm1io ( :ra111,ci a11d 
(;im,t1111i (:entile, i11 tlwir difft·rent ,,,1~,. reacted again,t 
tlw "mat<-riali,t delia..,e11w11t" of \lani,1n I,> coupling it 
,,ith Italian 11t·oide,tli,111. Tlw ,carch for ll<'\\ ' pl1i11,,ophic 
,t·tti11L1> for \larxi,n1, ..,11C"l1 .1, <·-.i,tt-11tiali,111, continu(•, and 
i, nl'l"l'',',al"il> illl'Olll'hl,i\ t•. 

Till' \,trid> of opinion, confirm.., that tlwre i, n,, \L1ni,t 
philo,<1pl1>. \:t•\ ertlwle,,, ',()Jill' cfforh to incorporate· 
\bni,m into philo,oplt> arc ll·..,, ,11t'l't'..,..,f1d than otlwr,, 
for \l.1ni,111 i, 11ot pl1ilmophicall~ 11l'11tr,tl ('\('Il if it <lo('' 
fail to define ih po,ition in H'"IWd to tlw 111,qor pl1ilo,oph
ical tradition,. Lea,t ,t1('Ct'',,ft1l are alli,111t·1·, of \Ltni,m 
\\·itl1 n1att-ri,tli,111, horn Holhad1 to Buchlll·r. or \\·itl1 pmi
ti,·i,111. ,,·lwther \Jach\ or ~1w11t·(•r\. The tl'ndc11c~ of 
dcLtdt·, of criti('i,111 ha, !well to ,Jim,· tl1,1t tlw 1de,tli..,t 
c011te11t of \Ian·, thrn11.d1t i, t()(> do111i11a11t to allo,,· tlH,..,(· 
t·onh1,io11,. ( :011, (•r,t·l>, till' alliance that 11.1, pro, <'Il 1110,t 
frnitful a11d \\'hi('li ha, gnl\\ 11 i11 a11tl10rih m l'r tlw ~ e,tr, i, 
that liet\\·t·(·11 \larxi,111 ,t11d the I Jq~t·li,111 clialt-di('. Tl11n11.';h 
.-\ntm1io Laliriola l1ad 11ot<·d tl1i..,, it \\"a, il.';1I<necl for 1111,rt• 
th.111 a g(·1wratilll1 Jllltil L11k:1c, i11,i,t<-d that \Ian lwlo11gt•d 
in tlH' 11<-l!;t·li.tn tradition. 111 tlii, Luk,'tc, ha, lit•(•n follm\"C·d 
ll\ harl \Lurnlwim. Herl)('rt \larc11,(·, Lncit·11 Coldn1a1111. 
J<'a11-P,11il Sartre, .tnd \Lill rice \Icrlea11-Po11t,. E, ('r> ,dl('n·. 
\lani,111\ principal pliilo,ophic,tl C()J1,eq1H·11c<· ha, IH•(•11 
to ,ti1n11Lttt- till' -,t11d> of I l(·l!;el. Otlwn,·i,e, it h.i, l1ad ,i11-
l.';1ilarl~ little t·lred 011 philosopll\. t·\ l'Il 011 pr,1g1nati,111, 
,,·ith \\"hicl1 it l1a, t'\ iclcnt afhniti(•,. 

Orthodox '.\1arxism. Tl1e di..,ti11cti011 l,<"t,,·< 0 t·11 ,1 111akri
ali,t a11d ,111 idt>,tli-,t rcacli11g ol \Ian dot·, 11ot l'"\.tdl~ coin
('ide \\"itl1 the cli,·i-;ion liet\\·ccn the ortl1odo\\ of tl1c ( :om
n1t111i,t partie, a1HI the i11dcpende11t critiei,111 oi th<' 
,o-calk0 d \\'t·,tcrn \larxi,h lint the hi..,tor~ of tlw ,1d,_j(·ct 
rn11,t h(' told in tern1, of the latter di,·i,i()J1. Tlw ortl1odo"\ 
tradition lwgi11, ,,·itli Eng(•!,, 11ot \\ itli \Ian. It 11,t·, t\\"o 
principal t,·-.h. Engel,' A.11ti-D11hring and Lenin·.., .\lateri
alis111 a11d £111pirio-nitif'is111. Tlw 11arne of \Ian i.., ,·t·r> 
,eldon1 111enti()Jwd in thest· di-,c11-,..,io11-,, for \Ian 11c, er 
c"\plicitl~ ,t1tt-d thl' dodri11t·, ..,et out I,> En_l.';eJ..,, taken o, er 
and interpreted I,> Lenin, and then dogmatil'all~ ,y-,t<-1na
tized I,> Stalin. I le ,onwtime.., appearC'd to hold opi11ion, 
re:--e1nlili11_g tho..,e tht>> e"\1He..,..,ed-for example, the rep-

rt·-,entationi,t theor> ot kno\\"ledge-~·et his earl> 111a1111-
..,criph seem hr wrno\"ed in ;,pirit from the materialism or 
tl1e-,e \\"orh. That is wh>· the earl> \\"orks, \\"hich are the 
ha,is of mml \lar:\i,t philosoph> in the \\'est, ,tre di,-
1ni-,sed I,> Sm·iet \\"riter, as j11n·nile hang-m·ers from I lt•
geliani-;rn ,, hich the mature \Ian dismn1ed. 

Epistemology. Orthodox ~larxist philosophy has de,·el
oped ,·t•r> little mTr the ,·ears, being accepted as much h>· 
Hosa Luxemburg a, I,>· Lenin, as much by Trotsk> as hy 
Stalin. a.., nrnch b> ~lao T..,e-tung as hy Khrushche,·. Its 
t>pi..,ternolog, i, nai,·e reprt'',(•ntationi,m: The "concepts in 
rn1r lwad-," are ima_l!;e,. reHections, ur copies of '·real 
thing._,_ .. Objections to that ,·ie,,· have been familiar since 
Bi,lrnp Hcrkt,k">, hut the,· arc lwld Ii> ortho<lo\ \larxi..,ts to 
lw an',\\"crcd ll\ a reference to practice. \\'e can compare 
nwnt.tl imagt·.., all(! the things they copy I>~- noting rnlf 
',t1t·ce..,, or failure in manipulating those things. This 1na
nipnlation i, pri111aril> cL·onomic acti,·it>· or i.., affected ll\ 
it. ,o it mmt difkr for each technological age and each 
cJa..,..,_ Then· is th(·refore no nonpartisan science. Thert' i.., a 
l'()J1tradiction here, !or it i.., contended that the mind ha.., 
l'\al't copin of rcalit> ,md >·et its knm\"lcdge is historical!,· 
n,Jatiw·. 'Thi, i, admitkd hut i, circ11m,·cnted b} a,..,erting 
that ,tli,oli1t(• k110\\"klkc i-; the hi..,torical goal liut relati,·c 
k110\\"l(·dge 1, the \He-,ent pli_d1t. 

Metaphysics. I 11 nwtaph~ sic-, the orthodox doctrine 
di-,ti11g11i,hl·.., ihcll fr()Jll cla..,..,ic materialism I,~ in-,isting 011 
di,tlectil' process, a, oppo-,t•d to mcchani,m, in the lk,·el
op1ne11t of thi11g,. \latt(•r i.., -,1dijt·d to la,,·s that arc causal 
,u1d dd("rmi11i,t hut 11ot nwcha11i,t. It e,·olw•-, to\\"ard the 
lit>tter and 1nore t·<m1plex, and it doe-, -,o in a ..,erie-, of re,·o
lutio11an jurnp..,, i11 ,, hich ,H'l'Utlllilations of quantitatin' 
dift"t·n·11ce prnd11t·t· ..,11dden q11alitati,·e changes after a 
period Ill tt-11,ion a1Hl conHict. \Litter i-, the 1mi<11H· realit~. 
Chanu· dot•-, not <'"\i,t, a11d thne is 110 hreaci1 ill thi, ,tli-,o
lnt<- 111011i,1n. \I i11< I i.., a11 t·piphc1Hm1t·11on producing, in 
t·<rn,cirn1,1H·,~. refledio11, of 111atter. \latter doe.., not cle
tcrmi1ll' Ill ind dircdl>, a, the medical 111,1teriali-,h said, llllt 
indirectly, I,> \\"a> of ,ocil't>. Socil't>, too, de,·elops clialet·
ticall> , i11 rt·\ 0l11tio11an j1111q>, tl1at n .0 ,ol\"l' its rc•c11rr('nt 
-,elf-contradictio11.., or internal conflicts. Human libert~· c011-
,i,b in a,,·arene-,s or the IH:•n·,:--it~ of social process. 

Religion, ethics, and aesthetics. Heligion is tloorned to 
di,appt>ar, lieing a ..,~ n1ptom of 1rnju-,t and -,eH-ncgati11g 
,<)('ial conditim1-,. EthiC's and ae,tlwtics evoh-e a-, society 
clia11gt·,, for then· are 110 et<"rnaL no11hi,torical la\\'s in 
either. lka11t>· j.., olijecti,·e but appreciation i-, relati,·e to 
da,..,, ,o art i, implicated in the cla-,!-, ,truggle. 

111 ethic, clw ,ituatio11 i, 111ore (·ompiex. :\t fir-,t the l'X
cl11,illr1 of dt·rnal, ..,uprahi-,torical la,v.., was held to \\'arrant 
a11mralis111, dhical indifl"en·nc(', or at least -,ome experi-
11wntatio11 in ne\\' \\'ay-, of li,·ing. ~miet autl}()ritit'S found 
tl1at attitude ,ociall> i11come11ic11t, and e,·e11tuall>· Stalin 
formal!, condemr1ed ,di applicatiom of historical relati,·
i,rn that ,ugge-,ted that tlw rn,,,. polit~· could ha,·e a Ill'\\' 

ethics (or a "\1l'cial 1w,, logic). Sinl'(· then the position h.1.., 
!wen tlwt \J;nxi,t philmopli~ ,uli..,tantially acceph the 
ethical ideal-, preached in other contemporary -,ocieties lrnt 
alhh that nnl~ a comrnuni-,t nation can escape h> pocris~ liy 
Ii, ing 11p to those ideals, Ii> practicing \\"hat it preache-,. 
Tim..,, not 0111> j.., ethic.ti in1w,·ation di-,couraged in com-



11111nist c<>11ntries, li11t l'lhical l'rilil'isn1 ill 1101wo1111111111i"t 
countries-for instance, Ii\' existentiali,ts-is strong]~· 
deplored as a cli\'l'rsion from the \\'Ork of creating ti!{' :-.ocial 
conditions for the application of tlw 1111criticiz1·d dhical 
code co111mo11 to all 11wden1 :-.ocidi1·:-.. 

Western Marxism. Thl' \\'1·stcrn \lani,h, \\'host· fir..,t 
generation, in the l!:):20,, co111prised L11k:ks, Karl Korsch, 
Bela Fogarasi, and Josef H.e,·ai, rejected the representa
tionist theor~· of knowkdg1·, l>11t their q11arrel with ortho
dox~· centered on the dialectic. On this issue the orthodox 
followed Engels, the \\'t ·:-.terner:-. tlw ~·rn111g I legelia11 
:\Jar\. 

Engels had posited the triadic dialectic of tl1esis, anti
thesis, and s~·nthesi:-. as an eternal la\\' of cosmic d1,,·elop
ment, applying as nrnch to nature as to rnind and :-.ociety. 
Everywhere, one would find constant progress from lo\\'cr 
to higher Ii~· way of ohjecti,·e tension:-.. The tensions arc 
caused when something engenders its o,vn opposite or 
negation and are resoh-ed \\'hen the opposites merge in a 
synthesis (the negation of the negation). Engels' immedi
ate successors, \\'lwtlwr :-.ocial democrats, r<·,·isionish, 
Austro-\lar\ists, or independent student:-. like Bl'ncdetto 
Croce and Sorel, could make nothing ol these ideas and 
simply ignored the dialectic. :\t first Lenin did the same, in 
1884 dismissing it as a ··\'l,stige of llegeliani:-.m." llow
e,·er, he later adopted Engels· dialectic as the badge that 
distinguished \lanist materialism from classic or \'lilgar 
materialism. This dialectic emlwllishment of materialism 
has re111ai11ed a point of honor \\·ith \tilisequent \lanist 
philosophers e,·en \\'hen the dialecti c is seldom applied or 
e,·oked. The law of the negation of tlw negation has found 
little use. and the exa111ples of it off<.red hy Engel:-., A11g11st 
Thalheimer. and Pa11l Sandor ha\'t..' lieen generally rejected 
by philosophers alld :-.cientists. Stali11 formal!~· declared 
that the other la\\' of dialectic, the la\\' of the transformation 
of quantity into quality, did not ha\'l' 1111i\'er,al scope b11t 
applied onl,· to dass-di\'idetl socit'til'"· \\'ith the two laws 
in effect discarded, ortll()dox \br.\ist materiali:-.111 110 longer 
has a characteristic theor~· of de,·elop111c11t. There rcn1ains 
only the la\\' of the u11io11 of oppo:-.1te:-.. \\'hid1 :-.1·nes to 
reconcile contradiction, (and to ju:-.tif~ i11co11siste11cies). 

The role of the dialectic in \\'estl'rn \lanisrn is \'l'r~ 
different. It docs not operate i11 ph~ :-.ical 11at11re and is not a 
law at all. It conn·rns the relation lidwee11 mind and social 
history. That relation come:-. to thl' fore liecau:-.<' of a11 1,,·i
de11t difficulty e11cm111tered hy the historical relati\'i"m of 
~dan. If all kntrn·ledge is partial, prm·isional. relati\'e, 
class-hiasecl, and historiL·all~· lilllitecl. tlwn is this not trnc 
of :\lanism itself'~ Thl' a11:-.\\'er of Enge].., and Lenin \\'a:-. 
that en·rything wa:-. relati,t• e\cept a :-.mall 11umlier of 
ahsolutel~· true prnpmitions which included logic a11d 
\lanist thcor, . Seeing the inmo:-.:-.ihilit~· of 111ai11taini11g 
this duali:-.m of relati\'l' a11d ab:-.olute knowledge, Luk:ks 
abandoned ab:-.olute (or unconditionally true) k110\\'ledge 
and accepted the relati\'t" and partial character of all 
kno\\'lcdge. The relation llt'h\'<'en our kno\\'ledge and all 
other world ,·ie\\'s that con:-.titute cultural hi:-.tor~ is a di
alectical one, meaning that none is completely true or 
complete]~· false. \lore genewll~·, all relation:-. lwt\\'l'l'll 
subject and histor~ an· dialectical i11 the scme of heing 
ambiguous, reciprocal relations \\·hich ll'an· room fo1 
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''contrary a11d iw,C'paralil<' tr11tl1:-.." Thi" i:-. tnw lHT,111,1·. ,,11 
th<' om· hand. tlw :-.uhjcct i:-. a \Ol'ial and hi ... tor1l'al prod-
11ct and, on tlw otlH·r l1and, lwl'atJ\<' l1i..,trnl('al lort·1·, ,11t· 
ali1·11akd :-.pirit. n·ifi1·d 1wrsrn1,ilit~. Tl1L·n· i" l'()Jillict ,l11d 
te11:-.ion lietwe1·11 tlw t\\'o kr111" ol tl1at n·latio11, and tl11·~ 
\\'ill he J"ell]O\'('d h~ re,·ol11tio11. \\'l1icl1 \\'ill 1·lln·t tlll' ',~ II

thesis of tlw two and will rC'prC'st·11t tlw tri11111ph ol tl1t· 
h1rnwn :-.pirit o,·er the alil'nation or reilicatit>11 ol it:-. prod
ucts. In tl1is vi1•\\' tlw crnx of hi:-.torical lll:1t<'riali:-.111 i:-. tlw 
relation l>d\\'<Tn mind and l1i:-.tor~, the dialt·dic relatirn1 
between tl1e personal s11liject and tlw appare11tl~ i11qwr
sonal. material ftHc<·s of ,ocid~·. 1 n sho\\'i11g tl1at tlH>"e 
forces are really alienated per:-.onality. tlw theory de-
11011nces the objectification of spirit in i11l111ma11 institution:-.. 
It foresees the victon· of spirit over tl1at del111111aniza
tion. 

\Ianist historical materialism, said LuL1cs. th11s niti
cizes itself aceordin_g to its m,·11 principles. It conw:-. to 
hold it:-.elf a:-. pro,·isio11al, as, at mo:-.t, a progres:-. to\\'ard a 
trnth that is yet to lw attained. Becau:-.c thi, relati\'izatio11 
:-.eenwd to lower \lanism from the stat11:-. of a dogma to 
that of one ideology among other:-., it \\'a:-. 110 clo11ht tlw 
111:1in reason for tlw co1Hle111natio11 of \\'e:-.krn \lar\i:-.t 
philosophy l>y the orthodox. Yd 1·,·t·11 thl' rl'lati,·is111 of 
LukAcs (and also of Karl :\lannheim) still claims to ha\'e 
dogmatic knowledge of the whole of histor~·. which i:-. the 
total process into \\'hich all partial id1·ologics fit diah,cti
cal ly and \\'hich the~ all rellcct nHH<' or kss faithf11II~. 
\\'ith this notion of totalit~ tlw n·lati,·ists ha,·e brought 
hack the Ahsoluk tl1at tlwy first thre\\' out in Lt,·or of the 
hi:-.torically relati, e. 

Common features. Because of a d11alis111 in \larx\ o\\'n 
thinking, wl1ich Ill' 11c,·er cared to resoh-e. \laJ'.\ist philo:-.
ophy has thu:-. di, id1·d into t\\'o I iroad :-.tn·a111:-.. ( )11 the Onl' 
side, tlwre i:-. e111pha:-.i, on the detenni11i:-.t, evol11tioni,t, 
matC:'rialist, and :-.ociological tht·IIIl'S. On tl1e other side. 
tlwre is the ideali:-.t strain that looks lor\\'ard to the deliv
erance of l111111anit~ front 1·co110111ic determinism. Thi:-. 
ide:1li:-.t :-.train, strc:-.sing the primac~ of pre:-.1·nt h11man 
acti,·it~ over the solidified, alienat<-d products of pa:-.t hu
man activity, has aptly been callee! titanisrn h>· Nikolai 
Berdyae,. It is a powerful factor in all rnodcrn \larxist 
tl1ought-11ot on!~· in \\'1•:-.tt'rn \larxisrn. where it i:-. <'X
plicit. lrnt also ill orthodox Sm·id \lanism. After a profes
sion of materialist faith orthodo.\ \lani:-.m intrncl11c<'S the 
idealist element h>· attributing to matter a readiness to 
cooperate \\'ith progressi\T cau:-.1·:-.. (I II otl1l'r co11t<-xts s11ch 
all attrihutioll of :-.piritual purposes to 111att1·r i, called 
magic.) 

The t\\'o ,·aridies of \larxi:-.t pl1ilosopl1~· retain otlwr 
common feat11re:-.. Both abandon the distinction lwt\\'ee11 
truth ;111d Ld:-.it>· in Lt,·or of a relati,·ist notion that :-.ees 
trnth as a hi,torical goal and knowledge as ne,·er more 
than progres:-. to\\'ard ahsoluk trnth. This relati\'i"t concept 
appear-; in all philosophical de,·elopments of \larxisrn. 
from Engels to Cra111sci and L11k(1cs. \lorem't'r. l>oth sorts 
of \larxist philo,opl1y di11g to the idea of an 11ltirnate Il'al
it\. Though this is called matter in one caw and histor~· i11 
the other. the cliffrrellce is not great \\'lwrt·\ n 111att<'r ha:-. 
tacitly liC:'cll ernlm\'l·d \\'ith a purposclullle:-.s and spirit11al
it~ (h~ e, oh-ing clialecticall~) that make it rew111hle hi:-.-
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tor>. \lar:-,is111 ,tarted ,, ith tlw rl'cognition of all things as 
<"\'t•11h or JHoc<·ss<·, that i11tt'ract, and it emphasized, in the 
tlwor> of lii,tori(',d 111aterialis111, ,onH· sorts of interaction 
tl1at had 1><·<·11 m·<'rlooked. 111 ih philosophical e:xte ns ions it 
has 12;011<· 011 fr0111 tlicH' to tlil' l'OI1n·pt of a 111ovi11g totalit> 
of tl1i11gs to wl1icli single things are relative and within 
\\'l1ich ,ingll' things han· a111hignrn1s, dialectical relations 
\\'ith <111<· a11otlicr. Tliis \'ic,,, is as famili,ir to pliilos,>phers 
a, tlH' n·pn·,<·11tttio11i,t tlwor:-, of kno\\'ledge that Lenin 
I'<'\ i, <"d and has lll'en as tlwro11ghl>· criticized. For this 
r<·a,011, a11H111g otlil'r,, \lanist philosophy has seldom 
\(Tllrt'd co11sidl·rati<)ll or a<"ademi!' i1dl11crn::c outside of 
co1111trin \\ lwr<" it is politic,dl:-,· pri,·ileged. 
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NEIL MCINNES 

MASARYK, TOMAS GARRIGUE (1850-1937),Czecli 
statesman and philosopher, and president of Czechoslova
kia from HJ 18 to 1935. Masaryk was born in Hodonin, 
\1oravia His political t·,ireer belongs to history; of interest 
to stude nts of phiiosophy is the fact that he studied philos
ophy at the University of Vienna from 1872 to 1876 under 
Franz Brentano. He spent the year 1876/1877 at Leipzig, 
where \\'ilhelm \\'undt was his teacher and Edmund Hus
serl and Richard Avenarius were fellow students. In 1879 
\tasaryk became Prir,a tdozent at Vienna, submitting Der 
Se l/Jst111ord als sociale Massenerschei111mg (Vienna, 1881) 
as hi s habilitation thesis. ln 1H82 Masaryk became profes
sor of philosophy at th e Czech University in Prague, where 
he soon made his mark as a politican and writer in Czech. 
Zdkladou; ko11kretne logiky ("The Foundations of Con
crete Logic," Prague, I 88,5; German translation, Versuch 
ei11er co11creten Logik, Vienna, 1887) and Otcizka socicilni 
("The Social <Juestion," Pra)..';ue , 1898; German translation, 
Die pl1ilosophische n 1111d sociologischen Grundlagen des 
Marxismus, Vienna , 18~)9) were followed by books on 
Czech histo ry and politics and by an extensive Russian 
intellect11al hi s tory , first published in Cennan as Russ/and 
1md Europa (:2 vols., Jena, HJ13 , translated by Eden and 
Cedar Paul as The Spirit of Russia, 2 vols., London, 1919). 
\.\'orld \\'ar I and the rm-sidency of Czechoslovakia put an 
end to l'vtasaryk's aeademie pursuits, but a hook of mem
oirs, Srduo,i revoluce ("The World Revolution," Prague, 
rn2.s. English translation, edited by H. W. Steed, The 
Making of a State, London, 1Y27) and fiovory s T. G. Ma
saruke111 ("Conversations with T. G. Masaryk ," 3 vols., 
Prague, HJ:31- HJ:3.5) hy l\.c1rel Capek (E nglish translations 
by \1. and H. Weatherall, Pres ident Masaq1k Tells His 
Sto ry, London, rn:3-1, and Masaryk on Thought and Life, 
London, FJ:38) reformulate his convietions impressively. 

~lasaryk was a practical philosopher who believed that 
philosophy should not only contemplate the world hut also 
try to change it. He thus lrnd little interest in problems of 
epistemolo)..';y or cosmology. ln his early life he reacted 
aga inst German idealism and accepted British empiricism 
( ll ume) and French positivism (Comte). Later he argued 
for a type of realism that he called concretism. In every act 
of knowing, he believed, the whole man takes part. Con
cretism acknowledges not only reason but also the senses, 
the emotions, and the will-the whole experience of our 
eonsciousness. It is something like \Villiam James's radical 



empiricism without the exceptional experiences admitted 
hy James. But \1asaryk's main interest was in sociology 
and philosophy of history. 

\lasaryk's realism was combined \vith a deep religious 
belief-Masaryk was a theist who found the Unitarianism 
of his American wife congenial-and a strong conviction of 
the immutable difference between right and wrong. \tasa
ryk's thinking centered on the crisis of civilization caused 
by the decay of religion. He diagnosed the diseases of 
modern man (indifference, suicidal mania, violence, war, 
etc.) and prescribed remedies for them. He helieved that 
sociology is the foundation of any futher cultural advance 
but that its method must not he purely genetic and de
scriptive. Teleology, or explanation by purpose, is legiti
mate. The aim of history is the realization of the ideal of 
humanity. Masaryk's humanism was not, however, merely 
humanitarianism, although he often spoke of democracy as 
another term for his ideal. In spite of his sympathies for 
the concrete demands of socialism, Masaryk remained an 
individualist who disapproved of all forms of collectivism. 
He criticized Marx as a blind worshiper of determinist 
science. Nevertheless, Masaryk exalted the role of the 
right kind of science. In Zdkladoi:e konkret11e lugiky, his 
philosophically most ambitious book, he classified the 
sciences and showed how they are internally related and 
coordinated. The task of philosophy is to create a world 
view based on the results of the sciences. \lasaryk desired 
a new "Advancement of Learning" that would save man 
from intellectual and moral anarchy. 

Masaryk assigned an important role in the realization of 
his ideal to his own nation, the Czech, and interpreted its 
history, remembering the H ussites and the Bohemian 
Brethren as a preparation for this task. He thoroughly 
criticized Russia for being a breeding ground for all the 
European diseases, particularly romanticism and material
ism. Dostoyevsky, whom he both admired and rejected as a 
thinker, was a lifelong concern. \1asar~k alwa:,,·s expressed 
the deepest sympathies for the English and American 
tradition of empiricism and moralism and, in politics, 
turned his nation resolutely toward the Ando-Saxon West. 
In 1918 he liberated the Czechs not only politically but 
also intellectually. 
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RE'.\:E \\ ELLEK 

MASS. The mass of a body is its ine1tia or resistance tu 
change of motion. '.\lore precisely. it is a property of the 
hody that determines the body's acceleration 11nder the 
influence of a given force. '.\lass can therefore he measured 
either by the amount of force necessary to impart to the 
body a given motion in a given time or by the acceleration 
produced by a given force. 

The absolute metric unit of mass is the gram, which is 
the mass of a bod~· \\hose \·elocity inneases by one cen
timeter per second each second if acted upon by a force of 
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one d~ ne. ( >ther cornn1011 1111ih ,trl' tht· kilog1,u11 1,000 

grams) and the pound (--t.':i:3..'59:2 gra111s). For \ l'lol'itit·s tl1at 
are s!llall as comparl'd with the speed of lii.d1t, thl· ma~~ of 
a liody is a constant, characteristic of the body and ind<·
pendent of ih location-in contrast to weight, which \.Hie~ 
with the l)()dy's place on the earth or in the 1111iH·rsl'. 

Although fundamental to science and, togl'tl1er \\ itli 
length and time, the basis of all measurements in physics, 
the concept of !llass was unambiguous!~ definl'd on!~ at 
the end of the last centtll'\. However, its ruclimentar~ 
sources, systematical)~· employed long beforC' by :'\ewton 
and to some extent already by Johannes h.epler, can be 
traced hack to early :\eoplatonic ideas concerning the 
inactivity of matter as opposed to the spontaneit~· of mind. 
The ancient metaphysical antithesis of matter and spirit 
served as a prototype of the physical contrast of mass a11cl 
force. 

Concept of inertial mass. Antiquit~', and Creek science, 
in particular, had no conception of inertial mass. Even the 
idea of quantity of matter (c111<111titas 111ateriae), the ante
cedent of inertial or dynamic mass, was foreign to the 
conceptual scheme of Aristotelian natural philosophy. 
Paradoxically, it was l\'.eoplatonism and its admixtures of 
J udeo-Christian doctrines, with their emphasis on the 
spiritual and immaterial nature of reality, that laid the 
foundations for the inertial conception of mass, which later 
became the basic notion of materialistic or substantial 
philosophy·. To accentuate the immaterial, sublime source 
of all force and life in the intellect or God, :--:eoplatonism 
degraded matter to impotence and endowed it with inertia 
in the sense of an absolute absence of spontaneous activ
ity. For Plotinus, Proclus, Philo, ilm-Gabirol, and the 
Platonic patristic authors, matter was something base, 
inert, shapeless and "plump," attributes that reappear in 
1-.::epler's characterization of matter as that which is too 
"plump and clumsy to move itself from one place to an
other." 

The idea of a quantitati\·e determination of matter 
different from, and ontologically prior to, spatial extension 
originated in scholastic philosophy in connection with the 
problem of the transubstantiation. The question of how 
accident:,, of condensation or rarefaction (volume changes) 
can persist in the consecrated hostiu of the hol~· bread and 
wine of the Eucharist whereas the substances of the bread 
and the wine change into the Body and the Blood of Christ 
led Aegidius Romanus, a disciple of Thomas Aquinas, to 
the formulation of his theory of cl11ple:t </ll<llttitas. Accord
ing to this theor~' matter is determined b~, two quantities; 
it is "so and so nrnch" (tallfa et ta11ta) and "occupies s11ch 
and such a volume" (et occ11pat ta11t11111 et ta11t11111 luc11111), 
the former determination, the c111<111titas materiae, having 
ontological priorit~· over bulk. :\egiclius' earl~· c011C:eption 
of mass as quantity of matter, expounded in his Theore
mata de Corpore Christi ( 1276) was soon renounced and had 
little influence on the subsequent development of the 
concept of mass. It was primarily" 1-.::epler who ascribed to 
matter an inherent propensity for ine1tia in his search for a 
dynamical e.xplanation of the newly discovered elliptical 
orbits of planetary motion; in need of a concept expressing 
the opposition intrinsic in matter to motory forces, I-::epler 
formulated tlie inertial concept of mass. In his Epitome 
Astn11w111iac CopemiC(//Hte (1618) he declared that "iner-
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tia or opposition to mot10n is a diaraderistic of rnatl<'r, it is 
~tro11g1·r tlw greater the q11a11tit~· of matter in a given vol-
1111w. 

\ diffrre11t approach to the same idea arose from the 
st11d~ of terre~trial gra\'itatio11. As soon as gravit~· was 
rl'garded 110 lrn1ger as a factor rc~iding in tlw heavy body 
ih1·lf, as :\ri~lotle b11ghl, h11t as all interaction hetwt>e 11 an 
activt· principle, 1·xtraneous to the gra\'itating liody, and a 
passiH· pri11('iplc, i11l1erent in !llatter, as Alphonso Borelli 
a11d Cio,·;11J11i Balia11i (a11tlwr of /)c .\10/11 Crat i11111, lf-i:38) 

t·o11l1·11d1·1 I, th<' notion of in<'rtial mass liecame a necessit>' 
for a dy11a111ical explanation of free fall and other gravita
tio11al ph1·110111e11a. F11rtlwrn10H·, Christian Hu~·ge11s' i11-
\T~tigalio11s of c1·11trih1gal forces (/)<' \'i Cc11trif11ga, 16.5!'--J; 
p11lili~l1cd i11 Leiden, 170:3) 1nad1· it ckar that a q11antita
ti\l· d<>tcrn1i11atim1 of such forcvs is possible only if with 
each hod~ is associated a cvrtai11 characteristic prope1t>· 
proportional lo, IH1t 1·omTpt11all>' diffcrt'nt from, the body's 
\\'1·igl1l. Finall~·, the sy~tematic stud~· of impact phenom
ena, carried rn1t Ii~ Joh11 \\'allis, Sir Christopher \\'ren, and 
Ilu>·g1·11s, e11forced tlll' i11trnd11l'tion of inertia l mass. \Vith 
:\e,,·to11 's foundations of dy11a111ics (l'ri11ciJ1ia, 1687) these 
fo11r cat1·gori<'~ of appaw11th disparate phenonwna (plan e
tar~ motion, !H·e fall, t·eutrih,gal force, a11d impact phenom
ena) fo11ud their logical 1111ification, through his consistent 
e1nplo>nwnt of the notio11 of inertial mass. i\e,,·ton's 
explicit definition of this concept, liowe,·er, as "the meas
s11re of q11a11tit~· of matter, arising from its dvnsity and 
li11lk conjointh-" w;1.., still 11nsatisfactory from both the 
logical and tl1e 1nethodological poi11ts of view. It was 
prohabl~ ti)(_' i11H11e1HT of Kepler or of Holint Boyle and 
his famo11s experiments mi the co111pressihility of air that 
111ade :\e,vto11 choost· tlie notion of de11sit~· as a p ri111ar:, 
co11t·e~,>t _i11 l1is pvc11liar form11latio11 of tlw dc·finition of 
111ass, a forn111latirn1 that was ~everely criticized in modern 
ti111es, <:>spe('ially IJ~· Ernst \lad1 and Paul \'olk111an11. 

Leibniz and Kant. Leibniz' original concc·ption of mass 
( lhfi'.J), in ('ontrast to :'\1·,,·ton\, defined it as that prnp<:>rty 
which endows prim,ll'>' matter with spatial extension and 
antitypy, or illlp<'netrahility. In his lat<:>r writ ings , espe
cially in his doctrine of monads, Leibniz associated mass 
with secondary matter and saw in it a property of a collec
tion of s11lista11ces (monads) resulti11g from their heing a 
collection. Finall>·, recognizing the insufficit•11cy of pme ly 
geonwtric con(·eptions to account for the physical behavior 
of interacting bodies, Leibniz departed from the Ca rt <:>sian 
approach and accepted th<:> dynamic, or inertial, ccmception 
of mass. The trend of Leibniz' ideas was brought to its final 
consequences hy Kant, wi th his rejection of the '.\Jewtonian 
r·is in<'l'tiac, the dynamic opposition against impressed 
force. lkfuting its legi timacy on the ground that "onl y 
motion, hut not rest, can oppose motion," Kant postulated 
the law of inertia as co rresponding to the category of cau
~ality ("e,·t·ry change of the state of motion has an e xte rnal 
cause") and consequently de fin ed mass as the amount of 
the mobile (die l\le11gc des Beweglichen) in a given vol
ume, measured h>· the quantity of motion (Die 111ctaphy
sische11 A.11fa11gsgrr111de der Naturwissensclwft, 1786). 

Definition of mass. Under the influence of the Kantian 
formulation, often incompletely understood, and primarily 
owing to the fact that in spite of the univ<:>rsal use of th e 
concept in science as wdl as in philosophy no clear-cut 

definition of mass was availahl<:>, most authors defined 
ma-;s as qua11tity of matter without sp ecifying how to 
measure it. Toward the middle of the nineteenth {.'entury, 
with the rise of modern foundationa l research and the 
critical study of the principles of mechanics, the logical 
d eficiency of such definitions became obvious. It was 
primarily Ernst ~lach, preceded h y Barre de Saint-\'enant 
and Jules Andrade, who insisted on the necessity of a clear 
operational definition o f mass. In an essay, "U ber die 
D<:>finition der \lasse" (1867 ; published in 1868 in Carl's 
Repertori11m der Experimentalphysik, Vol. 4, pp. 35.5-3.SD), 
and in th<' Science <~f Mechanics (Die Mechanik in ihrer 
Entwicklung, historisch-kritisch darges tellt, Leipzig, 
lSS:3; translated by T. J. ~lcConnack, La Salle , Ill., l!)-1:2), 
\lach dt>fin<:>d th e ratio of the masses of two bodies 
that interact with <:>ach other hut are otherwise unaffected 
by all other bodies in the universe as the inverse ratio of 
their respective accelerations (m 1/m

2 
= a

2
/a

1
), thereby 

converting :'\ewton's third law of action and reaction to a 
definition of mass. H a pmtieular body is ehosen as the 
standard unit of mass, th e mass of any other body can he 
unarnliiguously determin<:>d by sirnpl<:> physical operations. 
Th<:> practical method of comparing masses by weighing is, 
of comse, operationally still simpler but logically more 
cmnpli('ated, since the notion of weight presupposes that 
of ma~s. Although \lach's definition is not quite unohjee
tionahle, it has gai ned great popularity and is generally 
adopted in modern te xts in sc ience. 

Inertial and gravitational mass. In addition to its iner
tial mass, every physical body possesses gravitational 
mass, which, i11 its active aspect , determines the strength 
of tl 1t> gravitational fi e ld produced by the body and, in its 
passive aspect, the amount hy whieh the body is affected 
by tlw gravitati onal fi e ld product>cl by other bodies. Ac
cording to :\:ewton's law of unive rsal gravitation, the force 
of attraction is proportional to the in<:>rtial masses of hoth 
tlw attracting and th e attracted bodies . The resulting pro
portio11ality of inertial and gravitational masses of one and 
the sallle hody, experim<:>ntally confirmed h y i\'<:>wton, 
Friedrich Bessel, Holan<l v011 Eiltvcis, and others, remained 
i11 classical physics a pun•ly empirical and aecidental fea
turt>, whereas the strict proportionality between the active 
and the passive gravita tional mass<:>s is a straightforward 
con~eq11enc<' of Newton's third law of action and r<:>action 
or, alkrnative ly , of the very definition of inertial mass if 
the postulat<:>d interaction is of gravitational nature. In 
general re lativity , however, the so-called principle of 
equivalence, which maintains th e unres tricted equiv
alence between uniformly accelerated reference syst<:>ms 
and homogeneous gravitational fields , implies the funda
me11tal identity hetwe<:>n inertial and passive gravitational 
masses. In addition, it can h<:> show11 that on the basis of 
general relativity the active gravitational mass of a body or 
dynamical system equals its inertial mass, so that in rela
tivistic physics, in contrast to Newtonian physics, the 
identit>' of all three kinds of masses is a ne<.:essary eonse
quence of its fundamental assumptions . 

Mass and energy. Whereas general relativity led to an 
important unification of th<:> concept of mass, spedal rela
tivity, already with Einstein's paper Does the Inertia of a 
Body Depend Upon Its Energy Content? (l DOS; reprinted 
in The Principle of Relativity, New York, 1923), led to a 



vast generalization of the concept hy showing tlw equi\·
alence of mass and energy insofar as a ))()d:v emitting radi
ative energy of an amount E loses mass to an amount of 
E/c2

, where c is the velocity of light. Subsequent research, 
especially in connection with energy transformations in 
nuclear physics, supported the general validity of the 
formula E = mc2

, according to which mass and energy are 
interconvcrtihle and one gram of mass :,ields ~)X 1020 ergs 
of energy. It also became ol)\·ious that Antoine Lavoisier's 
law of the conservation of mass ( 1789) and Hobert ~layer's 
(or Hermann Helmholtz') law of the conservation of en
ergy were only approximately correct and that it was the 
sum total of mass and energy that was conserved in any 
physicochemical process. 

Influence of the electromagnetic concept. The way to 
these far-reaching conclusions of relativity had been pre-
1~ared to some extent already by the introduction of the 
electromagnetic concept of mass at the end of the nine
teenth century (by J. J. Thomson, Oliver Heaviside, and 
Max Abraham). It seemed possible on the basis of l\lax
well's electromagnetic theory to account for the inertial 
behavior of moving charged particles in terms of induction 
effects of purely electromagnetic nature. \\'alter Kauf
mann's experiments (I~J0:2) on the deflection of electrons 
by simultaneous electric and magnetic fields and his de
termination of the slightly variable inertial mass of the 
electron seemed at the time to support the hypothesis that 
the mass of the electron, and ultimately the mass of every 
elementary particle, is of purely electromagnetic nature. 
Although such eminent theoreticians as H. A. Lorentz, 
Wilhelm Wien, and Henri Poincare accepted these ideas, 
according to which the whole universe of physics is but an 
interplay of convection currents and their radiation, with 
physical reality stripped of all material suhstantiality, the 
electromagnetic conception of mass had to make way for 
the relativistic concept as outlined above. Certain aspects, 
of the electromagnetic conception of mass did survive, 
however, and reappeared in modern field theories-in 
particular the fundamental tenet that matter does not do 
what it does because it is what it is, but it is what it is 
because it does what it does. 
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MATERIALISM. \laterialism is the name gi\'en to a 
famil:-,· of doctrines concerning the nature of the world 
\\'hich gi\·e to matter a primar:-,· position and accord to 
mind (or spirit) a secondary, dependent realit:-,· or e\·en 
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11011t· at all. E.\tre111<' 111akriali,111 a\\<'rh tl1at tll(' r<·,tl \\ 111 Id 
com.isl:-- of material things, \·an inl-( in tll('ir ,t.1l<·, a11d 
relations, and 11othi11g l'lse. It i, w1tl1 s11cl1 <·\tJ'l·111<· 111.1 
tl'rialist \'iews that we an· lwre corn·<·nwd. I 11 \\'l1at lollo,\, 
"materialist" is to be 11nder.,tood a, a11 ahlnc\ i,1tio11 ol 
"<·xtrenH· materialist." 

Philosopl1crs ha\'!' differed a111011g tl1em,<'h <'S 1>\ <·r \\ l1.1t 
constitutes a bod:-,, o\·cr what stat!'s and rl'btionsliip, ,L 

hod:-,· 111a\' enter, and o\'er whether t'\Tr~· mat<·rial thing i, 
a hody. Tlnrs, the cardinal tend of materiali:-111, "EH·n
thing that is, is material," co\'<'rs sc\'eral differe11t claims. 

To accommodate these differences, a material thinl-( ca11 
he defined as being mad<' up of parts p11ssl'ssi11g 11iat1\ 
physical properties and no othN propnti<'s. The ph~ sical 
prop<'rties are position in space and time, size, shap<', 
duration, mass, \ elocit:-,·, solidit:-,·, inertia, electric charge, 
spin, rigidit:-,·, temperature, hardness, and the like. This Ji.,t 
is open-ended. It is composed of properties that arc the 
object of th(' science of ph:-, sics. The qnestions "\\'hat 
counts as a physical propert:-,·r'' and "\Vhat counts as posses
sion of most of the ph~·sical properties?" have no determi
nate answers. In conseqtwnce, there are also 110 deter
minate answers for the questions "\Vhat is a material 
thing?" and "\Vl1at does materialism claim(' 

Consciousness, purposi\·eness, aspiration, dl'sire, and 
the ability to percl'ive arc not considered properties of 
matter. ~laterialism differs from panps:,chism, the doctrine 
that t·\·er~· hit of matter is also at least part!~· spll'it1ial, in 
that it denies tlwse ps:-,·cl10logical propertil's to thl' \Vorld's 
hasic entities. ~laterialists add that there is no second class 
of fundamental beings possessing such ps~·clrnlogical 
properties and 110 others. Therefore, there are 110 incorpo
rt0al souls or spirits, 110 spiritual principalities or powns, 
110 angels or de\'ils, no demi urges and no gods (if these are 
conceiw·d as immaterial entities). Hence. nothing that 
l1appens can be attributed to the action of such hl'ings. The 
second major tenet of materialism is, according!~, "Ew•n·
thing that can he explained can he explained 011 the basis 
of laws invol\'ing onl~· the ant<'t'edent ph:-,·sical concli
tions." The ditfrrences among matt0rialists m·er the tqw of 
!'!feet material thi11gs can ha\'e 011 one a11other make tlw 
second tenet anoth('r slogan l'O\'ering a \·arict~ of particnlar 
doctrines. ~Iaterialists have traditionall:-,, been cletermin
ists, adding thl' claim "There is a cause for e\'eI'\' event." 
This claim, howe\'er, is not strict!~· entailed h:-,· material
ism; recent!~·, it has apparent):-,· heen \\'l'akened b:-,· the 
de\Tlopment of quantum theor~·, and some conternporar:-,· 
materialists are opponents of determinism. 

It should also be mentioned that metaph:-,·sical material
ism does not entail the ps:-,·chological disposition to pursue 
mone\· and tangible goods despite the popular w,e of "ma
terialistic" to describe this interest. 

Nature and appeal of materialism. The enclming ap
peal of materialism arises from its alliance \\'ith those 
sciences which have contributed most to our understand
ing of the world we live in. I I1\'l'stigatio11s in the ph~·sical 
scie11ces ha\·e a materiali~t rnethodolog\·; that is, tl1c\ 
attempt to explain a class of phenomena hy appeal to 
ph~·sical conditions alone. The claim of materialists is tl1at 
there is no subject matter whir_·h cannot he adcquateh· 
treated with a materialist methoclolog~·. Thi, claim cannot 
he established h:-,· an~· scientific i1westigation; it can he 
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<·,t.1h\i,hl'd, ii .it all, ,111~ Ii, l ritic,d reflection 011 tlw 
,, hole ra11ge of lrnlllan thought and e,1wrie11cT. 

EMh philo,oplwr, procelJdecl dogmatic,dh, aimi111.!; to 
pro, t· the makrial n,1t1ne ol the \\ oriel ll\ mere reflection 
rn1 \\'hat Illtht he. C:m1tempor,n, Illakrialish are much 
11101-e modc,t. offering the cL1im a, a ,1wcuL1ti,·e hut rea
..,011alde elllpiric,d ge11er,dizatio11. \len ha, t· continued to 
<·111\irace m,1ten,d1,m in the L1ct· of tlw clifficultie, \\"it\1 
,, l1ic\1 it i, he,et lwca11,e it offer, .1 cornprelwn,in·, unified 

,tl'l'ot1nt ol tl1t· 11,1t11re of realih \\·hid1 j.., economical, intel
ligi\ih·. ,mcl co11,1:,,te11t ,,·ith the mo..,t ,1H:ce..,..,fu I of tlw 
..,ci<·nce,. 

HISTORY OF '.\IATERIALIS'.\I 

Classical period. \l,tteri,di..,m ha, heen a theme in 
\\"e,tern "P<'l'IIL1ti, e thought lrnm the earlie,t recorded 
period to the prnent d,1~. 

loni,rn philo,oplwr, in till' tradition of Thain ( :,,i,th 

t·c11t1n, B.C. attempted to ,ttTou11t for the oril.!;ill arn I 
prl'wnt ,tatt· ol the \\'oriel Ii~ ,q11wal to changt.•:,, in the :,,tate 
ol ltrncl,1me11t,d ,uh,tance,. Parn1t•11ide, of Elea (fifth cen
t11r~ B.L. , igor<H1,I~ dt·fe11ded not on\~ ,1 111oni:,,m of ,uh
..,tamT:,, hllt also a moni..,111 of entitie:,,, maintaining that the 
\\'oriel i.., < >ne, uniform, ell'rn,d, homogem0 011..,, indi,·i:,,ihle, 

i11<h·,tructihle, and \\'ithout an~ interior ,·oid. 

TJie..,e t\\'o thread, of thought are combined in the trnl' 
materialism ol Leucippus and hi, pupil Democritu..,, \\'ho 
flrnni,lwcl at A.hdera in the late fifth centun B.C. Het,\"een 

them thc~ \\'orked out tlw fir,t dear conception ol matter, 
the fir..,t clear n _',triction, 011 the kind of natinal interac
tion:,, in \\"hich materi,d particle.., could figme, ,111cl the fir..,t 
dear prov;ram of explanation Ii~ .ippeal to tlw:,,e materi,d 
i11teraction:,, alone. Tlw "Cre,tt Diako,rno,," a lo..,t \\'ork 
\\'ritten h~- one or tlw other lor hothl, e:q)()1I1Jded their 
po,ition. Their h,l"ic idea \\'a:,, that the fundament.d ..,tulf 
\\'a" of ju:,,t mH· ki11d (matter) and that the fundamental 
e11titie, \\"ert· material ,1to111:,, ha, 111g the charackri,tic, 
1 except uniqiwne,:, I ol Pannenide..,· ( )ne and mo,·ing in a11 
e:-derior ,·oid. 

Jn:,,obr a.., it l"<lll he n·con:,,tr11cted, tht·ir doctrine ern
hrace< I tlw follo\\'inl!; the,e-;. 

1 11 '.\othing exi..,h hut ato111.., and empt~ :,,pal'<'. 
121 :\othing li<1ppe11:,, h, cl1ance 1for no rea ... on at a\11. 

e, er~ thi11g occur:,, fo1 ,1 rea,on a11cl of 1wce,:,,it~. Thi.., ne
Cl'"'-ity i-; natural and mel'hanical. it exclude:,, teleolov;ical 

lll'l'essitation. 
:3 1 :\otliing can ,tn:,,e out of nothing; nothing that i-.. ca11 

lw dl·,tro~ed. :\II cl1anl!;e.., ,ire ne\\' comhinatiom or ,cpa
r<1tio11, of atom:,,. 

➔ I The atom:,, are infinite i11 numher a11d en<llt·..,..,I> 
, .tried in form. The~ are all of tlw same ..,tuff. The~ act on 
mw ,11wtlH·r onl~ ll\ prl•,:,,ure or colli..,ion. 

.5) The \'ariet~ of thing:,, i-.. a consequence of the ,·,iriet~ 
in number, :,,ize, shape. a11cl arrangement of the atonh 
\\"hich cornpo,c them. 

(6) The atom:,, ha,,e heen in confusl0 d random motio11 
from all ('tl'rnit~. This i:,, their natural ,t.tte and require.., no 
explanation. I Some scholars c\i:,,putl' the attribution of 
randorn motion to the atom:,, and credit the .. Creat Diako:,,-
1110:,," \\'ith the Epicurean doctrine of an eternal fall 
through infinite :,,pal'e.) 

7 1 The basic nwcl1ani:,,m \\·lwreh~ bodies are formed 
from atonh i-; the col\i:,,io11 of t\\'o atom:,,, ,etting up a \'cn
tt·:-.. In tlw , orte, 111otio11 i:,, comm1111it·,1tecl from the pe
riplwr~ to\\'arcl t\1c center. In t·o11:,,equl·nce, hea,·, atom:,, 
mm·e to the center, light om·:,, to the peripiwr~. The ,·orte:
continuall~- elllhracc:,, 11e,,· ato111:,, \\'hich come near it i11 
their ra11dom Illotion, and it t\iu:,, hel!;ins a \\"cnld. 

.-\cconling to this position, a nwcl1anical account mu:,,t IJl' 
gi, en of h11ma11 sen:,,ation. The Le11cippus- Democritu.., 
acco11nt :,,eenb to \1a,·t• \wen ingeniou:,,, speculati,·e, and 
false. OhJel'h perccptihlc b,· siv;ht, hearin~, or smell gi, t• 
off efHue1H:e,, or inuges, compo..,ed of fine, :,,mooth atoms . 
There arc channel-; in the eye:,,, ears, and no-..e alo11v; \\'hich 
t\w-;e efH11ent atmm pas:,, to l'ollicle with the atoms of the 
:,,011\. Thus, :,,c11s,1tion occur..,, Differences of color or of 
pitch are clue to , arying :,,mootlme:,,s or roughne ... :,, of the 
incoming i111,1ge atom..,. In touch and taste the ,ize and 
shape of the atom, on the :,,urlace of the pcrcei,·ecl object 
act on :,,oul atom:,, in the rele,·,111t orgc1n:,,. 

Sen:,,or~ qualitie:,, (tor example, -;\\'eetne:,,s, bitterness, 
temperature, color) ,He thus not qualitie:,, of the object 
percei\"ed, \\"hich is a collection of atom:,,, hut the effech of 
th.it collcdion ol atom:,, on us. Here is an earl~- appearance 
of the di..,ti11ction lwt,\"een prirnar~ and secondar~ quali
tie,, ,I di,tinction eH·ry s11bseq11ent materialist has also 
lmrnd it m•ce-;..,,n~ to make. 

Ernpedocle:,, ( filth centur~ B.C:. l founded a medical 
,clwol in :\.craga, I :\.grigento) in Sicily. Hi s aim was to 
.tl'l'OIIIlt, in a natura)i:,,tic 111an11er, for the special feature-; of 
thi, ,,orlci, partic11Ltrl~ Im the organized matter of li\"ing 
creat11res;. The fir:,,t appearance of the famou:,, four elt·
menh-e,trth, air, fire, and \\'ater-i-; in his theory. Emped
ocle.., ..,eem:,, to ha,·e IH'lie,·ed that each of these elements 
con..,istecl of a different t~ pc of atolll. The creatio11 ,incl 
dh,ol11tion of the rnacro..,copic ohjecb of thi.., \\'orld i:,, 
l,rrn1v;ht al>rn1t I>~ the comlii11ation and separation of tlie:,,t• 
.itom:,, Ii, t\\'o lund.mwntd forn•:,,, lo,·e and hate, or har-
111on, and di,cord. 

l'nder tlil' infl11c11Cl' of lm·c and hate the \\"cnld goes 
tlrnn1gli an t'1Hlle,.., c~ ell' trom cornplde random ..,eparation 
ol t·lt·nw11h 1tlw t1iulllpl1 of hate), throuv;h grad11al l~ in
cn·a..,ing order, to a co111plete, calm, spherical. kumo11ious 
union I the triumph of lm·e ). I late then begin:,, to exert itself 
m1t-e rnort·. l)i:,,integratio11 '.'>l'h i11, and ultimate\~ the \\'oriel 
rdur11, to the ..,tatt· of cornplcte :,,eparation of elemenh. 
Tht· pn·,c·nt ,Ltte of the \\'orld Jie.., betWl'<'ll thesl' two 
e,trc111e..,. Tlw e:-.i'->te11ce of pla11etar~ s~·stem:,, and tlw 
origi11 of a11imal, are t\1u:,, e,pLti11<·< I ,h the infiuence ol 

lme. 
Empedode-.. can he l'o11:,,idered a trne mat<·riali:,,t on\~ if 

loH" and hate are l·ither inherent force:,, in the elemental 
atom.., or tlwmseh e~ material ele1ner1b \\'ith a cerne11tinv; 
or corro..,i, e effect on coml>i11atio11.., of the other element'>, 
l1m\"t 0 \·er, lw probahl~ th0l1ght of them as blind, pm,·erhil 
gods. The rc:,,t of hi:,, ..,~·:,,telll i:,, :,,imilarl~- ambiguous. On th e 
011e hand, lw lwlie,·ed in the tra11:,,migration of soub and 
adherL·d to some kine\ of Orphic my:,,tery religion; on tlw 
other, he l.!;,l\"e a mechanical aceount of sensation, held that 
the soul \\',h compo:,,ecl of fiery atoms, and :,,aid that th e 
hlood around the heart i:,, the thought of men. Empedocles' 
thought thus perpetuated the materialist tradition hut not 

in a riv;orou:,, or consistent form. 



The misinterpretation of the Hhit·s of Epil'11rns (.'3-1:2-
:270 B.C.) has madt· him tht• most fomo11-; of cla..,sical ma
teria li sts. 111 his middle age Epicurns l',llllt' to Atlwns 
and founded a school wher<' materialism was ta11ght as tlH· 
so le foundation of a good life, ,1 life c,dm, serene, and frt·<· 
from superstition. 

He adopted the position of the "Great Diakosmos" hut 
gave a modified account of the origin of worlds. There are 
an infini te number of ,1toms falling through an inlinitC' 
space. In one construction of the Epicurean systt0 m the 
heavier, faster atoms occasion,tll>· strike the lighter, slower 
ones oh liquel>·, giving them ,1 slight lateral velocit~·- In 
another construction all atoms fall at 11niform ,·elocity, and 
the original de,·iatiom from parallel ,·ertical motion are left 
quite unexplained. 

Howe,·er caused, the original lateral deviations result in 
more collisions and deviation:; ,md the establishment of 
vortexes. From these ,·ortexes ordered arrangements of 
atoms arise. The numlwr of atoms and the time available 
are both quite unlimited, so ever>· possible arrangement of 
a toms must occur at some time or another. This world, 
with its marvelously organized living bodies, is thus just 
one of the infinite, ine,·itahle arrangements into which the 
indestructib le atoms must fall. 

The onl>· Homan author of note in the tradition of ma
teria lism is L11cretius (horn c. mJ R.C.), whose long didactic 
poem De Rernm Natura gives imaginati,·e sparkle to the 
metaph>·sics of Epicurus. Lucretius adopted the second 
aecount of the fall of atoms through the void and appealC'd 
to some form of ,·ol u11 tary action to explain the original devi
ations from vertic,d descent. lie thus introduced a nonme
chanical srnirce of motion, inconsistent \\'ith the remainder 
of his s:,;stern. 

Like Epicurus, Lucretius was motivated Ii>· ,1 wish to 
free men from the burdens of religious fear. He argued 
passionately and at length against the existence of any 
spiritual soul ,md for the mortalit~ of man. These beliefs 
ha\"l' !wen explicit features of materialism ever since. 

Seventeenth century. From the close of t!te c-Ltssical 
period until the Henaissance the church and Aristotle so 
dominated \\'estl'rn speculation that matl'rialist theories 
,·irtuall>· Ltpsed. The n._•,·i,·al of materialism is attributable 
to the \\'Ork of two st0 ,·enteenth-centur>· philosophers, 
Gassendi and I lobbes, who cr>·stallizecl the naturalistic 
and skeptical mo,·enwnts of thought which ;1ccompanied 
the redisco\'ery of antiquit>· and the rise of natural science. 
Their most important forernnners \\'ere prnlxd>I>· Telesio, 
Campanella, and Cyrano de Bergerac, all of whom at
tempted to combine materialistic views in physics with a 
sensationalist psychology. 

Pierre Cassencli ( 1.59:2- lfi,5,5), who in the List part of hi, 
life taught astronomy at the Royal College in Paris, rejl'cted 
the official Aristotelian philosophy of his time and set 
about the rehabilitation of Epicureanism. To bring the 
Epicurean sy·stem into closer conformity with Christian 
doctrine, he claimed that the atoms are not eternal hut 
created. They are finite, not infinite, in number and are 
organized in our particular world b>· a providential deter
mination of initial conditions. 

Gassendi's materialism extended o,·cr physics and 
psychology·, undertaking to account for all inanimate 
changes and for sensation on a materialist basis. I le treated 
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the (·01ni11g into heing of p;irtic11lar tl1i11g" ;1" till' ,1tT1111111-
latio11 of 11wttt·r about ,I set·d ,1tom. 

But his metaphysics was not, strictly speaking, 111atC'rial
istic, for outside the experil'ncecl world Ca..,sendi admitted 
a c1Tati,·e and providential Cod am! an imn1at<-rial and 
i111nunlal intellect in man distinct fro111 his c-orporeal "on!. 
Thew are en_•n some lapses in the physics, too, for ( :a..,
sendi spoke of gr;1,·itation as some kind of 1110,Tment for 
self-presen·ation and allO\vecl that growth from set·d aton1" 
may be controlled by formative principles other tlwn tlw 
natural motions of atoms. 

Thomas Hobbes ( 1.588-167~)) was m,wh more consistt 0 nt 
and uncompromising. In 16:29 he disco\'ered E11clidea11 
geometr>· and was captivated Ii:-,· its method. During tlie 
years that followC'd he strove to work out a rational philos
ophy of nature on the Euclidean model. 

Hobbes's aim was to disco\'er by cunning analysis of 
experience fundamental principles expressing the true 
nature of ever:-,thing. The truth of these principles would 
he manifest to right reason and could thus ser\'e as axioms 
from which a comprehensi\'e theor:-,· of the nature of the 
world could he deducti\'ely cleri,·ecl. 

The r<:'sulting s>·stl'm is almost pure materialism. Hoblws 
hoped to use the new phy·sics as the hasis of a final, com
plete account of reality. From definitiom of space an<l 
motion he cleri,Td the laws of 11niform motion. From these, 
together with a notion of the interaction of bodies, he 
hoped to proceed to an account of change, thence to an 
account of sensible change, thence to a theor>· of the senses 
and appetites of men, and finally to his notorious ci,·il 
philosoph>·· 

:\o part of the uniH·rse is not a hody, said Hobbes, and 
no p,Ht of the uni,·erse contains no body. Hobl>es was a 
plenist, holding all space to be filled hy an intangible 
material ether if nothing else. This doctrine followed 
directly from his definition of a hod>· as an:-, thing existing 
independent!~- of our thought and having ,·olnme. Thus, 
Hobbes C(Jnsiderecl Goel to l>e a corporeal spirit dilfic11lt 
to distinguish from that incarnate space, the pen·asiH· 
ether. 

All change in the uni,·erse is motion of bodies, and 
nothing can cause a motion hut contact witl1 anotl1er 
mo\'ing hod>·· The suhst,rnct· of anything is hody, and 
"incorporeal ~uhstance" is therefore a contradiction in 
terms. Hobbes thereby· disposed of angels, the so1d, and 
the God of theolog:-,·. I lohhes departed from strict rnat<:'ri
alisrn in his introduction of "conatus" and "impetus" 
(which are not physical properties) into his account of the 
initiation of motion and measurement of acceleration. 
Conatus is ,1lso appealed to in Hobbes\ account of human 
sensation and action. Sensations are motions in a man's 
body, and changes of sensation are changes of that motion. 
Sensory qualities are really within the perceiver, l>t1t by 
conatus a "'phantasm" is projected from the observer onto 
the ohse1'\"ecl. 

Hobbes was the first to take seriously the problems 
\\'hich language, thought, and logic pose for materialism. 
He developed a nominalist thenr>· of language and took the 
subject matter of thought and inference to be phantasms of 
sense or abstractions from these phantasms. He held, for 
example, that to remember is to perceive one !ms per
ceivecl. But Hobbes did not make clear just what contact 
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11wch,111i,111 i~ at \\'ork 111 nw11tal op<·r,1tim1~ 11or \\'hether 
tlw pl1;111t1~111, ill\·oh cd arv gvlll1irwl:,- corporeal. Thu,, in 
,pitt· of I Iolilw~·, he,t efforb it i~ do11htful that he deH0 l
opecl a f11ll:-- co11,i~l<'11t matl'riali,m. 

Tlw i111l11<·11c<· ot C.1,,<·11di ,lite! Hohlw, \\;J'> dimi11ished 
ll\ tlw 1m·,til!<' ol tlwir lirilli,lllt <·1i111<-111poran. Henc', De~
cart<·, I I."5Wi- Ih.'50 1, who alTt·ptl'd a materiali~t and me
d1a11ical al·t·m111t ol the 111;111i111;1t<· ,,·orld and the brute 
n<'atron hut in~i,lt'd that t11<·11 11,td i111material, immortal 
,pirib \\'how v-.;-..ential 1tat1nt· Lt, in co11,ciou, thought 
111Hl<·kr111i1wd ll\ cau,;il JHOC<'\\l'~. .-\ccorcling to De-,
carte,, thew arl' 1n thl' \\'oriel t,,·o quite differe11t ~orb of 
thi11g~, <•:-,.t<•mled 111ateri,tl \ ~llh,t.tnl'l''> and thinking 
! ,piritual ) ,tdi-,ta11n·,, \\"l1ich ;rn• 111:-- ,t<'rio11~l:-- 11nited in the 
caw of 111a11ki11d. II<' tl111~ en ~talli.1'.ecl the traditio11 of du
ali~111 I tlw cloctri1w tl1;1t tlww are j11,t t\\·o fundamentall:,
cliffeH·nt kill(!~ of tlri11l':,I. ,,·l1icl1 \\'.J'> 1111til recent!:,- 111ateri
alis111\ cl1id ri,·,tl. 

Eighteenth century. In EpiC'mm ,111d Lucrdi11s one 
moti,·e for \\'orking out a 111.iterialist philo,opll\ \\'as oppo
sitio11 to religiou, terror. \\'itl1 I {olilw,. and again in 
l'il!htl'l'nth-n·nt11r:,- Franc<'. it \\',J', oppo,ition to religiou, 
oppH·,"imt. Further, rapid gro,\lh ol ph:,- siological kno\\'l
edge l':a\ l' ri,c to the hop<' th,tt a complete doctrine of 111a11 
in pure!:,-· ph:,-·,iological tern,, \\·a, po"ihle and so !..';e1wr
ated a 11wdical materi,di,111 \\·liicl1 111;1de tl1e path of the 
metaph:-- ,ician" "111ootlwr. 

E\"C·r ,ince tlw time of De111ocritm 111al<'riali~b had held 
that the "mil con"i,h of fi11e particle~ \\'ithi11 a man. In tlw 
co11r"e of the eighteenth cent11r:,- thi" ,11gge"tion \\'a, take11 
11p and a111plified, and ,0111l· attl'mpt \\',t, made to gin· it an 
experiential li,bi,. 

An anon:,- mous ma111hcript. the Ame 111at£;rielle, ,, ritten 
bchH·en 169:2 and 170-1, contain~ 111au:-- ingenio11s expla
nation~ ol mental lllnction on De111ocritv;llt lint·,. Plea',llf<' 
and pai11 co11,i,t, n·,pectin:1:--, of tl1e Ho\\' ol liner or 
('oar~er particle, tlrnmglr tlie ck11111t·I, ol till' l,rai11. The 
JXl""io11" arc a matter of the tcmperat11re ot the heart. Ht·,1-
so11 co11~i,b in tlw orderinl': of the ,01d\ line particlt·,, and 
the effect of wine i11 ib cour~t· tlnou!..';h_tlll' hod:-- i" to cli,
lodgc "onw of the"e fine particle" from their proper plaC'C'"· 
The ma1111"c-ript i" panpsychic in ih expn·"io11, crvditi11g 
tlw atom" with a rudimentar:--· co11,cio11,1w"' a11cl \\'ill. hut 
it i, 111ateriali~t in "11h"tance, for the,e q11alitic, are not 
credited \\"ith causati,·e functions. Its doctrirn·, \\ '<•n· pttre-
1:,- h:,- pothetical a11cl, a" \\'e no\\' kno\\', false. The Ame 11w
thielle had ',Jll'l'<'"or' in Dr. \lauh<'c·, Pri11ciJJ£'s 11hysiq11es 
de la raison et Les passions de l'ho111111e (Pari~. 17091 , \\·l1ich 
a!..';ain g;an" a matcriali"t \'ision of man a pa11p,~chic drc,s 
and oppo"ed Dc~carte,·s "thinking sub"tauce," and in 
Deni~ Diderot\ man:,- u11s~ stematic \\"ritings, \\'hich took a 
pro!!;re"i' vi~ more materiali"tic turn. Diderot'~ Le Rcl"e de 
d'Alcmhcrt i, a ,triking hq)othetical accrnrnt of lwredit~, 
gro\\"tl1. a11d tl1e simpler forms of animal beha,·ior in tern,s 
of interior motiom of li\'ing bodies. 

The most famous; mediC'al materialist is Julien de La 
\lettrie (l,mJ-17.'5I), a doctor with a philosophical bent 
whme radical ,·ie\\·" obliged him to lea,·e a fa"hionable 
practice in Paris and !in· in Holland and Prussia. In 
L'Ho111111e 11wd1i11e 1.Leiden, 17-tH) he presented a ,·ic\\' of 
man as a self-mo\·ing machinf'. 

After niticizi11g all \'ie\\'s of the soul as "piritual, La 
\lettrie proceeded to re,·ic,, all the 1..·ommon-se11"e c,·i
dence for the pl1:,-·sical 11atme of 11H·ntal acti\"it:--·- Ile cited 
the effects of hodih net>ds, aging, and ,leep: he pointed to 
the analo,!..';:-- of tlw lrn111an hod:,- to mtJ<'h lower form~. A.11-
tiC'ipatin!..'; Pa\"10\, he ,poke of the mechanical basis of 
"Jwech and of the pm~ibilities of educating deaf-mutes and 
a11thropoid apes. He e:-,.plai11ed learning ho\\' to pcrcei,·e 
and ho\\" to make moral _judgments h~- appeal to 
modification~ of the brain. I { urnan action is accounted for 
hy tlw then Ile\\' doctrine of the stimul11s irritability of 
muscles. La \Iettrie embarrassed those who held that the 
soul is a spiritual unit~ by obserYing the continuing func
tion of organs remm·ed from bodies, the muscular acti\'it:--· 
of dead or decapitated animal,, and the abilit:--· of a hi
',l'l'ted pol~ p to gro\\ into t\\·o complete one". He explained 
co11"cirn1:-, ,ensation and the rnt-11tal capacities of \\'hich \\'e 

are i11tro,pectin·l:-- a\\'are hy means of a magic-lantern 
analo!..';:,-, hut this wa~ 1111sati"fador:,-, for the status of the 
imagl'" \\'a, not mac!<- clear. 

The detaib of La \lettril0
·-, ph:--siolog~-, depending as 

the:,- do on ,11ppo"ecl nm,·ements of nen·o11s filaments, are 
fol"e. I lmn·n r, hi, program of "eeking in neural changes 
the explanation of 111e11tal adi,·it,· has endured, and his 
cl.1i111 that appt•,il, to the "0111 can furnish only pseudo
<·xplanatio11s ha~ !..';ai11l'd \\'iclc "11pport. 

_le-an C:aha11i, ( l7.'57-,. ISOSI, a French doctor, continued 
thi" line of thrn1ght ,md in 180:2 puhli"hed Rapports du 
physique et du morn/ de l'ho111111e, the 111ost 11otahle inno
,·ation of ,,·11i('l1 was to twat tl1e lirai11 as analogou" with the 
dig<·,ti,·e '> ,t<-111, 111aki11!..'; ~<·nsor~ irn1ne"sions ib aliments 
a11d thrn1!.!;hh ih proclllct. 

The great 11wtaph:,- ~ical 111ateriali,t of the period is Paul 
ll<·imich Dietrich cl'Ilolhach ( 17:2:3- 1789), a Cerman 

nobleman who pa""ed hi, life i11 Paris. Ilis \\'Ork the Sys
teme de la nature wa, puhli,l1ed under a false name, "\lir
aliaud," at "London" i.-\m"terdam) in 1770. This "Bihle of 
all 111at<·riali,rn" i, ,pt•c11l.1tin· philosophy in the grand 
"t:,- I<-: in it tlw antirdigious motiw· is again uppermost. 
I lolhad1 111ai11tai11cd tliat nothing i, outside nature. \:atur<' 
i, an 1111intC'rr11pted ;iml c,rn"all) dder111i1wd succes"ion of 
arrangements of matt<'r in motion. \latter has alwa~·s vx
isted and alwa:--, l>e<'ll i11 motion, and different worlds are 
formed from diff<'re11t cli,trihutio11" of mattl•r and motion. 
\latter i~ of fottr ha-.;il' t~ 1w, (earth, air, fire, and \\'ater), all(! 
change, in their proportion" ar<' responsible for all 
changes other than "patiotemporal ones. 

\lecha11ical ca11,e, ot the impact type arl' the only intel
ligihle on<'", hl'11t·e tlw 011lr rC'al ones. Since man i" i11 
nat11re and part of 11atllr<', all human actiims spring fro111 
natural c,llt'><'"· \la11·, intellectual faculties, tho11ghts, 
passions, and \\'ill can all he identified ,,·ith motions hid
den \\'ithin him. In action out,,·arcl motions are acquired 
from these intl'rnal 01w, in ,,·a:,-, ,,·t· do 11ot :,-·et understand. 

I Iolliach based the intellectual faculties on feeling and 
treated fee 1 i ng as a consequl0 nce of certain arrangements of 
matter. Intro~pected changes arc all changes in our inter
nal material "tate. Thu", in remembering, \\'e rene\\' in 
our"eh-es a pre\'iou, mo<lihcation. He treated personal 
ch,1racteri"tic, and temperament in terms of a man's inter
nal structure and interpreted so-called free action not as 



moti\'l·less action (an ahs11rdit\) h11t ;1, ;1ctio11 springing 
from an 11ltimatel~· uncl1osc11 modification of the brain. 
Holbaeh's thecn~· of mind is also inieresti11g lwca11se in 
dealing with \\'it and geni11s, it s11ggests tlw first lwha,·ior;d 
analyses of mental concepts. :'\Jot surprising)~·, he held the 
soul to be mortal. 

The purity of Holb,H:h's materialism is marred only by 
his admission of relations of s~·mpath~·, antipath~·, and 
affinity among makrial particles, in addition to the primar~· 
qualities, gravity and inert force. 

The re,·olution in dwmistr~ \\'hich wa, effected b~· 
Joseph Priestle~· in England and Antoine-Laurent L1-
voisier in Fmnce in the 1770s and 1780s was of importance 
for the later de,·elopml'nt of materialism, for it est;1hlished 
chemistr~· ,ls a strictly phrsical scienc<' all of whose l'Xpla
nations appeal on!~· to material substances and their natu
ral interadions. Such a {'lwmistr~· has since been extended 
to cover the processes of life, and the l',1se for materialism 
has thereb~· been prnfoundlv strengthened. Pricst)p~· is a 
curious figure in the histor~, of materialism. A thorough
going determinist and materialist (he supported Roger 
Bosco\'ich's concept of matter as points of force), Priestle~' 
nevertheless ,·igorousl~· maintained his be lid in Christian
ity. His religious views were far from orthodox, hut he did 
insist that the existence of Cod and the rl's11rrection of the 
body are not incompatible ,vith a materialist and determin
ist position. 

Nineteenth century. The philosophers of greatest in
fluence in the nineteenth cenhn~·-1...:ant, Fichte, Hegel, 
Schopenhauer, Lotze, and ~dill, for exarnplc-wcre all of 
an idealist or phcnomenalist hent. (The materialism of 
Engels and \larx, whid1 is not an extreme materialism, is 
dealt with in DIALECTICAL MATERIALIS;-.1.) 

Ludwig Biichner, a minor figure, desen·l'S mention ,1s 
the first to claim explicit!~· that materialisrn is a generaliza
tion from ,1 posteriori cl isco,·cri cs. In Kraft 1111d Stoff ( 18.5.5) 
he claims that we ha,T disco,·ewd (not pro,·l·d ,1 priori) 
that there is no force without matter and 110 matter witl,out 
force. 

There \\·as d1ni11g this period ,I co11tim1ation of inquin 
and speculation 011 tht· ph~ siological has<"S of mental furn·
tion. Jacob \lolesdwtt, 1...:,nl \'ogt, ,111d Emil Du Bois
Re~·mond pron·L·ded \\'ith thl' inw·stigation of ph~·siologic,d 
processes along ph~·sicoclw111ical linl's. The most impor
tant dc,·elopments \\'t•n· scientific 0lll'S \\'hich all under
mined the harrier lwt\\Ten physical s~·stl'ms and li,·ing 
org,rnisms and thus soften<·d the natur,1I resist,lllcl's to 
materi,1listic theses. 

In 1828 the synthesis of urea w,1s achic\'ed, and this 
refuted the idea tlwt liiochemistn· \\'as in some \\'a~· special 
and distinct from clwrnistr~. In IS➔,, Hermann Ildmlwltz 
estahlislwd the consen·,1tio11 of ener.e:~· in organic systems, 
making still less plamible any claims tlwt li\'ing and non
li\'ing systems could not possilil~· lie comJHl'hended in one 
thcor~·. 

ln JS,S\-J, Charles D,n\\·in published his Origin of Spe
cies, in 1871 his Descent of Ma11. T. H. H11xlc~· had pro
duced Man's Place i11 Suture in 1863. These three \\·orks at 
last 1nm·ided a pbusihlc, cmpiricall~· grounded c,1se for 
two of the main planks of materialism, the claim th,1t the 
organization of li,·ing things into forms admirably suited 
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for s11n·i\'al a11d n·prod11l'lio11 ,1<l111ih ol t·,pla11atio11 \\ 1tl1-
011t appeal to i111111a1w11t or tr,111sc<•1J<l<•11t p111'posv, a11d tlw 
claim that 111a11 is a part and prod11d of tlw 11at1n,il ,,·orld. 

Since tlwn biologists, ph~ siologish, a11d p,1tl1olog1sh 
ha,·e incwasingl~· taken tht· trnth of llll'dical 111.1tni,ili,111 
for gr,rnted, conching their e.\pLu1atio11, i11 pll\·,i('oclwrni
cal terms without questioning tlw JHopril't> or co111pl<'lt·
ness of successful explanations in this form. 

Contemporary materialism. The triumphant prne:rc,s i11 
the twentieth cc·ntur~· of ,I m;1tt·rialistic hiolog~ ,llld liio
che111istr~· has almost co111plctel~· t·limi1wted ,·italist no
tions and supwnaturnl ,·iews of life. The sit11,1tion ol <·arli<'I 
,1ges has heen re\'l'rsl'd; it 1H1\\· set>ms i111pla11,ililv tll 
maintain tliat the ,·ital functions of li,·ing organi,111, 
are different in kind from clwmical ( ultim,1tcl~, ph~ si
cal) processes. ln the attempt to demonstrnte that so111e
thing other than matter exists, it is on mind, rather than 
life, that immaterialists now rel~·. 

Hut the rise of c~·hernetics (tlic abstract thl'ory of ma
chines) and its applications in computing mad1inl'r~ and 
objects \\'hich simulate so111e of the performances of li,·ine: 
things are beginning to threaten the idea of a special st,1tus 
for mental adivit~·. The gathering and interpretation of 
information, the e111plo~·111ent of stored information, suc
cessful and spectac11lar problem soh·ing, e,·en ,111alog11es of 
fatigue, m·erload, and confusion, hitherto all monopolies of 
the ,rnimate, ,ne now displared hy organizations of matter 
whose operations can he explained in tl'rms of physic,d 
properties alone. And on the other hand, l'\JWrimental 
stud~· of the nen·ous s~·stems of animals and men is show
ing, in e\'er i11cre,1sing detail, ho\\' ,1rtiticiall~· induced 
dwnges in the electrochemical statl' of the ner\'ous s~·stem 
issue in changes in tlw subject's "mental" ,1cti\'it~. Dis
pla>·s of emotion, performan{'e in perception and recall, 
and a1niet~ ,111d te11sion arl' being tied do\\'11 to lirain ft111c
tion in this wa~·. 

Furthermore, nian~· ps,·chologists of this ce11t11r~ ha\'l' 
lwcome dishe,ntened h~· the difficulties of im·estigating 
hqwtl1etical mental states and ha\'(_· turned to the stud~· of 
heha,·ior, rel~·ing on ptdilich- ohsen·ahle and pin sic,d 
phenomena in their anah·ses ,111d explanations of human 
activities. Indeed, there ha\'(_' heen three distinct mo,·e
ments of a materialistic stamp in re{'ent philosophizing 
about minds. 

Some logical positi,·ists, led Ii~· Hudoll Carnap and Otto 
:\eurath, espoused ,111 epistemic materialism. The~ held 
tlwt statements about minds i11contest,1lil~· meant some
thing. The meaning of an~· statement consisted in those 
direct!>· testable statements deducihle from it (protocol 
sentences). The protocol sentences must he intersulijec
ti\ ely test,1hle, and the on)~· intersubjccti,·el~ test,1hk 
sentenl'es rder to ph~·sical properties of ph~·sical entities. 
Hence, those meaningful statements aho11t minds wl1ich 
do not deal \\'ith h~-pothetical constructs must refer to sud1 
physi{'a) properties and entities, e\'ell thm1e:h \\'C' cannot 
yet gi,·e their ph~ si,·al transbtions. Tlw beginnings of 
translation into beha,·iori-,t terms was offerl'd for so111e 
ps~·clrnlogical expressions-for example, "is happ/'-li~· 
directing attention to the w,1~· in \\·hich the use of s11ch 
e\pressiorn is taught, h~ pointing to people heh,1, ing 
lrnppih·. In this the positi\'i~ts anticipated a fa,·orill' -,trat-
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<"g~ ot \\'ittge11,tei11 ,t11d mo,·ed c1,,,t~ trom c.umplete cle
penclt,nce on tlwn general cloctrirn_•, of meaning and 
, erific.\ttion. 

Tlw a11,d, tic lwh,t, iori,h, in particular Cilhert R~ le and 
Iii, follo,H,r,, offered to -,hcJ\\ th.it ,1ttribution, of intention 
,111d 111telli!.!e11n,. c. ho ice. <lt,,ire. e\citenwnt. fear. and so 
OJI ,di ,He to lw 11nder,tood a, ,tttrilrntions ot c1 disposition 
to lwh,I\ e 111 ,1 ch,nacteri,t1c 111,111ner in ,uitable circum
,t,mce,. Dispmitions ,ire held I>~ 1110,t thinker, to issue 
trom ,ome ,t,rnding or recurrent under!~ 111g ,tc1te. and \\'ith 
the,e l>ek!\ iori,h the ,tJ.te \\J.'- a"umed to be a ,tate of 
the hod~. Their m,111ite,t intention to exorci,e the ,piritual 
,oul pL1ee, them in the materiali,t tradition. 

Lud,,·i!.! \\'ittgen,tein. altltou!.!h lie <li,dained the title 
lwlt.1, iori,t. lwlm1!,!, to tl1e ,,1111e group. The condition, 
upon \\'hich he i11,i\ted in ,111~ c1ccept,1lile anal, ,is of a 
mcnt,d c.011cept require th,1t cle,cription, oi a man\ ,tate of 
llli11cl mu,t mc1ke reference on!\ to public]~ detect,tble 
te,1t1m,, ot the org,1111,m ,rncl its heha\'ior. Hi, man~ ,ubtle 
dhc11,,im1, ot ment,d conceph <lrt:' ,di ,1ttempts to identif~ 
that pattern ot beh,t\ ior \\'ho,e di-..pla~ \\'Oniel constitute 
!win\! in ,1 !.!i\ en ,tate of 111111d. To attril)IJte that ,tate of 
mind to ,1 lll,lll i, to cle,cribe him c1, cli,po,ed to displa~ the 
rele\ ,111t p,1ttern ot Lek1\·1or. T,dk ot ,t.1te-, and processe., of 
,l -..piritu,d ,011! is, c1ccording to \\'itt!.!emtei11. not mere!~ 
t,d,e. it ,, unintelligilile. On t\,·o ke\ point, the anal~ tic 
l>eh,1\ iori,h lt.1\ e not hee11 entire!~ C'OJI\ incing. Fir,t, if 
mental ,tate, ,ue 11ame, of particular pattern, of bPha\·ior. 
tlw~ t\tnnot c,m,e tl1e lwlH\ ior in q11e,tion. it c,rnnot be 
,,1id thJ.t a 111,rn·, ,tn!,!er made him ,]10ut or tliat his pride 
111J.de llllll ,tuhbom. It i, Ii.ire! to lwlie\t' expre.,.,ion, like 
the,e mu,t he illel.!itimate. Second, the occurrence, of 
,ome inner epi,ode,-atten111<1ge,, pc1in,. flashe, ot ill11-
min,1tion-re,i,t ,111~ pl.rn,ible dispmitional anal\'~i'>. The 
mind doe, ,eem to he a collection of ,tate,, item,, or 
e\ enh in addition to a "ndrome of di,po,itio11,. 

The third group ot contemporar~· materi,di,ts emhrc1ce, ,l 

theon of 111111d knm,·n ,1, central state ph~·,1cali-..m. The~ 
hold that the ment.d ... t,tte-.., item,. or e\'enh which cannot 
bt, uncler,toocl cli.,po,ition,dl~ tnrn out, a, a matter of fact. 
to he ,t,1te, ot the centr:d 11en on, ,~ "tern presented to 
ihelt in ,111 opaque or cm·ert tJ.,hion. ~ome. like P,1ul f(_ 

Fe:-,erabend and HiL1n· PutII,11n, cL1irn onl~· that thi, i-, the 
1110,t promi,in!.! line irn e,ti1Latio11 ma\ nm\· take. Other,. 
like l·. T. Place, J. J. C. Smart and Herbert Feig!, go tm
tlwr ,111d maint.tin th,1t ,111\ altern.tti\·e \·ie\\' i, ,1lreacl:-, 
frank]~ incredible. Da,·icl .\I. _-\rrmtrong hc1s extended the 
range of mental conceph \\·hich are gi, en a central -..tate 
aua]y-;i, to include sonw not ,trictl~ tied to introspection, 
,uch a, intelligence, the emotions. and the ,,·ill. He holds 
that the mind i, the ca11,e of the di,tincti,·e hehc1,·ior of 
higher anim,11,. ,me! in hi-.. , ie\\' this cau,e prm e, to lie a 
neuro]ogic.d one. 

The argumentation surrounding central state ph~·sicali,m 
is not ~·et concluded. The fate of the doctrine seem., to hang 
on its abilit\· to deal adequate!\ \\'ith the peculiarities of 
introspecti\·e knO\\·ledge and to clarit\ the iden tifi cation 
of mental \\·ith neural states and on the continuing succe-,s 
of physiologists in their efforts to disco\'er neural changes 
corre"ponding to e\·er~ change in consciou,ne ... s. 

OBJECTIO'.\'S TO '.\lA.TERIALIS '.\1 

.\lateriJ.li,t doctrines ha\·e ne\·er lacked critics and de
tractor,, for the~ require that some of mankind\ more 
cheri,liecl l>elid~ and hope, he abandoned. Of the man~· 
possible line, of attack. \\'e \\'ill here re\'ie\\' the more 
important. 

Theology. \lateriali ... t the,es contrc1dict a large number 
of theological <1ssertion.... In a materiali"t theor~· there are 
no nece._...,u~ heing., ancl no supernatural intenentions in 
the course of nature. 

In order to defend materialism on the,e poinh, one mu-;t 
fir,t ,Im\\' that there is no, a lid cleductin:- argument for the 
e,istence of a nece--sar~ being. :\u mean ta~k this. but one 
man~ philo,opher, no\\ think can he completed. :\ext, one 
must den~ to religiou, experience ,111~· supernatural 
,ignificann,. .-\doptin!.! the critique made b~· -,keptical 
empirici,h, orn, can ,trgue that religious experience 
present... no l!nod ,rncl ,ufficient rea,on'> for abandoning 
n<1tural mode-.. of e,pLrn,1tion, in particular none for alian
clonin!.! them in tm·or of h:-,·potlw,e, \\'hich face peculiar 
difficnltie, wht-n it come, to putting them to the te,t. Fur
thernwre. the nuteri,11i ... t position is ,trengtliened h~ the 
promise ot continued ,ucce.,., in finding concrete natural 
e,plan,1tion, of religiom experience through de\·elop
menh in pl1~ ,io]og~ and ps~·cho]og~·. 

It these pmitions crn lie C'>t,1blished, claims to the 
e,istence ot God and the occurrence of miracles are estab
li,lied neither I>~ ar!,!t11nent 11or in experience and so mu,t 
he com1d,·recl ,1, i11terpretati\ e h\ pothe,e, laid upon the 
experieJlt'l'cl \\'or]d. The materiali-..t must again urge that in 
framinl.! ll\ potht,,t,,. a, i11 ,eekin!.! explanation._, there is no 
q1fficient Il',hOll for de,erting the natura l for the supernat
ural. In such circum,tances a, these considerati ons of 
parsimon~· exclude all wpernatural en titi es from an~ rea
,onahle ontolog~· . 

.\L1teriali,b mu,t ,ho\\' there i-.. no rea,on to belie,·e in 
,11n·i, al ot bodil\ death or in reincarnation. Plausible 
rt"cent ,uguments h,1\·e claimed that both doctrines are 
logical!~ incoherent. Tht0 w argument-- do not impugn the 
po.,.,il>ilit\ of re.;,urrection, IHlt th,1t is compatible \\·ith 
materi,d i ,m. 

Physics . .\lc1tcri,di,m ha, in the pa,t been assailed for 
le.t\·ing tlw origin. per,i,te11ce. and motion of the funda
mental particln unexpl<lined, for failing to make intelligi-
1,le th<1t e.tch fundamental interaction has had one re,ult 
ancl not ,1110ther. ,rnd tor failinl.! to admit the nece.,.,it~· in 
c,1 u ,<11 ,e<p 1ence-,. The rep I~·, nm,· \ cry \\' ide I~ accepted, is 
that <1ll chaim of explanation mmt e\ entuall:-,· come to a 
tenninm ,111d that to ,eek ,l terminm beyon d contingent 
truth, concerning the item, ,rnd processes of the world i-; 
to go hunting ,l mare's-11est. 

Psychology . . -\lmo ... t e\·er~ di,tincti\·el\ human capacit:-,· 
ha" been pointed to a'> sho\\'ing that a man is more than an 
c1._.,emhlage of atom,. In understanding men, \\'e cannot do 
\\'ithout the concepts ot perception, belief, and intelli
gence; action, deci-;ion. and choice; moti,·e, dri\·e, and 
need. teeling, emotion, and moocL temperament ancl char
acter. \\ ·e \\·ill also need to treat of consciou'>ne-;s and 
,elf-con,ciou<,ne~,. The ta<.,k of the materialiq i, to explain 



how nwrel~· material strnct11res could qualif~· for descrip
tion under all these categories . Two hasie approaches, the 
helra\·ioral and the topic neutral, hrn·e hee11 adopted i11 
attempting this. Contemporar~· mat<'rialists differ on which 
strategy is appropriate in partieular eases, hut they agwe 
th:1t one or the other is appropriate for e\·er~· aspect of tire 
mind. 

Behavioral strategy. The attribution of some of the ml'll
tal predicates (for example, intelligence, equanimity, or 
ambition) to an organism is claimed to be in realit~· the 
attribution of a disposition to behave in a characteri~tic 
way under suitable conditions. The form the beha\'ior 
takes, the conditions under which it is ma11ifest, an<l the 
organism which beha\'e'i are all specifiable in terms with 
no immaterialist implications. Also, the remarkable sub
tl ety and complexity of human behavior no longer appear 
to have strong irnmaterialist implications, for now the 
development of machines with the ability to duplicate it 
seems possible. In particular, the self-monitoring features of 
conscious behavior can be displayed by material systems. 

Topic-neutral strategy. For those mental descriptions 
which resist behavioral treatment (he ing in pain, seeing a 
co lor, feeling depressed) ;1 differe11t claim is ma<le. It is 
held that to appl~· such descriptions is to assert that there is 
within the organism some ~tate which t~·pically arises from 
a given stimulus and/or t~-pie:111~· issue~ in a ch;nacteristic 
kind of heha\·ior. ~dental predicates of this kind ha\'e heen 
called topic-neutral because the~ do not specif~· as rnateri:11 
or immaterial the nature of the inner state whose causes 
and/or effects we encounter. To sa\· a man is in pain, the 
argument runs, does not of itself impl\' that he has or has 
not a soul. It implies that he is in a certain state, which 
arises from the state of his sensory system and issues in 
certain behavior 1x1tterns. When we explore this state, we 
find reason to belie\'e that it is a statt• of the organism's 
central nervous S\ stem. If inner states admit of the topic
neutral treatment, the\·, too, have 110 immaterialist impli
cations. 

Inner states. The hardest part of the materialist program 
is to deal with intrnspecti\'e aw;neness. Consider sensa
tions; a pain has a definite ;mcl distasteful felt quality, a 
co lor a definite presence to its observer. Neither colors nor 
pains present themseh-es in introspection as states of the 
person tvpically connected with stimuli and/or responst's. 
The most promising materialist suggestion is that tlte in
trinsic qualities of sensations are in reality purel\· sche
matic an<l enable us only to distinguish one sensation from 
anothe1. The sameness or difference of inner states hut not 
their nature is gin"n introspecti\·ely. If this is so, sensa
tions can ver\ well he states of the central ner\'ous s~ stern 
typically connected \\'ith stimulus and/or re~ponse, e\'en 
though we are not aware of this. 

The doctrine is strange but hy no means clearly false. 
Inner states notoriously elude direct characterization. Our 
attempts to describe them proceed h~· compariso11 with 
other sensatiom direct!~· or ultimate!~ picked out by refer
ence to their stimulus and/or response. For example, we 
describe smells as of cinn:m10n or of rotten eggs (stimulus) 
and as appetizing or nauseating (response); we speak of 
pains as jabbing, burning, like "pins and needles," as 
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crippling or distracting. F<'eli11g, of a11gt·r, ,l1a111t·, prid<·. 
a11d fear are all de~crihed in term-; of hoch tt'111pt·r,1t11rt·. 
\lany co111111011 de~criptio11s of our i11nl'r statc·s an· i11 tt"n11, 
of the behavior till·~· dispose 11s to display: "I ('ould l1a\t' 
j11rnpecl over the moon," "I c01dd lia\'t' liittt·11 off 111~ 
tongue," "You could ha\'e knocked 11H' dow11 witl1 a 
ft'ather," "I was read~· to give up." All tlwse wa~·s of t.tlk
ing fit the suggested account of inner sbtes. 

A sonwwhat parallel claim is made concerning inner 
awareness of mental states which are not sensations. For 
example, nonsensory knowledge of my intention to go 
swimming is held to he direct knowledge of the ca11sal 
properties of some inner state. It is true that an intention 
has no ph~·sical properties, hut the causal character of 
an~thing whatsoever has no ph~·sical properties. Thu~, the 
inner state known when I know of m~ intention to go 
swimming may be a state of the bod~·. 

If the behavioral and topic-neutral approaches to me11tal 
concepts are jointly adequate, it does not follow that men 
an· exclusivt"lv material, onlv that the~· ma~· be. To estab
lish that men are material, it would ha\·e to be shown hy 
empirical im·estigation that there were bodily states \\'ith 
the right physicochemical caus,11 properties to account for 
all human c:1pacities. 

Parapsychology. Paranormal phenomena are a serious 
embarrassment to materialism; the evidence amassed in 
the inve~tigations of S. G. S0:11 ;md L. L. \'asiliev, to name 
just two, cannot reason:1hly he ignort'd At ,omc times 
some people have acce~s to information in \\'a~s not ex
plicable within current scientific them~·. A fortiori, these 
phenomena are not explicahlt• within phvsics alone. It is 
not merely that the faculties clublied "telepath~·" or '\·lair
\'oyance" cannot yet lie acl·omnwdated but that the~· seem 
to be positive!~· excluded by our present understanding of 
the physical world. The same can he said of the very strik
ing hut less well controlled feats of trance mediums. 

Although paranormal phenomena cannot he discounted, 
the spiritual constructions commonly put on them me 
altogether too hast:,-. Some revisions of scientific tlworv 
will be necessary, hut it is not at all clear that we must 
credit the paranormally gifted with extraordinar~ souls 
capalile of magic performances whieh "explain" this or 
that striking event. 

There are two other avenues open. The fir~t takes the 
paranormal phenomena to he indieati\·e of some propert~ 
of tht> fundamental physical particles undetected or e\'en 
undetectable in studies of simpler s~·stems than the human 
heing. llnlwppily, a postulated propert, of particles which 
sho\\'s itself onl~· in the cognitive functions of immensely 
complex organisms is lioth implausible and apparent!~· 
incapable of independent im·estigation. And to claim that 
such a property is a physical property, although it pla\·s no 
part in any normal physical explanations, is to win a ma
terialist \'icton· hy a hollow \'erhal maneuver. 

The second lin e of approach, to consider paranormal 
phenomena to he consequences of the complexit\· of the 
ph~·sical strnctures involved, is more promising. To admit 
that paranormal capacit ies cannot he predicted to ari~e 
from concatenation of pln·sieal particles is not to admit that 
gho~ts come into play at a certain level of complexity. For 
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in:-,t.111l'< ', e, e11 before \\'(' could explain tl1e macrm,copic 
plw11011w11a uf ferromagiwtism as arising from jn:..taposition 
ol 111ol1·1 ·1 il a r lllag11ets, it \\'as not reasonablt• to suppo..,e 
tliat "immat<·rial magnetism" was at work. The sugges
tion that "re sonances" among complex s~·stems could ex
plain e\trase nsor~· perception has been made liy :-.:inian 
\larshall. His speculations are most plausible in the cases 
of information passing from mind to mind without inter-
11wdiar~. Hm,·e, er, clair\'oyant successes (g1wssing \\'hat 
color ligl,t is on i11side a box \\'he11 nol>od~ kno\\'s) and 
tra11c<' nwdirnn n·ports of the dead i11,·ol\'C_' action at a 
dista11n· witho11t 11wdi11111 in 110th temporal diredio11s. It is 
1101 going to lie eas~· to de,·1·lop the scccmd li11e ol ap
proac h i11 a L'011\ ·i11cing Lishio11. 

Tlww is 110 reason to think that tlH·se erneq2;<·nt capaci
ti<'" of compl1·x s~·sterns \\'ill en·r lw prcdictalile from 
k110\\'l<"dg<' of their ph~·sical t·leme11ts. This do1•s not mean 
that tl,ey are not ph~·sical emergences or that \\'e could 
never lcar11 that they \\'<·re. To deviate into science fiction, 
w1· could reasonal>I~· claim to kno\\' tl,at tl,e~· \\'ere nwrel~ 
ph~·sical enwrge11c1·s if it \\'!'re possil1le to ass<"rnl,le an 
electronic 111achine which d1·111<mstrated para11ormal po,,·
crs or to s~ 11tlwsizt• an organism \\'liicl1 gre,,· into some
tl,ing wl1ich co11lcl dcmonstrat<· tlwrn. Until tlw11, rnakri
alism n·rnai11s 11111no,·e11. 

Philosophy. Forms of 111at<-rialism that otfer knmdt'dge 
in1111111H· frnn1 experi1·11tial ref11tttio11 or kno\\'ledge of a 
real it~· he~ 011d the reach of empirical i11,·e..,tigatio11 are 
\'11hwrable to empiricist and Ka11tia11 criticisms . B11t the 
ph,·..,i('alism \\'hich treats its doctri1ws as contingentl~ trne 
g1·11eralizatio11" a,·oid.., the charge ol' pun·e, ing dege1wrak 
or tra11scemil'11t h, potlwscs. Tlwrc are ',('\'eral otl1er olij1·c
tio11s of a logical kind \\'hicl1 mnst he faced. 

Argument from self-destruction. :\ popular arg11me11t Im 
disposing \\'ith materialism is this: 

All doctrines concerning the 11at11re of the ,,orld aw 
arri\'(_·d at Ii~· inference. 

Thus, a fortiori, materialism is so reached. 
B11t if materialism is tn1c, i111'ere11ce 1.., a ca11sall~ 

detennin1·d pro!'ess in people's l>rai11s , and 11ot a ra
tional prnct·ss. 

\Literialisrn is therefore a doctrine arrin·d at I,~ 

11rnuational causal processes. 
Tl,m, if it is trne, there can he 110 rea..,on to tlti11k it 

so. 
This argu11wnt is invalid. That a given process of i11ler

ring \\'as determined b,· the structure of a man\, brain does 
not e11tail that it \\'as an unreasonable inf<'renc<'. :-.:or does 
ii entail that the n1an co11ld ha,·e 110 ground for thinking it 
reasonahle. There is nothing in materialism to pre,·<,11t our 
lt·arning which inference patterns lead from true prl' rnises 
to largely tnw conclusions, appl~·ing this kno\\'leclgc to the 
argunwnh for materialism, and reasonalil~· (alheit de:ter
minedl~) concluding that materialism is a worth~· position. 

Physical and mental properties. C. D. Broad in The Mi11d 
a11d Its Plac<' i11 Nature formulates many people's reaction 
to the suggestion that mental events are physical events 
in a bod~·: 

Aho11t a molecular mo,·ement it is perfect(~· reasonable 
to rais<' th e question "Is it swift or slo\\', straight or 

<'irc11lar and so on(' Aho11t tlw a\\'areness of a n·d 
patch it is nonsensical to ask wlwther it is a swift or 
slo\\' awareness, a straight or circular a\\'an_•n<·ss, and 
so 011. Com·crsel~·, it is reasonahlc to ask ahonl an 
a\\'aw11ess of a n·d patch wl1ctlwr it is a clear or a con
fused a\\'aw11ess; but it is 11011se11s1· to ask of a lllolccu• 
Lu mo,·cnwnt whether it is a cl<·ar or a co11fused 
mmTment. Thus the attempt to argue that "being a 
sensation of so and so" and "being a hit of bodilv hc
ha\'ior of s11ch and such a kind" arc just two nam~s for 
the same characteristic is evident(~· hopeless. (p. 6~3) 

Indeed, this attempt is hopeless, hut it is 11ot om· a ma
terialist must make. The two "names" that materialists 
claim to name the same thing are "sul>ject S ha,·ing sensa
tio11 P" and "subject S 1111dergoing liodil) changes ()." As 
for P, tl1e semation S has, tliis is dealt with Ii~· a topic
neutral strateg~· arnl held to lw tlw covert presentation of 
bodil~ cha11ges Q to the person S, who is having the sen
sation. 

Knowledge of physical and mental states. Anotlwr com
mon argument against 111at<-rialism points to the fact that 
altho11gl1 tlH· cornmon lllall can recognize thoughts and 
lt·elings and k11ows \\'hat anger, fear, and his i11tention to 
go swimming are, he is completely ignorant of the proc
esses in his central nervous s~·stem, and so the mental 
occurrences cannot lw identified with an~· such physical 
e,·ents. Friedrich Pauls<'n, for example, argued to this 
effect i11 Chapter I of his Introd11ctio11 tu Philosophy. 

This argument is also, as it stands, invalid. It is like 
arguing that heca11 ... e tlH' polict• kno\\' some of the charac
kristics of ,1 1na11 \\'ho committed a crime li11t do not know 
anything al1011t John S111ith, John Srnith conld not possibl~· 
lie the man wl10 c0111mitted tlw crime. A reply along these 
li11es is pro\'ided b~· Place and Smart in articles cited in the 
Bihliograpl,y. 

.\s no ph~·sical JHOC!'sses ar<' disclosed in introspective 
k11mvledge of m 1_•11tal events, tl1c arg11ment would he valid 
ii' another pwmise \\'ere addl'd: l11 introspection tlw f11ll 
nature ol ml'11tal l'\ 'ents is disclosed. B11t ther<' seems to lw 
110 good reason for thinking this pH·111ise is tr11e. 

Generalized nature of reason. ~eith Cunderson has 
recently re\'i\'l·d a11 arg11111e11t of Descart1·s's to the !'!feet 
that nw11 arc 11ot rnachi1ws, <"\'1•11 c~·lwnwtic 111achi1H'S, and 
therefore not merely mal1·rial. 

In all k11ow11 machines the matching or s11rpassing 
of a l111ma11 intellectual ahilit~· is a specific outcome of 
a sp<'cific strncture. Each skill is a skill at some s1w
cial task and no other. 

But in lrnman beings, i11tellect11al skills are gem·r
aliz1·d and c·omc in clusters; reason is a tool for all 
circ11msta11ces. 

Tillis, it is not (Ho\·en that the man aud the machi1w 
ha\'c a like givc11 skill in cons<'q1wnce of a like inner 
struct11re. 

On the contrar~·, the reasonable conclusion is that 
the machine's skill and tlw 111an's skill are to lie ex
plained in different wa~·s-tl1at is, man is not any kind 
of machine. 
One reply available to materialists is that this argument 

is premature. The s1mulatio11 of h11man performance by 
material assemblages is in its i11fancy. There seerns no 



reaso11 to s11ppose a maclri1w \\'ith generalized ,kill~ i111-
possihle. 

Another line of repl~ is al,o op{'ll. To sho\\' h11111a11 abil
ities can he matched h~ a machi11l' i, ,ufficic11t to c,tahlislr 
that men 1wcd not l>l' credited \\'ith an irnrnaterial ,idc to 
their nature, hut it i, not JHTessar~. There rna~· lw so,m· 
irreclucihlc biological la\\'s wliich distinguish li,·ing thing, 
from artifacts. But, a., wa, s1112;gested for paranorrnal phe
nomena, these could he treatt•d as em{'rgent properties of 
special kinds of complex material strndures and not as the 
operations of spiritual clements i11 those structures. 

Intentionality. The arg11nwnt from intentionalit~ can he 
stated in this form 

A peculiarity of n1an~· 111ental ,tates is their essen
tial connection \\'ith an ol>jed. In intending, I must 
intend something, and in hopin12;, I 111ust hope fo1 
something. 

The thing intended or the thing hoped rna~· or ma~ 
not have an,· real existence. 

Thus, intentions and hopes can he real mental 
states having as an es,cntial part an ohjcd \\'ith no 
physical existence. 
Thus, materi;llism cannot l>c trne. 
The materialist rep!~ to this argument is that hope ~: or 

intentions arc specified h> rdt·rc11cc to that \\'hich wo11ld 
fulfill them or that \\'hich would constitute their exercise. 
It is important to note that they are specified h> wa>· of that 
which would fulfill them; that is, they are specified h~· \\'a>· 
of things conclitio11all>· claimed to c.\ist. That which per
haps exists does not n<Tcssarily exist, hut this docs not at 
all mean that if it does, it is something other than a ph~·si
cal thing. 

Logical connections. Th{'rc is also th<' argument from 
logical connections hct\\'{'e11 different items: 

\Vhcre an intention is carried out, l)()th the inten-
tion and the thing intended exist. 

They are two different things. 
New"1theless, the~ arc logicall~ conm·cted 
But an~ t\\'o different ph>·,ical items are only con

tingent!> conm'Ctcd. 
Hence, mental ,tatcs cannot he ph~ sical items. 

'.\laterialists 11rge i11 rehuttal that tlti~ i, a conseq,wnce of 
the peculiarly ca11sal charader of mental ,tate.,. Often the 
on!~- ,,·a~· of identif\ ing a mental state is hy reference to 
the heh:n·ior ,, hich it cliaraderi,tica!I>· c,·ol-:es. If a ph>·si
cal item A is .,rwcificd as that ,,·hich c,·ok.e, B, then al
though A is in ih o\\'n nature only contingent!>· co1111ected 
with B, the specification of A i, logicall> con11ectcd witl1 
the s pcci fication of B. 

Incorrigible knowledge of mental states. It is frequently 
claimed that: 

lntrospectin· 1-:no\\'lcdge of mental state, is logi
call>· immune from error. 

\\'hat I helien_• ahout my current mental state can
not he false. 

B11t all knowledge of ph:-,sical items is corrigible. 
Thus, mental states cannot he ph~·,ical states. 

'.\laterialists differ in their rep!>· to this objection. Smart 
concedes this to he a feature of the logic of reports in 
which introspective kno\\'lcdgc is e,pressecl but urge, that 
it is inessential and will pass awa~ when materialism i, 
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general!~ e111hraced. An11st1m1g tak.t·, tlw hull I>\ tlll' l1m11, 
and arg1w~ tlrat the doctrine of i1won1gihl<· illtro,pc·c ti, c· 
k.11mvlcdgc is a 11,i~t.,k.<·. 

Epistemic dualism. A 11111cli 111on· ,,·id<•-r;111g111g .11g11-
nwnt 1,as l>l'e11 ad,,;111lTd I>\ ,011H· pl11lo,oplwr, 111 tlw 
tradition ol I-.:a11t. Tlw>· arg11c that tlw categorn·, ol tlw 
ph~sical and the me11tal are l)()th IH'C<'"'ar> to ,1 11111 1111-
derstanding of hurnan k.11m, ledge; tlrat each pn·~11ppo,t·, 
the other; and that therefore 11either can lw t·li11ii11al<'d 111 
fa,·or of the other. If thl'> arc right, the ,·<·r> ,tate111c11t of 
materialism presupposes its o\\'n fabchood. To ddc11d 
themsch-es against tl1is claim, materialists are tlll'rdml· 
bound to dew·lop a complete epistcmolog~. 

The most critical problem facing contempmar~ materi
alists is to pro,·ide an acco11nt of tlw mind which has ,01ne 
prospect of being at once adequate and compatil>le with 
materialism. \lajor ach-ances han· been 111ade in this di
rection, hut whether they \\'ill he full~- sm·cc,shd remaim 
to he seen. 

(See also the following a1ticles in which various mate
rialistic theories are discussed: ANt.\tAL SOUL; AT0.\11S.\1; 
\IECHANIS.\I IN BIOLOGY; \1IND-BODY PROBLE!I.I; and 
l\'EWTON1AN l\IECHANICS AND .\IECIIANICAL EXPLANATION. 
For a list of the article:-- that treat historical and dialectical 
materialism the reader sho11 Id consu It \1ARX1S.\1. See 
\laterialism in Incle:--: for thinkers who are common!~· clas
sified as materialists.) 
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MATERIALISM, HISTORICAL. 
\1.-\TERI.-\Ll",\I. 

See HISTORICAL 

l\lATHEJ\IATICS, FOUNDATIONS OF. The study 

of the foundation~ of mathematic<; comprise-; im·es tigations , 

though probably not all po'i-,ible im estigations, that con

sist o f general reflection on mathematic~. The ~ubject 

natural!~ proceeds by singling ou t certain concepts and 

principles as "fundamental" and concentrating attention 

on them, but of course the identification of fundamental 

concepts and principles is itself based on foundational 

research or ma,· be re\'i<;ed in the light of it. 

In this articl,e considerable emphasis will be placed on 

philosophical questions about mathematics, which un

doubted)~ belong to fmmdations. Howe\'er, many, perhaps 



rno~t, foundational investigations arc main!~· matlwrnatical. 
In the last hundred years an important role has !wen 
played liy mathematical logic. \Ve shall not give a detailt·d 
exposition of mathematical logic, hut we hope that 011r 
discussion will give an idea of the relation between the 
logical problems and results and the philosophical prnli
lems and an idea of some of the results of recent work in 
logic (see also LOCIC, HISTORY OF; Locic, :\10DER:\l; RE
CURSIVE FUNCTION THEORY; and SYSTEMS, FORMAL, AND 
MODELS OF FORl\lAL SYSTEl\lS). 

Two of the main qualities for which mathematics has 
alwa~·s attracted the attention of philosophers are the great 
degree of systematization and the rigorous development of 
mathematical theories. The problem of systematization 
seems to he the initial problem in the foundations of math
ematics, both because it has hecn a powerful force in the 
history of mathematics itself and because it sets the form of 
further investigations h~· picking out the fundamental 
concepts and principles. Also, the systematic integration of 
mathematics is an important basis of another philosophi
cally prominent feature, its high degree of clarity and 
certainty. In mathematics systematization has taken a 
characteristic and highly developed form-the axiomatic 
method-which has from time to time been taken as a 
model for systematization in general. \Ve shall therefore 
begin our main exposition with a discussion of the axio
matic method. 

Foundational research has always been concerned with 
the problem of justifving mathematical statements and 
principles, with understanding why certain evident prnpo
sitions are evident, with providing the justification of ac
cepted principles which seem not quite evident, and with 
finding and casting off principles which are unjustified. A 
natural next step in our exposition, then, will be to con
sider mathematics from an epi,temological point of view, 
which leads us to examine mathematics as a primary in
stance of what philosophers have called a priori knowl
edge. In this connection we shall give some logical analy
sis of two very basic mathematical ideas, class and natural 
number, and discuss the attempts of Gottlob Frege and 
Bertrand Russell to exploit the intimate relation between 
these two ideas in order to pro\'t' that mathematics is in 
some \Vay a part of logic. \Ve shall also discuss Kant's 
\'iews on the evidence of mathematics and other concep
tions of a priori knowledge. (The word "e\·idence" will 
often be used in this article in a way that is unusual out
side philosophical writings infiuenced by the German tradi
tion, to mean "the property of being evident"-German, 
Evidenz.) 

The growth of modern mathematics, with its abstract 
character and its dependence on set theory, has caused the 
problem of evidence to be focused on the more particu
lar problem of platonism. It is in this development and the 
accompanying growth of ·mathematical logic that modern 
foundational research has centered. 

Throughout the nineteenth centur~·. mathematicians 
worked to mal-.:e arithmetic and analysis more rigorous, 
which required axiomatization and an attempt to use the 
concepts of the theory of natural nurnbers as a basis for 
defining the further concepts of arithmetic and analysis, 
The manner in which this axiomatization and definition 
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was undertaken wa~ plato11ist, in tlw sc·n~c· tli,11 hilt Ir 1111111-
hl'rs and S<'ts or seqtwnn·s of 11untlwr~ \V!'It· tn·,1tc·d ,1, 
existing in them~eh-es. The dl·\·elop111c11t of ~d tlwon I,\ 
Ceorg Cantor pro\·ided a general framl'\\'ork for thi~ \\·1nk 

and also involved even greatc·r ah,traction ,111d e\·t·u 
~tronger platonist as~umptions. 

The growth of mathl'matical logic introduced a, f11rther 
elements tlw axiomatization of logic \the basic ,tep in 
which was completed by Frege in 187q), tlw effort to in
corporate the axiomatization of logic iuto that of matlw
matics, and the accompan~·ing tendenc~, on the part of 
Frege and Giuseppe Pcano, to interpret rigorous axioma
tization as formalization. Frege carried the development 
much further hy undertaking to develop the whole of 
arithmetic and anal~·sis in a formal system which is es~en
tially a system of set theory. 

At the turn of the century the entire de\·eloprnent 
reached a crisis with the discovery of the paradoxes of ~et 
theor~·, which showed that the concept of class or set as it 
was then being used had not been sufficiently clarified. 
:\'luch of the foundational research of the early twentieth 
century-and not only in the axiomatization of set 
theory-was directed at problems posed or belic\·ed to 
have been posed hy the paradoxes. 

In that period emerged three general viewpoints, each of 
which had its own program based on a distinctive attitude 
toward the question of platonism. The most radical was 
intuitionism, hased on L. E. J. Brouwcr's critique of the 
whole idea of platonism. In contrast to Brouwer, David 
Hilbert had a firm commitment to the platonizing tendency 
in mathematics, but he held epistemological views which 
were fundamentally in accord with Brouwer's critique of 
platonism. Making use of the fact that no matter how pla
tonist the mathematics formalized, questions of provability 
in a formal system are meaningful from a narrow construc
tivist point of vie\\', Hilbert's school sought to secure the 
foundations of platonist mathematics hy metamathematical 
investigation of formalized mathematics-in particular, by 
a proof of consistency. This viewpoint was called formal
ism, although the designation is misleading, since Hilbert 
never maintained that e\·en platonist mathematics could be 
simply defined as a "meaningless" formal system. 

Proponents of the third viewpoint, logicism, whose lead
ing figure was Russell, continued to believe in Frege's 
program of reducing mathematics to logic. Accepting this 
program involved taking some platonist assumptions as 
intuitively evident. 

A great deal of work in mathematical logic was directed 
toward clarifying and justit\"ing one or another of these 
points of view. \Ve might mention Brouwer's (informal) re
sults on the impossibility of constructively proving certain 
theorems in analysis, Arend Heyting's formalization of in
tuitionist logic, the development of finitist proof theory by 
Hilbert and his co-workers, and Russell and A. N. White
head's Principia Mathematica as a much further develop
ment of mathematics within a system of set theory. 

Nonetheless, the trichotomy of logicism, formalism, and 
intuitionism has probably never been the best classi
fication of points of view in foundations. It does not take 
account of one of the philosophically most important 
problems, that of predicativity, or of some mathematical 
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ell'\ elopme11b--.,uch ,l's the de, elopment ot the ,emantic:s 
,it lo!.!:ic ll\ Leopold Lo,\·enheim. Thor,t!f Skolt>m. Kurt 
( :ocll'L ,md .\lfred T,u-.,ki-which were crnciall~ important 
for Liter \\ ork. .\t an~ rate the -.choo\-. no 10111.!:er reall~ 
c\i-.t. \II of tltem had program-., \\'hich enc01mtered -.,t>rimh 
ditfi(_ 11ltic-.. fmtlier e\perience with set thcor~ ,rnd the 
,t\io11utiz,1tio11-; of Ernst Zermelo and Ru-.-.ell depri\'t.:·d the 
paracloxe-. of their .tpparentl~· apoc,t!~ ptic char,1cter; and 
-.peci,diz.ed \\'ork in mathematical logic led more and more 
to tlw con-.icleration of problem, \\'Ito,(• -.ignificance cut 
aero-., the di, i-.ion of the -;chool-. and to looking at the 
re"1iih of the ,chool, in ,,·a~, \\·hich \\'oulcl be indep•endent 
nf the ba ,ic contrO\·er-., ie-., .. \ cleci-.,i ,·e , tc·p in th i-. dt>,·e lop
nwnt came in the early U-.r3o-., \\·ith the di,cO\·ery ot Code!\ 
incompletene-.., theorem and the coming of ,1ge of formal 
,emantic,. 

Some art',l', of the foundation-., of mathematics ,,·ill lw 
pa-.,-.Pd m·er here-in particular. \\'e ,hall not go far into tlw 
-.i11:nificance of the fact that mathenutic, h.t., applicati011., to 
the concrete \\'oriel. althou11:h hi-.toric,t!I~ the relation he
t\\'een mathematic, and its application, ha-. bt>en H"r~ 
clo-.,e, and the pre.,ent ,harp di-.,tinction lwt,,·een pme and 
applied mathematic, i, ,1 r.ttlwr recl0 nt den.0 lopnwnt. 
For instance, \\'t' -,hall omit a :--peci,1! consideration of ge
ometr~. If the pre-t,,·entieth-centur~ ,·ie,\· that 11:eometr~ i-. 
a pure\~ mathematical theor~ \\·hich 11onethele-., deal, 
,,·ith actual ,pace i, correct. then the omi-.-.ion i, 1m
ju-.,tified. Howe,·er. e,·en the 411e,t1on \\'hether thi-. \'ie,,· 
-.till ha-., -.,omething to be -.aid for it i-. more intimate\~ re
lated to the philosoph~ of ph~ -.ic, tlun to tlw problem, 
on \\'hich \\'e .,hall concentrate. Ceometry ,l'- 1mder-.tood 
toda~ b~· the pure mathematici,rn. a-. tlw gener.1\ -.tucl~ of 
-.tructure-., analogou-. to Euclidean -.pace, rai-.e-. no pltilo
,ophical problems different from thchc raiwd b~ anal~ -.i, 
and set theor~ 1-.ee CEO~IETRY I. 

THE AXIO~IATIC ~IETHOD 

\s \\'e -.aid, \\'t' -.hall begin our di-;cu-,-.ion \\'itli tlw .txio
matic method. Corn,ideration of tlw notion of an intorm,1! 
axiomatic ..,~ -.,tem lead-., to the notion, of fornu\i1,1tion and 
formal ..,~ stem. Through thi, proce-.-;, e-.peciall~ thro1111:h tlw 
la-.t step, mathematical theorie-. become them,eh e, object... 
of mathematical -.,tud>. The exploitation of thi-. po-.-.ihilit~ i, 
perhap-. the specificall~· modern mm·e in the ,tll(\~ of the 
foundation-., of mathematic-.; am! ha-., led to an cnom1011, 
enrichment of t\1e -;1il>ject i11 t!te last hunclrecl ~ ear-.,. 

Axiomatization. E, er -.ince Euclid, axiomatizing .t 

theory has nwant pre,enting it b~ -.ingling out cert,tin 
proposition-; and deducing further ones from them: if the 
pre-.entation is complete, it should be the ca-.,e that all 
,tatements \\ hich could be as-;erted in the theor> are tl111-. 
deducible .. \.\iomatization has abo come tn mean a simiLir 
reduction of \'Clcabulary, in that certain notions should lie 
take11 as primiti,·e and all further notions \\'hich are intro
duced in the de,·elopment of the theor~ -;hould be defined 
in terms of the primitiH· ones. In es-.ence this i-; the con
ception of an axiomatized theory \\'hich pre,·ails today, 
although it ha-., been de,·eloped in different clirectiom. 

There are important ambiguities concerning the mean-., 
of deduction and clefinitin'1 to be aclmittecl in the de,·elop
ment of tlw theory. Here infom1al axiomatics ah,·a~ s makes 

11-.,e of -;ome general hackgr01md which can be U<s<0 cl in 
de,·eloping the theory hut i-. rn>t ihelf included in the 
axio111<1tization. ln modem mathematics thi-, background 
t~ pically inclucle, logic ,me\ arithmetic and usually a\-.,o 
anah sis and -;ome set theory. For example, in an axiomatic 
theor~ concerning object, of a cert<1in kine\, one permit-. 
oneself , er~ quick!~ to make -.,tatenwnts about sequence-. 
and set-- of those object-.. to introduce concept-. defined in 
terms of the primiti,·es of the theory h> means of the-;e gen
eral mc1thematical de,·ices. and to make inferences which 
turn on la\\'s of arithmetic. analysis, or set theor~. Such 110-
tions often enter into the -.tatement of the axiom-; them
.,eh-es. \\'e shall present\~ -.,a~ more about the significance 
of thi:-- procedure. 

It mi11:ht seem natural to require prO\·i,ionall~ that the 
mean, of decluction ,md definition be re!'.tricted to tho-;e of 
pure logic, for 1011:ic i-; ,11pposed to contain those rule-; of 
correct inference ,,·hic!t han· the highest degree of gener
alit> ancl \\ hich mmt be applied in all sciences. \\'e would 
then regard an axiomatization a-. on!~· partial if deductions 
from it required the u"e of methods of the special 
-.ciences-in particular. branches of mathematics I like,,·i-.,e 
if. in addition to the primiti,·e,, notions other than pure!~ 
1011:ical one-. entered into the definition-;) .. \n axiomatic 
theor~ woulcl then comi•;t of ju-.t those statements which 
,ire dt0 clucible h~ pmel> logical means from a certain lim
ited -.,et of ,tatement, and of the -.tatemenh ,,·hich can be 
obtained from thc<se Ii~ definition-; t>xpressihle purel~· logi
call~ in term, of the primiti, e:--. 

It -;eem-. p<hsible that -.uch ,rn axiomatic sy..,tem wa.:, the 
ohjecti,·e tmLtrcl ,,·hich Euclid \\ a-. -.,tri,·ing. He e\'identl> 
did not intend to allo,\· him"e\f general matlwmatical no
tio1h, -.uch as arithmetical one-;, for he included propo-.i
ti01i... inH>h in11: -.11ch notion" ,lllHlIH! his axioms and under
took to de,·elop -.,ome of number theon· from the axioms in 
Hoob \'II - IX. E,·en -.ome of Euclid's well-known failures 
to achie,·e thi-., cle11:ree of ri11:or-for example, his ,bs11ming 
in his , er~ fir,t proof that t,,·o circles \\·ith the center of 
each \~·ing on the circumference of the other will kn e two 
poinh of i11ter,ection-mi11:l1t haH" arisen because he -.a,\· 
them ,l'- immediate deduction-. from the meaning of the 
concept-. im oh-eel. Of course. a rigorous theory of definition 
would require definition-., to he 11:i,·en or axioms to be ex
plicitl~· stated in s11ch a \\'a~ that -.uch deduction-, do pro
ClTd h~ mere logic. 

:\ pc 0 rfectl~ ,ati-.factor~ axiomdtization in this form cer
tai1d~ wa-. not pm-.ible in E11clicl's time; it prohahl>· had to 
,,·.1it for t,\·o de,·elopmenb that did not take place 1111til the 
late ninekenth centur~, Fre11:e \ di-.cm·er:, and axiomatiza
tion of q11antification theor~ and the Dedekind- Peano 
a.\iomatization of arithmetic. I :\onetheie-.,-;, con-,iderable 
progres-. \\'a'> made prior to the"e de,·elopments.) 

Thi" remark poinh to ,t limitation of the conception we 
are c011"idering. for it doe-; not gi,·e a meaning to the idea of 
<111 .txiomatization of logic ihelf. although -;uch axiomatiza
tion ha-., pla> eel a ,·ital role in modern foundational stuclie-.,. 
.\ppreciation of this poiut lead-., to the concept of a formal 
system, but before we consider this concept let m obser\'e 
a con-.equence of the axiomatization of a theory. 

The abstract viewpoint. Suppose a theory is so com
plete!> axiomatized that all concepts of the special theory 
\\'hich are used in :statements and deductions are explicit!~ 



giw"ll as primitin·s and all spt•cial as:s11111pliom, 1111d<·rl~·i11g 
the proofs are disengaged and eitl:l'r :stated among or dl'
duced from the axioms. This nwa11s that tlw ,·alidit,· of the 
deductions does not at all depend or, tlw actual llll'a11ing of 
the primitive terms of thl' special tht•or~·. It follows that thl' 
formal strncture determined h~· the primiti\'e concepts and 
the axioms can ha\'e a more gl'neral application than the~· 
have in the gi\'l'n special theor,·, in the sL·ns<• that \\'e 

co11ld by anlj choice of intl'rprl'tation of the primitiw• 
terms obtain a deducti\'e :system of hq)()tlre:s<'S concerning 
some subject matter, e\'l'n tho11gh the h~ potlwses will in 
many cases lw folse. 

This fact is of crucial importance in thC' stll(I>· of axiom 
systems. \\'e can then think of a model of an a\iomatic 
theory as a system of objects and reLitions which pro\'ides 
references for the primiti\'e terms so that the axioms come 
out true. \Ve can think of axiomatization a, ha\'ing pro
ceeded with a particular model in mind, hut this need not 
ha\'e been the case; at an~· rate, interest attaches to the 
study of other possible models. (A lthough we ma~·, in this 
discussion, allow nwan:s of deduction \\'hich go beyond 
pure logic, it ought to he the c,lSl' that if a proposition is 
deducible from the axioms of the theory, then it must he 
true in all models of the theory. It might be reaso nable to 
take this as a sufficient condition of ded11cihilit~·, hut 
if so it seems that the notion of model will kl\'e to have a 
relativity compmable to that of the notion of deducihility.) 
For example, suppose we consider absolute gL·ometr>·
that is, Euclidean geometry without the parallel postulate. 
Then an~· model either of E11clidean geometr~· or of the 
stambrd non-Euclidean geometries will he a model of 
absolute geometry. If the parallel pmtnLitl' is deducible 
from the other a\ioms of Euclidean geometn·-that is, from 
the a\ioms of ahsolnte geometr~·-tlwn it must he tnw in 
every model of absolute geonwtr~·. The con:stnrction of 
models for non-Euclidean geometries showed that this is 
not the c,1se. \Ve call an a\iom of a :s~·:stem independent if it 
is not deducible from the other:s. Thus, if the theory ob
tained by dropping an axiom.,✓ h.rs a model in which"'✓ i:s 
false, then s✓ is independent. 

Another possihilit,·, which has been mucl, e\ploited in 
modern mathematics, is to replace a s~·stem of primiti,·e 
terms and axioms hy what amounts to an e\plicit definition 
of a model of the axiorns. Thus, :suppo~e Euclidean geom
etr~· is formulated with two primitin• predic,1te:s (following 
Alfred Tarski in "\Vhat Is Ekmentar>· Ceometn ?," in 
Leon Henkin, Patrick Suppes, ,md Alfred Tarski, eds., The 
Axiomatic Method, Amsterdam, Hl.59): 

"f3(x,y,::..)", 

meaning x, IJ, and ::.. are collinear, and 1J lies hetwee11 x 
and::.. or u=x or u=z," ,md 

"o(x,y ,::..,w),,' 

meaning x is the same dist,mce from !J a, ::.. is from w." 
(The \'ariahles here range m·er points, \\'hich in the infor
mal theor,· mu:st be thought of as a primiti\'e notion.) Then 
we can define a Euclidean space ,ls a triple (S,B,D ), where 
S is a set of entities called "points," Ba ternar\ relation on 
S, and D a quaternary relation on S, such th,1t the a\ioms of 
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Euclid<•an gL·o111dr~· l1old. Then to a11~ tlwort·111 prm<'d 
frrnn tlre:sl' axior11:s corre:spo11d-. a -.tatl'11wnt of tlw lor111 
"En·r, E11clidea11 sp,t('<' is -.uclr tl,at . . " :\ 1111llllwr of 
attempts to characterizC' 111atlil'111atical :stnwt11res a\iomati
call\ ha\'e led in a similar wa\· to explicit ddi11ition-. of 
ah:strnet types of :structurC'. Tlii:s is regarded, for 111ore than 
historical reasons, as a fruit of thl' a\iomatic 111etlwd. Tlw 
search for an axiomatic basis for ,l matlll'matical tlwor~ i:s 
also the se,uch for a formulation of thC' argunw11h i11 a 
fashion \\'hich will makC' them more generalh- applicali!t-, 
giving them ,l generality which can he (•...:pressed in the 
definition of a general tq1e of structurl'. 

Formalization. \Vhereas one dl'H'lopment of tlw axi
omatic method tends to the replacement of a\iom~ In 
definitions, ,mother leads to the conception of a formal 
system. One result of the a\iomatization of a them\· was 
th,1t tlie meaning of the primitin• terms lwcame irrele,·ant 
to the deductions. If we carr~· this abstraction from mean
ing to its limit, we c,m cover the case of a\iomatizations of 
logic and rt>sol\'l' once and for all the que~tion of what 
means of deduction are to he allowed. That i:s, we put into 
the construction of an axiom svstem ,l eomplete specifi
fication of all the means of inference to be allowl'd (for 
example, logic and basic mathematics) in the form both of 
further axioms and of rules of inference that allow us to 
infer from statements of certain gi\'en forms a statement of 
another gi\'l'n form. If this is done with utmost rigor, so 
that usl' can lw m,1de of 011!~- ,ls much of the ml'aning of the 
terms as is specified in axioms and explicit dC'finitions, 
thC'n the S\'StC'm is specified simpl~· i11 terms of tire designs 
of the "linguistic" forms in which it is e\pressed. '"Lin
guistic" is put in quotation marks hec,rnse , i m·ariahl~-, much 
of tlw language has been replaced hy a11 artificial s~·nta.x. 
\Ve are left with a specification of certain strings of sym
lrnls as "axioms" and certain rules, each of whieh allows us 
to "infer" a ne\\· :string from certain prior ones. The string:s 
which we can ohtain from a\ioms hy successive applica
tion of the rules can he calll'd theorems. 

A proper exphrnation of the concept of ,l fornwl s~·stem 
requirl':s sonwwhat more apparatus. The exactness of thi:s 
procedure requires that the strings of s~:mhols used he 
constrncted out of preassigned material, which we ea11 
assume to lw ,l finite list of symbols. Among thC' string:s of 
these s~·mbols we ~ingle out ,1 subclass that we c,illjornw
lac (or well-formed formube, wffs), which are those strings 
to which, in an interpretation, we would give a meaning. 
(The non-wffs correspond to ungrammatical sentences.) 
Then a ce1iain class of formube is singled out as the ax
ioms. Tlw class of theorems can he defined as the closmP 
of the axioms und<'r certain oper,1tion,; that is, rules of the 
following form arc sppl'ified: 

.J?;l,-1 1 ,· • ·,.:✓, ,.J.J) : (R,). If .·.11 , • • ·,<,✓,._are theorem:s 
,rnd "Ji';(c,:l;,· ~ ·,",./r_,.dJ), then dJ i:s a th~orem, where 
R; is some relation' on strings of the symbols of the 
s,·stem. 

So the definition of "theorem" is an induetive definition 
\\'ith the clauses (R;) and 

e,·ery axiom is a theorem. 
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In thi-. setting \\"t' can re-.oh-e another ambiguit> of our 
ori.ginal rough conception of a:--.iomatization. The que-.tion 
<1ri-.l', concerning what conditions a class of ,tatenw11h 
mu,t ,at1,f> to he appropri,1te a-. the axiom-. of an a,iomatic 
tlwor>. \'arious epi-.temological desiderata, ,uch a-. self
e, ident truth for the intended modeL are put aside once 
we take the ah-.tract point of ,·ie,,·. :\not her requirement 
,, hich has been found natural in the past i, that both indi
\"idual axioms and the cla-.-. of axiom-. c1s a whole -.hould 
ha, e a certain :--i111plicit\. \\"hat there i:-- in the ,,·a> of gen
eral theor> ,1bout the -.implicit> of indi, idual axiom-. ha-. 
not pla> ed much of a role in im estigation-. of the f~nrnda
tion-. of mathematics, although much effort has been ex
pended in replacing indi,·idual axioms with -.impler ones 
or in finding s> ,tern-. of a:--.rom, ,,·hich han, particular ad
,·,mtage-. of "naturalne-.-." for intended application-.. 

In order to characterize the important axiom -.>·-.terns 
,,·hich ha,·e been u-.ed in the past \\"t' -.hall han° to place 
-.ouw limitation on the cb..,.., of ,1xio111s. In the traditional 
ca-.es the class has heell finite. Ho,ve,·er, the formalization 
of :such ,II1 axiomatic "'·,tern ca11 gin:> ri:--e to an infinite 
s>·-.tern-for example, if ,,·e take a, a,iom, all instance-. of a 
certain ,chema. 

The limitation ,,·hich i, u-.ed imtead of a finite cla-., of 
axiom, i, based on the fact that the 110tion, of fornrnla, 
axiom, and theorem are to he '>·ntacticall>· -.pecified. Then 
the requirement i-. that there he a mechanical, or effectire, 
procedure for deciding whether a giw'n formula i:-- an 
axiom and whether a gi,·en inference (Of a formula from 
finiteh man>· premi:--e, I is correct according to the rule, of 
inference. Thi-. requirement i-. natural in the light of the 
idea that ,1 proof of a -.tatement in an axiomatic theor> 
-.hould cont,1in ,di the mathematical!> :--ignific,mt inforn1c1-
tion needed to -.hcl\\· that the -.tatement i-; indeed a-.-.ertilile 
in the theon. That would not be the ca,e, it i, argued, if 
:something be> ond mechanical checking \H'fe needed to 
determine the correctne-.s of the proof. (It -.hould he 
pointed out, hm,·e,·er, thc1t ge1wralization-. of the concept 
of formal :--y-.tem in which thi-. condition is not :--ati-.fied are 
frequent I> used in mathematical logic.) 

The notion of a formal '> "tem gin_•, the highe,t degree 
of generality, in that there i-. no element of the "> mboli,m 
whow interpretation is restricted. Indeed. it permit-. much 
of ,,·hat ,,·e might ,,·ant to -.,a>· about an axiomatic theor>· to 
be formulated ,,·ithout reference to interpretation, since 
the form11lae, axiom-., and rule-. of infcrc·nce are -.pecified 
,,·ithout reference to interpretation, and ,,·hat is a theorem 
i-. then defined, again ,,·ithout such reference. An entire 
cli, i-;ion of the theor>· of iormal -.>·stem-.-,,·hat i-; thuall> 
called -.>·ntax-can thus be built up with no more than a 
heuri:--tic u-.e of interpretation. In particular, the inten-.ional 
notions-concept, proposition, etc.-relied on ,o far in the 
informal exposition can be eliminated. 

The concept of a formal s>·"tem also bring-. to the formu
lation of the theor>· the highest degree of precision, at the 
co-.,t of a still further idealization in relation to the concrete 
acti,·ities of mathematicians. Furthermore, the concept not 
on!>· gi,·e-., a refined formulation to axiomatizations and 
allmn a mathematical stud>· of axiom ">'stems of a more 
general -.cope than ,,·as possible without it but also makes 
po-.sible a preci!-.e formulation of differences about mathe
matical methods. Carrying the axiomatic method to this 

limit make-. p,>s-.,ible a 11e,, ,1pproach to a wide ,·ariet> of 
que-.,tions about the foundations of mathematics. 

Inasmuch as axiomatization i-. a rt·mlering of a theor>· in 
a more preci-.e formulation (if not a -.ingling out of some 
particular a-.pect of the theory), the axiomatized theor> 
cannot he identified in e,·ery respect with ,,·hat has gone 
before. Howe,·er, it can replace ,,·hat has gone before and 
adualh has done so in man> c,he-.. The passage from a:--.1-

omatization to formalization is in an important respect more 
radical than the ,·,uiou, stages of infonnc1I axiomatization, 
.rnd ,,·e can therefore n·gard a formalization of a theor> a, 
not so much a more preci-.e formulation of the theor> a-. 
an idealized represt'ntation of it. The process of replacing 
expre-.,sions of natural language I)\· artificial symbols, \\'hich 
goe-. on in all mathematical de,·elopment, is here carried 
to an extreme. For example, we lay do\\'n b~- a definition 
what art' "formulae·· and .. proofs" in the system, ,,·hereas 
informally ,,·e rel> for the notion of -.entences on our more 
or les-. unanal> zed lingui-.tic ,ense, and for proofs ,,·e rel>· 
on this -.en,e, on mathematical tradition, ancl on intuiti,·e 
logic. In particular, formulae and formal proofs are of un
bounded length and complexit,, \\'ithout regard to the 
limit:-- of ,,·hat we can percei,·e and understand. 

\\"ith thi-. goes the fact that the basic general notions with 
which ,,·e operate in formulating and reflecting on theorie-. 
--.entence, proposition, deduction, axiom, inference, 
proof. definition-are replaced in the formalized ,·ersion 
by -.pecificall> defined, more or le-.s simplified and ideal
i1.ed -.ubstitutes. In particular, although \\'e "interpret" 
formalized theories, tl1e relation between a sign or a formal 
'> :--km and ih ref1·rencT in ,0111t• model i-. a "'dead" corre
,pondence, an ,hpect of a pur<'ly mathematical relation be
l\,·een l\,·o '>·-.,tern-. of objech. This enables one to avoid the 
intractable problem, of hm,· linguistic expressions come 
to ha,·e "meaning" and, ,,·ith it, reference and is therefore 
an extreme!> , aluahle piece of ab-.traction. But it is an 
ah-.,traction: 1110reo,·er, it doe-. not mean that the informal 
liugui-.tic and intellectual apparatus disappear-. altogether, 
,iuce it ,,·ill :--till lw '"'ed in the -.etting up and inn·sti
gatio11 of the fon11ali1.ecl theor}. In fact, one of the results 
of formalization i-. a -.harper :separation bet\,·een what 
is \\'ithin the theor> and \\'hat belongs to discourse about 
it-that i-., to the metatheor>. If the metatheory is in 
turn axiomatized and then formalizt·cL the same situation 
ari-.e, at the ne:--.t-higher le, el. 

The importance of thi, oh-.en·ation is difficult to asses-., 
but it is rele,·ant to a number of problem-. ,,·e shall cliscu-.-. 
later-in particular, attempts to argut' from results of mathe
matical logic to philmophical ccmclmions. 

EPISTE)IOLOGICAL DISCUSSION 

A priori knowledge. \\"e -.hall no\\' put the matter of axi
omatization and formalization aside and consider mathe
matic, from the point of ,·ie,,· of general epistcmolog>·· The 
guiding thread of our cliscus-.ion ,,·ill lw the fact that a 
powerful tradition in philosophy ha-. regarded mathematic-., 
or at least a part of it, a, a central case of a priori knowledge. 
This mean:-- that reflection on mathematics has been at the 
center of philosophical discussion of the concept of a priori 
kno,,· ledge. 

The characteri~tics of mathematics ,,·hich have led to the 



conclusion that mathematics is a priori arc ih ahstrad 
clmracter and accompan~·ing enon11rn1s generality and its 
great exactitnde and certainty , \\'hich, indeed, ha\'e tradi
tionally heen considered absolute. Thus, e\·cn before 
setting forth a de\'eloped logical anal~·sis of the conn·pt of 
number, we find that the effort to interpret ":2 + :2 =4" as a 
hypothesis which can he checked b~- obser\'ation rnns into 
obvious obstacles. It is perhaps not so vital that the state
ment refers to abstract entities, numbers, which are not the 
sort of thing we ohsen·e. The concept of number certainly 
does apply to empirically given objt>cts, in the sense that 
they can he counted and that the numbers thus attributed 
to them will obey srn.-h laws as ":2 + :2 = 4." Therefore, the 
proposition could so far be taken as a law concerning such 
entities. Even then its range of application is so t>nonnous, 
extending over the entire physical universe, that it seems 
evident that if it were taken as a hypothesis, it would be 
stated and used in a more qualified way, at least by criti
cally minded scientists. In other words, the certaint~· 
which we attribute to elementary arithmetical propositions 
would be quite unwarranted if the~· were laws based on 
observation. Even in the case of mathematical principles to 
which we do not attribute this dt:>gree of certainty, such as 
the axiom of choice and the continuum h~·pothesis, the 
possible "contrar~· evidence" would arise from the deduc
tive development of the them·~- involved (in the examples, 
set theory), not from obser\'ation. 

7-.loreover, it seem~ that we ought to he ahle to concei\'e 
of a possible observation \\'hich would he a counter
instance. Although it is perhaps not evident that this is im
possible, the ideas that come to mind lead eithC'r to de
scriptions of doubtful intelligihilit~· or to the description of 
situations when_, it seems obviously more reasonable to 
assume some other anomalv (such as miscounting or the 
perhaps m~·sterious appearance or disappearance of an 
object) than to admit an exception to ":2 + :2 = 4." 

Another diffic11lt~· is that the concept nf number must 
appl~- beyond the range of the conl-rete entities which arc 
accessible to observation; such abstract entities as mathe
matical objects must be subject to counting, and this seem~ 
also to be the case for transcendent entities. 

The foregoing considerations could he developed into 
decisive arguments only with the help of both a more 
developed formal anal~•sis of number and a more detailed 
discussion of the relation between arithmetical la\\'s and 
actual counting and perhaps also of the role of m,1thematics 
in empirical science. In an~· case, the\' clo not tell against 
another form of the deni,11 that arithmetic is a priori, the 
view that arithmetical laws are theoretical principles of a 
very fundamental sort, which we are thereforl' far more 
"reluctant to gi\·e up" in a particular situation than more 
everyday beliefs or impressions or e\·en than fundamental 
theoretical principles in science. Such a view would none
theless take it to be conceivable that in response to 
some difficulty in, say, particle physics a new tlwory might 
be formulated which modified some part of elementary 
arithmetic. 

Mathematics and logic. The above considerations show 
why it is necessary to add technical analysis to the episte
mological discussion. \Ve shall take as our guiding thread 
the attempt to show that mathematics-in particular, 
arithmetic-is a pa1t of logic. This attempt has led to some 
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of the most important rc:-.nlh in th e log:ical anah·-.,i:-. ol 
mathematical 11otions. The view that 111atll<'matic-., c, u1 IH' 
reduced to logic i:-. one of the principal gt>ncral \'it>w:-. cm 
the fo11ndations of matlH•matics v,:hich W<' 111e11tionc d l',11"

lier; it goes generally by the name of logicism, and its c las 
sic expression is in the writings of Frege and Hussell. 

Even if successful, the reduction of mathematic:-. to log: i<' 
could not hv itscH gi\·e an acconnt of how the1T can he 
a priori knowledge in mathematics, for it would only reduce 
the problem of giving such an account to the c01Te
sponding problem with regard to logic. :\nnetheless , th e 
a priori character of mathematics has traditionally heen 
found perhaps slightly less Ct' rtain than that of logic. The 
obvious fact that one of the primary tasks of mathematics is 
the deductive development of theories has lwen found to 
be 011e of the most powerful supports of the claim th,1t 
mathematics is a priori. \Ve can expect that a :-.uccessful 
reduction of mathematics to logic will simplifv the prob
lem of a priori knowledge, and not on!~· by replacing two 
problems by one. Logic is more unavoidable: we cannot 
get an~·where in thinking without using logical words and 
inferring according to logical rules. This would suggest 
th,1t logic is in fact more basic than mathematics and more 
certainly a priori. (It would also suggest that philosophical 
treatments of logic are more liable to circularity.) .\lore
over, in the course of histcH~' philosophers have invoked 
sources of evidence for mathematics which are at least 
apparently special, such as kant's pure intuition. Thus, a 
reduction of mathematics to logic might make superfluous 
certain difficult epistemological theories. 

The claims of logicism me based in large part on m,1the
matical work in axiomatics. A number of nineteenth
century investigations showed that the basic notions of 
anal~·sis-for example, rational, real, and complex num
ber-could he defined, and the basic theorems proved, in 
terms of the theory of natural numbers and such more gen
eral notions as class aud function. At the same time, axio
matic work was done in the mithmetic of natural numbers, 
culminating in the axiomatization of Richard Dedekind 
( 1888) and Peano ( 1889). The movement toward formaliza
tion began somewhat later, with the work of Frege and of 
the school of Pe,1110. 

Thus, the effort to reduce mathematics to logic arose in 
the context of an increasing systematization and rigor of all 
pure mathematics, from which emerged the goal of setting 
up a comprehensive formal system which would represent 
all of known mathematics with the exception of geometry, 
insofar as it is a theory of physical space. (But of the writ
ers of that generation only Frege had a strict conception of 
a formal system.) The goal of logicism would then be a 
comprehensive formal system with a natural interpretation 
such that the primitives would be logical concepts and the 
axioms logical truths. 

\\'e shall be guided by Frege's presentation, although he 
did not go very far in developing mathematics within his 
system and of course the system turned out to be incon
sistent. '.\Jonetheless, it is already clear from Frege's work 
how to define the primitives and prove the axioms of a 
standard axiomatization of arithmetic. 

\Ve shall begin with some discussions of the notions of 
number and class, which are crucial for the reduction and 
for the foundations of mathematics generally. 
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Counting and number. In order to he clearer about the 
l'OIICl'pt of n11mlwr, we might start with the operation of 
counting. I 11 a simple case of carefull>· counting a collec
tion of olijl'cts, we pl'rhaps look at and point to each one 
Slll'l'essi\'l'ly, and with each of these directions of the at
t<•11tion \\'(' think of or pronounce one of a standard series 
of s> mliols (1111rnerals) in its plac<· in a standard ordering of 
thl'se s>·mliols. \Ve are careful to reach each of these ob
jects OIICl' and only once in the process. \Ve thus set up 
a one-tu-one correspondence between the objects and acer
tai11 segment of the series of nllllll'rals. \Ve say that thf' 
nlllnlwr of objects in the collection is ___ , where 
the blank is filled by the last numeral of the series. 

Before pursuing this matter further, let us examine the 
series of numerals itself. \Ve ha\'e certain i11itial symbols 
and rule~ for constructing furtlwr s>·mbols whose applica
tion can lie iterated indefinitely. \Ve could simplify the 
situation in actual language and suppose that there is one 
initial s>·mbol, say "I", and a generating operation, concat
e11ation of another "I", so that the numerals will be I, 11, 111, 
1111, · · ·. It is not clear, howe\'er, that it is mere!>' a matter 
of "practical convenience" that ordinary numerals are, in 
the long run, considerahl} more condensed: if a string of 
several million "I's" were offered as a result of counting, 
0nL' would ha\·e to count them to learn what the number 
\\'as. 

Ilowever, it is worth asking whether the p11re notion of 
natural number requires more than the possibility of gl:'11-
erating such a string of s>·mbok By ''s>·mliols" do \Ve 
mean here blobs of ink? Onl}· with certain rl'servatio11s. 
The particular blobs which W<' have produced are not at all 
essential; if we write others- I, 11, 111, 1111. · · ·-they wi 11 d< > 

just as well. In fact, we could have chosen symbols of q11itt• 
different forms and still kt\·e produced something equiva
lent for our purposes, such as+,++,+++, · · ·, or some
thing not consisting of marks 011 pa1wr at all, such as 
sounds, which are, of course, actual I) l!Sl0 <l. As long as it is 
capable of represl'nting to u~ tlw proce~s of successi\·e 
generation by which these sequences of symbols are pro
duced, anything will do-any collection of perceptible 
objects that can be placed in one-to-one order-preserving 
correspondence with our first sequence of symbols. 

Thus, the blobs of ink serve as the repre~entati\'l'S of a 
quite abstract structure. This abstraction allows tis (e\'en 
on a subordinate level) to disregard some limitations of the 
blobs besides their partic11larit>· all(l al'companying bound
edness to a particular place and time. They arc constructnl 
according to a procedure for generating successive ones, 
and what matters is the structure embodied in tht· proce
dure, not any particular limitations that might be encoun
tered in carr} ing it out. On a sufficiently abstract level we 
sa} that we can continue to generate symbols indefinitely, 
although life is too short, paper and ink nm out, the earth 
perhaps disintegrates, etc. 

I I ere we have already taken the step of introducing 
abstract entities. In a weak form this could be represented 
as taking certain abstract equivalence relations between 
entities (e.g., marks on paper) as criteria of identity for new 
kinds of entities (e.g., symbols as types or, further, num
bers). But we have already reached a point where more is 
in\'ol\'ed, since the abstract entities which are represented 

hy all the marks of a given l"quivalenc<' class belong to a 
series which can lw continued far beyond any practical 
possibility of constructing representatives. \Ve can create a 
"pseudo-concrete" model by appealing to space, time, and 
theoretical physics, l)l)t then we are already depending on 
abstract mathematical objects. Civen that we do think of 
numerals as referring to numbers, it is natural to introduce 
the apparatus not only of identity lrnt also of quantification. 
Certain uses of such quantification, however, will involve 
still stronger presuppositions than we have uncovered up 
to now, and we shall discuss these when we consider 
platonism and constructivism. 

Axioms of arithmetic. We have so far taken for granted 
that the 11at11ral numbers are obtained by starting with 
some initial element O and iterating an operation of "suc
cessor" or "adding l". This is the basis for an especially 
simple axiomatization of the theory of natural numbers, 
that of Dedekind and Peano, in which the primitives are 
"()'', "number" ("NNx"), and "successor'' (which we shall 
gi\'e as a relation: "Sxy" means "y is successor of x"). Then 
the axioms are 

(1) NNO. 
(2) NNx ::J (3 1y)(NNy & Sxu). 
(3) ,S0x. 
(-!) Sxz&Syz. ::J x=u. 
(,5) (F)[FO & (x)(y)(Fx & Sxy. ::J Fy). ::J (x)(NNx ::J Fx)]. 

In (,5), "(F)" may lie read "for all properties F," hut for the 
pre~ent wt· shall not discuss just what this means. We do 
not need to suppose that precis<·ly what properties there 
arc is determined in advance, lnrt we have to acknowledge 
that if it is not determined what properties there are, then 
it may not be determined precis<•ly what natural nurnlwrs 
tll('re are. 

\Ve could think of the natural 1111mbers as given hy a 
ki11d of inductive definition: 

(a) NNO. 
(b) If NNx, then NN(Sx). 
(c) Nothing is a natural lllillllwr <•xcept by virtue of 

(a) a11d (b). 
I Iowever, in this case we ha\'e to suppose that the succes
sor relation is given in such a way that axioms (2), (3), and 
(-!) arc evident. \Ve might think of"()" as represented by 
"I" and the stH.:cessor function as represented by the acldi
tion of a11nther "I" to a string. Thl'n there is apparently a11 
appeal to spatial intuition in regarding these axioms as 
evident. (Cf. Paul Lorenzen, Einfiihnmg in die operative 
Logik und Mathematik, Herl in, Ci>ttingen, and I ll'idel
berg, 195.5. The last remark is not necessarily an objection 
to Lorenzen's procedure, but it doe~ seem doubtful that 
Lorenzen's procedure is superior to Brouwer's appeal to 
introspective construction or to Kant's appeal to pure in
tuition.) In that event the induction principle (5) wi ll lie in 
some way a consequence of (c). It could be regarded sim
ply as an interpretation of (c), or one might argue, as Lud
wig Wittgenstein apparently did at one time (see Friedrich 
Waismann, Introduction to Mathematical Thinking, 
Ch. 8), that the meaning of all natural numbers is not given 
to us by such specifications and our independent concept of 
"all" and that the induction principle functions as a cri-



terion for a proposition's being trne of all 11at11ral rnun
bers. 

The concept of class. Before we dis{.'nss fmtlwr the 
notion of number it is 11ecess,u~· to give some explanation 
of the notion of class or set. \Ve shall {.'onsider two expla
nations, one suggested by Cantor and one suggested by 
Frege. 

Frege's explanation. Instead of the term "dass" or "set," 
Frege used the phrase "extension of a concept." Frege's 
usage is based on the tendency to regard the predicates of 
a language as standing in quantifiable places-

John is a Harvard man. 
Henry is a Han·ard man. 
:. John and Henr~· have something in common-

and the tendency to derive from general tem1s abstract 
singular terms, which are usually explained as referring to 
properties or attributes. 

These two tendencies can be separated. Frege regarded 
predicates in context as in fact referring, but to concepts, 
not to objects. Concepts, like the predicates themselves, 
have argument places; Frege called both predicates and 
concepts "unsaturated" because onl~· with the argument 
place filled hy an object (in the case of a predicate, a 
proper name) could they "stand by themselves." A notation 
which expresses his conception is that of the second-order 
predicate calculus, in which the above conclusion might 
be symbolized (misleadingly) as (3F)[F(John) & F(Henry)]. 
An expression which is syntactical I~· appropriate for denot
ing an object cannot denote a concept, and vice versa. 

The extension of a concept, then, is simply an ohjel'I 
associated with the concept in such a way that if two con
cepts apply to the same objects, the~· have the same exten
sion-that is, 

(6) iFx= xGx. = (x)(Fx = Gx), 

where xFx is the extension of the concept F. This is essen
tially Frege's famous axiom V (Gn111dgesetze der Arithme
tik, Vol. I. p. 36; Frege's notion of concept {.'an interpret 
the quantifiers in our axiom 5). 

Cantor's explanation. Cantor characterized a set as 
"jedes Viele, welches sich als Eines denken liisst, d.h. 
jeden Inbegriff bestimmter Elemente, welt-her durch ein 
Gesetz zu einem Ganzen verbunden werden kann" ("every 
many, which can be thought of as one, that is, every totality 
of definite elements which can be combined into a whole 
by a law"; Gesammelte Abhandlwigen, p. :204). "Unter 
einer ·~tenge' verstehen wir jede Zusammenfassung "\1 von 
bestimmten wohlunterschiedenen Objekten m unserer An
schauung oder unseres Denkens (welche die 'Elemente' 
van M genannt werden) zu einem Ganzen" ("By a 'set' we 
understand any collection M of definite well-distinguished 
objects of our intuition or thought, which are called the 
'elements' of M, into a whole"; ibid., p. :28:2). 

It is virtually impossible to explain Cantor's idea of set 
without using words of the same general type, only vaguer 
("collection," "multitude," Inbegriff). We can perhaps ap
proach it by mentioning a few ways in which multitudes 
are thought of as unities: by being thought of by means of 
u predicate-that is, by being brought under a concept in 
Frege's sense-so that Frege's extensions could perhaps 
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l>e regarded as sets, or hy li('ing in som(' ,,·;1~ brought to 
the attention at once, even without tlie i11tcr\'l·ntio11 of 
language; in particular, a finite number of ohj<·ds of pt'r
ception can constitute a S<'t. That the ohjed'i m,1-,t lw 
"determinate and well-distinguished" means that it n111st 
be determinate what the elements are, that identit~· and 
difference be well-defined for the elements, and that a 
set must be determined by its elements. 

One is inclined in this connection to think of a ~et a~ 
"composed" of its elements, but this is not essential and 
might lead to confusion of a set with a spatiotemporal sum, 
but a portion of space or time (for example, a geometric 
figure) can be partitioned in a numlwr of \\'ays, so the sets 
of the parts will be different but the sum will alv,/ays he the 
same. 

The picture of finite sets can be extended in such a \\'ay 
that one might imagine an "arbitrary" infinite set inde
pendent of any predicate. Suppose it is to be a set S of 
natural numbers. \Ve go through the natmal numbers one 
by one deciding for each n whether n is a member of S 
( n ES) or not. Although the determination takes infinitely 
long, it is determined for each 11 whether n ES. (Or we 
might imagine its being done all at once by God.) 

Difficulties in these conceptions. Both Cantor's and 
Frege's conceptions of sets h,l\'e difficulties which did not 
come clearly to the consciousness of logicians and set
theorists until the diseo\'eiy of the set-theoretical paradox
es, discussed below. \Ve shall merely mention here a 
source of difficulty. In both theories a set or extension is 
supposed to be an object, capable of being itself a member 
of sets. Cannot this give rise to cirl'ularities-that is, that a 
set is formed from or constituted by certain objects, among 
them itself? (Or, in Frege's terms, among the objects in the 
range of the quantifiers on the right side of formula 6 are 
i:Fx and xGx themselves, so that the identit~· condition for 
these objects, which from Frege's point of view was part of 
their essence, seems to depend on particular facts about 
them.) 

\Ve shall not sa~' anything at the moment about the par
ticular form the difficulties take or about how to resolve 
them. \Ve shall continue to use second-order quantification 
somev,:hat \'ague!~·; one can interpret the \'ariables as rang
ing over Frege 's concepts, in most cases over classes or 
even o,·er intensional entities, as might ha\'e been sug
gested by our original word "property." 

Frege's analysis of number. We can now proceed to the 
main steps of Frege's argument for the thesis that 
arithmetic is a part of logic. Frege observed that a neces
sary and sufficient condition for, say, the number of F's 
(which we shall write as ''N xFx") to be the same as the num
ber of G's is that there sho1ild be a one-to-one correspond
ence of the F's and the G's. (In that case we say they are 
numerically equivalent.) This criterion, which is quite 
general-that is, not restricted to the case where there are 
only finitely many F's or G's-had already been exploited 
by Cantor to generalize the notion of cardinal number to 
infinite classes (see CANTOR, GEORG; SET THEORY). It 
can be Justified by our discussion of counting and number, 
above. 

On the basis of a one-to-one correspondence between 
the F's and { l,· · ·,n} we are prepared to say that the num-
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lwr of F's is n. But no such correspondence can then 
exist with { I,· · ·,m} for any m c;e n, and if by the same 
criterion there are n G's, then b:,.: composition we can set up 
a one-to-one correspondence between the F's and the G's. 
If there are m G's for m ~ n, we cannot. So we say that 
there are n F's if and only if a one-to-one correspondence 
exists between the F's and { l,· · ·,n}, and in that case 
there are n G's if and only if there is a one-to-one corre
spondence between the F's and the G's. \Vriting "there are 
n F's" as "(3x),,Fx", we have that if (3n)[(3x),,Fx], 

(7) N.,.Fx = N.,.Gx. = the F's and the G's are numerically 
equivalent. 

Since we have no independent criterion for the case where 
there are infinitely many F's, we take (7) to be true by 
definition in that case. We then have Frege's criterion. 

Frege then defined a relation H as a one-to-one corre
spondence of the F's and the G's if and only if for every F 
there is exactly one G to which it bears the relation Hand 
vice Vf'rsa-in symbols, 

(8) (x)[Fx ::J (3!y)(Gy& Hxy)] & 

(y)[Gy ::J (3!x)(Fx & Hxy)], 

where "(3!x)(· · ·x· · ·)" can be defined in first-order logic: 

(!:l) "(3!x)(· ·x· · ·)" for 
"(3x)[· · ·x· · • &(y)(· · ·y· · · ::J y=x)]". 

Thus, numerical equivalence can be defined by a formula 
"(3H).'/ (H,F,G )", where ".9 (H,F,G)" is an abbreviation 
for a first-order formula, namely, the expansion of (8) in 
terms of (SI). 

The relation of numerical equivalence is an equivaleuce 
relation; Frege's idea was, in effect, to define cardinal num
bers as the equivalence classes of this relation. This defi
nition, however, requires a powerful use of the notion of 
extension which is allowed by his axiom (6). In other words, 
N .,.Fx is to he the extension of the concept concept numer
ically equivalent to the concept F-that is, we define 

(10) "N.,.Fx" for "G(3H)Y"(H,G,F)". 

(In fact, in the Grundgesetze, Frege avoided applying 
the extension operator to a second-order variable by appeal 
to formula 6: C can be replaced by its extension. We define 
"G§( G)" as y(3G)[y= xGx. §(G)]".) 

Formula (10) gives a definition of Cantor's general con
cept of cardinal number, so we can prove (7); no further 
use of axiom V is needed for the definition of the natural 
numbers and the proof of the axioms (1)-(,5). We now de
fine Peano 's primitives-"()", "Sxy" ("y is the successor 
of x"), and "NNx" ("x is a natural number"): 

(11) "()" for "N .,.(x c;e x)", 

for then (7) yields N .,.Fx = 0 = ,(3x) Fx. 
Intuitively, n + l = N .,.(x = 0 v · • · v x = n ); this result will 

be reached if we define "Sxy" as follows: 

(12) "Sxy" for 

"(3F){ y= N,,,Fw & (3z)[Fz & N)Fw & w c;e z)= x]}". 

Intuitively, the number of F's is one more than the number 
of G's if there is an F such that the number of the rest of 
the F ' s is precisely N.,.Gx. Definition (12) implies that in 
this case S(N.,.Gx,NJ.Fx). 

The remaining primitive is defined by an ingenious 
device (already present in Frege's Begriffsschrift), which 
yields mathematical induction: we want to define "NNx" 
so that something true of O and of the successor of any
thing of which it is true is true of every natural number
that is, 

(13) FO&(x)(y)(Fx&Sxy. ::J Fy). ::J (x)lNNx ::J Fx). 

But this will be immediate if we define "xis a natural num
ber" as "x falls under every concept F which O falls under 
a11d which is such that any successor of whatever falls under 
it also foils under it"-that is, 

(14) "NNx" for "(F){FO&(x)(y)(Fx&Sxy. ::J Fy). ::J Fx}". 

To prove the other axioms: (1) is immediate from (14); that 
S is one-to-one and that O is not the successor of anything 
follow from ( 1:2) together with (7). 

Difficulties in logicism. The first difficulty with Frege's 
constrnction is certainly the use Frege made of the notion 
of extensiou. \Ve have alluded to difficulties with the ideas 
of set theory; they affected Frege's system through Rus
sell's deduction in 100 I of a contradiction from (6). ( For 
Russell's exchange of letters with Frege, see John van 
Heijenoort, ed., A Source Book in Mathematical Logic, 
1879-1931.) We shall discuss Russell's paradox and other 
paradoxes and the difficulties of the concept of class below. 

Nonetheless, it turns out that a reasonably secure system 
of set theory can be developed in any one of a number 
of ways that are more than sufficient for the definition of 
Peano's primitives and proof of his axioms. In fact, no part 
of the axiomatic apparatus of a system of set theory which 
gives rise to any doubts as to consistency is really necessary 
for this reduction; we can say that if the development in set 
theory of a branch of mathematics necessarily involves the 
stronger and more problematic parts of set theory, this is 
due to tl1e nature of the branch of mathematics itself, not 
the reduction to set theory. 

This success is not without loss for the development of 
arithmetic: it seems that in the more natural set-theoretical 
systems (the theory of types, Zermelo's set theory) no 
definition of "N.,.Fx" can lie given with the same appear
ance of naturalness as in ( 10). The consequences of Rus
sell's theory of types are more serious: the numbers musl 
be duplicated at each type. What one usually ends up 
doing is identifying the numbers in a somewhat arbitrary 
way with a sequence of sets of the required order type. 

Given that all this has been done, in what sense is the 
enterprise a reduction of arithmetic to set theory, and in 
what sense is it a reduction to logic? To take up the last 
question first, obviously the construction does not reduce 
arithmetic to logic unless the principles of the set theory 
involved can count as logical principles. The notion of 



class is not ver~· far removed from concepts which played a 
role in traditional logic; from that point of view it is not at 
all evident why the first-order predicate calculus, which is 
already a considerable extension of the traditional formal 
apparatus, should count as logic and the theory of classes 
should not. 

One difference is that whereas a valid formula of first
order logic will yield a truth if the quantifiers are inter
preted to range over any domain of objects whatsoever, and 
without regard to its cardinal number in particular, sd 
theory involves existence assumptions, so the domain over 
which the quantifiers range must be large enough to con
tain•representatives for the sets whose existence is implied 
by the formula in question. In Frege's procedure these 
assumptions were embodied in the admission as a term of 
an abstract "iFx" for any predicate "F," and simple non
paradoxical instances of (6) already require that Frege's 
universe contain infinitely many objects. 

Frege, of course, regarded (6) as a logical principle, a 
view which was fairly well refuted by its :nconsistenc~-- It 
would be much more reasonable to regard set theory as 
logic if its existence assumptions all followed from a single 
general principle, such as (6). But the analysis of the foun
dations of set theory stimulated by the paradoxes points to 
the opposite conclusion: any very definite system of exis
tential postulates will prove incomplete in the sense that it 
is always possible to construct further existential postulates 
which are stronger (in the sense of first-order, or even 
second-order, logic). ;\1oreover, these postulates assume a 
character not unlike principles of construction, so it is at 
least as natural to consider them hypothetical and analogical 
extensions of "constructions in pure intuition" as it is to 
consider them principles of logic. At an~ rate, if logic con
sists of the necessary principles of all coherent reasoning, 
then it seems evident that the stronger principles of set th e
ory do not have this character; it is for from certain even 
that the weaker ones have it (perhaps even that all of first
order logic does). This being so, a reduction of arithmetic to 
set theory does little to increase the security and clarity of 
the foundations of arithmetic. 

Kant's view. One of the purposes that Frege, Russell, 
and many later proponents had in mind in seeking to re
duce arithmetic to logic was to show that no appeal to 
sensible intuition was necessary in arithmetic, :1s had been 
claimed by such empiricists as John Stuart ;\!ill and by 
Kant in his theor~· of a priori intuition. Let us consider 
whether this purpose has been accomplished. Since kant's 
view constitutes an independent effort to explain the 
a priori character of arithmetic, and since it is part of an 
extremely inflnential general philosoph~·, it deserves spe
cial mention. Kant began b~- insisting that mathematical 
judgments (a t least the most' characteristic ones) were 
synthetic, rather than anf1lytic. We shall not enter into the 
question of just what he meant by that. Provided that one 
remembers that the scope of logic was much narrower for 
Kant than it is for us , it is plausible to suppose that his claim 
that mathematical judgments are synthetic implies that the 
propositions of a mathematical theory cannot be deduced 
from logical laws and definitions. The case of Kant's princi
pal example, the geometry of space, seems clear, given, for 
instance, the fact that there are consistent geometrical 
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theories which differ with respect to C<'rtai11 f11nda11wnt,il 
principles, such as the parnllel postulate. (En·n lwre, 
howe\'er, one might claim that the differenc1• in pri11ciplt-~ 
corresponds to a difference in the me,mings of tlll' primi
tive terms. In applic,1tion to real space this l'omes down to 
the question of "conventionalism" in geometry. \\'. \'. 
Quine is prohabl~- right in holding that one cannot, in 
general, decide the question whether sucl1 a diffe1e1we is 
merely a difference of meaning.) 

The case of arithmetic pwsents a certain similarit~· if we 
deny that set theory is logic. The proofs in the set-tlworetic 
development even of such elementary arith111etic,1l laws as 
":2, + 2 = 4" depend on existential axioms of these theories. 
However, this does not mean that we can come as close to 
clearly conceiving the falsity· of these principles as we can 
for the principles of geometry. Although we can easil~
enough set up a domain in which the existence postulates 
will fail, it is not clear that this counts as conceiving that 
the numbers 0, 1, 2, · · · should not exist. 

Kant ,vent on to maintain that the evidence of both the 
principles of geometry and those of arithmetic rested on 
the "form of our sensible intuition." In particular, he said 
that mathematical demonstrations proceeded by "construc
tion of concepts in pure intuition," and thus the~· appealed 
to the form of sensible intuition. i\lathematical proof, ac
cord ing to Kant, required the presentation of insta11ces of 
certain co11cepts. These instances would not function ex

actly as particulars, for one would not be entitled to assert 
an~·thing concerning them which did not follow from the 
general concept. :"-Jonetheless, conclusions could be drawn 
which were synthetic, hecause the construction of the in
stance would involve not merely the pure concept ,ls of an 
abstract structure hut also its "schematism" in terms of the 
gener:1I stmcture of our manner of representing ol>jects to 
ourselves. 

Thus, geometric figures would ohe,· the axioms of geom
etry even though these axioms were not provable by· anal
y·sis of the concept~. At the same time, the constructions 
would sen·e to verif~, any exi-;tence assumptions involved. 
(Indeed, instead of existential axioms Kant spoke of postu
lates asserting the possibility of certain constructions.) 

In the case of arithmetic kant argued th:1t in order to 
verify "7 + .5 = 12" one must again consider an inst,mce, 
this time in the form of a set of five objects, and add each 
one in succession to a given set of seven. It seems that al
though the five objects ma~· he quite arbitrary, even abstract, 
they will, if not themselves present to perception, be repre
sented h~· symbols which are present and which exhibit 
the same structure. In fact, we find this structure l'\'en in 
the s~:mbolic operations involved in the formal proofs of 
"7 + 5 = U" either within a set theory or directly from 
axioms for elementary number theor~'-or even in the 
proof of the formula of first-order logic 

which is the key to the proof of "7 + ,5= 12" in Frege's con
struction. We think of "(3x),,(Fx)" expanded as follows: 

"(3x)
0
Fx" for ",(3x)Fx". 

"(3x),,+
1
Fx" for "(3x)[Fx & (3y),,(Fy & y ?"'- x)]". 
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Tlil' argum('11ts for tlw claim that intuition pla~'S an es
sl'ntial role in rnallwrnatics ar(' i11e\'itably subjectivist to a 
dc•gree, in that the,· pass from a direct semantical consid
eration of the statements ,111d of what i, required for their 
truth to a more pragmatic consideration of the operations in
,·ol\'ed in understanding and verifying them (and perhaps 
l'\'l"n "using" thern, in a broad sense} and to a metalinguis
tic reflection on formulae and proofs as configurations of 
s~·mbols. Leibniz had alread~· emphasized the essential 
role of calt:ulation with symbols in mathematics, and to 
Kant this role became an argument for the dependence of 
mathematics on sensible intuition. 

\Vl' can see why the arguments must ha\'e this subjectivist 
character if we notice the complete abstractness of both set 
tlwory and arithmetic, \\'hich talk of objects in general in 
terms of logical operations (propositional combination, 
quantification) which art' equally general. E\'en the specifi
cally mathematical objects (sets and numbers) are sub
jecte<l b:-, the theory only to cc1iain structural, relational 
conditions, so that the) are not, as it were, indivi<luall:-, 
identified by the tlwory. The content thus doPs not suggest 
any direct sensor:- ,·erification; indeed, it seems that an~· 
propo,ition which is susc<·ptible of such verification must 
contain some particular reference to space or time or to ob
jects or properties whit:h b~· nat11re occur only in space and 
time. Although it is Frege's constrnction and the develop
ment of set-theoretic mathematics which make this foct 
clear, Kant apparent!~· wa.'i aware of it in the case of arithme
tic, which he related closely to the pme c,1tegories and 
therefore to logit:. 

l'\e\'ertheless, it does not seem, at least in the light of 
philosophical and mathematical experience, that we can 
directly verify these propositions, or even understand 
them, independently of the senses. Determining the pre
cise nature of the dependem·e of the operations of the 
mint.I in general OJI the senses is 01w of thl' central 
difficulties of all philosophies. But it is hard to maintain 
that we understand m,1tll('111atical 'itrnctures, or even the 
general notion of object which ,mderlies them, without at 
least starting with a sensible representation, so that con
crete explanations make use both of embodiments of the 
structures hy perceptible objnts and of reflection on S\111-

bolism. For instance, explanations of the notion of class 
can either make use of an appc·al to language, as Frege's 
explanation does, or begin \\'ith tlw notion of a group of 
1wrceptible objet:ts. (Indeed, it seems that e\'en in the 
second case an appeal to lang1wge is sooner or later indis
pensable.) 

Pnhaps more decisive than these rather vague consid
erations is the fact tk1t we can11ot carr:-' on any e\'en fairly 
elaborate reasoning in mathematics without, as it were, 
placing ourselves at the mercy of a symbolic representation. 
Prior to the construction of a proof or calculation we do not 
know the answer to any substantial mathematical question. 
That the proof ca11 be constructed, that the calculation turns 
out as it <loes, is, as it were, brute fact without which one 
cannot see ,m~· reason for the mathematical state of affairs' 
being what it is. In Uber die Deutlichkeit der Grundsiitze 
der nati.irlichen Thevlogie und der Moral, Kant gave this 
as his principal reason for asse1iing that mathematics 
proceeds by representing concepts in intuition, and in the 

Crifil/lle of Pure Reason the id<.>,1 is again suggested in the 
discussion of "7 + 5 = 12" and the remarks about "symbolic 
construction" in algebra. 

One might argue that tlw existence of a natural n11111her 
11 is ,·erified b~· actually constructing a sequence of nu
merals up to that point. Such a construction pro\'ides a 
representation for the numbers up to n. It is noteworthy 
that either it or ,1 mental equivalent is necessary for a full 
and explicit understanding of the concept of the number n. 
This gi\'es some plausibility to the ,·ie\\' that the possibility 
of such a representation rests on the "form of our sensible 
intuition," since everything belonging to the content of the 
particular realization is nonessential. It is perhaps permissi
ble to speak, as Kant did, of "pure intuition," because we 
are able to take the symbols as representing or embodying 
an abstract order. This conception could be extended to the 
intuitive \'erification of elementary propositions of the 
arithmetic of small numbers. If these propositions really are 
evident in their full generality, and hence are necessary, 
then this conception gives some insight into the nature of 
this P\'idence. 

Hm,,e,·er, the abon_' description alread} ceases to apply 
when \\'P pass to the construction, by a general rule, of the 
sequence of natural numbers ,md therefore when we con
sidt'r large 1u1111hers, which we must <lescrihe in terms of 
general mies. Besides the "factor of abstraction" sign,11-
izPd in our being able to use -;ensory· representations in 
thinking ahout the abstract structures the:, embody, there 
is also a factor of higher generality ant.I the accompanying 
possibility of iteration, so that the sequence of natural 
n11mlwrs extends far beyond those represented b:-' numerals 
it is possible actually to construct. Here the sense of the 
notion of "form of intuition" is less clear. Kant's idea, how
ever, must surely he that the larger numbers are conceived 
onl~· as an extension of the structures of our actual experi
encP. The fact that tlw forms in question are, according to 
l\.ant, tl1osc· of space a11d time means that the abstract ex
tensio11 of tl1e mathematical forms embodied in our experi
ence parallels an extension of the obJective world heyond 
what we actually perceive. 

Kant co1rnl'cted aritl1metit: with time as the form of our 
inner i11tuition, although he <lid not intend by this to deny 
that there is no diret:t reference to time in arithmetic. The 
claim apparently \\'as that to a fully explicit awareness of 
numlwr goes the successive apprehension of the stages in 
its construction, so that the structure involved is also rep
r<·sented by a sc·quern:e of moments of time. Time thus 
provides a realization for any number whit:h can be real
ized in experience at all. Although this view is plausible 
enough, it does not sePm strictly necessary to preserve the 
connection with time in the net:essary extrapolation be
yond actual exp<'rience. However, thinking of mathemati
cal construction as a process in time is a useful picture for 
interpreting problems of constructivity (discus'.->ed below). 

Kant's view enables us to obtain a more accurate picture 
of the role of intuition in mathematics, but, at least as de
veloped above, it is not really satisfying, because it takes 
more or less as a fact our ability to place our perceptions in 
a mathematically defined structure and to see truths about 
this structure by using perceptible objects to symbolize it. 
The great attraction of Kantianism comes from the fact that 



other views seem unable to do an~· better: Frege, for exam
ple, carried the epistemological a11,1lysis less far than I-.:ant 
in spite of his enormous!~- more refined logical technique. 

Conventionalism. Attempts to avoid clognrntism com
pletely while still affirming the existence of a priori 
knowledge in mathematics h,1\'e been made on the basis of 
conventionalism, the characteristic logical pmitivist \·iew of 
a priori knowledge. This vie\\' in effect rejects the question 
of evidence in mathenrntics: mathematic,1! statements do 
not need evidence because they are true by fiat, by virtue 
of the conventions according to which we specify the 
meanings of the words occurring in mathematics. ~lathe
m,1tics is therefore "without factual content" or even 
"empty." 

Before we proceed to discuss this view we should dis
tinguish it from two others which are associated with logic,11 
positivism, the view that mathem,1tical statements are true 
by virtue of the meanings of the words in them and the 
view that they are analytic. The doctrine that mathematical 
statements are true by virtue of the meaning of the words 
they contain is somewlrnt vague ,mcl is likel~· to reduce to 
the doctrine that they are a,rnlytic, to conventionalism, or 
to something compatible with Kantian ism or e\ en with 
some form of direct realism. If there me objective relations 
of meaning which hold not merely by fiat, then there is as 
much need in this view for an account of the evidence of 
our knowledge of them as there is for the e\"idence of m,1th
ematics itself. 

The \'iew that m,1thematics is analytic has generally 
been associated on one side with logicism and on the other 
with conventionalism. The definitions of "anal~tic" which 
have been given have !wen such tlwt logical truths were 
,mtomaticall~· analytic. If the thesis that mathematics is 
analytic was to say more than the thesis of logicism, the 
definitions had to be taken as explicating a concept which 
had a m·ore direct epistemological significance, usually 
truth by virtue ef meanings or truth b~- com·ention. (Once 
this has been done, the comwction with logicism seems less 
important, in spite of the importance which the logic,11 
positivists attributed to it. Tims, one may explain the cbim 
that the axioms of set theor~· are am1l~tic by saying that they 
me "me,ming postulates" in Cmnap's sen~t', but one could 
argue equally well that the ,1:xioms of number theory 
are meaning postulates. Logicism was important to the 
logical positivists for other re,1sons: the reduction served 
as a methodological paradigm; it served the "unity of 
science.") 

That the propositions of mathematics should be true by 
convention in ,1 strong sense, that one should actuall~· have 
set up con\'entions which determine tlrnt they should be 
true, seems possible on!~- for "rational reconstructions" of 
mathematics by explicit cons'truction of an axiom system 
and identification of the system \Vith mathematics. If such 
,1 procedure could be c~rried out, there would still be room 
for discussion of the sense in which it showed that the 
mathenrntics practiced by those who are not interested in 
foundations is true by convention. 

The usual conventionalist position appeals to rules 
specifying that certain propositions are to be true by con
vention or, more often, to rules of another sort (such as 
semantical rules of an interpreted formal s>·stem), from 
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which it can be deduced that c<·rtain ~tat<'mt·nh are tnl<', 
the nature of the prernis<·~ !wing s11cli that tlw~ call lw 
c,1llecl conn·ntions governing the use of vxpn·..,sim1'>. 1 For 
example, the truth of any statemellt which i-, a st1lJ-,titution 
instance of a theorem of the classical propositional calcul11-, 
can he deduced from the information contained in the trnth 
t,1bles for the propositional eonnecti\·es. Then if tll<' 
truth tables arc regarded as semantical mies specif\'ing 
the meanings of the connectives, then the theorems of 
classical propositiom1l logic thus become true by \·irtue 
of these rules.) 

In the simplest case-that of simply la>·ing clown, b~ 
rules or in incli\'idual inst,mces, that certain sentences are 
to be t,1ken as expressing true statements-something more 
seems to be required to justify this procedure as attributing 
"truth" to "statements." No serious philosopher, howe\'er, 
has been content to le,we the matter ,1t tlrnt. 

Nonetheless, the procedure of specifying hy mies runs 
into a difficulty essentially independent of the form of the 
rules and the manner in which the~· are interpreted. This 
difficulty, which was pointed out forcefully b~- Quine earl~· 
in his career (in "Truth by Con\'ention") and is perlrnps 
implicit in remarks by Frege, is that the pass,1ge from the 
genernl statements which are the actual explicit conven
tions to the truth by convention of specific statemenh 
involves inference. So something essentiall~· logical is not, 
on the face of it, reduced to con\'ention b~· the ,maksis. 
The inferences will assume properties of generality (for 
example , the properties of the universal quantifiers) and of 
the conditio,wl, since the rules will in all probabilit~· be 
of the form of conditionals-for instance, the~· may s,1y that 
if ,1 statement s,1tisfies certain conditions, then it is true by 
conven tion. In the ex,1mple that we g,we, one needs in 
addition the laws of contradiction and of excluded rniclclle: 
application of the truth tables already supposes that each 
-;tatement lrns one, and on!~· one, of the two trnth-values. 

Quine showed that the attempt to regard the rules by 
which this inference proceeds as themsel\'es valid by 
convention leads to an infinite regress. For example, sup
pose a rule is modus ponens: from "p" ,me! "p :J q" infer 
q". This conic! be st,1ted as the convention: 

( 16) If A ,md Care true and C is the result of substitut-
ing A for "p" ,md B for "q" in "p :J </ .. , then B 
is to be true. 

;'\ow, suppose tlrnt for some A' and B' we h,1\T proved 
that A' and C' are true by convention, where 

(17) C' is the result of substituting A' for "p" and B' 
for "q" in "p :J q". 

Then we have also 

(18) 
(HJ) 

A' is true; 
A' :J B' is true. 

Therefore, by (16) ,me! modus ponens, B' is true. However, 
in order to represent this inference 11s proceeding accord
ing to the convention, it is necessary to make another 
applic,1tion of modus ponens, and so on. 
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The above argument would not prevent this form of con
H'ntionalism from being applied to further parts of mathe
lllatics, particularly to existential axioms. In view of the 
equivalences between derivahility statements in logic 
and elt>rnentary propositions in number theory, as well as 
the above-mentioned element of brute fact in the existence 
of a derivation, it is not likely that such an approach will 
vvork for elementary number theory. But with the stronger 
axio111 systems for sd theory the view is on somewhat 
firmer ground, in that such axioms are often not justified by 
appeal to direct evidence and "pragmatic" criteria have 
played a role in the selection of axioms. 

'.\ionetheless, the procedure also has much in common 
with the setting up of a hypothe tical theory in science, 
and, indeed, as Whitehead and Russell already empha
sized, tlte axioms are subject to a sort of checking by tlwir 
consequences, since some propositions deducible from 
them are decidable by more elementar~' and evident mathe
matical means. It is not evident that if a system of axioms 
is replaced by another because its consequences come into 
conflict with intuitive mathematics, the meaning of "set" 
has changed and the original axioms can be interpreted 
according to a previous meaning so as to remain true, 
~1oreover, set theory proceeds on the assumption that 
the trnth-value of statements is determinate in many 
cases where it is not determined by the axioms-that is, by 
the conventions. 

()uine, i11 fact, now argues, apparently even in the 
case of e lementary logic, that there is no firm ground for 
distinguishing between making such principles true by 
convention and adopting them as hypotheses ("Carnap and 
Logical Truth"). This is as much an extension of con
ventionalism to the whole of science as a rejection of it in 
application to mathematics. 

Wittgenstein's view. At this point we must consider the 
possibility that a priori truths, evt>n the elementary ones, 
are thought of as true by convention, not in the sense 
that they may be made so by an explicit convention ac
tually set up but in the sense that the conventions are, as it 
were, implicit in our practice with the logical and mathe
matical vocabulary. It might still be argued that the prin
ciples of mathematics are not in that way sufficiently dis
tinguished from the principles of natural science or from 
other rather deep or fundamental principles which we 
firmly accept. But this objection could be met by a more 
detailed descriptive analysis of how logical and mathe
matical words are used. 

However, this type of conventionalism must be careful 
not to slip into the situation of the more explicit conven
tionalism of requiring a necessary connection between 
general intentions and their application in particular state
ments which is not itself accounted for by the conventions. 
It appears that the only philosopher who has really faced 
these challenges has been Ludwig Wittgenstein, in his later 
period. In connection with Wittgenstein it would probably 
he hetter to speak of "agreement" than convention, since 
the reference to explicit conventions or to "decisions" 
seems metaphorical, as a picture which is contrasted with 
that against which he is arguing rather than as a fun
damental theoretical concept. It is agreement in our 
actions-e.g., what we say follows from what-that is 
essential. We should also he cautious in attributing to 

Wittgenstein any explanatory theory of logical and mathe
matical knowledge, in view of his disclaimers of presenting 
a theor~'. 

Even with these qualifications Wittgenstein's view 
seems highly paradoxical, for in order to avoid the above
mentioned pitfall the analysis in terms of agreement must 
extend even to the connection between general rules and 
their instances. This seems to be the point of the famous 
discussion of following a rule in Wittgenstein's Philosoph
ical Investigations. What ultimately determines what is 
intended in the statement of a rule are facts of the type of 
what is actually accepted in the course of time as falling 
under it. 

Wittgenstein (I, 185) gave the example of instructing 
someone in writing clown the terms of the sequence of 
natural numbers 0, 2, 4, • · ·, 2.n, · · ·. At the start the 
instructor does not actively think that when the time 
comes the pupil is to write 1,000, 1,002, 1,004, • • •, rather 
than 1,000, 1,004, 1,008, · · ·. Wittgenstein regarded it as 
conceivable that the pupil might do the second on the 
basis of a misunderstanding which we just could not clear 
up. Moreover, it is, as it were, just a fact of natural history 
that normally, in such a case, we accept the first and reject 
the second-indeed, continue in that way ourselves. It ap
pears, further, that the same issue can arise for steps in the 
sequence which have been written before, since the recog
nition of symbols as tokens of an already understood type 
is itself an application of a rule (see I, 2.14). 

Wittgenstein's criticism seems directed particularly 
against certain psychological ideas associated with Plato
nism and Kantianism. The manner in which the steps of 
writing numerals are determined by the rule cannot be 
explained by appealing to one's understanding of the rela
tions of abstract entities expressed in the rule or even to 
the intentions of the instructor. According to Wittgenstein 
the criterion of how the pupil does understand the rule lies 
in the steps which he in fact takes. And what makes them 
right or wrong is their agreement or disagreement with 
what we clo. 

The steps are indeed determined by the rule, in the 
sense that at each stage there is only one number we ac
cept as correct, and the force of social custom directs us to 
expand the series in the way we do. But this does not mean 
that Wittgenstein considered his appeals to custom and 
training as constituting a fully satisfactory explanation of 
either the agreement that exists or the fact that we feel 
"compelled" by the rule, for it is because we are made as 
we are that we react to custom and training as we do. 

The paradoxical nature of Wittgenstein's position can 
perhaps be brought out by considering the case of a com
plex mathematical proof which contains steps which no one 
has thought of before. The proof may lead to a quite unex
pected conclusion. Yet each step is recognized by every 
trained person as necessary, and their combination to form 
the proof is entirely convincing. (This is, of course, not 
inevitably the case: proofs as published can be obscure or 
doubtful and can rest on principles about which there are 
difficulties.) In spite of the fact that it is in principle pos
sible for an irresolvable disagreement to arise at each point, 
this does not happen: irresolvable disputes among mathe
maticians are only about fundamental principles and about 
taste. Nonetheless, Wittgenstein, in Remarks on the Foun-



dations of Mathematics, used the metaphor of decision in 
speaking of our acceptance of the proof and spoke of the 
proof as prm·iding a new criterion for certain concepts; his 
terminology suggests change of meaning. 

The vast extent of the agreement on which mathematics 
rests seems to have a~tonished \Vittgenstein; indeed, it is 
hard to understand, on his view, how such agreement is 
possible and wh~, contradictions arise so seldom. \Ve may 
be faced here with natural facts, but the~· are facts which 
show an extremely regular pattern. 

\Vittgenstein devoted a good deal of attention in the 
Remarks to discussions of calculation and proof, their 
relation to mathematical truth, and the ways in which they 
resemble and differ from experiment. In a number of exam
ple~ he revealed an outlook which resembles Kant's in 
seeing a construction either of figures or of arrangements 
of formulae or propositions as es~ential to a proof. To the 
problem concerning how such a singular construction can 
serve to establish a universal and necessary proposition 
\Vittgenstein suggested a quite different answer: in accept
ing the proof we accept the construction as a paradigm for 
the application of a new concept, so that , in particular, 
we have new criteria for certain types of judgments. (For 
example, if we have determined by calculation that 
25 X 2,5 = 625, then a verification that there are 2,5 x 2,5 
objects of a certain kind is also accepted as verifying that 
there are 62.5.) The same question arises in connection 
with the possibilit~· of conflict in these criteria as arose in 
connection with agreement. 

\Ve shall close at this point our discussion of the a priori 
character of mathematics and the attempts to justify and 
explain it. In the sense that the concepts of mathematics 
are too general and abstract to refer to anything particular 
in experience, their a priori character is evident, at any rate 
after a certain amount of logical analysis of mathematical 
concepts. The a priori evidence of mathematics, on the 
other hand, is perhaps not raised, hy our discussion, above 
the level of a somewhat vague com·iction. In the case of 
the n1ore powerful forms of set theory one is probably 
forced to admit that the e,·idence is less than certainty and 
therefore to admit that there is an analogy between the 
principles involved and the hypotheses of a scientific 
theory. In the case of arithmetic and elementary logic, 
however, this conviction can withstand the objections that 
might be posed, but in ,·iew of the difficulties we have 
discussed in relation to various accounts, it seems still not 
to h,n·e been analyzed adequately. 

PLATONISM AND CONSTRUCTIVISM 

The discussion in the preceding section suggests that 
the problem of evidence in mathematics will appear to 
differ according to the part of ;nathematics being empha
sized. The form which discussion of these differences has 
tended to take is a distinction between two broad meth
odological attitude~ in mathematics, which we shall call 
platonism and constructi\"i~m. This section will be devoted 
to a discussion of these attitudes. 

Platonism. We begin with platonism because it is the 
dominant attitude in the practice of modern mathema
ticians, although upon reflection they often disguise this 
attitude by taking a formalist position. Platonism is the 
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methodological position which g(ws with pl1ilosophical 
realism regarding the objects matlwmatic, d<•al, ,,·itl1. 
:\1athematical objects are treated not 0111~ as if their exi,t
ence is independent of cognitive operation,;, \\"hich i, p('r
haps evident, but also as if tlw facts concerni11g tlwm did 
not invoke a relation to the mind or depend in a11~- \\'ay m1 

the possibilities of verification, concrete or "in principle." 
This is taken to mean that certain totalities of matlw

matical objects are well defined, in the sense that proposi
tions defined by quantification over them have definite 
truth-values. Thus, there is a direct connection between 
platonism and the law of excluded middle, which gi\"l"S 
rise to some of platonism's differences with constructivism. 

It is clear that there is a connection between plato11ism 
and set theory. Various degrees of platonism can be de
scribed according to what totalities they admit and whether 
they treat these totalities as themselves mathematical ob
jects. These degrees can be expressed b~- the acceptance 
of set-theoretic existence axioms of differing degrees of 
strength. 

The most elementary kind of platonism is that \\'hich ac
cepts the totality of natural numbers-i.e., that which 
applies the law of excluded middle to propositions involv
ing quantification over all natural numbers. Quite elemen
tary propositions in analysis already depend on this law, 
such as that every sequence of rational numbers either 
tends to the limit O or does not, which is the basis for the 
assertion that any real number is either equal to O or not. 
\Ve shall see that not even this assertion is immune to 
constructivist criticism. 

\Vhat is nowadays called classical analysis advances a step 
further and accepts the totality of the points of the con
tinuum or, equivalently, the totality of subset~ of the natural 
numbers. The equiva lence between these totalities and 
their importance in mathematics ,vere brought out by the 
rigorous development and "arithmetization" of analysis 
in the nineteenth century. \Ve recall that the theories 
of (positive and negative) integers and rational num
bers can be developed from the theory of natural numbers 
by means of the notion of ordered pair alone and that this 
notion can in turn be represented in number theory. A 
general ~heory of real numbers requires general concep
tions of a set or sequence of natural numl)('rs to which 
those of a set or sequence of rational numbers can he 
reduced. 

Following Paul Bernays ("Sur le Platonisme clans lcs 
mathematiques") we can regard the totalit~- of sets of natu
ral numbers on the analogy of the totalit~· of subsets of a 
finite set. Gi,·en, say, the numbers 1, · · ·, n, each set is 
fixed by n independent determinations of whether a gi,·en 
number belongs to it or not, and there are 2n possible ways 
of determining this. An "arbitrary" subset of the natural 
numbers is fixed b~- an infinity of independent determina
tions fixing for each natural number whether it belongs to 
the subset or not. Needless to say, this procedure cannot be 
carried out by a finite intelligence. It envisages the possi
bility of sets which are not the extensions of any predicates 
expressed in a language. 

lmpredicative definitions. The strength of the assump
tion of the totality of arbitrary subsets of the natural num
bers becomes clear if we observe that it justifies impredi
cative definitions, definitions of sets or functions in terms 
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of totalitie" to ,, hich they themseh-es belong .. -\ predicate 
of natural nnmliers in\'(>king quantifil'ation m·er all sets of 
natmal numbers \\'ill ha,·e a \\'ell-defined e xtension. \\'hich 
,,·ill lw 011e of the \ds in the range of the quantifier. 

Snch defi11iti011" ha,·e heen criticized as l'irl'ular (for 
example, h~ Hemi Poincare ), hut the, do not seem so if 
,,·e under..,ta11d the \ds as existing independently of an~
prnl'cdurt· or linguistic configuration ,,·hich defines them, 
for then the definition pil'ks out an object from a pre
exi..,ting tot,ilit). 

The resi ... tance \\'hich impredicatin:> definitions met ,,·ith 
,ll'0\e part!) bel'ause their al'C:eptance dashes with the ex
pectation that e,·en· set should be tlte extension of a predi
l'ate. or ,It least of a l'orn:ept of the human mind. 

Cin·n any definite (formalized) notation, we can b~
Cantor's diagonal method define a set of natmal number" 
\\'hich is not the extension of a predicate in the notation. 
Thns, 110 prol'edure of generating "uch predil'ates by con
tinnall)· expa1,ding one\ notation can possilil~· exhati-,t the 
totalit~ .. -\ud the idea that e,·er) \l't is the extension of ,1 

predicate has little sense if it is assumed that in ath-ance of 
the \pecifil'ation of notation" then· i" a tot:ilit~· of possible 
predicate-; ,,·hil'h can lie arri\'C·d at In· some generatinl'. 
procedure. 

If the statements of classical a11ah si-; ,lr<' interpreted 
nai\'C_•l~·- thell quite elementar~ tht•orems. such as that 
e,·er) bounckd "et of real numbers has a le,1 ... t up1wr bound, 
n·quiw impredicati,·e definition.... '.\onetlwless, in Das 
Konti111wm, I Iermann \\'ed propthed to construct anal~·..,is 
on the basis of mere platoni\m with respect to the natural 
nlllnber\. lie proposed an interpretation under \\'hich the 
lea ... t upper bound theorem is tnw. Later interpretation" 
have preserved more of the stateml'nh of dassil'al analysi" 
than \Ve~·)\, and it is an in\'lilved technical question how 
much of it can he giw•n a natural predicati,·e interpretation 
1 see be lo\\'). 

Set theory and the paradoxes. Set theor) as de, eloped 
Ii~· Cantor ,md as embodied in the present standard sy ... tem,; 
i11\'oh-es a higher degree. or ,·,uiet) of del'.rt·es, of plato
nisrn. The axiom s,·..,tem of Zermelo and its enlargement b~ 
Fraenkel (,,·hich is called the Zermelo- Fraenkel systl'rn), 
for e:--ample, allows the iteration of the process of forming 
tlw set of all subsets of a gi,·en set and the collection into a 
set of what ha-. been obtained by iterated application of this 
or some other generating procedure. This latter allows the 
iteration into the transfinite. If we assume ,,·e ha\'l' trans
finite ordinal numbers, then we can generate a transfinite 
succession of "uniH•rse,;" l7 as follo\\'s: Let J'(A) be the ..,et 
of all subsets of the set A. 

(\
1
=a certain class, perhaps empty, of "indi,·iduals." 

uo + I =, _ _;l(U) u Uu. 
U

0 
= the union of ,di U

13
, for /3 < a, if a i" a limit 

ordinal. 

Then for certain ordinal.~ a the U \\'ill form models for the 
different s,·stems of set theor,· 

0

( U for Zermelo's set 
· · w+w 

theor~·. without Fraenkel's axiom of replacement). 
The paradoxes of ... et theor~· imply that \\'e must accept 

some limitations on forming totalities and on regarding 
them in turn as mathematical objects-that is, as sets. If, 

for example, the totalit,· of sets is a \\'ell-defined set, then it 
seems that it will he reasonable to ask of each set x 
\\'hdher it is a member of itself (x 1: x) or not and to form 
_,:1 x t/. x ), the set of all sets \\'hich are not memlwrs of them
selves. This will satisf)· 

ly)[y1:d.dx). =yiy], 

\\'hich implies 

.\' ( Xf X ) E X ( Xf X ) . = . X ( X f X) f. .t ( X f. X), 

a contradiction. This is Hussell'-; paradox, the most ,;hock
ing, because the 1110 ... t elementary, of the paradoxes of set 
theor~--

On the same basis one can ask for the cardinal number of 
the set of all sets, which we shall call S. Then 9(S), the set 
of all subsets of S, will ha,·t0 a cardinal number no greater 
than that of S, because Y(S) ~ S. But by Cantor's theorem 
the cardinal number of Y(S) is proper!} greater than that 
of S (Cantor's paradox. 189.5). 

If the totality O of ordinals is a set, then, since it is 
well-ordered, there will be an ordinal number y that repre
sents its order type. But then O will be isomorphic to the 
set of ordinals less than y-that is, to a proper initial seg
ment of itself. This i-. irnpos..,ible: y must be the greatest 
ordinal, but there is no obstacle to forming y+ 1 (Burali
Forti 's paradm, 1897). 

These paradoxes do not imply that we have to stop or 
other\\'ise limit the process, deserilied ahm·e, of generating 
Lirgcr and larger uni,·erses. On the contrary, we must 
ne,·er regard the process as having gi,·en u-; "all" sets. The 
totality of set\, and hence the totality of ordinal numbers, 
cannot be tht· terminu" of a Wt>ll-defined generating 
process, for if it were \\'e could take all of what we had 
generated so far as ,1 \Ct and continue to generate still 
larger uni,·erses. 

Thus, suppose we consider the arguments for the para
doxc" applied to a particular U , as if it were the uni,·erse 
of all sets. The construction 1;recludes x Ex, so x(x f x) is 
just U

0 
itself. But U

0 
i U

0 
and hence is dis;qualified as a set. 

The same consideration applies to Cantor'-, paradox. Burali
Forti's paradox i-; avoided because the passage from U

0 

to U « Ti always introduces well-orderings of higher order 
tqws. Thus, for no a can U

0 
contain "all" ordinals, no mat

ter ho\\' the ordinals are construed as sets. (A very natural 
wa~· of construing them would be such that a occurs in 
u a+l hut not in u/3 for any /3,;:; a. But then only for certain 
ordinals will U contain an ordinal for each well-ordered a 
set in u(l.) 

For some time after they ,vere first discovered, the para
doxes \\'ere ,·iewed with great alarm b)· man~- who were 
concerned with the foundatiom of mathematics. In retro
spect this seems to h,1\'e been due to the fact that set theory 
was still quite unfamiliar; in particular, the distinction 
het\\'een the customary reasonings of set theory and those 
which led to the paradoxes \\'as not very clear. The oppo
sition which set theory had arou<;ecl had not yet died down. 
However, the marginal character of the paradoxes has 
seemed more and more evident with time; the systems 



which were soon devised to cope with tlw paradoxes 
(Russell's theory of tq,es and Zermelo's set theory, liotlr 
published in 1908) have prn,·ed satisfactor~· in that the~· arc 
based on a reasonalil~.: clear intuiti,·e idea, and no one 
today regards it as a serious possibility that they (or the 
stronger Zermelo- Fraenkel system) ,viii turn out to 
be inconsistent. This does not mean that the secmit~, and 
clarity of set theor~· are absolute: in the sequel some of the 
difficulties will become apparent. 

The above-described sequence of universes uses general 
conceptions of set and ordinal but applies the characteris
tic move of platonism only one step at a time. It renounces 
what Bernays calls "absolute platonism," the assumption 
of a totality of all mathematical objects which can lie treated 
as itself a customary mathematical object-for example, 
a set. Such a conception seems definite!~· destro~·ed b~· the 
paradoxes. The totality of sets can he compared with Kant's 
"Ideas of Reason": it is an "unconditioned" or absolute 
totality which just for that reason cannot he adequately 
conceived by the human mind, since the objPd of a normal 
conception can alwa~·s be incorporated in a more inclusi\'(" 
totalit~·- From this point of view there is an analog~· be
tween the set-theoretic paradoxes and Kant's mathematical 
antinomies. 

If we assume that every set \\'ill appear in one of the U,,, 
we have a conception which is adequate for all of modern 
mathematics except, perhaps, the recent theory of catego
ries. ThC:' conception is by nature imprecise: there are 
limitations on our ability to circumscrihe both what goes 
into the power set of a given set and what ordinals there 
are. It is perhaps unreasonable to appl~· classical logic to 
propositions involving quantification m·er all sets, since 
such an application seems to presuppose that it is objec
tively determined what sets (and a fortiori, on this concep
tion, what ordinals) there are. '.\'onetheless, this additional 
idealization does not seem to have caused ,m,· actual 
difficultiC:'s. 

This way of concei,·ing sets combines two of Russell's 
early ideas for resolving the paradoxes-the theo1Y of types 
and the theory of "limitation of size." \\'hat are rejected as 
sets are the most inclusi,·e totalities, such as the entire 
universe. (Our talking of "totalities" wlrile rejecting them 

as sets is not incompatible with our conception; as .John von 
Neumann observed, all that is necessary is to prohibit them 
from belonging to further classes. \'on :\'cuman11 's observa
tion was the basis for some new set theories, the principal 
one being that of Bernays and Godel.) \1oreover, the sC:'ts 
are arranged in a transfinite hierarch~·: one can assign to 
each set an ordinal, its tqw or, as it is no\\· called, rank, 
which will be the least ordinal greater than the ranks of its 
members. \Ve have thus a transfinite extension of the cumu
lative theory of types. But we have dropped the more radi
cal idea from which Russell proceeded: that each variable 
of a system of set theory should range o,·er objects of a 
specified type, and that "x E y" is meaningless unless the 
range of "y" is of a type one higher than that of "x," so 
that, in particular, "x Ex" is meaningless. 

Predicativism. In the first 25 years or so after the discov
ery of the paradoxes a number of more radical proposals 
for their elimination were presented. These generally 
amounted to some further attenuation of platonism. \Ve 
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shall first consider the program of el i111in,1ti11g i111pH·dica
tive definitions , which a111011nts to a restridio11 of plato
nism to the nat11ral numbers. This W,h tlH' rn1tl'o111<· of tlw 
general views of Poincarc'> and Hussell. R11s,1·ll\ origi11al 
tht>ory, the ramified th<'ory of t~ pes, which formt'd tlw 
basis of Principia Mathematica, was directed to tlie t•limi
nation of impredicati,·e definitions, which he held to i11-
\'!lh-e a "vicious circle" and to he responsible for tlie para
doxes. The effect was, howe,·er, nullified h~· l,i, axio111 of 
reducibilit~·-

A greatly simplified W"rsio11 of the r,11nified theor~ i, as 
follows: One has variables, each of which is a,signed a 

natural number as its level, a11d the predicates of identit, 
and memlwrship. The logic is the usual quantification the
ory, except that in the rules for quantifiers allowance must 
be made for le,,els. Since the le·:els can l>e c1m1ulati\'e, \\·e 

could have for the universal quantifiers the following: 

(:2 0) (xi)Fxi ::J Fy1 if J ~ i: 
(21) From "p ::J Fyi" infer "p ::J (xi)F:1:i'', where for 

"p" on!~· something not containing free "1/" 
can he substituted. 

The axioms are those of ide11tit~, extensional it~·, and the 
following schema of class existence: 

(22) H "F" represents a predicate which does not con
tain free xi+i, any free variables of level >i+ 1, 
or ,ln~' bound variables of level >i, 

One effect of this axiom is that a predicate invoking 
quantification over objects of lc•,·el 11 need not kl\·e an 
extension of le\'el 11. Therefore, the axiom docs not assert 
the existence of any impredicati,·c classes; in fact, it is com
patible with the idea that classes are constructed hy tlie 
construction of predicate-; of which the~· are thP extensions. 

Russell's actual theory combined that of a hierarchy of 
levels, applied in this case to "propositional functions," 
the objects m·er which tl1e ,·arialiles of a higher-order logic 
were to range, with the "no class" them~, the introduction 
of locutions i11\'oh·ing classes hy contextual definition in 
terms of propositional functions. In order to deri\'e classi
cal mathematics, however, lie wanted to a,·oid di,·iding the 
classes into le,·els. This he did hy postulating the axiom of 
reducibilit~, \\'hich asserts that for e,·er~ propositional 
function there is a function of the lowest possible level 
(compatib le with the nature of its arguments) extcnsionall~· 
equivalent to it. Russell admitted that this axiom was 
equivalent to the existence of classes, and he has nt·w·r 
been satisfied \\·ith it. In effect, it ~·ields even impredica
ti,·ely defined classes ,incl destroys the effrct of the hier
archy of le, els. 

A formalization of mathematics on the basis of tlw 
ramified the<H~· is the mo,t natural formalization if a pla
tonist theory of classes is repudiated !mt classical lo,gic 
admitted. The construction of thC:' natural n11mhers leads to 
the difficult~· that the class quantifier needed to recl11ce 
induction to an explicit definition is no longer a\'ailahle. 
One must either assume the natural numlwrs or han• a 
hierarchy of different concepts of natural numhC:'r. 
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\ ramified tlwor~ ,,·ith th<' natural 11umlwr~ as i11cli,·idu
al, all(I the Pea110 a:-.ioms would lie a natural formalization 
of the mathematics allowed h~ µlatonism with respect to 
th<' natural n11mbers. But there is in principl1· no reason 
not to <'Xte11d the hierarchy of len_•b i11to the transfinite. 
Th<' question of the limits of predicatin· matlwmatics has 
become identical with the q11e"tion of the transfi11ite ordi-
11ab that can lw predicati, el) introduc<'cl. 

\\'t• ha,·e said that quite elenwntar~ proofs in anal~·sis 
alr<'ad~- require impn_•dicatin· definitio11~ ,,·hen nai,·ely 
inkrpreted. :\onethckss, from recent ,,·ork it appears that 
a good de,11 of classical analysi~ i" susceptible of a natural 
pre<licatin_, interpretation, wl1ich, howen_•r, fails for some 
theore11h. Orn· c,111, on this lia"i'-, gi, e a good approxima
tion to classical anah si'-. hut not to the whole of it. That 
part of mathematics which dqwmls es-;entiall~ on still 
more powerful set tlwor~ is completely !mt. It '-Pems that 
it ,,·ould not lie re,1so11ahle to ins;i-;t on this limitation un
less there ,n·re ~onw quite powerful r<'ason for rejecting 
platonism. \\"1, shall discuss sonw pnssibile rea-;ons later. 

Constructivism. \\·e -;hall um,· consider tlw complete 
rejection of platoni-;m, which \\"t' shall call constructi,·
is111. It i-; not a product of the situation created \l\· the 
parado:-.es but rather a spirit ,, hich has heen present in 
practicall) the whole histon of mathematics. The philo
sophical idea~ on which it is ba"ed go back at least to Ari-;
totlt>\ anal~·sis; of the notion of infinit~· I Physics, Bk. 11 I). 
kant's philosophy of mathematics can be interprete<l in a 
constrncti, ist manner, and constructi, is;t ideas ,,.<,n· 
presented in tlw nineteenth centnr) -notalil, by Leopold 
Kronecker, who was an important forernnner of intuition
ism-in oppo-;ition to the tendern_·~· in mathematics toward 
st>t-theorPtic ideas, long before the paradoxes of "et theor) 
,,·en_• discm·ered. 

Our presentation of con-,tructivism rt>lie-; hea,·ih 011 the 
"intuitionisrn" of Brou,,·t>r, prest>nted in man)· publicati<m'
from 1907 on, hut the ideas can also be found to some 
extent in other critics of platonism, including the French 
school of Emile Borel, Poincare, and Henri Lebesgue, 
altho11gh in their work predicativit,· pla,·ed a greater role 
than constructivitv. These \\Titers di<l not arri,·e at a ,er, 
consi~tent position, li11t they contributed matlwmaticall:-, 
important idt>as. Brouwer reached and de,·eloped a co11-
clusion from which they shrank: that a thoroughgoing 
co11strudidsm ,,·1mld require the modification of classical 
an,d, "is and e,·e11 of classical logic. 

Intuitionism. Constructi,·ist mathematics would proct>ed 
as if the last arbiter of mathematical existence and mathe
matical trnth were the pos-,ihilitie:-, of construction. "Pm
sihilities of construction" must refer to the iclealizt>d 
possibility of construction mentioned in the last section. 
Brouwer insiste<l that mathematical constructions are men
tal. The possibilities in question derive from our percep
tion of external objects, which is both mental ,md physiG1l. 
Ilo,,·en_•r, the passage from actualit~· to possibility and the 
,·iew of pos-;ibility as of much wider scope perhaps ha,·e 
their basis in intentions of the mind-first, in the abstrac
tion from concrete qualities and existence; second, in the 
abstraction from the limitations on generating sequences. 
In any case, in constructi,·e mathematics the rules by 
which infinite sequences are generated are not merely a 

tool in our knowledge but part of tlw realit~· that mathe
matics is about. 

\\'h~- thi-, is so can he seen from the problem of asser
tions about the infinite. \\'e have suggested that the gener
ation of a sequence of s~·mbob i-, something of which the 
construction of the naturnl numbers is an idealization. But 
"construction" loses its seml' if we abs;tract further from 
the fact that this is a proce"s in tinw which is never com
pleted. The infinite in con\lructivism must be "potential" 
rather than "actual." Each in<liYidual natural number can 
be constructed, but there is no construction which contains 
,,·ithin itst>lf the whole series of natural numbers. To ,·iew 
the series sub specie aeternitatis as nonethcles:-, deter
mined as a whole is just what we are not permitted to do. 

Perhaps the idea that arithmetic rests on time as a form 
of intuition lies behind Brnuwer's insistence on construc
ti,·it~· interpreted in this ,,·ay. One aspect of sensibility 
from which we do not abstract in passing from concrete 
perception to its form is its finite character. Thus, whateH'r 
one ma~· think of the notion of form of intuition, Hrouwer's 
po"ition i~ liased on a lirnitatio11, in principle, on our 
knowledge: con~tructi,·ism is implit>d by the postulate that 
no mathematical proposition is true unless we can in a 
nonmiraculous wa,· know it to he true. 

Because of its deri,·ation from his own philosophical 
account of mathematical intuition (<liscussed in BROUWER, 
LUITZE:\.' EcBERTlJ~ JA!'\) Brouwer called his position, an<l 
tht> mathematics which he constructed on the basis of it, 
i11tuitio11ism. \\'e shall use this name for a species of con
strncti,·isrn which ansv,.:ers closely to Brouwer's ideas. 

In spite of the "potential" character of the infinite in 
mathematic~, we shall not rt·nounce assertions about all 
natural numlwr-, or e,·en, with some resen·ations, talk of 
infinite classes. A proposition about all natural numbers 
ca11 lw true only if it is det<.>rmi11ed to lil• true by the law 
according to which the sequence of natural numbers is 
generated. This Brouwer took to be equivalent to its pos
sessing a proof Thus, the intensional notions of "law" and 
"proof" Lecome part of the subject matter of mathematics. 

A consideration of existential propositions connects the 
broad philosophical notion of constructivity with the gen
eral 111atlwmatical notion. Hough!,·, a proof in mathematics 
is "aid to he constructi,·e if where,·er it im·olves the men
tion of the existence of something, it provi<les a method of 
"finding" or "constrncting" that object. It is evident that 
the constructi,·ist standpoint implies that a mathematical 
object exists only if it can be constructed; to say that there 
exi-;ts a natural number x such that Fx is to say that sooner 
or later in the generation of the sequence an x will turn up 
such that Fx. If x <lepends on a parameter y, this x must be 
dett>rminable from y on the basis of tlw laws of the con
struction of the numbers and of the constructions involved 
in F. Pro,·ing (3x)Fx means showing how to construct x, so 
Ont> can say that the proof is not cornplett> until x has been 
exhibite<l. I But then "proof" is used in an idealized sense.) 
To prove (y)(3x)Fxy must involve giving a general metho<l 
for finding x on the basis of y. 

This point of ,·iew leads immediately to a criticism of the 
basic notions of logic, particularly negation and the law of 
exclu<led middle. That "(x)Fx" is true if ancl only if it can 
be proved <loes not mean that "(x)Fx" is a statement about 



ce1tain entities called proofs in the way in which, on th e 
usual interpretation, it is a statement ahout the totality of 
natural numbers. According to Brouwer we can assert "p" 
only if we have a proof; the h~'pothesis that (x)Fx is the 
hypothesis that we have a proof, and it is a reasonable 
extrapolation to deny that we can sa~· more about what 
"(x)Fx" asserts than is said in specifying what is a proof of 
it. The explanation of "7(x)Fx" as "(x)Fx cannot be 
proved" does not satisfy this condition. Brouwer s,1id in
stead that a proof of "7 µ" is a construction which obtains 
an absurdity from the suppositi on of a proof of"µ". 

An immediate consequence of this interpretation is that 
the law of excluded middle becomes doubtful. Given a 
proposition "p", there is no particular reason to suppose 
that we shall ever be in possession either of a proof of "p" 
or of a deduction of an absurdity from "µ". Indeed, if tire 
general statement of the law of excluded midd le is taken as 
a mathematical assertion, a proof of it will have to yield a 
general method for the solution of all mathematical ques
tions. Brouwer rejected thi s possibility out of hand. 

It is evident that such a point of view will lead to 
changes in quite basic parts of mathematics. :\lany in
stances of the law of e xcluded middle, where the proposi
tions involved can be shown constructively to be systemat
ically decidable , will be retained. But Brouwer rejected 
even very elementar~· instances in classical analysis. Let 
the sequence r of rational numbers he defined as follows: 
if there is no,;~,:;; 1l such that the mth, (m + 1 )st, (m + :2)d 
terms of the decimal expansion of 7T are each 7, then 
r = l /2n; if th e re is such an m, then r = l/2k, where k is 
the least such m. Then r e<mstrncti;'.eh· defines a real n . 

number r. But a proof of either r=O or r ¥ 0 would tell us 
whether or not there are three Ts in the decimal expansion 
of 'TT. Thus , we cannot assert either r=O or r ¥ 0. 

For a satisfactory constructivist theor~· of analysis, an 
analysis is needed of the notion of an arbitrary set or se
quence of natural numbers. Brouwer's ana l~'sis gi,,es ad
ditional distinctiven ess to intuitionism. Such a sequence is 
thought of as generated by a succession of independent 
determinations or "free choices," which ma~' he restricted 
by some law. Obviously the succession of choices must he 
thought of as never being complete, In the absence of a 
law a statement about a sequence can he true onJ~, if it is 
determined to be tru e b~, some finite initial segment of thl' 
sequence. The consequence of this is that a function 
defined for all sequences of natural numbers \\'hose values 
are integers must be continuous. It also leads to shmper 
counterexamples to the law of excluded middle: it is ah
surd that for all sequences a, either (x)(a(x)=O) or 
7(x)(a(x) =0). W e can also shmpen the result of the preced
ing paragraph and state generally that not ever~· real m11n
ber is equal to or different from 0. 

The intuitionist point of ,,iew thus leads to a tlistincti, ·e 
logic and to a distincti,,e theory of the foundations of anal
ysis. The latter contains another distinctive principle, the 
bar theorem, obtained by ana l~ 'Zing the requirement that if 
a function is defined for all sequences, there must be a 
constructive proof of this fact. It i~ roughly equivalent to 
the proposition that if an ordering is well-founded, 
transfinite induction holds with respect to it. Nonethe less, 
intuitionism is far from having shown itself capab le of the 
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same rich de H•l<ipment as elassical 111atll<'111alit·-.., a11d it i, 
often very e11rn lwrsolll<'. lmporta11t a:- it i:-- i11 ih<'IL 1t 
does not provide a s11ffici<'nt rnoti,,<· for n·1101111<·i111.( plato
nism. 

Finitism. So far 01n account of constrndivi-..111 l1as heC'11 
based en tire ly on Brouwer's intuitioni-.;m, I lmv<•\'<'r, i11t11i
tionism is not the only possible c<mstrncti,·ist d<·\ eloprne1il 
of mathematics. Indeed, it makes s<Hllc q11ite pmn·rf,d 
assu mptions of its own. As we have ~aid, tl1e i11t11itirn1i-..h 
make the noti ons of construction and proof a part of the 
subject matter of mathematics, and the iter,1tion of logical 
connectives, especial!~', renders it pns~ihle to make q11it<
e labornte and abstract statements invoh·ing eonstrndio11 
and proof. Thus, int11itionist mathe11wties seems to rest not 
nwrely upon intuition b11t upon rather elaborate reflection 
on the notion nf int11itive construction, (It also does not ob
viously exclude impredicativit~', since what co11nts as a 
proof of a given proposition can be explained in terms of the 
general notion of proof.) A constructi,,ist might feel that 
intuitionism leads from the Scy,lla of pbtonist realism to 
the Charybdis of specu lative idealism, 

A weaker and more e,·ident constn1cti,,e mathematics 
can he constrncted on the hasis of a distinction lwtween 
effective operation with forms of spatiotemporal ohjl'cts 
and operation with general intensional notions, :--11ch as 
that of proof. \lcthods liased on operntion with forms of 
spatiotemporal objects would approximate to what the 
mathematician might call element,ny comhi1wtorial rneth
ocls o r to the "finitary method" \\'hich Hilbert envisaged 
for proofs of consistency. Formal s~·stern~ of rec11rsi,·e 
number theory, in which generalit>' is expressed b;,' free 
var iables and existence hy the ,1ctual presentation of an 
instance or (if the object depends on parameters) a fum·
tion, will accord with this conception if the f11nctions ad
mitted are sufficiently elemcntar~'-for example, primiti,·e 
recursi,·e functions. In such formalisms an,· formula will 
express a general statement each instance of which can lie 
checked hy computation. For this reason classical logic can 
be used. :\loreo,,er, the concept of free choice sequence 
can be admitted so that some analysis c,m he constructed. 

The precise limits of this conception are perhaps not 
clear, although it is evident that some constructive arg11-
ments are excluded. The conception does not allow full 
use of quantifiers h11t prohahh, does allow a limited use of 
them. 

The Hilbert program. Hone accepts the idea that from a 
philosophic,11 point of view constructivist conceptions are 
more satisfoctory th,m platonist conceptions-more evident 
or more intelligible-one is not necessariJ~, constrained to 
alianclon classical mathematics. The way is still open to 
investigating classical mathematics from a constructive 
point of de\\', and it may then prove to ha,·e an indirect 
constructive sense and justification. 

Such an investigation wa, the objecti,'e of the famo11s 
program of II ilbert, which was the third main animating 
force-with logicism and intuitionism-in foundational 
research in the period before World War IL The possibility 
arises first from the fact that classical mathematics can be 
formalized (though not completely; \\'l' shall considl'r this 
fact and its implications later). Once it has heen formal
ized, one can in principle drop consideration of the in-
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tt·ncled meaning of the classic,d \l;Itt>ments ,md simpl, 
consider the c.·0111hi11ations of the "' ml>0ls and formulae 
tl1e1I1seln·\. Tli11\, if tht· proof of a c<'rtain theorem ha\ 
been formalil'.<'d in as, \tem S ha, Zt'rnwlo- Fraenkel set 
theor~·), it i\ rl'presented as a configuration of s, rnl)()ls 
constrncted according to certain rule\. \\'lwther a con
figuration is a proof can lie clwckt·d i11 a n·r,· elementar~ 
wa~. 

Tlw concepts b~ \\'hich a formal s, stl'lll i, descrilwd 
belong, in effl'ct, to finiti\t m,1thernatics. For example, the 
consi\tenc, of the ~,·\tern is the proposition that no 
configuration \\'hich is a proof \\'ill ha\'e a last line of a 
certain form-for <'.\arnple, .:/ & , . .I. :\onetheless, although 
in the mathematical study we abstract from the intendt·d 
interpretation, this interprdation certain!~· guides the 
choice of the que\tio11s in which we ,1n· inter<·\tt'cl. 

IIilbert songht to t'\tal>lish cla\sic,il platonist mathemat
in on a firm fo11ndation Ii~· formalizi11g it and pro,·ing the 
con-.i\tency of the res11lting formali\lll I>\ finitist means. 
The intere\t of the question of consi\te11c.·, depends on the 
fact that the formulat· of the s, \tem represt'nt a -;~·,tern of 
statements; that is, l'\'('n if the meanings of the platoni-.t 
conceptions are highh indeterminak, staternenh in teml\ 
of them are introduced according to an an,do_g~· \\"ith "rt'al" 
li.e., finitist) stat(·111ents which is intended to preser\'(_' at 
least the notion\ of trnth and falsit, and the law-; of logic. 

In fact, llillwrt lwd a further moti\'(" for hi, interest in 
consi,tenc,: the fact that platonist matlwmatic, is an ex
tension of an t•\trapolation from fi11iti-.t 111,1thematics. Cer
tain elementar\' combinatorial noti011, are al-.o emhodi<'cl 
in the formalism; formulae irn·ol\'ing tlw1n express "real 
statements." I lillwrt thought of the otlwr forn111L1e .1\ t•x
pressing "ideal stat<>mt·nts"-a1ialogo11\ to the ideal t·k
ments of projectin· geometr~·-i11trod11ced to gi,·e great<'r 
simplicit, and integration to the tlwor,·. \\'ithin the s~ -,tt,m 
the~· ha,·e ded11cti\'(_' relations to tlw real statement--. It 
would he highh undesirable that a formula of the sntt•m 
should be seen Ii,· (•lementan computat1011 to lw falsl· and 
,·et be prm·,il>i<'. One might hope to pron· I)\ metamathe-
111atical means tlwt this would not h,1ppe11. In tlw ce11tr,il 
cases a proof of consistenc~· is sufficic11t to -.l1m,· that it 
\\'011ld not. Tims, suppo\e \\'e extend a q11antilicr-free 
recursi\'(_· 1111mber theor\' b,· adding quantifier\ and per
h,1ps also second-order quantifier\. A proof of the consi,t
enc~· of the res11lti11g \\'Stem will \Jim,· that no foist• 1111-
rnerical forrn11la htatin_g a rectir\i,·e relatio11 of particular 
integers) \\'ill he provable. ln fact, it will ,·i<'ld a constrnc
tin> proof of am· formula of the original sntem pro\'able in 
the extension, in this sense showing the use of "ideal" ele
ments to he elin1inable. Since llillwrt it has been pointed 

out (chiefh· by Ceorg Kreisel) that man\' further resulh 
relevant to the understandin_g nf nonco11structive mathe
matics from a constn1ctivist point of ,·iew can be nbtai1wd 
from con\istenc,· proofs. 

Hilbert hoped to settle the question of foundations once 
and for all, \\'hich for him meant estalilishi11g the platoni,t 
methods of St't theory on a firm basis. His hope was founded 
on two expectations: that all of mathematics (at least all 
of analysis) could lw codified in a single formal system and 
that the consistenc,· of this system could be proved h~· 
methods so elementar~· that no one could question them. 

I le \\'as disappointed of both these expectations as a result 
of Codel's incompletenes, theorems I JD.11). \\'ork on the 
program ha\ nonetheless conti11ued, with the limitations 
that one has to work with formalisnJ<; which embod~ only 
part of the mathematics in question and tl1,1t the proofs 
must rely on more abstract, hut still constructi\'e, notions; 
and the work in finitist proof tlwor~· has achie\'ed ,·,iluahle 
re-;ulh, some of which \\'ill be discussed later. 

.MATHEMATICAL LOGIC 

Our remaining considerations on the subjects of the two 
preceding sections fit best into an independent discussion 
of mathematical logic as a factor in the stud~· of the foun
dations of mathematic\. Before \\'orld \Var II an important 
part of the work in logic was directed toward establishing, 
in the sen·ice of some general position such as logicism or 
i11tuitionism, a more or less final solution to the problems 
of foundations. Certain particular results, and prohabl,· 
also a more diffme e,·ol11tion of the climate of ideas, have 
disco11raged this aim. Today nearly all work in m,1them,1ti
cal logic, t'\'en when moti\'ated b~· philosophical ideas, is 
nonideolo_gical, and e\'er:,one acknowledges that the 
res11lts of this work are independent of the most general 
philosophical positions. 

Starting from the axiomatic method in a more general 
sense, mathematical logic has become the general stud~· of 
the logical structure of ,niomatic theorie\. The topics se
lected from the great ,·,niet\· of technical de,·elopments for 
di\Clls\ion here are Coclel's incompleteness theorems, 
recursi,·e f11nctio11 tht·on·, de,·elopments related to Hil
lwrt\ program, foundations of pure logic, and axiomatic set 
tlwon, 

Godel's incompleteness theorems. HesearC'h in mathe
matical logic took q11itt· new directions as a result of the 
di-.cm'en· b~ Kurt C<>dcl, in 1930, of his incompieteness 
tlworcms (see CbDEL's TBEORE.\1). According to the first 
theorem (as stwngthened hy J. B. Rosser in lU.16) any 
formalism S which is \tdficiently powerful to express cer
tai11 basic parts of elementar~ nurnber theory is incomplete 
in the following semc: a formula sl of Scan be found such 
that if Sis conshtent, then 11eithcr sf nor,..# is prm·able in 
S. The conditions are satisfied IJ~, very weak systems, such 
as the first-order theory Q whose axioms are the Peano 
a.xioms for the s11c.Tess<H function and the recursio11 equa
tions for addition and nrnltiplication, (This s>·stem is for
malized in fir\t-order logic with equalit>·, having successor, 
addition, and multiplication as primitiH' function s~·mbols. 
The axiom\ are \'ersio11s of our axioms I -4, recursion 
eq11ations for addition and multiplicatio11, and an axiom 
which sa~'s that e,·ery number not equal to O is the succe\
-;or of something.) The,· are satisfied b>· extensirms of sys
tems which satisf~· them and therefon· hy the full elemen
tarv number theor\' Z (the first-order version of the 
D~dekind-Peano ,;.xiomatization, obtained from Q by 
adding induction: i11 plaC'e of the second-order axiom .5 one 
adds all results of substituting a prediC'ate of the formali<;m 
for "F" in 7), by anal,·sis, and hy axiomatic set theories in 
which number theory can he comtructecL They are also 
satisfied by formalizations of intuitionist theories. Evi
dently adding further axioms offers no escape from this 



incompleteness, since the new theories ,,·ill also satisfy the 
conditions of the theorem. 

One of the conditions necessar~ for sornt' general state
ments of the theorem is that which \\'e mention<'d earlier, 
that proofs can lw checked rnechanicall~·. This must he 
interpreted more precisely in tern1s of one of the concepts 
of recursive function, discussed he low. 

The technique of C6dcl's proof is of great interest and 
has since found wide application. It consists of a mapping of 
the syntax of the theor~· into the theon· itself, through 
assigning numbers to the s~·mbols and formulae of the 
system. An~· syntactical relation \\'ill then he equivalent to 
some relation of natural numbers. For the crucial relation 
""y· is a proof in S of the formula sl" the corresponding 
relation P(x,a) can be expressed in the theory, and certain 
things about it can be proved in S. Then the undecidable 
formula s/ is a formula which has a number k such that 
what si' sa~·s (ahout numhers) is equi,·alent to the unprova
bilit~• of the formula number k, i.e., . . ✓. ( 1) Then if only true 
formulae are pro\'able, .0/ is unprO\ able. But then sl is true. 
Therefore, (2) by the same assumption -u/ is also unprov
able. This appeal to the notion of truth was replaced in 
Codel's detailed argument h~· the condition that S he con
sistent for ( 1) and w-consistent for (2). B~· changing the 
formula Hosser sho\\'ed that the assumption of w-consist
ency could also he replaced by that of consistency. 

The proof that if S is consistent, then sl is unprovable is 
finitist. If S and the mapping of its s~·ntax into S satisf~· 
some further conditions, the argument can he formalized 
in S. This yields the second theorem of Ciidel. lf S is con
sistent, then the formula which, under the abo\'e mapping, 
corresponds to the consistenc~· of S is unprm·ahle in S. 

The first theorem implies not onl~· that mathematics as a 
whole cannot be codified in a single formal s~·stcm hut also 
that the part of mathematics which can he expressed in a 
specific formal notation cannot he so codified. This fact 
undermines most attempts at a final solution to the prob
lem of foundations b~· means of mathematical logic. The 
second theorem \\'as a blo\\' to the Hilbert program in 
particular. The methods whid1 tl1e Hilbert school e11\'is
aged as finitar~· could apparently he codified in first-order 
number theor~· Z; inde<'d, that they can lw so codified 
seems fair!~· certain, even though the notion of finitar~· 
methods is not completely precise. Therefore, not e,·en the 
consistency of Z is provable Ii~· finitar~ mea11s. \loreover, 
the consi.~tenc~· of strnngl"r and stronger systems requires 
stronger and stronger methods of proof. 

There has heen much discussion of the broader philo
sophical implications of Ciidel's theorem. \\'e shall not 
enter into the discussion of such que~tions as whether the 
theorem shows the falsit~ of an~· mechanistic theor~· of 
mind. It should be remarked that there are a number of 
connections between the surpassing of an~ given formal 
system b)· possible means of proof and the inexhaustibility 
phenomena in the realm of mathematical existence. Giidel's 
argument can be viewed as a diagonal argument paral
lel to that b~· ,vhich Cantor pw,·ed that no countable 
set of sets of natural numbers can exhaust all such sets. 
Peano's axioms are categorical if the range of the 
quantifiers in the induction axiom (.5) includes all classes 
of natural numbers, but in the context of a formal s~·stem 
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one t·an use only the fact that indudio11 hold, for cL1-.\1", 
d<>finahl1· ill tlw system, of which tlinl' an- 011ly crn111tahl~ 
many. In set theory the addition of a:-.ioms a,..,l'rti11g tll(' 
existence of very large classes call 111ak1· decidable pre
vious!~· 1111decidable arithmetical formulae. 

Recursive function theory. A n11mber of prohl1·n1s i11 
mathematical logic require a mathematically exact formu
lation of the notion of meclwnical or effective procednre. 
For most purposes this need is met by a concept of which 
there are various equi,·alent for111ulatio11s, arrived at Ii~ 
se\·eral writers. The concept of (general) n_,cursi\'C· 
definition, introduced in 1931 h~· Jacques Herhrand and 
1'.:urt Cildel, was the first. A function of natural n11mhcrs 
which is computable act·ording to this conception (the 
"computation" consists of the deduction of an e,·aluation 
from defining equations Ii~· simple mies) is called a gen
eral recursive, or simply a recursi\'C>, function. Other for
mulations are that of 11.-definahility (Alonzo Church), com
putahilit)· hy Turing machine (A. \1. Turing), algorithms 
(A. A. \larkm·), and different notions of combinatorial 
system (Emil Post and others). 

Thl' concept of recursi,·e definition has proved essential 
in decision problems. Civen a class of mathematical prob
lems defined by some parameter, is there an effecti\'C' 
algorithm for solving each problem in the class~ As an 
example consider the tenth problem of Hilhe1t: gi\'t·n a 
pol>·nomial ,vith integral coefficients, is there a general 
method which tells us whether it has a zero amon_g the in
tegers~ If such a question can lw rcsoh·ed in the affirma
ti,·e, the resolution can general!~· be real'hed on the 
basis of the i11tuiti,·e conception of an algorithm: if one can 
invent the procedure, then it is generall~· clear that the pro
cedure is effective. But to gi\'t· a negati\'t' answer to such a 
question one needs some idea of the possible effective 
procedures. The de,·elopmcnt of recursi,·e function theory 
has made possible a large number of results asserting the 
nonexistence of decision procedures for certain classes of 
problems. This ,,·a~· of 111terpreting the results depends on 
a principle known as Church's thesis, which sa~·s that the 
mathematical conception of an effecti,·el~· computahle 
function in fact co rre.., ponds to the intuiti\'l' idea-i.e., that 
a number-theoretic f1111dion is (intuitin,ly·) effecti,·1·ly 
computable if and onl~· if it is recursive. 

An important tqw of decision prolilern is that L·oncern
ing prO\·ahilit~· in formal systems. Civcn a formal system S, 
is there an algorithm for del'iding whether a gi\'t·n formula 
.<:/ is a theorem of Sr If there is, then S is said to he decid
able. Although quite interesting examples of decidable 
s~·sterns exist, the s~ sterns to which Cock l's first incom
plete1wss theorem ,1pplies are undecidahle. In fact, Ci>del's 
ty·pe of argument can also he used to prove that first -order 
logic is undecidable (ash~· Cl111rch in l!:l.36). 

Another important aspect of recursive function theory is 
the classification of sets and functions according to 
different principles related to recursiveness. One such 
principle, stated in terms of the complexity of possible 
definitions b~· recursi,·e predicates and quantifiers (the 
Kleene - \'lostmvski hierarchy•), not only is of wide ap
plication in logic but is closely related to older topological 
classifications. One can single out the arithmetical sets 
(those sets definable from recursi\'t' predicates by· 
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q11antifil'ation mer natural 11umhers alone), the h> perarith
nwtical sch (a certain transfinite e,tension of the 
anthnwtil'al hicrarc·h> -in effect, those sets definable in 
ralllifi<·d anal> si, ,,·itli It·\ t•ls running through the recursin_• 
ordinals), and tlw anah tic sets (those sets definable from 
rc·cur,i, c JH< 0 clicaks Ii:-, quantification m·er numlwrs and 
h1ndion,, or ,c·h, of natural nundiersl. The recursi,·e orcli-
11.tl,, singled m1t ll\ Church and KleC'ne, can most readilr 
IH' d1araclt'rizcd as the order t>-pc·s of n__•c1nsi,·e \\'ell
orclt-ri11gs of the nat1iral numhers. 

ThC' tht·or, of n·cur,iH0 functions is e, identl:-, ,·aluable 
for <'-'Plicatiug diffe'rent notiom of con,tructi,·it:-, a11d for 
t·ontparing classical and constrncti,·e mathematics. A 
comtn1cti, <' proof of a ,tatement of the for;n "(x)(3y)Fxy" 
sl101dd :-, i<'ld a11 effrcti\'C_' method of ohtaining y from x. For 
<'-'.tlllple, i..:let·ne and his collaborators hm t' shm,·11 that an:-,· 
,tatement prm·able in formalized intuitionist numher 
th con and anal:-, si, has a propert,· called "realizabilit:-,," 
wl1icl1 amrn111h ro11ghl:-, to interprding "(x)(3y)Fxy" as 
a"'vrting tlw e,i-;tt•n(·e of a rec11rsi, e function gi\'ing y in 
It-nm of x . . -\!though it i, also int11itionisticall:-,- meaningful, 
tilt' constrndion 12:ives a classical interpretation of the 
int11itioni,t fmmalisnh. It also allo\\'s a sharpening and 
t·\lt-11sio11 of Br011wer's counlcr<'xample technique. Certain 
cLt,si<'all:-, JHm·ahl<' form11las can lw sho\\'n not to he re,tl
izabl<· and tll('rdme not to he prm·,tlile in the intuitionist 
formalisms KltTnt· consi<l(•r,. 

A prohklll arises \\'ith regard to the relation between the 
crn1cept of n·c1irsiv(• f1111ction a11d the fundame11tal con
cepts concerning con,trncti,·it:-,·-for instance, the concept 
of intuitionis111. One cannot interpret Church's thesi, as 
e:-.plicitl:-, defining "effecti\'el:-, computable' function" and 
therefore a, gi, ing the meaning of the intuitionist 
q11antihers. For Ii:-,· definition a function i, general re
cursi\'C· if there is a set of t·quations from \\'hich for each 
possihle argument one can co111put<· the ,·,due of the func
tion for that arg11111ent, a statement of the form "(x)(3y)Fxy". 

If this is interpreted constructi\'eh·, the proposed defi
nition i-, circular. Tlw relation bet\\'een "function con
structi,·el:-, JHo,·ed to lw t'\'er:-, \\'here defi1wcl" and "general 
recursi\'e function" is still not clear. One can ask whether 
e,·er:-, intuitionisticall} e,·er:-,·where-defined nlllnher
tlicoretic function is general recursi,·e or whether e,·ery 
(classic,dl:-,·) general recursi\'e hmction can he pro,·ecl 
construdi\'C·ly to lw ,uch. '.\either question has yet been 
r<'solvecl. 

Development of the Hilbert program. For the stuch· of 
c011structivit:-,· it is also important to stud>' more restricted 
t:-,·pes of recursin· definition \\'hich can lw seen by definite 
forms of argument to define functions. This is particular!:-,· 
important for tlw e\tenclcd Ililhert program. 

( :ode l's seco11cl i11completeness theorem meant that the 
t·m1siste11c:-, e\'en of elementary number theorr Z could not 
be 1nm·ed h:-,- the methods ern·isagecl b:-,· llilbert. A numher 
of consistency res1ilts of the sort envisaged b:-,, I I ilbert have 
,i11ce been obtained h~ stronger constructive methods. 
(;()(lei and Centzen prm·ed independentl:-,· (and finitisti
calh) that if intuitionistic first-order arithmetic is consist
ent, tlwn so is classical first-order arithmetic. The proofs 
\\'ere based on a quite simple method of translating classi
cal theories into intuitionist theories which is of wide 
application-for example, to pure logic. One renders an 

atomic formula P hy 77P (in c·lementary number theory, 
equivalent to P itself). If L,1, ::!lJ are translated into d 0

, J1)0
, 

respectivelr, then s1 V f!1J is translated by 77(..#0 v f!1)0
), 

(:lx)d hy 77(3xl.<.1°, sl => .JJ by 7(#0 & 7::!lJ°), d & q; hy 
.:,/

0 & ::/J°, 7Lcy' by 7SY
0

, and (x)d hy (x).½"'0 • Evidently the 
translation not only pro\'("S relative consistency but also 
gi\'C·s each provable formula an intuitionist meaning ac
cording to \\'hich it is intuitionistically true. If d is a 
quantifier-free formula of number theory, or if it is com
posed with conjunction, negation, and universal quantifica
tion only, then if it is provable in Z, it is intuitionistically 
provable. This translation can easily be extended to 
ramified analysis. Since intuitionistically the consistency 
of tlw intuitionist systems follows from their soundness 
under the intended interpretation, the consistency of the 
classical s:-,·stems has heen intuitionistically pro\'ed. 

A sharper result was obtained in 1936 by Gerhard Cent
zen. ;\e,,, proofs, with \'arious advantages and refinements, 
ha\'e since heen found by several workers. Gentzen 
proved the consistency of Z b:-,- adding to fi11itist arithmetic 
the assumption that a certain recursive ordering of natural 
numbers, of order type E0 (the least ordinal greater than 
w, ww, www, • · ·),is a \\'ell-ordering. This assumption could 
be proved in intuitionist ramified analysis using set varia
bles only of le,·el 1 but could not in elementary number 
theor:-,·. 

Gentzen 's result has made it possible to extract further 
information about the power of elementary number theory. 
Kreisel ol}tained information about the relation betwee11 
elementary number theory and certain quantifier-free 
arithmetics and also obtained a characterization of the 
functions which can be proved in Z to he general recursive. 

A corresponding result for ramified analysis for finite 
levels was obtained by Lorenzen 111 19.51 and sharpened 
hy h.mt Schutte. It was extended by Schutte to transfinite 
levels. 

On the basis of these results we can say that constructive 
consistency proofs are available for all of predicative math
Pmatics. In well-defined senses they are the best possible 
results (for inst,rnce, the above-mentioned ordinal E0 can
not be replaced by a smal k·r one). Nonetheless, efforts to 
gi\'e sucl1 a proof for impredicati\'e classical analysis, not to 
,peak of axiomatic set theor:-,', have proved fruitless. 

Results of quite recent research have shed considerable 
light on this situation. C:lifforcl Spector ( 1962) proved the 
consisten(_'y of classical analysis relative to a quantifier-free 
theory (( ;ode I, 19.58) of primitive recursive functionals of 
arbitrary finite types, enriched by a new schema for de
fining functionals by "bar recursion." This amounted to 
generalizing Brouwer's bar theorem to arbitrary finite 
types. Such generalized bar recursion has not found a con
structive justification, but the method has led to consist
ency proofs b:-,, the original bar theorem for subsystems of 
anaJ:-,,sis which are, according to a reasonable criterion, 
impredicative. 

Kreisel (196.3) has shown that intuitionist analysis, with 
the bar theorem and a strong schema of "generalized in
ductive definitions" included, does not suffice to prove the 
consistency of classical anal:-,1sis. Such a proof requires an 
essential extension of constructive methods beyond the 
established intuitionist ones. 

Solomon Feferman and Schutte have given an ana lysis of 



the notion of predicativity according to which established 
intuitionist methods go ht'yond predicative ones. Accord
ing to their conception, inductive definitions such as that 
of the class O of numbers representing the recursive ordi
nals are impredicati\·e. 

What has been the fate of the Hilbert program? Put most 
broadly, its objective was to secure the foundations of 
platonist mathematics by a constructive analy·sis of clas
sical formal systems. The incompleteness phenomena have 
made it impossible, in dealing with stronger and stronger 
systems, to avoid the introduction of more and more 
abstract conceptions into the metamathematics. However 
interesting the information obtained about the relation be
tween these conceptions and the platonist ones, it is not 
evident that these conceptions are in all respects more se
cure. Moreover, in the present state of research it is not 
certain that strong enough constructive methods can be 
found even to prove the consistency of classical analysis. 

This state of affairs is unfavorable to those methodolog
ical views seeking to re!->trict mathematics to the methods 
which have the greatest intuitive clarity. It is evident that 
such methods will not suffict' to resolve certain mathemat
ical questions \vhose content is extremely simple, namely 
those concerning the truth of certain statements of tlw form 
"(x)Fx", where "F" stands for a primitive recursi\·e predi
cate of natural numbers. Proponents of the views in ques
tion seem forced to admit that e,·en such questions can he 
objectively undetermined. 

Foundations of logic. An important result concerning 
pure logic obtained in finitist metamathematics is a the
orem, or cluster of related theorems-including Her
brand's theorem (H.l31) and Gentzen's theorem (1934)-to 
the effect that the proof of a formula of first-order logic can 
be put into a normal form. In such a normal-form proof the 
logical complexity· of the formulae occuning in the proof is 
in certain ways limited in relation to the com pl exit~· of the 
conclusion; for instance, no formula can contain more 
nested quantifiers than the conclusion. The proof i~, as it 
were, without detours, and modus poue11s is eliminated. As 
a consequence, a quantifier-free formula deduced from 
quantifier-free axioms can be proved by propositional logic 
and substitution, which implies all the consistency results 
proved by the Hilbert school before the discovery of 
Giidel's theorem. Gentzen\ theorem also applies to intui
tionist logic and to other logics, such as modal logics. 

These theorems, \Vhich are the fundamental theorems of 
the proof theory of quantification theory, are closely relat
ed to the fundamental theorem of its semantics, Godel's 
completeness theorem. Every formula not formall:-,, refu
table has a model-in fact, a model in \vhich the quantifiers 
range over natural numbers ; ·i.e., there are denumerably 
many individuals. This can be strengthened to the follow
ing: If S is any set (fin.ite or infinite) of formulae of fir!->t
order logic, it has a denumerable model unless some finite 
subset of S is inconsistent-that is, unless the conjunction 
of the subset's members is formally refutable (S kolem
L6wenheim theorem). 

This theorem has some quite startling consequences: in 
particular, it applies if S is the set of theorems of some 
system of set theory. Then if the system is consistent, S has 
a denumerable model even though S may contain a the
orem which asserts•the existence of nondenumerable sets. 
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That is not a contradiction: if 11 rt_•prl'~<'nt-. a 1uindt·111111wr
ahle set in thl' model, there will indt·t·d he 011I:-, t·o1111tahl~ 
many m's such that III En is true ill the model, h11t tlw 
assertion "n is nondt·nunwrahle" will ht: true ill tlw rnmlel 
because the model will not contain an ohj<·ct repn_'!->l'llti11g 
the function which e1111merates the ohjt·cb 111 for whid1 
m En is true in the model. The model is denumeralik 011I~ 
from "outside." 

This is an example of a model which is nonstandard in 
that it differs in some essential way from the intended one. 
The Skol em - Liiwenheim theorem also implies the e.,ist
ence of nonstandard models for sy~tems of number theor~. 
In fact, there is a nonstandard model even for the set S of 
all true formulae of elementary arithmetic. The number 
sequence cannot be characterized up to isomorphism h:-,· 
any countable set of first-order formulae. 

The existence of denumerable models of set theory 
illustrates hovv essential the platonist conception of set, 
particularly of the set of subsets of a given set, is to set 
theory. If there is no more to the platonist conception than 
is specified in any particular formal system, then apparently· 
the cardinal number of a set cannot be objectively cleter
rni11ed. Indel'd, the cardinal number of a set depends 011 
what mappings there are and therefore on what sets there 
are. 

The acceptance of this relativit:-,· has ht'en mged hy 
many, including Skolem. A folly formalist conception 
would give rise even to the relativity of the natural rn1m
bers themseh-es. 

The completeness theorem and the construction of non
standard models are fundamental tools in a now rapidly 
developing branch of logic called model theor~·. This 
subject can be viewed as a de\'t_' lopment of logical seman
tics, but what is perhaps distinctive about the point of view 
underlying recent work is that it regards a model of a for
mal theory as a ty·pe of algebraic structure and, in general, 
that it integrates the semantic study of formal svstems with 
abstract algebra. '.\1odel theory takes mathematical logic a 
long way from the philosophical issues with which we 
have been mainly concerned, in particular h~ taking for 
granted a strong form of platonism. The leaders of this de
\·elopment have, in fad, emphasized the application of 
metamathematical methods to problems in ordinary 
mathematics. 

There are other im·estigations concerning the founda
tions of pure logic. For example, we ha\·e mentioned that 
there can lw no decision procedure for quantification 
theory. Nonetheless, there is interest in tlw question of 
what subclasses of formulae are decidable. As a striking 
result in this direction we might mention the proof of 
A. S. Kahr, E. F. '.\toore, and Hao Wang (1D62) that the exist
ence of models of formulae of the form "(x)(:ly)(z)M(x,y,z)" 
(or, eq11ivalently, the provability of formulae of the form 
"(3x)(y)(3z)M(x,y,z)" \\'here "M(x,y,z)" is an arbitrary quan
fier-free formula, is undecidable. The de\ elopment of 
appropriate concepts of model and completeness proofs 
for modal logics and intuitionist logic has come to fruition 
in recent years. In the case of the completeness of intui
tionist logic, the situation is unclear. E. \V. Beth (19.56) has 
given a construction of models in terms of which he proves 
classically the completeness of intuitionist 4uantification 
theory. On the other hand, Kreisel has shown that the 
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t·o111plt>tc1w:-.s of int11itionist lo.l!;ic cannot he pro,·ed Ii:-· 
llll'tlwd.., a,·ailahlc in pr<':-.ent i11t11itionist formal :-.,·sterns 
a11d, indet•<L that it is incompatihle with the :-.11pposition 
that all con,tructin• function, of natural rn1mhers are 
H'l'IIrSi\'(', 

Axiomatic set theory. \\'e :-.hall not 1111dertakc here to 
s11n l''.' th<' diffcre11t axiomatic :-.:- :-.terns of "et tlwor>·· \\'e 
,l1alL ho\\'('\'l'I', mention slime de, dopm<'11ts in the meta-
111atlw111atics of :-.d theory, de,·elopme11ts c01H't'rning the 
axiom of choice and Cautor\ continu11111 problem (see 
CO'.'\Tl'.\'l'l':\I !'ROBLE:\!). 

The a.-.iolll of choice a:-.serts (in one formulation) that for 
c, er:- "et:\ of 11<J1wmpt:- sets no two of which ha,·e a co111-
111011 eh,nw11t, then· exi:-.ts a set B which contains exact!:-· 
011<· l'ie1nl'l1t from t·ach of the sets in A. Thi:-. axiom became 
prominent whe11 Zcrmelo med it in 190..t to pro\'e that 
e,·t·r:- :-.et can be \\'ell-ordered. Although it \\a:-. llluch dis
puted, it came to he applied more and more, so that entire 
tlwories of rnodt•rn abstract mathematics depend es:-.e11-
tiall> on it. :\at11rall:- the que:-.tion arn"l' \\'hdher it wa:-. 
1nm·ahlc or rdutalilc from the otlwr axioms of ,·arions s\'s
tl'ms of set theor> A. A. Fraenkt·l I 19:22) :-.ho\\'ed that it 
could 11ot he pro\'l·d from Zennelo\ axioms, pro\'ided that 
tlH· axion1s allowPd indi, idual:-.-that is, objects which an· 
11ot :-.ets-i11 the r;u1ge of tl:e quantifil'rs. 

Tl1e cm1tinuun1 problem appears to he an elementar>· 
prohlern i11 the arithmetic of cardinal 11111nlier:-.: i, ther<· a 

cmli11al between X
0

, the cardinal of tlw integer:--, and 
2~11, that of the conti11u11111; stated otlwrwi:-.e, does the 
co11ti1111un1 contain subset:-- of cardinal 1111111lwr different 
fr0111 that of the l'(>ntintlllm and that of the int<·gers!' If 
the answer is ncgati\'l', then 2~o = X

1
, the fir:-.t cardin,d 

larger than X
0

, and the cardinal of the first nonco11ntalile 
well-ordering. Cantor's l'Onjedm(' that :2~11 = X

1 
is called 

the conti111111111 hq)Otlll'sis. 
( ;m)el, in I9:31-i, pro\'ed that the axiom of cl1oice and a 

ge1wralization of the continuum h:- potlwsis are consistent 
with the other axioms. Tlw arg1:11H·11t applit>s to a numher 
of different systcllls, incl11ding th(' Z('rmelo- Fraenkel 
:-.:-·:-.te111 (ZF). What is pro,·ed (finitistically) is that if, say, ZF 
i:-. con:-.i:-.tl'nt, it i:-. likewise consistent \\'ith a 11cw axiom, 
th(' axiom of constrnctibi lity, which implies tl1<· axiom of 
cl1oice a11d the generalized continuum h> potlw,is. For the 
con:--trnctililc sets, which are the sets olitai1H'd liy exte11d
ing the ra111ified hierarchy of types through all tlw ordinals, 
can lie pro\'ed in the s:-·:-.t('lll to :-.atisf\ all the axiom" pl11s 
the axi0111 of comtrudiliility, which says that e\'ery :-,('t i:-. 
l'onstrnctililc. 1 n terms of models, any model of ZF con
tains a subclass that is a model in which all :--ds are con
strnctible. The comtructilile sets art· of intere-.t on their 
own account; Cmiel has r<'marked that the idea lwhiml 
thcn1 is to reduce all impredicati,·ities to one special kind, 
the exi:-.tc11LT of large ordinals. Howe\'er, he does not con
sidt·r tlw axiom of constructibility plausible. 

Thus, it has been known for so111e time that the axiom of 
choice and the continuum h:--pothesis art-' not refutable 
from the other axioms. Recently, Paul J. Cohen proved that 
they arc not pro\'ahle either. That is, if, say, ZF is consist
ent, it remains :-.o Ii) adding the negation of the axiom of 
choice or b>· adding the axiom of choice and the negation 
of the continuum hq)othcsis. Starting from Codel's ideas, 
Cohen developed a quite new method for constructing 

models, \\'hich has led \'l'ry quickl) to a large numlwr of 
further independence results. 

The :-.it11ation with respect to the a.\iom of choice and the 
continuum problem raises anew the question of how 
definite our idea of a set i-;, whether or not such a question 
as the continuum problem ha:-- an objccti,·ely determinate 
auswer. .\lost mathematicians today find the axiom of 
choice :-.ufficicntl:-· e\ ident. But the continuum hypothe
sis-perhaps because of its more special character and 
because of the fact that the analogy of the infinite to the 
finite on which the conception of the set of all subsets of a 
gi\'en set is based does not suggest a justification of it-is 
left much more uncertain by considerations of intuitive e\'i
dence or plausibility. The role of the Skol em - Liiwenheim 
tl1eorem in Giidel's and Cohen's constrnctions might en
courage the idea that the continuum hq)othesis is in 
fact undetermined. Ci)del himself believes that it is false 
and hopes that an a.\iom will be found which is as evident 
as the axiom of choice and which suffices to refute the con
ti1111um h:--pothesis. At present no one seems to have a 

good idea of what such an axiom would be like. It would 
l1a,·e to he of a different character from the usual strong 
axioms of infinity, to which the method of Ciidcl's con
sistency proof applies. 

The question of the continuum hypothesis is thus ver>· 
close to the general epistemological question concerning 
platoni:-.m. If the general conceptions of set and function 
aw gi\'l·n in some direct way to the mind, if, to echo Des
cartes, tlw idea of the infinite is in one's mind before tl1at 
of the finite, there is no H'ason to expect a co111parativcly 
"imple question like the contin1111m problem to be 1man
S\\'erabl<·. If, on the other hand, the platoni:-.t conceptions 
arc <le,·(•loped Ii)· analogi('S from the area where we have 
intuiti\'c ('\'idencc, if they are "ideas of rl'aso11" which, 
without having a11 intuition corr('S[)o11ding to them, are 
developed to gi,·e a "higlwr unity" which our knowledge 
cannot obtain otherwise, then it would not be particularly 
surprising if the nature of sets were left indeterminate in 
some i111portant respect and, indeed, could he further de
tenni,wd in different, incompatible ways. 
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CHARLES PARSONS 

MATHER, COTTON (IG6:3-17:28), scholar, clergyman, 
and author, was the oldest son of I 11crease t\lather, one of 
the leading figures in the Puritan theocracy in t\lassaclm
setts. The younger t\lather was so precocious that he en
tered Harvard College at the age of 12 and graduated at l.S. 
Because he stammered, he felt unqualified to preach and 
therefore began to study medicine. After a few years, how
ever, he overcame hi!> speech handicap and became the 
assistant to his father at the Second Church, Boston. Or
dained in 168,5, he remained in the service of the Second 
Church for the rest of his life. 

t\lather was disappointed in many of the major quests of 
his life. Partly because he associated himself politically 
with the unpopular royal governor, Sir \\'illiam Phips, 
partly because of the diminished prestige of the Puritan 
clergy, and partly because of his own often unpleasant 
personal qualities he lost the power to wield significant 
influence in public affairs. When he greatly desired to 
succeed his father, who retired in 1701 as president of Har
varcl College, he was not selected. Convinced that Harvard 
no longer represented the true Calvinist faith, he threw 
himself energetically into the foundation of Yale College, 
but its presidency was not offered to him until 1721, when 
he declined the position because of his age. 

:\lather's intellectual attitudes during his earlier years 
were extremely narrow, fur he moved within the confines 
of a strict Puritan world view; later, however, he became 
more tolerant of the differing beliefs of others. Finally, 
especially in his Christian Philosopher (17'2 I), he moved 
close to the natural religion characteristic of the Age of 
Reason. lie interpreted the theological doctrine of di\·ine 
Providence in philosophical terms by asserting that the 
order of the univers e was planned for man's good by an 
all-wise, all-good Cod. l\lan's appreciation of natural 
beauty and his application of reason to observations drawn 
from nature are sufficient to prove the existence and 
beneficence of God. His scientific communications to the 
Royal Society of London led to his election as a fellow in 
1713, one of the first Americans to be so honored. He was 
one of the earliest in the colonies to advocate inoculation 
against smallpox, and he ably defended his position in 
several pamphlets. The chang~ in his mental attitude thus 
epitomizes the alteration in the intellectual life that per
vaded his milieu. 

~owhere is this duality more apparent than in Mather's 
in\'olvement in the witchcraft epidemic in Salem. He 
attempted to make a "scientific" study of the cases, but he 
came to the conclusion that they cou ld be treated by 
prayer and fasting. He warned th e judges in witchcraft 
trials to proceed very cautiously against the suspects and to 
be particularly careful in admitting "spectral evidence," 
yet in his Wonders of the Invisible 'vVorld ( 169:3) he argued 
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that the \'erdicts in the Salem trials \Vere ju~tified. B~- I ,00, 

however, he changed his mind about the fairn<•~-, of the 
trials. In regard to the suspicion of \\'itchcraft, as in other 
respects, l\lather stood uneasily between traditional faith 
and the new scientific outlook. 
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J. L. BLAU 

MATTER. The term "matter" and its cognates ("ma
terial," "materialist," "materialistic," and the like) have 
pla~·ed active parts in philosophical dehatC" thrrn1ghout 
intellectual histor>·· Natural philosophers ha\'e studied 
material ohjects and contrast<,d them with such immaterial 
agenC"ies as e11ergy and fields of fore<•; metaphysicians and 
mathematical philosophers have distinguished the ma
terial or tangible aspects of things from their formal or 
intangible aspects, their ph>'sical properties from their 
geometrical ones. :\.gain, the terms "matter" and "ma
terial" have pla>'ed a humhle part not on]~, in science hut 
also in moral philosophy and even theology. :\fatter has 
thus been placed i11 opposition to life and mind, soul and 
spirit, and a preoccupation with worldly pleasures and 
bodil~- comforts, as opposed to the "higher" pleasures of 
the mind, has been condemned as "materialistic" and 
u11worth} of spiritual beings, In thinking about matter, 
accordingly, the question of how far-if at all-these 
various distinctions can actual]~- he justified and recon
ciled must al\\'a>·s be home in mind. 

This question immediately poses a hi~torical prohlem, 
for men's ideas about matter ha\'e not hcen static. On the 
cont rar>·, they have been subject to continual develo1:
ment, and it i~ high)>, doubtful whether om' can isolatl' a 
single concept of matter shared hy, sa~', Anaximander and 
Aquinas, Democritus and Descartes, Epicurus and Ein
stein. Thus, for instance, a seventeenth-centur~· philo
sophical the~i-; about the reLitions betwel'n mind and 
matter must lw interpreted in relation to sc\·enteenth
centur~· ideas about ph>·sics a11CI cherni~tr>·· Such a thesis 
can he transplanted into the intellect11al en\·ironment of 
the twentieth centur~· onl~ h~- taking into account change~ 
in the fundamental concepts of science during the interven
ing years. \Ve must therefore consider how the concept of 
matter has been progressively refined and modified in the 
course of intellectual histor>'· 

GREEK PHILOSOPHY 

As far as we can judge from the surviving texh and the 
testimony of Aristotle, the idea of a constituent or material 
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i11grcdi<'llt (h~·I<') com111011 to thi11gs of all ki11ds was ,l 

C('lltral co11ct·pt of the Ionian school of philosoph~'. The 
Io11ian philosophers, beginning with Thales of \liletm. 
disagreed al>ont the natun" of this co1nrnon ingredient. 
S0111l' likened it to water, others to air or breath, others to 
firl'; so111<· insi-.;ted that it could have 110 properties a11alo
go11s to those or ,111)" fa1niliar s11hst;111<..·e l)l1t nmst Ill' entire
ly lllidilrere11ti,1t<-d m 1111limikd. Yet they agwecl, ,it an~· 
rat<·, in their st,1tement of ti((' h,1sic philosophical problem: 
"\Vhat universal, pennanent suhst.u1n· underlies the 
\"aridy and changt' of tlw ph~ sic,d world!""' 

It wo1dd he a 111ist,1ke, howev<'r, to thi11k of tlw Ionians 
as 111att>rialish i11 till' 111odern sens<·. :\s tlil'~ cont"l'in·d it, 
tlw nniv<·rsal material of things \\"as far from lwing hn1te, 
i11org,1nic, passi\"l·, mi11dless stuff intrinsicall~- dl'\"oid of all 
higher propertil's or capal>ilitil's. \\'atl'r, for instancl', was, 
for tl1elll, not a stl'rile, inorg,lllic chemical l)llt ,1 fertilizing 
ll11id, and in their s~·stelll it was qnitl' open to consider,1-
ti011 wlwther tlw h,1sic stnlf of till' world might 11ot he 
prm·ided h~ either spirit (p1w11ma) or lllind (nous). At tl1is 
initial stage in philosophi('al spl'culatio11, indt•t·d. till' 
q1wstio11s preocc11p~ i11g philosoplwrs cut across 111,111~· of 
the disti11dio11s whicl1 Liter gt·11erati011s wt·re to treat as 
ft111<la111e11tal. 

\\'e lirst find thesl' clisti11dio11s being drawn explicit!~ 
,11,d imistcd on b~- tlw Atlw11ia11 philosoplwrs, followi11g 
the e\alllph·s or Plato and .-\ristotlt-. For insbIJ('l' , Plato a11d 
his fellow 111athe111aticia11s ,it the /\cadc111~· <·xpL1i1wd till' 
propertit•s or l,omogc1l<'OUS 111at<·rial snh~bllC('S in ()(](' 
wa~, those of organized, fu11dional s~ stcllls i11 ,motlH'r. 
Likl' tlw Sicilia11 philosoplwr Enqwdodcs, thl'~ classified 
material suhst.11H'C'S i11to four contrastt·d states or ki11ds
solicl (earth), ,wrifon11 (air), liq11id (w,itn ), a11d lier~ 
(fire)-l)llt they addt·d a 11m·<·l 111athcm,1tical tll('or~ to 
,1cc01111t fm tlH' co11trast<-cl propl'rti<·s of thl'Sl' f01n kill(ls of 
suhst.u1L·<·. E,1d1 kind, the~ suppos<'d. had ato1m of a dis
ti11d geo1ndrical sl1ap<·, and the~ 11~ potlH'ticall~ id<·11tificd 
thl'sl' shap<·s \\"itli fo11r oi tlw Ii,·<· n·gular com·<·\ solids
tetrahedron, c11hl', octahedron, ,llld icosalwdrn11-\\"hosc 
mathl'Illatical properties had IH'ell st11clicd IJ\ PL1to's as-.;o
ci,1te Tlll'aetet11s. (The fifth solid, the dodccalwdro11, till'~ 
associated \\"ith the twelve co11st<-llatio11s of the 011!t-r 
l)('a\Tns. ) The char;1dcristic prop<·rties of orga11is111s, rn1 
ti((' other hand, tll('~- explained in functio11al rathl'r tha11 
111atC'rial t<·rins. The forill of an~· hodil~ organ 11111st lw 
acc01111tecl for as )"("fil'cti11g its roll' in the life of the orga11-
isrn; this form sl1011ld IH' thought of as cre;1t<-d specific.di~ 
to pcrforn1 a particular functi011 as l'lh-cti\"l·l~- as the a\ ail
al>le materials permitted. 

Aristotle \\"l'llt further. lie clisti11guislH'd sharp!~- IH'
t\\"('l'll the 1nall'ri;d s11hshlllCl' or which all object was COlll
post'd all(I the form i111posed 011 it, and he q1)('stio11cd 
whdher the characteristic properties of a11~· suhsta11ce or 
s~·stl'll1 could I)(' 11ser1111~, explained in eitl)('r atomistic or 
gl'o111etrical terms. In order to understand the propertic~ 
;rnd heli;1vior of any indi,·idual ohjed, it was first m·cess,11)· 
to r<'cog11ize it as an object of a p,1rticulm kind. K1ch kind 
or ol>_iect existi11g in 11.1tme had prnp<·rties determined h~
its o\\'11 spl'cial form or essence, so that an~' universal pri
mary stuff (h~·le) must he devoid of an~· particular distin
guishing cl1,1rnderistil'. For Aristotll' and his followers tlw 

problem of distinguishi11g suhsta11cl'S l>ecarne primarily a 
matter of taxonom~', of q11alititative classification, rather 
tha11 a q11antitati\"e, physicoclH'111ical problem. \\'eight, 
from this point of view, was just 011e possible q11alit~' 
,llJ]()ng othl'rS. Aristotle's \"il'\VS Wl'llt beyond those or Plato 
in 01H' other respect which was to ha\"e profound implica
tions for cosmology. He drew a elcar distinction between 
the suhlunar~- world, whosl' objects were composed of the 
fonr terrestrial elements-earth, air, fire, and watcr-a11d 
could l>e created and dcstroy<·d, and the superlunary or 
celestial world of the outer hea,·ens, whose inhabitants 
werC' composed of the quintessence (fifth essence) and 
l'X<'mpted from clw11ge and deca~-- Of all terrestrial things 
on)~- the souls of rational beings in any way shared this 
i11rnrntahi I it~·. 

LATER CLASSICAL AND MEDIEVAL PERIODS 

Subsequent philosophers-whether in Helleni,tic Alex
amlria (200 B.C. -A.D. ,5,50), the Islamic centers of ll'arning 
(("i,50- I LSO), or the new)~- fou11ded uni\"l·rsities of Western 
Europe U:),50- l.500)-introducnl a nu111l>cr of ,·,niations 
into the dl'I >ate about 11wtter without adding an~· funda-
111entalh new themes. For both the Stoics and the Epicu
reans, i<l<•a-.; ,1h011t matter were clos<·ly associated with 
religious beliefs. Epicurns and his followers-notably, the 
Hom,111 pod Lm.-rl'li11-.;-dc, eloped the 1norc fragmcntar~' 
spec11lations of Dclllocritus a11d L<'ll(_·ippus about the 
atomi<· stmd11re of lllatl<"r into ,I complete philosophical 
system. B11t tll(' atoms of tl1c (,r<'l'k philosophers differed 
horn tl1ost' of ni1)('tl'e11th-(."l'JJl11r) E1li"opean science in 
tin<·<· crncial )"(•spt'ds. First, thl'y l,ad a11 indefinite!~- large 
range of siz<·s and shapes i11stead ol a limited nurnllC'r ol" 
lixed fm111s, 01H' for <·ad1 cll('n1ical "<·l<·rnent": next, the~ 
inter,l(·ll'd 011'~ Ii~ din·ct co11t,l("t or i1npact rather th.rn by 
cxerti11g forcl's or attraction or n·pulsion on one a11other; 
and, li11all~, the) l'Xisted in special varieties-atoms of 
111ag11l'tisrn, of life, of rnilld, a11d of so11l-to <·xplain all 
sorts of acti,·ities-pli~·sic,d, l>iological, ps!Thological, and 
('\ <'II spirit11al. Tlw collisions and colljunctions of these 
atoms were wgard<·d hy Epic11rns as ,111 autonomous phys
ical proc<'s~, for liis firnda111('1ll.d ,1im was to attack an~' 
l>elil'f i11 extl'mal i11terfen·11cc· Ii~ divi1H' ag<·ncies i11 the 
,dbirs of the natural \\·orld. 

The Stoi<·s, sucl1 as Zeno of Citiurn and Clnysipp11s, 
rejeckd ato111s in favor of three ki11ds of eonti1111011s physi
<"al 11H'diu111 m spirit (p1w11rna) for hotli scie11tific and reli
gious p11rposcs. Tlic pneuma was a11 integrative agency, 
a11alogo11s to a field ol" lorl'e, <·apal>lc or maintaining a sta
l>le patt<·rn or properties and heha,,ior in a ph!'sical s~'s
ll'm; in addition, it was c-apahl<' of existing in separation 
from thl' solid and liquid frame of tlw "body" and <"Ould 
probahly he identified with the so11I. Instead of rejecting 
tlH' traditional dl'ities, like till' Epicmeans, the Stoics 
reinterpreted thelll as incorpon,,d agenei<.'s comparable to 
the pneuma. Yet though tlH' Stoics and the Epicureans 
differed about many things, the! agreed that ever~' agency 
capable of producing ph~·sical l'ff<·cts-even the mind
must lw regarded ,1s a material hocJ~, (soma). As a result for 
Lucretius pun· mind was composed of very smooth and 
mobile atoms; for Chrysippns it consisted of undiluted fire. 



The alchemical philosophers, for then part, 1ntrod11u·d 
an experimental element into the study of matter. Begin
ning with the Democritean Bolos of \1endes (c. 200 H.C:.), 

going on through ~taria the Jewess and Zozimos of Alex
andria (second and third centuries A.D. ), tlw alchemists 
exploited the traditional craft techniqnes of the \liddle 
Eastern metallurgists, dyers, and jewelers and attempted 
to find ways of separating and isolating the essences or 
spirits in things. In this way they ,vere led to contrast 
volatile and chemically active substances, such as alcohol 
and ether (spirits), with solid and passive ones, such as 
earths and calces (hndies). The association of the soul and 
the body in living creatures was thus treated as analogous 
to the association of \'olatile and gaseous with solid and 
earthy substances in a chemical compound. \Vhen freed 
from this association, incorporeal spirits naturall:v tended 
to rise toward the heavens, corporeal bodies to sink to the 
earth, a fact which apparent):\' harmonized with the tradi
tional Aristotelian contrast hetween the celestial and ter
restrial worlds. 

Nevertheless, philosophers and theologians in the 
strict)~· orthodox Aristotelian tradition rejected Stoic, Epi
curean, and alchemical ideas as being excessively materi
alistic. In their view the ,otd was not in any way a subject 
for chemical or quasi-chemical speculation. The forms or 
essences of things were not themsel\'es composed of any 
material stuff, even of the high!:, tenuous kinds conceived 
hy the Stoics and alchemists. According)~,, for Aquinas and 
the other philosophers of the high \1 icldle Ages, the rela
tion between matter and form was a problem in metaph:\'s
ics or theology rather than om' in natural philosophy. 

NEW THEORIES: 1550-1750 

Thus, the revival of tlw physical sciences during the 
Renaissance started from a position in which 110 single 
doctrine ahout the nature of matter was clearlv established 
and generally accepted. All supporters of the new mechan
ical philosoph,· were attracted to an atomistic or coqrnscu
lar view of matter, hut most of them took care to dissociate 
themseh·es from the original atomistic doctrines of Democ
ritus and Epicurus, "·hich were still su-;pected of having 
atheistical implications. Thus, i(epler explained the crys
talline structure of sno\\'flakes h:-, reference to a geo
metrical theory nf atom~ modeled on that of Plato, Galileo 
embraced atomism as a ph,·sical embodiment for the 
points of geometr~, and Descartes treated all matter as 
corpuscular in struct11re at the same time denying the 
theoretical possibility of a void or vacuum. All of them 
regarded such mechanical interactions as collisions as the 
basic model for ph:,sical processes and sought to huilcl up 
a theory of forces (dynamics) capahle of explaining the 
established generalizations about the motions of ph:,·sical 
objects. 

However, attemr,ts to work nut an effecti,·e and compre
hensive system o 1 ph!·sical theory without going he:,'ond 
the categories of ·tomism inherited from the Creeks en
countered a number of difficulties. These sprang ultimate
ly from the dual axiom that anv a~enc~· capable of produc
ing physical effects must be composed of a corresponding 
type of material object and that these oh,iects could 
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mt1ucnce one anoth('r on I} b :, d11'( 'l t 11wt li ,u1ical a('tion , 
which required that the l>odws lw i11 conta('t. To d<·n> tlw 
first half of this axiom implied acT<·pti11g tlw notion of 
nonmaterial ph~'Sil'al agencies; to den> the !-.<'<·ond i111plicd 
accepting action at a distance. Both th!'se notion!-. \\'ere 
wide!>· rejected as being incompatible with !-.rn111d natural 
philosoph,·. 

The immediate outcome of this cl11al axiom \\'a, to 
commit the advocates of the new mechanical corp11,L·1ilar 
philosophy to a proliferation of new kinds of atom-for 
instance, magnetic, calorific, and frigorific corpuscles
introduced to account for the corresponding ph>•sical phe
nomena of magnetism, heat, cold, and so on. Although some 
philosophers, including Descartes, saw the possibility of 
cutting clown the types of atoms-for example, by ex
plaining heat as a consequence of the internal agitation 
of the material atoms composing hot bodies-even Des
cartes felt hound to accept that light, magnetism, and the 
like were carried by subtle fluids made up of corpuscles 
of insensible weight. Matter, he declared, came in three 
kinds, of which on!~• "third matter" was subject to gravity 
and thus had any weight. 

An indirect hut e,·en more profound outcome of the 
corpuscularian axiom \\'as to support Descartes's funda
mental cli,·ision between mind and matter as absolutely 
distinct s11h!-,tances. T11e least plausible element in tradi
tional atomism had heen its ps\'chology. Christian theology 
had added its own objections to any explanation of mental 
activity which regarded the mind as composed of atoms, no 
matter how light or mohile, for this, it was generally 
agreed, came perilously close to denying the immortalit>' 
of the soul. The new physil'al science of the se\'enteenth 
and eighteenth l'enturies al'cordingl\' limited its aim. The 
realm of nat11re consisted of material bodies interacting 
mechanically I)\· l'ontact and impact and l'ould he studied 
hy science. The realm of spirit-including, at least, the 
intellectual acti\'itics of human beings-was a distinct and 
separate object of speculation to which the categories of 
physical science \\'ere not direct)\' rele\'ant. ~tuch of the 
debate in subsequent epistemology can he tral'cd to this 
point. 

Accordingly, for two lrnndrecl years hegi1111ing around 
1700, the concept of matter kept a central place in physical 
theor~· hut was set aside as irrele\'ant to the stud:,' of mind. 
ln physics the first major break with traditional ideas came 
through the work of Sir Isaac '.\Jewton. By his theories of 
d:,·namics and gra\'itation, Newton estahlislwd a sharp 
distinction l,etween material ohjech in a strict sense, 
whose mass ctJnkrrecl on them l>oth inertia and weight, 
and force!-,, which were a measure of the wa,· in which 
material objects interacted rather than a special kind of 
material thing. In the case of gra,,ity, as he showed in his 
Philosophiae Natura/is Principia Mathematica ( 1687), 
these forces had to lw !-.Upposed capable of acting over 
distances of many million miles, though Newton himself 
was inclined to helieve that some i11\'isilde mechanical 
link existed b~· which the sun, for instance, exerted its 
gravitational action 011 the planets. In the later editions of 
his Opticks (especially those published after Leibniz' 
death in 1716) he extended this idea to explain other 
physical phenomena. Electrical, magnetic, and chemical 
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action also, lie argtlt'd, might pron, to be 11rnnifest,1tio11, of 
forcl·s of ,1ttraction a11d wpulsion acting across the space, 
lwhn·l'll the rnassin· corpu,des of bodies. Thus, the trn
ditio11al ,~·stem of atoms ,rnd tht' \·oid was amended to 
heco11w a theory of materi,1I l'orpuscles interacting hy 
central!\ directed force,. 

CLASSICAL PHYSICS 

:\e\\ ton\ progr,11n for 11aturnl philosoph~- 111,1de its w,1~ 
0111'- ,lo\\'I~ to lwgin with, hut it met with no gra\·e check 
until the late nineteenth century .. .\t first, his imistence 011 
111a"" as the essential propert~ of matter was not found 
uni\ er,ally com·i11cing. Others continued to regard exten
sion. i111penetrahilit>, weight, or the cap,1cit> to produl'e 
ph~ ,ical effects as the indis1wnsalile criterion .. .\s a result , 
thronghont the eighteenth century there \\'as a11 element of 
cro,s purposes i11 debates ,1bo11t the corporeal nature of, for 
<'Xa111ple, light and fire. Two den:>lop111ents pmticularh 
helped to cLuif\ the intellectual situation and established 
the :\e\\·tonian categories as the ln1sis of ph~·s1e1l ~cience. 
Fir,t, . .\11toine-Lanrent Laniisier ,rnd his follmvc•rs-nota
lily, Jolin Dalto11-demow,tr,1ted th,1t the plit'nomen<1 of 
che111i,tr~· ,ls \n·II ,ls tho,e of phy,ics could lw uma\·eled 
on the ,1ssumptio11 that all genuine nrnterial substances 
posse,sed m,1ss and \\'ere composed of l'Orpusclt·, or 
atoms. Second, the mathematical work of Leonhard Euler 
and his succL',-;ors transformed :\L·\,·ton 's account of forces 
of attraction and repulsion into the modern theor~· of fields 
of force. 

. .\fter lSOO, then, physical scientists \\'ent ahead rapid!~ 
with the experimental ,md mathematical \\'ork \,·hich l'lll
minated in the so-called ch1ssic,1I physics and l'hemistr> of 
the Lite nineteenth centm>·· In this s~ stem the ,1gents 
n·sponsible for ph~·sical ,1ction were didd<'cl into t\,·o 
,harp!~- co11trasted categories. On the one h,md, there \\·a, 
matter; this consisted of 1rn1ssin:> ,1toms \\ hich comhi1wd to 
form molecules in accordance with the principles of clwm
ic,11 combination. The mechanical energy assol'iated \\·ith 
the motion of the moleL·ules within any body al'counted for 
its temperature; the fields of force beh\een thl'm ex
plained gra\'it,1tional, electric, and magnetic :1ttraction and 
repulsion. On the other hand, there \\'ere those agen
cies-such ,is light and radiant heat-\\'hich apparently 
lacked both mass ,rnd weight ,md which were transmitted 
in the form of wa\'es across the empty space liet\\'t"en the 
materi,1I atoms. Cravitation ,1part, these v,uious agencies 
tt1rned out, ,is \\',ls show11 by Jame~ Clerk \L1xwell's elec
tromagnetic them>· of light, to be ,111 of one gc•neral kind. 
B> co111l>ining thl' established theories of the electrical ,111d 
magnetic fields of force into a single mnthematical system 
h,1\·ing the same degree of generalit~· ,is :\ewton's dynam
ics, \laxwell demonstrated that electromagnetic wa\·es 
\vould ~hare the kno\\'ll properties of light and radiant heat 
:llld would 1110\·e ,1cross space with the same velocit~ that 
hml actually lieen measured in the case of light. This in
terpretation gained greatly in strength when Heinrich 
Hertz used an intermittent electrical spark to produce 
,utifici,1I electrom,1gnetic wa\·es, the so-called radio wa,·es. 

Though deYoid of m,1ss, these vmious forms of rndi,1tion 
ne\·ertheless c,uried energ>. ;'\umeric,1lly, the sum tot,1I of 

all forms ot energ~ in an~· isolated s~ ,tern (like the sun1 
total of the masses of all the matt·rial IJodies im·oh·ed I was 
app,uently consen·ed unch,mged throughout all physical 
m1d chemical changes. As ,l result it seemed for se\·eral 
decades th,1t the whole of natur,1I philosophy could s11c
l'essfully be built on the central di~tinction between matter 
and energy and on the t\\'o independent axioms of the 
conscn·ation of mass and the consen·,1tion of energy. Tln1s, 
:\ ewton 's progr,1111 for ph~·sical Sl'ience came close to being 
final!>· fulfilled in ch1ssic1I physic, and chcmistr~·-

T\\'El",;TIETH-CENTURY RECONSIDERATIONS 

This intellectual equilibrium \Vas short-lived. As Sir 
John Squire put it: 

:'\ature ,md all her Laws la~· hid in ,\,ight. 
Cod ,<1id "Let :\ewton be, and all w,1s Light." 
It could not last. The Devil, shouting "Ho! 
Let Einstein he," restored the status quo. 

To do . .\lliert Einstei11 justice, the difficulties in the classic,1I 
sy,tem which he resoh·ed h,1d been considered residm1I 
emli,irrassmenh for some time, and many of the conceptual 
ch,mges for which he argued lrnH· since established them
seh·es a, indispensable features of physical theor~·- Still, 
the~ did undoubtedly ha\·e the effect of blurring the sharp 
distinctions ,md tidy certitudes of nineteenth-century 
science. 

The effect of these conceptual changes on our concept of 
matter has been profound. Ph>·sicists have been compelled 
to wcow,ider ,md modify all the fundamental planks in the 
program enunciated for n,1turnl scie11ce by the mechanical 
philo,ophers of the ,e\·e11tee11th centur~. To begin with, 
Einstein displal'ed the 'ieventeenth-century model of me
cha11ical action a., the uniH·rs,1I pattern for intelligible 
ph>·sical processes b~· ,1 ne\\' model b:1sed on electromag
netic theory. The embarrassments facing physicists in the 
18Y(h arose, he showed, from a mathematical conflict be
hveen \laxwell's theor~· of electrom,1gnetism and the me
chanics of Galileo and :\e\\'ton. Einstein circumvented 
these difficulties in his theory of relativity by gi\·ing prior
it\ to thl" tlwory of electromagnetic fields and b~· amending 
the prinl'iplt'S of :\ewtonian mechanics to conform to the 
\laxwelkrn pattern. As a result the attitudes of a repre
sentative Lite nineteenth-centur~· physicist, such a~ \\'il
lia111 Tl10111,on, Lord Keh-in (who declined to accept \lax
\\'ell's theories, declaring that he could embrace a physical 
e.,phination of a phenomenon \\·holehemtedly only if he 
could nrnke a mech,mical model to demonstmte it), lrnve 
sinl'e come to seem excessively narro\\'. 

As a result of this initial clwnge, hmvever, certain other 
funcbmental elements in cla,sical physics havl::' lwd to be 
called in question. The absolute distinction between mat
tt>r and energy, for instance, has gone by the hoard. It no\\' 
,1ppears that nny quantity oI energy (£) is in cert:1in re
spects equi\·alent to ,1 proportiorn1I quantity of mass 
(m = E/c2 , where c is ~lanvell's const,rnt, equal to the 
measured velocity of electromagnetic radiation); that for 
theoretical purposes the twin consen·ation principles of 
nineteenth-century physics and cl1l::'mistry should be 



joined 111 a si ngle a:-..10m, ac(orchng to which the sum total 
of energ>' and mass (combi1wd al'cording to the formula 
E + mc2 ) was conser\'ccl in all physical processes; and that 
in appropriate circumstances a quantit>· of electromagnetic 
energy can be transformed into the corresponding quantit>· 
of matter or ,·ice \'ersa. This implication was confirmed in 
the 19.30s from a detailed stud>' of individual actions he
tween atomic nuclei and other particles, and it ,vas dramat
ically reinforced by the explosion of the first atomic 
bombs, whose energy was derived from the marginal loss 
of mass involved in the nuclear fission of such heavy ele
ments as uranium. 

Meanwhile, the earlier contrast between matter, which 
was assumed to exist in discrete atomic units, and radia
tion, which traveled in the form of continuous waves, was 
under criticism for quite different reasons. First, Max 
Planck showed that hodies exchanged li,ght-energy in the 
form of bundles or wave-packets. Einstein, going further, 
argued that electromagnetic energ>' alwa>'s existed in the 
form of these photons. Then, in the early 1920s, Louis de 
Broglie put forward the idea that the suliatomic particles 
into which Niels Bohr and Ernest Rutherford had anal>·zed 
the fundamental material units of earlier chemistry might 
themselves manifest some of the properties of wave
packets. This was confirmed in 19:27, when it was shown 
that a beam of electrons passed through a crystal lattice 
produced a diffraction pattern just as a beam of light of the 
corresponding wave length ancl velocit>' would have clone. 
By the 1960s it began to appear that matter-particles might 
differ from the energ>·-packets of light or other kinds of 
radiation onl>· in havin g part of their energ>· frozen in the 
form of inertial mass. 

Finally, the theory of quantum mechanics, first formu
lated between 19:26 ancl 19,3:2 by Werner Heisenberg, 
Erwin Schriidinger, and P. A. ~I. Dirac, has raclicall>· un
dercut one last presupposition, which had underlain phys
ical science since the time of Galileo. From 1600 on, the 
fundamental units of matter-whether called corpuscles, 
particles, or atoms-had been regarded as intrinsincal)~, 
brute, inert, and passive. They might be constituted in 
such a way that the>· are capable of exerting forces on one 
another b>' virtue of their relati\'e motions and positions, 
but one had to seek the ultimate source of this capacity-as 
of their motion-in Goel who created them. (This was one 
point on which Newton, Descartes, and :'\laxwell all 
agreed.) Since 1926 the final unit of analysis in ph>·sics has 
ceased to hear any serious resemblance to these inert 
corpuscles. Instead , the quantum ph>·sicists begin with 
certain wave functions or eigenfunctions, which charac
terize the acti\'it>· of, say, an electron or an atom as much as 
they do its structure and position. Just as mass has ceased 
to be entire!>· distinct from energ>·, so the particles of New
ton's physics have ceased to he absolute!>· distinct from the 
forces of attraction and repulsion acting between them. On 
the contrary, according to the principles of contempornr>· 
physical theory, every kind of fundamental particle
whether of matter or energy-should be associated with a 
corresponding mode of interaction and force field. Pho
tons, electrons, mesons, nucleons-all these have a dual 
aspect, being characterized part!>· hy their inertial mass or 
intrinsic energ>' and part!>· b>· their pattern of interaction 
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w1tl1 the l'n, 1ronme11t. One outst<rndi11g ,rnd at Jll'C'-<'nt 
11nsettlecl question is whether the transrnis-.;ion of gr.1, ita
tional forces, from which the whole notion of a fi<'ld lwga11, 
also in\'olves the propagatio11 of particle-.; ("gra,·itom,") at a 
finite speed. lf it proves that "gravitons" do in fact <·xi,t 
and travel at the same speed as photons, this will tic 11p 
one of the more notorious loose ends in mid-twenti<'!l1-
century ph~..-sics. 

IMPLICATIONS OF NEW THEORIES 

Today almost all the axioms of earlier natural philosoph>· 
have heen 4ualified, if not abandoned. Mass has ceased to 
he the essential, unalterable characteristic of all ph>·sical 
objects and now appears to he one variant of the wider 
category of energy. No longer can any determinate amount 
of this energy be localized with absolute precision (Hei
senberg's principle), and we are left with a picture of a 
natural world whose fundamental elements are not so 
much passive bricks as units of activit>·· This transforma
tion-as S. Sambursk>· has argued-involves a reaction 
against the axioms of seventeenth-century physics as radi
cal as the Stoics' rejection of the atomism of Epicurus. 
Indeed, Samburskv points out, there is a strong parallel 
between the two reactions. As in the Stoic theor\', physi
cists toda>· also consider matter essentially acti\'e rather 
than passive and explain its behavior as the outcome of 
patterns of energy and excitation associated with an>· given 
state or condition. 

The full implications of this change for our other ideas 
are beginnin,g to liecome apparent onl~· now. ln biolog>·, at 
an>· rate, a considerable change has come about since H).50 
b~· the extension of ph\'sical theories about molecular 
structure into the fields of genetics, emhr~·olog>·, and bac
teriology. Here the intimate association of structure and 
function l'haracteristic of modern subatomic theory is re
produced in the association of specific biological activities 
with particular configurations (and, thus, eigenfunctions) 
of the complex molecules involved. The extensions of 
the new ideas about matter into the theory of organic de
velopment and human behavior are still at a speculative 
stage. 

This much can, however, be said. During the centuries 
which have elapsed since the revival of natural philosophy 
at the Renaissance, the concept of matter has changed its 
character quite fundamentally. In the present state of 
scientific thought, according)>·, all earlier questions ahout, 
for instance, the relation of matter, life, and mind need to 
be entire!>· reconsidered. \\'hen, for instance, Descartes 
classified matter and mind as distinct substances, he was 
putting the concept of mind and mental activities in oppo
sition to a concept of matter as inert extension, a concept 
which is now discredited. To that extent the extreme du
alism of Descartes's philosoph>· has been not so much 
refuted b~· later science as made irrelevant; its categories 
no longer fit our situation. 

Similar!>·, other long-standing debates concerning, for 
example, the realit>· of the material world or the relation 
between material objects and our sensations will need to 
be reappraised in the light of changes in our concept of 
matter. But this is a task for the future. 
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l'lato's \'It'\\'' ;1!>0111 111atter arl' c:-.prn111d1·d. J. II. Ra11dall, Jr., Aris
totle (:'\t·\\' York. HJ(j{)). pro\'ides a11 ill11111in;1ti11g account of tk1t 
pl1ilosopl11·r,·, sl'ie11tific id<'"'· it i, 11sef11I for tl1e no11.,peciali,t. 

LATER CLASSICAL AND MEDIEVAL PERIOD 

S. S;1ml)l1r,k~ \ The l'h11sics of the Stoics \l,ondon. 19.59) ;1nd 
The I'hysirnl World c~f Late Antiquity (London, HJb:2) complete 
the stor~ l>eg1111 in his Ph11sical \\'orld of tlu' Creek.s hee al>oH· ). 
C} iii lfail<'y , The Greek Atomi.s·ts a11d EJ!icurus (0:-.ford, HJ:2,',), ,rnd 
A. J. llopkins, Alchcmu, Child of Greek Philosoph11 (:'\ew York, 
HJ:341. arl' sclwlarh l>nt n•,ulal>I<- . both hooks re11wi11 stin111bting 
and full of inti-rest: E. J. llolmyarcl. Alchemy (Londrn1. JCJ.57). and 
A. C. Crombie. MedieLCi! und Early Jlodan Science (:'\e\\' Yo,k, 
HJ.5~)). ;m• readal>lt> pop11 hir s11n t'\ ,. 

:-.:EW THEOHJES: 1550-17.S0 

II. T. l'ledgl', Science Since 1500 (Loll(lrn1, l\J:1~J; rl'pri11tl'd, 
'sew York. HJ.5!)), and A. R Hall, From Galileo to Ncu;ton I Lou
don, nm:3), ,II(' !..(e11t·ral l11stories, l>otl1 of which ind1Hk 11sef11I 
material rn1 tlw 1ww theoril's. \Ian H. l les,e. Fol'Ces a11d Fields 
I Edinlrnrgh, 19h I); \larie Boas. Robert Bo11le and Sere11tce11th 
Century Chemistru (C.1ml>riclge, HJ.58); lh~li·1ll' \lt-tzg1·r. Les 
Doctri11es chimiques (l';nis. HJ:23) and Newto11. Stahl, Boer/ware 
(Paris, HJ:30l. I. Bernard Colil'n, Fra11klin and Ncu:ton 1Phi1;1d1·l
pl11a, JlJ.5h). ,111d E. J. 1Jijksterl111is, Tlze Mechanization of the 
World Picture. translated I>, C. Diksl10orn (0:-.ford, Wfil ). ;1rt· 
sd1olarl~ hook, dealing in ,i penetr;1t111g w;1y with 1110ft' det;1iled 
,!Spt•ds of the ,11hjl'd. 

CLASSICAL PIIYSICS 

Edn11111d \\'l1ittakn, lli.s·tory of the Theories of Aether and J.;lec
tricitu, :2 \'Ols. 1Ed111hmgh, l\:l.51- HJ.5.1), and \tar) B. llessl', 
Forces and Fields (se1· ahm·<'). arc the hl',t specialist s11r\'e\ s. For 
tlw g1·1wral reader Charles C. C:illispie. The Edge of Objectilit11 
(Princeton, N.J., 19GO), N. R. Campbell, What Is Sciencei> (London. 
HJ:21; reprinted, New York. l<J.5:2). AlbC'rt Einstein and Leopold 
lnkld, The Etolutirm of Phusics (Canil>ridgc, 1!:J:3/;), ,md Ceorge 
Ca1110w. Biograph!/ of Physics (New York, l~JG3), ma~ lie st>lected 
lrom man~· otlwrs as being particular!~· usef11I. 

TWEI\J'TIETH-CENTUHY RECO.'.'ISIDERATIONS 

A gre;1t 11wny hooks of gener,d interest ha\'e been pul>lislied 
<1ho11t the twe11tieth-cent11r~· transt'orn1ation in physical tlieon. 
Apart fro111 Ei11sll'i11 and lnfeld, OJ!. cit., ,llld Ca111ow, op. cit., om· 
of espPci;il merit is Banesh llolfmann. The Strange Storu of the 
Quantum (:'\e\\' York, 1947). \Ian)· of the ph~·sic:ists direct!~· i11-
\·ol\'ed ha\'e written i11tcreslingly about the changes-notably, 
Werner I lei,e11lwrg, I'hilosophirnl Problems of Nuclear Science 
( London, HJ.52). The analog)' between Stoic matter theory and 
wave mechanics is pursued in Sambursky, The Physics of the 
Stoics (see above). 

STEPHEN E. TOULMIN 

MATTER AND PROBLEMS OF PERCEPTION. 
See Al'l'EAHANCE AND REALITY; ILLUSIONS; PERCEPTION; 

PIIENO~IENALIS!\1; PRI~fARY AND SECONDARY QUALITIES; 

REALIS~1; SENSA. 

MATTHEW OF ACQUASPARTA (c. I:2:37-i:30:2), 
Italian Fran(_'iscan scholastic philosopher and theologian, 
was horn in Ac:q11asparta, near To<li in Umbria, possibly of 
the illustrious Bentivenghi family. In 125-l he entered the 
Franciscan order, and about 1:26,½ he began studies at the 
University of Paris, where he was profoundly influenced 
by Bonaventure's system. \latthew was lector in the 
Studi11m Cenerale at Bologna (at least for the year 
l:27.'3/1:27-t), and in 1:276 he became master in theology at 
Paris. From I :27() to I :2S7, he was lector Sacri Pal at ii in 
Home, succeeding John Peckham. He was general of the 
order from l:2S7 to l:2S(). In l:2SS he was made cardinal, 
all() in 1:2~)) he was named bishop of Porto and Santa 
H11fina. '.\latthew died at Rome, where he is buried in the 
church of Ara Coeli. 

Doctrine. \latthew taught and wrote during the time of 
conflict between the Augustinian- Franciscan doctrinal 
tradition and the rising Thomistic Aristotelianism. In this 
far-reaching controversy he proved himself to he excep
tionally well-versed in Augustine's doctrines and in gen
eral a faithful follower of Bonaventure. Although he incor
porated a few Aristott>lian elements, \1atthew's system in 
its entirety shows that he was among the purest adherents 
of Aug11stinianism in the last quarter of the thirteenth 
(_'entury. He had a calm, balanced mind, a sober style, and 
an exact manner of forn111lati11g his ideas. In <liscussion he 
was generally modest and perceptive. \Vith these qualities 
he often achieved, at least in his ()uaestiones Dispuf<Ltae 
de Fide et de Cog11itio11e, a level comparable to that of the 
greatest thinkers of his age. 

In his tlwory of knowledge \latthew taught that our 
intellect knows the individual object not only by 
reflection, as St. Thomas held, hut also by a direct percep
tion, which precedt•s the fonnation of an abstract idea. By 
virtue of this perception, the intellect forms a species si11-
g11laris of the com·rete object with all the richness of detail 
it possesses in reality. In this way the mind prepares for 
knowledge of the essence of the object. Similarly, the soul 
knows its owu existence and habits not only by reasoning 
and hy reflection hut also by a direct and intimate intui
tion. In Qu<Lestiones Disp11t<Ltae de Cognitionc, Matthew 
presented a personal solution to the controversial question 
of the activity of the knowing subject. Hejecting the im
pressionism of Bonave11t11re and Thomas Aquinas, the 
innatism of Thomas of York and Hoger Bacon, and the pure 
activism of William of Auvergne and John Peckham, Mat
thew defended a semiactivism, not an occasionalism. 
\Vhereas according to pure acti\'ism the species irztentio
ualis is completely (matter and form) caused by the know
ing subject, according to \latthew the matter comes from 
the object, the form from the subject. This opinion, how
ever, was soon contested by Roger Marston as contradicting 
both Aristotle and Augustine. Matthew defended the theory 
of divine illumination almost in the same manner as did 
Bonaventure. The purely human faculties for knowing the 



extramental world do not ,l!)ve us t'1ther cle,tr understand
ing or certainty. \Ve need the aid o f the divine ratio11es 
aeternae (divine ideas ) to illuminate our mine\ during the 
process of knowledge . Coe\ is not simply the creator of 
human intelligence; h e also conserves it and concurs in 
each of its actions. This col laborati on of Cod by means of 
the divine illumination is possible because man in his 
mind hears a special liken ess to his creator. Our intellect is 
illumed by th e divine light that contains the eternal ideas 
and is the ground of all created beings. The divine light is 
not the object itself of our knowledge hut the moving prin
ciple that leads us to the trne knowledge of the crea ted 
world. Following th e Augustinian doctrine, \tatthew be
lieved that the object of knowledge never determines the 
election of the will. 

Among l\latthew's other philosophical theses, the follow
ing are wo1ihy of mention. Matthew, like Bonaventure, 
rejected the possibility of a creation from eternity; the 
spiritual beings (souls and angels) are necessarily com
posed of matter and form, because if they were composed 
simply of essence and existence (as Aquinas taught), this 
would not account for their contingenC'y. Also, the process 
of coming to existence must he explained by the Augus
tinian theory of the ratio11cs sc111i11ales. The "being body" 
(esse corµorale) constitutes a pluralit~· of forms. The two 
elements of the beings, matter and form, are together the 
cause of individuality. \1atthew 11pheld the Ontological 
Proof of the existence of CocL he also argued that the 
knowledge of Cod that we attain through faith is compati
ble with scientific knowledge. i\latthew was particularl~· 
interested in problems concerning the relations between 
the natural order and the supernatural order. 

Importance. i\latthew is undoubtedly to he ranked 
among the great scholastic thinkers. His importance, how
e ver, lies not so much in the originality of his thought as in 
the fact that he is , after Bonaventure, the ideal representa
tive of Augustinianisrn. The only philosophers that are 
known to have been directly influenced b~· him are Roge1 
\1arston and \'italis of Furno. 
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MAUPERTUIS, PIERRE-LOUIS MOREAU DE 
( rnm,-17.59), French scientist and philosopher, was horn 
in Saint-\1alo, Brittan~·- Elected in 172:3 to the Acadt'·mie 
des Sliences (and to the Hoyal Society in l72S), he first 
became known for his work in geometry. The expedition 
which he led to Lapland in I7:3(-i to measme a degree of 
meridian near the pole helped finally to pro\'e that the earth 
was an oblate spheroid. \\'ith his early introduction of 
'.\Jewtonian theories into France, \laupertuis became a 
leading exponent among the plzilosophcs of the ideal of 
experimentalism as opposed to the overly deductive 
method in science associated with the Cartesian tradition. 
In 174--1 Frederick 11 of Prussia asked him to reorganize 
the Berl in Academy of SC'iences and later appointed him 
as its president ( I 7--!r-i- I 7.S!)). The remainder of his career 
was intimate)~- linked to th e activitit·s of this group, and tlw 
growth of the acadcm\ into an important center of research 
owed m11C'h to hi, C'fforts. 

Principle of least action. Maupertuis's famous principle 
of leas t action, which contributed signally to the systema
tization of mechanics, was formulated in "Hecl,erche des 
loix du mom·emc·nt" (17--16) as follows: "\\'\wnever any 
change occurs in nature, the quantity of action employed 
for this is always the smallest possible"-the "quantity of 
action" being proportional to the product of the mass of a 
body and its velocity and the distance traversed. Among 
the heateJ controversies provoked by thi:-- notion, Samuel 
h.oenig's unfair (although understandable) attribution of it 
to Leibniz brought about a scandalous quarrel and lifelong 
enmity between Maupertuis and \'oltaire. But all this 
proved irrelevant to the historic value of the principle of 
least action, which, clarified progressively by the applica
tions it fo11nd in the works of Eider, Lagrange, Hamilton, 
Helmholtz, and others, l'merged 1iltimatel,· as a basic 
concept in the mathematical analysis of dynamic systems. 

Cosmological Argument. In the Essai de cosmologic 
(17,50), \laupertuis's extension of the principle of least 
action to the much debated problems of theodicy offered a 
compromise solution between the radical antifinalism of 
contemporary materialists and the naive finalism of those 
who saw Cod's wisdom in every manifestation of design in 
nature, however trivial or self-contradictory. B~, claiming 
that an actual mathematical equation showed Cod's regu
lation of nature through the parsimony of kinetic means 
employed in the production of all physical events, \lau
pertuis succeeded in gi,.'ing an original and seemingly 
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scientific ,·er~ion of the Cosmological A.rgument. But his 
a~sulllption that there is logical necessity as such in the 
existence of mechanical laws, which was consistent with 
the example of De~cartes and Leibniz, typified a rationalist 
attitnde which, thou.td1 prevalent at the time, was already 
nndermined hy thme who, like Hume, alle).!ed a merely 
empirical nece~~ity for physical causation. Although \lau
pertuis's di~tru~t of metaphysical reasoning led him to 
present his cosmological argument not as demonstrably 
certain, hut only as the best that man's imperfect intellect 
\\'as capable of, it remained perhaps less plausible than 
i11genio11,, partictilarly since it was affirmed without 
sufficient re).!ard either to the epistemolo!,!ical difficulties it 
i11curred or to the po~sihle nontheological interpretation~ 
of its underlying minimal concept. Coming late in .i cur
rent of tho11d1t that was to yield before long to new orien
tation~ i11 philmophy, tht· Lssai de cus11w/ogie had a limited 
hi~torical illlpact. It w.is, in fact, in a form e~sentiall~· fret• 
of teleological meanings that the principle of lea~t actim1 
exerci,ecl ih considerable inBuence on the de,Tlop11w11t 
of physicomathematical science. 

Biology: the structure of matter. A different science, 
hiolo).!y, inspired \laupertuis's next major work ( I 'i.S l ), the 
Disscrtatio I 11a11g11ralis .\Jetaplq1-~ica de U11irersali .\'a
turne Syste111ate (known also as the Susth11c de la ,wture). 
Study of the problem of heredity had led \laupertui~ to 
reject, in the \'1;1111s 1ilq1si1111c ( I'i-15), the then rei_gnin.g 
doctrine of preformation and to favor instead a theory of 
epigenesis utilizing th1° law of attraction. But he !tad s11h
~equently found this theor~· inadequate and had dt•spairecl 
altogether of .iccrnmting !llech;misticalh for the ori!,!i11, 
and nal111'<' of life. In the Dissertatio l11a11g11ralis, tlwrdorc, 
he sought to t·xplain the formation of li,·ing things h~· ~11p 
posin).! that all the elementary particle~ of matter are incli
vidually endowed in a prnportio11ately elementary d1·g)Tt· 
with "cle~ire, a,·er~ion, a11d memory," by ,·irt11e of which 
they combine to form or).!anic entities. Such a notion, 110 
less than that of least action, hetray~ a marked Leilrnizia11 
background i11 \lanpertuis's thinking, cle~pite hi~ out
spoken criticism of the metaphysic~ of Leibniz. It is true·, 
ne,·ertheles,, that \laupert11is did not assign the metapli, ~
ical ~tatus of the 1110nad~ to hi.., "percipient particles" })lit, 

rather, presented them as part of a general biological hy
pothesis; he accounted for the elemental coexistence of 
physical and psychic properties in nature by reference to a 
common unknowable substance. Thus, the philosophical 
basis of his biological theorizin!,! may be described as 
either an "atomistic dualism" or a "corpuscular psych ism," 
sustained by a phenomenological accord between matter 
and its presumed psychic qualities. These ideas were 
misinterpreted in materialistic terms by Diderot and con
tributed indirectly to the e,·entual success of naturalism i11 
hiolo!,!y. Since \laupertuis's metabiolo).!ical conception 
was also intended to explain the structural transformations 
of the various species by a process of genetic mutation, it 
merged, in that respect too, with an important current of 
e,·olutionist speculation that grew in France after about 
17.50. 

Epistemology. The views of \laupertuis in epistemol
ogy can be j11d!.!ed from a number of his writings. \\'hile, 
like Condillac and most of the philosophcs, he agreed with 

Locke that sensation is the source of all our knowledge, his 
position was appreeiahly more sophisticated, probably 
because of his encounter with the Berkeleian critique. If 
this critique did not quite win him over to subjectivism, he 
at least became convinced that experience offers no more 
than the disjointed fra!,!ments of a merely phenomenal 
reality and that the substance presumed to excite in the 
mind the perceptions that in turn are projected cognitively 
toward the natural world remains itself beyond objecti\'e 
determination. \laupert11is ascribed e\'en the evidence of 
rnatl,ematic\ not to any intrinsic ,·eracit:-, of such knowl
edge hut to thC' fact that it i~ based on the repetition 
(n;plicahilit£;) of certai11 ~imple ide,1s which consi~t of 
identical units and are ah~tracted from the heterogeneous 
totality of sensory imprc.--ssions. In the same spirit, his 
H.ejlexiu11s 11hilosophiq11es sur /'origi11e des la11g11es et la 
sig11ijicatio11 dl's 111ots (l'i-tS) raises the equally crucial 
questio11 of the linguistic prefigurations of sense experi
t•nce, from which scientific reasoning is unable completely 
to e~cape. 

Ethics. \laupertuis's principal excursion into ethics, 
Essai de philuso11liil' 111ornlc ( l 74~J), tried somewhat m·er
aml>itio11sl:-, to reconcile the Stoic, Epicurean, and Chris
tian schools hut succeeded 01ily in reaching an eclectic 
,·ie\\· l'haracterizc·d by the author's own pessimism con
cen1i11g the chant'es of human lc·licit,. It offered, however, 
.111 e;nl\ i11~ta11ce of thC' applil'ation of arithmetic to the 
prohl<·111 of h:1ppine~~ In its attempt to expre~~. in the 
a11alog\ •ii ,t1tic~. the eq11atio11s of a "hedonistic calculus." 

Importance. Cenerally, the thought of \laupC'rtuis pur
,1wd tlw aim, ,hared I>\ man\ of his contemporaries, of link
i11g pl1ilo,opl1, 111<>H' co11C-rdeh tl1a11 in the past with the 
c·011lt·11t of tlw p.irtic11Ln ,ci1·11t·t·~- I n~tead of presenting ,111 

m·'l'r-all lo).!ical cohere11l'e, his work contributes various 
philosophical essays reHc0 cting tlw different points of cle
partme dictated by his primarily scientific interests. The 
co\111olov:ical thesis, speculatin· biology, and moral opin
ions of \laupertuis remained lar).!ely separate from each 
other. n1tirc·o,·er, \L,upertuis himself was often in the 
l'ttriot1~ h11t historically syrnptorn.itic predicament of 
,c•archi11g earnestly for met;1physical solutions while clis
belie,·ing in their possibility. Ilaving elaborated the prin
cipk of least action and the notion of percipient particles 
of matter in a rathC'r ambiguous zone between metaphysics 
proper and scientific theor}, it is not surprising that he 
should ha,·e suffered much unmerited neglect from his
tori.ms l>oth of philosophy and of science. Hut it is now 
reco).!nized that \laupertuis had a significant, even if see
ondary, role in tlw maturing of modern physics and biol
ogy alike, as well as in the transition of philosophical 
thinking from classical metaphysics to the critical position 
adopted hy 1-.:ant. 
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ARAM VARTANIAN 

MA UTHNE R, FRITZ (18"4~J- HJ:2:3), poet, novelist, lit
erary critic, and philosopher, was horn in lloi-ice, Bohe
mia, of German-speaking Jewish parents. He received his 
early education at the h.leinseitner Gymnasium in Prague. 
From 1869 to 187.3 he attended the university there, where 
he studied law; however, he left the university witl1out 
qualifying and never took any degree. i\lauthncr's earliest 
ambition was to hecome a poet, and his first puhlished 
work was a hook of poems, published at his own expense. 
He left Prague in 1876 for Berlin, where he lived until 
] 90.S, employed for most of this period hy the newspaper 
Bcrli11cr Tagchlatt as a theater critic. During this time he 
achieved a ce1tain literar~· fame thro11gh his novels and 
especially through his parodies of Cerman classical poems, 
of which the volume .\'ach Bcriih111tc11 ,\111stcr11 pro\'ed the 
most successful. Ilowever, i\lauthner's main concern was 
his philosophical critique of language, an interest aroused 
earlier by Otto Ludwig's Slwkcspearc-St11dic11, Nietzsche's 
Vo111 Nut::.<'11 1111d Nachtcil der Historic fiir das Leben, 
Ernst \lach's popular lectures, and Ji~, the example of 
Bismarck, who so successfully combined his contempt for 
words, theories, and ideolol..'.ies with great su(·cess in the 
field of action. i\lauthner completed his first major hook, 
Bcitriigc z11 ei11cr Kritik dcr Sprachc ("Contributions To
ward a Critique of Language"), in HJ0:2. 

l\1authner lived in Freihurg from HJ0,5 until l~J07, when 
he settled for the remainder of his life in \leershurg, in the 
famed Glaserhiiusle that was once the home of the early 
nineteenth-century poetess Annette von Droste-Hiilshoff. 
During this period he devoted himself entirely to philoso
phy and wrote two major philosophical works. II is Wiirtcr
buc/1 dcr Philosophie sought to clarify some central con
cepts in philosophy from the point of view of his critique 
of language and thus is to he n;garded as a completion of 
the Bcitnige. He also completed the four volumes of Der 
Athcis11111s 1111d seine Geschichtc i111 Ahc11d/all(/e ("Athe
ism and Its History in the \\'est"). This work is essentially 
a history of the rejection of the God of Christianity, and 
its philosophical significance lies largely in its method. 
i\lauthner's analysis of religious langual..'.e in this work 
was one of the first attempts to use linguistic analysis as 
a tool of intellectual historiography. \lauthner always stood 
outside of academic life and therefore remained philo
sophically a rather lonely figure throughout his lifetime. 
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Although Ernst \lach and I I ans \'aihinger appr<'ciatecl 
his work, he had 110 followin\..'.. Ilis few friends came from 
among the radical intellectuals of his time, ,;11ch a~ Custa\· 
Landauer. 

Mauthner's problem. i\1authner was prohably the first 
philosopher to devote his full attention to ordinary lan
guage and to the philosophical problems raised hy it. llis 
work belongs to the mainstream of traditional nominalism, 
skepticism, and empiricism. He regarded himself as the 
thinker who consummated this tradition. He was scornful 
of the philosophy of the schools, which were the ahodes of 
what he liked to call "word superstition." The delusion of 
"word-superstition" consists in believing that reality can 
he known through language, and it is equivalent to the 
belief that all words refer to some entity and that therefore 
from the existence of a word the existence of the corre
sponding entity can he inferred. \1authner's problem was 
whether language is a suitable tool for gaining knowledge 
about the world. llis negative answer involved a detailed 
examination of ordinary language, of its relation to the 
structure of artificial languages and the calculi used in 
various specialized disciplines, and of the psychological 
origins of language in _general. 

Ordinary language . .\lauthner' s point of departure was 
the view that our senses are accidental (Zufallssi1111c), and 
that thereforl' we notice onl~· those qualities in the \\'orld 
that our senses can register. The words we possess in our 
language are designed to single out those qualities that are 
accessible to us. Moreover, as everyone is acquainted only 
with his own sense impressions, there is always a certain 
lack of correspondence between the impression and the 
public word that is used to describe it. It follows that we 
are able to describe correctly neither the outside world nor 
our own experiences. Artificial langua_ges and calculi, if 
they are meaningful, originate in certain sense <'xperiences 
and are consequently reducible to ordinary langu.t\..'.e. 
Ordinary language, the only language we have, is a tool 
designed to facilitate activity hut not the communication of 
true information. 

LanguagL' is essential]~ social; it is like a rule in a game 
(Spielregc/) and gains increa~ing validity as mort· spL'akers 
submit to it. Langual..'.e is identical with its use. The social 
character of language has certain tendencies inherent in it, 
of which the most important, and epistemologically most 
disastrous, is the speaker~' desire to create a substantive 
world. \lauthner held that our original world is adjectival, 
hut that because we notice only qualities, the social nature 
of language forces us to invent substances and to refer to 
these by substantive~. The most important task of a cri
tique of language is to show that what we regard as a sub
stance, as a thing existing in itself, is nothing hut a word 
invented for om con\·enie11ce. Strictly speaking, there are 
no referring word~ at all. All referring is at most tentative, 
suggestive-possibly a hint, hut never precise. 

Speech is one of the natural functions of man. It has 
pragmatic hut not epistemic value. Language is excellent 
a~ an instrument of poetry or a~ a medium for the expres
sion of religiou~ feeling, hecause in these pursuits the 
question of truth or falsity does not arise. 

Epistemology. \lauthner' s epistemological skepticism 
follows from his identification of knowledge with absolute 
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CTrtainty. Truth, in the sen~e of perfect correspondence, is 
an object of l1urna11 desirc that can never he s,1tisfied. But 
wh~, within om Lmgu;ige, do we h.1hituall~ make a dis
tirn:tio11 between kno\\'led_ge and igllorance on the one 
h,111d, and true and false statements on the other? \lauth
ner explained this by referring to the way in which lan
\.'.IIa\..'.e is actually u~ed. The distinction between analytic 
and sy11tlwtic propositions lies not in some logical charac
t<·ri~tie of the propositions themscl\'es but in their role. :\ 
propo~ition is ~ynthetic only if it expresses a ncw disco\'
ery or in~i.d1t. If it ,expresses what is already known, it is 
analytic. Thus, all propositions that are known to be true 
are a11alytie; the predicate is already co11h1ined in the sub
_j(-ct. l le11ce, all known true propositions are tautologies. 
The criterion of truth that enables us to recognize a propo
sition as true or false is not th.1t of correspondence with 
reality, hut that of av;reement or disagreement with our 
J>re\·ailiuv; mode of speaking. 

Since \lauthner held that lanl'.uage is both social and 
ill(lividual-that is, it exists only IJet1cce11 people in tlwir 
c01n1111111icating acti\'ities, althouv;h e.1ch man has his ow11 
version or \'ariatio11 of this common language-the test of 
truth is whether what the individual asserts is or is not the 
correct thing to assert within the culture whose language i~ 
being med. Tims, truth for \L111thner is nothing but tlw 
"c0111rn011 use of language" lgemeine Sprachge/Jra11ch l. 
Thi~ amounts to the adoption of a coherence theory of 
truth within the limits of ordinary lanv;uav;e. 

:'\o empiricist before \lauthner had been so co11siste11t in 
following the logic of his arguments from sensationali-.111 to 
extreme linv;uistic conventionalism. He argued that traces 
of past sense experiences become con\'e11tio11ally a-.soci
ated with certain words that are used to refer to thc·rn. Tillis, 
the very fact that just these and not other experiences ha\'e 
been singled out for naming by" culture determines, in a 
w.1y, the kinds of things to which attention is paid in that 
culture. \loreo\'er, those new disco\'eries that are general
ly accepted by speakers of the sarne language become part 
of their common fund of experience. Thus, a language 
always expres~es a \Velt1L11scha1111ng, and what is true or 
false is necessarily decided hy referring to the way lan
guage is used-that is, to the com·ention l';O\'erning dis
course on the topic in question. 

\lauthner therefore held that \\'hate\'er counted as true 
in the past was in fact true at some time: truth is histori
cally relative. However, languav;es develop slowly, words 
shift their meanings, and the conventional association of a 
word with a certain kind of sense experience becomes 
dislocated. Lanv;ua.v:es develop through what ;\lauthner, in 
agreement with \'ico., called "the growing pale of the meta
phor." But the metaphorical character of languav;e never 
disappears completely; it is continually reinforced through 
ne\\' sense impressions becoming associated with the 
old \\'ords. Ordinary language is, therefore, self-enclosing 
in two respects. It cannot gi\'e a trne description of reality, 
because the criterion of truth within ordinary language is 
not corre~ponde11ce but the actual use of language, Also, 
because e\'ery linguistic convention is an expression of 
a \\'cltanschauung, it cannot be used to assess the truth of 
another \\'cltanschau1111g, either of the past or of other cul
tures in the present. Accepting a linguistic convention 

entails the rejection of any \Veltansclu1111111g that conflicts 
with it. For this reason, science, which is no more than ;1 
co11\-entio11 of discourse that is accepted at present, cannot 
correspond to reality, and tlrns it cannot be tnw. 

Psychology. ;\lauthner's radical skepticism was also 
manifest in his view of psychology. He held that all i11-
quiry into the nature of language is psychological in char
acter because language is only a collecti\'e memory of 
innumerable sern,e experiences, All words originate in 
observation of the physical world. The inner world cannot 
he described, because all our words are designed for de
scription of the outside world. Psychology proper is there
fore impossible, and physiolo_gical psychology is "psychol
ogy without psyche." \lauthncr held with Hume that 
the "self" cannot he found, that the term is only a man
made substantive that does not refer to anything real. 

According to \lauthner's methodological principles, 
knowledge of the self is impossible. But only if psychology 
were to gi\'e us that knowledge could \lauthner recognize 
psychology as a science, His skeptical despair was the 
logical consequence of his putting his original demand in a 
traditional, and essentially unsatisfiable, way. 

Logic. \lauthner rejected the idea tlrnt there is any 
connection betWl'en the structure of reality and the logic of 
discourse: the former is beyond the realm of possilile 
knowledge, while the latter is 110 rnore than a series of 
linguistic com·entions. Contradictions, as the word itself 
indicates, can occur only in discourse, not in reality. For
m.1I logic is certain, hut epistemically empty. Once formal 
logic is put to practical 11-.e it loses its certainty. If words 
are used with the intent of rt'ferring to things in the world, 
then the amhiv;uities and uncertainties that follow from the 
differencl' between the sense impressions of various incli
vidnals affect the nwani11g of the words used and, conse
quently, the "objective" truth of the conclusion. Even 
statements of identity, such as "cheese is cheese," if used 
in actual discourse, become more than mere substitution
instances of "A =A"; the~· ;1cquiw" point that ca11 he con
tradicted \\'ith lov;ical irnpunit~·. I u all actual and purpose
ful discourse tlH· point of \'iew of the speaker is of decisive 
importance. \lathematical symbol~ are in no way connected 
with sense experience, a11d therefore mathematics is ab
solutely certain. It is also totally uninformative. 

\tauthner's view of tautologies is not completely coher
eut. I le class<·cl as tautologies both the propositions of 
formal logic and rnathem.1tics and all other statements 
whose truth is known. Because he was not interested in 
the formal propertie, of proposition~ hut rather in the 
question of whether they extend our knowledge or not, he 
lalwled both kinds of propositions as tautologies on ac
count of their noninformative character. The difference 
bet\veen tautolo_gies in ordinary language and formal tau
tolov;ies lies in the fact that the fornwr can be pragmatical
ly useful, while the latter cannot he. But once a formal 
tautology is used in actual discourse, it ceases to be 
different from a tautology in ordinary language. 

\lautlrner does not seem to have been acquainted with 
the work of Gottlob Frege and Bertrand Russell. He knew 
of Boole and Ernst Schroder, but he rejected their under
taking on the ground that improvement in the technicali
ties of logical symbolism would not affect tlw uninforrna-



tive charncter of formal logic. He saw in tlw concomitant 
development of calculi of probahility only a further retreat 
from the ideal of ,1bsolute certainty in matters of knowl
edge. 

Religion and ethics. Heligion, like science, is ,1 \\'cl
ta11sclw1111ng. The difference between them, from the 
point of view of knowledge and truth, is ,1 matter of degree, 
not of kind. The religion of tocby is the science of yester
d,1y. "Religion" is not the nmne of one thing, but rather 
encompasses cultural phenomena of a wide v,niety. \\'lrnt 
singles out some beliefs and ,1ttitudes in any given culture 
as religious is not their content but their pervasiveness and 
their great emotional appe,11 to the indi\·idual. l\lm1thner 
held that everyone is to some degree under the influence 
of some form of religion. His own Der letzte Tod des Gau
tama B11ddlia is a deeply religious hook, even though its 
overt message is that religious truth cannot he articulated. 
While religion is, in a sense, inevit,1ble, theology is not. 
Theology is a pseudo science that pretends to deal with 
entities that on ,malysis turn out to be substantives unsup
po1ied even hy such kinds of sense experience as those 
that support the substantives of ordinary language. Theol
ogy, therefore, is the worst kind of word superstition, and 
it is the task of the critique of language to destroy it. 

l\lm1thner held th,1t mornls is not a possible subject 
matter of knowledge. He rejected the Kantian position that 
what is mornlly right can be known through prnctical rea
son, and ,1lso the intuitionist claim that values can in some 
sense be known. He regarded values as the results of the 
substantivizing tendency of Lmguage. He distinguished 
between actw1l beh,wior, or custom (Sitte), and Moral, by 
which he me,mt ideals: "/\.!oral is the custom we do not 
have." l\lauthner w,1s ,rn ethical relativist, and his analysis 
of mornl Lrnguage w,1s an attempt to show that mor,1\ terms 
function both as summaries of crystallized patterns of 
behavior in a given society ,rnd, through lieing used to 
recommend certain actions, as vehicles of change in stand
ards of behavior. Terms of moral discours<' do not refer to 
anything beyond themselves, but they possess great emo
tive appeal to the community of language users. 

Critique of language. If by philosophy· is meant an 
attempt to explore the nature and describe the structure of 
the world, philosophy is impossible. Our senses and our 
language defeat us ,1t the outset. The only possible philo
sophical project is that of ,1 critique of langu,1ge. This 
"critic,11 attention to Lmguage" is essentially a libernting 
and healing activity that reveals to us our delusions and 
their source in Lmguage. It does not increase our knowl
edge; it only helps us tow,nd recognition of the foct that 
true knowledge is beyond our re,1ch ,md th,1t the quest for 
absolute certainty is merely an insatiable desire of the 
hunrnn spirit. The critique of Lrnguage is not the solution 
of the "riddle of the Sphinx," but "it is at least the redeem
ing act which forces the Sphinx into silence." l\lauthner 
conceived the critique of lm1gu,1ge as ,m activity, as a con
tinual purging of hmgu,1ge, not as a doctrine. He thought 
that the most he could accomplish i11 consistency with his 
linguistic conventio1rnlism w,1s to introduce ,1 new conven
tion of philosophical inquiry, to set up a new critical 
Spielregel. l\fouthner envisaged a gre,1t cooperative enter
prise in which scholms working in various fields would 
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attempt to purge their professional tern1i11ologies of tran·s 
of word superstition. 

The highest degree of critical attitude is silence. The 
critique of langu,1ge merely leads up to it, for the critique 
tries "to say the uns,1yahle." He,1lizing that nothing really 
true can be said about the world as a whole dews not nwan 
that something really trne cannot he felt. All that philoso
phers have endeavored ,md failed to say can become 
present in mystical silence. I\lauthner declared himself an 
adherent of a "godless m~·sticism" (gottlose Mystik)
godless because, from the point of view of the critique 
of Lmguage, "Cod" is hut another unwarranted substantive. 

Mauthner's place in the history of philosophy. I\Lrnth
ner belongs, like Alex,rnder Bry,rn Johnson, to the lonely 
and forgotten precursors of h1ter linguistic philosophers, 
but his lack of appreci,1tion of the role of logic sets him 
,1pmt from them as ,1 rndical, but not a logical, empiricist. 
Ludwig Wittgenstein, in the Tractat11s Logico-Pliilosophi
c11s, spoke, like l\1authner, of the proper t,1sk of philosophy 
,1s being a critique of language, hut it is evident that for 
Wittgenstein, this w,1s a very different task from what it 
w,1s for l\lauthner. Wittgenstein differed shmply from 
l\lauthner in conceiving of the proposition as ,1 picture of 
re,11ity, and of the ordered system of propositions as corre
sponding to the structure of re,11ity. \\'ittgenstein's later 
concern with ordinmy language and his conception of it as 
a game pbyed according to rules echoes I\1authner, but 
there rem,1in many important differences in their outlooks. 
The true historical significance of I\lauthner's work lies in 
the fact that his critique of Lrnguage was probably the most 
completely worked out philosophy of Lrnguage within the 
tradition of classical empiricism. 
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M AX WE LL, JAM ES C LE H. K ( 18:11 - 1879), Britisl1 
pl1y·sicist, ca11w fro111 a well-known Scottish fo,nil~, tl1e 
( :lt0 rb., Iii:-. fatl1vr adopted the 11a1ne ,\Jax well on i11lwriting 
an e:-.tate original I~· belonging to that fan1ily. ,\Jaxwell was 
educated at Edinburgh l'niver:-.ity and the l 111iversit~· of 
(:a111hridge, heco111ing a fellow of Trinity College in JSS.S. 
I 11 I ,'-..Sh lie won the Ada111s prize at Carnlnidge for an essay· 
in which he dem<m:-.trated that tl,e rings of Sat11rn would 
he unstable if they were co11tinuou:-.ly solid or fluid and 
tl1at tlH'Y mu:-.t he composed of discrete and separated 
parts . .\laxwell was professor of natural philosoph~- at 
.\larischal College i11 Aberdeen from l,'-..56 to JS(--j() a11d 
professor of 11atural philosophy and astronomy at king\ 
Collegt· in London from JS()() to !Sfi.S. llis first paper 011 
electromagnetism appeared in Jh.Sfi, his electromagnetic 
field theory with the derivation of the velocity of light was 
first published in 1861 -1862 and in 11wre rigoro11s for111 in 
IS6.S, a11d he began work on the kinetic theor~· of gase:-. in 
!ShO. From !Sfi.S to IS7 l ,\Jaxwell remained at his country 
estate in Scotland wh<'re he worked on his Trl'atise 011 

Electricitlj and ,\lagnetis111, which sn111111arized the subject 
and his contrilllltions thereto. In 1871 he heca111e the fir:-.1 
occupant of the Cavendish d1air of experimental physics at 
Cambridge, supervised the co11strnctio11 of the Cavendisl1 
lahoratory, and later guided the first re:-.earcl1 dmw then·. 
During this period he t•dited the works of il<"nry· C:avt•11-
dish. During his lifetime ,\Ja.xwell al:-.o did l"l'St·,11Th Oil 

color vision, mechanics, and other topics , and altho11gh Iii:-. 
fame r<·sts on his theoretical achievements, his <'Xperilll<'II· 
tal work was 1wteworthy·. 

The electromagnetic field. \laxwell's greatest l'o11tril>11-
tion to fundamental physics was his com·ept of the electro
magnetic field, a concl·pt that 11mlerwent rn1wh n1odihca
tion hoth in the cmnst· of hi" own researd1es and at ti!(' 
hands of his st1cces:-.ors. In modnn l<'rlll:-., a field-s11cl1 
as the electric field-is a condition in tl,e span· s1irrou1Hl
ing charged bodies that determines tl1<· fore<' that a 1111it 
electric chargt· would experit•11n· if it wer<' placed at 
any point. In field theory all actions are regarded as trans
mitted from point to point hy tlw contig11ous modification 
of the field between the points, and the field is regarded as 
the seat of energy. Contemporary· ph~•sics is do111inated by 
the field-theoretic viewpoint, wlwther or not it is reinter
preted in terms of qua11t11111 theory. 

\taxwell aimed at embodying in matl1ematical notatirn1 
the ideas of ,\J ichael Faraday• and, in particular, Farada~ 's 
fruitful concept of lines of force. In this ,\Jaxwell was in
spired hy tlw work of \\'illia111 Tl10mso11 (latn Lord 1-.:t·l
vin), who had demonstrated the mathematical analog~
hetween the prohlems of heat How and of th!.' distribution 
of sta ti c electricity. :'\laxwell developed similar analogies 
in his first paper on the subject, "On Farada~.:'s Lines of 
Force" (18,5.5- IS.Sfi), drawing separate analogies for 
different aspects of electromagnetism: between electrica l 

and fluid cll1Tents, and between l'l('(_·tric or lllag11etic lines 
of forct• and fl11id c111Te11ts. \\'hilt· sugges li\' e, s11ch an 
endeavor was of course 11ot a 1111ified theory. "! do not 
tl1i11k," lw wrote, "that we have any right at present to 
1111dersta11d the action of electricit~·, and I hold that the 
chief merit of a temporary theory is, that it shall guide 
experin1e11I, witl1011t illlpeding the progress of tlw trne 
theory· when it appears." The beginning of the paper is of 
interest a:-. a state111ent of ml'lhod .\la.xwell points 011I the 
pitfalls of commitment to a mathematical formula, in which 
case "we e11tirelv lose sight of the phenolllena to he ex
plained," or to a phy:-.ical hypothesis, the irrelevant parts of 
wl1id1 are liable to carry one beyond the truth. He advo
cates instead the use of physical analogy, "that partial 
:-.imilarity· between the laws of 011e science and those of 
another which makes each of them illustrate the other." 

In his "On Pl1ysical Lines of Force" (IS6!-1862), :\lax
wcll's electro111ag11etic field theory appears for the first 
time, presented as a deduction from a detailed 111odel of 
tlw ether. ,\Jag11etic lines of force are represented as mo
lec,dar (111icroscopic) vortices in this eth<'r, the matter of 
th<' ether whirling around in planes normal to the direction 
of the lines of force, so that the latter is the direction of the 
a.\e:-. of the vortin·s. ,\Jaxwt>II found that in this fashion he 
could repre:-.ent tlw properties of I ines of force needed for 
magndmtatics, that is, that the lines shou ld tend to con
tract along their length and repel each other laterally. But 
how ca1, nei.~hhori11g vortices spin in the same sense, since 
their neighboring boundaries move in opposite directions, 
and how ar<' the:-.e motions initiated and communicated 
tlno11gl1 the ether? \laxwell a~sunwd a layer of tiny idle 
wllt'els lwtwee11 t·ach pair of vortex cells in the P1l1ereal 
suh:-.ta11ce. These wheels can rotate freely, so that a 
1111ifor111 n1agndic field is reJHese11ted hy the vortex cells 
all spinning at the same rate and i11 the same :-.e11se, and 
the interspersed wheels rotating in place in the opposite 
:-.t 0 n:-.e. Tlw idk whC'els can also move from place to place 
in a cond11ctor, 1)11I they· are co11:-.trained to rolli11g contact 
with011I ... lippillg with tlw 11eighhori11g vortices. The tra11s
laton 111otio11 of tl1<· wll<'<'ls is id<"11tified with tlw eled ri <' 
c11rrt·nt all(l u:-.t·d to t'xplai11 the ma1111er in which a mag
Ilt'lic field is cr< 0 ated by a11 dectric cu1-re11t (I !ans Christian 
Oer:-.ted's disco\'ery); it also is 11sed to account for t·lectro· 
lllagnetic induction. F11rtlwr111ort·, in a dielect ric, including 
the vac1111111, the wl1eels ar<' not free to move in tra11slatio11, 
hut can only he displac<'d sligl1th: against the elastic forces 
of the material of tlw C<'lk Tl,is action of displacellH.'llt is 
the di:-.placement current that for111s the new term ,\Jaxwell 
added to previrn1s results, while transforming all of them 
into his theoretical langnage. ,\Jaxwcll then proce<'ded to 
calculatt· the velocity of propagation of transverse waves in 
his elastic ether. The speed of these waves was propor
tional to the ratio between the dectromagnetic and elec
trostatic 11nits of charge. 

The factor of proportionality between the :-.peed of the 
waves and the ratio of the units depe11de<l ill this calculation 
on the :-.pecific model chosen for the e ther, th e arg,nnent 
showing the two terms to he equal cannot he regarded 
as very satisfactory. In "A Dynamical :\lode! of the Electro
magnetic Field" ( J,'-;(-j,5), the electromagn e tic field equations 
are presented directly without recourse to the et lwr 111odel , 



and the re lati o n lw tween ,·eloc;t>· of ,,·a,·t•s aml ra ti o of 
e lectri ca l u nit s is derived direct!~- from the eq 11 atio11s. 
S in ce, accordin !.'; to \\"i lhelm \\'elwr and Fried rich hold
rausc h ( 18.57), th e ratio het\\"een tl,e 11nits was :3.1 I X I ox 
met e rs/sec., w hereas, according to Armand Fizea11, the 
s peed of light ,v,1-; :3. 1.5 X 108 nwters/,ec., \la.\well drew 
th e importa nt conclusion that light consisted of waves 
in th e e lect rom ag netic ether. This final!~- gained general 
acce ptance w hen Heinrich I lertz !.';enerated electro
magnetic wa , ·es b y electrical means and showed that they 
had all th e p ro p e rt ies of light e.\cept that the~· were of much 
lowe r fr e q11 e ncy, a result of the conditions of generation. 

In hi s later pape rs \1axwell no longer relied 011 specific 
mod e ls of th e ether. ln the Treatise he wrote: 

Th e att e mpt w h ich 1 then [in "On Physical Line~ of 
Force"] mad e to inrngine a working model of this 
m e ch an ism must he taken for no more than it real!>· is, 
a d e m onstra tion that mechanism may he ima12;ined 
ca pable of producing a connexion mechanically 
e qui vale n t to tlw act11al connexion of the parts of the 
e le ct romagnetic field. The problem of determinin12; the 
m ech a ni sm required to establish a given species of 
conn e.\ ion between the motions of the parh of a s~·s
te m al ways admits of an infinite 1rnmher of solutions. 

:\evertlwless, he still regarded the 1111dnl~·ing plwnom
e na as m oti ons and stres~es i11 the mechanical ether, main
ta ini ng that the energy of magnetism "exi~ts in the form 
of som e ki nd of motion of the matter in t'Ver>· portion of 
space," apparen t!~- of a ,·ortical character. \la.\\\'ell's ,·iews 
differ from those of the twentieth centur~· in the follow
in g ,,·a~-s: the electroma12;netic fit'ld was not re12;arded as a 

sepa ra te d~·namic entity from matter, that i~, a material 
eth er; ordi nar~· matter was treated 111acroscopically, phe
nom enologica l! >·, rather than from the atomic point of 
vi e w . and the role of charge in the theor~· was amhiguou~. 
I ,ate in th e nineteentl1 n'nt11r~· 11 .-\. Lorentz con1bi1wd 
\lax we ll 's field tlwor~ wit!, Crn1tine11tal conn,ption, of 
atomicit~· of chargt• to e-.talili~h the classical theor~- of tlw 
duali ~m of matter a11d field. 

Kinet ic theory of gases . . -\1,o of ft111damental imp01-
tance was '.\l axwell's \\"ork on tht' kinetic theor~· of e:a~e,. 
111 der iving th t· t'.\!)t'rinwntal e:a~ law~. pre,·io11~ i1n-e~ti12;a
tors had made the simplified assumption that all the gas 
mol ecul es mm·ed with the sallle spet•d. In "Jll11~trations of 
th e l) ~·namical Tl,eor~· of ( :aw~" ( J,\hO), \lax\\"ell fir,t 
deri , ·ed the equililni11111 di~tributi011 of the ,·elocitie~ of 
th e molecules: tht· componenh of tl1e ,·elocit~· alo11g a 
g ive n d irect ion are distributed ac<·ording to ( :auss's error 
law . Th i~ paper al,o contained thl' ,tartling result, later 
d e m onst rated t•x1wrimentall~-, ·that tl,e ,·iscosit>· (i11ternal 
fr icti o n ) o f a ga~ should he independent of its demity. 
\l ax ,,·ell ,nott- t,,·o other path finding papers 011 the kinetic 
th eor~·, their mai11 :subject ,,·as the deri,·ation of the trans
port coefficients of a gas (coefficie11h of diffusion, ,·i~co~it~·. 
and thermal conducti\'it~·) and, ill the last of them, the 
di scussion of radiometric phenomena. 

'.\l a xwe ll\ ,,·ork on the kindic theory may he regarded 
a s cons tituting th e first important introduction of statistical 
reason ing in to ph~·~ics and the lir~t ~tep~ in the de,·elop
ment of statistical mechanics, later conti1111ed b~- L11dwig 
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Boltzma nn an d .f osial, ( ;i}>li, . In stati~tical lllt'l"!1a11ics the 
11se of statis t ics is 11ot a manifestation of an>· i11deter111i11i~111 
in the p11rported fundamelltal law~ of llat11rt·, a~ it i~ i11 
q uant um physics; rather it is the reflection of our igno
rance of the exact motions of the enormous 1111111her of 
m o lecu les ill any mat"roscopic s~·,tem. !'ht> \Try 1·11or111it,· 
of this rn 1ml)('r (there are ahrn,t f-i X l023 l1ydroge11 atom:-- ill 
one gra lll o f h~'drogen) and the mi1rnte11ess of tl1e indi\'id
ual molec u les gi\"t.' assurance that in ordinary experinwnts 
the measurable p roperties will be statistical in character 
and th us w ill he exactly the properties singled out by a 
,tatistica l th eo ry. 

l\laxwe ll 's demon, a hypothetical being that apparent!>· 
co11ld reverse the tendenc~' of isolated system~ toward 
inc rease of disorder or entropy and so would violate the 
second law of tlwrmod~1namics, appears in his Thcoru of 
Heat (London, 1S7:2, pp. :30S-:3mJ). The thermal equilibra
t ion of neig hboring ,·essels containing gas, representing a 
sta te of maximum disorder, could he destroyed by a being 
capable of seeing the individual molecules of the gas who 
acts so as to let onl~- the faster molecules in one container 
pass through a small hole into the other, and the slower 
ones in the latter to pass in the reverse sense. Since the 
tempe rature is determined h~' the mean e11erg>' of motion 
of the molecules, this proces~ would re~ult in the gas in 
one ,·essel becoming wanner than that in the other, with
out any interfere11ce from outside the s~·stem. The demon 
has heen exorci~ed b>· L. Brillouin a11d others (see Bril
l011in's Science and /11_fi>mwtio11 Tlicoru, :\ew York, l!J.5h, 
Ch. l."3). To obtain the inforlllation ahrn1t an approaching 
molecule that tlw delllon needs in order to dt>cide whether 
or not to open the holt', ti((' demon must absorb at least one 
quant11111 of light, the t·1wrg,· of which is reasonahh· greatt-r 
tl,an the mean e11erg~ of the quanta of thermal radiation 
that ar<' al\\"a~ s present. The absorption of this quantum 
demonstrahl~- lead, to a greater increase in entropy in the 
total s~·~tem linclll(li11e: the demon) tha11 tl,e decrease ob
tained hy proper!~- n1anip11lati11e; the hole. 
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AHTlll"H E. \\'OODRl'FF 

~I A YA. Sl'l' 1:--.:DI.\.'.\ l'HILOSOl'llY. 

l\lcCOSH, JA.MES ilSII-P-iq~I. all 111!111ential rt·prt·
,t·11tati, ,. ol "c0111111m1-~<·11,t" r<'ali,111." \\"as lior11 i11 srn1tl1-
l'l"II .-\, r,hirt·, Scotland. I le ,,,a, ed11catt-d .it Cla,gow and 
Edinlrnrgh 1111i, l·r~ities. \kCosh wa, licenst·d for tlw 
mini~tr~ in 18:3-1 a11d ,en <·d a, a pa~tor of tlw Estalili~hed 
Church of Scotland ,mtil lS.50, when he was appointed 
professor of logic a11d metaph~·,ics at (Juct·ll ·, College of 
Bt•lfa,t. ln ISfiS lw ca111t> to America to ~ef\T as president 
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of the College of New Jersey (now Princeton Univcrsit\·), a 
position he held until 1888. 

\1cCosh 's philosophical outlook was in its largest fpa
tun·s inherited from the "Scottish sclwol" of Heid, Stewart, 
and others. On one sid<· this nw,rnt the denial that our 
beliefs about tl1e e.xternal world rest on an>' dubious infer
l'llccs, causal or otherwise, from immediate!>' presented 
ideas. Those beliefs are rather the natural, noninlerential 
,w<·o111pani111ents of sensation, and their general reliahilil\ · 
cannot se11sihl y he questioned. On another (and for r,...1c
Cosh, more import.mt) side, common-sense philosophy 
meant apriorism. ln Th!' lnt11itio11s of the Mind, Ind11c
titA:ly lntestigated (London and New York, 1860), \kCosh 
undertook to enumerate certain fundamental principles 
(such as principles of causation and rnoral )!;Ood) which 
1,elong to the constitution of the mind. Although persons 
are not nec(•ssarily or normally aware of these ,·ery general 
truths, their particular cognitions and judgments arc regu
bted by them. In saying that these principles are to he 
disco\'ered "inducti\'el:,:" \kCosh d,d not mean that the,· 
an• inclt,ctive generalizations. Certainly 01w is led to these 
principles Ii>' reflection on experience. Bnt once before the 
mind, the principles arc recognized as sell-evidently and 
n<·cessarily true. l\1cCosh's realism, nnlike that of H. L. 
\1ansel and \Villiam Hamilton, was relati\'ely free of tht' 
influence of h:ant. Thus, in An Examination of Mr.}. S. 
Mill's Philosophy (London and '.\'ew York, 18fi6), \kCosh 
ddt'1Hled Hamilton's intuitional philosophy against \1 ill's 
criticism but took care to disassociate himself from the 
former's "a)!;nostic" \'iew that man's knowledge is limited 
to the finite. 

The most original nsp<'ct of \1cCosh's philosophy was 
his effort to accommodate t•volution and Christian theism. 
In one of his earliest works, The Method of the Dili11e 
Cooemment, Physieal and Mural (Edinburgh, 18,50), he 
opposed the , ·iew that Cod's design exhil,its itself t'nt1r<>ly 
in tlw lawful development of nature. Such a vi<·w, he 
thonght, amounted to a dt'nial of di\'ine providence. Di
vine government proceeds instead by a combination of law 
and particular, spontaneous interventions. \Vhen The Origin 
of Species appeared ( 18.59), l\h:Cosh found it natural to 
idt·ntify his "special providences" with Darwin's "chance 
variation-;." ln Christianity and Posifit:ism ('.\:ew York and 
London, 1871) he argued that evolution, properly under
stood, is not only compatible with a divine design hut in 
fact magnifies the Designer. Unlike Darwin, McCosh 
found nothing abhorrent in the notion that Cod employs 
the strnggle for sun·ival as a technique of creation. H e was 
confident that success in that struggle was a matter of 
moral rather than physical strength. 

l\lcCosh's writings enjoyed considerable popularity, 
particularly among the evangelical clergy who found in 
them a wa>· of dealing with the difficulties raised by 
science and science-inspired philosophies. 
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DOUGLAS ARNER 

McDOUGALL, WILLIAM (1871-HJ38), British-Ameri
can proponent of hormic psychology, was born in Chad
derton, England, the second son of a chemical manu
facturer. He was educated at schools in England and Cer
rnany, ,rnd at i\'lanchester and Cambridge universities, 
whert' he recei\'ed first-class honors in biology. ln 1897 he 
qualified in medicine at St. Thomas's Hospital, London. 
While working there with Charles Scott Sherrington, he 
read William James's Principles of Psychology, and re
turned to Cambridge to study psychology on a fellowship 
from St. John's College. He joined the Cambridge Anthro
pological Expedition (189U) to Torres Straits, collaborating 
with W. 11. R. Rivers in sensory researches and with 
Charles Hose in anthropological studies, which resulted in 
The Pagan Tribes of Borneo ( London, 1812). 11 e worked at 
Cottingen with C. E. \hiller and subsequently joined the 
psychology department of University College, London, 
under James Sully, where he puhlishcd researches sup
porting Thomas Young's theory of color \'ision against 
those of 11. L. F. von llelmholtz and Ewald Hering (Mind, 
Vol. JO, I\J()I, .52-m, 2!0-2...t,5, 347-382). ln London, and 
i11 Oxford from 1\:)04 as Wilde readn in mental philosophy, 
\kDoui!all worked on rcfle.\es, inhibition, and psycho
physi('al relationships. In Physiological Psychology (Lon
don, 1905) he combined William Jarnes's view of instinc
ti\'e action and emotion as objective and subjective 
aspects of the excitement of inherited perceptual disposi
tions, with Sherrington's theory of tlw nervous system as 
integrator of reflex and instinctive- impulsive actions. 
\1cDougall exp lained subjectivity and pmposiveness 
thrrn,gh R. 11 . Lotze's "ps>'Chonellral parallelism," postu
lating psychic C'lllT<'llts induced in etherlike soul-stuff hy 
neural acti\'ity . 

\1cDougall fin,t nutlined his lionnic psychology in A11 
Introd11ctio11 tu Social Psychology (London, 1908). He 
deri,·ed l111rnan behavior from instincts, which are innate 
psychophysical dispositions with specific cognitive, affec
tive, and co native aspects (for example, perception of 
danger, fem, flight). 111 adult ln11nans, instincts operate 
indirectly throt1gh socially acquired patt<'rns, the senti
ments, in which ol,ject(s) and instinct(s) have become 
enduring ly associated. Sentiments increasingly remote 
from innate instincts are exemplifit·d, for instance, by 
parental lo\' e, family feeling , patriotism. In the growth of 
character the developing sentiments become hierarchically 
ranged round a master sentiment (o r ruling passion) whose 
JHH.:leus in a stable character is the self-regarding senti
ment. 

In Body and Mind (London, 191 l ), subtitled A History 
a11d Defense of Animism, \1d)ougall reviewed psycho
physical theori es. To explain heredity and evolution, rnem
or>· and learning, the "body-memory" of growth and repair, 
and parapsychological evidences of personal survival, he 
now discarded Lotzean parallelism, and declared himse lf, 
11nfashionably , a dualist, interactionist, vitalist, animist, 
and Lamarckian. 



In World \Var I :\-lcDougall e nlis ted as a F rench ann~' 
ambulance driver but was drafted into the Ro~'al Ann~' 
Medical Corps. His command of a British shell-shock unit 
provided the limited c linical material for his Almormal 
Psychology (see b elow). In 1920 he hecamc professor of 
psychology at Harvard, and in l!J27 professor of ps~'clwl
ogy at Duke Universitr. His American period was one of 
imme ns e literar:,,· producti,·ity. The Group Mind (l\'ew 
York, 19:20) e ssaye d to complete t\kDougall's social 
psychology by appl~'ing the hormic theory to "national 
mind and character. " It was a work of subjective socio
political criticism rather than of objective scientific psy
chology, and resembled hi s many books of polemic and 
propaganda on national and international policy, from Is 
America Safe for D emocracy ? (New York, 1921) to World 
Chaos (London and New York, 19:31). In these he advo
cated racial e uge nics , a subsidized intellectual aristocracr, 
and a world air police, to defend the finest (explicit!~, 
North European -American) tqw of civilization. 

In An Outline of Psychology (New York and London, 
192:3), An Outline of Abnormal Psychology (New York and 
London, 1926), and Character and the Conduct of Life 
(J\:ew York and London, 1927), \IcDougall elaborated his 
theory of personality huilt from sentiments that are pow
ered by instincts, themselves channels of biological pur
posive e nergy (horme). The self-regarding sentiment gov
e rns conduct according to guide lines formed through 
identifications with admired persons or abstract ideals. 
\Vithin th e se lf-regarding sentiment, moral sentiments 
(conscience) control crude instinctive impulses, and thu s, 
in McDouga ll 's view, individual free \\'ill is trul~· exer
cised. The ordered hierarch~, of sentiments completes the 
integration of personalit~·. In Abnormal Psychology, \k
Dougall reproached hoth Freud and Jung for neglecting 
the integration of personalit\-at that time Freud's "super
ego" and Jung's "self" were not~ et formulated. 

\1cDougall 's th eor~· still had to explain the occurrence of 
autonomous complexes apparent!~· outside the hierarch~·. 
and of di ssociate d activities and "multiple" personalities. 
Rejecting Freud's determinism, \kDougall considered 
these unconscious mental functions purposive and goal
seeking. lie then combined his personalit~· theor~· with a 
revised view of bod~·-mind relationships in an elahorate 
monadic them~· based upon that of Leibniz. Ever~· person
alit~' is integrated as a com·erging hierarch~· of monads, 
each "potential!\ a thinking stn,·ing self, endO\ved with 
true memory. " A supreme monad "which each of us calls 
'myself'" exercises con trol b~· telepathic communication 
through tli e hi erarch~·. Failure of integration allows patho
logical conflicts, automatisms in sleep or hqrnosis, or even 
revolt of a subordinate monad as a dissociated personalit~·. 

;\lcDougall left open the question whether monads 
might be perceptible through the senses, and he consid
ered the monadic theory to be consistent with either a 
monistic or a dualistic ps~·cl10phy~ical theor~·. To reconcile 
a presumably purposive mind with an apparentl~· causal!~· 
determined bodr, he suggested that there might be two 
types of monad, one goal-seeking and the other cause
follmving, that were somehow interconnected, or one single 
series of monads with two aspects, causalistic and finalis
tic. Thus l\lcDougall reconciled his theory both with 
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causal- mec hani stic schemes of 11< ·1nopl '> siological le,·el~ 
(S lwrrington ) and with n1<nc pmpo~i,·e, i<·ws, 11<·11mlogical 
(llenr~· llead, Studies in Neurology, Lo11do11, l~J20) a11d 
psychological (hormism ). I lowe\'er, lw too has ti I>· cq11atl'd 
biological purpose (horme) with individ11al goal-s<·<·ki11g 
will, and acquired self-control with the capal'it> for d,oic<· 
and responsibilit~· in conduct. 

Once a noted experimental physiologi~t, \1cD011gall 
later base d hormic ps~·clrnlo,gy increasingly upon his p11r
posiv ist metaph~'sical beliefs, little upon verifiable obser
vation or experiment. His great experimental work at Duke 
was des igne d to test Lamarck's hq)othesis of evolution b~· 
inheritance of acquired characteristics. Eventually, after ten 
years and 2:3 animal generations, l\IcDougall reported an 
apparently inherited facilitation nf learning in lahorator~· 
rats. Subsequent workers have not confirmed his results. 

A lucid and persuasive writer, :\lcDougall wielded great 
if temporary influence, and guided 111,111~· English-reading 
students toward d~·namic, biological, and social ps~·cl10l
og>·· His weaknesses were his fondness for intellectual and 
verbal so lutions to empirical problems, and his temptation 
to premature s~·stematization. Admiration tinges the epi
gram that, had the Creator but paused to consult \Villiam 
;\lcDougall, there had been no 11eed of redemption. 

Additional Works by McDougall 

Psi1chology, the Study of Behat'ior. London, Wl:2. 
Ethics and So111c Modern ½'oriel Problems. '.\:ew York and Lon

don, HHt. 
The Battle of Behariori.rn1. :\ew York and London, W:28. \\'rit

ten with ] . B. \\'ahon. 
,\lodcn.1 ,\la teriulis111 and Emergent El'olutio11. \:e\\' York and 

London, I~l29. 
Psycho-analysis 1111d Social Psychology. London and Toronto, 

l~J.36. 
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Grevnwoocl, \la1or. a11d S111ith, \la~, "\\'illiam \ld)ougall," in 
Obituary Notices of Fellows of the Royal Society, \'ol. III. Lon
don, I~J:3!:J- HJ.!!. l'p. :3!:J-62. Contaim a complete liililwgrapli~. 
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J. D. lh:ntAN 

McGILV ARY, EV ANDER BRADLEY (18<i4-H.l.5:3), 
American realist philosopher, was horn i11 Bangkok, Siam. 
Il e received his B.A. from Da\'idson College in 1884, his 
\I. A. from Princeton in U,88, and his Ph.D. from the Uni
,·ersit~· of California in 1897. 1-Ic was appointed assistant 
professor of philosoph~· in California and then Sage pro
fessor of ethics at Cornell (1899-190.5). From H)(),5 to 19:24 
he was professor of philosoph~· and head of the department 
at the Uni,·ersity of Wisconsin, and in the ~·ear 1912/HJI:3 
he was the president of the American Philmophical Asso
c iation. He was the Howison lectmer in 1927, the l\l ills 
lecturer in H):28, and the Carns lecturer in 19.39. 

Philosophical orientation. ;\lcGilvar~·'s "first impulse" 
toward philosoph~· was a reaction against the theolog~· in 
which he was schooled. He came under the Hegelian 
influence of George Howison at California, and his writ
ings from 18Y7 to HJ0.3 reflect this influence. But \lcGil-
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\ ,tn, lik<' oilier I i<"geliallS of his ti111e, e\e11tuall) found 
Hegelia11is111 1111ac<'l'ptahle. Fro111 tlw start \Id ;ii vary he!< I 
tl1t· \"it·w tl,at en·n· part of tlH· world is what it is ll\· \'irt11c 
of its orga11ic relation to ever)· other part. And when hl' 
lirnkt· with I legelia11is1n, he took with him this theory of 
r<'latirn,s a11d the characteristicall) I kgt'lian \'iew that two 
a11tago11istic ideas alway, snggest a tl,ird that synthesizes 
tlw truth ol e,wl1. 

Healist philosoplwrs i11 -\nwrica during the first two 
dvcades of the twentieth ct·11tlll) were str11gu;ling; to fm11rn
late an cpistemolog;~· that would do justin· both t</tlwse 
clements in e.\perience that arc clear!)· in the ohjectin· 
world and to thosC' dqwncknt upon the e:qwri<'ncing or
g;anism. 1\1ki11g Janws's thesis that "the world is as it is 
e\perienced," the non-I Iegelia11 ,ww reali-.h de\'eloped a 
111011istic realism, hut it alway-. tl,reatencd to lwcome pan
olijecti\ i,111. 111 reactio11 tlw critical reali,ts .-.ct forth a 
dualistic realism that always threatened to ])('come pan
s11hjccti\ i-.m. 111 his "perspectiH· realism" \IcGilvary 
sought to combinl' th<' truth of 1ww realism with the truth 
of critical realism. lit·, too, took Jarnes's thesis as his start
ing point and -.oug;ht to combine epistemological monism 
with epistemological dualism and the theory of external 
relations with the tlwory of internal relatio11s. \IcCih·a1y\ 
synthesis of the objective and the rl'lative-like Dewe) 's 
and \\'hitehead\-was dul>lwd "objedin.· n·lati\·ism" h) 
:\. E. \I urph)·. 

To eff<'ct the synthesis of rnonism and du,dism, \lcCil
vary den.·loped his theor)· of pen.pectin·s. It is .-.um
marizC'd in the first three postulates of perspective realism: 
(I) "In our sense-experience there is presl'ntcd to 11-. in 
part the real world i11 which \\T all in co111111on liH•"; 
(:2) .. En·r)· particular i11 the world . . is what it is onl)· lw
cause of its context"; (:3) "In the world of natme any 'thing;' 
at an) time is, and is nothing hut, tl,e totalit) of the r<'b
tional characters, C\\Wricnced or not c:qwrit•11ced, that the 
'thing;' has at that time in whatt·\·er relations it has at that 
time to other 'thi11gs.'" \IcCil\'an· first hi11t<>d at such a 
thcor) in 1907, hut he d,d not systematical!)· .-.tatt· it until 
l\\cnty )<·ars later, and in 19:3SJ it liecame the core of his 
Carns l<'ct11res, Toward a I'erspcctit,c Realism. Thi.-. work 
is the kc)' to understanding \IcCilvary's philosophy, all(] 
it grew out of his early thinking; about the natmt· of 
C<msciot1sncss. 

The nature of consciousness. \kCih·ary lwlieved that 
the question of the precise natun· of conscim1sness was tlw 
fundamental qtwstio11 of philosophy. Like other realists, he 
agreed with James that consciousness is a relation. Since it 
was his \·iew that things are what they art· only in their 
relatio11s to other things, he could not agree with rt·alists 
who claimed that this relation was external. Conscio11s
ness, he held, is that relation b~- which anything heconws 
an experience. It is a unique kind of "tog;ctherness" of, or 
lietwee11, things. It is neither a spatial nor te111poral togeth
erness, 11m is it any other distinguishable reLition. The 
peculiar relation of feeling binds external objects togetl,er 
into an l 0 xperiential unit~· we call "consciousness," 

awaren<·ss," or "experiencing. 
\IcCilvar) thought this tog;etherness ma)· kl\'e been 

what Kant meant by the s)·nthetic unity of apperception. It 
has a unique center of reference in the bod)' of the experi-

encinL?; org;anisrn. This centeri11g givt•s to the relation of 
togetherness a character and coloring all its own. I Ience, 
conscio11sness exists in indi,idualizt·d instances, like other 
relations, ) et each instance produces an individuality 
generically different from that of all) other individualiz<'d 
relation. Each instance is its own kind of betweenness. 

.-\s lw de\ eloped this theory, \IcCilvan· increasingly 
described conscio11s11ess in tl'nns of perspectives. In addi
tion to the familiar perceptual perspectives of space a11d 
time, h<' said, cm1-.t·iousness is characterized liy intellec
tual, moral, ,111d ae-.tlwtic perspectives. All these pcrspt'l'
tives ha\·e both a pln·sical and an "epiphysical," a d)·n,unic 
and ,111 "epid)·n,unic," causal and noncausal qualit)·. The 
most distinctin· characteristic of these perspectin.·s is the 
absenc<' of energ~ transaction l>etween their station point 
(the org;anism) and objects in the perspective. The peculiar 
"epid)·11a111ic" relatedness of a perspecti\·e does not "go 
over" to the object or do anything; to it. Yet it does "go over" 
in the wa) any other relation "goes over" from one term 
to anotht'r. It is a conditioning relatedness that is not 
itself a t·a11se of tht' ph) sical e.\istence of its objects, nm is 
it itself an object in the relation comple\. Thus, a perspec
tiH· (seeing, for t·x,unple) is not an act of the organism on 
its object If it well', it would he difficult to understand 
how an organism ca11 see now what antedates the seeing, 
such as a star which ma) ha\·e e.\ploded eons ago. Like tht' 
verb "to relate," tlie verb "to see" does not name an act 
perfornl('d on the objects seen, any more than "h,wing" a 
L?;randfatlwr is an act 1wrlorrned 011 him. Physical objects 
lwcome a field of \·ision when light from them stimulates 
an org;a11is111 throug;h its eyes, just as grandparents become 
grandpan·nts only wlH·n a grandchild is born. 

The organism, th<'ll, is a co11clitio11 of vision, and as such it 
is 11ot one of the- lll('Jllliers m terms i11 the relationship, just 
a-. co111111on parents an· a cond1tio11 for the r<>lationship of 
lirotlwrhood li11t arc 11ot 11w11dwrs in that relationship. 
Seeing; the -.tar that 110 long;cr exists is no more difficult for 
:'\1cCilvary to explain tha11 how lieing a11 ancestor of a 
presidt·nt of th<' Lfnited States is a quality that comes to 
lielo11g to perso11-. wl,o die lieforc the e\·ent that permits 
ascrilii11g that characlt'ristic to them. In the same way the 
perspC'ctive realist ca11 hold that the physical object that 
initiatt>d the seri<'s of physical co11ditions which t0 nded ill a 
perceptioll of attril,utes occupying the position of that 
objed still does not !,an· those attrihutes. These attributes, 
howc\ er, can lie co11-.idered part of the real world resulting; 
from a re,tl and natural relation bdwce11 the organism and 
e.\tcrnal olijects. Not all physical q11alities, then, are Cal!S
all)· t'o11ditioncd. Sellse qualities, for example, can lie 
considered part of their object l>ut are not causally related 
to the organism that senses them. 

It is the same for '.\1cf:ilvary with memory or knowled~t• 
of the past. The pastness of all eve11t is not independent of 
all external standpoints. The past1wss of consciousness is 
retrospcctit-e, a particular kind of pcrspectivity, hut not 
retroactit-e. Consciousness also is prospective, another 
kind of perspectivity, but not active on the future. This is 
the "cpiph)·sical" or "epidy11a111ic" quality of the con
sciousn<'ss relation that distinguishes it from other physi
cal, d)·namic, causal relations that act on their objects. 
Perspectives do not <0 xist if that means being in spaee and 



tim e. Nor do the>' subsist. The lwing of a perspective is its 
heing between- "inter-sistence," \kCilvar>· called it
and t'ach perspective is its own kind of "intl'r-sistence." 

But it is not clear whetho \kC:ilvar>· tho11ght that each 
perspvctive is an instance of consciousness and whether 
perspectives go to make up what we call consciousness. 
Nor does he sho\\' us how to distinguish hetween what the 
organism contrihutes to the perspecti\·e, as its station 
point, and what is there independent of the urganism. At 
times he said nothing is there independent of the organism 
for the organism is th<:' necessary condition of an>' perspec
tive. But when Dewe>· said that the logical forms of our 
knowl edge cannot be read hack into nature (because they 
come into being only when inquir\' is instituted and are 
only modes of operating upon suhject matter), I\lcCilvar)· 
disagreed. He argued that any logical form that serves to 
solve a problematic situation serves that purpose because 
it is actually the form of the s11bject matter under inn:'Sti
gation, not of the suhject matt{•r as it was immediately 
experienced when inquir\' started but as successful inquir>· 
shows th e suhject matter to have been in the natural world. 

It is doubtful, then, that l\1cCilvary, like the other nhjec
tive re lativists, was any more successful than other realists 
in doing justice to the ohjecti\'e and the relati\'e found in 
experience. 

McGilvary's few articles on ethics present familiar posi
tions, but none of them is developed s\·stematically, nor 
did McGilvary apply his perspective realism be:,ond epis
temological and ontological problems. 

Works by McGilvary 

"Pure Experience and Real it,·: A Re-a~sertion." Philosophical 
Review, Vol. 16 (\tar 1907), :266-:284. 

"The Ph)·siological Argunwnt Agaimt Realism." Journal of 
Philosoµhy, \'ol. 4 (October W07), 58!:J-(i0l. 

"Realism and the Physical \\'oriel ." Jounial of Philosophy, \ 'o l. 4 
iDecember )!)07), 683-G92. 

"Experil'nCl' and Its Inner Dllplicit,· .·· Jor,nwl of Philosophy. 
Vol. 6 (April l!Jm) ), 225-232. 

"Experience as Pure and Cons('iousness as :\lea11i11g." journal 
of Philosoµhy, \'nl. 8 (Septe111hn 1911), ,511-,52.S. 

"The Relation of Conscirnisnes:-. and Ol,ject in Sense Perc('p
tion." Philosoµhirnl Rcricw , \ 'ol. 21 (:\larch 1912), J.5:2-17 :3. 

·· . .\ Tentative Realistic :\letaph)·s il·,." in C. P. Adams and\\' . P. 
:-.tontague. eds .. Co11tc111porary A111cricu11 Philosophy, 2 vols. :\ew 
York, 19.30. Vol. 11 , pp. 10\J-132. 

"The Revolt Against Dualism." Philosoµhical Rericw , \ 'o l. 40 
(May 1931), :246-265. 

"Perceptual and .\lemor)' Pers1wctin·s." Journal of Philosophu, 
Vol. 30 (June 19.33), W\J- 1.32. 

Toward a Persµectit ·c Realism. La Salle, Ill., 1956. Hi s l9.3~J 
Carus lectures and his 0111'- l,ook. 

Between HJl8 and HJ:2!-i \kCih-ar) published only t\\'o hook 
reviews. Hi s publication, after l92G clispla) a new inkre,t in and 
command of mathematical ph\'sics .- T\\'o of these p;qwrs are re
printed in his book. In all he puhlrslwd 4/·i articles and 2.1 reviews 
in addition to 81 articles in The Neu.: l11tenwtio11ul Encyclopedia 
(New York, 1902). 

Works on McGilvary 

:\lurphy. Arthur E., "\lcGil\'ary's Perspective Realism ." Journal 
of Philosoµhy, \'al. 56 (Februan· l!J,59). 149- 165. Reprinted in 
\\". 1--1 . Ha) et al., eek, Reason and the Co111111011 Good. Englewood 
Cliffs, '.':.t .. 1963. 

Oli\'er,' Donald \V., .. The Logic of Perspecti\·e Realism. " )011nwl 
of Philosophy, \'ol. .3.5 (April l!J38 ). 197-2.08. 
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McTAGGART, JOHN McTAGGART ELLIS 118fifi -
192.S), British metaphysicia11, was born i11 Lo11dm1, the so11 
of Francis and Caroline Ellis. (I lis fatl1er later took tlie 
name \lcTaggart to fulfill a condition for inl1eriti11g a hl'
quest.) lie attended school at Clifton and \\'ent on to 
Trinity College, Cambriflge, where h<' took fir-;t-dass 
honors in the moral science tripos in JS88. He was 111ad(' a 
fellow of Trinity in 18~)1. The next >·ear he paid a \·isit to 
New Zealand, where his widowed mother lived, and there 
he met l\1argaret Elizabeth Bird, whom he married in 18~)~). 

during a second visit to i\:ew Zealand. Thereafter he re
sided at Cambridge. Active in the affairs of his college and 
the university, he was a husy and successful teacher from 
11-;q7 until he retired in l!J:23. He died suddenly in January 

rn:2.s. 
McTaggait's philosophy is a peculiar and quite personal 

varie ty of Hegelian idealism. l1ltimate reality, he held, is 
spiri tual: it consists entirely of individual minds and their 
contents. He understood this in a wa:, that excludes space, 
time, and material objects from reality. \\'hat appear to us 
as heing these things are really minds and parts of the 
l'Ontents of minds, but we "misperceive" these entities in 
a systematic wa>', and this misperl'eption is the source of 
the whole apparent universe. Despite the unreality of 
time, \kTaggart argued, there is an important sense in 
which it is true to say that individual persons are immortal, 
and that they an• reincarnated in a succ<'ssion of (apparent) 
bodies. He also held that in reality persons stand in rela
tions either of direct perception, and consequent!>· love, or 
of indirect perception, and conseq11t"ntly affectirn1, to one 
another. Love is, indeed, the basicall)· real emotional state. 
There is, however, no Cod in this heavl'nly city, for l\lc
Taggart did not think there is any reas()n to helie\'e that 
there is or even can be an overarching mind that includes 
individual minds like ours lrnt is still in some sense an 
individual mind itself. \lcTaggart was, in addition, a cle
terrninist, though he held that determinism is not incompat
ible with the existence of val id judgments of moral obi i
_gation. 

On thPse basic points \kTaggart never changed his 
mind. He argued in support of them both in his earl>· writ
ings on Hegel and in his great systematic work, The Nature 
uf Existence. The main difference hetween his earlier and 
his later work is that in the former the arguments are di
alectical in a Hegelian manner, whereas in the latter the>· 
are more straightforwardly deductive. 

Writings on Hegel. :\ft-Taggart' s c01n11wntaries on Hegel 
are all more or less critical nf Hege l, and none is entirely 
reliable as pure exegesis. Two deal primarily with He
gelian methodology. The essays on the dialectic defend 
Hegel's method against what \kTaggart took to he com
mon misunderstandings and criticisms and offer an account 
of the wav in which the Absolute ldea works to move 
thought from stage to ~tage. The Co111111c11t<1r!J 011 l-lcgc/'s 
Logic is a detailed and ver\' careful examination of the 
validity of each step in the logical development of the 
categories. \lcTaggart frequently found Hegel to he mis
taken or confused ahout his transitions and in some cases 
offered alternative modes of development. 

The essa)'S on cosmology are among Ml'Taggart' s most 
interesting work. He here discussed, more fully than any-
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wlierc t•ls,c, a 1111111her of co11l'rl'te topics-~11d1 as the moral 
l'riterio11, .'>ill, ti!(' organil' nature of society, and the rela
tio11~ l)('tWet'll ( :Jni~tianity and I legelia11is111-i11 the light 
of Iii, 111etaph~ sil'al positio11 I le !nought out his differem·e~, 
1101 011ly with l lt>gt>I, hut wit Ii man~· of the Briti~h I legelia11s 
as, Wl'II. And in tilt' concluding chaptl'r he presented witl1 
gre,1t clarity a11d power what is essentially his 111at11re view 
of the relations liel\vee11 sch·es i11 ultimate rC',ility. 

"Some Dogmas of Religion." lu So111c Dogmas of Reli
gio11 \kTaggart ex.11ni1lt'd, in a eareful hut 11ontechnical 
111a111wr, a 1111111her of dog111as that are espel'ially rele\'a11t to 
( :lnistia11ity. (By "dog111a" lit' 111ea11t "proposition l1avi11g 
1111'1apliy~i<'al s1g11ifil'anl'e.") I le argued that dogmas of 
~0111<· sort are es~e11tial to ,Ill\' religion and that we 11111st 
l1a, <' n·asrnH·d proof of a dogma be/on· we l'all lie ju.-,tified 
i11 lwli<·\·i11g i11 it. Then, witl1011t l'bi111ing to gi\'l· conclu
'>ive arg1111wnh ( for these would involve a wlwk metaph~ s,
il'al s,~•~1<'111) he argued i11 favor of immortality, pre-exi-,t
l'lll'l', a11d deten11i11is,m, criticized tl,e helit'f in a persrn1al 
a11d 011111ipote11t Cod, a11d attacked so111e of the argu111P11h 
that have hee11 alleged to s11pport this belief. Finally, he 
tried to sl1ow tl1at tlwre is 111uch less l'0111wl'lion tlta11 is 
freque11tly l,eld to lie between the truth of theism a11d 
improved chann•s, for personal happi ,w~s. 

"The Nature of Existence." \lcTaggart' s 11wt,1physical 
s~·~km is pres<>uted in two parts. I II tl,e first, l'Olltained i11 
\'ol11n1e I of Tlil' Suture ,f Existe11,·,·, lw ga\'e an v-.:tenck·d 
argunH'11t to show that wliate\'er exi~ts must ht• of a l'ertai11 
nature a11d m11'>I, therefore, satisfy a l'ertain req11ire1ne11t, 
to lie e-.:plained lie low. I II the sel'o11d part, cccup,·ing \'ol-
11me I I, he examined various types of e11tities that rn1r 
present experict1l'e shows us as cxi~ting to determi 1w 
whetlwr these t·11tities ca11 satisfy the requirement; lw 
attempted to .tlTount for the apparent exi~tc11l·e of tl1o~t· 
<'11titil's tl1at do 11<>! really Pxist; and he evaluated the pr,tl'
tical importancv of tl1e results he had th11s rt'acll('d. 

The arg11n1ent of \ 'o l11111e I is al111ost entirely a priori. 
\lcTaggart appealed to expericnce for onh· t\\'o proposi
tio11s: that ~on1ethi11g exists, and that what cxi-,ts l,a~ parh. 
!!is argu1ne11t prm·tTds tlnough the followi11.~ stages: Fir~t, 
\kTaggart oHewd a proof of thc principle of the ldC'ntity 
of I udi s,l'ernililt·s. Second, lie argtl('d that c,Try suh ... ta1 w1· 
111n~t have a "suffil'ient desl'ription," i.e., a descriptio11 that 
uniq11t•ly identifies tltt· suhstanc<' and l'Ontains 110 refer
em·L· to s11listanl'es that arc only idcutified (as Ii~· pointing 
or h~ the use of pure!~· referring expressions), not de
scrilwd. 

Hc 11cxt mov(·d to the assertion that every suhstarn·t·, 
\\'ithout exl'eptio11, mus,t he divisible into parts that arC' 
thc,nseh-es substances, and henn· into parts \\'ithin parh 
to i11fi11it~. The crucial argument is the11 ptes('nted. The 
principl<' that <'V('r>' suhstan(·c 11111st li.1ve a sufficient de
sniption together with the principle that e\'n>· substance 
is iufi11it<'I~· di, isihle into fmtlier substances wo11ld entail a 
(_·011tradiction unl<'ss the suh~tances i11 question were such 
that from the nat1ire of an~· e-.:isting suhstanc1· there follow 
~ufficicnt descriptions of all of its parts witl,in parts to 
infinity. This c.111 oc(·ur, \kTaggart showed, if the suh
stanc(' stands i11 a l'ertai11 extremely complex relation to its 
parts , which hc called the relation of "Deter111i11ing Corre
spondP11L·e"; it ca11 occur, lw held, i11 110 otlwr way. Ilence, 

whate,·er exi~h -a11d \\'C know that ~0111ething does ex
ist -must satisfy the conditions lll'LTS~ary for it to stand in 
Delt•r111ini11g ( :orrespo11de11ce relations to its parts. 

l11 \'olu111e II \kTaggart dl'nit,d tl1e existence of ma
teri,d ohjeds, space, judgments, i11ferences, sense data, 
and certain otl1t•r 111e11tal contents, on the ground that en
tities of thest· types cannot satisf\, the conditions required 
for then1 to ~land i11 Determining Correspondence rela
ti()J1s. I !is denial of the existenct' of time, however, rests on 
a quite different argu1ne11t. This argument is i\kTaggart's 
111ost widely discussed crn,trilrntion to philosophy. Bridly, 
it is as follow~: Ternpor;il position~ and e,ents may be 
orden°d either as earlier-later or as past-present-future. 
Ordered the first way, they form what i\kTaggart called a 
H-scriPs; ordered the second wa>' they form an A-series. In 
tlH· first stage of the argument \IcTaggart tried to show that 
tlic A-series charnderisties "past," "'present," and "future" 
are esst'ntial to the existence of time. I le assumed it to he 
adrnitted that l'han.~e is esse11tial to time, and he argued 
that 11nless the :\-series charal'leristics can change, nothing 
ca11 change. The B-series characteristics cannot change, for 
if ,u, event is 1·ve1 earlier tha11 another, it is always earlier; 
a11d 11either ca11 the other characteristics of events change, 
for if it is e,·er true that an eve11t is, for instance, the death 
of a q11ce11, tlH·n it is always trne that this evt0 nt is the 
d<·ath of a q111·e11. I Icnce, witl,out the A-series there cannot 
IH' tinw, all(I i11 the s1·('011d stage of the argument \kTag
gart tried to show that a vicious i11finite regress is involved 
i11 affirmiug tlw existe11c<' of a series ordered liy A-series 
charaderistit·s. Each llH'lllher of s11ch a series 11111st have all 
tl,e :\-serie~ l'haral'l(•ristics, lie said, but those characteris
tic~ are i11co111patililt·. If we tr~· to rvmove the contradiction 
liy s,a) i11g that t•acl1 11wn1lwr possesses all the characteris
tic, at cli.fji,re11t times, we arc pwsupposi11g the existence 
of different 111onw11ts of time al wl,ich the A-series d1arac
ll'ristil'~ are posse~~l'd. But each of these n10111e11ts, to be 
te111poral, 11111~1 itsl'lf possess all of the A-series eharacter
istin, wl1id1, agai11, is i111possilile; the attempt to relieve 
this L·o11tradictio11 I>) appeal to yd another set of mo111ents 
0111'· gi,·es ris1· to a11otlwr set of contradictions, and so on. 

\kTag~art's cm11plicatecl and difficult account of the 
rPlatio11s lll'twt-e11 app<'aranct• and realit)· centers 011 the 
l'Olll'l'pt of a C-series, analogous to the H-series in having 
ih ll!emlwrs tt·latcd l>y a11 asymmetrical and transitive 
n·latio11, l>11t timeless. The 1110dl'I for the C-series relation
ship is tlw L·oncept of '"inclusio11," and the tt:·rn1s that are 
i11dudl'd in and inclusi\'<' of each other are perceptions, 
i.t·., parts of spirits. ~1cTa,l';gart argued that reality must he 
stn1l'l11red so as to forll! a set of related inclusion series 
wl1id1, 110\\'<•,er, are 111i~perceived as temporal series. He 
dH·,r tlw f1nther l'o11cl11sion that time had a first moment 
a11d will have a last rnornent. (See Tnm.) 

\IL-Taggart went 011 to discuss tlw question of tll(' value 
of the u11i\'l'rse, both in its prefinal stagl's and at the stage 
when the appearance of till)(' has Ct'ased. Taking both 
'"good" and "1•vil" to stand for simple, 11nanalyzahle char
acteristics, a11d arguing that ()Jdy what is spiritual can have 
,·,d11e, he found tliat in the prefinal stages tlw relativl' 
proportiom of good a11d evil will fluctuate considerably, 
though we can he l'onficlent that on the whole the propor
tion of good will steadily i11crea~e. In the final stage we 



will exist in a ''timeless and <'lidless state of lmT" far 111ou· 
profound and powerf11l than ,m,thing ,,·e 110w have an>' 
inkling of. \Ve shall, \lcTagg,ll't said, "know nothing h11t 
our beloved, those they love, and ourselves as loving 
them," and this will lw om 11ltirnate and 1mshak.1lile satis
faction. If ~lcTaggart' s mdaph~·sics thus concludes with a 
,·ision that he himself' was not 1rnwilling to call m,·stical, it 
is at least a ,·ision that springs from one of the most liril
liantly conceived and carel'ully exec11ted attempts an>· 
philosopher has ever produced ti> grasp tlte nature of rcal
it>· in purely rational terms. 

Works by McTaggart 

Studies i11 the /Icgc/ia11 /)iall'l'lic Camliridge, ISW1; 2d t'd .. 
Cambridge, I !:J22. 

Studies i11 /Icgc/ia11 Co.l'llwlogy. Cambridge, HJ()), 2d ed., Cam-
bridge, 19 lS. 

S0111c Dogmas of Re/igio11. London, HJOG; 2d ed., London, rn:30. 
A Co111111c11tan1 011 1/cgd's Logic. C:a111hridge, !YlO. 
The Saturc ot' Existcucc, 2 \'ols. \'ol. I, Camlnidge, HJ:?.1. \'ol. 

II, C. D. Broad: ed., Camlnidgl', rn:?.7. 
Essa~·s in S. \'. 1'.1·cli11g, t'd., /'/,i/oso1iliil'al E.1·.1·a11s London, 

1 !)34. 

Works 011 McTaggart 

C. D. Broad cleli,·ered an ohit11an address to thf:' British :\c,tcl
l'I11V which l'll!ltains an admirable ,i11111marv nf \lcTaggart's work. 
It ~va~ published in th<:' society's /'rncc•eili11g.1· for HJ27 and re
printed in the Sl'eond 1·ditio11 ol Some Dog111as of Rc/igiu11, as well 
as in Broad's Et/lies aud tlw llistor!f of /'/1iloso1ih1f (London, 
19.52) . .fol!ll ,\/cTaggart /•:I/is ,\lcTuggart, h~· C. Lo,,·1·s Dickinson 
(Cambridge, l~J:31), l'011tains 111ore i11fon11atio11 ali011t \It-Taggart\ 
life, in addition to i11tere~ti11g n-rni11isce11ces and a chapter hy S. \'. 
l\.ecling on \kTaggart\ mdapli~·sio. Tlw ~tandard l'011111wntar~· i\ 
C. D. Broad's exha11~ti,·e /~:rn111i1111tio11 o( ,\frTaggart's /'/1iloso1il111 
(\'ol. I. Cambridge, l~J:1:3; \'ol. II, in t\\'i> pa1ts, Camhridgl', 19:38). 
This work is discuswd at length h, H. L. Patterson in Tlw l'hilos
o/l/1y of C. D. Bruad (:\ew Y1;rk, l~J;j~J). (For disl'l1ssion of \kTag
gart on time, see tlie bililiograph~ !or TI\IE.) 

J. B. SCII:\EE\\'l:\D 

MEAD, GEORGE HERBERT (H-,6:3-l~J:31), Ameri-
can pragmatist philosopher, was horn in South I ladley, 
l\lnssachusetts. I le received his B.A. from Oberlin College 
in 188.3 an<l did graduate work at Harvard in JSS7/ISS,<.;, 

where he studied under Josiah Hoyce and \\'illiam James. 
From 18SS to i.sq l he studied psychology and philosophy 
in Europe. He was married in IS~)l and in the same ~·ear 
was appointed instructor at the l 1ni\'ersity of \lichigan. In 
isq2 he joined the staff of the l 1ni\'ersity of Chicago and 
later became chairman of its philosophy department. 

A major figure in American pragmatism, \lead has also 
had a large influence on psychologists ,rnd social scientists. 
l\lany thinkers, including \\'hitehead and Dewey, regarded 
!\lead as a creative mind of the first mae;nitude. I le pub
lished relatively few papers, however, and died before he 
was able to develop his many original ideas into an inte
grated philosoph~·. Large segments of his hooks ,vere col
lated from his unfinished manuscripts and from his stu
dents' notes and hence are repetitious, unsystematic, and 
difficult. 

\teacl's main philosophic themes ma>· he classified a~ 
follo\\'s: ( 1) the eml'rgcncc of mind and self from the com
munication process between organisms (often termed his 
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"social behaviorism"), cliscmsed in ,\li11d, Sdf u11d Suf'i
etu; (:2) the psychological gc•1wsi~ of scientific catc·e;oric·s in 
pmposeful acts, discussed in The Philosofih11 uf the :\d; 

and (.1) the social conception of nature a11d th<' location of 
reality in the present, discuss< 0 d in The Pl1ilosofih!I of the 
Present. 

Social behaviorism. \1ead's thoue:ht stemmed from the 
impact of Darwinism on nineteenth-century idea~. \la11 
was regarded as an organism functioning in accordance 
with natural laws. This approach opposed traditional phi 
losophy and theology and sought to understand human 
nature by the methods of experimental science. The theory 
of evolution also gave impetus to the conception of the 
universe as a process rather than as a set of fixed, unaltera
ble essences that remain inv,Hiant over time. In psychol
ogy the process concept was expressed in functionalism, 
which sought to comprehend all me·ntal phenomena not as 
structures, traits, or attributes of the mind but as relations 
between the organism and its environment. These ideas 
were taken up by heha,·ioristic psychology, which dis
missed introspection as unscientific and confined itself to 
experimental data, particul,uly the responses of organisms 
to stimuli under varying conditions. 

\lead challenged many of the crudities of behaviorism. 
In rejecting introspection, this school tended to regard it as 
a nonexistent phenomenon, since it could not he studied 
experimentally. ;\fead's social behaviorism srn1ght to 
widen behaviorism to include the introspectively observed 
phenomena of consciousness. For l\1ead stimulus and 
response are meaningful only when viewed as aspects of 
communication: they cannot he studied in abstraction from 
the social process in which actions occur. Furthermore, 
organisms do not merely respond mechanically and pas
sively to stimuli. Hather, the individual purposefully se
lects its stimuli. \lead here opposed ,1ssociationism: the 
organism is a dynamic, forceful agent, not a mute recepta
cle for ideas which are later associated. For ~lead organ
ism and environment mutually determine each other. 
\1ind emerges from this reciprocal determination. 

;\lead's naturalistic conception of introspection was 
based on the viewpoint that an idea is the early, inner 
stage in an ongoing act directed toward an environnwntal 
goal. The mistake of the behaviorists was to study merely 
one part of the complete act, the last, overt stat?;e, thereby 
ignoring the initial phase of the act, which occurs private
ly, within the ort?;anism. 

According to ;\lead actions occur within a communica
tive process. The initial phase of the overt stage, of an act 
constitutes a gesture. A gest11re is a preparatory movement 
which enables other individuals to become aware' of the 
intentions of the given organism. The rndimentary situa
tion is a conversation of gestures, in which a gesture on the 
part of the first individual evokes a preparatory movement 
on the part of the second, and the gesture of the second 
organism in turn calls out a response in the first person. On 
this level no communication occurs. l\'eithcr organism is 
aware of the effect of its own ge~tures upon the other; the 
gestures are nonsignificant. For communication to take 
place, each organism must have knowledge of how the 
other individual will respond to his own ongoing act. Here 
the gestures are significant symbols. 
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Communication is also based on the fact that actions are 
organized temporally. The consequences of behavior (final 
phases of the act) are present in imagery during the early 
phase s of the action and control the nature of the develop
ing movenw11t. There are usually several alternative ways 
of completing a movement which has been started. Since 
the f-inal phases of the act control the ongoing movement, 
the organism can select one of these alternative ways of 
conjoining means with the end. In this manner rational 
conduct is possible. \Vhere organisms use significant sym
bols, the role of the other individual controls the ongoing 
act. In advance of our completion of a social action, we 
anticipate the response of the other individual. Since our 
behavior is temporally organized, the imported role of the 
other may cause us to select a course of action that is 
different from what we originally intended. 

:\lind is the ability of an organism to take the role of the 
other toward its own developing behavior. Heflexivity, the 
ability of a person to retlect upon himself, is the necessary 
condition for the emergence of mind within the social 
process. With reflexivity the social act is imported within 
the individual and serves to alter the person's ongoing 
acts. A complete social act can he carried out internally 
without external movements necessarily occurring. :>.lead 
denotes the internalized role of the other as the "me." 
Each organism has an "I," which is a capacity for sponta
neity. The 'T' is expressed when the individual alters his 
ongoing response or creates a new response to the "me." 
Individuality and originality arise from the inner conver
sation between the "I" and the imported role of the other. 
An inner forum comes to exist, consisting of a dialogue 
between the "I" and the "me." This inner rehearsal of 
projected actions constitutes introspection, or thinking. 

In the organized group situation, such as is exemplified 
in games, the individual learns to take into himself the 
entire social organization which now exerts internal con
trol over his ongoing acts. The "generalized other" is the 
group's attitudes imported into the individual. It is here 
that social institutions enter into an in<livi<lual's thinking 
as a determinative factor and cause him to develop a com
plete self. Now the inner forum becomes an inner dialogue 
between the person and the group. 

The religious experience occurs in situations where each 
person becomes closely identified with the other members 
of the group. In common efforts, such as in teamwork, 
where a sense of closeness develops among everyone 
involved, a feeling of exaltation arises. Here Mead refers to 
a "fusion" of the "I" and the "me." 

:\lead's social psychology is similar to the psychoanalytic 
theories of Freud and Harry Stack Sullivan in that it con
ceives personality as arising from the internalization of the 
roles of other persons and relates inner conflict to the 
tension between the spontaneous forces of the person and 
the introjected demands of society. The temporal organi
zation of the act, stressed by Mead, is also a key concept in 
automatic control machinery and digital computers, where 
the later stages of a pr0<:ess feed back upon the earlier 
phases, modifying the ongoing process. 

Philosophy of science. Mead sought to find the psycho
logical origin of science in the efforts of individuals to 
attain power over their environment. The notion of a 
physical object arises out of manipulatory experience. 

Perception is coordinated with the ongoing act: when we 
approach a thing we wish to manipulate, the imagery of 
handling that thing is present in the distance perception. 
Here again there is a temporal organization of the act, in 
that the later phase of the action, the contact experience, is 
present in the earlier stage when we are merely perceiving 
the distant object. Perception involves the readiness of the 
organism to manipulate the thing when the intervening 
distance has been traversed. The reality of a thing is in the 
consumrnatory phase of the act, the contact experience, 
and this reality is present in the experience of perceiving 
that thing at a distance. 

There is a social relation to inanimate objects, for the 
organism takes the role of things that it manipulates di
rectly or that it manipulates indirectly in perceptio11. For 
example, in taking (intro,iecting or imitating) the resistant 
role of a solid object, an individual obtains cognition of 
what is "inside" nonliving things. Historically, the concept 
of the physical object arose from a11 animistic conception of 
the universe. 

Contact experience includes experiences of position, 
balance, and ~upport, and these are used by the organism 
when it creates its conceptions of the physical world. Our 
scientific concepts of space, time, and mass are abstracted 
from manipulatory experience. Such concepts as that of the 
electron are also derived from manipulation. In developing 
a science we construct hypothetical objects in order to 
assist ourselves in controlling nature. The conception of 
the present as a distinct unit of experience, rather than as a 
process of becoming a11d disappearing, is a scientific 
fiction dt·visecl to facilitate exact measureme11t. In the 
scientific world view immediate experience is replaced by 
theoretical constructs. The ultimate in experience, how
ever, is the manipulation and contact at the completion of 
an act. 

Cosmology. The Philosophu of the Present develops the 
conception that reality always exists in a present. How
ever, as it is experienced, the present involves both the 
past and the future. A process in nature is not a succession 
of instantaneous presents or a sequence of spatial points. 
Instead there is both spatial and temporal duration, or 
continuity. 

The developing action is the basis of existence. It is true 
that as we look hack the present is determined by the past. 
But each new present, as it passes into the next present, is 
a unique emergent. A new future also arises as the result of 
the emerging present. Hence, we are always reconstruct
ing our pasts and restructuring our future. Novelty stretches 
out in both directions from the present perspective. 

Every object in the universe is seen from the perspec
tive of a particular individual. What is seen from one per
sou's perspective may he different from that which is seen 
by another individual. Mead was not solipsistic, however, 
for although a person sees nature only from his own per
spective, he is able to import within himself the perspec
tives of others. Reality is the integration of different per
spectives. :>.lead made use of the theory of relativity to 
project his theory of sociality and mind into nature. Soci
ality is the ability to be in more than one system at a time, 
to take more than one perspective simultaneously. This 
phenomenon occurs in emergence, for here an object in 
the process of becoming something new passes from one 



system to another, and in the passage is in two systems at 
the same time. During this transition, or transmutation, the 
emergent entity exists 011 two levels of nature concomi
tantly. 

Mead's philosophy has been compared with that of 
.l\lartin Buber. Although their approaches stem from dif
ferent traditions, both thinkers ha\'e a social concl·ption 
of nature and conceive of the self as arising from a social 
matrix. Certain affinities between !\lead and Edmund 
Husserl have been suggested, in that the mind's reflexive 
examination of itself is an effort to describe the constitu
tion and foundation of experience. 
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WILLIA'.\1 H. DES'.\tO:--DE 

MEANING. The word "mean" and its deri\·ati\'es ha\·e a 
great many different uses. For e:-,;ample: 

(1) I mean to help him if I can. 
(2) The passage of this bill will mean the end of second-

class citizenship for \'ast areas of our population. 
(3) Once again life has meaning for me. 
(-1) \\'hat is the meaning of this':' 
(5) Keep off the grass. This means you. 
(6) That look on his face means trouble. 
(7) "Procrastinate" means-to put things off. 
\lany of these uses are of interest to philosophers in one 

connection or another. In this article we shall concentrate 
on (7), on the U!:-.e of "mean" that is i nvoh-ed when we say 
what a word. or other meaningful element of language, 
means. The k1sic philosophical task here is to make e\
plicit what this use is-in other words, to bring out what it 
is for a word to kt\·e a certain meaning. As usual, the phil
osophical problem is basic to other problems concerning 
meaning. Social scientists and humanists deal with a 
variety of such problems. How do children learn the mean
ings of \\·ords? How are the meanings in a gi\'en lan
guage interrelated'? \\'hat c,rnses words to ch,rnge their 
meanings m·er timer \\'hat are the hest wa:vs of setting 
out the meanings of various kinds of words':' How man~' 
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different rneani11gs slimdd IH' listed, Im <'\.trnplc. for the 
word "nm"':' Do propl'r 11a111t·s liav<· 111ea11i11g·:' I low 111a11, 
kinds of meaning are there':' It is cll'ar that 11011<· of tlw:se 
questions can I)(' in\'l.•stigated unless on<' is worki11g with 
some conL·ept. perhaps implicit, of lingui-.tic mea11i11g. TII<' 
philosopher sets himself the task of making e:-,;plicit what it 
i~ for a word to l1ave a certain meaning, thereby (Hm·idi11g 
a firm foundation for these more special i11q11iri<''-· 

In addition to the interest in prodding ,) co11ceptu,tl 
foundation for more special in\'estigations, there are moti
\'ations witl1in philosophy itself. For one thing, the philo-;
opher in the course of his own im e:stigations l'OIIH_•-. to 
points at which he needs to make more e:-,;plicit lii:s ow11 
implicit ability to use the word "mean." In trying to get at 
the meaning of \'arious crucial terms, he often enco1111ters 
competing claims that cannot be resol\'l.·d ju-;t hy his in
tuiti\·e sense of meaning. Does "l know that Ji" mean "I 
feel certain that p, l have sufficient grounds for this belie!, 
and pis true"? Or is mon_, im·ol\'ed':' Does "feel sad" mean 
the same in "I feel sad" and "He feels sad"':' In sm·h cases 
there are real consideration:-- pushing us in both directio11s. 
and in order to resolve the issue one is forced to become 
more e:-,;p]icit about the nature of meaning. Second, the 
word "meaning" shares with other words, such as "e:-,;i-;t
ence" and "causation," a certain lack of obviousness that 
has alwa:vs bPcn a challenge to philosophic,11 reflection. 
\\'ith one of these terms, unlike "run" or ''tree," there is no 
readily obsen'alde thi11g or aspect of things to which the 
word corresponds. \\'hat arc we -;a:ving alio11t an object 
when we sa> that it e:-,;ists':' \\'hat are we saying about 
Jones's harsh words when we say that they caused his 
da11ghter to cry~ \\'e cannot see, or otherwise sense, the 
e:-,;istence of an objed or the ca11sal hone! !)('tween the 
speech and thl' L-r~·ing, so it IH'conws a cl1allenge to ~peci!y 
just what we are attributing in these cases. Likewise, the 
meaning of a word is not a gro.-.sly ohser\'ahle feature like 
its length. phonetic l'ontent, or stress pattern. 11or is it a 
more complicated, h11t still easily understandable, rela
tional feature like its distrih11tion in \'ario11s sentence slots 
or its rhetorical etfedi\·eness. The mon· we reHect on the 
matter, the more difficult it becomes to p11t our finger on 
the meaning. \\'hat i:s it that gi\·es a certain pattern of 
sound the capacity to "point heyond itseH" to its meanini.(:' 

It will be useful to discuss om problem in the form 
"\\'hat are \\e sa> ing abrn1t a word when we sa>· what it 
means':"' Of course, clarifying specifications of meaning 
does not in itself suffice to analyze l'Ompletely the concept 
of linguistic meaning, for specification of meaning is onl~· 
one of the conte:-,;ts in which that concept occurs. Of almost 
equal importancl' is talk about someone's knowing the 
meaning of a word and talk about something's ha\·ing or 
not ha\·ing meaning. \:e\'!'rtheless, there is ground for 
supposing that if we could clarif~· specificatio11s of mean
ing, this would enable 11s to clear up th<'se otlwr contexts 
as well. 

THEORIES OF MEANING 

\ln:st of the attempt:- to deal with the problem l',111 he 
grouped into three t\'JWS of theories, referl'11tial, ideational, 
and stimulus-respon:se. A critical presentation of each of 
these in turn follow:s. 
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Referential theory. Tlw referential theor~ i..,, 011 tht• 
-..11rfol·t·, tlw ..,irnplest, and it dominate.., 1110 ... t tl1inking about 
me;111ing. It 11..,11alh ..,tern.., from concT11trati011 011 tlw 
propt' r n;mw ;1.., the t, pica! unit ol nwa11i11g. \\'ith a propn 
n,mw l·,·er~ thi11g ..,eems to he simpll'. I kn· i.., tlw nallle 
"John ", there i.., tll<' man 11;111wcl. All the factors are ont in 
the open . there i-.; nothing my..,te riou.., ;1hout it (11ntil \\l' ask 
whc1t makt· -.. the \\'ord "Jol111" the name of thi.., ma11 l. It i-.. 
tclllpti11g to g<·tH•r;dize thi.., acco1111t and hold that for an~ 
\\'ord to ha,·(• a 111ea11i11g 1.., for it to 11;1me, de-..ignatl', or 
n·fer to -.;omething other tha11 ihell. \'ariatio11s of the 
tlwor, differ m"Cr whethl·r the meaning of a \\·ord is to he 
idt·11tifil'd \\'ith ( I) what it refers to or (:2) the relation he
hn·t·11 tlw \\'ord and ih referl'11t. 

Difference between meaning and reference. The fir-.;t 
forlll of the reL1tio11al tlwor~. though comlll<lll in popuLu 
writi11g.., on -..em,111ti('s, c.111 lw ..,ho,\'n to lie untcnahle he
C,lll..,l' t\\'o expres-..ion.., l',lll l1a\'t-' till' ..,;une n·krent lint 
dilfrrc11t meaning-... Thi.., i-.. Ii,· no\\' a Luniliar point in the 
lilt'rat1nt·. Frege's cla..,..,ic t':\;1mple h;1.., to do \\'ith the e.x
pre-....,io11.., "the morning -..tar" and "the e,·<·ning ..,tar." The~ 
refer to the ..,a11H· cxtrali11g11istic entit~·. the planet \'ern1-.;, 
hut tltl'\ do not han: the s;um· meaning. If tl1e~ did, one 
could kno\\' that the morning star i.., tl1l' ... amL· e11tit~ ,1-.; the 
e,·e11i11g ... tar j11..,t Ii~ unclr•r..,tandi11g the meanings of the 
t<'rrns ta.., with "The tl1ern10lllder i11 my -..tudy is the s,1mt· 
object a-.. the i11-..trument for mec1..,11ri11g telllperature i11 
m~ ..,tud, " ). H11t thi-; is not the ca.., e . It \\'a.., an a-..tronomic,d 
di..,cm·er~· that the morning ..,tar a11cl the e, e11ing star art· 
the ..,a111e. \lore generall~, anything to \\·hich ,,·e ca11 
refer ca11 he referred to h~ a ,·arid~- of non syn on~ 111011-.. 
expn_ . ..,..,ions. Thu .... \\'in..,ton Churcl1ill c.111 he referred to ;h 

"the prime minister of Creat Britain dming \\'oriel \\ 'ar I I" 
and as "the author of The Gathering Storm." Sinl'e mea11-
ing c;u1 , ;n~· \\'itho11t a corresponding, ari,1tion in refen·nt, 
ha, i11g a cert;1in llleaning cannot con-..i..,t i11 n·krring to a 
certai11 object. 

Reference and other semantic relations. I 11 \'ie\\' of thl' 
clitfieultie-.. with the f-ir-..t form of tlw refere11tial theor~, tlw 
more careful \Tr..,ions identif\ the meaning of ;m e:\()fl'',
sion \\'ith the relation lwt\\'ee11 an e:\pression and ih rd·
erent. Thi.., ;1cco1111t has the merit of foc11..,ing ;1ttention 011 
the q11estion of \\'hat that n•Lition is, the qllt-,..,tio11 of \\'hat it 
i.., that gi\'l_,.., a certain expr<·..,..,ion one referent rather tha11 
another. But like tl1e first ,·<·rsion it runs into difficult~ m·t•r 
the a ... -..umption tli;1t e,Tr~· meaningful expn·..,..,ion dot•-.. 
refer to something. Fir..,t, tl1ere are m;m~· clas..,<·.., of \\'ord.., , 
including preposition.., and conju11cliom,, wliicl1 do not 
..,eem to he indi,·iduall~ connected with discriminable 
thint.>;s or aspects of things in the extralinguistic world as 
a name i.., cornwcted \\'ith the thing named. \\'hat docs 
"and," "if." or '\1hout" refer tor \\'c would be hard pres..,ecl 
to sa~. \\'ord.., like these may be set aside for special treat
ment. They \\'ere dubbed "syncategorematic" hy the mecli
e,·al logician-.., on the gnrnncl tlwt they make ..,ense on!~· 
\\·hen u ... ecl \\"ith terms belonging to the "categories" (Of 
Ari ... totle) , \\'hich include, roughly, nmms, acljecti,·es, \'erhs, 
and alh crb .... I 11 a ..,imilar \'ei11 more recent writers of a ref
erential perq1asion, like Bertrand Bussell, have held that 
such \\'ord-; h;l\ e no meaning "in isolation" hut only modif~ 
the se11..,e of \\·hole sentences in which they occur. One 

might \\'ell q11e-.;tion thl' cLiirn that con,1unctio11s have mean
ing in ;1 Jia..,ic;dh different st•nse of tl1e term from that i11 
\\'hich noun~ and \'erlis do .. -\t first lil11sh, it seems that in 
-..,1~ i11g '"If' lllt';rn-..-pro,·idcd that" \\'e are .,a, ing j11-;t the 
.. ame sort of thi11g a.., hy uttering .. 'Procrastinate'' means
to p11t things off." If so, we should not he so hasty in aban
doning the attelllpt to gi,·e an aceount of meaning wl1ich 
;1pplies equal!> to both. 

But e, en if \\'e excl11de conj1mction.., fr01n the scope of 
the theor~, the refere11tial theorist has trouble with the 
"categorical" terms themst>h-es .. -\t this point we should 
..,a~ explicitly \\'hat reference is. As soon as we try to do so 
we ha,·e to eliminate the fiction that words engage "on their 
o\\'n" in the acti,·it~ of referring; speakers of a language use 
\\·ord.., to refer to ..,onwthi11g. (The ..,ame point i.., to be rn;1de 
alirnit ..,11ch tl'nn.., as "designate," "n,1me," ;md "de11ote.") 
To 11..,e an <'Xpres..,ion to rl'fer to xi.., to utter the expressio11 
in order to make t·:\plicit \\ lwt om· is t,dking about. If this is 
"·hat rderri11g i..,, then it i.., proper nouns, pronouns like 
"he" and "this," eornmon 11ou11s in the plural (''trees") 
and 11ominal phr;1..,es of ,·,uious sorts ("the typewriter," 
"~our car") which ;1re used to refer. Common 11011ns in 
the singular, acljecti,·es, ,·erhs, and ach-erh-; do not hm·e 
thi-.. f11nctio11. ( >11e cannot use the \'erb "run" in any of 
ih form.., to make it e:\plil'it that 011e is talking about either 
tlw acti, it~ of nmning or a particular act of running. 
For tht' fon1wr one rn11 ... t use "running" and for tht--> lattt·r a 
phra..,e like "that rnn of his." One does not say "Run al
\\';1~.., tire.., 111e." Tl1e..,e gralllmatical observations are pcrti
ne11t lwc,1u..,<· tl1e~ ..,Jio\\· that referring is one li11guistic 
h111dio11 amo11g otlwr-... ,1 f11nction performed b~· some 
kind.., of ling11i..,tic expn·..,si011.., all(! not other .... It is not 
so1lldhing eoc:\te11si,·e with meaning. 

It 111a~ lw that thl· n·ferential theorist is using ''refer
(•nct'" in a loo-..t·r ..,en-..c ;1.., a general type of worcl-worlcl 
relation of \\ hich referring in the ... trict sense is <ml~· one 
"Pl·ci;d t·;1..,t·, along with c0111wting, denoting, etc. Tl111s, 
,dtl1ollgh "rn11" can11ot lie used to refer to the adi,·ity of 
rn1111i11g, ii crntld lw 'iaid to de11ofp that acti\·ity, which 
-..imply nwam tl1;1t the \\'ord can he trnly applied to x if and 
01il~ if x C'llg;1gt•-.. i11 that adivit~·. Tl1e difficulty· here lies in 
..,p<·cifying wl1,1t all t]w..,t• relations h,we in l'ommo11. \\'hat 
c.tll lw said other than that thev are all relations between 
lingui..,tic all(] no11ling11i..,tie elements, which seem to l1a,·e 
-..011wthing to do with 111eaningr' And that does not get us 
\"(•r, for. 

Attacl1ment to the referential theor~ has led philoso
pll('r~ into rna11, blind alley·s. If to ha,·e a meaning is to 
refer to ',(lllWtl1ing, tlw11 it m11st lie possible to find a ref
erent for e,·er~· meaningful expression, including whole 
..,e11tenn•..,, \\ 'e do not ordi1~arily think of a sentence as 
ih<·lf referring to ..,onwthing. One refers to somcthi11g hy a 
\\'ord or phr;1st· in the course of uttering a sentence. But if 
01w l1o]d.., tlw rdere11tial theory one must find a referent. 
Some hm·e held that ;1 (declarati,·e) sentence> refers to the 
fact \\'hich mah•.., it trne or fa]..,e; ..,ome have held that all 
trne se11tences lwve the same reference, which has been 
,·,Hiou..,]~· specified as the existing universe as a whole, and 
a.., Trnth concei,·ed as a single abstract entity. \\'hen an
s\\·t·rs to a q1wstion ,·ar~· as wildly as these, we may well 
wonder \\'hether the question makes sense. 



'.\lost discussions of nwaning i11 referential terms s11ffer 
from superficialit>· because th e > do not take serio11sh 
enough the necessit>· of spl'cif>·ing what it is that conn ech 
an expression with its re fere nt. Insofar as e.\.jHessirn1\ do 
refer to something, this is clearly tli e heart of th e prnlile111, 
and it is clear that it is to lie locat(•d somewh ere in the 
activity of langnage users. It is oli,·irnrs on reHection that 
no linguistic element h:1\ any llll'aning or referencl' or an> 
other semantic status, except Ii>· ,·irtnl' of ,vhat u:-.ers of the 
language do with it. Apart from that, a \\'ord is just a sound 
pattern, devoid of special significance. The other two 
theories mentioned, the ideational and the stimulus
response, look within thl' activity of using languagl:' for 
the ke>· to meaning. The ideational theory concentrates 
on the inner connection lwtvv·ee n cons cious ideas and 
speech beha,·ior, and tht, \tinrnlus-respon\e theory con
centrates on oute r, publicly observable c<m1wctio11s be
tween speech and th<, stimuli that c,·okc· it, on the 011e 
hand, and responses to which speech gi,·es ris e, on th(• 
other. Either of th ese th eor ies can Ill' cast a.~ a .~tatement of 
the connections between words and their referents, in 
which casl' they are saddled \\'ith th e assumption e\am
inecl above, that all m eaningful exp rl':-.sions refer to some
thing. But the>· need not ti e tlwrnseh·es to the referential 
theory b>· this assumption, a11cl in <•xamining particular 
theori es of these type:-. we sha ll alis tract from thi:-. 
difficulty , insofar as this is possible. 

Ideational theory. One of the classic state,nenh of tlw 
ideational theor>· was gi\'l·n Ii~ the se,·en teenth-cen tur~· 
British philosopher John Locke: "TIH• usl', th en, of words 
is to he sensible marks of ideas; and the idea:-. the>· :-.tand 
for are th e ir proper and immediate signification" (Essay 
Concerning Human Understanding, Bk. I I I, Ch. :2, Sec. l ). 
The conception of language and speech that li es hehi11d 
this statement is as follo\\'s: Language is essentially an 
instrument for the com111unication of thought. Tl1ou~lit 
consists of a succession of id eas in con~eiousness, the~c 
idea:-. being direct!>· accessible onl>· to thl'ir pmsessnr. 111 
order to 111ake others cognizant of one\ thoughts, one 
employs p11blicl>· olisen·alile sm111ds and marb a\ repre
sentation:-. of these idea:-.. Comm1111i cati011 i:-. sut-ces-;ful 
when my utt e rance aro11ses in you th e ~ame idea ,,·hich 
led, in me , to its is~uanc('. Th11s the crncial Ltd aliout a 
word, semantically , is its regular associat ion \\'ith a certain 
idea. 

The conception of thought i n\'ohcd here has often been 
criticized, espec ially ih assumption that thought exi~ts 
independently of language, the latter coming in only l>l'
cause interpersonal t·ornmunicati011 1s desirable. For 
present purpos es, IHiwe,cr, \\'e shall coneentrate on the 
more strictl>· semantic features of this \'iew. The ideational 
theory of meaning can \\'ork only if for e\'ery llll'allingful 
linguistic expression-or, rather, for e,·ery di~tinguishahle 
sense of e,·ery expre-;s ion-tlwre is an idea \\'hich is regu
lar!>· associated ,,ith that expression. To ~a> it is regularly 
associated is not to imp]> that the \\'ord is ne, er uttered 
without heing trigge red by the idea; Loeke is at pains to 
point out that most of the time \\'l' use langua~e "unthink
ingly. " It implies only that there are oceasions on whid1 
the m·ctnrence of this idea gi,·es rise to the utterance of the 
\\'Orel and that these are th e basic occasiom by deri, ation 
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from wliidr the otll<'r mT;1-,im1-, d<·~(·l\ <· tll(' 11a111<· of 
speeeh. One wa, of p11tti11g thi~ i-, ti> ~a> tl1at tll<' ,,md ,~ 
not being 11s c cl ,vith a SJ)l'cific llll',llli11g 111tln-, tll<' '>J)('ah<·r 
could call up the appropri:ttl' idea in eo1111<·cti1n1 ,, itl1 tll(' 
\\'ord if he ehose to do so. l 111fort1111at<·l>, tlt1~ do<'~ 11ot 
sel'm to be the casl'. Cons ider a \c11tl'11LT takl'tl at ra11dm11. 
"Jnnease~ in thl' standard of li,·ing lra\'l' not l)('cfl off-,<"! l>, 
correspondin~ incrl'ases i11 the i11t·rnne of clerical JWl'>01t-
11el." Ask >'otirS(0 1f· \\'hcthcr there \\'as a cli~ti11~ui~l1:1lil<' 
idea in your mind conesponcli11g to eaeh of the mea11i11gfnl 
linguistic units of the sentence, "increases," "in," "tlr<", .. 
"standard," etc. One can safely predict that rnmt p<·opk 
not only \\'oulcl report no distinctiH· imagen actualh O{'

t'Urri11g when the y spoke or heard the ~entence lrnt \\'rndd 
not he able to call up a11 idea disti11cti\'l· of each of the 
cons tituent words. It may lie that wlwnc, er I Ii ear or\ 1wak 
a \\'ord \\'hose mea11i11g I kno\\', sueh as "i11creas(•s," I ha,e 
a ,·ague wnse of farniliarit>· \\'ith the wmd, and I 111iglit 
term thi~ sense an "idea of 'increases.'" B11t tlri-, wrnrlcl not 
lie tlw sort of "idea" required for Locke\ tll('my. If we arl' 
to explain mearnn_g in term-, of word-ick:1 a.~:-.ociation, \\'l' 

will hm·e to bring in ideas \\'hich arl' identilial>le apart 
from reco gn izing what tlie ,,·md llleans. Otl1crwisc tlH· 
exp lanation will lie circ11lar. That is wll\ Loeh, and lri:-. 
follower s ha\'{' c1mcentrated 011 S<'ll~ory imager~; a gi\'ell 
sen\or y i111age seems to lie intrnspecti\'l·h recog11i1.ablc 
apart from la11guagl'. Tillis till' idl'ational theorist i:-. l'aught 
in a dilemma. If hl' imists on i11dt0 Jwnde11tl~ rt·cognizalilc 
sensor, ideas, he carrnot find enm1gh to 111ake his theor> 
work. If Ir e US('\ "idea" a:-. it is used in a phrasl' likt· "I gd 
the idea ," hl' ('a11 perh,tp\ claim that t·,·en· mea11ingf11l 
\\'orcl i:-. a\:-.ociated with a clisti11ctiH' id<'a. Bnt one can 
:-.peeif>· \\'ltat an ide,1 of "\tall(Lnd" is 0111> Ii> saying that it 
is \\'lwt one geh \\'hen rnw is :1\\'aw of tll(' \\'ord "standard" 
and kno\\'s what it me:ms; henc<· "id<"a:-." of tlti\ sort can11ot 
lie brought into an acernrnt of tlw 11at11rc of 11wa11i11g. 

Thl're are difficu ltie.~ e, <'II Im thml' ,,·orcb that all' lllo:-.t 
clo\el>· linked to :-.e11:-.or> i111,1~er>. E, en lwrc there i~ 110 
o ne-to-one t·orrc~p011dc11ce lwt\\'l'l'll a~\<>ciatl'd imagt· and 
meaning The sam<' imagl' can l>e a~~ot·iatcd \\'ith word" of 
different meaning, and the s:1111t· \\'ord li11 thl' salll<' ~e11~e) 
can h,n e \\'idely difll'rl'nt image\ a:-."ociatl'd \\'itl1 it. Tl1e 
image of a ~leeping beagle miglrt \\'ell al·(·ornp,tn> the 
uttcranct' of " lwagle," ""ll'ep," "ho,ne," "q11ict." "peac<", .. 
"hound," "dog," ":-.porh." or "anilllal," to me11tio11 mil> a 
le,,. of the po"siliilities. The \\'ord "dog." in ih 11sual Sl'll.~l', 
ma, at 011e time he accmnpanil'd Ii> the i11iagt· ofa collie, :1t 
another time ll\ the image of a tcnier, or1 011<· occasion ll\ 
the image of a do.~ -,ittin11;, on a11otlll'r l>> the illlagc of a dog 
sta11din g, and :-.o on. Ideas are not di~trihutt·d in the wa, 
required hy the ideatio11al them>. 

Stimulus-response theory. A fr1rther dl'fi(·il'nc>· in the 
ideational theory -,tern-; from tlll' fact tl1at \\'C do not ~cttll' 
que\tion\ abo11t rneanin~ Ii~ lookin.~ for idl'as 111 the 111i11ds 
of ~peaker:-. and li:-.tener\. If I am in do11lit ahrn,t tl1e e,act 
·"ense in which yo11 ll~<·d the \\'ord "social" i11 somcthi11.~ 
you s:licl, I do not tr> to find rn1t Ii~ a:-.king \ ou what i111-
a gen act·om pan ied > our utterance of the word. It is I H>t c I l ·ar 
what \\'t' do look Im to -,ettl<' "ud1 q11e.~tioll\, hut the bet 
that we ha,·e public con:-.l'n~us 011 \\'l1at \\'ords fll<•,tn 
:-.trongly sugge:-.ts that meaning is a f1111dio11 of p11lili('h 
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ohst·n ahl<' aspects of the langu,igt· sit11ation. This consid
eration l1as inspired a 11t11nhc1 of thinkt•rs to de,·elop a 
theory of lll<'a11ing in terms of such aspects. Ob,·io11s can
didatt-s p1<·s<·1it thernseh·e.s as soo11 as we recall that 
SJW('clJ Ol't'lll's i11 ph\'sical c<mt('.\ts a11d tlwt it tq>ically has 
sornc effect OJI tlw person(s) addresst'd. It is natural, then, 
to look for 1m•;ming in reguhirities of conn<•ction between 
utt<·ra1H'<•s a11d p11blicl!· obsen ahle feat11res of the co1111111J
nicatio11 sit11ation. This tendenc! has hee11 reinforced Ii! 
th<' s11<·<·c·sst•s of ps!'l'hologists in <'Xplaining certain aspects 
of heh;1\ im i11 terms of stimul11s- response ('Onnections, 
tl1ereh! gi, i11g rise· to a l101w that th<' tre,1tment c;m IH' 
extend<'d to \Trhal lichm·im. 

TII(' l'llld<'st lorllls of the theory ;nt· to lw found in the 
,,·ritin,gs of li11g11ists \\'ho ha,·<· tak<'11 m·t•r l'On(_'epts fro111 
heha, ior,tlh ori('11ted p.s~clrnlog! with litti<' awareness of 
tl,e dilfic1dtil·:, i11\'ohecl. Th11s, Leo11anl Bloomfield has 
said that tl1e "mea11ing of a li11g1Jistic form" is "the situa
tion i11 \\'hi<'h tll<' speaker utters it and the rc·sponse \\'hicl, 
it calls lmth i II till' l1t>arer" ( La11g11age, p. 1:39). This fomn,
lation is al>s11rdl! m·ersirnplifi<'d. A 1110111ent's reflectirn1 
sl101ild snffic<· to l>ring out the great ,·arid! of situations i11 
wl1icl1 almost an!· gi, en word- "houst·," "impressi\'l·," 
"in," "wl1<·n·as"-is 11ttered. lt se<·1ns cll'ar that there is 
11othi11g t·o1rnnm1 to all these sitnatio11s whi(_'h is disti11ctl\'t' 
of the nH•a11ing of tl,c ,,·,1rd. A11alogo11s comments apply to 
rcspon.s<·s to ut!l'ra1H·e.s. 

Sophisticated forms of the theory. S11ch ps!·cl10logists as 
C:l,arl<·s Osgood and such lieha, iorall! oriented philoso
phers ;1s Charil's \!orris h,1,·e d('\'(·lop<'d more sophisti
cated accrnmts. lntere-.tingly en011gl1, th<') ha,·e foc11-.<'d 
e.\clusively on the re-.ponses to utterances and ha,·e ig
nored the sitnatio11s i11 which the 11tterancL·s occ11r. Per-
1,ap-. this is l)('c;111s<' tl1ey ha,·e tak<'11 11at111al signs (for 
example, a t·crtai11 11oise as a sig11 of a11 i11Jproperl~ seated 
\'ah e) as their 111odel for the treatment ol la11g11age. :\att1ral 
sig11o,; arl' 11ot i11te11tionally produced, so the locus of a 
lwha,·ioral a11al~·sis would he 011 their int<'rprl'tation co11-
strned i11 term-. of wsponse.s. \\'orking within these li111ita
tions, both Osgood and \lorris try to take ,1ccouut of t\\'o 
difficulties faci11,g a liehavioral anal~·sis: ( 1) 011 differcut 
occasions \Tr~ different responses ar<' made to the utter
;mce of a given expression, ev<·11 whe11 used in the same 
sense. (2) Somdimes tlwre is 110 ov('rt response at all. 
Osgood tries to deal with these comple\ities hy id<'ntif~·ing 
memJing with an "implicit" response, \lorri-. h~ c·once11-
tr;1ting on a "disposition .. to respond. 

Osgood's accrn1nt intimately depe11ds on the assumption 
(criticized earlier) that e\'ery me,mingful linguistic e\pres
sion refers to something (or, in his terms, is a "sign" of 
something). F11rthermoH', he assllmes that there \\'ill he 
typical rc·sprni.ses to the thing of which a given word is the 
"sign." In his ,·i<·w till' word functions as it does through 
eliciting a fractional portion of the response norm,111~ 
called out by its object. Thus, the word "hamn,er" does its 
.ioh 11!· l'alling out in the listener implicit grasping and 
pounding resp011ses. These "fr;1ctional" responses usuall~· 
clo 11ot get as far as m·ert action. Tl 1ey are genera 11 y 
confined to pmt·l~· internal muscular contractions, glandu
lar secretions, and nelllal processes and hence are proper}~· 

t<'rn1ed "implil'it. Osgood the11 identifies the meani11g of 
a11 expression witl1 an appropriate set of such implicit 
fral'!ional respouses. \1orris, 011 the other hand, finds tlie 
crncial S<'lllantic I.id ahm1t langu,1ge in the prnductio11 of a 
dispo.sition to respo11d rather than in the elicitation of an 
act11al (t•,en implicit) r<'sponse. His idea can lw explained 
as follo\\'s: Suppose 1 say to ~·mJ, "There is heer in the 
refrigerator." As pr<',·ious ly noted, we cannot find any 
o,·<>rt response cornmo11 to all, or e,·en most, instances of 
this utterance. Tlwt is because the response, if there is any, 
is depe11dent on ma11y factors other than the utterance, 
such ,ls the desires a11d helids of the hearer and the social 
sit11atio11. lf we think of th<' response of going to the refrig
<'rator ;md getting heer, we can think of the utterance as 
suppl!·ing one of thl' conditions for tlwt response, the 
k110\\'ledge that theH· is heer t,1 lw had there, though other 
co11dition.s will still have to he satisfied-desire for heer, 
lack of scruples agai11st drinking it, etc. This can Ill' formu
latl'd th11s: The utterance has produced a disposition to go 
to the refrigerator a11d get beer if one wants heer, has no 
S('rnpl<'s against dri11king it, ... To s;1y that it has pro
d11ced such ,l disposition is just to say that it has provided 
01w of the conditions for such n response and hence has 
altered the situatio11 in such a wa~· that now the response 
will Ol'l'lll if the other conditions are satisfied. 

Tl,e attl'mpt to gi\'<' behavioral analyses of mea11ing is 
still in an earl!· stage, and it would he premature to d<'liver 
a fi11al , erdict. \:<'\ ertheless, onl' Jn-;st rc·cognize that at 
present they e.\hiliit somt· glaring deficiencies. First of all, 
thl'! are saddled \\'ith the assumption that ever~· meaning
lid li11guistic 1111it is a "sign" of some discriminable extra
ling11istic thin,g, aspt'l't, or state of affairs. It may lw that ;1 
hel1a,·ioral account co11ld he given which did not depend 
on thl· alim·<· assnmption, hut that this is possihle is not 
d<'ar, sincl' the pertine1Jt responses me singled out as 
tl1osc \\'hich ar<' made to th<' '"oliject." Second, we ha\'e the 
sa111<· diffic1dty as with th<' idl'ational tlwory, namel~·, iden
tilyi11g thl' proper .sorts of l'ntiti<'s with the right distribu
tion. Osgood does not tell 11s how to get at the fractional 
inJplicit responses, and e\'e11 if he could it is doubtful that 
tlH·y m·L·ur in s11ch a way that for each meaning of each 
word there is a single s11l'h respon.se which occ11rs (almost) 
invarialil~ when that word is uttered in that sense. 

\lorri~' acc01mt looks phmsihle ,ls long as we stil'k to 
11tt<-ranl'es whi(_'h sen·e to prO\·ide information about prac
til'ally relevant fact-. i11 the immediate environment. But 
what disposition would be produced by "The Pc·lopon
nesian \\'ar was a disaster for Greece"? ~loreover, as \!orris 
specifies dispositions, there may be an infinite number of 
dispositions produced hy any utterance capable of produc
ing a di-.position. Consider all the actions tl,at a person 
possess<'d of the information that the heer is in the refrig
erator might perform if certain other conditions held. For 
ex,Jmple, if he l'ould 11ot resi-.t pouring heer on his head, 
h<' wrnild go to the refrigerator, get some lieer, and ponr it 
OJI his head. The nmnlwr of such dispositions that cou ld, 
b~ \!orris' principles, he s;1id to he produced by the utter
ance is limited onl~· h!· the limits of our ingenuity. 

Difficulties in traditional theories. ~luch can lw learned 
from the unhappy fate th;1t has befallen each of the tradi-



tional types ol theory. Each is based 1>11 a wal insight into 
the nature of language and nH..>,rning. ( 1) Language is us<·d 
to talk about the extralinguistic \\·oriel (referential), (2) it 
somehow expresses our thoughts and idC'as (ideati onal), 
and (,3) \\'ords have meanin g h, ,·irtue of the \\'d\ sin which 
the,· figure in human acti,·ity (stimulus-response). But all 
of these insights get perverted through m·ersimplificatiun. 
Tlrns, ( I) becomes the idea that each meaningful unit is 
connected with something discriminable in the extra
linguistic world in the same way as any other. On the basis 
of (:2) it is supposed that each meaningful unit has a fixed 
association with a particular "idea," and (3) analogoush
leads to a se,nch for regu lar stimulus- response associa
tions in which words figure. It is important to see that 
things do not work out in so piecemeal a foshion. \IPre
over, the ideational and stimulus-response theories suffer 
from supposing that the meaning of a ,,·ord is to he 
identifie<l with something that happens l'\·er~· time it is 
used. ln Roger Brown's happ,· phrase, they look for the 
"click of comprehe nsion." 

Accounts of meaning, as 11suall~· presented, suffer from 
another, more formal defect. The)· are general ly formu
lated as answers to the question "\\'hat sort o f an entit~· is a 
meaning, and how must an ent ity of that sort h e re lated to 
a gi,·en word in order to be the meaning of that \\'ore!·~·· 
Thus. the referential theory usually takes the form of s,n·
ing that the meaning of a word is ih referent or. altern,1-
tively , is th e relation l>etween a \\'Ord and its rdne11t the 
icleational theory holds that the meaning of a word is thl' 
idea with which it is associated: the stimulus-re-.ponse 
theory (in Osgood·~ form) holds that the meaning is the 
fractional impli ci t response which the ,,·md e li cits. Thi.~ 
way of ,·iewing the problem stems from a misconception of 
the "logical grammar" of "mean~." \\'hen we say what ,1 
word means (" 'Procrastinate' means-to put things off") 
the grammatical form of the sentence uw,· lead us to sup
pose that we are specifying an entit~· \\'hich is the meaning 
of "procrastinate." But this construction of th e statement is 
untenable, as can be seen from the fact that the acti,,ity of 
putting things off passes none of the te-.ts for identit, \\'ith 
the m e aning of the \\'Ord "procrastinate," or any other 
rne,ming. Thus , putting things off i-; an ac:ti,·it,· in \\'hich I 
often engage, but it makes no sense to say that I engage in 
the meaning of "procrastinate,'' or an, other meaning. 
Phrases of the form "the meaning of \F" simpl~· do not 
operate that way. \lore generally, it is impossible to iden
tify the meaning of a word with any entity not alreach· 
specified as a meaning. \Vhether we take ideas. responses, 
or referents (a class whi c h o lwiomly includes anything 
mentionable ), many thing:-. will bl' true of them that it 
makes no sense to attribut e to, a meaning. Thu-. we might 
say of implicit hammering mo, ements tlwt they seldom 
occur, but what would it mean to sa,· of the meaning of th e 
word "hammer" that it seldom occurs? If meanings are 
entities, they are entities of such a sui generis character 
that th e,· cannot be identified \\'ith any class of entities 
otherwise specified. H ence it is a misguided endeavor to 
tn· to c larify the concept of linguistic meaning b, -.a~ ing 
what kind of an c ntit~· a meaning is. 

Ho,,·e, er, this is a pureh formal criticism. It gi,·es us no 
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guid,llll'<' in choosing l)('t\\'t't' ll ,tit<·nutl\ <· tlwm11·,. I'll<' 
sul>-.t,lllCl' of ,lll\' tlwon call lw prC'~cn ed i11 otlwr 11>1111~ 
.\11, theon· put in the ,,·a, \\'t' kl\<' ju~t critic11<·d <·,111 1>1 
restated as follows: thl' foct th.1t a \\'ord kt\ a <·<·rL1i11 11H·c111-
in g is a function of . Th11-;, al'cording to tlw r('l<"1<·11-
tial theon, a-. so reform11latt>d. a \\'ord ha.~ a n·rt,1111 111<·,u1-
ing In ,·irtue of the fact that it refer:-. (perliap" i11 c1 l't•rt.1111 
wa~) to a certain object. And so for tlw 1>thcr:-,. < >I l'OIII'-<', 

these theories remain subject to all the diffic11lti<"~ l>10111..d1t 
out in th e separate di-.cussion of eal'h. 

MODERN ANALYSES OF MEANING 

Meaning and use. ln recent year:-, a mo, t·rnent ha~ d<'
,·eloped \\'hich bids fair to giH' birtlr to a11 a11al, ~i-. of 
meaning that avoids all the-.e clefil'iencie~. \\'e ma, think 
of this mo, eml'nt as stemming large I~ from thC' work of 
Ludwig \\'ittgcnstein at Cambridge L1nin'r"it~ in the 
19:30s and 19-Ws. The pre, ,1iling attitud<' l)('l'ame lT\ "tal
lizecl into ,1 slogan: "Don't look for the meaning, look lor 
the use." In the background i-. a pragmatil' , il'\\' of till' 
nature of language. As \\'ittgenstl'in p11t it, i11 tlw Philo
sophical l1H;estigatio11s, "Look at the -;entl'm'l' a-. an in
strument. and ,it its sense as its emplo) ment'' ( L t2 l ). 111 a 
sense thi -. is the sarne l'IHphasi:-. \\'l' ha,·e in the ideational 
and -. timulus-rcsponse theories, which also look for thl' 
clue to meaning i11 the \\'a\ la11g11agc figure-. i11 lrnman 
behavior. But there arl' signifil',111t cliflL·rem·e-.. For 0111· 
thing, \\'ittgemtein and his follmH·r-.. a.\ tlw "logan incli
ca tl'-. . arc ,l\\'are of till' point made ,1hm l', that it i-. a mis
takl' to try to locate "the meaning" ol au e,prc.~\ion i11 
~<> Ill< ' realin of l>l'ing or othl'r. Fm ,motlwr. the, stre-.\ the 
di, er-.it, of use.~ of language and hence are prot('dl'd 
against sul'h o,·cr-.implification-. as that language is al\\'a\ s 
11sed to l·on, e, information or that e, en nH·,rni11gful 
expre,sion f11nction-. as a "-.ign" of -.;onwthing. Finalh. 
the, ha,e foc11,ed on tl1t· lwkn im of the -.1w,1ker '1'- tlH· 
place to look for the u-.e of Lrng11age. lt i.~ a striling lad 
that beha, iorally mientl'd theorists ha, e generalh nw11-
aged to ignore the fact th.1t the speaker i, doing s01ncthi11g 
when he speaks. The~ ha, e looked for tl,e determinants of 
meaning either in the :stimuli which elicit Iii-; uttl'ranel' m 
in the respon-.e-. to which it gin,, rise. Thi., i-. undoubted!~ 
became of the fact that the, h:n t' been \\'or king with a 
se,·erely limited concept of a ,·erlnt! action. If we think of a 
speaker's beha, ior as made up soleh of thl' production of 
sounds patterned in a certain wa,, we ,ire olH ioush not 
going to find anything there that detennines 01w meaning 
for his word., rather than another. If our conception of what 
h e is doing is -.o limited, \\'C will lw forl'ed to look outsidl' 
hi s action-in its cau-.e~, effects. or concomitants-fm tlw 
determinants of me,ming. H11t it is not necess,n, to he ,o 
irnpc)\'erished. A great many of ti)(' things people art· -.aid 
to do when -.peaking-such as make a req11e-.t. anno,ml'l' 
something, frighten sonieonc, or co11,·incl' :-.onwmw of 
so m eth ing-do not simph consi-.t of 11tteri11g sentence-.. lf 
we can enlarge our notion of linguistic hl'ha, ior to includl' 
actions of these sorts and can pro,·ide an adequate ,lcl·ount 
of what is in\'llh-ed in them, we ma,· l>t· able to l'xploit the 
comrnon-sen.,e notion that the St'llSl' in ,, l,ich a perso11 
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t·rnplo)·s words is a function of what lw is doing with them 
i11 that employment, what he is using the words to do. John 
A11stin's classification of linguistic behavior into "loeu
tionar) ," "i llot·utionary," and "perlocutionary" acts has 
prm·idt,d a strong impetus in this direction. 

Meaning and linguistic acts. It should be remembered 
that tlw lwart·r of mea11ing, lie it a word, phrase, or sen
tem·e, is a relatively abstract entity. A word is a pattern of 
temporall) ord<'r<'d S<llllHI types to which particular sound
i11gs Illa)' 111ort· or l< 0 ss approximate. Hence, meaning does 
not attach to particular activitit's, -;ourHls, marks on paper, 
or anything else with a definite spatiotcmporal locus. It is a 
fundamental mistake to say, as people often do, that one 
gives; a word a nwaning on a certain <H:casion hy using it 
with a certain intention or purpose (of course, one can 
explicitly define a word in a certain wa), hut that happt'ns 
rarely·) or that the words one uses lose their meaning if one 
misuses them. A word is a common possession of the lin
guistic t·onmiunit)', and it has the meaning(s) it has h)· 
vi1tue of some general facts about what goes on in that 
cornniunity·. I !enc<', we must look for general trends in 
linguistic behavior if we are to exhibit the meanings of 
words as functions of what speakers do with them. 

Approad1i11g tlrt' matter this way, it is natural to begin 
with the sentence, for the sentence is the snullest li11-
guistic u11it with which a complete action can be perfornwd. 
(One lllight define the notion of a sentence in this way.) 
Ordinarily one cannot say .. u1y-thing by jllst uttering a sin
git' word. This is possible only in special conkxts. If )·ou 
have said, "Do y·ou want lemon or cream(' I can say· 
som<'thing hy just uttering the word "lemon." But in strch 
cases the context functions so as to rnak<' th<' one WPrd 
equivalent to the full sentence "I want lemon." There are 
various kinds of actions that people can perform h)· utter
ing sentences, and to exhibit meaning as a function of what 
people do with lan_guag<', care must he taken to foc11s 011 
the proper category. Using Austin's tenm (but not in ex

act!)· the way he did), WP can -;a)1 that normally· wlrell a 
person sa, s so111dhing he utters a certain se11te11ce (locu
tionary act), he produces certain effeds, suclr as i11formi11g, 
persuading, or frightening sornc'one (perlocutionar)· act), 
and lw does something else, the nature of which cannot lie 
hriefi) explained except to say that it is not :,imply a locu
tionar)· ad hut also does not go beyond this liy essentiall,· 
involving a certain kind of dfeet the way a perloc11ti011ar~· 
act does (ill(){:lltionary act). Examples of this last categor)· 
are making a certain request, promise, or a11nouncerne11t, 
telling someone something, and {:Ongratulating S0lll('one 
011 an at·complishment. Starting with the notion that ,1 

sentence's having a certain meaning is a function of its 
regularly being used to perform a certain action, it is ob
vious that the locutionary act is not what is crncial here, 
since that simply consists in uttering the sentence, The 
locutionary· act essentiall)· involves nothing further that 
could dl'terrniue one meaning of the sentence rather than 
another. The perlocutionary act will not work either. The 
fact that "l\lankind is on the \'erge of extinction" and 
"Boo" can hoth be used to frighten people does nothing to 
show that the)· have e,·en partially the same meaning, On 
reflection we can see that it is the illocutionar\' act which 
prO\·ides what we are looking for. It is the fact that ''\Vould 

you open the door{' is regularly nsed to ask someone to 
open a certain door that gives the sentence the distinctive 
nH'anin_g it has and rnakes it roughly synon~,;mous with 
"Please open the door." It is the fact that "\1/hat time is 
it(' and Quelle heure est-ii? are hoth used to ask someone 
what time it is which makes one a translation of the other. 
As a first step we can -;ay that for a sentence to have a cer
tain meaning is for that sentence to he used to perform a 
certain illocutionary act. 

Rules and regularities. At this point one of the major 
issues in contemporary semantic discussions looms before 
us: whether meaning is to he conceived in terms of rules 
or in terms ofde facto regularities. If we try to think of the 
meaning of "You're not going out this evening" as a hm{:
tion of the fact that whenever someone utters the sentence 
he is ordering sonwmw to stay in, we get into trouble. For 
there will lw a significant number of occasions on which 
the 'it'ntence is uttered but no such illocutionary act is 
performed. Some of these WP can handle by distinguishing 
different uses of the sentence. In one or another context it 
is used to make a prediction, give an example, he ironical. 
This is just the familiar point that most expressions in a 
language ha\'e more than one meaning. To accommodate 
tlw point in the present framework it will be necessary to 
develop some method of distinguishing contexts (some
thing which has never heeu done); we can then regard 
each nwaning of the sentence as determined liy the fact 
that in a certain range of contexts it is regularly used to 
pl'rform a certain illocutionary act. But there are other 
difficultiPs. E\'en if Wt' are in the right context for ordering 
tlw addressee to stay· in this evening, the sentence may be 
uttered without that illm·utionar)· act's being performed. 
Tire s1waker may IH' unfamiliar with the language and may 
he using the wrong words to sa)' what he wantt>d to say, or 
there may ht' a slip of the tongue, and so or1. Of course we 
could sa)' that what gives the sentt"11ce a certain meaning 
on those occasions is the fact that usnally when it is ut
tered in those t·o11texts the speaker is ordering someone to 
st..t) in. But then we would have difficulty in distin
guishing between by-and-large correlations which deter
mi,w nw,ming and those which do not. (For a possible 
<'Xarnple of tlw latter, sllppose that generally people 
scratch thl'ir !wads when uttering "l\1ayhe I will.") These 
prohl<·ms 11atmall)· lead to the idea that a sentence is se
manticall) connected to an illocutionary act by a rule rather 
than a de facto regularity. According to this view, what 
give-; "You're not going out this evening" one of its rnean
i11gs is the fact that in the English language community 
tlwre i~ a nrle i11 force which says that in certain contexts 
the sentence is to lw used to order the addressee to stay in. 
Theorists who have worked with the construction and 
stll(I)· of simple artificial languages (see ARTIFICIAL AND 
NATURAL LANCUACES) have long treated meaning as a 
matter of rules, and there are actual features of speech 
beha,·ior which would support the project of extending 
this pradin' to natural language. This interpretation easily 
handles deviations from the regularity, since the existence 
of a rule is compatible with a large numher of violations. 
(The fact that tennis players often footfault does not alter 
the fact that this practice is forbidden by a rule.) When 
someone misuses a word or sentence, we do not just take 



this as an e.xception to a generally \'alid n•gularity th<·,, a~ 
we would the fact that 011 a particu Jar occasion a certain 
young girl has not, as sh e usually does, hl11shed at thv 
mention of lo\'l' . On the contrary, we treat tlw de, iation as 
something to he dealt with. If the per~on misusing thl' 
word is a small c hild or a foreigner learning tlw language 
we give him in-;truction in th e correct use. If the deviation 
was a s lip of the tongue we call the speaker's attention to 
it. Ami so on. That is, w e treat such irregularities as devia
tions from a norm that it is in the intere~ts of society to 
maintain in force. This would ~eem to justif\· om speaking 
of rul es h e re. On the other hand, some philosophers ha\'e 
vio lent I~· objecte d to this interpretation on the ground that 
one can properly us e the term "rule" onl~· where the sup
posed rules are exp li cit!~· formulated, or at least could lw 
e xplicitly formulat e d, by the participants. At present the 
point is still a matter of controversy. 

Uses of words. The analysis of sentence meaning is only 
a first step. The c.Tux of the problem is word meaning. In 
fact, we rarely have occasion to sa~· what a sentence mean~. 
One can e xplain this fact \\'ithout supposing, \\'ith Gilbert 
Ryle, that the notion of the meaning of a sentence does not 
make se ns e. Specification~ of meaning are prm·idecl in the 
course of he lping another person to irn:rease hi-; mastery of 
th e language, and it is oll\·iousl,· more economica l to do 
this by te lling him what words mean and then gi\'ing him 
rules (o r depending OIi his prior knowledg<' of them) for 
putting these words together into sentences than h~· telling 
him th e meaning of each sentence. Incleecl, the latter is 
impossible, s ince no limit L"an he put on the number of 
sentences that can he formed in a language. IIowt•ver, it is 
not immediately ob\'io11s how we sho11lcl proce< 0 d in e\
plicating the notion of a mea11ing of a word in terms of 
what speakers do with the word. \\'e do not have at hand a 
rich b;1ttery of terms for talking al>out \\'hat is done with 
words which is at all comparable to the almost indefinite 
variety of illocutionar~· act terms. One approach woulcl 
involve building 011 the anal~·sis of sentence meaning. If a 
sentence ge ts a meaning througl, being assigned lff rule to 
th e performance of a certain illocutiowuy act in a certain 
range of conte\ts, then, since the illocutionar,· act potential 
of the sentence is s11reJ~, some ho,,· a function of the words 
it contains plus the structure of their combination into the 
sentence, it is reasonable to suppo~e that a ,,·orcl v;eh a 
certain meaning throu gh being assigned by a rule to make 
a certain distincti\'e contribution to the illocutionar~· act 
potential of sentences in which it occms. Tims, according 
to this idea the fact that "shi1i" is uwd in the same sense 
in "Bring me my shirt," "\\'hat a lwautiful -,hirt," and "I 
need a new sh irt ," is a function of tlw fact that the \\'ord 
"shirt" makes th e same cont1)bution to the illocutionar~· 
act potential of each of the~e sentences. In order to make 
progress along this line we would need a more positive 
characterization of the nature of an illocutionar\' act than 
was pro,·ided above, \\'hen the notion \\'as introduced in 
largely negative terms. That is, if we are to think of the 
different meaningful constitucnh of a sentence, each con
tributing a pa1i of the capacity of the ~entence to be 11sed 
in performing a certain illocutionary act, we shall need an 
analysis of what it is to perform an illocutionary act that 
allows for an assignment of different parts of the act to 
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ditlerent pa1is of tlie svntenc<·. Pr<·~11111ald~ \\'hat i~ in
voln·d in an illocutionary act ill additio11 t() tll<' 11ttt-ri11g of 
a ~ente nc<· is a set of co11dition~ ill tlH· <·011l<·xt ()f wl1icl1 tlw 
sentence is to he utterl'd. If ,,·c eould tll<'11 co11-.;tnw tlw 
separate parts of the sentence a~ tied h~ rnle~ to tlw"e 
several conditions ( with the res11lt that tlw \\'li()k ~t·11t<·ncc 
i~ tied b~· rule to the whole set of condition~), W<· wo11ld 
have th e materials for a thoroughgoing an,d,·~i~ of rneani11g 
along these lines. Unfort1matel~·, the mo~t oh,·io11" wa,~ of 
stating co11ditions that l'nter into an illo!'utio11ar~ act do 
not yield this kind of res11lt. Thus, to sa, that in L"ertain 
contexts "You're not going out this evening" is assig1H'cl I>~ 
rule to ordering someone to stay in is to sa~· that there i~ a 
rule ~pecifying that it is not to he uttered in tho~e contexh 
unless the follo\\'ing conditions hold: 

(1) There is a possibility tliat the addressee will go out 
on the evening of the clay of the utterance. 

(:2) It is the will of the speaker that the addressee not go 
out that evening. 

(.3) The ~1waker has autliority over the addressee. 
C lear!~· we ha,·e no one-to-one correspondence between 

conditions and meaningful units of the sentence. Intui
ti,·ely we can see that the expressions "e\'ening," "go out," 
and "this" all enter into the first and second conditions. 
This is a problem which still awaits sol11tion. 

Criteria of synonymy. Although at its present stage of 
cle\'elopment the foregoing kind of anal~·s1s cannot handle 
the notion of word meaninv;, it can provide an account of 
word synonym~·. That is, we can say that two words are 
s~·non~·nwus to the e\tent that they can be substituted for 
each other in ~entences without altering the illocutionary 
act potential of the ~entences. This criterion requires only 
that we make judgmenh of sameness and difference with 
respect to the illocutionary act potentials of sentences 
before and after s1il>stitution. It does not require u~ to 
anal~ ze a particular illoc11tionar~· act potential in such a 
\\'ay as to make dear the contribution of each sentence 
constituent. 

The criterion of synonymy most commonly put forward 
in the literature is that two expres~ions are s~·non~·mous to 
the <0 xtl'nt that they can he suh~tit11ted for each other in 
sentence~ witl,out altering truth-value~. Tlw present cri
terion is in the same spirit, llllt it ~eh elmer to fundamen
tals. This is pa1ily because what basically has to remain the 
same through these sul>stitutions is 1dwt is said. A change 
in trnth-,·,due is an indication of a change in what is said, 
for if 011e statement i~ trne and another false tl1e~' cannot 
be the same ~tat<-ment, hut it is a relative)~· inadequate 
indication for the simple rea~on that statements with radi
cally different content can ha\'e the same truth-value. The 
proponents of the criterion under di~cussion try to neu
tralize this factor b,· req11iring (for complete s~·1Hm,·my) 
that the two expressions lw substitutable in everv sentence 
(where either can occur) without altering truth-value. The 
assumption is ti.at e,·en though two nons~ non~·mous 
expressions might lw s11hstituted for each other in many 
sentence~ without altering truth-value, tlw~ could not for 
the entire range of sentences in which either <H.:curs. 
\Vlwther this assumption is .iustifiecl is a matter of contro
versy. Be that as it may, if it is true that what is said is 
direct)~· a function of what illocutionary act is performed, 
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,, e ,,·ill lw gdtiug at this Illlll'h more direct I:,.· if \\'l' attt-nd 

to tlw l'ffcct of substitution 011 illocutionar:,.· ad potential. 
Tlw second n·asm1 that this critl'rion is more fundamental 
i, that it takt·s i11to account the ,,·]wk range of sl'ntt'ntial 
L·orilt>:>.h in \\'hil'h ,lll exJHe,sion occurs. There arc m,rn:,.· 
,<'11tl'11<·<·, i11 \\'l1ich one t·xprcssion can lw s11hstituted for 
a11otlwr ,,·lwn· q1w-.;tio11s of alteration of truth ,·aluc· do not 
,lrI'-<' IHTat"'c the ,cntencc is not u-.;ed to sa:,. something 
\\'l1ich is tnw or false (for t>xample, "Brin_g me m:,.· shirt"). 

Yd altt-ration of \\'hat is said in these contt'xts should count 
,u.,'.ait"'t ,~ 11on:,. 111, a) much as alteration of \\'hat is said in 
,tatl'11w11t-rnaking conte.xts. 

Synonymy and the concept of meaning. It is important to 
1111dcrsta11d that the anal:,. sis of s:,. nou:,.·m,· is sufficient for 
tlH' a11,d:,. sis of specifications of meaning a, tlw:,. art' ordi-
11.1ril:,. mad<'. That i, heca11se \\'hat \\'t' do when \\'t' sa:,. 

wl1at a11 exJHl'""ion means is to exhibit another c:-.prt>ssion 
which \\'l' an· claiming to be (at least rough):,. ) s:,.·non:,. -
111ou,. l lelll'l', if we have an t>ffccti\'t' crit<>rion of s:,. non:,.·m:,., 
,, <' are in a position to makt> t>:>.plicit \\'hat ,n, arl' sa:,.·ing 
,diout a \\'ord wlw11 \\'c '-<1:,.· what it means. 

Of c01us<', there i, ,till much \\'ork to he done 011 thi-.;, 
and ,111:,.· other, account of synon:,. m:,.. First , ,, t' ha,·c to 

d1·cid<· what to do with sub,titution inside quotation 
marks. :\o lllatter how synonymous another word is (iut11i
ti,·el>·) with ",hirt," we ,,·ill not preserve illoc11tionar:,.· act 
potential if Wl' suhstitute it for .. ,l1irt" in the ,entence 

"'Shirt' contains th<' lettt-rs s, h, i, r, and t, in that order. " 
Second. since e, en apart from ,·ery special context-- like 
this pradic,dl:,.· no two expressions are suhstit11talile e,·er:,. -
where, pairs of expres,ions are going to differ i11 dcg11·e of 

s:,.·nonym>·· If a degrt>e conc1•pt of ">·non:,. m:,. is actualh 
applied to particular cases, there must he ,ome nwthod of 
,,·1·ighing the relc,·,mt Lidors, s11ch as tilt' proportion of 
t:,. pe, of sentential contexts in which ,uh,tit11tion can lw 
carric·d 011t \\'itho11t s11hsta11tiall> altering illocutio11an act 
potential and the e:-.tt'nt to which altt-rations Ol'l'III' whe11 
the:,. do ol·cur. Thi, calls for a 11111ulwr of de,·elop11w11ts, 

s1ll'h as a das,ihcation of st>ntential co11te:-.ts. Arni m <'rand 
alim·<· all this, rn11ch more need, to he done with tlw no
tion of an illoc11tio11ar:,. act lwforc a general method for 
deter111i11i11)..'. wlw11 illoc11tionar:,.· act potential has or lias 1101 
alten·d can lw dl'velop1·d. B11t at least a promising start has 
IH'en made on thl' 11otion of s:,. n<m:,.·m>· along these· line,. 

:\ltho11gh an ad1·q11ate notion of syno11y111:,.· would suffice 
for ,111 elucidation of specifications of meaning, it would 
not s1dhct' for a complete anal:,.·sis of the concept of li11-
g11istic mcani11g, for there ,tr<' otlwr important contexts in 

\\'l1icl1 ti!(' l·oncept of linguistic meaning occurs which are 
not d<·ri, ahle in an:,. oh,·ious ,va~· from specifications of 
nwaninj.,'.. Tims, \\'e often ha,·t' occasion to talk ahout 
som1·011e\ k110\\'ing the meaning of a word, ho,,· the mean
ing of the word is learned, or what is required if one is to 
collll' to kno,,· what it means. And W<' talk ahout a sentence 
ha, ing a meaning or not ha,·ing a meaning. :\'one of these 
11ses of the concept c,rn lw anal:,.·zed in tt-rrns of s:,. nonym:,.·. 
One L',111 k110\\' \\'hat a word means \\'ithout knowing that it 
is synon\'111011s with some other expression, and for a sen
tenn· to ha, e a 1neanin)..'. it is not 1wc<·ssar:,.· that thert' be 
some other sentence with which it is s>·non:,.·mous. If these 
contexts an• to be anal>·zed along the lines we ha,·e been 

exploring, it is not enough to specif:,.· the conditions 11mkr 
which one word is 11sed to do the same thing as another. A 
wa:,.· m11st lw fo11nd to specif\· what it is used to do. If we 
could do that, we could make explicit what it is a person 
learns \\'hen he learns what a word mea11s, and likewise for 
the other uses of tlw concept mentioned alw\'l'. This 
brings us hack to the unsoh-ed task of developing a set of 
concepts that would illuminate the contribution a mean
inghil constit1wnt of a sentence makes to the illocutionary 
act potential of the whole st>ntenc<'. 
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.\lca11i11g of ,\leaning ('.\l'\\' York, 19.38), ( :h,. :3 and 9. l'resenta
tirn1, of ti11, k111d of approach by li11g11i,h i11cl11de Leonard 
Bloo111fi,·ld, L1111g1111gc I Lo11do11, HJ:3.5), and C. C. Fries, "\leaning 
a11d Ling11i,tic :\11alni,," in Language, \'ol. 30 (H).51). l'aul Ziff, 
Sn111111tic Anal!tsis i°1tl1ac;1, \..Y .. l!JfiO). and \\'. \'. ()1ii11e, Word 
and Olijfft (;\!'W York, 1960), contain diffrre11t d1·\'vlop111e11ts of 
till' 11otio11 that tll<' 11wa11i11g of a11 C'xpn·s,io11 i, a fo11dio11 of thl' 
co11dition, 1111d<·r whicl1 tl,v cx1nes,ion i, 11tt<·n·d. Charles \lorri~, 
Signs, Lang1wgc, and Behavior (E11gl1·wood Cliffs, '.\.J., W-H-i), 
Cl1arle, (hgood, Method and Theory i11 E:q>erime11tal Psychology 
I "\ew York, H).5:3), Ch. 16, and B. F. Skinnl'r, Verbal Behavior 
1'\e\\ York, JU.57), are ha,ic ,011n·1•, for a pr!'domina11tl~ lll'h,l\·
ioral tlwon. Ch. :3 of Hoger Brown·.., Words and Things ('.\ew York, 
l!J.581 1, ,i val11abl,· revi<'W of ,ti11111lu,-n·,ponse thL·ories, and 
Ch. 7 of \la:-. Black·~ Language and l'hiloso1,hy (ltl,aca, :\'.Y., HJ4Sl) 
i, ,, penetrating cntici,lll of \lorri~' ,·iew,. 

Among important cli,cussio11s not readily classifiable in terms of 
om ~cherna is J J. Katz and J. A. Fodor, "The Structure of a Se-
111a11tic Theory," repri11tecl in their antholog} The Structure of Lan
guage (Englewood Cliffs, :\'.J., 1964). In this essay the authors 
atte111pt to elucidate semantic concepts by using devic·<·s dvvel
oped in recent ling11btic tl1eory. 

Ludwig \\'ittgemtein\ Philosof)hical /m,estigations, translated 
by C. E. ~I. :\n,coml)(' (Oxford, W,5:1), is a source of seminal idea, 



concerning the relation liel\\'een llll'aning and tlil' IISl' of lang11ag1·. 
The essa\'s collected i11 Ordi1111n1 La11g1111ge, \'. C. Chappl'II, <'d. 
(Engle\\'c;od Cliff,. :\.J .. HJ(i-l). t.lirm\· ligl1t 011 tlil' \\'a\ in wliiC"lt 
contl'mporar~· a11alytical pliilo,opl1l'r, arl' 1·0111·l·l'l1l'd \\'itli tlil' 11sc 
of e:-.pre,sions. The semanti<" \'it·\\' ,kell'hil~ <il-\'l·lopl'd in tlii, 
articl<' is prl'sentvd in nI<ll'l' detail i11 \\'. I'. :\bton, "Tit<" ()1wst for 
\leaning,," in Miwl, \'ol. 72 (.Janu,n~· HJf-i:3). 7~J-S7, "\lea11i11g 
and Use," in I'liilosoJ)l1ical ()11artcrly, \'ol. 1:3 ( ·\pril l~Jh:3). 
107 - U-l; "Ling11i,tic :\1·t...," in A111aic1111 l'hilosllJJhic11I ()1wrtcrly, 
\'ol. I (April 196-l). 1-9; and I'hilo.1·0JJhu {If L1111g11agc ( Englt'
wood r:liff,, i'-'.J., HJ(i-l), Chs. I a11d 2. John :\11,tm\ ,ti11111lati11g 
dbcussion of lingui,tiL· adio11 1, contai1wd i11 Jlllll' to Do Tilings 
With Words (London. Wh2). 

Important diH·11ssion, of the notion of,~ non~ m~ i11d11<le :\el,on 
Goodman, "On Lik<'11t'" of \kani11g," a11d B('n,011 \L1tl·,. "S~ non
ymy," hoth reprinted in Ll'onard Li11,k~·. ed., Scm1111tics and the 
Philosophy of La11g11agc ( LT rliana. Ill., I 9.'i2). \I ichacl Scri\'l'll, 
"Definition,, Explanatiom, and Tlworie<" .\li1111cs{)to Studil's in 
the I'hilosoJ)hy {If Scic11cc, \'ol. II. I ll'rliert F<'igl and \lichael 
Scrin·n, ecb. (\linnl·apoli,, [l),'iS), contain, a pendrati11g disc11s
sion of the relation of ,yno11~·m\ to sp,·cificati01h of nwaning. 

\\'ILLIA.\I P. ALSTON 

MEANING, EMOTIVE OR EXPRESSIVE. See 
EMOTIVE l\lEANING. 

MEASUREMENT is the pradi(_'e of applying arithmetic 
to the study of quantitati\'e relationships. The logic of 
measurement is concerned with the principles that govern 
this practice and with the conditions for its possibility. 
This article will deal mainly with the logic of measure
ment. 

History of the practice of measurement. The art of 
measurement is as old as recorded histor~·- From earliest 
times men have been able to measure length, weight, time 
interval, and angle-the techniques used being essentially 
similar to those we 11se today-and to mea..,11re (or calcu
late) speed, area, volume, and density. Speeds and densi
ties have always heen calculated from the results of other 
measurements. Areas and volumes are either measured 
directly, hy "stepping-off" procedures analogous to those 
used in length mea..,tll'ement, or calc11lated indirectly from 
the results of length measurements. 

The de\'elopment of gcometr~· in earl~· Creek scien('e 
extended the range of shapes whose areas and volumes 
could he measured indirectl~·- By the time of Archimedes 
(c. :287-212 B.C.) the areas and volumes of quite complex 
geometric figures were rendered (_'alculahle from the re
sults of length measurements. :\rchimedes ... howed, for 
example, how the \'olume of a paraholoid of re\'olution 
could he determined. 

Although the techniques of (_'alc11lation were \\'ell de
veloped in Creek times, the art of making the required 
primary measurements wa" not enthusiastically pursued. 
Clocks capahle of measuring short time inter\'als a(_'curately 
were unkno\\'n to the Creeks. l' ni\·ersal \Veight and 
length standards were not employed. The result was, as 
A. C. Crombie put it, that the theory of quantit,1tive relation
ships oubtripped the practice of determining them exper
imentally. The result of this is nowhere more evident than 
in the field of dynamics. 

In Aristotelian theory, for example, the speed of a body 
in violent motion was supposed to he directly proportional 
to the force acting on it and im·ersel~· proportional to the 
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resistall('<' of the n1edium. B11t the tl1cory did 1101 explain 
how to m('.lSllH' either the acting forc<' or tlw r<·"i"ta11<T of 
the medium. :\or, for that matter, \H'r(_· tlw kno\v11 1t-d1-
11iq11es for meas11ring speed ..,11fficiently refined to en.ihk 
experimenters to lllake .iny d<'l'i',i\'e (_'ltc(_'k 011 tl1c :\n.., 

totelian law of motio11-cven s11pposing tl1at wa~·.., or mea,-
1ni11g force and resist.in(_'e wer<' well de\·elopcd. Th<' d<·· 
velopme11t of measuring techniques in thi.., field-and, 
indeed, in most other fields-had "imply not kept pace 
with the corresponding qua11titati\'e theory. 

This gap did not begin to close again 1111til tlie "ixtecntl1 
century, when Tycho Brahe set up his remarkable observ
atory. From then on, an a(_'celerating development and 
refinement of the techniques of mea..,1ll'ement took pla(_'l'. 
In the seventeenth centur~· the me(_'lianical clock was in
vented, and the first real beginnings of temperature and 
pressure measurement were made. In the eighteenth (_'eJ1-
t11ry objective temperature scales were adopted, and con
siderable advances were made in the te(_'hniques for meas
uring almost every other physical quantity. In the 
nineteenth century the theory of error came under clo..,e 
scrutiny, the techniques of physical measurement were 
refined beyond anything imagined in the eighteenth (_'en
tury, and a start was made in psychophysical measurement. 
Particularly important in the nineteenth century was the 
work of Adolphe <)uc·telet and later of Sir Francis Calton 
in applying elementary statistical methods to social, bio
logical, and ps~·chological data. This led to the vast expan
sion of the te(_'hniques of biometrics and sociometrics in 
the t\\'entieth century and, thro11gh the work of Karl Pear
son, J. \1. Cattell, Alfred Binet, and others, to the develop
ment of ohjedive mental k ... ts. 

Of similar importance was the work done in psychophys
i(_'al measurement. The dis(_'o\·ery of the so-(_'alled ps~·cho
ph~·sical la\\'S of E. H. \\'eher and Custav Fe(_'hner ga\'e 
great impetus to ps>'(_'homctrics, for until the late nine
teenth century there were (indeed, there are even today) 
many who believed that although the development of 
ohje(_'tive psycholo!!:ical ~cales might he possible, measure
ments 0;1 these scales could not possibly have any inde
pendent significance. 

The progress in the twentieth century is already com
parable only with that of the nineteenth century. ;\ine
teenth-(_'entur~· measuring techniq1ie" in e\·ery field now 
seem crnde as compared with those a\·ailalile to us today. 

It is signifi(_',mt that the evol11tio11 of measuring tech
niques has accompanied the accelerated evolution of mod
em S('ience. Although it certainly cannot he said that all 
scientific progress depends on the development of ade
quate ways of nwa~11ring, it is the de\·elopment of meas
uring te(_'hniques, suffi(_'iently refined to allow distinction 
between rival hypotheses and theories, which, above all 
else, distinguishes modem scien(_'e from ancient. 

History of the logic of measurement. The logic of 
measurement, a~ opposed to its practi('e, has a (_'Ompara
tively short history. Apart from the ancient Creek discov
ery of in('ommensurahles, there were no major advances in 
this field until the nineteenth (_'entury. \\'h<'n philosophers 
spoke of measurement they did so within the framework of 
Platoni(_' idealism, and this continued until the present 
century. Thu..,, a measuring technique was ('Onsidered 
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.it'l'tnall' or inal'cllrate dqwnding on whether it yielded 
tlw trill' magnitude or degree of the quantit~· it ,,·as de
,ignt,d to me,1 ... ure. E,·en today we find that ,ome philoso
plwr, thi11k there i.., an ab..,olute di..,tinction between linear 
,111d 11onli1war ..,c,des for the llH:'a..,iirement of certain q11an
tities. (\\'hat i.., a scale linear or nonlinear with respect to, if 
not another sc,de?) 

Em,t \lach wa.., the fir..,t tCJ make a decisi\'l' break with 
thi.., 011tlook. Hi, analy..,e.., of quantitati,·e ph~·,ical con
l'eph, particularl~ ma..,s and temperat11re, were the first 
important ach-ance, in the logic of measurement ..,incl" 
pre-l"H>tTatic tinH_•,. The~· \\·ere important hel'au..,e the~ 
..,ucceeded in changing men\ ,·ie,,·.., about the ..,ignificance 
of the 1111111erical ,1-,signnwnh that an· made in the cour..,e 
of 11wa..,ureme11t. a change of ,·iewpoint that wa.., 11ece..,..,m~· 
for the t\\'O great t\\·entieth-ce11tury re\'olutions in ph~·sical 
theory-relati\'ity and quantum theory. Thi'> article is 
written within an e..,,entially .\lachian framework. 

Quantities. \\'e ha,·e said that measurement i.., con
cerned with quantitati,·e relation..,hip'>. Rough)~ '>!Waking, 
a quantitati\'e relation..,hip i, any that ma~· he described as 
a "greater than," "equal to," or "Je..,s than" relationship. 
Thu..,, "hea,·ier than," "a.., long a..,," "more tlia11," "not ,o 
prett~ a..,," and "more intelligent than" are all names of 
qu,111titati, e relationship..,, ..,ince \\'l" could a-, well u..,e tht· 
term, ''greater in weight than," "equal in length to," 
"greater in number than," "Je..,.., prett~ tha11." and "greater 
111 i ntelligl'nce than" to de..,cribe the..,e ,anw relationship'>. 
Some of the..,e phra,e.., are clumsy, li11t \\'e ..,110nld ha\'e no 
difficulty in understanding them to mean the ..,,une a.., their 
more colloquial equi,·,tlenh. In place of the expn_ . ..,..,ion.., 
"greater in p than," "eq11al in µ to," and "le-,.., in p tha11," 
the term, ">P ... "=P," ,md "<,," will lw w,ed, and ,l wt ()f 
thret· qu,mtitati, l' rd,ltion,hip, for the "'lllll' ,1,ped will lw 
c,dlt,d ,1 ,et of quantit.ttin· relatim1,hip,. 

If 01w thing c<1n he ..,aid to be greater than, eq11al to, or 
le..,.., than another in a certain respect, then this re..,1wct ma~· 
he called a quantity. Thu-,, weight, length, demit~, rntelli
gence, probability, and e, en prettine..,.., are all quantitie'>. 
Thi'> u..,age may not he uniH·rsall~· al'ceptahle. Some may 
wish to di..,tingui..,h certain ..,ubcla..,..,es of a ... pech in \\·hich 
thing, ma~· be connected b~· quantitatiH· relation..,hip.., and 
re..,en·e the term "quantity" for aspecb belonging to one of 
the,e -,ubcla..,..,e..,. :\ R Campbell, for example, propmed to 
re,trict the u,e of the word "quantity" in '>lH_·h a way when 
he di..,tingui..,hed between quantitie'> and qualities. How
e, er. the exi..,tcncc of a ... et of quantitati,·e relationships is 
at least a necessar,· condition for the existence of a qua11-
tit,·, and it will not he mi..,leading to suppose that it i, also 
,1 ..,ufficient l'Ondition. 

l·mler what conditiom, then, is it appropriate to use 
expre,..,ion.., of the forms">,, ... "=P," and "<P" to designatL 
d t!i, en ,et of relationships. \\·hich, for the moment, \\·e 
,hall de..,ign;1te Ii~ the logicall~ neutral terms "R/' "R11 ," 

and "R/; l'art of the an..,wer is that it is appropriate to ll'>e 
the expre..,sions ">P," "=P," and "<,," to describe RI' R,l' 
,rnd Rc only if R

1
, R

0
, and R~ in fact possess the formal 

charal'teri..,tic, of the ,lrithmetical relationships >, =, 
and<, re..,1wcti,·eh. Thu..,, 

( l) R
0

, R
1

, and R~ must be in fact a ... et of mutually ex
clusi\'e binary relationships. That is, if A. and B are any 

two ..,ysterns that may be connected by any one of these 
relationship..,, then 

i ¥ j. 

.-, R
11

• R
1

• and R~ must lie in fact a set of alternati,·e 
rebtiomhip'>. That i..,, if A. and B are any two ..,~·stems that 
could ()ogicall~·) he connected hy any one of these rela
tion..,hips, then 

(:3) R
0 

must in fact be symmetrical and transiti,·e. 
1-t) R

I 
and R

2 
must each in fact be asymmetrical and 

transiti\'e. 
(.5) R

1 
and Re must in fact hl" com·erse relationships. 

The..,e are certainh necessary conditiom for describing 
R 

1
, R

0
, and R

2 
,1, a '>el of quantit,1ti,·e relationships, and 

licnl'l' tl1e~ .irt· abo nen·..,..,ary conditions for the l"\.i'>ll'nce 
of quantity. 

Can we al..,o sa~· that the~· are sufficient conditions? 
Suppose, for cxample, we construct an arbitrary ... et of 
questions that it is always appropriate to answer with 
"~ es" or "no." Then it is oh\'ious that any two subjects A 
and B \\·ho are required to an..,wer these question.., must he 
related by one or another of the following relationships: 

(a) A t!i,·es as many "ye..," answers as B. 
(/J) A. g1,·es more "yes" answers than B. 
(c) :\ gi,·es fewer "yes" answers than B. 
The..,e relation..,hips clearly satisfy all of the conditions 

(II to .5 ). But we should not ordinarily regard them as a set 
of quantitati\'(· relationships. Since the list of test questions 
i, arbitrary, wc ,lrnuld not lie inclined to say that A was 
greater than, equal to, or less than B in any respect just 
because lie ga, e more, a'> man~·, or fewer "yes" answers to 
the,e que,tio11s. 

\\'h;it additional requirements, then, would be needed to 
gin· m ..,ufficient condition.., for the existence of a quantity? 
t lert' \\'l' mi1.d1t fall back on the .\laxwell- Bridgman crite
rion for ph~·sical realit~·. Fir'>t, we should note that any 
relatio11-,hips that satisfy the conditions (l) to (.5) are or
der-t!e11erdti11g relation..,hip'>. Let H.

0 
he the symmetrical 

and tramiti,·e relationship '>ati..,fying the conditions ( 1) to 
1.5) and R

1 
and R

2 
the a ... ymmetric,d relationship..,. Let A and 

B be any two thing.., that are c01111ected by R
0

, R
1

, or R2 . 

Then it 1.., alw,1y..,, in principle, p<>'>'>ihle to arrange thme 
thing.., that are connected by these relationships into a 
linear order such that A OlTUr'> abo\'C', at the same le\'el as, 
or below B. ,1cco rding as A.R

1
B, AR

0
B, or AR

2
B. Relation

,hip, tlwt ,ati..,f~ the conditions ( 11 to (,51 ma~ therefore be 
de ... cribed as linear-ordering relation..,hips. 

According to the .\lax\\·ell- Bridgman criterion for phys
il'al real it~, 110 quantit,· is "real" unless it is mea..,urahle 
b~ at lea'>t two logically independent procedures. Drop
ping the measurahility requirement, which is clearly un
neces..,ary, \\'C might say that if two or more logically inde
pendent set... of linear-ordering relationships always 
generate the 'iame order among the same things under the 
... anw conditions, then these relationships are ..,ets of quan
titati,·e relationships-that is, they may he used to order 
things in respect of some quantity. 



However, the l\1axwell - Bridgman t:riterio11 i:-- too re
:--trictive, for there are many different reasons wliy a li1war 
order may lie an interesting one. And if it is interesting for 
any reason, we arc likely to invent a quantity name to 
enable us to talk about it. That the same linear order may 
he generated hy any of several logically independent sets 
of relationships would certainly make it worthy of further 
investigation. But the same would be true if, for example, 
it were highly correlated with some crueler order given in 
sense experience or, again, if the order were defined by 
the value of a system-dependent constant in a numerical 
law (for example, a refractive index or a dielectric con
stant). Consequently, the l\1axwell-Briclgman criterion 
must he rejected. Instead, we shall say that the existence 
of a set of linear-ordering relationships entails and is en
tailed by the existence of a quantity. The problem of de
ciding which linear orders are sufficiently interesting to 
warrant the invention of special quantity names remains 
unsolved. 

In general, it is true that things ma~· lie ordered in re
spect of some quantity by any of a number of logically 
independent sets of linear-ordering relationships. Things 
can be ordered in respect of temperature, for example, by 
any of a dozen or more logically independent procedures. 
The criteria for the identity of quantities, therefore, cannot 
he tied to the ordering relationships. It must be the order, 
not the ordering relationships, that is important for the 
identity of quantities. Accordingly, it will he said that two 
logically independent sets of ordering relationships are 
sets of quantitative relationships for the same quantity if 
and only if they always generate the same order among the 
same thin.gs under the same condition:--. 

SCALES 

l\1easurement ahvays involves the application of arith
metic. But every measurement is made on some scale. Con
sequently, we should expect a close connection between 
our eoncept of a scale and our concept of an appli..:ation 
of arithmetic. \\'e should expect, perhaps, to find that differ
ent kinds of scales represent different kinds of applications 
of arithmetic. 

Scale of measurement. The dassification of scales will 
he discussed later. But fir:--t, what is it to have a scale of 
measurement. second, what is it to have a scale for the meas
urement of any given quantity; and third, what are the 
criteria for the identity of scales? 

According to S. S. Stevens (in "l\leasurement, Psycho
physics and Utility," p. HJ), to make a measurement is 
simply to make "an assignment of numerals to things ac
cording to a rule-any rule."· Since e\'ery measurement 
must he made on some scale, if Stevens' criterion is ac
cepted we have a scale of measurement if and only if we 
have a rule for making numerical assignments. But unless 
some restridions are placed on the nature of the rule, it is 
possible that we \\'ill make different numerical assign
ments to the same things under the same conditions while 
yet following the same rule. For example, the instrudion 
"Think of a number and write it clown" is a rule for making 
numerical assignments. But no one could he said to be 
measuring anything, in any respect, on any -.;cale at all, if 
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this were his proced11w. ( >11 wl1at scal<> cmdd lw lw ~aid to 
lie measuring? 

Again, {.'onsicler the rule that to any t\\·o ~1di~tancn .-\ 
and B the numerals a and h are to lie as~igned i11 s11t:h a 

way that a~ h according as,\ scratches B, A doe:-- not scratch 

and is not scratched by B, or A is snatched hy B. If 01w 
simply makes numerical assi.l.!;nments according to this 
rnle, one cannot yet he said to lie making measurements. 
\Ve may, incleecl, make such assignments in setting up a 
scale of measurement, but these numerit:al assignments 
are not the results of measurements. No one has measured 
the hardness of diamond and found that on l\lohs' scale it 
is IO. Nor has anyone measured the standard meter in 
Paris and found that it is exactly one meter long. \\'e mw,t 
distinguish between those numerical assignments which 
we must make in defining a st:ale and those whid1 we 
make on a scale that is al ready estahl ished. Only the latter 
may he termed "measurements." 

The reason we do not wish to say that the rules consid
ered in the above examples define scales of measurement 
seems clear enou!.!;h. It is simply that the mies are not 
determinative-i.e., such that anyone who follows them 
with sufficient care would be led to make the same nu
merical assignments to the same things under the same 
conditions. It will therefore he said that we have a scale of 
measurement if and only if we have a cleterminati\·e rule 
for making nimwrical assignments. 

Measurement of a quantity. \\'hat is it to have a s{.'ale for 
the measurement of a given quantity 11? The answer that 
suggests itself is that we ha\'e a scale for the measurement 
oft/ if and only if we have a determinative rule for making 
numerical a~signnwnts to thing:-- possessing q, such that if 
those thing~ are arranged in the mdl'r of the numerals that 
would be assigned to them atTonling to this rule, then 
they are also arranged in the order of q. 

It may be objected that this criterion is unduly restric
tive, since it rules out the possibility of nominal scales (on 
the notion of nominal scale~. see the t\\'o items liy S. S 
Stevens in the bibliography) for the rneasmement of a 
gi\·en quantity. But those nominal scales which have !wen 
clesnihed certainly t:annot he said to he st:ales for tlie 
measurement of a quantit~:. :\umbers assigned to football 
players, for example, nmnot lie said to lie the results of 
measurements of anything (save, perhaps, sameness and 
differen{.'e ). 

It may al~o he objected that this criterion is not 
sufficiently restrictive, since it allows for the possibility of 
mass and length scales which are dissimilar-that is, not 
related by similarity transformations (explained below) to 
our ordinary scale~ for the measurement of these quanti
ties. But no one ha~ objected to E A l\lilne's mutually 
dissimilar time scales on the ground that no more than one 
of them can he a genuine time scale. \\'hy, then, should 
anyone objed to mutual!~· dissimilar mass or length scales? 
The onus is surely on anyone who wishes to object in this 
way to say why he so wishes and to set up alternative 
criteria to those whil'h have been giw-n for the identity 
of quantities (for preslllnahly he must say that at lea~t one of 
l\lilne's "time" scales is a scale for the meas11reme11t 
of something other than time). 
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Identity of scales. \\'hat are the niteria for the identity 
of scalesr \\'hat is it to say that two logically independc·nt 
procedures are procedures for meas11ri11g 011 the same 
sc,tle'r I !ere it will be supposed that two procedures are 
pron·dures for measuring on the same scale if and only if 
they would always lead to the same nunwrical assigmrn.·11ts 
(within limits of error) to tl1e same things under the same 
conditions. This is at least a necessary condition, and it 
is not clearly inconsistent with ordinary usage to say that 
it is also a sufficient condition. It is true that the ideal-gas 
scale and Kelvin's thermodynamic scale of temperature are 
sometimes regarded as different scales. But as often as not 
they are treated as one and the same scale, and no distinc
tion is made between different kinds of degree absolute. 
Accordi11gly, we shall simply adopt this criterion and leave 
it to otl1ers to prnH' that it is inappropriate. 

Multidimensional scales. The concept of a scale that has 
been discussed above is that of a unidimensional scale. 
There are, however, multidimensional scales (see \\'. S. 

Torgerson, Theory and Methods of Scaling), arising from 
the fact that there are in nature more complex orders than 
the simple linear orders which give us om quantitative 
concepts. But the extensions to the criteria for the exist
ence and identity of scales that should he made in the 
multidimensional cases are obvious enough, a11d they will 
merely be stated without discussion. \\'e have an 1H.limen
sional scale if and only if we have a determinative rule for 
assigning ordered sets of 11 numerals to things. Two pron.•
dures are procedures measuring on the same 11-dimension
al scale if and only if anyone who follows these procedures 
with sufficient care ,vould he led to assign the same or
dered sets of II numerals to the same things under the 
same conditions. 

Classification of scales. In view of the close connection 
between the concept of a scale and that of an application of 
arithmetic, the most ohviollS approach to the classification 
of scales of measurement would be in terms of the kinds of 
application of arithmetic which they represent. This ap
proach to the problem is the one chosen by C. 11. Coombs 
(in A Theory of Scaling) and others. But other approaches 
have been taken, most notably by N. H. Campbell (Phus
ics: The Elements) and S. S. Stevens ("On the Theory of 
Scales of ~1easurement"). Campbell's approach \\'as oper
ational. I le proposed to classify scales according to tlw 
kinds of operations hy which they may be set up. Stevens' 
approach was to classify scales according to the range of 
mathematical transformations which leave their "scale· 
forms" invariant. 

This section will not discuss these systems of 
classification in great detail or evaluate the various claims 
that have been made for them hut will only follow 011t 
Coomhs's approach and show its relation to Stevens'. A 
modified Campbellian classification will be presented 
later. 

Arithmetical classification. Consider what is meant hy 
an application of arithmetic. According to the formalist 
viewpoint, arithmetic is a purely formal system and must 
be applied before it can yield any information about the 
world. A formal system becomes applied, it is said, by its 
terms' being interpreted. Hence, it must be asked what it 
is to have an interpretation of the terms of arithmetic. 

As a minimum we may demand that an interpretation of 
an arithmetical formula he a statement. But clearly this is 
not sufficient. The formula •· ➔ + .3 = 7" might he read as "I 
like cheese ,·ery much" in a cock, but we sho11lcl not con
sider this to he an application of arithmetic. There must, 
therefore, be certain rules of interpretation to he satisfied 
before we can speak of an application of arithmetic. 

No systematic attempt has heen made to state these 
rules, hut the following appear to he both necessary and 
sufficient conditions for saying that we have an application 
of arithmetic: 

(I) The interpretation must he an interpretation of some 
formally defined class of arithmetical formulas, such as 

those of the form a~ b. 

(:2) The numeral terms must always be interpreted as 
referring to some objects or systems to which those numer
als would he assigned on some specified scale of measure
ment. 

(:3) The relational terms-for example, ">," "=," "<"
must always he interpreted as ref<,1Ti11g to some relation
-;hips which connect these objects or systems, and which 
in fact possess the formal characteristics of the arithmetical 
ones. 

(-4) The operator terms, such as"+,""-," "x," "+," must 
always be interpreted as referring to physical (or mental) 
operations performable 011 the systems connected by these 
relationships which in fact possess the formal properties 
of the arithmetical operations. 

(.5) The resulting statements must he true if and only if 
the arithmetical formulas of the interpreted class are theo
rems of the system of arithmetic. 

The simplest kind of application of arithmetic involves 
only application of arithmetical formulas of the class 

(I) a# b. 

As an C'Xample of thi~, take the 11umhering of football play

er~. In this cas<·, "a¥//' is interpreted as "a player A \\'hose 
nu111lwr is a (is)/(is not) the same person as a player B whose 
numlwr is b." A deten11i11ative rult> for assigning numbers 
to football player-., which nt>ecl satisfy only the condition 
that e,·ery such interpreted formula (which is a theorem of 
arithnwtic) he a true proposition, may he said to define a 
nominal scale. 

Ordinal scales are ~cales 011 which the only classes of 
arithmetical formulas that are applied are those of the form 

(:2) 

As an example of such a scale we may take Mohs' hardness 

I II " > 1-" · · I " I A I sea e. ere, a< u 1s 111terpretec as a su >stance w 1ose 

hardness is a (will scratcl1)/(will 11ot scratch or he scratclwd 
hy)/(will lw scratched hy) a substance B wl1me hardness 
is b." And the rule for assigning numerals to substances is 
such that (with a few exceptions) every such interpreted 
formula (which is an arithmetical theorem) is a true propo
sition. 

Nominal-interval scales are scales on which only arith
metical formulas of the classes 



(3a) 

> 
a< b, 

la-bl~ le-di 

are applied. Ordin,11-interval scales ,He those on which the 
following cbsses of formulas are ,ipplied: 

> 
a<b, 

Clearly, many other subclasses of interval sc,1les could be 
defined. 

A common example of an interval scale is the date sc,1le. 

Arithmetical formulas of the cla~s a~ bare interpreted in 

terms of our time-ordering reL1tionships, "later than," "at 
the same time as," and "earlier than," and those of the class 

> 
la-bl< le-di are interpreted independently in terms of 

our time-interv,11-ordering relationships, "longer than," 
"as long as," and "shorter than." 

On ratio sc,1les we not only can apply arithmetical formu
las of the classes (1 ), (:2), and (:3b), hut we can ,ilso apply 
arithmetical formulas of the class 

(4) > 
alb< c. 

Examples of ratio scales me provided hy our common scales 
of mass, length, time interval, electrical resistance, poten
tial difference, and severnl other quantities. 

Thus, a classification of scales on the basis of the kinds 
of applications of arithmetic which they represent can 
indeed he achieved. Ilowever, the system le,1ds to a great 
proliferation of scale types, for there are clemly as 1mrn~· 
different cL1sses of scales on this system as there are formal 
classes of arithmetical formuL1s. Also, it gives ti!-. no in-.ight 
into the nature of the procedures hy \\'hich our numerical 
assignments may he made. 

Scale-form invariance. The system of Ste, ens to some 
extent overcomes the first of the ,ibove criticisms. It often 
happens tlrnt scales that are of different kinds according to 
Coombs's classification me of the smne kind according to 
Stevens'. St<.:-,·ens' method is to consider the effects of scale 
transformations ,rnd to classif\- a given -;cale .lcl·orcling to 
the range of Sl'ale trnnsfornwtion-. that lea,·es invariant 
what he ca lls its sc,1le form. 

To expl,1in this , let X mid .\' he any t\\'o sc.1les for the 
measurement of the smne quantity, and let x and x' be the 
results of any two measurements (assumed to lrnve been 
perfectly executed) nrnde on the same particular under the 
smne conditions. Then, ,1n·ordi11g to the above criteria for 
saying that we ha,·e a scale for the measurement of a given 
quantity, 

x'= f(x), 

where f is a strictly monotonic increasing function. 
Hence, it ,ippears that me,1surenwnts on .\ can always 

be transformed into measurements on .\' by some strictly 
monotonic increasing function f The proce-.s of -.o trans
forming our me,1surements is called scale transformation, 
and the function f i-. called the transformation function con-
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nedi11g .\ and .\'. If f i-. ,l com,tant, tlie11 tl1t· fu11dion i" 
c,1lled ,l similmity trn11sformation, and the -.calt·s .\ a11d .\' 
,He said to be similm. 

Stevens renrnrked that the scale form re111a1ns in,·.1ria11t 
under a given scale transformation if and 011ly if the 11e,, 
sc,1le crnild "serve ,111 of the purposes" of tl1e old Oltl' ("( )11 

the Theory of Sc,1les of \lea-.mement," p. h~O). lie offered 
no further clarific,1tion. Ilowever, it is not difficult to s11pph· 
more precise criteri,1 for invmiance of seal<' form. \\'t· may 
say that the scale form renwins invmiant uncler ,l given 
transfornrntion if and only if the same chisses of mithmetil'al 
formulas ,ls those that are ,ipplied on the old scale rnay 
,ilso he applied in the same way on the new scale. 

Th11s, to find the class of scale transformations that \\'ill 
lem·e the scale form of a nomi1rnl scale invariant, we must 
sol\'e to find the range of functions .f stll'h that 

f(a) ~ f(bl, according as 11 ~ b. 

This is simply the condition that the s,rnw classes or arith
metic,11 fonnul,1s should be applicable in the same way 011 

the new scale. The solution is simply tlwt.f must be a single
valued function with a single-v,1lued in,·erse 

To find the class of scale transfornwtions that will leave 
the sc,1le form of an ordinal scale invariant, we nrnst find 
the rnnge of functions f such that 

f(u) i f(b), according as a~ b. 

The -.olution is that f m11st he a strictly rnonotonic increm
ing function. 

To find the class of permissible sc,1le transformation-. for 
,l nominal-interval scale, we must solve to find f such that 

(.'S) 

(6) 

f(a)~f(b), accordinu 'lS ll~l, ..... ,. < ' 

1.f(ai-f(bll ~ lf(cl-f(dll, 
according a" la-bl~ le-di. 

It is not difficult to prove that under these conditionsfmust 
he a linear increasing function (the proof is gin.'n in B. D. 
Ellis, Basic Concepts uf ,\lcas11re111c11t, pp. llJ7 - UllJ). The 
same result, ho,,·e,er, is obtained d we ,1tte1npt to solve 

(7) 

(8) 

> 
f(a) < f(b), according as a~ b, 

l.f(a)-f(/J)I ~ lf (c)-fi di l- > 
accordi11g ,I'- la - b I< le- d 1-

The function f again turns out to he a linear increasing 
function (ibid.). 

C:on-.equently, then' i-. no distinction to he drawn in 
Stevens' system of cla-.sification between the-.e different 
kinds of inten·al scales. The~ are both sc,1les \\'hose scale 
forms remain invariant on!~· under linear incre,1sing trans
form,1tions. Therefore, Stevens' system of classification 
of scales does provide more gener,11 -.c,1le c:lasses tlwn 
C:oomhs\. B11t neither is intended to gi,e nrnch insight into 
the nature of the procesq•" of meas11rement or into the 
condition-; for the po-.sihilit, of l',Hr~·ing out these proc
esse'-. It is no critil'is111 of SteH'ns or Coombs to sa, tlrnt 
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from thi~ pomt of ,·1e\\ the cid-.-.ical -.~ -.tern of Campbell, 
or ,l modification of it, i.., much to be preferred. 

PIWCEDl.RES OF .\IEASL'RE.\IE~T 

In the tollm, Ills! ..,ectiun" three procedure-. of mea-.ure
ment, \\ hicl1 can be di-.tingni..,hed within Campbell\ :..;en
eral franwwork, will be described. 

Fundamental measurement. Fund,unental measurement 
depend-. 011 the exi-.tence of fundamental measuring opera
tion-. .. \ fundamen.tal mea..,uring operation, for an~'.' gi,·en 
qu,rntit~ </, i.., dn~ operation for combining an~ t,,·o s~ ... tern-; 
thc1t po ... -.e..,, 11 to torm a compo"ite ... ystern that aho po-.
... e ... -.es </. the operation ha,·ing the formal cliaracteri"tin 
of the arithmetical operation of addition in the field of real 
po-.iti,·e numbers. 

Physical and arithmetical operations. \\'hc1t dre the for
mal characte1 i:,,tics of the arithmetical operation of ,lcldition 
in the field of real positi\·e numbers. and whdt is it for a 
pli~ "ical operation to pmse..,.., the~e ch,uacteri-.tin~ Let 

f1x,y)= x+ y, X > 0, (I > 0. 

Then clearly f satisfies the following conditions: 

la) f X,1J =f 1J,X =urf' 1
' X,1j. 

1 /Jlf. >f d. > x,y <· x,:: .. accor mg ,1s y < :: .. 
iC) f x,y > X. 

id) f x,f y,:: =ff x,y 1
,::' =orf' 21 x,y,::. 

c1 If a< /J, then there exi"h an inte\!er X -.uch that for 
all integer.., 11 > .\' 

f" (Cl,a,' • •,(l) > /J. 

Compare Patrick Suppe", ":\ Set of Independent :\xio111" 
for Extensi,·e ()ualitie"."1 

\\'e ma~· take these ,·arious condition:,, to exhaust the 
formal characteri:,,tics of the arithmetical operation of addi
tion in the field of real po-.iti,·e number..,. ( )f cour:,,e, the~· 
Me not :,,11fficient to re:,,trict the function f to the solution 

f X,1J = X + 1J, X > 0, 1j > (). 

Other -.oluti<lll"> are certainly po-.-.ible-for example, 

x > 0, 1j > ll, 

abo satisfie.., the ,·arious condition-. (a) to (e). But it seems 
that no purely formal characterization of the arithmetical 
operation of addition, in the field of real positi,·e number..,, 
will ,·ield the unique solution 

X > 0, 1J > 0. 

:\ext, what is, 1t for a physical operation to possess these 
,·,uious characteristics? Let O be an~· combination operation 
performable on any two systems 5

1 
and 5

2 
that possess q, 

and let 01 S 
1
,5) be the composite system that results from 

the performance of this operation on S
1 

and 5 2 , taken in that 
order. As before, let "> /' "=q," and "</' signify an~· set 

of linear ordering relationship', for the quantity q. Then O 
will be described a:,, a fundamental measuring operation 
for q if and onl~· if 

a'I 

I /J' ) 

,c') 

,d'1 

0 151,521 =q 0152,s, =or0' 11(51,S21, 
> > 

0 ,5 1,S::1 <q 01.S 1,S 3 1, according as 5 2 <:q 53 . 

01S
1
,s

2
1 >q s,. 

01 S 1'0152 ,5 3 1 1=q0101 S, ,52 ,5 3 ) =m 0' 211 S1 ,5 2
,5

3 
I. 

\e' I If .--\ and B are any two systems possessing q -.uch 
that.--\ <q B, then there exists an integer S such that for all 
integers n > .\', 

It will be noted that these conditions are formally analo-
1.1:ous to the conditions (a) to 1el. 

Suppose, then, that we h,l\ e a fundamental measuring 
operation O for some gi\'en quantity q. A fundamental scale 
for the mea-.urement of q is then set up in the follo,,·ing 
wa~·: 

(I) Some object, say S
0

, possessing q, is chosen to act 
as an initial standard and is assigned a positi\'e number a

0
. 

2) The following rules for making numerical assign
ments are then adopted: 

\a) If 5 1 and 52 are any two systems that possess q, 
and the s~·stem 5

1 
has; already been assigned the num

ber a?, then the system 5 2 is to be assigned a number 
a .. such that 

1/J) If 5 1 and S:2 are an~· two systems that possess q 
to which the number:,, a 1 and a 2 h,i\'e already been 
assigned, then the compo-.ite sy-.tem 0(S

1
,S) is to 

be a-.signed the number a,..,. a2 . 

It i:,, not difficult to "hm\ that tl1ese rules will be detenni
nati,·e, at lea"t to within the range::!:: <a

0
, if it is alwa~·s pos

sible to find or produce a-. many s~·stems as we ,,·ish equal 
in q to 5

0
. If, further, it is possible to find twos~ stems S 1 2 

and s;2 such that 01S12's;21=qSO and s12=qs;2, then 
the"e rule:-. ,,·ill be cleterminati, ·e to within the range <a

0 
:2. 

The conditiom under which these rules will be determina
ti,·e to ,,·ithin any pre:,,cribed range should now be ob\'iou-., 
ancl no attempt will be made to state them here. 

Problems of choice. It follows from the abo,·e anal~·sis 
that there are three fundamental problems of choice in set
ti11g up a fundamental scale for the measurement of any 
gi,·en quantit~· q. 

First, there is the problem of choice of fundamental meas
uring operation. There is nothing in our analysis of funda
mental measuring operations which implies that there is 
not more than one fundamental measuring operation for 
any 12:i,·en quantity. As an illustration, consider the right
anl!lecl addition operation for length represented in the 
figure. The ,·arious conditions (a') to (e') are all satisfied 
b~· this operation. It is therefore as much entitled to be 
called a fundamental measuring operation for length as 
is the ordinary linear stepping-off procedure (see B. D 
Ellis, "Some Fundamental Problems of Direct .\leasure
ment"). Our scale of length, or any other quantity, is there-



fore not completely determined hy our choice of initial 
standard (as Campbell supposed). 

Second, there is the problem of choice of principle of 
correlation. This arises from the fact that there are many 
arithmetical operations which, in some prescribed range 
of the real number field, possess the formal characteristics 
of the arithmetical operation of addition in the field of real 
positive numbers. For e xampl e, the following functions 
satisfy the various conditions (a) to (e): 

(U) 

(IO) 

( I I) 

f(x,y) = X • !/, 
f(x,y)=x2+y2, 

f(x,y)= (I\ xi+ I\ "ull2 , 

x>l,y>I. 
X > ½, !/ > ½. 
x>O,y>O. 

Hence, any physical operation O satisfying the various con
ditions (a') to (e') may he interpreted arithmetically in a va
riety of ways. The choice of solution (4) would give us a 
multiplicative scale for the measurement of q. And the 
choice of solution (11) would give us a scale which is, as it 
were, the square of an ordinary additive scale for the meas
urement of this quantity. 

Third, there is the problem of choice of initial standard. 
At first this may seem to he an utterly trivial choice, but 
such is not the case. Consider, for example, the problem of 
choice of an initial standard for the fundamental measure
ment of length. In order that we should he able to use any 
given object as an initial standard to set up a scale of length, 
it is required that this object be one member of an indefi
nitely large set of objects which always, in all circumstances 
(or at least in some specified circumstances), hear stable 
length relationships to each other (as determined by meth
ods of direct length comparison). If this condition were 
not fulfilled we should not in fact be able to carry out the 
various procedures necessary to set up a fundamental scale. 
But there may be two or more sets of such objects-the 
various members of th e one se.t changing in length with 
respect to those of the other. Hence, there arises the possi
bility of relatively dynamic fundamental scales for the 
measurement of the same quantity. 

Associative measurement. A second kind of measure
ment to be distinguished within the Campbellian frame
work is as~ociative measurement. The \·ast majority of 
scales used in psychology and sociology, and also a few, 
like temperature scales, used in the physical sciences, are 
set up by as~ociative measurement. 

Let fJ be any quantit~·, and let ">,,," -,,," and "<,," be 
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a11~ sl't of linear orderi11,g r<'Lttiow,liip-. for tl1at q11a11tit\. 
Let <l he any other quantity that is always asso!'iatcd with 
p and is independently (e.g., fu11danwntally) mca ... 11rable. 
Let q he such that under certain preci..,dy ..,pecihed con
ditions, if A and Bare any two systems (HJ<;ses..,i11g p, then 

A~ B according as A~ B. Then in these circum ... tances <q <P 
we may take the measure of q on some selected scale· (in 
the given circumstances) as the m-easure of p and thus de
fine a scale of p. A scale set up in this way will he called an 
associative scale. 

Examples of associative scales are not hard to find. Our 
various scales of temperature, learning ability, retentive
ness, interstellar and submolecular distances, morale, 
hunger, thirst, favorableness toward the church, and many 
other quantities are all of this kind (cf. L. L. Thurstone and 
E. J. Chave, The Measure111ent of Attitude). In each case 
some independently measurable quantity on some se
lected scale is taken under certain precisely specified 
conditions to he the measure of the quantity we are deal
ing with. The quantity pis, of course, distinguishable from 
the quantity q (by our criteria for the identity of quantities) 
by the fact that the order of</ is not always the same as the 
order of p. For example, if gas samples arc arranged in order 
of volume, then they are not thereby arranged in order of 
temperature. This will only he true under the special 
conditions that the various gas samples should all con
tain the same number of gram molecules and all be main
tained at the same pressure. If this were not the case 
and the order of p were always the ... ame as the order of q, 
then we should simply sa~· that p is directly (e.g., funda
mentally ) measurable by the procedure for measuring q. In 
other words, we should make no distinction at all between 
p and q. 

To make associative measurement possible we need 
only one associated and independently measurable quan
tity. (Associative measurement is thus to be distinguished 
from derived measurement.) If, for example, electrical 
resistance were the only known thermometric property, 
then a scale of temperature could still be set up. It is 
doubtful, of course, whether we should ever form a con
cept of temperature under these conditions, for we recog
nize the ex istence of thermal equi librium by the fact that 
after sufficiently long isolation from heat sources and heat 
sinks the thermometric properties of objects cease to vary. 
And if electrical resistance were the only known thermo
metric property, we should probably prefer to say simply 
that the electrical resistance of ohjecb ceases to vary 
under these conditions. ;\;evertheless, it would be logically 
possible to form a concept of temperature under these 
circumstances and to set up an associative scale for its 
measurement. 

Derived measurement. The third principal kind of meas
mement is that which Campbell called derived measure
ment. Scales which are defined by this kind of measme
ment will here be called derivative scales. 

According to Campbell, derived measurement is "meas
urement by means of constants in numerical laws" (A11 
Account of the Principles of Meas11re111r11t and Calcula
tion, p. 9--1). To explain the nature of derived measurement 
we mml, therefore, say something about numerical laws. 
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Numerical laws. The simplt>st kind of 1111merical law 
refers to some particular system and relates tlie measures 
of q11antities possessed by that system under certain 
speC'ifiecl conditions. For example, let :-\

1 
lw a particular 

sample of gas maintained at constant \'olume. I ,et the con
ditions und<'r which this sample of gas exists he so 
clranged tlrat its temperature is olisen·ed to change 
wlrereas ih volume re111ains unchanged, and let 111easure-
111e11h of the tempernture and pressure of.-\ be made after 
each change on the scales T and P, rt>specti\'ely . Let t

1 
and 

p
1 

lw the results of any si111ultaneous rneasrirements of the 
temperat11re and prPssure of the gas sample . \

1 
011 tlie 

sl'ales Tarnl I'. Then if T and Pare scales similar to (tl1at is, 
relatt>cl by similarity transformations to ) onr absolute and 
dyne -per-sqrrare-centimeter ,cales of, respecti\·ely, tem
perat11rt' and pre,sure, it \\'011l d I){' lorrnd tlrat /11 - /.:._ / 

1 

(\\'lr<'rt' J.:.. 1 i, a cu11sta11t ) lreld apprm.i111atl'h llll(l<'r .rll condi
tions. In this \\'a:v a numerical law relating to tlw partic1ilar 
system.\ (wlricli is maintained at co11,ta11t volume) wo11ld 
he discm erl'd. 

'-.'ow let 11s s11ppose that an~ scales T' and l'' similar to T 
and P had been chosen instead. Let t he the result of 
any lllL·asurenwnt on the scale T and t' be the result of the 
measurement of the same particular undl'r the same con
ditions on the scale T'. Tht:'11 since T and T' are similar 
scall·s, \\ ' l' have t' = 111t, \\'hC're 111 is tlw L·o11\·ersio11 factor 
fro111 T to T'. Similarl~-, Wl' !rave p' = 11p, wlwre 11 is tlw 
con\·t·rsion factor fro111 P to I''. I Jenee, lrad tl1e scales T' 
and I'' bl'l'Il chosen irritiall~-, till' e111pirically discm'l'red 

111111wril'al law wo11 Id l1a\T lw1·11 ii;= J.:..;t;, \\ lwrt· 
J.:..; = (11,/11)/.:..1. 

Thus, instead of expressing the la\\· \\"ith re,pel't to tire 
particular scales T and I', we could, if we wish<'d, express 
the law with respect to the classes (T) and (l') of scales 
similar to T and P, respecti\'ely. \\'e need only write 

(12) 

where 110\\· p
1 

and t
1 

are tl1e resrrlts of a11~· si1nrrlta11t•rn1 s 
meas1rre111e11ts of tl1e temp<'rature a11d prt·,srrre of tilt' 
system :-\

1 
111aintai1wd at constant \'0l11111e, tht> 111easure

ments being made on any scales of the classes (P) and (T ), 
and where k

1 
is what may be called a sl'ale-dependt'nt 

constant-that is, a constant whose value depends on the 
choice of scales within the classes (P) and (T). 

Of course, tlrere is no nect'ssity for 11s to exprt'ss the Lrn 
in this way. \\'e could, if we wished, express the law with 
respect to the classes {T} and {P} of scales related h) 
linear transforlllations to T and I', respl'dively. In that case 
we should have to write 

( 1:3) 

where p; and t; are the results of any simultaneous meas
urements of pressure and temperature made on the syste111 
A

1 
on any scales of the classes {P} and {T}, respectivl'ly, 

and where k; and k: are hoth scale-dependent constants. 
In fact, it seems that we always prefer to express our 

laws either with respect to particular scales (as we do, 
usualh- , in the fields of l'il'ctrostatics and electromagnetics) 
or with respect to classes of similar scales (as we do, almost 
invariably, in the field of mechanics). The reasons for this 

preference for classes of similar scales are not obvious (hut 
see the al'l'ount in H D. Ellis, Basic Co11ccpts of ,\lea.rnrc
nwnt) For the re111ainder of this section let 11s simply 
adopt the convention that our laws will be expressnl with 
respect to classes of similar scales. 

So far we ha\'e considered only Ll\vs relating to a partic
ular system :\. Let (A) lw the class of gas samples which 
are maintained always at constant \'CJlume, and let 1\ he 
any arbitrar~· member of that class. Then by carrving out 
the same proced11re as for the gas sample A,, we should 
find that, in general, 

J>,-k,t,. 

where Jl, and t, are any simultaneous measurernents of 
pressure and temperature made on the gas sample A. 011 
any scales of tlw classes (P) and (T) and 'k. is, as l>efo:e, a 
scale-dependent constant. But it should h~ noted that the 
value of k also depends on the choice of the system A. 
I lt>nce, we

1 

should say that k, is not only a scale-dependen't 
but also a system-dependent constant. 

Of course, it is not necessary that k; be a system-depend
ent constant. It could turn out that for the same choices of 
scales within the classes (I') and (T) the value of k; is the 
same for all systems of the class (A). In that case we should 
say that k; is a Illli\·ersal constant. But for the purposes of 
tlris article it is the s)·stem-dt>pendent constants tlrnt are 
important. 

Nature of derivative measurement. Derivati\·e measure-
111e11t is 1neasure111ent liy means of constants in numerical 
laws. B11t we are in a position to say 111ore precisely what 
tl1is nwans. Forget for a minute tire particular examples 
discussed and consider A; to be any syste111 that meets 
certain specifications, and suppose that 

f(1>,,<1,,r,, • • ·) = k, 

is a nu111erical law which is found to be obeyed by all sys
tems of the class (A) wht>re JJ ({ r. • • • are the results 
of a;1y simultaneous :neasurem

1

~·nt
1

~ r;~ade on the system A, 
on any scalt's of the classes of similar scales (I'), (Q), (R), · · ·. 
[,d 11, s11ppo,L', h1rtlwr, tlrat k, is a s\stt·rn-dependt·nt con
stant and that if the s~·stems of tlw class (A) are arrangt'd 
ill the order of this constant (for any particular choice of 
sca!l', frn111 \\ itlri11 tlw classl'S IP), (Q), (R), · · ·) tl1t•~· are 
:rl,o arranged ill tilt' ordt'r of ,ome quarrtit~ d which \\T 

know to he possessed by tl1ese systems. Tlren clearly the 
conditions for saying tlrat \\'l' ha\·e a scale for the measure
ment of d are ,atisfied. l ll'lll'e, \\'e may take k, to he the 
rrwasure of the quantity cl wlrich is possessed by the system 
.\, on a deri\'ative scale tlrat depe11ds on the choices of 
scales from within the classes (/'), (()), (R), · · · . Under 
these conditions, and only under these, we may say that we 
lrave a dt>rivativL" scale for tl1e 111eas11reme11t of the q11a11-
tity d. 

Derivative mt>asmeme11t of a quantity cl is possible, 
therefore, if and only if there exists some numerical law 
relating to systems that possess the quantity cl i11 which 
there appears a systPm-dependC'nt constant sucl1 that if 
these -;vstems arC' arranged in the order of this system-de
pender{t constant, they are also arranged in the order of d. 
A derivati\·e scale for the measurement of cl is, tl1en, one 
tl1at is defined hy taking the value of the system-dependent 



constant (or some strictly monotonic increasing function 
of it) for some particular choice of independent scales 
as the measure of the quantit~· d. 

Units and dimensions. llnits are the names of scales. 
Simple unit names, such as "pound." "second." "ohm," 
"°C.," are used for fundamental and associati\'C' scale~. 
Complex unit names, s11ch as "gm. cm. sec. 2," arc used 
for derivative scales. Occasionally. simple unit names are 
used for derivative scales ("erg," "dyne," "poundal"), hut 

these names can always he replaced hy complex equiva
lents and are introduced only for abbreviation. 

Dimensions are the names of classes of similar scales. 
Simple dimension names, such as "(,\[)," "(L)," "(T)," 
"(Q)," are used for classes of similar fundamental and 
associative scales. Complex dimension names, or dimen
sional formulas, are used for classes of similar derivative 
scales. 

:\s might he expected, the conventions which govern the 
naming of classes of similar scales are like those which 
govern the namin.u: of scales. Accordingly, we find that 
dimensional formulas behave like generalized complex 
unit names. To explain the properties of dimensional for
mulas, however, we must first take account of several the
orems. 

Two derivative scales D, and D
2 

will he said to he simi
larly defined if and onl~· if they are defined on the basis of 
the same numerical law, expressed with l'<'Spect to the 
same classes of similar scales. Thus, for example, the "gm. 
cm. sec. - 2" and the "ft. lh. sec. - 2 " scales of force are simi
larly defined. \\'e then have 

Theorem 1. Similarly defined derivative scales are 
similar to each other. 
This theorem (proved in B. D. Ellis, Bosic Concepts of 

Meas11reme11t, p. I:3:3) is important because it means that 
classes of similarl~· dC'fined derivative scales are simpl~· 
classes of similar scales and hence Illa) scn·e as refer
ence ('lasses for the expression of numerical laws in the 
standard form of equation ( 1-1). Consequently, to each q11an
tity there \\'ill correspond a 1111ique dimen~ion (class of 
similar scales) if enough numerical laws are known and we 
adopt the following conventions: 

Co11vention I: alwa~,s to use similar fundamental or 
associative scales for the measurement of any given quan
tity; and 

Convention 2: always to use similarly defined derivative 
scales for the measurement of anv gi,·en quantity not 
measured on a fundamental or associative scale. 

~1oreover, in order to specify a scale system, we need 
only name the fundamental and associative scales on 
which it is based and state what laws are involved in the 
definition of the various deri\'atin· scales. Thus, the m.k.s. 
system is a system of scales based on the meter, kilogram, 
and second ~cales and in which, for example, force i~ 
definC'd on a derivatiH· scale ,·ia \.'e,,·ton 's second law of 
motion, rather than, sa~·. the law of gravitation. 

A second important theorem is this: let 

(1.5) 

he a numerical la\\' expressed ,,·ith respect to the classes of 
similar scales (P), (Q), (R). • · ·, \\'here k is the onl~· sy~tem
and/or scale-dependent constant that appears. Let us sa,· 
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that such a law is expre~sed i11 standard lorn1. \\'e tl1<·11 
have 

Theorem 2. Any law expressl·d in standard fonu 
must be of the form 

(16) 

where C, u, b, c, · · · are constants which are neither 
system-dependent nor scale-dependent. 

(See P. \\'. Bridgman, Dirnensinnol Awilusis, and Ellis, 011. 

cit., pp. :20-1-:206.) 
The importance of this theorem is that it enables us to 

explain both the form and the siu;nificance of complex unit 
names and dimensional formulas. Thus, equation (Hi) 

defines a class of similar derivative scales (Theorem I) for 
the measurement of some quantity d. To designate tl,is 
clas~ \\'e could u,t· .1 ~imple di11H·11~ion 11a111e, ~;I\· "(D)." 

But it is oh,·io11sh- 111on· informati,'e to ust· tlw di11w11sio11al 
formula "(P)"(Q)b(R)"· · ·." B~· doinl( so wc sa~ sonw
thing aho11t the form of the la\\' ( Hi) on which om deri,·a
tive scales of d .!IT defi1wd. Like\\'i'><', if P 1, Q 1• R ,, · · · :in· 

p;1rtic11lar ~c:il<·~ fro111 within the dinwn~iom ( P). ( Q ), 
(R ), · · ·, then this choice of ,cal<"s ,,·ould ,·ield "partic1ilar 
deri,·atin· sc:de, :-,a~ D

1
, for tll<' 111<'as11n·nH·11t of cl. But 

oll\·iou,h· it i, prC'ferahle lo 11,t· ti!(' comp]<'.\ unit 11anw 
"P'i'(>';R~· · ·" i11,tead of "/)

1
" .111d tl111, to i11dicate 

(o) \Vhich particular independent scales D
1 

depends nn. 
and 

(b) The form of the law upon which the derivative scale 
D

1 
is defined. 

A third important theorem is 
Theorem 3. Helative magnitude is invariant with 

scale transformations within any given dimension. 
(SeeEllis,op.cit.,pp. l-10-1-11.) 

This tlworem forms the hasis of the mathC'matical tlwor~' 
of dimensions. It ~erve~ instead of Bridgman's metaphysi
cal postnlatl· of the absolute siu;nificance of relative mat.(· 
nit11de. 

The theor~· of dime11~ional analysis cannot he developed 
here, hut its power depends on the information that we 
pack into dimensional formulas. If \\'e wish to increase thi~ 
power we must include more information. This can be 
done only if we adopt the basic com·ention of expressinu; 
our laws with respect to classes of similar scales more 
wide]~, than we do at present and adopt the C:on\'entions I 
and 2 in fields other than mechanics. Thus, instead of 
expressing laws involving angular displacement with re· 
spect to the radian scale and saying (ahsurdl~·) that angular 
displacement is a dimensionless q11antity, we ~ho11ld al
ways express them with respect to the class of S('ales simi
lar to our radian scale and intrnduce the dimension of 
angle into our dimensional formulas. As is demonstrated 
h~· Ellis (op. cit .. pp. l-15-1,51 ), this would increas<' the 
power of dimensional analysis. 

An attempt has heen made here to discuss those con
cepts which are most ha~ic in the logic of measurement
concepts which every writer 011 the logic of measurement 
must consider, wl,atever his primary field of interest. The 
concepts of scale and quantity, unit and dimension, are 
basic in this sense. \\'hether one is interested primarily in 
ps~Thological, physical, psychophysical, or sociological 
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measurement, one mu~t discuss the..,e concepts. The same 
applie, to the concept of an application of arithmetic. For 
that is just what measurement is-the practice of applying 
arithmetic to quantitati,·e relationships. 

The problems of classifying scales of measurement is 
also ba,ic, for the practices of measurement are so diverse 
that one cannot speak significantly about measurement 
\\'ithout ,ome prior classification system. One cannot, for 
example, gi,·e other than tri,·ial conditions for the possi
bility of measurement in general. But gi\'en a suitable 
system of classification of scales, some more significant 
statements can be made concerning the conditions for 
the possibility of setting up a scale of a given kind for the 
measurement of any gi,·en quantity. Similarly, without a 
system of cla,sification of scales of measurement, no im
portant assertions can be made about the significance of 
the numlwr.., which we assign to things by measuring op
eratio1h. It i, onl~ when we ha,·e s11ch a system of 
classification that \\'l:' e,·en begin to answer this important 
question. 
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BRIA:--.' ELLIS 

.MECHANIC AL EXPLANATION. See ~IECHA.'-1S~t 

IN BIOLOGY; ,;\'EWTO:-.'IAN ~1ECHANICS A.'•m MECHAN1CAL 

EXPLANATION. 

.MECHA~IS:1\1 IN BIOLOGY. The doctrine of mech
anism in biology is a philosophical theory about the nature 
of biological systems. :\'ot many biologists would charac
terize themseh-es as mechanists, although many-if not 
the great majority-would be mechanists in a certain 
sense. The term is often used by vitalists and organismic 
biologists to characterize the adherents of theories that 
they wish to reject, but this does not mean that other 
biologists, not members of either school, would thank 
them for the title. The tenn "mechanism" has no fixed 
meaning, although it is almost generally regarded as a 
term of abuse. 

":\lechanism" and "machine." To retrieve "mechanism" 
as the name of a clear position in the philosophy of biol
ogy, it 1s necessary to reconstruct a doctrine that has a 
discernible connection with the concept of a machine. 
This doctrine would, in fact, be supported by many biolo
gists but \\'Ould be rejected by members of the vitalistic 
and organismic schools. 

\lechanism is sometimes said to be the theory that living 
organisms and all of their living parts are machines. This is 
unfortunate for ~e,·eral reasons. There is a tendency, at 
least in e,·eryday speech, to resen:e the tenn "machine" 
for artificial de,·ices of a certain sort, especially, as J. J. C. 
Smart lia" argued, for de, ices. ~uch as sewing and milking 
mctchines, that perform tasks ordinarily performed by 
people. Organisms are ob,·iously not machines in this 
seme. There is also a tendency in both the scientific and 
common ,·ernacular to regard an object of a certain kind 
1 for example, kind K) as a machine-whether or not it is an 
artificial de,·ice-only if there are certain activities that are 
regarded as charactc,ristic of all objects answering to the 
definition of K and that can be described and explained 
,olely by the principles of mechanics. Thus, for example, 
at the end of the ~e,·enteenth cenhiry, it was common to 
call the solar system a machine and to ascribe to Descartes 
the ,·iew that "brutc's"-but not men-are machines; 
toda~·, most people would be willing to call a pulley sys
tem or a bicycle a machine. A li,·ing organism, of course, is 
not a machine in this sense. :\o matter how we define the 
science of mechanics-and the usage of physicists is not 
decisi,·e-mechanical action is to be distinguished from 
chemical action, which is certainly regarded as character
istic of li,·ing organisms. 

Finally, there is a tendency among some physicists and 
engineers, especially those engaged in systems design and 
analysis, to use the terms "machine" and "system" inter-



changeably. This tendency can be traced to two linguistic 
facts. Many system~ that they call machines are machines 
in one or both of the above senses; and those systems that 
are not machines in either of these senses may be "mech
anisms." We ordinarily apply the term "mechanism" more 
broadly than "machine." Radios, watches, telephones, 
electric switches, and the like are, in the vernacular, 
regularly mechanisms and only sporadically machines. 
Since a scientist is unlikely to see any significant theoreti
cal difference between system~ that are paradigmatic 
machines (such as sewing machines) and systems that are 
paradigmatic mechanisms but not machine~ (such as 
telephones), he is willing to extend the term "machine" at 
least to cover mechanism~. Moreover, there seems to be no 
significant theoretical difference between the systems that 
are regularly called mechanisms and any assemblage of 
material parts that show causal interaction. 

In everyday usage, a mechanism is a system whose parts 
are related in the following manner. (1) Changes in some 
of the parts cause changes in most of the others. (2.) These 
causally connected change~ are regarded a<; identical with 
some single activity. For example, when a switch that 
turns on a lamp is thrown, a bar changes position, a spring 
is stretched, a friction lock is activated, and a gap between 
two contacts is closed. These changes are all regarded as 
identical with the single activity of closing the switch. (.3) 
This single activity is of ~ome special interest. It is fre
quently the function that the mechanism was designed to 
serve; in this case we often use such expressions as 
"switching mechanism" or "starting mechanism." Some
times, however, we are interested in an activity or process 
only for other, perhaps scientific, reasons. For example, a 
biologist interested in the segregation of genetic traits is 
willing to speak of the processes of meiosis as the mecha
nism of genetic segregation. It is always possible, how
ever, to regard any repetitive pattern of changes as a single 
activity, whether or not that activity has any special 
theoretical or practical significance. The relaxation of the 
requirement of special interest leads to the extensioll of 
the term "mechanism" to an~' system that satisfies condi
tions (1) and (2.). 

To summarize these linguistic points: the common lan
guage, serving as it does a variety of purposes, draws a 
distinction between the terms "machine" and "mecha
nism," and restrict~ the application of "mechanism" on 
grounds that are irrelevant to the aims of scientific inquiry. 
There is no important principle, therefore, that would lead 
the scientist to apply the term "machine" to one s~·stem 
and to deny it to another that is like a machine in every 
relevant respect. Thus the tendency arises to use the terms 
"system" and "machine" interchangeably. The separation 
of the concept of a machine from the science of mechanics 
i~ aided by the concept of a mechanism, for "mechanism" 
is connected etymologically with "mechanics" hut in 
ordinary application is not especially associated with 
mechanical systems. 

"Mechanism" as a philosophical theory. If mechanism 
is interpreted to mean that living organisms are machines 
in the broadest sense (material systems), then the term 
marks no distinction in the philosophical beliefs of biolo
gists. No biologist believes that organisms are machines in 
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the colloquial sense, hut even vitalistic and organismic 
biologists would agree that organisms are machint's i11 the 
broader sense and that every organic process i~ accom
plished by means of mechanisms. The important philo
sophical differenct>s, which will Le associated herl· with the 
term "mechanism," concern the nature of the principle~ 
needed in accounting for the behavior of living sy~tems . 

Two conceptions will be helpful in drawing the di-;tinc
tion between mechanisms and machines. The first is the 
notion of exemplification of a law in a system or process. 
One can say, for instance, that an object falling in an evac
uated cylinder exemplifies Galileo\ law of free fall 
(s=½gt2) and that the inheritance of a set of genetic traits 
may exernplif~, Mendel's laws of independent assortment 
and ~egregation. On the other hand, a football resting on a 
table top exemplifies neither law. If we think of a law as of 
the form "If conditions A are met, then so are conditions 
B," the law is then exemplified in every system that meets 
conditions A, but not necessarily by every system that 
satisfies the propositional function Ax ::J Bx. By this con
vention, then, :"Jewton would have said that every body 
exemplifies the law of universal gravitation, hut only some 
special systems, such as a falling body or the solar system, 
exemplify Galileo's and Kepler's laws. One can also say 
that the events themselves exemplify a law if they occur in 
a system that exemplifies the law. 

The second conception may he explained as follows. It 
is, of course, a commonplace that numerically the same 
event may fall under conceptually distinct descriptions. A 
particular dive, exec11ted by a contestant in a competition, 
might, for example, he described as a case of relatively free 
fall, a swan dive, a graceful performance, or the winning 
effort. The alternative descriptions here belong to different 
concl-'ptual schemes, but they apply properly to n11meri
cally the same event. Evidently, slight differences in the 
event itself would make some of the descriptions inappli
cable: for instance, one sort of difference could make the 
de~cription "swan dive" inapplicable but leave the rest 
unchanged. \loreover-and this is philosophically of 
greater interest-there is a sense in which the event co11ld 
he the same and yet some of the descriptions vvo1ild he 
inapplicable, for some of the descriptions depend for their 
applicability on the circumstances of the event's occur
rence. Thus, if the di\'e were not part of a competition, it 
could not be a winning effort. It will he assumed for the 
purposes of this article that sufficit>ntly clear criteria are 
available for the term "same event." This will, in general, 
permit us to say whether E, and £

2 
are numerically the 

same event, where E, and £
2 

are distinct descriptions with 
their own criteria of application. In particular, one or both 
of the descriptions may he appropriate only under special 
circumstances of the event's occurrence. 

\lechanism may now be defined as the view that every 
event E, which is describable as a biological event (h~ any 
reasonable criterion of "biological"), is numerically the 
same as the set of e\'ents {E, ,£

2
,· • ·,£

11
}, in which each 

E; exemplifies no laws that are not also exemplified in 
nonbiological systems ("nonbiological" hy the same crite
rion as "biological"). Stated less formally, mechanism is 
the view that every biological event is a pattern of non
biological occurrences. 
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The ,dim·e dt,finit1on of mechani,m "J)(:'cifie.., a ..,en..,e in 
,,·hich IHoloL'.ical phenomena miL'.ht lw reducible to the 
ph:,1c0Llll'lllical. It differ..,, ho,,·e,Tr, from ,ome ..,tandard 
explication, of reducibility. \\"ithout e.\a111inirn..,: any of 
the,e explication.., in detail, \\"e may. hm,·e,·er. note some 
of the cliffere11L-e..,. It i.., usual to lli..,tinL'.ui,h heh\"een con
ceptual aud no111ic reduction. Theon· T i, conceptuall~
reduc1ble to T

1 
if all the term" in the tlwo;etic,ll ,·oc.:abulary 

of T:. 111a, lw dt,fined hy the ter111, in T
1 

Our definition 
lea, e, reclm ihilit:,· in thi, ..,en,;e an open que ... tion. It is 
plau..,ihle to ... upp<he that hioloL'.:, contain, tern1.., than.-ould 
not be defined h:, rderence to pl1:, ... in and chemi ... try .. 
partiL ularl:· if \\"L' count P": cl1ologiL·al phenomena as "'Pe
cial caw" of the hioloL'.ical. hut perl1ap, e,·en if ,,·e do not. 
Biological theor~ takes account of the circum..,tam·e.., of an 
e\"l"nt\ m-currence in a \\"a~ that the ph~ sical sciences do 
not. For ex,1111ple, it i.., a biological fact that lion, hunt 
zebra,. The hioloL'.iL,d rnechani,t oud1t to insi'>t mere!:,· 
that e,·er~"thinL'. that happen, in a g1,·en ca..,e of zebra 
hunting is identical ,,·ith a ,equence of ph~·sicochemical 
e,enh. not that the concept of huntinL'. can be defined in 
ph~ ,icochemical tenn..,_ Indeed. it ma~ be the ca..,e that 
"hunting" can be defined only 111 111te11tio11al langua[!e. 

.-\ theor~ T.: 1, nom1call:· reducible to T
1 

if all the hrn·.., of 
T:. can lw deduced from the la,,, of T

1 
,,·ith the help of 

coorclinatim.i: defii1iti011, and ... pecifiLati<ll1, of the ..,tructure 
of T_ ": ,te111, in tlie ,·ocabular:, of T

1
• -\gain. a mecha11i..,t 

ought to ,ay that biological plwnomen,1 are reducible to 
the 11011biological and ,till lea,·e open the que ... tion of 
,, hether nomic reducibilit~ i, pm,ible e, en in principle. 
It ,eem, ,1 prnm th,1t the nmiliiolo[!Ic,d Lrn, th,1t alone ,ne 
l"Xemplified in the ,et of e,ent, {E

1
,£_,· · ·,£,,} mi: .. d1t 

h,l\ e a deL'.ree of com pl exit:· that ,,.<nild rt'ncler it 1mJHh..,i
ble to ,pecif:, their form under tlw initial and hounclar~ 
condition.., embodied in organic "',tem,. 

If 01w were to ,,l~- that bioloL'.ical phenomena are. after 
all. not ju ,t ph: ,icochemical phL'IIOllw11a, lie ,,·mild be 
correct in ,u1~ ,e1he that could be important to him. and 
yet mechani,m .. t'\en of the form that ,t,1te, that all biolog
ical phenomen.t .tre phy ... icoLhemical, i.., abo correct, in any 
... ense that matter" to the mechani,t. "J.., hunting a zebra a 
phy..,icochemical pr<K·e..,..,t· I" too ,imple a question. The 
de..,cription "huntinL'. a zebra" belong.., to a conceptual 
scheme that is not phy,icochemical. hm,·e,·er, an alterna
ti,·e de-,cription of the ,ame en°nt could belong to the 
physicochemical ..,d1en1e 
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O PHY. In .iclclition to the general .irticle \IEDIE'," .-\L 
PHILO'>OPHY the Enc,·clopedia feature.., the follo\\"ing 
,trticle, li.1,·ing di ... cu ...... iom of earl:, C:hri ... ti,m and meclie,·,d 
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P,1rt1cuLtr ,1,pech of earl~ Christian ,rnd medie, al 
tlw11ght are discu~~ed in the Enl~clopcdia\ general arti
cle ..... including ETHICS, HISTORY OF; bLA\lIC PHILOSOPHY; 
JEWISH PHILOSOPHY; LOC,IC, HISTORY OF; \IET-\PHYSICS .. 
llISTORY OF; \!YSTICIS\l. HISTORY OF; SE\1.-\.:--;TICS, HIS
TORY OF. and l'x1,·ERS.-\LS. See also CHRISTl.-\.:--;ITY; 
ILLC\ll:\.-\TIO:\; ,md LIBER DE C-\CSIS. 

See \ledie,·al Philosoph~ and Christianity in Index 
for articles on important figures in this area. 

11EDIEYAL PHILOSOPHY began ,,·ith the .-\frican 
Clni,tiau .-\u[!ustine of Hippo 3.'1-1--1:30). ,,·hose life and 
\\"ritinL'..., reflected the unsettled state of the declining Ro
lll,m Empire long before the commencement of the \fiddle 
.-\ge.., proper. His rich and many-sided \\'orks display the 
Platonic other\\"orldliness of hi.., theorie~ of knO\dedge and 
\\"oriel hi ... tor~·- .-\ccordinL'. to .\uL'.ustine's vision, the true 
cmmic pLm unfold~ in thl' hi,tory of the Cit~· of Cod, 
,me! the local accident... of the Earth!:· City are of little 
acL·ount in compari ... 011. Corre ... pondingl:·, true \\"i,dom and 
, irtue .tre obtainable only in the light of the Christian faith 
,md I>: the pre,·enience of di,·irn." grace. human nature, 
:.,:rm...!~ corrupted since the Fall, is in need of a corre
,pondingl: complete di,·ine remaking. \\'hereas for Plato 
alld .-\ri..,totle the fulfillment of human capaci ti es required 
tlw pm._,e..,sion of a high degree of ... ophisticated intelli
L'.l'lll"l', for .-\ugu..,tine such fulfillment depended on right-
11e"' of the ,, ill and the affection..,_ The-;e t\\"o features, a 
radical ,·ie,,· of tlw tran,fonning po\\"er of grace ancl a 
,·oluntari,tic accent, ma~ lw regarded as the kernel of 
-\ugthtiniani..,m .. at lea..,t in..,ofar a" it affected subsequent 
thou1..d1t. The tremendo11, infiuence of .-\ugustine on 
niedie,·al thought i.., matched by that of Boethius, \\"hose 
grandio,e plan \\'a" to tran~mit to the Latin \\"est the \\"orks 
of Plato ancl .-\ri..,totle-a plan rudely cu t short by his exe
cution in .-\.D . . '12-1 I 10\H'\·er, he accomplished the transla
tion of .\ri,totle\ logical \\"orks into Latin .. his commentar
ie~ on ,ome of them .. and on tht> .'\eoplatoni..,t Porphyry's 
l11trnd11ctio1J lsai!.o{!.e to tl1e Categories of .-\ristotle. ,,·ere 
1m111c'11,eh infiuenti,11 iu ,h,1ping the technical Lltin ,·o
cabular~ and turn" of expre..,sion that p re\'ailecl in the 
\Iiddle .-\ges, so much so that any appreciation of medie\'al 
thought must i11e,·itabl:· be inadequate without a thorough 
acquaintance \\"ith Boethiu..,' logical outpu t. 

The intervention of the Dark .-\ges presented \\"estern 
..,c110lars ,,·ith a gigantic t,hk of rL·thinking ancl reconstruc
tion. During these centurie.., of insecuri ty and uprooted
ness there was little intellectual endeavor , apart from the 
exceptional ,,·ork of the .'\ eoplatonist John Scotus Erigena 
in the ninth centur~·- The logical, theological, and c.:lassical 
inheritance slumbered insecurely ,,·ithin the libraries of 



threatened \\'estern monasteries. \\'hen Anselm of Canter
bury (10:3:3- llWJ) began to exploit Boethian logic in order 
to render his Christian faith intelligible, he had no imme
diate predecessor who in any way approached his stature 
as a thinker. Author of the Ontological Argument and fully 
alive to the power of linguistic analysis as a tool for clarify
ing conn'ptual problems, Anselm was the father of Scho
lasticism. \\'orking within an Augustinian framework, 
Anselm and other logical theologians of the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries attempted to bring into order and coher
ence the body of doctrine to which they were committed 
by Holy \\'rit, dogmatic pronouncements, and the works of 
earlier authoritative church writers. The formidable di
mensions of the enterprise were well known to them, as is 
shown in the lists of clashing antitheses made explicit in 
the Sic et Non ("For and Against") of the ill-fated logician 
Peter Abelard ( 107\J-11-1:2). A systematic collection of 
authoritative opinions, the Se11te11ccs, upon which all sub
sequent medieval thinkers exercised their logical and 
philosophical ingenuity in the form of commentary, was 
compiled by Peter Lombard (c. 1100- l lfiO). 

While the Latin \\'est, employing a predominantly logi
cal Aristotelianism, was engaged in the tasks described 
above, as well as in controversy on the topic of universals, 
the more advanced Islamic civilization spreading from the 
~liddle East possessed the whole body of Aristotle's 
works. These received development, commenhH;,', and a 
Neoplatonic flavor at the hands of a series of snhtle think
ers, among whom were al-F,-trahi (c. 870-9,50), Avicenna 
(\JSO- 10:37), and Averroes (l l:2h- I lqS). From about the 
middle of the twelfth century on, Latin translations of their 
works became available; and through these, as well as 
through translation directly from the Creek, \\'estern 
thinkers eventuall;,· knew all of Aristotle's writings. 

The Jewish philosophers ilm-Cahirol ( 10:21- c. 1070) 
and \loses \laimonides ( 11:3.5-1:20-1) also contributed to 
the intellectual ferment of the thirteenth century, which 
was accompanied liy the establishment of universities 
within which members of the recently founded orders of 
Dominican and Franciscan friars were soon competing 
with secular masters for professorships. Generali~· speak
ing, the Dominicans, following the lead of Thomas Aqui
nas (c. 122-1-127-1 ), attempted to assimilate Aristotle by 
adopting a framework within which divine grace was seen 
as completing and fulfilling hnman nature, rather than 
dramatically abrogating it in th(' Augustinian manner. 
Consequently, the Thomistic tradition represented a sepa
ration, at least in principle, of philosoph~· from theology 
and a more optimistic view of human nature, society, and 
the civil state, coupled with opposition to those Latin 
Averroists who were prepared' to compartmentalize their 
thought to the extent of claiming that on certain points 
philosophy (Aristotle, as· interpreted by Averroc.;s) demon
strated conclusions incompatible with their personal 
Christianity. Those who preferred to remain within the 
Augustinian stream, especially St. Bona,·enture (1221-
1274), Oum Seotus (1:266- 1:308), and William of Ock
ham (c. 1:285-13-19), ne,·ertheless increasingly absorbed 
elements of the new Aristotelianism. Concerned as they 
were with the sense in which theology could he a science 
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(a for111 of knowing), Duns S<"ot11\ and \\'illi,u11 ol 0l'kku11 
e,·i11ced a tendem·,· to bring epish'mological <·011,id<·ratio11\ 
more to the forefront of their \\'ork. 

NATURE OF SCHOLASTICISM 

Aristotelian empiricism: matter, form, and substance. 
\ledie,·al philosoph~ and logic arc: aspecb of a11 effort to 
resolve conceptual puzzles (often, hut not always, theolog
il'ally inspired) and to underpin such resolutions witli a 
satisfactory theory of how things are and why they art' as 
they are. The dominant theory, although subjected to 
multiple variations and modifications durin).!; the medie,·al 
period, was basically Aristotelian and therefore invoh·ed 
an ultraempiricist effort (not always sm·cessfnl) to resist the 
abrogation of the pretheoretical common-sense aspect of 
the world hy the theoretical. Before the consideration of 
any theory, whether scientific or metaphysical, human 
beings are ine\'itably confronted with a world populated 
by a multiplicity of diverse kinds and sorts of beings that 
are subject to generation, change, and death. These di
verse beings are understood to the extent that "why?" 
questions about them or their kinds can he answered; they 
are the objects of evaluation insofar as the~· or their quali
ties, quantities, states, or relations are characterized as 
good, bad, and so on. 

In accordance with the nonahrogatory policy, a technical 
vol'ahulary is required such that the pretheoretical picture 
does not forfeit its basic sense hy relativization to a more 
fundamental theory that demands radical re\'ision of that 
picture. For example, an ultraempiricist account of how 
things are must always leave place for the attribution of a 
literal (and not merely metaphorical) sense to questions 
regarding the "makings" of sense objects, states of affairs, 
or processes. The term "matter" represents an attempt to 
guarantee such a literal \l'nse-it is the general reply to 
the always sensible question (in the context mentioned) 
"\\'hat is it made out of?" The detailed replies to such 
questions- "\\'ood," "stone," "hones and flesh," "cla~·," 
"cloth," and so forth-all mention makings or materials out 
of which something is made, physical antecedents that are 
among the nece-;sary conditions of a thing's being. 

In the same context, however, explanations of why 
things are as they are can lw given by reference to the 
kinds or sorts to which those things belong; for example, 
"I lorses are self-moving because they are animals, and all 
animals are self-mm·ing." Herl' a feature of a particular sort 
of being (horse) is explained by reference to its general 
kind (animal), and it is the notion of "form" (with its alter
native medieval vocabulary, "nature," "essence," "quid
dity") that represents a reminder of the fact that things fall 
into distinguishable sorts (species) that can in turn be 
subsumed under broader kinds (genera). Since truistic 
explanations can he gi•;en in terms of sorts and kinds, the 
form or essence is said to be the principle of the intelligi
hility, or explanation-worthiness, of things; and such gen
eral definitions as "\Ian is rational animal" are said to hold 
true in regard to the formal aspect of things. \\'hether or 
not the definitions are true of things in a scientific sense is 
of little import to the philosophical notion of form: its point 
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is to insme the nonahrogation, by a general theory of how 
things are, of the pretheoretical picture of the diversity of 
things; realization of this point may lie behind Aquinas' 
agnosticism concerning the scientific value of such formal 
definitions. 

It is plain that the replies to questions about the makings 
(matter) of things still involve a formal aspect, since not 
only are explanations i'n terms of the definitions of wood, 
stone, and the other sort~ of material mentioned still pos
sible, hut it is also possible sensibly to ask what the wood 
or stone is made out of, or what "stuff" endures when wine 
becomes vinegar. In order to do justice to such possibili
ties-and to the pretheoretical conviction that in processes 
of change the strccessive sorts that occur are not totally 
new creations but rather a sequence of diverse activiza
tions of a common substratum-the notion of "prime" 
mattn is employed. this is matter as mere substratum, 
totally <le\·oi<l of any formal aspect. Prime matter was 
\·iewecl schematically, by a kind of extrapolation, as pure 
susceptibility upon which the various formal actualities 
supervene, and was said to he by some medievals the prin
ciple of individuation, whereby form, the principle of 
intelligibility an<l generality, is concretize<l to the particu
larity of the various individual "this-es" that belong to a 
given sort. Th11s, one might say that a horse is an equi11i::::.
i11g of prime matter, a stone is a petrifying of prime matter, 
and so on; this use of verhlike nouns helps to bring out the 
fact that form is act, or actuality, as opposed to the mere 
susceptibility of prime matter. These \'erblike nouns are 
constant, since it never makes sense to say of a horse, for 
example, that is it more hor~e or less horse (11si ng "more" 
and "less" in a nonquantitati\'e sense). Some actualiza
tions, however, are variable, such as whiteness; one can 
say of a white object that it is (or becomes) more white or 
less white. 

The real correlates of certain of the constant actualiza
tions are called substances, objects that are pretheoretical
ly recognized as being constantly what they are o\'er the 
whole span of their existence. A horse does not become a 
horse, and on ceasing to he a horse, it simply cea~es to he, 
whereas a white object can he something that becomes 
white in varying degrees and may cease to he white, hut it 
is not on that account said to cease to exist. When adjecti
val terms such as "white" are used to denote subjects in 
sentences, such as "A white thing is coming down the 
road," it always makes sense (although in many instance~ 
it ma~· he s11pcrfi11ons) to ask a question like '"\\'hat is the 
thing that is white and is coming clown the road?" This is 
true because such terms leave open the possibility of ask
ing a question regarding the nature of the "something 
else" (ali111iid ali11d, as Aquinas has it) that is qualified (in 
this instance by tire whiteness). When the "something 
else" is a substance, such as "horse," the possibility of a 
further question having a similar sense, but with the sub
stance name in place of the adjective, vanishes. For exam
ple, one would not ask, "\\'hat is the thing that is a horse 
and is coming clown the road?" Thus, this notion of sub
stance is 11nlike that with which Locke was concerned; for 
him it did make sense, even when a substantial sentence 
subject had been used, to carry on with requests for infor
mation ah011t what he called a "something besides." 

Technical language, meaning, and universals. l\1uch of 
medieval philosophical and logical discourse involved the 
endowment of old words with new senses, as part of the 
artificialization of natural language that is characteristic of 
the Schoolmen, who, according to Locke, "covered their 
ignorance with a curious and inexplicable web of per
plexed words." The Scholastics were in fact to some extent 
a\\'are of the exigencies of discourse of this sort, which 
constitutes a kind of halfway honse between the sort of 
philo~ophy that is careful to use only a completely jargon
free natural language, and the sort that is prepared to use 
the resources of some totally artificial language (such as 
those of modern symbolic logic) as a set of coordinates 
whereby sense and senselessness may be distinguished. 
\\'hen cliscnssing the technical sense of "in" in sentences 
such as "(Jualities inhere in substances," Boethius had 
distinguished no fe\\'er than nine ways in which the word 
"in" could he used. It was clear to him that the "man" of 
the technical sentence ":'\1an is a species" does not play 
the same role as does the name "man" in "Socrates is a 
man"; if it did, then one shoulcl be able to use these two 
sentences as premises whence "Socrates is a species" 
(which is false or nonsensical) could be inferred. 

I low, then, are such terms as "man," "anin1al," "genus," 
and "species," as they occur in sentences like "!\Ian is a 
species" and "Animal is a genus," to he understood? 
These are sentences of a sort that must occur in the dis
cussion of the principles of those definitions described as 
efforts to do justice to the formal aspect of things. Interpre
tation of such sentences as consisting of two names joined 
by "is" naturally leads to the question, transmitted by 
Boethius \vhen commenti11gor1 Porphyry, of what the things 
ar(' that these names name. Are the things named liy s11ch 
specifiC' or generic names extramental entities additional to 
individual human beings and animals? An affirmative 
answer represents one medieval form of the option for a 
"realist" position in the problem of universals, and 
throughout the period thinkers wen" divided on this topic. 
Certain earl~, medieval antirealists, such as Roscelin and 
Carland the Computist, developed a solution that had 
been suggested liy Boetlrius: Words like "species" and 
"ge1111s," said Boethi11s, 111ay he interpreted as "names of 
names" (11omi1111m 1wmi11a), so that "\Ian is a species" 
should he analyzed as" 'l\lan' is a species," with "species" 
naming the word "man" and indicating that it is predicable 
specifically of many individuals. 

Herein lies one of the roots of the logical doctrine de
\·elopecl during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the 
cloctri ne of Sllpposit io. 

Hoscelin and Carland went further than Boethius and 
regarded "man" in ":\Ian is a species" not as a mentioned 
name (a mentioned sig11ifica11t utterance) hut as a mere 
utterance (vox) undergoing mention; thus St. Anselm ac
l'lrsed Roscelin of having reduced universals to the "breath 
of an 11tterance" (flatus vocis). Other anti realists, observing 
that this extreme norninalism (as it is usually called) failed 
to account for the success of language as a representation 
of the fonnal aspect of things, adopted an intermediate 
position, according to which the universal is a natural (as 
opposed to a merely conventional) mental sign, or concept; 
such a position was designed to secure the objective refer-



ence of the universal while avoiding com111it111ent to tilt' 
plethora of extra entities demanded by n·alism. Abelard, 
Aquinas, and Ockham may lw credited with havin)..! held, 
each in his own way, a doctrine of this type. 

Extent of the artificialization of language. There are 
several facets of the general medieval concern with the 
study of meaning. In the writings of Anselm of Canterbury, 
for example, there is an immensely powerful and pervasive 
realization that the overt, apparent, or grammatical form of 
an utterance need not show its implicit, true, or logical 
fonn-a realization whose revival has been most promi
nently reinitiated in our own age hy Bertrand Russell. 
Again and again Anselm's writings contain the contrast 
between forms of speech that are allowed by the loose 
texture of ordinary language (11s11s lvq11e11di) and the forms 
to which a strict attention to the exact sense (sig11ificatio 
per se) commits one; the loose texture is methodically 
explored, and the results of this exploration are applied to 
the elucidation of difficulties raised by forms of speech 
found in Holy Writ and ordinary language. In their tech
nical explanations Anselm and his successors felt com
pelled to make innovations that violated the granrnwr of 
the natural language (Latin) in which they wrote; for in
stance, in expressing the objective counterparts of asser
tions concerning the meaning of adjectival (as opposed to 
substantival) words, Anselm used the novel formula "Lit
erate is literacy," which in its Latin version (Gram111atic11s 
est gramnwtica) is about as full of scandals, from the poi11t 
of view of ordinary Latin grammar, as any tluee-word 
sentence could he. 

Naturally the classicists of the time, like their counter
parts of the sixteenth century, took alarm at these mon
strous impurities of language; a classicist rear-guard action 
is shown in the Metalogicon of John of Salisbury (c. 11 l.5-
ll80), who at one point explicitly argues against mix
tures of abstract and concrete of the kind put forth h~· 
Anselm. A better-known example of this technical devel
opment, resulting in nonsense in respect to ordinary lan
guage, is found in Aquinas' assertion that a man is neither 
his humanity nor his existence, whereas Cod is both his 
essence (divinity) and his existence; these claims involve a 
like mixture of concrete and abstract nouns that in non
technical speech just cannot be connected by the same 
"is" (or "is not"). 

Breakdown of communication. The semiartificial lan
guage of the Scholastics was excessively clumsy, and, in 
the absence of the precise definitional control that goes 
with a totally artifieial language, required for its tolerably 
safe employment an intuitive power extending beyond the 
ordinary; even when this has been achieved, the history of 
the period demonstrates that there is no guarantee that 
communication will be maintained. For example, skill in 
the use of such language probably reached its peak in the 
writings of Duns Scotus, the Subtle Doctor. He rejected 
the theory that matter is the principle of individuation on 
the grounds that this attribution leaves the individual 
lacking in total intelligibility and e\·en makes problematic 
the possibility of an omniscient being's (Cod's) radical 
understanding of the individual object. He therefore pos
ited that individuation is performed not by a material, hut 
by a formal, principle; for example, by "Socrateity" in 
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respect of the indi\·id11al Socrates, a nd in gt· m ·ral b~ tlw 
·'tltisness" (/weccritas) appropriatl' to each i11di\·id11al 
"this." \\'e have already observed th e connect1 0 11 be tween 
form and intelligibility presuppose d in thi s o peration , an 
operation that raises a further phase of the 1111ive rsals co n
troversy and at the same time exemplifies the hreakdo\\'n 
in communication. 

Ockharn criticized the Scotist thing-ce nte re d formal 
distinction (clistinctio formalis a parte rei ) alleged to hold 
between the universal nature in question (h11manity in the 
case of a human being) and the individuatin)..! formal prin 
ciple (Socrateity) that makes the individual into this indi 
vidual. Ockham was at a loss to see how this distinction 
could he thing-centered (a pa rte rei) a11d ~ ct not commit its 
proponent to the admission of extra entities (h111nanit~·, 
Socrateity) over and above, and distinct from , individuals, 
in spite of the fact that the existence of universals as extra 
entities of this so1t was denied by Scotus. 

It has already been suggested that form may he best 
expressed hy means of verblike nouns ("equinizing," 
"petrifying") ; hence, the abstract nouns often used to 
express formal principles could be viewed as being more 
verblike than 11amelike-a position taken hy Aquinas from 
Boethius and apparently recognized by· other Scholastics. 
If this view is accepted, then the statement that the Socra
teity of Socrates is distinct from his humanity may be in
terpreted, using appropriate verhlike forms, as asserting 
that Socrati:::.i11g is not identical with h1111u111i:::.i11g, an anal
ysis that yields a true thing-centered distinction and yet 
does not send one on a vain search for extra named entities 
m·er and above the man Socrates ; this offers at least one 
way in which the Scotist contention may he consistently 
understood. 

But Ockham assumed, in effect, that any distinction that 
holds in respect of things (a "real" distinction) can only he 
like that which holds between, for example, Socrates and 
Plato and which is expressed hy a sentence such as "Soc
rates is not Plato," wherein "Socrates" and "Plato" are 
names (as opposed to the verhlike ''Socratizing" and "lrn
manizin~"). \Vhen, therefore, Ockham encountered the 
further Scotist tenet that although a thing-centered formal 
distinction holds between Sucrateity and humanity (for 
example), it is nevertheless not the case that a real distinc
tion holds between the two, he assumed that "Socrateity" 
and "humanity" could he treated in th e same way as such 
names as Socrates, Plato, Cicero, and Tully, and that even 
as the negation of a real distinction between Tully and 
Cicero amounts to a statement of their real identity as the 
same individual object, so also the denial of a real distinc
tion between Socrateity and humanity amounts to a state
ment of real identity of this sort. In point of fact, however, 
once the verblike nature of the form-expressin)..! words 
"Socrateity" and "humanity" has been grasped, it becomes 
clear that a denial of a real distinction between Socrateity 
and humanity should he understood as the rejection of any 
attempt to treat those form e xpre ssions a s though they 
were pure names. The whole weight of Ockham's subse
quent attack, aimed as it was at the consequence that the 
Scotists were in such contexts stating the d en ial of a real 
identity (one framed in te rms o f names, as opposed to \'erhs) 
is therefore totally misplaced. 
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The same blindness, combined with the theological 
premise that ( ;oc) is omnipotent, and hence can effect 
anything that does not involve a contradiction, also played 
havoc with other distinctions patiently established by 
earlier thinkers. For example, the distinction between 
essence and exi,tence, some of whose associated theses 
were described above as embodying novel uses of words, 
was attacked on the _grounds that the essence of a thing (a 
man's humanity) and its existence are (if a real distinction 
holds between them) hvo things distinct in the wa}· that 
Socrates and Plato are two distinct things. In consequence, 
the ( kkhamists considered themselves licensed to assert 
that the admission of a ,.,,al distinction between essence 
and existenn· has as a consequence the possibility of 
Cod's omnipotence producing something\ essence with
out at the same time producing its existence, or vice versa. 
however, this is patently absurd, and therefore (they con
cluded) there is no real distinction between essence and 
existence. 

In the pr<'sence of such misplaced criticism it is obvious 
that scholastic thought could have heen better expressed 
in a fully artificial language, armed with precise definitions 
and a greatn capacity for generating and identifying new 
parts of speech than that of the semiartificial language that 
was nsed. 

Reaction against technical artificialization. Although 
the artificialization of natural language for the expression 
of technical truths beyond the capacity of natural language 
proceeded apace from the time of Anselm, the final major 
philosophical reaction, brought about liy comnrnnication 
difficulties, was in the opposite direction. Ockham' s atti
tude to the contrast between ordinary and technical dis
course was the polar opposite of Anselm's attitude at the 
opening of the period. For Anselm, accounts of meaning 
could and did call for the use of, or have as consequenc,·s, 
technical assertions that were either nonsense from the 
point of view of ordinary usage, or at least involved radical 
departures therefrom-and his successors were similarly 
venture some. 

Ockham, although likewise constantly conscious of the 
contrast between ordinary speech and the technical forms 
of speech used by his predecessors, ne\'ertheless placed 
propriety of expression on the side of ordinary speech, and 
not on the technical side, except in those instances where 
the novel locutions of his forerunners could he explained 
away or disarmed as mere stylistic ornnment. Hi, lists of 
st>ntences that are false if taken literally (de virtutc scr-
11w11is) beca11st· words are not therein used properly (se
c1111d11111 proprictatem sermonis) are catalogues of the sort 
of technical assertions that for Anselm and following 
thinkers had heen a necessary consequence of the special 
requirements of logical and philosophical discourse, and 
that for them enshrine<l propriety to a degree to which the 
looseness of ordinary speech could not aspire. This rever
sal of attitude, symptomatic of the breakdown of commu
nication in terms of semiartificial language, did not, of 
course, immediately prevaiL it was combated at great 
length, for instance, hy John Wyclyf (c. 132-4-138-!). 
J\:evertheless, Ockham's attitude, reinforced by Renais
sance philology, ultimately triumphed and was repre
sented in the strictures of Locke on "the frivolous use of 

uncouth, affected, and unintelligible terms" that made 
philosophy "unfit or uncapable to he brought into well
bred company and polite conversation." 

Ethics and politics. Augustine's s,0 vere view of the 
effects of the Fall of man resulted in a largely negative view 

of the civil state. He held that save in the ideal case of 
a Christian commonwealth, earthlv states are merely coer
cive institutions which would not exist had man not fallen, 
and serve simply to issue punishments and remedies for 
the corruption of human nature. Correspondingly, divine 
grace is seen by Augustine as playing a <lramatically ele
vating part in tlw n°fonnation and reorclination of the will. 
However, the thirteenth-century revival of full Aristoteli
anism, coupled with the Thomist view of grace as a com
pletion rather than an abrogation of nature, allowed that 
civil subordination was natural to man, would exist even if 
the Fall had not taken place, and hence could not he writ
ten off as an extraneous penal imposition; the stnte pos
St-'sses a positive value in its own right. Aquinns' enor
mously detailed philosophical anthropology constituted 
the foundation of his version of Aristotelian humanist 
ethics and politics, to which he attempted to give a Chris
tian completion; it cited the perfection and fulfillment of 
human nature in the intellect rather than in the will: ac
cordingly, he viewed law as essentially a rule of right 
reason, rathe1 than as a species of will-based command. 
Th is doctrine was in conflict with the teachings of the 
Augustinian voluntarists such as Ockham, whose view has 
endured through Hobbes and Austin down to modern 
times. Aquinas' system of rationally based natural law as a 
measure of the value of human actions in general, and of 
human law in particular, was in opposition to the absolutist 
tendencies evident in the coalescence of revived Homan 
law with Augustinianism, which were to come to final 
fruition in the so\'ereign nation-state of our own era. The 
distinction between the righteous prince (who remains 
within the hounds of the law) and the tyrant (who puts 
himself above the law) had been trenchantly enunciated 
by John of Salisbury, was supported by the non-Roman 
medieval legal tradition, and clearly presupposes limits to 
the powers of the chief legal authority. It is clear that 
Aquinas' natural-law theory supports this limiting attitude 
and justifit>s resistance to t)rann~'; he was therefore faced 
with the task of co111ing to terms with those features of 
Homan law (to be emphasized i11 the Renaissance) accord
ing to which the prince is above tlw laws. This he did by 
distinguishing between tht> cot>n:ive power (vis coactiva) 
and the directive, or rationally qualifying, power (vis di
rectiua) of law: in respect of the first the prince is above 
the law, bnt in respect of the second he is voluntarily sub
ject to it. In his theory of law Aquinas directly influenced 
Richard Hooker, to whom John Locke admitted his in
debtedness. 

It is in connection with Aquinas' defense of the right of 
resistance, as well as in his prima facie puzzling assertions 
on the relation of the papacy to civil power, that we may 
best see how he attempted to resolve the perennial prob
lem of the relation between political principle and politi
cal fact through the use of exceptive (nisi forte ... ) 
clauses. Instead of rigidly carrying through princip le to the 
bitter encl and at all costs, without any regard for concrete 



or historical facts (in the m.rnner, one 111ight say, of Plato i11 
the Republic), Aquinas s11ggested that the lllost ratio11al 
course would he to make appropriate a(·com1nodations 
with local conditions, if necessary hy recourse to empiri
call~· based anti(.:ipation of the results of political action. 
For example, it follows from nat11ral law that tyranny may 
ri~htly he re-.;isted b~· force; this justification of rebellion 
may be acted upon, said :\q11i11as, l'.\l'ept perhaps (11isi 

forte) when the facts of the case nwkc it plain that the 
revolution will generate worse evils than the tyranny 
which it is designed to displace. Again, in religious matters 
he declared that the ecclesiastil'al power is to he obeyed 
rather than the civil, and in civil matters the lay power is to 
be obe~·ed rather than the el'l'lesiastil'al. exl'ept perlwps 
(11isi forte) in the special case of the two powers' heing 
amalgamated in one per-.;on, s11l'h as the Homan pontiff 
Commentators discussing this List example, and not armed 
with a realization of the significance of its exceptive (11isi 

forte) structure, han· inferred from it that Aquinas here 
committed himself to an extreme papalist position which 
would endow the pope with the fullness of spiritual and 
temporal power. However, once the significance of that 
structure has heen ~athered from the man~· other available 
textual exalllples, the concl11sion may be drawn that 
Aquinas tau~ht the separation of thest' powers as a matter 
of prindple, yet he also ohsen·ed the local fact that insofar 
as the pope is a telllporal ruler of papal territory, he, ex
ceptionally, holds both spiritual and temporal power. A 
like adaptability lllay he seen in Aquinas' concession that 
the secondary precepts of natural law are mutahle in ac
cordance with changing historical conditions and in his 
recommendation that laws should he tailored to fit the type 
of population for which they are intended, to attempt to 
legislate a people into full virtue is futile. 

Augustinianism in general, and the Augustinian theory 
of law as essentially will-based command, received impe
tus and encouragement from the archbishop of l'aris' con
demnation in I 277 of certain Ari-;totelian theses of Arabic 
philosophical complexion, a condelllnation which also 
hore upon some Tlwmist positions. The tendency of A\·cr
roism had heen toward a pantheism which diminished the 
freedom of Cod in the ad of creation. Aquinas' claim that 

moral evaluation consists of rational assessments based 
upon the intrinsic nature of the cases in question was also 
susceptible of hein~ interpreted as constitutin~ a restric
tion on divine omnipotence. Accordin~I~·, Duns Scotus and 
Ockham, in varying degrees, claimed that the rules gov
erning the attribution of rightness or wron~ness to human 
actions were contin~ent in relation to the absolute power 
of God, the consequent contingency of l'omiection be
tween deed and merit has caused some historians to as
sume that in Augustinian thought one may find the basis of 
Luther's doctrine of justification by faith alone, as well as a 
source for the legal aspects of the I lobhesian theory of 
sovereignty. 

Science and philosophy. Althou~h the nonahro~atory 
policy of medieval philosophy 011tlined ahove served well 
enough to insure that philosophers took seriously the folly 
human realm of reasons, purposes, hopes, and so forth, 
thus avoiding the split bet\\'een the thinker as a human 
being and the thinker as a philosopher, the extrapolation of 
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that policy's attendant 11ltraclllpiril'islll to '>l'i('lll'(''> -,uch a, 
physics and cosmology tended to a greater or lcss<·r (':\te11t 
to inhihit their development as practical tool .... :\ pri111<· alld 
early example of such ultra('mpiricist i11hihitio11 is to I)(' 
found in the refusal of the second-ce11tury astrnn0111er 
Ptolemy to consider a sun-centered planetary s~·stem lw
cause it so obviously is at variance witl1 thin~s as \\'t• find 
them to he, a refusal which was espoused by most hut 11ot 
all medieval philosophers. On this point Ptolem~· was in 
a~reement with the physics-based cosmolo~y of Ari-,totle, 
hut in general he represented a rival tradition, that of tire 
lllathematicians, who were usuall~· reg;1rded h~· the medi(•
vals as devisers of ingenio11s fictions that ser\'ed mere!~ to 
"save the ohse1'\'ed ;1ppe;1rances." \lathelllatical theories 
\Vere accordingly heliew·d to lack the nel'essit~· attrihutahle 
to the vast and coher('nt hal'k,~ro11nd of :\ristoteli:111 ph~·s ics 
and metaphysics, and this attitude prevailed until the time 
of Calileo. I lmvever, there was some support for the de
velopment of mathematical ph~·sics, insofar as it relies on 
tho11ght experilllents as opposed to exact experiment, in 
the very colllpdent llledieval enlargements on a point 
whose root lay ultimate!~· in Aristotle's Caf<'gories; there, 
when attempting to differentiate between substances (such 
as man, tree, stone) and qualities (s11ch as whiteness, 
roundness, hardness), Aristotle pointed out that the latter 
are susceptible of degree, while the former are not. To this 
remote starting point much of modern lllechanics owes its 
ori~in, for thro11~h speculation on the various kinds, rates, 
and degrees of "intension" and "remission" of qualities, 
the ideas of constant motion and acceleration and deceler
ation (uniform or no1111nifmm), and their relation-; to tillle 
and distam·e were thorough)~· explored h~· fo11rteenth
l·e11tln~ philosophers, sul'h as those of \lerton Colle~e, 
Oxford. l\'ichobs of Oresme ( 1:32;3_ 1.182) relat('d these 
aspects of 111otion to tll('ir graphical expressions .111d 
antil'ipated infinitesimal calculus and coordinate ~eomdry. 
Herein lies the startin~ point of ce1tain segments of Cali
leo's mechanics. 
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DESMOND PAUL HENRY 

MEGARIANS, a philosophical school at l\1egara (one 
day's walk from Athens) from the late fifth to the early 
third centur~' B.C., was founded under the influence partly 
of Eleaticisrn and partly of Socrates; it produced contem
porary critics of Plato a11d Aristotle and influenced the be
ginnings of Stoicism. It was notorious for its logic-chopping 
and paradoxes and for question-and-answer forms of argu
ment. It was the I\Iegarian Alexius wlio tried, but failed, 
to extract a "~ t•s-or-no" answer from Zeno the Stoic to tlH.' 
question "Have you :-.topped heating your father?" 

Euclides (c. 4.30-c. 360 B.C.), the founder, was a friend 
of Socrates and was Plato's host at l\legara for a time after 
Socrates' death. Euclides apparently fused Eleatic and 
Socratic views; lit• said the good was one and unchanging 
under many names-such as wisdom, Cod, and mind-and 
denied the existence of the opposites of the good. In de
hate lie attacked the conclusion, not the premises, of an 
argument and rejected arguments from analogy. He ap
pears in Plato's Theaetetus. 

Eubulides, his successor, attacked Aristotle and pro
pounded paradoxes about the number of grains required to 
make a heap (the "Sorites"), whether one "knows" a man 
in disguise, whether one has lost what one does not li,we, 
and (most famous) the "Liar"-if I say that I am lying, am I 
telling the truth? 

Bryson denied that a plain word could he offensi,ve if it 
meant the same as a circurn locution and squared the circle 
b~, methods regarded by Aristotle as sophistical. His friend 
Polyxenus introduced a variety of "third man" argument 
against Forms, the precise nature of which is perhaps now 
irrec<werable hut which did not invol,ve an infinite regress. 

Stilpo (c. :380-c. :300 B.C.), a ri,vaJ of Theophrastus and a 
teacher of the Stoic Zeno, "demolished Forms," saying 
that he who said "man," if he meant no one man more than 
any other, meant no man at all, and that if "lettuce" existed 
ten thousand years ago, then this lettuce is not "lettuce." 
(This point may be less subtle than another "third man" 
argument perhaps due to the l\1egarians: when I say "ma11 
walks," I mean neither the Form "!\Ian'' nor any particular 
man hut some further "man.") Stilpo also denied predica
tion: one cannot say "the man is good" because "man" 
does not mean the same as "good"; "the musical Socrates" 
and "the white Socrates" cannot he the same Socrates. 
(Others had used these last arguments.) 

Diodorus Cronus was also a teacher of Zeno; a famous 
debate between Diodorus and Stilpo took place in 307 B.C. 

Aristotle referred to earlier l\legarians who denied poten
tiality except when actualized; this, Aristotle said, pre
vented motion. Diodorus produced further arguments 
against motion and, perhaps attacking Aristotle's De lnter
pretatione, defined the possible as that which either is or 
will be true; the impossible as that which, being false, will 
not he true; the necessary as that which, being true, 
will not be false; and the non necessary as that which either 
is or will be false. He justified his definition of the possible 
by liis "master argument," which asserted an incompati
bility between the three propositions ( 1) everything which 
is past and true is necessary; (2) the impossible does not 
follow from the possible; (3) what neither is nor will he is 
possible. Diodorus accepted ( 1) and (2) and rejected (3). 
He apparently intended to provide a definition of possi
bility consistent with fatalism (which he maintained). 
Panthoides, another Megarian, chose to reject ( l); Chrysip
pus the Stoic rejected (2). Diodonrs' pupil Philo of Mcgara, 
a friend of Zeno, defined possibility quite differently, in 
terms of tlie "intrinsic nature of the assertion," as opposed 
to the external circumstances affecting its truth. The more 
complex Stoic view of possibility is partly deri,ved from 
Philo's position. 

The Stoics regarded an argument as valid when the 
conditional statement ha,ving the conjunction of the prem
ises as antecedent and luwing the conclusion as conse
quent is true. Diodorus and Philo perhaps originated this 
,view; certainly they debated the nature of conditionals. 
Philo said a "sound" or "true" conditional is one that does 
not "begin with a truth and end with a falsehood" (for 
example, when it is day and I am con,versing, the state
ment "If it is day, I am con,versing"). This anticipated the 
modern truth-functional definition of material implication 
and may mark a reaction to Diodorus' stricter requirement 
for a sound conditional as one in which it neither is nor 
ever was possible for the antecedent to be true and the 
consequent false; this requirement was even stricter in 
that it satisfied Diodorus' conditions for necessary truth. 
Requirements even more strict were suggested by others, 
probably Stoics. 

Both Cleinomachus, who was the first to write about 
"propositions, predicates, and such topics" (Stoic termi
nology appears in our report on Clei nomachus, though he 
may ha,ve used earlier terminology of his own), and Pan
thoides, whose book on "ambiguities" was attacked by 



Chrysippns, clearly shared the Stoics' interest in nwaning. 
Diodorus had denied that an~· word in itself could he am
biguous. 

No ~1egarian writings survive. The ahove facts and 
arguments are widely scattered in various ancient authori
ties, and many of them are reported in no more detail than 
is given here. Some arguments in Plato'sE11thyde11111s or 
Aristotle's Sophistical Refutations resemble Megarian 
paradoxes, but not all seeming)~· "contentious" or "Ele
atic" views mentioned b~· Plato or Aristotle should be as
cribed to them. (They are not, as once was thought, the 
"Friends of the Forms" in Plato's Sophist.) Their skill as 
logicians is demonstrated by the work of Diodorus and 
Philo; earlier Megarian logic was perhaps more systematic 
than our evidence allows it to appear. The early paradoxes 
are proof that they were already interested in problems of 
refutative procedure, meaning and ambiguit~·, predication, 
and perhaps in many other topics. 
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DAVID B. ROBINSON 

MEIER, GEORG FRIEDRICH (l 718- I 777), Ger-
man philosopher and aesthetician. A pupil of A. G. Baum
garten, Meier succeeded Baumgarten as extraordinary 
professor at the University of Halle in 1740 and became a 
full professor in 1748, holding that position until his death. 

Meier, a prolific writer, developed and commented on 
Baumgarten's doctrines as an extension and revision of 
\Volffianism and went far beyond Baumgarten in the re
form of \Volffianism. His treatises, used as textbooks in 
many universities, were perspicuous, sophisticated, and 
modern renderings of \Volffian doctrine; by their thorough 
discussion of basic concepts and attention to details they 
give one of the best insights into the \Volffian system and 
its problems. \Volff's and Baurngarten's ideas were ren
dered more fluid by Meier's work, establishing connec
tions between disparate problems and establishing new 
distinctions. Meier's style was closer to the style of the 
"popular philosophers" than to that of orthodox Wolffians, 
and he made little use of the Wolffian mathematical 
method in philosophy. 

Meier's Vermrnftlehre introduced into the traditional 
frame of Wolffian logic lengthy psychological and method
ological discussions like those of the Pietist philosophers 
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A. F. Hoffmann and C. F. Crusi11s. I k al~o presented a 
detailed typology of concepts . In a marked d e parture from 
\Vo~ff. he stressed the limits of the lt11ma11 un<lerstandinL?:, 
devoting an entire work to the subject (Betracht1111gen i1her 
die Schranken der menschliche11 Erkenntniss ). 

Meier's Metaphysik, although in general rather close to 
Baumgarten, shows the same individual features . For 
instance, in empirical psychology Meier advocated a 
subjectivism like that of Crusius. He held that the nature 
of our understanding determines what we can or cannot 
think. This determination, like the principle of cogitabilis 
in Crusius, is the foundation of the principle of identity. 

Meier devoted several pamphlets to the immortality of 
the soul, which he held could not be theoretically demon
strated. Any a priori proof of Cod's existence must be 
completed by an a posteriori one. And in general l\leier 
would not extend the power of reason much beyond basic 
truths and human experience. 

Meier's most typical work was his Anfangsgninde oiler 
schi.inen Kiinste 1111d Wissenschaften ("Principles of All 
Beautiful Arts and Sciences"). He was opposed to the 
classical thesis that art imitates nature. He stressed the im
portance of sensitivity (the "lower facultl') and the in
dispensability of a knowledge of the beautiful within 
one's whole outlook on the world. Besides Baumgarten, 
whose views it is difficult to extricate from Meier's because 
of their close collaboration, Meier was influenced by the 
Swiss critics Bochner and Breitinger and by English 
aestheticians. Like Baumgarten, he gave the term "aes
thetics" a broad interpretation and, like Baumgarten's, his 
work contains an extensive discussion of scientific meth
odology. 

Principal Works by Meier 

Anfangsgrunde al/er schimen K1inste 1111d Wissensclwften, 
3 vols. Halle, l 7-IS- l 7.50. 

Gedanken uber die Religion. Halle, 17-19. 
Vemunftlehre. llalle, 17.52. 
Philosoµhische Sittenlehre, .5 vols. Halle, l 7,53-1761. A much 

extended version of Baumgarten's Ethica Philosophica. 
Metaphysik, ➔ vols. Halle, l 7.5.5- l 7.5()_ 
Betrachtungen uher die Schranken cler 111e11schliche11 Erke11nt-

11iss. Halle, 1775. 

Works on Meier 

Bergmann, E., Die Begrundung der deutschen Aesthetik durch 
A. G. Baumgarten und G. F. Meier. Leipzig, Hll l. 

Bohm, Hans, "Das Schonheitsproblem bei C. F . ~1eier." Archir, 
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Langen, S. C., G. F. Meier. Halle, l77H. 

GIORGIO TONELLI 

MEINECKE, FRIEDRICH (1Kfi2-rn54), Cerman his
torian and political philosopher. l\leinecke was small in 
stature and somewhat frail but remained mentally very 
vigorous and intellectually prolific until his death at the 
age of 92. His great charm and influence were due partly to 
his erudition, partly to his modesty, and partly to two 
conflicting tendencies in his thinking which he continually 
sought to reconcile. 

One of these tendencies was his patriotism and loyalty to 
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( :ermany's hest traditions of the past. As a boy he had been 
thrilled hy the sight of the victorious Cerman troops 
marching home through the Brandenburg Cate after the 
Franco-Prnssian \Var. Later he admired the skill with 
which Bismarck established the long-desired unification of 
his country and saw with pride Cermany's industrial and 
commerc.:ial expansion into a great power. After studying 
under the Prussian nationalist historian J. C. Droysen, 
;-.leinecke became an archivist and published in rapid 
succession several valuable historical works, including 
accounts of the Cerman uprising against 1\'apoleon and a 
two-volume biography of Feldmarschall von Boyen, one of 
the leading figures in the reorganization and liberalization 
of Prussia in the early nineteenth century. In lS~J:3 he was 
appointed an editor of the leading Cerman historical jour
nal, llistorische Zeitschrift, a post that he filled with dis
tinction for forty years until ousted by the Nazis. 

The second tendency in ;-.leinecke's thinking asserted 
itself in I\J0l when he became deeply occupied with the 
problems of European political philosophy. In that year he 
was promoted to a teaching position at the University of 
Strassh11rg, later moving to Freihurg. Here in these two 
cities in the beautiful Rhine valle~ ;-.leineck(·'s eyes wen· 
opened to the charm of the countryside. llis talks with the 
Roman Catholic population and scholars and his contact 
with French c11ltme widened his outlook and q11icke1wd 
his philoso1~hical interests. These were his happiest years. 
In l~Jl-4 he was appointed to a permanent professorship at 
Berl in. 

l\leinecke's dual preoccupation with liberal culture all(! 
with Prussia found expression in a perceptive account of 
Cerman development. Weltbiirgertum 1111d Nationalstaat 
( 1908) examines the views of many cosmopolita11 lilwrals 
and political leaders and, at the same time, analyzes the 
characteristics and pretensions of the Prussian state, which 
had been exaggerated by Hegel. It was st,pplemented by 
some two dozen articles written hy Meinecke in the fol
lowing years and reprinted in Pre11sse11 1111d De11tschla11d 
(1918). 

Can reason of state justify the employment of might 
against right? May a state properly do things that are ethi
cally forbidden to the ordinary citizen? Does it enjoy a 
code of morals above and beyond that of the private incli
vidual? Meinecke's classic treatment of these old hut 
perennial questions, Die Jdee der Staatsriison in der 11eu
ere11 Geschichte (19:24), examines meticulously the actions 
of various European rulers a11d statesmen and the writings 
of numerous political theorists from Machiavelli to 
Treitschke. Meinecke comes to the conclusion that, since 
power is the essence of its existence, the state is justified 
in 11sing such means as are necessary to maintain and even 
extend its power, but that this power is limited by the 
state's obligation to protect the rights of its citizens and to 
promote their cultural and material welfare. It is, however, 
practically impossible to draw a precise line between state 
egoism and ideal morality. 

Meinec.:ke always preferred to till a small area where h<" 
could closely observe concrete facts and deal with them in 
a rigorously critical scientific manner. For Ranke and 
Burckhardt he had the highest regard. He rejected the 
grandiose theoretic.:al constructions of .Karl Lamprecht, 

Oswald Spengler, and Arnold Toynbee. If he could be said 
to have had any one primary underlying thought, it would 
he that of individuality-the unique individual character of 
every event, person, social group, nation-state, or idea. In 
addition he believed in evolutio11-the capacity of every 
individuality for development either by growth or decay. 
Hence his preoccupation with ;-.1achiavelli, Richelieu, 
Freiherr vom Stein, Schleiermacher, \Vilhelm von Hum
boldt, Goethe, Joseph Maria von Radowitz, Bismarck, and 
1 litler. Meinecke's conceptions of individuality and evolu
tion contributed to the new way of historical thinking, now 
known as "historicism," which developed in the age of 
Herder and Coethe and which Meinecke minutely unfold
ed in Die Entstehung des Historism11s (HJ36). Historicism 
dealt a sharp blow to unquestioning belief in absolute 
values, optimistic positivism, religious creeds, and natural 
law. It opened wide the floodgates of relativism. Meinecke, 
however, was not unaware of the aberrations resulting 
from historicism and tried to counteract them by repeated
ly insisting that the only sure and safe guide to morality 
and conduct is the individual's own conscience. 

With the advent to power of the Nazis, l\leinecke was 
forced to retire from active teaching, and under their tyr
a1rny he suffered spiritual agony and physical hardship. 
He might have escaped abroad as did so many others; but 
he remained in the country hoping to hasten Hitler's 
downfall and by his own advice and influence to help to 
lead Germany back to its oider and better traditions. He 
was a close personal friend of General Beck and had some 
inkling of the plots to get rid of Hitler, but did not partici
pate actively in them. His last contribution to an under
standing of German history and his own interpretation of it 
was his little volume Die de11tsche Katastrophe in 1946. 
Later, when the University of Berlin fell under communist 
control he took the lead in founding the new Free Univer
sity in \Vest Berlin of which he was appropriately chosen 
rector. 
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MEINONG, ALEXIUS (18.5.3-HJ:20), studied u11dl'r 
Franz Brentano at the llniversit~ of \'ienna from 187,5 
through 1878 ,md taught at the llniversit~- of Craz from 
1882 until his denth. In 1894 he established at Craz the 
first lahnrat01y for experimental ps~·cl10lng~- in Austria. 
Some of his psychological writings fall within this area, 
but most pe1t1in to \\"hat Brentano called descripti,·<· 
psycholog,·. The philosophical works, referred to helmv, 
also pertain to descripti\"C.· psychology. 

\1einong's most important contributions to philosophy 
concern the theor~· of objects, the theory of assumptions, 
the theory of evidence, and the thenry of value. lie also 
discussed, at considerable length, the nature of the emo
tions and their relation to intellectual phenomena, imagi
nation, abstraction, wholes and other "complex objects," 
relations, causalit~·. possibility, and probahilit~·. 

Theory of objects. The two b,1sic theses of \1einong's 
theory of objects ( Gegenstu ndstheorie) ,1re (l) there are 
objects that do not exist and (2) e,·er~· object that does not 
exist is yet constituted in snme wa,· or other and thus may 
be nrncle the subject of true predication. Traditional meta
physics treats of objects that exist as well as of those that 
merely subsist (bestehcn) hut, having "a prejudice in f,n-or 
of the real," tends to neglect those objects that han° no 
kind of being at all; hence, ,1ccording to \1einong, there is 
need for a more general theor~· of objects. 

Everything is an object, whether or not it is thinkable (if 
an object happens to he unthinkable then it is something 
lrnving at least the property of being unthinkable) and 
whether or not it exists or has an~· other kind of being. 
Every object has the characteristics it has whether or not it 
lrns any kind of lwing; in short, the Sosein (character) of 
every object is independent of its Sein (being). A round 
square, for example, has a Sosein, since it is both round 
and square; but it is an impossible object, since it has a 
contradictory Sosein tlwt precludes its Sein. 

Of possible objects-objects not hnving a contradictor~· 
Sosein-some exist and others (for e:-..ample, golden moun
tains) do not exist. H <>xistence is thought of as impl~·ing a 
spatiotemporal locus, then there are certain subsistent ob
jects that do not exist; mnong these are the being of various 
objects and the 11011bei11g of ,·,nious other objects. Since 
there are horses, there is nlso the being of horses, the being 
of the being of horses, the nonbeing of the nonbeing 
of horses, and the being of the nonbeing of the non being of 
horses. And since there is no Pegasus, there is the nonheing 
of Pegasus, as well as the being of the non being of Pegasus 
and the nonbeing of the being of Pegasus. 

l\teinong's theor~- 11111st he distinguished from hoth Pla
tonic realism, as this term is ordinarily interpreted, and the 
reism, or concretism, of Brentani1 and Tadeusz KotarbiI'1ski. 
(l\leinong noted that since his \"iew· is bronder tlrnn real
ism, it might properly be called ohjecti,·ism.) Thus, the 
Platonic realist could be said to argue: "(P) Certain objects 
th;1t do not exist have certain properties; but (Q) ,m object 
has properties if and onh· if it is real; hence (R) there are 
real objects that do not exist." The reist, or concretist, on 
the other hand, reasons from not-R ,md Q to not-P; that is, 
he derives the contradictory of Plnto's first premise hy 
taking Plato's second premise along with the contradictory 
of Plato's conclusion. But \1einong, like Pbto and unlike 
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thl' reist, acccpt<>d both I' and R; llnlike l,otlt l'lato a11d tlw 
reist, he rejected () h~- assC'rti11g the imlcpcndt·tH·<· of So
sein from Sei11; and therefore, again unlik<' hoth l'lato a11d 
the reist, he said that the totalit~· of ol>j('cts e:-..tv11d.., lar 
he~·oncl the confines of what is nwn,I~- real (das U11irers11111 

in der Gesamtheit des \Virkliche11 noch lange nicht 
erschi.)pft ist ). 

This doctrine of A11sscrsci11-of the independem·e of 
Sosein from Sein-is sometimes misinterpreted I,~ "a~ ing 
that it in\"oh·es recourst· to a third tq)(:' of being i11 addition 
to existence ancl suhsistl'nce. \leinong's point. lw\\·en·r. i" 
that such objects as the round square h,n-e no tqw of being 
at all; they are "homeless ohjects," to he found not e,·en in 
Plato's heaven. Bertrand H11sscll objected that if we sa~ 
round squnres are ohjects, we violate the law of contradic
tion. Meinong replied that the law of contradiction holds 
onl~- for wh,1t is real ancl can ltardl~- he expected to hold for 
nn~· object, such as a round square, that has a contradicton· 
Sosei11. 

Russell's theor~- of descriptions is often thought to crn1-
stitute a refutation of the doctrine of A11ssersei11; actuall~-
hm,·e,·er, his theor~- merely presupposes that \leinong's 
doctrine is false. According to \leinong, the t\\"o stat<·
ments "The round square is round" and "The mountain I 
arn thinking of is golden" are true statements about non
existent objects; the~· arc Sosein and not Sein statements. 
The distinction between thC' two t~-pes of statements is 
most clearly put by sa~·ing that a Sein statement (for ex
ample, "John is angr~·") is a11 affirmative statement that can 
be existential!~- generalized upon (we ma~- infer "There 
exists an x such that x is ;mgr~·") and a Sosei11 statement is 
an affirrn,1tive statement that cannot he existential!~- gen
eralized upon; despite the truth of "The mountain I 
am thinking of is golden," we may not infer "ThC're exists 
an x such that I am thinking about x and x is golden." 
Hussell's thcor,· of descriptions, ho\\"e\"er, presupposes 
that e\"er,· statement is either a Sei11 statement or the 
negation of a Sci11 statement and hence that thl're ar<' 
no Sosein statements. According to Russell, a statl'llll'nt of 
the form "The thing that is F is G" ma,· he paraphrasl·d as 
"There exists an x such that xis F and xis C, and it is false 
that there exists a y such that !/ is F and y is 11ot identical 
with x." If \kinong's true Sosei11 statements, al>mT, arc 
rewritten in this form, the result will he t\\·o fulse state
ments; hence \leinoug could sa~- that Russell's theor~· clews 
not prO\·ide an adcq11atc parnphrase. 

An impossible object, as indicated aboH·, is an ohjcd 
having a Sosein that ,·iolates the lmv of contradiction. An 
i11complete object, analogo11sly, is one ha\"ing a Sosein that 
violates the law of the excluded middle. Of the golden 
mountains, which most readers will think of on reading the 
paragraph above, it will he neither true nor false to sa~· that 
they ,1re higher than \-fount \1onadnock. And somC' ol>jects 
are even more poorly endowed. For example, if I wish that 
~-our wish will come true, then the object of my wish is 
\\"hate\"er it is that you happen to wish; but if. unknown to 
me, what you \\"ish is that Ill!/ wish will come true, then 
this object would seem to ha,·e ,·ery little Sosein beyond 
that of being our mutual object. \·leinong said that such an 
object is a defecticc object and suggested that the concept 
may throw light upon some of the logical paradoxes. 
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The them~ of complexes-that is, the theory of wholes 
and oth<'r s11cl1 "obj<·cts of higher order"-upon which 
\1ei11011g \Vrot<· at length, also falls within the theory of 
olijecb. 

:\'om· of the objects discussed aliove is created by us, nor 
do<·s am· of them cl(0 Jw11d in an~· way upon our thinking. 
I lad 110 one e\·er thought of the round square, it would 
still lie tnw of tlw round square tl1at it docs not exist; the 
ro111HI ~q11are need not be thought of in order not to exist. 
WP dra\\' these objects, so to speak, from the i1~finite 
depths of the A11sserseienden, he~'ond being and not-being. 

Theory of assumptions. ;\leinong's theor~· of assump
tions, or ~11ppositio11s, is ~et forth in Ober A11nahmcn ("On 
Assumptions"; first eel., Leipzig, HJ02; 2d eel., Leipzig, 
HJIO). The theory is be~t understood liy contrasting it with 
t\\'o thl'ses held b~, Franz Brentano, to which \1einong's 
theor~· may be said to be a reaction. The first of Brentano's 
the-.es i~ that of reism, or concretis111, referred to above: 
ev<·ry object is a concrete thing; there are no objects such as 
the being of horses or the nonbein_g of unicorns; the ohj<·<--t 
of a judgment, therefore, is not a proposition, fad, or state of 
affairs; it is, rather, a certain concrete thing that the judg
ment ma~· lie said either to accept or to reject. And accord
ing to the second of Brentano's these~, there are basically 
only two t~·1ws of intellectual attitudes we can take with 
respect to an~· object: we ca11 simply think about the ob
ject, in which case it i~ the object of a thought or idea, or 
we can take an intellectual stand with resp<'ct to the object, 
either accepting it or rejecting it, in which case it becomes 
the object of a judgment. \leinong rejected both these 
theses of Brentano. 

The object of a judgment, according to \leinong, i~ not a 
concrete tl1ing; it is an "objective" (Objektiv). "That there 
are horses," for example, designates an olijcctive-an 
object of higher order, containing horses as a kind of con
~tituent. (Thus, the nonexisting, nonsuhsisting round 
~quare is a constituent of that subsisting objective which is 
the nonheing of the round squarl'.) As:-,umptio11s, like 
judgments, take objectives as their objects. 

\Vhat \kinong intended hy his term "as~umption" (An
nahme) is most clearl~· exemplified in delilieration: "Sup
pose I were to do A. \Vhat would happen the11? And now 
suppose I were not to do A. \Vhat would happen then?" 
Assumption~ belong to a category foiling between ideas 
and judgments. Like mere ideas, they do not tlwm:-,elves 
involve commitment, belief, or conviction; therefore, a~ 
such, they do not in\'(ilve any po~sibility of error. Like 
judgments, tlwy are concerned with objectives (in the 
alim·e example, with what is designated Ii~' "I shall do A") , 

which are either true or false (it is either true or false 
that 1 ~hall do A); and, like judgments, assumptions in
volve either affirmation ("Suppose I do A") or denial 
("Suppose I do not do A"), but affirmation or denial without 
commitment. 

\leinong argues that only b>' reference to assumptions 
can we under~tand such phenomena as the nature of in
frrence, our apprehension of negative facts, communica
tion in _general, desire, art, and the nature of play and of 
games. Ober Annahmen, which is probably \leinong's best 
liook, contains important material on these and many other 
topics. 

Theory of evidence. The concept of e\·idence involves 
three dichotomies: (l) direct ,md indirect; (2) a priori and a 
posteriori; and (.3) "evidence for certainty" and "evidence 
for presumption." \1einong's conception of the first two 
dichotomies is similar to that of Brentano. Thus there are 
axioms of mathematics and logic and the theory of objects, 
which are directl:,,· evident and a priori; and there are facts 
of "inner perception"-for example, the fact that I am 
making such-and-such au assumption, or the fact that I take 
something to be a tree-which are direct)~, evident and a 
posteriori. (Any psychological process that "presents" an 
object to us, as memory may be said to present certain 
olijects of the past, is also a process that "presents itself"; 
"self-presentation" is thus the source of that evidence 
which is direct, eertain, and a posteriori.) These directly 
evident judgments may confer evidence upon certain other 
judgments, which are then said to be indirectly evident. 

For \leinong, paradigm cases of what is a priori evident 
would be expressed by "H.ound squares are both round 
and square" and "reel is different from blue.,. Ever~· 
a priori judgment has four characteristics: it is grounded in 
the nature of its object (gegenstiindlich begriindet ); it is 
ce1iai11; it is necessary; and it does not take into considera
tion the question whether its object exists. (Brentano had 
said that ever~· a priori judgment is a judgment to the effect 
that a certain type of object does not exist.) 

An e\·iclent presumpticm (Vemwtung) may be directly 
evident but not CPrtain. The concept is needed, according 
to \1einong, in order for us to understand memory, percep
tion, and induction. In l'ach of these three cases we have a 
source of knowledge that cannot lie impugned as such but 
111ay on occasion mislead u-;, A particular memor~· judg
ment, for example, may not lie certain, llllt it may be evi
dent, e~pecially if it is supported by other memory judg
ments, by perceptual judgments, or by inductive inferences 
from such judgments; analogously, this holds for any 
particular pereept11al judgment or any particular induc
tive conclusion. Such items of a posteriori knowledge may 
be compared with the cards in a pack, "no one of which 
i-; capable of standing 11p by itself, hut several of which 
placed together can serve to hold each olher up. Or, for 
something more solid, con~icler a stack of weapons in the 
fi<·ld .... " A consequence of this theory of evident pre
sumptions i~ that a fal~e judgment may yet be evident, a 
consequence that Brentano took to lw absurd. Evidence 
does not guarantee truth; but, according to Meinong, evi
dence resembles truth in that if a judgment is evident, then 
its being evident-its Evidentsein-as well as the Evi
dentsein of this E,Adentsein, and so on ad infinitum, is 
abo evident. 

An essential part of Meinong's epistemology is his 
theor~· of "emotional presentatio11 " Tliere is an analogy 
between the way in which we come to know, say, that the 
temperature is high and the way in which we come to 
know that the temperature is agreeable. Meinong pro
posed, as a "heuristic principle," that we try to carry the 
analogy as far as possible. If it is by means of a subjective 
feeling that we perceive the temperature to lie agreeable, 
it is also by means of a subjective sensation that we per
ceive the temperature to be high. In neither case is the 
subjective experience the object of the presentation; in 



neither case is our apprehension a matter of inference or of 
reasoning from effect to ca11se, ''Tlic sense in which the 
sk~· is said to be 'beautiful,' for example, is precise!~· that in 
,vhich it is said to be 'blue.· But the experience b~· means 
of which the first property is presented plays an important 
role in our psychical life in addition to that of enabling us 
to grasp something else. This fact is reflected in our lan
guage; we refer to the one experience direct!~·, hut in the 
other case we must go round about, by wa~· of the object 
that is presented, and use some such expression as 'ex
perience of blue.'" ~leinong noted that the traditional 
arguments against a "subjecti,·istic" or "psychologistic" 
interpretation of ordinary sense perception appl~· equally 
to any such interpretation of emotional presentation. 

Theory of value. In the final version of his theor~· of 
value, ~1einong made use of the theory of emotional pres
entation considered above, as well as of Brentano's doc
trine of correct and incorrect emotion-i.e., the doctrine 
according to which emotions, like judgments, ma~· be said 
to be correct or incorrect, justified or unjustified, and ac
cording to which certain things ma~· thus be said to merit 
or be wo1ihy of certain emotion!-,. 

The basic concept of ,·alue theory is not that of desire, 
interest, or utility, but that of value feeling (Wertgefiihle). 
Value feelings take objectives as their objects, more par
ticularly, objecti\'es consisting of the being or nonbeing of 
certain objects. One type of ,·alue feeling is Seinsfreude, 
pleasure or joy in the existence or heing of a certain object; 
another type is Sei11sleid, displea~ure or sorrow with re
spect to the existence or being of a certain ohjcct. But the 
feelings of jo~· and sorro\\' ma~' also be directed tow,nd 
nonexistence and nonheing; hence there are four funda
mental types of ,·alue feeling, \\'hich may he illustrated h~
reference to the nature of g,iod and c,·il. The good is that 
which merits Sei115fre11de if it exists and Nichtsei11slcid 
(sorrow with respect to its nonexistence) if it doe~ not 
exist; evil, on the other hand, merits Sei11sleid if it exists 
and Nichtsci11sfre11dc (joy with respect to its nonexistence) 
if it does not exist. \leinong noted that human beings are 
not consistent in their emotional reactions. For example, 
as far as 011r health and ordinar~· comforts arc concerned, 
we experience considerable Nichtsci11sleid when they are 
absent, hut not the appropriate amount of Sei11sfre11de 
when they are present. 

Our actions ha,·e moral qualities other than those of 
being good, bad, or indifferent. ~leinong introduced fom 
moral categories, \\·hich he explicated\)\· reference to good 
and bad. Actions that are good ma~ he either meritorious 
or simply required; those that are had may be either excus
able or inexcusable. ('.\leinong's terms are, respecti,·ely, 
verdie11stlich, correct, ::..11li1ssig, and r-erwerflich.) One ma~· 
say of any act that performance is meritorious if and only if 
nonperformance is had b11t excusable; nonperformance is 
meritorio11s if and onl~- if performance is bad but excus
able; performance is required if and only if nonperformance 
is inexcusable; and nonperformance is required if and only 
if performance is inexcusable. Ci,·en this "law of omis
sion" (U11terlass1111gsgesetz), '.\leinong's concepts of meri
torious, required, excusable, and inexcusable, respectively, 
approximate \\'hat are sometimes called the supererogatory, 
the obligatory, misdeeds that are ,,enial, and misdeeds 
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that arc not ,·enial. :\ccordi11g to 01H· of \l<·i1H>lle:\, lol
lc)\\'Crs (Ernst Schwarz), tlwsl' fo11r 111oral co1w<·ph arC' 
related to the concept of justifi<'d or corr<·ct <·1110tio11 in tll<' 
following wa~·: the 111eritorim1-; i~ that which it i.., incorr<·ct 
to blame and incorrect not to praise; Ill<' req11in·d i-. that 
which it is incorrect to blame, correct to prai~<·, !)lit 11ot 
incorrect not to praise; the mere]~, excusable is that which 
it is incorrect to praise, correct to blame, and not incorrect 
not to blame; and the inexc11sable is that which it i~ incor
rect to praise and incorrect not to blame. 

Works by Meinong 

\leinong summarized his principal philmophical cm1cl11~iom in 
Ra\"11rnnd Sl'hmidt, ed., Die de11tsche Philosophic dcrGrge11u:art i11 
Sribstdarste/11111ge11 (Leipzig, 11)21 ), \'ol. I, pp. !JI - J,50. I !is 
purely ps~·clwlol.?;ical \\'ritings can lw found in the fir,t ,·ol11nw of 
Cesummeltr Ablw11dl1111grn (2 vols.: Leipzig, l!JJ.3- I\Jl..t). 

THEORY OF OBJECTS 

\leinong's theory of object, is discussed iu "Ober Cegen
,tandstheorie" (l!JO..t); this article wa~ reprinted in \'ol. II of Iii~ 
Gesammelte Abha11dl1111ge11 and translakd as "The Tlwon of 
Objects" in Hoderick \I. Chisholm, ed., Realism a11d the Back
gro1111d of Phenome11ologu 1Clt•m·ot·, Ill.. l!JGOl. TIH' tl1eor~ 1, 
di~cnsseti also in Ober die Strll1111g dcr Gcge11stu11Clsthrorie im 
Sustrm dcr Wisse11sclwftc11 (Leipzig, W07) a11d, iml,·ed, in almost 
all \leinong's \\"Jiting, aftc1 l!JO..t. 

EPlSTEl\lOLO<.:Y 

llh most important epistt•11wlogical \\'ritings are Z11r rrkc1111t-
11isthcoretischr11 \\'11rclig1111g des Gedacht11issrs ( ISS<-il, reprinted 
in \'ol. II of Grsa111111cltc Abha11dl1111ge11; Ober die Erfalm111gs
grumllagr11 1111srrcs Wissc11s (Berlin, I\JO<-i): Uher .\log/id1kcit 1111d 
\\'ahrschci11lichkcit !Leipzig, I\JJ.5). and Ohcr c111otionalc Prasr11-
tatio11 (\'icnna, HJI 7). 

VALUE THEORY 

\lei110ng's principal \\'l"ttings in ,·alue thl'ory are Ps1Jchologisch
cthischc U11 tl'r.rnch 1111gc11 :;:,1ir \\'crth throric I< :raz, I S\J..t l and the 
posthumous I~ publisht'd Z11r Gn111dlcg1111g dcr ullgc111ei11c11 \\'crth
throrie (Craz, HJ2:3). 

Works 011 Meinong 

Among tlw mo,t nst'fnl \\'riting, on \ki111m~ are B!·rtraud Hn,
sell, "\leinon~·, Tlwor~· of Co111pkxl's and .-\,~u111ptions," tlnt·t· 
articles in .\/ i11d, \"ol. I :3 ( I \JO..t l, 20..t - 2 HJ .. '3:3<-i- :3.5-1, and .":imJ- .52..t. 
I \;_ Findla~, .\/ri11011g's ThcorlJ 1f Ohjccts a11d \'al11cs (2d eel., 
(hford, 1\)(-i:3); C. Da\\'es Hick,, "Tlit' Pliilmophil'al H1·,eardw, of 
\leinong," in Critical Realism 11,ondon, HJ:3S), and Kon,tantin 
Hadakm·ic et al., Mei11011g-Ccdc11kschrift 1< :ra1., rn.52). 

Important material 011 all aspt'ch o(.\l! 0 lllll!Ig
0

s philo,oph~ t·a11 
liL• found in Hudolf Kindingt·r, t'd., Philosophc11hri!-ji·: A11s dcr 
1l'issr11schuftlichr11 Korrespomlc11:;:, t:011 Alexi11s Afri11011g mit 
Fachge11osse11 sci11rr Zcit iCraz, J\Jf-i.5). 

RODEHlCK \1. ClllSHOU.1 

MELANCHTHON, PHILIPP (1""1!-Ji-1.560), German 
reformer, \\'a" horn at Bretten, Baden, and died at \\'itten
herg. I le was a grandnephew of the great humanist 
Reuchlin, ,vho encouraged him in his studies and deepl~· 
influenced his outlook. After stud~·ing at Heidelberg and 
Tt.ihingen, '.\1eland1thon, on Heuchlin's recommendation, 
became professor of Greek at \Vittenherg. Because of his 
persuasi\'eness in interpreting the humanist spirit, this 
appointment marked the beginning of a new era in Ger-
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man edul'ation. At \\'ittt,nlwrg, \1elanchthon collaborated 
clost'l~· with Luther. I It' helpt'd him hoth in translating the 
Bililt' a11d i11 gi\'ing s~·:-.tematit' shapt' to tlie new theolog~· 
which until that timt' had existed in a highly suhjecti\'(_· 
form. \lt>la11chtho11\ task was to reduce this theology to 
exact form and to set it forth as an integrakd and persua
'>i\'e s,·,tt>m. In J.5:21 \leLml'hthon p11blislwd his Loci 
Communes Remm Theo/ogicarnm, a work that in its \'arious 
edition:-. wa, one of the most influential manuals of Protes
tant tll<'olm.>:,. 

During tlw rest oi !tis career, \1elanchtlwn was much 
occ11pied with contro\'ersy and dt>bate. In man~· of the 
famous conferences of the Reformation era, his inHuenl'e 
was thrown on the side of moderation and peace. Ile was 
clost.:'h idt.:'ntified with some of the most important formu
laries of the period, such as the Augsburg Confession. 

Such acti\'ities involved e\'en a man of conciliator, spirit 
in ,·igorous debate, and \I elanchthon 's position in the 
history of thonght is largely determined by the C'ontrover
sies in whil'h he took part. Two of these demand consid
eration. 

The Adiaphoristic contrm ers,· was conct'rned with 
"indifferent matter:-."-that is, religiom practices or theo
logil'al belil'f'> on which flexiliilit~· or l'Ompromist· might lw 
permis:-.ihle. \lelanchthm, was unfairly charged with 
including among the "adiaphora" such major questions as 
ju:-.tification Ii~· faith. \lt·lanchthon did not minimize tlte 
importanct' of essentials, hut IH' was inclint>d to veil tht>m 
beneath a conscious indefiniteness of expre~sion. Thi:-. 
deliberate oliscurit~· extended to man~· matters which were 
i11te11sivel~· canvassed in the sixteenth centur~·. I le was 
willing to concede that good worb are nect'ss,u~· to salva
tion, lint not in the wa~· in whil'h th<' connection had tra
ditionall~· !wen taught. I le was prepared to recognize 
sevt'II :sacraments, but onl\' if most of them were regarded 
as ritt'S which ha\'e no inherent efficacy in securing salva
tion. Later IH' r<"tr<'ated from tht> permissive position he 
had adopted on the "adiaphora" and maintained a strict 
interpretation of the doctrines set forth in the Loci Com
munes. 

\lore acute and more important was the controversy 
about s,·nergism. Here the central issue was the relation 
bt>twecn Cod's grace and man's will in regt'neration. In his 
early period, \lelanchthon, strongly influenced liy Luther 
and deep!~· impressed hy the experience of dependence 
upon Cod, severely restricted tlw role of man's will. To 
defend free will was to rob Cod's grace of its unique su
premac~'. But .\1elanchthon naturally tended to adopt a 
mediating outlook, and ethical issues were of great impor
tance to him. Erasmus, in his controversy with Luther 
concerning free wi II, had ad\'anced views which sen·t'd to 
modih· \lelanchthon's position. \1elanchthon was now 
prepared to recognize the part played in conversion b~· 
man's will. The position which he reaclwd (called syner
gism/ prel'ipitatt>d a \'iolt>nt debate. \1elanchthon 's own 
stat<'ments were amliiguous and lacking in precision. His 
supporters (Pfeffinger a11d Stringel, for instanct') and his 
opponents (Amsdorf and Flacius) were very explicit in
deed. Synergism, howe\'er, can best be understood as an 
ethical prott'st against attitudes which paralyze the con
science and leave the church powerless in its struggle 

against moral chaos . .\1elanchthon's concern with Cod\ 
moral purity led him to the belief that the problems of 
e,·il and of human responsihilit~· have been aggravated hy 
an extreme doctrine of predestination. He therefore aban
doned the decree of eternal reprobation, The cause of sin 
lies in man himself; the hardening of his heart is due to his 
own perversit~'. \Ian has a real measure of responsibility 
for his spiritual condition . .\Ian's will, therefore, can coop
eratt' with Cod's grace, and does so. The human will, of 
course, is never tht' primar~' cause of man's regenera
tion-the Spirit of Cod and the preaching of the Word 
always maintain the initiative-hut man's will is 
specificall~· granted a place, and unless there is consent on 
man's part tlwre can ht.:' no effective regeneration. Mt>lanch
thon guarded himself against the charge of Pelagianism, 
but IH.'\·ertheless he was acc11sed of ~'ielding to this heresy. 
The \'iolencl' of tl1e controver:-.~· was dut' to the seriousness 
of the issues involved. A \Vide range of theological views 
had to he re-examined, and e\'ery aspect of the Christian 
doctrine of man and of salvation was invoh·et.L The contro
vers~· was finally silenced by the Formula of Concord, 
which ruled against the \lelanchthonist position. 

Works by Melanchthon 

"\\'orks," in K. C. Hrehchneider and E. Bind~eil, eek, Corpus 
Reformaturum, \'ol. l-,'\.\\'111. Brnnswick, Germany, I83-t-18fi0. 

S11pplcme11t11 ,\fela11chth01iia1111. Leipzig, 1910. 
The Loci Co1111111111cs of Philipp Mela11chtho11, translated h~· 

C L. Ilill. Hmton, 19-t-t. 

Works on Melanchthon 

I lartft•lder, K., Philipp ,\fp/a11chtho11 als Preceptor Gcr1111111iae. 
Herlin, 1889. 

Ilildl'!mmdt. Franz, Mela11chtho11, Alic11 ur Ally? Cambridge, 
I ~)-tfi. 

Richards, J. \\'., Philipp Melw1chtlw11, The Protestant Preceptor 
of Gl'rma11y. :\ew York, 1898. 

GERALD R. CRAGG 

MELISSUS OF SAMOS (fifth ct>ntury B.c.), Greek 
Eleatic philosopher, It'd the Samian Heet against the 
Athenians and defeatt'CI them (Plutarch, Pericles :?.6, quot
ing a lost work of Aristotle). The date of the battle was 
-1-11--1-10 B.C., and this is the only reliable date in the bi
ography of \lelissus. He was said to have been a pupil of 
Parmenides, but this may be an inference from his work, 
which gives ample evidence of dependence on Pannen
ides. 

Portions of \1elissus' IJOok entitled "011 Nature or What 
Exists," written in prose, were quoted and preservnl by 
the Aristotelian commentator Simplicius, The total length 
of these fragments is a little under one thousand words
enough to provide evidence of the content and quality of 
~lelissus' argument. No other fragments survivt'. The 
pseudo-Aristotelian treatise On Melissus, Xenoplwnes and 
Gorgias (c. A.O. first century) adds nothing useful. 

.\lelissus' argument, as revealed by tlw fragments, was 
similar to Parmenides' in method and rt>sults, although it 
differed in some details. The starting point is the contra
dictoriness of descriptions of change. Any change ulti
mately implies the generation of something from nothing or 
its destruction into nothing, and \1elissus, with Parmen-



ides, lwld both of these to he impossihk on the ground 
that "nothing" is absolutely nonexistent a11d 11ntlii11kahle. 
Hence, what exists must have existed always and must 
continue to exist (\lelissus seems to view eternity as a 
continual existence through time, v.·hercas Parmenides 
tho11ght of a timeless present). 

From the eternity of what exists, \leliss11s deduced its 
spatial infinity. He argued that if what exists did not come 
into existence, it had no beginning or end, and being with
out beginning or end, it must be limitless or infinite. I le 
seemed not to have noticed the ambiguity of "beginning" 
and "end" (or else his defense of the move from time to 
space has been lost); this is presumably the basis of Aristot
le's criticism of the argument (De Sophisticis Ele11chis 
16761:3 and 1686:3.5), although he does not make it quite 
explicit. 

From the spatial infinity of what exists, Melissus deduced 
its unity. If there are two things in existence, each must 
limit the extent of the other; there cannot he more than 
one limitless thing in existence. Thus, l\lelissus chose a 
different route to the monism of Parmenides-indeed, 
according to most interpreters of Parmenides, this route 
was closed to him since, unlike l\lelissus, he held that 
what exists is spatially limited. But this is a dubious inter
pretation of Pam1enides. 

Next, \lelissus argued that if what exists is one, it cannot 
have parts and must therefore he incorporeal because any 
solid body has actual or imaginable pmts. Moreover, what 
exists cannot vary in densit,· ~ince this, according to \le
lissus, cou Id come about onh- if orre art_•a contained less of 
being-and hence more of nonbeing-than another, and 
nonbeing is absolutely nonexistent. For similar reasons 
there is no motion, since there is no "give" anywhere in 
the plenum (this is an argument against motion which may 
not have been used by Parmenides). Every form of 
change-whether of size, order, or quality-means the 
coming into existence of something which previously was 
nothing, or the annihilation of something that exists, and 
the~e are ruled out by the first stage of \lelissus' argument. 

In the eighth fragment \lelissus applies his own criteria 
of existence to the plural beings of the sensible world. If 
the~e things, such as air and fire, exist, then they must be 
just what our senses tell us they are and nothing else. But 
our ~enses tell us that they do change into something else. 
Our senses must therefore he wrong about this; hence, we 
can conclude that they were wrong initially in telling us 
that things are many and not one. The sensible world is 
therefore illusion. 

\1elissus was the least important of the Eleatics. Zeno's 
arguments proved more infiuential than his, and Parmen
ide~ was the original genius who pioneered the way. If 
Melissus has any claim to special historical importance 
that b not shared by the other Eleatics, it is perhaps that 
by applying Eleatic criteria to the plural being~ posited by 
his opponents, he produced a fonmrla (in Fr. 8) which led 
Leucippus directly to the concept of atoms. In the absence 
of complete texts it is wiser to refrain from pronouncing on 
l\lelissus' originality. Ari~totle criticized both Parmenides 
and ~lelissus for bad arguments (Physics 186a6) and was 
more ~evere on ~1elissu~, but perhaps that was because 
t>.lelissus' clear style made him an easier target. 
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DAVID J. FURLEY 

MEMORY. The word "remember" appears in many 
different grammatical constructions and takes a wide vari
ety of grammatical objects. One can say, "I remember that 
such and such happened," but also (and with a somewhat 
different meaning), "As I remember, such and such hap
pened." One can remember an event, an action, a person, a 
place, a feeling, a procedure, a line of verse, a melody, or a 
person'~ name. One can remember doing such and such, 
seeing such and such, or thinking such and such. And one 
can remember where something is, when a certain event 
happened, why something happened, who did a certain 
thing, how to do something, and how something looks, 
sounds, or f(•els. Although memory is commonly said to he 
of the past, one can remember facts about the future ("I 
just remembered that there will he a meeting tomorrow"), 
facts about the present ("I just remembered that the debate 
is going on right now"), scientific laws and generalizations, 
and timeless truths of lo.e:ic and mathematics. 

Despite this variety of uses, philosophers writing on 
memory have tended, until rPcently, to concentrate on 
those uses of "remember" in which it takes as its object an 
expression rpferring to a particular past event or action. 
\\'hile they have paid some attention to memory of facts 
(memory that such and such), they have generally re
stricted this attention to memory of facts about remem
bered events. Thus they have tended to ignore, or rule out 
of consideration, cases in which the fact remembered is 
about the remote past (for example, the fact that Brutus 
stabbed Caesar), or about the future. For to say that a per
son remembers an event (and hence to say that he remem
bers a fact about an event he remembers) normally implies 
that he witnessed the event, or otherwi~e came to know of 
it, at the time of ib occurrence, and this implication limits 
the possible objects of event-memory to past events and 
actions occurrin_g within the lifetime of the rememberer. 
And of course it is only such events and actions that one 
can remember having witnessed or done. The notion of the 
past enters into the notion of memory in another way, for it 
is true in general that remembering involves havin.e: pre
ciously learned or acquired knowledge of what one re
members. But it ~hould not he supposed that when a per
son is said to remember a fact about an event in the remote 
pa~t or the future-th,1t is, about an event to which he 
cannot have heen a witne~s-what he "really" remember~ 
is learning (for example, reading or being told) that fact; it 
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commonly happens that one remembers a fact without 
ha\·ing any recollection of the occasion on which one 
learned it. \lemory of facts (what has been called "factual 
memory") cannot be reduce<l to memory of events experi
enced or witnessed by the rememberer (\\'hat has been 
called "personal memory"), and not all cases of factual 
memor~· are cases in which the remembered fact is a fact 
about a remembered e\·ent or action. (For the terms "factual 
nwmor~" and "personal memor:,," and a more extended 
discus,;ion of the points touched on here, see :\'. \Ialcolm, 
"Three Lectures on \lemor~·," in Knou.:ledge a11d 
Certainty. ) 

The preoccupation of philosophers \\'ith memory of 
events has led some of them to hold that what is expressed 
hy many of the common uses of the word "remember" is, 
strictly speaking, not memory at all. Thus, in Matter and 
.\Jemon1 Bergson held that much of what is called memory 
(for example, memory of how to do something) is simply 
the retention of a "motor mechanism," and that this "habit 
memory" is radically different from the spontaneous re
collection of unique events that is "memory par excel
lem·e." Following Bergson, Bertrand Russell distinguished 
between "habit memory" and "true memory," the latter 
being "cognitive" while the former is not (The Analysis of 
Mind, p. lfifi). :\. D. \\'oozley makes the same distinction, 
saying that it is the sense of "remember" in which "re
membering is a cognitive act," that is, what Russell called 
true memory, that is of philosophical importance (Theoq1 
of K1101dedge, p. :3'7). And it is commonly assumed that in 
"true" memory the remembering itself, as well as what is 
remembered, is always an e\·ent remembering is said to 
be a "mental occurrence" or "mental act." 

Philosophers have sometime,; used the word "remem
ber" in such a way that "I remember E (some event)" and 
"I remember that P (some proposition)" can be true e\·e11 if 
E did not occur and Pis false; they have also asked such 
questions as "\Vhen someone remembers that P, is tlwre 
any reason to think that Pis in fact the case':"' and "\\'hen I 
remember an event of a certain kind, how am I to know 
that (or whether) such an event has actually occurred?" 
The ordinary use of the word "remember," however, is 
such that "I remember that P" entails "It is true that P" (in 
fact, it entails "I kno\\' that P"), and "I remember E occur
ring" entails "E occurred" (see \Ioore, "Four Forms of 
Scepticism," in Philosophical Essays, p. 214). Sometimes it 
is objected that if we insist on using "remember" in this 
"entailing sense" we beg important epistemological ques
tions by making it true by definition that memory is infal
lible. But this is a mistake. To say that memory is fallible 
(which it certainly is) is not to say that one can remember 
what is not the case; it is to say that one can be mistaken in 
thinking that one remembers something, or, in other 
\\'ords, that one can seem (to oneself) to remember some
thing and yet not actually remember it (because \\'hat one 
seems to remember happening did not actually occur). 
Using "remember" in the "entailing sense" does not pre
vent us from saying that there are false memories. A mis
taken memory belief is still a memory belief. And while 
the statement "I remember that it \\'as snowing" entails the 
statement "It \Vas snmving," the statement "As I remember, 

it \\'as snowing" has no such entailment. \\'hen someone 
actuall~- remembers something we may say that his 
nH.·mon· is '\·eri<lical," and when \\'e wish to speak of a 
memory without implying either that it is or that it is not 
veridical, we may speak of it as an "ostensible memory." 
The question that some have wanted to express by asking 
"How do I know that what I remember really happened?" 
may he expressed by asking "How do I know that what I 
ostensibly remember really happened?" or "How do I 
know that my ostensible memories are veridical rather 
than false?" 

THE REPRESENTATIVE THEORY OF MEMORY 

l 1 ntil fairly recently, the dominant theory of memory has 
been what we shall call the representative theory. Accord
ing to this theory, someone's remembering a past event 
consists at least partly in his apprehending (perceiving, 
viewing, being directly aware of, being acquainted with) 
something that is not past, that is, something existing or 
occurring at the time at which the person has the memory. 
\\'hat the person thus apprehends is something private to 
him, a content of his mind, and has been variously des
ignated by different theorists as an "image" (St. Augustine, 
Bertrand Hussell, and others), a "presentation" (Aristotle), 
an "impression" (Aristotle and otht'rs), an "idea" (Locke 
and llume), and the "immediate'' or "present" object in 
memory (A. D. \Voozley and others). Usually it is thought 
to he or to include an image, in that sense of "image" in 
which one sees (or has) an image when visualizing some
thing. Although this presentation is what one apprehends 
when one remembers and is sometimes spoken of as the 
object of (or in) memory, proponents of this theory have 
generally seen that it cannot be the object of memory in 
the sense of being what is remembered. Thus, Aristotle 
found it necessar~· in "On \lemory and Heminiscence" to 
e.\plain "ho\\' it is possible that, though perceiving only 
the impression, we remember the absent thing which we 
do not perceive." One rem em hers a past event or state of 
affairs, but one does this by apprehending, or "having 
before the mind," a present object. In C. D. Broad's ter
minology, the immediate object is the "objective constitu
ent" of the memory situation, rather than the "epistemo
logical object" (.\find and Its Place i11 Nature, p. 2.29). The 
present object serves as a "sign" (Russell) or "picture" 
(Aristotle) of the remembered event and is commonly held 
to provide the grounds or evidence on the basis of which 
the rememberer believes or know·s that such an event has 
occurred. 

l\1emory theorists sometimes speak of the memory pres
entation as a sense impression that has been "stored" in 
the memory. The image of memory as a storehouse goes 
back at least as far as Plato, who in the Theaetetus com
pares memory first to a wax tablet and then to an aviary. St. 
Augustine speaks of "the great cave of memory" within 
which images are laid away, to he "brought forth when 
there is need for them" (Confessions X, 13). In the first 
edition of the Essay Concerning Human Understanding, 
Locke said that rnemor~: is "as it were the storehouse of 
our ideas," in which ideas are "as it were laid out of 



sight." In the second edition, howe\'er, he adclecl that "this 
laying up of our ideas in the repository of the memory 
signifies no more but this -that the mind has a power in 
many cases to revive perceptions which it has once had, 
with this additional perception annexed to them, that it 
has had them before." Even here, Locke's language sug
gests that one and the same thing is first presented in 
sense perception and later "revived" in memory, and this 
is likewise suggested by Hume's statement in the Treatise 
of Human Nature that "when any impression has been 
present with the mind, it again makes its appearance there 
as an idea_'' But it was clearly Hume's view, and seems to 
have been Locke's final view, that the memory-image of a 
past perception is not that perception itself, still existing in 
the mind, but a numerically different perception which 
resembles, or is in some way capable of representing, the 
no longer existing past perception. And this seems to be 
the most common view among advocates of the represent
ative theory. 

To remember an event occurring is certainly not the 
same as to imagine that event occurring, so remembering 
cannot consist simply in the occurrence of images. Hume 
proposed two differences between memory and imagina
tion. First, the ideas of memory, according to Hume, are 
"much more lively and strong than those of the imagina
tion" and have a "superior force and vivacity." Since 
Hume held that it is precisely the force and vivacity of 
ideas that constitutes belief, this difference may also be 
expressed by saying that whereas memory involves belief 
(namely, in the previous occurrence of a train of impres
sions having an "order and form" corresponding to that of 
the ideas), imagination does not. Second, whereas in im
agination the ideas may occur in any order, and need not 
occur in the same order as did the original impressions of 
which they are "copies ," the order of the ideas in memory 
cannot vary in this respect and must preserve the original 
"order and form" of the original impressions. 

Hume eventually decided that it is the first of these 
differences that distinguishes memory from imagination. It 
cannot be the second that distinguishes them, "it being 
impossible to recall the past impressions, in order to com
pare them with our present ideas, and see whether their 
arrangement he exactly similar." It is clear from this that 
Hume was seeking a distinguishing difference that would 
enable a person to know whether he is remembering or 
imagining; he says of the first difference that it "is not 
sufficient to enable us to distinguish them [memory and 
imagination] in their operation, or make us know the one 
from the other." Hume apparently did not realize, how
ever, that in stating the above-mentioned differences, he 
shifts between two different senses of "memory." Since he 
did not regard memory as infallible and did not suppose 
that the nature of one's present experiences (one's ideas ) 
can inform one infallibly as to whether one's memories are 
veridical, the first difference mentioned must be offered as 
a difference between ostensible m e mory and imagination. 
In mentioning the second difference, however, Hume is 
clearly trying to state a distinguishing feature of veridical 
memory. For presumably the ideas in ostensible memory 
need not preserve the "order and form" of the impressions 
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from which they are deri\'cd. they will not do :-.o if (as can 
happen) the ostensible memory is false. The term "imagi
nation" undergoes a corresponding shift in meaning. /See 
R. F. Holland, "The Empiricist Tlwor" of \lemor\ ," i11 
Mind, 19,54, for a morl' extended criticis,m of the atll'mph 
of Hume and others to distinguish niemory from imagina
tion.) 

The objection is often raised against Hume that the 
"force and vivacity" of the images that occur in "pure 
fancy" need not be inferior to, and sometimes exceed, that 
of memory images. But while few philosophers have hee11 
disposed to accept Hume's account of belief in terms of the 
force and vivacity of idea:-., representative theorists have 
generally agreed with him in making the presence of be
lief one of the distinguishing features of memory, and in 
assuming that the distinguishing features of memory must 
be among, or ha\'e counterparts among, the introspectahle 
features of the memory presentation. The latter asst1mption 
has led proponents of this theory to hold that the memory 
presentation, in addition to having some feature which 
marks what it represents as something believed rather than 
merely imagined or supposed, must have features which 
mark what it represents as something occurring in the JJast 
(thus distinguishing memory belief from expectation and 
belief about the present) and as something previously 
experienced by the l'<'memhcrer (thus distinguishing mem
ory belief from other belief about the past, that is, from 
belief based on records, testimony, scientific inference, 
and the like). James i'.till held that remembering a past 
event involves "running over," very rapidly, a series of 
ideas corresponding to the series of sense impressions one 
has had since' experiencing the event in question, this 
makin_g it possible (according to f,lill) for one to locate a 
remembered sense impression at some point in one's own 
past history by the position of its idea in this rapid smTes
sion of ideas (see Analysis of the Phe11omcw1 of the 1111-
man Mind, Vol. I, pp. 3.'30-331). '.\lore recent writers have 
held that memory images are characterized, or accompa
nied, by an unanalyzable "feeling of pastness." William 
James said that memories are referred to the past history of 
the rememberer by feelings of "warmth and intimacy" and 
of "the past direction in time" (I'rinciJJles of Psyclw/ogu, 
Vol. I, p. 6.50). Bertrand Russell also makes a feeling of 
pastness an essential constituent of memory. Remember
ing is "a present occurrence in some way resembli1rn:, or 
related to, what is rememhered" (The A.11alusis of "\/ind, 
p. 163). This consists partly in the occurrence of images, hut 
it cannot consist solely in this, "for their mere occurrence, 
hy itself, would not suggest any connection with anythin.e: 
that had e:one before." \Ve regard the ima_ges as "more or 
less accurate copies of past occurrences" because they are 
accompanied hy two kinds of feelings, "feelings of famili
arity," which lead us to "trust" the images, and "feelings 
of pastness," which lead us to refer the images to the past 
and to "assign places to them in the time order." Accord
ing to the intensity of the feeling of pastness, we refer the 
image (or the event represented by it) to more or less re
mote times in the pa:-.t. Rt1ssell also speaks (as does James) 
of a "feeling of belief" as a constituent of rnemor~·. But for 
Russell this feeling is apparently not something distinct 
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from the feelings of pastness and familiarity, he says that 
the reference to the past in memory "lies in the naturP of 
the belief-feeling, not in the content believed." 

Sources of the representative theory. It is a common 
philosophical view that the ultimate gro1111ds for any rea
sonable belief must consist of facts which the believer 
knows with complete certainty. It is also a c:ommon view 
that the only contingent facts that a person can know with 
complete certainty are facts about the present contents of 
his own mind. The sort of certainty demanded is that 
which is supposed to characterize the making of such 
statements a, "J ha\'C' a pain" and "J see a red patch". i11 
order for the truth of a statement to he known with this sort 
of certainty, the statement must he such that if it is sin
cerely asserted, there is not even a logical possibility of its 
being false, that is, of the belief expressed hy it being 
mistaken. (Statements of which this is so are sometimes 
called "incorrigible statements.") It appears tliat state
ments about the past, inc:luding memory statements, never 
ha\'e this sort of certainty. \\'e all know of cases in which 
our memories have "deceived us." And even if this wew 
not so, even if 011r memories appeared always to be accu
rate, we would still he al>le to conceive of situations in 
which we would he prepared to say that a sincere and 
confident memory claim had turned out to he mistaken. 
But if reasonable beliefs must he based on facts knO\vn 
with complete certainty, and if no fact about the past can 
lie known with c:omplete certainty, it appears that memory 
beliefs can lw reasonable only if they are grounded on 
certain knowlc•dg<' of facts about the pre.,ent. These fads, 
it ,eem,, ca11 lw fact-. 0111~· abo11t the present statt· of mind of 
the rememlwrer, fads of which the n·memlwrer has 
"direct awareness," "direct apprehension," "direct ac
quaintance," or "direct perception" (these t<'rms having 
been introduced by philosophers to designate the way in 
which we have om absolutely certain knowledge of the 
contents of our own minds, that is, of images, pains, and 
tht· like). Thm the representative theory c:an seem to 
give the on!~- pmsible answer to the question , \\'hen a per
son remembers a past event, on the basis of what sort of 
grounds does he know, or at least believe, that such a11 
event has occurred? 

But it is not only to this question that the representative 
theor~· has been tltm1ght to provide an answer, and some 
representative theorish (Aristotle for one) hardh· seem to 
have heen concerned with it. If one asks what justifies a 
person in making a statement of the form "I remember that 
P," one may be askin_g about the justification, or grounds, 
of memory beliefs. But many philosophers who have asked 
this sort of question have used the word "remember" in 
the sense of "ostensibly remember," that is, in such a way 
that it can be true that a person remembers that P even if it 
is false that P. These philosophers appear to have been 
raising the question, Ilow does one know (what justifies 
one in saying) that one ostensibly remembers that P, that 
is, that one at least seems to remember that P? \Ve can 
most easily see the representative theory as an answer to 
this question by dividing the question into two parts: first, 
How does one know that one rememhers (or at least seems 
to remember) that P, as opposed to imagining, supposing, 
expecting, or merely believing that P?, and, second, How 

does one know that 11.,,/wt one remembers (or at least seems; 
to remember) is that P, and not something else? By posit
ing an image, the representative theory attempts to provide 
something from which the rememberer can "read off" the 
content of his memory and thereby know what he (osten
sibly) remembers. And hy positing feelings of various 
kinds (of belief, pastness, familiarity, and so on) the theory 
attempts to provide something from which it can be "read 
off" that this content is a content of a memory (veridical or 
otherwise), rather than of an imagining, a supposition, 
or some other mental "act." The idea that there m11st he 
something from which menrnn· claims are "read off" is 
connected with the more general idea which Locke ex
pressed by saying that one cannot so much as "contem
plate" (let alone have knowledge of) something that is not 
"present to the understanding," unless an idea, serving as 
a "sign or representation of the thing," is "present to the 
understanding" (Essay Co11ceming H11111a11 U11dersta11d
i11g, \'ol. II, p. ➔ 61). 

Difficulties in the representative theory. Hume began 
his account of memory in tht> Treatise uf f/11111011 Nature by 
saying that we "find by experience, that when any impres
sion has been present with the mind, it again makes its 
appearance there as a11 idea." Thomas Reid charged that 
Hume makes an appeal here to a kind of memory (namely, 
"memory in the common acceptance of the word") which 
is not the kind of memory his theory "defines" and which 
his theory cannot account for (Essays 011 the I11tellectual 
Powers uf Man, p. 222). To say that we find "by experi
ence" that there is such a relationship between impres
sions and subsequent ideas can only mean, according to 
Heid, that we remember that our impressions are fre
quently followed by ideas which resemble them. But this 
wo11ld involve having memory knowledge of the past that 
is not inferre<l from or gro11nded on present ideas; unless 
we could have such "immediate" and noninferential 
knowledge (which is what Reid believes is properly called 
memory), we could never discover the empirical generali
zations we would need to know in order to be entit led to 
infer from present events to past ones. If we did discover a 
correlation between the occurrence of sense impressions 
and the subsequent occurrence of ideas (images) resem
bling them, we might he entitled to take the occurrence of 
an image as evidence of the previous occurrence of an 
impression resembling it. But in doing this, we would not 
be remembering the past impression, and if W<" do remem
ber the past impression there is no need for us to infer its 
existence from anything. 

Reid adds that Hume's account of memory, if accepted, 
"leads us to absolute scepticism with regard to those 
things which we most distinctly remember." If ideas are 
"the only immediate objects of thought," then, according 
to Reid, "there is the same need of arguments to prove that 
the ideas of memory are pictures of things that really did 
happen as that the ideas of sense are pictures of external 
objects which now exist. In both cases it will be impossi
ble to find any argument that has real weight." Reid took it 
for granted, as did Hume, that there can be only a contin
gent (as opposed to logically necessary) relationship be
tween the different "perceptions" (sense impressions, 
sensations, feelings, and so on) that a person has at various 



times during his life, and that this precludes the possibility 
of an a priori argument to show that ideas of a certain kind 
are "pictures" of past impressions. He also held that any 
empirical argument to show this will either beg the ques
tion, by assuming that some "ideas of memory" do corre
spond to past impressions and then taking the alleged 
information about the past given hy these ideas as showing 
that there is such a correspondence, or else will make an 
implicit appeal to a kind of memory knowledge (not al
lowed for the representative theory) that does not involve 
the taking of present ideas as "pictures" of past events. 
Critics of the representative theory have generally fol
lowed Reid in charging that this theory, far from ex
plai n ing how we can have knowledge of the past, has the 
consequence that such knowledge is impossible. 

G. F. Stout differed from some representative theorists 
in holding that memory knowledge is "immediate in the 
sense that it is not inferential or representative in any 
ordinary or natural meaning of those terms," hut held that 
this knowledge is nevertheless "logically rooted and 
grounded in actual present experience" (Studies i11 Phi
losophy and Psychology, p. 166). He says that if the latter 
is denied, "the only alternative seems to be clairvoyance 
or absolutely a priori knowledge of matters of fact," and he 
dismisses this alternative by adding "hut we no longer 
believe in miracles." Stont thinks that the existence of 
memory knowledge would be a "miracle" if this knowl
edge were not grounded on present evidence. But why 
should he think this? He can hardly mean that the denial 
that memory knowledge is so grounded makes it impossi
ble to give a scientific (for example, physiological) expla
nation of the phenomenon of memory. Even if we suppose 
that memory beliefs must have c,1uses, and that the imme
diate cause of a memory belief must be something existing 
simultaneously with it (perhaps a state of the brain or 
nervous system which is the effect of previous sensory 
stimuli and the like), there seems to be no reason whatever 
to suppose that the cause of a memory he lief must also he a 
ground of it, or that the cause must be something of which 
the rememberer is in any sense aware. And, supposing that 
beliefs can have causes, it does not seem impossible that a 
causal account could be given that would explain how it is 
that memory beliefs are (as we suppose) generally true. 
Stout's idea must be that unless our memory beliefs are 
grounded on present evidence, it cannot be explained how 
we are justified in having them, or how our having them, 
even if they are mostly true, can ever constitute knowl
edge. But if so, we must ask whether this is explained by 
the supposition that these beliefs are grounded on present 
experience. Reid's point was precisely that it is not, since 
there is no possible explanation (compatible with the view 
that memory beliefs arc always so grounded) of how we 
could be entitled to take such and such present experi
ences as indicating the existence of such and such past 
events. A belief that is grounded on nothing at all cannot 
be less justified than one whose "grounds" are such that 
there is no warrant whatever for believing anything on the 
basis of them. (As we shall see, however, in denying that 
memory beliefs are based on the present experiences of 
the rememberer, one is not committed to holding that such 
beliefs always lack evidence or grounds.) 
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The representative theory 1111douhtC'dly l..'.aith souH· of ib 
plausibility from the fad tltat r<·11H·11ilH'rinl..'. (c-..p<·cially 
remembering how something look<·cl or sou1Hlecl ! i:--. oft<-u 
accompanied hy mental im,11._'.ery. But u1a11~· pl•ople rC'port 
that they never have imagery of any :--.ort, .111d <·\·e11 peopl<: 
who have exceptionally vivid mental imal..'.<·r~· report that 
they often have no imagery at ,di on m·c;1sions 011 which 
they can truly be said to remember, or to lw reme111lwrinl..'., 
something. The belief th,1t memory always in\'olw·:--. image
ry reflects an a priori requirement, rather than ;mythiul..'. 
that can plausibly be rel._'.arded as an empirical disco\'(_0 ry 
(and of course no conceivable deliverance of introspection 
could establish that the occurrence of imagery is a logicol
ly necessary condition of introspection). Yet this require
ment is not one that we make in our ordinary employment 
of the terms "remember" and "memory." If we know that ;1 
man witnessed a certain event, that he has not subse
quently been told ahont it or read about it and has not 
been in a position to infer its occurrence from its effects, 
and that he now claims to remember the event and is able 
to give a detailed and accurate description of it, we regard 
what we know as sufficient to show that he does remember 
it; we do not regard the question of wh,1t imagery (if any) 
he now has, or for that matter the question of what feelings 
(of "pastne~s," "familiarit~," and so forth) h<" has, as even 
relevant to the question of whether he remembers. 

If one rejects the view that remembering essentially 
involves having mental imagery, but attempts to hold on to 
the representative theory, one is hound to be hard put to 
say what the data are on which, according to that theory, 
memory beliefs are based. Stout says that the present "in
tenrnl ground" of memory knowledge "is not cap,1hle of 
being known in such a way as to he asserted in a proposi
tion distinct from the memory judgment itself as premiss is 
distinct from conclusion." But if this means that we can 
characterize the present ground of a memory judgment 
only by saying that it is something that is the ground of 
that judgment, and that no further description of it is pos
sible, it is no longer clear what it means to say that su!'h 
judgme11ts have present grounds. (For a fuller discussion 
of this and related poinb, see G. E. '.\I. Anscomlw, "The 
Reality of the Past," pp. -1.3--1.5.) 

As already noted, for some representative theorists the 
claim that there is a memory presentation is supposed to 
explain how one knows (or i:--. enabled to say) that one 
ostensibly remembers something (as opposl'd to imagining 
it, expecting it, and so on), and how one knows what it is 
that one (ostensibly) remembers. Here the knowledge to 
be explained is not knowledge of the past; it is the remem
berer's knowledge of his own present state of mind. This 
view involves the idea that when one has a memory belief 
one must, unless one is unaware of hm·ing the belief (if 
this is possible), he aware of a "presentation" from which 
one can "read off" that one has it. Let us suppose, follow
ing Russell, that this presentation consists, among other 
things, of a "feeling of belief" together with an image 
representing the content of the belief. Now unless we 
suppose that this presentation is the belief itself, rather 
than a mere sign of its existence, it would seem that posit
ing its existence does not advance us toward an explana
tion of how a person knows that, and what, he believes, for 
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otherwise we would need an explanation of how a person 
knows that a presentation of a certain sort indicates the 
existence of a belief of a certain sort. Yet it seems absurd to 
'>ay that a memory belief is a feeling or a complex consist
ing of feelim;s and images. And this will be doubly absurd 
if it is held that memory presentations are the grounds of 
memory beliefs. For then the presentation will be both the 
belief and the ground on which the belief is based, and 
the belief, therefore, will be based on itself. And it seems 
absurd to speak of a belief as \wing based on itself Per
haps it will be said that only part of the memory presenta
tion-a part which excludes the feeling of belief-is the 
ground of the belief, and that this part is not identical with 
the belief that i~ grounded on it. But if so, why must there 
also be a feeling of belief? Apparently this is to be the 
ground, or part of the ground, for another belief, namely 
the rememberer's belief that he has the first belief. But it 
would seem to be a mistake to think that if one has 
grounds that entitle one to assert that P, and one asserh 
that P on the basis of those grounds, one needs additional 
grounds in order to be entitled to assert that one belie\·es 
that P. It is absurd to say "P, but I don't belie\·e that P," 
and it is no less absurd to say "P, but I don't know whether 
I belie\·e that P"-yet the latter should make sense accord
ing to the view under consideration. Indeed, it is ques
tionable whether it e\'en makes sense to speak of a person 
as either having or lacking grounds for thinking that he 
belie\·es something, we might say that someone is not 
entitled to say that he belie\'eS that P, hut this \vould ordi
narily mean either that he lacks grounds for P (not for "I 
believe that P") or that he is being dishonest in sayin!..': that 
he believes that P. 

:\'AIVE REALIS.\I 

It is often assumed that the only altunati\'e to the repre
sentative theory is a theory, commonly known as "nai\'e 
realism," according to which what one is directly aware of 
in memory (what is "before the mind") is the remembered 
event itself and not a mere representation of it. :'\ot many 
philosophers ha\'e explicitly endorsed this \·ie\\·, but in 
Space, Time, and Deity, Samuel :\lexander held that \\·hen 
one remembers -,omething, the object of memory I the pa,t 
e\'ent remembered) is "before the mind, bearing on its 
face the mark of pastness" (\'ol. I, p. 113), and H. H. Price 
once held that "some memory is knowledge in the strict 
sense, i.e .... is direct or immediate apprehension of 
past e\'("nts or situations" (" \lemor:-, Knowledge," in P:\S, 
Supp. \'ol. 1.5, 19.36. :24 ). 1\\'hether Alexander and Price 
meant the same thing b\· these remarks is not at all clear.) 

The ach a ntage of na i \'(:' realism O\·er the representati \ e 
theory is -;upposed to be that it a\'oids the difficulty raised 
by Reid, namely. that of explaining how we can be justi
fied in inferring the occurrence of a past e\·ent from a 
present memory datum. If what \\·e are directly aware of is 
the remembered past e\·ent itself, and not a present datum 
which sen·es as a representation of it, then no such infer
ence is made and there is thus none to be justified. But 
naive realism is plainly mistaken if it holds that we are 
directly aware of past e\'ents in precisely the sense of 

"directly aware" in which the representative theory holds 
that we are directly aware of present memory data. For this 
sense of "directly aware" is supposed to be the sense in 
which we are directly aware of such entities as pains and 
mental images; in this sense, it is logically impossible for a 
person to mistakenly think that he is directly aware of an 
object, and logically impossible for a person to be mistaken 
concerning the character of that of which he is directly 
aware. If we were directly aware of past events in this 
sense, there would be memory statements that are, like 
pain reports, "incorrigible," that is, such that it is logically 
impossible for a sincere assertion of them to be false. But it 
is e\'ident that no memory statement is incorrigible in this 
sense, and that the mere fact that someone now has the 
memory belief that X happened can never entail, by itself, 
that X happened. 

The sense of "directly aware" discussed above is a tech
nical sense and only one of the senses that might be given 
to these words. And one could use the word "aware" in 
such a way that remembering itself would count as a mode 
of awareness (in ordinary speech "is aware" is often synon
ymous with "knows," and to remember something is 
clearly to have knowledge of it). If one used it in this way, 
one might want to distinguish between "dire(_'t'' and "in
direct" memor}' awareness-for example, by saying that 
one has direct memory awareness of a past event if one's 
knowledge of that event is not grounded on the memory of 
some other e\·ent. The> assertion that in memory we are 
aware, and sometimes directly aware, of past events would 
then be a truism. But if it is only this truism that the naive 
realist is asserting, he is not contradicting anything asserted 
by the representati\'e theorist. The representative theo
ri~t doe~ not deny that we remember past events (for he is 
tn ing to explain hou; we remember them), and he there
fore does not den~ that we are "aware of" past events, or 
that \Ve "apprehend" them, if this means simply that we 
remember them. 

llowe\·er, the claim of the naive realist (_'an be interpreted 
in ,uch a way that it is neither false nor a truism and is 
in disagreement with what the representati\'e theory main
tains. In saying that we ha\'e direct awareness of past 
e\·ents, the nai\·e realist might be taken to be asserting that 
memory knowledge of the past is "immediate," in the 
sense of not being inferred from or grounded on pri\·ate 
memory data of the sort posited by the representative 
theory. But if immedia(.'y is all that naive realism asserts, 
then this "theory" is (.'Ompletely negati\'C. It does not offer 
any explanation of how we ha\·e knowledge of the past in 
memory; it simply asserts.that we do have such knowledge 
and rejects a certain kind of explanation (the sort offered 
by the representati\·e theory) of how we have it. This point 
is worth stressing, for terms like "direct awareness" and 
"direct apprehension" are commonly used by philosophers 
as if they had explanatory force. Saying that we have direct 
awareness of X's is thought to provide a sufficient explana
tion of how we ha\·e knowledge of X's. But it is clear that 
the expression "directly aware" has no such explanatory 
force if it is used in such a way that "\\'e have direct 
awareness of past e\'ents" means simply "\\'e have knowl
edge of past events that is not grounded on present evi-



dence." (For further discussion of naive reali~m, see C D. 
Broad, A. D. \Voozley, and A. J. Ayer, The Problem of 

Knowledge.) 

REMEMBERING AS OCCURRENCE AND 

AS SOURCE OF KNOWLEDGE 

The classical theories of memory can he seen as answers 
to the question, \\'hat happens when a person remembers, 
and how does what happens provide the person with 
knowledge of the past? This question presupposes that 
(I) remembering is a mental occurrence (taking place, as 
Hussell said, "in the present") which (:2) is a source of 
knowledge concerning the past. Both of these assumptions 
have heen challenged in recent discussions of the topic. 

\Vhen used in the present tense, the word "remember" 
normally does not report an occurrence. If one says, "John 
remembers being punished on his first day in kindergar
ten," one is not saying anything about what is presently 
occurring in John's mind; this statement could be true 
even if, at the time it was made, John were asleep or con
centrating all of his thoughts on a mathematical problem. 
Memory theorists often suppose that this present tense use 
of "remember" is a secondary use of the word, and that to 
say that someone remembers in this sense is simpl:,· to say 
that if certain conditions were satisfied (for example, if he 
were asked certain questions, or gave thought to certain 
matters), he would remember in what is thought to be the 
primary sense of the word "remember," namely, a sense in 
which "He remembers" (or perhaps "He is remembering") 
reports a mental occurrence (a mental act or process). 
"Memory dispositions," or "memory powers," are con
trasted with "memory acts" (see C. D. Broad, Mi11d and Its 
Place i11 Nature, p. :2:2:2), and it is with the "memory acts" 
that the classical theories of memory have been primarily 
concerned. But while it is true that to say that someone 
remembers something in the nonoccurrent sense of "re
member" is to ascribe a disposition, it is not the case that 
this is, primarily or exclusively, a disposition to remember 
in an occurrent sense of the word "rem em her_" If someone 
remembers something in the nonoccurrent sense, he will 
be disposed to !.!;ive correct answers to certain questions 
and to behave in certain ways (for example, if what he 
remembers is putting the lawn mower in the garage, he 
will be disposed to look in the garage when he wants the 
lawn mower). But doing these various things is not remem
bering. There is 110 use of the word "remember" in which 
a person who has answered a question correctly and with
out effort, thereby showing that he remembers (still re
members) something in the nonoccurrent sense, can be 
said to have been remembering that thing while answering 
the question, and to have ceased remembering it as soon as 
he has finished answering the question and turned his 
mind to other matters. 

Sometimes the word "remember" is used to report an 
occurrence. If I say that at noon yesterday John remem
bered the name of a childhood friend, I may mean simply 
that at noon he still knew (had not forgotten) the name, but 
this is not the same thing as reporting an occurrence. I may 
mean, however, what could be expressed hy saying that at 
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noon John suddenly recalled till' naml'. all(I this, 111 fact, 
would he to report an occurrcncl'. Thl' occurrence· \\Otdd 
he one of coming to renwmber, or perhaps being reminded 
of, something previously forgotten (sometimes ~011wthi11g 
only momentarily forgotten). I kre re111c111hering may in
volve an "act of 111ind"; remembering in this se11,t• ma~· 
he preceded hy trying to remember, as when one "gropes 
for" the answer to a question, or "searches one's 111emory" 
for it. \\'hen this happens, and also in cases of sudden and 
spontaneous recollection, there often occur the "me111ory 
images" and "experiences of remembering" to which 
memory theorists have attached so much importance. But 
cases of trying to remember and coming to reme111ber can 
hardly serve as paradigms of the operation of memory; on 
the contrary, these occur only when there has been a 
breakdown in the operation of memory, that is, only when 
something has been, to some degree, for.gotten. 

There are, no doubt, other occurrences that might be 
called occurrences of remembering: for example, some
times "I was rememberin,g" means roughly "I was remi
niscing about," and reminiscing is a datable mental activ
ity. But there seems to be no justification for the view that 
the occurrent uses of "remember" are primary and that the 
nonoccurrent ("dispositional") uses are to be analyzed in 
terms of them. 

The idea that "true" remembering is a mental occur
rence or act goes naturally with the idea that one's memory 
is a source of knowledge concemin_g one's past in much 
the same way that one's senses are a source of knowledge 
concerning one's present envirolllnent. The latter idea has 
heen sharply challenged hy various recent writers (G. Hyle, 
R. F. Ilolland, N. l\falcolm, and C. Landesman). Coming 
to remember a fact after having forgotten it is i11deed 
coming to know that fact, although we would not say of 
a man who came to remember a fact at time t that he 
learned that fact at time t. But consider a case in which 
a person now remembers a fact which he has never for
gotten. If we say that he remembers it, we appear to lie 
saying, not that he has just acquired his knowledge from a 
certain source (his memory), hut that his knowledge is not 
a recent acquisition at all and is rather knowledge retained 
from some point in the past. If we think of remembering as 
the retention of knowledge rather than the acquisition of 
knowledge, we can deny that memory knowledge is 
grounded on private memo!'y data, and also that it is ac
quired by some kind of mspection of the past (whatever 
that may mean), without having to deny that we ever have 
evidence or grounds for our memory beliefs. If yesterday I 
came to believe that P on the basis of evidence E, why 
should we not say (as i:1deed we do say) that my present 
belief that P is based on evidence, namely E? My belief 
that P can be described as a memory belief today, whereas 
it could not have been so described yesterday, but this 
seems to be no reason for denying that the belief I have 
today is based on the evidence from which it was acquired 
yesterday. (011 this point, see I\'.. \lalcolm, Knowledge a11d 
Certainty, pp. :2.30 ff) 

If it be denied that knowledge and belief can be simply 
retained, and that a belief can be well grounded simply by 
virtue of having heen acquired on the basis of good evi-
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d<·11ce or from a reliable source, the only alternative seems 
to lw that we 111w,t I){' constant)>· re-acq11iring, on the basis 
of a co11ti1111<)tts s11ppl>· of fresh evidence, e\·ery item of 
knowledgt• we possess and are said to remember. The 
latter seems a fantastic vie\v, yet it appears to lw implil'it 
i11 the repn·sentative theory and other (.'lassi(.'al theories of 
lltelll(HY. 

SKEPTICISM AND THE JUSTIFICATION 
OF MEMOHY 

The problem of the "justification of memory" is often 
formulated i11 such a way as to make it appear that the 
problem {'Xists only for those who accept a representative 
theory of memory. Tints we can avoid having to answer the 
question, "\\'!tat entitles 11s to believe in the existence of 
past ev<>nts on the basis of our present memories?" hy 
denying, as it seems that WP should deny, that memory 
belids are gro1mded on present data. But not all formula
tions of the problem can be dismissed in this way. Russell 
claimed in Tlte Analysis uf ,\find that it is logi(_'ally possi
ble that "the world spra11g into existence fiv<> minutes ago, 
exactly as it was then, with a population that 'remembered' 
a wholly unreal ·past." In support of this claim, Russell 
remarked that "there is no logically necessary connection 
between events at different times." This sugg;ests that he 
would have assented, not simply to the claim that for any 
instant of time it is logically possible that all memory be
liefs held at that time are false, but also to the stronger 
claim that it is log;ically possible that memory beliefs al
ways have been and always will he false. To many it has 
seemed that these claims (especially the latter) lead to 
absolute skeptil'ism about the possibility of memory 
knowledg;e, or any other sort of knowledge, about the past. 
The problem of the justification of memory can he reg;arded 
as the problem of showing that philosophical skeptil'isrn 
about memory is g;roundless and perhaps sensel<·ss. To 
show this, it seems, one must show either (I) that (con
tra H11ssell) it is not logically possible that nwmories 
should lw always or generally false, or (:2) that the admis
sio11 that this is logically possible (as opposed to being 
possible in some stronger sense) does not imply that we do 
not or cannot have memory knowledg;e of the past. 

A question frequently discussed is whether there c:an be 
an i11d11ctii:e justification of memory. Anyone who thinks 
that there can Ill' sul'h a justification presumably thinks it 
logicall>· possible that memories should he generally 
fals<·, but holds that we 11e\·ertheles:-. have good ern
pirical (inductive) g;rounds for thinking that in fact our 
memories are for the most part true. The following analogy 
lends this view some plausibility: It is logically possible 
that there should never have been fire where there is 
smoke (for it is only a conting;ent fact that smoke is gener
ally produced by fire), but this does not prevent us from 
having; excelle11t empirical grounds for thinking that smoke 
g;enerally indicates the existence of fire. 

It is often argued against the possibility of an inductive 
justification of memory that any such "justification" would 
be circular. In order to establish any correlation between 
memories and past events (that is, between the existence 
of memory beliefs and the truth of these beliefs), we would 

need to have knowledge of the past, and this knowledge, it 
is said, would be based ultimately on memory. Thus, it has 
been argued hy C. D. Broad, Bertrand Bussell (in An ln
</lliry Into Meaning and Truth), and H. H. Price, that in 
trying; to show that this is so, \Ve would be assuming that 
memories (our own, or those of other persons on whose 
testimony we were relying) are generally true, and we 
would therefore be beg;ging the question. 

This argument, however, must be used with care. As 
noted earlier, philosophical discussions of memory have 
been concerned mainly (sometimes exclusively) with 
memory of particular past events. And if it is only the 
"reliability" of this sort of memory that someone purports 
to be able to estahlish empirically, the charg;e of circularity 
cannot be proved, at least not in any obvious way. Suppose 
that I try to show that event-memory is generally accurate 
by checking my event-memories, and those of others, 
against what I can infer about the past on the basis of 
present evidenl'e (records, remains, and the like), and 
scientific laws and generalizations. It may be objected that 
my knowledg;e of scientific laws and g;eneralizations rests 
ultimately on memory. Hut does it rest on the sort of mem
ory in question, namely, on memories of pa1ticular past 
events? It is true that I would not have this knowledge if I 
had not had experiences of certain sorts in the past. But it 
is not the case that I must remember those experiences in 
order to have the knowledg;e (of laws and generalizations) 
that I have now. \Ve would never say that a man does not 
know a general truth simply on the g;rounds that he is 
unable to remember learning; it, or is unable to remember 
the observations or experiments that orig;inally led him to 
accept it. (It F. Holland makes a similar point; see "The 
Empiril'ist Theory of l\1emory," 47.5-477.) 

But to the extent that a noncircular inductive justification 
of memory is possible, such a justification would be of no 
use in refuting; a philosophical skeptic. Our knowledge of 
scientific laws and generalizations is not, and does not 
normally depend on, event-memory. But in a broad sense 
this knowledge is memory knowledge; if I know a general 
truth, and have 11ot just learned it, I can, g;iven an appro
priate l'ontext, be said to remember it. (I would not be said 
to remember such a truth, or for that matter to know it, 
unless it were such, and the context were such, that there 
l'otild he a real question as to whether I know it. Thus it 
would generally lie inappropriate, though not generally 
false, to say of a normal adult that he remembers, or knows, 
that salt dissolves in water. This fact seems to be irrelevant 
to tlw question under discussion, but for a writer who 
takes a different view, see J. Nelson.) Any skeptical doubts 
that (.'an be raised about event-memory can equally well be 
raised about memory in this broader sense. If one is led by 
the Hussellian (and Humean) principle that "there is no 
logically necessary connection between events at different 
times" to believe that it is logically possible that we are 
mistaken whenever we think that we remember particular 
events, one will also be led to believe that it is logically 
possible that we are mistaken whenever we think that we 
remember (or know) such g;eneral facts as (to take an exam
ple from Price) that ink marks retain a more or less con
stant shape for long; periods of time (this being the sort of 
fact one would he taking for granted in trying to check the 



accurac~· of e\'ent-memory Ii~- maki11g 11st· of diari('~ a11d 
other written records). Hut if the words "renwmlier" and 
"memory" are used in their broadest senses, so that a man 
can be said to remember anything he knows and has not 
just learned, then it seems quite absurd to suppose that we 
can give a noncircular inductive justification of memory. 
For the only facts that one could appeal to in giving such a 
justification would be a subset of those one had _just come 
to know, namely, those one's knowledge of which was not 
in any way grounded on previously acquired knowledge. 
Possibly there are some facts of this sort-for example, 
observable facts about one's present environment. But it 
seems clear that such facts could never constitute, by them
selves, evidence for the assertion that memory beliefs are 
generally true. (Unfortunately, space does not permit a 
discussion of R. F. Harrod's ingenious, though to this 
writer unconvincing, attempt to do what has been claimed 
here to be impossible.) 

At least one writer, C. I. Lewis, has attempted to give 
what could be called an a priori justification of memory. 
He argues that the supposition that we are victims of a 
"systematic delusion of memory" is meaningless because 
unverifiable in principle; that "to doubt our sense of past 
experience as founded in actuality, would be to lose any 
criterion hy which either the doubt itself or what is doubted 
could be corroborated and to ernse altogether the dis
tinction between empirical fact and fancy", and that every 
ostensible memory must therefore lie regarded as having, 
simply by virtue of being an ostensible memory, a "prima 
facie credibility." And if this is so, he holds, the "con
gruence" of different rnemorit_'S with one another, that is, 
the fact that two or more memories agree in testifying to 
the existence of ,1 past state of affairs, can promote the 
prima facie credibility of a memory into a high degree of 
probability-rather as the agreement of someone's testi
mony with the independent testimony of other witnesses 
increases the likelihood that what he says is true. (For 
another attempt to _give a noninductive justification of mem
ory, see R. Brandt.) 

Lewis appears to subscribe to a version of the repre
sentative theory of memory and to think that his argument 
establishes that we are justified in basing beliefs about the 
past on present memory data. Hut one can disagree with 
him about this and still agree that it does not make sense to 
suppose (and hence is not logically possible) that memory 
beliefs are universally or generally false. A strong case has 
recently been presented against the logical possibility of 
Russell's "hypothesis" that the world came into existence 
five minutes ago (see ;\I_ '.\lalcolrn, pp. 187 ff.). And the con
siderations which tell a_gainst this tell at least as strongly 
against the view that it is logically possible that memory 
beliefs in general-those that we will have in the future as 
well as those we have now-are universally or generally 
false. This viev,l rests on the idea that it can only be con
tingently true, if it is true at all, that memory beliefs are for 
the most part true. lf this were so, we ought to be able to 
imagine finding a people whose memories were seldom or 
never correct. But supposinu; that there could be such a 
people, how could we identify any of their utternm:es as 
memory claims (as we would have to be able to do in order 
to find that their memory claims are mostly false)? We 
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v,m11ld not be satisfied that one of our mv11 cliildr<'n had 
learned the correct use of the word "remember" a11d of the 
expressions that indicate past tern,e unless the sincere 
statements he made by the use of these expressions \\'ere 
normally true-just as we would not allow that ~omeone 
knew the meaning of the word "blue" if he typically ap
plied it to such things as grass and trees. In thi:-. ca~e, as in 
many others, using an expression correctly necessarily 
goes together with using it to make statements that are (for 
the most part) true. It is only because this is true of many 
expressions that it is possible to decipher a stranu;e lan
guage by seeing in what circumstances the expressions in 
that language are typically uttered. If the language of a 
people were translated in a certain way and it turned out 
that the utterances translated as memory claims nearly 
always had to be regarded as false, this would surely be 
conclusive grounds for saying that these utternnces were 
not memory claims at all and that the language had been 
mistranslated. 

Memory theorists often write as if there were a special 
skeptical problem about the existence of memory knowl
edge, over and abo\'e whatever skeptical problems there 
are about, say, the existence of perceptual knowledu;e of 
the "external world." But if we have any knowledge at all, 
we have memory knowledge, unless knowledge is never 
retained. Skepticism about memory, if it is distinct from 
skepticism about knowledge in general, is skepticism 
about the retention of knowledge. Hut what would it mean 
to sa~· that while we sometimes acquire knowledge (for 
example, in sense perception) we never retain ;111~- of the 
knowledge we acquire? Someone might think that this is 
possible, because he accepts the principle that what occurs 
in a pen,on's mind at m1y given time is logically independ
ent of what occurs in that person's mind at any other time, 
and he takes this as implying that the set of a person's 
beliefs at a given time can be totally different from (that is, 
not overlap with) the set of his beliefs at any other time. 
For if beliefs were never retained, knowledge would never 
be retained. But the general principle is open to question, 
and in any case, believing (and therefore knowing) is not a 
mental occurrence in the sense in which, say, thinki11g 
about something is. The set of propositions I can be said to 
believe now does not consist only of propositions that I am 
presently thinking oL it includes a vast number of propo
sitions that I have not thought of or acted on recently and 
will not think about ur act on in the near future. It seems 
clear th,1t neither I nor anyone else could have any basis 
for making the claim that five seconds ago, or even five 
minutes or five hours ago, I believed none of the proposi
tions I believe now and believed instead an entirely 
different set of propositions. This claim would be quite 
unintelligible. What ought to seem puzzling is not the idea 
that beliefs can be simply retained once acquired, but the 
idea that they cannot be, that is, the idea that their reten
tion, if possible at all, requires a special explanation (per
haps in terms of their constantly being reacquired on the 
basis of the memory data posited by the representative 
theory). ;\;o sense can be given to the notion of a belief 
lasting no time at all, and if someone is said to have be
lieved something for only a few seconds or minutes, then 
what requires an explanation (if what is said is to be even 
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intclligilile) is not his retaining the belief for that length of 

tilll(', hut rather his losing it after so short a time. (The 

explanation might he that he al'quired, or suddenly remem

lwred, <·videnl'e a12;ainst the truth of the helid-and oh

vio11sly ther<' is no l'omparahle explanation that l'ould 

rn,ike 111telli12;ihle the claim that someone Ii.ts lost all of the 

beliefs he liad fin· sel'onds or five minutt:'s ago.) But if 

beliefs l'all, indet•d niust, he retained for some period of 

ti Ille, the same must he true of knowledge. At any raft', this 

will Ill' so if, as was snggested above, a person's belief can 

lw well gron11ded (well enough grounded to qualify it for 

!wing knowledge if it is true) hy virt11e of its havin!-! been 
so 12;rounded in the past-and eertainly we do not require, 

in our ordinary use of the word "knowledge," that a person 

rnust eonstantly lie acquiring new grounds for a belief, if 

his retention of it is to he the retention of knowledge. But 

if then· is retained knowle(ke, then there is memory 

knowledge. 

If it is not intellic:ihle to say (and hence not lol.!;i<'ally 

possible) that memory beliefs are always or generally false, 

or that knowl<·cke is seldom if ever retained long enough 

to lwcorne memory knowledge, perhaps showing this to he 

so l'ould he called giving an "a priori j11stifil'atio11 of mem

ory." B11t in any case, if this can f)(' shown, hy arguments of 

the sort sketched above, it is not clear what rnore can he 

demanded hy way of a solution to the philosophical prob

lem of skepticism about, and the justification of, memory. 
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SYDNEY SHOEl\lAKEH 

MENASSEH (MANASSEH) BEN ISRAEL (Wl-t-
1 f-i57), .I ewish scholar, philosopher, and theologian. Menas

sclr was prohahly horn in \Ia<leira. Ilis father, a victim of 

the Spani~li Inqt1isitio11, escaped wit), his family to La Ho

dielle and then to Amsterdam, where Menasseh studied in 

the 12;rowi1112; J <'\\'ish cornmunity. At IS he hecanw a teadwr 

and preacher. Although very successful in his rabbinical 

career, \Ienasseh l'o11ld not support his family with his 

~alary and so became a printer, establishing Holland's first 

Ilehrew press. Ile printed his own first published work, an 

index to the .\lid rash Rahhah ( IGSS). i\Iost of his subse

quent works are in Spanish, Portuguese, or Latin. 

\Ienasseh's vast erudition in Jewish and Christian the

ology and philosophy and classical and contemporary 

literature attracted notice in lf-i:1S, when the first part of his 

El Co1wiliador ap1wared in Frankfurt (the second, third, 

and fourth parts appeared in Amsterdam, 16--1 I - 16.S I; the 

hook was translated into English hy E. II. Lindo, London, 

IS--1:2). This work attempted to reconcile the apparent 

conflicts and contradictions in the Bible and brought Me

nasseh into the company of Cerhard Johannes and Isaac 

\'ossius, Hugo C:rotius, and many other scholars, who 

came to regard him as the leading expositor of Jewish 

thought to the Christian world. He corresponded with 

Christian and Jewish scholars everywhere, and many came 

to Amsterdam to confer with him. 
\tenasseh hen Israel was greatly interested in the Jew

ish and Protestant cahalistic, mystical, and Messianic 

views of his time and was involved with some of the 

strangest seventeenth-century visionaries. This led to his 



most famous work and the best-known episode of his ca
reer. A Portuguese Jew from South America told him of 
finding some of the lost tribe~ of Israel in the jungles 
there. Using this material and other "data," \lenasseh lien 
Israel published his Hupe of Israel in Latin, Spanish, ,111d 
English (16.50), in which he argued that because tlw Is
raelites were spread almost everywhere on earth, the 
Messianic age was at hand. If the Jews were readmitted to 
England, then all might be ready for the \1essiah. Several 
influential Puritans, including Oliver Cromwell, held 
similar views, and they invited l\1enasseh hen Israel to 
London to discuss the re,ldmission of the Jews. l\lenasseh 
hen Israel stayed in England from IG.5.5 to Hi.57, but after 
much eontroversy no official solution emerged, although 
the unofficial readmission of Jews to England did begin. 
Disappointed, l\1enasseh hen Israel died shortly after 
leaving England. 

Although his works are not of the first rank, l\lenasseh 
ben Israel was extremely influential in developing and 
disseminating a modernized form of Jewish learning and 
in making Christian scholars aware of then-current streams 
of Jewish thought. 
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RICIIARD H. POPKIN 

MENCIUS (.37:2":'-:2~8":' n.c.), known in China a~ Con
fucius' successor in transmitting the tradition of the Tao, 
was horn in the kingdom of Chou and li,·ed in the Period 
of the Warring States. After fini~hing his stud> under a 
disciple of Tzu Ssu, grandson of Confucius, he traveled to 
various feudal states-Liang, Chi, Chou, and Lu-and 
called on the re~pectiH' kings. Wlwn he found that no 
ruler ,,·mild take him into confidence, he den>ted himself 
to ,vri ting. 

His work The Book of Me11ci11s consists of se,·en books 
with :261 chapters. It wa~ first edited by Chao Ch'i, who 
lived from A.D. l08-:201. In Chao\ preface he sa~·s, "The 
seven hooks comprise the whole doctrine of l lean·n and 
Earth, and make inquiries into thousands of topics which 
exist in the universe. ~lencius' subjects of discussion are 
Jen (henen>lt-,nce, humanity), i I righteousness), Tao (rea
son, \\'a~-), te (,·irtue), the nature of man, the decree of 
He,n-en, misery, and happiness." \\'hcther this ,·oluminou~ 
work was written b~- \lencius himself or h>· his pupils \\'an 
Chang, Kung-sun Ch'ou, or other~ is still a question, but 
the st~·le of the language does show the imprint of \len
cius' strong character. It may lw safe!~· assumed that most 
of the dialogue~ i11 the book arc deri,·ed from ~lencius' 
own note~. 

\lencius' philo~ophy was fir-,t reeognized Ii~- Emperor 
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\\ '1· 11 Ti or tlic Fornwr I Lin D, 11a-,t~ 1 wig1J('d 17\J- I :'i7 B.< 

who also founded a professorial chair for the -,tud~ of 
The Book of Mencius IH'fort· ( :11,10 ( :l1 'i\ <·011111w11tan ,,·,1-, 
written. I lis philo~ophical pri11cipl<-~ ,m· -,11111111,Irl/<·d i11 
tlw following paragraph~. 

Goodness of human nature. \l<-ncim lwlit·\Td tl1at 
there is a beginning or a potential it,· of goodnt•~-, i11 l1111n,m 
nature lwcau~t· of four kinds of ,·irt1w-Jc11, i, Ii td<'tT11c~ ,, 
chili (knmvlcdge)-inlwrent in man. I It' s,1icl: "Tll(' rn•li11)..': 
of commiseration is the beginning of Jen, tl1at of ~lwme and 
dislike is the beginning of I, that of modest~· and complai
sance is the beginning of Li, and that of approving and 
disapprm·ing is the heginning of Chili" (Book 11, Part 1, 

Ch. 6). This ,·iew of human nature presupposes tlwt 111a11 as 
rational !wing has moral ~ense and knmdedge. 

Mind and thinking. Confucim gave the ath-ice: "Learn
ing without thinking is labor scattered; thinking without 
learning is dangerous." He mt·,mt to ~ay that hoth learning 
and thinking are indi~pemalile. \\'itlmut learning there are 
no data for inquir~·- \\'ithout thinking no principle or con
cept can he reached. ~lencius penetrated more deepl~· and 
singled out the priorit~ of the work of mind and thinking. 
lie said: "The wnse-. of hearing and seeing do not think 
and are oh~cured Ii~ external thing~. \\'hen one thing 
comes into contact with another, as a matter of course, one 
lead~ the other awa~·." \lencius meant to ~a~· that ~en~t·s 
ne,·cr make man reflect upon himwlf. lit- ,l(l(Jt.d: "To the 
mind belongs tlw oHice of thi11ki11g. B~- thinking, it gi,·1·-. 
the right \ ie,,· of things; Ii~ nl'gleding to think, it fails to 
do this" (Book \'I, Part :2, Ch. 1.5). lh· gi,·i11l-2: priorit~· to thl' 
function of mind and thinking, \k1wi11s l>uilt 11p an idl'al
istic foundation for C:hi1w~e philosoph~. 

Moral rigorism. \lo Tz11\ ,·it·,,· of 11tilitari,mi-.111 i-. hawd 
on his engineering worb. \lo Tz11 attackt·d thl' ( :onfuci,111 
-,clrnol Ii~- critici1.ing it Im starting with the motin· of doing 
,vhat is right and neglecting the aspect of utility or advan
tages. \1encius, in defending moral rigorism, called \lo 
Tzu a heretic aml comlenmed him a~ ont· ,,·l10 11t·).2;lectt'd 
hi~ dut~· of ~l:'n·in,g the father. 1 n \lcm·im' <'> es \lo T1.11 ·~ 
principle of unin·rs,d Ion· neglected ti)(' priorit~ of the 
duty of ,e1Yinl( onl'\ fatlwr. Tlw Confucian -.d100I tl1ink, 
that the d11t~· of sen·ing the members of one's family is the 
most important while !\to Tzu's school thinks that love for 
all is the first duty. 

Intuitive knowledge. \lenciu~ held the ,·ie,,· that con
~cience i-, the wellspring from wl1il'h rnll'~ of 11wr,d dut~· 
arise. I It- -,aid: 

The ability possessed b~· men without kl\·ing been 
acquired b~- learning is their intuitive abilit~· [/ia11g
r1l111g], and the knowledge posseswd h~- them withrn1t 
the exerci~e of thought i~ their intuiti,·e knowledge 
[/iang-chih]. Children carried in thl' ,mm all k11ow to 
love thl'ir parl'nt~, ,111d whl'n thl'~- ;ire grown, tlw~ all 
know to lo,·e their cider brother~. Filial affection for 
parents is [the working of] lienevolenn_•. Hespect for 
ciders is [the working of] righteonsness. There is no 
other reason [for these feelings]; they helong to all 
under hea,·en. (Book \'11, Part I, Ch. 1,5) 

The que~tion of whether intnitio11 alrnw 1s \11fficient or 
whether knowledge ,llld experience are lll'lTS~ar~· in order 
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to distingtJish right and wrong is controversial in Chinese 
philosoph~·- Philosophers such as Chu Hsi and others held 
that dictates of conscience alone an, not sufficient and that 
experience and learning must supplement them. \Vang 
Yang-m.ing, on the other hand, believed that intuitive 
krwwledge 1no\·ides a criterion of right and wrong. 

Political philosophy. .\lencius condemned contempo
rarv strategists and diplomats and those who atkocated the 
polic~· of fighting and of increa~ing food production. In 
opposing them, .\1encius tried to convince the peoplo that 
government by benevolence-that is, love of the people, 
fair distribution of land among the farmers, and better 
education-is the proper wa~:. 

Class concepts or universals. 7\lencius' method is to 
find a class concept or a universal for an~· universe of dis
course. He said: "Thu~ all things which are the same in 
kind are like to one another. ... 111 accordance with this 
the -;cholar Lung said, 'If a man makes hempen sandals 
without knowin_g the size of people's feet, yet l know that 
he will not make them like baskets. Sandals are all like one 
another because all men's feet are like one another.·" Tlw 
term .. cla~~ concept," repeatedh- stressed by .\1cnci11s, 
indicates his fundamental method . .\le11cim' theoretical 
formulation exercised a more penetrating influence on tl1e 
Sung and .\ling thinkers, although Conhrci11s, a Fournier of 
the ~ame -;c_·hool, i-. nrnch more respected than any other 
phi losophcr. 

Works by Mencius 

The Works of l\1e11ci11s, tramlated b~- \\'. A. C. 11. Dob.,011. To
ronto, 19(-;:3. 

Lt·gge, James, The Chinese Classics, \'ol. II, Mencius, 2d ed. 
Oxford, IH~J:3-189.'5: :3d ed., HJfiO. 
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Chang, Cars11n, "The Significance of l\lencius." Philosophy East 
and West, \'ol. 8 ( l\:;l.58), :37--18. 

De Barr,\\'. T., Chan, W.-T., and Watson, B., Sources of Chirl('se 
Tradition. :\cw York, HJfiO. See pp, l00-112. Contains ~elections. 

Fung Yu-Ian, A Short History of Chinese Philosophy, Derk 
Hodde, ed. :--Jew York, HJ-18; paperback ed., l9fi0. Set• Ch. 7. 

CARSUN CIIA;'I/C 

MENDELSSOHN, MOSES (l7:2q-178fi), the greatest 
Jewish philosopher in the eighteenth century, wa-; born in 
Dessau, the son of a poor Jewish copyist of sacred scrolls. 
His first studies were devoted to the Bible, the Talmud, 
and Maimonides' Guide for the Perplexed. He followed his 
teacher Habbi David Friinkel to Berlin in I 74.5, where he 
learned to read German and Latin while living in great 
poverty. In 17,50 he became a tutor in the household of the 
Jewish silk manufacturer Isaak Bernhard; he was later a 
bookkeeper and ultimately a partner in Bernhard's firm. In 
Berlin .\,1endelssohn became a close friend of G. E. Les
sing, C. F. Nicolai, and Thomas Abbt. After 1755 his repu
tation as a philosopher and critic grew rapidly throughout 
Germany. By his contemporaries he was regarded as emi
nently kind and virtuous, and because of his wisdom and 
ugliness he was called "The Jewish Socrates." Lessing is 
said to have modeled the character of Nathan in his drama 
Nathan der Weise upon Mendelssohn. In 1763 Mendels
solm's Abhandhmg iiber die Evidenz in den metaphy-

sischen Wisse11sclwfte11 ("Essay 011 Evidence in Metaphys
ical Science," Berlin, 17G-1) wm1 a prize from the Berlin 
Academy, and he was later elected to the academy, al
though his appointment was never confirmed. 

In spite of his Jewish extraction, Mendelssohn's devel
opment as a philosopher was notably Ccrman in character; 
he was influenced mainly by Leibniz, Christian Wolff, 
Alexander Baumgarten, C. F. t\1eier, his Berlin friends, 
and among foreign philosophers, by John Locke, Shaftes
bury, Edmund Burke, Jean Baptiste Dubos, and ;\1auper
tuis. 

Mendelssohn was a typical "popular philosopher." He 
was empirically minded, refrained from final systematiza
tions of his theories, wrote in an easy and attractive style, 
and was mainly interested in aesthetics, psychology, and 
religion (although he also discussed methodological and 
metaphysical questions). ll is contribution to the emanci
pation of the Jews was significant. Because of the continu
ous evolution of his ideas, a summary of his views can only 
cover the general trends of his thought. Ile exerted a great 
influC'nce not only upon his closest friends but upon his 
whole generation in Germany, and upon Kant in particular. 

Aesthetics and psychology were, in Mendelssohn's 
mind, closely interrelated. He continued the work of 
Baumgarten and l'vleier, but amalgamated their doctrines 
with the tenets of English and French aesthetics translated 
into the terminology of Cerman psychology. Generally 
attributed to \1endelssohn is the first clear distinction 
between beauty and metaphysical perfection: he held that 
beauty wa~ an inferior, subjective kind of perfection. 
Metaphysical perfection consists in unity in a multiplicity. 
Aesthetic perfection arises out of the limits of human un
derstanding. Man is unable to conceive, as Cod ean, the 
real, supreme unity in the enormous variety of things. He 
must therefore content himself with introducing an 
artificial unity (uniformity) into some objects in order to he 
able to perceive them as wholes; and this is beauty. 

In this way, Mendelssohn began a trend away from 
Baumgarten 's and I'vleier' s aesthetic ohjectivism toward a 
subjective aesthetics that soon dominated Cerman aes
thetics: a beautiful object is not necessarily perfect in 
itself, hut must he perfect in its capacity to he perceived. 
The perception of beauty strengthens the representative 
activity of the soul and makes it more perfect, thus causing 
a feeling of pleasure. The perception of beauty causes 
intuitive knowledge; in its highest stage it becomes the 
"aesthetic illusion" in which, for example, fable appears as 
reality. \·lendelssohn's conception of beauty permitted him 
to explain the pleasurable effect of tragedy and of th e sub-
1 ime, whose distinction from beauty he was the first in 
Cerrnany to explain clearly. ln tragedy, murder is the 
representation of a morally and metaphysically imperfect 
event, hut its representation may he subjectively perfect. 
.\lenclelssohn, clearly under the influence of Burke, he ld 
that in the sublime, the pleasure in awareness of immen
sity of distance, size, or number is mixed with some pain 
because of our inability to comprehend it completely. In 
both cases, aesthetic pleasure is the result of the "mixed 
feeling" (vermischte E111pfi11dung) arising 111 our soul: even 
if some element of the perception is unpleasant, the per
ception as a subjective whole is pleasurable. 



;'\lendelssohn's study of the pefl'eption of beauty led him 
to introduce a doctrine of mental faculties that was later 
adopted in modified form by h.ant and others. \lendels
sohn held that aesthetic feelings must lw attrib11ted to a 
faculty different from intellect and desire, a faculty that he 
called the faculty of approval (Billig1wg.ffcm1iigcn). The 
beauty of an object escapes 11s if we suhjed it to a process 
of analysis and definition; therefore, experience of the 
beautiful cannot he an object of knowledge. A beautiful 
object gives us aesthetic pleasure even if we do not pos
sess the object; thus, the approval of beauty must he dis
tinct from desire. Metaphysical perfection, unlike beauty, 
is both known b~, intellect and an object of desire. 

Beauty is produced by genius. Cenius does not imitate 
nature, but "idealizes" it; that is, it exhibits natural objects 
as Cod would ha\·e created them if his aim had been aes
thetic and not metaphysical perfection. Cenius is inde
pendent of rules because it establishes its own rules. A 
genius' procedure is instinctive. 

Mendelssohn believed that both the existence of Cod 
and the immortality of the soul could he demonstrated. 
Although his Morge11st1111de11 oder Vorles11nge11 iiber das 
Daseuu Gottes (":'\lorning I lours, or Lectures on the 
Existence of Cod," Berlin, l 7S.5) was written in awareness 
of Kant's previow,l y published K.ritik des reiuen \Tennwft, 
in it \lendelssohn accepted both the Ontological Argu
ment and the Argument From Design. 

:'\lendelssohn's Phiidou oder 11ber die U11sterhlicl1keit der 
Seefe (" 'Phaedo,' or on the Immortality of the Soul,'' Ber
lin, 1767) was a dialogue on immortality in imitation of 
Plato's Plwedo. The soul is a simple substance and there
fore indestructible. The soul might nevertheless lose its 
consciousness, but the di\·ine wisdom and goodness of 
Goel would not allow this to happen. 

:'\lendelssohn's plans to publish a work commemorating 
Lessing, who had died in I 7S 1, prompted F 11 Jacobi to 
write to \lendelssohn asking whether he knew that Les
sing was a Spinozist. The resulting quarrel, which soon 
involved Hamann, I lerder. and Goethe as well as :'\len
delssohn and Jacobi , is discussed in the article PA;-..r

THEISl\tuSSTREIT. 

l\lendelssohn had heen challenged in l 7r,q by the Swiss 
physiognomist and religious writer Johann Caspar Ln·ater 
either to demonstrate the falsity of Christian revelation or 
to become a convert to Christianity. \lendelssohn's answer 
was that the deism of the Enlightenment, which he had 
developed into a universal religion of reason, was in fact 
identical with J11daism. In his .fcmsalem oder 1iber re
ligiiise Macht 1111d ]11dent11111 ("Jernsalem, or on Religious 
Power and Judai~rn," :?. vols., Berlin, 17S:"3), \lendelssohn 
supported religious and political toleration, and advocated 
separation of church and state and civil equality for the 
Jews. He always fought against both advocates of anti-Sem
itism and conservative Jews for a cultural and political 
union of Christians and Jew~. 
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GIORCIO TO:\'ELLI 

MERCIER, DESIRE JOSEPH (18.51-19:2n), Thomist 
philosopher and Roman Catholic cardinal, was horn in the 
\\'al loon ~ection of Brabant, Belgium. At the end of his sec
ondary education, \lercier decided to study for the priest 
hood. he studied philosophy and theology at the ~laline~ 
Seminar~· for five ~·ears and sub~equenth· at the LTni
versit~' of Louvain. Ordained in 1874, he received the 
licentiate (equi\·alcnt to the current doctorate) in theology 
in lk77. The same ~·e:n he was named professor of philos
oph\· at the :\laline, Seminar~·, where he taught logic and 
psychology for the next five year~. 

The famous encyclical, Aetemi Patris, of Pope Leo :\III, 
urging ti1e restoration of scholastic, particularly Thomistic, 
philosophy, was published in 1S7~J. In IS8:?. a chair of 
Thomistic philosoph~- was established at Louvain, and 
\lercier was named to thi, post. 

For the next several years, :'\lercier taught courses in the 
various branches of philosophy, always attempting to re
late Thomism to contemporary issues; in the course of this 
effort, \lercier became convinced that tlw task of making 
Thomism a living philosoph~- wrndd require the comhinecl 
efforts of man~· specialists. I Jenee, he conceived the notion 
of establishing a special institute of philosoph~-. with the 
aim not only of offering courses in Thomistic thought but 
also of providing the staff and facilities for a genuine re
search center. After considerable difficulty the Institute of 
Philosophy was established in !,".sq as an integral part of 
the l 1niversity of Louvain, with :'\lercier as its first presi
dent. The Philosophic Soeiet~ of Lom·ain (still active) 
was founded h~- \lercier in 1888; in 1894 this organization 
founded the philosophical quarter!~- Revue neo-scolas
tiq11c (still p11hlished under the title of Rff,11e philoso
pl,iq11e de Lo1nai11). with \lercier as its editor. 

From lS~J:3 to I q()(-j, \lercier's life was intimately bound 
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up with that of the lnstit11te. llis teaching activity contin
ued; he published widdy; and in the face of many 
difficulties, he worked incessantly to build and maintain 
the quality of the Institute. llis success in this area is 
11H·asuwd hy the fact that Louvain quickly became an 
internationally recognized center for philosophical work, 
attracting students from all over the world. 

In {q()(j :\lercier's career in philosophy was interrupted 
by his being named arcl1bishop of :\lalines; he was made 
cardinal the following yt-'ar. From this time until his death, 
Cardinal :\lercier's immense energies were directed to
ward the organizational and pastoral duties of his office. 
The \even volumes of his Oe1nres pastorates (Louvain, 
l!H I -19:28) give \Ollle indication of the extent of his writ
ings on pa\toral, religious, and theological matters. Chief 
among his interests were social, political, and scientific 
question\ affecting religious life, the liturgy, and church 
unity. In I\J:21, at :\lalines, he initiated the "conver\ations" 
with members of the Anglican church, which continued at 
inten·als until his death. 

World \Var I broke out during Cardinal :\lercier's epis
copate, and he became a national and international leader 
in resisting Cerman imperialism and in articulating the 
moral rights of people~ and nations during time\ of war 
His death was the occasion of world-wide tributes to :\ler
cier's immense moral stature and influence as an outstand
ing philosopher, ecclesiastic, and citizen of the world. 

Mercier's philosophy. An examination of the life of 
Cardinal :\lercier makes it evident that one dimension of 
his importance for the history of philosophy mu\t he related 
to his key role in organizing and devt,loping the Insti
tute of Philosophy at Louvan. It !Jecome\ equally evident, 
however, that this dimension cannot be divorced from hi\ 
originality and depth as a philosopher. :\loreover, the 
significance of :\1ercier as a philosopher can he fully seen 
only in the context of the state of philosophy among Ro
man Catholic thinkers and teachers in Catholic institutions 
in the latter half of the nineteenth century, on the one 
hand, and in the light of :\1ercier's response to and under
standing of the papal encyclical Aeterni Patris, on the 
other. Although there \Vere scattered efforts at a renewal of 
Thomistic thought during this period, philosophy in Cath
olic circles was by and large eclectic and superficial. Little 
serious effort had been made to meet either the challenge 
of Kant or the Positivism of Comte and the skepticism of 
llume and the British empiricists. Consequently, Catholic 
philosophy was generally in serious disrepute. 

It is in this setting that the publication of Aetemi Patris 
Jllust he viewed. This encyclical has been misinterpreted 
by Catholic and non-Catholic thinkers alike as calling for a 
return to the letter of thirteenth-century thought and as 
representing ecclesiastical approval, even sanction, of a 
particular philosophical doctrine. Hecent scholarship has 
amply demonstrated the falsity of both these views and 
shows Leo .\:Ill's intent to have been a renewal and articu
lation of a philosophy organically linked to a great philo
sophical tradition and compatible with Christian faith but 
rethought in relation to contemporary problems and issues 
(see J. Collins in Edward T. Gargan, ed., Leo XIII and the 
Modem World, New York, 1861, pp. 181-209). 

No one seems to ha\·e caught the spirit of this intent or 

to h,n-e grasped the urgency and challenge of the intellec 
tual crisis of the time more accurately than Cardinal t\ler
cier. Perhaps this can best be seen by a brief exposition of 
\1ercier's thought in three crucial areas: the nature of the 
philosophical endeavor in itself and in its relation to re
vealed truth and theology, the relation of Thomistic 
thought to modern philosophy, and the relation of philoso
phy to the discoveries of modern science. 

For :\lercier, philosophy is essentially an effo1t of reason 
reflecting on the data of experience. Included in this view 
is a strong affirmation that philosophy must take its point of 
departure and find its ultimate grounding in the evidence 
of the real, objective world, in contradistinction to all 
forms of ideal ism and theories of innate ideas. The role of 
reason is I ikewise strongly emphasized by Mercier, espe
cially in his opposition to Positivism. For him, philosophy 
must be scientific in the classical Aristotelian sense; the 
mind is capable of going beyond the contingent order of 
the factually given and of finding real, general necessity 
and order underlying the sensibly grasped world. I Ience, 
:\1ercier makes a strenuous effort to re-establish the via
hil ity of a realistic metaphysics in the face of the Kantian 
critique and the severe limitations placed on reason hy 
Comtian Positivi\m. The doctrine of alJstraction and the le
gitimate use of the analytic and synthetic activity of the 
mind constitute the operative principles in this effort. 
:'\evertheless, philosophy for \lercier is a highly personal 
endeavor that must always remain open and be capable of 
organic growth in the light of new evidence. Thus, Tho
mistic philosophy is held by him as "neither an ideal which 
one is forbidden to surpass nor a harrier fixing the limits 
of the activity of the mind"; rather, it is a source of phi
losophical i11\piration which provides a framework for 
entering into gc·nuine dialogue with the contemporary 
situation. 

:\lercier is in fundamental agreement with St. Thomas in 
t>xpressing confidence in the impossibility of real contra
diction between revealed doctrine and philosophically 
e~tahlished truth. He\·ealed truth functions for him as an 
extrinsic negative norm, but it provides neither the moti
vation for adherence to a philosophical truth nor a source 
of evidence or knowledge for the philosopher in his proper 
task. Thus, :\lercier emphasizes the essential automony, 
the rigorously rational character, the intrinsic openness, 
and the need for internal growth of philosophy. 

In his writings :\1ercier is manifestly impatient with the 
general tendency of his immediate predecessors among 
Roman Catholic philosophers to opt for one of two general 
positions-a superficial eclecticism or a dogmatic and naive 
real ism based on common sense. In sharp contrast to these 
positions, :\lercier felt it absolutely essential to examine 
the whole of modern philosophy with great sympathy and 
to integrate its sound insights into an integral and re
thought Thomism. This principle <lid not, however, pre
vent \;lercier from being highly critical of the various con
temporary philo\ophical positions. His polemical writings 
are directed against fideism, traditionalism (the view that 
human reason without the aid of revelation necessarily 
falls into error), voluntarism, sentimentalism, pragmatism, 
Cartesianism, Positi\'ism, and Kantian critical philosophy. 
He argued strenuously against the Cartesian prindple of 



universal methodic doubt and against Cart<:'sia11 d11alism, 
undertaking to show that the Thomistic doctrine of the 
substantial unity of man could overcome the difficulties to 
which this dualism gives rise. 

Positivism and Kantian philosophy, however, occupied 
most of t-.-1ercier's attention, and it was in relation to these 
views that .\lercier developed his own epistemology (in 
Crithiologie ge11erale, J8mJ), which represents one of his 
most original contributions to the renewal of Thomistic 
thought. Against the positivist theories of H. A Taine, 
John Stuart t-.lill, Herbert Spencer and Auguste Comte, 
which he undertook to refute in detail, Mercier insistently 
affinned the primacy of the criterion of reason and the 
absolute value of "ideal judgments." Although the posi
tivists of his day were his principal adversaries, Kant was 
probably the modern philosopher whom he most admired. 
His understanding of Kant was limited, however, to the 
interpretation of his times, and his criticism centers on 
what he considered to be the psychological subjectivism, 
hence relativism, of Kant. In the final analysis, then, he 
feels that both Kantian critical philosophy and Positivism 
lead to skepticism and agnosticism. His response was an 
attempt to establish a realistic metaphysics on the basis of 
a sophisticated epistemological critique and a develop
ment of a theory of ce1titude. In his own syst<:'matic 
thought, it is not clear that .\lercier fully succeeded in 
formulating what he intended-that is, a middle term 
between empiricism and rationalism-for his effort begins 
with a vigorous defense of the absolute ce1titude of ideal 
judgments, and from this position he attempts to establish 
the degree of certitude proper to judgments of experience. 
In choosing this starting point, .\lercier is forced to infer 
the reality of the external world on the basis of an ideal 
principl<:' of causality. Neve1 the less, it remains a fact that 
.\lercier's epistemology in its attempt to establish a \'iahle, 
realistic metaphysics represented a major advance in 
Thomistic thought. 

Apart from his epistemology the most original and com
manding dimension of .\lercier's thought concerned the 
relation between philosoph~· and science. In this area he 
strongly advocates the necessity for philosophy to he inti
mately acquainted with the findings of modern science. 
His own efforts in this area were devoted to a synthesis of 
the new science of psychology and traditional philosophy; 
the detail with which he unde1took to understand the work 
of such contemporary psychologists as \\'ilhelm \\'undt and 
the developments in medical psychology were radically 
new for his time. Although he clearly held that science and 
philosophy represent two different modes of thought and 
although he attributed some real autonomy to science, 
.\lercier probably did not fully appreciate the theoretical 
component of science (this is hardly surprising given the 
state of the psychological sciences and the philosophy of 
science in his clay). llence, his synthesis represents an 
attempt to understand the facts and laws established by 
science in the light of metaphysical principles. Once again, 
however partial .\lercier's particular solution to this prob
lem may be, it represents a major advance over the earlier 
tendency of scholastic philosophy to develop in complete 
isolation from contemporary thought. 

l\1ercier's own philosophical work represents, then, a 
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vigorous and s11slai1wd effort to retlii11k tr.tditio11,tl Tl10-
mistic thought in the light of contc111porarv tl1011gl1t 011 all 
fronts; moreover, the spirit of this effort was e111lir.1c<·d hy 
colleagues whom :\lercier chose to staff the Institute of 
Philosophy. The true philosophical importance of :\lercier 
must he judged hy the caliber of philosophical research 
and writing which has emanated from the Lou\ ain Insti
tute from his day to the present. 

W arks by Mercier 

For a complete bibliography of '.\len:ier's writings, see Rci:ue 
neo-scnlastique, \'ol. :?,:-; (l\-J2n), 250-2.5S. '.\len:ier wrote exten
sively for this and other philosophical journals, and much of hi~ 
polemical writing appears in articles. l-1 is major books were writ
ten primarily as textbooks and frequently appeared in ~cveral 
mimeographed forms before publication. t;1e published books 
were revised and frequently reprinted. 

The following are his principal works: "La P~ychologie experi
mentale et la philosophie spiritualiste," in Bullcti11 de la Classe 
des Lettres ct des Sciences ,\fora/cs et Politiqucs et de la Classe 
des Beaux-Arts (Brns,cls, UJOO), which was tram lated hy E. J. 
\\'irth as The Relation of Expcrimc11tal Psuchology to Philosophy 
(New York, l\J0:2); Psuchologic, 2 vols. (Louvain and Paris, JH\J:2; 
11th ed .. HJ2:3); Logique (Louvain and Paris, IS9-4; 7th ed., 
W22); Aietaphysique ghieralc 011 ontologic (Lo11v,1in and Pari,. 
1894; 7th ed., rn:?.:3): Les Origi11cs de la psyclwlogie co11temporai11c 
(Lo11vain and Paris, IH97; 5th ed., HJ2:?.), which was translated h~· 
\\'. II. '.\litdwll a, Origins o{Contc11111ornr11 Psychology (l\"ew York, 
Wl8); Crifrriologic g<;ne.ralc (Lom·ain and Paris, l89~J, 7th 
ed., Wl8). 

'.\lercier collahoratcd with '.\I. de \\'111f and D. Nys in writing 
Traite Eh;mcntairc de philosophie, 2 vok (Lo11vain and Paris, 
l\J0.5 .. 5th eel , J\J:20), translated hy T. L. Parker and S A. Parker as 
A Manual of Modern Scholastic Pliilosopl1y, :3d ed .. :?. vols. (Lon
don, W2n). 

Studies 011 Mercier 

The definitive per~onal and i11telled11al biography of '.\lt•rcier i~ 
by L. de Raeymaekcr. Le Cardinal ,\lcrcier ct /'lnstitut S11p(;rie11r 
de Philosophic de Lour-ai11 (Louvain, l\J.52), which also contains a 
detailed account of tlw founding and history of tlw Institute. The 
l1est critical studv of '.\lercier's thought is in < ;_ \'an Riet. 
L'Epistemologie tl10111iste (Lo11vai11, l\J.Jh), pp. J:3.5-17H. Also to 
he noted i~ L :'\oel, "Le Psvdwlog11e et le logicien," Reu,c 1u;o
scolastiq11C', \'ol. :?,.'--; ( JlJ:2f-i), 1·2.5- J.52. l'rnhahl~• the hc~t biography 
in English i~ l1y I Cade, The Life of Cardi11al ,\lcrcier (:\cw York, 
I lr3-4 ). 

ALDEN L. FlSIIER 

MERLEAU-PONTY, MAURICE (ISJOS-Jqfil),French 
philosopher, was horn in Rochefort-sur-rner. I le st11diecl at 
the Ecole Norrnale Supcrieure in Paris, and aftt:'r takinl-!: his 
agr<;gatio11 in philosophy in I q:31, lw taught in a numher of 
different lyCl;cs and at the Ecole l\'ormale itself. During 
World \\'ar II he served as an army officer. After 19..t.S he 
was appointed to professorships at the l 1 niversity of Lyon 
and then al the Sorbonne; and in I \J.S:2 he was named to fill 
the chair of philosophy at the Colll~ge de France. During 
the postwar period he was also active as an editor of Les 
Temps modernes, a publication he founded with Jean-Paul 
Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir. 

Philosophical orientation. \-lerleau-Ponty's career had 
two principal aspects. He was, first, a professional philoso
pher and teacher of philosophy whose main work was 
done in the field of philosophical psychology and phe
nomenology. In addition, he was a man of letters who 
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\\'rote wideh- 011 political and aesthetic subjects and took 
an actin_• part in the intellectual life of his time. De»pite 
tlw fact that \lerleau-Ponty is sometimes repn.·»ented as ,l 

kind of Jt111ior collahorator of Sartre's, both his philosophi
cal \\'ork and hi» more general \\'ritini.':S re\·eal a 111ind and a 
molk of thought that de\·eloped in a fulh· independent 
manner and that are at once \·ery different from Sartre's 
and, in point of intelled11al rigor and elegance, often 
markedly superior. 

Reaction to Cartesianism. To a con-,iderable degree, 
\lerleau-Ponty\ philo»ophical de\·elopment \\'as domi
nated h\· a strong reaction ,1gai11-,t the Cartesi,rn tradition 
and again-,t tlw critical idealism of -,uch contemporar~ 
thinkC'rs .i, Ll;<>11 Brnn,dn·icg, \\'hich \\'a<;. in his \·ie\\', the 
ultimate i»»ue of this tradition. llis deepest objection to 
that philosophy land one shared by man~· philosophers of 
his t!eneration) \\'a» that by treating the objects of kno\\'l
edge as completely susceptible to (a residueless) conccp
tualizatiou, it reduced the \\'orld to the status of a term of 
thou).';ht and, in effect, assimilated it to the k110\\'i11g mind. 
Idealism produced a harmonious logical systematization of 
our experience, but it failed to do justice to the fundamen
tal discontinuitie-, bet\\'een con!->ciousness am! the \\'oriel 
and between one con-,cio11-,ness and another. It was just 
these disconti1111itil'S that \lerleau-Ponty and others came 
to regard as fundamental to an understanding nf human 
subjedi\·ity. \lerlca11-Ponty remained a lifelon).'; !->tudent of 
Descartes, and his whole philosophy can he accurately 
characterized as a radical reinterpretation of the "Cogito". 
but it \\'as also an effort to work out a theory of mind that 
\\'011ld do justice, as Descartes's had not, to the contint!ent 
and nonconceptual character of our encounters with the 
world and \\'ith other conscious beings. 

Psychology. In comtructing his theory of mind, \lerleau
Ponty drew on two \'ery different bodie~ of thought: sci
entific ps\·cholog~· and the phenomenology of Edmund 
Hm»erl. In both cases he freely readapted the ideas he 
borro\\'ed for hi» own purposes. The psychological theory 
to \\·hich he o\\'ed the greatest debt was the Ce-;talt theory, 
but he ).';an:> its conception of perceptual \\'holes a much 
\\'ider range of application than had the psychologists from 
whom he took it, and he regarded the attempt of\\'. J..::ohler 
to explain perceptual configuration-, by reference to sup
posedly isomorphic, transphenomenal brain states as a 
fundamental error. Similarly, the beha\'iorists' identifica
tion of mental acti\·itie-; with the functioning of the ph~ .;il'al 
or).';anism made a <leep impression 011 him, b11t he denied 
that causal or quantitative analysis could do justice to these 
dimensiom of bodily activity. 

Phenomenology. \lerleau-Ponty's relation to Husserlian 
phenomenolol-':y is sti II more complex. From Husserl he 
deri\·ed the idea of philosophy as a descripti\·e account of 
the structures of conscio11sness, but he never accepted 
Husserl's theory of phenomenological reduction, which 
required that the \\·orld as a phenomenon for conscious
nes-, he disconnected or "bracketed off" from any tran
scendent being it might have in its own right. In Hu~serl's 
own philosoph~', this lea\·ing open of exi~tential questions 
t'\·entually de\·eloped into a denial that the world could he 
anything more than the intentional object of conscio11s
ness. \\'hile \lerleau-Ponty agreed with Husserl that there 

can be no knowlecl.gc of things-in-themseln_•s but only of 
things as they are acces!->1hle to human consciousness, he 
in-,isted that all perceptual experience carries with it an 
essential reference to a world that transcends conscious
ne»s. This transcendent reference can itself he made a 
theme for explicit reflection and, in that ~ense, be reduced 
to its lwin).';-for-conscio11sness, b11t this kind of reduction is 
radically different from Husserl's, for it involves no at
tempt to create an independent world of phenomenal 
immauence. Therefore, phenomenological desl'ription, as 
\lerleau-Pont\ concei\ed it, does not deal \\'ith sense data 
or e»sences alone; it also undertakes to render the self
transcending and referential character of our experienl'e, 
by \·irtue of whil'h it differs from conceptual thought. Be
l'ause he belie\·ed that the nexus of conceptual thought 
and the \\'oriel (or, as Sartre says, of es~ence and existence) 
i» effected not by means of a deduction, as the classical 
tradition would ha\'e it, hut through a perceptual encoun
ter, \lerlea11-l'onty announced the "primacy of percep
tion" a:-, a mode of al'cess to the real. 

Stran).';ely enough, it \\'as in the writings of llusserl\ last 
period, partic11lar!y in Die Krisis der curopi.ii:,chen \\'issc11-
sclwftc11 1111d die tra11scc11de11talc Phirnome11ologie ("The 
Crisis of European Science and Transcendental Phenome
nology," IlJ:3h), that \lerleau-PPnty found some of the 
principal guidelines for his account of what he termed 
the "perceptual milieu." In that work, Husserl argued that 
tlw mod:~rn !->cientific world view that had de\'eloped 
since the se\·enteenth century had, in effect, resulted in a 
kind of systematic ohli\·io11sness to the familiar percept11al 
world from which, in Husserl's vie\\", the mathematico
physical »ciences of nature take their departure and on 
\\'l1il'h they remain dependent for their final interpretation. 
This percept11al world he called the Lebrnrn:elt. \lerleau
Ponty, in hi-, major works, elaborated, in very great detail 
and with a wealth of s11pporting psychological evidence, 
thi» conception of an original and 11nique perceptual rela
tionship to the world that is presupposed by all further 
scientific con-,truction hut that cannot be retroactively ex
plained or even described i>y means of the categories of the 
natural science:-,. In particular, this distinctively human 
mode of "heint!-in-the-\\'orld" cannot, according to 
\lerleau-Ponty, he understood in term~ of the traditional 
d11alistic model that represents perceptual experiences as 
effects produced in the mind by the action of extra
phenomenal physical ca11se~. In contrast with Husserl, 
\lerleau-Ponty emphatically affirmed the reality of a world 
that transcend-, our consc:iousne:-,s of it. but he held that all 
our attempts (scientific and other\\'ise) to conceptualize 
that world remain dependent for their sense on that pri
mordial perceptual milieu. 

The t\\'o principal \\'orks in \\'hich \lerleau-Ponty de
\·eloped these views are La Structure du comporteme11t 
(The Structure of Belunior, i<-)-12) and PIH;110111hwlogie de 
la pcrceptio11 (The Phe11omc11ology of Percrption, Jl)tS). 
The former is in large part a criticism of a variety of psy
chological theories which, according to :-.terleau-Ponty, 
gin' a distorted picture of perceptual consciousness be
cause they use exclusively causal and behaviori~tic modeb. 
In attacking the attempts that have been made to analyze 
human beha\·ior as a mo~aic of reflexes, \lerleau-Ponty 



made extensive use of the work of K. Coldstcrn, with its 
emphasis on the involvement of the on!;a11ism as ,1 whole 
in all its separate functions. 

The physical and the mental. Perhaps the most impor
tm1t thesis of La Str11ct11rl' du co111J><>rtl'111e11t is \lerlem1-
Ponty's reinterpretation of the distinctions between the 
physical, the biological (or vital), and the mental. These 
were treated hy him as different levels of conceptualiza
tion at which human behavior can he studied, and they are 
distinguished by the degree to which the concepts used 
are meaningful (that is, purposi\·e in character). \\'hile 
Merleau-Ponty was very insistent upon the irreducibility 
of these distinctions, he also held that they are logically 
cumulative, so that biological concepts presuppose physi
cal concepts, and mental concepts presuppose both. But at 
the same time that he defended this thesis of the logical in
terdependence of the physical and the mental, \terleau
Ponty rejected in principle all attempts to interpret this 
relationship in causal terms. 

Subjectivity. In Plu;110111<;1wlogic de lu perception. his 
major work, l\lerleau-Ponty continued his critique of tra
ditional psychology, hut he ,1lso laid the basis of a .e:eneral 
theory of human suhjecti\·ity that was closely comparable 
to the ontologies of Heidegger and Sartre. The hook opens 
with a sustained assault upon the sense-datum theory of 
perception. This theory was ohjectionahle to \lerleau
Ponty because it represents as primary a level of experi
ence composed of "pure" sensations, that is, sensations 
stripped of any trnnscendent ref ercnce to objects and the 
world. Like Bergson, \lerleau-Ponty regarded sensations 
as the products of intellectual analysis, and he argued that 
it is impossible to reconstitute our experience of the world 
by means of artificial units that have been abstracted from 
the intentional structure of consciousness. 

In subsequent chapters :\lerleau-Ponty developed his 
highly original theory of the role of the body in perce:>ption. 
The body, he argued, is not just an object among objects. 
nor is it just a contingent fact that our perceptual experi
ence is specially conditioned hy what occtns in one parti<"
ular sector of the physical world. Instead, it is precisely 
because consciousness has a locus within the world that 
our knowledge of that world has the "perspecti\'istic'' and 
tmcompletable charncter which \lerleau-Ponty so strongly 
insisted on. The functioning of the human body itself, at 
least at its higher levels, can be understood only if we 
,1ttrihute to it the intentional structures that Sartre (with 
whom \lerleau-Ponty here differed sharply) would reserve 
for pure consciousness. 

In the concluding chapters of the P/11;110111<;110/ogic de la 
perception, \lerlem1-Ponty presented, as a part of his gen
eral theory of human subjectivity, an account of human 
liberty and its deployment in historical action. This theory 
is further developed in his two hooks devoted to political 
philosophy, ll11ma11is111c et tcrrc11r (l~J47) and Les Aicc11-
t11res de la dialcctique (l~J.5,5). Like Sartre, \lerlem1-Ponty 
viewed liberty (in the sense of freedom from causal deter
mination) as implicit in the capacit) of human conscious
ness for objectifying its situation and setting it within a 
context of possible courses of action. But unlike Sartre, 
Merleau-Ponty denied that this liberty is ever total. By our 
choices we do indeed create our moral being; hut we do so 
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progn·ssively, and 011r point of cl<"part11re i:-- always tlw 
collectively acceptl'd meanings hy which rnn world is, so 
to speak, "pre-evaluated." \lerleau-Pm1ty laid l!;r<'at <•lll
phasis on this stratum of funded IIH'aning:-,, which to him 
\\'as the intermediate term lietw<·<·11 pure i11cli\·idual ,1ili
jectivit)· and tlw lilank opacit)· of thine;s. lk saw it not ,1, 

an obstacle to individual moral autonomy hut as au i11cli:-,
pensable precondition for the exncise of freedom. I lis 
strong interest in philosophy of language reHectecl his rec
ognition that our language is the chief repository of these 
established modes of concept11alizing our experience. 

Marxism. Ethics, as \lerleau-Ponty conceived it, is 
inescapably associated with political action; and in ll11-
111<111islllC et tcrre11r and Les Ar-c11t11rcs de la dialcctiquc, he 
developed a theory of political action and of human his
tory This theory took the form of a re\'ision of i\lanism in 
the light of i\lerlem1-Ponty's own conception of human 
subjectivity. \\'hat appealed to \lerleau-Ponty in \larxism 
was its relentless realism with respect to the actual moral 
relations between human beings in modern industrial 
society and its profound sense of the dependence of con
sciousness on its material situation. \\'hat he could not 
accept wa:-, the \1arxi:-,t' s neglect, sometimes amounting to 
outright denial, of moral individuality and choice in favor of 
a self-propelling and preordained dialectic of economic de
velopment. In H1111w11is111e et tcrre11r, however, \terleau
Ponty went so far in the direction of Marxist historicism 
as to mgue that historical undertakings are to he judged 
retroactively hy their success or failure and that to act 
"historically" is inevitably to submit oneself to this "ob
jective" judgment of events, in which personal intentions, 
good or had, are irrelevant. At the same time, however, 
he rejected the orthodox \1arxist view that a scientific 
theory of the logic of historical development is available as 
a basis for such action. According to \lerleau-Ponty, polit
ical and social enterprises arc always launched in igno
rance or with uncertainty as to whether they will mesh 
with the course of history; hut if he challenged the belief 
that we know what that course will be, he did not, at this 
stage in his thought, take issue with the notion of an "ob
jective" logic of history. 

In his more recent hook, Les Are11t11rcs de la dialec
tique, i\lerlern1-Ponty revealed again a very considerable 
sympathy for \larxism but also a strong contempt for the 
degeneracy of \larxist theory within the communist move
ment and a growing disposition to subject the stl'reot~·ped 
_j11dgments of the intellectual left to critical analysis. The 
version of the dialectic that he espoused in this work has 
virtually no predictive function and seems to he simply 
an application of his general theory of consciousness to 
political action. Unlike Sartre, whose revision of \larxism 
\lerleau-Ponty called "ultrabolsche\·ism," he insisted that 
the action of a revolutionmy party, instead of supervening 
upon a popular mass in which no revolutionary tendency 
may even he latent, actually presupposes tendencies or 
meanings in the movement of society-tendencies which it 
will act to develop and direct. In this book and elsewhere, 
\lerleau-Ponty made it clear that he had come to regard 
history as irreducibly plural and contingent; he seemed 
disposed to believe tlrnt no single revolutionary movement 
against a particular class or economic structure can claim to 
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he the unique agency of the historical process or immune 
to the stagnation and loss of initiative that the \Lirxists 
consider as the peculiar fate of the capitalistic bourgeoisie. 
In general, \1erleau-Ponty saw in \1arxism a powerful 
theoretical instrnment, hut one that had to he employed in 
a heuristic way and progressively revised in the light of 
the varying historical conditions to which it was applied. 

Aesthetics and language. In his essays and articles 
\lerleau-Po11ty made contributions to two other fields of 
philosophical inquiry: aesthetics and the philosophy of 
language. In the visual arts, and above all in painting, he 
found the integral understanding of our pnct->ptual rapport 
with the world that a science-oriented culture tends in
<.Teasingly to suppress. His interest in the role of language 
in the constitution of our experiential world was one that, 
particularly in his last years, seemed almost to challenge 
the primacy he had previously claimed for perception. 
Unfortunately, he never completed the work in which this 
theme was to have been developed, hut it is clear from the 
<'ssay "011 tlw Phenomenology of Language" (l~J.5:2) that 
his studies were organized around the contribution that 
language makes to the intersuhjectivity of om experience. 

Principal Works by Merleau-Ponty 

La Str11ct11re du comporte1ne11t. Paris, !lJcl2. Translated by Al
den L. Fisher a~ The Structure of Belwl'ior. Boston, HJG:3. 

Plu;1w1111;1wlogic de la perception. Paris, W-4.5. Translated by 
Colin Smith as Phe1w111e110/ogy of Perception. London and New 
York, JlJh2. 

ll11111anis1n<' et terreur. Paris, 1q.17_ 
Sens ct 11011-snts. l'aris, W➔S. Translated hv Ii. L. and I'. A. 

Dreyfus as Sense and Nonsense. Evanstou, Iii., Hlfi➔. Collected 
essays. 

J,'f~/oge de la philosophic. l'aris, J\J.5:3. lnaugmal lecture at the 
Colli•ge de France. Translated by John \\'ild and James :,..1. Edie as 
Ill Praise of 1'l1ilosophy. Evanston, Ill., I\J6:3. 

Les A.tc11t11rcs de la dialecti</IIC. Paris, l\J.5.5. 
Sig11es. Paris, HJ<iO. Translated by R. C. :,..1cC:Ieary as Signs. 

E,·anston, Ill., )qh➔. 

The Pri111acy of P!'rceptio11, James ;'.1. Edie, ed. Evanston, Ill., 
(qf-i➔. A collectiou of l\1erleau-l'onty's essays in English transla
tion. 

Le \'isihlc ct /'i11l'isible, C. Lefort, ed. Paris, )~Hi➔. Note~ by 
Lefort. This book consists of three chapters of the book l\Ierlea11-
1'011t~· was working on at his death. 

Works on Merleau-Ponty 

l\:aelin, E11g<•n<·, An Existentialist Aesthetic: The Theories oj 
Sartre and .\Ierlea11-Po11ty. l\ladi~on, \Vis., lWi2. A val11ahl<, \tud~ 
ol om· aspt'd of \l<·rlea11-Pont, 's work. 

l\:want, Hemy C., The Phe11;1111c110/ogical J>hiloso11hy of .\1. Mer
/('{111-Po11t11. Duq11t•s1w Studies, Philosophieal Series. Pittsburgh, 
Jq(i:3. A general view of l\lerleau-l'onty's position. 

Spiegt>llwrg, I Ierhert, "The Phenomenological Philosophy of 
\I. ;\lerlea11-1'011ty," in The Phc1w111eno/ogical l\loccment: A flis
torical llltrod11ction. The Hagne, HJ(iO. Vol. II, Ch. 11. A good 
~hort atT011nt with a bibliograph~. 

\\',wlilem, A)phome de, Une Philosophie de /'a111big11ite: 
L'Existc11tialis111e de .\I. ,\lcrlea11-Ponty. Lou vain, J\J.51. An excel
lent study of l\lerleau-Ponty's whole philosophy. 

FREDEHICK A. OLAFSON 

ME RSENNE, MARIN (l.588-1648), French mathema
tician, philosopher, and scientist, was one of the most 
influential figures of the scientific and philosophical revo
lutions of the seventeenth century. Although he is remem-

bered primarily for liis relationship with Descartes, he was 
a significant figure in his own right and also, through his 
immense correspondence, publications, and personal 
acquaintances, a key figure in coordinating and advancing 
the work of the new philosophers and scientists. 

He was horn at Oize, France, and studied at Le Mans 
and later at the Jesuit college of La Fleche, from 1604 to 
I6m). (Descartes, eight :,ears his junior, was there from 
ln04 to 161:2, hut their friendship began later, around 
16:2:3.) He next studied in Paris and then entered the very 
pious and austere order of the '.\1inimi. After further theo
logical studies \lersenne taught philosophy at a convent in 
:'\:evers until 16l~J, when he was sent bac:k to Paris by his 
order. He remained there until his death in 1648, ex<:ept 
for some trips to the Netherlands, Italy, and the Frenc:h 
provinces. His Parisian monastic cell was the <:enter of the 
European s<:ientific world. Scholars, scientists, philoso
phers, and theologians often made their way to Mer
senne's quarters. 

From lG:2.'3 to lG:2.5 \lersenne published several enor
mous polemical works attacking all sorts of Renaissance 
outlooks and figures, ranging from atheists, deists, <:aha· 
lists, astrologers, and numerologists to Pyrrhonists. These 
writings include the Questiones Celeherrimae in Genesim 
(Paris, 1'1:2:3), L'lmpiet/ des deistes, athees et libertins de 
ce temps, com/Jatui;, et renversee (Paris, 16:24), and La 
Verile des sciences contre /es septiques [sic] ou pyrrlw
niens (earis, 16:2.5). The last work, over one thousand 
pages long, was the culmination of this phase of Mer
senne's career and the beginning of the sc:ientific phase 
that was to continue until his death. Thereafter, his writ
ings were on all sorts of scientific: and mathematic:al sub
jects (including the famous Harmonie universelle [Paris, 
Ifj:J(i _ Hi:37] on the theory of music, harmonic:s, and 
acoustics) and were c:mnpendiums of the knowledge in 
these areas. He became involved in the public:ation of 
fundamental works of his friends or correspondents, suc:h 
as Calileo's Mechanics (translated by Mersenne), the 
objections to Descartes's Meditations (gathered by Mer
sernw), llerlwrt of Clierhury's De Veritate (in a trans
lation hy \lersenne), llohhes's De Cive (the publication of 
,vliicli was arranged hy \lersenne), and La l\1othe Le 
\'ayer's Discours sceptique sur la musique (published in 
Mersenne's Questions harmoniques). Ile also carried on a 
monumental correspondence, still in the process of being 
published, that provides a magnificent running record of 
the intt->llect11al revolution of the time. Mersenne was 
actively interested in an enormous range of sc:ientific and 
psell(loscientific questions, from the most complex ones in 
physics, mathematics, music theory, and Hebrew philol
ogy to s11ch ones as "!low high was Jacob's ladder?" and 
"\\'hy do wise men earn less money than fools?" 

His major philosophical contributions were his massive 
refutation. of skepticism, La Verile des sciences, and his 
later discussions of the nature of sc:ientific knowledge. La 
Verite des sciences is a dialogue between a skeptic, an 
alchemist, and a Christian philosopher (Mersenne). The 
skeptic uses his arguments to show that alchemy is not a 
true sc:ience. When he broadens his attack to encompass all 
claims to knowledge of the real nature of things, Mer
senne's Christian philosopher offers his own resolution to 



the skeptical crisis, starting with a detailed examination of 
Sextus Empiricus' Outlines of I'yrrlw11is111. He repeatedly 
contends that although the Pyrrhonian arguments may 
show that we cannot know the real nature of things, we can 
gain knowledge of the apparent, phenomenal world in 
terms of how it seems to us and how the various appear
ances are related. Although our sense experiences vary and 
although we cannot tell what objects are rea lly like, we can 
find laws that enable us to connect and, thus, to predict 
experiences. Although we cannot find any absolutely cer
tain first principles, we can discover enough indubitable 
ones to enable us to construct systematic information about 
our experienced world. "This limited knowledge suffices 
to serve us as the guide for our actions." \Ve are a hie to 
know something-namely, th e sciences of phenomena
and thi s has adequate pragmatic value for us in this life. 
Francis Bacon was trying to find out too much and was 
raising too many insoluble skeptical problems with his 
Idols. Instead, the ultimate answer to skepticism was to 
show how much we could and did, in fact, know. The last 
e ight hundred pages of the work is a listing of what is 
known in mathematics and mathematical ph~·sics-until the 
Pyrrhonist gives in. He has been conquered not by being 
refuted hut by being shown what sort of knowledge we can 
have once we grant that knowledge about reality is unat
tainable. 

l\lersenne was willing to accept the skeptic's claims hut 
was unwilling to see them establish that nothing can be 
known. Instead, he saw an epistemological skepticism as 
the prelude to a "constructive or mitigated skepticism," a 
scientific and systematic development of the truths pf the 
sciences of the empirical world. The rest of \lersenne's 
life was devoted to his religious duty, exploring in phe
nomenalistic terms , what could be known about the world 
Cod had made. \l e rs e nne 's immense contribu tion to the 
scien tific revolution was the result of his positive views. 
Although he had originally portrayed skepticism as one of 
the greatest menaces to mankind, he continued to insist in 
his scientific tracts that we can gain no certain knowledge 
about reality hut can study only the surfaces of things as 
they appear to us and employ mathematics as a hypothet
ical system about things. Like his friend Pierre Cassendi 
(in whose arms he died ), \lersenne smv scientific endeav
ors as a via media between complete skepticism and dog
matism. Mersenne tended to emphasize the an ti skept ical 
aspect of this view, whereas Cassendi tended to empha
size the antidognrntic one. 

In his formulations of the new science, l\lersenne was 
probably the first to use a mechanical model to account for 
the world that we experi ence and to develop a thor
oughgoing phenomena li sm (i1lthough hardly as well 
worked out as Gassendi's) adequate to state the findings 
and assumptions of modern science. l\lersenne's lifelong 
devotion to science and scientists can apparent ly he attrib
uted to their common quest for more information and un
derstanding of the phenomenal world. Hence, \1ersenne 
could see in Descartes a major contributor to the scientific 
revolution but could see nothing important in his meta
physical revolution. Descartes, Hobbes, Herbert of Cher
bury, Cassendi, Pascal, Calileo, and others were , for 
l\lersenne, toge ther in seeking the truth of the sciences, 
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although some of them still had illnsiom, that 1110re trntli 
than that could he discovered. For \h•rs<·11nc science had 
no metaphysical foundations a11d need<>d 1101w. ''l'11til it 
pleases Cod to deliver us from this mis;ery," we ca11 fi11d 110 
ultimate knowl edge, hut we can, if we are 11ot cl<'slructin.·
ly skeptical, proceed to gain and 11se scientific k11ovvl<'dl'.<'. 
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HI CHARD H. POPKI;\' 

MESLIER, JEAN (1Gf-i-t-17:2q), perhaps the least re
strained freethinker of the French Enlightenment, is also 
one of the most notorious examples of apostasy. As curl' of 
the village of Etrepigny in Champagne from HiS~J to his 
death, ~l es li er li,·ed in complete obscurity, attending to 
his pastoral duties. But under the innocuous exterior of the 
humble Catholic priest, there seethed a violent hatred and 
passionate disavowal of the religion which it was his ironic 
profession to serve. Having resolved sometime in the 
17:20s to compose his only work, the Testa111e11t, with the 
aim of keeping it secret until his death, he felt free to vent 
fully the anti-Christian, atheistic, revolutionary-indeed, 
anarchistic-sentiments that he had been obliged to sup
press beneath a lifelong mask of prudent duplicity. The 
available biographical facts are unfortunately too meager to 
c larify this extraordinary personality. It is known, however, 
that on one occasion \leslier's abhorrence of injustice and 
pe rsecution brought him into hitter conHict with the local 
nobility and, indirectly, almost into rebellion against the 
archbishop of Rheims, who, siding (as might be expected) 
with feudal privilege in the dispute, had castigated the 
morally outraged hut powerless curate. 

Editions of the "Testament." The three autograph 
originals of the Testa111e11t addressed by its author to pos
terity were succeeded, in eighteenth-century France, by a 
profusion of manuscript copies that circulated briskly in 
the philosophical underworld of forbidden literature. The 
prolixity and other stylistic shrntcomings of the work re
sulted, however, in its being edited in the form of various 
abridgments tlrnt proved more suitable for dissemination. 
The most important of these summaries was, without 
question, the Extrait des se11time11ts de jean Mcslier, pre
pared by \'oltaire and published in 17fi:2. This first printed 
version of the apostate priest's opinions was often re
printed, especially under the rubric of llolhach's Le Bon 
Sens du cure; Meslier-a combination of one of his own 
atheistic tracts and of the Extrait-which saw many edi
tion s well into the nineteenth century. The integral text of 
the Testament was not published until I S6-t. 

Thought. \leslier's entire critique follows from the 
assumption that religion is basically a political means 
whereby those in power consolidate their control over the 
vastly greater number of weak and poor members of soci-
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ety. All religious dogmas, beliefs, and rituals, supposedly 
devised hy the ruling class as instruments of government, 
are considered to be nothing but errors and superstitions 
serving to dupe and paralyze the victims of tyranny, hold
ing them in ignorant fear and keeping them from any 
t'ffective action to alleviate their misery by ove1throwing 
their oppressors. 

\feslier thought primarily in terms of economic exploi
tation, asserting that the opulence and power of the few 
are, thanks to the protection of civil and religious laws, 
a(_'quired and maintained at the expense of the near desti
tution of tlit' pt'ople. There is little doubt that, in adopting 
this general view, he was moti\·ated b~· deep feelings of 
sympathy for the sufferings of the poor, with whom he 
came into daily contact. His condemnation of Christianity 
therefore had at its root the eminently Christian virtue of 
pity for the downtrodden and helpless, joined, however, to 
a fiercely un-Christian zeal to right se('ular wrongs. 

Although \leslier condemned all religions, he attacked 
Christianit~ in particular. The lrnlk of the Testamc11t i:-. 
devoted to fastidious refutations of the man~· difforent 
types of argument by which the "truth" of Christian re\·e
lation was presumed demonstrable. Meslier examines and 
rejects, in turn, the validity of faith, the historicity of mira
cles, the authenticity of Snipture, the authority of tradi
tion, the accuracy of Hiblical prophe(_'ies, the testimony of 
martyrdom, the morality of eternal rewards and punish
ments, and the meaningfulness of su(_'h dogmas as the 
Trinity, the Incarnation, and transubstantiation. The Tes
tament is, indeed, a compendium of the historical, exeget
i(_'al, textual, and logi(_'al objections concerning the essen
tials of the Christian creed discussed in the (_'ritical and 
apologeti(_' literature from the time of Bayle through the 
early decades of the eighteenth century. l\leslier wa:-. con
versant with this literature, and although there is relative!) 
little in his criticism that is entirely new with him, the 
forcefulness, breadth, and intransigence of his "c1:-.e 
against Christi,mit~·," together with its politicm•(·onomi(_' 
basis, give his work a unique charactn. \loreover, \leslier 
did not stop at exposing the fallactes of Christian belief 
and the social abuses of institutional religion hut hold)~· 
pursued his train of thought to the affirmation of a materi
alistic system in which all phenomena (_'an be traced to a 
physi(_'al basis and are subje('t to the laws of mechanics. He 
advocated atheism as the only outlook ('Onsistent with the 
interests of the majority of mankind in its struggle against 
the lust for domination of the unscrupulous fev,:. Among 
the sour('es of the Testament, special importance should he 
given to \lontaigne's skeptical treatment of time-honored 
so('ial practices, to the philosophy of Spinoza, and to 
the Epicurean -Cartesian vision of a mechanistic, natural
istic universe in which the supernatural-particularly the 
doctrines of divine creation and spiritual immortality-no 
longer found any place. 

Influence. The impact of \feslier's ideas still has to be 
studied carefully. During the eighteenth century it was 
merely his negation of Christianity that proved appealing, 
and his so('ioeconomic protest, with its overtones of popu
lar revolution, went largely unheeded. Contrary to the 
philosophes' estimate of \1eslier as compatible with mid
dle-class ban sens, some \larxists have been able to see in 

him an audacious spokesman for the e(.'onomically re
pressed class of peasants and urban workers and the advo
cate of socialisti(_' and egalitarian reform of society. But 
even if this was the true spirit of \leslier's thought, it did 
not play its intended role, for his influence was largely 
assimilated into the main stream of Enlightenment ideol
ogy, with its predominantly bourgeois, liberal, and deistic 
polemic directed at Christianity. Seen in retrospect, the 
principal weakness of \feslier's anti-Christian summa is 
his oversimplification of the extreme psychological and 
(_'ultural complexity of the religious phenomenon and its 
social appli(_'ations. \loreover, his ardent wish forever to 
abolish injustice and wretchedness from the world by the 
expedient (in his own words) of "hanging and strangling 
with the bowels of the priests all the nobles and rulers of 
the earth" was no less utopian than fanatical. Nevertheless, 
\leslier's indignant and savage denunciation of religion 
was meaningful at the histori(_'al moment that inspired and 
shaped it, when the Homan Catholic church of France, 
owing to its official status and immense riches, actually had 
a ve:-.ted interest in the perpetuation of political and eco
nomic institutions related to the feudal oppression and 
t'xploitation of the people. 
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A.RAM VARTANIAN 

METAETHICS. S(·e ETHICS, PROBLEMS OF. 

M ETAMATH EM ATICS. See ,\1ATHEl\1ATICS, FOUNDA

TIO:\:S OF. 

METAPHOR is a linguistic phenomenon of peculiar philo
sophical interest and importance because its use in various 
domains raises puzzling questions about the nature and 
limit:-. of language and knowledge. The study of metaphor 
in its aestheti(_' aspe('ts belongs to rhetoric and poetics. 
The present article is limited to what may be called, in 
a broad ~ense, the (.'ognitive a~pects of metaphor, that is, 
problems about its functions in the acquisition and com
muni('ation of knowledge. 

The term "metaphorical," as ('ontrastecl with "literal," is 
applied to words, uses of words, meanings, and sentenct's. 
For present purposes, the term "attribution" will be con
venient and may be allowed to include both phrases and 
declarative sentences (statements). Thus, "Time is a child 
at play" (Hera(_'litus) will be called a metaphorical state
ment, or (equivalently) "child at play" will be said to have 



a metaphorical sense in this context. And "the river of 
time" will he called a metaphorical phrase, or (equiva
lently) "river" will be said to havP a metaphorical sense. 
The no11n "time" in both these attributions will he called 
the subject in the metaphor, and time itself will be 
called the subject-thing. The metaphorical predicate or 
term, whether noun or adjective, will be called the modi
fier. Grammar does not always decisively indicate which is 
the subject and which is the modifier; in "logical space" 
(Wittgenstein), "logic" is the (implied) subject and 
"space" is the metaphorical modifier. Every metaphor 
consists of, and can he analyzed into, these two parts. 
Compound metaphors may contain several pairs of parts: 
for example, when Plato, in the Timaeus, writes, "Intelli
gence, controlling necessity, persuaded her to lead to
wards the best the greater part of the things coming into 
being," we may say that intelligence metaphorically con
trols and persuades, necessity is metaphorically controlled 
and persuaded, and necessity metaphorically leads. so that 
there are five distinct metaphors in this passae;e. (Tl1e 
widely used terms "tenor" and "vehicle," introduced h~-
1. A. Richards in The Philosophy of Rhetoric, Oxford. H.l:3G. 
Ch. ,5, are not adopted, because of their tendency to vary 
in sense.) 

By common definition, and by et~·molog~,, a metaphor is 
a transfer of meaning, both in intension and extension. 
The metaphorical modifier acquires a special sense in its 
pa1ticular context (when conjoined with "logical," the 
word "space" means somethim.~ different from what it 
means in its usual contexts); and it is applied to entities 
different from those it usually applies to, in any of its 
normal senses. Both of these feat11res of metaphor have 
long been recognized, and some attempts have been made 
to explain them. The problem is to understand how that 
radical shift of intension comes about. how we know that 
the modifier is to be taken metaphorically; and how we 
con'itrtw or explicate its meaning correctly. The answers to 
these questions, and others, are in some dispute, and no 
fully satisfactory theory has been devised. 

Theories of metaphor . .-\n adequate theor~· of metaphor 
must explain the two properties of metaphor that are 
generally acknowledged to he most fundamental. First, a 
metaphorical attribution differs from a literal one by virtue 
of a certain tension between the subject and the modifier: 
we are alerted by something special, odd, and startling in 
the combination. ~letaphor i'.-> a species of what Paul Ziff 
has termed "de,·iant discourse," in Semantic Analusis 
(Ithaca, NY., 1~)60, Ch. I). This tension, diffic11lt to de
scribe and analyze, is present in the phrase "logical space" 
hut not in "~linkowsky space." \\"here it is ,·ery weak, we 
are on or near the imprecise border between metaphorical 
and literal attributions. Second, a metaphorical attribution 
is not merely an odd conjunction, for it is intelligible. In 
nonsense combinations, the oddity is there, but the open
ing-up of meaning is not. It is very diffic1ilt to be certain 
that attributions involvine; "space" and "time" are utterly 
nonsensical, because both of these terms are so basic and 
abstract, hut perhaps "ungrammatical space" and "Time is 
an uncle" will serve as examples of nonsense combina
tions. 

One conceivable theory of metaphor, which has been 
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broached, although 1wv<·r ,'ery thoro11glily work('d 011t, is 
the Emotive Theory. A numlwr of pliilo..,ophcr", i11d11di11g 
some inclined toward logical positivis111, liavt' su ... pt·ded 
that metaphorical statements are 11ot capable of vcrificatio11 
and hence, by their criterion, not genuine!~- 11waningful. 
The nonsense examples above show that individually 
meaningful words can he combined into expressions tliat 
are not meaningful as a whole. The Emotivist sue;e;ests that 
the difference between acceptable and unacceptable 
deviant discourse ("the abating shadow of our comcript 
dust" versus Bosanquet's remark that "when the Ahsol11te 
falls into the water, it becomes a fish") is that the former, 
hut not the latter, somehow acquires a powerful emotive 
meaning in the process of relinquishing its cognitiw·, or 
descriptive, meaning. But since it is evident that meta
phors do in fact differ cognitively from nonsense phrases, 
and since the Emotive Theorists do not explain how emo
ti,·e meaning can rise out of tlw ruins of cogniti,·e mean
ing, this the<H~' does not seem very promising. 

A second theor~· apparenth- fails for the opposite reason: 
it accounts for the intelligibilit~·, hut not for the tension. 
of metaphor. This proposal goes back to Aristotle, who 
suggested (Rhetoric, Ill. i,·. 1-:3; cf. x) that "the simiie 
also is a metaphor; the difference is l,11t sli.e:ht." A meta
phor, in this ,·iew, i-. an elliptical -.imile, that i-., a col
lapsed comparison from which "like" or "as" has been 
omitted, for co11venience or for heightened interest. Thus. 
Ileraclit11s meant that time is like a child at play: our prob
lem in grasping his meaning is to see how these two things 
mie;ht he alike. This Comparison Theory evidently makes 
the metaphorical attribution intelligible, but it has 
difficulties in explaining what is so special about it. There 
are two related possibilities. One is to make a distinction 
between, say, "close" and "remote" comparisons, and 
explain the tension in terms of remoteness: the tension is 
present when time is compared to a river or to a child at 
play (or when Bergson says that "real d11ration is that du
ration which e;naws on things, and leaves on them the 
mark of its tooth"), hut absent when time is compared with 
space. The criteria of remoteness have not proved easy to 
provide. :\ second possibility is to measure the dee;ree of 
metaphoricalness (so to speak) as the inverse of relative 
frequenc~,. as in Information Theory. But that, too, seems 
insufficient: even if one compared, for the first time, the 
color of a fruitcake to the color of a newly cleaned Hem
hrandt, a metaphor would not thereby be established. 

The Iconic Sie;nification Theory, proposed in recent 
years, grows out of the Comparison Theory, hut goes be
yond it in an interestine; way. According to this third 
theory, a metaphor involves a double semantic relation
ship. The modifier, which is to he interpreted literally, 
directs us (sometimes obliquely) to an object, event, or 
situation: and the latter is proposed as an iconic sign of the 
subject-thine; (an iconic sign, in Peirce's sense, being one 
that signifies in virtue of its similarity to what it signifies). 
The meaning of the metaphor is obtained by reading off 
the properties thus iconically attributed. For instance, 
when a river is offered as an iconic sign of time, certain 
notable features of rivers (for example, one-dimensional 
directionality) are ascribed to time. Criticisms that have 
been made of this theory, in which it has been considered 
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a ,pecial case of the Comparison Theory, can perhaps 
largely he answered by further refinements of the theory 
itself. 

.-\ fourth theor>· aims to explain metaphor more simply in 
terms of an interpla>· between two le\'l'ls of meaning. In 
many common word, an<l phrase~, we can roughly di~tin
guish two ~orts of meanin_g: (1) the central meaning, or 
meanings-what is called designation or 1in \lill's sense) 
connotation, and may be recorded in a dictionary as stand
ard. and (:2) the marginal meaning, consisting of those 
propertie-; that the word suggests or connotes (in the fiter
ary critic's sense of this term). Thus, "conscript" (adjec
ti\·e) designates the property of ha\'ine: been or<lered into 
military ~en·ice, it connotes such propertie:s as being pas
si\·e and subordinate, and being under control of a higher 
power. \\'hen "conscript" i:s applied to the hod>· (also met
aphorically de~crihed as "dust") \\'e take the combination 
in a double way. First, we recognize that on the le\·el of 
literal meaning it is impos~ihle or ah:surd to speak of or
dering du~t into military ~en·ice. (In ~ome cases, the meta
phor i~ ~elf-contradictory on thi~ primary le\·eL in other 
cases, there is a conflict between properties presupposed 
b~· the subject and modifier, as, for example, that only 
something that i:s conscious can, in the full sen~e, he gi\·en 
an or<ler.) Second, we select from the modifier\ repertoire 
of marginal meaning (and from the 1101H:onflicting part nf 
the central meaning) thme propertie~ that can ~ensihly he 
attributed to the subject-thing, and so read the metaphor as 
making that attribution. 

This theory, the \'erhal-Oppo~ition Theory, thu, re~ts 
upon ( 1) a distinction between two le\'l'ls of meaning, and 
(:2) the principle that metaphor innJ!n:s e~sentially a loe;i
cal conflict of central meaning:--. The: fir,t point has been 
r1uestionecl on certain grounds: for example, whether 
it is proper to refer to "marginal mea11i11g" a~ meaning 
at all, and whether the allee:ed "open texture" of language 
does not undermine the notion of "central meanine:." :\ 
qualification of the secon<l point has also been :shown as 
being desirable: in some situations, a., in pointing to a 
building and :saying, "That's a clump," it is not the ~elf
contradictoriness, but the oh\'ious falsity, of the statement 
that requires it to he taken metaphoricall>·· :\ more funda
mental objection (best made by Paul Henle I i:s that meta
phorical meanine:s cannot be limited to already k11ow11 
connotations of a modifier, because metaphor creates nm·el 
,enses of words. The \'erbal-Opposition Theor} can he 
altered tu allow, for example, that "conscript" takes on 
new meanings when first conjoined with ''clu~t": all the 
noteworthy properties of dust constitute a potentialit~ for 
metaphorical meaning. Then this theory comes close to the 
Iconic Signification Theor>·· 

The uses of metaphor. The ahm·e discussion gi\'es some 
indication, hm\·e\·er sketchy, of the important roles that 
metaphor ma~ play in the <le\·elopment of language and in 
poetry. Its cogniti\·e roles are primarily two. Fir:st, meta
phor is a con\'enient, extraordinarily flexible and capacious 
de\'ice for extending the resources of language, by creating 
no\·el sen:se:s of words for particular purposes an<l occa
sions. If there: are no words or short phrases in English that 
com ey with preci:sion an<l corn:i:seness a certain disparag
ing \'iew of Descartes's dualism, then "the ghost in the 

machine" (Gilbert Ryle) may do so. Second, metaphor is a 
condensed shorthand, by which a great many properties 
can be attributed to an object at once. \\'hen Santayana 
says that "the mind is a lyric cry in the mi<lst of business," 
a number of the features of his epiphenomenalistic ma
terialism are stated together. 

On the other hand, certain dane:ers appear as the price 
that may be paid for these \'irtues. 

First, just because of the metaphor's complexity of 
meaning, it is especially susceptible to misunderstanding: 
the reader ma>· o\·erlook an important part of what is 
meant, or may rea<l into the metaphor something that is not 
there. Thus, if a dispute were to arise as to whether the 
mind i~ indeed a lyric cry in the midst of business or 
whether time i:s realh- a child at play, it woul<l be crncially 
imp01tant, but extremely difficult, to insure that both par
ties understood these statements in the same sense. Sec
ond, because the \'arious properties in\'olved in the mar
ginal meaning of a word (or its potential marginal meaning, 
or in the iconic signification of an object) are of various 
degrees of noteworthiness, ranging from the ob\'ious to the 
"uhtlest and most marginal, the meaning of a metaphor 
traib off at the ecke, so to speak, with diminishing empha
sis. This border inclecisi\'eness i~ a ~pecies of \'agueness, 
and therefore, so long as the dispute continued in these 
words, some of the questions that might arise in a <liscus
sion as to whether the .-\hsolute becomes a fish when it 
fall, into ~he water would he unanswerable. Thir<l, be
cause the actual meaning of a metaphor in a given context 
consi~ts of those marginal meanings pushed into promi
nern:e, or at least not canceled out, a metaphor is highly 
sen~iti\·e to ih context. Therefore, as metaphorical terms 
mo\'l' through a changing context, they are highly suscep
tible to equi\·ocation and cannot safely be used in induc
ti\'e or deducti\·e argument. Suppose all A are B, and sup
pme that Bare metaphorically C; if we conclude that A are 
metaphorically C, there will probably be equivocation. 

\letaphors used in the course of cognitive enterprises 
are frequently guar<led, ~o as to take a<l\'antage of their 
\·alues without comting their clangers. There are two main 
forms of controi. 

( 1) If the metaphor is hedged about with protecti\·e mies 
and auxiliary explanations, it becomes less rich in mean
ine:, hut safer. \\'hen Leibniz chooses to describe his mon
a<l~ as being "winclowle~s" hut "mirroring" each other, 
he makes clear ho\\' we are to take these metaphors by 
using more technical terms of his system ("perception," 
"perspecti\'e," "clear an<l distinct," and so forth). And 
Santa>·,rna\ metaphorical description of the mind is 
clarified and fixed hy the whole course of his metaphysics. 

1:2) Although a term may be introduced metaphorically, 
for the sake of a new meaning, its metaphorical status can 
he negated hy appropriate stipulations, and it can become 
~imply a new technical term in a no\'el sense. Leibniz' 
term "perception," for example, has a metaphmical origin, 
since ob\'iously not e\·erything that happens in the worl<l 
is perception. But when he explains that there are pre
conscious perceptions, and that perceptions differ in clarity 
an<l distinctness, and that they are all coordinated, the 
ordinary sense of "perception" is pushe<l into the back
ground. The question remains open, of course, as to 



whether the ordinary sense of the word is (or should be) 
excluded completely. 

Epistemological problems. :-.letaphor, by the foregoing 
accounts, is at least a manner of speaking, and one of co11-
siderable scope and importance; with caution, it can also 
be said to be a manner of thinking. If we conceive of phi
losophy as a "disease of which it [philosophy] is the cure" 
(as Herbert Feig) once suggested), or as the task of "show
ing the Ay the way out of the Hy-bottle" (Wittgenstein), 
these figures may not only guide our subsequent thoughts 
in certain fruitful directions, hut also lead us into mistaken 
ideas. But of course the metaphorical description, as its 
implications are pursued, can he checked at each step, and 
we need not feel committed to all of its implications mere
ly because it has a general appropriateness. So th e meta
phorical description may least misleadingly, perhaps, he 
considered as an aid to thought rather than a special mode 
of thinking. 

A good deal more than this, however, has been meant by 
those philosophers who have found in metaphor (and in 
related phenom ena, to be considered shortly) a distinct 
logical and epistemological character. Ernst Cassirer i11 
La11g1111ge and Muth (translated by Susanne Langer, ~ew 
York, HJ-16, Ch. 6) has argued for the existence of a primi
tive "metaphorical thinking," reHected in "radical meta
phor," which is tlte source of myth and poetry. Philip 
Wheelwright's The B11mi11g Fo1111tai11 (Bloomington, Ind., 
HJ5-1, especially Chs .. 5 and 6) treats metaphor as a species 
of "plurisignative" discourse and defends "the ontological 
status of radical metaphor. That is to say, metaphor is a 
medium of fuller, riper knowing" than i:-- possible in literal 
(that is, ordinary and scientific) language. The thesis is that 
there are two fundamentally different forms of language, 
the literal and the metaphorical, and that while the fonner 
is suited to th e expression of empirical truths, the latter 
alone is capable of expres:--ing transempirical, intuitive 
truths. In one form, this view may he traced hack to those 
passages in Plato's dialogue-; in which Socrates, sometimes 
with a slight apology, abandons the mode of discursive 
argument and turns to speaking of the soul, or the Idea of 
Good, or the afterlife, "in a figure"-suggesting that fig
urative language can somehow outrun the nonfigurative. 

This Double-Language thesis has one conse<..p1ence that 
has evoked a great deal of discussion, namely, that if the 
two languages are so different, then they are not intertrans
latable: that is, the meaning of metaphorical attributions 
must be, in large part, untranslatable into nonmetaphorical 
attributions. This is the problem of paraphrase. Wheel
wright and others ha\·e argued for the autonomy and ir
reducibility of metaphorical language. Others (llrhan and 
Herschherger) have argued that, in principle, everything 
that can be said metaphorically could also he said literally. 

Disputed areas. A number of problems in four fields of 
philosophy have centered on metaphor, or have been 
connected with it 

Philosophy of mind. Peter ( ;each, in ,\1cntal Acts (Lon
don, Jq,57, pp. 7,5-7~)), argues that our descriptions of 
mental acts are m<:taphorical. He holds that this is true, not 
merely in the (philosophically less interesting) sense that 
many of the terms we use for mental acts are etymologi
cally derived from physical terms (see \\'. K. Wimsatt, Jr., 
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Philosophic Words, ;-..;ew Haven, HJ--IS), hut also in the 
sense that our concepts of mental acts are "analogical" 
extensions of concepts that apply nati\'ely to sensible ob
jects, including utterances. Thus, for example, the concept 
of "judging that p" \Vould invoh·e the extensio11 of the 
concept of "saying that p." (This view is closely connected 
with Ceach's theory of concepts as mental activities and 
with his rejection of the abstractionist theory of concept:--.) 
However, it seems that according to Ceach's theory, meta
phorical applications of terms are neither necessary nor 
sufficient for analogical extensions of concepts. 

Philosophy of science. It has been remarked that meta
phor plays a role in the historical development of empiri
cal science. In the early stages of a science, terms may he 
taken over metaphorically from ordinary language ("field," 
"force"), and protolawlike generalizations may be stated in 
metaphorical terms ("Nature abhors a vacuum"). Such 
transfers are nearly always guarded, the metaphorical 
richness being severely cut down by special rules. Thus, 
for example, when Darwin, in the Origin of S11ccics (Ch. 
:3), introduces the term "struggle for existence" in "a large 
and metaphorical sense," he immediately gives examples 
and an explanation of what he wishes it to cover (for exam
ple, "success in leaving progeny"). And although he notes 
(Ch. 4) that some of the readers of his first edition misun
derstood him In· taking "natural selection" too literal)~·, he 
thinks that, in context, such "metaphorical expressions" 
should be plain enough. In time, scientific metaphors are 
either reduced to literalness (dead metaphors), or replaced 
by technical neologisms. "Perhaps every science must start 
with metaphor and end with algebra; and perhaps without 
the metaphor there would never have been any algebra," 
as \tax Black writes in Models and Metaphors (Ithaca, 
N. Y., 1962, p. 2-1:2). Sometimes, of course, the transition 
may take some time, and there is the danger of being mis
led-as Freud may have been misled by his personifica
tion of the parts of the self (see H. Nash, "Freud and 
\letaphor"). 

The issue of the fonction of metaphor in the develop
ment of science has been related to the que!>tion of the 
usefulness of models in science (see Black, OJ>. cit.). Du
hem arg11ed in The Aim and Strncturc of Physirnl Theory 
(translated hy Philip Wiener, Princeton, N.J , I (J.5-1) that 
models have no justification lrnt "the pleasure of the im
agination." A model can he thought of as a ki11d of con
trolled metaphor, but a statement like "Electricity is a 
fluid" is probably best understood either as a simile 
("Electricity behaves, in some ways, like a fluid") or as a 
suggestive analol!;y ("Electricity can be treated as though 
it tare a fluid"). 

Philosophy of religio11. The epistemological problems of 
metaphor appear at the heart uf the study of religious lan
guage. The attempt to express the otherworldly in terms 
drawn from this world is manifested in Biblical figures 
("The Lord is my shepherd"), in parable, and in the im
agery of the mystics. Recently, the tendency has been to 
bring together ml'taphor, symbol, and myth under the 
same general heading. And if they are all species, or as
pects, of the same general striving for a transcendental or 
supernatural mode of expression, then the issues of 
whether metaphors are meaningful, whether they are 
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transempirical, and wlwther they are paraphrasable are 
bound to reappear in the philosophy of religion. 

One attempt to resolve these issues is to he found in the 
Thomistic doctrine of analogy. According to St. Thomas, a 
few abstract negative terms (such as "eternal," "simple," 
and "irnmatl'rial") can be univocall>· predicated of Cod. 
But since ( ;ml is l>e>·ond genus and species, an>' positi,·e 
concrete terms (such as "\\'ise" and "good") must be pred
icated of him analogically . Analogical predication is 
grounded 011 the analog>· of being-the principle that since 
( ;ml is the cause of the good in each genus, he can lie 
called b>· the name of the perfection of thl'se goods. Be
sides the "analogy of attribution," which is justified by the 
analogy of being, St. Thomas also recognizes an "analogy 
of proportion," which is to he understood as a comparison 
!Cod is to man as the shepherd is to his sheep). 

The Thomistic analogy of being ,,·as split apart hy 
Barthianism, with its attack on all natural theology, and 
post-Barthian theories of theological language reflect the 
Douhk-Lang11age theor~. For Barth, all theological state
ments are metaphorical, but the>· can be interpreted onl>· 
after the word of Cod has spoken to the interpreter. Pau I 
Tillich defended the dew that religious language is 
"symbolic," and that in fact all statements about Cod are 
symbolic, except one-that God is "being itself" or 
''ground of being" (see his Systematic Theology, \'ol. I, 
Chicago, 19.Sl, Parts 11 and 118). \lore recent!>·, he said 
that even those are "metaphoric names," and he clas
sified metaphorical descriptions of Cod ("The Lord i-. 
my shepherd") as a form of "secondary religions symbol
ism." F. \\'. Dillistone has distinguished the "metaphorical 
symbol" from the "analogical symbol" in Christianity a11d 
Symbolism (London, rn.s.s, Ch. 1, pp. mo, l7q, 2T3). 

The important corH:ept of myth, which has figured prom
inently in t\\'entieth-century discussion, has also been 
connected with that of metaphor: a myth can he roughly 
described as an extended metaphor, and its accompanying 
ritual as a dramatized figure of speech. Even Rudolf Bult
mann, who proposes to "demythologize" i\ew Testament 
theology, ha, arg11ed that m>·th is an expression of man\ 
conception of tire tmiverse and of his place in it. 

Ontology. The 11se of metaphor in metaphy,ical inquiry 
has 1011,g been the subject of dispute among philosophers. 
\Ve can detect a certain uneasiness in Simplicius' report of 
Anaximander's theory that things "suffer punishment and 
make reparation to one another for their injustice accord
ing to the order of time, as he sa>·s in somewhat poetical 
language" (Plq1sics :24, I:3). The rise of science in the se,·
enteenth century, with its demand for clear and ,·igorous 
expression, brought this suspiciousness toward poetical 
language to its highest pitch. One of the seven reasons 
given by Ilohhes why "there can be nothing so absurd, hut 
may be found in the books of philosophers" is "the use of 
metaphors, tropes and other rhetorical figures, instead of 
words proper" (Leciatlwn, Part I, Ch .. S). And Locke em
phaticall>· numbered among the abuses of language "figur
ati\'t_• speeches, and allusion" (Essay, III, x, 34; cf. II, xi, :2). 
As Colin Turl>a>·1re points out in The 1\fyth of Metaphor 
(:--:ew Ha,·en, H:lf12, p. 1:2), metaphor seems easily sub
s11mahle under Ryle's definition of "categor>·-mistake": 
"the presentation of the facts of one category in the idioms 

appropriate to another" (The Concept of Mind, London, 
HJ49, p. 8). Turba>·ne's hook is itself an extended attack 
on the way philosophers let metaphors turn into myths. 

On the other hand, a number of philosophers, from Plato 
tlHou,glr the Cerman romantics to the present, may he 
counted among the defenders of metaphor. After his re
mark that "whenever anything lives, there is, open some
\\'here, a register in which time is being inscribed," Berg
son adds, "This, it will he said, is only a metaphor.-It is of 
tlH· ,·er>· essence of mechanism, in fact, to consider as 
metaphorical every expression which attributes to time an 
effective action and a reality of its own" (Creatice Ei:olu
tion, translated by Arthur ~litchell, New York, rn 11, p. 16). 
This is an interesting ,·ariation on the Double-Language 
,·iew: it suggests that there is a Lm_guage of mechanism and 
a wholly distinct language of the elem vital. Stephen Pep
per, in World Hypotheses (Berke le}, HJ42, p. 91; cf. p. ~)G), 
has presented what he terms a "root metaphor" theory of 
",,·oriel-hypotheses": that there are four basic ontological 
s>·stems, each derived from a "basic analogy or root meta
phor." Dorothy \I Emmett has argued, in The Nat we of 
Metaphysical Thinking ( London, 1949, pp. 5, I 97 - HJ8), 
that "metaph>·sics is an analogical way of thinking" which 
generalizes from "some form of intellectual or spiritual 
relationship" judged to lie significant. ~lore recently, 
Douglas Berggren has argued that "metaphysics must he 
vitally metaphorical"; that is, it must preserve the 
"stereoscopic" ,·ision necessary to creative thought, if it is 
to overcome such puzzling dualisms as mind-body, with
out losing the identity of the terms. 

It seems clear that, in its first appearance at least, any 
11ni,·ersal ontological statement must involve a synec
docht', for an~· interesting word that is applied to ever>'
tlring must be one that has already acquired a usage in 
which the word is applied to less than everytlring. Such 
statements as "The real is the rational," "The world is 
\\'ill," "All the states of the monads are perceptions," 
"E,·er~thing is material," and even "All events are acttral 
occa-.i011s," extend the part metaphorically to the whole. 
From this point of view, s11d1 statements raise metaphilo
sophical questions as to wl1ether they can claim meaning 
as esseutially untranslatable "insights," or wheth('r they 
can lw recast hy the metaphysician as literal technical 
statements, withrn1t losing their meaning. 
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;\IONROE C. BEAHDSLEY 

METAPHYSICS. The Enc\clopedia contains two gen
eral articles on this subject: \IETAPIIYSICS, HISTORY OF 
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and \1ETAPIIYSICS, NATURE OF. It also features the follo\\'
ing articles: ABSOLUTE, THE; APEIRO'.':/PERAS; APPEAR

ANCE AND REALITY; AHCIIE; BEIN<:; CATECORIES; 

CAUSATIO;'\;; CHANCE; CHANCE; CHAOS AND COS\IOS; 
CONTINUITY; DETERMINISM; DIALECTIC; E,\IA:\ATIO:\'IS,\I; 

ESSENCE AND EXISTENCE; ETERNAL RETUR:\; ETER:\'ITY; 

HEN/POLLA; IDEALISM; IDENTITY; INEFFABLE, THE; 

INFINITY IN THEOLO(;Y AND ,\IETAPHYSICS; Locos; \IAC

ROCOSM AND MICROCOSM; \1ATERIALISM; \10NAD AND 

MONADOLOCY; MONISM AND PLl1RALIS,\I; NATURALIS,\I; 

NATURE, PHILOSOPHICAL IDEAS OF; NOTHINC; Nous; 
ONTOLOCY; PANPSYCHIS!\I; PANTHEIS,\I; PERSOl\'AL IDEN

TITY; PERSONALIS"I; PERSONS; l'ESSIMIS,\I AND OPTI,\IISM; 

PHYSIS AND NOMOS; POSSIBILITY; RELATIONS, INTERNAL 

AND EXTERNAL; SOLIPSIS,\J; SUBSTANCE AND ATTRIBUTE; 

TIME; UNCONSCIOUS; UNIVERSALS; VITALISM; VOLUNTAR

IS,\I; WHY, 

Differing schools of metaph:,.•sical thought are repre
sented in the articles ARISTOTELIANISM; AUCUSTINIAN
IS!\I; CARTESIANISM; HEGELIANISM; NEOPLATONIS,\I; OCK

HA!\IIS,\I; PLATONISM AND THE PLATONIC TRADITION; 

SCOTISM; SPIN0ZISM; STOICISM; THO!\IISM. 

METAPHYSICS, HISTORY OF. The word .. meta
ph:,.·sics" deriw·s from the Cr('ek meta ta phusika (literall:,.·, 
"after the thing~ of nature"), an expression used Ii:, Hel
lenistic and later commentators to refer to Aristotle's unti
tled group of texts that we still call the Metaphysics. Aris
totle himself called the subject of th('se texts first 
philosophy, theolog:,, or sometimes wisdom; the phras(' ta 
meta ta physika bihlia ("the hooks after the boob on 
nature") is not used Ii:, Aristotle himself and was appar
ent!:,.· introduced h:,.· the editors (traclitionall:,.· by Androni
cus of Rhodes in the first centm:,.· B.C.) who classified and 
catalogued his \\'orb. Later, classical and medieval phi
losophers h)()k this title to mean that the subjects dis
cus~ed in the ,\Jetaphysics came "after tht· thing~ of na
ture" because they weH· further H'mo\·ed from sense 
perception and, therefore, mon· difficult to und('rstand; 
th('y used Aristotle's freq1wnt co11tra~t of things "prior and 
better known to us" with things "prior and better known 
in themseh·es" to explain wh:, the treatises on first philm
ophy should come "after tlw hooks 011 ph:,.·sics." In rnedie
\·al and modern philosoph:, .. metaph:,sics" lia~ also het·n 
taken to mean the stud:, of things transcending nature
that i~. e\i~ting separateh from nature ancl ha\·ing more 
intrinsic realit:, ancl \·,tlut· than the things of natme-giv
ing 111eta a philosophical meaning it did not ha\'l' in clas
sical Greek. Especiall\ ~ince Kant "mdaphysics" has 
often meant a priori speculatio11 on questions that cannot 
be answered Ii:,.· scientific oh~en·ation and e.\periment. 
Popularl:,.·, "metaplH·sics" l1as meant an:,.·thing ahstrnse and 
highh· theoretical-a co1nmon eigl1teenth-century usage 
illu~trated In· llunw's occasional 11se of "metaph\·sical" to 
mean "e\ces~i\-el\ subtle." Tlw term has also !wen popu
lar!:,.· associated with the spiriti1al, tl1e religiou~. and even 
the occu It. In modern philosophical usage "metapll\·sics" 
refers general!:,; to the field of philosoph:,. dealing with 
questions about the kinds of things there ,ire and their 
modes of being. Its subject matter includes the concepts of 
existence, thing, propert\·, event; the distinctions between 
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particulars and uni\"{·rsals, indi\·iduals and classes; the 
nature of relations, change, causation; and the nature of 
mind, matter, span", and time. In the eighteenth and nine
teenth centuries "metaphysics" was used broadly to in
clud<' questions about the reality of the exte rnal world, the 
exist<"nce of other minds, the possibilit:· of a priori knowl
edge, and the nature of sensation, memor:·, abstraction, 
and so 011. In present usage these 4ucstions are included 
in the sttHh of epistemoloL>::,. 

THE CLASSIC AL PERIOD 

The history of metaph:·sics in \\'est e rn philosophy (tak
ing "mdaphvsic-," in tlH' contempor,ir:· sense) began \\'ith 
speculations by the Ionian cosmologists in the sixth cen
tur: · B.C:. abo11t the origin of the physical uni\·erse, the 
nutkr or -,ttdf from \\·hicl1 it i-, 111ade, ,u1d tlw laws or u11i
fon11itic-; ever: where prt·s(•nt in nature. Our knowledge of 
thc-,c l'arl: cosmologists comes mostly from Aristotle and 
otlwr cla-.;-.;ical authors, the n1ain fig11H0 '> were the \lilesi
,u1'> (Tl1ale'>, .\11aximandcr, and .e\naximcne-.;), P:·thagma'>, 
.tll(I I ft>raclitn-;, 

Parmenides. Tlw lwl';i1111i11l'; of nH_0 t,1pl1\ sil's , l10\\ e\'l'r, is 
most con\·e11ie11tl: dated II-0111 Parnwnides (H. l'. 47.5 B.C.), 

sinl'l' some of tlw t\ pil'al cl1aracteristics of 111dapl1\·si<'s as 
a distinct philosophical i11quir:· are present i11, or at least 
sugge-,ted liy, his s111'\'i\'i11g writing-.. Thes<' c-l1aracteristics 
are, first , tlw coneeptio11 of philosoph:· a'> an attempt to 
u11dersta11d tlw nniver'><' I>\ means of a logical in\·e-,tiga
tion that is a priori, appealing to meanings of tern1'> r,1tl1er 
than to th<' l'\·idenCl' of tlw s{·nsl'S. This method i-.; in co11-
trast to tlw method of nat11ral science, which relies 011 
sense perception. Second is a rnon· or less explicit ll'>e of 
\'ery ge1wral principles \"il'\\'l'd as sufficient to arri\·e at a 
tnie ,1cco1111t of real it: . Such principles were, for example, 
noncontradiction and something like a principle of suf
ficient reason, which is expressed in Parmenides' poem: 
"Also, wl1at necessity impelled it, if it did spring from 
l\'othing, to lie produced later or earlier·~ Tillis it must Bl' 
ahsolut<·ly, or not at all." Philosophy was therefore co11-
cei\'l·d as a deductin· scil'nl'l' like 1nathl'Illatics. Third is 
the paradoxical contrast between apparent wality and tnll' 
realit: and the association of the trnl_\ real with -;ingleness 
and u11cha11,gingness. Of these feat11n·s of Parnwnide-,' 
writings, the first is full(lamcntal, it can lw taken as a 
defining {'haracteristic of mdaph:·sit·s. Lik<' the natm~il 
scientist, the metaph_\ sician gi\·es an account of the uni
\'erse; n11like the scientist, he does not base his account on 
observations and experiments, at least not on anv spe
cial observations and experiments made for the purpose. 
His account is based primarily on anal\'sis of concepts; if h e 
does appeal to the evidc11ce of the senses, he appeals to 
sometl1i11,g gencralh· familiar, not to new evidence he is 
adding to knowledg<'. Parmcnides hilllself apparently 
lwlic\·l,d lw had done all that could be done I,:· way of a 
philosophical acco1111t of the uni\·erse. l lis account consists 
in poi11ti11_g to \\'hat he lwlie\·ed were the logical conse
quences of saying "It is." lie dismissed <'H'r_\thing else 
either as podic imager: with no claim to trnth or as em
pirical science; he indiscrimi11atel_\ referred to both as 
opinion. I !is position \\'as not nai\·e, it is 11ot easy to Sl'e 

how a rnetaph:·sician can give an account of reality based 
on logic alone unless reality in some sense has the features 
of necessity and vacuous generality belonging to logical 
truths. And doctrines simibr to Pannenides' logical mon
ism ha\·e frequently reappeared in the history of metaphys
ics-for example, in :\'eoplatonism, in Spinoza, ar.d in 
nineteenth-century Hegelianism. There is more than a 
superficial resemblance between Parmenides' Being, the 
l\'eoplato11ists' One, Spinoza's God or nature, and Hegel's 
Absolute as understood h:· a metaphysician like F. H. 
Bradle:·- Perhaps the underl:·i11g reasoning is that recog
nizing that metaph_\·sics gives an account of the world 
based on anal\'sis of concepts rather than on empirical 
e\·idence, these philosophers h,1\'e felt that logic alone 
should be sufficient basis for making assertions about the 
world; since whate\·er is logicall_\ true is thought to be 
necessaril,\· and alwa:·s true, they h,l\·e concluded that the 
world itself must lw 1mcha11ging and in some sense neces
'>aril:· what it is. 

Later pre-Socratics. Pannenides apparently believed 
Ill' had said all that a met.iph_\ sieian could say alio11t the 
world. Accordingly, his followl'rs \ielissus and especially 
Zeno arc more critical than constructive-a trait shown by 
m,my later rnl'taph:·sicians who are more often concerned 
to demonstrate what they take to lie logical failures in the 
ordinan· or scientific 11nderst:rndi11g of reality than to give 
a positi\l0 .tl'l'Oitnt of reality. \\'e learn from Plato's Par-
111eriides that Zeno's paradoxl's of motion were meant to 
support Parnw11ides' system Ii: showing contradictions in 
tlic ordinar:· c011cept of cl1ange. (\Vhen does the arrow 
mo\·c·~ :\'ot 110w, lwc,1use at a11:· gi\·en instant it is in one 
place and hence not n10vi11g; 11ot at some other time, be
cause if it i-; mm'ing, it must be 111m·111g now.) 

Parme11idcs' gt·ncrnl effect, l1owt>ver, was to interest 
philosophns in following what seemed to be the logi cal 
implications of their assumptions. An example is Ana.xag
<nas, who ,1pparently arg1wd from the assumption that 
reality is many and cha11gi11g to the conclusion that the 
things Wl' ordinarily call real an• composed of unendingly 
smaller parts similar to the whole things, that "all things 
are together," that "everything contains a part of every 
otlwr thing," and that although therl' ,ire rearrangements 
of things, nothing is ever really created or dcstro:·ed. Like 
his contemporaries Empedocles and the atomists Leucip
p11s and Democritus, Anaxagoras did rely on observation 
and experiments to give an account of nature, hut the sur
viving fragnwnts suggest that his cosmology was arrived at 
largely by a priori reasoning i11 the w,1y Parrnenides' was, 
although the resulting account of reality is the opposite of 
Parmenides' account. And in the same way that something 
like Parrnenides ' logical monism is repe,1ted in Neoplaton
ism, in Spinoza, and in nineteenth-century I l ege liani sm, 
something like Anaxagoras' logical pluralism is repeated in 
Leibniz' theory of monads and Hussell's logical atomism. 
The common feature of this kind of system is that on logi
cal grounds reality is described as composed of e lements 
\·iewed as the limit of an une11<ling process of division; the 
least parts of things are, so to speak, real infinitesimals 
-things smaller or simpler than any given thing one can 
mention. The atornism of Leucippus, Democritus, and, 
later, Lucretius is, by contrast, primarily a physical theory. 



These thinkers believed that the existence of atoms can 
be shown empirical!~·; their atoms have finite sizes and 
such recognizable physical properties as shape and motion 
and, perhaps, weight, and the theory anticipates Galileo 
and Newton rather than Leibniz and RusselL 

Plato. In Plato's Phaedo Socrates is made to sav he once 
studied Anaxagoras but gave up this stuck and all empiri
cal investigations of nature, deciding instead to "have 
recourse to conceptions and examine in them the truth of 
realities." Anaxagoras, Parmenides, and others had also 
had recourse to conceptions in contrast to the evidence of 
the senses; what is new in the Phaedo is the theory of 
Ideas or Forms, ,,·hich historians of philosophy sometime~ 
ascribe to Plato (c. 4:27-.347 B.C.) a11d sometimes to Soc
rates himself. For Plato, at least, ideas exist independ
ently'· of the things we see and touch; moreover, thev are 
considerl'd the ~ource of existence of things we see and 
touch, somewhat as a man is the cause of his shadow or of 
his ref-lection in a mirror or a pool of water. Popularly, 
Plato's metaphysics means the theory of Ideas in this 
sense, and in this wa~· the theor,· has had a great infiuencc 
in the histon· of thought. Plato's own evaluation, however, 
was considerably more critical than that of manv of his 
followers. The thecn~· of Ideas in this form is presented in 
the Phaedo as a hq)()thesis that cannot be known to lie 
true; in the Pannenides its logical weaknesses are pointed 
out: in the Timaeus it is used as part of a "probable" or 
"likelv" cosmolog~·. Ne,·ertlwless, Plato does consistent!~· 
argue for the existence of mind or soul as a kind of entit~· 
distinct from, and in some sense prior to, pll\'sical ohjeds. 
This thesis is de,·eloped, notably in the Phaedo, where the 
theory of Ideas is us<·d as a step in proving the immortal it\· 
of soul, in the Phaedrns, and in Hook X of the Laws. In 
these contexts Plato argues that since bodies cannot move 
themselves (apparent self-motion is reduced to one part's 
moving another) whereas soul can, the ultimate source of 
observed motions must be soul or mind. In the Laws this 
argument is used to pro,·e the existence of the gods, who 
are understood as sources of obsen·ed motions and 
changes in the visible universe. 

Plato's technical contributions to metaphysics are con
tained in the difficult later dialogues, especialh· the Par
menides and Sophist. Both dialogues purport to be a criti
cism of Eleatic philosophy, h~· Parmenides himself in the 
Parmenides and hv an "Eleatic stranger" in the Sophist. In 
the Pannenides Parmenides is represented as illustrating 
the method of dialectic by scrutinizing his own hypothesis 
that "the One exists" and deducing the logical conse
quences both of asserting and of denying this hypothesis. 
The point is that what follows depends on how the hy'·
pothesis is understood-in particular, on how one under
stands unit~: and existence. If, for example, unit~· is thought 
to be in no ,vay compatible with plurality, a thing which 
has unity can hardly h,ffe anything else. Thus, it cannot 
have spatial extension, for it would then have a right and a 
left, an up and a clown. The more straightfonvard Sophist 
classifies philosophers into materialists and idealists ac
cording to their criteria of realit~·. A general criterion of 
realitv as power is suggested, and a number of concepts of 
equal generalitv with that of being are infroducecl and 
discussed-sameness, difference, rest, and motion. The 
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apparent parado.x in negation is explained h~· di~tin
guishing absolute nonbeing (A clews not vxistl from I'l'latin· 
nonheing (A is non-B) or othernes~ and h,· distingui..,hing 
the existential is (A exists) from the is of pr<·dication IA is 
characterized lw B). In the Timaeus the gl'1wric <·onct·pts 
are used in the rn~·thical account of the co11~trnction of thl' 
physical universe by a godlike artisan using an idl'al pat
tern as a blueprint. 

Aristotle. Aristotle (.384-.322 B.C.) is indirectly the 
source of the term "metaphvsics"; he is also the srnirce of a 
s~·stematic list of metaph,·sical issues, a technical language 
in which these issues are stated, and a metaph, sical s,·s
tem that has had followers down to the present and ha~ 
proved immense!~· fruitfuL In part, the importance of thi~ 
system has been in serving as an object of criticism, al
though this function has been sen·ed In Plato a~ much as 
b,· Aristotle and Aristotle himself illustrates Plato\ impor
tance as an object of criticism in the historv of metaph~·~ic~. 

The problem~ of "first philosoplH·," or metaphvsics, 
listed IH· Aristotle in hooks Beta and Kappa of tlw Meta
physics are part!~· aho11t rnetaph,·sics itself: Does its sub
ject matter include all the basic concepts and assumption~ 
of all the special sciences? Does it include the principles 
of logier Is there metaph,·sical knowkclgl' in contrast to 
opinion? These questions ask, in effect, whether metaph~'S
ics is a superscience provin[( the assumptions made by 
the special scienccs and also the assnmptions it itself 
uses-whether, in short, it i~ a logical!~· self-contained 
boclv of knmvledge contra~ting with the logicalh' incom
plete special sciences. This concept of metaph~·sics was 
held, for example, b,· Dl'scartes, lmt on the whole Aristotle 
rcjl'ctecl this ,·iew. '.\letaph~·sics is le~s the capstone of a 
hierarch~· of sciences than a di~cussion of problems ll'ft 
over I)\' the special scil'nces. Ph~·sics, for example, ass11nws 
there is motion, bnt it is not part of the metaphysician's job 
as Aristotle saw it to prove this assumption; at most, he 
should explain it or defend it from criticism. Aristotll' 
thought of metaph~·sics as explaining things we ahead~· 
know to he true rather than as giving reasons for the as
sumptions we make in the sciences and eVl'r~·cla~· life, 
thereb~· providing the underpinnings of science and com
mon sense. 

Some of the problems of metaph~·sics listed h~· Aristotle 
are questions about the kinds of things there are, In addi
tion to physical objects perceived hy the sense~, do such 
abstractions as Plato's Ideas or the mathematician's num
bers, points, lines, and so on also exist'~ Are all existing 
things particulars, or do universals like man or whiteness 
exist, too? Do particulars of the same kind have anything 
in common, and if so, what and how·~ Arl' physical objects 
something more than the material parts that compose 
them, and if so, what? 

For Aristotle, howe,·er, the most fundamental questions 
of metaphysics concernl'd the concl'pts of being and unity. 
Are being and unit~· properties of things (since ever~·thing 
both is and is one thing), or are tlwv entities or s11hstances 
of some kind (as Parmcnides seemed to have thought)? If 
being and unit\· are things in tl1eir own right, what kind of 
things are they? These questions aw sugge,ted b~· Plato's 
Parmenides and Sophist. Aristotle's amwers are his most 
important contribution to metaphvsics. In the Sophist 
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Plato s11gg<'stl'd a general ch·finition of being as power hut 
gave little b)· wa>· of an explicit anal)·sis of this sense of 
heing, which dot's not COITC'spond to the use of the word in 
ordinar) langnage . Such an explicit analysis i.•: the center 
of Aristotle's metaphysics, his contrih11tion can he sum
lllarized as tlw ,·iew that altlmugh there are lllany wa~·s in 
which things arc and are one (and there are therefore man>· 
sc·1tses of !wing and unit>·) and although these ways are 
irreducibly distinct, tht-')' n(•,·ertheless d<·1wnd on one 
hasic kind of being. Being is neither an attribute nor a 
thing and eannot th~rdore lie defined in the ways -: .tri
ang1dar" or "lwrse" can he defined. But we can pick out a 
basic sem,<' of being, illustrated in such statements as, 
"This is a horse" or "This is a man," a11d show how the 
other se11ses of heing depend on it. "Being a horse," 
"being a man," and, in general, "heing an X" in the basic 
sense of lwi11g 11wans to han_• attrilllltt-'s and therefore to he 
a subject of thought and di,crnnse without in turn being an 
attrilJllt<' of something els<·; "heing a hmse" is not, for 
Aristotle, an attribute of some more basic subject of 
thought and discourse. Primarily, what there is, is this 
horse, this man, a11d so on when we are speaking of an 
indi,·idual; secondaril~·, ,vhat there is, is horse, man, and 
so on understood as species or kinds of things. ()ualities, 
dates, locations, motions, relations, and the like are attrib
nted to the things that exist in the hasic sense; the>· them
selves do not have independent existence and "are" onl>· 
in a derivati\'(_· and borrowed sense of being. 

Aristotle's anal)·sis of being is the heart of his metaphys
ics; it is not the whole of it or the part most stressed by his 
later followers. \Vhat is often referred to as Aristotle's 
metaphysics is his account of the universe. Roughly, it 
states that there are a large hut finite nurnl><·r of things that 
for the most part (with exceptions such as the snn, the 0111)· 

thing of its kind, and biological "mi.,takes" resulting from 
mutation and crosshreedi11g) helong to definite kinds-for 
e:-.ample, plant and ammal spc·cies. In tnost cases the incli
vid11al memlwrs of tllt'se kill(ls or classes arl' horn and di<>, 
hut the classes tlwrnseh·es do not change. Sollle things
for e.,ample, the stars-cxi-;t lon·,·t·r and apart from 
uniform motions do not change at all. Tlwre is an ultimate 
prime lllover \\'hich is the so11rce of all ohsl'r\'l_·d motion 
and change hllt is itself compldel) immatc·rial and there
fore completely motionlc·ss and changell'ss. This set of 
ideas is in the Metaphysics, a11d the plmalism and some 
theor>' of 11atmal kinds do follow from Aristotle's anal>·sis 
of !wing. Bllt the tlwor~· of pri111c lllm'ers and tlte Unmm ed 
\lover is al,o iu the Physics as a scientific-that is , demon
stralil<·-acl'ollnt of the ph~·sical uni,·er~e; it is not tlwre
fow a lrn<· part of his metaph)'sics, which is dialectical 
(arg11111g from comnwn opinion and logic) rather than 

scil'ntific. 
The centr:tl chapters of the Metaphysics elucidate a11d 

defend the claim that such common-sense things as this 
horse, this man, and so on are the fundamental subjects of 
discourse. Aristotle upheld this claim against (1) the vie\\' 
that the ultimate material parts of things arc the ultimate 
subjects of discourse (so that "This is a horse" would he 
understood as "These material elements have horselikl' 
attributes"); (:2) the view that Platonic Ideas are the ulti
mate subject of disco11rsc (where "Thi-; is a horse'' is un-

derstood as "The horse is exemplified by these sensible 
qualities"); and (:3) the view that the basic seme of heing is 
illustrated in, for instance, "There is a horse in the 
barn,, -tlH' view according to which "tlwre is" means "it is 
true that" or "it is a fact that." For Aristotle to he is to be 
an indi,·idual, and the being of a thing is primarily its 
nature or idc·ntifying features rather than the fact that it is. 
Aristotle hardly even recognized the sense of being in
volved in such Sl'ntences as "There are good men, and 
there are \\·icked men," which can he read as "Among all 
the things that are, some are-that is, have the identifying 
features of-good men; others arc wicked men." Such 
sentences suggest that what exists primarily are featureless 
particulars, which can lw referred to collectively as "the 
things that c., i st," not com rnon-sense things. 

In general, the question · \\'hat is being(' became for 
Aristotle "\\'hat is an individualr," a horse, a man, a house, 
and so on heing understood as paradigms of an individual. 
And, positive)~·- the central argument of the Metaphusics is 
that an individual is primarily the distinguishing features 
h>' which we identif)· and classify it. Aristotle himself 
believed that these classifications are learned through 
experience; he was a realist in the sense that he thought 
the groups and classes of things are there to he learned by 
observation and are not simply mental constructions. 
Therefore, there is a sense in which we learn empirically 
what being is. But metaphysics is not itself an empirical 
study of !ieing; Aristotle did not, for instance, think of 
metaphysics as a science of high-level generality de
scribing the properties that all beings (indi,·iduals) have. 

Aristotle's Metaphysics in its present form-and there is 
110 reason to think it ever had a very different form-is 
harel~· readable in large stretches. Other parts read like 
outmoded astronomy; still other parts r<'ad like rather 
tedious lexicography. The cle,·astating criticism of Plato is 
largely borrowed from Plato himself. llow<·ver, the Meta-
11/iysics gi, <'" a ,11rprisi11gl>' coherent set of answers to the 
questions it raises, and tlw qt1l'stio11s themselves are those 
that meta phys il'ians sti II ask. 

Neoplatonism. The ;\'eoplatonists in the late classical 
period were metaphysicians of great power and originalit>·· 
They werl' also of great irnportance in the development of 
mC'taph) sics since they fmmed a link between ancient and 
medieval plrilosophy. The main figme of this movement, 
Plotinus (c. 201 -270), associated metaphysics with mysti
cism a11d pl'rsonal asceticism. The· m>'stical and religious 
side of his philosophy was stressed by his disciple and 
l'ditor Porph~r)· (c. 232-.30--1), a11d such later :\'eoplatonists 
as Iamhlid1us and Proclus ga,'e a further wligious and 
e,·en occ1ilt a11d superstitions emphasis to the movement. 
But the int<·lkctual power of thl' movem,·nt is shown in as 
late a philosopher as Boethi11s (c. --180-.52--1), and through 
Boethi11s l\'eoplatonism had a , ·er>· strong inA11ence on 
medieval philosoph)· and, therdow, indirl'ctly on modern 

philosoph>·· 
Plotinus. Plotinus' philosoph)· is a paradigrn case of a 

rnetaph)·sical system according to one common conception 
of metaph~·sics. It asserts the 1rnwality or half reality of the 
things of ev(·r)'day experience; the illusory character of 
change, motion, and e\'l'll space and time; the superior 
realit)· of soul or mind o,·er matter. It conceives of good-



ness and intelligence a-; substantial things and stre~ses 
personal mysticism and an ascetic way of life. The line of 
thought by which Plotinus arrived at this position is not 
eas>· to follow, hut, hriefl>·• it seems to ha,·<· !wen some
what as follows. \\'hate,·er is, is one thing (l'\'en a collec
tion of things is said to "he" 011)>, when crnrnted as one 
thing-a collection); the answer to the question "\Vhat is 
being?," understood as a request for a description of being, 
is therefore unity or singleness. But unit>· or singleness 
cannot be described any further, although a direct, intui
tive experience of it is in some sense possible. Since heing 
is equivalent to unity and since things can have unity to a 
greater or lesser degree, we can speak of degrees of being. 
Although unity is itself ineffable, it does duplicate itself in 
a kind of descending series of things-in goodness and 
intelligence-in a lesser way in disembodied spirits, in a 
still lesser way in human souls, least of all in physical 
ob~cts and their properties and relations. The emanation 
of successively less real things from unity is to be under
stood in a logical rather than a ph>·sical sense. Speaking 
accurately, unit>· or singleness (the One) is not a cause at 
all, although it can be described metaphorically, for exam
ple, as an inexhaustible fountain of being bringing exist
ence to all the things that are b~· its continuous overflow. 
Plotinus' writings are full of these metaphors, but he rec
ognized them as metaphors. and the underl>·ing position is 
rigorously argued, granting the not implausible identifica
tion of being with unity or singleness. 

Plotinus' line of tl1ought begins with the assumption that 
being and unit:-,· are properties that things have-properties 
of utmost generality, to be sure, hut still properties in the 
same wa>' that black or being four-legged are properties of 
a horse. Comhined with this seems to he the Platonic 
assumption that properties are not simpl>· modifications of 
particulars or wa>·s that particulars exist; properties are 
e ntities in their own right that particular things instance or 
exemplify. The first of these t\\'o assumptions is clear!>· 
made in the lsagoge, Porphyr>·'s short introductor>· treatise 
on Aristotle's Categories. In Porph>T>''s account-and in 
this account he is presumabl>· expressing a tq)icall>· :\eo
platonic point of vie,v-the theor>· of categories or types of 
predication is a theor>· of kinds of predicates: genus, spe
cies, difference, propert~· (that is, essential property), and 
accident. These kinds of predicates (the pwdicable~) are 
distinguished from individuals. But e,·en expressions 
designating indi\'iduals are predicates of a sort according 
to Porphyry ; such expwssions as "Socrates," "this man 
here," and "this thing here" are attributes, differing from 
the predicables because the~· are "onl>· said of a single 
thing" whereas the predicables "arc said of se,·eral things." 
The distinction is between attributes belonging to several 
things and attributes belonging to only one thing. But of 
indi,·iduals thcmseh-es, in contrast to attributes, nothing 
is said; they can apparently be characterized only incli
rectl>·, as the ultimate subjects of predication. 

This account of predication makes the distinction be
tween thing and property peripheral to metaph>·sics. The 
important distinction is between relati\'ely Jes:- general 
and relative)>· more general attributes. culminating in the 
most general attributes, being and unit>·· Porph>T>' spoke 
of substance as "the most general genus" and in a sense 
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the onl:-,· real genus, ~i11ce uulike aui111aL for <'\.,11ttpl1·. 

which is a genus relative to man l>ut oul> a s1wcial cast· 
relative to "living thing," substance is 11ot itself a s;pecial 
case of some higher genus. l"\eoplatonic n1etaph>·sics i..; 
largely an anal>·sis, similar to Plato's Parme11icles. of thl'~l' 
ultimate genera; the main force of Plotinm' \\'ritings is tlte 
argument that the ultimate genera cannot he described iu 
any ordinary way but are in some sense manifest in low<'r 
orders of heing. '.\:eoplatonism thus easil>· lends itsdf to 
religious interpretation; in the late classical ,vorld it at·
tually was a theological system a~sociated witlt a religio11s 
way of life competing with Christianit>·· 

THE MIDDLE AGES 

Porphyry's lsagoge, translated into Latin h> Boethim in 
the sixth centur:-,·, gave philosophers some l>asic tools and 
stimulated speculation on two questions in particular: ( 1) 

What is a thing considered just h>· itself, as a hare existent, 
apart from all its attributes? (:2) Do attributes exist (or sub
sist) separately from human thought and discourse and 
from the things that are said to ha,·e attributes? The first 
question, implicit in Porphyry's account of predication, i~ 

roughly the problem of distinguishing essence from exist
ence, what a thing is from the fact that it is. The second 
question (really, group of questions) was explicit!,· raised 
hut not answered by Porphyr>'; it is the problem of uni
versals much discussed throughout medie,·al philosoph>·· 

For Aristotle the contrast between \\'hat a thing is and 
the fact that it is, is at best peripheral to metaph>·sics. Aris
totle recognized that the question "Does X exist?" is dis
tinct from "What is X?," but he attached no metaph>·sical 
importance to the distinction. Particular questions of the 
form "Does X exist(' are decided h>· sense perception or 
b>· proof; there is no general metaphysical question ahout 
the nature of existence ("thatness") in contrast to ess<'nce 
("whatness"). The metaph:-,·sicia11 is concerned with what 
things are rather than with their existence or nonexistence. 
Aristotle's position was that what things are-that is, their 
bcing-i~ primaril>· what is contained i11 their definitions; 
the definition of a thing descrilws its essence, which is 
equivalent to its species (the traits that identify it as the 
kind of thing it is) which is in turn identified \\'ith its 
genus, differentia, and essential properties. But when, as 
in Porphyr:-,·, genus (mammal), difference (solid-hoofed), 
species (horse), prope1t>· (neighs). and accident (gra>) are 
indiscriminately called attributes of the thing it~elL it is 
natural to ask what it is that has these attributes or what it 
is that gives this collection of attrilrntes an actual rather 
than a merely possible existence. 

The problem of universals dominated metaphysics in the 
earl~· ~diddle Ages; it was discussed h> metaph>·sicians 
from Boethius in the sixth centm> to Roscelin and Abelard 
in the twelfth century. The main philosophical tradition 
during this period was the Augustinian tradition, repre
sented by Boethius himself, John Scotus Erigena (died 
c. 877), St. Anselm ( 10.3.3-1 lOHl, William of Champeaux 
(died c. 1120), St. Bonaventme ( 1:2:21- 1:27-1), and man>· 
others. This tradition favored realism; species and genera 
like horse and animal were thought to exist not onl\' apart 
from human thought and discourse (epistemological real-
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ism) but also apart from particular horses and animals. 
Species ,me! genera were regarded as paradigms, arche
t~·pes, or exemplars of particular things; as such, they exist 
in the mind of God and are used by him as models in 
creating nature. As in St. Augustine and Plato, the funda
nwntal contention is that particulars cannot be recognized 
and identified as one of a general t~·1w unless we first have 
independent knowledge of the type; the inference is that 
these general tq)es must exist apart from, and in some 
seme prior to, the particulars exemplifying them. 

St. Anselm's proof of Goel\ existe11cP (anticipated by St. 
Augustine), has had an important history in its own right; it 
h also an illllminating example of Christian Platonism in 
the earl~· \licldle Ages. The argument cannot be ap
preciated apart from its context of religio11s meditation, hut 
it can lw picked 011t and studied (a, it has been hy philoso
phers to this day) as a kind of supreme te~t case of Platonic 
(or :\'eoplatonid mctaph~·sical assu111ptio11s. Briefly, the 
argument is th,1t (I) we have a concept of a supreme !icing 
(a being "than which nothing greater can he conceived") 
,o tl1at (2) tlw Supreme Being "exi~ts in the understand
ing." Si11c<· (:3) it is gr<'ater to <·xist in reality than mere I) in 
the 1111dcrsta11ding, it is contradictory to sa~· tlw S11pr<•111e 
Being exists 011!~ in the 1mdersta11cling; hence, we ca11 
infer that H) tlw Supreme Being does exist in realit~·. 
J...:ant's objection seems decisi,·e. The e:-.istence (as con
trasted with the concept of e:-.i~ting) of the Supreme Being 
cannot lw a part of 01ir conc<·pt of the Supreme lking. If it 
were, our concept would l>e tlw Supreme Heing, not its 
concept. But the argument ~eems inevitable if one as
~u111cs, a~ the l\'eoplatonist~ did, that e:-.istence is an attri
bute that things ha,·e and, in conseqtience of lwviug it, are, 
,1s things arc red in conscqu<·nce of having tlw attribute 
redness. Comhi11cd with the assumption tl1at attrilmtcs 
have an inclcpc11dent existence, tl1is line of thought le,1d~ 
to the conclusion that existence or being is it~t·lf an exist
ing thing; the exi~tence of things in nature is thought of as 
being due to their recci\'ing a part of the inexhaustible 
thing, !wing, somewhat as an illumim1ted ohject recei\'e~ 
its light from ,1 ~ource of illumination. Furtherrnor<', it 
'it_'l'll1S to follow that exi~te11cc must itself neccs~aril~ t•xi,t 
as an anal~-tic conseq11ence of what it is (just as "Hednes~ 
is red" seems to stat<> an analytic necessity). Ci,·en these 
assumptions, the Ontological Argument for God's exi~t
('nce, as Kant later called it, is at least a strong temptation; 
the argument has had a histor~- identical with the histor~ of 
logical monism in metaph~·sic~, from Pannenides to Hegel 
and beyond, as well ;is a clost' association with Chri,tian 
tlwolog~. 

REV IV AL OF CLASSICAL PHILOSOPHY 

,\)though the realism - 11ominalism controversy occupied 
philosophers in the ele\'enth and twelftl1 centurie~, new 
wa~·s of thinking in metaphysics were heing prepared h~· 
tra11slatio11s of ( ;reek and Arabic texts into Latin, especially 
translations of Aristotle and his Arabian commentators. In 
the earl~- \liddle Ages there was very little firsthand 
knowledge of the Greek philosophers. Plato's Timaeus, 
Phaedo, and Meno were known, but the important later 
dialogues, including Parmenides and Sophist, were not. 

The Greek texts had been presen·ed, howe\'er, and, espe
cially after the capture of Constantinople by crusaders in 
1204, were slowly recovered in the \Vest. In the thirteenth 
century William of l\loerbeke made a literal Latin transla
tion of Proclus' Commentary 011 the Parmenides; the com
mentary contained the text of the Parmenides through the 
first hypothesis, thereby g1vmg philosophers some 
firsthand knowledge of that important dialogue. 

Aristotle was e\'en less known and understood in the 
early l\liddle Ages. Only his logic, the text of De Interpre
tatione, and the other logical treatises in Neoplatonized 
versions through Boethius were known. As late as the 
thirteenth century, two Neoplatonic texts-the "Theology 
of Aristotle" (actually a compilation from Plotinus' En
neads, IV-VI) and the Liber de Causis (a work hased on 
Proclus' Elements of Theology)-were wrongly attributed 
to Aristotle. However, Aristotle's \\'ritings had been trans
lated into Syriac by '.\Jestorian Christians in the fifth cen
tur~ and from S~-riac into Arabic in tlw ninth centnry; Latin 
trnnslatiu11s of Arabic texts were made in the twelfth cen
tury ,rnd direct!~· from Grt'ek texts by Robert Grosseteste 
and William of l\locrbeke in the thirteenth century. By the 
end of the thirteenth century most of Aristotle was trans
L1ted into Latin and was generally available to philoso
phers. In effect, Aristotle was a new philosopher who 
appeared ou the scene and dominated it as if he were a 
contt·mporary; the Metaphysics was the stimulus for such 
metaph~·~icians as Albert the Great, St. Thomas Aquinas, 
Duns Scot11s, William of Ockham, and others in the thir
tecutl1 ,md fourteenth centuries. 

Aquinas. Aquinas' metaphysics is an attempt to explain 
the distinction~ lwtwecn essence and existence, necessary 
and contingent <·xi~tence, and particulars and univt•rsals, 
u~ing the language and rnuch of the metaphysical outlook 
of Aristotk. For Aqninas common-sense things like horses 
and houses do exist in a literal and straightforward sense 
apart from IH1J11an observers ,111d also apart from God and 
paradig111s of things in the mind of God. The existence of 
the~<' co111mon-sc11se things is not an attribute that they 
receive from outside; it is not like the light the earth re
cei\'cs from the sun. The existence of finite things in na
ture is an i11trinsic act of existing that these things exercise. 
But Aquinas ,ilso held tl1,1t thC' ordinary tl1ings we experi
l'nce cxi~t contingently in thC' senst• that their existing is 
not an analytic consequenlT of what they are; it is not 
something they do hy nature. There must therefore he a 
cause (in a 111et1pl1y~ical, uot a physical, sense of "cause") 
of tl1eir existenc<·; this must he a necessary being, identi
fied with Cod, wl10 exists by his mvn nature. Contingent 
beings, like horses and houses, are obviously contin
gent because being composed of 111,1tter, their existence is 
finitt'-they begin to C'Xist and cease to exist. \latter also 
accounts for the individuality of things; things that arc 
identical insofar as what they are, or, in other words, things 
that have the same natnrv, are still different things because 
the matter of which they are composed is different. Goel, 
on the contrar~·, is immaterial and, hence, one and un
changing. Aquinas, like the Neoplatonists, associated fini
tude, contingency, plurality, and change with matter. He 
differed from the l\'eoplatonists chiefly in his view that 
finite things-in particular, human persons-exist in their 



own right (by virtue of a delegated power, as it were) and 
do not merely participate in the existence of a higher order 
of being. In this view Aquinas agreed with Christian the
ology and was close to Aristotle. 

Duns Scotus. Duns Scotus ( 1:260- 1308) seems to have 
agreed with Aquinas that heing is not an attribute m a 
thing in some sense shared h\' all the things said to IH'. On 
the other hand, he criticized Aquinas' contrast of essence 
with existence, arguing that whatever we are awar<:' of 
must be an essence in some sense, including even individ
uality or "thisness," which he trPats as an attribute of incli
viduals ("this horse here"), distinguishing them from in
determinate beings ("a horse" or "the horse" in general). 

William of Ockham. William of Ockham (c. 1300- 1.3-W) 
held that gennal or indeterminate expressions like "a 
horse" or "the horse" do not correspond to general beings 
either in the mind or in reality hut refer indifferenth- to 
individual horsl's. He was thnefore com·entionall~· called 
a nominalist in contrast to Scotus, a realist. But Ockham's 
main point seems to be that logical distinctions between 
universal, particular, and singular are not distinctions 
between kinds of things-not an enumeration of what there 
is-hut are, rather, ways of referring to the one and only 
one kind ()f thing that does exist-namely, the common
sense things we encounter in e,,crda~· experience, For 
this reason Ockham was probably closer to Aristotle's 
own view than either Aquinas or Scotus; unlike them his 
explil'it aim was to state Aristotle's original position as 
accurately as he could. But Ockham 's successors-notahlv, 
John of ;'\firecourt and :'\icholas of Autrecourt-pushed 
Ockham's views in <1 direction that anticipated Hume and 
even twentieth-centur~' logical positivism, \\'e can talk 
meaningfully only about what \\'e are acquainted with 
through the senses, and we ,ne acquainted only with par
ticulars, so that all discourse about things refers ultimately 
on)~, to particulars. The existence of a particular is never an 
analytic necessity or an anal~·tic consl·quence of the e.xist
ence of some other; hence, all meaningful statements 
about things are only probable. 

DESCARTES TO KANT 

Descartes. The re,·i, al of metaphvsics in the seven
teenth centur, begins with H.ent'.· Descartes (1.596- IG.50), 
who has been traditionally considered the originator of 
modern philosoph~·. The ideas most common)~, associated 
with Descartes are not original \\'ith him. ln St. Augus
tine's writings can he found the cogito ergo s11111 argument 
and the view that our own existence is the ultimate cer
tainty since we can he certain of it while the existence of 
all other things is in doubt. The argument that nothing less 
than Cod could have produced the idea of Cod in the 
human mind can also lw found in St. Augustine, The On
tological Argument had a famous history in the :\fiddle 
Ages, and the ,·iew that physical objects have onl~· geo
metrical attrilrntes of shape and motion was held I)\· earl~· 
Greek atomists. The concept of mi11d as a substantial thing 
more or less externally attached to the body is hard)~· orig
inal with Descartes, But to say this is to say onl~, that Des
cartes used a good deal of material from old ruins in his 
work of "building from the foundation" in metaphysics in 
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order "to establish a firm and abiding stqwrstruct11n_• i11 the 
sciences, 

Descartes was most original in his cmH-cption of philo
sophical method and philosophical truth. '.\:o metaph~ sical 
assertion is to he believed unless ( 1) it is 1111dcrstood with 
the kind of clarity and distinctnes., that mathematical prop
ositions ha\'C" and (:2) its truth is either so intrinsicalh ob
vious that, like the postulates of geometry, it cannot ht> 
doubted or it is proved with the same rigor with which 
theorems are proved in geometr~'. Descartes\ philosophy 
can be viewed in large part as an effort to reduce the sec
ond criterion to the first-that is, to show that at least in the 
case of metaph~·sical propositions, if we· understand them 
clear!~· and distinctly, we are tlwreb,· certain of their truth. 
These claims made for his or any other metaph,,sical as
sertion were revolutionary and most influential, As Des
cartes and his followers understood them, thev amounted 
to a demand that metaphysics he scientific, understanding 
hv the word "scientific" being subject to a kind of rigorous 
intellectual discipline hest illustrated in mathematics and 
the exact physical sciences. 

Spinoza. Barnch Spinoza ( lo,3:2- 1677), following one 
interpretation of Descartes's demand for clarit~· and dis
tinctness in metaphvsics, thought of metaph~·sics as a de
ductive account of the universe to be developed from a 
fl'W definitions-notalih·, the definition of s11bstance as a 
being that requires nothing outside itself to he or to he 
conceived-,md self-evident assumptions. His i1den·nces 
are that there must logil'ally he one and on)~, one sub
stance, uncreated and everlasting; there are an infinite 
rn11nber of attributl's of the one s11bsta11ce, on)~, two of 
which, thought and extension, are known to us; attributes 
are faces of the one substance-self-contained wa~·~ of 
describing it-rather than properties inhering in it the way 
we commonk think of colors as inhering in ph~'sical ob
jects; the 11ni,,erse, described in terms of the attribute 
e.xtension, is a mechanical system in which all happenings 
<Lre links in a chain of ph\'sical causation; an equalh· com
plete causal determinism holds when the 11niverse is con
cei,,ed in term,; of the attrih11te thought. 

Leibniz. Gottfried \\'ii helm von Leibniz ( lo-1h- l 71G) 
was also a follower of Descartes in the sense that he 
agreed with the demand for a rigorously scientific meta
phvsics and for clear and distinct ideas in contrast to scho
lastic ,,erhiage. But while Leibniz a,greed that metaph\'Si
cal assertions are true if clearJ~, and distinctly 1111derstood, 
he interpreted this to mean that metaph~·sical truths (and 
truths of reason generally, in contrast to contingent trntl1s 
of fact) are logically necessar~; their denial in\'<>lves a 
self-contradiction. Leibniz 1111derstood clarity and dis
tinctness in a logical rather than a psyl'hological S<'nse; for 
him "the true mark of a clear and distinct notion of an 
ohjl'ct is the means \\'l' have of kno\\'ing therein many 
truths by a priori proofs." And we know a truth b~, an 
a priori proof when "hy the lwlp of cll,finitions or hy the 
resolution of concepts" \\'e "red11ce" it to an explicit tautol
ogv of the form "A is A" or "A is not non-A." 

Leibniz' metaph~·sical system is, in effect, an C'ffort to gt>t 
a clear and distinct idea of the tmiverse in his own rather 
special sense of clarity and distinctness, .\nd his technical 
writings in nwtapl1\·sics consist largeh- of a series of some-
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\\'hat differl'nt a priori proofs of a numlwr of metaphysical 
a""ertiom, including the follo\\'ing: there are an infinite 
r111mber of "llb!-,t,rnce-;, each of which is logically complete 
in that it contains in -;onH::' sen~e all the propPrties it e,·er 
has cxhiliitt0 d or \\'ill exhibit; no t\\·o substances exhibit 
exadl> the !-,ame prnpertie, ( "identit~· of indiscernibles"); 
a complete description of any one substance \\·ould be a 
description of the entire uni,·erse "from a point of \'iew"; 
-,pace and time are relations among things, not things in 
their o,n1 right; the appearance of causal relations lie
t,,een thing!-, i-, illmor'.,, reflecting God's deliberate pre
arrangt·nwnt ratl,cr than an> real influence exerted b>· one 
tiring 011 a11otlier. In prm ing the-,e assertion", Leibniz 
relied 011 a principle of '-tdficient rea~on stating, in effect, 
that there i-, al\\'a>" a rational explanation for a fact. But the 
principle of -,ufficient rea-;on is not reall>· a description of 
the unin•r!-,e for Leibniz. \\'hat it real!>· expresse!-, i!-, the 
idea that in principle a11> trnth can lw giH·n an a priori 
prooL tire under!> inv; tlio11glit is that \\'hen an>· -,tatement 
i" undn!-,tood \\'ith perfect clarit>· and distinctne!-,", rt \\'ill 
he !-,tTn to lw an explicit tautolog>·· 

Locke. Spinoza and Leibniz are usual!> grouped \\'ith 
De-,carte-, a'i rationali"ts, a-, contra"ted with Brithh empir
ici,h, repn_•!-,ented in the !-,t'\enteenth centur> Ii> John 
Lod.c 1163:2-170-1). But in an important \\'ay Locke, too, 
wa-, a follo\\'er of De!-,c,ute-;; he \\'a!-, abo mairrh inten_•!-,ted 
in replacing "chola,tic jargon \\'itlr clear and di"tinct idea" 
and opening the w,1> for the "cience!-,. Locke\ main cnn
triliution to metapb> "ics lies in his critical di!-,c11ssimr of 
-,tr\J!-,tance and t'!-,!-,C>nce. Descartes had bid it down a~ arr 
irrd11bitahle common notion that "11othing i!-, possessed ot 
no attribute!-,, propertie!-,, or qualities," '-O that ""·hen we 
1wrcTi\'e any attrilnrte, \\'e tl,ereforc conclude that -,onw 
e.\isting thing or substance to \\'hich it ma,· he attributed, 
is neees!-,aril~ present." Locke did not den> that thi!-, i!-, a 
,·,did inference: he does not que!-,tion the di-,tinction be
t\\'een thing and propert>·· But he a,ked \\'hat \\'e know (or, 
,h he phrased it, "\\'hat i-; our idea") of a thing heyo11d ih 
attribute!-,, po\\'eJ'!-,, and so forth. His an!-,\\·cr \\'as that \\·e 

h,l\e no clear and di!-,ti11ct idea at a!L \\'C know on!> ,,·hat 
the common notion itself "a:,!-,-namel~·, that if there are 
attribute!-,, there must he !-,Omething undernec1th that ha-, 
the111. \\'e han' no clear idea \\'hat is underneath or what 
underneath nwan!-, in thi-; context. \\'e know only the at
tributes, po\\'er-,, and !-,O on (indi!-,lTiminately called quali
tie" Ii>· Locke) of things, not the things in thenbeh:e!-,. 
llere, hcm·c,·cr, Locke w,b criticizing onl:, the notion of 
-,u\i"tance a-, sub!-,tratu111 underlying propertie!-,. And this is 
a com·ept of ~ub!-,tam·e minimized b>· Aristotle and ne\'er 
-,trt''-!-,ed Ii,· metaph> siciam. Hobbes, for example, argut'd 
that the accidenh of bod>·, such as shape or hardness, are 
the , <"r> "manner of our conception of body." To ask for a 
description of hody apart from ih accidents would he, for 
I lohhes, a !-,t'nsele!-,S request. Locke's more important and 
original criticism concern" the notion of essence-the 
notion of \\·hat a thinv; is in contrast to \\'hat it is made of, 
how hig it i-,, ib location, its age, and the like. Locke 
argued at length that the distinction i" a useless one; the 
que!-,tion "\\.hat is x·~" can be answered on!~· by enumer
ating X's obser\'ed properties, and (most important) we 
cannot -,ee an> logical necessity for the coexistence of just 

these and not some other combination of properties. \\'e do 
not therefore h,l\·e an>· knowledge of real essences except 
in ca"es where we ourseh-es construct the thing in ques
tion, as in mathematics. Locke reasoned, roughly, that we 
kno\\· the attributes and po\\·ers of things only through the 
simple sense impressions \\'e ha,·e of them. Since, for the 
most part at least, there are no noticeable necessary con
nections bet\\'een simple sense impressions, \\'e cannot 
explain \\'by things appear as they do but can only describe 
how they do appear. Locke never denied there is a reason 
for things' having just the attributes and powers they have 
and not some others, but he denied our ability e\'er to have 
clear and distinct idea!-, of these reasom. The effect of 
Locke's ,·ie\\' is to deny the possibility of metaphysical 
knowledge \\'hen metaphy!-,ics i!-, concei,·ed of in the wa~· 
Franci!-, Bacon, for example, concei,·ed of it, as a very gen
eral but still empirical and t'\'l'n experimental study of the 
formal causes of things, as distinguished from natural 
~cience, which studie!-, material and efficient causes. 

Berkeley and Hume. Locke ne\'er questioned the dis
tinction between ideas of things and the qualities in things 
that came ideas, and he thought we ha\'c at least a "rela
ti,·e and obscure" idea of a thing in contrast to its qualities. 
But George Herkele>· ( 16~.5-17.53) questioned both dis
tinctions, part!>· on grounds of fact but more especially on 
grouncb of a general theor>· of meaning. For Berkeley the 
grammatical distinction bet\\'een subject and predicate has 
no countPrpart in a distinction between things and prop
erties; we can talk meaningful!~· only about what we are 
acquainted \\'ith, and we are acquainted on!~· with individ
ual colors, sounds, tastes, and the like. Since these indi
,·idual colors, sounds, and tastes have characteristics that 
are admittedly mental, such as pleasantness and painful
nes-,, and are relatin· to the human observer in various 
\\'a>·s, Berkeley concluded we can talk meaningfully only 
al)()ut mental entities or, a-; he called them, following the 
usage of De!-,cartes and Locke, ideas in the mind. ln this 
wa> Hcrkek·> arri\'ed at phe11omenalism (things exist ex
act!>· as they appear to the senses) and idealism (things 
exi"t on!>· as ohjecb of consciou" perception; their being 
consists in lwing perceived). Berkeley was not thor
oughgoing in these positions; he thought it meaningful to 
talk about other mind!-, and about God e\'en though \\'e 
cannot directly percei,e ~uch phenomena. 

The!-,t' qualifications, however, were swept aside in the 
thoroughgoing phenomenalism of David Hume (1711-
1776). Ilume criticized the notion of a mind as distin
guislwd from the idea!-, said to be in the mind for the 
!-,anw reasons that Berkele>· criticized the notion of matter. 
According to Hume, the notion of existence itself signifies 
nothing beyond a greater or less degree of force and vivac
ity attaching to sense impressions and mental images. Our 
beliefs in the continuous existence of physical objects and 
the presence of causal connections between them are 
explained as effects of habitual associations of ideas for 
"·hich there is, strict!>· speaking, no e\'idence. Although 
llume is usuall>· and correctly called an empiricist in con
trast to speculati,·e metaphysicians like Leibniz or Spi
noza, there is a sense in which he was as much a rationalist 
as his contemporary Christian \\'olff. Hume assumed that 
the ultimate subject of thought and discourse must be 



something we are directly crn1sl'iou:-- ol, that Wl' are direct
ly conscious only of indi\'id11al sensations (or their more m 
less faint copies), and that wherw, er we can discrimirmte 
one sensation or feeling fro111 rnwther, these exist Sl'parate
ly and hence count as different things. These assumptions 
amount to a theory of empiricism, hut they are not them
selves empirical assertions. \:or, on the other hand, are 
they necessary truths in Leibniz' sense-propositions 
whose denial in\'olves a self-contradiction. In effect, the~· 
demonstrate how Hume 11nderstood Descartes's demand 
for clarity and distinctness in metaph~·sics and are analo
gous to Leibniz' principk of sufficient reason. which ex
pressed his understanding of the same demand. For Leib
niz clarity and distinct1wss meant, in the end, reduction to 
an explicit tautology; for ll11me clarit,· and distinctness 
meant, in the encl, reduction to directh· ,·erifiahlc ,isser
tions about sensations and feelin12:s. 

Kant. B~, tlte time of Hume's death, in 1776, the 
difficulties and amhig11ities in De:-,cartes's prn12:ram for 
metaph:,sics were apparl'n t. Cartesianism inspired both 
the speculati,e constrnctions of Spinoz,1, \lalehrnnclw, 
Leibniz, and others and the critical ,md-at least. on the 
surface-increasin12:l:, ~keptil'al philosophies of Locke, 
Berkele~·, and Hume. This, at least, was the ,·iew taken In 
Immanuel Kant (17:2-1-180-1). It led Kant to ask \\'hether 
metaphysics could he scil'ntific-whether metapll\'sical 
knowledge is e,·en possible and if not, how the questions 
that gave rise to metaph~·sics in the past could lil' an
swered. In discussing these problems, Kant made a ,·ery 
penetrating anal~'sis of nl<'taph~·sics ,is ~1 discipline and a 
set of assertions and as a "human propensity"; Kant's con
tribution, apart from his own system, was to raise questions 
about \\'hat metapln·sical ,1s:-,ertions, as disting11ished from 
scientific assertions, are, ahout the sense in which they 
claim truth, and about thl' gr01111ds on which the~· are to he 
he lie, eel or disbelie, <'d. 

From Kant's point of ,·iew the histor~· of metaph~·sics 
(insofar as metaph,·sics had claimed to he a science) lrnd 
been a story of dogmatism \'ers11-; skepticism. Dogmatists 
like Leibniz have hl·ld that nwtaph~·sics can, on thC' basis 
of purely logical or conceptual consi<krations, answer with 
absolute certaint:, questions ahout the origin of tlw 11ni
verse, the existence of Cod, and the immortality of the 
soul. "Dogmatists," as Kant 11:--ed the word, can he materi
alists, panpsychists, or dualist:--, monists or plmalists. \\'hat 
they share is a confidence that a metaphysician can gin,· an 
account of the nature of reality using a priori reasoning. 
Skeptics, on the other hand, are empiricists; for them there 
are no uni\'ersal and necc·ss,ir:, truths of fact and reasoning 
alone, in contrnst to ohse1Ying and experimenting, is of no 
use whatsoever in answering questions about the existence 
or natures of thing:s. For Kant this alternating dogmatism 
and skepticism \\'as the effect of alternating m·erconfidence 
and lack of confidence in the abilities of the human mind. 
Accordingly, his critical philosophy is an effort to show 
what human kno\\'ledgl' is like and \\'hat its limits nrnst 
necessarily he. 

Dogmatic metaph\'Sics in Kant's sense is not mere ad 
hoc speculation; it is an understandable and correctable 
misuse of basic concepts. The dogmatic metaphysician 
rightly sees that we actually use concepts like substance 
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(in contrast to accicl<·nts) or <',Hl',aliou (i11 crn1tr;i-.,t to IIH'H' 

succession). I le also con<·ctl;- "a" that \\ <· ,m• a priorr 
cert,1in of sllch things as tlw irr1'\<·1.~il,ilit;- of tint<' or the 
impossibility of two pl1ysical olijcds' occ1qi;, i1112: tlw \;lllll' 

,pace. But he uncritically concluded that ,ve ha\'{_' a pow<·r 
other than sense perception of knowing what thi1112:.., arc 
like, whereas the true conch1sion is that \\'e rnirsc·h l'" 
determine in ach·,mce v,dwt any object of knowledge must 
he like. The q11estions we ask about things and tlw an
s,,·ers we look for arc determined b~· 011r own a priori 
forms of perceivin12: (space and time) and of judging le, en 
attribute must he long to some substance, t'\ ery e\Tnt m11:-,t 
have some cause and so on). \listaking these a priori forms 
of percei,·in12: and judging for description.~ of thin12:s-in
thernselvcs, the dogmatic metaphysician is kd to speak of 
ultimate subjects and first caH-.,es. I 11 Kant's view thl'sl' 
speculations are misg11idt·d and even nwaningll'ss. But 
metaphysical ideas, such as an 11ltimate suhject or a first 
cause, do have a regulati,·t• 11se in en(·ournging 11s ne,·er to 
he satisfied with \\'hat \\'e act11all;-· know at any gin·n time. 
And Kant did not infer that the beliefs that mdaph\'sicians 
h,n e tried to prn,·e-heliefs in personal immortality or in 
the e.xistence of Cod-,1re illusory. These helids are not 
like belief in perpet11al motion machines; the;-· can lw 
justified and can e,·en he supported h~· arguments-hut)>\ 
moral arguml'nts, not speculati\'e arguments. Dogmatic 
metaphysics can tl1us lw explained and e,·<·n in a seuse 
vindicated. It cannot he taken seriously as a sourcl' of 
knowledge, hmve\Tr. 

METAPHYSICS SINCE KANT 

Kant's mvn mdaphy:--ical position was idc·alistic. :\ri:--tot
le's cate12:ories H•,1ppt•,11 :--ome,vhat altered in Ka11t's phi
losoph;- a:-- form.~ ol j11dgnwnt. The most immediate· arnl 
oh\'ious effect of Kant\ thought can he seen in the idealis
tic systl'ms of his y1111n12:c·r German conternporari<·, and 
:-,ucce:--sor:--, Joham1 Ficht<· ( I7f-i:2- IS1-l), Friedrich Sclwl
lin12: ( 177.'5- IS.'51), Artli111 Scl1openhauer ( l 7S8- IShO), and, 
ahove all, Ceor12: Friedrich llegel (1770-1831). 

Hegel. Among the idealists, however, it was I l<•gl'I 
whose metapliysical outlook has prnhahh· had mort· gt·11-
eral intellect11al infl11l·nc<' than that of ,rny other sin12:le 
recent philosopher. Kant's critical idealism assumes a 
clear-cut contrast between \\'hat is g:in'n in expl'ric·ncl' 
(sense impre-.sions) and the forms we use to arra11ge and 
interpret what is gi,en. In general, Kant a-.,sunwd a clear 
distinction between what is directh percei, eel and \\'hat is 
inferred or constructed hv the mind. llegel's ahsol11tc 
idealism consists largc·l;- in denying this contrast; for him 
the underl~·ing notion of a plurality of s<·11.irateh· existing 
particulars, uniquely located in space and time (conceived 
as containers in \\'hich things are unamhig11ously placed), 
was a false, e,·en a logically incoherent notion. lie appears 
to ha\'t' arrived at this crn1el11sion from the ass111nption:-
that things-in-themsel\'l·s cannot he di:-,tinguished rnean
ingfully from things as \\e kno\\' them and that things as 
\\'e kno\\· thC'm grad11ally take shape in rnn conscio11snes:-
and become defined 011)~ in contrast to other thin12:~. On 
this basis he concluded that all things sh,1d<, off into their 
opposites and that tl1t' connections hdween things we 
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establish in thought are as much a part of the things a, 
tll<'ir so-called inlierent properties. Hegel was thus led to 
the IIHlltistil' position that there is onl~· one kind of ,uh
,ta11<·<· ,md on!~ one trnl~· ,ulistanti,il entit~. llis ideali,111 
i, .111 t'\ olntio11ar~ pantheism in which th<' onh ,elf
,1il1,i,t<'11t r<'ality is ,pirit; it contrasts not onl~ with ma
teriali,n1 in th<' traditional ,en,e hut with an, meta
pl1~ ,ical pmitio11 associating real it~· ,vith some kind ol 
hard d< 0 finit<'11ess. 

Outside ol philosophy proper Hegel's influence was 
apparent main I~ in inspiring a ,·iew of things as phases of a 
li,·ing and growing histor~; institutions, language,, ideas, 
t·,·en philo-;oph1<·, themsckc,, Wt>rc seen .1s quasi-li,·i11g 
a11d c, <·n q1wsi-personal pht'nornena whost' histories were 
to he s,·mpatheticall~· grasped and appreciat<'d rather tha11 
appraised In· themsekcs on the basis of a priori st.111dards. 
Tl1is wide!~ held \'iew has heen encomaged In· I legel\ 
alisol11te idealism, in which reality is ,1ssociated with 
sell-e.x1nes,io11 and all-inclusi,·e,wss, not witlt gin·n things 
or fal'h. \\'ithin philosoph, Hegel's influence can lie seen 
in tlw man~· e\'olutionary idcali,ms of the nineteenth and 
earl~ twentieth centuries. It can also lw seen in the more 
rigorou, and critil'al thrn,ght of I legelians like F. H. Brad
l<·y ( IH-ln- rn:2-1) and J. \I. E. \lcTaggart ( 18fffi- HJ:2.'5). 
Bradle~· in particular ,tn·..,..,ed tlw negati\'e side ol Hegeli
a11i,m, finding logical anti11omie, in the mdinar~· concepts 
of things, propcrti<·s, r<'latio11,, ca11,ation, and ,pace and 
time. \lcTaggart, on the other hand, attcmpt<'d to replira,t· 
I legelianism ,Is a clear and -,traightforward -;peculati\'t' 
s~·,te111; thi, tradition i, continued h~· such contt·rnporan 
metapl1~·sicia11s a, Brand Blamhanl. 

Metaphysics and pragmatism. Large!~· tlm1111.>;l1 th,· 
influence ol Cerman idealism and e,1wciall~ of I legel, 
metaphysics in the nineteenth century ge11erally· meant 
a priori cosmology and, in particular, an idealist cosmology 
contr,1-,t<'d and e,·en opposed to the alleged medwni-,tic 
,11,d materialist as,umption, of ..,cience. Auguste Comte's 
positi, c-that i,, nornnetaph~ ,ical-philosoph~· did not 
att1ck 1net1pl1~ sics as ,11ch; it attack<'d speculative pliilo,
oplH as a \\·,1~ of pro,·iding substitutes for religiou-, be lids, 
Pop11larl~, mdaphy,ics was associated with religion, ide
alism, and spiritualism and opposed to science, which was 
assol'iated with e111piricism and materialism. But this con
L'<'Pt of rnetaph\':-.ic:-., although still popular, was onl) a 
temporary alignrnent in the hi ... tory' of metaphy,ics and wa, 
strongly challenged e\'en in the nineteenth centur\'. 

A notable example is the Anwrican philosopher C. S. 
Peirce (l8:3~J- l9l-1). Peirce was a Hegelian to the extent 
that he lielie\'ed there are no ..,elf-identical particulars tl1at 
can I)(_' unambiguously located or identified. Healit~ is 
indeterminate hoth i11 the sense that it is cl1aractl'rizcd II\· 
novelty· and unpredictaliilit~· and in the sense that thi11gs 
are not just what the::, are hut shade off continuous!~ into 
other things; reality is an evolutionary process that i-, in 
,onw sens<· rational. But for Peirce this outlook i, required 
b~ reflection on (•.xperienc<· and tl1e sciencl's, metaphysics 
itsL,lf being an obsen·ational science \\'hose job is "to stud~· 
the most gl'ncr,d feat11res ol real it~· and real objects" and 
whose backward condition i, due chiefly to the fact that 
"its lt>ading prolessors ha\'e been theologians." Science 
and experience lorcc us to gi\'e up the concept of definite, 

unambiguous facts and fixed a priori assumptions; science 
is a comnrnnit~· of inquirers sharing methods and a kind of 
moral and intellectual discipline rather than a body of 
kno\\'ledge or a set of assumptions (as Kant, for example, 
had thought), :\letaphysics for Peirce was an attempt to 
describe how reality mu..,t seem to me11 imbued with 
scie11ce; reality is what will e,Tntually he agreed on hy the 
commtmit~· of inquirers; general laws and rehitions among 
things arc real since these, rather than particular facts, are 
the objects of scientific research, Peirce's concept of meta
ph~·sics influenced John Dewe~' ( 18.59- 19.52), and largely 
through Dewey it has had considerable importance in 
recent American philosoph~·. Like Peirce, Dewey hoped 
metaphysics could he a descriptin· account of generic 
traih e.xhihited in all e.xperien(_'e, 

Logical positivism. The main stream ol metaphysics in 
the nineteenth and early twentieth centmie:s was idealis
ti(_', metaph~·sicians responded to Kant liy constructing 
systems m<'ant to extend or deepen Kant's critical idealism. 
But another rc,pons<· was to que:-.tion dogmatic metaphys
ics more profo1mdl, than Kant himself. This more radical 
questioning was begun hy such nineteenth-ct•ntury phi
losophers of science as Ernst \la(_'h (18:39- IHl6), who 
criticizt'd tlic notion tlwt general concepts of ,cience (for 
example, fore<') described unohsen·ed (•ntities or that 
,t·ientifi(_' la\\'s are mon· than C\ln,·enient lormulas for sum
marizing olisnvations. This line of criticism has heen most 
fmcdull~ and w,tematically carri<'d out Ii) twe11tieth
cent11n logic,il positi\'ism. For the logical positivi,ts meta
ph~ ,it''> has a ,p<Ti,d mca11i11g; an assertion is metaphy·sical 
il it pmports to make a statement of fact hut fails to do so 
-,111d thcreh11<· fail... to ha, ea meaning-since 1w oh,e1Ya
tions cm111t as c\'ide11ce for or against it. This special use of 
rndaph~·,ic, should lie 1111derstood in the context of the 
helid of logical positivi,ts that traditional questions of 
metaphysics do ha\'e a point but a point that traditional 
forrn11lations ol the qul'stio11s obscures. The~· are not ques
tio11" aho11t tl1i11g-, at all li11t alio11t language-in particular, 
alw11t tlw t~ pL·, ol \\·ords and sentences and the logical 
,·ocalHJlar~· needed to e.xpress the findings of the sciences. 
The hopl' of some logical positi\'ists was that ii' traditional 
rnetaph~·,ical questions were translated into q,w,tions 
aho11t tlw lang11age or ..,cience, the answers would lw im
mediately a11d dearly seen. IL for example, "Does nonbc
ing e.xist::'" i, plm1,ed as "Are sentences of the form 'Xis 
IHI! an F' ('\'('r trner," the ans\\'('I is olivio11sly "Yes." B11t it 
lwcame increasingly clear that in the construction of lan
g11ages expressing the fi11tling, of the sciences problems 
analogous to traditional metaph~·sical problems occur. For 
e.xample, ,omc po.-,itivists -;uggested that ,entences such as 
"T\\'o pl11s two cq11als lom" O\\'l' their trnth to linguistic 
usage rather than to a necessary t·<mnection between 
things, percei\'ed hy reason, as past metaphysician:-, often 
as ... umetL Critics pointed out, howe\'er, that since it is an 
empirical fact that we 11s(• language as we do, the suhstitu
tio11 of "true b~· virtue of linguistic t·onvention" for "nec
ess,Ir~· trnth" threatens to make "Two plus two equals 
fom" a nH·rely empirical statement. Thus, a distinction i.., 
needed between what we merely· do not say and what our 
language will not allow us to say. This does not, of course, 
mean that nothing was gained over traditional metaphys-



ics, but it does mean that the achievernent of logical posi
tivism has been to elucidatP or rpconstrnct traditional 
metaphysical issues rather than give a method for easily 
solving them. Accordingly, logieal positi\'ists now tend to 
accept metaph~·sics in its conventional sen:--.P, as the name 
of a legitimate part of philosoph~·, along with the special 
use of metaphysical to refer to pseudoinformative asscr
tions that in reality are meaningless. 

Ordinary-language philosophy. The logical positivists 
were strongly influenced by Bertrand Russell's view that 
much of traditional metaphysics resulted from a superficial 
and hasty analysis of ordinary languagp as well as by the 
view of Russell and PPirce that past failures of metaphysi
cians were due to a narrnwl~· restricted logic that pre\'t:nted 
them from analyzing ordinary language correctly. ThP 
notion that traditional metaphysics resnlted from a super
ficial understanding of ordinary language has heen de
veloped independent!~· of logical positi\·ism (althongh 
sonwtimes popularly confused with it) b~1 Ludwig \Vitt
genstein, Gilbert Hyle, and a Lirge number of contempo
rary British and American philosophers. Like the logical 
positivists thP ordinary-language philosophers agree that 
traditional metaphysical questions are in some sense in
telligible but need to be radicall~- reformulated; 11nlike the 
positivists the~- are nPt concerned with rephrasing them as 
questions about the language of science. The~- want to 
show, rather, how metaphysical questions can he soh·ed 
(or dissolved) h~· exhibiting the less oh\'ious hut essential 
presuppositions that give linguistic expressions the mPan
ings they act11ally have in ordinary discour:--.e. Positi\'C•ly, 
ordinar~·-language philosoplwr:--. nse linguistic anal~·sis 
(for example, naming, referring, dPscrihing, and so on) to 
deal with traditional nwtaph~·sical issne:--., and like logical 
positi\·ists the~· accept metaph~·sics in this positi\·e SPnse as 
a legitimate area of philosophy. 

Phenomenology and existentialism. Both logical posi
tivism and ordinar~·-language philosophy could he \'iewed 
as extensions of 1':ant's criticism of dogmatic nwtaph~·sics; 
they both sharply contrast with Hegelianism and, in gen
eral, with the more or less speculative metaphysical s~·s
tems inspired by kant"s idPalisn1. A third major devel
opment in nineteenth-cPntury and twentieth-century 
metaphysics, represented h~, phenomenologists and exis
tentialists, agrees with Hegelians that metaphysics is not an 
observational science in any ordinary sense and also agrees 
with analytically minded philosophers that a priori reason
ing cannot establish an~·thing about the nature of reality. 
Accordingly, these philosophers havP sought new and un
conventional ways of experiencing or encountering reality. 
This rPspon:--.e is shown by more com·entional metaphysi
cians like Henri Bergson ( 1859-18-11 ), who stressed tlw 
inability of spatializing and static conceptual thinking to 
rPpresent correctly the reality of immediate experience, 
especially its temporal ttow, or by Alfred :\orth Whitehead 
(1861-1947), who stressed imaginative feeling and emo
tion as a way of gaining access to the inner natures of 
things. Phenomenologists hold that common sense and 
science presuppose a more primitive experience that can 
be grasped hy a delibnatp)y naive description of how 
things actually appear to us; existentialists argue that the 
subject of metaph~·sics is a real it~· that cannot be described 
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in an Prnotionall~- neutral wa~· lrnt i, i11 ,0111<· ,e11,t· JHl'>· 
sessed or encounterPd in pt•rsonal <·0111111it11w11t to ,t t·a11,<· 
or in facing the L"ertainty of ont.'s ow11 dl'atl1. l'lw11011w11ol
ogy and existentialism k1\·e hee11 t·rn11lli1l!'d I)\·--~ ,1<-111atil· 
philosophers like ~1artin lleideggt'r and Jean-l'a11l S,utr<'. 
whose systems attPmpt to express an int11itive 1rnd<'r,tand
ing of time, contingency, and particulmity as tl1cse ,tr<· 

experieneed in human life. 
Philosophical analysis. In the English-speaking world 

at least, the most original and important contributions to 
metaphysics at the present time come from a11al~·tic phi
losophers large!~, intt11enced h~- logical po,iti\·i,m or 
ordinary-lang11age philosoph~-- These philosophers ,ce the 
present situation in metaph~·sics somewhat as Aristotle did 
when he reviewed the history of metaph~·sics up to his 
own time. In a sense, Aristotle thought, t·\·er~ thing had 
been said, but in a sPnse nothing had heen said heca11st• 
the early philosophers were \'ague and inarticulate. Con
temporar~· nwtaphysicians, however, are in a better posi
tion to review and anal~·ze the history of their subject than 
was Aristotle, partly because the history itself i, so mnch 
richer and pa1tly lwc,iuse contempor,ir~- insights make tlw 
work of past metaplt~·sicians more intelligihle. 
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Ro<;EH HANCOCK 

METAPHYSICS, NATURE OF. Almost everything 
in metaphysic, is controversial, and it is therefore not 
smprising that there is little agreement among those who 
call tlwmsel\'l·s nietaphysil'ians about what precisely it is 
tl1at they arl' atkmpting. In beginning a discussion of the 
nat•rre all() validation of metaphysical arguments and theo
ries, the best course we can follow is to list some of the 
standing preoccupations an<l ambitions of metaphysicians. 
For this purpo~e we need to make the assumption that 
there is a distinct clas~ of metaphysical philosophers, a 
class into which such thinkers as Plato, Aquinas, Des
cartes. Spinoz~,, and Hegel would fall and from which 
purely critical or analytic philosophers like the later C. E. 
;\foore would he excluded. It has to he admitted, however, 
that the line between metaphysical and nonmetaphysical 
philosophy is exceedingly hard to draw, for many meta
physicians from Plato on have been expert in the sup
posedly nonmetaphysical pursuit of analyzing or clarifying 
ideas, while few self-styled analysts have contrived to stick 
to pure analysis without the open or covert advocacy of a 
metaphysical point of view. 



Setting these difficulties aside, we may note three main 
features of metaphysics as traditionallv practiced. First, 
metaphysicians have constantly aspired to sa,· what there 
is in the world or to determine th e real natmc of things; 
they have been preoccupied, that is, with the concepts of 
existence and reality. Their interest in these concepts 
springs from a double source: from the reflection that the 
surface show of things often misrepresents them, with the 
result that we are set the task of determining their real as 
opposed to their apparent constitution, and from the need 
to specify what ultimately different kinds of things there 
are in the world, ,1 need which presses itself on our atten
tion when we wonde r whether, for example, minds or 
numbers are independe nt exis tents, The first of these tasks 
might seem to belong to the scientist rather than the phi
losopher, for science , too, makes constant use of the dis
tinction between the apparent and the real; we shall ind i
cate in th e next paragraph why metaphysicians have not 
been ready to accept this proposal for lightening their 
labors, 

Second, metaphysics has been commonly presented as 
the most fundamental and also the most comprehens iv e of 
inquiries. It claims to he fundam ental because questions 
about what th e re is or about the ultim,1te nature of things 
underlie all particular inquiries. If you are to assess the 
results of mathematical investigations, for im,tanee, you 
need to determine th e ontological status of mathematical 
objects, and according to th e theory, this is a task for the 
metaphysician. The claim of metaphysics to be compre
hensive is more difficult to justify. One possible line of sup
port for it , followed by Aristotle, is fo11nd in the reflection 
that questions about existence and reality, along with those 
about potential and actual being and about cau ~ation 
which are also raised ln· metaplP,sicians, cut across the 
boundaries of particular sciences ,md arise in connection 
with every sort of suhjed matter. Thus, metaphysics is 
comprehensive jtl',t because of its extreme generality. But 
there is another way in which the claim to comprehensi ve
ness has been advanced. It has been customary to say that 
whereas sciences lik e physics and mathematics are de
partmental studies each of which deals only with a part or 
particular aspect of rt>ality, metaphysics, by contras t, is 
concerned with th e world as a who le. This explains why 
philosophers have been unwilling to accept the sugges tion 
that scientists might be le ft to determine the true natme of 
things. A scientific theory purports to explain, for example, 
the real constitution of matter or the fundamen tal mecha
nisms of the human body but not to draw the distinction 
between appearance and reality in an entirely general 
way, not to tell us, to give an instance, whether matter is 
the ultimate reality, as 111,1terialists suppose, or whether it 
is itse lf a manifestation of spirit, as Hegel tried to argue. 

This contrast between metaphysics an d the particular 
sciences is sonwtimes developed in yet another •vav, 
again, as will be apparent, to the great advantage of meta
physics. It is said that inquiries in the indi,·idual sciences 
are carried out under assumptions which it is the business 
of metaphysics to make explicit and either to justify or to 
correct. i\letaphysics, by contrast, proceeds without as
sumptions and is thus fully se lf-critical where the particu
lar sciences are in part credulous. This line of argument 
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goes back to Plato, who telb 11s that 111athernatil'i,u1, pmt11-
late the ex istence of "odd and <'\'l'II 11111,ilwr," ,rnd "tl1r<'e 
kinds of angle~," and implies tliat tli<'.\l' "h,-potlw,e,," 
taken as "s tartin g points" or "ba~es" in 111atlw111atic,, <"011ld 
find their justification and thus lose their Ii, potl1etiL"al 
c haracter in the comprehensi\'C0 "~>'noptic" stud, which 
Plato called dialectic. The dialectician is a man who lem·e~ 
nothing unques tioned, and just because of this the resulh 
of all other inquiries must he seen as no more tha11 provi
sional; they await ratification or correction from the dialec
tic ian. Th e apparently arbitran· and oln·ioush· vague char
acter of this suggestion has not prev<'nted its having a 
continued appeal to philosophers. E\'en tochl\, we some
times h ear it said that we need 11ot he undulv disturbed Ii>, 
for example, the findings of ph,·siologists and p~,d,ol
ogists, since the proponents of these sciences work under 
assum ptions which it is the business of philosophers to 
uncover and correct in the light of their knowledge of the 
whole man (for an argument on these lines see J. S. I Ial
dane, The Philosophy of a Biologist, Oxford, rn:3.5). 

If metaphysi cs is to make good its claim to he 11niquel> 
se lf-criti ca l, its propositions mmt he shown to he exempt 
from intellectual challenge as those of no otlier stud)· are. 
Descartes, in fact, tried to offer sul'h a demonstration. I le 
argued first that common-sense asst·rtions like "There is a 
table under the window" were i11 even· case open to 
theoretical doubt: Ilowcvcr 11111ch I seemed to perceive a 
table, it might he that I was tmder perceptual ill11sio11 or 
was dreaming. Next, he maintained that e\'en propositions 
whose truth appeared to lw e,·ident, such as those of math
ematics, could not be accepted ,is nect•,saril;- in order. An 
ev il demon could lw dccei, ing me into thinking them clear 
and distinct when they did not really deser\'e this descrip
tion. But matters were different when we came to the 
fundamental mt>taphysical truth "I think, therdmt· I am, .. 
Thi, truth was such that in the \'t'J'\ act of drn1hting it, one 
reaffirms it. To doubt is to tl1ink, and in thinking that I 
might not exist, I make clear that I do. Ilencc, there is at 
leas t one truth ,1bout who~e correctness I l'011ld not lw in 
error, ,ind this is a truth of metapll\·sics. B11t Descartes was 
not content to stop at this point. He went 011 to arg11e that d 
I, a being \\'ith oh\'ious limitations, certainh exist, the11 
just as certainly there exists a perfect being whmc nature 
is such that he would ne,·er dt>cei\'e me into thinking that 
true \\'hich is not in fact ~o. once I ha\'e satisfied m,·seH 
that it i, hy the test of clear and distinct perception. Thl' 
e ffect of this move was to provide a g11ara11tee for the 
findings of the sciences, which were otherwise open to 
"hyperbolical" doubt. We could henceforth he assmed on 
metaphysical grounds that whate, er was clearh and di,
tinctly perceived was true. As for the propositions of meta
physics itself, their truth was guaranteed In· their connec
tion with the cogito, which, as we have seen, could not be 
intelligibly questionecL 

The interest of these arguments for our present purpose 
lies not in their details hut in the basic claims tl1e,· in
volve. The propositions of metaph\'sics, according to Des
cartes, are intellectualh· impregnable, and in this respect 
thev contrast not only with the beliefs of common st>nse 
but a ls o with the pronouncements of the sciences, at least 
when these are considered apart from their metaphv~ical 
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guarantee. But from where can they derive their unique 
certainty·~ The only possible answer is from their being the 
produds of reason when that faculty is put to work i~ the 
fullest and freest way. The result will be that metaphysics 
is not only the most fundamental of studies; it is also one 
which n·lies for its results on the efforts of reason alone. 

Metaphysics and the supersensible. Thus far, we have 
observed three main features in the projected science of 
metaphysics. It claims to tell us what reall_\· exists or what 
the real nature of things is, it claims to be fundamental and 
comprelwnsiv(:' in a way in which no individual science is, 
and it claims to reach conclusions which are intellectualh· 
impregnable and thus pos;sess a uniqtic kiud of certaiuty. 
:\'ow, many critics of llletaph_\'Sics ha\'t' suggested that 
these claims could he justified only if metaphysics wew a 
factual science providing us, on the strength of rational 
insight, with k11owledge of things or aspects of realit_\' 
which lie beyond the range of the senses. Nor is this view 
without support from practicing metapl1\·sicia11s. Plato 
dww a contrast between "things seen" and "things 1111-

sceu" and argued that onlv things unseen were proper 
objects of knowledge. From his time on there was a stand
ing tendencv to id1·ntify the province of tlw nwtaphysician 
with what was vague),· called the supersensible, or the 
realm of the intellect. Aristotle, for example, distingui'ilied 
hetweeu sensible and insensilil1j substance and assigned 
the investigation of insensible substance to "first philos
ophy," or metaphysics. '.\1edieval and early modern philoso
phers thought of Cod, the "heing of beings," as an entity 
without bodily e:xtension or shape and for that rea:--on cou
sidered him outside the province of the empirical sciences. 
:\lore generally, it was widel_\' believed that behind the 
phenomena which present themselves in evervda,· expe
rience, there lie realities whose existence and propntie'i 
can he established on)_\, by use of the intellect and which 
can hence lie described as nounwna, or intelligible ob
jects. In this view, the proper concern of metaphvsics wa:-
to give us news about nonmena. 

From the eighteenth century on much ingenuity has 
been displa_\-ed in showing the untenability of thi:-- posi
tion. The idea that there might he a science which was at 
onc<' factual and pure)\' intellectual drew its finnt·st sup
port from the e:xample of mathematics. I lurne suggested, 
however, that the concern of the mathe111atician was not 
with matters of fact and existence hut solely with "rela
tions of ideas": His aim was only to make explicit what 
was already implicit in the premises from which he started. 
The propositions of mathematics were indeed neces
sary truths, hut Ii_\' the same token they gave no informa
tion about the world. If an inquiry was to pronounce on 
matters of fact, its method must be empirical, not concep
tual, and this meant that its results could not possibly 
claim to he intellectually impregnable, for anything estab
lislwd on the strength of e:xperience might need to be 
anwnded or even withdrawn in the light of further e:xperi
ence. There were no final empirical truths. 

A natural reply to this is to argue that even if every fac
tual inquiry must begin from e:xperience, it need not nec
essaril~- terminate there. \Vhy should not the rnetaph_\·si
cian argue from the characteristics of things sensible to the 
existence and the nature of things supersensihle, as, for 

instance, Aquinas and Locke thought they could? Kant was 
much concerned about the proper answer to this question. 
Ile allowed-and here he showed more sympathy with 
nwtaphvsicians than empiricists then or now-that such 
concepts as cause and substance, which figure prominently 
in supposed inferences from the phenomenal to the 
noumenal, have a necessary character; in Kant's terminol
ogy they are a priori, as opposed to empirical, concepts. 
But he denied as stoutly as Hume that they can therefore 
he used to carry us be_\'Ond the range of possible experi
ence. The question "\Vhat brought that aboutr" is a neces
sary question, one which we cannot rationally refuse to 
ask, hut the answer to such questions must always be 
sought within experience. If we try, as, for e:xample, Des
cartes did, to maintain that there must be a First Cause, a 
necessary being entirely different from the contingent 
things with which we are familiar, we cease to attach any 
clear meaning to the concept of cause, for, as Hume saw, it 
is an essential part of the idea of cause that a cause pre
cede its effect. \Ve can talk about causes as long as we 
remain within tlw sphere of the temporal; once we step 
outside it, the concept loses its determinate character. And 
what is true of cause here is also true of substance and 
other metaphysical notions. \Ve can give sense to the con
cept of substance if we understand it as the permanent 
which persists through change, but if we eliminate the 
reference to time, we are left with no more than the logical 
notio11 of that which is always a subject and never a pred
icate, ,lll idea which in its pure form is too indeterminate 
to he put to metaphysical or, iudeed, any other use. 

Another attal'k on metaphysics as the supposed science 
of intelligible reality was made hv the logical positivists. It 
is a mark of those propositions which belong to accredited 
sciences like mechanics or genetics, they argued, that we 

know in principle how to test them; we can see what 
difference it makes that tlW_\' are true rather than false. But 
if a nwtaph_\·sician comes along and tells us that what real-
1_\ exists is not trees or tables hut, say, monads, what tests 
can we apply to determine tlw truth of his statement, and 
what diffnenc<' does it make if it is true? By definition 
monads are entitit,s which could never Le encountered 
within experience, nor is their presence supposed to have 
particular empirical consequences like that of electrons 
and similar unohservahles postulated hy natural scientists. 
Thus, a metaphysical thesis will he compatible with any 
state of affairs whatsoever, just as the propositions of logic 
and mathematics are. But if this is so, how can it possibly 
be maintained that metaphysics gives us information about 
the world, even the unseen world? The news which it 
purports to bring can only he news from nowhere. 

These highly general refutations of a particular concep
tion of metaphysics have seldom been found convincing 
by metaphysicians. One reason for this is that they fail to 
come to grips with individual metaphysical arguments, for 
example, with the cogito. Another is that they appear to 
prejudge the case against this sort of metaphysics. Why, for 
example, should it he supposed that a metaphysical thesis 
must make an empirical difference? Another cause of their 
failure to carry conviction, however, may be found in the 
fact that many metaphysicians have worked wi th a differ
ent concept of their subject, one which does not involve 



it in the claim that it proddt's i11for111ation or ri,·als the 
empirical sciences. This conception will he considered 
below. 

Metaphysics without ontology. \\'e have alreacl~· seen 
that metaphysicians have wanted to say both that their 
propositions possess a peculiar certainty and that they are 
significant as a purely analytic proposition is not. In Kant
ian terminology they pretend to the status of synthetic 
a priori truths. Now, many critics of metaph~·sics have made 
the assumption that a proposition could he synthetic 
a priori on ly if it at once stated a truth of fact and was estab
lished by conceptual means alone, a combination which 
they regard as impossible. Facts must be established em
pirically; pure thinking can lead to the knowledge only of 
analytic truths. But if we look at Kant's alleged s~'nthetic 
a priori judgments, particular!~· those which he called prin
ciples of the understanding, we see that they mak e no 
claim to state facts, even very general facts. A principle 
like the principle of causalit) is not a ,·ery wide empirical 
truth, mysterious!~· known in a nonempirical way; it is, on 
the contrary, the expression of a rule of pmcecl11re which 
serves to tell us not what properties things ha,·e but how to 
interpret them. Kant supposed that principles of this sort 
had a special sort of necessit~·, though the~· did not logi
cal!~· compel; they owed this, he thought, to the fact that 
they are prescribed by the human mind as principles 
specifying what is to count as objecti,·e in our experience. 
Thus, we take it to he a feature of what is objectively there 
that no qualit~· is present except in a determinate degree, 
that nothing ever got's e ntire I~· out of Pxistenct' (all change 
is transfonnation), that nothing happens except for a rea
son, and so on. 

Kant himself intended this doctrine to have limited 
application. He thought of the principles of the under
standing as prescribing the form of the phenomenal world 
which we know h~· means of the senses and im·estigate in 
the natural sciences. In his \'iew there were other aspects 
of experience, in particular the acti\'ities of the moral 
agent, in regard to which they had no legislati\'e force. But 
it is possible to think of an extension of Kant's doctrine and 
imagine a set of principles \\'hich would prescribe the form 
not just of one department of experience, hut of experience 
as a whole. A set of principles of this kind would tell us 
how to organize the data of our experience in such a way 
that we could gi,·e a unitary account of them; it would thus 
help us make sense of the scheme of things entire. Pos
sessed of concepts of this sort, we could hope to resolve 
the apparent inconsistencies of science and common 
sense, together with the more serious conflicts between 
science and religion and science and morality. We should 
then be masters of an m·er-all point of ,·iew enabling us to 
see things synopticall>· or ha\'e a set of ideas which would 
allow us to differentiate the real nature of the universe 
from its merely superficial a~pect-;. \\'e should, in short, be 
in possession of a metaph\'Sics. 

There can be no doubt that man>· of the classical meta
physical sy~tems can be thought of as conforming to this 
schema. In the S\'Stem of Aristotle, for instance, the key 
concepts are teleological, and their artic11lation is to he 
found in the doctrine of the four causes. It is a.xiomatic in 
Aristotle's thought that e,·erything ser\'{_•s a purpose; Aris-
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totle's ambition is to find the point of c·aC'h plw11omc·non 
and thus ~pecify its place in the articulatio11 of the whoh·. 
He attempted to can'\' through his program not 011!~ at the 
biological level, the most ol)\·ious ~ouJ'l'c• of the conceph 
irn·oh-ed, hut also abo,·e and below it-i11 moral, political, 
and social life, 011 the one hand, and i11 ph>·sical science, 
on the other. His success in the~e sphere~ i-. 111H.·qual, hut 
that does not affect the general character of the enterpri~e. 

The popular philosoph~· of materialism, a_[!ain, can he 
seen as an attempt to make sense of the world as a whole 
on the basis of a distinctive set of first principles. The 
primary thought of the materialist might lw expressed in 
the axiom that there is nothing which cannot he satisfacto
rily e.xplained in natural terms; belief not mere!, in the 
competence, hut also in the omnicompetence, of natural 
science is a prominent item in his credo. The matt'riali~t 
sees the world as a ,·ast mechanism; whate,·er happens is 
the result of natural causes, and all other phenomena mu~t 
be assessed and understood on this basis. Thus, the phe
nomena that characterize religious and moral lift· can he 
taken in ps~·cl10logical and social terms as things whose 
causes are ultimate!~· natural, though scarce!,· in the terms 
favored b>· those who engage in them. Religion, as Freud 
said, is an illusion but not an unintelligible illusion; 
science can account for it, as it can account for everything 
else. 

Final!~·, Hegelianism made a conscious attempt to pro
duce a metaphysics which constitutes an over-all reading 
of experience. The central concept here is the concept of 
spirit; it is alleged that everything can he understood in 
terms of this concept once we take account of the fact that 
spirit cannot fulfill its potentialities except by working on 
and against something not ihelf-in Hegel's peculiar lan
guage, "its own other." Thus, we can make sense of the 
existence of a world of nature in thi~ s~·stem; it is there to 
suhserve the purposes of spirit. \\'e can make sense of the 
social world, too, for m;.m~· of the characteristics of mind 
are intelligible only when people are aware of ont' another 
and know that others are aware of them. Self-re~ped and 
self-contempt would be ca~es in point. 

Each of the systems mentioned could he said to rest on a 
basic idea or intuition, an idea articulated in a series of 
concepts taken as definitions of reality and applied, with 
greater or less success, to the whole range of experience. 
To appreciate the force of such a sy~tem, we need to grasp 
the basic idea as well as understand the articulated con
cepts; v.:e ha\'e to see the world as the metaph\'Sician in 
question saw it. The deviser of a metaph~.:sical theor~ thus 
beeomes a man with a vision of the scheme of things en
tire. It is important to acid, ho\\'ever, that he is not mereh- a 
man with a ,·ision, in which case he would be indistin
guishable from a philosophical poet. Ile net'ds to work his 
vision out in a theory; he needs to argue his case both by 
adducing those facts which immediately support it and by 
explaining those \\'hich on the face of things do not. 

It seems clear that most of the standard claims for meta
physics can he understood with this account of the matter. 
Since the first principles of a metaph~·sieal sy·stem have 
prescripti,·e force, exactly a~ Kant's principles of the un
derstanding had in regard to the world of nature, they can 
he proper!,· thought to compel e\'er,· rational thinker. 
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Therr cert<unt~ i~ not the certaint: ot log1c, ,mo ~ et it ex
ceed, that of <1n\ indi\'idual statement of fact. for facts are 
<h·,crwcl on!\ \,·ithin a framework which these pnnciples 
prm icle .. \gain, e\·en if a ",tern of this kind <10h not tell 
11, preci,el~ \\ hat there i,, it rw\·erthele~, pronounce~ on 
tlw rc,d ch,uader of the \\·orld ,1~ oppo,ecl to the ,urface 
,Jim, .. \ccorcling to the materiali~t. for in~tance, there seem 
to i>e le,1t11rl·, of experil·nce which tran~cencl the natural 
rl ,dm. hut in the end it turn, out that thi, is not ~o. E\·er: -
thin!!;, incl11cli11g men\ thoughh and <1ction,, can be ac
counted for ,ati,Ltctoril~ in natural term,. That d ~cheme of 
thi, !..ind i~ co111prehemiH·, \,·icier th<tn th,1t ol ,111:· particu
L1r ,cience, goe~ \\·ithont ,,1\·ing. that it i, funcbmental 
liec,w,e it i, concenwcl \\·ith the coordination of \,·:n, of 
thinl-.ing in \\ iclel~ cliffrrinl! ,phere~ is c1bo obnou,. True, 
there i~ no ,traightforwarcl counterpart in this type of 
theor\ for the criticism b~- met,1ph~·sics ol the ,bsumptions 
of the particular ,ciences: \letaph: sic, not being a <;ource 
ol 1-.nowleclge in ibelf. it cannot be claimed that other 
,tuclie, <ire dependent on it a,. Sd\. chemi,try i~ dependent 
on pin ,ic,. But thi~ circum~tance will not pre\·ent this 
t~ pe of nwtaph~ ,ician from putting hi, 0\\·11 comtruction 
on the re,1dh of the ~cience.,, a, the example of Hegelian
i,m ,ho\,·,. He mc1~ kl\ P no wc1rrant to que,twn ,uch re
,11'h, but ,di the ,,1me he r:1<1\· in~i~t on interpret111g them 
in hi, own \\"d~ \\·hen he offer, hi~ reading of experience ,1, 
a \,·hole. Hegel was doubtJe..,.., too bru,que in hi, tre,1tnwnt 
of '\e\,·ton dncl D<dton, but it doe~ not follm,· thc1t the 
\\ holt· proJect for ,l philo,opliical tr<:'atment ol n<1tur,d phe
nomen<l i, ,l mi,tc1!..e. 

Argument and truth in metaphysics. It met,1ph~ ,ic, 
,tn,\\·er, the cle!->cription gi\ en ,1hm·e. ,1 cle,cription \\·h1ch 
would fit many if not quite all of the best-known met<1ph~ .,_ 
ical "~ "tem,, t\\O que~tion" immediate I: ,lfi',e. Fir,t. we 
m,1~ ii<:' a,k.ecl wh.1t ,art ol ,t -,tucl: 111etaph~ ,ic-. i, 111 thi.., 
,tccount. h it ,t priori or empiric,11. c111d to \\ l1at -.orb of 
,1rg1mwnt elm·, it appeal:' Second, there i, the que,tinn of 
\,·h,tt c:ritl'ri,t to u"e in choo"irn..'. c1mong metaph: ,1cal ,~ ,
tern,. "eeing th.it m,tn\ ,~ -,tern, are po.;,-,ible, c1re there an~ 
oli_1edi\ e w,1~, ol deciding that one s: stem emhod1e, the 
trne or the proper \\",1\ to look dt the world! 

Argument. The an.,wer to the fir,t quen i, that mdc1-
pln -.1c,, according to th1, account. i!-> neither a pnori nor 
empiricaL though it maJ..t,, con,tant 11"e of both deduct!\ e 
,me! probable rea-,oning . .\ rnetaph:·~ician i.;, concerned to 
ad\ oc,tte, <1rtic11L1te. and apph ct ~et of ba!->iC interpretati\ e 
principle,, categorical principle, \,·e might call them. c1nd 
principle, of th1" kind cannot be grounded in either con
ceptu,t! corn1cleration, or an appeal to empirical fad. The~ 
cannot be ,upportecl conceptuc1ll~ -.ince no contradiction 1, 
im oh l'cl in di,putin!!: them. the~ cannot be deduced from 
!<1d, ,111ce the\ cL1im to c1ppl\ \\·ith unre..,tricted \·aliclit\, 
no m,ttter \,·hc1t datc1 turn up in experience. The~ ma~ in
deed i>e -.11!:;gntecl b\ experience and common!: are, but 
th,1t i, not to ,,t~ th,1t they can he shown to be acceptable 
or un,tcceptable b~ ,imple empirical methods .. \part from 
dll~ th111!!: ebe there ,1re no c1h,olutel~- neutral data to which 
we c,m c1ppe,1l \,·hen supporting or attacking a metaphysi
l"<tl theor:. For though it is the case that eYen rneta
ph\ sician has the dut~ of explaining all the facts a" he sees 
them. he al,o h,b the pri\·ilegc of being able to decide 

\,·hat reall: i" to count a" tact. To see the importance of this 
we ha\·e only to reflect on the different \·iews of religious 
phenomena taken by materialists and their opponents. 

Howe\·er, though it is true that a metaphysical theory on 
this account can be cstabli"hed neither deducti\·ely nor 
induc-ti\·ely, dcducti\·e and inducti\ e argument both bulk 
large in metaphysical discussion. Like any other thinker 
the metaphysician is much concerned \,·ith con"equences 
and consistenc:·• He often \,·ants to make the point that 
since µ i" true and p implie~ q; which in turn implies r, \\·e 
are logical!: committed to r or to contending that since q 
is faJ-,e ancl µ implie" q, µ mmt abo be false. The \·ery fact 
that a metaphysician has a theory to put forward means 
that he must be preoccupied with the logical connections 
bet\,·een the concepts which constitute his S: stem. To sa: 
thi-,, howe\·er, is not to deny hi'.'> preoccupation with fact or 
\\·ith probable arguments. l'nlike an empirical scientist he 
e-.tablishe, no ne\,· facb, but all the "ame he has a double 
interest in fact. First. he is concerned, more than an:· 
specialized inquirer. to see similarities in wide!:· different 
areas of fact, a process \,·hich is rele\·ant to both the formu
lation and the application of hi" theory and \,·hich im·oh-es 
him in much rea~oning b~- analogy. Second, he needs to 
pa: comtant attention to the state of factual knowledge in 
\,·orking out and pre-;sing home hi, central imight. He 
promise-,, after a!L to make sen"e of all the data of experi
l'nce, and he mu"t con..,equentl~ take continuous account 
ot these data. The legend that metaphy"icians are 
indifferent to fact ha" no foundation; on the contrary, they 
ha\·e <1 primary interest in facts of all sorts e\·en though 
the: do not originate an~ factual propositions. The extent 
to \\ hich ad\·,rnces in cybernetic, ha\ e been discussed in 
recent :ears bY phiJo..,opher" interested in the truth of 
materiali,m affords an apt and ,triking illustration of this 
point. 

Truth. \\·e ,aw that one charge made again~t metaph~ ',
il' c1, a doctrine of what there i~ wa.., that no decisi\·e con
'1deration, can be adduced either for or against such a 
theor~. the monads of Leibniz ancl the Forms of Plato 
m,1!..e no lJmpirical difference. In this respect are thing~ 
an~ better in our re\ i,ed form ol metaph: sics·~ It must be 
confe-,.,ed that the initial appearance is not fa\·orable. \\'e 

h,t\ e emphc1~izecl that the fir"t principles of such a system 
<1re ,wither dnal\·tic nor empirical; the temptation to con
clude that tlie\ mu"t according!~ be no more than arbitrary 
prescriptions. repre,enting a point of \·iew taken up for no 
good rea,ons, is "trong. And though we ha\·e also urged 
tlut metaph: ~iciam of thi~ sort ha\·e a special interest in 
L1cL the force of that contention i-, considerabl~ weakened 
b~ the admis..,ion that the~ claim the right to decide for 
them,eh·e, what reall: i, fact. If \\·e arm them with this 
\·eto-and it is hard to ~ee how they could be refused it-the 
que'-lion of metaph: ,ical truth seems wholl:· intractable. 

It could be, ho\,·e\·er, that \,·e are ~dting an impo-,sible 
,tc1nclard for metaphysic, in requiring it to po,"ess a deci
,ion procedure as clear-cut as those of mathematics and the 
ndtural science..,. One reason that we can get a straight 
answer about the acceptabilit:· of a theory in physics is that 
ph~·sic~ worb on principles which it does not question 
1-.uch as that e\·er~· natural happening will ha\·e a sufficient 
natural explanation). In metaph:·sics, by eontra~t, we are 



concerned with the comparisrn1 and assessment of precise
ly this type of principle. As the \\ idC'st and most general of 
all forms of thinking, metaph~ ,ics can appeal to no fixed 
criteri,1 he~·ond itself except to the requirements of internal 
consistenc~· which an~· the01·~· must satisf\·. :\or is it tme 
that every reputable liranch of knowledge possesses ob
vious and easil~· applicable decision proced11n·s. H, f01 
example, we compare nwtaph~·sics with histor~· instead of 
physics, we may begin to see that there are arl'as of stud~
\\'here dispute and disagreement play a prominent part and 
which still can claim to proffer understanding and enlight
enment. Once we pass be~·ond the mere ascertaining of 
fact, there are man~· histories \\'ritte11 from man~· points of 
view and resting on many· judgments aliout \\'hat is histor
ically important; it is not reall~· possible to hope for a final 
decision about which, ii an~·, is correct or e,·en about tlw 
relative merits of any two equall~- sophisticated interpreta
tions. Ho\\'e\'("r, we do not conclude from this that histor~ 
is a pointless pursuit which rational men would do well to 
avoid. \Ve realize that a stud~· like histor~· can enlarge the 
mind and educate the understanding even when it does 
not add to the sum of public knowledge. 

A comparison with metaph,·sics which is in some re
spects even closer is provided if we consider the interpre
tation of a literary text. The data which the literary critic 
confronts-I am thinking of someone who offers a reading 
of a controversial literar~· work like Hamlet or Faust-are 
"harder" than in the case of metaph~·sics, but this does not 
prevent the appearance of a wide variety of conflicting 
theories. And it happens that there are no accepted criteria 
for deciding among the various theories; all that each critic 
can do, in the last resort, is explain his \\'a~· of looking at 
the text, marshal the points in its fann, and im·ite the 
reader to test the matter for himself. But we need not con
clude from this that it \\'di be a matter of luck or, perhaps, 
of psychology which theor~· will win the reader's approval. 
At the end of the cla~-, he can lw entire I~· cml\'inced of the 
authenticity of one particular reading, and he can he per
suaded that it offers more enlightenment, C0\'l'rs the cen
tral points more imprl'ssi,·el~·, and does better justice to 
the e,·idenct' than its rivals. Ile 111,1~· not be ahle to produce 
knock-down grounds in fa,·or of his choice, hut that is not 
to say that he has made it for no reason at all. 

l\letaph:,sical argumeut i~ like litt>rar~· argument in that 
it reaches no apparent end: it is like it again in terminat
ing, insofar as it e\'er does terminate, in an insight which is 
more personal than pulilic. The old dream of a demon
strated metaphysics whose propositions were e,·en more 
certain than those of mathematics could scare-el) be further 
from realization. But it wo11ld he \\'rong on that account to 
think that the concepts of truth and falsit~· han~ no ap
plication in metaph~·sics. At the lowest estimate we can 
describe one s~·stern of nwtaph~·sics as more illuminating 
than anothc>r. \Ve must, howe\'C0 r, decide for ourselves 
what is realh- illuminating and \\'hat is not. As in the case 
of the humanities in general, we cannot just learn the truth 
from another. 

Contemporary antimetaphysics. Theories which pro
fess to deal with "the \\'orld as a \\·hole," however the~· art-' 
meant to be taken, are today more often objects of suspi
cion than of interest, thanks to the infiuence of C. E. 
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\loore and the later \\'ork of \\'ittg<•nst<'Ill. \lomc hiut,t·lf 
ue,-er attacked nwtaph~·sics explicit!,, ,1ll(I indl'l'd hi, e,irl~ 
work, both in logic and in moral pl1ilo,opl1~·. sl1m\'ed pro
nmrnced nwtaph~'S ical leanings of a ge1H ·r,d I~ Platou fl' 

kind. But the "Defence of Com111011 SC'me" \\'1th \\·l1ich lw 
came to be most prominent)~· associat<·<I \\'a\ e,·oht·d a, d 

co11nterhlast to ,·ie\\'s put forward b~- cm1kutpor,n~· mda
physical philosophers, \'ie\\'s which, as \loorc· sa\\' tll('!ll, 
could be maintained only by soml'o!le prepan·d to disre
gard what he evident)~· knew to lw tme. \\'hen F. I l. Brad
le~·. for instance, arg11ed that ti111e is not real, \loore 
thought this an absurd paradox since the reality of time is 
taken for granted in an~· statement containing a temporal 
expre~sion. If time is not real, it cannot be trne that , l'S
terclay was Frida) or that I had my breakfast before lea,·ing 
for work. \loore's procedure here, which is to call the 
metaphysician's bluff by reminding him of what in an 
off-duty moment he will himself ackno\\'ledge that he 
knows, was generalized by some of his followers into an 
all-round expose of metaphysics, which the~· represented 
as necessarily consisting of paradoxes and evident false
hoods. For this purpose the thesis that e,·erything is ma
terial did not differ from its ri,·al that e,·er~·thing is spirit; 
both were, when taken serious I~, ol)\·iousl~· false. There 
might be a point in maintaining such a thesis (it could be a 
re,·ealing paradox, according to John \Visdom, or serve a 
deep-seated ps~·cl10logical purpose, according to \!orris 
Lazerowitz), but in no sense could it express what was 
really the case. 

\loore and his followers assume here that there can be 
only one cnrrl'ct description of a situation and that in mat
ters like dating or temporal precedence it is kno\\'n to all of 
us. It is not ob,·ious that this ,·ie\\' is correct, for it could 
be, as Bradle~· thought, that a description which was valid 
and sen·iceable at the common-sense le,·el would need to 
be superseded wheu wider considerations were taken into 
account. One way of putting Bradle/s \'iew is to say that 
nwtaph) sics claims to offer a conceptual scheme in terms 
of which we can gi,·e a description of the world which is 
ultimate and comprelwnsi, e hut that it also recognizes the 
existence of many subordinate and more limited schemes, 
each of which has its point in the characterization of ap
pearances. The Brndleian doctrine of degrees of truth and 
reality is obviously relevant here, and it cannot be said that 
.\loore gives it very serious consideration. But even if this 
point had to be granted, the respectability of metaphysics 
might still be in doubt, for the whole notion of an ultimate 
description of the world is itself suspect thanks to the work 
of Wittgenstein. 

According to \Vittgenstein, a principal source of philo
sophical error has been the idea that the primary function 
of language is to describe. The truth is, rather, that we 
engage in man~· different "language games," each of which 
serves ib own p11rpose and each of which is authentic at its 
own le,·el. There can he no question of rnling any s11ch 
game out of court; the fact that it is pla~·ecl is sufficient 
evidence that it is appropriate. ;\;or are different sets of 
language users ri\'als; it could not he said, for instance, that 
physics gi,·es a truer picture of the world than common 
sense or that the naivetcs of e,·er~·day moral language are 
corrected liy the psychologist. If we keep these cliversl' 
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languages apart, we see that each ha~ its own point and 
lltilit~·. The idea of a finally correct language which ,vould 
ernlnace and repbce them all is clear!~· the height of ab
sunli ty, and, hence, metaph>·sics in its revised form is no 
more acceptable than \\'as metaph~·sics in the shape of 
Ill'\\·~ from nowhere. 

But thi~ anal~·sis, too, is built on questionable assump
tion~. Fir~t, is it n•,dl~· clear that language games or areas of 
ling11i!-.tic activit>· are as distinct as \\'ittgensteiu sa,·s they 
arl'',J The point is b~ no means clear a~ far as the language 
gallll", of science and common sense are concerned, for 
most ~<'iPnti~ts and m,m~· plain men think tlwt the 
scientific account of the physical \\'orld gi\'(·s a truer pic
tllfl' of it than that embodied in the ordiuar> man's e\·er~ -
cb, lwlid~. ;\'or can we agrl'e without further argument 
with the thesis; that ~ufficient authc·ntication is found for a 

language game \\'lien Wl' note that it is pla,·ed. Then· art", 
aftn all, games and game~. I II a form of game much pla~·ed 
in thl' ancil'nt world, elaborate formulas to appease the god 
of tll{' ~<'a \\'eJ'l• de\'ist·d Ii~ those about to embark. :\s a 
result, a n·rtain \\a~· of talking commandl'd a wide use and 
apprn,·al. But co11ld th,1t fact alone lw im·oked to show tlrat 
it wa" legitimate;J Sure!~·, we ~lrollld wa11t to object that 
ho,,·c·,Tr nH1ch ~1,clr language \\'a~ used, ih U\l" could not 
he lt'gitimalt' if in fact there was no god of the sea or if lw 
exC'rci\t0 d 110 i11Huence on whether ~eafarer~ reached tlreir 
d<·~ti11atio11" safe!>. To do thi~, hmve,·er, i~ to make tll{' 
proprid~· of a language game subject to the tenabilit,· of 
the factual as~umptions on which it rests. Although this is 
not to 111ai11tai11 that tlw onl~· u~e of language is to <le~crilw 
(whicl1 \\'ould he absurd), it is to claim a certain priorit~· for 
tltt• language game in whicl, we say ho\\' tirings are. 

\ldapl,,·..,ic~ as we ha\'e expounded it is l'Oncerned witlr 
H·~oh i11g co11cept11al conHicb b~· finding a way of ~peaking 
\\'hiclt will enalil<· us to expre~s the true 11at11re of the 
\\·orld. If ,n, pos~t•~~ ~uch a \\'a> of speaking, ,ve han• a 
~·,ndstick Ii~· \\'hich to meas11a• the ultimate tenahilit~·. as 
oppo..,l·d to thl' immediat<' 11se, of particular lang11age 
gamt·~-th<· language~ of religion, science, la\\', and so on. 
It is not ~t'lf-e,·id<·11t that each of these is i11 ordn a~ it i~, 
and though tlw fact tliat they· are constantly us(•d and 1111-

derstood is c·11rn1glr to show that they· serve som<· p11rpose, 
it dot•~ not in iht>lf show that they are suited for th<· pur
poses \\·hicli tho~e , ... ·ho 11se them have iu mi11d. These 
games are indeed played, bllt they could, for all that, be 
play<'d 011 false pretenses. To decide whether they are, we 
mu~t liavl' recour"e to metaphysics. 

Metaphysics as analysis. E,·en if the foregoing account 
of till' nature of metaph~·sics were accepted as generally 
unobjt'ctionalile, there are many philosophers who wollld 
den~· that it l'mTrs ever>thing that metaphysicians haw· 
atk111pted or arc attempting to do. In particular, it fails to 
al-commodate an acti,·ity pursued by· many contemporary 
anal~·tiL· and ling11istic philosophers which has a clear 
affinity \\ ith the \\'ork of some of the classical metaph~·si
ciam. The classical metaphvsicians were led to ask what 
therl' is partly because of puzzles about the status of m11n
hers and qualities. Plato had prodllced arguments to show 
that these 11111st hl' independent!,· rl'al, and Aristotle elab
orated the doctrine of categories a~ ,m answer to them. 
:\'o\\', then· are plain!,· parallels to this controvers,· in 

contemporary philosophy, both in the discussions among 
logicians about names and descriptions (which revive the 
ancient dispute about the rebtive priority of universals 
and particulars) and in the arguments about the relation of 
the mind and body which have recently been so prominent 
in British and American philosophy. What is notable about 
these issues, as opposed to those mentioned above, is that 
matters of fact appear to have no relevance to their solu
tion. If we can soke them at all, we can solve them only by 
tlrinking. 

This contrast is both genuine and important; there cer
tainly me philosophical acti, ities which are traditionally 
connected ,vith met,1physics and which cannot be sub
sumed either under the schema gi,·en above or under that 
which it \\'as meant to replace. These activities are in es
Sl'nce logical or anal~·tic, and insofar as it is confined to 
tlrem, metaph\'Sics is indistinguishable from analysis. But 
tl,ere is uo reason to l'Onfine metaphysics to such inquiries. 
That metaph~·siciaus have been speculative theorists ,1s 
well as ontologists in the restricted modern sense is almost 
too ob\'ious to need 11tentio11; to decide, as some commen
tators do, that the speculation can he set aside as regretta
hll' and the ontolog~· pla\•l,d up is at llf'st arbitrary. Nor is it 
tnw that \\·e can make au entirely clear-cut distinction 
ht'tweeu the two. If we look at recent work on the 
min<l-boch problem, for instance, we see that much of it 
is inlked logical in a wilk sense of that word hut that 
considerations of substance also come in, for ex,1mpk, 
\\'hen we discuss the nature of consciousness or of thought 
bearing in mind the properties and poss;ibilities of thinking 
machine~. An all-important motive which impels men to 
persist with these questions is the need to take account 
once· more of the claims of materialism against a back
gro11nd in which new scientific and teclmical discoveries 
sel'lll to lend increased support to those· claims. 1-IowevPr 
fa~cinating logieal problems may be, interest in them ca11-
11ot be long sustained without some external stimulus. It is 
s11C'h a !-.tinrnlus that metaph~·sics of the broad kind argued 
for ahovt· may he e.\pectl'd to pro\'ide. 
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METEMPSYCHOSIS. See REINCARNATION. 

METHOD IN PHILOSOPHY. See PHILOSOPHY. 

METHODOLOGY. See ScIE.'HIFIC ~IETHOD. 

MEYERSON, EMILE (18.S~J-IY.3:3), French epistemol
ogist and philosopher of science, '.Vas born in Luhlin, 
Poland (at that time Hussia). He was educated in Germany 
where, after completing his classical studies, he studied 
chemistr~· under Robe1t Wilhelm Bunsen. In 1882 he set
tled in Paris; following a disappointing experience with 
industrial chemistry, he served as foreign editor of the 
Ha.,·as news agency and later as director of the Jewish 
Colonization Association for Europe and Asia ~1inor. After 
World War I he became a naturalized French citizen. 

~leyerson never held an official teaching position. But a 
group of philosophers and other scholars, attracted by his 
celebrated erudition, formed an eager and attenti'.'e au-
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dience. He was especiall~· well-.,·ersed in the hi~tor~· of the 
sciences (chiefly, but not exclusive!~, tlw ph~ sicochemical 
sciences) from their origins to their mmt rec<•nt de, elop
ments. 11 is command of language, his clarit~· of thought, 
and his extraordinar~· capacity for work served him well. 
Both his writings and his person ga.,·e an impression of 
great robustness- "solid as a Homan wall," as Andre La
lande once remarked. 

~1eyerson's philosophy was offered not as a philosoph~ 
of nature but as a "philosophy of the intellect." He set 
himself the tasks of disentangling the principles that gcw
ern the ackance of thought and of extracting from reason 
the kernel that constitutes the intellectus ipse. This search 
for the a priori, he held, this new critique of pure reason, 
should not itself be conducted in an a priori manner. It had 
to proceed empirically-not directly, through a ps~'Cholog
ical analysis of the activit~' of thought, hut indirectly, 
through reflection on the products of thought. These prod
ucts ma~· be true or false, so long as they hear witness to a 
serious effort of the intellect. From this point of '-'iew, the 
history of the sciences provides unique documentation. 
Thus it is that, of ~1e~·erson \ three major works, the first 
([dentitl; ct u;ulit<\ Paris, H)()K) is almost exclusi.,·el~· epis
temologicaL hut in the second, De /'Explication dans /es 
sciences ("Explanation in the Sciences," 2 .,-ols., Paris, 
U::J21), and especiall~- in the third, Du Cheminement de la 
pensl;e ("The Ways of Thought," :3 vols., Paris, HJ:31), the 
scope is widened to encompass the whole of knowledge. In 
the last two works it is shown that the mind works always 
and ever~·where in the same fashion, and this catholicity of 
reason pnn·es that it does indeed include a portion that is 
a priori. 

Each of ~1eyerson's works begins with an attempt to 
dispel the positi'.'ist hias that weighed so heavily on his 
years of apprenticeship. Science requires the concept of 
thing; science searches for explanation. It is not content 
~imply to hind together h~· LH,·s tlw plwnonwna gin·n u~ 
in sense experience in order onl~· to predict and control 
them. Science tends to di~soh·e the qualitative datum-but 
onl~· to reach behind it for a more lasting and more objec
tive, substantial real. Science not onl:',· seeks to know the 
how, but also to understand the why. Its aim is specula
th-e. Its theories are not mere!~· edifices built of laws; the:-,' 
claim to re.,·eal to u~ the innermost causes of things. Real
ism and causalism are two fundanwntal tendencies that, 
taken together, gm·ern the entire acti .. ·it~· of the scientist. 
For the scientist, "phenomenism" ancl "legalism," \\'hen 
he submits to them, are only provisional stages. His ambi
tion is to get to the bottom of things, hi~ ultimate purpose 
is an ontological one. 

In what does explanation consist~ It is at thi~ point that 
the \1e~·ersonian theory proper begins. In e'.·en· domain, 
whether it he philo~oph~, science, or ever~·day life, to 
explain is to identil\. Camalit~· is nothing hut a form of 
logical identity. We understand a change onJ~, when it 
becomes e'.·ident to 11s that, at bottom, nothing has hap
pened, that the entire effect was alread~· present in the 
cause-or at least that the change has been reduced to the 
minimum, to a simple displacement. The old adage causa 
aequat effectum, mechanistic theories, and chemical 
equations all manifest this identifying tendency. As the 
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Eleatic paradoxes attest, we are troubled even by change 
of place and by the mere passage of time. Beason is .,at
isfied on!~· to the degree that it succeeds in eliminating 
time. The principle of inertia, the reversibility of mechan
ical phenomena, the consen·ation of matter· and energ~·, 
tlit' permanence and immutability of the ultimate ele
ments, show i11 what direction we insistent!;, turn as we 
strive for intelligibility . 

Yet in a world thns rigiclh· set, there still remains a 
qualitative diversity which is the source of new attempts at 
identification: the elimination uf "secondary qualities," the 
explanation of apparent differences in terms of combina
tions of quite similar elements from which all but geo
metrical properties ha,·e been removed. Thus the world is 
fully intelligible to us only if we succeed in assimilating it, 
in the final analysis, to homogeneous space. Being, like 
becoming, tends to turn into its opposite when our reason 
seeks to explain it. 

But reality resi~ts this persistent will to iclentif:-,. Car
not's principle defeats any hope of eliminating tim e. It 
proves that the irreversibility of the course of time is not a 
subjectivP illusion, that the future is not interchangeable 
with the past, in brief, that something really does happen. 
Furthermore, in denying sense qualities any place in the 
physical world, mechanism has not thereby made them 
disappear. The heterogeneity of the data of sense exists 
unexplained and indeed inexplicable from a mechanistic 
point of ,·iew. In addition, atomic cliscontinuit:- puts an 
obstacle in the way of geometrization. Reality rejects the 
identity to which reason would reduce it. The real is only 
partly intelligible; it contains elements that are irreduci
ble, and hence irrational. It is in fact the presence of these 
irrational elements, contradicting the rationalist idealism 
of the philosophers, which can serve to define the real in 
opposition to the strudures erected by our thought. Thus 
while reason may well move from success to success in the 
quest for identity that essentially motivates its activities, it 
can never win a definitive victory. In the encl, it is con
demned to defeat. 

Indeed, how could matters be otherwise? There is 
something odd and almost absurd about this endeavor of 
reason, for its complete success would betoken its ultimate 
failure. To explain reality fully would amount precisely to 
denying it as real, to dissolving it into a motionless and 
undifferentiated space, that is, into nothingness. A perfect 
explanation of the world wo11lcl encl up in acosmism. And 
the contlict would be met with again even if the objed 
studied were on!~· an ideal one, as in the case of mathe
matical speculation. Reasoning, even that which is appar
ently formal, is never tautological. Thought, at work, ad
vance s; it does not just repeat interminably that A is A 
Me:--e rson came to emphasize more and more reason's 
need for something diverse to assimilate, and he tended to 
define reason not so much b>' its end, identity, as by its 
activit:-', identifying. Reason is thus essentially divided 
against its e lf. This is the epistemological paradox. 

.\1e:verson later extended these views to other domains, 
from scientific reason to philosophical reason, from the 
modern phy~icist to primitive man and the medieval 
thinker; but th e :-· were first suggested to him by reflection 
upon classical sc ience. Have the revolutions in physics 

served to confirm or contradict them? In La Deduction 
relativiste (Paris, 1925), :'\leyerson easily showed that 
relativity theory was inspired throughout by the same ideal 
of objectivization and geometrization. Like Pannenides' 
sphere or Descartes's world, Einstein's universe is re
sorlied into space. However, quantum physics, beca11st' 
it sets bounds to continuity and objecti,·ity, contains some
thing "unassimilable." l\le>·erson believed, nonetheless, 
that quantum theor:-·, in the interpretation given it by the 
Copenhagen school, was a passing "aberration," and that 
as soon as the physicists recognized the possibilit~· of 
doing so, they would hasten to return to traditional 
views-a conjecture which was in part subsequently 
verified. 

If the detail is rich, the broad outlines of Me:-·erson's 
philosoph>· are simple and clear. It enjoyed great prestige 
about HJ.30. Since then, it has been somewhat overshad
owed hr the philosoph>· of the scientific theorists of the 
Copenhagen school, although Louis de Broglie retains the 
high estimate of it stated in his preface to .\leyerson's 
Essais. :'\le>·erson's philosophy has also been neglected 
because of the general shift of interest among contem
porary philosophers from epistemological to existential 
problems. 
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MICHELS, ROBE RT ( 1876- HJ.36), German - Italian 
political sociologist, was born in Cologne but spent most of 
his life as a university teacher and writer in Italy. Michels 
was neither an acute nor a rigorous social theorist. He 
indiscriminately coupled different forms of social group
ings and collectivities; he attempted no close examination 
of the different types of authority; and his method is too 
descriptive and anecdotal to be theoretically interesting . 
Subsequent work on political pa1ties and on the forms and 
functions of power, influence, leadership, bureaucracy, 
and ruling elites in modern societies are far more adequate 
and sophisticated than those of Michels, but his many 



detailed accounts of working-class and socialist organiza
tions in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
and his studies of socialist thought in his own day are still 
worth reading. Michels also wrote voluminously on prob
lems of political sociology, on the theoretical aspects of 
l\larxism, and on such diverse topics as political economy, 
social ethics, imperialism and colonialism, and Italian 
fascism. After the advent of Mussolini to power, Mi
chels-unlikc Gaetano i\losca-did not manifest overt 
opposition to the methods or the policies of the Fascist 
regime. He continued to travel widely abroad, lecturing on 
a variety of subjects. He appears to have attracted neither 
the friendly nor the hostile attention of the government, 
but references in some of his later writings su!!:gest that he 
was not ill-disposed toward the regime. 

Michels' most famous and important book was Zur So
;:,iologie des Parteiwese11s i11 der modeme11 De111okratie 
(Political Parties). Like \'ilfreclo Pareto and l\1osca, l\ti
chels was concerned to demolish "some of the facile and 
superficial illusions which trouble science and lead the 
masses astray" (Political Parties, p. 404). He subscribed 
fully to Mosca's doctrine of the political class, and in Po
litical Parties he tried to demonstrate, by painstaking ac
cumulation of examples from the history and practice of 
European working-class and socialist parties and organiza
tions, that a small minority always rules and the large 
majority is ruled. He propounded the famous "iron law of 
oligarchy" that "society cannot exist without a dominant 
class"; that "oligarchy is, as it were, the preordained form 
of the common life of great social aggregates"; and that 
"class struggles consist merely of struggles between suc
cessively dominant minorities" (ibid., pp. :389-:390). Mi
chels sought to explode the "democratic illusion" that 
democracy consists in a high degree of equality between all 
members of an association or collectivity and in the full 
and constant participation of the rank and file in the direc
tion or policy-making of the collectivity. (l\lichels regarded 
representation and therefore parliamentarianism as bein.e: 
not truly democratic but oligarchic.) 

i\lichels, unlike i\losca, was strongly influenced by Marx. 
He largely accepted the Marxist conception of social class 
and the class struggle, and spoke of the struggle between 
the proletariat and bourgeoisie much as !\Lux did. He 
differed from Marx in holding that the proletariat produces 
its own oligarchy, or ruling elite, in its trade unions, par
ties, and other organizations, and he argued that class 
struggle always puts another ruling minority in place of the 
older ruling class. Or, more exactly, there is produced a 
proletarian oligarchy or aristocracy which comes to resem
ble and to be absorbed hy the older ruling minority. Thus, 
Michels rejected Pareto's doctrine of the circulation of 
elites on the ground that one ruling class is rarely su
perseded by another; rather, he held, new ruling elites 
tend to coalesce with the existing ruling group, often with 
important effects on the character and attitudes of the 
ruling group they enter_ This view is not incompatible 
with the main elements of \1arx's theory of political and 
social change, but it is incompatible with the belief that 
any social struggle can culminate in the achievement of 
democracy. 

I\t ichels was also influenced by the strain of nineteenth-
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century social thinking stemming from Saint-Simon tint 
emphasized the essential role of organization and lm
reaucracy, and the functions of leadership, admini!->tra
tion, and management as constituting a base for authority 
or power_ He insisted that "the principal cause of oligarchy 
in the democratic parties is to be found in the technical 
indispensability of leadership" (ibid., p . .JOO) and that 
"social wealth cannot be satisfactorily administered in any 
other manner than by the creation of extensive bureauc
racy .... In this way, we are led by an inexorable logic to 
the flat denial of a state without classes. The administra
tion of an immeasurably large capital, above all when this 
capital is collective property, confers upon the administra
tor influence at least equal to that possessed by the private 
owner of capital" (ibid., p .. 380). 

In Political Parties Michels was not antidemocratic in 
the sense that he employed the iron law of oligarchy as a 
support for authoritarian or dictatorial forms of govern
ment. His view is that although the ideals of democracy 
can never be realized, they should forever be pursued. 
Democracy counts most not as a goal to he attained hut as 
an ideal to inspire and suffuse political struggle. All socie
ties and social movements are strongly oligarchical, 
bureaucratic, and authoritarian, but they are more or less 
so: Persistence in the search for democracy helps to en
sure that they will be less oligarchical rather than more. 
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MIDDLETON, CONYERS (lnS:3-17.50), English his
torian and clergyman. :\liddleton entered Trinity College, 
Cambridge, in 1700. He took orders in the Church of 
England and became a fellow of his college, but he had to 
resign his fellowship at the time of his first marriage in 
1710. He held various livings but never obtained any 
considerable preferment in the church. The course of 
l\liddleton's life unfortunately provides several grounds 
for questioning his integrity and ingenuousness. 

\liddleton's first major publication was A Letter from 
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Rome, showing an exact conformity hetween Papery and 
Paganism (London, 1729). His theme was certainly not 
entirely originnl. It can, for instance, be traced to Part I\' 
of Hobbes's Leviathan (1651), and there is even some 
suspicion of plagiarism at the expense of a little known 
French treatise, Conformite des ceremonies modernes avec 
/es anciennes (Leiden, 1667). What was remarkable was 
the force and skill with which Middleton traced the relics 
of the worship of \'esta in the cult of the \'irgin and de
ployed passages from the Christian Fathers that excoriated 
as heathen such practices as the ere<:ting of votive tablets 
or the use of holy water. 

Daniel \Vaterland, in his Scripture Vindicated (London, 
1731 -17.'32), had attacked the deist l\1atthew Tindal's 
Christianity as Old as the Creation (London, 1730). In 
l 73 I ~1 iddleton published an anonymous Letter tu Water
/and, in which he urged that it was unwise to insist on the 
literal truth of every sentence in the Bible, and in particu
lar ridiculed bits of the book of Genesis. His authorship 
was discovered, and during the ensuing uproar the public 
orator of Cambridge was heard to cry for a book-burning. 
\I iddleton next wrote a very profitable Life of Cicero; in 
this i11starn:e the chargt• of plagiarism seems to have been 
borne out. 

After writing an Introductoru Discourse ( I 747), l\liddle
ton published A Free E1u1uiry into the Miraculous Powers , 
1d1ich are supposed to hm;c' suhsisted in the Christian 
Church from the Earliest Ages, through several successiue 
Centuries (London, 1748). Coi1H:identally , David llmne 's 
first E1u1uiry, containing the section "Of \liracles," which 
later became notorious, was published in the same :-,·ear. 
Many years later, in My 0101 Ufe (London, 1777), llunw 
confessed his chagrin: "On my return from Italy, I had the 
m01tification to find all England in a ferment, on account of 
Dr. ~liddleton's Free En<tuiry, while 111y performance was 
entirely m·erlooked and neglected." 

There was every reason to compare tlie two books, for 
the tendency of both was to undermine belief in the 111irac-
11lo11s. But whereas Humt' was raising nwthodological 
difficulties about the possibility of providing adequate 
historical proof of such occurrt'nces, especially in a n·li 
gious context, \l iddleton was concerned primarily with th<' 
historical evidence actually available. I lis argument was 
addressed in the first instance to those, including the great 
majority of educated Protestants, who believed both that 
the OCl'Urrence of miracles was a guarantee of religious 
truth and that the age of mirndes was now pa:-.t. This posi
tion was obviously precarious, for where precisely was the 
crucial dividing line to he drawn? ~liddleton directed his 
onslaught at this weak point. It was, as Leslie Stephen 
said, "incomparably the most effective of the whole deist 
controversy." Although \liddleton himself never ventured 
to question the miracle stories of the i',;ew Testament, he 
attacked the credibility of similar accounts in the early 
Christian church. In a series of damaging quotations, he 
displayed the credulity of the Fathers, including some of 
the most respected, such as St. Augustine, and even cited 
passages in which others seem to have been deliberately 
approving pious frauds. The impact of l\li<ldleton's attack 
would have been smaller on a position that was less in
herently precarious. Arguments of this kind would not 

have !wen effective, for instance, with Protestant "en
thusiasts" such as tlie \Vesleys or with the Roman Cntho
lics, who insisted that the age of miracles was not past. As 
a historian, l\1iddleton displayed the faults characteristic of 
his period, particularly the naive view that stories must he 
either wholly and straightforwardly true or else just lies. 
His importance lies in the eontrihutions he ma<le toward 
undermining the arbitrary barriers between secular and 
sacred history. 
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MIKHAILOVSKY, NICHOLAS KONSTANTINO
V IC H ( I1-;-J:?.- 1904 ), Hussian philosopher, social thinker, 
and litenn~· critic, was a theorist of Hussian Populism and an 
exponent of a form of positivism first advanced by his con
temporary, Peter Lavrov. 

Mikhailovsky was born near l\leshchovsk, Hussia, the 
son of a landowner of moderate means. After his parents' 
death, he was enrolled in the St. Petersburg \lining Insti
tute i11 IS.5<-i. Expelled in 1861 for leading student protests 
against the government, he became a writer on social and 
literary topics for progressive St. Petersburg reviews. From 
186!1 to IS,'-;4 he edited Otechcstte1111y1w Zapiski ("Annals 
of the Fatherland"), at that time the chi<_•f organ of Russian 
radicalism. \likhailovsky was periodically banished from 
the capital by the tsarist authorities, hut he sufficiently 
tempered th<' expression of his views to avoid imprison
lllent and permanent t•xile. He remained an influential 
radical spokesman until his death in St. Petersburg. 

t\likhailovsky's humanistic, democratic outlook took 
shape early in his career, under the influence of John 
Stuart \!ill, Pierre Proudhon, and the Russian thinkers 
Alexander I lerzen and \'issarion Belinsky. Tl1e most direct 
and extensive philosophical influence on Mikhailovsky 
was that of Lavrov, whose combination of an anti metaphys
ical positivism with an emphasis on tlw "subjective," 
moral <kmands of the human consciousness provided 
\likhailm·skr with his basic philosophical orientation. In 
his n1111wrous philosophical essays, chief of which is 
Chtu Takoye Progress? ("What ls Progress?," 1869-1870), 
Mikhailovsky strongly developed the ethical foundation 
and the individualism of this orientation and defended it 
again:-.t the views of Spencer, Comte, Darwin, and later 
against those of l\larx and Engels. 

In opposition to Spencer, Mikhailovsky argued that 
human progress cannot be understood "objectively," or 
nonteleologically, and that in general the phenomena of 
man's historical and social life can only be approached 
through a "subjective method" which takes into account 
the feelings and aims of the individual and makes moral 
evaluations. \likhailovsky protested the stunting of the 



individual by the division of labor in modern industrial 
society, maintaining that th e goal of progress should he a 
more homogeneous social order in which each individual 
would he able to develop his diverse abili ti es compre h en
sively <rnd harmoniously . Against the social Darwinists he 
maintained that in human society a struggle for survival is 
neither inev itable nor desirabl e, and he asserted that as 
the division of labor was eliminated, economic competi
tion would yield to cooperation. During the last quarter of 
the nineteenth century, Mikhailovsky was a leading expo
nent of Russian Populism-a form of agrarian socialism 
that emphasized the obshchi11a, or peasant village com
mune. 

Like Comte, ~tikhailovsky viewed historical progress as 
occurring in three stages. Adhering to the "subjective 
method," however, h e distinguished these stages by refer
ence to their teleology. ln th e objectively anthropocentric 
stage man sees himself as the end or purpose of nature. ln 
the eccentric stage he still finds ends in nature but no 
longer regards himself as their unique focus. ln the sub
jectively anthropocentric stage man finally realizes that 
en<ls or purposes do not inhere in nature but are produced 
by him, the individual dispenses with supernaturalism and 
metaphysics of every sort and relies on his own active 
energies for the promotion of hi s moral ideals. 

~tikhailovsky 's doctrines, and in particular his emp hasi s 
on the autonomous moral individual, brought him into 
sharp confiict with nascent Russian \tarxism. In the 11-;~JO s 
his critiques of ~larxism were extensively attal'ked by hoth 
Plekhanov and Lenin. 
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MIKI KIYOSHI (1897-IH4.S), Japanese philosopher of 
history and leading intellectual in the stormy ~·ears before 
\Vo rid \\'ar I I . \tiki was horn in lsseimurn, I lyogo Prefec
ture . He was a student of :\ishida Kitari'> and of llatano 
Seiichi at Kyoto llni\·ersity. He dl'\·eloped an <:'arly interest 
in the philosoph~ of history and ,tudied in Germany 
(H):2:2- HJ:24 ) under H einrich Hickert and \lartin Heideg
ger, ahsorliing also some socialist idea,. In HJ:27 he ac
cepted a chair of philosoph~· at llosei llniH·r,ity, Tok~'o, 
but h e had been rejected as a teacher liy his alma mater for 
dubious reasons-he had a Ion.' affair with a widow, in his 
clay a more than sufficient rea,on to he excluded from a 
state uni\'t.·rsity. Feeling resentment, and mm·ecl !iv the 
soc ial climate of th e time, he became Japan's first spokes
man for philosophical ~larxi sm. His es,ays on hi,torical 
materialism ( HJ27 -19.30) created a stir in academic circles 
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and i11 th e general public. llis \larxi,111, ho,,·<·,·er. ,,a, 
strongly colored liy Heidl'ggC'r\ A11thropo/ogie and Ii~ 
Pascal's conception of man, two vie,,, he had ,t11di<'d a, .i 

youth. His later works are not at all \L1r\i,t. l 11 HJ:30 II(' 
was briefl y imprisoned for eo11trihuting m01H·~ to ldti,t 
causes; as a resu lt he had to gin· 11p his teaching c·:trt·t•r 
an d make a li\'ing as a social criti(_'. During tliC' t.·nwial 
years before \Vorld \Var 11, as ultranationalism IH'can1l' 
pervasive, \tiki at first held to liberal principles witho11t 
compromise. In 1936, he joined the Sh<-J\\'a Re,t·:irch Soci
e ty, which was led h y Prince Kono<' Fumimaru and ,vhieh 
strove to moderate though not to oppose the mo11nting 
militarist trend. As the Showa became more and more 
nationalistic, \1iki, though liberal at !wart, had to (_'Ompro
mise. For opposing Japan\ entr~· into \\'oriel \Var II and for 
aiding prnsc·cuted leftists, he was returned to prison to
ward th e war's end, and there he di ed. 

\tiki's best works are Rekishi tetsugaku ("Philosoph~ of 
History ," Tokyo, 1932 ) and K6s11ryok11 1w ronri ("The 
Logic of the Power of Imagination," Tok~·o, Jq:38). In the 
first work \tiki's starting-point is the sulijecti\'l· existential 
and se nsil>le experience of life. Frnm this he proceeds to 
formulate the structure of "histor~·-in-the-making." Funda
mental experience of life, he says, creates selfhood, the 
historical subject which is the only maker of history, since 
in selfhood there are not subjective and objective factors, 
hut only li\'C'd ex p<'ri ence. "The Logic of the Power of 
Imagination" refiects \liki's uw of Kant's Einbildwigskraft 
(" imaginatiH· power") as it wa, w,·i,·ed I>~· Heidegger and 
also revea ls the e,·o lution of ~liki's thought away from the 
logos as social rationalit~· that dominated the "Philosophy 
of History" and toward a major role for pathos, the subjec
tive inspiration that in Japan led to ultranationalist feel
ings. \liki was perhaps hinting that rationalit~ was losing 
gro und to ultranationali,t passion. At an;, rate. for ()rien
tals, the logic of the imagination, with ih creation of m~·ths 
and of what \tiki calls "forms" o f technocultural -;~·s
tems, is said to have some advantag<·s, ,u(_'h as artistic 
im·enti,·eness and neati,·it~·, m·vr conceptual knowledge 
and usual logic. \liki use, term, horro\\'ed from his master 
:\i,hida, thl' origi11ator of tl1e Oriental "logic of field." 
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MILETUS, SCHOOL OF. Sev PRE-SOCRATIC PHI-

LOSOPHY. 

MIL HAU D, GASTON (lS.SS - 1 ~HS), French philoso
pher, came to philosophy hy war of mathematics, which he 
taught for nearly ten years in the luc<;cs before becoming a 
professor of philosophy at the University of \lontpellier. 
In HJrnJ he went to the l 1niversity of Paris, where the chair 
of history of philosophy in its relationship to the sciences 
was created espeeially for him. 
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His courses on Cournot and Renouvier ,vere published 
(Etudes s1tr Co11nwt, Pmis, rn:?.7; La Philosophie de 
Charles Renoucier, Paris, rn:27). Under the influence of 
Paul Tannery, his works on the history of science were at 
first devoted to Creek science: Lerons s11r /es origines de la 
science grecque (Paris, 18~).'3) and Les Pliilosoµhes gco
mhres de la Grece (Paris, moo). Later they were extended 
to include modern science. Examples are Etudes s11r la 
JJensce scientifique chez !es Crees et cl1cz !es modernes 
(Paris, moo); Nomelles Etudes s1tr l'histoirc de la pensee 
sl'ie11tifi(f11e (Paris, HJII); and Descartes .rnnint (published 
posthumously, Paris, nl:?.:3). 

:\tilhall(I was both a historian and an epistemologist. 
With Ilenri Poincare, Pierre Duhem, and Edouard Le Roy 
he belongs to that group of French scholars who around 
l~JOO, following the path opened for them by Emile Bou
troux, denounced scientific dogmatism, using as a basis the 
precise analysis of past and contemporary examples in 
history of science. They emphasized the role of spiritual 
initiative, and thus the element of contingency, in the 
construction of scientific theories. :\tilhaud himself gener
ally avoided the dangerous words co11centiu11 and co1111110-
dite used by Le Roy and Poincare. Ile spoke, rather, of 
free creations, of the activity of the mind, and of the spon
taneity of reason (Le Ration11el, Paris, 1sqs). In his thesis, 
Essai s11r !es conditions et !es limitcs de la certitude lo
gique (Paris, p.;~J4), he maintained that certitude, which is 
founded on the principle of noncontradiction, is limited to 
the domain of pure mathematics. I le believed that it was 
thus possible to estahlish a radical break between the 
realm of mathematical knowledge and the realm of knmvl
edge of the real world. 

However, almost immediately thereafter (:?.cl ed., lS!J7), 
he regretted having shown himself to he too much the 
logician: "I see today that even in the extreme example of 
absolute rigor dreamed of by the mathenrntician, the living 
and dynamic identity of thinking always takes precedence 
over the static immohility of the principle of identity." The 
fundamental concepts and principles of all sciences result 
from rational decisions that simultaneously transcend both 
experience and logic, in the sense that they are not deter
mined by either external or internal necessities. Positivism 
is, therefore, outmoded. A "fourth stage" consists of the 
liberation of thought from the obstacles imposed on it by 
the dogmatism of Comte (Le Positivisme et le progrcs cle 
l'es7irit, Paris, I ~JO:?.). Nonetheless, scientific contributions 
are not arbitrary, and they have a universal value, in that 
they have matured on a basis of fact and have gradually 
imposed themselve~ upon the mind as a network of rela
tions in which logical exigencies are composed and har
monized with the demands of a practical and aesthetic 
order. 
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ROBERT BLANCHE 

MILL, JAMES (177:3-18:36), Scottish philosopher, his
torian, and economist, was born in a village near Forfar, 
ScotLmd, the son of a shoemaker. He attended \1ontro-;e 
Academy and in 1790, with the help of his patron, Sir John 
Stuart, entered Edinburgh University, where he studied 
philosophy under Dugald Stewart. In I 794 he began a 
course of study in divinity and obtained a license to preach 
in I 798, hut he never exercised the right. Indeed, before 
long he lost his belief in God, on grounds that were, ac
cording to his son, John Stuart l\till, "moral, still more than 
intellectual": to James '.\!ill the world seemed too full of 
evil to have been created by an infinitely good being. In 
IS0:2 he set out for London to earn his livin~ as a free-lance 
journalist. Ile contributed to the Anti-Jacobin Review, 
which is surprising in view of his later political opinions, 
and to other journals. He also edited two periodicals (the 
Literary journal and the St. James' Chronicle) published 
hy a bookseller called Baldwin, translated hooks, and did 
other literary hack work. In 180.5 Mill married llarriet 
Burrow; they had nine children, John Stuart Mill being the 
eldest. In 1806 :\till began his History of India, with the 
avowed object of concentrating on social conditions and 
underlying social forces rather than on details of battles 
and the lives of rnlers. This hook, which was published in 
London in 1817 in three volumes, hecame the standard 
work on the subject and earned '.\1 ill a post with the East 
India Company. 

In the meantime '.\till had become a friend and disciple 
of Jeremy Bentham and soon emerged as one of the lead
ers of the growing utilitarian movement. l\1 ill was more 
practical than Bentham, and although debarred by his 
office from active political agitation, lie did much to define 
the policy of the group which became known as the "phil
O!-.ophical radicals," and which included David Ricmdo, 
who was a member of Parliament as well as an economist; 
Jmt•ph Ilurne, another '.\1.P.; John Black, editor of the 
Morning Chronicle; J. R. '.\IcC11lloch, editor of the Scots-
111a11; Ceorge Crote, the historian; John Austin, the jurist; 
and other-. who were inAut->ntial in various ways. The 
philosophical radicals exerted the kind of influence that 
the Fabian Society exerted on a later generation. Primarily 
intellectuals and theorists, they nevertheless proved to be 
a force that could not he ignored by practical politicians. 

Writings. '.\l ill 's writings included contributions to 
William Allen's journal The Philanthropist and to the 
Westminster Ret:-iew, the utilitarian journal launched by 
Be11tham in 18:24. Ile also wrote an influential series of 
articles for the supplement to the Encyclopaedia Britan
nica, which appeared between 1816 and rn2.'3; these arti
cles applied Benthamite principles to such subjects as 
government, education, liberty of the press, and colonies 
and expounded Bentham's views on his favorite topics, 
jurisprudence and prisons. In 18:21 Mill published Ele
ments of Political Economy, which owes more to Hicardo 
than to Bentham, in spite of Bentham's claim, "I was the 
spiritual father of i'..till, and Mill the spiritual father of 
Ricardo." The Fragment on Mackintosh, in which l\till 
defended utilitarian ethical theory against Mackintosh's 
Encyclopaedia Brita11nica article on ethics, was privately 
printed in 18:30 and issued publicly in 183.5. Mill's most 



ambitious work, apart from the History of India, was his 
Analysis of the Phenomena of the ll11111an Mind, which 
appeared in 1829, 

Importance. '.\till is imprntant chi<·H\' for his role as 
Bentham's lieutenant and for his influence on the philo· 
sophical radicals in general and his son John Stuart in 
particular. He was not an original thinker: there is little 
in his writings that cannot be found either in Be11tham or in 
the forerunners of utilitarianism, such as David Hartley. 
His chief contributions to utilitarian theory are to he found 
in his Britannica articles on government and education and 
in his elaboration of Hartle~·\ associationist psychology. 

Political thought. )Id ill held that the greatest happiness 
of the greatest number is not necessaril~, attained by ma
jority rule: it is conceivable that an enlightened and be
nevolent despot might secure it more efficiently than the 
ignorant masses. On Benthamite principles, however, the 
despot will not remain benevolent unless he has reason to 
associate his own happiness with that of others, and some 
constitutional machinery is necessary to ensure this_ Con
sequently l\lill advocated the extension of the franchise. 
Everyone need not vote, howe\'er, since husbands can he 
trusted to consider the interests of their wives and men 
over forty to be concerned about their sons, On the other 
hand, the interests of the owner of property may very well 
conflict with those of the propertyless. In general, '.\lill 
maintained that individuals; rather than social classes 
should he represented_ lie did not doubt, however, that 
the poor would choose members of tlw middle classes to 
represent them. 

Although the philosophical radicals identified them
selves with the cause of the people, they were never revo
lutionaries, '.\I ill won Id not have agreed with G E. '.\loore 
that utilitarianism favors the preservation of the status l/lW, 

since the disadvantages of departing from custom are cer
tain and the advantages are only problematical. :\'everthe
less, the hedonic calcul11s was hound to lead, at most, to a 
moderate, cautious, and constitutional radicalism, The true 
revolutionary needs to feel that his cause is wholly !_'.ood 
and his opponents' ca11se wholl~· evil. If he is tough-minded, 
he will hel ieve that the s11 ffering of oppressors is itself 
a good; if he is tender-minded, he will believe that the 
oppressors themselves are the ,·ictims of the s~'stem and 
will benefit from the new re_gime no less than the op
pressed. But it is central to utilitarian theory that interests 
clash and that the best that can be hoped for is a compro
mise in which the pluses in the hedonic calculus outnum
ber the minuses. l"den are unlikely to die on the barricades 
for a few extra items on the credit side of the balance 
sheet. 

Psychology. In the Analysis of the Phcno111cn<, of the 
Human ,'1ind, '.\I ill elaborated the associationist epistemol
ogy of llartley and Hume. Sensations, he said, occur ei
ther "synchronously" (simultaneously) or successively. 
Sensations experienced synchronously give rise to syn
chronous ideas, and sensations experienced successively 
give rise to successive ideas. For example, the smell of a 
rose and the sight and touch of a rose are frequently syn
chronical; hence any one of these simple ideas is likely to 
eall up the other. As a result we are aware, not of the sim-
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pie ideas as snch, hut of a (_·omposite "cl11stPr of ideas,," 
that is, the idea of a rose. Thes<' cl11stC'rs of ideas, \I ill s,aicl, 
are called objects. Mill's nominalism thus Sl'ems to he 
different from that of Bentham, who regarded ideas of 
qualities as "fictions," obtained from the rt',dity h~ ab
straction. For '.\I ill, simple ideas (or at least "sensations" or 
impressions) were the building blocks from which all else 
is constructed. However, he did agree with Bentham about 
the unreality of classes and universals in general. 

1\1 ill attempted to explain all mental phenomena in terms 
of association. Belief, for example, is either memory or 
expectation, both of which result from association. All 
belief in propositions (hence in testimony) arises from the 
association of words with their referents, To assent to a 
proposition is to associate both the su hject and the pred
icate term with the same referent. All reasoning can he 
explained in the same way, as Hobbes had shown. 

Associationism had enabled Hartley to bridge the awk
ward gap between ethical egoism and utilitarianism. \\'hat 
a man takes pleasure in depends largely on the associa
tion!- he happens to have formed. It is therefore pos-;ible 
for him to associate his own pleasure with that of his fel
lows. In '.\lill's opinion, it is the task of the ed11cator and 
the legislator to see that he does. For Hartley, however, 
the associations between our own pleasures and those of 
others are not entirely factitious. Pleasure is not entirely 
s11bjective: althouglr you take pleasme in a thing as the 
result of your past conditioning, it is an objective fact that 
if :,011 had !wen conditioned to like a different kind of 
thing, your total pleasure would have been either greater 
or less. Certain sources of pleasure cut us off from other 
kinds of pleasure: the pleasure of wife-heating, for exam
ple, is incompatible with many other domestic pleasures. 
llartley went on to erect an elaborate "ladder of pleas
ures," with the pleasures of benevolence very near the top 
because of their ramified associations with many other 
kinds of pleasure. \lill did not follow him the whole way: 
he was content to say that there are many associations 
between our own pleasure and that of our fellows, partly 
because of the facts of social I ife to which Hobbes had 
called attention and partly because of the pleasure we all 
take in being praised by others. 

Education. Since the main task of the educator was, in 
'.\lill's vie\\', to ensure that the pupil formed the right asso
ciations (the ones most conducive to his own happiness 
and to that of others), he advocated what has since heen 
called the education of the whole man, The mind and 
character, he said, began to he formed at birth, or perhaps 
even at conception. \\'hen this fact was taken into account, 
\lill thought, I lelvL·tius' daims that there were no hounds 
to what could he achieved hy education and that "the 
whole of this great mass of mankind" was "equally suscep
tible of mental excellence" might not ha\'e heen too extrav
agant. It followed that education included such mattt·rs as 
diet and, indeed, the manipulation of the whole environ
ment. The great obstacle, \lill said, was that most men had 
too little to eat and too much work to do. \loreover, one 
important educational influence was the political system 
under which men lived. 

\'iews of this kind have led modern progressive educa-
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tors to play down the training of the intellect by means of 
the traditional mental disciplines. i\l ill' s Encyclopaedia 
Britannica article on education suggests that he might 
haw· agreed with them. In this instance he seemed to have 
regarded education as being primarily moral training, and 
its main object as the im:ulcatiun of the virtues of temper
ance, fortitude, justice, and benevolence. On the other 
hand, he also said that intelligence is one of the virtues 
capable of culti\'ation; and, despite his associationism and 
his belief in the great importance of the largely uncon
scious effects of environment, he valued reasoning and 
skill in argumentation. It is odd, therefore, that he should 
have devoted a lengthy footnote to praise of a missionary 
scheme for a kind of synopsis of learning (including "a 
vie,v of the solar sy~tem, a synopsis of geography, a collec
tion of facts relative to natural objects, an abstract of gen
eral history and a compendium of ethics and morality") in 
the form of pithy aphorisms that were to be dictated to 
pupils who would, presumably, commit them to memory. 

The education that i\lill personally gave his eldest son 
was rigorously intellectual. According to John Stuart i\lill's 
A11tohiography, he was made to learn Creek at the age of 
thret' , and by the time he was eight he had read, among 
other authors, "the whole of Herodotus" and six dialogues 
of Plato, including the Theaetetus, which, he remarked 
with admirable restraint, "I venture to think would have 
been better omitted, as it was totally impossible I should 
understand it." lie added, howe,·er, 

\line was not an education of cram. \ly father ne\'er 
permitted anything which I learnt to degenerate into a 
mere exercise of memory. He strove to make the under
standing not only go along with e\'ery step of the teach
ing, but, if possible, precede it. Anything which could be 
found out hy thinking I never was told, until I had ex
hausted my efforts to fi11d it out for myself. 
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D. H. \lmmo 

MILL, JOHN STUART (IS06-1~7:3), English philoso
pher, economist, and administrator, was the most 
influe11tial philosopher in the English-speaking world 
during the nineteenth century and is generally held to be 
one of the most profound and effective spokesmen for the 
liberal view of man and society. In the belief that men's 
opinions are the dominant influence on social and histori
cal change, \I ill tried to construct and to propagate a 
philosophical position which would he of positive assist
ance to the progress of scientific knowledge, individual 
freedom, and human happiness. Despite numerous flaws 
in his theories, he succeeded in providing an alternative to 
existing views on morals ·md politics and their foundations 
which was both specific and cohesive enough to give a 
markedly liberal tendency to social and political opinion, 

and also sufficiently tolerant and inclusive to gain it access 
to an extraordinarily large and diverse public. Mill cannot 
be ranked among the greatest of pure philosophers, either 
for his originality or for his synthesizing power. His work 
in logic, however, broke new ground and gave a badly 
needed impetus to the study of the subject, while his 
reformulations of classical British empiricism and Ben
thamite utilitarianism gave these positions a relevance and 
continuing vitality which they would not otherwise have 
had. 

Although :'\lill's views on economics will not be dis
cussed in the present article, an excellent summary of 
them is contained in the article on Mill by F. Y. Edge
worth in Palgrave's Dictionary of Political Economy. 

Life. John Stuart \till was born in London, the son of 
James and Harriet Burrow :'\till. Outwardly his life was not 
e\'entful. He was educated by his father and never attended 
school, although for a short time he read law with John 
Austin. In IS:23 he became a clerk in the East India Com
pany, where his father was a high official, and worked 
there until rn.5K. Eventually he became chief of his de
partment, a post involving considerable administrative 
responsibility. In IS31 he was introduced to Harriet Tay
lor, the wife of a successful merchant and mother of sev
eral children. Friendship between Mill and Mrs. Taylor 
rapidly developed into deep though Platonic love, and for 
the next twenty years they saw each other constantly, 
despite lhe increasing social isolation this involved. :'\1ill 
was convinced that :'\lrs. Taylor was a great genius: he 
discussed all of his ,vork with her and attributed to her an 
enormous influence on his thought. Her husband died in 
}S .. HJ, and three years later she married :'\till. In rn.58, 
while the \tills were on a tour of France, Harriet died in 
.-\\'ignon. \1 ill bought a house nearby so that he could 
alwa~·s he near her grave. 

In IS57 \!ill had written a brilliant defense of the East 
India Company for the parliamentary debate on renewal of 
the company's charter. \\'hen renewal was not granted, 
\I ill retired, refusing an offer of a position in the govern
ment as an official for Indian affairs. In 186.5 he was invited 
to stand for election to Parliament as an independent mem
ber for \\'estminster. He accept(,d, and although he refused 
to campaign, contribute to expenses, or defend his views, 
he won, and served until the next election, in 1868, when 
he was defeated. Thereafter he spent his time alternately 
in London and in Avignon, admired and sought after by 
many, accessible to few. He died after a very brief illness, 
attended by his wife's daughter Helen, who had looked 
after him since her mother's death. 

Education and philosophical radicalism. Until 1826 
\Jill's thought was completely controlled by his father. 
James \till gave him one of the most fom1idable educa
tions on record, starting him on Greek at the age of three 
and Latin at eight. By the age of fourteen he had read most 
of the major Creek and Latin classics, had made a wide 
survey of history, and had done intensive work in logic and 
mathematics. He had also been prepared for acceptance of 
the central tenets of philosophical radicalism, a set of eco
nomic, political, and philosophical views shared hy the 
group of reformers who regarded Jeremy Bentham and 
James \till as their intellectual leaders. When at the age of 



fifteen I\till read Bentham 's Traite de legislatio11, it had 
the effect on him of a religious revelation. It cr~·stallized 
his thoughts and fixed his aim in life-to he a reformer of 
the world. Guided hy his father, he threw himself into the 
work of the radicals ; he edited Bentham's manuscripts , 
conducted a discussion group, wrote letters to the press 
and articles critical of laws, judicial decisions, and parlia
mentary debates and actions . 

Depression and change of views. Late in 1826, :\till suf
fered a sudden attack of intense depression, which lasted 
for many months. Th<:> attack led him to reconsider the 
doctrines in which he had been raised and to seek other 
than Benthamite sources of thought. He believed that 
his capacity for emotion had been unduly weakened by 
strenuous training in analytic thought, with the result 
that he could no longer care for anything at all. In the 
poetry of \Vordsworth he found something of a cure-an 
education of the feelings that helped to halance the educa
tion of intellect given to him by his father. In 1828 he 
met Gustave cl'Eichthal, a French follower of Saint-Simon, 
who sent him an early essay by· Auguste Comte and a 
great deal of Saint-Simonian literature. He also met John 
Sterling, a disciple of Coleridge. :\1ill c·ame to admire 
both the Saint-Simonians and the Coleridgeans, and he 
attempted to incorporate into his own thinking what he 
took to be sound in their doctrines. In 182D he published 
nothing at all, hut by the following year he had reached a 
philosophical position that seemed to him far more ade
quate than the older Benthamism. He ne,·er again changed 
his philosophical views so radicall~·. 

Comte and Saint-Simon. The historical standpoint of the 
Saint-Simonians, as well as the appreciation of the value of 
old institutions emphasized by Coleridge, impressed I\till 
as important additions to Benthamism, which, he thought, 
simply neglected such factors. He accepted the outlines of 
the Saint-Simonian -Comtian philosophy of history, and 
particularly its theory that in social change there is an 
alternation between "critical" periods, in which society 
destroys outmoded fonns of life and tends toward dis
integration, and "organic" periods, in which new forms of 
common life are evolved and social cohesion is re-estab
lished. He agreed also with the French view that in his 
own times society had come to the end of a critical period. 
From Coleridge he learned to think of the cultured class as 
the leader of opinion in a nation. He also came to believe 
that the problem he had in common with other intellec
tuals was that of assisting the world, and especially Eng
land, to emerge from the critical period and progress to
ward a new organic period. Unless this was done, he 
thought, the tendency toward disintegration might possi
bly grow too strong to be controlled. 

Three important consequences followed from this. First, 
merely negative remarks upon institutions, laws, and po
litical arrangements were no longer sufficient. Although 
much remained that needed to be changed, it was neces
sary now to replace what had been destroyed with some
thing better. Second, the views of those who defended the 
old and outmoded could no longer be dismissed, in Ben
thamite fashion, as mere lies used in defense of vested 
interests. \Vhat is now outmoded must, at one stage of 
historical development, hav e served a valuable purpose; 
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otherwise it could not have smvived. Those who defeud it 
are those who see the good still in it, hem_·<· W<· must seek 
for the truth in their views, and not merely reject the fal
sity. The pa1iicular vice plaguing social thought is not the 
tendency to make mistakes of fact or faulty i11frrence-; from 
facts, but the great ease with which data can he ov<•r
looked: in a word, onc-sidedne~s. Hence, if we are to ob
tain sound social views, our greatest need is for a complete 
survey of data, and this is possible to achieve only if we 
can appreciate the truth that our opponents have learned. 
For each man is naturally one-sided and can overcome this 
only by education and effort. Third, the tactics of a reform
er must be adapted to the period in which he lives. In 
particular, during a c-ritical period there is no point in 
promulgating an entire system: no one will listen, and the 
ideas will not serve to improve social cohesion. One must 
proceed cautiously, piecemeal, educating one's public as 
one goes. One must-especially in England, ~till held, 
where any appearance of system is abhorrent-confine 
oneself to particular issues, only slowly insinuating more 
general principles ; or else work only from points on which 
there is general agreement, so as to avoid any shocking 
appearance of novelty . 

This set of views dictated the program that :\1 ill followed 
for the next twenty or more years. He did not abandon his 
early epistemology or ethical beliefs, but in developing 
them he ahvay·s tried to emphasize their inclmiveness 
and their constrnctive power, rather than their critical and 
destructive powers. I le refrained (with one major excep
tion) from publishing a systematic account of his ideas, hut 
wrote imtead occasional essays dealing with fairly specific 
issues, in which he always tried to bring out the value of 
the books he \Vas criticizing. (These tactics arc largely 
responsible for the common view of 1\1 ill as a wavering, 
halfhearted, muddled thinker, appreciative of what others 
had to say but holding no dear opinions of his own.) He 
defended what he held to be sound views on philosophy, 
but he did not explicitly link these views together, except 
in his Sustem of Logic, which was an entirely different 
case. ~lethods of investigation, :\till held, could be rela
tively neutral as regards political and moral opinion. Since 
these methods could he discovered from analysis of sub
jects like physical science, in which there was widespread 
agreement on results, there was a good chance of obtaining 
general agreem en t on the methods. The methods could 
thus serve as a cohesive, rather than a disruptive, social 
force. 

The "System of Logic." :\1 ill's Logic is in fact by no 
means neutral with regard to substantive issues. It is the 
first major installment of his comprehensive restatement of 
an empiricist and utilitarian position. It presents (some
times, to he sure, only· as "illustration") a fairly complete 
outline of what would now be called an "empiricist" epis
temology, although :\1 ill himself used "t•mpiricist" in a 
deprecatory sense to mean "miscellaneous information," 
as contrasted with "scientific knowledge." It begins the 
attack on "intuitionism" which Mill carried on throughout 
his life, and it makes plain his belief that social planning 
and political action should rely primarily on scientific 
knowledge, not on authority, custom, revelation, or pre
scription. The Logic had a rapid and wide success. Adopted 
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a~ a kxt first at ( >xford and eventually at ( :amlnidge, it 
wa~ also read by lllany outside the universities, including 
worklllen. Its success can be explained in part by its enor
mous superiority to ally book then existing in the field, but 
credit must also he given to its clear and unmistakable 
relevance to social problems (and to religious questions: it 
was attacked as atheistic by some of its earliest reviewers). 

\\'ith the publication of the Logic, ~I ill took a major step 
toward showing that the philosophy of experience, which 
had hitherto been identified primarily as a skeptical posi
tion, could offer at least as much in the way of constructive 
thinki11g as any other kind of view. Ilis treatment of de
ductive inference was far more sympathetic to fonnal logic 
than that of previous empiricists; and by arguing that, with 
care, certainty could be attained even in inductive reason
ing, he made it plain that empiricism was not committed to 
a Ilumean standpoint. ~..till held that the philosophy of 
experience was more likely than any other to encourage 
tlw development of society along liberal lines. He there
fore held that it was a matter of considerable importance to 
~how that empiricism was a viable alternative to the less 
progressive views-notably, Scottish common-sen~e phi
losophy and Cerman idealism-which were then domi
nant. The Logic succeeded in doing this. 

The Logic is primarily a discu~sion of inferential knowl
edge and of the rules of inference. (The discussion of 
noninferential, or a~ .\Iii) also called it, immediate or in
tuitive, knowledge belongs, in .\1ill's view, to metaph~·s
ics.) It contains six hooks. In the first two, .\Iii) presented 
an empiricist theory of deductive inference, and, since 
mathematics is the chief deductive science, a discussion of 
the nature of the trnth of mathematics, especially of its 
axioms. In Book III, .\I ill discussed induction, its grounds, 
its methods (the well-known four methods described in tlw 
article .\III.L's ~IETHODS OF INDUCTION in this enc;,·clo
pedia), and its results. Book IV, entitled "Of Operations 
Subsidiary to Induction," contains chapters on observation 
and description, abstraction, naming, and classification. 
Book Vis a discussion of fallacies. Book VI contains .\1ill's 
attempt to extend the methods of the physical sciences, as 
derived in Book I II, to what were then called "moral 
sciences," that is, psychology and sociology. I le argued for 
the possibility of a science of human nature and action, 
and assessed the value of the various methods for attaining 
it. He concluded with a chapter on the logic of morality, 
discussing primarily the relation between rules for actions 
and the factual statements which serve as their fou nda
tions. 

No adequate summary of the contents of the Logic can 
be given here, but some of Mill's leading views may be 
indicated. 

Deductive reasoning. ~1 ill's argument in Book I of the 
Logic is intended to show the mistake of those who say 
that deductive inference (as found, for example, in the 
syllogism) is entirely useless because it involves a petitio 
pri11cipii, but at the same time to make it clear that deduc
tion in general is never the source of new knowledge. ~I ill 
agreed that the conclusion of a syllogism may not contain 
more than is contained in the premises and that "no rea
soning from generals to particulars can, as such, prove 
anything, since from a general principle we cannot infer 

any particulars, but those which the principle itself as
sumes as known." 

It is useless to defend deduction by saying that it shows 
us what was "implicit" in our premises, unless we can go 
on to explain how something can be implicitly contained 
in what we already know. ~lill's ~olution to this problem 
and his explanation of the value of rules of deduction rest 
on his view that "all inference is from pa1ticulars to partic
ular~." \\'hen we reason "All men are mortal; Jones (not 
yet dead) is a man; so Jones is mortal," our real evidence 
for the assertion that Jones will die is our knowledge that 
Smith, Peters, Wilkins, and many other individuals who 
rPsemhle Jones in many respects did die. \Ve infer from 
their deaths to his. The general premise that all men are 
mortal is not itself our evidence. It is rather a note, or 
register, of the particular evidence on which the conclu
sion really depends, together with the prediction that what 
we have found in t..:ases which we have already observed 
will also hold in similar cases not yet observed. The real 
inference, .\till thought, comes in constructing thl' general 
proposition on the basis of observation of particular cases. 
Deduction is to be understood as a way of interpreting the 
note that has been made of our previous inferent..:e. It is 
valuable because misinterpretation is ve1y easy; but it no 
more gives us new information than do propositions that 
are true by definition. Such propositions, which Mill called 
"verbal," only pull out of a word what was previously put 
illto it; and in the same way, a syllogism simply retrieves 
from a general proposition a particular one that was pre
viously assumed to be in it. Since there is no real progress 
of thought in deduction, deductive inference is merely 
apparent inference. Induction is the only procedure that 
gives us nonverbal general propositions that go beyond 
what has actually been observed. Hence, only in induction 
do we make real inferences. 

:\lathematical knowledge is no exception to this. Taking 
geometry first, as the deductive science par excellence, 
Mill argued that its conclusions are necessary only in the 
sense that they necessarily follow from the premises from 
which they are deduced. But the premises themselves
ultimately, the axioms-are grounded on observation and 
are generalizations from what we have always experi 
enced. (The definitions are in a somewhat different posi
tion, although an experiential element is involved in the 
belief that the entities they define, such as a geometric 
point or line, really exist.) That two straight lines do not 
enclose a surface is evident to us every time we look at two 
straight lines which intersect. The laws of psychology, 
operating on such experiential data, are sufficient to ex
plain the production in ns of the belief that such lines 
cannot possibly enclose a surface. hence we need not 
appeal to intuition or to some other nonexperiential soun.:e 
to explain the belief. Even the int..:onceivahility of the 
denial of the axioms of geometry does not show, Mill 
argued, that they are not based on experient..:e. For incon
ceivability is psychological, and the fact that we cannot 
think of something does not show that that thing cannot 
exist. Mill went on to offer an account of the way in which 
arithmetic and algebra are founded on experience. Here 
the essential point is that groups of four items, for example, 
may be rearranged into, or formed from, two groups of two 



items each, or a group of tl1ree items together with a group 
of one item. Seeing that this is al wars so, we collH', througl1 
the operation of ps~·d1ological laws, to helie\'e that :2 + :2, 
or :1 + I, 11111st he the same as -L :\lg<'hra is simply a more 
abstract extension of this sort of helief. 

With these explanations ;',.1 ill hoped to show how matlw
matics can yield propositions \\'hich an· not merely \'erhal 
and which are certainly true of the world of experience, 
hut which do not depend on any nmwxpcrie11tial sou1Tes 
of knowledge. His account has ne\'er heen accepted hv 
philosophers as it stands, lrnt there ha\'e been some at
tempts, among thinkers inf:luenced h~, pragmatism, to work 
out a philosophy of mathematics along lines analogous to 
Mill's. 

Inductive reasoning and scientific explanation. In 7'.till's 
view, induction is clearly of central importance, since it is 
the only possiblc source of substantive general proposi
tions. While the details of his theory are complicated, its 
main lines may be concisely indicated. All mcthodical and 
critic:1I induction rests on the fundamental principle of the 
uniformity of nature; namely, that what has happened once 
will happen again, if circumstances are sufficiently similar. 
~.till thought that this is a factual proposition which is itself 
dc>rived h~· a primiti\'e and natural process of induc
tion: we first note a few limited re).';ularities and predict that 
they will hold in the future. After our predictions come 
true, we spontaneously generalize, sa,·ing that since some 
events have been found to occur in repeating patterns, 
all events will be found to occur in repeating patterns. Be
lief in the uniformity of nature is thus deri\'ed from, and 
resolvable into, belief in the existence of less sweeping pat
terns of occurrences, or into particular causal laws. ;',.till 
defined "cause of a phenomenon" as "the antecedent, or 
concurrence of antecedents, on which it is in\'ariably and 
unconditionally consequent." Like tlw "axiom" of the uni
formity of nature, the principle that e,·er~· occurrence has a 
cause is confirmed 11~· all our experience. It is, in foct, sim
ply a more precise way of stating the principle of the 
uniformity of nature. The hope of science is to formulate 
propositions about specific sPquences of plwnomena that 
can be relied on to the same degree as the law of causation. 
And the problem of methodical induction-which is the 
core of the problem of scientific reasoning-arises when it 
is discovered that the simplest method of induction (that of 
assembling positive instances of ,1 sequence of phenomena 
and generalizing direct!~· from them) often leads to general 
propositions which turn out to be false. \\'e then seek ways 
of obtaining better results. The fundamental technique is 
to obtain evidence which will allow us to argue as follows: 
either A is the cause of a, or else there are some events 
which have no cause, and since we are certain that every 
event has a cause, we may be ce1tain that A causes a. 

According to \Iii!, there are four inducti\'e methods: 
the method of ,1greement, the method of difference, the 
method of residues, and the method of concomitant varia
tions. He also discussed a combination of the first two, 
calling it the joint method of agreement and difference. We 
use the first two methods in this way. If we find that A 
under circumstances BC is followed by abc, while under 
circumstances DE it is followed by ade, then A cannot be 
the cause either of be or of de, since they sometimes do not 
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otTltr when A occurs (and lw11ce l>y tlw definition of 
"cause," cannot he caused In· it) But a otT11r, 1111d<"r liotl1 
sets of conditions; hence it could lw tlw effect of.\: thi, 
illustratcs the method of agreement To ascertain if ,onw
thing other than A might be the <_·a11se of a \\'(_• u,e the 
method of difference. \\'ill BC without A lw followed hY ll°r 

If not, \\'e have so far confirnwd our \'iew that A {_'auses ll, 

for, in the cases we hm·e examined, A is alwa~'s followed 
hy a and a ne\'er O{_'curs without being preceded b~· A 
Hence, by the definition of "cause," A is, so far as our 
evidence goes, the cause, or part of the cause, of a-or el,c 
there are events without any regular cause. 

Science does not rely upon induction and experiment 
alone. It is only infrequently, \till thought, that we will 
find genuine causal laws, that is, absolutely invariable 
sequences. 7'.tore frequently we will find regularities 
which hold as far as a limited experience shows hut which, 
we have reason to hclie\'e, might well not hold under 
quite different circumstances. These "empirical laws" are 
not to be considered basic laws of nature. \luch of the 
practical application of science depends on them, but 
we cannot claim to ha\·e truly scientific k11owledge until we 
can deduce empirical laws from basic laws of nature, sho\\·
ing why the combination of circumstances and laws ren
ders inevitable the limitations within which the empirical 
laws hold. This makes clear the aim of science: to disco,·er 
laws of nature and empirical laws, and to connect them, in 
a deductive s~·stl'm, in such a w:1~· as to show how the un
restricted laws would gin° rise to the regularities reported 
hy the empirical laws. The \'arious sci<0 nces arc differenti
ated by the wa,·s in which these two tq)es of laws must he 
discovered and connected. In some sciences it is possible 
to disco,·er laws of nature directly, deduce what the em
pirical laws must be, and then proceed to verify the de
ductions by checkin).'; against experimental data. In others, 
empirical laws are clisco\'ered first, and laws of nature are 
presented as h,·potheses to explain them. These alleged 
laws of nature arc then tested by deducing further empiri
cal laws from them and testing these deductions. In any 
science, however, explanation comes to an encl when laws 
of nature are reached: these are simply ultimate facts 
which are to be accepted. 

The moral sciences. In the last book of the Logic, \till 
argued that the phenomena of indi\'idual or social human 
I ife are no exception to the law of causation, and that con
sequently it must be possible to determine what are the 
natural laws of human behavior. He investigated the var
ious modes of inquiry used in the different physical 
sciences to determine which are most suited to this sort of 
investigation, and he sketched an out I ine of what a com
pleted science of man will he. Herc as elsewhere, \1ill 
thought that "however complex the phenomena, all their 
sequences and co-existences result from the laws of the 
separate elements." Since the separate elements in this 
instance are men, it is the basic laws of psychology from 
which, when the science is completed, all the laws and 
regularities concerning social phenomena must be de
duced. Because of the enomwus number of interacting 
elements, however, the complexity of social action i~ so 
great that no direct deduction of its regularities from basic 
psychological laws will be possible. In order to make this 
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ded11ct1011 it \\'ill he necessar> first to con~truct a science 
of human character that \\'ill cm·er both the de\·elopment of 
lrnman chcHacter and the tt>ndencie~ to action of different 
t> pe~ of persom. From the la\\'~ of this science, \\·hich .\fill 
called "etholog> ," \\'e ma> hope e\'entuall:- to get socio
logical la\\'s. E\·en then, ho\\'e\·er, \\'e will at best obtain 
statements of tendencies to\\'ard action, for the enormous 
1111mber of factors im·oh-ed in determining social action 
\\'ill not allo\\' any more accurate predictions. Still, \fill 
lield, "knowledge insufficient for prediction may be most 
val11able for guidance" in practical affairs. His chieflnter
est lay in the possibility of obtaining scientific guidance for 
the direction of political decisions. 

Ilo\\' far, then, liad social science actually progressed? 
\I ill thought that the basic la\\'S of psychology were by 
then well established: they were the la\\'s put fon\'ard by 
p-..ychologi,ts of the associationist school, among \\·horn 
,lames \I ill was pre-eminent. But the science of ethology, 
\\'hich John Stuart \!ill had hoped to found himself, eluded 
him, and he gan' up \,·ork on it shortly after he published 
the System of Logic. Although the absence of the inter
mediate laws that this science \\'as designed to contrib
ute made impossible the completion of sociology, .\1 ill 
thought that at least one basic la\\' of social change had 
been discm·ered and substantiall>· proven: .-\uguste 
Comte's Lrn· of Three Stages. One element, \!ill argued, 
is more important than any other sinde factor in causing 
change in society: "This is the state of the speculati\·e 
facultit·s of mankind, including the naturt' of the beliefs 
which ... they ha\·e arri\·ed at concerning themseh-es 
and the \\·orld by \\'hich they art' surrounded .... the 
order of human progression in all respects will mainly 
depend on the order of progression in the intellectual 
com·ictions of mankind." Comte had sho\\'n that opinion 
al\\'ays passes through the same three phases. \fen first try 
to understand their uni\·erse in theological terms, then in 
metaphysical terms, and finally in scientific or, as he called 
them, positi\·e terms. He had also shO\\'n that correlated 
\\'ith these three stages of opinion are types of social or
ganization, \\'hich change as opinions change. This gener
alization, for \fill, was enormously important to our un
derstanding of histor> and to our practical decisions, and 
up to that time it was the sole example of a \\'ell-founded 
sociological la\\'. But \1 ill had high hopes that, with work, 
much progress could be made in constructing a social 
science; and he looked forward to a time when "no impor
tant brnnch of human affairs will he any longer abandoned 
to empiricism and unscientific sum1ise." 

Epistemology and metaphysics. \\'ith respect to meta
physics in the contemporary sense of systematic knowl
edge transcending experience, \till claimed to ha\'e none, 
and his epistemology consists h1rgely of an account of 
experiential knowledge in which he intended to show \\'hy 
nothing beyond such knmdedge is either possible or nec
essary. \fill presented an empiricist theory of our knowl
edge of the external \\'orld and of persons which is equal I>· 
free of the skepticism of Hume and the theology of Berke
ley. I le consequently covered quite thoroughly a good 
deal of the ground that was gone over again in the discus
sions among empiricists and logical positi\·ists in the sec
ond and third decades of the twentieth century. 

Aim and method. ~!ill held that we must know some 
things intuiti\·ely, without inference, if we know anything 
at all, and he rejected skepticism as failing to make a rele
\'ant distinction between knowledge and doubt ("In deny
ing all knowledge it denies none"). For if all kno\\'ledge 
\\·ere inferential, there would be no firm starting point for 
inference, and \\'e should be led into a \'icious infinite 
regress of premises. But because whate\·er can he known 
only by intuition is be>·ond the realm of rational discussion 
and experimental test, such intuitive knowledge is not 
easily distinguished from dogmatic opinion. Hence, it was 
\lill's aim to reduce to an absolute minimum the number 
of points at \\'hich intuitions are required. In the Logic he 
argued that no intuitions are necessary for mathematics, 
logic, or the procedures of natural science. In the Exami
nation of Sir \\'illiam Hamilton's Philosophy (1865), he 
pursued these questions further and explicitly took up the 
questions he had claimed to a\'oid in the earlier work
especially those concerning the foundations and nature of 
our kno\\'ledge of bodies and of minds. 

\!ill argued that we cannot tell by intuition or by intro
:..pection what we kno\\' intuitively. In order to distinguish 
what is directly gi\·en to consciousness from what is there 
as a result of inference, we must try to investigate the 
origins of the present contents of our minds. And again, 
this cannot he done directly, because the minds of infants 
are not accessible to us. Hence, \!ill concluded, "the orig
inal elements can only come to light as a residual phenom
ena, h>· a previou~ study of the modes of generation of the 
mental facts which are confessedly not original." This i, 
the psychological method that was originated by Locke. In 
using it, \!ill attempted always to sho\\' how experience, 
acting in accordance \\'ith known laws of psychology, can 
explain all of our kno\\'ledge. If successful, such accounts 
make unnecessary (,md therefore unwarranted, according 
to so11nd scientific methodology) any appeal to extraordi
nary faculties or to nonexperiential sources of knowledge. 

Matter and mind. \I ill attempted to explain our belief in 
the existence of matter and in the existence of our own and 
other minds by using a psychological method. The "Psy
chological Theory of the Belief in an External \\'oriel," as 
h(' called it, postulates first, a mind capable of expectation 
(that is, of forming tlw conception of possible sensations 
which \\'Otdd he felt if certain conditions were realized), 
and second, the psychological laws of association. The 
claim is that these t\\'o factors, operating on experienced 
sensations and reminiscences of them, would generate not 
only a belief in an external world but, in addition, a belief 
that this belief was immediate or intuitive. ~till argued 
first that by an external object we mean only something 
that exists \\'hether it is thought of or not, that \tays the 
same e\'en if the sensations we get from it change, and that 
is common to many obsen·ers in a way that sensations are 
not. One's concept of the external world, .\fill said, is made 
up only to a slight degree, at any moment, of actual sensa
tions, hut to a large degree of possible sensations-not of 
\\'hat I am sensing, but of what I would sense if I moved, 
or turned m\· head, and so forth. These possible sensations, 
moreO\·er, ;re thought of as being in groups: numbers of 
them would be present if I did this, numbers of others if I 
did that. Contrasted with any particular actual sensation, 



these groups of possible sensations seem stable and per
manent. l\1oreover, there is not very much regularity in the 
sequences of our actual sensations, hut there is considera
hle regularity associated in our minds with the groups of 
possi b le sensations: we will regularly get this sensation 
fo llowing that one if we do this following that. Hence 
ideas of cause and power, which (as had been argued in 
the Logic) depend on regularity and succession, are asso
ciated with the groups of possible sensations, and not with 
th e actual sensations. At this stage we begin to refer any 
ac tual sensati on to some group of possible sensations, and 
even to think of the possibilities as the cause or root of the 
actual sensation. The groups of possibilities, having per
manence and causal power, are so different from fleeting 
ac tual sensations that they come to he thought of as being 
a ltogether different from them. When it finally becomes 
c lear that the permanent possibilities are puhlicly observ
ahle, we have d concept answering in all respects to our 
defin ition of externality. Hence, !\till said, matter "may be 
defined, a Permanent Possibility of Sensation"; this is all, 
he h eld, that the plain man hel ieves matter to he, and 
indeed, M ill shared this helief. Mill's aim, however, was 
not so much to defend the belief, as to account for it. And 
h is account, which appeals only to psychological laws 
known to operate in many other kinds of cases, is simpler 
than accounts that would make the helief in matter an 
original part of our mind or an intuitive belief: conse
que n tly, he held, it is a better account. 

1\1 ii I went on to ask how far a similar theory is adequate 
to account for mind. The theory will work, he thought, to a 
large extent, since we know nothing of our mind hut its 
conscious manifestations, and since we know other minds 
only through inference from the similarities of other bod
ies and their actions to ours. But memory and expectation 
pose a fatal difficulty. They involve a belief in something 
beyond their own existence, and also the idea that I myself 
have had, or will have, the experience remembered or 
expected. Hence, if the mind is really a series of feelings, 
it is an extraordinar~· series, for it is one that is "aware of 
itself as a past and future." And if it is not this paradoxical 
series, it is something more than a series-but what that 
can be we have no idea. ~1 ill concluded that at this point 
we are "face to face with that final inexplicability at 
which ... we inevitably arrive when we reach ultimate 
fac ts," and all we can do is accept the facts as inexplicable. 
Hence, mind is not simply a pennanent possibility of sen
sation. 

Sensations and feelings-the data of experience-are, 
then, intuitively known; the fact of memory (a conse
quence of which }dill thought_ to he expectation) is also 
known directly; and the kind of link between past and 
present involved in memor~· (which ~till took to be the 
central inexplicable reality about the self) is known di
rectly. Aside from these, there is only one additional inex
plicable fact, and that is belief-the fact that there is a 
difference between contemplating, or imagining, or sup
posing, and actually believing. Mill rejected his father's 
analysis of belief, hut could develop no adequate account 
of h is own. 

Ethics. According to ~till, agreement on moral beliefs is 
the most important single factor making for cohesion in 
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society, and where it is lacking socict~· cannot he unified. 
In his own times he saw and recognized the -..ignifica11ce of 
the first serious widespread breakdown of \Jl'lid in tlie 
Christian moral scheme. He thought it a task of first im
portance to provide an alternative \ iew of morality which 
would he both acceptable to those who still clung, in part, 
to their older views, and capable of redirecting these older 
moral attitudes into newer paths lie was a utilitarian in 
ethics: that is, he held that an action is right if, and only if, 
it brings about a greater balance of good over had c·onse
quences than any other act open to the agent, and he also 
believed that only pleasure is intrinsically good and only 
pain intrinsically bad. Bentham and James ~till had held a 
similar position, hut John Stuart ~till modified their view 
in a number of ways, attemptin,e; always to show that utili
tarianism need not he a narrow or selfish view and that it 
did not force one to rely, for social progress, purely on 
impersonal institutional arrangements and thereby compel 
one to leave human personality out of account. By arguing 
that the utilitarian could appreciate the wisdom embodied 
in traditional morality as well as offer rational criticism of 
it, and that he could also accept and account for the high 
value of self-sacrifice and could make the development 
and perfection of individual character the key obligation of 
morality, Mill sought to rebut the most frequent critiL·isms 
of the Benthamite morality and thereby make it more gen
erally acceptable. Although his ethical writings (especially 
Utilitarianism) have been muc:h criticized, they contain 
the most influential philosophical a1ticulation of a liberal 
humanistic morality that was produced in the nineteenth 
century. 

In his ethical writings, \Iii\ pursued the attack on intui
tionism which was so constant a fe.tture of his other work. 
This issue is especially important with regard to moral 
problems. Intuitionism, he said in the Autobiography, is 
"the great intellectual support of false doctrines and had 
institutions" because it enables "every inveterate belief 
and every intense feeling to dispense with the obli
gation of justifying itself hy reason. . There never was 
such an rnstrument devised for consecrating all deep-seated 
prejudices." The intuitionists supposed, \1 ill hel ieved, 
that only their view could account for (I) the uniqueness of 
moral judgments, (:2) the rapidity with which the plain man 
passes moral judgments, and (3) the authority to he given 
to common-sense moral judgments. To the first point, 1\1 ill 
answered with the theory that moral feelings may have 
unique properties, just as water has, and yet may still be 
derived, by a chemical compounding process, from simpler 
elements which <lo not have those properties. Hence, so 
far there is no need to say that these feelings are caused by 
unique intuitions. To the second point he replied that 
rapidity of judgment may he due to habit and training as 
well as to a faculty of intuition. And with regard to the 
third point, which is the crucial one, he argued that the 
utilitarian can give at least as good an account as the intui
tionist of the authority of common sense in moral matters. 
Hules such as those that enjoin the telling of truth, the 
paying of debts, the keeping of promises, and so forth (l\1 ill 
called these "secondary rules") were taken hy him to in
dicate, not widespread intuitions, h11t the results of 
hundreds of years of experience of the consequences of 
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actions. Tl1ese rules, hased on so nrnch factual knowledge, 
art' of considerable value in helping men to make correct 
decisions when time or data for a full calculation of the 
results in a particular case are lacking. The wisdom of the 
age:-., thus embodied in the rules and precepts of corn
mon-sense morality, is an indispensable supplement to the 
limited knowledgt' and almost inevitable OIH::'-sideclness of 
any single person. It is for these reasons, utilitarians claim, 
that these rules and precepts have a certain cognitive au
thority. There is no need to appeal to a faculty of intuition 
to explain the authority , and therefore sud1 an explanation 
is, from a scientific point of view, unwarranted. 

\till thus gave a prominent place to moral directives 
other than the utilitarian principle. But he was basically an 
act-utilitarian, believing that each particular obligation 
depends on the balance of pleasure and pain that would he 
produced hy the act in question. The utilitarian principle 
is so abstract, \till thought, that it is unlikely to be actually 
used, except in cases where two secondary rules conH' into 
conHict with each other. B11t it :serve:-. the imaluable 
fonction of providi11g a ratio11al liasis for the criticism of 
:-.econdar,, rules (this is brought rn1t especiall~· well in the 
t'ssa~· 011 j11stice, Ch . .5 of Utilitarianism), and there was no 
doubt in \till's mind that there can never he a right act 
which contravenes the principle. This is true even with 
regard to the rule (to which \!ill gm,e so much emphasis) 
dictating the development and perfection of individual 
character. It often seems that \till placed more stress on 
individuality, or :-.elf-realization, than on general welfare, 
and critics frequently claim that he contradicted himself hy 
saying that both of these constitute the sole highest good. 
But there is no contradiction i11 his views, for he held that 
self-development is the best way for an individual to work 
for the common good. 

\lill's concern with the problem of free will sprang from 
his view of the importance of self-development. (He 
presented th is view hoth in the Logic and in the Exa mina
tion of Hamilton.) The doctrine of necessity, which he had 
been taught to believe, seemed to him to make a ma11 a 
creature of his environment, and this doctrine depressed 
,md disturbed him for many years. \\'hen he realized that 
the desire to improve oneself could he a powerful motive 
and that actio11s dictated Ii~ this desire, although 11ot con
travt'11ing the law of ca11sati011, are properl~· said to be due 
to oneself rather than to one's environment, he felt "as if 
an incubus had been raised off him." He thought that this 
view enabled him to make determinism compatible with 
his emphasis on the individual's responsibility for his own 
l' haracter. 

Two aspects of l\till's Utilitarianism have been attacked 
more frequently than any others. The first is his attempt to 
broaden utilitarianism by making a distinction between 
kinds of pleasure, so that an ,Kt producing a smaller 
amount of a more valuable kind of pleasure might he oblig
atory, rnther than an act produci11g a larger amount of a 
less valuable kind of pleasure. This line of reasoning has 
heen said to involve him in Hagrant contradictions, or else 
to he sheer nonsense. 

The second aspect is his attempt to give some sort of 
reasoned support to the utilitarian principle itself, which 
led C. E. \1oore to accuse him of committing the "naturnl-

istic fallacy." ~loore thought \till was trying to give a 
conclusive proof of a first moral principle, hut he was mis
taken. Throughout his life, r-.till consistently held that no 
such proof of the principle was possible, either deductive
ly or inductively. There is, however, no agreement as to 
the manner in which ~1 ill attempted, in the fourth chapter 
of Utilitarianism, to support his first principle so that he 
would not be open to the same reproach of dogmatism that 
he had made against the intuitionists. Mill's remarks here 
are extremely unclear. His problem arises because, while 
he insisted that there must be a factual basis for moral 
judgments, he held that moral judgments are different in 
kind from facttrnl propositio11s and therefore cannot he 
strictly derived from them. Although he failed to solve this 
problem, he at least propounded it in precisely the form in 
which it has perplexed (not to say obsessed) recent moral 
philosophers. 

Social and political philosophy. \1ill was more aware 
than were the older Benthamites of the importance of 
nonrational and noninstitutional factors to an understand
ing of society and was consequently less disposed to rely 
on legal and governmental reforms for the improvement of 
it. He believed in democratic government, but he was 
convinced that it could not work well unless the citizens 
who lived under it were reasonabl~· well educated, toler
ant of opposing views, and willing to sacrifice some of 
their immediate interests for the good of society. He was 
profoundly worried about the tendency of democracies to 
suppress individ11ality and override minorities: indeed, 
this, and not the problem of forcing those who control 
government to work for the interest!> of the people, seemed 
to him the crucial problem of his times. Hence, in his 
writings on social and political philosophy, his central 
co1H·ern was to show the importance of personal freedom 
and the development of strong individual character and to 
devise way:-. of encouraging their growth. 

Economic theory. \Vith regard to economic theory Mill at 
first supported a general policy of laissez-faire, but in
creasing awarene!>s of the uselessness to the individual of 
political freedom without economic security and opportu
nity led him to re-exmuine his objections to sociali!>m. By 
the end of his life he ha<l come to think that as far as eco
nomic theory was concerned, socialism w,1s acceptable. 
His reservations about it sprang from his fear that it would 
give overwhelming :strength to the tendencies of the age 
toward suppression of indivi<lu.1lity. 

"011 Liberty." ~till thought that his essay On Liberty 
was the most likely of all his works to be of enduring 
value. In it he maintained the view, which he had ex
pressed as early as 18:3..t, that "the sole end for which man
kind me warranted, individunlly or collectively, in inter
fering with the liberty of action of any of their number, is 
self-protection." Mill argued for this view especially in 
regard to freedom of thought and discussion. "\Ve nm 
never he sure," he wrote, "that the opinion we are 
endeavoring to stifle is a false opinion; and if we were 
sure, stiHing it would be an evil still": these are the lines 
of his defense, which rests ultimately on his assessment of 
the importance of sociological knowledge to the direction 
of social action and on his view of the peculiar difficulties 
in obtaining it. In the third chapter, Mill argued at length 



for the import,u1ce of "imlivid11ality," which, he lwld, 
comes from, or indeed is identical with, conti11ut•d effort at 
self-developrnent. Even eccentricity is lwttt-r, he held, 
than massive 11niforrnity of personality and the ~ta~nation 
of society that would result from it. '.'dill\ strong c·rnphasis 
on this point sterns from his conviction, here strongly 
influenced hy de Tocqueville, that the chief clanger of 
democrac~· is that of suppressing individual differences 
and of allowing no genuine development of minority opin
ion. Democratic tyranny would he far worse, he held, than 
aristocratic or despotic tyranny, since it would lw far more 
effective in utilizing the most efficient of means of social 
control, the pressure of public opinion. Against this the 
only reliable safeguard would he the development of per
sonalities strong enough to resist such pressures. 

Representative govemment. In more specifically politi
cal matters the same concerns are evident. :\till defended 
representative democracy, hut not sole)~· on the grounds 
used by the older Benthamites. Representati\'l· govern
ment, he held, is idealh· the hest form of government 
because it does more to c0 ncourage the growth and devel
opment of incli\·iclualitv than anv other form of gm·ernment. 
By leading people to participate in the processes of govern
ing, representative government makes them rnore active, in
telligent, and well rounded than even the best-intentioned 
of despotisms could. It thereb~· gives them vitall\· im
portant rnoral training, IJ\· cultivating their public s\·m
pathies, strengthening their hahit of looking at social 
questions frorn an impersonal point of view, and aiding 
their identification of personal interests with the interests 
of society_ Care must he taken, however, to get a true de
mocracy, one in which minoritie~ as well as majorities are 
represented. For this reason :\till enthusiastically endorsed 
Thomas Hare's scheme of proportional representation. He 
also favored plural voting, which would allow educated 
and responsible persons to have more influence than the 
unedt1catecl, hy giving the former several votes. \lill's 
view of the function of the representative also shows his 
concern to get as much intelligence as possible into gov
ernment. A properh· educated constituency, he held, 
would he able and willing to select the hest men available; 
and since those elected would he better informed and 
wiser on particular issues than the electorate, it would he 
absurd to hind the reprt'sentatives to anything hut a ver~· 
general agreement with the beliefs and aims of the elec
tors. 

Individuals and society. \till is frequently criticized for 
overlooking the organic elements in society and for think
ing of society as a mere aggregate of units in which each 
unit is what it is regardless of its membership in the 
whole. ;'\I ill certainh· held this view as far as the most 
fundamental laws of psychology are t·oncernecl. But his 
view of individual character involves new considerations. 
Individuals, he held, are radically affected by their rnem
bership in society and inevitably formed by the customs, 
habits, morality, and beliefs of those who raise them. 
There is, however, no impersonal assurance, metaphysical 
or otherwise, that the individual will f<0 el himself an or
ganic member of any group. lie will do so, \!ill thought, 
only if he is educated to do so. ;\till cannot he accused of 
underestimating the importance of ensuring that men are 
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so educated, and it is not dear that ai1 orga11il' tht·or\ ha ... 
an~·thi11g better to offer 011 a prac-til'al lt·\·c·I. 

Religious views. \till rnaintai1wd for tllC' 111o~t part a 
determined silence on religi011s q11e~tio11s. Altho11gli ht' 
had written "On '.\'aturc" and "The l'tility of Hc·ligio11" I,\· 

p-;,ss, and although he lived during a 1wriod of incr<'asingly 
free discussion of all possil,le rt·ligiou~ suhjc·ch, he 
thought that the British public would not li~ten patiently to 
what he had to say on these questions and tl1at lie could 
not publish his views without alienating readers and losing 
public influence. And this, as he made quite clear in his 
correspondence with Auguste Comte, he was determined 
not to do. Despite his precautions, ho\\'ever, he was gen
erally taken to he atheistic, and he was sometimes criti
cized for not openly stating the views which, so it seemed, 
he insinuated hut did not defend. The consternation of hi,; 
followers and the delight of his opponents was therefore 
l'onsiclerahle when it became apparent from the posthu
mously published Three Essaus 011 Religion (1S7-1) that 
\1 ill did not entirely condemn religious aspirations and 
hopes and even thought that there mi~ht he some faint 
possibility of the existence of rational support for a reli
gious view of the world. Admirers felt hetnn·ed, and 
religious critics proclaimed that \lill's secular education 
and materialistil' position here issued in collapse and evi
dent moral and intellectual bankruptc\·. 

Goodness of God. \lill's rno~t famous pronouncement on 
religion occ11rs not, ho\\'e\·er, in the Three Essays, hut in 
the Exa111i11atio11 of lla111ilto11. Discussing the use made hy 
one of Hamilton's philosophical followers, ;'\lansel, of 
I lamilton's vie\\' that we cannot know the Absolute, \till 
particularly criticized \lansel's theory that even the moral 
terms we apply to ( ;ocl do not mean what they mean when 
we apply them to men. :\till objected to this theory in the 
name of logic: if terms are not to he used in their usual 
sense, they ought not to he used at all. But, more strongly, 
he went on to say that a being, no matter how powerful, 
whose acts are not sanctioned hy the highest human mo
rality conceivable, is not deserving of worship. If :\1 ill 
were ccn\·inced of the existence of such a l)(:'ing he would 
not worship him. "I will call no being good," \till pro
clairned, "who is not what I mean when I apply that epi
thet to my fellow creatures, and if such a being can sen
tence me to hell for not so calling him, to hell I will go." 

Nature. < )f the Three Essays, the first two, at least, show 
no reversal or collapse of :\lill's views. In "On :\ature" 
\till argued that the maxim "Follow '.\'atme" is of no use 
as a guide to action. For ";\ature" either means "ev<:'ry
thing that happen~, good as well as had," in which case it 
offers no guidance whatsoever; or it means "what happens 
without any human interference," and in that case the 
maxim is self-contradictory. :\ature in the second sense, 
:\till went on to argue, offers at lt'ast as much evil to our 
observation as good, it is rath<:'r a challenge to amendment 
than an ideal for imitation. From this, two conclusions 
follow. First, it is om joh to improve nature, especially 
human nature; for it is only insofar as men have intervened 
to change things that the world has become ci\'ilizecl, safe, 
and happy, even to the limited extent that it has. Human 
virtues are not natural: they are pre-eminently the results 
of cultivation. Even ju~tice is an aiiificial virtue, \1 ill said, 
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and tlie idea of natural justice does not precede, but fol
lows, it. Second, in view of the suffering and ugliness 
presented by much of the natural world, the only religious 
vie\\' that is at all tenable is one which holds that the deity 
is not omnipotent, that "the Principle of Cood cannot at 
once and altogether subdue the powers of evil," and that, 
consequently, n1en should think of themsel\'es as the far 
fro111 useless helpers of a limited but benevolent Cod. 

Utility of religion. In "The l'tility of Heligion," \Iii) 
argued that much q.f the social usefulness attributt:;d to 
religion is actually due to the influence of a widely ac
cepted and instilled moral code, and to the force of public 
opinion guided hy that code. The belief in the supernat
ural origin of morality may once have helped it to gain 
acceptance, hut is no longer needed, or indeed, even 
effectual, in maintaining this acceptance. The effect of 
religion on individuals springs largely from our need to 
have ideal conceptions that move us to action. "The es
sence of religion is the strong and earnest direction of the 
emotions and desires towards an ideal object, recognized 
as of the highest excellence, and as rightfully paramount 
over all selfish objects of desire." But a religion of human
ity, \I ill argued, can have this effect to an even greater 
extent than a supernatural religion. The religion of human
ity would cultivate our unselfish feelings and would free 
us from any need for intellectual juggling or \\'illful blind
ness with regard to its tenets, since it would rather point 
out than deny the evil in the world and urge us to work to 
remo\'e it. 

God. Thus, the first two essays of the ThrPe Essays to
gether suggest that the alternative to a supernatural reli
gion is not simple acceptance of ;\;ature, hut the construc
tion of an alternative way of living based on education and 
convention; and these themes are to be found throughout 
\till's thought. The third essay, "Theism," drafted from 
lSnk to 1870, which assesses arguments in support of a 
supernatural religious vie\\', seems to make more conces
sions to traditional religiosity than the other essays; but 
even these are slight. In this essay, \till discussed the 
possibilities of rational support for supernatural beliefs. 
Dislllissing all a priori reasoning, he found onl~ the Argu
ment from Desjg11 at all convincing, and this argument 
gives us at best "no more than a probability" that some 
intelligent creator of the world exists. For the same e,·i
dc11ce, that thus support the existence of a creator also go 
to show that he \\'as not omnipotent and do not 1nm·e that 
he was omniscient. \I ill suggested that we think of a lim
ited deity faced with the independent existence of matter 
and force. To this picture of a Platonic demiurge, \!ill 
thought we are entitled to add that benevolence 111ay han_, 
been one (although surely not the only) moral attribute uf 
the creator. But \Iii) emphasized strongly the importance 
of th(' work of man in improving the world. "If man had 
not the power," he said, "by the exercise of his own ener
gies for the improvement both of himself and of his out
ward t_·ircumstances, to do for himself and other creatures 
vastly more than Cod had in the first instance done, the 
Being who called him into existence would deserve some
thmg very different from thanks at his hands." 

Immortality and miracles. !\till argued that there is no 
evidence for the immortality of the soul and none against 

it. After a lengthy dist.:ussion of Hume's arguments on this 
point lw found that roughly the sa111e is true of miracles. 
But in each ca~e he pointed out that there is room for hope: 
one may, if it is comforting and encouraging, hope that the 
soul is immortal and that the revelations attested by mira
cles are true. And it is this point more than any other in the 
essay that upset \I ill's admirers. For while he concluded 
that the proper rational attitude to supernatural religion is 
skepticism rather than belief or positive disbelief and that 
"the whole dom~1in of the supernatural is thus removed from 
the region of Belief into that of simple Hope," he also held 
that it may be valuable and justifiable to encourage reli
gious hopes. This, he said, can be done without impairing 
the power of reason; and indulgence in such hopes may 
help some men to feel that life is more important and may 
strengthen their feelings for others. Furthermore, to con
strnct a picture of a person of high moral excellence, such 
as Christ, and forn1 the habit of seeking the approval of this 
person for one's acts, may aid that "real, though purely 
human, religion, which sometimes calls itself the H.eligion 
of Humanity, and sometimes that of Duty." Critics may 
wish to call these views objectionable, hut in 1\1 ill at least 
they are not inconsistent. They hark back to his early dis
covery of the importance of cultivating the feelings and 
develop the further implications of his idea of the moral 
importance of educating the emotions. His assessment of 
the degree to which scie11ti fie support can be given to a 
supernatu!'alist theory by evidences of design, low though 
it is, may seem far too high; but his interest in the theory of 
a limited deity with whom we must cooperate to bring 
about improvement in the world is hardly great enough or 
personal enough to lend credence to the accusations that 
he had undergone an emotional collapse. 

Works by Mill 

\lill's work~ havP not yet been collected. Even the projected 
L'uiver~ity of Toronto l'ress edition of his \Vurks will probably not 
l'ontain all of them. \lill's own Bibliograph11, edited by \I. \lac
\1 inn, .I. H. Ila ind~, and J. \I. \lcCrimmon (Evamton, Ill., Jl:J.t5), 
i~ not quite complete. 

\I ill's boob (all of which were published in London, unless 
otlwrwi~e noted) are as follow~: System of Logic, 2 vols. (IK-t:3, Kth 
ed., IK72), Essays 011 Sume Unsettled ()uestiuns uf Pulitical Ecu11-
0111y ( IK·U. written p,:30- p,;31 ), Principles of Political Eco110111y, 
2 \'Ok ( IK-IK. 7th ed., 1871, \·ariorum ed., \\'. J. A~hle~·, ed., I!JOl:J), 
011 Liherty i lK.591: Dissertations and /Jisc11ssio11s, periodical 
<·~sa\,, 2 \·ok I IK.5tJ1, ➔ \'ok ( IK7.5). Ccmsideratio11s 011 Repre
sc11t~tit c Gen em111e11t I IKf-i I), L'tilitaria11ism, reprinll'd from 
Frnsers Jlaga;::,i11e, lKbl ( l8f"i:3). A11 Exa111i1wtio11 of Sir William 
l/1wiilto11's Philosophy ( IKfi.5, 6th ed., IKK9): A.11g11ste Comte and 
Positicism ( IHf-i.5), S11bjectio11 of Women ( 18(i\J, written in 1861 ); 
Autobiography ( IK7:3; more complete ed1tio11, J. J. Coss, Pd., New 
York, I\J;2.1). 

.-\mong \lill's ~horter writings of philo\ophical intere~t (most 
reprinted in Dissertations a11d Discussions) are the following: 
"\\'hately's Elements of Logic," \Vestminster Review (IK2K); "The 
Spirit of the Age," in the Examiner (IK:3 I), included in F. Hayek, 
ed., The Spirit of the Age (Chicago, l'J,12); "Prof. Sedgwick's 
Discourse" (IK:3.5), "Civilization" ( p,;:36); "Bentham" (IK:3K); 
"Coleridge" (IK,10); "\[ de Tocqueville on Democracy in Amer
ica" ( 18,10), "Bailey on Berkeley•~ Theory of Vision" (18,12): 
"\lichelet's History of France" (18,1,1), "Dr. \\'hewell on \1oral 
Philosoph~" (18.51); "Baiii's l',~·cl1ology" (18.59): "Austin on 
Jurisprndence" (IKG3); "Plato" (IK66); "Inaugural Address to the 
University of St. Andrews" (IK(i7); "Berkeley's Life and Writ
ings," F~rt11ightly Rei;iew (IK7l ): "Crate's Ari~totle" (187.'3); 



"Chapters on Socialism," Fort11iglitly Rn1icw ( IS7!J), reprinted as 
Socialism,\\'. 0. P. Blis~ , eel. (Li11cle11, \las~., 1891 ). 

Of \1ill's liter,u~· essays, the best known are "\\'hat ls l'oetr~·(' 
and "The Two Kinds of Poetry," in Mo11thly Repository (lS:3:3), 
reprinted in part in Dissertations a11d Discourses as "Thoughts on 
Poetry and Its Varieties ." 

Works on Mill 

LIFE 

For \lill's life, see his Autouiogruphy; F. E. \lineL1, ed., Earlier 
Letters, 2 vols. (Toronto, HJG3); H. S. H. Elliott, ed., Letters, 2 vob. 
(H)l0); J. Stillinger, ed., Early Druft of l\1il/'s Autohiography 
(Urbana, Ill., 1H61). See F. Hayek, ed.,Jol111 Stuart Mill and Hur
riet Taylor ( HJ51 ), for their correspondence. See al so the standard 
\1. St. John Packe, The Life of John Stuurt Mill (HJ.5.-t); A. Bain, 
Jolin Stuart Mill (1SS2); and \V. L. Courtney, Life of Joh11 Stuart 
Mill (1S86); H. 0. Pappe,Joh11 Stuart Mill u11d the Hurriet Taylor 
Myth (.\lelbourne, Hl60); A.\\'. Levi, "The \\'riting of \lill's Auto
biograph~·," in Ethics, Vol. 61 (W,51), 

Among many estimates of 1\1 ill's life and character are those by 
R. H. Hutton, reprinted in Criticism 011 Contemporary Thought 
and Thinkers, \'ol. 1 (18!1.-t); J. l\lartineau, in Essuys, \'ol. :3 (lS!Jl); 
J. Morley, in Critirnl Miscella11ies, \'ol. 2 (1S77); H. Russell, in 
Proceedings of the British Academy (195.5); \.\'. \Varel, in Men a11d 
Matters (191.-t). 

GENERAL WORKS 

For general commentary on the thought of \lill see Sir Leslie 
Stephen, English Utilitarians, \'ol. .3 ( HJOO); H. P. Anschutz, Phi
losophy of Jolin Stuart Mill (Oxford, l!J.5:3); Karl Britton, Joh11 
Stuart Mill (18.53). 

LOGIC 

See 0. A. Kubitz, Det1elopme11t ofJolrn Stuurt Mill's System of 
Logic, Illinois Studies in the Social Sciences, \'III (Urbana, Ill., 
Hl32); R. Jackson, Deductiue Logic of John Stuurt Mill (Oxford, 
19.-tl); \V. Whewell, Of lnductio11, with especial refcre11ce to Mr. 
]. Stuart Mill's System of Logic ( 18.-tY), and see E. A. Strong, 
"W. Whewell and John Stuart \lill," Journal of the History of Ideas 
(lq,5,5). Classic criticisms include: T. H. Creen, "The Logic of John 
Stuart Mill," Works, \'ol. II (1SS6): F. H Bradley, Principles of 
Logic (Oxford, 1883), Bk. II, Part 11, Chs. 1-:3, \\'. S. Jevons, "John 
Stua1i .\!ill's Philosophy Te~ted," reprinted in Pure Logic ( 1890). 

1\-IET APHYSICS 

Among older studies of intere~t are: \\'. L. Courtnev, The Meta
physics of John Stuart Mill (1S79); C. \l. Douglas,-Jo/111 Stuurt 
Mill, A Study of His Philosophy (Edinl,urgh and London, 1895); 
J. \lcCosh , A11 Examination of Mr. John Stuart Mill's Philosophy 
(London and New York, 1S6fi); and John Crote, Explorutio Philo
sopliica (Cambridge, 1S65, 2 vols., HJOO). Few recent discussions 
center explicitly on l\lill. 

ETHICS AND UTILIT ARIANIS!\I 

E. Halevy, La Formatio11 du radicalisme philosophique, 3 vols. 
(Paris, 1901- Hl0.-t), translated into English by Mary l\lorris as 
Growth of Philosophic Rudiculism (London, 192S), is the basic 
study of the development of Benthamite doctrine; see also E. Albee, 
History of English Utilitariu11ism ( H:l00) and J. Plamenatz, The 
English Utilitaria11s (Oxford, 19.-t!J). Especially valual,le older 
critical works are John Crute, Exuminution of the Utilituria11 
Philosophu (Cambridge, IS70) and F. H. Bradley, Ethicul Studies 
(Oxford, 1S7o ), Ch. :3. Recent discussions start from the criticisms 
of G. E. '.\loore, Principia Ethicu (Cambridge, 190.3), Chs. 1 and 3. 
Compare J. Seth, "Alleged Fallacies in \lill's Utilitarianism," in 
Philosophical Revic1r•, \'ol. 17 (1908); E. \-V. Hall, "The 'Proof of 
Utility in Bentham and \Iii!," in Ethics, \'ol. !J WJ.-t9); J. 0. Urm
son, "Interpretation of the :\loral Philosophy of John Stuart \1ill," 
in Philosophical Quarterly, \'ol. .3 (1%3). I. Berlin's lecture, "John 
Stuart l\lill and the Ends nf Life" (London, 1962), is more general. 
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POLITICAL l'IIILOSOPHY 

See G II. Sabine, History of Politirnl Theory, :>d <·d. (:-,..;<·w York, 
l!J<-il); 1\1. Cowling, Mill a11cl Liherulis111 (Cambridge, I()fi:3). J. F. 
Stephen, Li/Jerty, Equality, f<'ruternity (IS73) i~ a11 i11ter<>~ti11g 
early attack; others are summarized in J. C. Rees, ,\fill and 11is 
Early Critics (Leicester, H/.56). B. Bosanquet, l'hi/osophical 
Theory of the Stutc (lSSJ!/) and D. C. Hitchie, Pri11ciplcs of State 
Interference (IS\11) present representative criticism. J. H. Burm, 
"John Stuart \lill and Democracy," in Politicul Studies, \'ol. .5 
( 1957), traces the development of \1 ill 's views. For critich1m of 
\lill's views on sociological method, see K. Popper, Open Society 
and Its Enemies, 2 vols. ( H:l.-t.5), Ch. 14, and P. \\'inch, Idea of a 
Sociul Science ( 19.58), especially Ch. :3. 

J. B. SCHNEEWIND 

MILLER, DICKINSON S. (1868-1963), was an Ameri
can ethical philosopher and epistemologist who pub
lished both under his own name and under the pseudonym 
H. E. Hobart. He was born in Philadelphia and studied 
at the Universit>· of Pennsrlvania, Clark Unin.0 rsit>·, the 
11niversities of Berlin and I Ialle, Hobart College, and 
Ilarvard Universit>·· He held a doctorate in philosophy 
from Halle and a D.Sc. from Hobart. 

At Harvard, Miller was a student of William James, who 
became his long-time friend and with whom he often 
discussed and argued points of philosophy. James was 
instrumental in getting Dickinson an appointment as 
associate professor of philosophy at Br>·n l\tawr College in 
189.3, the >·ear after Miller's graduation from Harvard. 

Miller left Br>'n ~fawr in 1898 to become first an in
structor and then a profrssor of philosophy at Harvard. He 
subsequent)>· joined the Columbia faculty, where he 
remained until the 19:20s. He had also received a D.D. at 
Berkeley (California) Divinity School and in HJl 1 started 
to teach apologetics at the General Theological Seminary 
in New York City. 

In his later clays he lived for several >:ears (19:27- 1932) 
close to his friend the critical realist Charles Augustus 
Strong, in Fiesole, near Floren<:e, Italy. Strong appreciated 
!\tiller's company, especially because of Miller's neoreal
istic tendencies as opposed to Strong's different epistemo
logical outlook. Their discussions were live)>· and inter
minable. George Santayana occasionally joined them, 
coming to Florence from Rome. ~tiller was a visitor during 
H:126 at the Vienna circle of logical positivists; although 
most)>· a silent listener at tl,e circle's ses-;ions, he was an 
intense!>' interesting and challenging discussant in indi
vidual conversations. During his last 2,5 \'ears he lived in 
Boston. 

~tiller's was an extreme)>· penetrating and construc
tive)>· critical mind. In a number of remarkable articles he 
addressed himself mainly to such topics as direct realism, 
the philosophy of mind, and also the controversy between 
\Villiam James and E. A. Singer on behaviorism. Espe
cially interesting is "Is Consciousness 'A T>·pe of Beha,·
ior'?" ( 1911 ), mainly about the "automatic sweetheart" 
puzzle. In H:).51, Miller wrote "'Descartes' l\-1~th' and 
Professor Ryle's Fallacy," a sharp critique of Gilbert 
Ryle's logical behaviori~m. He also wrote on Hume's 
views on causality and induction, on vario11s topics in 
moral philosophy, and most notahl>·, on the free-will
determinism issue. ~tiller's article provocative!>' en-
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titled "Frel' \\"ill ,1, Im·oh-iug Ddermi11ation and In
L·o11cl'i, ,ddt· \\"itliot1t It'' 1 FJ:3--1 1, p11hlislwd, for ob..,cure 
n_•a,011', 11nclt-r the nanw R E. I Io\i;1rt, h"" become a lucus 
classicus of tlw frel'-\\"ill L'Olltro,·er,iL•,. \\"ith rem;1rkable 
lllcidit~ ,md perspicac-it> \tiller brought 11p to date the 
<''-'-t·ntial, of the point of ,·ie\\" of Hume and J. S. \lill. He 
argued that once \\"l' realize the clear cli-,tiuctions between 
cau-,alit~ ,111d compuh,ion ,111d lwt\\"een iudeterrninism and 
free \\ ill. tlw traclitionall~- ,·exim.?: problem disappears, and 
a fulh adequate acco11nt of human freedom, respon-,ibilit>·, 
re\\"drcl, and puni-,hment can be gi,·en. \tiller\ ,-i;-,\\"s on 
religion and theolog,· \\"ere extreme!~- liberal and modern. 
clo,e to the outlook of l' nitariani'.>m I in fact, he occa..,ion
all~ -,e1Yecl as a l'nitarian mini-.ter in the Boston area). 

\tiller\ contributions to the epi-.temological contrm·er
,ies of hi-. time may nm,· "eem a bit old-fa..,hioned, hut 
the~ are \\"Orth~ of rene\\"ed attention because the same 
is-,ue-. are still being debated. ,1l beit in a different "t~ le 
and terminolog~. 

Works by Miller 

"I, Co11,ciou..,ness ·.-\ T\-pt· of Beha\ ior" _.. jo11rrwl of Philoso
phy, \"ol. 'i WI l 1, 322-.327. 

'"The Ple,1~ure-quc11it\ ,md the P.1111-qu,dit\ .-\nal\ ,abh:-. \:ot 
l"ltim,1te." .\li11d, \"ol. .JS l':-)2~), 21.S-2l'i. 

"I, There '\ot a Clear ...,olut1on of the i(11m\ ledg:e-problem,' 
journal of Philosophy, \'ol. 3--t HJ:37 , 701- 712. \"ol. :3.S HJ:3,'i , 
.'jfi] -,'572. 

".-\n E\·ent 111 \lodern Phdosoph~ ... Philosophical Hct int, 
\ ol. .S-l, HJ-l.'51, .5Y2-fi06. 

"llume', Deathhlm\· to Dedudt\ 1~111." jo11mal of Philosophy, 
\'ol. -lfi lY-lY, 7-l.5-762. 

"'De~cc1rte,· \l~th' and Proft.ssor R\le', FalLrc~." journal of 
Philusophlj, \'cil. -l,'i, HJ,511, 270-2'i0. 

l''.\"DER THE '.\"A'.\IE R. E, HOBART 

"llunw \\'itho11t Scept1ci,m." .\li11d, \'ol. "3Y I \J:301. 
"Free \\"ill a, lnwih-inl! Determinist11 ,md lnconcehalile \\ 1th-

011t It." .\/i11d, \'ol.-l:31IY:J-l1. 1-2-:-. 

HERBERT f EICL 

MILL'S METHODS OF 1::--;DUCTIO~. John Stuart 
\lill, in hi~ System of Logic 1Book Ill. Chapters 1':i-10), ,et 
forth and cli..,cussed fi,·e methods of experimental inq11ir>·, 
calling them the method of agreement, the method of 
difference, the joint method of agreement and difference, 
the method of residues. and the method of concomitant 
,·ariation. \till maintained that these are the methods b~ 
\\·hich \\'e both discm·er and demonstrate callsal relation
ship-.;, and that the) are of fundamental importance in 
-,cientific im·e~tigation. \lill cal led the..,e methods "elimi
nati,·e method-, of induction." In so doing, he was clra\\'ing 
an analog~ \\'ith the elimination of terms in an algebraic 
equation-an analogy which is rather forced, except \\'ith 
re-,pect to the ,·arious methods that are classed under the 
heading of method of difference. As \\·ill be demonstrated, 
it j-, perhaps best to use the term "eliminati\"t:> method," 
with reference to the elimination of ri,·al candidates for the 
role of cause, which characterizes all these method-... 

ILLUSTRATIO~S OF THE METHODS 

The general character of ~till' s methods of experimental 
in4uir>· ma>· be illustrated b> e xamples of the two simplest 

ones, the nwthocls of agreement and of difference. ~lill' s 
canon for the method of agreement is this: "If t\\'o or more 
instance-, of the phenomeuon under in,·estigation h,n·e 
onl~ one circumstance in common, the circumstance in 
\\'hich alone all the instance-, agree i-, the cause (or effect! 
of th e gi,·en phenomenon." 

For example, if a number of people who are suffering 
from a certain disease ha, e all gone for a considerable time 
\\'ithout fresh fruit or ,·egetable-, , hut ha,·e in other respech 
had quite different diets, h,l\·e li,·ed in different condit io ns , 
belong to different races, and so on. -.;o that the lack of fresh 
fruit and , egetah lcs is the onl~- feature common to all of 
them, then \\'e can conclude that the lack of fresh fruit and 
,·egetables is the cause of this particular di~ease. 

\till's canon for the method o f difference is this: "If an 
instance in \\'hich the phenomenon under im·estigation 
occurs, and an instance in \\"hich it does not occur, ha,·e 
e,·er~ circumstance in common sa,·e one, that one occur
ring in the former; the circumstance in \\'hich alone the 
t\,·o instances differ, is the effect, or the cause, or an indis
pensable part of the cause, of th e phenomenon.,, 

For example, if two e:,.,ac tl,· si milar pieces of iron are 
heated in a charcoal-burning furnace and hammered into 
shape in exact)~- similar wa~ s. except that the first is dipped 
into \\'ater after the final heating \\'hile the second is not, 
and the first is found to he harder than the second, then 
the dipping of irou into \\·ater \\'hile it is hot is the 
cause of such extra hardness-or at least an essential part 
of the cau..,e, for the hammering, the c harcoal fire, and so 
on ma>· al-.o be needed. For all this experiment sho\\'s, the 
dipping alone might not produce ,uch extra hardness. 

The method of agreement, then, picks out as th e cause 
the one common feature in a number of otherwise different 
ca'.>es where the effect occu r~ ; the method of difference 
picks out as the cause the one respect in which a case 
\\'here the effect occurs differs from an other\\'isc exactl~
similar case where the effect does not occu r. Hoth are 
intended to be methods of amplia ti,·e induction, that is , 
method-, by which \\"e can reason from a limited nllmber of 
obsen eel in-,tances to a general causal relationship: the 
intended conclusion i-; tha t a certa in disease is always 
produced by a lack of fresh fruit and ,·egetahles , or that 
dipping iron into \\'ater \\'hile it is hot always harde ns it, if 
it ha-; been heated and hammered in a particular wa,·. And 
the other three methods are intended to work in a similar 
1nanner. 

These methods ha,·e been criticized on two main counts: 
first, it is alleged that the~ do not establish the conclusions 
intended, ,o that the>· are not methods of proof or conclu
-;i,·e demonstration: and second, that they are not useful as 
methods of d isco\'(_"f). Such criticisms h,n-e been used to 
support the general obsen·ation that these metl,ods pla~-no 
part, or onl>· a ,-er~ minor part, in the im·estigation of na
ture, and that scien tific method requires a radically 
cl ifferent description. 

In order to estimate the force of such criticisms, and to 
de termine the real ,·alue of the elirn inati,·e methods, ~till's 
formu lation need not be discussed in detail. Instead , one 
need onl~- determine what \\'ould be \'alid demomtrati,·e 
methods corresponding to \lill 's classes, and then con-;ider 
whether such methods, or an) approximations of them, 
ha,·e a place in either scientific or common-sense inquiry. 



METHODS OF AGREEMENT AND OF DIFFERENCE 

To avoid unnecessary complications, let us assume that 
the conclusion reached b:,, any application of the method of 
agreement or of difference is to have the form "Such-and
such i~ a cause of such-and-such kind of event or phenom
enon." For a formal ~tudy of these methods and the joint 
method we could regard a cause as a necessary and suf
ficient condition of the effect-or, in ~ome cases, as a 
nece~sary condition only, or as a sufficient condition 
only-where to say that X is a neces~ary condition for Y i~ 
just to say that wherever Y is present, X is present, or 
briefly that all Y are X; and to say that Xis a sufficient con
dition for Y is just to say that wherever X is present Y is 
present, or briefly that all X are Y. 

In general we shall be looking for a condition that is 
both necessary and sufficient for the phenomenon, but 
there are variants of the methods in which we look for a 
condition that is merely necessary or merely sufficient. In 
practice, however, we are concerned with condition~ that 
are not absolutely necessary or sufficient, but that are 
rather neces~ary and/or sufficient in relation to some field, 
that is, some set of background conditions, which may be 
~pecified more or less exactly. We are concerned, for exam
ple, not with the cause of a certain disease in general, but 
with what cause~ it in human beings living on the earth, 
breathing air, and ~o forth. Again, we are concerned not 
with the cause of hardness in general, but with that of a 
greater-than-normal hardness in iron in ordinary circum
stance~ and at ordinary temperatures. The field in relation 
to which we look for a cause of a phenomenon must be 
such that the phenomenon ~ometimes occurs in that field 
and sometimes does not. We may as~ume that this field i~ 
constituted by the presence of ce1iain qualities or at lea~t 
of some general descriptive features, not by a specific 
location. 

The observation that supports the conclusion is an ob
servation of one or more instances in each of which various 
features are pre~ent or absent. An in~tance may be one in 
which the phenomenon in question occurs, which we may 
call a positive instance, or one in which the phenomenon 
does not occur, which we may call a negative instance. 

To rea~on validly, however, from any such observation 
to a general causal conclusion, we requirE" an additional 
general premise, an assumption. \Ve mu~t assume that 
there is some condition which, in relation to the field, is 
necessary and sufficient (or which is necessary, or which i~ 
sufficient) for the phenomenon, and abo that thi~ condition 
is to be found within a range of conditions that is re~tricted 
in ~ome way. For the~e methods fall within the general 
class of eliminative forms of reasoning, that is, argumenb 
in which one possibility is confirmed or established by the 
elimination of some or all of its rivab. The assumption will 
~tate that there is a cause to be found and will limit the 
range of candidates for the role of cause; the task of 
the observation will be to rule out enough of the candi
dates initially admitted to allow ~ome po~itive conclmion. 

Possible causes. It follows from the above that the as
sumption must indicate some limited (though not neces
sarily finite) set of what we may call possible causes. The~e 
are the factor~ (Mill calls them circumstances or antece
dents) which, it i~ initially assumed, may be causally rele-
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vant to the phenomenon. Any possibl(· ('a11-.;e, any factor 
that may be causallv relevant in relation to tlw field in 
question, must, like the phenomenon itself, he '-Omethi11g 
that sometimes occurs and sometimes d<ws not ocT11r 
within that field. 

But are we to assume that a possible cause acts ~ingh·, if 
it acts at all? If the possible causes are A, B, C, etc., the 
phenomenon is P, and the field is F, arc we to assume that 
the cause of Pin F will be either A by itself or B by itself, 
and so on? Or are we to allow that it might be a conjunc
tion, say AC, so that P occurs in F when and only when A 
and Care both present? Are we to allow that the necessary 
and sufficient condition might be a disjunction, sa,· ( B or 
D), so that P occurs in F whenever B occurs, and whenever 
D occurs, but only when one or other (or both) of these 
occurs? Again, are we to allow that what we have taken as 
possible cames may include counteracting causes, so that 
the actual cause of P in F may be, say, the absence of C 
(that is, the negation not-C, or C) or perhaps BC, so that P 
occurs in F when and only when B is present and C is 
absent at the same time? 

There are in fact valid methods with assumptions of 
different sorts, from the most rigorous kind, which requires 
that the actual cause should be just one of the possible 
causes by ibelf, through those which progressivelr admit 
negations, conjunctions, and disjunctions of possible 
causes and combinations of these, to the least rigorous 
kind of assumption, which says merely that the actual 
cause is built up out of these possible causes in some wa:,;. 

Classification of these methods. There will be, then, 
not one method of agreement, one method of difference, 
and one joint method, but a series of variants of each. A 
complete survey could be made of all possible methods of 
the~e types, numbered as follows: A number from 1 to 8 
before a decimal point will indicate the kind of a~sumption. 
Thus, it i~ assumed that there is an actual cause which is 

(1) one of the possible causes; 
(2) one of the pos~ible causes or the negation of a pos-

sible cau~e; 
(3) a poc~sible cause or a conjunction of possible causes; 
(4) a possible cause or a disjunction of possible causes; 
(5) a possible cause or the negation of a possible cause, 

or a conjunction each of whose members is a possible 
cause or the negation of a possible cause; 

(6) a possible cause, or the negation of a possible cause, 
or a disjunction each of whose members is a possible cause 
or the negation of a possible cause; 

(7) a possible cause, or a conjunction of possible causes, 
or a disjunction each of whose members is a possible cause 
or a conjunction of possible causes; 

(8) a possible cause, or the negation of a possible cause, 
or a conjunction each of whose members is a possible 
cau~e or the negation of one; or a disjunction each of 
whose members is a possible cause or the negation of one, 
or a conjunction each of whose members is a possible 
cau~e or a negation of one. 

The fir~t figure after the decimal point will indicate the 
sort of ob~ervation, as follows: 

(1) a variant of the method of agreement; 
(2) a variant of the method of difference: 
(3) a variant of the joint method; 
(4) a new but related method, 
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The '>ccond figure after the decimal point \\'ill mark 
furthL'r differences \\'here neces-,,n\. but this figure \\'ill 
h,we nu constant significance. 

The complete sun·e~ cannot be given here, but a fe\\' 
-,elected \ ariants \\·ill lw con-,idered, numbered in the 
manner set forth aho\'(_'. 

Positive method of agreement. Let us begin \\'ith an 
a-,-,11mption of tlw fir..,t kind, that there is a necessary and 
suffici<·nt condition X for Pin F, that is, that for some X all 
FP are X and all FX are P, and X is identical with one of 
the pos-,ibk came:-- A. B, C, D. E. I lt ma} be noted that a 
condition tl111s ..,pecified ma\· -,omctime:-- not he what we 
would orclinaril\ regard as the cause of the phenomenon: 
we might rather sa} that it contains the real cause. Ho\\'
e\·er. in our prc:-,ent account we -,hall call :--uch a condition 
the cause; it i:-- e:-.:plained belm\· how the: cau:--e of a phenom
enon llld\ be progressi\ely located \\ith greater precision.) 

\Ye obt,1in a\ ariant of the: mc:thod of agreement ( I .12) h\· 
combining with thi-, as:--umption the following oh:--ervation: 
a set of one or mon_. po'>iti\·e instance'> -,uch that one po-,
-,iiile catl'>e, -,a\ A. i-, pre-,ent in each instance, but for 
ever\· otlll'r possible cause there i-, an i11-,tance from \\·hich 
that came i-, a!Jsent. This \·ielcb the conclu-,ion that A i'> 
rn·ce-,-,ary and -,ufficient for Pin F. 

For e:-.:arnple, thL' ob,;;ervation 111i1 . .d1t lie thi-,: 

A B C D E 
I I /> (J /J a 
12 /> p (J (l 

\\ h<'re p indicates that thL' possihl<' call'><' is prc_,-,ent, a that 
it is absent, and a dot that it Illa\ lw either prC'sent 01 
ab-,c11t \\'ithout affecting the w-,ult. 1

1 
and 1

2 
are po-,iti\'(· 

instances: I, show-, that neither B nor E i'> necessar}· for P 
in F, I~ that neither C nor Di'> nece-,san, and hence, l.!;iH'n 
the as-,umption, it follows that A is neces-,ary and sufficient. 

Since thi-, rea\oning eliminate-, camlidate-, solely on the 
ground that the\ are not neces-,,ny, there is another \·ariant 
1 1.1 I) which a-,~urne'> uni\- that there is some rwn",-,,n~ 
condition for P in F identical \\'ith om· of the po,:--ihle 
causes, and (with the same ob:--en·atio11) conclude~ tl1at A i~ 
a 11eces-,ar\· condition for Pin F. 

Negative method of agreement. lk-,ides the pmiti\'e 
method of agreement, in \\'hich candidates are eliminated 
as not heing necessan because the} are absent from po-,i
ti\·e instance~, there are corresponding variants of a neg
ati\'e method of agreement in \\·hich candidates arc elimi
nated a-, not being sufficient becau:--c they are pn·-,ent in 
negati•:e in-,tances. This re4uires the folhl\\ ing ob-,en a
tion: a -,et of one or more negati\'e instances such that one 
po:--:--ilde cause, Sa} A, is absent from each instance, but for 
e\·ery other possible cause there is an instance in which it 

is present. For e:-.:ample: 

A B C D E 
\; I (J µ 
\;2 (J /J p 
,3 (J µ 

If the assumption \\·as that one of the possible cau'>e'> is 
sufficiL'nt for P in F, this ohsen·ation \\'ould show ( 1.13) 
that A i., sufficient, \\'hile if the assumption was that one of 
the pmsible c,111-,es i, both 1wcc",sary and sufficient, this 

ohsen·ation \\'ould sho\\' ( I .14 I that A is necessary am! 
sufficient. 

Method of difference. For the simplest variant of the 
method of difference ( 1.2) we need this observation: a 
positi\·e irn,tance 1

1 
and a ne_l.(ati\'e instance '.\: 

1 
such that of 

the possible causes present in 1
1

, one, sa~· A, is absent from 
':\' 

1
, hut the rest are present in '.\ 

1
• For e:-.:ample: 

A 

/> 
a 

B 
p 

JI 

C 
/> 
p 

D 
a 

E 

/> 

Here D is eliminated because it is absent from 1
1

, and 
hence not 1wcessary, and B, C, and E are eliminated be
cause the\ are pn'sent in ;\: 

1 
and hence not sufficient. 

Hence, gi\·en the assumptio11 that one of the possible 
cau-,es i-, both necessary am! :rnfficient for Pin F, it follo\\'s 
that A is so. 1 \:ote that since it \\'ould not matter if, sa\·, E 
\\·ere absent from 1

1
, the presence of the actual cause in 1

1 

need not he the on!~ difference bet\\'een the instances.) 
\\'e may remark here that the method of difference, unlike 
some \·ariants of thL' method of agreement, requires the 
a:--sumption that there is -,ome condition which is both 
neces..,ary and ..,uffieient for P. It is true, as we shall see 
later \\'ith \·ariants 4.2 and 8.:2, that the "cause" dett-ctc:d by 
this method is often not ihelf a necessary condition, or 
e\en a sufficient one: hut the assumption needed is that 
something is both necessary and sufficient. 

Joint method. The joint method may be interpreted as an 
indirect method of difference, that is, the job done by I, 
al><n·e ma\ he -,hared amo11g se\·eral positive instance..,, and 
the job done by \: 

1 
among sl-\ era! negative instances. That 

is, \\'t' need (for 1.3) the following obser\'ation: a set 
Si of one or more positive in..,tances .incl a set S

71 
of 011e or 

11Hne negati\·e instance-, such that one of the pos..,ihle 
catI'>l's, '><IY A, i~ pre~ent throughout Si and abse11t through
out Sn, lrnt each of the other possible causes i-, either ah
-,ent from at lea'>t one po-,iti\·e in..,tance or present in at least 
one negati\·e in-,tanc<'. Ci\'en that one of the possible 
cauws 1s both 11eces-,an and sufficient, this yields the 
concln-,ion that A i'> so. 

Simple variants of these methods. With an assumption 
of the second kind I that the requisite: condition is either a 
possihlC--' cau-,e or a negation of a possible canse) we need 
-,tronger obsen·ations. Thus, for \·,uiants of the positive 
method of agreemL'nt (:2. I 1 and 2. 12) \\'e need this: two or 
more positi\·e instances such that one possible cause (or 
negation), say A, is pre-,ent in each instance, but for e\·ery 
other po,sible cause there is a11 instance in which it is 
present and an instance from which it is absent. This is 
needed to rule out, as candidates for the role of necessary 
(or both necessar~ and -,uffwient) condition, the negations 
of possible causes as \,·ell a'> the possible causes other than 
A them-,eh·es. 

For the corresponding \'ariant of the method of dif
ference (2.2) we need this: a positive instance 1

1 
and a 

negati\'e instance \: 
1 

sul'h that one possible cause (or ne
gation), sa\· A, is present in I 

I 
and absent from '.'\ 1 , but each 

of the other po-,sible causes i~ either present in both 11 and 
\: 

1 
or absent from both. For example: 

A 
p 
(l 

B 
/J 

/J 

C 
a 
a 

D 
a 
a 

E 
p 
p 



Since B is present in l\
1

, H is not s111ficient for I' in F; 
but since Bis present in 1

1
, not-Bis not necess,lf~' for Pin F; 

thus neither B nor not-B can he hoth necessary and 
sufficient. Similarly, C, D, E, and tlreir negations, and also 
not-A, are ruled out, and thus the necess,Iry and sufficient 
condition must be A itself. This is the classic difference 
observation described by \till, in which the only (possibly 
rele,·,rnt) difference between the insta11ces is the presence 
in 1

1 
of the factor identified ,is the actual cause; but W<' 

need this observation (as opposed to the weaker one of 1.2) 
only when we allow that the negation of a possible cause 
may be the actual cause. 

The joint method needs, along with this weaker assump
tion, a similarly strengthened observation: that is, each of 
the possible causes other than A must be either present in 
both a positive and a negative instance or absent from hoth 
a positive and a negative instance, and then this variant 
(2.3) still yields the conclusion that A is both necessary and 
sufficient. 

(What !\till and his foll1nvers describe as the joint 
method may be not this indirect method of difference, but 
rnther a double method of agreement, in which a set of 
positive instances identifies a necessar~· condition and a 
set of negative instances identifies a sufficient condition. 
Such a combination is redundant with an assumption of 
either of the first two kinds, hut not when the assumption is 
further relaxed.) 

More complex variants. \VP consider next an assump
tion of the third kind, that the requisite condition is either 
a possible cause or a conjunction of possible causes. (This 
latter possibility seems to be at least part of what ~till 
meant by "an intermixture of effects.") This possiliilit~· 
does not affect the positive method of agreement, since if a 
conjunction is necessary, each of its conjuncts is necessary, 
and candidates can therefore he eliminated as before. But 
since the conjuncts in a necessary and sufficient condition 
may not severally be sufficient, the negatin.· method of 
agreement as set forth aho\"l' will not work. The observa
tion of (I. 13 or) I. 14 would now Ie,n·e it open that, say, BC 
was the required (sufficient or) necessary and sufficient 
condition, for if C were absent from N 1 and B from N 2, 

then BC as a whole might still he sufficient: it would not 
he elimirn1tecl by either of these instances. This method 
now (in 3. 14) needs a stronger observation, namely, a sin
gle negative instance N 

1 
in which one possible cause, say 

A, is absent, but every other possible cause is present. This 
will show that no possible cause or conjunction of possible 
causes that does not contain A is sufficient for Pin F. But 
even this does not show that the requisite condition is A 
itself, but merely that it is either A itself or a conjunction in 
which A is a conjunct. We may.express this by saying that 
the cause is (A.:._:_:_), where the clots indicate that other con
juncts may form part of the condition, and the dots are 
underlined, ,vhile A is not, to indicate that A must appear 
in the formula for the actual cause, but that other conjuncts 
may or may not appear. 

The corresponding ,·,uiant (.3.:2) of the method of differ
ence needs only the observation of I .2; but it, too, estab
lishes only the less complete conclusion that (A.:._:_:_) is a 
necessary and sufficient condition of Pin F. For while (in 
the example given for 1.:2 above) B, C, D, and E singly are 
still eliminated as they were in 1.:2, and any conjunctions 
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such as BC which, being present i11 I 1, might IH' rn·c<·'-'-dr~, 
are eliminated be(.·,111sL' they aw al"o present in :\ 

1 
,u1d 

hence not sufficient, a conjunction -.11cl1 as AB, which crn1-

tains A, is both present in I 
I 
and ah\('llt from '.'\ 

1
, ,md migl1t 

therefore lie both necessar~· and sufficient. Tl111-. thi" a\
sumption and this observation sho\\' on!~· that A is, as \till 
put it, "the cause, or an indispen"ahle part of tlw ca11s<·." 
The full cause is represented hy the formula (A.:._:_:_), prn,·ich•d 
that only possible causes that are present in I 

1 
can replace 

the clots. 
In the corresponding ,·,uiant of the joint method i-'3.3), 

we need a single negati,·e instance inste,1cl of the set S
11

, 

for the same reason as in 3.14, and the cause is specified 
011ly a-; (A~). 

With an assumption of the fourth kind (that the requisite 
condition is either a possible cause or a disjunction of 
possible causes), the negative method of agreement (-1. 1.3 
and 4.14) works as in 1. 1.3 and 1.14, but the positive 
method of agreement is now serioush- affected. For with 
the observation given for I .12. above, the necessary and 
sufficient condition might he, sa~·, (B or C), for thi" 
disjunction is present in hoth I 

1 
ancl 1

2
, though neither of 

its disjuncts is present in both. Thus the observation of 
1.12 would leave the result quite unclc·cided. \Ve need (for 
4.12) a much stronger observation, that is, a single positi,·e 
instance in which A is present but all the other possible 
causes are absent together; lrnt e,·en this now shows onl~
that the cause is (A or ... ). This assumption (that the cause 
may be a disjunction of possible ca11ses) allows what ~.till 
called a "plurality of causes," for each of the disjuncts is hy 
itself a "c,111sc" in the sense that it i" a sufficient condition; 
and what we have _jmt noted is the wa~· in which this pos
sibility undermines the use of the method of agreement. 

The method of difference, on the other lwnd (4.:2), still 
needs uni~- the observation of 1.:2; this eliminates all pos
sible causes other than A, and all clisj11nctions that do not 
contain A, either as being not sufficient because the~· are 
present in N 

1 
or as not necessary lwcau"e they are absent 

from I 
1

. The only disjunctions not eliminated are those that 
occur in I 

1 
but not in ;\J 

1
, and these must contain A. Tims 

this observation, with this assumption, shows that a neces
sary and sufficient condition is (A or ... ), that is, either A it
self or a disjunction containing A, where the other disjuncts 
are possible causes absent from ;\ 

1
. This, of (.'OIIrse, means 

that A itself, the factor thus picked out, may he onl~- ,1 suffi
cient condition for I'. 

The joint method with this assumption (-1.3) needs a 
single positive instance, but can still use a set of negative 
instances and it specifies the cause as (A or. .. ). 

As the assumptions are relaxed further, the method of 
agreement requires stronger and stronger observations. 
For example, in 6.12, which is a variant of the positive 
method with an assumption allowing that the necessary 
and sufficient condition may he a disjunction of possible 
causes or negations, the obsen·ation needed is a set S; of 
positive instances such that one possible cause, say A, is 
present in each, hut that for every possible combination of 
the other possible causes and their negations there is an 
instance in which this combination is present (that is, if 
there are n other possible causes, we need 2 11 different 
instances). This observation will elimin,1te ever~· disj11m·
tion that does not contain A, and will "how that the n·q-
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11isit1· rn·cessary and sufficient condition is (A QGJ, and 
lw11ce that A itself is a sufficient condition for P in F. A 
l'onesponding \·ariant of the negati\'l' method of agreement 
(.5.1-1) sho\\'s that (A_:..:_J is a necessary and sufficient concli
tio11, and lw1we that A itself is 1wcessary·-a curious re\ er
sal of rol1·s , because in the simplt>st \'ariants, the positi\·e 
mdl10d of agnT111ent was used to cktcct a necessary condi
tion and th<' negatin· OIH' a sufficient condition. 

I II the 111dhod of dilfc1t·nce, howev<· r, tlw oliscn·ation of 
1.2 (or, \\'herl' negations aw ,tdmitted, that of 2.2) co11tin
tH·s to yield n·strlh, thrn1gh the l'Onclusions lwl'Olll<' less 
complete, that i-,, the L'ause is less and less completely 
sp1·cified. For e-.arnpk, in 8.2, \\'here we a,sume that there 
is a 11eces,an and s,dficient condition for P i11 F \\'hich may· 
lw one of tlw possililc ca11se-;, or a negation of one, or a 
conjunction of possibli- ca11st·s or 11egatio11s, or a disjuttt·
tio11 of possililt• causes or negations or of conj1111ctions of 
po-,-,ilile canses or negations-\\'hich in effect allo\\'s the 
actual condition to lw built up out of the pos,ihle cause, in 
atty way·-tlte observation of 2.2 estahli-,hes the conclusio11 
that the requisite condition is (A. .:..:... <2_1"_,_, _ _J. that is to say, it 
is either A itself, or a conjtml'tion containing A, or a 
disj1111ction itt \\'hich one of the disjuncts is A itself or 
a conju11ctio11 containing A. Since any suclt disjunct in a 
1W<Tssary aud stdficient condition i-, a sufficient condition, 
this observation, in \\'ltich the presence of A in I I is tlH· 
onl! possibly relevant differ encl' lwtwee1t I I and \: 1 , 

shows even with the least rigornu-; kind of assumption that 
A is at least a nl·cessary· pati of a sufficient condition for I' 
i11 F-the sufficient condition being (A .. ). 

The joint method, as an indirect method of difference, 
eeases to work once we allow both conj1111ctions and 
disj1111ctions; but a do11hle method of ai~re<·11wt1t conH·s 
into its m,·11 with this eighth kind of a.,sumption. In 8.1:2, as 
in 6.12, if there· are II possible causes other than A, the sd 
of :2 11 positi\'l· instances with A prewnt in each hut witlt the 
other possible causes present and absent in all possible 
combinations will show that (A or ... ) is nec<>ssary and 
sufficient, and hence that A is sufficient. Si111ilarl~ in 8.1-1, 
as in .5.14, the corresponding set of 2 11 negative instances 
will show that (A ... ) is necessary' and sufficient and hence 
that A is necessary. Putting the two observations together, 
w1· could cond11de that A is both necessar~· and suffici1·11t. 

:\ 1H·w method, similar in principle, can lie stated as 
follows (8.4): if there are n possible causes in all, and we 
obse1'\'e 2 11 instances (positive or negative) which cover all 
possilile combinations of possible causes a11d their nega
tions, then the disjunction of all the conjunl'tions found i11 
the positive instances is both necessary and sufficient for P 
in F. For example, if there are only three possible causes, 
A, B, C, 

A B C p 

JJ JJ p a 

JJ JJ a p 

p (l p p 

p (l {l a 

a JJ p a 

a JJ (l p 
a (l JJ (l 

a (I a a 

and we have the observations listed in the accompan~!ing 
tahk-, then (ABC or ABC or ABC) is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for P in F. For if these are the only 
possibl~· relevant conditions, each combination of possible 
causes and negations for which Pis present is sufficient for 
P, and these are the only sufficient conditions for P, since 
in all the relevantly different circ11n1stances P is absent; 
b11t the disjunction of all the sufficient conditions must he 
hoth twcessary· and sufficient, on the assumption that there 
is some condition that is lioth necessar!· and sufficient. 

Many valid methods. \\'e thus find that while we 11111st 
recognize ver!· different variants of these methods accord
ing to the diff1•rent kinds of assumptions that are used, and 
while the reasoning that \ alidates the simplest variants 
fails when it is allowed that various negations and combi
nations of factors ma~· constitute the actual cause, nev
ertheless there are valid demonstrative methods which use 
even the least rigorous form of assumption, that is, which 
as.-,ul1ll' only that then· is some necessary' and sufficient 
condition for P in F, made up in some way from a certain 
restricted set of possible ca11ses. But with an assumption of 
this kind we must be content either to extract (b!· 8.2) a 
very incomplete conclusion from the classical difference 
observation or (liy 8. 1:2, 8.1-1, the combination of these two, 
or 8.-1) to get mme comp Ide conclusions only from a large 
n11mher of instances in which th<· possible causes are 
present or absent in systematically varied ways. 

An extension of the methods. An important extension 
of all these methods is the following: since in every case 
the argument proceeds by· eliminating certain candidates, 
it makes no difference if what is not eliminated is not a 
single possible cause lint a cluster of possible causes 
which in our instances are always present together or 
absent togetlter, the conclusion being just as we now have 
it, hut with a symbol for the cluster replacing A. For exam
ple, ii in :2.:2 we have, say, both A and B present in I 1 

and both absettt from N 
1

, hut each possible cause either 
present i11 both or absent frnm both, it follows that the 
cluster (A,B) is the cause in the sense that the actual cause 
lies solltl'\\ here \\'ithin this cluster. A similar observation 
in 8.:2 would ~hO\v that either A, or B, or AB, or (A or B) is 
a11 indispensable part of a sufficient condition for P in F. 

METHOD OF RESIDUES 

The method of residues can he interpreted as a variant of 
the method of difference in which the negative instance is 
not observed hut constructed on the basis of already 
known causal law~. 

Suppose, for example, that a positive instance I
1 

has 
been observed as follows: 

A 

JJ 

B 
JJ 

C 
a 

D 
JJ 

E 
(l 

.:--:ow if we had, to combine with this, a negative instance 
.:--; in which Band D were present and A, C, and E absent, 

I 

we could infer, according to the kind of assumption made, 
by 2.2 that A was the cause, or by 8.2 that (A~ was 
the cause, and so on. But if previous inductive inquiries 
have alread~ established laws from which it follows that 



gi,·en A.BCD£ in the field F, P wo1dd not rt's11lt, th<'re i-. 110 
need to ohsen·e :'\

1
; we alr('ad~ know all that :\ 1 co11ld tell 

11s, and so one of the ,1bo,e-11w11tioned c01wl11sio11s follows 
from I

1 
alone ,dong with the ,1pprnpri,1te as-.11mption. 

Again, if the effect or phenomenon in \\'hicli \\·e are 
interested can be quantitative!~ nie,1sured, we could re,1-
son as follows. Suppose that we ohsen·e a positi,·e in
stance, say with the foctms as in I

1 
,1bove, in which there is 

a quantit\· x
1 

of the effect in q11c-.tion, while om pre,·iously 
established la,vs enable us to calculate that \\·ith th(' factors 
as in ;\' 

1 
there \\'ould be a q11antit~ x

2 
of this effect; then \\'t' 

can regard the difference (x 1 - x
2

) as the phenomenon P 
which is present in I

1 
lrnt absent from :'\

1
. \\'ith an ass11mp

tion of kind (I) or (:2) or (-1) or (6)-tlwt is, any assumption 
that docs not allow conj11nctive terms in the cause-we 
could conclude that the cause of Pin this instance I

1 
was A 

alone, and hence that A is a sufficient condition for P in F. 
\\'ith an assumption of kind (1) or (:2) we co11ld indeed infer 
that A is hoth necessary and sufficient, hut with one of kind 
(-1) or (6) we could conclude 0111:, that a necessar~· and 
sufficient condition is (A _QI~. 

To make an ,1ssumption of an~· of these four kinds is to 
assume that the effects of whatever factors arc actuall~· 
relevant arc merely additi\'l', and this lets us conclude that 
the extra factor in I

1
, name!~· A, h~· itself produces in rela

tion to F the extra effect (x 1 - x). But with an assumption of 
kind (3) or (,5) or (7) or (8), which allows conjuncti\'l" term,. 
and hence what l\1ill calls an "intenni.xture of effects," we 
could only infer that the cause of (x

1 
- x) in this instance 

was (A ... ). \\'ith the other factors that were present in both 
1

1 
and '.'\ 1, A was sufficient to produce this differential 

effect, hut it does not follow that A is sufficient for this in 
relation to Fas a whole. 

(Though 1\1 ill docs not mention this, such a use of con
structed instances along with some ohse1Yed ones is in 
principle applicable to all the methods. not only to the 
method of difference in the wa~· here outlined.) 

METHOD OF CONCOMITANT VARIATION 

The method of concomitant variation, like those alread~· 
surveyed, is intended to be a form of ampliativc induction; 
we want to argue from a t'ovariation obsen'ed in some 
cases to a general rule of co,·,uiation cm·ering unohsen ed 
cases also. To interpret this method we need a wider con
cept of cause than that which we have so far been using. A 
cause of P in the field F must nm, be taken. not as a nec
essary a11d sufficient condition, hut as something on whose 
magnitude the magnitudl' of P, in F, functional!~· depends. 
For our present purpose this means onh that there is some 
true lawlike proposition which, within F, relates the mag
nitude of the one item to that or' the other. The full cause, 
in this sense, will be something on whicl1, in F, the mag
nitude of P wholly depends, that is, the magnitude of Pis 
uniquely determined by the magnitudes of the factors that 
constitute the full cause. 

A full im·estigation of such a functional dependence 
would comprise two tasks: first, the identification of all the 
factors on which, in F, the magnitude of P depends, and 
second, the disco,·er~· of the way in which this magnitude 
depends on these factors. The completion of the first task 
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wrndd ~·i<·ld a 111<'f<' li,t of t<·rn1,, tl1;1! of tlw ,<·<·01HI .1 111ath
<'lllatit'al f'orm11la. Only tlil' fir-.! of tl1<·,<· ta,b c;111 I)(' tH'r
f'ormed b~ an l'li111i11<1ti\'(_' 11wtl1od a11alogrn1, to tho,<· al
r<',Id~ s111,·<·yed. 

\\'l' "liould e\p<·d to find cont·omitant , ,uiatio11 i1I1,1-
logues of both the 11wthod of at.>;rl'<'Ill<'llt a11d tll(' IIl('thod of 
difference, that i", wa~·-, of ;1rgui11g to ,1 t·;iu,;d r<'lati011,hip 
lwtween P and, s,I)', A, both from the ob~er\'ation of ca,<·, 
where P remains l'011stant \\'hill' A n·111ai11" t·on-,t.1111 l>11t all 
tlw other possilil~· relevant factors van, and also h-0111 the 
obsen·ation of ca-,cs "·here P ,·aries \\'ltile A ,·,1rw-. h11t all 
the other possibly rele,·,mt factors remain constmt. .\11d 
indeed there arl' methods of both kind-., but tl1m(' of the 
second kind. the analogues of the method of differem·e. are 
more important. 

As before, we need an assumption ,Is well ;1s an ol>s('f\'a
tion, hut we ha,·e ;1 t'hoice hetwl'ell two different kind~ of 
assumption. An ,1s,umption of the more rigorou-. kind 
would be that in F the magnit11de of P \\'holly depends in 
some way on tlw magnit11de of X, \\ here Xis identical \\'ith 
.iust one of the possible causes A, B, C, D, E. Ci\'C'll this, if 
we observe that o\'er some period, or o\'er some rnnge of 
instances. P varies in magnitude \\·hile one of the possible 
causes, say A, ;dso ,·,nics but ,di the other possilik ca11-.es 
remain constant, we can argue that none of the possible 
causes other than A can he that on whil'h the magnitude of 
P wholl~ depends, and thus conclude that X must lw iden
tical with A. that in F the magnit11dl' of P depends wholly 
on that of A. (But how it depend-,, that is, what the func
tion;d law is. must lw discm·ert·d by an investigation of 
some other sort.) 

An assumption of the less rigorous kind would lie tlwt in 
F the magnitude of P wholly dl'pC'nds in some way on the 
magnitudes of 011e or more factors X, X', X". etc .. \\'here 
each of the ;1ctuall~· relevant factors is identical with one of 
the possible causes A, B, C, D, E. Ci\'l'n this. if we again 
observe that P ,·,1ries \\'hile, sa~·, A varies hut B, C, D, E 
remain constant, this does not now sho\\· that B, for exam
ple, cannot he identical with X, l'tl'.; that is, it doC's not 
show that ,·ariations in Bare causal!~· irrelevant to P. All it 
shows is that the magnitude of P is 11ot wholly dependent 
upon any set of factors that docs 11ot inclucll' A, for <'Very 
such set has remained constant while P has varied. This 
leaves it open tlwt the full cause of Pin F might he A itself, 
or might he some set of factors, such as (A,B,D) which 
includes A ;incl some of the other~ as well. All we k11ow is 
that the list must include A. This observation ,md this 
assumption. then, show th;1t a full t'a11se of Pin Fis (A, :.:.:.l; 

that is, that A is an actual I~· relevant factor and thcrC' mav 
or may not he others. Repeated applications of this method 
could fill in other factors. but would not close the li~t. 
(And, as before, it is a further task, to he c,irried out h~· a 
different sort of imTstigatio11, to find hon: the rnagnit11de 
of P depends m1 tlw~l' of thl' factor" tl111s sho\\·11 to he ac
tual!~· relevant.) 

To close the list, that is, to show tlwt cert.tin factors are 
actuall~· irrele,·:111t. we need to use an an,dog11e of the 
method of ;1grecment. If we ass11me, as before, that the full 
cause of P in F is some set of factors (X.X' ,X", de.), hut 
also that P is responsive to all these factors in the sense 
that for any variation, in, sa,·, X while X', X". etc. remain 
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L'o11,t,u1t I' \\ill \,tr~. and that X, X', X", etc. ,He identical 
with ,m11e of tht· po-,-,ihle causes A, B, C, D, E, then if we 
oh:sen t· tl1at I' rt·111,1in, co11:-,ta11t \\·hile, ,a\, A, C, D, and E 
rt·main con,tant hut B \arie,. \\'l· can conclude that B is 
c,tmalh irrelL'\ ,mt. that none of the X\ i:-, identical with B. 

l'SES A.:\'D APPLICATIO.:\'S OF THE 
ELDll~ATIYE :\lETHODS 

\\ t· h,n e ,o far been con,idering on)~ whether there are 
cl<·111rn1,trati\ eh \·,did methods of thi-., ,ort; but Ii~ -.,eating 
morv preci,el~ what :-,uch method, i1n oh-e, \\'e ma~ inci
dt'11tall~ ha\ e remm eel some of the more oh\'iou:-, objec
tion, to tlw \ iew tl1at such methrnb t"<ll1 be applied in 
practice. Thm, Ii~ introducing the idea of a field, \\'t' h,l\'e 
gi\l'll thL·se method, the more nwde-;t ta,k of findin11; the 
cc111:se of ,l phenomenon in relation to a fit•ld, not the amhi
tio11:-, 01w of findinl!; conditions that are absolutely neces
s,tr~ and ,11fficie11t. lh explicit!\ i11trocl11cimr the possible 
cathe, ,h well a:- the field. we ha\·e fret·d the user of the 
method of agreement from ha\'ing to m,1ke the implatl';ible 
d,tim that hi, in,tance:-, ha\'l' onl~· one circum-.,tance in com
mon. Instead, he ha-., mere!~ to claim that the~· ha\'l' in 
common onl~ 011e of the po-.,,ii>le cau:-,e:-,, \\'hile ,tdmitting 
thc1t all the feat11re, that lwlong to the field. or that are 
con:stant thro11:.d1out the field, will i>elong to all the in
stance,. ,rnd that there ma:-, he otlwr common fr.ature, too, 
th011gh 11ot among tho:-,e that lie l1a, initial!~ judged to he 
po-.,-.,ihh rele\ ,tilt. 

Simibrl~, the u,er of the method of difference hc1s on!~ 
to claim that no possibly releurnt feature other tha11 the 
one he has picked as the came i:s pre:-,ent i11 1

1 
but not in 

\: 1. Al,o. we hme taken explicit account of the wa~:-, in 
\\'hich the pm,il>ilitie:-, of counteracting ta11,e,. a pluralit~ 
of ca11:se:-,, an i11termixture of effech, a11cl ,o 011. ,dfect the 
working of the method:-,, and \\'C' ha\·e :-,Jmwn that e\·en 
\\'hen tlt<''>e pos:-,ihilitie, are ,tclmitted \\'e can ,till "didh 
clr,t\\' t·onclmiom, pro\'ided that we note explicit!~ the 
incompletene:-,s of the conclu~ion:-, that we are now able to 
dra\\' ( for example, by the method of difference ) or the mnch 
greater complexit~ of the ob-.,en·ation, we need ( for exam
ple, in \ arianh of the method of agreement or method )).--11 . 

Eliminative methods and induction. Hy maki11g explicit 
the a:-,,umptiom needed and by presenting the l'lirninati\'t· 
methods ,1s ck·ducti\'C·ly \·,did forms of argument. \\'e ha\·e 
abandoned any pretense that methods such a:-, the-.,e in 
themseh-es soh-e or remo\·e the "problem of induction." 
Pro\·ided that the requi.,ite ohsen·ations can he made, 
the ultimate ju,tification of an)· application of 011e of 
the,e methods of ampliati\·e induction \\'ill depend on the 
justification of the a,sumption used; and, since thi:-, propo
,ition i:s general in form, it will presurnabl~· ha\·e to lw 
,upported b~ some other kind of inducti\·e, or at lea:st 
nonded11cti\·e, rea'>oning. Hut we must here lea\·e aside 
tl1i:-, quc,tion of ultimate ju,tification. 

Eliminative methods and determinism. Some light, 
hm,·e\·er. c,111 he thnl\\ n on the suggestion frequently 
made that causal determinism is a presupposition of 
science. If the,e eliminatin' methods play some i111portant 
part in ,cientific im·estigation, then it is noteworth~ that 
they all require determini-.,tic assumptions: they all work 

towards the identification of a cause of a gi\·en phenome
non b~ fir,t a,:-,tuning that there i-., '>Ome cause to be found 
for it. Ho\\'e\·er, it has emerged that what we require is 
not a :-,ingle uni\·ersally applicable principle of causality, 
name!~·. that e\ er~ e\·ent has a cause, but something at 
once weaker in some ways and -.,tronger in other \\'ays than 
such a principle. The principle assumed is that the partic
ular phenomenon P in the chosen field F has a cause, but 
that a cau-.,e of P in F i-., to be found \\'ithin a range of fac
tors that is re~trictecl in some way. \\"e ha\·e also found that 
different concepts of a cause are required for concomitant 
\'ariation and for the other methods. The complaint that the 
phrase "uniformit~ of nature" cannot be gi\'en a precise or 
meful meaning, incidental I~. ha-., been rebutted \)\· finding 
in exact):-, what sense our method~ ha\'e to assume that 
nature i-., uniform. 

Employment of the methods. Such assumptions are in 
fact regular!~· made, hoth in im·estigations \\'ithin our 
alread~· cle\·eloped boch of knowledge and in our primiti\·e 
or common-:-,Pnse \\'a\'s of finding out about the world. In 
hoth these sorh of inquir) \\·e act on the supposition that 
any changes that occur are causecL they do nut "just hap
pt·n ... In a de\'eloped science, the camal knowledge that 
\\'e alreach h,ne can limit narro\\'1~ the range of possihl~· 
relt"\·ant ca11sal factor:-,. It can tell us, fur this particular 
phenomenon, \\'hat kinds of cau:-,e to be on the lookout for, 
and hm\· to exclude or hold constant some possibly rele
\'ant factor, while we :study the effect-., of others. 

In more elcmentar~ di,cm eries, \\'l' restrict the range of 
pos-.,ilil~· rele\'ant factor:-, 111ainh by the expectation that the 
cau:-,t• of any effect \\'ill i>e somewhere in the near spa
tiotemporal neir:l1hurhood of the effect. The pmsible 
cu1-;es, then, will be fr.atme'> that occur \·,uiably within the 
field in q11e:-,tio11 in the nei11;hborhood of cases where the 
effect eitl1cr occtn:-,, or might ha\·e occurred, hut does not. 

Use of method of differences. :\.s an example of the 
a!HJ\'(', ,ing11lar causal sequences are detected primarily by 
the me of \arianb of the method of difference. Becquerel 
discm·ered that the radium he carried in a bottle in his 
pocket W,h the cause of a hum by noticing that the pres
ence of the radium was the on!~· possible rele\·,mt 
difference bet\\'een the time \\·hen the inflammation de
\·eloped and the earlier time when it <lid not, or bet\\'een 
the part of hi'> bod~ \\'here the inflammation appeared and 
the other parts. 

Similar con-.,iderations tell us that a certain liquid turned 
thi:s litmm paper red: the paper i>ecame red just after it 
w,b dipped in the liquid, and nothing else likely to be 
rele\·,rnt happened ju:-,t then. The situations before and 
after a change constitute our negati\·e and positi\·e in
:-,tances re<,pecti\·el~·, and \\'P may well be fairly confident 
that this i'> the only possibly rele\·ant factor that ha'> 
changed. \\'e do not and need not dra\\' up a list of pos<,ihle 
cm1ses, but b\· merely being on the lookout for other 
changes \\'e can ensure that what would con'>titute a large 
nrnnber of possible causes (identified as <,uch by their 
being in the spatiotemporal neighborhood) are the same in 
I1 asin\." 1. 

Repeating the sequence-for example, clipping another 
similar piece of litmus paper into the liquid-confirms the 
\·ie\\' that the liquid caused the change of color. But it is 



not that in this c,1se we are using die nwthod of agrt'l'Jllt•11t: 
the repetition mere!>· makes it less likely that an>· other 
change occurred to cause the change of color simultane
ously with each of the two dippings, and this confirms our 
belief that the instances are what the use of the method of 
difference would require. 

Since, in general, it will not lw plausible to make an 
assumption more rigorous then one of kind (8), the conclu
sion thus established will on!> he that this indi,·idual 
sequence is an exemplification of a guppy causal law, of 
the form that (A ... or ... ) is necessary and sufficient for 
Pin F. But this is e.\actl,· what our ordin,u> singular causal 
statements mean: to sa> that this caused that says only that 
this was needed, perhaps in conjunction with other factors 
that were present, to produce the effect, and it le,l\ e, it 
open that other antecedents altogether (not present in this 
case) might produce the same effect. 

General eausal statements, such as "The eating of sweets 
causes dental deca>·," are to he interpreted similarly as 
asserting gappy causal laws. Anyone who sa>·s this would 
admit that the eating of sweets has this effect onlr in the 
presence of certain other conditions or in the absence of 
ce1tain counteracting causes, and he would admit that 
things other than the eating of sweets might produce tooth 
decay. And such a gapp> causal la,,. can be established by 
the use of method 8.2., or the method of concomitant varia
tion, or by statistical methods which can be understood as 
elaborations of these. Such general causal statements are, 
however, to be understood as asserting gapp>· causal laws, 
not mere statistical correlations: ,m>·one who uses such a 
statement is claiming that in principle the gaps could be 
filled in. 

Use in discovering effects. The use of the abo,e meth
ods is not confined to cases where we begin with a ques
tion of the form "\Vhat is the cause of so-and-so?" \Ve may 
just as well begin h>· asking "What is the effect of so-and
so?"-for e.\ample, "What is the effect of ,1ppl>·ing a high 
voltage to electrodes in a \'acuum tube?" But we are 
justified in claiming that what is observed to happen is an 
effect of this only if the requirements for the appropriate 
variant of the method of difference are fulfilled. 

Use of method of agreement. The simpler \'ariants of 
the method of agreement can be used to establish a causal 
conclusion only in a case in which our pre,·ious knowledge 
narrowb1 restricts the possible causes and justifies the 
belief that they will operate sing!>·· For example, if the 
character of a disease is ,uch as to indicate that it is of 
bacterial origin, then the microorganism responsible ma~' 
be identified through the discovery that only one species 
of microorganism not already known to be innocent is 
present in a number of cases of the disease. Otherwise, the 
obsen-ation of what seems to he the on!> common factor in 
a number of cases of a phenomenon can be used only ver~· 
tentatively, to suggest a hypothesis which \\'ill need to be 
tested in some other way. 

\Vhere, however, we ha,·e a very large number of e.\
tremely di,·erse instances of some effect, and only one 
factor seems to be present in all of them, we may reason by 
what is in effect an appro.\imation to method o. U. The 
diverse instances cover at least a large selection of all the 
possible combinations of possibly relevant factors and 
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tlwir negations. Therefore it is probable th,1t 110 C'ollditioll 
not covered by the formula /A or ... ) i" 1H·n·..,..,ar>, a11d 
hence, if there is a necessary a11d s1dficil'11t C'o11ditio11, 1,.\ or 
... ) is such, and lwncl' A ihell is a s111ficil'nt l'o11ditim1 of 
the phenomenon. 

Similarly, h~· all appro.ximation to ,'-i.1-l, ,,1· ma> n·a,011 
that the one possibl~· relevant factm that i" loulld to lw 
absent in a largC' number of \Try din·r~e 11<•gati, l' i11-
stances is prohabh a necessary condition ol tlw pll<'llOIII<'
non (that is, that its negation is a counteracting ca11~t· ). 

Use of method of concomitant variation. The 11wtl1od ol 
concomitant variation, with statistical procedure~ that ca11 
be considered as ehihorations of it, is used ill a grl'at man> 
e.\perimental investigations in whicl1 ont· possihl> rele,·ant 
factor is varied (ever>thing elsC' that might be rele,·ant 
being held constant) to see whether there is a causal con
nection between that one foe.tor and the effect in question. 
(Of course, what we regard as a simdc l'.\lWrinwnt may 
invol\'e the \'ariation of se\'eral factors, h11t still in such a 
way that the results will sho,,· the effects of , arying each 
factor b>· itself: such an e.\1wrinwnt is nierely a combina
tion of several applications of concomitant ,·ariation ) 

Further uses. The "controlled e.\tH'rinwnt." in which a 
control case or control group is compared with an e:,,.peri
mental case or e.xperimental grnup, is again a11 application 
of tlie method of difference (or perhaps the method of 
residues, if we use the control case, along ,,·ith already 
known laws, to tell 11s what would kl\e happened in the 
experimental case if the supposed cause had not hee11 
introduced.) 

An important use of these methods is in th<' prngressi\'l' 
location of a cause. If we take "the drinking ol wi11e" as a 
single possible cause, then an application of 8.:2 ma, shm,· 
that the drinking of wine ca11ses into.\ication: that is, this 
factor is a necess,uy element in a s11fficient condition for 
this result But \\'e may then analyze this possible caus<' 
further and discover that se,·eral factors are included in 
this one item that we have named "the drinking of wine," 
and further e.\periments may show that on!> om· of these 
factors ,vas reall>· necessary: the necessarv element \\'ill 
then bt' more precise!> specified. But the fact that this is 
always possible leaves it true that in relation to the earlit>r 
degree of analysis of factors, the drinking of wine was a 
necessary element in a sufficient condition. and the dis
covery of this (admittedl>· crude) causal la,,. is correct as far 
as it goes and is an e~sential step on the way to the more 
,1cetirate law that is based on a finer anah·sis of factors. 

CRITICISM OF THE METHODS 

The sort of example presented abo,·e helps to rebut om· 
stock criticism of tlwse methods, ,,·hich is that the,· take for 
granted what is reall>· the most important part of the pro
cedure, namely, the discover>· and analysis of factors. An>· 
gi\'C·n application of one of these methods does presuppose 
some identification of possible causes, hut it will not be 
completely \'itiated hy the fact that a finer analysis of fac
tors is possible. Besides, the use of the methods them
~elves (particularly to disco\'er singular causal scqut·nces 
and hence the dispositional properties of particular things) 
is part of the procedure by which factor, are further distin-
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gllishcd and cla ... sificcl. Also. the assumptions used. espe
cial!> ,,·ith regard to the range of po-;sible causes allo\\'ed, 
,tre corrigible, and in conjunction ,,·ith the methods the>· 
are self-correcting .. -\ mistaken assumption is like)> to lead. 
,dong \\'ith the obser\'ations. to contradictor>· conclusions, 
,md ,,·hen this happens \\'e are forced to moclif\ tl1e as
"umption. in particular, to look further afield than \\'e did 
at fir"t for po ... sihl:,. rele,·ant factors. 

.-\ fundamental and \\'idel> ,lcccptecl objection to the 
claim that these methods form an important part of 
'-Cientific method is that science is not concerned. or not 
much conc·erned, \Yith c,lll'-al relation" in the sense in 
\\ hich the"e methods ca11 cliscm·er them. It may be 
c<mceded th,1t the formulation ,md confirmation of h) po
tlieses and theories of the kind that comtitute the greater 
part of a science such a" ph> sics is a scientific procedure 
4.11ite different from the actual use of these methods. E,en 
the di ... cm er:,.· of a la,,. of functional dependence is, as ,,·a" 
noted . .1 task lie>·oncl \\'hat i" achie,·cd by our method of 
concomitant \'ariation. It m,1:,.· also be conceded that man> 
sciences are conct·rned large!~ ,,·ith the simple discm er> 
of ne\\' items and the tracing of pnK·esse'- rather than \\'ith 
cau"al relation-.;hip'-. Further. it ,,·,h noted that these meth
ods logical!) cannot he the \\'hole of scientific procedure, 
since the:,.· require ,1"'-Lllnptiom \\'hich the> themseln·s 
cannot support. 

In rep)> to thi" objection. hm\·e,·er. it can he ... tre-;"ecl, 
first. that a _great deal of common-scn"e e, er>·day kno\\'l
ecke, and also a great deal of knmdeclge in the more em
pirical sciences, is of causal relations of thi" sort. part!:,.· of 
singular causal sequences and part!>· of la\\'s, C'-peciall> of 
the incomplete or gapp:,. form at \\'hich the"c methm!... 
characteristical I y arri\'e. 

Second. it is large):,.· such empirical ca11 ... al relatio11" that 
are explained b>, and that support. the deeper theorie" and 
h) potheses of a de,·eloped science. Hut if the,· are to be 
used thus, the>· must he established independc11tl:,.. 

Third, although descriptions of the eliminati, c method, 
of induction ha\'e often been associated \\'ith a kind ol 
ground-floor empiricism ,,·hich takes knmdedgt' to he 
\\'holl>· concerned \\'ith empirical relations bet\\'een di
rect!> ohser\'able things, qualities, and processes. the 
methods themseh·es are not tied to this doctrine but can 
establish causal relations bet\\'een entities that ,m• incli
rectl> obsen eel. For example, as long as there i" all\ ,,·a>. 
direct or indirect. of determining ,,hen a magnetic field is 
present and ,,·hen there is an electric current in a \\'ire, tl1e 
methods can establish the fact that "uch a current ,,·ill 
produce a magnetic field. 

Finally, e\'en \\'here such cau ... al relations are not the 
main object of inquir>·, in i11\'estigation \\'e constantly make 
U\e of causal relations, especial]>· of singular causal se
q11enct·s. In measuring, sa>·, a voltage, \\'e are assuming 
that it ,,·as the connecting of the meter across those termi
nals that caused this deflection of its needle, and the pre
cautions that ensure that this is real!>· so are to be ex
plained in terms of our methods. 

In fact. these methods are constant!~ used, explicit!> or 
implicit!>, both to suggest causal hypotheses and to 
confirm th em. One should not, of course. expect any meth
ods of empnical inquir>· to establish conclusions beyond 

all possibilit> of doubt or all need of refinement, hut in 
using these methods ,,·e can fre4.uently say at least this: \\'e 

ha\'e reason to suppose that for an e,·ent of this kind in this 
field there is some cause, and if the cause is not such
and-such, ,,·e cannot see what else the cause might be. 
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J. L. \IACKIE 

:HILTON, JOH="1' i160S- 167-!), English poet, author, 
and political \\'riter. \lilton \\'as horn in London, the son of 
a prosperous scri\'ener. He was educated at St. Paul's 
School in London and Christ's College, Cambridge. After 
recei\'ing an \! .. -\. in 16.3:2, he spent six years in study at 
his father'-; e-;tate in Horton. In 16.38 and 16.39 he tra\'eled 
to Ital>·· ,,·here he met Galileo, and on his return to Lon
don he found emplo>·ment as a tutor. He \\'rote fi\'e pam-



phlets ( 1641-1642) attacking episcopacy, and his unhappy 
marriage in 1642 lent intensity to his subsequent tracts 011 
divorce. In 1644 he published the tract Of Education, as 
well as Areopagitica, his famous attack on censorship of 
the press. His pamphlet justifying regicide, Tenure of 
Kings and A1agistrates ( ln4!J), probably brought him the 
post of secrd;u,· for foreign tongues to the Council of 
State. He wrote se\'eral defenses of the re,·olutionary gov
ernment, but after 16.5:?. total blindness forced him to with
draw gradually from public life. He turned to the comple
tion of his theological treatise, De Doctrina Christiana, 
and his History of Britain and to the fulfillment of his 
poetic amhitiom. Despite a brief return to public contro
versy in 16.5\:J and 1660, :\lilton was treated lenienth· by 
the Restoration government. lli-; epic, Paradise Lost, was 
published in 1667; Samson Agonistes and Paradise Re
gained appeared together, in one ,·0l11me, in 1671. lie died 
in 1674, survived h~· his third wife. 

Approach and method. '.\lilton was essential!:, a reli
gious and ethical thinker, and his views are a striking 
blend of Christian humanism and Puritanism. The fullest 
statement of his position is De Doctrina Christiana, which 
was complete in all but certain details hy 1660. 

:\tilton believed that the Bible is cli,·ine revelation, plain 
and perspicuous in all things necessary to salvation. In 
matters of religion Scripture is the only outward rule or 
authority, and conscience, illuminated by the spirit of God, 
the only guide within. This scrupulous Biblicism, how
ever, is linked (as in Socinianism) with a strong emphasis 
on reason. Conscience, even when illuminated h~· the 
spirit, operates in rational terms rather than through mys
tical insight, so that "right reason" becomes the guide to 
Scripture. At the heart of this view, authorizing yet limit
ing the role of reason, is the doctrine that Scripture is an 
accom1noclation of God's will to the limited understanding 
of man. God has made in the Bible as full a revelation of 
himself as man is capable of receiving, and the safest ap
proach is thus to form in the mind "such a conception of 
Goel, as shall correspond with his own delineation and 
representation of himself." This view eliminates specula
tions of a transcendental kind, reserving an area of m~·ster~' 
into which reason may not trespass; at the same time it 
encourages reason to assimilate Biblical revelation to the 
categories of ethics. Thus, the theological treatise, like 
Paradise Lost, is a theodic>·; its aim is to discover a view 
of God which is both worth>· of him and consistent with 
revelation. 

Theology. '.\tilton's aim led him to some unorthodox 
conclusions, the most striking of which is his rejection of 
th e doctrin e of the Trinity. Embracing a loosely Arian 
position, he insisted on the unity of Goel and the conse
quent subordination of the Son and the Holy Spirit to the 
Father. The Son is the first of the creatures, and although 
he is the perfect image of the Father and even made of the 
same substance, he is not of one essence with the Father. 
The Spirit, a rather supernumerar:, figure, was created at a 
later date than the Son. '.\lilton m,1intained that the doc
trine of the Trinity is a purely man-made mystery, with no 
scriptural foundation; it defies logic and degrades our 
conception of deity. 

There was a second deviation from orthodoxy in the 
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direction of monism. '.\tilto11 n·jel'tl-d tli(' -\11g11,ti11i,111 
doctri1w of the creation of tll(' ,,·orld ex nihilo all(l 
presented a theor~' of creation de Dco. I )rawi11g -;11pport 
from both Scripture and rea»o11, IH' arg11<'d that till' 1111i
verst· was made out of the s11hsta11ce of Cod. This ,·i('w, II(' 
claimed, is not onl) more logical than the alt<'rn,1ti, <· posi
tion, but in its assertion of the goodness of 111atkr it 11n
dcrlines more emphatically the IH"ne,·olence ol the cH·atm. 
The same antiascetic impulse is presC'nt in '.\lilto11's tlieor, 
of body and soul; he argued that the higher crn11pH·lwml, 
the lower, that spi rit contains matter, and that the hmh· 
should thus he set'n not as the prison house of ti l<' soul but 
as integral to it: "Tlw whole man is ,0111, and the -;011I 
man." From this conclusion two corollaries proceed: first, 
the human soul is not created immediate!~· b>· Cod hut is 
propagated from father to son in a natural orch·r: second, 
the whole ma11 dies, bod~· and soul, and does not lin· a.gain 
until the end of time. :\lilton's ,·iew of spirit and mattt·r 
prohabl~· encouraged hoth his rejection of traditional Eu
charistic theor>· and his radical e11dorsement of di\'C)rn· and 

polq.?:am>·· 
Free will. The doctrines we ha\'e examined, which are 

departures from the main traditions of Christianit>·, were 
designed to avoid dualism and to make theolog~· conform 
to the canons of logical thought. A second group of doc
trines emerged as a defense of free will against C:ah·inism. 
Milton rejected the orthodox Cah·inist ,·ie\\' of predestina
tion and reduced the decree of predestination to a general 
offer of s;1lvation to all men who are willing to belien·. 
Other Arminian views reinforced his conviction that man 
is free to pursue or refuse salvation. :\liltnn \\'ished to sho\\' 
that regeneration is a matter neither of faith nor of works but 
of works of faith. Faith, it is true, is a gift of Cod, but ever~· 
ma11 is given snfficie11t grace to put a sa,·ing faith within 
his reach. Final I~·. the object of a sm·ing faith is Cod the 
Father rather than Christ, so that such a faith is possible 
beyond the hounds of the Christian religion. 

Ethics. The relation of the individual to the com1111111it> 
absorbed Milton's attention during two decades of public 
contrm·ersy ( 1640- 1660). His tracts, written in response to 
the disturbing events of the pniod, rect'ived force and 
direction from his lasting concern with libert~. Reason is 
"but choosing"; it is the power of ethical action, and rna11 
must therefore be free to choose lwt,veen good and e,·il. 
Only by knowing e,·il and rejecting it can one hecom<_• 
virh1ous, for, as '.\lilton remarked in Areopagitica, "That 
which purifies us is trial, and trial is h>· what is contrar>··" 
Prescripti,·e moralit~·, enforced h~· cl111rd1 or stak, pre
vents both the real understanding of truths alreach- known 
and the discover:,· of new truths. 

\1ilton defended the autonom,· of reason h,· appealing 
from man-made authorities-positin' law, canon la,,·, cus
tom, or tradition-to the law of natmc. The \\'OJ'h of John 
Selden probabl>' encour;1ged him to develop a disti11ctio11 
between the primar>· law of nature, gi\'{.'11 to Adam at the 
creation, and the secondary law, the imperfect remnants of 
the primar>· law in fallen man. Secomlan· law allows for 
the "hardness of heart" which was introduced hy the Fall 
and thus prescribes for such aspects of ma11 's fallen state as 
war, servitude, divorce, and private proper!\. In De Doc
trina Christiana, ho,,·e,·er, '.\lilton stressed the importance 
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of the primary or unwritten law of nature which \\'as 
"gi,·e11 originally tn Adam, and of which a certain r<:>mnant, 
or imperfect illumination, still dwells in the hearts of all 
mankind; which, in the regenerate, under the influence of 
the lloly Spirit, is dail>· tending towards a rerwwal of its 
primiti,·e brightness." This law teaches whate,·er is intrin
sicall~· good and agreeable to right reason, and in making it 
the final anthority, :\lilton ga\'E:' his ethic a religious orien
t,1tio11. 

Thus, :\lilton's ethical position was that of the Clnistian 
humanist. Crace, he helien:>d, conws to perfect nature, 11ot 
to destrn~· it; b~· means of grace reason is illuminated and 
nat11ral ,·irtue sanctified. In this emphasis he resembled 
the Cambridge Platonists, writers like Benjamin \\'hicli
cote, John Smith, and :'\athanael Cuh-erwel, who sought to 
unit~ man's 11atural and religious e.\perience ll\ insisting 
that reason is, "the candle of the Lord." \Iii ton also resem
bled these philosophers in his habit of drawing upon Pla
tonic writings, particularly on Plato's m> tli'-, in order to 
enrich his treatment of reason and tlw passio11s. Although 
his stress on the Bible pre,·ented classical philosoph~· from 
making a direct contribution to his theolog~, Platonism 
11onetheless played a major and conti1111ous part in shaping 
his ethical idealism. 

The influence of Puritan;sm, as well as of hurnanis111, led 
:\lilton to stress the importance of lihert\'. Belie,·ers are a 
"ro~ al priesthood," and those who force the conscience of 
the i11di,·id11al are guilty of forcing the spirit of Cod. Cen
tral to :\lilton's conception of Christian libert>· is tlw dis
tinction betwee11 the :\losaic law, a law of bondage \\'hich 
e.\torts senile obedience through fear, a11d the gosrwl, 
,,·hich offers a fret·, electi,·e, and spiritual sen·ice h,1s<:>d on 
man's filial relation to Cod. Spiritual regeneration, more
o,·er, brings about a renewal of man's 11at11ral powers; the 
understanding is rt>stort>d in large measure to its primiti,·<:> 
clearness, the will to its primitive libert}. This strnllg 
emphasis on inner la\\' led :\lilton to the antinomian ,·it·w 
that Christ, hy his life and death, abrogated the whole 
:\losaic law, the moral parts as well as the judicial a11d 
ccre111011ial parts. The sum of the law-lo\'(_' Cod aud lm·e 
yom neighbor-remains and must be fulfilled hy following 
the spirit, or the "i11ternal scripture" (De Doctri11a Chris
tia,w, L X.\\'ii). At this point, in spite of a continuing <'111-

phasis on reason, :\lilton had moved toward a position 
similar to tlte ()uaker doctrine of inner light. 

Church and state. Despite his earl~ support of Pres
byterianism, \lilton soon came tn helie,·e that "Ncn· Pres
byter is lmt Old Priest writ large." He defended the 
growth of religious sects on the _ground that Cod requirt", 
11nity of spirit rather than unit> of doctrine, and he dellied 
hoth the claim of the clrnrch to exercise secular power aud 
that of the state to wield ecclesiastical power. llis final 
\'iew was that ,1 particular church is a purely \'(Jluntar~· 
association of helie,·ers. :\1inisters should be elected liy 
thcir congregations and supported h>· free offerings, and no 
ceremonial obsen·a11ces, s11ch as the Sabbath, should he 
made obligator>. Despite his separation of the powers of 
church and state, howe\'er, :\lilton could not follow his 
more radical contemporaries in di,·01-cing civil good from 
the good of religion. Although he denied the magistrate 
"comp1ilsi,·e" powers in matters of religion, he lt'ft him the 

"defensi\'l'" function of protecting Protestant Christianity 
from the threat of open "popery and idolatry." 

:\lilton's ,·ie,,· of the state ,·aried in accordance with the 
changing conditions in which he was called upon to de
fend tht" rL·,·olutionar>· party. A basic line of his argument 
fou11ds the state upon a social contract. :\len are horn free, 
hut the effocts of the Fall cause them to agree to a common 
league to hind one another from mntual injury. The people 
arc thus the sO\·ereign power in the state and have the 
right to re\'(>ke the power that they hm·e delegated. \\'hen 
it became apparent that the Puritan part>· represented a 
small part of the nation, \I ilton resorted to a further ,ngu
mcnt which was not entire]~· consistent with the social 
contract thcor~·. The re\'(Jlutionar> part>·, he maintained, 
was guided b>· pro,·idence and consisted of those most 
wortll\ to ndc and to interpret the good of the people. The 
minority 11111st force the majorit~- to lie free. 

Poetry. The tl1emcs and preoccupations of :\1ilton's 
(H<hl' gain in power when expressed in the "more simple, 
~<'nsu011s, and pc1ssionate" language of poetry. All the 
major poems cc11tcr on the theme of temptation and mo,·e 
toward a clarification of true heroism. Temptation ,vorks 
through passion, in its simplest form through sensualit~· 
and anger hut more subtly tlnougl, specious reasoning and 
the lme of c,·il means to good ends. Tlie definition of true 
heroism im·oh-<·s the e.\posure of such false forms as the 
romantic sensuality of Comus in th<:> early "\lasque" 
( 16:34) or 'iatan's courage of despair i11 the late epics. Para
dise Lost, which was written to j11stif>· Cod's ways to man 
h>· dramatizing m,111\ freedom and responsibilit>·, ends 
with Adam setting out to imitate the spiritual heroism of 
the Son of Cod-rc,·caled to lii111 in a \'isio11-and thus to 
a('liil'\T a "paradis<' within" ,vliich will he "happier for" 
tlia11 the out\vard paradise he has lost. Samson, in Samso11 
Ago11istes, also achieves ,1 ,·ictory m·er himself through 
stdfering and discovers that freedom is enjoyed only in the 
scr\'ice of Cod. Parndise Regained, which has as its subject 
the temptation of Jes11s in the wilderness, presents Mil
ton's final and mmt crnnplete study of heroism. Avoiding 
tit<' temptations to distrnst and presumption, the Son re
jects Sata11's offl'rs of worldly power and authority and 
realizes tlw spiritnal St'llSt' in which he is :\lessiah. 

Arts and sciences. In his literary theory \1ilton empha
sizt,d tllt' importanc<:> of genres ancl of decorum a11d urged 
the power of literat11rc to create moral order in the individ
ual and th<' society. (S<:>e his Preface to Book I I of The 
Reason of Church Government, the Preface to Samson 
Agonistes, and the invocations to Books I, 111, and IX of 
Paradise Lost.) His view of education (Of Education) was 
lrnm,n1istic i11 its stress on languages and classical texts, its 
dislike of scliolasticism, and ih ethical aim. He showed no 
deep interest in the new science, and lw used the tradi
tional scie11ce in his poetry because it was for him a l>etter 
so11rce of metaphor. As a historian he liad a critical sense of 
the value of evidence, lrnt his view of history moved from 
millenarian optimism to the pessimism which informs the 
s11n·ey of history in the last two books of Paradise Lost. 
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an<l Helen Darhishire, Poetical Works, 2 vols. (Oxford, 
l!:).52- H).5.5). 

Scholar!~- intrmlud1ons provide cont11n1011s co111ml'11tar~- 011 the 
prose in the closely annotated Complete Prose \\'orks, Donald \I. 
\\"olfe et al., eds. (~\•w Haven, )!J.5.3-), of which there are eight 
projected \'olumes . 

Works on Milton 

CEJ\.'ERAL CRITICIS\I 

Douglas BtJSh providC's a penetrating redew of \lilton's life and 
works in E11g/ish Literature i11 the Earlier Seventeenth Ce11t11ry 
(Ox ford, 194.5; rev . ed., 1962); a ,11n·t•~- of tlie scholarship is found 
in James lloll~- llanford, A "1ilto11 Ha11clhook, 4th ed. ('sew York, 
HJ46). The standard biograph~- is still D,1vid \Iasso11's The Life of 
john Milton, (-i vols. (Loudon, 18.59-1880; re\·. ed., \\"ith index, 
1881- 189(-i). 

Pioneer work is found in Denis Sa11rat's stimulating if erratic 
l\lilto11: i\la11 a11d Thinker (London. HJ2.5, rev. ed., HJ44) and in the 
more literan Milto11 I London, HJ:30) b\· E. \I. \\'. Tillvard. G. N. 
Conklin co1{siclers theological nwthocf in Ri/Jlical Criticism a11d 
Heresy i11 Milto11 ('sew York, I ~)4~)), and the gnl\\tli and 
significance of \liltou's theolog~- are e,amined authoritatin·l~- by 
i\laurice \\' . J-..:ellcy in This Great Arg11111c11t !Princeton, :'\.J., HJ41). 
On \lilton' s political and ethical \"il'\\·s, see :\. S. I'. \\'oo<lhousc, 
"\ lilton, Pmita11is111 and Libert~·." in U11it"ersity of Toronto Quar
terly, Vol. 4 (lU:34- rn:3.5), 48:3-.51:3. \\'illiam llalln, The Rise of 
P11rita11is111 (:'\ew York, HJ38) and Liberty a11cl Refor111atio11 i11 the 
P11rita11 Revo/11tio11 (:\e\\" York, HJ.5.5); :\rtlrnr Barker, Milto11 and 
the P11rita11 Dile111111a, 1641-1660 (Toronto, 1942; reprinted, 
l!:J55); t\lichael Fixler, Milton a11d the f.:.i11gdo111s of God (London, 
l!:l64); Ernest Sirluck, "\lilton's l'olitical Thought The First 
C~:cle," in l\lodcm Philology, \'ol. 61 ( HJ64), 2rnJ-2:24. 

Other aspects of \I iltou· s thought are cm·ered in Kester S\·eml
scn, l\lilto11 a11cl Scie11ce (Cambridge, \lass., HJ.56); lloward 
Schultz, l\lilto11 and Forbidden f.:.11owledgc (;\;ew York, l!:).5.5); 
Walter C. Curr\·, Milto11's 011tology, Cosmogony 1111d Physics 
(Lex ington, J-..:\·., 19.57); and Irene Samuel, Plato and ,\Ii/ton 
(Ithaca, :\.Y., i947). Further niticism is listed in a selectin· l,ih
liography b~- Douglas B11,h, op. cit.; in the bibliographies h~· 
David H. Ste\·ens, A Refcre11ce Gnide to l\lilto11, From 1800 to the 
Present Day (Chicago, Hl30); llarris Francis Fletcher, Co11trib11-
tio11s to a Milton Bibliography, 1800-1930 (Urbana, Ill., I!J.31); 
and Calvin Hucblia~, john Milto11: :\ Ribliographical S11pple-
111ent, 192.9-1957 (l'ittshurgh, 1960), and the annual bihliogra
phies of Studies i11 Philology and PMLA. 

H. R. '.\IACCALLUt\l 

MIMESIS. The Creek 11zillll'Sis covers two meanings, that 
of imitation and that of artistic representation. A mimesis 
theor~- of music, according to which music imitates m11n
bers, and thus things, has been attributed to certain Pythag
oreans of the fifth century B.C., but it is in Plato that the 
term became important. I folding, at least at one stage of 
his thought, that particulars resemble or imitate the Forms 
which gi\'e rise to them, he claimed that this was one 
reason for the inferiorit~· of the phenomenal world: it 
consisted of imitations instead of originals. 
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In thl' Rep11hlic lw de, elop<'d tlw ,·i<·w tli;it ,ut corrnph 
the consumer lwcaw,<' it sta11d~ i11 rcL1t1011 to the plw
nomenal world as the latt<-r ~tand~ to tl1<' Forms. Bvcau~e 
art is thus all imitatio11 of a11 imit;itio11, it i~ <'\ t'll further 
removed from th<' truth tha11 the \\'orld it i111itat<·~- It i~ a 
matter of controvcrs~· whether Plato admitted tlw e.\cep
tion that some art ma~· lw nmn<·pH_'~entational and thus 
nonimitati,·e, or that a true artist 111;1> 1rnitate the Form~ 
directly. 

Aristotle in his Poetics took from Plato the concept of 
mimesis and the importance of the uni,·ersal in ;irt, hut, 
perhaps because his universals were immanent one~. he 
did not regard art as inferior hecause it was imitatin~. His 
views influenced Hellenistic, Homan, and modem ,niters 
until the rise of romanticism in the eighteenth ccntun·. 
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MINAGAWA KIEN (17.3-1-1807), Japc11wse Confucia11-
ist. painter, and writer. \li11aga\\'a was horn in Kyoto. At 
the age of :28, h:n·ing established himsell" as a Confuciani~t, 
he became the official scholar for Lord '.\latsudaira ;'\;obu
mine. His literary skill made him an outstanding figure in 
Kyoto circles; lw had a following of :3,000. For a Confu
cianist his life \\'a~ unmuall~- dissipatt·d. 11 is era was a 
time of moral decline, but thi~ was e,·entuall~ checked h, 
seH·ral edicts. The 17!--JO edict agaimt "heterodox doc
trines" affected '.\linagawa and lw reformed hi~ habits, 
tho11gh his ideas did not change. 

'.\linaga\\'a's philosophical rcputatio11 has rt'l'entl~- grown 
among Japa1wse philo~ophers because of his positi,·ist 
approach to Confucian studies. Ile i~ co11sidcred an t•cl('c

tic because he upheld neither the official Chu 11 si school 
of :\co-Confucianism nor the ri,·al \\'ang Yang-ming school. 
'.\linaga\\'a wa~ anal\'tic and po~iti\'ist, which made l1illl ;1 
kind ol lorl'ru1rner of \\'e~tem philosopln· in Japan. This 
assess11wnt ~terns large)\' from two of '.\li11agawa\ works, 
Ekiga/.:.11 kaib11ts11 ("The Learning of the Book of Ch;inges 
on the Dis(·m·er~· of Things") and Meich11 rokkan ("Six 
Chapter~ 011 Categories"). 

Ekiga/.:.11 kaib11ts11 starts fro1n the Chinese classil' / 
Ching, the "Book of Chang< 0 s" or "Book of Divination," 
,,-hich dl'spite its esoteric 11at11re stimulated '.\linagawa and 
other Confucianists to make " study of celestial phenom
ena. Ekigaku kaib11tsu clearl~- manifests his lifetime search 
for the nature of things. llowever, !or him "things" :ire 
mainly human affairs seen from the ethicopolitical point 
of viev,·, and their "discovery" or im·estigation is in rela
tion to the ruling of the realm. 

The "Six Chapters on Categorie~" a1wl~·zes the origins of 
basic concepts or categories. Starti11g ,,·ith words, '.\lina
gawa sho\\'~ that the~· are abstract expressions of reality 
itself. He l>elie\'es that \\'e gra~p realit~· ob1ecti,·el~
through its manifestation in words. Thi~ r;ither naive real
ist epistemolog~ is an attempt to penetrate the nat11rc of 



tl1ing-, \\'ilhrn,t t·mploy·i11g ri, Chu Ilsi·s abstract "princi
pl<'," or tilt' "innate knowledge" of \\'ang Yang-ming. 
·\111011g \I i11aga\\'a's categories, signihcant ones are learn
ing or '>l'i<·mT (gaku) and wisdom (tets11 ). Altho11gh he did 
11ot wl10lly· grasp modern science or philosopll\, he came 
v<·ry close. 

·\nollH·r topic of int<·rest to \1inagawa is the samurai 
das-,, \\'hi<"li he criticizes in many of l1is \\'riti11gs. He 
hop<·d tlw samurai wo11ld survin· as the intellectual and 
111oral lead<'rs of tlw ordinary people. 
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THI:\'KINC. 

MIND- BODY PROB LEM. The mind-liod:-, problem. 
in tlie hrst instance, concerns the question whether a valid 
distinction can be made between the min<l and the body. 
If such a distinction can lie made, then W<' can ask 
whether in fact any things exist to which we can apply 
either term, or both terms. Finally, if there are things to 
which both terms can be applied, we can, for those cases, 
ask what the relation is between the mind and the body. 

DISTINCTION BETWEEN MIND AND BODY 

Is the distinction between mind and body valid? To 
begin, it is generally agreed that we can distinguish two 
sorts of statements ma<le about people. There are those 
statements which describe a person's body, his bodily 
states and dispositions, and events that occnr in and to his 
body. It is characteristic of such statements that they can 
lw made of any physical object whatsoever. There are, 
however, statements that are made exclusively about 
people (and, in some cases, animals). These statements 
describe thoughts and feelings, hopes and fears, memories 
and expectations, moods and humors, features of person
ality and character, acts of deliberating, judging, and 
choosing, motives and intentions, and so on. It is to such 
things as these that the words "mind" and "mental" usu
ally refer. 

It is fmther very widely agreed that these two sorts of 
statements, which we shall call physicalistic stateme11ts 
and mental istic statements, differ in meaning, so that 
neitht.•r can be translated into the other. There have been 
philosophers who have denied this and attempted to 
provide translations. Thus, Berkeley argued that physical
istic statements sho11ld he construed as mentalistic state
ments. .\tore recently the physicalists and logical be
haviorists have argued the reverse, maintaining that 
mental istic statements should he construed as physical is tic 
statements. No one, however, has provided a translation 
schema that has stood up under criticism. Even so formida-

ble a foe of any mental-physical dualism as Gilbert Ryle, 
who analyzes many sorts of mentalistic statements in terms 
of physicalistic ones, has maintain<'d that reports of sensa
tions and fet•lings cannot be so analyzed. 

Some philosophers, admitting the difference in meaning, 
den~· that what we have called mentalistic statements are 
really statements at all. Utterances such as "I feel bored" 
and "I am depressed," according to this view, are not used 
to describe or report (any more than "Ho hum" a11d "Alas, 
alack" are so used). They are bits of behavior that are 
symptoms, expressions, or effects of inner (physical) con
ditions, rather than ways of making assertions. Although 
this view does correctly indicatt.• one aspect of such utter
ances, it cannot account for the obvious fact that such 
utterances are often also used to make true or false state
ments. 011e can say "I feel bored" and be lying (whereas 
one cannot say "I lo hum" and be lying). 

If it is agreed that there are genuine mentalistic state
ments as well as physicalistic statements, then it should be 
noted that there me many statements of the one sort that in 
no way logically entail any statements of the other sort. 
Therefore, it is at least a logical possibility that some men
tal is tic statements but no physicalistic statements are true, 
or vice versa. In his M editatio11s ( Hi4 I), Descartes brought 
this out clearly in two ways: by saying that one could be 
sure of the existence of mental eve11ts while being in com
plete doubt about the existence of bodies, and by saying 
that Cod could make the mind exist in separation from the 
body. Thus, survival in a dise1nbodied state after the death 
of the body is at least a logical possibility. Furthermore, it 
is logically possible for complex physical behavior to occur 
without any mental events at all. As we shall see below, 
Descartes held that this was precisely the case for animals, 
which he believed to be automata devoid of thought (al
though capable of feelings); he also raised the possibility 
that it might he the case for his fellow men. We have here 
the problem of other minds, namely, What reasons might 
there be for thinking that anything other than oneself has 
mental events? The possibility of solipsism as well as that 
of disembodied existence is derived from the fact that 
mentalistic statements and physicalistic statements are not 
logically connected. 

Even if there are 110 direct logical connections, there still 
may be empirical facts that indicate a relation between 
mentalistic and physicalistic statements. Perhap:i such 
statements, despite their difference in meaning, refer to 
one and the same set of facts, substances, events, or prop
erties. Or 1wrhaps they refer to different sets of properties, 
hut the properties belong to one and the same set of sub
stances. Or perhaps they refer to quite different substances. 
All these possibilities, and more, remain to be chosen 
from when we attempt to solve the mind-body problem. 
The fact that mentalistic statements and physicalistic 
statements differ in meaning in no way favors one solution 
or another. Rather, it establishes that there is a problem 
here. 

What is a mind? It was Plato who was the first to make a 
sharp distinction between the mind and the body, holding 
that the mind could exist both before and after its resi
dence in the body and could rule the body during that 
residence. St. Augustine further developed this distinction 



and theorized in more detail aho11t the relation between 
the two. Hut it was Descartes who first developed a system
atic theory of the natures and interrelationship of mind and 
bod y. 

For Descartes both body and mind were substances, hut 
with utterly different basic natures. Body is extended and 
unth inki ng; mind is thinking and unextended. Of the two 
concepts, that of body was the more original and enduring. 
Descartes rejected the currently popular Aristotelian con
cept of hod>·, which was, with its form -matter and actual
ity-potentialit>· dimensions, an essentiall~· biological con
cept of matter. By isolating extension and ignoring all else, 
Descartes succeeded in purging the concept of bod>· of its 
spiritualistic, teleological, and animistic features. In this 
way he arrived at a concept much more consistent with the 
new science of ph>·sics. 

Mental-substance theory. In comparison with this clear 
concept of body, Descartes's concept of mind, often called 
the mental-substance, or pure-ego, concept, is somewhat 
obscure. It is the view that the mind is an enduring, im
material, nonextended stuff that undergoes changes con
sisting in the performance of various acts. These acts are 
all acts of thinking, understood very broadly, for a thing 
which thinks "is a thing which doubts, understands, con
ceives, affirms, denies, wills, refuses, which also imagines 
and feels" (Meditations, II). Since it is the essence of 
mental substance to think, this substance is always en
gaged in the performance of one or another of the above 
activities. 

The basic difficulty here is to give some content to the 
notion of "substance." Locke charged that it was a most 
confused idea, little better than the idea of a so111ething
I-know-not-what, which acts in some-way-I-know-not-how. 
Hume argued that it could he given no meaning at all. And 
Kant, in his discussions of the paralogisms (Critique of 
Pure Reason), showed how the concept is based on con
fusing logical requirements for the subject of judgments 
with a metaphysical determination of some -;ort of absolute 
subject. 

Bundle theory. Because it seems unlikely that the con
cept of mental substance can he made clear, many philoso
phers have turned to the most promising alternative, cham
pioned by II ume. It is called the "bundle" concept, since 
it is the view that the mind is "nothing hut a bundle or 
colledion of different perceptions, which succeed each 
other with an inconceivable rapidity, and are in a perpet
ual Aux and movement" (Treatise of lluman Nature, I, iv, 
6). The problem is to say how events are related so as to 
belong to one bundle rather than another. Hume suggested 
that they are related by resemblance, contiguity, and cau
sation, hut in the Appendix to his Treatise (17.3~)) he ad
mitted that he had failed to account for the "real simplicity 
and identity" of the mind. Another proposal is that it is 
memory that is the key condition; events are said to be in 
the same mind if they are capable of being remembered at 
a later elate. This is at best a sufficient condition rather than 
a necessary one, since, as Hume pointed out, there are 
many past thoughts that we cannot remember. 

No bundle theory has yet withstood criticism. Accounts 
in terms of resemblance, contiguity, or causation are too 
weak because it is merely an empirical fact that only 
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events in the samL' mi11d tt·ml to lw "o related. it is 1101 

impossible for mental events to he so related and still lw 
11ndeniably in different minds. I I 11m1° di,1gnmed tlw basic 
difficulty here when he said, a~ain i11 the Appendix, that ii 
we take mental events to he separate existences, then an~· 
principles of connection will he extrinsic and accidental, 
yielding only an artificial unity rather tha11 that natural 
unity which minds possess. On the other hand, the pro
posal that mental events are linked by memor>· does 
provide a more natural unit>·, but onl>· at the cost of circular
ity. Something can be a genuine memory of an earlier 
mental event only if the earlier event was experienced 
hy the same person. Thus, memor~· alread>· presupposes 
the concept of the mind and cannot he nsecl to explain that 
concept. 

Stream-of-consciousness theory. In an attempt to find an 
intermediary between the mental-substance and the bun
dle theories, William James proposed that the mind is a 
"stream of consciousness." \Ve can see that this view fails 
to solve our difficulties, however, when we note the oc
currence of states of unconsciousness. If we assert that the 
stream continues during states of unconsciousness, then 
we face the problems involved in the substance theory; if 
we assert that there are genuine gaps in consciousness, 
then we have the problems of the bundle theory in tr>·ing 
to relate the separate segments. 

Finally, we may try to find the unity of the mind not in 
internal connections between mental events but in their 
relation to something else-for example, the body. The 
precise account we gave would depend upon how we 
conceived the relation between mind and body. \\'e might 
define a mind, for example, as that set of mental events 
which is produced by any one particular body. Any such 
view defining the mind in terms of the body faces the 
difficulty of ruling out even the logical possibility that 
the mind continues to exist, in disembodied form, after the 
death of the hody. It should be noted, however, for the 
slight consolation it might bring, that disembodied mental 
event-. would, by this account, remain a logical possibility 
if we allowed that mental events could occur without 
being a part of any mind. 

Essence of the mental. The fact of the matter is that 
there does not as yet exist a very satisfactory account of our 
concept of the mind. \Ve know that for each person a series 
of mental changes occurs, hut if we try to say exactly what 
it is that changes we fall into utter obscurity; if we take the 
mind to be simply the collection of those changes, we 
seem to he leaving out precisely what ties them together 
into the mind. Because of this inability to say what a mind 
is, many philosophers prefer to speak not of minds as such 
hut simply of mental facts, mental states, mental proper
ties, mental acts, mental processes, mental events, etc. \\'e 
can indicate roughly what we mean hy each of these terms 
by indicating the expressions we use to report such things. 
Thus, to take the last mentioned, mental events-the most 
important of all for the mind-body problem-we may say 
that it refers to the class of events we report when we say 
such things as "A name just came to me,". "I just had the 
thought that ... ," "I have just decided that ... ," "I just 
had the wish that ... ," "Just now I had the fear that 

" "I feel feverish," "\I>· foot hurts," "I just felt ,1 
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e:l<l\\ of pride when I thoui2:ht of my son's accomplish
nw11t," de, These are all reports of mental e,·ents. 

~ince reports lih.e these are 011!~- a small part of those we 
make about ourseh-e'>, what is it about them that leads us 
to call the e,·enh the~· report mental~ One popular sugges
tion i'> that the~ are made immediately, without any sort of 
i11ferellce. But this does not distinguish them from mall~ 
simple j11dgmenb about physical e\'ents, where the judg
ments are made ea.,ily and without inference, for example, 
we often judge without illference that one e,·ent followed 
allother. .\nother st11.!gestio11 is that they are incorrigihle
th,1t is, 11ot open to correction ill the light of other experi
<'nce. B11t 1t i-.. a familiar fact that such reports are often 
corwcted either h~- the reporter himself or h~- others. For 
example. on<' may sa~, "I tho11ght the pain was in my 
sl1mrlder. but no\\ I realize it is 111) neck that hurts." The 
most that call he said about reports of mental e\'ents is that 
the person reportillg need not do so on the basis of percep
tions ,·ia hi., fi, e -..enses or on the basis of inferences from 
sucl1 perceptio11s. the mere occurrence of the e,·ent co ipso 
puts the person to whom it occurred in a position to report 
it. This is sometimes expressed by saying that the person 
ha'> "pri,·ileged access" to these e\'ents. :\ person is in this 
pri,·ile!.!ed position only with respect to his owll mental 
e\'l'llh, and 011I~- while they are occurring or immediately 
afterward. It is this feature of pri,·ileged pmition that may 
be said to define at least one important sense of "mental"· 
it can be applied not only to e\'ents, as we ha,·e done, hut 
to states, properties. acts, etc., as well. This definition, 
howe,·er, co,·ers a somewhat narrow set of characteristics. 
in this sense being good at arithmetic and being ambitious 
would not qualif~- as e'>sentiall~- mental, since they are not 
cases in which the person himself is in the pri,·ileged 
position of deciding whether he has those properties. 

\\'e should take note of another proposal for characteriz
ing the mental, that of Franz Brentano. He claimed that 
mental phenomena are "intentional". that is, they ha,·e 
l'onk11t or contain an object in themseh-es, whether or not 
-..uch conte11t or object actuall~ e.xists. \\'anting something 
would lie a11 <'x,unple of an intentional phenomenon, '>ince 
the content or object of that wallt may not exist, as ill the 
case of wanting a H)·ing horse. Other examples are hoping, 
seeki11!.!, belie,·ing, doubting, and ima!.!inin!.!. It was Bren
ta11o's claim that intentional phenomena canllot he ana
l~·zed into pure!~- ph~·sical terms. At present this claim i'> 
still a matter of colltro,·ers)·. 

'.\10:\'ISTIC THEORIES 

I la\'ing come to some notion of what the mind is, or at 
least of what mental e,·ellts are. we may now raise the 
followillg question: \\'hen a person experiences a mental 
e,·ent. what i-; the relation. if any, between that men
tal e,·e11t and the person's bod)-~ There are, in general, two 
sorh of theories: monistic theones, which deny that there 
are two things to be related, and dualistic theories, which 
admit that there are two things to he related and offer 
,·,uious accounts of this relation. These will he taken in 
order. 

Extreme materialism. The oldest mind-bod~- theory i~ 
an extreme form of materialism. \laterialism has many 

variants, but it alwa)·s holds that matter is fundamental and 
that whate,·er else exists is dependent on matter; in its 
most extreme form materialism is the ,·iew that whate,·er 
exists is physical. From this radical ,·iew is deri,·ed the 
thesis, already discussed, that utterances repo1ting mental 
e\'ents are either meaningless or else synonymous with 
utterances reporting physical e,·ents. In psychology this 
position has been called beha,·iorism (although it might be 
called logical behadorism, to distinguish it from a meth
odological behadorisrn that recommends merely that 
psychologists confine their in\'estigations to physical 
phenomena). Philosophical!~- this position is known as 
physicalism. It was supported by some of the members of 
the \'ienna circle, notably Otto :\eurath and Rudolf Car
nap, although not by the founder, \loritz Schlick. This 
position no longer has many supporters, primarily because 
it has pro\'ed impossible to pro,·ide a plausible translation 
into physical terms of even so simple a mentalistic report 
as "I ha\'l' a pain." 

A more moderate hut no le..,s shocking \'ersion of ma
terialism is the claim that mentalistic reports ha\'e their 
own '>pecial meaning, to be sure, hut are always and 
e,·erywhere false. According to this view, there ha\'e ne\'er 
existed thou)!hts, feelings, sensations, images, etc., and the 
,·ast majority of us who ha\'e helie,·ed these things to exist 
were simply mistaken, just as those who helie\'ed witches 
to exist were mistaken. Some ha,·e attempted to dismiss 
this dew a.., self-refuting, as follows: anyone who holds 
such a ,·iew thinks it to be trne, so that there will he at 
lea..,t one thought, name!~ that there are no thoughts; 
therefore, the ,·iew cannot be true. This argument fails 
because a serious proponent, determined to he consistent, 
would deny that he or anyone else had thoughts about this 
theory or anything at all. The argument does have the 
value, however, that it reminds us of how drastically we 
111ust re,·ise our beliefs (assuming we are allowed to keep 
the concept of "beliefs") if we accept this \'iew. And for 
what') Is it 11ot a, ob\'ious as anything can he that our re
ports of the ol'l'urrence of feelings, thoughts, etc., are at 
lea'>t some of the time true-that is, that feelings and 
thoughts do occur? Surely it is undeniable. 

Descartes did helie\'e that animals are totally de,·oid of 
mental e, ents. He called them automata, comparing them 
to clock'> and other machines whose mo\'ements are solely 
determined by physical forces. I le concluded this from the 
fact that their capacities and range of beha\'ior are severely 
limited, and he was particularly struck by the fact that 
animals ne,·er de\'elop languages. He was strengthened in 
the com·iction that animals lack mental e,·ents hy the 
thought that if some animals hc>,·e mental e\'ents, then all 
do, which implied for him that all animals ha\'e immortal 
'>otil,. including o~ ster-; and ..,po11gt•s, creatures "too im
perfect to make it pmsihlt• to lielie,·e it of them." 

Difficult a.., it is to accept the \'iew that animals are all 
automata, it is much more difficult to believe that all hu
mans I including oneself) are automata, de\'oid of all mental 
e,·ents. E,·en the aggressive materialists of the French 
Enlid1tenment shrank from drawing this conclusion. La 
\lettrie did entitle one book ,\fem a .\fachine (17.tb), but he 
also wrote "Animals \lore than \lachines" (17.50); his dew 
seems to ha,·e been epiphenomenalistic, that both animals 



and men have mental events, but these are completely 
causally dependent on hodil~· activity. I Iolhach seemed to 
hold an identity theory, that thoughts and feelings occur, 
to he sure, but are physical in nature. Even the most ex
treme, Pierre Cabanis, who charncterized man in the say
ing Les 11erfs-voilc) tout l'homme, admitted that thoughts 
exist when he said tlrnt the brain secretes thought just as 
the liver secretes hile. \Ve may express these views hy 
saying that if man is an automaton, he is a "conscious autom
aton," to use the phrase of T. II. Huxle~·. The occurrence 
of thoughts and feelings is not denied. \\'hat is denied is 
the Cartesian doctrine that in the case of humans, thought s 
and feelings constitute a se parate, nonphysical substance 
that can affect the body. \Ve find this view even in th e 
self-styled "materialism" of 7'1arx . In The German Ideology 
he wrote : "Men's conceptions, thoughts , spiritual inte r
course, here still appear ns th e direct e manation of their 
mate rial conduct." Such a view will be discussed he low 
under the heading of epiphenomenalism. 

Identity theory. A version o f mate rialism that is much 
discussed today is the id e ntity theory, recently presented 
and defended by J. J.C. Smmt and H. Feigl. among oth e rs. 
The identity theorist uses the familiar philosophical dis
tinction between significance and re ference , or connota
tion and denotation, to mak e th e claim tlrnt men talistic and 
physicalistic expressions differ in significance or connot.1-
tion but will turn out as a matter of empi rical fact to refer 
to or denote one and th e same thing, namely physical 
phenomena. Other examples of this kind of de facto iden
tity would be the morning star and the evening star, water 
and H .,O, and lightning and a particular sort of e lect ricnl 
discha~ge . In all these cases the discovery of identity was 
not merely a philosophical discovery hut , at least in part, 
an e mpirical discovery. Thus , th e statement by Hobhes 
who can be said to have held nn identity theory, although 
not explicitly-that the fe e ling of pleasure is "nothing 
really hut motion about the heart, as conception is nothing 
but motion in the head " cnn he understood not as an ana
lytic claim ahout the synonymy of meaning of "a feeling of 
pleasure" and "motion ahout the heart" hut as th e syn
thetic hypothesis that th e referent of "a feeling of pl eas
ure" will turn out to he a moti on about the heart. 

Formulated in terms of de facto identity rather than 
logical identity, this theory survives many of the standard 
refutations of the older m,1terialisms. For example, it has 
often heen argued that n thought cannot be identical with a 
brain event because a man can know very well what his 
thought is without knowing anything a bout hi s brain . But 
this shows only that th e re is no logical identity; th e iden
tity must be an ernpiFical discove,ry. 

Th e identity theory is in part, then, an empirical th eo ry, 
hypothesizing that each particular mental event occurs if 
and only if some particular brain event occurs. It is still too 
early to say whether this h ypoth esis is probable, hut it is a 
hypothesis that many scientists take seriou sly and use to 
guide their research . However, even if thi s hypothes is 
turns out to be true, it would not establi sh the identit y 
theory , which holds not just that mental and neural events 
are correlated in some regular, lawful way but that they are 
one and the same event, and, moreover, that these events 
are, basically , physical. These latter speculations are sup-
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ported hy conceptual considerations, ,1pp<'ab to Ockham's 
rnzor, simplicity, analogi es with the rt·st of our scientific 
procedures , and the goal of a unified science. One m11st 
appreciate these laudable and honest co11sideratiom,, h11t 
the real question is whether the identificntion i-; plausible. 

One objection to th e identity theory comes from the fact 
that it makes sense to ask of a neurnl event where it oc
curred in th e bod y (even if the answer is that it occ11rred in 
no local place hut throughout the nervous system), 
whereas it makes no sense to ask where in the body the 
thought occurred. Since two putatively different things can 
turn out to he one and the same only if they have the same 
location, it cannot be the case that thoughts and neural 
events are id en tical. It is true that some bodily sensations 
have anatomical desi,gnation, but we rare ly, if ever, feel 
sensations in our brain. 

Another objection to the identity theory is that it cannot 
account for that feature indicated above as an essential 
f~a ture of th e menta l, namely the privileged position of the 
subject with respect to hi s own mental events. If they were 
ordinary physical events , why should the subject he in a 
position to re port their occurrence without having to make 
the observations or inferences the rest of us would have 
to make'? That they can be known, hut not in the wa~· 
ph!:sical event s can he known, suggests that they are 
not ph~·s ical even ts . 

Idealism. Descartes found that the one thing he could 
not doubt was the ex istence of his own mind. Bishop 
Berkel ey went on to maintain that minds and the percep
tions of thos e minds are the only things that do exist: to he 
is either to he perceived o r to he a perceiver. So-called 
physical objects exist only in the mind, as classes of per
ceptions. This view is labe led idealism. It is sometimes 
called subjective idealism, to distinguish it from various 
post-Kantian idealisms that take reality to be a single, 
all-embracing superconsciousness. 

Although it is often not clear exactl y what Berkeley was 
trying to prove in hi s classic, Principles of fl,wwn Knowl
edge (1710), hi s main conten ti on seems to be a claim about 
meaning, namely that statements about physica l objects 
are meaningful if nncl on ly if they are taken as statements 
about the perceptions of perceivers. To account both for 
those objects that exist unperceived and for veridical per
ception (as con tras ted with illusory perceptions), Berkeley 
appealed to ,1 supreme perceiver. 

Berkel ey's idealism has never had many followers. De
spite the skill and e legance of the mgunwnt, it has a lways 
seemed most unlikely to think that a simple statement 
about the d es k in the next room is renlly equivalent in 
meaning to a complicated theological statement about the 
sense perceptions of Goel. In the popular mind, Berkeley is 
interpreted as having claimed that what we take to be the 
physical world is a kind of pervasive hallucination or 
dream ; even Kant suggested this when he accused Berke
ley of "degrading hoclies to mere illusion." Although it is 
intriguing and instructive to attempt to st:e the world in 
Berke ley's way, this yields in the encl an incoherent pic
ture. One must say that all ohjects exist only in the mind, 
but at th e same time the standard distinction between 
what exists only in the mind and what does not is obliter
ated. 
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Double-aspect theories. Some philosophers have held 
the view that the mental and the physical are simply 
different aspects of something that is itself neither mental 
nor physical. Spinoza is the most famous example. He held 
that man could he considered an extended, bodily thing 
and, equally well, a thinking thing, although neither char
acterization, nor even both taken together, exhausted the 
underlying substance of man. These different aspects are 
inte11ded not as different properties of man hut rather as 
full descriptions of man under different categories. Gustav 
Fech11er propo\ed the analogy of an undulating line that at 
a given moment would he concave from one point of view 
,md convex from the other; the line would be the underly
ing reality, hut it could he given different (although iso
morphic) descriptions. Similarly, a man can be considered 
and described from a physical viewpoint and al\o from a 
psychological viewpoint; some prefer to say that these are 
"different levels" rather than different viewpoints. 

Although it is possible to hold that the double-aspect 
theory is tnre only of man (and perhaps the higher ani
mals), many supporters of this view are also panp\ychists, 
holding that every physical entity has a corresponding 
mental aspect. Spinoza certainly held this view, although 
he believed that in many caws the mental aspect ,vas so 
crude as not to deserve the name of "mind." And \\' K. 
Clifford held that "a moving molecule of inorganic matter 
does not possess mind or consciousness; hut it possesses a 
small piece of mind-stuff" (Lectures wul Essays, :3d ed., 
London, l!)()l, \'ol. II, pp. WJ-70). 

There are two crucial obscurities in the double-aspect 
theory. Fir~t, what is the underlying unity that admits of 
the various aspects? Spinoza called it "Cod or :\'.ature," but 
the unending controversy over whether Spi11oza was an 
atheist or a "Cod-intoxicated man" shows that it is not 
clear how he used either of these terms. Herbert Spencer, 
calling a spade a spade, referred to it simply as the l 111-
knowahle. Contemporary philosophers suggest that the 
underlying unity is the ''person." Bnt whe11 it is asked 
what a person is, the best that can be said is that it is, i11 
the words of P. F. Strawson, "a type of entity such that 
both predicates ascribing states of conscio11sness a11d pr<>d
icates ascribing corporeal characteristic:-., a ph~·sical sit,1-
ation etc. are equally applicable to a single individual of 
that single type" (Indirid1wls, HJ,5q, p. 10:2). This bring~ 11s 
back to our starting point. 

The second obscurity in the double-aspect theory is that 
it is 11ot dear what an "aspect" is. The point of talking 
about different aspects (literally, "looking at") or view
points is to suggest that the differences are not intrinsic to 
the thing hut only exist in relation to human purposes, 
outlook, conceptual scheme, frame of reference, etc. This 
point is even reflected in Spinoza's definition of "attri
bute" (for example, extension or thought) as "that which the 
intellect perceives as constituting the essence of a sub
stance" (Ethics 1, Def . ..!). But if someone wishes to claim 
that the difference between the mental and physical is a 
matter of viewpoint, then it is essential that he explain 
what he means by "viewpoint." Sometimes it is suggested 
that we are looking at the same thing "from the inside" 
(the mental) and "from the outside" (the physical), hut this 

is incoherent, since it already presupposes extended bod
ies with insides and outsides. If these expressions are only 
metaphors, then we are still left with the question of how 
to interpret them. Another account of the different "as
pects" is that they are two different languages or concep
tual schemes. Two-language accounts are misleading, 
based as they are on a comparison with, say, French and 
Cerman, for these are translatable, each into the other, 
whereas rnentalistic and physicalistic expressions are not. 
But worse still, these accounts are unilluminating, since it 
is precisely the existence of two sets of expressions for 
describing people that must he explained. In general, 
double-aspect theories fail to improve our understanding 
of the mind-body relationship. 

Neutral monism. There is a variety of monistic theory in 
which minds and bodies are each conceived as complex 
collections composed of things of the same sort. The 
difference between mind and body is seen to lie not in the 
nature of the atomic constituents but in the way these 
constituents are arranged. 1'1inds and bodies are different 
sorts of bundles of the same sort of things. 

\!any philosophers have tried to defend such a theory. 
One attempt may he found in Hume's Treatise. t-.1inds and 
bodies are both bundles of what Hume called "percep
tio11s." \\'e have already mentio11ed his bundle theory of 
the mind. Hume suggested that bodies also are simply 
bundle\ of perceptions, where the perceptions have a 
consistency and coherence that lead us to call them the 
appearances of a single, unified thing. William James ex
pressed a similar view, calling the neutral stuff pure expe
rience, and Ernst \lach called his neutral entities sensa
tions. Hussell introduced the term "sensibilia" and argued 
that mind and matter were "logical constructions" out of 
se11sibilia. \lore recently, A. J. Ayer, in his textbook on 
logical positivism, La11g11age, Trntli and Logic (London, 
HJ,36; 2d ed., !H..16), defended a ne11tral monism in claiming 
that statements ahout the mental and statements about the 
ph~'sical could both he translat< 0 d into statements about 
sense contents. 

\\'e have already indicated the basic difficulties in the 
b11ndle theory of the mind. Bundle theories of matter, of 
which phenomenalism is today the most favored, also have 
grave difficulties. First there is the problem of the neutral 
entities themselves. Discussions of them are very obscure. 
These 1wt1tral entities mmt be c<1pable of being both ele
ments of m~· mind and elements of objects outside my 
mind at the same time. How could anything he that neu
tral? But even if it were possible to give a clear account of 
these neutral things, there would still he the problem of 
establishing the conditions for their being elements of one 
and the same physical object. \1uch ingenuity has gone 
into this endeavor, especially 011 the part of recent phe
nomenalists, but no account has as yet succeeded. The 
reason seems to he that no entailment relations exist he
tween statements about physical objects and statements 
about neutral entities, such as the sense data of the phe
nomenalists, of a sort that given the one, the other must he 
tme. Therefore, it seems that statements about physical 
objects cannot be analyzed into statements about such 
neutral entities, as the neutral monists claim. 



DUALISTIC THEORIES 

Dualistic theories may be g;enerally characterized as 
holding that mentalistic and physicalistic expressions 
differ not only in meaning but in reference as well. But 
there are diverse theories of referential noniclentity. Some 
have held that the mental and physical are different sub
stances or stuffs, others that they are different sorts of 
events, others that they are different properties or rela
tions, others that they are different states. 

Interactionism. Interactionism is the thesis that mental 
events can sometimes cause bodily events and also that 
bodily events can sometimes cause mental events. As 
examples of the former the interactionist would claim 
pains that cause winces, thoughts that cause the heart to 
pound or a man to take to his heels, and feelings that cause 
a person to tremble; as examples of the latter the interac
tionist would claim blows that cause dull aches, flashes of 
light that cause a person to have a certain afterimage, 
pieces of music that cause a person to have certain feelings 
or memories, and electrical brain stimulations that cau~e a 
person to have a certain thought. 

Descartes gave interactionism its classic formulation. He 
claimed there are two sorts of substances in the world, 
mental substances and corporeal substances. The essence 
of a mental substance is that it is a thing that thinks; the 
essence of a corporeal substance is that it is extended in 
space. Man is composed of both substances so intimately 
combined that events in the one can affect events in the 
other. Thus, in man (and in man alone) these two sub
stances form a single s~·stem of mutuall~- interacting com
ponents. 

Although Descartes formulated his interactionist views 
in terms of a duality of substances, the interactionist does 
not necessarily have to accept the notion of a mental sub
stance. He may talk simply of "mental events," leaving 
open the question whether there are mental substances. 
Mental events do not presuppose a substratum any more 
than meteorological events do. If we are asked what 
changes when meteorological events occur-for e.xample, 
when it begins to rain or snow-we may say (trivially) that 
the weather changes, although no one should take this to 
mean that the weather is some sort of substance. Similarly, 
we may say that it is the mind (or its contents) that changes 
as mental events occur, but this does not commit us to a 
mental-substance theory in an~· serious sense. Just mental 
"events" will do for the interactionist' s purposes, for it is 
perfectly clear that an event is the sort of thing that may he 
a cause or an effect. 

Objections to interactionism. ·The two major objections 
that have been repeatedly raised against interactionism 
arise precisely as a consequence of the sharp distinction 
Descartes drew between the mental and the physical. The 
first is an empirical objection, namely that interactionism 
would have the unacceptable result of forcing us to aban
don the physical principle of conservation of matter and 
energy, since physical energy would be lost when physical 
events produced mental effects and would be gained when 
mental events produced physical changes. Once we begin 
thinking of interactionism in this detailed way the second 
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objection, an a priori Oil<', arise~, 11arnely that mental 
events and physical events are so utter!~- dissirnilar that 
there could never he a causal comiection between them. If 
they are essentially different, one lo11ld ne\'er gi\'e n~<' to 
the other; it is simply impossible that a change in brain 
cells could produce a tho11ght or vice versa. 

:\'either of these objections is decisive. So far as the fir~t 
is concerned, the interactionist has man~· alternati\'e~. He 
can deny the sacredness of the conservation principle , 
holding that it does not apply to the area of complex brain 
phenomena. Or he can claim that the loss or gain of energy 
is so slight in relation to our means of detection that it is 
negligible and can he ignored. Or he can hold to the con· 
servation principle and deny that physical energy is gained 
or lost in interactions. He could point out that it does not 
necessarily take physical energy to do work on the non
physical; for example, there is no strictly physical inertia to 
overcome in getting the mind to start going in the morning. 
3imilarly, there could be changes in the physical system 
(produced by the mental) that would not involve increases 
in the total energy of the system, for example, a particle 
might move in one direction or another after a collision 
without changing the total mass-energy of the system. 
Therefore, the mind could produce from a particle colli
sion in the brain one outcome rather than another, re
sulting in major differences in behavior without changing 
the total mass-energy of the brain. So mind-body interac
tion can be consistent with the conservation principle. 

The second objection, that the mental and physical are 
too dissimilar to be causally connected, figured important
ly in producing as immediate reactions to Descartes's 
interactionism two new theories, which will be discussed 
below, the occasionalism of Ceulinc.x and ~talebranche 
and the parallelism of Leibniz. Descartes himself held the 
traditional view that there could be nothing in the effect 
that was not already contained in the cause ("The 
stone ... cannot now commence to be unless it has been 
produced by something which possesses within itself 
... all that enters into the composition of the stone," 
Meditations, III), thinking of causality as a kind of drawing 
forth or educing. This is very close to Spinoza's view that 
causality is a precise analogue of deduction. Since the 
mental and physical have quite different essences, by such 
views of causality it is hard to see how either can come from 
the other. 

The doctrine on \\·hich these objections rest, that the 
cause must contain whatever properties the effect has, is 
no longer taken seriou~ly in very many quarters. Electrical 
activity may produce a magnetic field, which may produce 
a change in location of a piece of iron. \Vhat similarities are 
there here between cause and effect? Yet would we be 
prepared to deny that causal connection is possible here? 
Causal connections are where we find them, and we are 
not entitled to have a priori convictions about what events 
can and cannot enter into causal relations. ;\or are we 
required to explain how the cause produces the effect 
before \\'e are entitled to assert a causal relation. 

There is a more troublesome objection, howe\'er, which 
gives rise to the theory of epiphenomenalism. It is that the 
postulation of mental events as causes may he superfluous. 
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\lental e\'t·nts may he not causes of physical e\·ents but 
only symptoms of underlying physical events that are the 
real causes. If the science of physiology continues to de
\'elop in its present direction, it may he possible some day 
to gi\'C" a full account of human behavior in terms of bodily 
states, with special attention to brain states. In such cir
cunhtances the purported efficacy of mental events may 
pro\'e to he an illusion. But it must be admitted that our 
present scientific knowledge is too limited to appraise this 
possibility. · 

Occasionalism. \lany philosophers accepted Descartes's 
bifun._·ation of the natural world into the mental ancl the 
physical but, also accepting the concept of cause and effect 
as ha\·ing a necessary connection, rejected the possiblity 
that there could be causal interaction het\\'een the mental 
and the physical. Yet experience did seem to sho\\' the 
exi~tence of recurrent sequences, which called for expla
nation. :\ number of philosophers, of whom Arnold Ceu
lincx and :\'icolas de \lalehranche are the be~t known, 
proposed the theory that Cod i~ the intermediary link that 
connects them; when, for example, I will to mo\·e my arm, 
that is the occasion for Cod to make my arm mo\·e, and 
when an object is in my field of \·ision, that is the occa~ion 
for Cod to produce a \"isual appearance i11 my mind. The 
occasionalists, as they were called, usecl the analogy of two 
clocks that keep in phase not because they have direct 
causal connection hut because the) ha\·e tlw same maker. 
Thus, mental ancl physical e\'ents do not e\'l"r affect eal'h 
other hut are each of tl1em effects of Cod's l'a11sal acti\·ity. 
It is an implication of the two-cl0t:k analoi.') ( which \\'a~ 
exploited by Leibniz) that the clocks keep in time becall~l' 
of the inner works of each. But this implication \\'a~ denied 
by the occa~ionalists, who claimed that therl' could he no 
real cau~al connection het\\'een any natural e\·enh \,·hat
soe\·er. Cod's causal inten·ention is required e\·en for one 
billiard hall to mm·e another. Cod is the 011e trne cause, 
and it is solely clue to his prm·iclence that the regularities 
in experience occur. A more appropriate analogy than the 
two clocks would be two clock faces with hands that are 
synchronized by Cod's constant actions. 

Occasionalism is an inherently unstable theory that 
seemed plausible only for a moment in the history of phi
losophy, as a de~perate attempt to maintain Descarte~'s 
system de~pite the internal conflict between hi~ two
substance doctrine and hi-; concept of causality. Thus, occa
sionalism has historical importance as a transitional \'ie\\'. 
\\'e can look upon Spinoza's more enduring system as an 
alternatin· attempt to maintain the concept of cau<,e (as 
containing the effect) and the doctrine that Cod i~ the one 
true cause b:•, abandoning the t\\'o-suhstance doctrine. 
Berke le\ simpl:, clroppl'cl corporeal substance out of the oc
ca~ionalist scheme. Hume omitted Goel as the intermediar\ 
and simply identified causalit,· with thl' regularities in 
experience. Each of these represents a desirable simplifi
cation of the cumbersome machiner\ of occasionalism. 

Parallelism. The theory that mental and physical events 
are correlated in a regular way but without any causal 
connection, either direct or indirect, is known as psycho
physical parallelism. The main moti\'e for this theory is to 
avoid the perplexities, already noted, of postulating causal 
interaction. How could l'Vents so utter!\' dissimilar affect 

each other, or if they were only indirectly connected, how 
could some third thing (whate\'er that would be) produce 
such utterly different effects? Deciding that causal con
nection is impossible, the parallelist holds that every men
tal e\·ent is merely correlated with some physical event(s) 
in such a way that whenever the former occurs, then in fact 
the latter cloes also. 

Ho\\' is it possible that there should be these noncausal 
correlations? Leibniz offered a model by taking over the 
t\\'o clocks of the occasionalists but making them perfect 
mechanisms synchronized by Cod at their origin so that by 
this pre-established harmony they remain fore\'er in phase 
without any further inten·ention. Leibniz actually used 
this analogy to arrh·e at a deeper level of analysis in which 
the mind-bocly dualism itself disappears to be replaced by 
an infinity of spirits each going inexorably through its own 
de\·elopment and all coordinated by the pre-established 
hannony. But it is not necessary that we follow him into 
the peculiarities of his own system; the analogy is intelli
gible as it stands. 

For this analogy to he of use in explaining the norn:ausal 
correlations of the mental and physical, we need to point 
to synchronous mechanisms. In the case of the physical we 
do ha\·e something that is like a 111echanism in which later 
states and e\·ents are explainable in terms of earlier ones. 
But can we say the -;ame of the mind? First, on this anal
ogy there must he a one-to-one correspondence such that 
for e\·ery physical event there corresponds some mental 
event. De~cartes believed that the mind always thinks, and 
if it does there might he such a correspondence. Or we 
might ensure the correspondence by accepting panpsy
chism. For the t\\'o-dock modt>I to appl) we need not only 
the assumption that thL' mind always thinks hut also the 
assumption that it works as an isolated mechanism whose 
later states and e\'ents are explainable in terms of earlier 
states and e\·ents. Both these assumption~ are implausible 
as a matter of empirical fact. The mind does not always 
think, there are comas and deep sleeps in which appar
ently no mental e\'ents occur, at least as we have con
cei\'ed of mental e\·enh in this discussion. ~or is the mind 
an isolated system; the first noises one hears in the morn
ing are not alway~ a funl'tion of the earlier contents of 
one\ mind alo1w. So the two-clock analogy is not one that 
the parallelist can use to explain the constant correlation. 

This brings us to the major objection to parallelism. It is 
at \'ariance \\'ith the rest of our empirical procedures. Par
allclists are forcl·d to concei\'e of the postulated L'Onstant 
correlations of mental and corresponding physical e\·ents 
as sheerly accidental, \\'herea~ the whole of modern 
scientific method and statistical technique would say that 
it is quite impossible for such a degree of correlation to 
occur accidentally. If we admit that such nniform correla
tions could really occur by chance, then we must admit 
that the most solid results of science could really occur by 
chance. This would undermine the whole of science. \\'e 
understand the parallelist\ scruples about dra\\'ing from 
the degree of correlation the natural inference that the 
relation is causal, but if \\'e are not entitled to draw that 
inference here \\'e are not entitled to draw it anywhere. 

Epiphenomenalism. If we reject parallelism because the 
evidence for causal connection between physical and 



mental events is overwhelming, we must still ask what 
kind of causal relation it is. A11 old hut still attractive 
theory is epiphenomenalism, the theory that the causal 
connection goes in only one direction, from body to mind, 
so that mental events are effects only, never causes, of 
brain events. This view is sometimes mistakenly thought 
to he a kind of extreme materialism, an<l the stnndard 
analogies encourage this. Thus, when Cahanis sai<l that the 
brain secretes thought, just as the li\'er secretes bile, or 
when the mind is compared with the smoke of a steam 
engine, a movie on a screen, or the shadows of a shadow 
show, we are encouraged to think of the mind as quasi
physical. However, epiphenomenalism, strictly speaking, 
is a dualistic theory that asserts the occurrence of pecul
iarly mental events but makes their occurrence completely 
dependent on physical events. Thus, physical events are 
the primary phenomena: mental events are by-products. 

Epiphenomenalism is identical with interactionism for 
those cases where the physical nllegedly causes the men
tal, and it shares the strengths and weaknesses of the other 
theory in those respects. It differs in denying ,my causal 
efficacy to mental events. Why should it do so? 

Epiphenome1wlists helie\·e the evidence indicates that 
the physicnl world is an autonomous system. Impressed by 
the ndvances that have been made in the physical and 
biological sciences, especially in such fields as neurophys
iology, they foresee the cla~· when, in principle at least, it 
should be possible to give a full account of the events in 
the physicnl world, including the behavior of human bod
ies, simply by appealing to other physical events and 
physical laws. This is at present onl~ ,1 hope, bnt the epi
phenomenalist does not want to hold a mind-body theory 
incompatible with such a hope; he does not wish to postu
late nonphysical events that intrude themselves into the 
physical world with the result that it would not be possible 
to give a full explanation of every physical event in merely 
physical terms . 

How does the epiphenomenalist account for the appar
ent causal efficacy of mental events? He argues that it is an 
illusion arising from the fact that the brain events that 
cause a wince, for example, also cause the mental event 
that is the sensation of pain. Since the pain occurs (very 
slightly) before the wince and since we know nothing of 
events going on in our hrain, we make the mistake of 
thinking it was the mental event, the sensation of pain, that 
caused the wince. It is a simple case of the fallacy of post 
hoc, ergo propter hoc. In general, mental events are symp
toms of brain processes and may be taken as signs of later 
events hut not as causes of them. 

This explanation depends on a distinction between 
invariable sequences that are causal and invariable se
quences that are noncausal. There is much controversy to 
this very day about the concept of causality, hut it would 
appear that the distinction is a sound one and, in many 
instances, can clearly be applied. The question is whether 
it can be applied in this case, since it is very difficult to see 
how we could devise a test to tell us whether the mental 
event is a cause or merely an inevitable precursor. 

The question whether to prefer interactionism or epi
phenomenalism is therefore still an open one. \Vhen we 
have invariable accompaniment, it is most reasonable to 
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assume a direct causal connection unless tlwn· are special 
reasons for accepting a more c0111plicat<·d model. The 
development of the scit·nce of 1wuropl1ysiology to the 
point where a full explanation could lw givt·11 \\·ithout 
resort to mental events might give us such a reason. But 
we are still a long way from that. l 111til wt• are closer, per
haps the most reasonable thing to do is to continue to 
believe what we ordinarily mean when we say that it is the 
pain that causes us to wiuce. 

RELATED EMPIRICAL ISSUES 

Neuropsychology. There has recently been a tremendous 
increase in our knowledge of how the brain works, how it 
is functionally related to the rest of the body and behavior, 
and what the mental correlates of brain events are. There 
are a number of approaches that have superseded the 
original technique of noting abnormalities and tryin.11: to 
correlate them with the findings of subsequent autopsy. 
One new technique, used extensively by K. S Lashley, 
among others, is to remove parts of the brain (of experi
mental animals) systematically and to note the effect of this 
on behavior. Another, de\'eloped an<l used by the brain 
surgeon \\!. C. Penfield, is to stimulate directly parts of a 
conscious patient's brain and ask him to report any mental 
events that occur. Finally, there are the large-scale, statis
tically sophisticated studies made by 11.-L. Teuher over a 
number of years on men who suffered wartime brain dam
age; these studies involve such new techniques as electro
encephalography and pneumoencephalography. Drugs, 
too, are now beginning to he used in the study of the brain. 

Despite this progress, we are at present far from under
standing the brain. Results indicate that earlier theories of 
exact isomorphisms of mind and brain and of precise loca
tions in the brain of the correlates of memory, speech 
abilities, emotions, etc., are unlikely to he true. \\'hatever 
correlations are found will probably he \'ery complicated 
and involve very large portions of the brain. Nevertheless, 
it seems probable that mental functioning is correlated 
with iden~ifiable mechanisms in the brain. This is presup
posed by all of the mind-body theories here discussed, 
and to that extent they nil gain some confirmation from the 
emerging facts. But the facts do not seem to support one 
th eory rather than another. For example, there is no wa~· of 
deciding at present whether the experience known as 
searching one's memory is merely a by-product of brain 
mechanisms (as epiphenomenalists believe) or whether 
the experience somehow inAuences those brain mecha
nisms (as interactionists might hold). Nor can it he expected 
that results in the near future will be decisive. 

Parapsychology. Some of the mind-body theories we 
have discussed assert that mental events can have effects 
either on other mental events or on physical e\'ents. But 
they have confined these effects, at least for the interaction 
of mental events, within the person (although these mental 
effects might incidentally result in further effects outside 
the person). Cases where a mental event of one person 
directly affects the thought of another person or directly 
affects some body other than his own would he cases of 
parapsychological phenomena-telepathy and psychoki
nesis, respectively. There is grave doubt that such phe-
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11tllllend e, er ()ccur. hut their implication~ mu~t be dis
u1,,ecl 

\re the~ lm!icdll~ po~,ible:"' If interactioni~m is po~~ible. 
then 1t --eem" thdt the"e. too. are po",ible. '-,upposing they 
(>ll 1nred d'- genuinl phenomena. th1" ,,·mild be "trong 
, (>11fim1dt1on tor the rnterddHml"t theor~ ut mind and 
h()cl~. 

!Im,L·\er. there 1" d peL·tilJdf t,,1.,t to th1, matter, ,,·hich 
liecome" dpp,ne11t 1f ,, e d'-1-; hm, ,,·e ,,·ould e,tablish the 
e:-.1.,tence td "11d1 phenrnnend '-,uppnse certdin people are 
dblt· to tell ,,hdt tlrnu!.!lih ,mother i, h<l\inl!. dnd ,,e cannot 
e:-.plciill tl11" 111 .111~ lht1dl \\d~ or dttrihute it to chdnce. :\o,,· 
d pardlleli"m or epiphenrn 1enal1,111. for exdmple. i, true. 
then c.orre,pond1111! to the rnmd1anc.e correlcition" of the 
Iltt·ntal e, enh ()t "._ender" ,111d "rece1, er" there will be 
11m1ch,rnL e correbtion" ot the ln,1111" ot the two. E\"en if we 
rnle m1t the l1"lldl tonn, ()t ener!.!~ tran--r111,~ion. we may 
p(>'-tuldte d new ,ort ot ener-:, tran--1111,"ion or e\ en a ne,,· 
1--ind of ,tct1on dt d d1,t,111ce It 111111d ,md brdin are in one· 
to-one corre,ponclence. then u>rre,ptrndrnl.! to the curiou, 
p~ychic phen()mend there ,, ill he c1niom ph~·--ical phe
nomend. 1 n q1c h d La,e there ,, ould lw no re,tstm to take 
the P'-~Lhic phen()mend d, dlitmHmH>U'-. or "bd.,ic." d'- the 
pdrap--~ drnlol!1 '-t mil!ht ,, 1,h 11" to do. 

In "hurt. before ,,·e cdn decide thdt ,ometh1rn.! i" d para· 
P'-~ L ho]ogicdl phenomenon ,,·e must rule ()Ut "uch the()ne, 
,h ep1pht'l10111endli,m ,rnd paralleli,m. E, en the ph~ --i
cdli,t coul<l alltl\\ that t,, o ph~ ,ical --~ --tenh could "o dffect 
e&h other thdt certain --urt, of no1"e" produced b~ one· 
thdt i". repurh of one\ m,n tlrnul!hh would he ,11rpn,

m .. d~- "1111d.n t() the 11<>1"e" produced b~ the other thdt I'-. 

report" of tht.· other per,lm ·" thoul!hh '-,o \\ e c.amwt ll'-e 
the re"ult-- of parap~~ cholog1cal im e,t11!atio11 to help 11" 
Lhnose d mind- hod> theor> 

Disembodied existence. If it ,,·ere the ca,e that ,, hen 
,,·hat ,, e c.all death occurred d per"on contmued tu ha, e 
feeling._, thoughb. image'-. etc. .. th1~ ,, ould hd\ e 1mpnrt,mt 
bednn'..!: nn the mrnd-hnd~- problem \ldteridlism. the 
identity theor>. the double-a~pel t theor~. paralleli"m. dnd 
epiphenomena]i.,m would <lll ha, e to be rejected. ideal
i--m. neutral mom--m. ,rnd interac.tioni"m would --till ._t,u,cl 
On the other h,rnd. thdt no ~uch thin\! oc.cur, i, compat1blt.
,,·1th an~ of the,e theorie, 

Some philo"opher" hd, e dr!.!ued that mental e\ enb after 
death are lo\!!lall~- impo~s1ble. The~ contend thdt a mind 
or mentdl e,·ents presuppo--e ,l per--on who ha" them. dnd 
what i" meant b> "d per--on" entail~ a bod~ .\ typJc.al lrne 
ot rea"oninl.! would be the fnllowinl!: the concept of d 
per"on pre,uppo"es cnteria for identifying the person. dnd 
in the end the u1terid ,,·ill ha, e to be physiLal if we are to 
1clentil:\ people. 

It doe,. ho,,e, er. "eem perfectly po"-,ible dnd quitP 
graphical]~ de--cribable. too. that I should "un·i, e m~ own 
death and ,,·itne"" rn~ own funeral. '-,o the disembodied 
exi~tence of a per-,on seem~ to be lo\!icall>· possible. Yet. 
on the other h,rnd. there doe, appear to be a difficult: in 
concei,·ing ut disembodied existence as the general rule. 
since it is hard to see ho,, ,,·e ,,·ould e, en ha,·e a concept 
of persom in --uc.h a situation. It is onl: throu\!h their bod-
1e" that we come to !-;no,,· of the existence, identit>·, and 
nature of other persons. Perhaps the concept of a person 

logically requ1re" that there be at lea~t some cases ot peo
ple with bodie", but it does not require that all persons 
ha, e bodie,. 

Since we are here dealirnz ,,·ith a quntion of great per
:sonal importance to many people. it is not -,urprising that 
there ha,·e been an enon110us number of arguments. \\·e 
shall in thi" drticle ignore the metaph: sical and moral 
ar\!uments dnd discus" on!> -,ome of the empirical consid
eration". 

In fa\"or of the hypothe"is of ,un·i,·al, there is the large 
number of reports. im estigated ,,·ith \"aryimr degrees of 
neutral it~. of me"sages from and apparitions of people who 
ha, e died. In man~ of these case-, it i~ reported that illfor
mation ,,.d., trammitted that on!>· the dead person could 
ha, e had. It i, ar\!ued that such occurrences are best ex· 
plained b>· postulat1m! that the persons im·oh·ed sun·i,·ed 
their ph~ sicdl death" ,rnd are able to communicate ,,·ith us. 
E,en if such Uhe" did ,tancl up under scrutin~·, \\"e would 
be faced ,,·ith the difficult problem of distinguishing them 
trom retro"1wct1,·e c.lain·o> ance and telepathy, ,,·hich in 
turn, d" ,,·e ,d\\ in our discu",ion of parapsychology, can
not ea,il~ be di,tingui~hed from unu~ual forms of ph~ sical 
cau --at1on. 

E\"idence dgaimt the hypothe:-.i~ of disembodied exist· 
ence 1" the !dct that certain neural mechanism~ are neces· 
'-dr: for c.on"c1ousness. \\.hen these mechanisms are inter
fered with. tlwre is ternporar>· los" of consciousness. Since 
all neuul rnecha111~m, cea:se functwninl! entire!>· in death. 
1t h rea--ondble to think that con,ciousness ceases entirely. 
It I'- true thdt there 1, still the pos,ihility that only as long 
d, d [kr'-tll1 ha" d bod: is his consciousness dependent on 
1t ,md ,,·hen the hod~- die, the per~on is freed from thi~ 
dependenc:. But thi" ~m1ply points out an inductin· argu
ment lrom !-;no,, n c.a,e, to as >·et unknown cases. and such 
1nduct1on run" --ome ri,1-- of going wrong. General induc
t!\ e procedure" JU,t1f: not l!i\ ing much weight to thi~ 
po-;-;1bil1t~ 

Cybernetics. \\·e ha, e recent!>· seen the emern:ence of a 
J1e\\ "uence. c~ hernetic-,. de, nted to the theory and con
"trnL tl<m nt ,elf·\!O\ t:rning 111<1chine, E"peciall~- important 
dre the de, elopment ot teedhack mechanisms.\\ hich allo,, 
the de, ice t(> dch1e, e and maintain some predetermined 
._tdte. ,rnd the de, elopment ()f programming, which ena· 
hie, de,·ic.e" to ,oh e Jcuge range, of problem~ b: following 
d detailed ,et ot in,trnctions. Here ,,·e ha, e machine ana
logue, ot t,ni fedture---ndmel~. purpo,eful beha, ior ,md 
reason111g-trad1tiondll> taken to be of the e",ence of what 
1, mental. Therefore. man: belie, e that we can gain in· 
,ight 111to the mind-hod: problem b~- considering the 
.1ndlogous issue~ in\"oh ed in the"e machine,. 

The al hie,·emenb in machine technolog: are truly 
remarkdble. \lachine" dre able to ~tore enormous amounb 
ot information and perform calculations at incredible 
speed,. \lachine" ha, e been de, eloped that prO\ e the
orem" --ometimes more ingeniously than their designers I, 
play \!ames sometime-, more ,1--illfully than their in\"en· 
tors . translate spoken words into different langua\!es, 
compo~e music, and write poems. \lachin es ha, e been 
constructed that learn from past experience, adapt their 
program" to new circumstances, and de,·elop new ,,·,ty" of 
soh·ing problems. 



One question here is whether there is an~· human 
achievement that could not, in principle, he matcll('d by the 
output of a suitably designed machine so closely that the 
two would he indistinguishable. \lany experts in this field, 
including A ~I Turing, who first raised this q11estio11 (in 
"Computing J\lachinery and Intelligence," Mind, \'ol. ,StJ, 

HJ.SO, -!:3:3-460), believe there is 110 human ad1ie,·en1ent 
that could not he matched hy a machine output. 

Some philosophers have argued that kurt C<idcl's res11lts 
concerning the existence of undecidable propositions 
show a fundamental limitation of the machine, since a 
machine is a modtl of a formal system, and formal systems 
complex enough to he interesting are incomplete. Others 
have replied that since the proposition that if the system is 
consistent it is incomplete can he proved within the sys
tem, the machine could prove its own incompleteness as 
well as we can. Thus, we are not superior to the machine 
in this respect. 

So far we have confined the discussion to the hehavior of 
humans and machines. \\'hat relevance does this have to 
mental e,ents and the mind? The suggestion might he 
made that if we can explain machine output solely in 
physical terms, and if there is no difference in principle 
between machine output and human hehavior, then it 
follows that we can explain human behavior in physical 
terms. This would count against interactionism hut not 
against epiphenomenalism, parallelism, and the rest. 

This argument assumes that if we had machines whose 
output could in fact match human hehavior, we would still 
he able to understand their output solely in terms of the 
physical mechanisms. \light it not he that when we got 
machines that complex, we would have _just as much rea
son for believing in tire intervention of mental e\'ents in 
the case of machines as we have in the case of humans? 
This remains to he seen. \leanwhilL0 it is reasonable to 
think that such complex machines would operate in the 
same ways as the simpler ones we ha,·e now. 

The mind-body problem remains a source of acute 
discomfort to philosophers. There have heen many at
tempts to pro,·e that it is a "pseudo problem," hut none has 
stood up under scrutin~·. There 11.n·e been many attempts 
to solve it, hut at present no solution stands out as marked
ly superior to the others. '.\:or does it seem that new em
pirical information will furnish a decisive test for one 
theory or another. It may well he that the relation between 
mind and body is an ultimate, unique, and unanalyzable 
one. If so, philosophical wisdom would consist in giving 
up the attempt to understand the relation in terms of other, 
more familiar ones and accepting it as the anomaly it is. 
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Treatise of 1/uma11 .\'ature 1Oxforcl. l'->'->k. reprinted l'J.5S), Book I. 
\\'illiam James's Essays in Radical Empiricism, in \"ol. I of \\'orks 
1:\ew York, llJ--1.3). and Ermt \Jach\ The Analysis of Scmations 
1:'\ew York, l'J.'jq) \lore recently it h«s been defended h) Ber
trand Ht1!-,\ell in a n11111ber of works, especially Our K11u1dec/JI,e uf 
the External \\'oriel 1Lomlon, Wl--11, Ch!-,. :3 and --1 . . \/11sticism and 
Logic 1London, llJl'j), Chs. 7 and '->. and The A.1wlysis of .\li11cl 
!London, J!J:21), Ch. 1. The same doctrine, but put a!-, a thesi!-, 
about language and meaning, i\ pw!-,ented in :\ J :\yer's Lan
guage, Truth and Logic, 2d ed. !London. JlJ--lfi), Ch.,. 

Dl' .-\LISTIC THE< >RIES 

Of the dual htic theorie!-,, De!-,carte!-, \ interactioni!-,m ha, ih 
cla,sical e:xposition in hh .\lcditatiu11s and The Passions uf the 
Soul. \lore recent defense!-, of it are in J. B. Pratt's .\latter and Spirit 
('.\ew York, llJ:22) and \lichael \laher's Psychology !London, l'J--10). 
Occasionali~m i!-, presented in \lalebrnnche\ Dialogue 011 .\lcta
physics and Religio11. :\ parallelist position is taken by Leibni7 
in his .\'nc System uf.\'aturc and of the /ntemctio11 ufSu/;stances. 
Harald Huffding ach·ocated this position in The Problem.~ of Phi
losuphy (:'\ew York, (lJ<l.5), as did Friedrich Paulsen in lntroductio11 
to Philosophy ('.\ew York, HJ06). Epiphenomenali,m was defended 
by T. II. HuxlPy in his 1S7--l e~say "On the Hypothesis That :\ni
mab .\re .\utomata and Its Histor\"," to be found in his Collected 
f,ssuys (London, l.'-,(J.1 - lSLJ--11. Fo~ other accounts, see Shadworth 
Hodgson, The ,\/etaphysics of Experience (London, 18LJ8), \'ol. II. 
and Ceorge Santayana, The· Realm of Essence (:\'ew York llJ:27) 
and Reason and Common Sense (:\'ew York, lLJ:2:2). C. D. Broad 
defended a more sophisticated \'ersion of this theory in The .\find 
and Its Place in .\'ature, mentioned earlier. 

JERO~IE SHAFFER 

MIRACLES. The term "miracle," like the word "nice," is 
often used to refer primarily to the respome~ of the mer. 

In this usage, a mirac:le is merely some event which as
tounds the speaker, with perhaps some presumption that 
others will or should react to it in the same way; just as in 
the parallel case "nice" means simply "agreeable to me," 
with perhaps again some suggestion that all right-minded 
people will feel the same. But the senses of "miracle" 
that are nf philosophical and methodological interest are 
stronger and less subjectively oriented. Although they 
include the idea that wonder is called for as at least part of 
the appropriate response, the crux as well as the ground for 
the wonder is that a miracle should consist in an overrid
ing of the order of nature . .-\ miracle is something \Vhich 
would never ha\'e happened ha<l nature, as it were, been 
left to its own devices. 

This idea of o\·erriding is essential; however, it is cer
tainly subject to various variations and additions. Some 
writers, for instance, insist that the word "miracle" should 
he used in such a way that it becomes necessarily true that 
a miracle can be worked only by God or by his specially 
deputed agents. Others e\·en build into their \'ery defini
tion of "mirac le" some reference to the purpo~es for which 
.-\uthorit~· is supposed to be prepared to consider making 
such an exception. Certain)~,, most theist theologians are 
also at great paim to maintain that a miraculous event 
could not properly be considered a violation, since it would 
not reall~- represent an) infringement, of the fundamental 
hierarchical order. "It is not against the principle of crafts
mamhip (con tra rationem artificii) if a craftsman effects 
a change in his product. e\·en after he has given it its first 
for111" 1.-\quinas, Summa Contra Gentiles, II I, 100). But 
tlwse \'ery labors to show that and how such "violations" 
need innih·e no ultimate irregularity still admit and pre
-.,uppose the essentia lly o\·erriding character of the mirac
clllous. There \\'otild be no point in trying to show in this 
wa~ that a miracle must ultimately be no violation of reg
ularity unless it were taken for granted that it apparently 
is such a \"iolation. 

This point is fundamental, and it needs to be stressed 
more heavily today than in the past. For in addition to the 
traditional theist reluctance to ascribe to the Deity any
thing savoring of unseemly irregularity, it is nowaday~ 
usual to encounter a certain shyness about any apparent 
repudiation of scientifically accepted modes of explana
tion .. -\quinas, earlier in the chapter referred to above, 
ga\"e a perfectly clear and unequivocal definition of "mira
cle" that makes no bones at all about the crux of the mat
ter, namely, that "those things are properly called miracles 
which are clone by cli\"ine agency beyond the order com
monh· oii-.,en ed in nature (prueter ordinem comm1rniter 
obsnu1tum in rebus)." .-\gain, in the twentieth centur), 
Dr. Eric \Iascall, remaining in the -.,ame forthright tradi
tion. imis;ted in his article in Clwmbers' Encyclopaedia 
that the \Vord "miracle" "signifies in Christian theology a 
striking interposition of divine power by v.:hich the opera
tions of the ordinary course of nature are overruled, sus
pended, or modified." 

MIRACLES AND NATURAL ORDER 

To seize the fundamental point that a miracle is an event 
which violates the "ordinary course of nature" is to ap
preciate that the notion of a miracle is logically parasitical 



on the idea of an order to which such an event must t'on
stitute some sort of exception. This being so, a strong no
tion of the truly miraculous-a notion involving something 
more than the notions of the merely marvelo11s, the 
significant, or the surprising-can only he generated if 
there is first an equally strong conception of a natural or
der. The inevitable tension between the ideas of rule and 
of exception thus gives concepts of the miraculous an 
inherent instability. It is perhaps relevant to notice how 
this tension has been felt in the history of idt'as. Where 
there is as yet no strong conception of a natural order, there 
is little room for the idea of a genuine!~· miraculous event 
as distinct from the plwnomenon of a prodig~·. of a wonder, 
or of a divine sign. But once s11ch a conception of a natural 
order has taken really firm root, there is a great reluctance 
to allow that miracles have in fact m·currecl or even to ad
mit as legitimate a concept of the miraculous. 

An interesting early case of this is provided by Spinoza 
in his Tractatus Theologico-Politicus, in which he tried to 
reconcile his \·is ion of a natural order ( Deus siue ,wtum) 
with an acceptance of the Bilile as in -.;ome seuse a privi
leged document. He did this partly hy admitting the limi
tations of observatory powers of the men of Biblical days, 
but mainly by urging that conventional interpreters of the 
Bible read far more miracles into it than it contains, be
cause they constantly read poetic Hebrew idioms literally. 
Today, more and more theologians seem to he notici11g the 
exact words used hy the New Testament writers in de
scribing the sorts of alleged events which, in more 
scientific ages, have heen characterized (and perhaps dis
missed) as miraculous. These words are TEpo:To: ("won
ders," or "prodigies"), ov,,o:µ,Et<; ("powers"), <rYjµ,Elo: 
("signs"); and, pmticularl~· in St. Paul, xo:purµ,o:To: iuµ,a.Tw1 1 

("graces of healing") and fYEPYY//J,UTU OVl'o:µ,EWV ("effects of 
powers"). None of these words seems to carry any entail
ments about the overriding of a natural order. On the other 
hand, once a really strong conception of natural order has 
arisen, its adherents tend to dismiss out of hand all stories 
of putative occurrences in the he lief that if they allowed that 
these occurrences had taken place at all, they would have 
to admit them to have been miraculous. One may refer 
here to R. !\I. Grant's recent Miracle and Natural Law in 
Graeco-Roman and Early Christian Thought (Amsterdam, 
1952.) and to William E. H. Leck~-'s classic stud~- History of 
the Rise and Influence of Rationalism in Europe (Lon
don, 18S)()). The former sumnwrizes its mvn thesis as fol
lows: "Credulity in antiquity varied inversely with the 
health of science and directly with the vigor of religion" 
(p. 41). This, howe\·er, was later qualified h>· the important 
observation that "at least in some respects Christians were 
far less credulous than their contemporaries, at least in the 
period before Augustine" (p. 12.0). Lecky traced a develop
ment in which stories of the ostensibly miraculous, from 
being accepted as a chief guarantee of the authenticity of 
the Christian revelation, hecome instead "a scandal, a 
stumbling hlock, and a difficulty" (\'ol. I, p. 143). In the 
nineteenth century the radical Biblic.tl critic David Strauss 
announced in the introduction to his Das Lehc11 jesu 
(2. vols., Ti.ihingen, 18.'3.5; translated hy ~lary Ann Evans as 
Life of Jesus Critically Examined, London, 1S48), "\Ve 
may summarily reject all miracles, prophecies, narratives 
of angels and demons, and the like, as simply impossible 
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and irreconcilable with th<' known and 1111in•r-;al law" 
which govern the course of evcuts." :\11(I in the twentieth 
centmy there has even he1'n a hishop of the C:lrnrch of 
England capable of saying of the author of \lark, "I le \Va~ 
credulous inasmuch as the miracles, as they an_, nanated, 
cannot, in the light of our modern knowledge of the 1111i
fonnity of nature, he accepted as historit'al facts" i F. \\'. 
Barnes, The Rise of Christianity, London and :'\e\\' York, 
HJ.t?, p. IOS). 

Dilemma of holding strong rules while admitting ex
ceptions. The spokesman for the occurrence of the miracu
lous faces a dilemma that arises from the ver~ essence of 
the concept he espouses. It is tempting, but wro11g, for the 
believer in the miraculous to think that he can afford to 
gloat over any little local difficulties and embarrassments 
which may from time to time beset the forward march of 
science. But insofar as a miracle involves an alleged over
riding of a law of nature, he too is conunitted to showing 
the subsistence of a natural order. Exceptions are logically 
dependent upon rules. Only insofar as it can he shown that 
there is an order does it begin to be possible to show that 
the order is occasionally on·rridde11. The difficult~· (perhaps 
an insoluble one) is to maintain simultaneously hoth the 
strong rnles and the genuine exceptions to them. The 
oscillations in the history of thought are to he understood 
hy reference to this tension (amounting perhaps to a con
tradiction) that is inherent in the concept of the miracu
lous, and it is on this same tension that the various logical 
and methodological problems also center. 

LOGICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS 

It is with logical and methodolo,gical problems that we 
are primarily concerned. The classical, and hy far the hest, 
approach is hr wa>· of th<' notorious section X, ··or \lira
cles," in H111ne's Enquiry Concerning lfuma11 Understand
ing (174S). This and Section XI of this En11uiry, hoth of 
which were parts of a single coordinated case, constitute 
Hume's answer to what was, in his clay, the stock program 
of Christian apologetic. This program had two stages: the 
first was an attempt to establish the existent'e and certain 
minimal characteristics of Cod hy appealing only to natural 
reason and experience, the second was a11 attempt to sup
plement thi~ rather sketchy religion of nature with a more 
abundant revelation. This program, in its characteristically 
eighteenth-century form, received its archetypal ful
fillment in Archdeacon \\'illiam Paley's Xatural Theol
ogy (London, 1802.) and also in his Ec-idc11ccs of Christian
i tu (London, 1794 ). In the eighteenth-century form, the 
weight of the first part of the case was horne primarily by 
the Argument to Design. If from a watch we may infer a 
watchmaker, then the orderliness of the universe entitles 
us to infer, hy parity of reasoning, a !\laker of the universe. 
The second part of the case rested on the claim that there 
is ample historical evidence to show that the Bihlical mir
acles, including the crucial physical resurrection of Jesus 
bar Joseph, did in fact occur, and that this in turn proved 
the authenticity of the Christian revelation. 

Paley's style of syste matic rational apologetic has no 
doubt gone out of fashion, at least among Prote stants. But 
Hume's challenges to the whole idea of a substantial natu
ral theology and to the project of establishing the authen-
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ticity of any alleged re\·elation by proving that its claims 
have been supported by miracles arc not, and are not like
ly to become, dead issues. For in lS7O the third session of 
the First Vatican Council defined as constitutive dogmas 
of the Homan Catholic religion both of the positions which 
Hume had challenged. The relevant passage of the canon 
dealing with the second reads, "If anyone shall 
say ... that miracles can never be known for certain, or 
that the divine origin of the Christian religion cannot 
properly be proved by them: let him he cast out" (si quis 
dixerit ... aut 111iracula certo cognosci 1111111qua111 posse 
nee iis clivinam religionis christianae origi11e111 rite probari: 
anathema sit; II. Denzinger, ed., Enchiridiun Symbolo
ru111, :20th ed., Sec. 181.3, Freiburg im Breisgau, U:J,'5:3). 

Problem of supernatural revelation. Hume's main 
contention \Vas thus, in his own words, that "a miracle can 
never be proved so as to be the foundation of a system of 
religion." For him, all other questions about the miracu
lous were, officiall~· at least, merely incidental to this basic 
tenet. He defined a "miracle" as "a transgression of a la\\' of 
nature by a particular volition of the Deity, or by the in
terposition of some invisible agent." This definition has 
been attacked on various counts, but the criticism is mis
conceived, for two reasons. First, this \\'as in fact the way 
in \vhich the opponents whom Ilume had in mind defined 
the term "miracle." Thus, Dr. Samuel Clarke, in his 
famous Boyle lectures (The \\'arks of Sa11111d Clarke, \'ol. 
II, London, 17:38, p. 701), had defined "miracle" as "a 
work effected in a manner ... different from the common 
and regular method of providence, by the interposition 
either of Cod himself, or of some intelligent agent superior 
to men." Second, if. as Clarke and the orthodox tradition 
would have it, the occurrence of a miracle is to servt-' "for 
the proof or evidence of some particular doctrine, or in 
attestation of the authority of some particular person," then 
surely a miracle must be conceived in this way. It is only 
and precisely insofar as it is something really transcend
ent-something, so to speak, \Vhich nature b~· lwrself 
could not contrive-that such an occurrence could force ns 
to conclude that some supernatural power is being re
vealed. 

In this context it would be worse than useless to appeal 
to revelation for criteria by which genuinely miraculous 
events may be identified, and thus distinguished from the 
unusual, the untoward, or the merely ordinary. For if the 
occurrence of a miracle is to serve as the endorsement of a 
revelation, then we have to find some means entirely in
dependent of that revelation by which the endorsement 
itself may he recognized. Exactly the same point applies, 
of course, if, \vith what is now a rather fashionable school 
of apologetic, it is urged that miracles are not essentially 
overridings, hut signs. If a sign is to signify to the unbe
liever, then there must be some means independent of the 
doctrinal system itself by which the signs may be 
identified and read. As has been suggested already, there 
is much to he said for trying to interpret the records of 
TEpaTcx and <rYJJJ-Eta in the i\'ew Testament in terms of some 
notion of sign, rather than as miracle stories proper. But it 
is necessary to insist on two facts that seem to be often 
overlooked-namely, that part of the price which must be 
paid for this method of interpretation is the sacrifice of the 

use of these stories as independent e\'idence of the genu
inely re\·elatory character of the doctrines; and that such a 
sacrifice presumably entails the rejection of at least one 
defined dogma of the Roman Catholic church, and hence 
of the truth of Roman Catholicism as a theological system. 

A similar, but different, point applies if a relativistic 
definition of "miracle" is adopted, as was done, for in
stance, by John Locke. In his Discourse of Miracles (writ
ten l 70:2, published posthumously), he defined the word 
"miracle" as "a sensible operation, which, being aho\'e the 
comprehension of the spectator, and in his opinion con
trary to the established course of nature, is taken by him to 
be divine." It was also done, iu a slightly different way, by 
St. Augustine, vvho insisted that "nature is the will of Cod" 
(Dei vol1111tas reru111 11at11ra est), and hence that "a portent 
is not contrary to nature, hut contrary to our knowledge of 
nature" (Porte11t11111 ergo fit 1w11 contra 1wt11ra111, sec! contra 
(flllllll est nota natura; De Cil;itate Dei, XXI, S). To operate 
with a relati\'istic notion of this sort is necessarily to be 
deprived of the possibility of arguing that a miracle is a 
miracle regardless of whatever anyone may happen to 
know or to believe about it, and hence to rob the attempt 
to base an apologetic on the occurrence of miracles of 
whatever initial plausibility it might otherwise possess. 
For the occurrence of events which are merely inexplica
ble to us, and at present, provides no good ground at all for 
believing that doctrines associated with these occurrences 
embody ;rn authentic revelation of the transcendent. There 
is, of course, no particular n_•ason why Locke himself 
should have been disturbed about this. The case of Au
gustine, however, is more interesting, for he is a recog
nized saint and one of the four great doctors of the church. 
And yet insofar as he lteld to a relativistic notion of a mira
cle, he was safeguarding the vital doctrine of the total 
dependence of the whole creation-but at the price of 
subverting a sort of apologetic which it has since become 
essential for Homan Catholics to believe in as a possibility. 

Problem of identifying an event as miraculous. Up to 
this point it has been insisted that if the occurrence of a 
miracle is to ser\'e-as Clarke and the orthodox tradition 
would have it- "for the proof or evidence of some particu
lar doctrine, or in attestation of the authority of some par
ticular person," then in a traditional sense, miracles must 
be conceived of as involving the overriding of some natu
ral order that is at least partly autonomous. The importance 
of this crucial point is often overlooked. Another immedi
ately consequential point, however, is overlooked perhaps 
even more often, namely, that if an occurrence that is 
miraculous in the traditional sense is to serve as evi<lence 
for anything, it must be possible to identify it as being 
miraculous. Furthermore, as was urged above, if its occur
rence is to serve as an endorsement of some doctrinal 
system, the method of identification must be logically 
independent of that system. The difficulty of meeting this 
last requirement is often concealed by the acceptance of 
what seems, for many people, to be an almost unquestion
able assumption. Protagonists of the supernatural, and 
opponents too, take it for granted that we all possess some 
natural (as opposed to revealed) way of knowing that and 
where the unassisted potentialities of nature (as opposed 
to a postulated supernature) are more restricted than the 



potentialities which, in fact, we find to he rea lized or real
izable in the universe around us. 

This is a very old and apparently very easy and tempting 
assumption. It can be found, for instance, in Cicero's De 
Natura Deorum, and hence presumably much earl ier, in 
Cicero's Greek sources. Nevertheles s, the assumption is 
entirely unwarranted. \Ve simply do not have, and could 
not have, any natural (as opposed to revealed) criterion 
which enables us to say, when faced with something 
which is found to have actually happened, that here we 
have an achievement which nature, left to her own unaided 
devices, could never encompass. The natural scientist, 
confronted with some occurrence inconsistent with a prop
osition previously believed to express a law of nature, can 
find in this disturbing inconsistency no ,ground whatever 
for proclaiming that the particular law of nature has been 
supernaturally overridden. On the contrary, the new discm·
ery is simply a reason for his conceding that he had pre
viously been wrong in thinking that the proposition, thus 
confuted, did indeed express a true law; it is also a reason 
for his resolving to search again for the law which really 
does obtain. \Ve certainly cannot say, on any natural (as 
opposed to revealed) grounds, that anything that actually 
happens is beyond the powers of unaided nature, any more 
than we can say that anything which any man has ever 
succeeded in doing transcends all merely human powers. 
For our evidence about the powers of nature in general, 
and of men in particular, is precisely and only everything 
that things and people do. For a scientist to insist that 
some recalcitrant fact constitutes an overriding of a still 
inviolably true law of natme is-to borrow Carnap's mis
chievous analogy-as if a geographer were to maintain that 
the discrepancies between his maps and their objects show 
that there is something wrong with the territories con
cerned. 

The insistence of the scientist, insofar as he is simply a 
scientist, on always seeking strictly universal laws is itself 
rooted in the fundamental object of the whole scientific 
quest: if scientists are to find comprehensive explanations, 
they must discover universal laws. A scientist's refusal to 
accept the idea that in any single case nature has been 
overridden by supernatural intervention is grounded partly 
on precisely the above-mentioned lack of any natural (as 
opposed to revealed) criterion for distinguishing natural 
from supernatural events, and partly on his commit
ment-which is chiefly what makes him a scientist-to 
continue always in the search for completely universal 
laws, and for more and more comprehensive theories. In 
view of this, it need be neither arbitrary nor irrational to 
insist on a definition of a "law of nature" such that the idea 
of a miracle as an exception to a law of nature is ruled out 
as self-contradictory. 

The seductive hut erroneous idea that we do possess 
some natural means for the identification of the supernat
ural is one that, in some respects, parallels the notion that 
it is logically possible to derive prescriptive norms from 
knowledge of what is, in some purely descriptive sense, 
natural. In each case there are adherents for whom the 
division between natural and supernatural, or between 
natural and unnatural, is nothing but an incoherent mud
dle. Likewise, in each case there are others who, in sup-
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port of their choice, are prepared to deploy srn,w mort' or 
less elaborate structure of theoretical j11stificatio11. 

Problem of evidence. All of this argumentatio11, al
though both relevant and (in spirit at least) thoroughly 
H11mean, has little in common with the line of argument 
which Hume chose to develop in the section "Of i\lira
cles." Although this line of argument is equally methodo
logical, it treats the question of miracles as it arises in the 
field of history rather than as it might impinge upon natu
ral science. Hume was primarily concerned, not with the 
question of fact, but with that of evidence. The problem 
was how the occurrence of a miracle could be proved, 
rather than whether any such events ever had occurred. 
Consequently, even if llume was successful, the way 
would still remain clear for people to believe in miracles 
simply on faith. In his own mordant way, Hume himself 
was happy to allow for this, but he always insisted that "a 
wise man proportions his belief to the evidence." 

This concentration on the evid<.:'ntial issue means that 
Hume's the~is, however offensively expressed, is nev
ertheless at bottom defensive. Hume hoped that he had 
discovered "a decisive argument ... which must at least 
silence the most arrogant bigotry and superstition, and free 
us from their impertinent solicitations ... an argument 
which . . will ... with the wise and learned, he an 
everlasting check to all kinds of superstitious delu
sion .... " These words were very carefully chosen. The 
whole argument was directed to the wise-to those, that is, 
who insist on proportioning tlwir belief to the evidence. It 
did not show that th<.:' substantive claims of tlw bigoted and 
superstitious are in fact false. It was intended to serve as a 
decisive check on any attempt to solicit the assent of ra
tional men hy producing proof of the occurrence of the 
miraculous. In particular, the obj<.:'ct was to interdict the 
second movement of the standard apologetic attack as 
ou tlined above. 

If for present purposes a certain amount of misguided 
psychologizing is ignor<.:'d, the following would appear to 
he the gist of Hume's "everlasting check.'' Th<.:'re is, he 
remarked, "no species of reasoning more common, more 
useful, and even necessary to human life than that derived 
from the testimony of men and the reports of eye-witnesses 
and spectators." Yet all testimony must ultimately be sub
ject to assessment by the supreme comi of experience. 
Certainly there are, as Hume observed, "a number of cir
cumstances to be taken into consideration in all judgments 
of this kind." Yet "the ultimate standard by which we 
determine all disputes ... is always derived from expe
rience and observation." (Of all people, Hume, as the 
author of that most famous paragraph in the Treatise of 
Human Nature, should have said not "is," hut "ought" 
always to he so derived.) 

The weight of the testimony required must depend on 
the apparent credibility of the events reported. If the 
events are in some way marvelous and rare, then the testi
mony for them has to he treated with more circumspection 
than the witness to everyday occurrences. But supposing 
that the testimony is for events which, had they occurred, 
would have been genuinely miraculous: we are then con
fronted with a paradoxical dilemma, proof balanced against 
proof. However overwhelming the testimony might have 
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appeared were it not being considered as e\·idence for a 
miracle, in this peculiar case the testimony must alwa\"s be 
offset against a counterproof. In Hume's own words, "A 
miracle is a \·iolation of the laws of nature; and as a firm 
and unalterable experience has established these laws, the 
proof against a miracle, from the \·ery nature of the fact, is 
as entire as any argument from experience can possibly be 
imagined." 

In the first part of section X, Hume argued generally 
from the concept of the miraculous-from, as he put it, 
"the \·er~· nature of the fact." In the second he deployed 
seH' ral more particular assertions about the corruptions to 
which testimony is liable, urging that such corruptions are 
exceptionally \·indent \\·here any religious issue is in
\·olved. He also added a further consideration relevant to 
any attempt "to prove a miracle and make it a just founda-
tion for any system of religion." 

This consideration was expressed badly and was entan
gled in one or two inessential errors and confusions. Rut a 
letter makes clear Hume's intent. The point is that if the 
occurrence of some sort of miracle is to serve as a guaran
tee of the truth of a system of religion, then there must not 
h,l\·e been any similar miracle under the auspices of a rival 
system, the truth of which would be incompatible with the 
trnth of the first. Consequently, insofar as we are consid
ering a miracle not as a putative bald fact but as a possible 
endorsement of the authenticity of a re\·elation, we have to 
throw into the balance against the testimony for the mira
cles of any one candidate revelat10n all the available testi
mony for all the miracle stories presented by all the ri\"al 
systems that are inconsistent with the first. In its appeal to 
a necessary conflict of e\"idence, thi-; argument resembles 
the paradoxical dilemma expounded above. 

'.\11RACLES A:'\'.D THE PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY 

Enough already has been said to suggest that there is 
more to Hume's check than a trite insistence that since the 
m-currence of a miracle must he \"ery improhahle, it would 
ha\e to he exceptionall~- well e\·idenced in order to be 
belieH·d. C. S. Peirce wa, in possession of the \"ital clue 
(which he seems ne\·er to ha\·e exploited fully) when he 
remarked, "The whole of modern 'higher critici,rn' of 
ancient histor\· in general, and of Biblical histor~ in partic
ular, is based upon the same logic that is used by Hume" 
(\'alues in a l'nicersc of Chance, P. P. \\'iener, ed., :\'ew 
York, HJ.58, pp. :2lJ:2-:2lJ:3). \\'hen we follow this clue, it 
becomes obvious that Hume himself saw "the accounts of 
miracles and prodigies to be found in all history, sacred 
and profane" as presenting a methodological problem. 
This section on miracles constitutes the outer ring of 
Hume's defenses again:-.t the orthodox religious apologetic. 
But at the same time it is also part of his contribution to an 
understanding of the presuppositions and the limitations of 
critical history. 

Thi,- fact seems not to ha\·e been appreciated as it should 
have been. There is, for in~tance, no reference to Hume's 
section " Of \liracles" in R. C. Collingwood'~ The Idea of 
History (Oxford, HJ.-1(i); and neither Collingwood nor F. H. 
Bradley seems to ha\·e had any idea of the extent to which 
Bradley's own essay, "The Presuppositions of Critical 

History" (Collected Papers, \"ol. I., Oxford, 1935), echoed 
arguments first developed by Hume. It is worthwhile to 
consider possible causes of this neglect. In part it is to be 
attributed to the insistence (at one time uni\·ersal) on 
treatmg section X, "Of \I irncles," as though it were a sep
arate and disingenuous essa~·- irrele\·antly inserted i11to the 
first Enq11iry simply to cause scandal and thereby push up 
sales. This perverse and gratuitously offensive notion has 
misled interpreters to o\·erlook some extremely relevant 
remarks in Part I of section \'III which concern the ines
capably uniformitarian presuppositions of both the natural 
and the social sciences. Even those who ha\·e succeeded 
in appreciating section X as a \·ery considerable piece of 
argumentation have been inclined to pigeonhole it as 
being a contribution to the philosophy of religion only. 
Certainly Hume's argument does, in the first instance, 
belong to the philosophy of religion; and this, of course, is 
how Hume presented it. Yet, as we have already seen, it 
also has a place in the philosophy of science. The fact that 
Hume appreciated this is perhaps suggested by his pro
posal that if, against all reasonable expectation, there were 
to be sufficient historical evidence to establish that the 
"miracle" of a universal eight-clay eclipse had occurred in 
January 16()(), "then our present philosophers [scientists], 
instead of doubting the fact, ought to receive it as certain; 
and ought to search for the causes whence it might he 
deriH'd" It is surely significant that in this one context, 
and incunsistently with his own official definition of "mir
acle," he spoke not of "a violation of the laws of nature," 
hut rather, and more weakly, of "violations of the usual 
course of nature." 

The same nodal argument which thus has a place in both 
the philosophy of religion and the philosophy of science 
belongs equally in the philosophy of history. For what 
Hume \\"as contending (with certain lapses and hesitations) 
is that the criteria by which we must assess historical tes
timony, and the general presumptions which alone make it 
possible for us to interpret the detritus of the past as his
torical e\·idence, must ine\·itably rule out any possibility of 
establishing, upon purely historical grounds, that some 
genuinely miraculo11s event has indeed occurred. Hume 
concentrated on testimonial evidence because his concep
tion of the historian, later illustrated in his own famous 
History of England, was of a judge assessing with judi
cious impartiality the testimony set before him. But the 
same Humean principles can be applied more widely to all 
form s of historical e\·idence. 

The fundamental propo,ition, are first, that the present 
cldritus of the pa,t cannot he interpreted a, historical 
evidence at all, unless we presume that the same basic 
regularities obtained then as today; and second, that in 
trying his best to determine what actually happened, the 
historian must employ as criteria all his present knowl
edge, or presumed knowledge, of what is probable or 
improbable, possible or impos~ible. In his first work, the 
Treatise of Human Nat11rc (II, iii, i), Hume had argued that 
it is only on such presumptions that we can justify the 
conclusion that ink marks on old pieces of paper constitute 
testimonial e\·idence. Early in the first Enquiry, in the 
fir~t part of section \'Ill, he urged the inescapable impor
tance of h,n-ing such criteria. In a footnote to section X, he 



quoted with approval the reaso11i11g of the famous physi 
cian De Sylva in the case of a \Ille, Thibaut: "It was irn
possihle she could have heen so ill as was proved hy wit
nesses, because it was impossible she could, in so short a 
time, have recovered so perfectly as he found her." 

Flaws in Hume's account. Two very snious faults in 
Hume's presentatio11 of his argument may obscure the 
force and soundness of De Sylva's reasoning, as well as the 
fact that this sort of application of canons to evidence is 
absolutely essential to the very possibility of critical his
tory, 

The first fault is a rather wooden dogmatism of disbelief. 
For against all his own high, skeptical principles, Hume 
tended to take it for granted that what in his own day he 
and all his fellow men of sense firmly believed about the 
order of nature constituted not just humanly fallible opin
ion, but the incorrigible last word, He was thus betrayed 
into categorically dismissing as downright impossible 
certain reported phenomena which the later progress in 
the study of abnormal psychology and of psychosomatic 
medicine has since shown to have been perfectly possible. 
But the moral to he drawn from these lap<;<--s into dogma
tism is not that Hume was mistaken in insisting that the 
critical historian must apply ca11011s of possibility and 
probability to his evidence, but that he failed to appreciate 
that all such canons are themselves subject to criticism a11d 
correction, 

The second major fault i11 Hume's treatme11t is hoth 
more serious and more excusable, He was u11able to pro
vide an adequate account of the logical character of a law 
of nature. Hence, he could not offer any sufficie11tly per
suasive rationale for employing, as canons of exclusion in 
historical i11quiry, propositions which express, or which 
are believed to express. such 11atural laws, The way may 
thus seem to he ope11 for a historian who holds differe11t 
presuppositions, yet still remai11s truly a historian, to e11-
dorse as veridical stories of eve11ts which, had they oc
curred, would have heen truly miraculous, (For a recent 
sustained study of such attempts to have it both ways, see 
T. A. Roberts, History and Christian Apologetic, Lo11don, 
1960,) 

This problem of the logical nature of natural laws has, of 
course, many more aspects than those which immediately 
concern us here. But it is importa11t first to emphasize that 
it is at least as much a problem for Ilurne's immediate 
oppone11ts as for Hume. For it is his oppone11ts who need a 
strong sense of "miracle," in which the miraculous can be 
distinguished from the merely marvelous, It is tempting, 
but entirely wrong, for the spokesman for the miraculous 
to think that he can afford to triumph over Hume's 
difficulties without bei11g himself committed in any way to 
producing his own account of the character of laws of 11a
ture-an account which shall be more sati<;factory as an 
analysis a11d yet, at the same time, consistent with the 
things the spokesman himself wa11ts to say about the mirac
ulous. His dilemma, to repeat, is that he 11eeds to he able 
to accommodate simulta11eously both the strong laws and 
the spectacular transgressions, 

Nomological propositions. Casting back to the reason
ing of De Sylva, it can now be seen that (and how) it co11-
stitutes a paradigm of critical history. For it is only and 
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precisely by presuming that the hnvs that hold today heicl 
i11 the past and by employing as ca11011s all our k11owl
edge-or presumed knowledge-of \\ hat i~ probable or 
improbable, possible or impossible, that we can ratio11all~· 
interpret the detritus of the past as evide11c-e and from it 
construct our account of what actually happened. But in 
this context, what is impossible is what is ph~·sically, as 
opposed to logically, impossible. And "physical impossi
bility" is, and surely has to he, defined in terms of incon
sistency with a true law of nature, Or rather, since this 
sense of "impossible" is prior to the development of 
science proper, it might be said that what is physically 
impossible is whatever is inconsistent with a true nomolog
ical proposition. 

Both causal propositions and those expressing laws of 
nature fall under the gen us nomological. Although H umc 
himself concentrated on the causal species, what he said 
can easily he extended. In his view, when we say that A is 
the cause of B, the main thing we are saying is that B's are 
constantly co11_joined with A's-never as a matter of fact A 
and not B, or, in modern terminology, A materially implies 
B. Of course, he went on, people think they are asserti11g 
not a mere consta11t conju11c-tion, hut some real connection, 
and in a way this is right. The fact is, according to Hurne, 
that there is a connection, but that it is :1 psychological 
one: we have formed a habit of associating the idea of an A 
with the idea of a B. 

Yet this account of causal propositions cannot he ade
quate. All causal propositions entail subjunctive condition
als, (A subjunctive conditional, appropriate!~· enough, is a 
proposition of the form, "If it were . it would.") Thus, 
"A's are the only things which cause B's" entails "If A 
were not to occur (or to have occurred) B would not occur 
(or have occurred)." But 110 variation on the material im
plication theme, with or without benefit of associationist 
psychological speculation, can be made to entail any such 
subjunctive conditionaL Furthermore, the same essential 
inadequacy afflicts any extension of a Humean analysis to 
cover nomologicals in generaL For a nomological is, by the 
above definition, a contingent proposition which entails 
some contingent subjunctive conditional_ 

The essential differe11ce between the contingent "All X 
are <J>" and the equally contingent "Any X must he <J>" is 
that the former can be expressed as a material implicatio11, 
"Not both X and not <f>," whereas the latter can11ot be so 
expressed, because it is a nomological, entailing such 
subjunctive conditionals as "If there were to have been an 
X (which in fact there was not) it would have been a </>." 
The nomological goes far beyond the statement of a mere 
conjunction of X and </> as a matter of fact It asserts also a 
(contingent) connection between X a11d </J, For although 
the nomological is no more logically necessary than the 
corresponding material implication, it says not merely that, 
as it happens, a constant conjunction has been, is being, 
and will be maintained, hut also that it would be and 
would have been maintained regardless of what anyone 
di<l or might have done. To assert the nomological is to 
assert that the conjunction is one which can be relied 
upon, It is for this reason that experimental evidence is so 
essential to our knowledge of nomologicals: the obvious 
and ultimately the only satisfactory test of the reliability of 
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a law is to snb_je(.'t it to strains. It is for the same reason that 
a knowle<lge of nomologicals provides, at least in prin(_'i
ple, a guarantee of repeatability. To say that the conjunc
tion of B's with A's is reliable is to say that ally time any
Olll' likes to produce an A he will thereby bring about a B. 

The historian's approach. Ill the light of the abo\'e 
discussion, we can again consider the question of historical 
evidence for the miraculons. The critical historian, con
fronted with some story of a miracle, will usually dismiss it 
out of hand, asking first only whether it can be used as 
evidence, not for the occurrenl·e reported, h11t for some
thin!-!; else. To justify his procedure he will have to appeal 
to precisely the principle whi(_'h llumP advanced: the 
'\tlisolnte impossibility or miraculous natnre" of the events 
altl'sted rnust, "in the eyes of all reasonable people .. 
alone he reg;inled as a sufficient refutation." Our sole 
gronnd for characterizing the reported O(.Turrelll'e as 
miraculous is at tl1e same time a s11fficient reason for call
ing it physically impossible. Contrariwise, if ever we 
became able to say that son1e a(.'cou11t of the ostensihl} 
miraculous was indeed veridical, W<' can say it only lie
ca11se we now kno\\' that the occurrences reported wen• 
11ot miraculo11s at all. 

Objections to the histurian's approach. To this repre
sentation of the procedure of the critical historian there are 
two maill objections. First, it will he argued that such all 
approach to what purports to he histori(.'al eviden(.'e for the 
miraculo11s is irrationally dogmatic, for in this instance the 
historian seems to lie represented as dismissing all evi
dence that (.'Onflicts with his own fu11claniental preju<lices 
and as defending a (.'losecl system in which his professional 
predilections are guaranteed against falsifi(.'ation hy a 
"Heads I-win: tails-you-lose" argument. This is a very 
understanclahle obje(.'tion. It is made llHH<' plansible by the 
regrettable fact that there have been, and still are, 111a11y 
historical writers whose actual proc<,dures correspond 
rather too closely to this suggeste<l representation. Also it 
is, of (.'ourse, true that the dilemmas generated by the tt•n
sion implicit in the con(.'ept of the miraculous must 1wces
sarily seem to their victims to have a "!leads-you-win: 
tails-I-lose" aspect. :'\evertheless, the (.'ritical historian is 
llot committed to the sort of bigoted dogmatism which the 
present objection attributes to him. 

Nomological laws and reports of miracles. As llume was 
insisting from first to last, the possibility of miracles is a 
matter of evidence and not of dogmatism. For, to proceed 
beyond Hume, the nornological propositioll that provides 
the histori,rn's canon of exclusion will he open and general 
and of the form "Any X must he <f>." The proposition re
porting the (alleged) oct·urrence of the miracle will he 
singular, particular, and in the past tense; it will have the 
form "This X on that particular occasion was not</>." Prop
ositions of the first sort can in principle he tesie<l at any 
time and in any place. Propositions of the second sort 
cannot any longer he tested directly. It is this that gives 
propositions of the first sort the vastly greater lo!-!;ical 
stre ngth that justifies their use as criteria of rejection 
against the latter. It will indeed he only and precisely 
insofar as we have evidence sufficient to warrant our as
sertion of the general nomological that excludes the par-

ticular historical proposition that we shall have sufficient 
reason to claim that the event whi(.'h it reports would have 
been genuinely miraculous. 

The logic of evidence. Suppose that in some particular 
case the evidence for a miracle appears extremely strong. 
Then perhaps the historian may ask himself whether the 
nomological proposition that precludes this event is after 
all true. It could, in principle at any rate, he further tested. 
If, as is possible, it were shown to be false after all, then 
perhaps the event so strongly evi<lencecl did indee<l occur. 
But by the same token, that event could now no longer he 
described as truly miraculous. This, surely, is what has 
happened in the case of so many of the reports of astonish
ing psychosomatic cures, which Hurne himself, in his 
capacity as a historiographer, too rashly dismissed. (Con
sider, for example, his contt--mptuous rejection of the sto
ries of faith healings hy the Emperor Vespasian and of the 
many cures associated with the tomh of the .Jansenist Ahhe 
Paris, all in section .'\ of his first E11<J11iry.) Alternatively, 
the nornological proposition might survive even our fur
ther tests. Hume should he the last one to deny that it must 
remain always conceivable-logically, that is, as opposed 
to physically possible-that the event in question did in 
fact occur. Yet in this case, no matter how impressive the 
testimony might appear, the most favorable verdict that 
history co11ld ever return must he the agnostic, and appro
priately Scottish, "not proven." 

Need for canons of evidence. The second objection to 
the above representation of the procedure of the critical 
historian suggests that there is something arbitrary or at 
least optional ahont the appeal to canons provided by some 
of our k11owleclge, or presumed knowledge, of what is 
probable or improbable, possible or impossible. Once 
again there is some ground for this objection. Certainly we 
can choose whether or not we will try to act as critical 
historians. But once that f1111<lamental choice is ma<le, 
tht>r<' is nothing arbitrary and nothing optional about in
sisting on the employment of these canons. For the essen
tial aim of the historian is to get as near as he (.'an to a full 
knowledge of what actually happene<l, and why. To Jo this 
he must find and interpret evidence, for belief unsup
ported hy evidence may he trne, hut it cannot (.'Ollstitute 
knowl1•dge. Yet to interpret the detritus of the past as evi
dence, and to assess its value an<l hearing as such, we must 
have canons. And for a ratiollal man, these canons can only 
lw derived from the sum of his available knowledge, or 
presumed knowledge. It is not the insistence on the sys
tematic employment of these always corrigible canons 
which is arbitrary; what is arbitrary is to pick and choose in 
the interests of your ideological predilections among the 
available mass of miracle stories, or to urge th,1t it is (psy
chologically) impossible that these particular witnesses 
were lying or misillformecl and hence that we must accept 
the fact that on this O(.'Casion the (biologically) impossible 
occurre<l. If one once departs in such arbitrary ways from 
these canons of critical history, then anything an<l every
thing goes. (For examples of predsely this sort of arbitrar
iness, see \1. C. Perry, The Easter Enigma, Lon<lon an<l 
New York, l\J.SSJ.) 

Possible justifications for belief in miracles. Nothing that 



h,1s het'n .-;aid in this article decisively closes the clom 011 

faith. \\'e have heen crn1L·emt'cl only \\'itli q11estio11s ,ilio11t 
the possihilitit's of lwving good reasons for lwlid in tl,c 
miraeulrnis. Again, nothing has been said to JHeclncle the 
production of nonhistmical and nonscientific considt'ra
tions which might, either h>' themselves or with the aid of 
historical or scientific evidence, justify mn lwlid that 
certain miracles did indt,ed mTur. Perhaps one might 
develop some clefensihlt' system of rational tlwology 
which would provide criteria both for idt,ntifying particu
lar occurrent·es as miraculous and fur st'parating the true 
miracle stories from the false. ll11me tried to rule this out 
also, of crnnse, in section XI of hi~ E111111iry, and els!'where. 
But it has been llO part of om prese!lt task to e\a1nine 
argumellts agaillst natural theol1ig:-,·. Fi!lall:-,', it is perfectly 
possible to clen·lop a Ill'\\' com·t•pt and to apply to it the 
,,·orcl "miracle." There i~ ne\'er <Ill> thing to keep a11yone 
from simpl~· chall_ging tl,e subjl'ct. 
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11at11re; and Ka11go ("Prt'~11 111pt11011~ \\'ord.,"), ,111 t·.\position 
of dhil',. Gc11go i, l,iglt!~ t·,tet·nwd a., migi11al liecausl' in 
it lw t'\[)01111d, hi, ideas oljori, or thl' logit' of "thi11gs" (an 
,il>stract crn1et·pt cmTring e,·erything). Thi~ logic is liasl'd 
not on ancient authorit:-, !)lit on rational or experimental 
grn11Jlds. \li11ra l>11ilt hi~ logic ,1n·ordi11g to tlw L1,,·s of 
natmt• and thing,. In tlwsl' ht· ..,a,,· a 11nity and order of 
,mtithetil' natmal t'lt·1m·11h. I It· call(·d l,i, di,1lt·dic lu111ka11 
g(1itclii, m .. ~> ntllt'~i~ ol the co11trarit·,." Tlii, diall'dil' i, 
l)()tli a logical d<·vicl' and thl' inner 1<•;dit>· of things. 
Thing.,, \\'hil'h an· ah,·a,, in tlw IH<>l-es, ol liecorning, pa,s 
from unity to rn11ltiplic1t\ and liat'k again, thro11gh antitlw
~is and s>·11tl1<·~i~. I Ii.., 11writs :1, tlw ton·r111111er of mod(•n1 
trt·11d, in ..,cicnl'e ,md philo..,opl,, not\\'itli,ta11ding, \li11ra 
had rather ,t1id politil'al and tlH'ologit·,rl ideas. llis criti-
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('i,111 or ( :11ristia11ity, ill Sa111idarc-slw, focllSl'S Oil tlw id<·a 
tl1at ;i foreign r<'ligioll that p11ts ( ;od hdorl' d(·\·oti<'ll to 
or1<' ~ lord and mH·'s LitlH'r l'a111wt IH' tuleratcd. 
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MODAL LOGIC'. See Loc1c:, '.\IOIHL. 

MODELS AND ANALOGY IN SCIENCE. Thetenll 
"111odel" lias be('Oille fasliiollable ill the literature alld 
philosophy of S('ieuce, with the res11lt that the mally 
different seuses of the term need to he disting11ished 
hefore the philosophical problems connected with models 
in tlw sciences can he 1mderstood. This article will begin 
with a classification of so111e of the more important sellses 
of "111od<·l" before discussillg tlw relevant philosophical 
issues. 

Logical models. For111al logic is <_·oncerned with sets of 
axio111s and their deductive conseq1H·11ces and also with 
the interpretatiolls of these axioms and theon·ms in "mod
els"-that is, sets of entities that satisfy the axioms. Tlwst· 
relationships are most easily exemplified in terms of <0 le
lllentary geo111etry. Suppose a formalized geo111etry <_·on
tains as an axiom the sentence "Any two points lie oil one 
aud only one straight line." In a fully formalized syste111 
there will he 110 definition of the terms "point" all(I 
"strail.!;ht line" apart from this axiom and others in which 
these terms appear. As far as the formal s~1 stem is ('Oil· 
cerned, tlie use of these terms is wholly defined by their 
relatiouships as given in the axiollls and their dedudi\'e 
const·quenees. If we ask what the axioms are about, the 
only auswer that can be given is that they are about just 
those sets of eutities that satisfy the axioms. 

One s11ch set of entities clearly consists of the points and 
straid1t lines drawn in geometrical diagrams, or, rather, 
idealizations of these, which accurately reproduce the 
relationships specified in the axioms. Ilowevcr, it does not 
follow that this obvious interpretation of the axioms is the 
only possible one. In the geometric example the axiom 
may otherwise he interpreted in ter111s of certain sets and 
their members, so that the axiom would read "Any two 
indi\·id11als are comemlwrs of one and onl~· one set." 
Similar!~, a formalized Boolean algebra can he illterpreted 
as a c,dc11lus of classes, as a calculus of propositions, or in 
terms of spatial areas as in the Venn diagrams. Any set of 
entities that co11stit11tes all interpretation of all the axio111s 
and theorems of a system and in which those axioms and 
theorems hold true is called a model (in the logician's 
sense) of that system. 

Such an informal characterization of this sense of 

"model" is, of course, entirely inadequate for the logician's 
purposes. B11t it is sufficient to indieatf', first, how the term 
"model" has heeome attached to certain semiformal and 
llollformal systems ill the empirical sciences and, second, 
what crucial differences exist between these logical 111od
els and those that are of interest in science. Some uses of 
"model" in science, s11ch as nineteenth-century mechani
cal "models" of the ether, antedate the logician's use; 
others are consequences of it. It can he said as a prelimi
nary that most uses of "model" in science do carry over 
from logic the idea of mterpretation of a deductive system. 
\lost writers on models in the sciences agree, however, 
that there is little else in common between the scientist's 
and the logician's use of the ter111, either in the nature of 
the entities referred to or in the purposes for which they 
arc used. 

Replicas and analogue machines. There is a sense of 
"model" in science that is both nearest to its sense in 
ordinary language and furthest from the logician's sense. 
Heplicas, scale models, and analogues are familiar in var
io11s contexts and may he said to provide, after logical 
nw<ll'ls, the second main source of ideas associated with 
tl1e term "111odel" in the -;ci<'tll'l'S. They may be used in 
science for l'xpository purposes or even as calculating 
devices in cases whl're the building of a replica or ana
logtH' of a system as a workillg model is the si111plest 
method of i11v<0 stil.!;ating the <_·<rnseq11enc<•s of those natural 
laws that the system is believed to satisfy. Various exam
ples include wind-t1tnnel experiments, crystallographic 
models, electrollic tllodels of nen·e nds, and hydraulic 
n1odels of <'l'OUornic supply and demand. :'\ot all these are 
examples of straightforward replicas, however; some of 
tlwm do not resemble in substance the thing modeled hut 
are merely similar iu certain of the relations between its 
parts. It is perhaps better, therefore, to call them analogue 
machi11es. Tlu1s, economic supply and demand does not 
consist of pipes carryillg colored Huids, but the relations 
exhibited by s11ch a model 111ay enable eondusions to he 
drawn i11 an ccono111ic system when the appropriate inter
pretatious are made. In su(_'h eases the similarity of rela
tions between tuodel at1d system modeled may he called 
isomorphism. This relation of isomorphis111 may he linked 
with the c011l·ept of logical model by remarking that if the 
laws of the system were explicitly set out in a formal sys
tem, then model and thing modeled would both he models 
of that systl'm in something like the logical sense. The 
relation of isomorphism between the model and the thing 
modeled wo11ld therefore be the relation between two 
illterpretatious of the same formal system. But this way of 
looking at a11alogue ma('hines may be highly artificial in 
many practical cases, because such machilles are often 
constructed precisely for cases where there is no known 
mathematical specification of a system or where this 
specification is so complex that the explicit drawing of 
ded11ctive consequences is impossible or impracticable. 
\\'here this is the case, it is dangerous to attempt to apply 
to scientific 111odels those arguments that are valid in con
nection with lol.!;ical models of formal systems. 

Before desnihing the senses of "model" that are more 
central to the structure of theoretical science and that 
contain sonw of the features of both logical and replica 



models , it is us e ful to give some account of the associated 
notion of analogy in terms of which different kinds of mod
els can best be categorized. 

Analogy in science. The relation between model and 
thing modeled can be said .e:enerally to lw a relation of 
analogy. Two kinds of analo.e:y relation can h e distin
guished in connection with models in th e sciences. Firs t , 
in the case of a logical model of a formal system, there is 
analogy of structure or isomorphism between model and 
system, deriving from the fact that the same formal ax
iomatic and deductive relations connect individuals and 
predicates of both the system and its model. This isomor
phism con sists of th e correspondence between individuals 
and predicates of the system and th e terms that are their 
interpretations in the model. Derivat ively, we may say that 
there is an analogy of th e same kind between two different 
models of the same formal system. A swinging pendulum 
and an oscillating e lectric circuit, for example, are analo
gous by virtue of th e formal relations described in a wave 
e quation satisfied by both. Let us call this type of analogy 
between systems formal analogy. 

Second, however, we must consider the analogy exhib
ited by a replica with its parent system, which consis ts in 
something n,ore than formal analo.e:y. In a formal analogy 
there may he no similarity between the individuals and 
predicates of two models of the same formal system other 
than th eir relation of isomorphism. But in a replica m odel 
there are also what might he called material similarities 
between th e parent system and its replica. The win.e:s of an 
aircraft and its replica, for example, may have similar 
shape and hardness and may he made of the same material 
a lthough they differ in at least one respect, size. \\'here 
two systems exhi bit such similarities, which are not-or 
not simply-similarities by virtue of being logical models 
of the same formal system, we shall say that they have 
material analo.e:y. 

Two systems may have formal hut not material analogy, 
two examples are the hydraulic model of economic sys
tems and the various mechanical and e lectrical models of 
the wave equation. The systems may have both kind s of 
analogy, as do such replicas and near replicas as crystallo
graphic models. It does not seem possible to conceive of a 
material analog:, without some formal analogv; if there 
is material analogy, there is presumahl~- some consequent 
st ructural si milarit y that could-at least in principle-be 
formalized. The distinction between forma l and material 
analogy is difficult to make precise, but its significance will 
become clearer in considering the functions of theoretical 
model s. 

The relation of analogy, whether formal or material, 
generally implies differences a~ well as similarities. In 
analogous systems let us denote the set of simila riti es by 
the term "positive analog\·" and the set of differences 
hy "negative analog~." 

The types of models to he described with the aid of 
these concepts of analogy are classifit>d mainly in accord
ance with th eir function in relation to theories rather than 
with their intrinsic character. Thus, a model having various 
function s on th e same or differe nt occasions may very often 
come under different catee:ories, and models of very 
differe nt intrin sic kinds may come under the same cate-
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gory. '.\lany other types of dass;ihcation of models <·a11 lw 
and have been produced (de1w11di11g 011 wlI<'ther tlw~· aw 
mechanical or electrical, micromodels or mat-romodt>I:-,, 
and so on). The categorization to he given 110w, howe\·er, 
seems to raise the most interestine: philosophical q11es;tions 
in regard to the functions of models in sciC'ncc . 

Semiformal or mathematical models. The logical :-,e11:-,e 
of " mode l" has led to widespread use of the word in con
nection with a variety of mathematical theories de\'elopcd 
in the sciences. No element of a replica is invoh·ed in 
these theories, and their interpretation is in terms of math
e mati ca l concepts such as probability or the elements of a 
geom e try . It has become common to speak of "prohahili:-,
tic models" of, for example, psychological learnin.e: theory 
or population dynamics. In this context "model" refers to a 
mathematical theory containing the axioms of probability 
to.e:ether with an interpretation of all or some of the non log
ical constants and variables of the theory into empirical 
observables. In these cases use of the word "model" seems 
to borrow most of its appropriateness from the logical 
sense, a nd the analo.e:y involved i:-, almost wholly formal. 
Insofar as it is merely formal, some writers, such as Max 
Black, have denied that it has any causal or explanatory 
force, since the theories involved are no more than con
ven ient mathematical expressions of the empirical data. In 
some cases, however, these theories do seem to have some 
element of material as well as formal analogy. For exam
ple, th e "probability" that is a limitin.e:-frequency interpre
tation of the axioms of probability exhibits some material 
analoe:y with the logical or range model of probability, for 
the similarity or correlation of the two notions in, for in
stance, games of chance exists not only by virtue of formal 
analogy with the same axiom system hut also might well 
he apprehended independently of knowledge of that sys
tem. \\'here such material analogy does exist in co1111ection 
with theoretical models, we may well say that a mathe
matical model does have causal, predictive, and explana
tory force as an interpretation of a formal system. 

Simplifying models. The term "model" is sometimes 
used to denote systems that deliberately simplify and even 
falsify the empirical :-,ituation under investigation for pm
poses of convenience in research or application. Such 
idealization:-, as ideal gases come into this category, as do 
such simplifyine: statistical approximations as "smoothed
out univer~es" in cosmology. It is also convenient to in
clude in this category archaic models, which have been 
developed in now falsified theories but which still have 
some use as convenient approximations in applied rather 
than pure science. Examples are the model of heat as a 
Huid or of faculty psycholo_gy, in which man is seen as a 
nexus of interactin,e: faculties of reason, will, and emotion. 
Archaic models are those that have a large and deliberate 
element of negative analogy with the relevant empirical 
system, in respects sufficiently important to have led to 
abandonment of these models in connection with current 
theories. But insofar as they are still at all useful, they must 
retain sufficient positive analogy in other respects to ena
ble som e correct conclusions to he drawn from the com
parison of system and model. 

Theoretical models. There are kinds of models, which 
we shall conveniently group as theoretical models, that are 
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much n1ore intimately associated with th<' structure of 
theories than simplifying models. Roughly speaking, these 
ar<' models that appear-at least at first sight-to be iden
tical with the relevant theory, as 111ay be indicated by 
means of some examples. The explanation of light phenom
ena in terms of light corpuscles may be spoken of 
indifferently as a corpuscular model or a corpuscular 
theory of light. Similarly, the model of the DJ\:A molecule, 
in at least one sense of "1'nodel," is identical with th e 
theory of the molecular structure of DNA. \Ve speak of 
Bohr's model of the atom, referring to the theory that was 
proposed to account for certain quantum phenomena. In 
cosmology we refer to "world models," which are theories 
of the structure of the universe. If there is any difference in 
such cases between the uses of the terms "model" and 
"theory," it is probably connected with the degree of ac
ceptability of the theory. Thus, Bohr's theory, which is a 
rather radical departure from previous physics, or a theory 
of light that is not fully established and to which there are 
viable alternatives, may he called a model. It would, how
ever, be odd to speak today of a wave model of sound, 
since a theory of ~ound in terms of wave motion is fully 
estahlished and is even regarded as factual rather than 
theoretical. 

The question of the degree to which a theory is accepted 
docs not, however, seem to he the most important consid
eration in leading some philosophers to maintain a dis
tinction between theoretical models and the theories of 
\vhich they are models. To understand their motives, let us 
try to al>stract from the previous examples the salient fea
tures of theoretical models. First, these frequently are 
models in something like the logical sense of being inter
pretations of a formal or semiformal theoretical system 
from which the phenomena are deducible. Thus, a system 
of mechanical corpuscles is an interpretation of ~ewton's 
laws of motion, and in this interpretation the linear propa
gation and reflection properties of light ca11 he deduced 
from Newton's laws. If the Bohr model of the atom had 
turned out to lie acceptable in a more developed quantum 
theory, it also would have been an interpretation of the 
formal structure of quantum theory. In the ca~e of the DNA 
111olecule, it is not so clear that there is any formal theory 
of which it is a model, the presumption is that a wave 
111<·cha11ics adequate to de~crihe ~uch co111plex structures as 
organic 111olec11l<·s \\'ould I)(' s11ch a tl1eor~. This exa111plc 
indicates that i11 science, unlike logic, the notion of model 
is not dependent on prior development of a formal theory. 

The second notable feature of theoretical models is that 
they are dependent on some system or, if it is known, on 
the theory of the system, which is epistemologically prior 
to and independent of the particular phenomena that the 
model is invoked to explain. In other words, models of this 
kind provide explanation in terms of something already 
familiar and intelligible. This is true of all attempts to 
reduce relatively obscure phenomena to more familiar 
mechanisms or to picturahle nonmechanical systems (such 
as Bohr's atom), and it is true of geometrical models of the 
expanding universe and in topological models of brain 
structure, to give only ,I few examples. Basically, the 
theoretical model e xploits some other system (such as a 
mechanism or a familiar mathematical or empirical theory 

from another domain) that is already well known and un
derstood in order to explain the less well-established sys
tem under investigation. This latter may he called the 
explanandum. \\'hat chiefly distinguishes theoretical mod
els from other kinds is a feature that follows from their 
associating another system with the explanandum. This is 
that the theoretical model carries with it what has heen 
called "open texture," or "surplus meaning," derived from 
the familiar system. The theoretical model conveys asso
ciations and implications that are not completely 
specifiable and that may be transferred by analogy to the 
explanandum; further developments and modifications of 
the explanatory theory may therefore be suggested by the 
theoretical model. Because the theoretical model is richer 
than the explanandum, it imports concepts and conceptual 
relations not present in the empirical data alone. 

The last point can he used to characterize the difference 
between theoretical models and models in other catego
ries. Almost any model or interpretation carries some sur
plus meaning. If, however, a model is used in a way that 
exploits this surplus meaning i11 prediction and explana
tion, we shall call it a theoretical model. Here another 
distinction must he made. Any model derived in an unso
phisticated way from a familiar system (such as a mecha
nism) inevitably has negative as well as positive analogies 
with the explananclum. \Vhen a billiard ball model of gases 
is proposed, it is not intended that every feature of billiard 
balls-for example, their size or color-should be ascribed 
to gases. There is always a negative analogy that is implic
itly recognized and tacitly ignored. \\'e can therefore 
make a distinction between the model as exhibited by the 
familiar system and the model as it is used in connection 
with the theory. The latter is a conceptual entity arrived at 
by stripping away the negative analogy, and it is only this 
that can plausibly he identified with the theory. It is only 
this that we shall in future speak of as the theoretical 
model proper. 

The sense in which the theoretical model and the theory 
can he identified can now be brought out in the following 
way. The model is first proposed hecau~e there is some 
obvious positive analogy (usually material as well as for
mal) between it and the explanandum. But the theoretical 
model that results from ignoring the negative analogy has 
more than si111ply a remaining positive analogy with the 
explanandum. If this were not so, the theoretical model 
would he identical with the cxplanandum and not richer, 
as we have requirl'd. In addition to the known positive 
analogy, there is a set of properties of the model whose 
positive or negative analogy is not yet known. Let us call 
this set the neutral analogy. Exploitation of the model 
consists in investigating this neutral analogy and in allow
ing the neutral analogy to suggest modifications and de
velopments of the theory that can be confirmed or refuted 
by subsequent empirical tests. 

Function. Few philosophers would deny that theoretical 
models may have the heuristic function in relation to theo
ries that has just been described. The main philosophical 
debate about models concerns the question of whether 
there is any essential and objective dependence between 
an explanatory theory and its model that goes beyond a 
dispensable and possibly subjective method of discovery. 



The debate is an aspect of an old controversy between the 
positivist and realist interpretations of scientific theory. 
Many episodes in the history of science may be regarded 
as chapters in this controversy, including application of 
Ockham's razor to scientific theories, the Newtonian
Cartesian controversy over the mechanical charackr 
of gravitation, nineteenth-centmy debates about the 
mechanical ether and the existence of atoms, and Machian 
positivism. In its modern form the argument for the essen
tial dependence of theories on models was first developed 
in 1920 by N. R. Campbell in Physics, the Elements, and it 
is convenient to state the argument mainly in his terms. 

Campbell's interpretation. Campbell attacked the con
temporary positivist view, expressed by Heinrich Hertz, 
Ernst Mach, Pierre Duhem, and others, that models are 
merely dispensable aids to theory construction and can be 
detached and discarded when the theory is fully devel
oped. In Physics Campbell first sets out explicitly the 
structure of a particular theory (the ele1rn:ntar~· kinetic 
theory of gases) in \\'hat later came to be called the 
hypothetico-deductive form. This form exhibits theories as 
made up of three elements-a formal deductive system 
(hypothesis) of axioms and theorems; a "dictionary" for 
translating some of the terms of the formal system into 
experimental terms; and experimental laws such as, in this 
example, the Boyle and Charles gas laws, which are 
confirmed by empirical tests and also can be deduced from 
the system of h~-pothesis plus dictionar~·. This structure is 
roughly what positi,·ists and formalists regard as the es
sence of an explanatory theory. As distinct tram various 
views demanding explicit definability in empirical terms 
of every nonlogical concept in a theory, Campbell points 
out that the hypothetico-deductive structure does allow for 
"hypothetical ideas," the interpretations of which were 
later called theoretical concepts. These concepts appear in 
the formal theory as part of the machinery of deduction; 
they do not appear in the theory's dictionary and are 
therefore given no explicit empirical interpretation. Fur
ther, Campbell argues that the hypothetico-deductive form 
is insufficient to account for an explanatory theory as un
derstood in science. There is, he maintains, an essential 
fourth element in theories-namely, the analogy, which is 
exemplified in gas theory by the model of point particles 
moving at random in the vessel containing the gas. In this 
model all the theoretical concepts such as molecule, as 
well as the position, velocity, and mass of molecules re
ceive an interpretation in particle mechanics, although 
they are not directly observable. 

Campbell has two main arguments for his view that the 
particle model is essential to the structure of the theory of 
gases. First, it is intellectually satisfying as an expla
nation of the empirical data. Here Campbell implicitly 
contradicts the later analysts of explanation who regard the 
hypothetico-deductive structure itself as sufficiently explan
atory and reject further criteria, such as familiarity or intel
lectual satisfaction, for explanation. Second, and more co
gently, Campbell draws attention to the dynamic character 
of theories and their use in prediction. Using the particle 
model, he shows that it allows modifications and exten
sions of the theory that issue in empirical predictions over 
a wider domain of phenomena than those initially ex-
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plained. Furthermore, his arguments implicitly demand a 
model that, in the above terminology, has not only formal 
but also material analogy with the explanandum, such 
would be a vessel containing a gas (for example, a balloon) 
as model for an elastic Newtonian particle. Predictivity is 
one of the characteristics demanded of :-.ati.,,bdor~· \l'ie11-

tific theorie:-., and Campbell argues that witlio11t m,1tl'rial 
analog~· there art· no rational, nonarliitrar~ gro1111d.,, for 
prediction. llis argument has heen extended and dc,·eloped 
(b,· E. H. Hutten, 1\1. B. Hesse, R. Harn:•, and other:-.); it has 
also heen subject to various olijections, and formali:-.t alter
nati,·es have been proposed hy R. B. Braith\\'aite and oth
ers. Three distinct problems can he cli:-.tinguished in the:-.e 
subsequent discussion:-.-the predicti,·it~· of thenrie,, the 
meaning of theoretical concepts, and the question of the 
realistic interpretation of models. 

Predictivity. Most disputants are agreed that predictivity 
in some sense is a requirement for satisfactory explanatory 
theories, but some deny that theoretical models are essen
tial or even helpful for the satisfaction of this requirement. 
First, it is argued that even if there is such a model for a 
given theory, no argument by analogy with the model 
guarantees the truth of the predictions thereby derived. 
This must be conceded, for no empirical predictions can 
be guaranteed, however derived. But the objection pre
supposes that there are no grounds for holding that argu
ments by analogy have at least some inductive force and 
that these grounds may be stronger than for other methods 
of making predictions from theories. The truth of this pre
supposition is by no means obvious (sec P. Achinstein, 
"\'ariet~' and Analog~· in Confirmation Theor~·," and \I. B. 
Hesse, "Analogy and Confirmation Theory"). 

Second, it is argued that theories without theoretical 
models may use criteria other than analogy for the pur
poses of extension and prediction. Such formal character
istics as simplicity, symmetry, or mathematical elegance 
may be exploited to modify or extend the theory and thus 
to derive from it new consequences that can be empirically 
tested. Introduction, in the interests of symmetry, of the 
displacement-current term in Maxwell's equations is cited 
as an example of this process. Furthermore, although it is 
pointed out that in modern physics it has been shown 
conclusively that no models of the classical type are possi
ble, the quantum theory does seem to have all the required 
characteristics, including predictivity, even though no 
other type of model has been introduced. Further discus
sion of this point demands a closer analysis of what is 
meant by predictivity and also of the assumption that 
quantum theory, where it is predictive, does not still make 
essential use of models in some sense. 

The meaning of theoretical concepts. In the hypothetico
deductive scheme theoretical concepts are not given 
explicit meaning in terms of observables. Thus, there is 
the question of how theoretical concepts are meaningful 
or, expressed more precisely, if the rules of the formal 
hypothesis give the syntax of the system, what gives its 
semantics. In the Campbellian tradition the answer has 
been that the semantics is given by the mo<lel, which is 
intelligible independent)~, of the explanandum; hence, 
the model contributes to the meaning of the theoretical 
concepts an element not derived from any direct connection 
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with the ohservahle expla11a11d11m. Those wlw wish to 
rel1·~ate 111odels to mere heuristic devices argue, 011 
tlie other hand, that no such nonempirical element in the 
111t•,u1in~ of theoretical coll(:epts is required. A11 extreme 
version of this formalist view would hold that no interpre
tation at all of the theoretical terms is required, that the 
theory can, in fact, be viewed as a black box into which 
data are fed a11d out of which predictions emerge without 
any question arising as to the meanin~ of the intervening 
deductive machinery or its axioms. Thus, such theoretical 
terms as "electron" and "electromagnetic field" are noth
ing more than arbitrary names for certain parts of the de
ductive machinery and mu~t be entirely divc-;ted of any 
associations with a model. A somewhat less extreme view, 
which Braithwaite labeled contcxtualism, holds that 
theoretical concepts have meaning that is wholly derived 
from the empirical consequence~ which can be drawn from 
the theory, meaning in this <,ense must be re~arded as 
implicit or contextual, in contrast to the explicit empirical 
meaning of oh-;crvablcs. Thu~, in this view "electron" 
means just that entity that has the relations to the other 
entities of atomic physin. that are specified in the formal 
system of physics, this formal system is such that empiri
cally confirmed relations between observables can be 
deduced from it, althou~h "electron" does not appear 
explicitly amon.g these observables. In this view the inter
pretation of theoretical terms clearly has some of the fea
tures of an interpretation into a logical model hut has 110 
reference to the forther, familiar sy~tem required for 
theoretical models. \\'hether '>UC'h an analysis of "mean
ing" sufficiently accounts for the use of theoretical con
cepts remains controversial. It must also be said that the 
notion of "contextual meaning" has by no mean-. heen 
fully worked out. 

A different kind of denial of the relevance of the Camp
bell account comes from those who hold that there is 110 
problem of the mcanin~ of theoretical concepts because 
these are learned like any other linguistic terms by their 
use in the development of theoretical science. Theoretical 
terms in this view are in some way extensions of the lan
guage about observables used to refer to nonobservablcs. 
The potentiality for such extensions is said to be always 
present in language-for instance, even in as childish a11 
example as "people too little to see." Again, however, no 
adequate account of these linguistic extensions has been 
given, and in particular it has not been shown that they arc 
independent of exactly the kind of analogical meaning that 
Campbell began to analyze. 

Realism. It might he al'.recd that models are essential for 
prediction and for giving semantic interpretation to theo
ries, although one can still deny that they are intrinsically 
part of the theory in the sense of being its real reference. 
Campbell himself was in foct nearer to the formalists than 
the reali~h on this point, for in answer to the question 
".\re there molecules'(' he denied that the pa1ticle model 
implied the existence of molecules as real constituents of 
gases. According to him, if we answer the question 
affirmatively, all we intend is a shorthand assertion of all 
that has been said about the essential function of the anal
ogy between the gas theory and particle systems. Contex
tua lists, on the other hand, in answering the question 

affirmatively, intend only to assert the existence of entities 
that, hy means of their relations to other entities specified 
by the theory, issue in empirically confirmed laws as de
ductive consequences. 

It would seem more natural to hold, as was naively held 
hy almost all theorists before the nineteenth century, that 
when a theory is developed in terms of a model, the model 
is the description of the way the world is conceived by that 
tlieory. That is, gases are really made up of molecules, 
light is really transmitted by wave motion in the ether, and 
so on. In other words, the model containing the positive 
and neutral analogy with the explanandum (and not the 
negative analogy) is identifiable with the theory of the ex
planandum, and this theory has a real reference to the 
domain of the explanandum. There are several reasons 
why some writers wish to deny such an identification. 
First, it is considered dangerous to identify or confuse 
model with theory, because the model may have implica
tions that turn out to be untrue of the explanandum. This is 
a weak objection, because it can be made against any 
theory havinl'. implications beyond what has been directly 
confirmed-that is, against any theory with predictive 
potentialities. It also overlooks the possibility of conceiv
inl'. a model from which the negative analogy has been 
excluded. H there are implications that are known not to 
he true and if these are not central to the model, they can 
be deliberately ignored and arc therefore not dangerous. 

~ccond, it is held that models are used in situations 
where deliberate simplification and distortion are intended 
and that therefore they cannot he identified with the 
theory of which they are imperfect interpretations. Some 
models are u11deniably used in this way, as has been de
scribed, hut it does not follow that all are. In some cases it 
is even po~sihlc to show how initially distorting models 
liave been modified and refined so as to become consistent 
with theory and expla11a11d11m, to become, in the phrase of 
H. Harr<'·, "candidates for reality." 

A third argument is th.it even if models arc accepted as 
essential ingredient~ of theories, there is no evidence 
(other than their functions in relation to prediction and 
meanin~) for endowing them with "reality." This objection 
may be associated with the stronger presupposition that 
only that whiclt is in some way directly observed can be 
real. But in both versions there is still the question of what 
is involved in ascribinl'. physical reality to entities and 
what is the relation between the theoretical and observa
tional in science. These problems are dealt with in LAWS 
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ELS OF FORMAL SYSTEl\lS. 

MODERNISM was a movement in Catholic religious 
thought, an<l particularly in Biblical criticism, that devel
ope<l in the late nineteenth century and spent itself, as a 
<listinctive movement, before \\'orld \\'ar I. It aime<l at 
bringing Catholic traditions into closer accord with mod
ern views in philosophy and in historical an<l other schol
arship and with recent social and political views. \1oder· 
nism ran parallel to liberal Protestantism; hoth tended to 
reject authority and rigid forms and, in their more extreme 
versions at least, to aspire to a kind of Christianized ra
tionalism. 

The kind of Christology and Biblical exegesis under· 
taken in Germany hy D. F. Strauss and in France by Er· 
nest Renan, aided and encouraged by such philosophical 
currents as positivism an<l evolutionism, culminated in the 
late nineteenth century attempt to reconcile science with 
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religion and historical niticism with li<'lief. H<'nan\ rej<'C'· 
tion of the supernatural, l'Olllhinl'd witl1 hi~ vague e,·0111-
tionary religiosity, anticipated mu('h that w.ts to he ,nitte11 
riming the }.5 years following his death in IS\J:2. 

Modernism was represented in England hy CeorJ.(l' 
Tyrrell, Friedrich von Hiigel (a friend of Alfred Loi'.'>y), 
and 7-.laude Petre; in Italy hy Antonio Fo_gazzaro, Homolo 
\lurri, and Salvatore \linocchi; and in Cermany hy Franz 
Xavier Krau s and Hermann Schnell. However, most of the 
controversy centered in France, on account of the writing-. 
and inAuence of Loisy, Edouard Le Rm. and L11cie11 
Laberthonnic·re, who brought to their approach to reli12:io11 
the spirit of contemporary sciPnce and philosophy. Loisy, 
lik e Hemm, rejected the s11pernatmal and explained reli
)!;ion in terms of an immanent rather than a transcendent 
principle. Le Hoy circumvented the difficulties inherent i11 
Catholic dogmas by treating them as pragmatically true. 
Laherthonniere edited the A111wfcs de philosophic 
chrl;fiennc, a journal that was committed, according to its 
program, to a rationalistic interpretation of religion, recog
nizing "the <luty to submit to reAection what we believe 
no less than what we do and think." The review's )!;eneral 
policy favored the view that religion is progressively 
revealed, primitive revelation bein)!; only potentially 
complete. The maneuverings necessitated hy the desire to 
reconcile faith and reason led to some inconsistency and 
se If-con trnd iction. 

From its inception, modernism was in constant trouble 
with the ecclesiastical authorities, hut orthodoxy did not 
become militant until the accession of Pope Pius X in 
Hm:3. In Hl07 the papal decree Lamcntahili Sane Exitr1, a 
collection of <-i.5 condemned propositions aimed chiefly at 
Loisy, and the more general and philosophically grounded 
enc,Tlical Pascendi Dominici Cregis, condemned the 
modernists' \'iews. The requirement in HJIO that all clerics 
take the antimodernist oath, kno\\'11 as Sacron1111 Antisti
t11111, marked the end of the mo\'ement as such, although 
its spirit persisted and prospered in less relwllious forms. 
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MOIRA/TYCHE/ANANKE. TIH' term moira (fatl'l in 
Creek probably meant origin.ill~· the ~hare or lot grantl'd to 
an indi,·idual. In Homer it i~ us11all~· an impl'rsonal power 
~tronger than the gods; in suhsl'q11ent literature it is some
times an unpredictal>le. l'S~entiall, nonmoral force and at 
other times thl' emhodi11wnt of 1111i,·cr~al j11-.tice. In l'itlll'r 
case it inescapably determine~ some cotll'~l' of e,·ents, h11t 
it wa~ originalh· onl~· OIH' among Sl'\'eral l'Ontrollin,g or 
o,·erriding force~ in tlw uni\'C.·rse. It i~ in thl' Stoics that 
moira is fir~t identified with a hill\' generalizt'd principle 
of fate. 

Tyche (chance), which is not found in I lomer, was origi
nalh- a principlt' not ,·1·n· diffl'r<'nt from moira; it was the 
force respo11sihle for .. ,vhat happen-.." B11t Tli11cydides, for 
whom tychc cm·er~ events that are foll~ caused, although 
unpre<lictahl<', anticipates; Plato's approach in Laws (X) 
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\\'lwn· all e,·e11h ,pri11g from three ca11ses-nat11re (physisl, 
d1a11L·t·. and art ()r d<•,ign. Fm .\ristotlc, tyche is what 
liappt·11, <'\ccptio11all~ and ~-et fulfills a possible purpose 
I l,hysics 11, 4-h, .\letaJ1hysics Z, U, K, 8), as distinct from a 
,por1ta1wm1s acci<lent (u11tv111uto11). 

A11a11kc (IH'Ct',sit~·), like moira, is inescapable in its 
operations l>11t originall~· controlled only specified events 
an<l not the \\'hole range of necessitate<l occurrences. Plato 
1 Timaeus --l7E ff.) opposes necessity to reason; necessity as 
"errant cau,t·" i, th1.t inational element in the universe-it 
can lw rationalized Ii~· persuasion, b11t not wholl~· elimi
nated. In itwlf it is a blind an<l aimles, force, and for both 
Plato ,111d .\ri,totle it is akin to tychc. 
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C. B. 1'.ERFERD 

l\10 LESCH OTT, JACOB (18:22 - 18~J:3), physiologist and 
philosopher, often regarde<l as the founder of nineteenth
century materialism. lie was born in Ilolland. After study
ing at Hei<lelberg, .\lole,chott practiced medicine in 
l 1trecht. He later became lecturer in physiology at llei
dell>en{. The contro,·ersial doctrines expressed in his 
hook, Der K.reisla11f des Leben.~· ("The Circuit of Life," 
.\lainz, JK.52), a11d the materialistic tendencies of his 
teaching forced him to move to Zurich. He later became 
professor of physiology at Rome, where his lectures were 
popular and his important research on diet earned him 
respect and many honors. 

.\laterialism at that period was a philosophical trend 
with political, ~ocial, and scientific implications. The 
state-controlled German universities ha<l produced an 
official philosophy (a watered-down llegelianism) that was 
used ,1' a defense against social reform and as a shield for 
religio11 or the spiritual life. Certain important scientists 
held conservative views about the role of science. The 
biologist Rudolf \'irchow, for example, believed that all 
speculation about consciousness ~hould be left to the 
church or e,·en to the state. The German materialists, 
attempting to free scientific inquiry from such control, sa\\' 
these co11\·entional philosophical tendencies as obstruct
ing intellectual an<l social progress. 

Philosophic monism . .\loleschott's Der K.reisla11f des 
Leben\· went through many editions and helped to spur the 
materialist movement. The book was directed against 
J 11stus ,·on Liehig's theologizing views as he had ex
pressed them in hi, Chemisclzen Briefcn. Liebig had espe
cially objected to .\loleschott's famous statement epitomiz
ing materialist monism: ";\'o thought without phosphorus." 
The German materialists of this period criticized dualists 

as being engage<l in a system of philosophic double-entry 
bookkeeping. 

~Ioleschott maintained, as <lid Ludwig Biichner, that 
force and matter were inseparable. Force cannot be 
viewed in an Aristotelian way, nor teleologically, nor as a 
vital force. It is not an entity separate from a material sub
stratum, but is rather "one of its eternal indwelling prop
erties... I\1atter cannot occur or be conceived without 
force, and vice versa: "A force unconnected with matter, 
hovering loose over matter, is an utterly empty concep
tion. 

Thus, any materialism attributing existence to matter 
independently of force was rejected. I\toleschott main
tained that to call his theory materialistic in this sense 
would be as wrong as to call it spiritualistic: "I myself was 
well aware that the whole conception might be converted, 
for since all matter is a bearer of force, endowed with force 
or penetrated with spirit, it would be just as correct to call 
it a spiritualistic conception." On the other hand, once the 
restriction of the tcnn "material" to "dead matter" is given 
up, .\loleschott appears materialistic indeed. He regarded 
the brain as the source of consciousness and emphasized 
physical conditions as the major determinants of human 
life. lie was fascinated by circular processes, such as the 
miner digging lime phosphate from the earth, and the 
peasant later fertilizing his fiel<l with the same chemical. 
Life circulates through all parts of the world, and with life 
goe, thought. 

:\, \\·a, also typical of tlie materialists of the time, .\Iole
,d1ott <·n1pliasi/<·d the doctrine of the co11sen·ation of mat
ter. Thi, notion, he held, was discovered hy the eighteenth
century encyclope<lists. Hecent science had confirmed it, 
an<l future science had to he built upon it. Chemistry is 
the basil' science, and the solution to social questions de
pends on our discovering the proper way to distribute 
thl' matter with which thought an<l will are hound up. A 
rigid dcterlllinism was emphasized: "Natural law is the 
most stringent expression of necessity." 

Theory of knowledge. Moleschntt inveighed against the 
Kantian thing-in-itself and emphasized the importance of 
what things could be known as rather than what they are 
allegeJ to be. All knowledge, he maintained, presupposes 
someone who knows and, thus, a relation between the 
object and the observer. The observer could be an insect 
or other creature; there is no restriction to man. All exist
ence is hy means of qualities; there is no quality that exists 
other than through a relation. In the case of a man's per
ceiving a tree, "it is just as nee.:essary for the tree a~ for the 
man that it stands to him in a relation that manifests itself 
by the impression upon his eye." 

.\toleschott maintained a certain relativism, but also a 
certain objectivism: "Steel is hard a~ opposed to soft but
ter, ice is only cold to the wann hand, trees only green to a 
healthy eye." He argued that a vorticella with an eye hav
ing only a cornea must ree.:eive different representations of 
objects than a spider, which has a more complex eye with 
lenses. Yet, "Became an object is [exists] only through its 
relation to other objects, for instance, through its relation 
to the observer, because the knowledge of the object re
solves itself into the knowledge of their relatiom, all my 
knowledge i~ an objective knowledge." Although there are 



difficulties in understanding 1\loleschott's doctrinl' here , it 
appears to have a strong famil~- resemblance to recent 
objective relativism. 

Ethics. The Cennan materialists were frequently criti
cized for promulgating doctrines s11hversive of received 
morality, especially theologically sanctioned morality. In 
general, they did protest against d11ty-centered, puritanical 
views of morality and adopted a kind of utilitarian hedon
ism. However, they did not advoc,1te a continuing nnnd of 
sensual ple,1sures. ;"\Ioleschott argued that even a mis
guided hedonism was socially less dangerous than some 
other views of mornlity: "The erroneous theory of seeking 
after pleasure will scarcely find half as many disciples, as 
the rule of priests of all shades had claimed unfortunate 
victims." 

As was true of other contemporary materialistic theories, 
many of ;"\!olesclrntt's doctrines that once aroused immense 
wrath seem relatively mild today. His insistence that 
s<:ientific inquiry is relevant to the solutions of many prob
lems is now a commonplace, hut it caused shudders a 
century ago. The materialists' struggle against giving theo
logical answers to scientific questions ~eems to have been 
largely successful. 

Additional Works by Molesclwtt 

Die Physiologic dcr Nahn111gs111ittcl. Darmstadt, Ji-;50. 
Physiologic des Stojfwl!l"hsels i11 I'f{a11zc11 1111d Thicrc11. Er

langen, 1/--,.5 I. 
Lehrc der Nahru11gs111ittcl. Erlangen, Ji-;.5:3. Translated bv Ed

ward Bronner as The Clll'111istry of Food and Diet. London,· JS.5fi. 
Ei11c physiologische Scll(hrng. Ciessl'n, J,'-;(-j4_ 
Fur 111ci11e Fre1111de. Lc/J/'11scrin11cru11gc11 io11 }ucou .\lolcsthott. 

Ciessen, IS~! ➔• 

Works on Moleschott 

Lange, Frederick .-\., Ccscl,ichtl' des ,\/atcrialis11111s, :2 vok 
Iserlohn, J,'-,(-j(-j_ Translated Ii~• E. C. Thomas as The 1/istoru of 
Materialis111, 3 vols. London, J:-;77 - Jl-;\J:2. Cives an account of 
i\loleschott. 

;"\Jerz, John T., A llistoru of E11roJ>ea11 Tho11ght in the Si11l'· 
teenth Cc11t11ry. Edinburgh, J(J0.3. Discusses :\loleschott briefly 
and contemporary issues in considerable detail. 

HOLLO H .\:\'DY 

MOLINA, LUIS DE, AND MOLINISM. See Sc1-
ENTIA I\IEDIA AND \10LINIS~I. 

MOLINA GARMENDIA, ENRIQUE (1871-1962), 
Chilean spiritualist philosopher, was born at La Serena, 
Chile. After several years of practicing law and teachin,g on 
the facult,· of the Liceo de Chill[m, ht> lwcame the first 
rector of the Uni,·ersit\' of Concepcion in IY19. He was 
one of the leading mcmh<:rs of the generation of Latin 
American intellectuals who, under the infl11t·ncc of \\'il
liain James, Bcr_gson, and the French spiritualists, reacted 
:1gainst th e posith·ism that had dominated the politic,11 and 
cultural life of Latin Americ,1 for half a centun·. 

Throughout the 1 I hooks which he published between 
1912 and 19.52, \Iolirn1 ,,·,1s basically concerned with phil
osophical anthropology and with offerin_g "an interpreta
tion of [the hum,rn spirit], acceptable e,·en to the skeptics, 
formulating ,1 consideration of the spiritual in human life 
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where it is const111cti,·l' and crl'.tti, l', ;md wll<'r<' it i, i11-
,·oked with ethical t·xigc11cics" (De lo ,•spiritual e11 la rida 
/11111w1w). This concern raised the prol>l<'rn of tll<' 11.1t1m· of 
c<msciousrwss and its rebtio11 to ht'ing, a, W<'II a, till' 
problem of the origin and st.1t11s of ,·:tl11es i)1 tll(' 11;1t11r;tl 

order. 
Hejecting both idealistic ,111d materialistic ontologi<'s, 

Molina maintained the priority of being over L'onscio11s
ness, ,1lthough he noted that the emergence of the latlt-r 
within natural processes indicates the potentialit\' for 
consciousness within being. Following the Cerman phi
losopher Edm11nd 1111sserl, \Iolin,1 declared tl,at b<:ing and 
cons('iousness are intcgrall)· united within experience. The 
priority of hein_g "is affirmed, lieca11sc it is first liU'd h~
co11sciousness as a totalit\' of which conscirnrsness forms a 

pa1t" (ibid.) . .\lolina restated Descartes's h;isic premise ;is 
"I think. tht>refore I exist and Being exists." An acleq11ate 
conception of being mnst incorporate hoth the s11bjt•cti,·e 
and the objecti,·e poles of c:-.perience. 

It is in man that spirit has become most hrlh actualized. 
Closely associated with consciousness, spirit is the lol'US of 
,·:dues and is chawdcrized by the freedom that nwkes 
ncti,·ity leadin_g toward tlw realization of ,·:due possible. 
The realm of the spirit <:mlnaces all the realms tlwt arc the 
result of human creati,·it,·-rnoralit\', reli_gion, the sciences, 
the arts, "all the work of enlightened intelligence." Spirit 
is that element within each of thest> realms which aspires 
to he, which stri\'es to perfect itself a11d to go beyond itself. 
Reason is the highest structme of spirit. Throu_gh reason, 
the presence of being is recognized, mere automatic func
tioning of the organism is overconw, and the horizons of 
consciousness are opened to the possibilities for cn·ati,·e 
advance. 

Works by Molina 

Dl' lo cspirit11al en la rida h11111ana I "C:onl-erning tlw Spirit in 
II11111an Life"). Conccpcii'rn. I\J."16. 

Confesi1i11 filosuf1c11 1"Philosophical C:onfessiou"). Santiago, 
HJ➔ :2. 

Tragl'dia !I rc111iz11cio11 de! c.1111rit11. /)c/ sc11tido ill' la 11111crtc y 
clcl sc11tid<, de la lido ("Trage1h- a11d lkali/.atio11 ol tlll' Spirit. The 
\l('a11ing of D,·ath ;md Lile"). Sa11tiago, l(J.5:2. 

Works on Molina 

\lillas, Jorge, Panorama de la filo.s-o_fw chile11a. \\lashington, 
D.C: .. to be published. 

\'idal \l11iio/, Santiago, '".-\p11nte, ,ol,r<' l<1 filo,olia en C:l1il1·." 
C11r.1·0.1· y confcrc11cias, \"ol. 4S, :\o. :27:2 I l(J.')(-i), ."3\J-f-iO. 

FRED CILLETTE STUR;\I 

MOLYNEUX PROBLEM. See \'1s10N. 

MONAD AND MONADOLOGY. The Creek term 
µ.oi,a_c;, from which the word "monad" is derived, means a 
"unit" or a "one." In P:.-thagorean writings it is the 11nity 
from which the entire numbC'r system, and therefore-as a 
consequence of the doctrine that "everythin_g is number"
all things, me derived. Through Plato, who applied the 
Pytha_gorean term to the Ideas or Forms (Ph ilebus \', 1.58), 

it entered the tradition of '.\'.eoplatonism and Christian 
Platonism to mean a simple, irreclucihle, self-determining 
entity whose activity is the source of all composi te beings, 
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111 this sense it was sometimes used to designate Cod 
as the simple so1irce of all being and sometimes to signify 
the simplest irreducible entities in the created order 
rn1t of whose harmonious action all existence is com
pounded. 

A monadology is a metaphysical system that interprets 
the world as a harmonious unity encompassing a plurality 
of such self-determining simple entities. The term was first 
used in the early eighteenth century of the metaphysics of 
Cottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz. 

In its modern meaning since Leibniz, a monad is held to 
he (I) a simple, irreducibl e , and sometimes indestructible 
entity ; and (2.) the minimal unity into which the cosmos 
and all composite things in it can he resolved; :,et (:3) con
taining within itself, in contrast to material atoms, powers 
and n·lations of which it is itself the source. It is therefore 
conceived after the analogy of a mind or a res cogitans 
rather than a material substance. It is held to constitute, 
along with other monads, an all-inclusive unity or hannon:,· 
of the cosmos as a whole. 

A monadology may thus entail a theory of cosmic har
mony, based upon a mathematical or scientific functional
ism or upon a psyd10logy of intersuhjective relations, as 
well as ,l theory of relations , in which the relations consti
tuting this cosmic harmony are brought into being through 
monadic action, although they do not affect the monads or 
organizations of monads that are the objects of the acts 
(Leibniz' perceptions and \\'hitehead's prehensions are 
ex,unples of such relations). 

Thi-. intermonadic hannonv ma:,· ihelf he regarded as a 
unit:,, or cosmic \lonad, and thi-. view ma:, involve pan
theism or a theistic theory of creation. The relation of the 
minimal monads to the supreme l\lonad is one of mirroring 
rather than being a part oL since the supreme \lon,td must 
itself he simple, each monad may he held to lie a finite 
(unclear and indistinct) reflection of the attributes of the 
supreme :\lonad. (The metaphors of mirroring, of echoing, 
and of the infinite circle whose center is everywhere have 
commonly heen used i11 monadologies.) 

\lonadologit·s may disagree in their funda111ental cate
gories. \lonads are active substances and, tlwrefore, al-.o 
processes; Leibniz attempted, hut with incomplete sut·
c:ess, to unite a logic:,11 and a psychological analysis of the 
monad hy applying the notions of intensionality ,md ex
tensionality. The finite monads may he of a temporal na
ture; the cosmic: order may he either eternal or temporal, 
or- as Whitehead and Hartshorne held- both eternal and 
temporal. The finite monads themselves may he eternal 
changeless so11ls (:\lcTaggart). The cosmic harmon) may 
be thought of as ,1 divine Person or merely as the unitary 
society of monads. 

In the history of modern monadologies, three c01H:ep
tions have been operntive: the Christi,m Platonist tradition 
of the soul as a simple snlistance possessing self-certaint:,· 
in im11wdiate unit:, (Augustine, De Tri11itate, IX, 3; X, 9, 
W); the Neoplatonic-Stoic conception of the One that is 
essentially represented in each of its parts; and a spiri
tualized form of atomism ultinwtd:v derived from this Neo
platonic-Stoic con ception. The fir!-.t tradition, mediated h:,· 
Boethius, the Fra11t·1s c.u1s, and other medieval Platonists, 
becallle prominent in thv !-.eventet·nth centur:,· in Su.1rez, 

Descartes, and others. The second tradition emerged in 
the Henaissance in the concepts of tl1e microcosm and 
macrocosm after a long history during which the Stoic 
doctrin e of the Logos had been combined with the Neo
platonic theory of the One and the subordinate intelli
gences. This tradition involved the principle of plPnitude, 
according to which the universe can achieve its maximal 
being onl:,· when Cod multiplies or reduplicates his nature 
in every created being. This principle was suggested by 
l\leister Eckhart and explicated by Nicholas of Cusa in his 
doctrine of the coincidence of maximum and minimum in 
Cod. Giordano Bruno developed the principle of plenitude 
into a theory of nrnterial monads as spherical atoms that arc 
spiritual reHections of the Divine Nature (De trip/ice 111i-

11i1110 et 11u·11s11rt1 ... Lil>ri <111i1u111e, 1,5q I, De 11101uuf P, 

1111111ero, etf1g11ra Uber, 1.5~)1). 
Leibniz' concept of monad is variously ascribed to Gior

dano Bruno, Henry \lore, or Franciscus Mercurius van 
Belmont, all of whom had made use of the term. But the 
terms ":•donas" and "monadica" appear in the early papers 
of Leibniz, written long before he had come to know any of 
these thinkers or had developed his mature metaphysics. 

Leibniz' 111onadolog:,· involves a harmonious universe 
composed of an infinite number of monads, each of which 
was an infinite serivs of perceptive acts defined by a 
nnique point of view or a nnique law of series, each such 
law, in turn, was a particular finite combination of the 
perfections of ( ;od expressed in his creation. Leibniz 
prPscnted a s11c.Ti11ct hut incomplete account of this system 
in his Pri11cif1/cs of iVut11re and uf Crace and the so-called 
,\fo1wdo/ogu, both written in 171-L he then devoted the 
last twenty years of his philosophical activity to a defense 
and amplification of his monadology through various pa
pers and a va.-;t c:onespondenc:e. 11 is :,yste111 and that of 
Alfred North \\'hitt>lwad, who ascribed greater spontaneity 
and neativity to the monads and interpreted them as 
111i11dlike entities of limited duration, are the most detailed 
111odt•n1 IIIOI'adologies. 

Trained in the L<"ilmiz-\\'olff tradition, Immanuel Kant 
wrote Phusical ,\Jo1wdo/ogu in his precritical period 
(17.56), in which the monads were treated as sources of 
motion in a l'\pwtonian space. In the Critique of P11re Rea
sun ( I 7S I), Kant called liis second antinomy "the dialectic 
principle of mo11adology" (I st ed., p. -1-12). This antinomy 
is directed at the metaphysical claims for a monadology 
made hy the \\'olffia11 school. In their development of a 
realistic:, spiritnalistic metaphysics, Johann Friedrich Her
bart, I lerrnann Lotze, and Custav Theodor Fechner de
velopPd rnonadologies on a Kantian basis. ln his third 
Essai de criti(f11e g<;11hal<' (Paris, IS.sq), and in La Notlt'elle 
Monado/ogie (Paris, 18mJ), Ch<1rles Renouvier built a 
mrn1adology upon his rvlativized interpretation of Kant, 
making the highest attainable harmony in "the best of all 
possible worlds" depend upon the freedom of hunwn 
monads or persons. In contrast to this relativized monnd
ism, Edmund Husserl, in his Cartesian Meditations 
(HJ2~J-1931), suggested a monadic completion of his trnn
scendental phenomenology, describing a type of "indirect 
experience which possesses its own modes of verification" 
within one's own monadic experience and which also 
provides "the transcendental b.1se" for ,m objective natural 



order; implied in this is a "sphere of monadological inter
subjectivity." Other recent monadologies include Dietrich 
Mahnke's attempt to reconcile Leibniz' monadology with 
recent science and philosophy; 11. \\'ildon Carr's Theury of 
"Alonacls (London, HJ22), influenced by the British person
alistic tradition; and \\'illiam Stern's hierarchical system 
of persons and things, inspired by Spinoza, Fechner, and 
Lotze. 
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L. E. LoE\IKER 

MONISM AND PLURALISM. Ilow many things are 
there? Or how man:,.· kinds of thing? \lonism i~ the doc
trine that the answer to one or other of these questions is 
"Only one." Oppmed to monism is the doctrine of plural
ism, which is that there are many kinds of thing, or that 
there are many things. It ,,·ill be ,1pparent, on reflection, 
that this weaker form of pluralism, that there are man:,. 
things, is quite consistent ,,·itli the weaker form of mon
ism, that there is only one kind of thing to which the m,m:,.· 
particular things belong. For instance, materialism, in the 
sense that ever:,.thing existent is material, is a for111 of 
monism because it insists that all existent things are of a 
single kind, the material kind. Thus monism and plural
ism, though opposed, do not alwa:,.·s exclude each other. 

A doctrine which might be regarded as a form of plural
ism, possibly the most important form of it, is dualism, the 
belief that there arc two things or two tq>es of thing. In 
\'iew of its importance. it \\'ill be treated helow in a sepa
rate section. 

Monism. "\lonism" is a name for a group of views in 
metaphysics that stress the oneness or unity of reality in 
some sense. It has been characteristic of monism, from the 
earliest times, to insist 011 the unit:,.· of things in time (their 
freedom from change) or in space (their indivisibility) or in 
qualit~· (their undifferentiatedness). Such a view of the 
world is already found in a de,·eloped form in the pre
Socratic philosopher Parmenides and was nicknamed the 
"block universe" (hy Thomas Davidson, a friend of\\'illiam 
James), that is, the uni,·erse thought of as a single closed 
system of interlocking parts in which there is no genuine 
plurality and no room for alternati,·e possibilities. Al
though thi~ world view and similar ones are now classified 
as forms of monism, they may not have been seen as fall
ing into a single category at all until the term "monism" 
had itself been invented. The term was coined hy Chris-
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tian \\'olff (1678-17.5--1), and lw 11st·d it 011I~ iu a 11,tno\\ 
sense, applying it to the t\\'o opposite thl'oril'" tltat 1·, -
er>thing is mental (idealism or nw11talism) and tl1,1t (•,·<·ry
thing is material (materialism). Tlw t(·rt11 ,,·a., .,,i1>~<'q1w11tl:,. 
applied to a particular doctrine of tlw rclatio11 IH't\\T1·11 
mind and matter, namely, the tlteor~· of tlwir al>.,0l11tl' 
identity (the Identitiitsphilosopltie so often me11ti01wd I>:,. 
\Villiam James). The main proponents of this doctrine 
\\'ere Schelling and I lt•.u:el, although it ad11all:,. origi11;1t1·d 
with Spinoza a11d is sometime" k110\\'11 ,1., tll!' do11lil1·
aspect theor:,.·. It hold~ that mind and lioch arc 011I~ lll()(le, 
of the same substance, and it is this s11listance to which 
they are both reducible, not one to the other. A more 
recent version of this theor:,.· is the "ne11tral monism .. of 
\Villiam James, which Husscll at one time also adopted. 
On the other hand, it should he noted that the Idcnti
tiitsphilosophie and neutral monism differ from the "iden
tit:,.· theory," which is a form of materialism rece11th- set 
forth ll\ J. J. C. Smart, Herbert h•igl, and otlwr~. Tlw 
identit,· theor~· holds that tlw mind is 1rnt some third thing, 
some "neutral stuff" like sensation, hut is literally ide11tical 
with the hrain. (Sec ,'\IIND-BODY l'HOBLEl\1.) 

In the nineteenth centtir,· the \\'ord "mon1~m·· came to 
lw gi,·en wider application and so to have a s:,. ~tematic 
ambiguity, that is, a consistent ,·,niatim1 of meaning ac
cording to conte.\t. Since then am theory that tries to re
duce all phenomena to a single principle, or to explain 
them by one principle, or to make statemenh about re,1ht~· 
as a whole, has I wen labeled "monism." Tlw a111hig11it:,.· i" 
not harmf11l, prm·ided that theories ,il>o11t ho\\' man:,.- ~ul>
stances there an· huhstanti,·,d monism) arc distingui~hed 
from theories about ,,·hat kinds of sub-.;tance exi!-.t (attrilrn
ti_,·e monism). Thi-.; di~tinction ,ilso needs to he ob~en·<·d in 
the case of plurali~rn (see helow). 

S11bstantival and attriliuti,T moni"m arc logic,dh inde
pendent vie,,·s, and the various possible comliinatious of 
attitude to these questions arc actuall~- found in the doc
tri1ws of major philosophers. Thus ii hy "sllbstanti,·,tl mon
ism" we mean the tlwor~· that the apparent nrnltiplicih· of 
suh~tancl's is really a manifestation of onl~- a ~ingle sub
stance in different states or from different poi11ts of ,·icw, 
then Spinoza, with hi!-. Cod-or-:\"ature, and Bradle~·, with 
hi~ Absolute, arc typical suh~tantival monish. Indeed, Part I 
of Spinoza's Ethics is the classic e\"pmition of suhstan
ti,·al monis111, offering a proof that there can lw onh one 
self-subsistent mid independent thiug. But Spinoza re.1<·cted 
attrilrntiw· monism, which rnaintai 11s that all the s11hstances 
that there are, whether one or man:,.-, are ultimate):,. of a 
single kind. He belie,·ed in an infinih· of real attrilrnte~. 
An opposite case is that of Leibniz, who f<'Jected suh~tmti
val monism hut accepted a monism of attrih11tes, for in his 
philosophy all the monad, are of 01w kind, lwing souls. 

A further pos~ible doctrine, that might lw called partial 
monism, is the belief that <·, ·en ii there is more than one 
realm of heing, there is only one suh~ta11ce within \0llle 
particular realm. For example, Descarte", who is tlw clas
sic dualist insofar a-., he divides the world into the two 
realms of mind and matter, accepted partial monism ahout 
matter, which he treated as a unitary ~uhstancc, \\'hile he 
rejected JXtrtial monism about minds. 

If monism in one or other of the"c various senses keep~ 
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011 t11rrri11g up in quite di\'<·rse philosophil'al s:-stems, that 
is not realh· surprisin!..':. A stri\'i11!..': for rmit:-· in a world 
d<·SlTiptio11, perhaps for the sake of 1•,1sier comprehensi
liilit, and greater 1·co11omy of <'xplanation, 1wrhaps re
sulti11!..': from tlw direct appeal of simplicit:-·, is a perennial 
trr!..':<' i11 lnrman thought. E\'en a sul>stantiv,11 pluralist, 
I ,eilmiz for iustance, usually maintains that the plmalitv of 
sul>stances ill his world do for111 a systematic unity "id1•al
ly" or ,vht·11 looked at from the ,·iewpoint of an omniscient 
lwing. To man:-· rni11ds, a monistic them:-· is ahva:-·s the 
111ost attracti\'t· option if the obstacles to lrolcling it ca11 lw 
1"('111()\"('d. 

Dualism. Dn,ilis111 is the position of those thinkers \\'lro 
fi11d -.onre r;iclical and irredncilile diffnl'nce in the \\'mid, 
an i11s11perahle g1rlf between two realms of !win!.':. An:-· 
plrilosopltit'al -.:-·stern that divides the world into two t'ate
gorit·s or t:- pes of thin!.':, or uses t\\'o ultimate principles of 
<·xpla11ation, or insists tlrnt there are two substances or 
kinds of snhsta,11.·t· i-. a for111 of d11alism. (The same a111l>i
!..':llity is fmrnd lrere as witl, tlw other lalH'k) E,Tn tlw 
presence of a can linal tl1ou!..':h 11ot all-l'ml>raci11g contrast in 
a pl1ilo..,ophical s:-·stem ma:-· jmtif:-· callin!..': it a cl11alism i11 a 
loos<'r sense, as \\'hl'n we speak of tlw dualism of Plato, in 
\\'hose \\'orks the \\'orld of flux presented to the senses is 
sharp!:- t'<>Irtrasted with the world of Forms known ll\ tire 
iut<·llect, or when wt· consider the corre..,porHling dualism 
of phe11om<·11a a11d n<>UJlH•na i11 Kant. 

Althougl1 superfil'i,ill) dualism ca11 Ix- S<Tn as a special 
ca"e of pluralism, it sl1ould he clear from the foregoin!..': that 
it has often IH'e11, "o to speak, the expression of failed 
mo11ism. :\or is it nwrely that monism has to man,· minds 
the attracti\'t·n1·ss dt·st-ril>ed earliPr; the d11alistic position 
is inherent!:- rmstal>le ,111cl puzzle-generating. Once \\'e 
ha\'t' di,·icl<'d the world into two-for 1·xampl1-_ into natural 
and supernatural, temporal ancl l'ternal, material and ml'n
tal, p,11ticular and 1111i\'l'rsal-,ve k1,·1· 011 011r hands tire 
problem of the relation het\\'een tltl' two resulting \\'oriels. 
These l>ricl!..':in!..': problems ha\'e bulked larg<" in hotlr an
cient and modern philosophy. Even thou!..':h dualism of 
mind and both·, for instance, nrny he said to reflect tlw 
time-honored , ie\\· of t'ornmon sense and was adopted l>y 
philosophers at least as earh· as Anaxagora;.., Descartes's 
, ·1·rsion of it, \\'ith thinking substances operating mysteri
oml:-· 011 bits of extended substance, set the problem for all 
subsequent philosophers until Cillwrt Hyle, in The Con
cept of Mind ( l~J.!9), dismissed it as a "category-mistake" 
(s<'e CATECORIES). 

There ma:-· he thinkers for whom oppositions thems<·h·es 
ha\"l' an attraction, just as triads cert,1i11l:-· do for sonre oth
<·rs. If so, the series of opposites set up by the P,thag
oreans nHl\' lrave had this motivation. Since, however, 
they reduced the two sets to two fundamental principles, 
the Lilllit and the Unlimited, they may kwe been forced hy 
their mathematical disco\'eries to acknowledge a diffrrern.'e 
that blocked the wa:- to monism, \Vhatever the correct in
terpretation in their case, it is plain that no plri losopher 
would in ath-anc<' adopt dualism as an ideal ;it which to 
aim, in cre;iting his world pictme. 

\Vhat in fact drew attention to d1wlism as ,1 type of theory 
was theolog:-·, \\'here doctrines like '.\lanit'haeism, with its 
t\\'o ultimate principles of /2:00ll and e\'il, or darkness and 

li!..':ht, arc found. Those who put forward such doctrines 
were labeled '\l11alists" h:- Thomas IIJ·de, \\'riting in Latin 
about 1700. Later the ter111 found its w,,y into philosophy 
in various languages. 

Pluralism. If there is more than one kind of existent, 
why 11ot any number instead of just two? The unsuccessful 
wo11ld-he monist may, through thinking in this way, lapse 
into pluralism. Others, like William James, may find they 
k1,·e a tl'mperamental objection to monism, with its em
phasis 011 the totality and its exclusion of individuality and 
q11irkiness. Yet others may from the start see tire world as 
having some kind of disconnectedness as an essential 
feature, \\'ithout which motion, change, and free will, for 
example, would he impossible, The rejection of an:-· form 
of monism of cmnst· entails adopting the corresponding 
plur,ilist \'iewpoint. There nw:-·, however, he different 
tqws of rejection. Pluralism ma:-· arise from the rejection of 
the metaphysit'al conception of the "hloek uni\'erse" or of 
the lo!..':ical doctrine that all trne statements are, in the bst 
analysis, logically necessary, For if there are some truths of 
a merel:-· contin~~e11t nature, the doctrine of internal rela
tio11s, that all relations are e:rnunded in the natures of the 
related terms, must lw false, and tl,is doctri11e is fumla
nwntal to tlw idealist ,·ersio11s of monism. The case of 
Leih11iz, \\'ho is ofkn taken as a st,mdard plurnlist, does 
not ilh1stL1te this point, hut an inst,mce of this sort of con
V<'rsion to pluralis111 is afforded h:-· Bertrand Russell, who 
writes of Iris <',nl:- position, "I came to clish1.-lieve Brndley's 
.trg1111wnts a!..':ainst relations, and to distrust the logical 
l>a.,es of monisrn" (The Philosophy of Bertrand Russell, 
P. A. Schilpp, ed., Evansto11, IIL, I!J44, pp. 11-12). Russell 
latn adopted a f11ll-hlow11 pluralism associated with logil': 
for instance, "\\'hen I sa:-· that my logic is atomistic, I mean 
that I share tire commo11-sen se he Ii el that there are many 
-.eparak tlri11gs" ("The Plrilosoph:-· of Logical Atomisrn," 
191S, reprinted in his Logic and Knowledge, l\'ew York, 
Jl).'56, p. l7S). Though this ph,1se of H11ss<·ll's philosophy is 
us11al 1:-· known a-. lo!..':ical atom ism, he also described it 
himsl'lf as "absolute pluralism." E\'en after ;il>ancloning 
logical atomisrn, Hussell remained an enthusiastic plural
ist; in 19.31 he \\'rote of the proposition that the world is a 
unity, "the most fundamental of my intellectu;i] beliefs is 
that tlri-. is rnbl>isl1. I tlrink the universe is all spots and 
jumps, \\"ithrn1t unity, without continuity, without coher-
1·nce or orderliness or any of tire other properties that 
gmTrness1·s lo\'<'" (The Scientific Outlook, l\'ew York, 
rn:1L p. mn 
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uphy is A. E. Taylor, Elements of l\fetaphysics (London, l\J02), 
Chs. 2-3. Compare J. A. Smith, "Thl' Isslll' Between '.\lonism a11d 
Pluralism," in PAS, Vol. 2G (HJ2,5/HJ2G), 1-2➔ See also '.\larvin 
Farber, "Types of Unity and tlw Problem of '.\lonism," in Philoso
phy and Phenomenological Research, Vol. ➔ 09➔,3/W.t➔), ,37-,58, 
.md postscript, ibid., Vol. 6 (HH5/19.t6), 5➔7 -583; Raphael De
mos, "Types of Unit~ According to Pbto and Aristotle," ibid., 
534-545; Abraham Edel, "l\lonism and Pluralism," in]ournal of 
Philosophy, Vol. 31, No. :?.l (Oct. HJ:3.t), 561-571; Jonathan Ben
nett, "A Note un Descartes and Spinoza," in The Philosophical 
Review, Vol. 7.t, \:o .. 3 (July 196.5), 379-380. Such nineteenth
century works as Ernst Haeckel, Der Monismus als B<md zwischen 
Religion und Wissenscha.ft (Bonn, 1893; tramlated b~· J. Gilchrist 
as Monism as Connecting Religion and Science, London, 189.t), 
are not now of much philosophical interest, for they are not aho11t 
monism in general hut are presentations uf an outdated tvpl' of 
materialism. 

DUALISM 

On dualism see the mai11 works of Descartes. The difficulties of 
the dualist position in ge11eral a1e well brought out by John Pass
more in his Philosophical Reasoning (London, 19Gl), Ch. 3. Set' 
also Simone Petrement, Le Dualisme chez Platon, les gnostiques, 
et /es manicheens (Paris, W➔ 7). 

PLURALISM 

The most readable hook on pluralism and other theories is 
William James's A Pluralistic U11iierse (London, mm)). For further 
reading, there is James Ward, The Realm of Ends, or Pluralism 
and Theism (Camhridge, 1911) A dn hut clear account is to he 
found in C. D. Broad, The l\lind and Its Place in Nature (London, 
192.5), lntroduction. l\lorl' difficult and technical but classic i, 
C. E. l\loore, "External and Internal Relations," in PAS. Vol. 20 
(1919/1920), .t0-62, reprinted in hi~ Philosophical Studies (l\'ew 
York, 1922). Compare Bertrand Rmsell, 'The Nature ofTrnth," in 
Mind, Vol. 15 (l~)()G), 528-.533, reprinted as "The '.\lonistic Theor~· 
of Truth," in Russell's Philosophical Essays (London, HJIO). Se1· 
also J. H. ~I uirhead, F. C S. Schiller, and A. E. Tador, "\\'hy 
Plurali.,m?," in PAS, Vol. ~) (HJ()8/1~)09), 183-225, and P. Laner, 
Pluralisnws oder l\fo•lismus ( 1\)().5). 

ROLAND HALL 

MONTAGUE, WILLIAM PEPPERELL (1873-19.53), 
American realist philosopher. \lontague received his B.A. 
from Harvard in 1896, his \I.A. the following year, and his 
Ph.D. in 1898. He taught briefly at Radcliffe, I larvard, 
and the University of California. In 1903 he began teach
ing at Barnard and from 1907 to 1910 was an adjunct 
professor and a member of the Columbia University grad
uate faculty of philosopl1y. He became associate professor 
in 1910, professor in 1920, and was the Johnsonian profes
sor of philosophy from 1820 to 1941. In 1928 he was Car
negie visiting professor in Japan, Czechoslovakia, and 
Italy. He served as chairman of several delegations to the 
International Congress of Philosophy (1920, HJ34, 19.37) 
and as president of the eastern division of the American 
Philosophical Association in 1823. 

Realism. ~lontague advocated a frankly Platonic "suh
sistential realism.'' He called it a right-wing realism, in 
contrast with left-wing realism, whose adherents included 
the behaviorist,, objective relativists, and-to some e\
tent-pragmatists. At the turn of the twentieth centur'.'·, the 
idealist claim that the object of knowledge was dependent 
on the knower and thus was "ideal" had come increasing!>· 
under attack in England and America. Montague, in "Pro-
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fessor Ho>·ce's Hd11L1tio11 of H<'ali\111" l~J02 1. \\.L\ c1111· ,,! 

th(' first to attack ideali~m by 111t·,u1s of tlw n· a li~t tll('or~ ol 
independence. This theory-that the ohjel't of k11m, l1·d 12: 1· 
is not dependent for its real it'.'· 011 the knm, i11g 11·l.1tio11 -
hecame one of the cardinal tenets of tlw :\t·,, H1·,ili\t 
movement, of which \lontague was a charter 11w11il>l'1. 
However, by itself it was not enough to estahli\h that till' 
known is independent of the k110\\'er. It also had to IH' 
shown how a conscious, knowing organism co11ld hc in 
such a unique kind of rapport with e,·ents whme loci a11d 
dates were different from its own. Thus the central i~s11t· i11 
epistemology for \1ontague was to establish the indepl'11d
ence and the immanence of the object of knmdcde:c . 

Montague proposed his "s11hsistential realism" a~ a 
resolution of this issue. Subsistence included c,·t·r~ thing 
that could be made an ohject of discourse. The objects of 
knowledge then arc suhsistentl>· real, that is, propmitiom 
and terms rather than common-sense objects, and a, ~11d1 
they are clirectlv present to mind (immanent), tl1011gh 
independent of it. \lontagul' thus brought the things of thl' 
earth into the realm of idl'as b~· interpreting existence as a 
subclass of subsistence, hence also as a set of propositions. 

\Vith his idea of subsistent and existential propositions, 
i\lontague could distinguish non\'eridical and u1ire,il 
objects from the veridical and real. Existential propo,i
tions are the objects of trne or real knowledge, and thl' 
"mere!>' subsistent" propositions arc the objects of fal.\l' or 
unreal knowledge. Thus thl're is a tendency in \lonta.12:11c's 
thinking to identify the tnw, real, and existent on tlw Oill' 
hand, and the false, 11nrcal, and nonexistent on the otlwr. 

\Vhat, then, is the cause of error? Truth and falsity attach 
to our judgments, \lnntague said, because of their contl0 nt, 
not because the~ arc stated or bclie,·ed. Error is thl' rl's11lt 
of the selecti,·e action of sensl' perception and concl'ption. 
I le attributed error to these factors of the "person,il equa
tion" (as realists called the subjecti\'C" aspect of knowl
edge) because he had said existential subsistent propmi
tions cause themselves to lw known in a way the "ml'reh 
subsistent" cannot. But how can a proposition c,1USl' itself 
to be known? 

The answer apparent!~· was in the difference between 
the "merel>· subsistent" propositions and the e xistential 
subsistent propositions. \lontague identified existen
tial propositions with facts, and he described a fact as 
"something clone," a fait accompli. But this was as far as 
he went. 

Animistic materialism. Epistemology was sl'cmHlary, 
however, to ~lontague's preoccupation with the psycho
physical problem of the nature of mind and its rl'lation to 
the body. Naturalistic monism, strongly supported h, 
science, could not, i\lontague claimed, aclequatel>· al'l'Oilllt 
for such characteristics of mind as purpose, pri,·ac~·. dura
tion, and integration. Traditional dualism could account for 
them, but it was scientificall>· sterile in its rcliancl' 011 

concepts of spirit. \lontague's ,111s,,·er, which lw called 
"animistic materialism," was the h>-pothesis of a ph~ sical 
soul possessing all of the traits of mind altho11gh still 
physically clescrihahle. 

Throughout his career, \lontaguc considered the soul to 
he the on!>· answer to the ps>·choph>·sical problem. After 
proposing the idea of a substantial soul in his first pub-
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li:...hed writing, .\lo11tague soon re_jeeted it i11 favor of con
sideri11g the soul as a new kind of energ>, purel>· private, 
and i11ternall>· oliservalile as sensation. This "pote11tial" 
energy com<·s i1Jto existence when and where the kinetic 
energy of a stimulus ceases to he externally ohsen•,1ble as 
motio11. Sensations (or conscio11:...ness) and their extemall>· 
observable eauses are thus qualitati\'el>· identical. The 
potentiality of the ph~'sical i:... the at·tuality of the psychieal, 
and vice \'ersa. Just a:... when sut-cessive twists are imposed 
upon a coiled spring there is left unoliser\'alile potential 
energ~·, :...o too the potential energies of sensatio11s lea\'e 
traces "uperpo:...ed on one another. These traees t·onstitute 
the memor>' s>·st<'lll and modif>· the organism's responses 
to later :...tim,di . 

Thus, within th<· organism there arise:... a held of poten
tial energ> that is e\ternall>· unoh-;ervahle >·et is causal!>· 
effective upon the vi:...ihle cerebral matrix; this inner or
gani:...111 posse..,ses all the t·liaracteri:...tics of mind. ln '.\lon
tague's relational dualism, therefon•, mind and liod:,· are in 
radit·al contrast as relations lrnt not as suh~ta1wes. The 
truths of psyt·l10pli>·sical dualism \\'ere thus saved without 
departing from material categories. '.\lontague in general 
maintained this materialistic dualism, ret at one point (in 
"A Realistic Tlwor> of Truth and Error," 191:2) he admit
ted to what he called a qualified panps) ch ism: matter had 
something ps>Thical ahout it. 

Religious views. \1ontag11e's "Promethean challenge to 
religion" (as he called it in Belief Unbound) w,1s a chal
lenge to authoritarianism, :...11pernat11ralis111, and ascetit·is111 
in religion. '.\lontague dt>11ied what he termed the "p:...eudo 
creati\'eness" that ideali:...m and pragmatism attribute to 
man . .\fan has 110 transcendt,nt power to legislate for 11a
t11n:>, or to support infinite :...pat·e and time b:v his con
:...ciousness. Realism instead gives to man an even greater 
responsibilit:v of memliersliip in the independe11t order of 
nature. Healism also adds to exist<'nt things the "qniet and 
infinitely great immensities of the realm of s1ilisi:...kntT" 
where mind gains act-e:ss to new and imperishalik sourt·e:... 
of joy· and peace. Philosoph> 's one certainty is that ideals 
arc eternal things, ,111d the life that incarnates them attain:... 
an ab-;olute value that time alone could not create and that 
death is powerless to destrn>·· 

Ideals are not dependent on Cod':... will. Cod is neitl,er 
finite 11or infinite in all things. lie is infinite and eternal 
like the 11ni\'erse which is his hody, all-perfect in himself 
,md in his will li11t limited in power b>· that totalit>· of 
actual and possible things whif·h is within him yd not 
himself. Cod is to lw loved because he is good, not be
cause he is powerful. 

\lontague had a genuinely specubtive and dming mind 
that explored not on!>· the fields of philosoph>· hut aho 
sueh meas as time pert'eption, matlwmaties, relati\'it>· 
theory, and quantum mechanics. At the beginning of :\lon
tague's t·arc·er, philosoph>· s11ffered from what he called 
"internalism," a suhjecti\'ism sometimes c,1rried to the 
point of solipsi:...m, whid1, if it perhaps t·ontained a grain of 
trnth, was sterile. By the end of his life '.\lontague feared 
that philosoph>· had gone to the other extreme. ln "The 
'.\lodern Distemper of Philosophy" ( 19.51 ), he expressed 
hi:... concern that it now suffered from an "externalism," a 

"distemper" that was eliminating important philosophical 
problems from discu~sion because they were insuffieiently 
empirical. 
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THOMAS ROBISCHON 

MONTAIGNE, MICHEL EYQUEM DE (l.5.'33-1.S!J:2), 
Fr('11d1 ('""a> i:...t a11d sk<'ptil'al pliilo:...oplwr, was horn 11ear 
BordC'aux. ll is father was an important merdiant, and his 
mother belonged to a wealthy Sprn1ish-Portuguese Jewish 
family that had flt•d to Toulouse. Montaigne was rnised a 
Catholic and was given special training by his father, who 
wrnild not allow him to hear any language other than Latin 
1111til he was six. At this time he was sent to the Collt~ge de 
( ;11yenne at Bordeaux, where he stndied with some of the 
leading humanistic teachers of the time. ~1011taigne also 
apparently studied at the l 1niversity of Toulouse, a leading 
center of l111ma11is111 and unorthodox religious ideas. For 13 
\'ears he was a lllC'mlwr of tl1e parlement of Bordeaux and 
made several trips to Pari:... and the t·mut seeking a more 
important position. His dosest friend at this time was the 
stoit· humanist and poet, Etienne de La Boc'-tie. '.\lon
taigne's first signifieant writing was a letter <lescrihi11g La 
Bo<'·tie's death (1.56.'3), published at the end of the latter's 
Oeuucs in I.570. 

I II I.'5h,') '.\lo11taig1w p11lilished his FrC'nch translation of 
Thcologia Natura/is site Uher Crcat11rar11m ("Natural 
Theology or the Book of Creatures") hy Raimond Sehond 
(Haymond of Sabunde), a fifteenth-century Spanish theolo
gian who had taught at Toulouse. ln his translation he 
somewhat modified Sebond's rationalistic claims that 
unaided human reason could comprehend the universe 
and establish the existence and nature of Cod. 0.lontaigne 
also published La Boetie's works before retiring from 
publit· life in 1,571. The following year he began writing 
his most important work, the Essays, a series of rambling, 
enidite, witty disn1ssions on a variety of topics, serving as 
a self-portrait. The longest of the essays, the "Apology for 
Raimond Sebond," was written about 1,576 while '.\Ion-



taigne wa~ studying the recently rediscm·erecl treas11ry of 
Creek skepticism-the works of Sext11s E111piric11s-and 
undergoing a 1wr-,onal ~keptieal nisi~. ll<- had 111ottoe~ 
from Sext11s ca1Yed into the rafter IH'a111-.. of !tis ~tud~ and 
adopted as his own motto, "(Jue sais-je?" ("\\'hat do l 
know?"). ln I.SSO the first two hooks of the Essays were 
published. Besides writing, \lontaigne tried in vain during 
the 1570s to mediate between the Catholics and the Prot
estant leader, I lenri of '.\Javarre (later Henri IV). 

In l,SSO \lontaigne went to Paris to present a copy of his 
Essays to the king; he then set out on a trip to Cennany, 
Switzerland, and Italy, which he describes in his Trnr,c/ 
Joumal. The following year he was called hack from Italy 
to become mayor of Bordeaux, a post he held for four 
years. He then added material to his earlier Es.mus and 
wrote a third volume of them; the complete edition was 
first pu hlished in l,SS8 in Paris. \lontaigne went there and 
probahly negotiated on behalf of llenri of Na\'arre con
cerning his succession to the throne, his l'Onversion to 
Catholicism, and the temporary settlement of the religious 
wars, which was later inco1vorated into the Edict of 
Nantes. Illness apparently prevented \lontaigne from 
J0111111g Henri l\''s l'Ourt, but he continued to revise his 
Essays. The final version was published posthumously in 
1.59.S. 

"Apology for Raimond Se bond." \lontaigne' s most 
important philosophical work, the "Apology for H.aimond 
Sebond," had an enormous influence on the subsequent 
history of thought. A superbly written presentation of 
skepticism, it formulated a challenge that affected Des
cartes, Pierre Cassendi, Bacon, and many others and in
spired monunwntal efforts to meet it. The "Apology" grad
ually reveals a series of waves of doubt, continuously 
coupled with a new type of Christian fideism. 

The essay begins with an account-probably not very 
accurate-of \lontaigne's reasons for translating Sebond's 
Theologia Naturnlis. Pierre Bunel, a Renaissance scholar, 
gave \lontaigne's father a copy of the book, saying that it 
had saved him from Lutheranism. Long afterward, \lon
taigne's father asked his son to render it into French (from 
what ;-.lontaigne claimed was Spanish with Latin endings). 
After the translation appeared, \lontaigne reported that 
some readers-mainly female-needed help in compre
hending Sehond 's contention that all the articles of the 
Christian faith could he established by reason. Two major 
objections to this thesis had heen raised: the first held that 
Christianity should rest on faith rather than reason, and the 
second maintained that Sebond's reasons were not good 
ones. \lontaigne purported to defend Sehond hy sho\\'ing 
that since all reasoning is unsoupd, Sehond's is no worse 
than anyone else's and, therefore, religion should rest on 
faith alone. 

\lontaigne held that men are vain, stupid, and immoral, 
and he pointed out that they and their achievements do not 
appear very impressive when compared with animals and 
their abilities. The "noble savage" of the New \\'orld 
seemed to posses~ an admirable simplicity and ignorance 
that did not involve him in the intellectual, legal, political, 
and religious problems of the ci,·ilized European. 

t-.lontaigne suggested that our sole contact with the truth 
was due not to our intellect or reason, but rather to the 
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grace of Cod; lie agreed \\'ith St. l'aul that ig11ora11c<· is 
more 11sef11l than learning i11 acquirim! trnth. To sho\\' this, 
~Iontaigne examined the teaclii11e:s of the ancient ~dwols 
of philosophy and argued that those of tlw P~-rrl1oni~ts 
were the hest and the most compatibl e with tlw Christian 
religion. All of the other philosophie~ were i11 co11flid with 
one another, contained contradictions and ahs11nliti<'S, and 
relied on fallible human faculties and questionahle prem
ises to reach their conclusions. Only Pyrrho11ists shmn·d 
man as naked and empty, portrayed his natural weakness, 
and hy ridding him of his false or dubious opinions, left his 
mind a blank tablet, ready to reu_,i,·e whatever Cod might 
wish to write upon it. The modern Pyrrhonist would not he 
led into heresy, since he would accept no reason~ or argu
ments that are open to question. ln contrast to the Pyr
rhonists, who suspended judgment on all matters, other 
philosophers offered their own opinions as genuine truths. 
They thought that they had disco,·ered the real nature of 
things and had measured the universe in terms of their 
own systems; they were only deceiving themselves. 

ln the later portions of the "Apology," r-..tontaig1H' 
presented the P~Trhonistic evidence that e,·er~ thing is 
dubious and that genuine knowledge must he gained ei
ther hy experience or by reasoning. \\'e do not, however, 
know the essence of what we experience (for example, the 
real nature of heat), and we do not even know the nature of 
our own faculties. \\'e are constantly changing as our 
physical and emotional conditions alter, and the judgments 
we make and accept at one time, we find doubtful at an
other. Not only does this seem to happen to each of us, h11t 
it also appears to be the fate of man in general. Each al
leged scientific disco\'ery is superseded hy another, and 
what is thoue:ht true at one time is regarded as false or silly 
at another. 

Tlw new sciences of Copernicus and Paracelsus claimed 
that the ancient sciences of Aristotle, Ptolemy, and others 
were false. How could we know, r-..lontaigne asked, that 
sonw future scienti~t \\'011ld not make similar claims, on 
equally firm grounds, ahout thc~e new discoveries·~ Thes<' 
same variations and disagreements occur in every area of 
human concern. 

\lontaigne then presented the more theoretical objec
tions that Sext11s Empiricus had raised about the possibil 
ity of gaining knowledge. All of our alleged knowledge, he 
are:ued, appears to come from sense experience, hut per
haps we do not possess the requisite number of senses for 
gaining knowledge. Even if \\'e do possess all of them, the 
information we gain through them is deceptive and uncer
tain. Illusions lead us to wonder when our senses are ac
curate. Dream~ are often so similar to ~ens<' experiences 
that we cannot tell if ~ense experience itself is not reall~· a 
dream. Each of our experiences differs from that of ani
mals, from that of other human beings, and even from our 
other experiences; we cannot, therefore, know when to 
accept an experience as accurate. Such conditions as ill
ness or drunkenness distort what we perceive. Perhaps 
normal experience itself is a kind of distortion. 

In order to determine the accuracy of our experiences, 
we require a criterion. But ,,·e need some ,,·a~· of testing 
that criterion, and this requires a second criterion to estab
lish how to test it, and so on. lf reason is to be the judge of 
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our e:,.perie11ces, then \\'e need reasons to justify our rea
-,on. ,rnd -.o on, to infinity. Thus, if our ideas come from our 
-.ense l"Xl)erience-., we are hardly in a position to use our 
idea-. to judge the nature of objects. Our experiences and 
om idec1 ... tell us only ho\\' things seem to be, but not nec
e-. ... arily how the:-, are in themseh·es . Trying to know real
it:-,. \lontaigne concluded, is like trying to clutch water. 
\\ e ca11 deal \\'ith the world only in terms of appearances, 
unles'> and until Cod decides to enlighten us. In our 
prese11t '>tate, we can only tr~· to follow nature, li\·ing as 
best we can. 

Intentions and influence. \lontaigne questioned and 
ca-.t doubt upon almost all of man\ beliefs in philosophy, 
tlwology, -.cience, religion, and rnoralit~, and criticized 
,dmo ... t e\·ery -.upersition and accepted \·ie\\'. He insisted 
that lw \\'as men,):-,· showing man's inability to find truth by 
mean-. of his natural capacities and hi" need to rely on faith 
a-. hi-. -.ole acce-.s to truth. \lontaigne's own portrayal of 
tlw hurna11 predicament '>Ul'l'eeded in intensif~·ing the 
douhh already produced by the religious crisis of the 
Hdonuation, the humani-.tic cri'>i.., of the Renaissance, and 
the philo"ophical- ... cientific cri ... is of re\·i\·ed P~ rrho11i ... m. 
The three current... were tu ... ed into a m,l'>Si\"C: and forceful 
omlaugl1t i11 hi" ··_-\polog~ ... \lo11taigne's formulation of 
-.keptic:i ... n1 and the more didactic: 011e of his disciple. Pierre 
( :hc1rron, prm·ided the i'>..,lit.'" for se\·enteenth-ce11tur~ 
thought. Some, like La \lotlw Le \'ayer, were to follow out 
the more destructi\·e and anti-intellectual tendencies of 
\lontaigne's doubt. Others, like \lersenne and Ca-.-.endi, 
\\'ere to formulate a mitigated skepticism that could accept 
ih doubt... while -.eeking information about the world of 
appearance-.. Still others, like Bacon, llerhert ofCherbm:-,, 
a11d Descartes, were to seek new philosophical s:-, stem.., to 
pro\·ide for human knowledge a ba-.is impen·ious to \lon
taigne\ doubts. 

Some ha\·e ... een \I ontaigne a ... a skeptic, que ... tioning 
religion with e,·erl'thing else, and as the founder of thl' 
critical -.pirit of the Enhghtenrnent. They ha\'e taken his 
fidei',m ,I'. a rna-.k for his actual \·iews a11d have portrayed 
hirn a-. a genuine freethinker and free spirit. Others ha\·e 
interpreted his fideism as an expression of his own resolu
tion of hi-. doubt.... Although \lontaigne lacked the reli
girni... fer\"!H of Pa-.cal. who regarded him as ,l ... keptical 
nonbelie,·er, many of his contemporaries and later admir
er ... took hi-. skepticism as part of the Counter Heforrnation, 
since it opposed the reasons and arguments of the Heform
ers b:-,· undermining the \·alidity of all reasoning. 

\lontaigne played a \'ital role in the de\'elopment of 
both Christian skeptical fideism and of the so-called liher
ti1uge, a later m0\"l'l11ent of critical freethinking that 
preceded the .-\1.!;e of Reason. His \'iews are compatible 
with both role..,, in that his doubts neither imply nor con
tradict eithc:r a religious or an irreligious conclusion. He 
\\',b probably n1ildly religiou-., accepting Catholicism in 
the lie:ht of the religious wars of his time. He apparently 
oppmed fanaticism and wished for toleration of all sides, 
recog111zing man as a fallible, limited creature strnggling to 
li\·e and comprehend with weak and uncertain capacities. 
\\'ithout Cod's assistance, man could only tr) to under
... tand himself, guided by the past and the present. To 
understand himself and his situation would at least make 

him doubtful of radical proposals for sol\'ing everything, 
make him more tolerant, and-most impo1tant-make him 
capable of accepting himself and his fate. To philosophizc:, 
\lontaigne said, was to learn to die. 
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RICHARD H. POPK.I.'.\" 

110::\'TESQFIEU, BAROl',; DE (16H9-l,,5.5), philos
opher and political theorist. Charles-Louis de Secondat, 
afterward baron de la Brede et de .\lonte~quieu, was born 
at Labrede. near Bordeaux, in the year of the English re\·
olutionary settlement that established the pre-eminence 
of Parliament. He \\'as a follower of Locke and the out
standing champion in France of the supposedly "English" 
notions of freedom, toleration, moderation, and constitu-



tional government. I le \\'as also a pioneer in the phi
losophy of history and in the sociological approach to 
problems of politics and law. I lonored in his own country, 
l\lontesquieu was e,·en moH• revered in the English
speaking world. I le described the constitution of England 
as "the mirror of libe1ty," and although his analysis of the 
English principles of government ,,·,1s generally consid
ered defective hy later historians, it was hailed as marvel
ously penetrating hy English readers of his own time. 
Charles Yorke, the future lord chancellor, told l\lontes
quieu, "You have understood us better than we under
stand oursekes." .\loreover, the founders of se,·eral ne\\' 
political societies, notably of the l 1nited States, were pro
foundly affected by l\lontesquieu's teaching. Especially 
influential was his theory that the freedom of the individ
ual could best be guaranteed by the division of the powers 
of the state between three distinct organs which could 
balance and check one another-a separation of powers 
which .\1ontesquieu, rightk or wrongly, belie\'ed to be 
charncteristic of the English s~·stem. 

l\lontesquieu belonged to the 110/Jlesse de robe. Part of 
his design in recommending the separation of powers in 
France was to elevate the French aristocracy to a position 
comparable to that of the English, for whereas Rousseau 
believed that political liberty could lie ,1chieved only in a 
democracy and \'oltaire believed it could best be achieved 
by a philosopher-king, .\lontesquieu held that liberty was 
most secure \\'here there was a potent aristocracy to limit 
the despotic tendency of both the monarch and the com
mon people. He belie\'ed that the \\'a~ to presen·e freedom 
was to set "po\\'er against po\\'er." 

No one wrote with greater eloquence against despotism 
than did .\lontesquieu, yet he was far from sharing the 
conventional liberal outlook of the eighteenth-century 
philosophes. He had all the conservatism \\'hich is charac
teristic of the landowner .ind the lawyer. In many respects 
he was positively reactionary; for instance, he wished to 
strengthen rather than diminish hereditary privileges. But 
like Edmund Burke, whom he influenced considerably, 
Montesquieu was able to reconcile his reforming and 
reactionary sentiments by insisting that he sought to re
store old freedoms, not promote new ones. He argued that 
the centralizing monarchistic policy of Louis XI\' had 
robbed Frenchmen of their ancient liberties and privi
leges. The only kind of revolution .\lontesquieu advocated 
was one which would give back to the French Estates 
-and to the nobility and the parlc111c11ts in particular-the 
rights they had enjoyed before the seventeenth century. 
The actual French Revolution, which sought to enfran
chise the bourgeoisie and the common people and to bring 
about a variety of other innovations, was far from the sort 
of change that .\lontesquieu had favored, although he 
in,1dvertently did help to inspire the events of l 7Sq m1d 
nfter. 

:\tontesquieu's parents were not well off. He inherited 
his title and much of his wealth from an uncle \\'ho at the 
same time bequeathed him the office of president d mortier 
of the 1wrle111c11t at Bordern1x. About the same time his 
worldly position was further secured by a prudent mar
riage to a Protestant named Jeanne de Lartigue, who, al
though exceedingly plain in appearance, \\'as heiress to a 
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c011siderahle fortune, Eve11 so, .\lo11tesq11i<'11 n·mained a11 
ambitious man, and, after I:?. year'.-, a'.-> 1ireside11f in Bor
deaux, he forsook his chateau and vineyard'.-,, lo \\'hich he 
was deeply attached, ancl his wife, whom he loved perhaps 
rather less, to seek fame in l'aris and to travel to other 
countries collecting material for his hook'.->. I le was a s11c
cess in the Paris salons, and alth(rngh there seem to lw 110 
recorded examples of his wit in talking, he was celebrated 
as a conversationalist. He made friends with influe11tial 
people and became the lover of the marquise de Crave, 
among others. She inspired one of his early anon\·nwu'.-, 
works, Le Temple de Gnide, a mildly indecent erotic fan
tasy \\'hich was also a satire 011 the court of the infant Louis 
X\'. After some difficulties l\lontesquieu was admitted to 
the French Academy in 17:28. 

Ile was on the whole ,1 popular, hut certainly not a gen
erous, man_ As a landowner he was most rigorous in the 
collection of even the smallest debts; at the same time he 
was slo\\' to pa,· monL'Y he o\\'ed to others. In Paris he lrnd 
a rep11t,1tion for par'.->irnony; lllore than one contempornn 
remarked that he "never ate at his own table," At his cha
teau, La Bri·de, English guests were struck by what they 
politely called the "plainness" of the fare, and .\lontes
quieu even economized on the arrangements for the wed
ding of his drn1ghter Denise. lie once wm11ed his grandson, 
"La fortune est 1111 etat et non pas 1111 liien." 

"Les Lettres persanes." .\lontesquieu made his name 
,1s a writer at the age of :3:2 with the publication of Les 
Lettre.\· persancs ( 17:21 ). Presented in the guise of a series 
of letters sent from France by two Persian visitors, l1 sbek 
and Rica, and translated into French hy ~lontesq11ieu, this 
hook is a satirical attack on French values and institutions, 
It is written \\'ith great \\'it and skilL The Persian visitors 
begin by remarking on the strange customs of the French 
in such matters as cutting their hair and wearing wigs and 
reversing the Persian rule of giving trousers to wonwn and 
skirts to men, They then proceed by degrees to express 
delicate amazement at the things the French choose to 
respect or hold sacred, They comment on the mixture of 
grossness and extravagance in the manners of Parisian 
'.society. Their sl:, digs at French politics are even more 
telling, They describe Louis XI\' as a "magician" \\'ho 
"makes people kill one another even when they have no 
quarrel." The Persians also speak of "another conjuror who 
is called the Pope . . who makes people believe that 
three are onl~· one, and that the lire,1d one eats is not bread 
or that the wine one drink-. is not \\'ine, and a thousand other 
things of the same sort." The Spanish Inquisitors are de
scribed as a "cheerful species of dervishes who l)llrnt to 
death people who disagreed with them on points of the 
utmost triviality." The revocation of the Edict of Nantes is 
likewise mocked, Louis XI\' bei11g said to ha\'e contri,·ed 
"to increase the numbers of the faithful by diminishing the 
numbers of his subject~." 

In the same hook .\lontesquie11 sought to establish two 
important principles of political theory-first, that all so
cieties rest on the solidarity of interests and, second, that 
a free society can exist only on the basis of the general 
diffusion of civic virtue, as in the republics of antiq11ity, 

Although :\lontesquieu attacked the manners of polite 
society in France, he did not fail to give Les Lcttres per-
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S£llH'S a fashionable appeal. The two Persian travelers offer 
piquant descriptions of the pleasures of the harem and the 
sufferings of the women they have ldt hehind them. Satire 
is niceI~, spiced with wit and the wit with impropriety, 
altho11gl1 this hook is not quite so risque as Le Temple de 
G11ide. \lo11tesquieu was said by Rutledge, one of his 
many admirers, to have "conquered his 1rnblic like a lover; 
amusing it, Hattering its taste, and proceeding thus step b~ 
step to the innerlllost sanctuary of its intelligence." 

"De I'Esprit des lois." \lontesquieu's Co11sidcratio11s 
s1ir /es causes de la gn111dc11r des Romai11s et de /cur deca
dence (17:3-1), is a hrilliantly written attempt to apply a 
scic11tilil' method to "historical understanding," to set 
forth-admittedly i11 a distinctly literary style-a sociolog
ical explanation of one phase of historical experience as a 
model for a new kind of positivistic history. This hook is 
perhaps l>l'st H',l<I as a prolegomenon to \lontesquicu's 
masterpiece, De !'Esprit dc>s lois, on which he worked for 
17 ~·!'ars. 

De /'Esfirit des lois was first published in Ceneva in 
17--18 against the advice of all the friends to whom \lontes
quieu had shown the manuscript. It was promptly placed 
on tit(• Index, hut it sold :2:2 editions in less than two years. 
It was a resot11Hling success. Even so, it is a long, ram
bling, ill-arrm1gccl hook which reHects the developments 
and changes in the author's point of view in the 17 years 
he took to write it. But like Les Ll'f tres pl'l'sa11cs and the 
Co11sidc.',ratio11s, it is the work of an unmistakable master of 
French prose and of a man who knows how to entertain his 
readers as well as to instruct them. 

By the Csfirit des lois, \Iontesquieu meant the raison 
d'£;trc for laws, or the rational basis for their existence. 
Like Locke, he believed in natural law, hut lw was a much 
more thoroughgoing empiricist in his method than was 
Locke. \lontesquieu believed that the way to learn ahout 
law was to look at the actual legal systems in operation in 
vmic,us states. Formal recognition of natural rights did not 
mean that men had positive rights. \lere a p rior i principles 
have little real value; it is important, he argued, to have 
the actual verifiable facts of the situati ons in which men 
find themselves. 

Similarly, in his approach to the question of freedom, 
\lontesquieu was less interested in abstract assertions of a 
t?;eneral concept than in the concrete circ11111stances in 
which freedom had been or was being enjoyed. "Liberty," 
he wrote, "has its roots in the soil." H e noted that freedom 
is more easily lllaintained in mounta inous count ries, like 
Switzerland, than in fertile plains, and on islands, like Eng
land, than on continents. Island and mountainous states 
find it easier to defend themselves from foreign invasion; 
in n1rn111tainous countries the very poverty of the soil 
encouragc•s industry, frugality, and in d ependence and so 
promotes indi\·id11alism among the people. Another con
dition of freedom, he s11ggestecL is that tranquillity which 
come-; from securit~'. This can be enjoyed only where the 
constitution sets inviolable limits to the action of the state 
and where the law itself guarantees the rights of the 
indi\·idual. 

i\1ontesquieu always insisted that political liberty could 
never he absoh1te. "Freedom," he wrote, "is th e right of 
doing whatever the laws permit." For example, he main-

taine d that free trade did not mean that trade rs should do 
what they liked, for that would he to enslave the nation. 
Restrictions on traders were not necessarily restrictions on 
trade but might well he measures conducive to th e liberty 
of all. Good laws were those which protecte d th e common 
interest, and it w,1s the mark of a free society that all th e 
people be allowed to follow th eir own inclinations as long 
as they did not disobey the laws. 

The concept of law. tvlontesquieu gives a rather b ewil
dering definition of laws as "necessary relations," o r "the 
relations which necessari ly follow from the nature of 
things." Like most philosophers before I lume, he foiled to 
distinguish clearly between the nom1ative laws of morals 
and the descriptive laws of science, but he was neverthe
less conscious of having two tasks in see king the raison 
d'<1tre of laws. On the one hand, he was e mbarL:.ing on a 
sociological study of exis ting legal and political institu 
tions, including the institutions of positive law. II ere l\1on
tesquieu the empiricist cam e to the front On the other 
hand, \lontescp1ieu the rationalist and th e votary of natural 
law was seeking beyond his in<luctive ge neralizations for 
some general principles of justice and conduct, which he 
belie\'ed to be founded on reason. 

I first of all examine<l men, and I came to the conclu
sion that in the infinite divers ity of their laws and 
customs they were not guided solel y hy their whims. I 
formulated principles, and I sa w particular cases natu
rnlly fitting these principl es: and thus I saw the histo
ries of all nations as the consequence of these princi
ples, with every particular la w hound to a11oth e r law 
and dependent on a furth er more general law. 

At the highest level of abstraction, Montesquieu saw a 
uniform law-"\len have always heen subject to th e same 
passions"-hut in variou s societies this higher 1rntuml law 
is expressed in differing systems of positive law. The sys
tems differ because the exte rnal conditions differ. Montes
quieu made much of the differences of climate and at
tempted to describe how diffe re nt climates promote 
different customs, habits , economic arrangements, and 
religions. \luch of political wisdom consists in adapting 
ge,wral principles to local circumstances. Solon was right 
to give people "the best laws th ey could bear." 

The measure of relativism in Montesquieu affronted his 
friends among the philosophes, who believed in a kind of 
abstrnl't universal individualism, hut Montesquieu's 
method proved the more acceptable to social theorists of 
later generations. Emile Durkheim said it was Montes
quieu who gave modern sociolog y hoth its method and its 
field of study. i\lontesquieu was ahead of his time in re
garding soc ial facts as valid objects of science, subject to 
laws like the rest of nature; h e was also ahead of his time 
in seei ng soc ial facts as related parts of a whole, always to 
he judged in their specific contexts. 

Views on religion. Montesquieu resisted the notion that 
a "scientific" approach to probl e m s of human conduct 
entailed dete rminism. Ile believed that Goel existed and 
that God had given men fre e will. "Could anything be 
more a bsurd," he asked, "than to pretend that a blind 
fata lity could ever produ ce intelligent beings?" Assuredly, 
God had laid down th e laws which govern the physical 



world, and "man, as a physical being, is, like all other 
bodies, governed by immutable laws." On the other hand, 
preci~ely because he is a rational, intelligent being, man is 
capable of transgressing certain laws to which he is sub
ject. Some of the laws he transgresses are his own laws, 
namely positive laws, hut governing the conduct of men 
are other laws which are antecedent to positive laws, and 
these are the general "relations of justice" or, in a more 
conventional term, natural law. 

Monte~quieu's attitude toward religion was very like 
that of Locke. He did not believe in more than a few sim
ple dogmas about the existence of God and God's benevo
lence, but to that minimal creed he clung with the utmost 
assurance. On the other hand, Montesquieu grew to be 
much more cautious tlrnn Locke in his criticisms of reli
gious institutions. In Les Lettres persanes, Montesquieu 
did not hesitate to mock the Roman Catholic church and 
clergy, but in later years he took care to avoid provocative 
utterance~ on the subject. In his biography of Montes
quieu, Robert Shackleton give~ an example of the philoso
pher'~ increasing wariness as revealed in successive drafts 
of the Esprit des lois. In the first draft of the chapter on 
religion, ,\lontesquieu wrote, "l1ncler moderate govern
ments, men are more attached to morals and less to religion; 
in despotic countries, they ,ire nwre attached to reli
gion and less to morals." In the second draft ,\lontesq11ieu 
introduced at the beginning of that sent<'1H:e, "One might 
perhaps say that .... " ln the published \'ersion he cut 
out the remark al together. 

.Much has been made of the fact that \iontesquieu was 
reconciled to the Church of Rome on his deathbed. An 
Irish Jesuit named Bernard Routh got into the chateau at 
La Brede during ,\lontesquieu's last illness, and in spite of 
the efforts of the duchess cL\iguillon to prevent him from 
"tormenting a dying man," the priest succeeded (or, at any 
rate, claimed to have succeeded) in leading the philoso
pher back to the path of devotion and repentance. The 
pope himself re,1d Father Routh's account of Montes
quieu's death "with the deepest reverence and ordered it 
to be circulated." ,\ladame d'Aiguillon was able to rescue 
from the clutches of the Jesuits only one manuscript, that 
of the Lettres persanes. "I will sacrifice ever~·thing for the 
sake of reason and religion," Mo11tesquieu had told the 
duchess, "hut nothing to the Society of Jesus." 

The~e dramatic scenes are perhaps less important to an 
understanding of Montesquieu's religious sentiments than 
is his behavior in less emotional times. Ile never asked his 
wife to give up her Protestantism, and he was always a 
fervent champion of religious toleration. At the same time, 
he remained on the best of terms with his several relations 
who were in holy orders in the Catholic church. Besides, 
according to hi~ "sociological" principle that every country 
had the religion which its geographical and climatic con
ditiom demanded, ,\lontesquieu held that Catholicism wa~ 
the "right" religion for France, just a~ Anglicanism was the 
"right" religion for England. This i~ not to say that .\lon
tesquieu inwardly believed in more than a fraction of the 
teachings of the Catholic church or that-until his death
bed repentance-the church regarded him as a true son. 
But he alway~ detested atheism. To him the idea of a uni
verse without Cod was effroyable. The concept of a lov-
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ing creator pla~·ed as pro111i11 e nt a part in Iii, political 
theory as it did in that of Locke; indeed, wlwreas Locke 
had been content to see the church apart frolll the ,tate, 
Montesquieu favored an alliance of organized religion 
with the government. In Esprit des lois he suggested that 
Christian principles, well engraved in the minds of the 
people, would be far more conducive to a good political 
order than either the monarchist notion of honor or the 
republican notion of civic virtue . .\1ontesquieu was thus a 
deist in his heart and an Erastian in his politics. 
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.\IAl' RICE CRANSTO:'\ 

MONTGOMERY, EDMUND DUNCAN (183.5-HJ!l), 
Scottish-American philo~opher, anticipated in his "philos
ophy of \"ital organization" ideas of emergent evol11tion, 
the energetic nature of 111atter, and the pragmatic func
tioning of kno\\'ledge. Born in Edinburgh, he ~tudie<l 
medicine in Cerma11,· in the 18.50s, did research on cell 
patholog~- in London in the 18f-i0s, and im111igratcd to Amer
ica in 1870 with his sculptress wife, Elisabet :\ey. 

After a short-lin.'d communitarian c:qwrinwnt at Thom
as\·ille, Georgia, the .\lontgomer~·s wttled on Liendo Plan
tation, near Hemp~tead, T<'Xas. There .\lontgornery wrote 
mo~t of his philosophical articles and. in hi~ later vears, 
took an actin.' role in comm1111ih affairs. :\s chairman of the 
\Valier Count~ Democratic party in the Bryan- \lcl\.inley 
campaign, he argued the dependence of political liberty 
upon economic reforms. 

B~- 1867 .\lont).,';onwrv saw life as a power of certain 
compounds to reintegrat<' their chemical unit~ after dam
age. a power e\"Cih ed h~ tlw inherent crcativit~- of matter 
interacting in new combinations. I le tested \'iews of mat
ter, mentalit~, ~elll1ood, knowledge, and morality In this 
touch~tone in m-er sixt\ articles in such journal~ as Mind, 
The Monist, The Index , The Open Court, and The lntenw
tional }011rnal of Ethics and in fi\'e boob. Hi, major hook 
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,, a, Plzilosophical I'rohlems in the Lig/zt of \'it([/ Orga11i
;:(lfio11. 

E, en 111organic compound-., \lontgomer> ,-iid. ,Hl' in
ill'rentl> r<'actin·. e,·oh ing ill unpredictable ,, a>, Ii> ,·ir
tuc of tlwir peculiar cornpo,itio11 ,md on1;ani1,,1tion. Con
'-l'f\ <1ticm of encrg> i, thu-. ,nongl> ,·il'\\ ed ,ts requiring 
inertne,-. of mattl'r. \lentalit> i:-- not dl'pendeut on a ,epa
rate :sub-.tance but is a capacit> of cTrtain cornple\ organ
i:sm, 1clw111ical unitie, of a high orckr1, heir, of L'\·ol11tion 
through foregone agl',. I luman kno,, ledge ,tnd action Ml' 

product-.. of 111an', interpla>· ,, ith em ironnwnt. the> Ml' 

i11,trurne11h in pre,erYing and enh,mci11g \\'ell-lw111g. 
Some data of c01hciu11-.11e,:--, -.ucl1 <I'- kinl',thetic ,md 

<·111oti, e ,Lite-.. -.eem to deri,·e in each of 11, on!> from !11, 
m,·11 hod>. eH'n though the hod>\ act1,·it> tl1m 1wn_·ei, l'd 
i-. in tur11 <1cti,·ated h>· ouhide ,tinrnli. ( Hher, of 01n con
,cioth ,t,1te, 1,ucl1 ,1, , i:sual data I are occa,imied Ii> lc,1-

ture-. of (•it her om o,, 11 liodie, or of e,krn,t! ohjl'ch. 
\lo11tgo11wr> denied that tl1i-. difference ,,·,1n,111h tlw 111-
!ere11ce tl1at there ,tre t,,·o cli,tind kind, of -.11li,t<111c('. 
mental ,u1d materic1l. :\II infl'l'l'ltces from ,c11:sor> data aJ'l· 

conjectural. D,1ta do not cop> thing:- but giH· "hil'ro
glq)hic -.ig11s" th,tt permit cli-.cm er>. prl'dictio11, and tnt
ing of n<1tmal relc1tion-. among thing:-. 

\lontgo111er> argued for ,l "naturali:stic hurna11itaria11i:sm," 
,t "religion of life," :stre-,,ing ethical -.l'if-deter111i11,1tio11 
in a -.truggJe again:st indifferent and ho-.tile torn_•,. to c011-
' l'> to tlw next generation a heritage nohlcr than tlw 
one re('l'i\ ed. \laking cmnmon ca11,e \\'ith tho:se ,,·ho 
\\'anted a religion and an ethic consistent ,, itl1 -.c1e11tif
icall>· e:--tablished knO\declge. he ,tdcled to cLh:sic criti
ci:--rn:s of preYailing theologies and moral s> stems his m,·11 
emphasi:s upon their failure to heed the full potentialitin 
of men. the pre-eminent heirs of an e,·olution far from 
completed. 
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On the Formation of So-called Cells in Animal Bodie.\. Londn11, 
l'-,h'i. 

Die J..:.ant'sche Erkcrrntnislehre u:idcrlegt tom Staru/Jiunkt der 
Empiric. \l11mch. l'-,'il. 

The \'itality and Organi::ation oj Protoplasm. \1i-,t111. Tl'\ . 
lY0--1. 

PhilosoJ1hirnl Problems in the Light of \'ital Orgcmi;:ation. '\n\ 
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The Rf't'clation of Prc.\ent Experience. Bo,ton, IYIO. 

Works on Montgomery 

:\ complt>te hibliogrctph~ of\\ ritrngs b~ ,llld abo11t \l011tgo1m•r~ 
bdore IY.SO and an inclt·\ of \\'fit111g, Ii~ ,md ,1bout him c1p1war i11 
\!um, J,.,:t>do11, The Philosophy of Edmund .\Jontgomeru D,dL1,. 
Tt>\., HJ.S0 1• The defin1ti\ e biograph~ i., I. I-,:. :-,tephen,. The Hermit 
Philosopher of Liendo Dcdla,. Tn., IY.SI 1. 

\lORRlS KEETO:\ 

l\lOORE, GEORGE EDWARD tl,')73-19.51)/, \\'as horn 
into moder.1tel> affluent circumstances in L1pper :\or\\'ood 
(a :suburb o! London). the third son of D. \loore, \1.0., and 
Ilenrietta Stmge \loore. The Sturges ,,·ere prominent 
Quaker merchant:-- and phi!anthropi:sh. On his father's side 
there had been \0me tendern_·> tcrn·,ud, and some promi
nence in, the practice of medicine. 

L'pon reaching eight, \lonre commenced attendance at 

Duh,·ich Collegt•, a hoarding and da> ~chool of excellent 
reputation loc,tted \\'itl1i11 \\'alking distance of hi~ home. In 
the kn , ear:- of his attendance there he acquired a tlwr
ough master> of the classics. It \\'as al:so at thi:s time that he 
1111den,·ent a ,·er> painful experience. l-L1,·i11g been con
n·rted c1round the age of 1:2 to "11ltra-e,·,rngeli~rn." he felt it 
his dut> to preach the ,,·ore! of Je:sm and to di:strihute reli
gions tract:-. He found these acti,·ities extreme!>· repugnant 
and :suffered much in,,·ard torment in carr>·ing them out. 
Thi:- experience. ,,·hich lasted t\,·o >·ear-; or more. ma> 
account in some measure for hi:- suh:sequent coolne:ss to 
religious enthusiasms of a11\' -.ort. Before lea,·ing Dul\\'ich 
College he ,,·a:- persuaded, through di-.cussiom ,,·ith hi:s 
elde:st brother, the poet Thomas St11rge \loore, to adopt 
the ,·ie,,·· that ,,·a:- then knm,·n as "complete agnostici-.m." 
Thi-. ,eellh to h,l\ e been the \'ie,,· that there is no e\'i
de11ce i11 :suppori of a belief in Cod\ existence and almo-.t 
a:- little in :support of a belief 111 his none\istence. So for as 
can he determined from hi-. ,,Titing:--, \loore ne,·er de
parted from this ,·ie,,·. 

In 1~9:2 \loore entl'red Trinit> Colll'gc, Cambridge, as a 
,tudent in clas:sics .. -\t the beginning of his third year he 
changed hi, major concentration to philosophy and com
pleted the moral :scie11ce tripo-. in 11)96. On the ha~i:s of a 
di:s,t·rtation treating h.ant's ethic~ he ,,·as elected in lSYS a 
ft, llo,,· for a term of :--i.\ > ears. During the period 
l,'.;9,')- l!-J0-1 hl, carried on frequent and consequential di:s
l'll""ion-. \\'ith Bertrand Ru:s:scll, ,,·rote Principia Ethica, 
pre-.entecl -.t'\'l"ral paper~ to the :\ristotelian Society I to 
,, hich he had been elected l, ,mcl published a m11nlwr of 
n·, il'\\'S ,u,d ,trticle:--. 

\\'ith the termin.ition of hi, fdl<J\\',hip in 190-1, \loore 
ldt ( :amhridg(". Became of an inheritance he ,,·as :--till a hit• 
to pm,ue hi, philo-..ophical acti,·itit'<;. He \\Tote article:-, 
paper,, and rl'\ ie\\':s, a, \\'ell a-. the "mall \'(1lume Ethics, 
and ga, e a :serie, of pri,·ate led mes at Hichmond. In I YI 1 
lie ,,·a, i11,·ited to return to Cambridge a-. uniH·r:sit> lec
turl'r. I ft, kcturecl n·g11larl> clt Cambridge from HJl I to 
IU:2.'5. hr-.t on philmophical P"> cholog> and later on meta
pl1> ,ic-.. 111 IU:2.'5 he -.m·ceech·d Janws \\'arc! as professor of 
me11tal philosoph> and logic. I Ii, com:se:s appear to hm (' 
l'llJO\ ed <1 good deal of popularit> among the more -.erio11, 
,t11denh of philo:soph> and had an immense inHuence 
upon the philmophi1.ing going on in England at the time, 
a:- did hi, pulilicatiom I noh,·ith:standing that the>· con
-.i-.kcl entin·l> of article-. and paper:- 1. 

111 1Y:3Y. ha, ing reached the mandatory age of retire
ment. \loore ga,·e up hi:- profe-,-,or~hip at Cambridge, 
though not hi:- philmophical acti\'ities. These, ,,·ith a fe,,· 
interruption-. due to ill11ess, lw carried on to almost the 
, l'r> last > e<1r-. ol hi-. lite. writing article'i, editing his pre
,·iou, \\Titing-., ,,·orking on problems, and holding di:--cus
-.iom ,,·ith friend, and -.tudenh. Ife died at Cambridge at 
1-).'5, ,m,·i, eel h>· hi:- \\'ife, Doroth> Ely. \\'horn he had mar
ried in 19Ifi, ,md t,,·o -.on!-., :\ichola:s, a poet, and Timoth>. 

.-\!though \loore's life ,,·as extreme!>· acti,·e in academic 
and philosophic spheres, it ,,·as almo:st ,,·ithout incident 
otl1cn,·i:--e. Except for a brief -.ojourn in Germany in the 
,ummer of 189.'5, a -.ome\\'hat longer :stay in Scotland from 
around lY0-! to 190,'), and a couple of >·ears spent during 
\\'oriel \\'ar lI lecturing in the L'nited States. he resided 
entire!>· in England. main!>· in or near Cambridge. Hi, 



most noticeable personal trait appe,trs to l1,l\ e I wen his 
intense and passionate absorption in philosoph~. It is said, 
for example, that when discussing a question, whether 
with his professional peers or \\'ith a student, lw l'.a\ e 
himself wholly to the inquiry and ,·iewed its prngress with 
the constant fresh surprise of one considering a matter for 
the first time. Another trait that has been commented on 
was his lack of an~· intellectual pretensions (in spite of a 
formidable erudition) and an almost childlike na1,Tte 
concerning ordinar~· affairs. 

~loore served as editor of the philosophical journal Mind 
from 19:2I to 19--17. The major honors that he recci,·ed 
during his lifetime were the Litt.D. from Cambridge 
(WI3), the honorary degree of LL.D. from the Universit~ 
of St. Andrews and election as a fellow of the British Acad
emy (1918), and appointment to the Order of \lerit (l~J.5I). 

FORMATIVE PERIOD OF MOORE'S PHILOSOPHY 

~loore's published philosophy falls into two distinct 
parts, di,·ided b~· the ~ ear 1 !-:.HJ:3. Although the writings 
published prior to 190:3 are few and covt·r no more than 
five years, at least three different philosophical positions 
can he detected in them. In his first p11hlication, a paper 
titled "In \\'hat Sense, if An~·, Do Past and Future Time 
Exist°(' (18!J7), \loorl• agreed wholl~· witlt F. H. Bradley. 
He argued that time d,ws not exist, and he did so using 
Bradley's methods and premises, in p,1rtic11lar the dol'.mas 
of internal relations and concrete 11ni,·ersals and the prin
ciple that identifies realit~· with the absence of contradic
tion. \Vhen his conclusions, like the oue that time does not 
exist, pro,·ed to outrage common sew,e, \loore was pre
pared to say that con1111011 •;en:,;e is simpl~· wrong, and he 
did so more than once. 

One year later, in the essay "Freedom," \loore replaced 
Bradle~· with k:ant as tlw philosopher with whom he was 
"in most agreement." \\'hat he agreed with most in Kant 
was the method of the trans('cndental exposition and the 
doctrine of s~ nthetic necessar>· truths. I le did not agree 
with the critical restriction., of Kant's philosophy or with 
what he took to he its ps~chological bias. lie contended, 
for instance, that Kant was wrong in trying to conceive 
freedom in terms of the will (a ps~Thological concept); 
freedom is r,1thcr to he understood and explained in terms 
of the idea of Transcendental Freedom, into \\'hich tempo
ral relations do not enter. Tlrns, \\'hile accepting much of 
k:ant's s~·stem and terminology, \tome continued to spec
ulate in the criticall~· unrestricted manner of the absolute 
idealists, maintaining that ,r reality transcending time and 
the senses is something that can he theoretic,1ll~· known 
and that must be theoreticall~· known before the major 
problems of philosophy can be soh ed. 

The next ~·ear, I 8mJ, in the article "The ;\' ature of J II dg
ment," \loon_• adopted a third position. As part of his con
tinuing attack upon ps~·chologism in philosoph~ (an attack 
he shared at the time with R11ssell), he proposed the doc
trine, adumbrated in Thomas Reid, that mental acts and 
their objects are entirt>ly separate existences. Applying this 
doctrine to Bradle~·'s analysis of j11dgment, \loore con
cluded that the entire \\'orld-e,·er~thing we can either 
think of or percei,·e \\'ith 011r senses-consists in qualita
ti,·e univt·rsals, or \\'hat he called "adjecti,·al concepts." 
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These u11i\'l·rsals eompos<· proposit1m1,, 111att-rial olij,·ch, 
minds, and all otlwr "complex olij<'<'h." :\ot oul~· do ,0111e 
universals (fm exa111pl<', red) t·xist tl11011gh tinl<', h11t ,onw 
propositions also exist through time and arc"' en objects of 
perception (for instance, the proposition that this hook is 
red). Such universals and prnpositio11s are desig1wted 
"empirical 11ni,·ersals ,md propositions," a, opposed to 
those that do not t'Xist through tilll<', such as the c·o11c<·ph 
ftl·o and attribute, which are called "a priori." This bizarre 
metaph~·sics, which mil'.ht he termed "absolute realism" 
because according to it universals not onl~· exist hut, i11 
fact, comprise ever~ thing that docs exist, oln·iously repu
diates all the major philosophi<'al tenets to which \loore 
subscribed in his first essay: the dogmas of tlie nm11eality 
of time, internal relations. concrete uni,·ers,t!s, and the 
transcendent monism that spri11_gs from them. Just as oh
,·iousl~· it cannot lw harmonized with the two-stor~ world 
of phenomena and noumena tl1at is attributed to Kant m 
with k:ant's critical conclusions. \loon:· did, however, 
attempt to show that his realistic principles were compat
ible with, and even s1ilistantiated, J-:.a11t\ method of tran
scendental t·xposition a11d distinction bdwt·en a priori and 
empirical propositions and tlw doctrine of .wnthetic ne
cessity. This \loorc did h~· attempting to show that the 
possihilit~· of a priori and empirical propositions, along 
with synthetic nccessar~ trnths, can lw al·counted for in 
terms of the realistic distinction bet\\'een tcmporall~· ex
isting (empirical) nnin'rsals and non temporal (a priori) 
uni,·crsals and b~· shaping sonw of tlw arg11ments s11pport
ing this demonstration along the lines of a transcendental 
exposition. On the whole, thonglt, the argumentation of 
"The :\ature ol J 11dgment," as wt•II as of the articles and 
re,·iews that immediate!~· followed (IK~J!J- HJ0:2), proceeds 
in the legislatin', dogmatic manner of Hradle~. 

\\'ith this unstable amalgam of Bradle~, Kant. and abso
lute realism, the first period of \loore's philosophizing 
came to a dose. \larked b~ abrupt changes of doctrine, hy 
either deri,·ativene . ...s (,ts in the first two positions adopted) 
or bizarreness (as in the third), it is recognizably an effort 
to find, rather than to express, a philosoph~·. It is therefore 
with some justice that these writings hme been generalh 
il'.nored h~· sun·eeding generations of philosophers, as the>· 
\\'ere ignored b~ \loore himself in hi, suhseq11<'nt summa
tions and l'Ompihttions of his work. ( )n the other hand, a 
complete understanding of \loon•'s latn philosophy is 
difficult to arri, e at without some familiarit~· with these 
earlier \\'orks. It will then he understood, for insbnce, that 
the charge sometimes leH·led against \loore that he criti
cized the metaph~·sical the,es of philosophers like Bradley 
piecemeal, without attempting to comprehend them fair!~, 
and in their entiret~, is groundless. It will he 11nderstood, 
for instance, that in attacking items of Bradley's metaph~·s
ics ~loore was attackinl'. not onl~· a s~·stem of thought with 
which he was thorough)>· com·ersant hut one to which he 
had himself once been most ,trnngh attracted. 

MOORE'S PHILOSOPHY PROPER 

The system of philosophical thought and method that 
has come to lw associated with \loore\ name and that he 
was alone concerned to defend issued full~, formed in the 
\'Olurne Principia Ethica and the e~say "The Hefutation of 
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lllt-.il1,m 111 I J0.3. Tl,1, 1, 11,>t t , d:- tL ,it 11,> ,dtt . 1t : ll1 , 
tlwr u t.,rtl t,1,1k pL1u: 111 tht- hod: ,it \ !(}(ire·, 1-l ,il ,_ ,ph -

! >ctnr e, .111(I dll1 ,. The: d1CI. F()r ex,m1p e. \\Jtl tl1t· 
1",L.:t ii t1mt- \l()(Jrt· bec,une incred,ma.:h concerned 

\\ 1tl ,l1I0 1I11,,t111_ ir11rn the \\ oriel , <1n,,u, ,nt1t1t, , 1d, ,1, 
; r ,po, t1, ,1,,. th,1t Iii-. prmc 1ple, l!e11t- r;ite. Tl,t- tlit, ,n pro· 

,t·d 11 The HefutdtilJit ot lclt-ali,n .. " tl1,1t \\ t dnn-t ' \ 
, 'lt \t 't1dten.d ti 1111.!,. \\d, repldced I: .1 d1,_1111ct ,in ,t 

tlit nt·, rt·,!'t"ltlIH.': the rel 1t1011 bet,\eer, ,tr.,e LL1L1 ,11 l 

llt<tten,d tl,11-i:::, .-\nd tht- n ,te oi pl1il,,-. ph1L,l ' 1pt1rni-:11 
tl ,it e\pre--t cl 1t-elt m Principia Ethic a ,me! ··Tl1t ReiuL1-
t1 >n rt !de,d1,m·· In the, Jt:'\\ th,1t, d11twn, t" th, pn,!,lt- 11, 
1111,kr cl1,c ll"l()Jt h,i\ e either lieen L >Illpleted 111 then 
'. ,1..:e, r ,!ft ()! 1 tl,t· hri!lk ( t complet1,1n nn,dh a.'.d\t: \\,!\ t 
,1 IJ()te ,! pln ' ,1"1pl11t d pe--1m1,m dncl p 1zzlt n e11t B11t r, 
1t, m,un outlmt, \\ l1,1t m1..i:l,t be c.dlecl \l.,11re, i l,il, ,,,pit\ 
pr per\\"' 1111\\ perrttdI t-nth tormecl 

-\, \\ ill he ,et·n 111 ,uh,equt-nt ch,c u--1 ,r. the tend, , ,t 
thi-. pl,il ,,, ph, .ire Lir·.!el: I ,1,t--l ,,11 tl,e pnnuplt- tl,"t 
,entence, 11!-.e "j thrnk ,d x·· de,Lnl e (, I e11t.d ,1Lt, ,ind 
b 11h t d, rt ,1ted t,, l>11t d1,t1I1Lt in>rn ti " -t .1Lt, Fn,rr 

llJfl> 1111til tLe l.1te 1Y311, \loon.: ,1!111 ,t 11 \ ill I h r,ttr
prett·d tl11, rn1'-1plt, rt:cd1,t1L1lh. ,lll'I t\eI1 ,1tkr tit· Ltt 
!LJJ(l, \\l1e11 It \\,1, I rt-pdred to c1dn 1t tit t tl,i l:\~t ,,t 

,e'" Lt., 1, /1£ re I/ z, ti 1, rt:,d"t tt:1 cler \ : t 1 t ! t 
llldl-t 1•,t·li ., .t '11, plll].,,,,pli1z 'I.! t ,rt, ]], \\ ti I• -

,pelt t,1 1,n ,er,c1, \l,H>re·, philo,opl: pr per rt,ell' e,. 
theretor,-. trt d ,ol 11te rt·.ih,n <>f "T!tt '\.iture 1I J1H!..:
n1ent · There e\1,t,. h, \\ e, er. d tuncLlmentdl metdp!,, '·'- ,ii 
diHert-11te lwt\\t·en the t\\o po,1t10n,. Tl,1, chtft-rt-nce lit-, 
111 tl,e Lid tit.it \loon-·, <1h,< lute rt:cd1,rn ol I \JlJ 1, rt-dm
t1nrn,t1L. l>e111a.'. the \Jt:\\ tli,1t e,er:tllln..: L,lll It. rt-, ihed 
.1Jt,1 qu,il1t.1t1,e 11111,er,,d,. \\I ert:c1, tLe re,d ,n lw t11111-
_1c1tt-d u, 191l3 ,rnd c1tkf\\,ucl i-.. 111 111te11tw11 dt lt:c1,t IH>11-
reclut t1 ll!,t1L Th11,. \\ 1tl 111 the comJM" ,11 tl,n,£, thc1t .1rt. 
\loore no\\ rnducled hoth pc1rt1Cubr,-t()r t·\ct111ple m,1-
ten,d th n2:,-dr1d in ,, t-r,al,. and thornzh le \\ '-'' r, it Pt -
it-Lth Llt,lf dbcut 11,t \\hctt d 11111,er,ctl ord p.1rt1tuLir 1, l t· 
\\ dnttd t,, 111.untctm neither that uni, er,ab Cdn be re-..1, t·d 
:rt() pc1rt1culctr, n()r thdt pc1rt1cular, Cd!J be re,nh eel II t,1 1 r,o
, er,,d,. H1, ne\\ , It'\\ \\ ,1, tli,1t e.1ch ,,irt nt thin..' 1, \\ l1,1t 1t 
., ,rnd IH>tl,111'.! el,e , r. 111 the \\Ord, 1! Bbh()p H11tler. 
4 1 ,ted ,111 the tr >nti-.p1tce , f Principia Ethica. '"E, er ' -

th111a.: 1, \\ hctt 1t 1,. c111cl 11(/t ,11,other thn12:" 
Tl,t.. 111,1,t ,tr:: ... 1111.! ctnd ,1g11ncmt difference liet\\ct:'l 

\I 111re·, phi! 1,, pl11nn'.! prn rt 1 1903 and hi, phdd,url·\ 
l r , , r 't , r, , t l 1 \\ t·, t r. 1 r, d "d n 11 e or e, t:' n 11 th t I t -

.'IL' 1,, t•, ,d ti 1J..:!, d1Hererct.-, here ,ire Jr -

, ', i ! hut 111 the ,1tt1tude ,rncl ,t: e o! h1, phdo, iph1z
..' Tl t ,e JI(>\\ I WJt-cr the i,unilrdr picture ()! \lr,ore the 

p1 t .rt ,it .i L.1ut1,,u, ,mcl pr ib111l! ob,ef\er. ctttemptin..: b: 
tl ,t-- l .tit nt cli-.,n ti 111 ,me! ,crut111, of mrnute and h,udl: 
Ii, 1'.,..:, -tulile hwct, ti ,et ,trd1::ht the cnniu,Hl de-
,crq t '·' '\ philo, ,pher, of\\ h.it , ti- e ca,e Thi, po,ture 
,t \I, •~ , t·nd, t,i h1, plnlo,oph1nni2: the appear,rnce ot c1 
. omp e,, ,' • 1:1p1nc1l inquir:- \\ ho,e cunclu,ion, repre,ent 
,nl: \\Ii.• :- ' rnd or not tuund to be the c1,e, a, oppo,ed 

t,, \\h,1t 1, , rt·h tho I:lrt tu be or not to be the ca,e. lt 1, 
rn the ,oh t:' • tl 1, emprnu,t po,ture that \ loore'-. initial 
pltdo,oph1c 1. ; t1m1,m. d, one mizht predict. e,apord.ted 
II to pe--im1,· 1rd puzzlement. Fur the principle from 

\\ 111Lli 1t >ri ..' 1I1 ,1te th c1t , en te r1 L·e , lik t- ·1 perce1, e X 
cle,Lnht- ,1cb of m111<l dnd d1,t1nct oh_1ecb , is ibelf some
th111l! n > dmount of ob,ef\ dt1on \\ oulcl ,eem to confirm or 
lend ,uh,tance to. 

In the fir,t of the lecture, thc1t he deli, ered in 
lYlU-lYll. ,ome iurt: :ec1r, Liter pubh,he<l under the 
t1tlE Some .\ fain Problems of Philo.sophy, \l oore liqed tht
m:un top1L, ot phdo,oph: ,i-. three The fir,t dnd primar: 
,urn ot plido,oph:. ht ,,ucl. 1, to prm·1de a metaph: ,ical 
111, en tor, ni the urn, er,e. thdt 1,. "a 2:eneral de~cription ot 
the u. hole ut tl,h uni, er,e. mentwrnrn! all the mo,t impor
Lmt l-.1I1d, ili tl1m s.1:-- \\ l11ch \\ t- krwu.· to be in iL con,ider
Inl! hcrn Lir t 1, likeh thc1t there are in it important kind~ 
,lt tl11I1l!, \\ Inch \\ e do nut ,1h,olutel: knou.· to be in it." 
Tht· ,ecnnd c1im 1, ep1,tenwlol!1c.1l. to cLb~if: the wa:, 
111 \\ h1ch \\ e Cdll know thrn:..:,. T he third topic of philo~oph~ 
, ethic~-

In ··-\ Rep]~ t,1 \h Cnt1c,.·· publi,he<l in l~-t2 , \l oore 
a2:,un cl1, 1ded l,1, pl,ilo,uph1c,1l d1~c u,,ion into th ree part~. 
ethic,. tl1tor: ot perception. ,md method .. -\!though this 
,dterdtion Ill the cL1--1ncat10n of topic~ indicate, ce rta111 
rt-,d ,tlterc1twn, in \ l ,iort-·, 111teresb ,md ,·iews. 1t will be 
, <>It\ e11wnt to tredt h1, philu~oph: proper under the fi\ e 
lwc1d, lllent10ned method. metaph~ ,1c,. generc1l epi , te
m I 1:..:: theor, nt perception. and ethic~. 

:\lethod. H, \I 11ire·, ··11etlwd·· will he under,tood the 
; ,~ , t· :. ,n,pc1--t- I lJ\ tl,t· i illo,\ ins: 1 The que,tion 

\\ li,1t d1ci \ I< ore hd1t-, e lie \\ ,1, dmng 111 philo,ophizing, 
I.e .. \\ 11,it prnJect cl1d he trllnk he \\ ,l, en ga ged 111.- :2 T he 
<J 1t-,t1()n H()\\ chd he dttempt to cc1rr: out th1:s proJect :' 

_j C t-rtdlll 1ue,tior1, thdt ,if(:' otten rdi,t-d in ,pecinc con
It, t1 r \\ 1tl \loore·, method. -trch ,1,. \\.hat i, the role of 

11111 Ill ,t·n,e 1r lu, method:'\\ hc1t 1~ the role ot anal~ ,i, :' 
.\f oore's- int entions. It hd~ l>een ,ul!ge,ted b: ~ome of hi~ 
1111mentdt,1r, tl1dt \\h,1t \l oore \\d, tr:,in g to do Wd, to 

,rn 1 , zt- orclrndr: Lrn:..:uci!.!e. t< deten<l common ,en,e. or tu 
rel••mmend \\,1\, ui ,pedkll1l! -\, an dn,wertotheque,tion 
\\ kit \\ ,i- \loore actually doing:' it 1, po~~1ble thdt one or 
di ,1! tlint ,u\!2:e,twn, Il1d\ lw true. But it is clear thc1t 
I1'1!1t- 11 tl,em de,cnbe, \\ l1dt \loore belie, eel he \\·a~ 
l,nr11:2:. 

\l<,,1rt-, c,>nu·pt1,111 ()! \\l1c1t he \\d, doinl! ong111ated 111 

tl.t: t<illm\ 111s1: t\\U pnrn.1ple,. to which he con,i,ten t l~ 
,•11 'L, ' t-d tht.. pnnc1plt th,1t ,t·11tencn like '" I think that 
p·· ,u1cl I pt·rc tel\ e X" dt-,r:..':rtdtt· c1ct- oi con,ciou,ne". on 
tl,e ,i11t •1c111cl. ,ll!cl ob_1ech relc1ted to but di,tinct irom tho~e 
1Lt,. ,11 tl,c otl,t-r. ,me! tht- pn11uple that e\er: ob_1ect of 
, 111,L1,11,,rlt:'" 1, either d ,1mple. in which ca~e it r, unc1na-
\ z,d>le or .i c, mple\. 111 \\·hicl1 ca,e it ah\ a:, po,~es,e , a 

den11al1IE t---eme In term, ol \\ hich it i~ the ,ort of thm g it 
], uncl 11 >t ,()lilt' otl,t-r ,ort ot thm2:. The fir~ t principle 
111,1!-.e, 1t 1ppe,u a, if there ,hould be di"co,·erable a~ the 
<J]i t-Lt, ,t con,cwu,11e,, a 2rec1t rnc1n: more kind, of ent1 -
t1e, ,mt! prc,pert1e, than per,on, nrdindril~- ern i,age, and 
tht-".- entJt1e, and prnpertie, ,hould compri~e. c1t lea~ t in 
pdrt. \\ I ,it 1, u!J_ ect1, el: m the uni, er,e. \\"hen applied to 
the,t- ent1t1e,. the ,ecnnd pnnciple makes it appear ,b if 
e\ er: uimple\ ub_1ect ,hould lw unequi,·ocally reducible 
to ,unple,. But th1, pICture ot thing, rai~e~ a question. If 
the cun,titutwn of tht- uni\ erse is both so d ete rminate an d 
,o open to consuou~rw,~. wh~ is it th at there h as been so 



much disagreement and confusion in the attempts of phi
losophers to describe itr And to this q11estion the most 
ob,·ious answer seems to lie that past t>rrors and confusion 
in philosophy ha\'C' aris en either from inattention on the 
part of philosophers to the ohjects of their consciousness or 
from a lack of clarit~· and precist·ness in their statements 
and questions. 

In fact, the two major concerns of \1oore through the 
period 1903-1911 direct]~· correspond to the ahO\·e outline 
of subject matter. Primaril~•, i\loore wished to determine 
what sorts of entities or properties fall within the pro\'ince 
of his particular inquiry, for example, ethics, theory of 
perception; to classif\· these entities (where deemed nec
essary) as simples or complexes; and to anal~·ze the es
sences of the complexes. Second, and always as a project 
subordinate to the first, he wished either to direct the 
reader's attention to the objt·cts of consciousness that per
tain to the inquir~- at hand or to la~- hare the ambiguities 
and unclarities of the terms customaril~· used h~ philoso
phers in conjuncti011 \\'ith the inquir~· at hand, and to sup
ply "precising" definitions of the terms that he intended to 
use. 

After the lectures of 1 !J 10 - I!J 11 an increasing concern 
with terminol•>gical questions was detectable in i\loore's 
writing. This concern is traceable to an apparent]~· gro\\'ing 
conviction on his part (as well as on the part of his contem
poraries) that the terminological sources of philosophical 
error and confusion are much morf' subtle, deepl~- rooted, 
and pervasi\'l' than he had originall~· thought ,md much 
more intimate)~· connect<'d with the logical gramm,lf of 
ordinar~· language. In the Ja-.;t connection it is worth re
calling that certain of \loore's contemporaries e,·entuall~· 
decided that the root and cure of all philosophical prob
lems lay in terminologic,d confusion and clarification. 

i\1oore never went so far as to assent to the last conclu
sion, He did, however, relinquish his earlier , ·iew tlwt the 
primary concern of philosoph~· is to ohser\'e and delineate 
the entities objectively making up the universe. B~· IY40, 
when he composed his "Heply to \I~· Critics," he de
scribed himself as engaged, not in the anal~·sis of facts, hut 
in the anal~·sis of concepts. Although he was unclear about 
what the relation is between concepts, the entities oh,iec
ti\'ely making up the uni\'erse, a11d verbal expressions, he 
appears to ha\'e thought that concepts are not only distinct 
from and (,1t least from their side) independent of their 
verbal expression-.; hut also distinct from the entities ob
jectively making up the universe (for otherwise, in analyz
ing concepts, he would he resolving philosophical doubts 
and questions in a way that he agreed that one cannot do 
and that he was not doing). But just what, then, are con
cepts according to \loorer In "A Rep]~- to \1~· Critics" he 
did not sa~·. It is not improb,1hk, ho\\'ever, that \loore had 
come full circle, hack to something like Bradle/s ps~Tho
logically grounded \'iew of concepts, which, ironicall~·, 
served in "The Nature of .Judgment" as the launching 
platform for \1oore's philosoph~ of realism. 

Moore's procedure. In much the same way that \loore's 
doctrine of mental acts and objects dictated his conception 
of what he was trying to do, it also dictated hrs con
ception of ho\\' to ,1ccomplish what he was tr~·ing to do. It is 
evident, for instance, that once sentences like "I think 
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that P" ,111d "I perceive X" are interpreted <Il'cording to th,1t 
doctrine, it must seem unjustified to,1rgue i11 the kgi-.;]ati\'(' 
manner of Bradley, \\'hich \loore t·rnplo\ ed i11 "The :\,1-
ture of Judgment" and the essa~·s pre\'iom to it. If the 
objects of acts of j11dging, percei,·ing, ,111d thinking an· 
entities distinct from, and indeed indep<'ndent of, those 
acts, then whatever we can le,1rn about those object-.; nrn-,t 
be by means of synthetic observations, not a priori tho11gl1t. 
\toorf' throughout his philosoph~· proper adhered to this 
viewpoint. \Vhere he concei\'ed himself as primarily en
gaged in reporting, classifying, and anal~·zing the entities 
objectively constituting the uni,·erse, he assumed that lw 
was basing his reports and analyses on observation. \Vhere, 
as in "A Reply to i\1~· Critics," lw concei,·ed himself as 
engaged rather in anal~-zing conct'pts, it is e,·ick11t that he 
thought of concepts as comprising some sort of object lie 
was engaged in ohst•rving. 

As was noted previously, this picture of philosophical 
inquiry suggests that philosophical questions h,1,·e cleter
m;nate and e,1sy solutions that it might be expected all 
philosophers will agree on. \loore's explanation of this 
discrepanc~· between expectation and fact-that the dis
agreements and failures of philosophers stem either from a 
lack of attention to what is present to their consciousness 
or from terminological unclarities-suggests, in tmn, that in 
order to be certain we are observing what \\'e think we are 
we must make sure both that our ,1ttention is dirf'cted to 
the right objects and that we know the precise meanings of 
the terms we are emplo~·ing in our thoughts. 

It t11rns out, however, that even with this supplement 
observation foils to bring about the results that \1oore 
anticipated or that his ass11mptions might ha,·e led him to 
,mticipate. The answers to philosophical quf'stions rem,1in 
stubbornly shrouded in ohscurit~· and disagreement. 
i\loore was therefow compelled to add to his methods and 
procedures. In cases where he felt there was no conclusive 
answer to ,1 question, he resorted to wlwt might he termed 
the principlt' of weighted certainties. If, for instance, he 
felt that proposition A possessed more certaint~· than prop
osition B, 'H if he felt that he knew the truth of A with 
more certaint~· than that of B, he wonld refuse to den~· the 
truth of A on account of some argument based on B. In 
short, a lesser certaint~· (according to this principle) cannot 
rational]~· O\'erturn a greater certaint~· per se (though a 
number of lesser certainties, cohering together, may). 
\loore also employed, in the same connection, the scho
lastic method of citing all the pla11sihle arguments that can 
he ach·,mced for or against a thesis in order to indicate its 
degree of credibilit~·. And finally, in order to discredit a 
thesis (usuall~- a thesis of skepticism), he emplo~·ecl either 
a red11ctio ad abs11rdum argument or wh,1t might he called 
a parndigm argument. He pointed out, for example, that 
the skeptic who maintains that we cannot know there are 
other persons is already contradicting himself h~· supposi
tion in referring to the plural, we. Or he argued that if 
such-and-such is not an instance of kno\\'ing, then no one 
has e\'er known an~·thing and there cannot he s11ch a thing 
as knowing. 

\\'hen these norms for evaluating philosophical conclu
sions are arr,mgecl in order of their indefeasibilit~, it would 
seem that wlwre observation unequi\'ocall~· re,·eals just 
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\\ l1at a tlwsis r1·pn·se11ts to IH' tlw case, aceording to .\loore 
ti)(' tlwsis is inddcasihle. Thus, .\loore maintainl'd that 
wlwn w1· look. at a11 ink. \\'ell we directh· pern_•in' a sense 
dat11111 a11d tl1at this clairn is indefcasilde in that ohscn·a
tio11 111w<p1i\oc,dly p1est•nts 11s witlr a \l'l1S<' dat11m. \\'here 
a thl',is ea11 lw sl10\\ n to eontai11 ,Ill c\·idl'nt contradietion, 
according to .\loore it is conclusi\·ely disproved. Th11s, orn• 
can affirm with ce1tai11ty that the sk.eptie who maintains 
that we ea11not know other pl'rsons exist is wrong. \\'here 
till' prineiple of Wl'ight1·d certainties or the method of 
eiti11g pla11sild1· arg11ments h;is to lw in\'okl'd, \loon· 
wo11ld ge,wr,dly e:rant that answers ,Ill' not concl11si\'C or 
i11ddcasihle, altlw11glr there ma:, lw more to lw ,aid in 
la\'m of 011e ,lll'i\\'l'l than anotlwr. In certain e.i.,es, ho\\'
e\'<'r, it \vo11ld appc,H that the certainties or feelings of 
et·rtai11t> (\Jome rare!)' disting11islwd between the two) 
attacl1i1112: tl1e111schL·s to .i thesis are so absol11te or o\·l·r
po\\'<Ting that 110 denial of tlw the,i, is <'ithl'r p,) chologi
call) or ratio11ally ( i11 \'ie\\ of tlie principll' of weightt-d 
C<'rtai11lil's) possild1·. 

Common sense. It i, lelllpli11g, h11t wro11g, to suppose 
tl1at hL·ea11.,c \loon· dcfe11dcd comm<ll1 s1·11sc, co111111011 
Sl'IISe c011stit11tl's a comt of last appeal in Iii, pl1ilosoph)·. 
l11dced, tht' \ 1·r) lad that lw d1·serilwd l1ims<·II as defend
ing corn1nor1 s1·11sl· indicates that it ca11not. 

1 n his works .\loore nsed tlw term "conrn1m1 sense" to 
rder to two dilfcrc11t, hut related, things. lit· sonwtinws 
llleant Ii) it, lw said, simply thos!' !)('lids that men u11i\·1·r
s.illy or al1110.,t 1111in:"rs.illy suh-.;crilw to .it some particular 
epocl1. At other tin1cs IH' meant either those beliefs that Wl' 
.ire 11at11rall>· incli1wd to hold or tlw propt'nsity tl1at iss11e-., 
in slll·h beliefs. 

Although thl'n· Illa) exist a \'l'r)· i11timat<' ca11sal eo111wc
tion l,l't\\'C'en tl1e.'ie two forms of t_·ommon sense, they an· 
not unt• and tl1l' same thing. :\-.; ti!(' "universal" lwlid of 
men at a partic11lar epocl1, co11111w11 s1·ns<· c,111 cl1ange, and 
\loorc in fad argt)('d tl1at it ca11. :\s a natural te11deney to 
believe something, con1mon s<·nsc \\'())rid 1101 s(·ern s11,
el'ptihle of change. It 11111st lw renrarked, hm\·e\·er, that 
\loore nevcr explicitly dH•\\' till' above distinction or at
ternpted to ··a11aly1.e" tl1e notion of common st·nse beyond 
sa>·ing that it consists in the tlllin·rsal b<'liel of men at a 
p.irticular time. In practice, ho\\'e\·cr, lw would seem to 
ha\·e maintained that altlwugh both fmms of co111111011 
sense posses.-; a certain amount of prcs11rnpti\ l' credibility, 
it is essentially as a nat1rral tendenc) that common sensl' 
pro\'ides a fo11ndatio11 for philosopl1ical conclusions. It 
docs this in two ways. \Vhe11 \\'l' tr>· to dl'n:,.· the latter forrn 
of l'omrnon sense \\'<' find it \ irti,all) impossible to do so 
h!'cause what we natural!> tend to lwlil'\'l' kccps; slipping 
i11to 011r assertions. \Vt· thus find ourseh-es contradil'ting 
ourseh1·s by supposition, like tl1e sk.l'ptic who sa>·s th.it 1n· 
cannot know pl'rsons exist. On thl' othcr hand, what we 
natmall) tend to l)('liC'\'l, \\'ill han· attachl'd t<, it some 
degree of certaint>·· This degree \'aries, it seems, from an 
absolute quantit)·, which makes dissent H·,tlly impossible, 
to a <prantit> that only inhibits dissent. For example, 
:\loore said lw w,1s ,utmall>· disposed to think that what he 
ah\'ays saw dirl'ctly when \'iewing a material thing wa, the 
s1rrlace, or part of the smfal'e, of thl' material thing, 1)1,t hl' 

finally decided it would lw 11oml'nse to maintain that 
hl' did. 

\loore, thl'n, defe)l(led commo11 scnsl' hy showing that 
{_'L•riain beliefs that \\'e are natnrally inclined to hold, and 
conseq11cntly that most men do hold, arc supportcd by the 
principle of weighted certainties or by showing that thl' 
traditional cotmtnclaims of skeptics are self-contradictory 
He did not arg11e conver~ely that because a certain belief 
is a belief of common sense it is ipso facto indisputably 
true or ncl'd not he suhjl'Cted to ,•ssessment. 

Analysis. \Vhl'n :\loon· described himself as "analyz
ing," hl' t_·oncci\·ed of himself as picking out and naming 
the ess<·ntial constituents of complex objects. In his earlier 
\\'ork..-.; he \ il'\\'ed him,(•11, when anal:,.·zing, as picking 011t 
and naming the cssl'nlial constituents of various objective 
entities and fads; in his later works, as pil'k.ing 0111 and 
naming 1·ssential constituenh of various complex concepts. 
111 liis reply to Langford in "A Hep!>· to :\1>· Critics," he 
t·xplicitl)· d<'nit·d that lw e\·er engagcd in th<' anal)·-;is of 
\'erbal 1·.,pn·ssio11s. 

This last denial Illa\· not he disingenuous, but it is mis
leading. \loon· nui11L1i1ied tl1at the only proper meaning 
of the lcm1 "a11al) zing \'l'rhal expressions" is lll('rl'ly 
co1111ting tlw l1,tters i11 .i senll'nn·, noting the order of the 
letters, etc. II this is tme, then oll\·io11sly .\loore never 
engaged i11 analy1.i11g \l·rhal e.,pressions, .111d just as oh
\'irn,sl> his denial that he did is tri\·ial. 

It ma\· tlwrelor<' lw mm1· significant to ask. wlwtl1er 
\Jome <·ngaged i11 ling11i,tic anal:,.·sis, where "linguistic 
analysis" is 11s1•d a, a 1<-clrnieal term designating the fol
lowing practil·<·s or inq11iries: the determination of thc 
J11<•,111i11g of ,1 word or expression (not excC'pting the dcter-
1J1i11ation of its dictionar>· nl<'ani11g); the dekrmination of 
tlw vario11s s1·11s1·s of a word or l'xpressio11; the determina
tion of tire ordi11a1)· 11se of a word or expr!'ssion; and the 
d1·krmi11ation of discn·pa11ci1•-.; between the philosophical 
and onli11ar:,.· 11sc, of a \\'ord or l'\JHession. In all these 
senses of th<' tl'd111il'al tnm "li11g11istic anal>·sis" :\1oore, it 
is dear, e11gagccl fr1•qt1L·11tl>· in linguistic analysis. llo\\'
l'\'Cr, .is was point!'d ont pr1·\·iously, he engaged in lin
gui,tic ;mah sis 11c\·<·r a, an <·ml i11 itself hut always as an 
inq11ir) s1rl,01di11ak to tire .1,ce1t1inment of la{_'ts or the 
dd<·rmi11ation of the essential con-;tituents of things or 
COlll'(•ph. 

Metaphysics. By the t<'rm "rnetapl1ysical" \loore some
times nwant to rdcr to 1Hmnat11ral objects or qualities, th,1t 
is, objects or q11alitil's that are {_'Onstituents of tlie 1111iverse 
h11t 11ol of temporal <•\'l•11ts (or nature); sometimes lw meant 
to rder to tl1c sort of philosophical inquiry tl1at concerns 
itself with tire o\'er-all {_'Onstit11tio11 of the 1111i\'nse. It is in 
the latkr scn,e that the term "111daphysics" is bl'ing med 

herl'. 
Althougl1 not without expres-;ine: sonw drn,hts on the 

matter, \loon· inclined to the vie\\' that the things to he 
fo1111d in the univ!'rse are l,roadly of two sorts: those 
things that exist and thmc that simply are hut do not exist. 
A third class of things consists of those that neither exist 
nor are; the\· simply are not. As \loore conceived of these 
categorit•s, the main ontological division is betwe<·n the 
things that are and those that are not. For the formt_•r, 



whether the,· l'Xist or :--imply are, comprise tlw ohjecti,·1· 
constituents of the unin·rse and ha,·e equal cl,1irn to philo
sophical im·estigation. Thl' latter are niereh· "chimeras" or 
"imaginary ohjeets." 

\loon::- suggested at ka:--t three ways of distingui:-,hing 
between things that .Hl' alld things that are llot. First, the 
former pos:-,ess the propcrt~· of hl'ing; the latter do not. 
Second, borrowing from Hussell's theor~· of descriptions, 
i\.loore claimed that where,1s an object that is or possesses 
being call he the bearer of a name, im,1ginary objects can 
be described onl~· b~· incomplete ..;~·mhols. Thus, for exam
ple, "centaur" is not the name of an~thing (for there is 
nothing to bear the name), whereas "chair" is a name. 
Third, if ,l thini,(s esse is percipi, then it is ,m imaginary 
object and actually is 11vt. There ,He only thoughts of cen
taurs, for example; there arc not centaurs independent of 
our thoughts. Hence, ccntams ,ne im,1ginar~· objects. 
l\loore, ho,,·e,·cr, disco,·ered difficulties \\'ith the last de
scription in th.it he thought it like!~· th.it the esse of acts of 
consciousness and sense cl.ita i:-- percipi, and at the same 
time he did not w,mt to sa~· that acts of consciousness and 
sense data arc 11ot. 

\Vhere he did di:--ti11g11ish between men· heing alld 
existence (,md ill pl.in·s he did not), \loore gl'nerally cited 
two grounds ,1s the h,isis for the distinction. Sometimes he 
argued tlwt wh,ite,·er endures through pmts of time exi:-,h; 
what does not endure through parts of time does not 1°xist. 
l ll' also sometimes ,ll'guecl tlwt whate,·er eall he ,m object 
of sensor~· perception l'Xi:--ts. Although he 111•,·er disc11ssed 
the connectioll hetwel'n tlw:--e t\\'o criteria for existellce, it 
seems from what he s,1id on other matters that the tempor,il 
criterion states hoth a necess,u, · alld a sufficient condition 
for existence, ,,·here.is the :--en:--or, criterioll :--tates hut a 
sufficient condition. For in \loore's s~·:--tem it is possible 
that nwterial things arl' 11e,·er the contents of sensor~· per
ception, h11t the~· are, par excellencl', things tlwt exi:-,t. 

In ,iddition to exi:-,tc11ce, hcing, and nonbeing, \loon_• 
treated ,it length ,md in ckt,iil the categon of realitlj. Al
though p,1inst,1kingl~· c,1rried out, his thoughts on this 
subject possl'ssed little o,·er-,111 coherence. In Principia 
Etliica he equated reality \\'ith 1•:-;.istence; in the lectures of 
1910-1911 he equated it simph· ,,·ith being. In the :-,anw 
lectures he referred to reality a:-- ,l prope1t~·; on the other 
hand, in Philosophical Studies, in the essay "The Concep
tion of Realit~" (l9l7), he denied that re,ilit~ is a property. 
\\'hat he consistent!~ maintained is expressed in his rejec
tion of Bradle~ 's ,·ie\\' that reality possesses degrees ,me! 
that the highc:--t degree of reality is at an extreme remo,·e 
from material thing:--. \loore denied that rc,ility possesses 
degrees. But if it docs, he s,1id, then he wanted to main
tain, in opposition to Bmdley, that material thing:-, possess 
the highest degree of it. 

\Vithin the category of being \loore distinguished IH'
tween three kinds of objects: p,lrticubrs, truths or facts, 
and uniH·rsal:--. He gt•nerally, though not ahva,·s, ,ngued ,ls 
if particulars m,iy he di\'ided into b·e sorts: rn,1terial 
things, sense dat,1 (for inst,mce, patches of yellow), acts of 
consciousness, ,·olurne:-- of space, and inten·als of time. lie 
did not appear to think that the term ''mind" refers to a 
particular substance in which acts of consciousness inhere. 
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Thl' theor,· lie St'l'med to la,·or 1s that al'h of co1!',l'io11"111·..,.., 
are loc,ited in material hodic•:-, a11d ,m' propc·rtic·.., of ma
terial bodies and that the \\'ord "mind" :-,tand.., for :--orne
thing like a logical constrnction frolll ,1l'ts ot co11..;c1011:-,
ness. Truths or focts are the object:-- of trne bc·Jid.., :incl 
comprise s11ch things as matliematic,d eq11ations-for ex
ample, :2 plus :2 eq11als 4-and the references of i11clicatiw· 
sentences, such as "Torn stood to the left of Hern~ ... l 1 ni
\'ersals are again di\'isible into three sorts: reL1tions, rela
tional properties, and a third sort of 11ni\'ersal that is nei
ther a relation nor a rel.itional propcrt~·. \loorl' ne\'er 
provided an essential description of this third sort of uni
,·ers,1I, hut he cited as cle;tr-cut examples of it n11mlwrs and 
non natural qmilities or objects, such as good, and •a:-, possi
ble examples of it shades of color. 

Of the three sorts of being-i.e., p,nticulars, facts, and 
uniw·rs,ils-p,nticulms alone exist; facts and 11ni,·ersals 
merely are: this, at le,ist, was \loore':-, ,·iew when he w,1.., 
prepared to grant that ,l significant distinction holds IJe
twPe11 existencl' and mere being. It w,1s ,dso hi:-, view that 
the only substantial thing:-- we ,He acquainted with are 
rnateri,il bodies and acts of conscious1wss. 

It should lw renwrked that the above in\'entory of the 
uni\'(_·rse was not con:-,idered hy \loore to he exhausti\'(_'. 
There ma~· lie thing:-- in the unin·rsc that we are in fact 
ignornnt of or !ll11st e,·en necessaril)· remain ignorant of. 
For example, \loore tho11ght it is not impossible that God 
exi:--h but found no evidence for maintaining tlwt he does. 
\loore describl'd himself as being certain, though, that all 
the things that h,n·e been mentioned ,1s being or existing 
do constitute at lea:-,t some of the constituents of the 
uniw·rse. 

General epistemology. Altho11gh a n11mber of the topics 
that ha,·e been treated 1111der the heading of ;\loore's 
mdltodolog~· might as re,ho11abl) he considered under the 
heading of hi:-- gener,1I epi:--temolog~·. and vice ,·crs,1, under 
his methodology it \\'as asked \\'hat \loon_• in his philoso
phizing \\'as attempting to do and how hl' was attempting 
to achie\'l' his aim:-,, ,,·lwrt>as 1mder his epi:--temolog,· the:-,l' 
411it1· different qrwstiom arc being asked: (I) \\'hat, ac
cording to \loore's philosophic aCl'0tlllt, does knowledge 
consist in·~ (:2) Doe:-, knowkdge, as so conceiw0 d, exist, and 
if it doe:-,, what i.., it kll(l\dedge of:' 

(l) \\'hat doe:-, knowledge consist in? '.'1.loorc's hasic 
metaphysic-;1I and methodological principles dictate that in 
order to di:--cm·er what knowledge is, it is neces:-,ar~· to 
disting11ish lwtween the different :-,1•n..,es (if tl1ere me 
different senses) of the verb "to know" :me! then to pick 
011t and analyze the particul.ir objects denoted h)· these 
sense:-- of "to kno\\'" ,me! the relations (if rn1~) tlrnt hold 
between them. 

Throughout his e,irlier writing:-- and the ll'ctures of 
1910-1911, '.'I.loon: wa:-, corn·inced tlwt careful observation 
of facts and c.Hdul differentiation of terms provide us with 
the following re..;ult:--. First, e\'er~· in:-,t,lllCl' of cognition 
ultimately con:--i..,b in au ,Jct of co11scio11:-,ness and, distinct 
from the Litter, in an object. Second. an act of conscious
ness c,m exist only as long as the cm-re:-,ponding inst,rncc of 
cognition exists. Tl111:--, ,,·hen I cease to see a sense datum, 
m~· seeing of it cea:--e:-, to exist. The object of cognition, 
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ho\\'1•,·er, may or may not t•xist after the al't of conscious
nes,; to \\'hich it is related ceases. This is a matter to he 
decided by empirical considerations. Third, it is concei,'
able that an act of consciousness- and its related object-for 
exarnpl<', a sense datum-exist in two different locations. 
"It -.et•ms to me concei\'able," wrote \loore in Some Main 
Prohlems of Philosophy, "that this whitish colour is reall~, 
on the surface of the material em·elope. . . \I~ seeing of 
it is in another place-somewhere within 111~· hod~." 

Reflecting this analysis of cognition and its ohjeds, 
\loore thought that he could pick out fo11r ditfert·nt \\'a~·s of 
knowing and, corresponding to them, fo11r different senses 
of tliL' \"erb "to know." First and hasic to an understanding 
of any other sense of "to know" is the sense in which "to 
kno\\'" stand:-, for cases in which the relation between tht· 
obj<'l't cognized and its correspondent al't of consciousness 
i-, similar to or identical with the relation that a patch of 
color has to the consc'iousness of a person seeing that patch 
of color. This is knowledge hy direct apprehension or 
knowledge hy acq11aintance. A second sens<' of "to know" 
represents c.1-.es in which the relation lwt\\'een the object 
cognized and the correspondent act of con'>t'iousness is 
similar to or identical with the relation tl1at, for example, a 
hat on a tahle ha:-- to the act of consciousness of a person 
who is remembering that his hat was on the tahle, Thus, he 
knows that his hat wa:-, on the table, lrnt lll'ither the hat and 
table nor an,· sense data that ,,·ere C<mnected with the hat 
and table are directly present to his cousciousness. This is 
knowledge hy indirect apprL·lwnsion. At least until HJ! I, 
\loore described himself as uncertain ,,·lwther knowledg1· 
bv indirel't apprehension al\\'ays necessitates direct appre
hension of a proposition, h~- means of which, follm-.·ing 
Hussell's theory of knowledge by description, mw is 111acle 
aware of the object indireeth' appreheuded, hut lw was 
inclined to think it does. Third, there is a -.ens<' of "to 
know" that represents cases in which the following com
plex relation between acts of conscio11sness aud ohwch 
holds: there is an act of consciousness; there is a proposi
tion direct):,, apprehended; this proposition i" in fact true; 
we helit·n' that it is true; and we belie,·e that it is tnw 
beca11se of some further relation or condition that it ,;at
isfies. \\'hat this further condition is \loore left undecided, 
though one might pla11siblv suppose that it had to do 
with conclusive evidence. In any e,·ent, \1oore termed this 
wa~- of knowing "knowledge proper." Last, and i1l\'olving 
the previous senses of "to kno\\"," is that sense of "to 
know" in ,,·hich \\'<' describe a person as knowing -.onw
thi11g, such as the multiplication tahle, e,·en though lw ma~ 
not at the time he conscious of anything. \Ve imply, in such 
cases, that the person in question has at some time known, 
in one of the other three senses of "to know," the multi
plication table. 

\loore also distinguished between what he termed 
"immediate knowledge" and "knowledge hy direct appre
hen-.ion." Immediate knowledge is a species of "knowl
edge proper." Tll11s, immediate knowledge is distin
guished from knmdedge b~, direct apprehension in that 
tlw latter does not require the presence of a proposition 
(for instance, I can direct!~, apprehend sense data), 
whereas the former does. It is spceifically the "kind of way 
in which you kn<)\\ a proposition to he true-really kno,,· 

it, not directh· apprehend it-when you do not know an:,' 
other proposition from which it follows" (Some iHain Proh
lcms of Philosophy). 

(:2) Does knowledge exist? and of what things? Since 
\loore, purportedly on the basis of obser\'ation, resoh·ed 
knowledge into a certain complex of ohjects, it is evident 
that knowledge, or "acts of kno\\'ing," exists in his dew. 
The question of its existence becomes, indeed, a ps1/cho
logical or introspecti\'e question (it would seem) rather 
than an epistemological one. 

In dealing \\'ith the question of \\'hat sorts of things are 
kno\\"n, \loore generall~', however, treated it as a de Jure or 
epistemological, rather than a de facto or psychological, 
question. Thus, in defense of asserting that such-and-such 
a sort of thing !'an be known, he would sometimes appeal 
to the principle of weighted certainties (for example, he 
would ask, "\\'hich is more certain-that I know that I am 
holding a pencil in rn:,' hand or that the principles of the 
skeptic are true{') and sometimes to paradigm arguments 
of the sort "If I do not know that P, then I can know noth
ing." In this connection, it is worth noting that \1oore 
sometimes argued de Jure that we know such-and-such a 
sort of thing exists although he was unable to disco\'er hy 
intrnspel'tion the \\'ay in which we know it. For instance, 
he insisted that we know the existence of material things, 
such as the earth ,md our own bod:,, and other bodies like 
it, llllt he was unable to determine with any certainty in 
just what ,va~' we know their existence. 

\loore clain1ed that in addition to the existence of ma
terial things, we know the existence of our 0\\'11 acts of 
consciousness and our o,,·n sense data, past events in our 
liH'S, the hei11g of uni\'t'rsals and nonnatural qualities or 
entities (such as good), the existence of other minds, syn
thetic neccss,ny trnths, and practically all matters of fact 
that are comm<mly thought to he known-for instance, that 
C,wsar crossed the Rubicon, that the earth goes around the 
sim, and so on. Thus, in contrast to the skeptic, who tradi
tionally maintains that the circumference of knowledge is 
miwh snialler than people ordinaril)· think, Moore appears 
to ha\'e maintained that it is much larger than people ordi
narily think. For it is doubtful that people ordinarily think 
the~' know the existence of some things called sense data 
and acts of consciousness or the being of some things 
called nonnatural qualities or universals. 

Theory of perception. It is apparent that Moore's gen
eral epistemological principles and the premises that he 
operated with in his methodology enforce an empiricist 
approach to knowledge, They imply that all knowledge 
must finally he based on the ob'iervation of objects 
presented in experience. In thr<'e respects, however, 
\loore consistently parted company with traditional em
piricists. I k refuwd to limit the term "experience" to 
mean simpl~- sensory experienct'. That is, he wanted to 
maintain that manv sorh of objects other than those dis
co,·ered Ji,, the senses are the objects of acts of conscious
ness-for example, timeless facts, relational universals, 
and nonnatural qualities. He also wanted to maintain (fol
lmving Kant) that there are necessary synthetic truths and 
that \\'e can apprehend these truths. And finally, he was 
new·r willing to reject what seemed to him a certain 
truth-for in-;tance, that he was holding a pencil-because 



some less certainl~· true analyses or philosophical princi
ples were incompatible with it. Thus, he con-.;istentl~ 
refused to acquiesce in the skeptical c01ll'li1sions that tra
ditional empiricism and indeed, it seC'ms, his own empiri
cist principles tend to establish. 

At the same time, these principles seem to have had 
two distinct effects on ,\loore's over-all philosophizing:. 
First, as time passed his interests crnn·erged 011 thetn~· of 
perception and questions concC'rning: our knowledge of an 
external, material world. Second, the skeptical conclusions 
that empiricism appears to foster produced a constantl~· 
widening cleavage in his philosophy hC'twecn what he 
wanted to assert preanalyticall~· to lie certa in!~· true and 
what his analyses permitted him to assert to he certainly 
true. This ever-growing cleavag:e is nowhere more appar
ent than in his theory of perception. 

In his essa~· of HJ0.'3, "The Refutation of Idealism," 
Moore maintained that material things can lie directly 
apprehended and therefore can he known to exist with as 
much ce1tainty as one's own acts of consciousness. Soon 
afterward, however, :-.Joore was led to change his mind on 
this crucial point, apparent!~· b~· what has sometimes been 
referred to as the argument from s~·nthetic incompatibility. 
This argument assumes that the looks of things are the 
objects a person direct!~· perceives, and then, because the 
looks of things change when the thing itself is not pre
sumed to be ehanging, the argument concludes that what a 
person directly perceiH'S is not the material thing or a part 
of its surface but some other kind of object that possilil~· 
exists onl~· when he is percei\'ing it. This "other kind of 
object" is called by i\1oore a ~ense datum. 

Moore had trouble in deciding just what a sense datum 
is: whether it is a particular or a universal, whether it is 
something like a color (in the ease of ,·isual sense data) or 
some other sort of thing. 1-lis final position on this question 
would seem to he that a visual sense datum is a patch of 
some color: the patch , which is a particular, is related to 
the color, which i~ a universal of the third sort (that is, it is 
neither a relation nor a relational property) in the way some
thing is related to that which, in part. is spread over it. 

The main problem concerning ,\loore in his theor~· of 
perception was not this, however, but the question of the 
relation between sense data and the material things to 
which the~' "he long." Although ,\loore concerned himself 
with this question in a series of re111arkahk closely rea
soned essays, commencing with "The Status of Sense
data" (1914) and concluding with his last published article, 
"Visual Sense-data" ( 19.58), he was ne\'er able to arrive at a 
definite or even a ver~· plausible answer. Throughout most 
of these essays he presented three alternati"e theories as 
possibl~· true: pheno111enalism, or what he termed the 
~till-Russell theory-that is, the ,·iew that a material thing 
is simply a "logical construction" of sense data; some 
form of representational theory (varying from the theor~· 
that the relation between sense data and material things is 
an unanalyzable relation of "appearing" to causal theories 
resembling Locke's); and the theory that visual sense data 
are identical with parts of the surfaces of material things. 
With all these alternati,·es he found gra,·e difficulties and, 
indeed, was led in the encl to dismiss the last as consti
tuting, at least in most cases of perception, nonsense. But if 
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we do 110! direct!~ P<'rlTiH· 111all·rial thing:~ or tlwir ..,111'

faces (and ,\Jome wa~ willing to gra11t tli.1t 1wrl1aps \\'l' 
m·, ·er do), and if liy "material thi11g:~" i.., I11<·:1nt 11otliing -.;o 
Pickwickian as a logical con..,tn1ction of -.;<•11-.;<• data land 
l\loorc would han· te11cled to ai..>:ree that nothing ~o Pi('k 
wickian is meant), how can we· po~silih- k11ow tliat mall'rial 
things exist!" ,\loore, in one of his la-.;t lectures, "Four 
Forms of Scepticism," sugge~ted none too plamilil~ that 
we know their existence b~· analogical or inductin" 
arguments. 

Ethics. As in the other branches of liis pl1ilmopl1~·, 
l\loore was confident in his earlier works on ethic~ of the 
correctness and finalit~· of the results he set forth; this 
confidence diminishC'd constant!~· in the solvent of hi~ 
empiricist methods of inq11ir~· and was replan·d i11 his later 
works b~· no more than tentative agrcenwnt with his earlier 
views. Also, as in the other branches of his philosoph~ 
proper, l\toore 's viewpoint toward IJOth the proper method 
of ethical inquir~· and the nature of the findings to be an
ti<-ipated stemnwd dircctk from Iii~ originalh- reali~t 
presupposition~. 

Ethies, as i\1oore conceived of the discipline, takes the 
form of a pa1tl~· definitional, parth· dC'scriptive science, 
resting on observation and induction. His theor~· is not, 
however, natmalistie. The fundamental object of observa
tion for ethics, goodness, is a nonnatural qualit~· or entit~·, 
according to l\1oore, and thus is one that neither exish 
through parts of time nor presents itself through sensor~· 
experience. On the other hand, his theor~· is not "meta
physical": it do<>s not purport to define this fundanwntal 
entity or qualit~· of ethics in terms of some other nonnatu
ral entity or qualit~·. Indeed, a main point of ,\loore's 
theory is that the fundamental entity of ethics cannot he 
defined at all and that any attempt to define it mmt commit 
what he termed "the naturalistic fallacy." This is essen
tially the fallac~· that results from constrni11g the "is" of 
attribution as an "is" of iclentit~·, and thus supposing:, for 
example, that because pleasun· i~ (attrihuti\'l' "is") good, 
good is identical with pleasure. 

The funchmental object of ethics is the simple quality or 
entity good; being simple, good is unanal~·zable and 
indefinable. One can onl~, say that good= good. This is the 
outcome of the first and most basic inquiry any science of 
ethics must engage i11, the answer to the question What is 
good!", where this ambiguous q11estion is under~toocl to ask 
for a definition. 

A second important inquiry that the science of ethics 
undertakes is to determi11e what are the pre-eminent g:oods 
obtainable h~· men. Since the ter111 "good" is here being 
used substanti,·ely (and not adjecti,·ely) to refer to complex 
wholes to which the quality or entit,· good attaches, 
definitions or analyses of such good~ are possible, in the 
sense that the parts making up the wholes in question can 
be set forth. On the other hand, because the quality 
"good" is indefinable, it is not possible to determine 
which thing:s are and \\'hich ar<' not good anal~ ticall~·. This 
can be determined only h~· perceiving which wholes pos
sess good, and to what cleg:ree or amount. Since they do not 
rest on an,· external C'vidence, such perceptions were 
termed by ,\loore "intuitions," and it is for this reason that 
his theory of ethics is sometimes called "intuitionistie." A 
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hntlrer (_·lwracter of thesl' perceptions is tlrat wlw11 we 
percei\'(_· tlrat a certain whole possess('S in its<'lf a certain 
amount of good, we percci,·e at tlw same tirrre tlrat an,· 
similar \\'hole must possess in itself an t"<pral arnrnmt of 
good. Th11s propositions of the sort "Such-and-srreh pos
sesses in ihelf s11ch-and-s11ch amo1111t of good" or "S11ch
and-such is iutrinsicall~· good" t>xpress tnrths that are both 
sy11tlwtic and rwcessar~·. 

The determination of what things are pre-eminently 
good is complicated Ii~· two factors. First, s11listanti\'e 
goods are organic unities or ,vholes ; that is, the good of a 
whol<: is not simpl~- eq1wl to the sum of the goods of its 
parts. This makes it impossible to determine what things 
are good and in what amo11nt rnerel~- hv ddt'rtnining \Ht'
,·iously the amrnrnt of good attaching itself to basic 1111ih of 
e:,;iwrien(_'t' and adding 11p these 11nits. Sl'l'Olld, it is in fact 
difficult to separat<:, in our perceptions or int11itio11s, or
ganic wholes from their C< ms<'<\ uences; henc<', in assess i 11g 
goods-in-tlwrns(0 l\'es we ar<' likely to incl11de the good 
accruing to ca11sal consequences of tlrose wholes. l11 order 
to avoid the last sort of <'nor, \loore proposed tlrat we 
isolate tire organic unity we are conl'erned with liy imag
ining it as alone t'Xisting in tire univt'rse and th<'n asking 
whether it is l>t'tter that it exi!-.ts or does not. 

Applying tlris uwtlwd to the qu<:stion \\'lrat are the pre
eminent goods ohtainahl<: hymen/ \loore maintained that 
"it is obvious that pt'rsonal affection a11d at•stlwtic errjo~·
ments include hy far the greatest goods with wl1id1 wear<' 
,1c<piaintt>d." 

The third major inquiry of ethical scie11ce e11conrpas!-.t's 
the questions of traditional casuistry: \\'lwt are om d11ti(•s':' 
\Vhat is their order of prec<·dence',l \\'hat actions a, a nrlc 
,H<' right, de./ The answ< 0 rs to all thest· qtlt'stim1s aH· pr<'d
il'at<'d, in \loore's system, on the as!-.U1I1ptio11 tltat unlike 
the term "good," the terms "right," ''clut~·," '\·irtrre," and 
so 011 are definable. The~ are all, in fact, definable in ternrs 
of good. \\'hen we sa~· that a C<·rtain sort of action is right or 
our duty we me(JII that it is productivt' of tlw greatest 
amount of good in comparison with an~· possihlt' alterna
tiH' action. Thus, in determining duties a11d right actions 
we must not onl~- determine what things aH' good in thelll
seh·es hut what causal effects actious will ha,·e, and this i!-. 
an almost impossible task, except when co11(·ei\'ed in 
rather short-term meas11res. As so l'oncei\'ed, '.\loore gen
erally argrrt'd that tlw rights and d11tie!-. enjoi11t'd and sanc
tioned in con,·entional llloralit~· arc indeed just what the 
science of ethics show!-. to he our rights and duties. 

CRITICISM OF MOORE'S PHILOSOPHY PROPER 

\loon·, in his last \\'ritiugs, confesst'd that he had not 
been a good answner of q11e!-.tions, and if hy a "good an
swe rer to a philosophical qut'stion" is rneant one who 
lt'a\'(_'S tlw question settlt'd or seeming!) close to being 
settl<'d, it is hard not to agrt't'. In his ethics '.\loore provided 
simple , clear-c11t answers to the problems and questions 
of traditional ethics, hut their very simplicity (like saying 
the world is made of water) produces its own disbelief, and 
this dishe lid' is borne out by suhst'quent reflection. For 
example, if good is ,1 simple objective quality of some sort, 
why should persons he (_'oncerned with maximizing it'r In 

tht' other hranclt of inq11ir~' with whi<'h he was primarily 
conct'nwd, theory of I)('rception, \loore failed t'\'ell to 
pro\'id<' clear-cut answer, or decisions. 

Again, if Ii~· "good philosophical answers" are meant 
answers that can he formed into a consistent s~·stem, it 
must he agrt'ed that l\1oore is not a good answerer. In his 
philosophy there art' a great man~· loos<' ends that he llt'\'t'r 
tied togetlwr or attempted to tie togetlwr. For instance, he 
made no attempt to tie together his discussions of tlw two 
qut'stions \\'lrnt is the relation of sense data (i.t'., patches) 
to 1111i,·t'rsals? and \\'hat is tlwir rt'lation to material things? 
In tht' same cmrn<·ction, ;\1oore sometimes admittt'd that 
he was inclined to hold at one and tlw same time two 
i11eompatihle , ·icws (as 011 tlw question whether the sur
faces of material things are direct!~· seen) and was unable 
to choose het\\'een them. 

011 the other lw11d, if ,1 good philosophical answer is 
conct-'ived as one tlwt is closel~· reasoned and demands and 
instills close reasoning on tlw part of its a11ditor or reader, 
tht'n \loore was a good a11s,,·ert'r. Studyi11g \loore, it can 
he fair!~· said, is like holding one's mind to a whetstone: a 
mind composed of good stuff is hound to he sharpened 
(and <mt' of poor stuff to he dulled). 

F11rther, ii philo!-.oplty is com·< 0 ived as an inqrriry rather 
than a closed s~·stem, \loore was a good answerer. It is the 
ess<'lll'e of inquiry tl1at <·,·ery problem considered lw 
freshly co11sid(•red, that pat answers lw abjurt'd, that truth 
be placed ,il1ead of remaining consistent or reaching con
cl11,ior1s, and that alternati\'('S Ii<' gi\'('n ,1 hearing and their 
nwrits W<'ighed. Tlwse are preciwl~· tlw ,·irt11es of ;\loore's 
pl1ilosopl1izing. 

:\ morl' st·rio11\ objt·dion that can he urged against 
\loore is that tlwrt· is a C(•rtain 1111mlwr of philosophical 
prejudices that Ire adopted witho11t qtwstion, hut that he 
ought to k1,·e q11esti01wd. It is argriahle, for instance, that 
lie adopt<·d without question the principle that thert' is 
,ouwthing called an act of conscio11s11<·ss and something 
called an object of that act. Applied to the various topics of 
philosophy, this principle prod11ces all sorts of obvious 
11ons(•t1se: a ridi(_'ulous proliferation of entities, etc. \Vhy, it 
111a~· lw asked, did 11ot \loort' seriously q11estion this pre
..,11ppositio11 and re1110,·e it'r And if lte had, might he not 
l1a,·e ,HTi\ t'd at sound concl11sions instead of tht' perplexity 
that lw does in fact arriH' at/ 

There is u11q11estionahly a good deal of justice in this last 
objection. Yet, with some _prstil'e too, one may retort 011 
\loor<''s behalf: "\\'lrat otlH·r pri11(_'iple seems as cert,1inly 
trne as till' above principle? llas some alternative assump
tion permitt<'d philosoplwrs to arrive at indispntahly true 
conclusions':' And if not, wh~· sho11ld not Moore explore the 
resrnirces of this principle, which seems true to him, j11st as 
otl1er philosopl1ers explore the resources of the principles 
th<')' ha\'(" accepted, which seem eq11ally tme to them r" 

Works by Moore 

Exn°pt in ethic~, i\loorc\ major p1dilished philosophical writ
ing~ con~ist almo~t entirely of articlt·s, papers (to he delivered), 
reviews, and co111pilatio11s of articles and lectures. Exceptions 
wo11ld lie his a11toliiography (a minor masterpiece in its genre) and 
"A Reply to \1~· Critics," inclnded in th<' coll<·ction of criti('al 
essa~•s concerning Moore's philosophy entitled The Philosophy of 
G. E. Moore. In this hihliograph~,, the more important or influential 
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,1rticlt•s of .\loon··s are noted in the co111pilat1011., i11 whil'h tlw~ 
OC'('lll'. 

Principia Ethica. Camhridgl', HJ03. 
Ethics. London and \:l'\\' York, HJ U. 
Philosophical Studies. London and :\ew York, HJ:2:2. Collection 

of papers, includin_g "The lkfutation of lde,di,m" ( HJ03), "Tht> 
Status of Sense-data" (l!:Jl4), "The Conception of Healit~·" (1917). 
"Some Judgeme11ts of Perception" (HJ]8), ,111d "E,tenwl and 
Internal Relations" (!\:)HJ:. It is in the last paper that the term 
"entailment" i-, first used and defined philosophiL·,dh·. 

The Philosophy of G. E. ,\loore, I'. :\. Schilpp. l'd. Chica.go ,md 
Evanston, ill. , l!J.J:2; 2d ed., :--..:ew York, HJ52. Contains "An :\uto
biography" and "A Reph· to .\ly Critil's, .. In the second edition is 
the "Addendum to .\ly 'R<'ph.' .. 

Some ,\fai11 Prohlems of Philosophu. London and :\ew York. 
1953. Contains .\foore's lt•ctures of HJJ(I and HJ! 1. 

Philosophical Papers. London and New York, HJ.5~J. \\'ith an 
ohituar\' notil'<' Ii\' C. D. Broad. Includes ":\ Defeme of Common 
Senst•"·( IY:23), "I~ E.\istenee a Predicall'·r ( 19:3(i). a11d "Proof of an 
E,ternal \\'orld" ( 19:39). 

The Co111111011 Place Books, 191&-19.5.3, Casimir Lew,·. ed. 
Edinburgh, rnh:2. 

Works on Moore 

Bridge, Urs11la, ed., W. B. Yeats aud T. Sturgc ,\foore, Their 
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Warnock. C. J .. "C. E . .\loore," in English Philosophu Since 
1900. London, HJ,58. This thin co111111ent,tn· prnpa,t.?;ate, thl' tlw,is 
that .\foow's philosopll\ can hest Ill' 1111dcrstood and apprt'l'iated 
through an undl'r.,tanding and apprl'ciation of hi, tempera1nent 
,u1d charal'ler. The cbim is made that .\foore \\',1., a "ma11 \\'ith no 
nil'taph~·sical quirk, of temperaml·nt." 

\\'hite, :\. H., G. E. Moore, A Critical Exf>ositio11. (hfmd, HJ.58. 
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l'ollaks mo,t of the thing., \loore had to sa~ on method. tht·or~· of 
dhics, and thl'my of pl'rn·ption. 

JOHN 0. ?\ELSON 

MORAL ARGUMENTS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF 
GOD. From the time of Kant to the pre.'ient day, a .1..':ieat 
many attempts have been made to base arguments for Cod's 
existence not upon the mere fact that there is a world, nor 
on the general orderliness it manifests, but on a very special 
feature of that world-human moral experience. The popu
larity of moral arguments is not hard to understand. Hume 
and Kant had produced powerful and apparently disabling 
criticisms of the traditional arguments of natural theology, 
criticisms that seemed deci.'iive against any conceivable 
type of argument to Cod as the explanation of the world . 
llnme had no alternative theistic ar.e:ument to offer and, 
insofar a-; theoretical reasoning is concerned, Kant had 
none either. The -;tructure of Kant's ethical philosophy, 
however, accorded to "practical reason" privile.e:es not 
shared by theoretical reason. If Cod was to retain any place 
in the Kantian system, the weight of apologetic had to be 
shifted from the theoretical to the practical, to exploring the 
implications of our moral situation. Between Kant's clay and 
the middle of the twentieth century, skeptici.'im about the 
theoretical arguments has tended to deepen rather than to 
lighten; hence, there has been no lack of religious apolo
_gists following Kant's new "moral route" to Cod. 

Another reason for the popularity of moral argument is 
religious rather than philosophical. Even if the argument 
to Goel as First Cause or "necessary being" were valid, 
these notions of deity can be more of an embarrassment 
than a help to the religious imagination. They present us 
with a divine object or superobject, whereas reli_gion de
mands that Cod be primarily known as person. A moral 
argument offers hope of overcoming that external and 
thinglike character: it insures that concepts of Cod will be, 
from the outset, personal concepts. 

Typical moral arguments. Among the many varieties of 
moral argument, the following are both historically impor-
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tant and recurrent patterns. Several of them may he found 
in a single author. 

First, if one 1111dersta11ds moral rules as "commands," 
one may arg1w to the l'Xistence of a "conimander." Th<' 
commander cannot he the indivichrnl lnmwn moral agent, 
for what today I comnwnd mys<'lf to do, I can tomorrow 
cornmall(I 111yself not to do. I can have ,ihsolute moral 
obligations only if a Cod exists to command them. Because 
I do ha,·e ahsol11te moral obligations, it follows that Cod 
exists. 

Second, a minor variant of this moral arµ:ument claims 
that if we recognize moral authority, we must iJ)so facto 
r<•cognize the existence of Cod as alone ahll' to confer that 
authority . \\'e judge that the moral law retains its m1thori
tativene~s whether particular human wills are at any time 
actually accepting its rul<>s and principles or not; therefore, 
the source of its authority nrn~t lie altogether outside those 
hu111an wills. 

Third, the 11otio11 of "moral Liw" itself is said to he in
complete witl1rn1t rt'f<'rence to Cod, for law implies "law
gin·r," a divine l(•gislator. Om ,·er~ acknowledgment of a 
moral law, therefore, pres11ppos<•s theism. 

Fourth, it has been claimed that there is a remarkable 
degree of agreement among the morn! judgments made by 
men i11 widely different cultures and historical periods . 
:\Ian~ app,m·nt di~agreemenh can lw attributed to dif
fert·ncc's in beli<'f and thus held to lw not full(lamental. 
This impressive measure of agreenwnt, it is argu('d, can lie 
accounted for only or1 tlw supposition tliat Cod has writt<'n 
his law in the hearts of men. 

Certain of the most interesting and influential moral 
arguments take as their premise some part of the cont<'nt of 
the moral law itself. \\'e are under moral obligation to 
perfect ours!'lves and to attain a "highest good" (.rno11111w1 

ho111rn1) that is manifest!~- unattainalile in a life liv<'d under 
the conditions we know here and now. \\ 0

(' ca11, at best, 
make ,1 start to a moral development that requires very 
different conditions for its completion. But since that com
plete development is demanded of us as duty, it must lw 
attainable. Cod and immortality are thus presupposed i11 
our actual moral experience. 

Analysis of moral arguments. Let us briefly consider 
each of the varieties of moral arguments again and attempt 
to estimate their strengths and weaknesses. 

Of the morn! commander argument we can pertinently 
ask: Is the notion of command basic to ethics? Certainly 
not in the sense of parndc-gro11nd commands, L·omm,111<ls 
passively received and acted 11po11 unreflectively. Such 
obedience is a long way from moral deliberation and judg
ment. An immature moral agent m,1y see his duties as 
comm,111ds (p.irental, for example); hut the mark of mature 
moral j11dgmcnt is self-commitment to a policy on which 
one has deliberated. This policy may or may not lw in 
harmony with someone's comrnancL in any case, it does 
not owe its authenticity to its being commanded. "Here I 
stand," one may say , and this can express a settled resolu
tion, one not to he made one day and rescinded the next. 

Even if it were established that a celestial being unvary
ingly commanded a certain policy as obligatory in an abso
lute sense, the 11nvaryingness of his command could not 
itself furnish the ground for the absoluteness of the ohliga-

tion. For it is at least logically possible that this celestial 
being ought not to l'Olllniaml unvaryingly what he does so 
con1m,111<l. If he conim,rnds what is right and obligatory, 
that is cause for thankfulness; hut one could scarcely be 
thankful over a truth of logic. "l 1nvaryingly" must not 
equal "stubbornly" or "with chronic moral blindness"; 
these are unthinbhle possibilities for Christian theism. 
But this does not affect the point being made: that abso
luteness is 11ot analyzable in terms of unvaryingness of 
comma1HI. :\lorem'er, the Christi,111 wishes to make one 
all-important moral judgment that could not possibly have 
its ahsol 11k1wss rl'd11ced to commandedness by Cod-the 
judgment, namely, that Cod is morally perfect. But if a hu
man being can make this moral judgment tmcommanded, 
why can he not make others also? 

A11alogou~ criticisms can he made of the argument from 
tlw authority or a11thoritative11ess of the moral law to the 
need for a divine source of authority. To put the mai11 
olij!'ction boldly: It is of the ,·ery nature of a fundamental 
moral judgment that it sho11lcl he nwde on no authority lmt 
that of the agent who makes it. Certainly there are occa
sions when I may lwl ieve that anotl1er person has a supe
rior measure of insight into the situation in which I have to 
ad. I may the11 prnp('rly accept his judgment i11 lieu of my 
own. Yd if tl1is is 11ot to he a c1ilpable moral abdication, I 
m11~t have good grrH111<ls for trusting my temporary "au
thority"· I 11111st judg<> him to he morally reliable. But this 
is itself a mor,1! j11d ,t!)ll(·nt-one that I can make on no
body's authority hut my own; or if on someone's authority, 
then this n<'W pnson must lw judged reliahlP on my ow11 
authorit~·, .111d so 011. A legitimate appeal to authority pre
suppose~ that ,n1tonomo11s moral jndgme11ts have already 
lwe11 made. 01ir argument held that we 11111st postulate 
Cod as tl1t• a11thoriz(•r of all 011r moral j11dgments-other
wi~<· th<'). would carry no authority; but W(' find, contrari
wi~<', ti.at ( ;od c,111 play the role of authority only if we are 
able to mak<' certain moral jll(lgments withont appealing to 
any <'Xlernal a11tl1ority whabo('Ver. 

The third ver~ion alleg(•d that the notion of "moral law" 
is incompll'lt• 11nl('SS ( ;od is postulated as lawgiver. "Law," 
IHiwe,·pr, i~ a word with many strands to its meaning; and 
it i\ only hy foiling to distinguish certain of the strnnds that 
this can appear to lie a plausible line of argument. It is 
perfectly intelligilile to say that some person or group of 
persons has laid dow11 positive laws, rules for a cornm11-
nity, hacked by p!'nal sanctions. The existence of a devel
opl'd ho<iy of such laws normally impli<>s the existence of 
lawmakers or codifiers. It is q11ite another thing (and not 
really intelligible) to speak of anyone, human or divine, 
"hi~ i11g down" tll(• moral law itself. Laws, rnles, and 1Tgu
lati011-.. ,m• of the right lo.l!;ical t)p<· to Ill' laid down in ae
cordance with, or in conflict with, the moral law. But the 
moral law itself is not the sort of thing that needs to he, or 
that logically can he, laid down or promulgated by anyone. 
No conceivable story about men or gods could he taken, 
without absmdity, to describe tlw inauguration (or the 
annulling) of the moral law. Commands might be uttered, 
inscriptions miraculously appear; but it would never be
come a trivial or tautological question to ask of their con
tent, "Is this in foct morally binding?" The distinctively 
moral authority of a rule or law does not lie in the prestige 
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or power of its initiator, nor in the circumstances of its first 
recognition. 

The argument from the convergence of morn) codes is 
nrost often set forth in an ob_jectivist ethical context. The 
existence of objective moral qualities "seen" to he there, 
or "intuited," by different moral agents in widely different 
places and times remains inexplicable unless we posit a 
God who creates and morally guides. It is less often no
ticed that the argument is perhaps stronger-certainly no 
weaker-if it is set forth in a subjecti,·ist context instead. 
This was apparently noted by F. H. Tennant, who (in a 
conversation reported by R. B. Brnithwaite) argued on the 
following lines. Failing the existence of any objective 
moral properti es or moral relations, it is al I the more re
markable that there should be such .1 measure of congruity 
among moral judgments or decisions: sufficiently remarka
ble to point the way, again, to divine activity. Yet this 
argument is not at all conclusive. The supC'rnatural hy
pothesis that it puts forward is not the only hypothesis 
available to account for the data; and it has the disadvan
tage that it is not empirically confirmahle or refutalJle. 
Powerful competitors would be arguments from the rela
tive stability of basic human needs, desires, and aversions 
or from the pervasiveness of aggressin.· and social drives in 
the personality. These .1lone might well account for the 
actual agreements among moral judgments and would 
account for them without im·oking the immense)~- prob
lematic notion of divine causality. 

Presupposition of the highest good. Om last group of 
arguments began its history in modern philosophy with 
a statement of h:.ant: '"The idl'a of tlw higlw~t good ... 
cannot he realized ll\ 1na11 hirm,l'II ... ; , d hl' di~
covers within himself the duty to work for this end. Hence 
he finds himself impelled to believe in the cooperation 
or management of a moral Huler of the world, by means of 
which alone this goal c.111 lw n·adwd I Re/igio11 \\'itlii11 tlie 
Limits of Rcuso11 A/011c). 

Kant was nnt betra~·ing the austerity or rigor of his moral 
philosophy ; he was not offering religious indu(.'ements to 
moral behavior . I It' would h.1ve denied distinctively moral 
worth to som<:'one whose "dutiful" .1ctions were aimed at 
securing his own post-mortem happiness. The emphasis in 
his argument is wholly on the intelligibility .1nd rationality 
of the moral demand. it was irn.-oncei,·able to him that the 
categorical imperative should be a mocking voi(.'e, Lrying 
obligations upon us and at the sanH.' time denying the 
environment in which alone the obligations could be 
fulfilled. (It has been claimed that h:.ant had abandoned 
these moral arguments hy the time he \\Tote the Oµus 
Post1111111111, hut the contrary view has been argued more 
forcibly; see C. A. Schrader, "K,rnt's Presumed Hepudia
tion .... ") 

The ~trength of Kant's moral argument is dearly de
pendent on the strength of his ethi(.'al theory as a whole. It 
is only because he saw moral judgment as the work of 
practical reason (not as a matter of emotive reactions or 
responses) that he was able to make plausible use of those 
judgments as a basis for theologi(.'al demands. Any funda
mental criticism of the Kantian ethic would ipso facto 
imperil the theology. 

The argument is equally imperiled if we deny that we 

are under obligation to attain the higlre~t good and 011r 
individual moral perfection, saying that Wl' are oblie:ed 
only to strive toward these unrealizable <·nds. \\·e might 
indeed reverse Kant's argnment as follow~. From our ob
servation of the world we conclude that the highest good 
and our moral 1wrfection art' unattainable; therefore, we 
can have no obligation to attain these hut, at hl'st, onl~- .111 
obligation to stri,·e toward them. \\'e can interpr<:'t them 
in Kant's own term, "regulatively," as Kant himself some
times did. (See John R. Silber, "Kant's Conception of the 
Highest Cood ... ") 

The postulating of Cod and immo1t.11ity is ,rimed at 
solving an a11tinomy-of making intelligible what, witho11t 
the postulate, is inexplieable. H11t does the postulation of 
God in fact produce intelligibility, a lifting of mystery? Or 
is there not so much m~'ster~- in the postulate its<:>lf that the 
final effect is a deepening, not a lightening, of perple:-..ity? 
If indepe1H.lence, autonomy, and freedom are <'Ssential to a 
moral agent, that a11tono111y will presumably remain essen
tial in a hereafter as well .Is in the here and now. Hut, if so, 
the postulation of Cod and immortality can h~- no me.ms 
insur<:' that th<:' ultimate moral e:oals will, in fod, he 
rea(.'hed, even tho11gh it w.1s precisely to insure their at
tainment that the postulates were made. 

Kant's theory of time a~ a "form of ~ensihility" makes it 
,·ery dubious whdher h<· could h.rve spoken meaningfully 
of a continuing moral development ,rnd the attainment of 
the highest good in a hereafter. Cr,rntl'd that he dis(.'laimed 
all theoretical insight into what su(.'h an existence would 
he like (thi~ measure of agnosticism is p.rrt of the for(.'e of 
"postulate" as distinct from "dt•monstrate"), the notion of 
time still remains essential to Kant's moral arg11ment. If we 
are unable to gin· meaning to it in that (.'011text, th<:' ar_gu
ment cannot hut suffer. 

It is possible to reject some portions of Kant's detailed 
argumentation and yet to ,1ch·ance a mor.rl argument of a 
definitely Kantian type. This was notably done in \\'. H.. 
Sorley's .\/oni/ \'ul11cs awl tli<' ldcu of God and in A. E. 
Ta~·lor's '(/w Fuitli of u .\Iornlist. :\'either of these writ<:'rs 
held the moral arg11nw11t to lw the sole and ,di-sufficient 
theistic proof, but they did helil've that withollt it tlw case 
for theism is weak and dubious. 

Sorle~' ,rttempted first to show that "tlw moral order is an 
objectin.·h valid order. tlrat moral ,,al11es lwlong to thl' 

nature of realit~·," and that "the hi~t<ny of the world
process is fitted to realise this order." If we wen· to assume 
that the goal of the world-process is the realizing of happi
ness, there would he the weightiest e111piric.rl evidence 
ag,1inst us. \\'ith moral worth and good11ess it is different. 
Conditions that work against happines~ may work for, not 
against, th<:' developing, trying, and testing of moral fiber. 
"The very imperfedion of tlw world [is] an argument 
pointing to the theisti(.' c:oncl11sion." There rl'mains yet a 
gap between the claim that the universe works toward a 
moral purpose and thl' full claim that Co<l exists: Sorley 
seeks to fill this gap b~- arguine: that belief in Cod is pre
supposed hy belief in an objective and "eternally valid" 
morality. If the moral law is dernalh- valid, an<l valid 
whether we recognize it or not, "how could this eternal 
validity stand alone, not embodied in 111att<:'r and n<:'ither 
seen nor realized b~- finite minds, unless there were an 
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eternal mind whose thought and will wne therein ex
prl'ssed ?" 

< >ne ca11 readily agree that the world as \\'e experience it 
is better adapted to lw a vale of soul-making than a hedon
istic holiday (_'amp. Yet there are difficulties about even the 
soul-making view. Some human suffering (the unmerited 
suffering of young children, for instance) cannot always he 
treatNI pla11sihJ~, a:-. developing moral fiber, or as realizing 
any othn moral value. The natural t'nvironment ca1_1 figure 
as the destroyer of moral personality as \\'ell as its preser
ver and nourisher. Sorley's further argument, from the 
validity of the law to an eternal mind, surt'I~- contains a 
confusion of the logical and the psychological. (Juestions 
aho11t ,·alidity and ahout trnth are logically independent of 
qut'stions aho11t the propositions that are actually enter
tained in :-.omeonc's mind. \\'hether or not thert' exists a 
per:-.on who says (or thinks) 11, has no hearing on the truth 
of /J or, if /J is a moral principle, upon ih bindingness or 
,·alidity in the rele,·,111t sen:-.e. 

:\. E. Taylor saw the moral life not as a mere conforming 
to given static principles and rnlt's h11t as directing the 
moral agent along certain paths of sdf-dt·\·elopment. There 
is development within t!Je moral ideal: "\\'e discover to
morrow that today's ideal 'had 111ort· in it' than we had 
supposed." The goal transforrns itself as ,ve approach it. 
The further we pursue it, the less able we IH'come to con
ceive the human good in purt'ly this-world, secular terms. 
There is development also within our awarene:-.s of tillle. 
Purposef11l, ,·,duahle activit~· produces an exten-.,ion of our 
"conscions present"; it tlelivt'rs 11s from the d11llne-.;s of 
"mw tl1ing after anotht'r." Tht' limiting case in this dt•vt'l
op111ent wo11ld lw well expressed hy Boethius' account of 
eternity- "the complde and sinrnltaneotJS fruition of a lift· 
without hounds." 

'\\'e may argue," Taylor then dainwd, " . from th<' 
t·xistence of a function to the reality of an l'JI\ ironlllent iu 
which tlie function can find adeq11ate exercist'." B11t J10 
,·iew of the world, short of theism, can gllarantet' tht' corn
pletion of these directions of development tliat Taylor lia:-. 
described. 

\\'hate,·er is 0t'cided about tlie validity of the argu1IIent 
as an argllment, Taylor's T/1(: Faith of a ,\Joralist is a la:-.t
ingly impressin• and eloquent account of a religiollsly 
oriented morality. ( Jn validity, however, some searching 
criticism:-. wne made h~· C. D. Broad in his review of Tay
lor's work published in i\li11d (HJ:3I). Taylor had takt'n as 
his premises certain moral judgments and certain trends of 
development in our ex1wrience of value. He then hacl 
a:-.ked what these entailed: v,:liatever they entailed was to 
be added to our true beliefs about the uni,·erse. Broad 
argued that, in order to avoid a vicious circle, Wl' must he 
sure that our premises do not already covertly assume the 
theistic conclusion. \Ve must know that we have these 
duties and aspirations without already pres11pposing Cod 
and imlllortality. Only in this way could the existence of 
Cod and imrnortality be the conclusion of our argument. It 
is hard to lw sure that these valul' judgments and aspira
tions are not the conse111u'11cc of a prior theism. And a 
further point must be added: Only such a previously held 
theism, or cryptotheism, could entitle us to ar\..':ue, with 
Taylor, "from the existt>nce of a function to the reality of an 

environment in which [it has] adequate exercise." (Or, if 
this is true by definition of "function," only such a thei-;111 
can justify calling those ,·alue pursuits "functions.") Once 
again it might he added that the directions of moral devel
opment, although unrealizable in toto, could still be takt'n 
as targets for ever-nearer approximation. That they can he 
taken in this way, however, tells against Taylor's argu
ment, for he wished to deny that we can be morally SPrious 
about these unless complete realization is possible. 

\Ioral theories dominant in the mid-twentieth century 
do not tend to lead naturally into moral arguments for Cod. 
In Britain and the l 1 nitt'cl States, at any rate, they have 
het'n characteristically tliis-worldly. But exceptions do 
occur. Austin Farrer offered, if not a moral argument, tlwn 
certai11l~· a moral .. persuasion" toward theism in the first 
chapter of Faith and Logic, "A Starting-point for the Philo
sophical Examination of Theological Belief." llis argu
ment is that we are incontestably under an obligation to 
lm·t' our neighbor-that is, to hold him in highest regard; 
and that this is not impossibJt_, if our neighbor is a lovable 
person. If our nl'ighhor occasionally lapses from lovahility 
a11d from goodness, we may still manage to love his "nor
mal" self, although it is temporarily obscured. If, however, 
he lapses chronically and grossly, how are we to love him? 
To love what he might he is 110w to love a fiction only; but 
it is pt_ rso11s, not fictions, that we ought to love. Farrar 
claimed Christianity pro,·ides a uniquely helpful way in 
which we can set' th<' unlovahlt' neighbor, admit his 
deficiencies, and yt't succt'ed in loving him. In praying for 
and about our 11eighhor, we bring our view of him into 
relation with ( ;m]' s action-his action in creating our 
1wiglihor and his constant and costly redemptive action on 
our JH'ighl)()r's behalf. Farrt'r insisted that, if these 
reflections help to give plausibility and impressiveness to 
the Christian view itself, they are not to he taken as a re
fmhishi11g of strong Kantian claims to establish Cod's 
t'XiStt'IIC('. 

Farrt·r appears to have asst•ssed the capacity of this typt· 
of argulllent far more· rt'alistically than thost' who used it 
before him. If we judg<· that certain attitudes or evalua
tions are supremely worth realizing-for example, that 
"people ought to he held in the 11t111ost regard"-then it is 
reasonable, even mandatory, to takt_, up whatever stance 
will he:-.t fmther our task of reahzi11g them. In our present 
example, wt· are req11irl"d to meditate upon those refl.ec
tions that uniquely put 011r neighbor in a regard-furthering 
light. Of c<mrse, provisos must he added. There must, for 
instance, he no logical incoherence in the description of the 
stance or of the context that furthers our neighborly love; 
otherwise, what we called the light or the stance might he 
in fact only a fugitive, quasi-aesthetic movement of feeling. 
To provide a point of entry to traditional Christianity, the 
stance must he capable of heing expressed in a set of 
meaningful affirmations about reality. Another obvious 
proviso is that our premises 11111st be sound. \Ve must in 
fact he under obligation to hold our neighbor in highest 
regard, and all non-Christian ways of seeing our neighbor 
must he less helpful than the Christian way. It is particularly 
upon the second of these premises that, in a fu ll er dis
cussion, argume11t necessarily would concentrate. 
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MORALITY. See HELICION AND ~IORALITY. 

MORAL LAW, THE. Seek.ANT, IM~IANUEL. 

MORAL PHILOSOPHY. See ETIIICS, HIST0HY OF; 
ETIIICS, PR0BLE~IS OF. 

MORAL RESPONSIBILITY. See 
MORAL AND LE(;AL. 

HESl'ONSIBILITY, 

MORAL SENSE. In the first half of the eighteenth 
century certain British philosophers argue<l that the moral 
sense is the faculty hy which we distinguish between 
moral right and wrong. The deliverances of this faculty are 
feelings or sentiments; hence, it is counted as a sense. Our 
observation of an instance of virtuous action is the occa
sion for a feeling of pleasure or satisfaction, which enables 
us to distinguish that action as virtuous. Similarly, our 
observation of an instance of vicious action is the occasion 
for a feeling of pain or uneasiness, which enables us to 
distinguish that action as vicious. The moral sense is also 
an influencing motive in our pursuit of virtue and our 
avoidance of vicious behavior, and it plays a part in our 
bestowal of praise and blame. 

Historical background. Arguments for and against the 
moral sense take their character from the larger social and 
intellectual context in which they were advanced, The late 
seventeenth century and early eighteenth century in 
Europe saw the culmination of certain lines of thought 
which had their origin in earlier times. The Protestant 
insistence on individual conviction in purely religious 
matters had an effect on other areas of thou.11:ht as well. The 
rejection of external authority as the guarantor of religious 
truth and the consequent reliance of each believer on his 
own inner light led to a full-blown theory of knowledge in 
which the different ways a person can know different 
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kinds of subject matter were definitively t·atalm:ut'd. The 
way of knowing a given subject was appealed to as the 
foundation or guarantee of truth. The first acl'ount of this 
theory of knowledge was John Lol'ke's Essay Co11ccrni11g 
f/1ww11 U11dersta11di11g in the late seventeenth cent11ry. 
The most comprehensive statement of it was the Treatise 
of Hu111a11 Nature by David Hurne in the ei.11:hteenth cen
tury. These developments in theory of knowledge were 
closely related to a growing interest in feelings and their 
expression. The new theory of knowledge was also closely 
connected with changes in beliefs about Cod's relation to 
the world. Speculations about the will of Cod were no 
longer a necessary preliminary to doing physics. \\'hen the 
notion of a physics without Cod met in men's minds with a 
resistance to religious authority in all matters, including 
morals, the problem was posed of the possibility of ac
counting for morality without an appeal to a divine source. 
But if morality is not founded on Cod's will, where is the 
foundation laid? In line with the new theory of knowl
edge, the most promising direction for a search appeared 
to he in human nature itself. 

The first Englishman to search for the foundation of 
morals in human nature, Thomas Hohhes, returned with a 
brilliantly stated hut outrageous report. I le found that 
"good" and "e\·il" are relative to the person who uses 
these words, and when people are joined together in a 
com1110nwealth, then good and evil are subject to the de
terminations of the commonwealth. As for our motives for 
pursuing good and avoiding evil, they may he summed up 
as self-interest. \\'ere it to our own interest to pursue what 
others, or the l'ommonwealth, have designated as e\·il, we 
certainly would, but, for the most part, our appreciation of 
the con\·enience which follows frqm everyone's followin!!: 
the same rules and, at the worst, our fear of punishment on 
being caught deter us from the practice of evil. 

Hobbes's unflattering picture of human nature and his 
relativistic account of morals, wliil'h he presented in Lcr,i
atlu111, are the ominous and ever-present background of all 
discussions of moral philosophy for the next hundred 
years. The~' called forth their contradictory l'OUnterpart in 
the writings of the third earl of Shaftesbury. Shaftesbury 
ar12:ued that I lohhes had made a shortsighted survey of 
human nature. There is henevolenl'e in human nature, as 
well as selfishness. and indeed, if men were not originally 
endowed with a disposition to he sociable, the formation of 
a commonwealth would he impossible. Shaftesbury was 
the first to attribute to a moral sense our ability to distin
guish between good and evil, virtue and vice. This sense, 
along: \\'ith our natural affection for virtue, accounts for the 
possibility of morality. Shaftesbury, however, did not make 
clear how the posses~ion of a moral sense enables us to 
avoid relativism in moral judgments; and indeed the 
specter of relativism must inevitably haunt the proponents 
of the moral sense, 

Development of the doctrine. The systematil' de\'l·lop
ment of the doctrine of a moral sense was left to Shafte~
bury' s sucl'es~ors: first Frnncis Hutcheson and later Da\·id 
Hume. Their first move was to fit the moral sense into the 
mainstream of eighteenth-century philosophy by finding a 
place for it in Locke's theory of knowlecke. Looking into 
the human mind, Locke found that all knowledge consists 
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of pcn:eplio11s, which must arrive i11 the mind by one of 
two routes, either se11salio11 or reflection. \\'hatever can he 
k11ow11 lllUst hl' accounted for as a perception. and what
ever can11ot he acl·ou11tcd for in this way is not knowledge. 
The propo11e11h of the moral sense al·c01mted for our 
k11owledgt' of moral right all(! wrong as Lockea11 reflexive 
perceptio11s. \\'hen someone observes a given action or 
co11siders a certain character trait, these first perceptions 
art· i111111ediately (ollowed by a secondary set of feelings of 
either pl<'asure or u11easiness, accordi11g to whether the 
actio11 or character is virtuous or vicious. By consulting 
these seco11d.ny perceptions, we can make our moral ju<lg
n1e11ts. Tl1e proponents of th<' moral S<"nse were careful to 
point out that actions are not virtuo11s hecau.,·c> they please. 
Halher \Vt> know them to he virtuous because we are 
pleased i11 a ccrtai11 11w111H'r. Thus, nHnal pleasures and 
pai11s are distinctive fr<"lings. Hume argued for the possi
bility of distinguishing different kinds of pleasure by 
pointi11g out, for example, that someone may be pleased 
both by a good 111usical con1position and by a good bottle 
of wine, and their goodness is determi11ed merely by the 
pleasure they give , but we do not say on that accou11t that 
the wine is harmonious or the music of good flavor. 

Besides accounting for om k11owledge of right and 
wrong, the moral sense closes the gap between 1110ml 
knowledge and moral behavior by providing a motive for 
moral behavior. Si11ce moral knowledge consists of ft'el
ings of pleasure and uneasiness, the prospect of enjoying 
or avoidi11g these feelings is a sufficil'nt motive for pursu
in,g virtue and avoiding vice. If moral knowledge were not 
ulti111ately a matter of feelings, it would be possibl<' for 
someone lo know that a certain ki11d ot' action is virtuous 
hut still have no motive for doing it. Tlw moral sense also 
enables us to account for our approval a11d co11de11111atio11 
of actions and characters as following from our hei11g 
pleased or pained by them. 

Criticism. The moral sensl' was subjected to two sorts of 
criticism. The first sort was directed against supposed 
defects in tlie doctrine of the moral sense itself. The sec
ond sort of criticism advanced the claims of rival camli
dates for the title of moral faculty. 

Defects in the doctrine. The bluntest forrn of the first 
sort of criticism was to interpret the proponents of the 
moral sense as talking about an extra organ of sense, "a 
moral nose" or "a moral ear." llow acute they were to have 
discovered a new human organ which no one had noticed 
until they came along! \lerely to 111ention the possibility 
was enough to show the 11onexiste11ce of such a11 organ and 
to rt 0 nder the doctrine of a moral sense laughable. Hutche
son was especially plagued with this kind of criticism. But 
he spoke of the moral sense as a determination of the 
mind , which left the way open for viewing the moral sense 
not as an organ hut as a faculty which can be looked for 
only in the way memory or will can he looked for. llume's 
defenses against this critit:ism were somewhat better. He 
boldly asse rted the principle that our acqm,intance with 
our senses or faculties can never be anything hut an ac
quaintance with their characteristic perceptions. Hent:e, 
he was justified i11 confining himself to talk of moral feel
ings and sentime nts. and indeed, he never actually used 
the phrase "mmal sense" in any argument but relegated it 
to a section title. 

The next most severe criticism was to point out that al
though all men are said to be endowed with a moral sense, 
there is no universal agreement about moral right and 
wrong. I lutcheson turned aside this criticism by arguing 
that the moral sense may be inoperative or defective, just as 
human eyes may be. Hume added that differences in moral 
judgments may be attributed to differences in experience 
and education and to a failure to pass judgment from a dis
interested point of view; and he hoped that by additional 
experience or by a greater effort to achieve disinterested
ness rnoral disputants might he able to reach agreement. 

But the critics of the moral sense thought that by far the 
most serious fault in the doctrine was its apparent founda
tion of the distinction between moral right and wrong 011 
human nature itself. This opened the door to I lobbesian 
relativism: \\'hatever action pleases is virtuous, and what
ever displeases, vicious. Actually, Hutcheson based the 
distinction between virtue and \·it:e on the will of Cod, mie 
step renwved from human nature. It just so happens, he 
held, that Cod determined us to he pleased by benevolent 
actions; and when nothing interferes with the moral sense, 
we count benevolence a virtue and malevolence a vice. 
But, his opponl'nts argued, to base the distinction between 
moral good a11d evil on Cod's will is 110 less arbitrary than 
to base it 011 human nalme itself. H, by divine fiat, we 
cotn1t henevolent:e a virt11t•, we rnight very well have done 
the opposite, had Cod so pleased. What is more, the dis
tint:tion between good and evil cannot possibly rest on 
Cod's will, for if good and evil have not so111e real charac
ter in themselves, what is there to determine his will in 
the first place? 

I lm11P based the distinction between moral right and 
wrong directly 011 hu111a11 11ature-that is, our power to be 
pleased and displeased by different ways of acting-with
out a11 appeal to any divine determination of this power. 
But if there is to he a stability in the distinction between 
111oral right a11d wrong, then there must he a consistent:y in 
hu111an nature. This is 110 easy thing to show, for the 
slightest inspection of human affairs appears to tell against 
it. ) et I lunw argued that, on balance, man is more of a 
social b<'ing lha11 not. Indeed, this contention had always 
been strongly supported hy proponents of the moral sense; 
but llt1111e added the refi11eme11t that man's very inclina
tion to be social leads him lo lw pleased by those actions 
and character traits which tend to make society possible 
and to he displeased by those which tend to disrupt soci
ety. Tlrns, while the distinction between virtue and vice 
does indeed rest 011 hu111an nature, it is not an arbitrary 
distinction. \\'e do have a µ;ood reason for preferring one 
sort of action to another, namely the action's tendent:y to 
maintai11 society. Should someone ask, "And why should I 
prefer the maintenance of society to its destruction?" 
Hume had no answer in the form of a logit:al argument. He 
certainly recognized the possibility of someone's prefer
ring the destruction of society over its maintenance; hut on 
such a fundamental issue, he held, there can he no argu
ments pro or con, but only an appeal to feelings. Society 
exists because, as a matter of fact, by far the greater num
ber of people have tlw kind of feelings that make it possible. 

Rival moral faculties. Another set of objections to the 
moral sense was advanced by those who argued that the 
faculty by which we discern moral right and wrong must 



be reason, or the understanding. The most notable mem
bers of this school were Samuel Clarke, John Balguy, and 
Richard Price. Their most characteristic doctrine was that 
moral right and wrong are unchanging and unchangeable 
and, thus, independent of any human, or even divine, 
determination. This school accepted Locke's theory of 
knowledge with the modification that the understanding is 
capable of originating new simple ideas for itself by con
sidering those it gets by way of the two great avenues of 
sensation and reflection. Thus, according to Clarke, the 
understanding can discern a certain eternal fitness which 
things and actions bear to one another in their natures. He 
likened these moral discoveries to mathematical reasoning 
in which one discovers the consistency of certain concepts. 
The implication is that the absolute and immutable char
acter of moral distinctions is such that they can be known 
only by reason. Therefore, the moral faculty could not 
possibly be a sense. 

Hume endeavored to answer these arguments by point
ing out that, strictly considered, reason is capable only of 
comparing ideas. Since moral knowledge is a sentiment or 
feeling which arises on the observation of an action or 
character trait, it is not the result of comparinl!; ideas, and 
thus it cannot be a conclusion of reason. \\'hat is more, 
since our moral sentiments about certain actions may ex
cite us to perform or to avoid these actions, it is even more 
douhtful that our moral knowledge comes from reason, for, 
according to Hume, the conclusions of reason alone can 
never be an exciting motive to action. A person may know 
that a certain way of acting may have a certain result, but 
in order for him to act to achieve that result, he must first 
find it pleasing. 

The moral sense and reason were not the only candi
dates for a moral faculty proposed at that time. Joseph 
Butler argued for conscience; and Adam Smith chose to 
argue for sympathy-which had also figured in Hume's 
moral philosophy-as the source of moral distinctions. 
Considering the arguments advanced on behalf of the 
different candidates for the moral faculty, one can see that 
the issue was never one that could be settled by empirical 
investigation. The search for a moral faculty had its origin 
in the general acceptance of a faculty psychology, supple
mented with the Lockean assumption that the acts attrib
uted to our mental faculties are to be accounted for as the 
occurrence of various sorts of perceptions. \\'hen one rec
ognizes the ad lioc character of the conceptual framework 
in which the disputes over the nature of the moral faculty 
took place, one can see why there was no resolving them. 
When one no longer finds a need for a faculty psychology, 
the need to search for a moral faculty goes too. 

The present-day moral philosopher no longer casts his 
study as an investigation of the deliverances of a moral 
faculty, but rather as a study of the logic of moral dis
course. Despite their central preoccupation, the propo
nents of the moral sense have made a contribution to the 
development of modern moral philosophy. In particular, 
they contributed the points that morality assumes the 
value of society and is incomprehensible apart from this 
presupposition: that conduct must be judged by general 
rules; and that a general rule of definitive importance to 
morality is the injunction to act for the greatest good of the 
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greatest number. But perhaps tlic most i111porta11t contrih11-
tion to moral philosophy hy the propo11e11ts of tlic moral 
sense was their insistence that foeli11g lias a plal'e i11 
moral-; and that to miss this fact is to omit a distinctive 
element in moral discourse. 

(For a further discussion of theories of moral sen-;e, :-.l'l' 

ETHICAL OBJECTIVISM and ETHICS, I-II STORY OF.) 
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ELI\IER SPRAGUE 

MORE, HENRY (1614-1687), philosopher, poet, and 
Cambridge Platonist, was horn at Grantham, Lincolnshire. 
His father, "a gentleman of fair estate and fortune," was a 
strict Cah-inist liut supported church and king against the 
Puritans. Ile introduced his son to Spenser's Faerie 
Queene, and Spenser's Platoni~m, allegorizing, and moral 
attitudes persist in .\lore's own writings. At Eton, where 
.\tore wa,; educated, the religiom, atmosphere was latitu
dinarian; \lore abandoned the Calvinist doctrine of 
predestination without losing what he called "an inward 
sense of the divine presence." In December 1631 he en
tered Christ's College, Cambridge, where he was elected 
to a fellowship in 163!-J. Ile remained at Cambridge until 
his death, refusing preferments, except those he could pass 
on to such fellow Platoni:-.ts as Edward Fowler and John 
\\'orthington. Unlike most of the Platonists he took no part 
in public affair~ or in university administration. In An 
Explanation of the Grand Mystery of Godliness ( 1660) he 
defended wl,at he called a "neutrality and cold 
indifference in public affair~." 

\\'hen .\lore entered Chri~t's College, it was ~plit into 
three factions-the high church party, the Calvinistic Pur
itans, and the '.\ledians, so called l>ecause they stood fnr a 
moderate church and had as their leader Joseph ;-..1ede, or 
.\lead (1.586-163.S), author of Clavis Apocalyptirn (1627), 
an allegorical interpretatilJn of the Scriptures . .\lore's tutor 
Robert Cell, whose Re111ai11es were published in 1676, was 
a member of '.\leclc\ part~·; he emphasized even more 
~trongl~· than \lede that ~ah-ation de1wnded up<rn "good 
works," not on blind faith, and he shared '.\lede's fascina
tion with demonology and Scriptural interpretation . .\lore 
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hinhell dl'..,crilwd \leek ,,.., ,111 'incomparable interpreter 
of Prophet'il':-,," and in The Grand ,\lysteru of Goclli11ess 
ddeml:-, hi" Biblical intl'rprdation" ctgai11"t the criticism:-, 
ol II 11go Crotiu..,. 

Neoplatonism. De,·eloping a pa..,..,ion for philo-,oph>. 
\lore read \\ id<'h in :\ri:-,totlt' and thl' Scliolastit·"· I lm,·
t'\ er. he lwt'alllt' impatil'nt \\'ith their failure. ,b he 
tl10u52:ht. to prm idt, a "ati..,fador> ,1cc01111t of the relation 
bet\\'eell Cod and the indi,·id11al :-,elf. He therefore turned 
to tl1e :\eoplatolli',h and to 111> "tical \\Titing", e"1wcirtlh the 
Theologia Ci'rma II ica. ,lll a110n> 111011" f01ll'ttT11tl 1-centun 
111\ "tic,d h,1ndliook \\'l1il'h L11ther rqrnlil i"l1C'd in l.'5 lf-i. 
Frnm tlw n1> "tin ,md :\t>oplatoni"h \lmt' derin'cl Iii" 
lielil'f that to ,1c<p1ire knm,·h-dge, one 11111:-,t fii·..,t :seek moral 
1wrft.ction and hi.., clefinitio11 of perfection a" tht> proct'"" of 
becoming godlik<· liy "l1lid11in.e: egoi..,111. \lore did not refer 
to Benjamin \\'hichcote. 11011t' ol \\'ho"e ,nit1n1.?> \\'a" p11l>
li..,lwd 1111til Jll"t lidoH· \lort'·" death. ln1t lw told hi" liiog
r.tplwr that lb:3'7 ,,·a.., the cL1tt- of Iii" l'Oll\ <·r..,ion to hi-, 
"m,,,. ,,·,1-. ol thinking". tl1i" ,,·a-, the \ ear of \\'l1ichcote\ 
appointment a" S11nda'. Jt.dml'r at Trinit-. C:l1urch. \lore 
shared l'ertain fi1mlamental epistemolol..!ical and metaph-. :-,
il'al idea-, \\'ith Halph C:ud,,·orth. The:-,e \\ ere ultimately 
deriH·d from Platoni..,111. and ho,, far C11d\\'orth \ forn11da
tion of thl'lll inH11t·11ced \lore m \ice\ t'r"a i-, impo..,..,ilile to 
cletermine. 

\lore\ first phi]o-,ophil'al writing-, \\'l'H' allegorie:-, in 
Spt·11,er\ 111.11111t·r, collected iu 16➔ 7 a" Philosophical 
Poems. The-. pn·..,ent ,1 complicated \\'oriel \ it'\\ in \\ hid1 
tlw lia'>ic collc<·ph of '.\t·oplatoni-,m are interpreted in 
Trinitarian tl'rnh. Chri"t i" (lfl'"ented a" a Ii, ing dt·n1oll
"tration that a h11man lll'i11g call lw \\'holl> po..,:-,es..,t·d Ii-. 
Cod, rather than a" a C:ah ini..,tit· redee111e1. \lore\ pot'lll" 
preach the ie-,-,on comnion to Camlnidge Plato11i:-,m tl1at 
tlw life \\'t' Ii, l', not the crt't'd ,,·e preacl1. i" our patl1 tq 
"ah atimi. l111t their oh..,ctnt· allegorical 111a1111er i, quill· 
wmote from \\'hichcote \ direct, epigra111111atic "t'- le. 

Metaphysics. ln atmmplll'rc the Philosophical Poems 
G1rr-.· 11-; hack to the Renai-,-,a11ce. \lore "a\\· Plato thrnug]1 
the eye" of Plotinm and Plotinus through the e:, e'> of R<"n
,1is-,ance llllmanish like \larsilio Fici110, \\'llO -,et out \\'ith 
tht' help of allegor~ to Christianize :\eoplatonic 111etapl1:, -,_ 
It''>. Yet on D<·ct·mher 11. 16➔ H, \lore \\'rote the first of 
f011r Latin letter-, to De-,carte-,, in ,,·hich ht· llOt only t':\
!Ht•-,:-,ed the highe"t admiration for De:-,cartt•-,\ \\'ork l111t 
,lddt'd that De..,carte" 's ,·it·,,·-, "appear iwleed to Ill' Ill> 
«>\\·n-"o t·ntirel-. ha, e Ill> o,,·11 thoughh rnn along the 
cl1anneb ill ,,·l1ich ,·our fertile mind has anticipated rne." 
:\or \\'as thi" a nwrel-. transient enthusia-,m. In the general 
prd.an· to hi" A Cullectio11 of Secercil Philosophical \\'rit
i11gs I f-in:21. lw "till -,poke \\'ith admiration of De..,cartl'-,. 
Yet in thl' Dici11e Dialogues 1166H) ,rnd e,·en more se,·erel:, 
i11 Enchiridio11 .\!etaphysicum I ln,11 \lore criticized "the 
s11pc·r..,titi011s adllliration" for Descarte" and alleged that 
Iii-, , it·,,·-, lt·d to atheism. a charge against \\'hich he had 
!Ht'\ io11..,J-. defended Descartes. 

'.\ot ..,,1rpri..,ingl,. \lore\ Frent'h critic-, accll"l' him ot ir
n•-,pon..,ihle fickle1w,..,, But if E11chiridio11 .\letaphysicum i-, 
the fir-,t of \lort:.., ,nitinl..!" to lie of-ficiall-. ,m anti-Cartesian 
tr.tct. the fact rernain-,, a" De:-,carte-; realized from the lie
ginning ln1t \lore onl-.· :-,]o\\'l'.. that \lore's leading ideas 

had ah,·a," heen i11 complete oppo..,ition to Carte..,i,rn
ism. Tht' t'entral point i11 \lore·.., metaphysics a:-, it is de
\'elo1ll'd in The lmmortalitu of the Soul ( 16.59) and the 
metapl1-.·..,ical "ections of Dicinc Dialogues and E11chiri
dio11 .\frta11hysic11m is that e:\knsion is a characteri-.;tic of 
all s11li-,ta11ce-, and not, a-, Descartes l1ad argued, a pet'ldi
arit, of matter. Suh-,tantTS fall into t,, o cla-,ses-spirih and 
matnial objects. Spirih are ph-. -,icall-.· indi, isible, can 
penetrate both othl'r :-,pirits and material objects, and can 
initiate motion; matnial objects art' physically di\'isihle, 
impenetrable. and capahle of motion onl-. \\'hen it has 
been t'onimunicatt'd to them. But hoth -;pirits and material 
objech arc e:\tended. There are familiar objection-, to -,uch 
an ontolo.1..!>. the-,e conn·rn, particular]-.·, the compatihilit;, 
of tl1e t\\'o propertie-, of liei11g e:\tended and being spirit
ual. I 11 111<·t'ting the"e objtTtion". \lore began by making 
t,,·o logit'al poinh. The fir-,t i-, that since \\'P are ne,·er 
.tcquaintt'd \\'ith e-,..,t·nces hut 0111:, \\'ith attributes. it is no 
objection to the e:\tendcdne-,-, of thinking beings that \\'e 
"cannot "ee ,,·h>" a being ,,·hich thinks should al-,o be 
extendeJ. The '>econd i-, that the intellectual separaliilit-. 
of the properties of heinl..! extendt'd and being spiritual is 
no proof of their incompatibility. 

\lore·.., opponents ha,e to sho\\', he argued, tl1at it is 
]ol.(icalh impossible for anything to he ntended and yet to 
tl1ink. \lmt of the arg11mt·nh \\'l1ich are supposed to t'stab
li-,11 tl1i" impos:-,ihilit:, dqwnd, according to \l ore, upon 
the tacit identification of extension and materialit>; the rest 
t'an lw u1t't h-. disting11ishinl..! liet\\'een two forms of ex
temion-111daphysical and physical. :\letaphysical exten
..,i,>11-pml' -;pact·-i" eternal, infinite, physicall>· indi,·isi
hle; ph-. "il'al e\temiom are finite, phy,icall> di,·isible, 
11111taldt0

• \\'e can break 11p a particular cylinder, and \\'e 
can l'a"il'- im,tgine it not to exi..,t, b11t \\'l' cannot take a 
piec<' 011t of "pace or imal..!iue it llot to exist. Thcsl' prnpcr
tic:-, it ..,J1an·" \\'ith Cod; iwleed. ,pace h an "obscure rep
re..,e11tation of thl' <'SSl'Ilct· or t·,se11tial prese11n· of the 
di,·i11t· being." 

\lort' callll' to "l'e ill De..,cartl'" the leader of \\ hat he 
l'all.., the nullilii:-,h, ,,·ho dell> <·.,ten,ion to spirits. :\nd 
altlio11gli ])l':-,cartt·" had "d 011t to defend Cod and immor
talit-. -tlii, ,,·a.., one main rl',l'-on ,,·11-. \lore apprm·ed of 
him-\lore final]-.· co11cl11ded that n11llil>i-,m is atlwi-,tic in 
kndl'lll''.. For \lorl' the <'""<·ntial ft>at1Ire of the s01il is that 
it irntiat<'" lllO\'l"mcnt. To do thi,, l1m,·t·\'l'r, it m11st lie 
,, here bod:, is. Thi" i" po-,..,ible IH'ca11se unlike material 
obJech "pirih can penetrate hoth other spirits and material 
ol>Jt•ch. l'011tracting or l'\(>andinl..! like :\e\\'ton's ··aether," 
a" tlw occasion makes 1wces..,ar-.. Tlllls, Cod, an individual 
mind, and a material olijl'd ca11 all he present in thl' one 
place \\'ith011t Jo..,ing tl1t'ir indl'pendence as sul>-,tances. 
Spirit can he regarded, \lore argued, as a sort of fo11rth 
dimension; a hod-.· ,, hich cont,lins a spirit ha-, a certain 
"spissit11de," or density of ..,,1b:-,tances. 

\lore\ criticism of m<·chanical e.\planation is along the 
"ame gent·ral line, .. -\t fir-,t, he had \\'elcomed Descartes's 
mechanical explanatiou"; liy carrying ingenuit-.·, so \lore 
thought, a:-, far as it co11ld be carried, they made it clear ju"t 
\\'hat the limits of mechanical e:\planation were. But his 
conclusion i-, that mechanical explanation is ne\'er possible 
and that to suppose other\\'ise leads to atheism. (The emer-



gence of Sp inoza from the Cartesian school c:11c011raged 
;\{ore in th is be lief.) 

A material object, he said, is nothing l>llt a "{'011geri<'~ of 
ph ysi ca l mon acls"-that is, a collectio11 of atomic particles. 
To ex plain ho\\' these particles art' held together in solid 
objects, \\'e have to introduce a nonmaterial, although 
spa tia l, spiri tu al agent. Equall~·, he arg11ed, gra\'ity is inex
p licab le in mechanical terms; mechanics-ht• meant, of 
course, Ca1ies ia n nwchanics-cannot explain \\'h>· a l>llllet 
once fi red from a gun should ever return to the earth's 
su rface. E\·en more obviously, the lwlwvior of li\'ing or
ga ni sms canno t h e derived frolll ,1 collection or particles. 

I ndeed, in ord er to explain an~· natural proce~s, we ha\'E' 
to refer to spirit as something additional to material parti
cles; spirits are the true cause of all ac:ti\·ity. This d<ws not 
mean that a ll acti\·it>· is the work of conscious rational 
being~. Spirit e:xists at various levels; "seminal forms," 
wh ic h a re ne ither sensitive nor rational hut are still ca
pable of initiating motion, are r<:'sponsible for actions at a 
leve l lower than animal feeling. 

Religion and ethics. \lore's metaph~·si{'al theories are 
n ot worked out in detail. 11 is main interests, indeed. \\'ere 
re li g ious rather t it an rnetaphysic:al: to defend Christianity 
aga inst its th ree main eIH'IHies-namel~·, atheists, Homan 
Catholics, and "enthusiasts." An Antidote Against Atheism 
( 16,5.3) reformulates the Ontological Argument I,ut mainly 
re lies upon anecdotes ahout animals to e~tahlish an Argu
ment from Design and upon anecdotes about witches and 
apparit ions to establish that spirit11al forces are at work in 
~he world. Conjectura Ca/Jbalistica ( Hi.5.'3), \\'ith the aid of 
th e Jewis h c:abala, discerns Platonism and Cartesianisrn in 
Genesis; indeed, \lore expres~1·d his regret that h<' had 
ever wasted his time on philosophy ~eeing that all fumla
menta l tru th s are contained in th<' Hihlt-. A Brief Discourse 
of the Na ture, Causes, J.:.inds and Cure of Enthusiasm 
(1656) is d irected against "enthmi,1sn1," defined as "a full 
but fa lse persuasion in a man that he is inspired." \1ore 
found the origin of enthusiasm i11 "melancholy"-that is, 
in a m a n ic-depressi\·e constitution. The Grand Mystery of 
Godli ness defends the Cambridge Platonist concept of 
religion against Cah-inisb, atheists, and Roman Catholics 
a like; An An t idote Against Idolatry (1674) attacks Roman 
Cath ol ics. :\lore had a special animosity against Quakers 
which increased in intensit\ when his disciple and ad
mi re r Anne Finch, Lady· Conwa~·, at whose home in Ragley, 
\Varwickshire, he had heen a freq11ent guest, became a 
convert to Quakeri-;m. 

More's Enchiridion Ethic11m ( 16G7), translated into 
English b~· Edward Soutlrn·ell in 1690 with tl1e appropri
ate ti tl e An Account of Virtue, was the most popular of 
;\{ore\ wri t ings in his own time but has since been neg
lected. It can be most succinct)~· described as a Christian 
version of Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics, although the 
detai l is influenced b>' Descartes's account of the passions 
and by mathematical ideals. (\lore ~et out a number of 
"moral axioms," which incorporate an ethical calculus.) 
Virtue, :\'lore arg11ed, co11sists in pursuing what seems to 
be in accordance with right reason, b11t l>oth om capacity 
to discover what actions accord with reason and our incli
nation toward those actions flow from ,1 special "boniform" 
faculty. Reason itself cannot mcite action; virtuous action 
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ca11 lw inst(gated only l,y· tl1e pa~~ional ,id<· of 011r 11;1l11n·. 
The ultimate gro1111d of all \·irtu1• i~ i11tell1·d11al Im e. Tl111,, 
\lore hoped to \\'eld the Christian doc:tri111· of Im·,, ,11HI tll(' 
Ari-;tot<'lian doctrine of intelleet11al adi\ it~ i11to a ,i11gil' 
ethical sy·stem. 

Infl uence. :'\1orc: devoted tl1e Ia~t \l_'\'<•11 \ 1·ar, of hi, life 
to translating his E11glish works into Latin i11 tl1t· liopl' of 
attr,1cti11g wider intcre~t 011 the: Continent. Th<'\' c;rngl1t tlte 
attention of Leihniz, but altho11gh he took an <>CTasio11al 
phrase from :'\1ore, he was interested in him main!>· as a 
representati\·e of the sort of \·iew he particularl~ \\·islwd to 
avoid. In fact, i\lore, the on!~· one of the Cambridge Pla
tonists to publish at all e\tensively·, quite failc:d in what he 
conceived as his main t,1sk-to l1alt the ach·,mce of the 
med1anical world view. :\lore's mdaphy·sics, however, had 
a cons iderahle influence on :'\ ewton c:\·c:n ii mathema
ticians, not metaph>·sicians, were :\'ewton 's principal mas
ters. Newton did not refer explicitly· to \-lore-the C,1m
hridgc: group almost ne\'t•r referred to one another-hut 
the resemblances are conspic11ous. i\<·wton was taught 
mathematics at Grantham, ;\lore's hirtltplace, hv a former 
pupil of \lore's; :\ewton\ t·orwsponcle11ce re\'C:als that he 
and :\lore stood close to 0111• another. 

Works by More 

.\lore's PhilosoJ!hical Poems an· reprinted in Ale:--ander Balloch 
Grosart, The Complete Poems of l/e11ru ,\lore (BLickllllm, P-;7S). 
Geofl're\· B11llo11t.d1, l'hilosophical Poems of lle11r11 ,\Jore ( \lanclie,
ter, HJ:31 ), 1, a \t·lt-dion \\'1tl1 a \'al11ahlt· i11trod11dio11 and 11ot<·,. 
.\lore\ ma111 philo\ophical \\'nting\ are included in A Colll'ctiun 
of Set,eral Philosophical \\'ritings (London, lf-if-i:2) a11d Iii, thcolog
ical writings in Thl'ologirnl \\'arks (London, 170S); tlic L1ti11 
\·ersion, Opera Omnia ( London, Hi7.5- Hi7!J), contains 111 additioD a 
numhcr of contro\-er\ial pamphlet-.. Scdions of tlw E11chiridion 
Metaphusicum \\'ere translated b\ Jmeph (:lam ill in hi, Saduc
is11111s Triumphatus (London, H-iSI) and are incl11dcd in Flora 
bal)('I .\lad..:111non, Philosophical \\'riti11gs of 1/cnry ,\Jore ('.\t·\\' 
York, 1():2.5), \\'ith a 11,t'f1d hihl1og1aph\ and e\po,it<H\ <·"a\,. 
Edward Sonthwell\ translation of Enchiridio11 Ethicum ha, !wen 
repri11tcd by the Fal·,imilt• Tt·xt Socil'l\' ('.\t•w York, !(J:30). The 
corresponde11ce \\'ith De\carte, i\ part!~· tra11'lated h\ Leonora D. 
Cohen in Annals of Science, \'ol. I, '.\:o. I ( HJ36), ➔H-61, and i\ 
included i11 Cene\·it·ve (Hodi\-) Lewis, Correspondancc <ll'-ec 
Amaud et Morus (Paris, l!J.53). 

Works on More 
For works on \lore see Bibliograph\· under CAMRRJDCE PLA

TO:--:ISTS. See also Hie hard \\'ard, The Life of Dr. H. /I.lore I Londlln, 
1710); ;'\'I. F. lloward ha\ edited this lile, llllt his introduction i\ 
not reliable ( London, H)I I). See abo .\larjoric '.\il'olson, ed., The 
Conwau Letters (London, l!J.'30), and l'a11l Rtt,\1·11 Ancll'r\on, 
Science i11 Defense of Liberal Religion (:'-:l'w York and London, 
19:33). For .\lore\ relation to \:t'wton see Edwi11 Arthur Burtt, The 
,\letaphysical Foundations of Modem Physical Science ( London, 
19:2.5, re\·. t·d., HJ.50), and Alt':o-andre 1-..:o\Tt·, Fro111 the Closed \\'orld 
to the Jnfi11ite UniL:erse (Baltimore, .\Id., rn.57). On the oppo\ite 
,ide see Ed\\'arcl \\'illiam Strong, Procedures and 1\lctaph!1sics 
(Berkeley, Calif., HJ:36), and Stepl1cn Eclebton Toulmin, "Criti
cism in the llistory of Science: \:ewton on Ah\olutt· Spacl', Time 
and .\lotion," in Philosophical Review, \'ol. <-iS, \:o. I ( rn.59), J-:3o, 
and '.\:o. :2 I 19.S!J), :20:3-:2:28. 

JOHN PASS.I\IORE 

MORE, THOMAS (1478-1.5.3.S). Sir Thoma~ \lore, later 
canonized St. Thomas More, was a lawy·er and statesman 
rather than a philosoph<:'r. \lore was born the so11 of a Lon
don law~'er who later hec:ame a judge. I le was educated at 
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'-it. .\11tlm11, ·, 'il'hool ,111d \\ ,1, ,1ppmntt>d ,1 (Ml!;t· 1 n the hou,e
hold of .\rclil>i~hop L1tt•r C,mlin,d 1 \lorton. \\ ho ~ent him to 
( :,mkrhur:,.· I Lill, ( ):,.ford, in the l'arly l -llJO~. \lore left 
,, 1tliout a clel!:ree to ~tudy at :\l•\\· Inn ,111<l Lincoln's Inn in 
Lo11do11. Iii, lect1nl'"> dl',dt 11ot onl: ,, ith la\\ hut al~o ,,·ith 
'-it \111.?;11~ti11l'\ City of Cod. Ile earl:,. compo~ed ,·,niou, 
Enl!:li,h p<wm, and L1tin ep11!:r,lllh that ,,·ert· not printed 
for :,. e<1r,. I lo\\'e\ er. ,1 L<1tin tran~lat1on of four Creek 
di,do1.?;11n of Lucia11 ,1ppe,ned in J.')Oh, ,rncl an Endi~h 
tramL1tion of the L1tin life of hi, model, ( ;im·,m11i Pico 
dd),1 \lir,111doL1, in 1-'5lll. l11cn·a,irnd: im·ohed in public 
,tffair,, \Ion· lwc,111w ,1 11wmher of Parliame11t in J.')(l--1, 
bel!:inninl!: the C<lrl'l'r t\i,1t led to the \\ ell-kno\\'n e,·enh of 
hi, ch,incellor,liip ,111() hi, 111,nt:,.-rclom. B:· the time of the 
CtoJ1ill I J.'5 lh 1, he kid l0111.?; ,ince m,btered ( :reek and 
enjm·ed the fr1end~l11p of ~uch humani~ts a~ Era,mtb, 
Tho111,1, Li11,1LTl--', \\ ilham Croc: n. John Colet. Cuthbert 
Tun,t,dl, ,md '-it. John Fi,lwr. 

Philosophical orientation. \\ ith re,1wct to hi, philoso
pl1:. Tlmma, \Ion ... lwlo111.?;ed ,·<'r:,.· much to the early or 
Er,l\1111,rn period of t\1e E111!:li~h Henai\\ance in his e1110-
tion,d ,rnd intellectu,d attitude">-tolerntion of cclectici~rn, 
~e,irl'li for -,implicit:,., -,tre-,-, on ethic-,, return to c:n•ek 
~011rn·,, and de~ire for reform: -,ocial, politic,d. educ,1tion
al, relil!;im1,, ,rnd philmophil'al. The,e traits ,1ppear not 
onh in hi~ hid1ly im,11.?;i11ati, e and durably ">il.(nifica11t 
cre,ition, CtoJiiu. but ,d,o i11 h1, IIHJ">t pertinent pro
nouncenwnh in real Ide. The latter 111,1:,.· lw di, ided into 
t,,·o philosophical period-,, ro111.(h)y ~qMrnted by the Yl',tr 
l.'5:21, the :,.·ear of publication of I lenr:,. \'III\ Defense of 
tlic Sece11 Sacraments Asscrtio Se1item Sacramentoru111 . 
wh1cl1 \lore 1rndertook to ckfl·11d h:,. h1-, p">etHlon:,.-111011, 
diatribe I l-'52.3) ,11.?;ai11~t Luther\ ">trict11n•s. 

Durirn.: hi~ fir~t period, in hi, ju~tl: L1111rn1"> letter~ to 
\Iartin Dorp (l-'51-'5), to the l'ni,er~ity of Oxford 11.'51,'-i, 
,111d to d 111011k I 1-'5 I lJ-J.'5:201. \lore opted for a -,implifil·cl 
lo!!ic, the ~tud:,. of ,di .-\ri~totle\ ,, orb in ( ;f'l•t·k ,,·ith then 
cla~~ic,d Creek conm: ·ntarie">, and the ma~ter:,.· ot the 
Creek :\e\\· Testament ,111d Creek Fathers a"> ,,·ell a"> the 
pa1.?;a11 cla~!->ic~ in tlw oril!;inal la111.?;11age. lfr prai,l·d tlw 
.-\ri~totelian paraphr,i~e~ of Jal'(jlll'"> Lefc·,-re cl'I::taple!-> a11d, 
in a letter to Er,1~11111-, 1 \l,1y 2h, J.'52(1 ), expre~~e<l complete 
al!:reernent \\'ith _I 11,111 Luis \'i,·es' False l)ialecticians 
PH·wloclialectici Hi~ attack m1 contemporar:,.· '-ichool111e11 

cenkred on tlwir preoccupation \\'ith lol.(ic. tht· 1111i,·t·r!->al,, 
,tnd a mere fral!:ment of the .-\ri~toteli,111 corp11,. 

111 hi~ ~eco11d, contro,·er">ial period, \lore rose to the 
defen~e of Thoma!-> .-\qui ml"> a11d the ">chola~tic theologia11~. 
\\ ho~e doctrinl' he ,l10,,·ed to al!;ree \\'ith that of the earlier 
church. Hm,·e, er, since the interest of the!->e \\'orks, e,·en 
ot .\ Dialogue cf Co111furt against Tribulation 11.5:3-1), i~ 
almmt entire!:,.· theolol!;ical, there i~ no need to d\\'ell 011 
tlwm, except to point out tl1at he held the common scho
la,t1c , iew~ 011 the mutual relation-,hip, harmony, and 
,b">1">t,111ce bet\\·een rea~on and re,·elation, with phi]o<,oph:,.· 
as thl· propaecleutic to theolol!::,.· and a~ the handmaid of 
tlwolo}..!::,.·. Thi~ -,:,.·nthe~is appears in a fundamental form 
e,·e11 rn1 the i~land of l'topia, \\'here ethical norms are 
bobtered b:,. religiou-, truths and where the true relil!:ion 
can pre, ,iii in an atmo~phere of free and calm reason in I!:. 

"Ctopia." '-iince CtoJJia i!-> \lore\ major, or at lea~t most 
infiuential, \\ riting, its philcbophical elements \\'ill be 
discu!->sed in detail. 

Background. Henai',s,111ce thinker~ u~ua!ly held that 
there \\ ere four great philosophical -,chools: Platonism, 
.\ristoteliani',m, '-itoici~m, and Epicureanism, \\'hicli 
differed mainly accord in I.( to their opinions of the s111nmu111 
honum. The C:hristianization of .\ri~totle \\'as accom
plished i11 the thi1ieenth and fourteenth centuries by the 
Schoolnw11, and that of Plato in the fift<:'enth centur~ b:,.· 
\lar-,ilio Ficino ,111d other lmmani~b. Stoici-;m had tound 
e.,pression in almost boundle!->s humanistic admiration for 
the \\Titinl!!-> of Seneca and espec1all:,.· Cicero before reach
in!! definite formulation later in the Christian Stoicism of 
_lustu~ Lip~ius. It \\'as therefore ine,·itable that humanistic 
atternpb, if only rhetorical one">, '>houlcl he made to Chris
tianize Epicuru~, too. The latter's rehabilitation had been 
much accelerated in the early fifteenth century by .\rnbro
t.::io Tra,·er~ari\ Latin translation of his life b:,.· Diogenes 
Lwrti11,. Lorenzo \'alla had ~et forth Epicuru< doctrine 
hi\ oral>!:,. in De \ ·otu1itatc ac de \'cro B0110 (Pleasure and 
the True Guocl. Finall: Era~mm undertook hi~ thorougl1 
liapti,111 in De ContemJJtU .\!u11cli I The ContemJ)t uf the 
\\.uric/. \\TJtten c. l--!lJO) ,111d thl' colloquy The Epicurean 
qrnbli,hed J.'5.1:H In both the~l' \\'orks, Erasmus manipu
L1tecl tlw co11cept of ple,t">ure and the principles of selec
tion to nt,1bli-,h a ( :hri~tia11 Epicureanism. 

Epicureanism in "Utopia." \lore's main ~011rce~ for 
cLhs1cal Epicmt·,mi-,111 \\'ere 11ncloubtedly the Liccs of 
Diol!;enn Lwrtius and the De Finibus of Cicero, \\'ith 
n1inor liorro,,·111\!!-> from '-it·ncca, ()uintilian, Lucian, and 
.\ulu~ ( ;t·lliu!->. Tlw "( :Jui\tian" modifil'atio11s already 
i11trodmTd b:,. -,uch hu111a11i">h a~ Lorenzo \'alla and Era~
n111\ ~hould not he minimi7ed. The preoccupation of Ren
,1issance men \\'ith tlw problem of pleasure is e,·ident 
fro111 tlw 111a11:· l111111ani~tic treatment"> of the subject, i11-
cludi111.( th,1t b:,. Ficino. C:011-,eque11tly Epicurus and Epicu
reani,111 aH· here ,·ie\\'ecl not accordinl.( to their historical 
f'l•,dity but ,1ccordi111.?; to the \il.(ht i11 \\'liich they appeared to 
Tlirnn,1, \lore tliro11!!h hi-, readinl.( a11d conn·r\ation. 

In ,pill' of tlw l.(n•at to-do in tlw C. 7topia about the phi
l<hopli:,.· of pll·a~11n• and in '>pite of the deliberate but su
perficial rejection of Stoici~m. the empha~i~ on ,·irt11e and 
, irt11ou-, li,·inl.( i~ di~proportionate, e,·en extraordinary, a11d 
tlwrefore ~11~piciml">. Thi!-> re-,pel't for Stoicism al~o be
come"> <·:-.plicit 111 the '>tn·~-, on the !!uidance of nature, the 
,l">\ll!1led <'\i-,te11l-e of natural la\\', and the natural commu-
11it:,.· of rnankind. 

TheH· are ,e,·<'ral co11tal't~ lwt\\·een l'topian and Epicu
rean lwcloni~m. The mmt e,·ident, naturally, is the exalta
tion of pleasure a<, the s111nmum honum, to \\'hich all hu
man acti,·ities, including the operations of the ,·irtue~, are 
directed and ~ubordinated. But the term "pleasure" (co
luptas) i"> ~o manipulated in the L'topia that it embraces 
e,·erything from <,<:ratching an itch to enjoying eternal bliss 
\\'ith Cod. Like Epicurus, the l'topians hold to both kinds 
of pleasure: pleasure a~ a ~tate and pleasure as motion. 
Hence health for them i\ a true pleasure. Like Epicurus, 
they belittle neither the joy arising from conferral of a 
benefit, nor the testimony of a good conscience as the 



reward for just deeds, nor the importance of mental pleas
ures. There is a common emphasis with Epicurus on th e 
simple life, which in l 1topia leads to the ridicule of folse, 
unnatural delight in fine clothin_g, noble ancestry, glitter
ing jewelry, gold and sih·er, gambling, and hunting. l'er
haps the most important connection is the enunciation of 
the principles of selection ; the single positive criterion is 
that a pleasure he natural-a criterion recognized as so 
obscure that it is delimited by three negative norms: that 
no pain follow the pleasure chosen, that no greater pleas
ure he lost, and that no social harm result. 

Divergences from classical Epicureanism. The depar
tures from the postulates of classical Epicureanism are so 
radical that the l 1topian philosophy in action can he l.i
beled Epicurean, or even hedonistic, only in the broadest 
sense. For example, good l 1topia11s must believe in the 
providence of Cod, the immortality of man's soul, and 
divine retribution in a future life. These l 1topian princi
ples are taken not from Epicurus but from :\lore's great 
favorite, Plato, especially his La1cs. l 1 topian ascetics, with 
their hope of reward in a future life, would he ridiculous to 
Epicurus. The Platonic origin of l 1topian communism also 
is evident, for Epicurus thought that the holding of prop
erty in eommon by friends implied mutual mistrust. :\I inor 
points of divergence are the emplwsis upon marria,ge (in 
contrast with its disapproval by Epicurus in spite of his 
traditional de\'otion to his parents), upon euthanasia (in 
comparison with Epicurus' denial of suicide e\'en to the 
blind), ,md upon learning (Epicurus urged his disciples to 
fly from learning in the swift<·st ship a\'ailable). l 1topians 
loH· tlll'ir gardens, hut for pr,1ctic,d rather than philo
sophical purpose,, so that, surprising(~, 110 rekrence is 
made in Utopia to tlw co111wction het\\'ee11 Epic11rus and 
gardens. 

Raphael Hythlodaeus. The imconsl·ious p11ll of Platon
ism and Stoicism, not to mention Christianity, is too great 
to allow a full-fledgt>d Epit_·ure,mism in l'topia. This is 
perfectly consistent, howe\'er, with the engross ing char,H·
ter of the main narrator, H.aphael I I~·thlodaeus, who is a 
philosopher by nature and profession and interjects mild 
expressions of disapproval of l ' topian hedonism. Ile is 
unattached: his only commitment is to freedom, truth, and 
justice. l\'egligent in dress, he has di\'ested himself of the 
cares of riches by gi\"ing his patrimony to his relati,·es. li e 
now lives as he pleases (according to Cicero's definition of 
freedom), and he must speak his mind openly. In spite of 
being accused of too great speculati\'C.·ness and idealism by 
Thomas \lorl', he travels and searches for so111ething quite 
practical: the good statl' and the good citizen. In this em
phasis 011 the useful, and in his return to the sources 
(es peci,1lly the Creek), Ilythlodaeus is at one ,vith the 
early English, as well as the northern , Renaissance. In his 
chosen field of philosophy, he finds nothing of \'alue in 
Latin except Seneca a11d Cicero. But he is far from hei11g 
narrow. The great books in Creek that he carries with him 
include Plato and Plutarch, as \\ ell ,ts Aristotle and Theo
phrastus, dramatists, poets, historians-and Lucian. Devo
tion to Lucian undoubted!~· helped to mark \lore's phil
osophical character as his friends saw him-as .. another 
laughing Democritus." :\I ore's emphasis upon the Creek 
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sources Ill medicine (( ;,tll'11 and I lipponat<'s) and sci<·11c<· 
(Aristotle's ,\lctcorolugu) makt·s lii111, in a '>l'll'>C, a11 u11wit
ti11g scientific reactionary. 

Plato's influence. Of ,111 thl' Cwek authors, l'lato is cited 
most frequent)~, i11 the t'topia propl'r and in it-. prelimi
nary materials. This is hardly surprising, '>ince its true 
title may he translated as The Bf!st Order of Socict11 (De 
OJJtimo Rcip11blicuc Sta tu). \I ore is indebted, howe,·er, 
as much to Plato's Lu1cs as to his Republic. llis oh\'ious 
hut modified borrowings from Plato are dialogic form, hut 
with ,1 monologue in Book I I. communism, which he 
hroade11s to embrace a whole nation, not merely ,111 t.'.·lite 
class; pre-eminence of learning, with tra11sformation of the 
philosopher-king into the schoLir-gm·ernor, the almost 
complete equal it~· of men and women; and the con11ections 
betwee11 goodness and religion. The differences are radi
cal: Utopia is a casteless de111ocracy, not an aristocracy, 
and the family, not ,1 ruling class with common wi\'C:s and 
<:hildren, is the basic social and politic.ii u11it. It is 
significant that \lore also brief!~, i11troduces the Aristo
telian objections to communis111 of property. 

Pleasure and the best society. It is a tribute to \lore's 
rhetoric (not philosoph~·) that the unwary reader is left 
under the impression that the l 1 topi,ms espouse thor
oughgoing hedonism. But this does 11ot in\'ol\'e merely a 
humanistic je11 c/'csprit or even a literary tour de force, for 
pleasure is reL1tt·d intimately to the main subject of the 
Utopia, the best societ~·- The best society is one whose aim 
is the temporal well-hei11g or happiness-or pleasure, as 
defi11ed a11d described in l ' topian terms-of all th<• citi
zens, not only of the rich or of the well-born. :\II arc to 
share equal)~, a11d equitably i11 all the good things-or 
pleasures-of this life and this world: food, clothes, 
houses, work, play, sleep, and education. \lore bridges the 
gap between l 1 topian philosophy and l 1topian l'0111nrn11ism 
hy the use of the k1sically Aristotelian phrase "the m,1tter 
of pleasure" (matnia roluptatis). \"ital co111modities (food, 
clothing, housing) constitute thP pleasurable: matter, which 
must he determined hy a furm (either pri,·ate O\\'JH.· rship or 
common possession). The l'topians ha,·e chosen commu
nism, not private propl'Iiy, to bring the greatest pleasure to 
the whole nation. Only in this way will justice he intro
duced into an unjust society. In this at least theoretical 
espousal of communism, \I ore agreed with Erasmus and 
many fellow humanists. 

Weaknesses. On the debit side of the Utopia might he 
listed the deliberately static n.1ture of this ideal society and 
the failure to ret_·ognize the indi\'idual person and his basic 
instincts, liberties, ,md even imperfrctio11s. The removal of 
,di struggle and all imccurit~ \\·011ld loti:icall~· and ps~·
chologit_·,dl~ lead· to tlw pra~er. "Ci,<· IIH' ,omething to 
desire." 

Influe11ce. The major influe11<.T of the Utopia lies not in 
its philosophic hedonism, with its concomitant commu
nism, but in its establishment of a pattern for ideal com
monwealths. Historically the type proliferated into ,1 thou
sand different forms that can he found discussed in 
bibliographies and commentaries. In particular, the Utopia 
itself set an example for what might he termed the philo
sophical utopia that continued well into the eighteenth 
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n·11t11ry. The most notable productions ,ire Hacon \ .\' cu· 
.\tlw1tis. C:,1mpa1l<'IL1'-.. City of the S1111. and .Jol111-.011·-. 
Rassel as. 
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MORGAN, AUGUSTUS DE. See DE ~IOH<;A:-.: , Al1-

CL STL'S. 

MORGA:'.',;, C. LLOYD (lS.52-l<J.'36), English biologist 
and philosopher, was horn in London. His early education 
"\\'a-. almo-.t exclusively literary," but he later became 
attracted to scientific studies , attenclecl the Royal School of 
~lines, and recei\·ed a diploma in metallurgy. His deepest 
interest, however, was in the bearing of science on philo
sophical issues. This interest was given encouragement 
and direction by T. H. Huxley, under whom he studied 
biology. Hen('eforth, \I organ's \'Ocation was to he that of 

an im·estigator of "borderland problems of life and mind" 
and th e expositor of a philosophy of "emergent evolution." 
After teaching fen fi\'e years at a small college near Cape 
Town, South Africa, he was appointed in 188._i to the chair 
of geolog~· and zoology at l 1 ni\·ersity College, Bristol. 
\\'h en the college received a 1111i\·ersity charter in 190\J, 
\lorgan agreed to -.er\'e temporarily as its first vice-chan
cellor. At his own request , howe\ er, h e resigned the next 
year and resumed his chair, now designated the chair of 
psychology and ethics. He retired in l!) 19. During his 
career at Bristol ~lorgan devoted himself to the study of 
animal psychology and published such books as Animal 
Life and Intelligence; Habit and Instinct ; Animal Behai.:
ior; a nd lllstinct and Experience. 

\\ 'hen he was elected a fellow of the Royal Society in 
]SlJ<J, he becanw the first person to he thus honored for 
scientific work in psychology. After his retirement he was 
in\'itt>d to deli\l'r the Cifford le('tures and used the occa
sion to ex pound his philosophical ideas, which subse
quently appeared in E111ergc11t F.rol11tion and Life, ,\!incl, 
and Spirit. Two other works, ,\find at !he CrosstUJ!/S and 
The l:111crgl'11cc of S ore/ tu. contain elaborations of his 
position. 

\lorgan's p-;ycl1ological studies had a Darwini,in back
ground. Accepting the \'iew that e\'olution is a continuous 
process, he sought to trace the development of mental 
characteristics in the world of I iving things. The focal point 
of his im·e~tigation-. was the behavior of those organisms 
which -.howed some capacity to learn from experience. He 
co11tencled that th e rll(limcnh of intelligence are to be 
fo1111d where\'er learning results from "the method of trial 
and error"-a phrase which he coined in lWJ-t. :\luch of his 
experimen tal work was designed to show how this method 
is employed, e\ell by relati\'ely simple forms of life. lln
like his predecessors in animal psychology, ~!organ was 
alert to the dangers of using casual reports of animal he
l1a\·ior, especially reports from untrained observers. He 
urged the importance of a methodological "law of parsi
mon~·," accordi11g to which we should never interpret wliat 
a 11 animal does as tlw outcome of a higher psychical power 
if the action "can lw interpreted as the outcome of the 
exercise of a power which stands lower in the psychologi
cal scale." \!organ 's experiments usually were not strictly 
laboratory ones hut involved artificially produced situa
tions in the natural habitat of animals. His accurate and 
detailed obser\'ations of their heha\·ior in these situations, 
howe\'er, ga\'e comparativt' psychology a ne\V sL'ientific 
status. 

The conceptual background of :\lorgan 's work was nei
ther mechanistic nor final is tic. li e rejected the \'iew that 
biological processes are to he understood in physicochem
iL'al tnms and that physiology can give an adequate ac
count of animal behavior. Hadical heha\'iorism was like
wise unacceptable to him. On tlw other hand, he rejected 
the view that teleology is operative throughout the living 
world and that e\'en reflex action and instinctive responses 
must he explained teleologically. 

In Instinct and Experience ~lorgan criticized Bergson's 
teleological speculations. \lorgan's own position, which he 
described as "naturalism," was that in all behavior there 
occurs an "unrestricted concomitance" of physical and 



psychical events. Hence, each behavior episodt' is suscep
tible of interpretation in both physiological and psycho
logical tenns. There are two stories to he told, each throw
ing light on the other, "but neither story as such makes th e 
other what it is." 

Philosophically, Mor,gan adopted the hypothesis that the 
twofold story was really about one natural order of events . 
Moreover, that one order of events has a progressive 
natural history designated by the word "evolut ion." An ade
quate description of this process requires us to recognize 
that evolution has not been uniformly continuous, as Dar
win believed, but ha s involved from time to time major 
discontinuities or "critical turning points." These turning 
points are marked by the abrupt appearance of certain 
phenomena which Morgan called "emergents," a tenn 
used by C. H. Lewes in 187-1. An emergent (1) supervenes 
upon what already exists, (2) arises out of what already 
exists, (3) is something genuinely new in the history of the 
universe, (-1) occurs in a manner that is unpredictable in 
principle since it conforms to no .gent'ral laws, and (5) can
not be naturalistically explained but must be accepted 
"with natural piety." The successive emergen ts in the 
panorama of evolution mark stages of progress from lower 
to higher. H e nce, '.\1organ followed Alexander in picturing 
the totality of nature as "a pyramidal scheme." 

The full significance of emergent evolution cannot be 
grasped, howe ver, as long as one remains at the level of ''a 
philosophy based on th e procedure sanctioned hy the 
progress of scientific thought. " It was essential, \I organ 
thought, to construct a n1<.:taphysical system within which 
the naturalistic version of evolution could he set. T his 
system would formulate certain fundamental c011<.:epts and 
presuppositions hy whose aid an "ultimate explanation" of 
the evolutionary process could he given. Nothing affirmed 
in this constructi\'(_' scheme \\·a, to he at \'ariance with 
scienee, but it would "complete thl' otlwrwise incomplete 
delivery of strictly sci en ti fie thought." 

A n ecessa ry basic presupposition of the system \!organ 
proposed was the existence of a physical world that "is 
nowise depe ndent on being perceived or thought of by any 
human or sub-human mind." Since no conclusive proof of 
this contention had ever heen gi,·en, it was simply "ac
cepted under acknowledgment." l\lorgan then elaborated a 
psychophysiologically oriented theory of how organisms 
perceive the e xternal world. Physical events exert an "ad
venient influence" on the sense receptors of organisms. By 
virtue of th e ir psychical power, the organisms respond hy 
referring the signs arising within the psychophysical sys
tem to regions of physical space in a process which \!or
gan called "projicie nt reference." The result is an emer
gent object correlated with the external event in such a 
way as to be biologically useful to the organism. 

\1organ's second presupposition was that the pyramid of 
emergent evolution is a hierarchy of kinds of relatedness. 
Four basic concepts are needed to unfold its conse
quences-stuff, substance, quality, and property. The 
ultimate stuff con sis ts of psychophysical events, and the 
mode of their relatedness in a given system is that system's 
substance. Each system has intrins ic qualities grounded in 
its substance and extrinsic properties grounded in its rela
tion to other systems. Besides the emergents there are 
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"resultants," or phenomena that arc repctitivL', predicta
ble, and the source of quantitati\'l· continuity. Emcrgeuce 
generates progress in continuity, hut through re:,,11ltant:,, 
there is continuity in progress. 

The third presupposition that Morgan acknowledged 
was the universal correlation of physical and psychical 
events. Ile recognized a similarity between his system and 
that of Spinoza in this respect, yet l\lorgan's view that 
"mind" is "a quality emergent at a high level of evolu
tionary advance" would have been quite unacceptable, or 
possibly unintelligible, to Spinoza. Even that from which 
mind in this se ns e emerges-the pervasive psychical cor
relate-is scarcely to be compared with a Spinozistic at
tribute. 

The last presupposition introduced by l\lorgan affinned 
that a directin g activity, otherwise called "spirit" or 
"Cod," is manifested everywhere. Thus, "the whole 
cou rse of events subsumed under evolution is tlie expres
sion of God's purpose," which embraces all that has heen 
and all that will be brought about in the course of evolu
tionary advance. This postulate can be neither proved nor 
disproved hut only adopted to satisfy the need for an ulti
mate explanation of things. 

]\,!organ's philosophy of evolution gave wide currency to 
the idea of emergence. Yet when compared with later 
discussions, his treatment of the idea la(_'ks precision. He 
was not a c lose reasoner, and his speculative scheme was 
much less carefully worked out than that of Alexander, to 
whom h e was indebted. A hostile critic might well ques
tion '.\lorga11 \ polic~ of "acknowlcdgi ng," rather than 
arg11ing for, important principles in his system. And, al
though he opposed Darwinism by insisting that evolution 
is "jumpy'' and not continuous, each jump is, in l\lorgan's 
view of evoluti on, a mystery, unexplained and inexplicable 
except, perhaps, to Cod. 
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T. A. COUD(;E 

MORGAN, LEWIS HENRY (1818-1881), American 
anthropologist and social philosopher. After graduating 
from Union College in 18-10, Morgan practiced law in 
Rochester, N.Y., from 18-1-1 to 186.t, hut he devoted much 
of his time to anthropological research, which eventually 
became his exclusive interest. One of the most celebrated 
American scholars of his time, Morgan was elected a mem-
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her of the National Academy of Sciences in 187,5 and pres
ident of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science in p-,7q_ The results of his investigations into the 
life of various Indian tribes appeared in his League of the 
llo-d1;-rw-sa11-11ee or lro(fuois (Rochester, N.Y., 18.51) and 
his later work, Systems of Co11sang11initu and Affi11itu 
(Washington , D.C., 1871); these two hooks were hailed as 
pioneering achievements of the first order in the stud>· of 
kinship systems by even the most outspoken of his critics. 

\!organ's aim was not merely to describe how different 
civilizations had evolved; he wished to elicit from their 
history a general pattern of institutional progress. ln his 
most ambitious work, Ancient Society (New York, 1877), 
\!organ sought to establish that human history falls into 
three main stages-savagery, barbarism, and civiliza
tion-and that eacl, stage reAects a close correlation be
twe<.:'n economic and cultural achievements. Savager>· was 
the period before pottery ; barbarism was the ceramic era; 
civilization began with writing and the phonetic alphabet. 
The first two periods are further subdivided, and each 
suhperiod is defined in terms of its characteristic techno
logical innovations. The discovery of fire and the begin
ning of fishing, for example, are characteristic of the sec
ond subperiod of savagery, the invention of the how and 
arrow of its third subperiod. 

Although :\!organ shared the view of his Swiss contem
porar>· and fe llow anthropologist Johann Jakob Bachofen 
that society had emerged from a state of primitive comnrn
nism and also accepted the Bad10fen hypothesis of matri
lineal descent, he had little interest in ancient myths and 
religions. His principal attention was focused on techno
logical factors, kinship systems, and property systems, and 
their relations to social and political institutions. In spite of 
gaps and distortions, l\lorgan's account of the growth of 
civilization has been considered by so severe a critic of his 
ethnological theories as Robert II. Lowie to be a compre
hensive scheme of cultural wholes far beyond anything 
attempted up to that time. Lowie has written, "\!organ's 
Ancient Society was a synthesis of sociological material 
that for the first time brought together material on A11s
tralian and American natives, on ancient Greece and 
Home; and all this in an orderly arrangement prescribed h>· 
an evolutionar> doctrine" (The History of Ethnological 
Theory, London, H)37, p .. 56), 

l\1oreover, Ancient Society speaks for a distinct social 
philosophy and philosophy of history. The collation and 
comparison of human institutions, inventions, and discov
eries convinced i\lorgan of n,ankind's unity of origin, of 
the similarity of human wants in different societies at com
parable stages of advancement, and of the unifonnity in 
the operations of the human mind in similar conditions of 
society. He formed the view that the human race was "one 
in source, one in experience and one in progress" (An
cient Society, p. vi). The problem that preoccupied i\lorgan 
in his historical researches was the existence of social and 
economic inequality. He could not conceive that "a mere 
prope rty career" was the final destiny of mankind. Man's 
obsession with private property, he felt, was only a tran
sient stage of human civilization. For if it was not, it was 
bound to lead to society's self-destrnction. If progress was 
to he the law of the future as it had been of the past, prop-

erty would have to be diffused and if necessary controlled, 
so that "democracy in government, brotherhood in society, 
equality in rights and privileges, and 11niversal educatio11" 
would foreshadow the next higher plane of society, "to 
which experience, intelligence and knowledge are steadil>· 
tending" (Anciertt Society, p . .5.52), 

!\!organ recognized that civilization could be aggressive 
as well as progressive. But his theory of social evolution 
has nothing in common with such imperialist notions as 
Kipling's concept of the white man's burden. Progress, 
\Jorgan insisted, echoing Herder, is inherent in all cul
tures, civilized or not, and each has to advance along its 
own lines. Culture is a process, not an administrative im
position. 

Although \!organ's theories were invoked by l\larx and 
by Engels (notably in his Origin of the Family, Private 
Property and the State) in support of their interpretation of 
history, \!organ's social message only hears superficial 
similarities with Marxist doctrines. Nonetheless, the opti
mistic flavor of his evolutionism had a powerful appeal to 
social reformers. At the same time this very quality made it 
suspect to the uncommitted social scientist. 
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FREDERICK M. BARNARD 

MORGAN, THOMAS (d. 1743), Welsh deist, dissenting 
minister, doctor of medicinP, freethinker, and religious 
controversialist, w,ts born of a poor family hut received a 
free education from the Heverend John Moore, a dissenter. 
Morgan was ordained in 1714 and became minister of 
Burton two years later and subsequently of Marlborough; 
in 1720 he was dismissed from this last post for his grow
ing unorthodoxy. He then took up the study of medicine 
and produced several books on that subject-Philosophical 
Principles of Medicine (172,5), The Mechanical Practice 
of Physic (173.5), Letter to Dr. Cheyne in defence of the 
"Mechanical Practice" (17.38). 

Morgan is chieAy remembered, however, for his deisti
cal tracts, or "Christian deistical," as he preferred to call 
them, in which he described himself as "M.D. and Moral 
Philosopher." The Moral Philosopher, in a Dialogue be-



ttucen Pliilalethcs, u Christian Deist, and Thcoplwncs, <1 
Christian ]nc (17.37) is his major work. Controversy pro
duced two further works under the same title, the second 
of l 73S), subtitled «Being a farther \'indication of ~loral 
Truth and Reason," and the third of 17--to, subtitled "Su
perstition inconsistent with Theocracy." In 17--tl he pub
lished A \'indication of the Mmul Philosopher; Aguinst the 
False Accusations, Insults, and Personal Abuses, of Samuel 
Chandler, Late Bookseller and Minister of tl1e Gospel. 

In general, ~lorgan was a rationalist espousing the five 
Common Notions of Lord Herbert of Cherbury. He was 
also one of the pioneers of historical criticism of the Bible, 
particularly of the Pentateuch, and was considerably 
influenced by John Toland and to some extent by Thomas 
Chubb. The latter's advocacy of free will, however, he 
strongly attacked in 17:27 in A Letter to Mr. Thomas 
Chubb, occasioned by his "Vindication of l/11111011 \'ut11re" 
and in 17:28 in A Defence of .\1at11rul and Rcccaled Reli
gion. 

Mor_gan believed in the corruption of human nature and 
defended suicide for the "weary or satiated with livi11g." 
His criticism of the Scriptures centered on the fact that so 
many different interpretations are possible and are accepted 
by so many different and sincere belie\'ers. Traditional 
religion, therefore, is not infallible but only probable, as is 
all history. Priestcraft, which instituted superstition, en
thusiasm, and finally persecution, is the culprit for the 
erroneous notion of the infallibility of a catholic church. 
Reason and tolerance are the only cures. 
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EHXEST CA:\IPBELL \lOSS:\TER 

MOSCA, GAETANO (18.58-Hl-11), Italian legal and 
political theorist and statesman. \losca was horn in Pa
lermo. He was o~ of several social theorists, including 
Vilfredo Pareto and Robert :\lichels, who ga\'e currency to 
the conception of ruling el ites and their circulation as 
being the basic characteristic of politically organized 
societies. :\losca outlined his conception in Sulla teorica 
dei govemi e sul goremo µarl(ll11e11tare and elaborated it in 
his major work, Ele111c11ti di scienza politica, first pub
lished in 189.5 and considerably expanded in the third 
edition, which appeared in 19:23 (translated as The Ruling 
Class). 

The Eleme11ti ranges over a large number of problems in 
the philosophy of history and in the analysis of political 
organization and development. :\losca speculated about 
the stages of political and social development, the types of 
political and social systems, the role of moral forces and 
religions in political organization and change, the function 
of international and ci,·il \\'ars, the causes and t~-pes 
of re\'olutions, race and nationality, and the causal sig-
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nifica11l'e of eco11omic foctor\. I lo,,·<·\ <·r, tll<' 11otim1 of 
the "political class," or "niling cla,s," i~ e_·t·ntral to the 
Elc111cnti. 

:\losca asserted that e\'ery politically or,!..(anizt·d ~<Kiety of 
any degree of complexity is characterized hy the exi~tencc 
of an organized minority that rules and a majority that i" 
ruled. He rejected the :\1arxist positio11 tl1at tl1c rnling dass 
always derives from the organization of the e_•L·onorny. I Ie 
held that in different types of societie~, different q11alities 
and functions characterize the members of the ruling das~. 
In certain societies, warriors occupy a central role within 
the ruling class; in others, economic functions are impor
tant in detennining membership; and still other societies 
have been characterized hy a hereditary ruling class. In 
modern societies an important section of the ruling class i~ 
al\\'a,·s the l)lireaucraL'\, the bod~- of saL1ried officials 
profession,tll~- entrusted \\'itli the admi11istration of tlw 
machinery of political, economic, and social life. (\losca 
was particularly interested in the emergence of modern 
bureaucratic states and treated bureaucratic societies as 
one of the chief social types.) 

It appears that :\losca loosely identified the ruling clas~ 
with those who occ11py the controlling or governing posi
tions within the political organization of society. At ti111es, 
however, he spoke as if the ruling class were a multipl icit~· 
of political, social, and economic elites, as when he wrote, 
for example, that "below the highest stratum of the ruling 
class there is .. e\'en in autocratic s~·stems, another that is 
much more numero11s and compri,es all tlw capacities for 
leadership in the country." \\'ithout a ruling class, \losca 
claimed, all forms of social organization would be impos
sible. He added that the democratic tendency-the tend
e ncy to replenish ml ing classes from below- "is constant
ly at work with greater or less intensity in all human 
societies." \losca, unlike :\larx, did not think of classes as 
necessarily conflicting social forces; nor did he think of the 
rnling class as always imposing its will on, and maintain
ing its distinctive class interests against, the n·st of societ~·-

He said that every organized political society has its 
"political formula," a doctrine or body of belief which 
legitimizes the political structure and tlw a11thority of the 
ruling class; there are, for example, the doctrines of divine 
right, and of democracy. It may often he the case that the 
power of the ruling class requires the use of force or vi
olence; hut \losca thought that in stable, progressive, and 
flourishing societies the position of the ruling class may lw 
founded on its intellectual and moral pre-eminence as well 
as on its care for the collective interests of the nation; the 
political fornrnl.1 which legitimizes the authority of the 
ruling class may he accepted by all members of the soci
ety. 

In fact, in arguing that all developed societi<>s are gov
erned by a ruling class (and that the idea of democrac~· in 
the literal sense of government by the majority is an illu
sion) ~losca did not wish to imply that all societies are 
authoritarian or autocratic. Through011t the Elcmc11ti he 
argued strongly in support of a society marked by a high 
measure of what he called "juridical defcnce"-a society 
in which memlwr~ of the ruling class are limited in their 
exercise of authority and power by moral codes which 
protect individual rights and liberties; a society which is 
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pluralistic, or "ope11," in the sense that power is widely 
diffused throughout the com11111nity, and hence many 
differe11t interests or social forces are able to express them
selves within the political framework. ,\losca was critieal of 
parlialllentary government in his early work, but later, 
especially in tl1e material added to the HJ:2:3 edition of the 
El<'lll<'llti, lw spoke strong]~- of its merits; he saw it as the 
ont· form of organization ahle "to utilise almost all human 
values in the political and administrati,·e departments of 
government, . [in which] the door has been left open 
to all clements in the 11;overned classes to make their way 
into tlw ruling cla,,es" (The Ruling Class, p. :38!J). Thus, 
although ,\losca tho11ght that recognition of the ine,·itahle 
t'Xistt·1we of the ruling class in any societ~ \\'as sufficient to 
destroy the illusions of democratic ideologies, his conclu
sion, art' 11ot t•a,~ to distinguish from the standard doc
tri111·, of lilw1al-de111ocr;rtic political philosoph~. 
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P. H. PAHTRIDCE 

MOTION, or rnow·ment, in its modern meaning, is 
change-or mon• precise I~-, change of the relative positions 
of bodies. Tire concept of motion thus invoh-<·s the ideas of 
spac<' and time. Kinematics, in the ni11eteenth centur~· 
11S11all~- called "kinetics" or "phoronomics," is the science 
that deals l'xcl11Siveh with the geometrical and chronornet
rical aspl'cts of rnotion, in contrast to d~·narnics, whicl, 
considers force and mass in relation to rnotion. ln nl<'di<'
, ·al terminolog~, following Aristotelian tradition, "motion" 
I mot us or kinesis) had a much wider significance, denoting 
an, continuo11s change in quality, quantit~·, or place. 

Early concepts of motion. Ever since the lwg111ning of 
philosophical speculation and scientific analysis, the 
concept of motion has pla~·ecl a predominant role in \\'est
ern thought. Ana.ximander of ,\filetus (sixth centur~· B.C.) 

saw in )notion an eternal agent of the cosmos. For Hera
clitus motion was a l'Osmological principle underlying all 
phvsical re ality (panta rlwi, "e,·erything is in perpl'tual 
How"). Yet in spite of their insistence on the universalit~· 
of motion, neither Anaxima11der nor Heraclitus seems to 

have inquircd into the nature of motion itself. The Eleatics 
were probabh- the first to do so, when they di~cm·ered the 
contradiction inherent in the id<•a of motion and conse
quent!~- denied the reality of motion, relegating its ap
pearance to tlw realm of il111sions and deceptions. A bod~, 
they arg11ed, can rnm·e neither where it is nor where it is 
not; hence, realit~· is motionless and unchanging. Zeno's 
famous antinomies (Aristotle, Physics :23~)), sud1 as the 
"Arrow" and "Achilles," seem to have been aimed, at least 
in pa1t, at a refutation of the possibility of motion. On the 
other hand, for the atomists, such as Democritus and 
Leucippus, motion was a fundamental property of the 
atoms. All changes in nat11re were reduced to the move
ments of atoms i11 the void, and with the eternity and 
uncreatedness of the atoms their motion was eternal and 
u11c_-reated; this motion itself, in the atomists' view, was not 
further analyzable. It remained a primary concept until 
Epicurus searched for a causal explanation. This (accord
ing to Lrll'reti11s) lie thought to have found in weight, the 
ca11se of tire downward nww·ments of atoms, and in their 
little "s,,·<·n·es," Ii~· whiclr he explained th<• otherwise 
incomprehensible collisions and redistributions of atoms 
without which physical processes could not be accounted 
for. 

Aristotle. In Aristotle's natmal philosoph~· the concept of 
motion pla~·ed a decisive rolt•, since for him nature was the 
principle of rnoveme11t 01 change: "\Ve must understand 
what motion is; for, if we do not know this, neither do we 
1111dcrsta11d what 11atme is" (Physics :200hl:2), a statement 
n·currt·nt in l'<·ripateti<' philosoph~- 1111der the motto /gnato 
11wt11, ignatur naturn ("To IH' ignorant of 111otion is to lie 
ignorant of natuw"). For Aristotle, in contrast to his prede
Cl'ssors, motion raised a profound problem-not mere!~· 
fro111 till' logical point of ,·it·w. Expressing the deeply 
rooted nwtap!i~'sical convictio11 of \Vestern thought that 
lllotio11 is 11eitl1er logical I~- nor ontologically self-sufficient 
h11t req11ires an expla11ation, Aristotle contended that mo
tion is neither in the cansal, or genetic, nor in the ontolog
ical sense a primary eoncept. Causally, ever~• motion orig
inat<'S in another motion; only animate organisms posst•ss 
,111 inherent power to mm·e. I lence his famous dictum 
011111c ([llod 11wr.:-et11r ah aliquo movetur ("All things that 
nH>Vl" are mm-ed b~- something else"). To avoid infinite 
n,grcssion and to find a satisfactory explanation of the 
existc11ce of motion, Aristotle reduced the ultimate origin 
of all mo,Tnwnts to an eternal mover who is himself 11n
mm·ed. (Physics :2.581>). O11tologicall~,, Aristotle derived 
nrotimr from the ba~ic notions of his 111etaphysics of sub
stance and form b~ defining it as "the progress of the real
izi11g of a potentiality ([Ila potentialit~" (Physics :20lal0). 
,\lotion as the actualization of that which exists in potenti
ality may produce a suh~tantial form (generatio), may 
cl1a11gl' qualities (alteratio) and quantities (augmentatio or 
diminutio), or, finally, may he a change of place (motus 
localis). Although Aristotle did not reduce qualitative 
differences to quantitative relations of size and position, as 
did the atomists, his physics is essentially a physics of 
qualitie~. He did regard local motion as of a more funda
mental character than the other kinds of motion (Physics 
:208a3I ); it is "the primary and most general case of pas
sage and prior to all other categories of change" (Physics 



260h22). Yet in spite of this preferential status, local mo
tion for Aristotle is onl:v· a 1wcessar:v' co11comitant of 
change, not, as the mechanisti c ph:v·sicists of the post
Newtonian era maintained, the essential and excl us ive 
constituent of change. 

In kinematics Aristotle distinguished lwtween circular 
and rectilinear motion (De Caclo 268617), the former, th e 
more perfect, being th e motion of the celestial bodies (De 
Generatione et Corruptione .3:38al8). Dynamicall:v·, motion 
is either natural or violate. Natural motion is c ircu lar for 
celestial and rectilinear for terrestrial objects; violate mo
tion is the removal of a hod y from its natural place ( locus 
naturalis) through the action of an external force. 

Ancient and medieval concepts. Aristotle's kinematics, 
like his physics in general, was a qualitative science, inca
pable of providing a precise definition of such notions as 
velocity and acceleration. In fact, Creek mathematics, with 
its insistence on the illegitimac:v· of proportions or ratios 
between heterogeneous quantities, did not provide even 
the formal means of definin g ,·elocit:v· as the ratio between 
distance and time; only topological, not metrical, deter
minations of motion could be formulated. Thus, Aristotle 
said that a bod:v, is quicker than another if it tra,·erses equal 
spaces in less time or greater spaces in equal time (Physics 
215a26). As related by Simplicius, Strata of Lampsacus, in 
a lost treatise "On Motion" (De Motu), was apparen tl:v· the 
first to analyze in great detail these kinematic notions, in 
particular the conce pt of acceleration, although without 
trespassing th e boundari es imposed 11\' the Aristotelian 
conceptual scheme. The kinematic~ of uniform motion 
could be fully developed and rigorously formulated at least 
in abstracto, as exemplified by the treatise "The \lotion of 
the Sphere'' (:300 B.C.), written by the astronomer Auto l:v ·cus 
of Pitane. Nevertheless, as far as is known, the earli est 
kinematicist to associate concrete numerical designations 
with velocities was Gerard of Brussels, in the thirteenth 
century (Liber de A1otul. 

The formulations of the basic concepts in the science of 
motion did not, lw,,·e,-er, e,·oh-e out of practical necessi
ties, the study of simple machines, or other sc ien tifi c or 
technical considerations; the:v· ,vere, rather, the outcome of 
a curious deve lopment that originated in connection with a 
purely philosophical, ontological, and even theological 
problem. The point of departure was the much discussed 
problem of th e increase and decrease of qualities (intensio 
et remissio Jormarum ), the question of how such qualities 
as warmness or blackness could ,·ar:v in their intensi ti es. 
Aristotle explicitly admitted (Categories 106:26) such al
terations, but he also described such qualities as numbers 
(A1etaphysics 1044a9) as immutable and unchangeable. 
One of the solutions, as listed b:v· Simplicius, is that of 
Arch~·tas, wh o suggested that ever~ qualit:v· possesses a 
certain range of indeterminac:v·, or margi n of variability 
(platos). 

In Peter Lombard's "Books 011 the Sentences" (Lib ri 
Quatuor Se11te11tiarum , c. A.D. 11.''>0) the same problem 
reappears in th e realm of theology when it is asked, with 
reference to Scripture, how an intensification or diminu
tion of the Hol:v· Spirit or of the caritas is possible in man. 
Until well into th e thirteenth centur:v· the Christian con
cept of caritas was par excellence the subject of discus-
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..,ions on th e intension a11d r('111i..,..,io11 ,>f q11alitit•" ,llld 
served as th e standard t'xampl<' lor i11trit'al<· a11,1h ~<·" of the 
notions of change and motio11. One solution, ath ,lllt't'd h~ 
I-I t' nry of Ghent in one of his (hwdliheta, n-km·d i11 tl1i" 
connection explicitly to Arch:vtas' pre, irn1sl~ 11w11ti111lt'd 
conception of margin of variahilit:v·, now ternlt'd tlw "lati
tude" (/atitudo) of quality or change, a 11otio11 tl1at wa" 
destined to play an important role in till' fmllldatio11 of 
classical kin ematics. 

Growth of the science of kinematics. In order to 1111tlt-r
stand th e subsequent de,·elopment of the concept of nw
ti on another problem that engaged the thirtt'e11th centm~ 
to a great extent must he mentioned, the question of \\'hat 
category change, or motion, belongs to. Ari~totle ,,.,h 11~u
all:v· interpreted as ha,·ing ach·ocated an identificati011 of 
motus with terminus 11wt11s-i.e., viewing motion a" an 
evolving process in the same categor~· as the terminal, or 
the perfection, of this proces~. According to this , iew mo
tion is a Jonna ft11e11s, to use the terminolog:v· of Albert the 
Great, whereas the opposing vie\\', \\'hich reLrte, motion 
and its terminus to different categories, is the ftuxus 
Jomwe conception of motion. In the speci,tl case of local 
motion th e Jonna ftue11s interpretation regards the process 
of moti on as merely the continuous and izradual acquisi
tion of the final ter111i1111s 1110t11s, just as the q11alitati\'l' 
change of 11igrescerc (to hecome black) is mereh· the gr,1d
ual acquisition of the nigredo (blackness). The conc<·pt of 
motion obtained its final and most r.rdical formulation along 
these lines in the norninalistic statement of \\'illiam of 
Ockham that motion i~ mere!~· a name for the ~et of suc
cessive positions occupied b:v the mobile. 

The nominalistic interpretation, often epitomiznl as 
111otus est 1110/Jile quocl 111ovet11r, met with comiderahle 
opposition, curiously enough among the Pari~ian terminis
tic philosopher~, such as Jean Buridan. One of the argu
ments for its rejection was 11ndoubtedl:v its logical inappli
cabilit:v to the motion of the outermost sphere, \\'hich, not 
further su1To111Hled by an~· object, posses,ed 1wither place 
nor space, according to the Aristotelian-scholastic tlwor:v 
of space; thus its motion cle.rrl:v· co11ld not he interpreted as 
a set of successive positio11s. No wonder, then, that the 
ftuxus Jormae interpretation of motion, which di~tin
gu ished hetween the process, on the one lwnd, and the 
terminus or position (locus), on the other, and regarded 
motion as a specific qualit~ inherent in the mobile, became 
predominant. Buridan, for t•xample, defined motion, or 
moveri, as an inherent propert:v· in the mohilc-i11tri11sice 
aliter et aliter se lwbere-and Blasius of Parma character
ized local motion as a qualit~· that is capable of gradual 
intensification or remission and is inherent in the mo,ing 
object (1not11s localis est qualitas gradualis i11t<'11sibilis ct 
remissibilis, 1110/Jili i11haere11s subjcctirc). 

l\leanwhile the notorious calculatores of \lerton Col
lege at Oxford, including Thomas Brad\\',ucline, Hichard 
Swineshead, and William I Ieyteshur:v·, estahli~hed their 
famous formalism of s11hjectin~ q11alitics of all kind~, hut 
primaril~· the qualit:v· of caritas, to mathematical anal~ ~is 
an d quantification. It was there, at \lerton College, that 
the different trend'.-> com·erged. For motion, ihelf a qualit:v· 
according to theft11x11sJor111aeconceptio11, soon became the 
favorite subject of mathematic-al desniptio11 and took 
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tlw pLll'e of caritas in the:--e diq_·usswn-,. Emplo~ 111g the 
notion ot latitude, the calc11lator:-- anal~ 1.ecl the ,·arioth 
po-,sil>ilitie.., of ch,rnges of motion and illu ... trated tlwir 
theorem-, h~ v:raphical repre..,entatiom. Thu:--, through the 
crndlux ol , ,uimi-, conceptu,d trt>nds tlw foundation.., of 
modt·rn k1nL·m,1tic.., ,,·en" L1id ,tt ( hford: the concept of ,·e
locit~ ,,·a.., cl.uified I>~ tlw introduction of the notion of 
in-,t,mt,meoth , elol'it~, uniform)~ accelerated motion ,,·a, 
un<1ml>iv:uou-,)~ dehned. the di,tance tr,l\ er..,ccl b~ a hod~ 
in uniform\~ .tccelerated motion ,,·as calculated, and, 
finalh, ,1 clear di,tinction bet,,·eL·n kinem,1tic-, and d~ nam
ic-, ,, d.., 1 lra,,·n. The rt>-,tilh thth oht,1ined -,eem, hm,·e, t'l". 
ne, t"r to haH· !well ,1pplicd to ,m~ motion-, encotrntt'red in 
n<1turt'. the~ ,,·ere. r.1tlwr, a them~ for the cla,:--ification of 
po..,-.,ihle motiorh. 

T\w ne,,· kno\\"leclgc soon spread to Fr,rnce, Cerm,my, 
and Ital~. ( )n)~- C,tlilco, and po-,:--ilil~- Dominic de Soto, 
applied the:--e rt>-,ulh to the ,tud~ of -,pecific natural phe
nomt>n,1, -.,irclr ,..., fret• fall. Since kinernatrc inH·stigation-, 
formed tht0 point of departure for the sulbequent de\"t>lop
ment of rnech,rnic:-- ,mcl ph~ -,ics in v;eneral, the ,mal~ -,i-, awl 
clarification of the concept of motion ma~ rightful)~ lw 
regarded a.., of primar~· import,mcc for tlw rise of modt·rn 
science ,..., a \\"hole. \\"ith the e-,talilishment of a scientific 
kinematic-., tlw notion of motion ,d-,o became purified from 
cerL1in connotatiorh that it carried from ,mcient tinw-,. 
Thtb, ,tccording to the .-\ristotl'li,m theor~ of motion tlw 
mo,·enwnt of an~ object pre-.,uppo-,t':-- the cxi-,tf'nce of dll 

immol>ile hod~. Th<>rni-.,tith . .-\, errne-,, ,rnd other cornmL·11-
t<1tor-., interpreted thi-, ..,t.ttement ,1' ,1 proof of tlw irmnobil
it~ of the earth. In fad, for .-\H·rroe-, the imnwhilit~ ot till' 
Ct'ntl'r ,,.,..., ,l nec-es..,ar~ prcreq11i-,itc not 011\~ for tlw mo
tion of the ..,phere.., but ,tlso for the ,·er~ spatialit~ of tlw 
outermost ,plwre caclum est in loco per centrum . :\ot 
onl~ ,, as the earth unique a-, beinv: tlw ,1hock of man, ih 
di,tinction ,,·as due al-,o to the fact that it ,en eel <1:-- the 
ba-,i, for the localizal>ilit~ of the ce\e..,tial splwres. 

Ho,,·e,·L·r. as -,0011 a.., the fiuxus formae conception clur
,lC"terized motion as a propert~ inherent ..,o)cl~ in the mo
bile. the .-\ri,toteli,111 pre-;upposition of an immobile cor
relate lmt its logic1l \egitirnac~. C:ele-,tial motiom no lonv;l'r 
needed to be conct>i,·t>d of as dependent on tlw irnmohilit~ 
of the t',1rth. and a -;e\"l0 re obstacle to the Copernican doc
trine could e,1Si1~ he remm·ed. 

Relativity of motion. It i:-- a curimh fact that the modern 
conception of motion, though hi,toricall~- and conceptuall~ 
conncctt>d mo-,t intimate)~- \\"ith the Copernican re,·olution, 
led to ,l partial reimtatement of the .-\ristotelian prt>-,uppo
-,ition. :\ot the immohilit~ hut the existence of a corrt>Ltte 
i, tlw indi-,pen:--ahlt> rcquiremt>nt for an~· ph~·sical siv;nifi
cance of the concept of motion. For the relati,·ization of 
the notion dernan1J... a bod~ of reference. The 4uestior1 
,,·hetlwr absolute motion, motion ,,·ithout rcfL0 rt>nce to <1 

ph: :--ic,d object e:-..trnneous to the mobile, is a scientificall~ 
or philo~ophicall~ meaningful conception or whether 
motion is onl~ rclati,·e-that is, whether the statement .. A 
rnoq_•," m,tke-; sense onl:· if it means "A rn<)\"eS relati\"e to 
B"-is the problem of the relati,·it: of motion and has a 
long hi,tor, of its m,·n. 

.-\ri:--totle \ distinction bet,,·een ordinary motion and 

nwtion per accidcns ma~ lw rcgard<>d a-; the first implicit 
differl'ntiation het\\"een a\>..,olutc ,md relati\"e n·st, an ilka 
further dt>,·eloped h~ Se:dus Empiricus 1A.drersus .\lathe
maticos :2, .5.5 1• Tire d:namical 1·qui,alence, under certain 
co1Hlitioll..,, het\\"ee11 rt>lati,·e rt'"t and absolute rest \\',h 

e-,,l'11ti,tl to the acceptance of the C:01wrnicarr theor: and, 
in fact, ,,.,..., e:-..plicitl~ -.tated h: C:opernicm himself: Inter 

motu ad cadern, non pcrcipitur motus 1Dc Rer;olutionilms 
Orhium C'oelestiwn, :'\urt>rnlwrg, 1583, Bk. L Ch. 3). It 
,,·,1:-- further t>lahorated l>~ Calileo 1Dialogo sopra i due 
massimi sistcmi de! monde, second day) into \\'hat i.., nm,· 
call1·d the Calile,m principlv of rt>lati,·ity. Descarte..,, fully 
a\\'arl' of tlw implication-.; of the relati,·it~ of motion for tlw 
Copernican contro,·L•r-,y, adopted a compromise position 
h~ di-,tingui:--hing hl't\\"een "the common and , u)gar con
ct>ptio11 ol motion" a.., the passing of a body from one place 
to another and the "true or sciv11tihc conception" of motion 
a, the tr,1mft>r of mattt0 r from the ,·icinit:-, of those bodies 
\\"ith \\"hich it ,,·,ts in imnwdiate contact into the \"icinit~ of 
other l>odit>.., Principia Philosophiae, Part :2, Section :2-H 
Ht> therdl\ <1-,-;ociakd the relati,·it~ of tnre, or scientific, 
motion ,,·ith the .-\ri~totelian colltiguity as the determinant 
ot localiz.ttion. De,carte.., i.., often credited ,,·ith ha,·ing 
\wen the fir-,t to enunciate vxpiicith· the reL1ti, it~ of mo
t1or1, ,md Leil>ni1 i-, cited a, one of its most entlrnsia~tic 
proporwnh. 

For ~S:e,,ton and hi-, doctrine of ab~olute space the no
tion ol ah-,ol11te motion ,,·a-,, of course, of ph: sical 
-,1g11ificance, being "tlw trnmlation of a hod~ from one 
,ti>-,olt1te place into another" 1Pri11ciples). He defined rela
ti,·1· motion, corre,po11ding to the concept of relati\"e space, 
,l.., "tlw tran-,latior1 from one relati,·e place into another." 111 
-,prtl' of hi, pn>fe-,s1·d ,Hlhcrence to Caliko\ principle of 
reL1t1,·it~. :\e,,·ton 111aint,1ined thl' possihilit~ of di-,tin
v:u1:--hinv: ,1l>solnte from relatiH· motion by their "proper
tin, cath<'' and efft0 ch." l I1s lwlid ill the real it> of aliso
l11tl' 11rotion ,,a-, ha,<'d Oil hi-, tlwsis that real forct>s crt>ate 
re,d 111otion. Tlw rvalit> of al>-,olutc motion, he argued, i-, 
111,u1ife-,tcd b~ the effect-; that ..,uch motion~ produce, for 
e:-..c1mpk, the appearnnce of c1°ntrifugal force.., or effects. For 
:\c\\'ton forces ,tr<' metaphysical entities, and the motions 
the, produce an· tlwrdore more than merely geometrico
t<·mporal or kirwm,1tic phenomena. Thus, rotation i-; an 
ali,olntl' motion, a-, he thought to ha,·e pro,·ecl b> an a11aly
-,i.., of hi-, Lunoth pail experinwnt . 

. \part from Christian Hu:·gcns, \\'ho since JG.SH main
tai1wd the relati, it~ of circ11lar motion on physical 
v;rn111HI,, and Ll0 ilrniz, \\"ho n·jected the :'\e\\"tonian con
ception on philmophical grntrnd-,, it \\'as primarily Herke
le~ ,,·ho treated the epistemological aspects of the problem 
!Treatise Co11cemi11g the Principles of Human Knowledge; 
De .\lotu \. He concluded: 

It doe, not appear to me, that there can he an~- motion 
other than relatit:e: so that to concei\"(0 motion, there 
m1ht be ,1t lea~t conceiH0 d t\\'o hodie~, \\'hereof tlw 
cli-,tance or po-;ition in regard to each other is \'aried. 
Hence if there ,,·a, one only body in being, it could 
not po-,..,ibly be mm·ed. This -,eems evident, in that 
tlw idL0 a I ha,·e of motion doth necessarily include 
relation. 



Ho,,·en· r, in the eighteenth ,111d <•,nl~· ninl'tee11th c1·1Lt11-
ries, primarily a.-; a result of Lt'onl1ard Eu ler's j11stification 
of absolute motion on the basi s of the prinl'iple ol inertia 
(Aleclw11ica; Theoria ,\lotus , St>cs. 8-1, rnJ) and Kant's arg11-
mentations in his "~ktapl1,·sical Foundations of ;\Jatura l 
Science" (Metaphysische A11fa11gsgrii11de der Nat 11rwis
se11sclwft, 1786), ah-;0)11te motion ,vas regarded hy the 
rnajorit~· of philosophers as a meaninghil concept. not only 
in ph~·sics hut also in philosophy. Toward the middle of 
the nineteenth century the situation changed. At first it 
was ,1drnitted that rotational motion is absolute hut transla
tional motion is relative (James Clerk \1axwt>II, P. C. Tait, 
H. Streinitz , L. Lange), and later all motion was regarded 
as relati,-e. Ont' of the most ardent proponents of the uni
versal relati\'ity of motion was Ernst \lach (Die Mecha11ik 
in ihrer Entwicklung, Leipzig, 188.'3); he refuted l\e,\ton's 
argument concerning the rise of centrifugal forces as <·, ·i
dence of the absolut e natme of motion and explained it as 
an induction e ffect produced I>~· the motion relati\'t· to the 
fixed stars. \Vhethe r \lach 's conjecturt' c,111 he corroborated 
rigorously is still a prnhlem that engages modern research, 
especiall~· ill the theory of general rebti\'it~. 

The ques tion of the relati,·it~· of motion, initiated, as \\'l' 
have seen, hy Dcs('artes, gained increased importance, 
owing to the fact that the concept of motion heeame the 
basic e lement of physical explanation. Ill foct, it ,,·as Dl's
carles's insistence on the exch1si\'l' admissiliilit~ of local 
motion that w ,1s deci-;i\'e ill this de\'elopment. As is sug
gested in the Principles of Philosophu (Pt :2, Sec. :2:3) and 
expounded in a lettn to \L1rin \lersenne ( 16-1:3), Descartes 
re fused to attribute an~· realit\· to the so-called qualities of 
substances . The conception of s11ch q11alities, II(' contended, 
complicates and confuses rather tlt.111 simplifies the e\
planation of physi ca l phe110rncna in natural philosophy. 
ln concluding .-;uch deliberations, Descartes declared lo<'al 
motion to lw th e only admissible element for physical 
explication. Dcsca 1ies's rejection of the Aristotelian pl1ys
ics of qualities had a great appeal to philosophers (see, for 
example, I Iohhes , Ele111c11toru111 Philosophiac Se£·tio 
Pri111a , 1655; De Co rpore, Sec. 8, Ch. \J) and was instrn
mental in the de,·eloprnent of th<' mechanistic micntation 
of mo(lcrn classical physics, which tried to reduce all natu
ral phenome na to motions of masses in s(l,1('(_'. 

Characteristic of thi s conception of classical physics is a 
statement hy \la.'\well: "\\'hen a ph~·sical p lwnomenon can 
he co111pletel~ d escribed as a change in the configuration 
and motion of a material s~·stem, the dynamical e'\plana
tion of that ph<'nomenon is said to lw complete" (Scient ific 
Papers, Cambridg<·, l8~J0, \'ol. :2, p. -118). The pr<'dominant 
role of the concept of motion in physical .-.cience poses a 
probl e m of great importance to philosoph~. \\'h~ i-. it that 
all processes, laws, and formulas of physics-and mmlern 
physics is no exception-ultimately refer to motion, and 
why is it that e, en problems in statics, the sci<·nce of 
equilibrium and absence of motio11, are sol\'ed in terms of 
fictitious motions and ,·irtual velocities·~ Is the answer to 
he found only in the historical circum.-;tances, name!~- that 
kinemati c in\'estigat ions were the earliest successful ap
proach to the estahlishm('nt of a phys ical theor~ and that 
consequently forces wew regarded as manifesting them-
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st'kcs onh· tlnrn1 gh rnotio11s! TIH' .111s,,·<·1 prnhahh lies i11 
a Vl'Slig<' of ancit'nt Ekatic pltilosopl1, tl1at -.<·<·111-. -.till lo 
1Hoti,·at<- our mod<' of tl1inki11g: a pli~ sical l'\l)l,111,1tio11 of .i 
Jtat11ral phL'nomt·non lwcomes 111on· s,1tisfactor~ tll<' 1war<·r 
it approacht's the st,1terne11t th.it nothing has hap1w11<·d. 
\lotion , as \\' il helm \\'tmdt poi11t<·d 011t, is tlw 011h coll
cei\'ahk proces.-; i11 which a11 ohi<·ct, -.o to .-.pt',1k. hotl1 
changes and remains tlie samt': it clwng<'s Ii~· ass11111i11g a 
difft•H'Jtt position relati\'(_' to other ohjel'ts; it 1<·mai11s tlw 
same hy prcsen ing ih complete idcJttit,. 
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\I. ,IAl\l:\IEH 

MOTIVES AND MOTIVATION. Till' topic of 111oti
vation is coJtneded ,,·ith 111,111~ pl're1111ial philosophical 
inll'resh, partic11larl~ i11 l'lhil's ,md till' philosopll\ of mind. 
~loral philosophy li,1-; lotlg bL'cll crnH·enwd with tlw ques
tion of \\'hat sorts of tl1ing.-; l',III 111<>ti, ate 1wopk to do wli,1t 
they do, and mon· l'S(W<'i,ilh· \\'ith tlw q11l'stio11 of ,,·hl'llwr 
such things as .i sl'nse of clut~· or ;1 desire for the well-ht'i11g 
of othL'rS can I)(' 111oti,-,1ti11g. Ps~Tlwlogical hed0His111, the 
,·iL'\\' that ,ill action.-. aw moti,·at<'d I>~ a desire lor pll'as11n· 
and the ahsenct• of pain, has figmt·d hea,·il~ in argunwnh 
for \'arious forrn-; of dhic,il lwdrn1ism. l11 disc11ssirn1s <·011-
ce rning frt'c will and dett'n11i11i.-;111, arg1111H'11ts ha,·e l)('<'Jl 
gi\'en for and against the tlll'.-.i.-; that when action is rnoti
,·att•d, it is tlH·reh~ ca11sall~ dt'ler111i1wd. \Im<' H'ct•11tly, 
q11L'stio11s ,1ho11t thl' naturL' ol rnoti,·atio11 h.1, t· heen ceHlral 
in philosophical disc11s~io11s of the cl1aractt-r, significance, 
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all(! fea-..iliilit~ of attempts Ii~ psyclrologists to explon· 
,~ ,tc111aticall~ tlw canw·s of IH1ma11 beha\·ior. Tl1is article 
\,·ill -.. un l'\ a \'ariety of \'ie\\'-.; on the nature of moti\·atio11 
,llld l'Xplore ~Oml· of tire prnhlems i11\'olved. 

Formulation of the problem. At the outset \\'e can for-
111u Ltte 01ir q11e~tio11 as follows: "\\'hat is it for a person (P) 

to lil' 111oti\ ated to perform an action (A lr" But it \,·mild be 
1111\\·iw· to tic tlw prolil<'lll too closely to the word "moti\'a
tio11." That \,·l1id1 philosopher~ seek to under~tand under 
tlw lwadi11g of "111oti\atio11" crndd abo he indicated Ii\ 
',11( '!1 loc11tio11, a~ "doing something for a ptll'[Hh<'," "acting 
to l'<'ali/c an end or achie\·1· a goal," or "doing ~omdl1ing 
i11 ord<·r to ,o-and-~o." Thi, last fornrnlation prm ides thc 
1110,t exact d1·li111itatio11 of tire topic, for \\'hereas e\·er~· ca-..e 
of adi11g for a purpo,e or of goal-,eeking can he formulated 
in ll'rlll~ of "in order to," thew are other ca~es of moti\·a
tio11 \\ hid1 !'all I)(' expres~ed i11 thi~ la,t \\'a~· hut not i11 the 
oth<'r two. Tl1l·-..c inclt1de doing ~ometl1i11g out of a sense of 
dut\, doi11g o;o11wtl1ing to keep a promi~e, doing sonwtlring 
i11 order to gl't n·\·enge, and doing something lwcau~<· it i~ 
tlw polit<· tl1ing to clo. In e\plaining an action in all\ of 
tll<'~<· way,, we are ~pecil\-ing what it i~ that 111oti\'atecl tlw 
p<·r,011 to do \\'hat Ill' did a~ much as ii we ~<1id that lw did 
it i11 order to get ~omething, ~nl'h as a job ; hut i11 11011c of 
tl1c cast•~ ar<· wc ~pccil~ i11g an~ goal lw wa~ ~eeking to 
achi1·H· or a11\· (fnrther ) p11rpo~e i11 the i11tew,t of whicl1 he 
did \\'hat lie did. The "end'' of tlw action (tl1at is, \,·hat 
n°places "y" i11 "P did A i11 ordcr toy" ) i~ SOlllethi11g wl1ich 
l'xi,h, if at all, at the ~amc timc as A and is simpl~· another 
,1,ped of tlw "piece of lwha\·ior" of which doing A i~ one 
,1-..1wct. If I go to a meeting hel'a11,1· I a111 obligated to do ,-o 
1"i11 order to fulfill certain obligatiom"), then goi11g to tlw 
1neeting is fulfilli11g those ohligatiom; fulfilling the ohliga
tiom i, 11ot ~omething furtlrer in time to which going to thc 
meeting migl1t or might not lead. Again, if I refrain from 
rc,poncling to a plea for help from A i11 order to gd re

\ <·ng<• 011 A, tlwn rdrai11i11g from responding is gdting 
rl'\'l'l I ge. 

Motivational explanations and wants. The problem, 
then, is "\\'hat is it to do A in order to y':'" One wa~ to 
11iak<· a sbrt 011 tl1is problem is to 11otice that in sa~ ing 
,0111dhi11g like tl1i, \\'l' are gi\·ing a certain kind of ex11la-

11atio11 of the action A. That is, tire cmH:ept of moti\·ation is 
a11 ah,tractio11 fro111 tlie conl'ept of a moti\'ational explana
tion, and tlw ta~k of ~pccif~ ing the 11atun° of rnotivatio11 is 
tl1l' ta~k of lnin,gi11g out the salient feature~ of this kind of 
<'Xplanation. 

To explain a fact i~ to show that it is related in an appro
priate \\'a\ (appropriate for the kind of explanation in
\·oln·d) to certain other facts. To what sorts of facts arc \\'e 
r!'lati11g tl1e action. A, \\'hen we gi\·e a moti\·ational expla-
11atio11 of it':' \\'e ma~ get a clue to this h~· noting that the 
lollm\'ing pairs an' equi\'alent: 

. .\. ( l) I le got up earl~· in order to get some ~·ar<l 
\\'ork clone. 

(2 ) I le got up earl~ because he wanted to get some 
~anl \\'ork done. 

B. ( I \ He im ited Jones to the part~' in order to repa~· 
.in oh ligation. 

(2! I le im·ited Jone~ to the party because he 
\\ anted to repa~- an obligation. 

This suggests that to gi\'e a motivational explanatio11 of 
an action is to explain it as i11 some way clue to a "want" or a 
"desire." Thne may be subtle differences between the 
terms "want" a11d "desire," hut we will have to ignore 
the111 in this article. This suggestion is further reinforced 
Ii~· the fact that the members of the first pair are also 
equi\·alent to 

:\. (:3) He got up early out of a desire to get some yard 
\\'ork done. 

(-1) \\'hat moti\·atecl him to get up earl~· was his 
desire to get SOlll<' yard work clone. 

Like\\'ise, 13 ( l) and (2) arc each equivalent to each of the 
following: 

B. (:3) I le im·itecl Jones to the part~· out of a desire 
to rcpa\· an obligation. 

(-1) \\'hat nwti\·atecl him to irn·ite Jones to the party 
\\'as his desire to repa\· an obligation. 

The same conclusion can lie reached by comparing 
" in-order-to" explanations with others. The following 
answers might concei\·ably be given to the question "\Vhy 
did Jones get up earl~ this morning?" 

(.5) lie has al\\'ays been an early riser. 
(6) He was ,·er~· m·rvous and couldn't stay still. 
(7) He had a \·iolent argument with hi~ wife and got 

up in a fit of anger. 
:\'01H · of these answer-; represent the action as ha\'ing hee11 
motivated hy ,m~·thing (though none of them rule out the 
pos~iliilit~· tl1at a motivational explanation could also be 
gi\'C·n). (,5) could lie termed a "habit explanation." It ex
plains the action Ii\' showing it to he an instance of a fairly 
spel'ifil' situation-respo11se regularit~1 • (6) and (7) are differ
ent t~ pes of .. agitation explanations." They explain the 
actio11 h\ relating it to a condition of general upset, of 
which the action can he viewed as one manifestation. In 
none of these cases <lo we set out to show the action to 
result from a11\ want or desire. 

Thus we can take the problem of the nature of motiva
tion to lw the problem of ho\\' a want can give rise to an 
action. I {owever, this equivalence holds only with certain 
qualificatim1~. 

Explanations that imply desire. It is possible to provide 
a motivational explanation without explicitly mentioning a 
\\'ant or desire (and without using the "in-order-to" form), 
provided tliat what is said implies that the action was due 
to a certain desire (or at least a certain kind of desire). 
Thus all the following would count as motivational expla
nations. 

(8) P did A out of a w11se of dut~·. 
(Y) P did A out of gratitude to Q. 

(10) P did A liecau~e he had promised Q he would. 
(11) P did A because Q had asked him to. 
( 1:2) P did A beca11se he was afraid of the conse

quences of not doing it. 
( 1.1) P did A because he couldn't stand to stay in that 

place another minute. 
In each case the statement made implies that a certain de
sire (or a certain kind of desire) gave rise to A. The relevant 
desires are 

(8) A desire to do one\ duty . 
(9) A desire to repay Q for past favors. 

( 10) A desire to keep one's promise to Q. 



( I 1) A de..,iH· to co111ph· \\'itli Q\ rt·qtwst. 
( 12) A desire to avoid tlH· co11seq11e11c('s of 1101 doing/\. 
( 1:3) A desire to get awil~· frolll the place in q11e,ti())1. 

The treatment of ( 12) and ( J:3) slrnw:-- that "a,·oidann·" or 
"1wgati\'l·" moti,·ation falls \\'ithin the area a:- here ddirwd. 
For wherie,·er 1 do A in ord<'r to a,·oid so-and-so, I can lw 
said to ha\T done A out of a de:--irc to avoid so-and-so. 

The widest sense of "want." The words "want" and 
"desire" arc u:--ed in wider and narro\\'l'r :senses, ,me! lwrc 
the, must he interpreted in the widest scn:--e. Thus, in om• 
sense of "want," "He didn't want to do that yard work" is 
compatible with "I le got up early in order to get the ~·ard 
work done." But in a wider sense of the term, the latter is 
equi\'alent to "Ht• got up early because he \\',rnted to do 
the ymd work." Again, in one sense of "want," going to the 
library heca11se one wants to read a certain hook can lie 
contrasted with going to the libran· hecat1se one lws to 
read a certain hook. But in another sense of "\\',mt," th<.:' 
latter state implies the former. 

Restrictions on the use of "motive." It will be noted that 
in orrr formulations there l1as lwen no mention of "mo
tives." It is often supposed that when something, x, moti
vates P to do A, it is ipso facto correct to speak of x as P's 
moti\'e for cloi11g A. 111 that case, we might ha,·e formulated 
the problem of moti,·ation as the problem of how motive, 
give rise to actions. It is true that desires-in the broad 
sense of the term, in which one is alw,1~·s motivated Ii~· 
some desire-are of the right order of entit~ to function as 
motives. It seems that Ollt' can ah\',l\'S answer the q11<'stion 
"\Vhat was his moti\'l' for doing At' ll\ specifying :some 
desire, though one can ,ilso answer In· using some dcsire
impl\'ing phrase like "To get e,·en with Q." Ol course 
motives do not exist ,1part from (actual or e1l\'isaged) ac
tions of which the, are moti\'es. It makes 110 sense, apart 
from reference to some particubr action(:-), to ask "\\'lmt 
moti\'t:>s do you ha,·e?" or "\Vhat ,Hl' \ our stro11ge:--t rno
ti\'es at the moment'~." while it makes perfect!~ good sense 
to ask "\\'hat do you want most no\\'·~" or "\\'hat desires do 
you feel most keenlyr" But this last point is perfectly com
patible with the ,·ie\\' tlrat a dl'sirc acquires the status of a 
moti,·e for a p,ntil'ular action, A, ll\ virtue of the fact th.it it 
motivates the person to do A. 

The reasons for a\'oiding the term "moti\'l, .. in a general 
account of moti,·ation lil' in the n·strictions there are on its 
emplo~·ment. The case in whil'h ,1sking for a motive seems 
most clearlv appropriate is onl' in which (a) the action is ,1 
relatively important one, ,rnd (b) we s11ppo:--e that an ex
planation of the "in-order-to" sort is a,·ailahle, hut (c) it 
seems to us that the action ,v,l:-- not done for an~ of the 
reasons which are standard and/or socialh acceptable for 
such actions in :such circurnst,ml'es. Thus, we might ask 
what P's moti,·e was for bu~·ing a large number of shares of 
a certain stock, if we ha,·e rc•,1son to think that he did not 
make the purchase for the :--tancLnd re,1son of receiving 
regular di\'idends or realizing capital gains and hence 
suspect some "de,·ious motive" or "ulterior motive," for 
example, to gain control of the L'ompan~· ,me! neutralize it 
as a competitor in ,1 certain field. \\'here one of these con
ditions does not hold, talk of "moti\'l·s" becomes puzzling. 
It sounds odd to ask what P's moti,·e was for getting up and 
going into the kitchen (a reh1tiveh· unimportant action), 
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nnless wt• ,II<' S<'rio11sl~ e11vi..,aging tlw po..,:--1liiltt, tl1at tlri.., 
is ,t part of some "deep dark plot." :\g,1i11, it \\ rnrld I)(' odd 
to ask \\'liat P's moti\'(_' wa, !or go111g to E11101w if \\ <' arl' 
not pH·suppo..,ing that hi, r<"aso11 doe:- 11ot Ltll \\ itl1in tll<' 
"standard" range of sightsel'i11g, doing l'l'\t·arL·lr, tran:--al'l
i11g husi1wss, and :so forth. Tlr<' t_·h-arc..,t applil',ttilll1 ol all 
is "\\'hat was the moti\'l' for tl1<' l'ri11w('; a11d it ,.., 1mt<-

\\'Orth~ that here \\'C are deali11g with a smt ol action fm 
which there .ire no socialh acceptalile rea..,011s. Bel'all\<· of 
these limitations W<' wotild do well to steer l'll'ar of tlw 
term in a ge1wr,1I disc11ssio11 of motivation. 

The use of "motivation" in psychology. :\ "·md i.., i11 
ord<'r concerning u:--es of the term:- "rnoti,·e" and "moti,·a
tion" h~ ps~·drnlogists. It is not uncommon for p:--,chol
ogists to think of motivation ,ts "the procc:--s (a) of amusing 
or initiating heha\'ior, (h) of :sustaining an acti,·ity in prog
rt'ss, and (c) of l'h,rnneling acti,ih into ,1 giH·n cmu:--e." 
The stud~· of moti,·ation then becomes the :--ttrd~ of ''.111 
factor:- which arou,e, sustain, and direct I ,eh,1,·ior" ( P. T. 
Young, in E11cyclopcdia of Psychology). 011 this ,·en· \\'ide 
conception, the psychology of motivation is l'oncerned 
with any laws and theories which take lieliavior a:- a de
pendent ,·ariable. An~· t_•.xphination of an action is tl1e11, hy 
definition, a motivational explanation; and ,lll\ factors 
hrougi,t into such explanation could he called moti\'es, 
although that tl'rm is often restricted to a subclass of sul'h 
factors, strch as dri\'l'S (C. L. 111111), alfectiH' a:--sol'iations 
(D. C '.\kClelland), or higher-le,·el dispositions to stri\'l' 
for a certain goal state (J. \\'. Atkinson). 

From this point of view, om distinction lietwl'en moti
,·ational, !whit , and agitation expb11ations washl's out, and 
a stimulus-response psyl'hology, likl' that of I lull, whil'h 
has no placl' for ultimate factors lik<· wants, can still Ill' 
said to put forward a theon· of moti,·ation. In II11II\ s~·s
tem, the "motivating" factors which cll'termine whdher 
an,· lwha,·ior takes place in response to a l'ertain stinllllus, 
and if so, what kind of hehavim, l'Onsist of a "dri\'e :state," 
,vhil'h is, rnughh·, a state of ph~·siological tension and 
wlrich can ,·,uy in intemity, and a set of habits (of ,·,u~ ing 
strengths) of responding to various kinds of stimuli in 
various ways. To o\'cr:--implih the acl'ount, thl' amount of 
drive currently in the organism determines whether there 
will lie any acti,·ity at all, and ii so, what its strength and 
persistence will be, while what tlw acti,·it~· will he is de
termined ll\· the relati\'C' strengths of different lrnhits, each 
of \\'hich consists in a certain response to sti11111lation like 
the current stimulation. In the sense of "motiv,1tion" ,ve 
have specified, such ,1 ps,chology trit's to h~-pass rnoti,·a
tion altogether and provide a habit explanation for all 
behm·ior. On the other h,rnd, man,· ps\'l·lwlogists tie the 
term "motivation" to something like the "in-order-to" 
model. This is true oL for instance, Freud and }(mt Le,\'in 
and the many developments that ha\'l" been inspired b, 
their theories. 

Questions in the analysis of motivation. Thl' main prob
lems in\'olved in working 011t an an,1lvsis of moti\'ation are 
the follo\\'ing: 

\\'hat is a want'~ 
How does a want give rise to an action? (\Vhat sort of 

explanation is a rnotiv,1tional explanation'~) 
What kinds of wants are there? 
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\\. ::- 1-- tl l Jl,t 111, ·1. · .' ,rdL-r. dt11, ua::h tli· \ 
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. r l, :r. l 1s 1 ,, d111 ,..:1 ,ti tu 1n m:- c1t thc1t 
1," t l- t.1kt r 11Jt <LL•1u11t 111 >ne \\ c1, or 

'. \' t .,r, ' , ! dt r,L1nd \\ ',.,t l,t" ,, ,,, d()]n..: .it th,1t 
' t ~; r,• , ,t I ,ptl h 111..; tlit \\ c1nt \\ e ,Ut" attn b-

l J t·r, , :t,, Ln,1ltt"n,t1L. \\t" dft" LLurnin·..: 
t t , ..: , tr11t t lr n thr1l11..:l ut c1 rt"L1t1, t l:- lcn,c:: 

rt·r, d I t ·1 t B1 t \\, .nt rn ,t , t\ 111..: t 11c1t 1t ,111, pc1rt1c 1L1r 
t: 1 , ·1 1., 1, , " ,t t, ef\ t1 ·1, ,, 1tl 111 tl11, perr()d lit ,, ill 
l t\t 1 't •1 lt Itt, t,1 d , 1P t"th11H.: m irder t ,at1,h th1, 
·.•. ,11 t Tl t Lt t .1sst r't cJ ) , t} t· fir,t ,t.1te11 tnt , qu tt" l ll 1-
p .. t It \\ tL +'.tt"ft l,t 1..: 1 1 t: t1111t", c1t \\ l· 1<. L th 1, \\ ,uit r, 
!JI t .1<. 'l\ t ,r . ,r, ],td." ,lt \\ l11cl ) t dtit;,]J t ,,lft". l<ir tl1t" 
r 1, JI 1 t , t \\ l. t t! ,- r i t tl' 1 le ; 1 "t h 111 1 1 r n It It JI 1 c1, l e th ,lt 111 
,sstrt ,1..: tlit hr,t ,t.1tu w11t \\t 1mpl:- thdt tliert· \\t"ft· 

.!11\ t,, l", .r 11, ilt ,tt \\ h1d1 lit ,1ct1, eh \\ ,1nted pe1>plt 
t 11kt ,·n ,1t \\Lid1 ht l ,1d c1 ,tr >r1'...': kndtn<.\ t" d1 , iri.t
tl 1·1..: r ,ir kr t() _:;..-t I t11rJt tn lib- li 11. Tl,11,. \\t ,11 ..:lit 
f !'.,, 1 1 \\ ,111t Ii tl,t- 'L1ter1t ,t;Jj,(; ,,, ,l d1,r11,1t1, !I 1rt -

; ,;..-: th t, l ,1\t the u rrt",p11nding ,m1 1,hl \\d'lt. H11t tl,e 
t,\ ,eri,t, 11,11,t be d1,t1n..:1 ,heel In tn 1n..: t11 1111dt-r,t,1nd 

t1,.it1 lll \\t ,l ,dl le umc,·ntrdtlll'..:'. (lli. ,if 1 '( ,r \\,l!Jt,. 
Phenomenological ,·iew. \I< ,t rtLer,t ,, ntt r, JI1 1111t1, t 
: ,:, ,t1, ,it. 11. l,,1, t· 1 t t·r rt·dc tmg ,U.!,ur ,t , hrn,h er,

tn 11L l.t· l tr1d1t1,111 ,tLL'1rd111c: t11 \\h1cl1 c1 clt-,nt 1, ,1 k11 d 
,,<.] 11, ,tc1tt f ,11nter1t ()t L0!i'llllJ'lit''· 'l 1,ttl ]'Jc; 

\\ , l1 l,,1, tht ,,tfflt' 111t1, 1 :c:1<.,d ,t,1tu, ,1, ,1 tet: ll1..:. ,e1,,,1-
t, : r tl 1 _l t Tl 1, tud1t1, in ,tern, tn ,111 tlw t p1,teJI -
l .;le I j fl'I .. L\ ..;l\e··1 t11 1ntr11,ptd1,ir1 1n tl-t ,t\(:'!Jtttlltl, 

t rit lf\ l , Ol, ,ntt, ,rnd LuL ke Pn Jr t() thc1t tint. thrr,k
--r, p nt l iii nh tli11,t ir1 the -\n,t,iteli,rn tr.1d1t1nr1 , 1, li 1, 
TL 111.1, -\,1u111.t,. tl· 1111..:ht I I le,ne d, d "no, enwnt I tht: 
.: pt t1te .. ,11 111Ll nc1t'"11 ,it the per,on to,,,ud ,1m1t:thm..: 
.: prt I t:r dt<l ,1, .:. " l. Tl 11, 111dll 1:tt10n "d' h p1Lc1lh n ~n
.tt,tt-J r. 11, 1 11_1, 1f "· liut 1t ,,.1, not ,uppu,t'd th.it 1t 
rt, t .tit· l ,, hill n,1t1ne t rntro,ptd]()n .-\ crmternp1>rdr: 
rt r ,tr 1 L r. 111 tl11, c1pprn.1ch ,,·ould. pre-urndhl:- uime 

,,, t" tl ,t ll>T u-rt1,m ,it de,ne .i, a "h:-pothet1L,d c 1 n1-
,tr I t lit t\p,11.111dt:d L1kr m th1, article 

\\ it ",t k\el 1p 11e11t 11t the C:arte--i.in notion thc1t o!le, 
,t.1tt, .,r ,<.: usr1ess c.1re Lttter \.;n J\\ n t11 ont thc111 

.1 1 ti 11..: tlst <.t>'lil 1r eel \\ 1th the edgerness ot Bnt,,l, 
· ,,t, t, ..:et nd t trc1d1t1ondl met.iph:- ,1cdl concept,. 

t ..:. : 

ti I fi' 
tl t· 11, 

t 11tl -L t11tur, ,ll1d n111eteenth-centun thinker, tried 
', , 1f t ,d l l I _ \\ 1 t) l 

,t !J,1te C I te11t, 
tlitr p,:-dw]o..;1c.1l ,tdte, . .imong 

t con,c lilu,ness. In thi, trddit1on 
c1 de,nt ' ,, teen ,lln< .. e1,ed .i' 

lh -\ ', urc:e ,ir 1mpt.. ,et 1 ..:et x Hurne 

17 .-\r, 1rne,1,111ess >c .. a , 10ned ,, the ab~ence it x 
L, •C kt 

1-i -\n 1dta ot x a, ple.i,ant. or ,,·1th ple.i,ant a,~ocid
tilln,. or an expectation that x ,, ill be plea,.int 
\11 

l lJ .-\11 1 lec1 llt x c1, ,lll end T If. Creen 
Objections to phenomenological accounts. If ,, e are 

th1n\.;rn..: 11 L1tent \\c11 t,. 1t 1, clear thdt none ot the, 1e,,, 
_1u,t li,ted \\ ill cl(). tor d Lttent \\ .int c.in ex1,t mer d period 
ii time dunnl.:'. \\ h1ch nnthrng related to the object ot the 

,, ,u t dppe,n, 111 u,n,ciou~ne,,. \\'ith re,pect to .ire used 
\\.tltb. tht ,e , 1e\\·, are nnt pnm:t tacie ab,urd '\e,·erthe
less. n 111t ()t thenr :tre adequate. a tact incre.i,ing]:- recog
rnztd 111 reL e1 t philo~nphJC.il d1,cu~~iom ot the topic. 
Tht·re ,ne ,peL 1,d prnblern, with indi\'idual item, on the 
1,t 17 ,me! 1 \ d,,ume ,ome torrn of a hedom,tic an,,\ er 

t11 uur thnd m,1111r que<.twn. "\\'h,1t lind, o± ,,·ants are 
there~· It 1, d1tncult to appl:- 16 where. a, \\·ith ,,·anting 
t,, _et., 1 .. l. the ohnt of the ,,ant might concei,abl:- be 
,1ttd111e l l \ , nur 1her ot d1Herent cour,e, of actwn. Ho,, 

c111 th,1t \\ ,lilt conq,t m ,1n 1mpube to do one particuLu 
thug rc1ther th,rn ,mother~ In other words. one-one cor
reL1t1 >11, het\\ een \\ .inh and ~1ct1on, de,igned to ~ati,f: 
them c1re tht e\cept1on rdther than the rule. Of cour~e ,,·e 
c >uld ,pe,1rc. ot ,rn 1mpube to ,,·ork to,\·ard getting a job. 
But tl11, ttr111 .. ,,()rk tm,ard" reintroduce, jmt the kind of 

111<.ept \\ e ,tre tr: lll'..! tn ,rnal:- ze . . -\, for 19. it doe, not 
,n-P t > c1ch di ce the rnqu1r:-. Ho,,· are we to expldin ,,·hat 
1t 1, t, flcl\ e c1n idea ot 5omethm!l as an end. except to ,a, 
th,1t 1t 1, ti, hd, t c1n ided ut ,omething one wanb:-' 

Tl ert· 1, c1 more '.!e1wr.1l difficult, ,, ith the,e, ie,, ,. \\'1th 
rt,ptd t11 c1 ,,,rnt tor x, 1t 1~ ,1mph not the c.i,e that .1n:
p,ut1, 11Ln cor1,L1ou, ,t1te-be it ,1 telt ur!le to get x. an ide.i 
,,t x c1, pled,,lllt. or ,, h,1te, er- i, pre<-ent durin£ all the 
t1mt the ,, dllt 1, 111 e\i,tenLe dnd or operati,·e. e, en re
,trrL t111•..: ,,ur,the, to 1h "arou,ed torm." To ma\.;e thi~ 
cle,1r let 11, Lon,1der c1 pdrt1cul.1r de,ne. m:-· de,ire to plant 
,11r 1e ,hr11h, ,1, ,1 ,uet'n ford,, ire fence in rn:- back ,.ird. 
-\ntt ( eder,t to ,, ork1nc: out dll adequate account of the 
n 1t11rt: .it ,, d!Jt, ,rnd the nc1ture ot moti\'ation. we ,, ill be 
1111,tl>lt t dekrmrne e\c1Lth ,, hen thi, desne could be ,aid 
t, It 111 e\btence ancl 11perat1, e But .it least th1, much can 
ht t,~er1 c1, dI1tt cedentl:- cledr the de,ire is in e.\i,tence 
dur r..: ,rn, continuou, ,tretch oi ctcn, 1t:- ,,·hich i" de,igned 
t 1 ,,1t1,t:- 1t I!. 111 order to ,,1t1,t:- th 1, de,ire, I dn, e out to .i 
· ur,en one mornmc!. ,eled ,omt· ,hrub,. bring them 
I 111w. ,rnd pl.mt them in fro11t of the tence. it mu'-t surel:-
ht ,1dn 1tted that the de,lfe rn que,t1on i, in existence 
t\iro Jc!! out dll thb penod. ror dt drl;- time ,,·hile thi, i, 
..:,llrn.:: 1,n. one could truthful]:- rep!:- to the que,tion "\\'h:-
1, hL" durn'..! ..-\ ,uch d' dn, in£ t() the nur~er:- .... b:- '-a:·ing 
.. Beec1u,e lre ,, anb pre,ent ten,e to put up some shrub, 
,1, c1 ,creen." But rn the normal cd,e 1t would not be true 
th.1t tl11, obwct ,,·a, con,t,rnth hetore m~ mind in an:
t rn -he 1t 1mpuhe or idt'd. \Inch of the time m:- mind 
,, ill be taken up \\ ith other m.itter,. 

The ba~1c mi,ta\.;e of the "phenomenological"' account i~ 
ti cnn,true .i ,,·.int .i, ,1 much more concrete and dnectl:
dLCe,,ible ent1t:- than it 1,. Felt impulse~, and idea, of 
, imethrn'.! d' plea~ant or dttract1, e. are wa:-·s in which 
,, .int, mamfe,t them~eh es in consciousness from time to 



time. And different wants, under diffl·1-e11t circumsta11ccs, 
will be nwnifestl'd conscious\~- in differe11t \\';rys. :\o do11ht 
some wants gi,·e rise to more or less insistent felt rrrg('s or 
impulses; this is t:i,pieal of sexu.rl desires ,rnd otlr('r lksin·s 
based on identifiable ,t;rtes of plr~·,iologic,rl tension, a-; 
well as of desires for things th;rt are very important to us, 
such as a desire to finish a paper \\'liich is ,·er~· important to 
one professionall~·. But such manifestations are not tlw 
rule for more routine \\'.rnts. \I:i, d('-;ire to keep 111~- promise 
to tak(' Jones to the airport is unlike!:-, to gi\'(_· rise to any 
felt impulse or crn,·ing. Its appearance in consciousness 
will most likely he restricted to a p.rssing, nonemotionall~· 
toned recollection that I had made that promist·. 

\Ve ha,·e rejected the phenomenological ;rccount of the 
nature of wants without appe,rling to unconscious wants of 
the sort investigated h~· psychoanal:i,sis, that is, \\'ants 
which, by reason of repression, a person does not know he 
has. \\'e shall return to this topic. \\'hat we hm·e shown is 
that even if we restrict ourselv('s to garden-variet:i, wants 
which are perfect!~· accessible to their possessor, \\'e can
not identify such a \\'ant with ;111~· particular conscio11s 
state. 

Wants as dispositions. If to \\'ant x, during a certain 
period, is not to he actual\~- conscious of any particular 
item throughout that period, then it ma~· he that it i-; to be 
liable or likely to he in certain conscious states (and also to 
respond in ce,tain wa~·s to certain circumstances) during 
that period. That is, it may he that to have a want is to ha,·e 
certain dispositions. Hecent philosophy of mind, partl~
hecause of the influence l'Xertecl h:i, Gilbert R:-, le's The 
Concept of Mind, has been making extensive use of the 
notion of a dispositional pattern of analysis. Applying this 
pattern to the desire under discussion, we would sa:-,· that 
to ha\'e the desire is to be disposed to find the prospect of 
shrubs in front of the fence attractive if it is brought to 
mind, to try to gd to ;1 place if I have learned that suitable 
shrubs are to he found there, and so on. 

As at many points in plrilosophy, it is easier to demon
strate some plausibility for the general program than it is to 
spell out the analysis in detail for a particular case. The 
dispositional ,·iew has been embraced largely, though not 
exclusi\'ely, b:i, thinkers of ;1 behavioristic bent, who ha\'(:' 
been strongly moti,ated to show that so-e;rlled mental 
states can be construed as sets of dispositions to engage in 
overt beha,·ior \\'hen certain publicly ohsen·ahlc co ndi
tions are satisfied. (Cilhert Ryle does, or did, give half
hearted allegiance to this program. \lore enthusias tic 
advocates are to he found in the ranks of such psychol
ogists as B. F. Skinner and E. C. Tolman.) It is important to 
realize that at be~t a dispositional analysis will he enor
mously, perhaps infinite!>·, complica ted. No limit can he 
set on the number of actions which might concei,·ably he 
performed in order to satisfy some particular desire. In the 
course of trying to get some appropriate shrulis in front of 
my fence, I might consult any one of a number of books, 
ask various questions of \'arinus friends, drive to a nursery, 
walk to a nurser:-,, buy some shrubs, steal some shrubs, dig 
some holes , and so on. The only way to give a concise 
definition of this class of actions is to sa:v that they are 
actions which might he performed in order to get some 
appropriate shrubs in front of a gi,·en fence. But this makes 
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tire acl·o1111t cir('11lar; for, "" \\ <' Ira,<' '-<'<'II, i11 ord<·r to ('\
plain what it is to do A i11 ord<·r to gd x. \\ <' 11.1, <· to liri11g 
in tlte notio11 of \\'anti11g x. 

Objections to hehavioral disposition theory. Tlrl' 111ai11 
difficult:-, with a beha,·ioral disposition tlwor> i, 11ot ih 
indefinite complexity. It lies in the fact tkrt \\'ith n·,1wct to 
an~· orw action A, the desire for x \\'ill rwcessaril> giH' ris<· 
to A (in appropriate cir('umstanccs) onl> on tlH' ;r,s11111ption 
of further conditions whicl1 are either not f"on1111lahlc, in 
terms of publicly ohsl·n·,tl,le facts, or are inclefinitch com
plex, or both. Once again, consider m~· horticultural de,ire 
and em·isage a situation wlrich, so far ;rs pnblicl:i, ohsen·;r
hle features go, is nwximally conduci,·e to th;rt desire·, 
gi,·ing rise to the action of going to Frank's :\ur-;n:-, and 
buying some shnrh-;. Tlwt is, I ha,·<· sonw free time, mearl\ 
of transportation are at m~· disposal, and I am not incapac
itatecl. (It might be doubted that these conditions could lw 
stated in terms \\'hich \\'ould satisfy strict behaviorist 
stand,rrds for direct check liy public oh~en·ation, especial
ly the first, which brings in notions of obligation and com
mitment; hut let us wai,·e these difficulties). It is clear that 
there are a number of factors which, if pre,ent, would 
prevent the performance of this action, ho\\·e,-cr keen the 
desire: 

(:20 ) I do not know about Frank's :\'ursery. 
(:2 1) I do not lwlie\'e that there are appropriate shrubs 

at Frank's '.\'.ur~er>·· 
(:2:2) I am ill-disposed toward Frank's :\urser>· (be

cause I feel that their merchandise is o,·erpricecl, 
or because I h('lie,·e that the proprietor is dis
hone~t, or because I object to his discriminatory 
hiring practices). 

(:23) I lwve a stronger desire which I am using the 
time to satisfy, for instance, a desire to finish a 
hook or a desire to lie in a hammock and do 
nothing. 

(:2-1) I lwlie,·e that I can get thl' ~)nubs much more 
cheaply Ii,· waiting two weeks until the:-,· are on 
sale. 

(:2.5) I have a strong aversion to this particular action 
for reasons unconnected with this particular dP
sirc. For example, I ver~· much dislike get
ting into the crowds at nurseries 011 Saturda:-,· 
mornings in the late spring. 

To say that desire can he ,111alyzed dispositionall>· is to 
say that any statement attributing a desire to sonH·one is 
s~·non>·mous with a conjunction of hqrntlwtic;rl st.rtements; 
if it is a beha,·ioral disposition analYSis, ther(' is the further 
requirement that the consequent of each of the h~·pothct
icals asserts that the person in question performs some 
action or other. Now the desire attribution can be synony
mous with a gi,·en conjunction of hypotheticals only if it 
logically implies each of them. For if it did not imply one 
of them, it would he possible for it to lw true and the hypo
thetical to he false, in ,vhich c.rse it could not ha\'e tire 
same asserti\'e force as ;1 conjunction containing the hypo
thetical in question. 

Applying these considerations to the case under discus
sion, if we are to make ;rny hypothetical of the form "If 
---, then P will go to Frank\ :\'ursery" follow logicall~· 
from the proposition "P \\'ants to ha,·e some shruhs in front 
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of his f<'lll'e," \\'l' shall have to lllake tire a11tecedeut such 
tlrat it will rule 011t possibilities of this sort. Otherwise, it 
can happ<'II that the original want-proposition is true, the 
co11ditiom specified in the anteccdeut of the h} pothetical 
lrold, and ~-d the action is 11ot performed. But that would 
11wau that tlw \\'ant-proposition could he true and the 
hypothetical fals<>, which is to sa,· that the latter does not 
folio\\' from the former. :\ow apart frotn the question of the 
possihilit\' of getting a complete list of such conditions, it 
is notewortlw that the ones ,,·e ha,·e listed contain psycho
loJ.!;ical concepts of the same order as the concept of desire, 
na11wly, knowledge, belief, disapprm·al, aversion, and 
dislike. Presuuiahl~· these arc as far away from conl·t·pts of 
ol>scrvahle features of actions and situation, as the l'Oilcept 
of dt·sirc itself. Of course, the heha\'iorist could tr~· to 
fram<' i11 ohscn·ational terms a co11dition \\'hich would rnlc 
out the st• possibilities, hut to do so lw would ha, e to giw· 
l>eha,·ioral anal~·ses of lwlid, dislike, and so 011. And the 
chauces are tl1at in tr~ ing to do so, he would la11d i11 
diffinilties quite analogous to those facing us at pres<·11t. 

If ,,·e do not accept behaviorist restrictions 011 the con
tent of the It~ pothetical propositions invoh-ed, the dispo
sitional theory is not s11hject to these objections. But the 
attcrnpt to identify a want with one or more dispositions is 
still open to the follo,,·ing ol>jectious. 

Features of any dispositional analysis. Let us first re
strict our attention to l>cha\'ioral disposition of the sort wt· 
have bceu consid{'ring thus far, and considt0 r a hypotlwt
ical prnpo,ition \\'hich fornrnlates ,uch a disposition: .. II 
C , C.,, ... , then P will do A." As the precedi11g discus
si;rn t;iakes clear, if such a proposition is to lie trne of a 
given P wlw11 and only when hc ha, a lTrtai11 wa11t, \V, 
there will ha\'C:' to he a large m1111ber of conditions i11 tlw 
antecedent. The most important ite1t1 in such a list is a 
helid that doing A will (prnl>ably) satisfy or lt·ad to the 
satisfaction of \V; also there must he conditions whiclr rull' 
out the existence of factors which would pre\'ellt somt•orn· 
with such a want and such a belief from doing A. (It is not 
clear that it is possible to make sure that any list of sm·lr 
conditions is exhausti\'e.) \loreover, to specify these co11-
ditions ill such a way that together witlr the want the) will 
guarantee the performance of just this action, A, hut at the 
same time not he too strong for this purpos<', we shall ha,·c 
to have som<' reasonably exact way of specifying the 
strength of the desires and aversions involv{'cl. For exam
ple, we need a condition, or set of conditions, which \\'ill 
rule ont thl' existenc<' nf any aversion to doing A which is 
stronger than the tendency to do A brought ahout b)· the 
want W, together with the associated relevant beliefs. But 
at present we do not ha,·e methods of measuring wants and 
aversions which are subtle Pnough to do this joh. Such 
considerations ma~ well make us doubt our ability to con
struct a h~·pothetical of this sort which is true when and 
only when P has the want \V. 

\'lorem·er, included in the list of relevant conditions \\'ill 
he specifications of the relative strength of othl'r wants. 
(Indeed, as pointed out earlier, an aversion is a special 
kind of want, in the broad sense in which we are using the 
term "want.") No matter how much I want to get a papl'r 
finished, I will not actually get to work on it if I have a 
stronger desire to play tennis and it is open to me to do so 

at the 11wuw11t. \Vhat this lllea11s is that we cannot use 
li\'poth<>ticals of this sort to specif~ the nature of a particu
lar want without using the term "want" in the hq)o
thetical. Thus, an action-disposition analysis of wants is 
i11feded with a vicious circ:ularit~·- It is systems of wants, 
rather than an~· one \\'ant in isobtio11, which give rise to 
action. Indeed, the system \\'hich is invol\'ed in the moti
,·atim1 of any particular action includes a system of beliefs 
as well as a svstem of wants. From the fact that I ,vant to 
finish a paper morl' than I want to do anything else at thl:' 
monwnt, and the fact that I believe that I can do so by 
going to the office, it does not follow (even granting the 
al>sence of disturbing factors) that I will go to the office. 
For I may also IJC'lie,·e that I can do it hy working in my 
,tud~· at home, a course of action requiring less effort. 

All these difficulties could he avoided hy taking as the 
consequent of our h~-pothetical an action tendency or an 
action probability. A good cast.;' could he made for saying 
that a ll\ pothdical of the following form i, true of a per
son, P, when and only when he has a desin· for a state of 
affairs, S. 

(:2(1) "If P lwlievcs that doing A either will be an at
tainnwnt of S or has some considerable likeli
hood of leading to S, then if A is within his power, 
this belief will add to the prohahility of his try
ing to do A." 

\\ 'itlr this mo,-c, we havt· deviated even further from the 
lwhaviorist program. Now the consequent as well as the 
antecedent of the hypothetical ccntains reference to non
puhlicly ohservahle factors. An increment to a probability 
of a11 action is at least as abstract a notion as that of a want 
itself; and at prescut we do not have the resources to give 
it precise applicatiott to particular cases. I lowe,·er, this 
fornllllatiotr docs emhoch· th<' important insight that wlrat
l'\'er l'lse a want nia~· lie, it makes action tendencies sus
ceptible to increa,c h~, lwlids; in other words, it brings it 
about that 011r beliefs ha,·e an effect 011 what we do. 

Analytic and synthetic hypotheticals. Further complex
i tie, are i tttroducl'd in to the cl ispositio11a I a na I ys is h"· the 
exi,tl'rn:e of other sorts of dispositions which seem to he 
more or less intimately connected with wants. Consider 
the following h~ pothetical propositions, in relation to a 
desirt· for a state of affairs, S. 

(:27) If S cornes to mind, the thought of it will lw 
pleasant. 

1:28) If P is aware of something associated with S, 
the thought of S is likely to be called up. 

1:2~)) If S-related objects are present in the environ
ment, they are more likely to be noticed than 
other objects. 

(.30) If S occurs, P will be pleased. 
Each of these hypotheticals calls for at lea~t as much sup
plementation as an action hypothetical before it could 
plausibly lie claimed that it is true when and only when 
one has a desire for A. Thus, with respect to (27) and (30), 
whether Pis in a pleasant state of mind at a given moment 
will depend on what he is doing at the moment, as well as 
on what is specified in the antecedents of these proposi
tions. But \\'ith such qualifications, these hypotlwticals, as 
well as action hypotheticals, reflect typical ways in which 
the presence of a want will affoct the behavior and experi-



cnce of ,1 person. Th11s , the dispositio11al \'it'\\' m11st dt·al 
\\'ith the following que~tion: \\'hi ch of th ese c0111H·l'tions 
are to he taken as maki11g 11p the nat11rc of a w,rnt and 
which .1re to be taken as connection s in \\'hich wants ~tmd 
,is a nwtter of fact? To formulate the problem in linguisti c 
terms, let us take a set of h~·potheticals formed Ii~ 
prefacing to those \\T h.n·e been cons iderin g th e anteced
ent "If P has a desire for S . . ." Thus (.30), as so 
amended, will read: "If P has ,1 desire fm S, then if Soc
curs, P will he pleased. " The q11estion then hcconl('s 
\Vhich of these statements i., anal~·tic (true I>~· ,·ir tue of th e 
meanings of the words im·oh·ed ), and which arc synthetic 
(true as a matter of fact, and subject to empirical test)? Any 
answer to this question is fraught with difficulties. 

One possibility is that one of the h~-potheticals i~ aiwly
tic and the others synthetic. (26) would seem to have th e 
strongest claim to this position. The difficulty here is that 
the verification of some of the other hypotheticals would 
seem to gj,·e us as direct and concl11sin· a confirmation of 
the fact that P wants S as docs the \·erific.1tion of (26). 
Thus, if it can lw shown that whcnc\·er I see that \Ir. X is 
humiliated, I am pleased, this wo11ld seem to he as strong 
evidence for the proposition tlrat I want \Ir. X to be lrn
miliatcd as the foct that whcne\'er I belie,·c that my doing 
A is likely to lc,HI to \Ir. X's being humiliated, this in
creases the likelihood of m~ tr~·ing to do A. Hence, it is 
difficult to maintain that (26) tells us what a want is, while 
the other hypotheticals only tell us wlwt is true of wants as 
a matter of fact. In thi~ c01111ection it is ,,·orthy of note that 
one of the standard methods in p~ycholog~· for measuring 
the strength of ,1 desire for something, such ,1~ .1chie,·e
ment, is based on (28). Pictmes which may well produce 
achievement-related associations arc prc~ented to subjects, 
and the~· are asked to write stories ,uggested hy the pic
tures. Strength of the desire is measured by counting the 
achie,·ement-rclated items in the stories. 

Another possihilit~· is that ~cvernl of the statements are 
analytic. If this is the case, "P wants S" is equivalent to the 
conjunction of those statements. But then the falsity of any 
one of them will entail that P docs not want S. I lowe,·er, 
we do not seem to use the term "want" in such ,1 way that 
this is true. HI disc<)\'ercd that humiliating \Ir. X was not 
on your mind ,·er~· much , or .1t all, I would not conclude 
that ~·ou did not \\ant \Ir. X to he humiliated, pnl\ided 
that there were ,·ery strong indications drawn from the 
other hypotheticals. It seems tlrnt .1s \\'e concei\'e wants, 
the lack of any one t\ pica I manifestation might be ex
plained without ha\'ing to giw0 up the hypothesis that the 
want is present. 

Wants as "hypothetical constructs." Despite the 
difficulties in establishing one or more of the h~·potheticab 
as analytic, it seems that if we take all the hypotheticals to 
he straightforw,ndly synthetic, we will be left without ,my 
way of saying what a want is. \Vhat we need is a way of 
conceiving the matter which will allow us to make refer
ence to such hypotheticals in explaining what a want is , 
without ha\'ing to regard any of them ,1s analytic in a strict 
seme. To adequately represent the logical state of affairs 
here, we need to replace the anal~·tic- synthetic dichotomy 
with a notion of the degree to which ,1 statement has the 
truth status it has because of the meanings of the terms 
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in\'oh-cd. The rt' arc so111e ~tatl'nw11h irn ol\ i11g "want" or 
"dl'Sill·" \\'hiclt, ii the~ are trn<·, do not 1·11jo\ that ,tat11, 
through l"ml>od~ ing some feat,ne of till' 11w<1nings of till' 
words invoked. Con~ider 

(.31) "\Vhcn a person is frustrah·d in his attempt-; 
to satish· a desire, he has a tendenl'~ to act aggres
sive I~·." 

If this is generally true, it is a foct which \\'ill haw· to l>e 
estahli~hed hy empirical research. It is smeh no part ot 
what we mean when we s.1y that Jones \\ anb to play golf 
tocla~·, tlrnt he will tend to act aggre~si,ely if he is pre
,·ented from doing so. This purely ~ynthetic statement is at 
one end of the continuum. At the other end there are p11rc
h ,rnalytic statements like 

(.32) "If a person wants a st,1tc of ,1tfoirs, S, he is 
not indifferent to the question of whether S comes 
ahout.'' 

Thi~ statement is such that we could not deny it without 
radically changing the nwani11gs of some of the terms 
involn·d. l11 hetwec11 we h.i,·e the statements, like tlw~e 
011 our prt'\'ious list of hq1othetil'als, which do the most 
to bring out wlrnt it is to want something. Each of the~e 
statements makes explicit some .1spect of the me,1ning of 
"want," ~·et none of them is straightforwardly analytic on 
the model of "All square~ ha, t' four sides." 

There arc se,·eral reaso11s for den~·ing (cmnpletc) anal~'
ticity to ,rn~· of them. First, as we haw· seen, it i, diffic11lt, ii 
not impossible, to formulate any of them so as to exclude 
,1 11 factors that wo11ld pll'\·cnt it from lwin,e: generally true. 
Second, e,en if this could he done, any one of them could 
he rejected, with the po~sihk exception of (:26), without 
any h.1sic change in om concept of a want. One mi,ght say 
that in using "want" as we do, we commit ourseh·es to 
most of these ~tatenwnts being true (if prnperl~· hedged 
in), hut we do not une1p1i\'ocall~· commit ourselves to any 
one-again, with the possible exception of (26). Third, it 
seems that some of the~e statements are more intimately 
i11\'oh·ed in the conct·pt than others. To gi,·e 11p (26) would 
seem to involve nwre of ,1 modification of the conn·pt than 
to gin• up (2~). In other words, if one wen· to den~ that 
what we want has an influence on what we do in the man
ner specified in (26), we would take his concept of desire 
to de\'iate more strikingly from the normal one than if he 
denied that our desires affect our perceptions via a princi
ple lik e (2~)). Fourth, we want to le,n·e open the possibility 
of nc\\' truths acqniring this same intermediate status. 
Thus, if thl' frustration-aggression hypothesis (.31) became 
a secure)~· established part of our knowledge, it might 
come to he involved in the concept of a want in the same 
way as the fact that objects of desire tend to ht> on our 
minds. 

Thus, \\'lrnt a want is can he nwde clear only b~ l>ringing 
out how a want tends to manifest itself in behavior, 
thou,ght, and e.\pericnce: nevertheless, a \\'ant cannot he 
identified with any ,pecifiable set of such tendencies. 
Because of ih ,imilarit~· to a ,·iew worked out h~· recent 
philosopher~ of science (such as C. G. llempel and Hilary 
Putnam) concerning the way theoretical eoncepts in 
science arc related to empirical evidence, we might dub 
this the "h~·pothetical construct" theory of the nature of 
wants, without thereb~ impl~·ing that the set of hypothet-
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iL·,tls ill\ oln·d co11stit11tl's a11 e,plicitl~· worked-out theor) 
in an, ..,tricl s<·ns<· of that !<-rm. To 111ake tlris ,·i<•\\' IIHJI'<' 
prc·ci"L', W<· wo11ld llL'l'd ,1 more subtle ,llld cornph·, logic 
tha11 ,Ill) i11 <'\ist<·11n·-01w \\'hich would rl'place th<' ana
l) tic-s~·11tlwtic dichotorn,· with the notion of the dcgrl'e to 
\\'hich a ..,Lttl'11w11t makes c·,plicit so111e aspect of tlH· 
11wa11i11gs of 011L· or 1110)'(· of tire terms irl\·oh·ed. 

Knowledge of one's own wants. The main olijedion to 
tll<' h~ potlwtical construct ,·iew comes from ,1 considera
tion that lends W<·ight to plw11ome11ological theories-tll<' 
appa)'(·11t fact that a 1wrso11 l,a.., inrnwdiatc k110\\'ledge of 
l1is o\\'11 dPsir<>s. \\'e ordinarily regard the i11di,·id11al l1i111-
self as tlw final authorit~· 011 the question of \\'hat he \\',lilts. 
( >f conrse, lw ma~ not lw sinc<·n· in what lw sa) ,, li11t \\'<' 
do not orcli11aril~· think that om· can he mistaken in ..,up
posi11g that lw \\'anh to pla)· golf this afternoon. \lor<'m'l'r, 
it does 1rcit seem that one has to engage in an~· resL·,ncl1 or 
makt· an)· oli,en·ations i11 ord<·r to find out \\'l1at hl' wants. 
He see111s to know this "straigl1t off," not 011 tll<' basis of 
anything L'lse. But if a \\'ant is an, thi11g like ah~ potlH'tical 
co11stn1d, sm11etl1i11g \\'hich lies lwhi11d 111a11ifL.statio11s ,11,d 
spl'cifiable onl) thrn11gh th<'m, 110\\' could tlwrl' Ill' ..,11ch 
knowledge! 

At this point \\'<• 1111,..,t t'OllH' to grips with tlw plH·110111c·
no11 of l'L'pn·ssio11. :\ccording to pS)Tl1Ci,111ah trc tlreor), 
heha,·ior can he 11wti,ated I>) ch·sin·s of wlricl1 tire ag<·11t 
lras 110 k1w\\'ledge, immecliatl' or otlwr\\ ise; in tlw..,e cas<'"· 
psychic 11wcha11isms lrave come into operatio11 to prc·,·e11t 
this kno\\'ledge, whicl1 \\'011ld lw painfril and/or d,11,gc·rnns. 
For example, a 11wther wl10 overprotects lier da11gl1t<·r may 
act11all)· lw doing \O in ordl'r to pH·,·e11t tlw d,111glrter lrn111 
dev<'lopi11g into a rival, altlro11gl1 sl1e is quite trnaw;in· that 
slH' has this ai111. Tl,ose \\'l10 claim that it i, of tll<' <'ssencc· 
of a dl'sire tlrat th<' possessor know tl1at II<' l1as it, tn to 
counter this 111m·c· b) cbi111i11g that a repH•..,sed dL·sirL· is 
not a desire in tl1l' 11s11al sense of the krn1. B11t this clai111 
can lie ddend<·d onl) ll\ rel~·i11,!..'; on tlw \'l'r\ tlll'sis at is
sue, 11,1rnel,, that a dc·sire, in tlw ordinary 'il·11st· of the 
tl'nn, is h) its ,·t·r) uat11re krm\\·11 as such to its po..,sessor. 
I 11 all) e,·<·nt this nn,ch is clear: If \\'<' regard de..,irl's .rs 
ipso facto kno\\'n to tlwir possessors, tl1en in speaking ol 
repressed LIL-sires \\'t' are using the term in a dilkn•nt, 
tlmugh perhaps closel) related, sense. If, 011 the otl1er 
l1a11d, a repressed desire is a desirL' in the ordinan sens<' of 
the tern1, then it is not part of that ordinar)· ..,e11se that a 
desire· lw known to its possl'ssor. If there wen· no other 
groun<ls for deciding tlw matter, we could rnle in fa,·cll' of 
tl1L' lattc·r position h) invoking the principle that st·11:,,es 
should not lw multiplied he~·ond rwcessity. B11t in addition 
ther<' is tlw fact that tlw Ir) pothetical construct anal)·si,, 
\\'hich ha, much else to rLTon1me11d it, applies to repressed 
desires as mnch as to conscious ones, provided \\'e n·cog-
11ize that such psycl1ological foctors as beliefs and percep
tions can lie repressed ,dso. 

\\'e are still faced witlr tlH' question of how a person can 
ha\'L' inun<·diate knowledge of a desire in cases when· he 
does. On the lr~-pothetiL"al construct view, my knowledge 
that I want to phiy golf this afternoon is based on 111)' 

knmvledge of cl'rtain of the "manifestations" of this d<"sire. 
Hut 110\\· can this lw, since I am not aware of inferring the 
desire from the manifestations! \\le may fin<l this prolilem 
less perplexing if \\'e set it in the context of other cases in 

\\'hich Ill)' knowledge tlrat sometlring is the case is based 
on something, withont my being alilL' to specify this some
thing and \\'itlwut m)· lllaking am· conscious inference 
lrom the one to the otlwr. I know that \\'hat I see out tire 
window is a tree because I mak<· 11se of certain sulitle 
, ariations in color p,1tterns in my visual field; hut I am 
11nalile to specih- in detail \\'hat tlwse ar<', and I certainly 
makt· no conscio11s inference from the one to tire other. 
The sa1n<· thing can he s,1id of 111,· seeing that you don't 
like sonwthing hy olisen·ing the e.,pression on your face. 
Similar!)·, it is not implausible to suppose that when I 
know "straight off" that I want to play golf, I am actually 
going on suhtll' featurc·s of the state of feeling a11d the 
incipient action tendencies that are aroused when tl1e 
..,uhject comes up. '.\:o don ht there is ,1 variet)· of problems 
ahC111t sucl1 kinds of knowledge; but reference to the less 
prnblernatic cases from ,·isu,d perception should s11ffice to 
ntahlisl1 the possibilit) of constrning fir:,,t-person knowl
<'dge of wants in snclr a Wa)· that it is consistent with the 
ln-potlwtical constnrd vic·w. 

How wants ghe rise to act.ions. Different conceptions of 
tlw nature of wants natnrally carry with them differing 
com·l'ptio11s of 1noti\'ational c,planation. If we think of 
\\allh phc·no11w1mlogicall~· as fl'lt 11rges, impulses, 1rneasi-
111·..,sl'..,, or attractions, it is 11at11ral to clescrihe 111oti,·,1tion in 
11wcl1a11istic 111C'taplrors. This was quite common in tire 
Britisl1 ,,ssociatimrist tradition, in which an act of will 
(wl1icl1 thc11 ga,·e rise to action) was thought of as a re
,11ltant of tlH· intl'rplay of co11scio11s forces, nrnd1 as the 
motion of a hod) is a "l'ompro1uise" res11lta11t of a variety 
of forces operati11g 11po11 it. I lowc ·ve r, this \\'as, and re-
111ai11s, notl1ing li11t a rnetaplror. It undoubtedly provides an 
i111agi11ati,·<·I) stimulating way of representing motivation. 
:\1 1y lllftll<'r val1w it l1:1s lies in tlw suggestion that it is 
possil>I<· to de\'ise nwtlrods of 111easuri11g wants i11 such a 
wa~· that principh·s l'a11 lw establish<'d wlrich art' like those 
of 11wcha11ics, in that the~· repres1·11t quantitati, ·e leat1ires 
of actions as a certain kind of 111atlwmatical function of the 
strengths ,111d intcrco11n1·ctio11s of the w,rnts cnrrently 
oper,1ti\'l'. I lowe,·cr, this possibility remains unrealized, 
despite the fact that such recent psychological tlreorists as 
I lull and L<·win displ.t) attacl1111e11t to a :"\ewtonian model 
in tlwir programmatic pro11ou11ce111t·11ts. 

Tlw lrypothdical c011strnct, il'W has a built-in answer to 
till' q11estio11. Principles like (26), which partially make 
1·,plicit \\'hat a want is, also bring 011t what it is for a want 
to ~(i,·c· rise· to an action, and con\'L'rs<'ly, wl1at it is for an 
action to lw e,pbi11,1hle by refer<:'llCL' to a wa11t. \\/ants gi,·<:' 
rise to actions h~ virt11e of tlw fact that it is a lawful gerwr
alization tlwt gi,·en a desire for S and a ht'licf that doing A 
is (or will l<'ad to) bringing alio11t S, there will be a tend
ency to do A, \\'hetlrer or not the agent act11ally does A 
being f11rtlrer dep<:'11dent on wlrat other action tendencies 
,imultaneo11sly e.,ist, as wt•II as on whether factors which 
pre\'L·nt anv action ,it all are present. \Vhen we have laws 
of this sort stated as adequately as possible, we will have 
completed the most f11ndamental part of the job of 11nder
sta11ding what motivation is. } lowe,·er, some problems will 
still renwin. 

Is motivation essentially a process? In order to be alile 
to sa,· correctly that P did A in order to get S, must we he 
alik to specif)· something that happened "in" P which 



could lie identified as his bei11g moti,·ated h~· a desire Im 
Sr Of course, even 011 a pure dispo-;itio11 \'i<·,,·, accordi11g 
to \\'hich I' docs A i11 order to get S ii a11d only ii/'\ doin,g 
A is the aeti,·ation of a certain dispo~ition, wt· at lt·a"t ha\'(.' 
the process of activation. Something m11st han· happened, 
in the en,·iromnent ii not in the person, \\'hich resulted in 
the antecedent conditions heing realized at that monwnt; 
otherwise there would he 110 explanation, along these 
lines, of the fact that the action wa.-; performed at this mo
ment rather than just before or ju.-;t after. :\e,·ertheless, the 
question would still remain a.-; to whether tl1ere i.s 1wL·es
saril~· any psychological process \\'hil'h leads up to the 
action and which could appropriate!~· he called l"s bei11g 

motivated to do A. 
There is no doubt that s11<"h processes do often occ11r. I 

feel the need to discuss an epistemological problem \\'ith 
someone. Various possibilities m·cur to me; finally I settle 
on one and call the per-;on 011 the tch-phonc. But it may 
still he doubted that a process is invoh·ed i11 even· case of 
motivation. In vie\\' of the fact noted earlier-that we can
not identif~· a felt desire in e, ery case of motivation-it is 
clear that we do not im·ariahly get a process of just this 
form. But tho11gh there ma, he 110 occ11nence of a con
scious desire in a given case of nwti,·ation, what about the 
other major aspect-belief? Is it pmsihle for P to he moti
vated to do A without the performance of A having been 
closely preceded hy the occurrence of a conscious belief 
that A would he, or would lead to, the sati-;factio11 of some 
desire? I can go into Frank\ :\'urwr~ in order to get some 
shrubs, without its heing the case that this entrance wa~ 
immediately preceded liy a felt desire for shrub~, or even 
by m~· saying to myself that I want some shrnhs. B11t it 
might still he claimed that the action co1ild not haH' been 
so motivated without having been led up to hy the occ11r
re11ce of a con.-;l'ious belief that shrnhs are (prnhahly) to lie 
obtained at Frank's :\'msery. (Thi-; occurrence could take 
,·arious forms-seeing that shnrli-; are there, remembering 
that shrubs are for sale tlwre, the possiliilit~· that slrruhs are 
for sale there occmring to me, hl'aring someone tell me 
that shrubs are for sale there, ... ) 

There arl' two sorb of cases \\'hich prm·ide possible 
countere:-.:amples for this claim. First, there is habitual 
goal-directed acth·it~·. S11ppose that I am in the habit of 
turning down Y Street 011 m~ wa~· home whenever I \\'ant 
to stop by a drug .... tore. Consider a case where I am taking 
you home 011 the \\'a~ and am planning to ~top by a drug
store. En route I turn do\\'11 Y Street, in a direction away 
from your hou-;e. You ask me why I did that, and I answer 
(truthfully) that I did so in order to go by a drugstore. Yet 
my action was not closely prece(k•d hy an~ conscious teal
ization that turning down Y Street ,,·mild be likely to result 
in my going by a drugstore. \Ve might deal with this case 
in ,·,uious ways. Altho11gh it seems cle,n that an "in
order-to" e-..:planation can he coneetly given here, it might 
still he denied that anything 111otivated me to turn do\\'n Y 
Street hecau.-;e thi" action was one \\'liich clicked off a11to
matically in accordance \\'ith a fixed habit. \laking this 
mo,·e would sm·e the claim that motivation is always a 
con~cious process at the expense of loosening the tie be
tween moti,ation and "in-order-to" explanations. Alter
natively, we might modify tl1e requirement that the rele
,·,rnt cognition ha-. to occur immediately before the ,1ction. 
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It S<'<'III" pla11\ilile to s11ppo~<· tlrat d111i11g tl1<· for111;Llio11 ol 
tlw haliit, it lrad co11..,cirn,..,I~ OlTIIIl<'d to 111<· 111a11~ tinw" 
that turning dow11 Y Stred is. a v;ood \\a\ ol gdti11g to a 
dn,gstore 011 the wa~· lromc. 

:\ more serio11s difficulty <·011c<·111s "111H·o11"('irn,.., rnoti,a
tion" of the "mt studied liy p~~cl1oa11al~ ~h. Ld 1,.., l'omi{kr 
the woman motivated to overprotect her da11v;ltter Ii~ lll'r 
(repressed) desire to pren·nt the da11ghter fro111 de, <·lopi11g 
into a rival. Not only aw her actions 110/ prtTedcd ll\ a 
conscious reali1.ation that doing the "orh of tl1111v;~ "IH' i-. 
doing i.s likeh- to impede her daughter's de,·elopment, hut 
the repression make-. it impossible that ,111~· ~11ch realiza
tions should occ11r. Howe,·er, if we look closel~· at tlw way 
p.-;~·clwanah ~h describe such ca~es, \\'c will sec tl1at i11 
order to retain lllotivatio11al conceptions, the,· ha\'l· co11-
strned the situation 011 the model of co11~cio11-; moti, a ti 011. 
That is, the woman i." s,1id to do what ~hl' does heca11se she 
(unconsciously) secs that doing so will te11d to pn_'\ e11t her 
d:rnght<>r's development. Thm, I,~· e11largi11g the tlwsi" to 
allow for unconsciou .... analog11es of conscious 0l'CUITence 
of helids, it can aecom111<Hlate ps~·d10a11alytic material. 
Fmtl1er discu-;sio11 of this prol,IL,m would require an e:-.:
ten-;i,·e in\'estigation of alternati,e co11cept11al frameworks 
for psychoanalytic e:-.:planation. (See PsYCIIOANALYTIC 

THEORIES, L()(;JCAL STATUS OF.) 

In the foregoing ,,·e 1"1ve restricted 011rseh-es to the 
question of whether moti,ation alway.s in,·ol\'l'S a distinc
tive kind of co11scio11s proces.s. :\o doubt other -;orts of 
processes will he invol\'{·d in one way or another. Physio
logical processes prc"11mahly alwa,·s pla~ a role in the 
initiation of action, and there might well he di~tincti\'l· 
feature" of the physiolog~ of the a11teced<'nt stages of 1110-

tit,ated beha\'io1. \loren\'er, ,·ario11s tlwordical models of 
motivation in P'-)Cholog~ specify distinctive prnce.sses 
im oh ing themetical entities. Thus, according to Le\\'in 's 
rnodel, nrnti,·ation always in\'oh·es the acqui-.ition of '\·a
lences" by ohjech in the "ps~Tlrological field" of tlw imli
,·idual. Such alTounts, althougl1 possibly useful for sci
entific theory construction, ha\'l' little rele,·a11ce to the 
elucidation of moti\'atio11 as \'iewed i11 c0111rnon-se11se 
terms, the traditional concern of the philosopher. 

Are motivational explanations causal? Concern with 
the que-.tion of whether moti,·ational explanation.-; are 
causal has stemmed from the long-term preoccupation of 
philosophers with problems of free will and determinism. 
Actions which we are inclined to regard as free wem to fall 
within the class of rnoti\'ated actiom. Ilem·e, if for P to lw 
motivated to do A is for the occurrence of A to lie caused 
hy the moti\'ating factors, and if cau-;a) determination of an 
action is incompatihle \\'ith its being done freel~·. we are in 
trouble. 

Discussion of the question has hcen hampered hy ob
scurities in the notion of cause and causal e:-.:plan,1tion. 
\lorem er, crudities and inadequacies in the traditi011.1I 
"interplay of COihciousl~ ldt urge"" conception of moti,·a
tion ha\'e made the cat1sal interpretation seelll weaker than 
it actually i-;. Thus, it has been argued that we cannot 
regard motivation of behavior a-. causation of behavior, 
becau-;e desires are not in general conscious 0lTtnrences, 
and e, en if the~ \\'erC', we cannot ~uppose that a momen
tary feeling can gi,·e an adequate expLrnatio11 of an inten
tional action. On the more adequate h~-pothetical constmct 
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~Iotivation and reasons. -\ , uml er ,it r intt:-1111-• rc1r\ 
: f-:' , ,-lier, :rtl itcr Lee!': L 1dw1..:: \\.1tt.::en,tE:-rn. ,uLh '" 
_-\ I \lei lt:-n .mt! C. E \I _\n,L 'IT be. hc1\ E:- l>Et:-n \\" irl-- n.::: 
tlJ\\,H l 1 11nLept1, 11 t m,,t1\at1 'nJ.! t:-xp!J.n<.1t1111 \\ h1Lh 1, 
r,,d!L 1, _. d tfertnt rr m <.1ll\ , > L1r cun,1dered. -\cv)rclrn..: ti> 
th,, \ltc\\ ·t ;, J. "11,L,:._t t11 thn~ I ,1 m t1\,1t1, n.d e\pl..i11,1-

t1nn .i, -~ 11: m..: the pn>Lt-" \\ h1Lh It-cl up t I an clct1nn. or 
mdeed ,i' '\kL ,t~ 111,:,: cln~ thm..: \\ h,c h actuJ.11~ e:-..i,ted m 
tht:- ,pclt11ikr 1:- r,d ell\ mn,mer t of the clct1on. lmtt:-cld. tht:
-:-\pLrn.1t1on •! r \\, !.·.::ht on the adwn h: bnmrin\! out ho\\ 
the ,,..:ent dnt:-, r LE:-1\ E:-. or \\ n 1ld cor.ceJ\ e. the clCtion -

\ ,r TLiIL. ,t tht:- red, •Tl , he .,J.d t< r acting ci ' he d,d. It 
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,1ct1 m. _--\, , reL1tecl to cl p,\drnloe:1c.1l E-nt1t~ exi,tin!! ju,t 
' er ,re tl,e 1L t1, 111. 
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.,, ,1d •1,tr Jlll!! n, •t1\,tt1 m m term, flt antecedt:-nt 
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tt-r dtcr1L '- , t, > rt L1ttc cl ll1'..'. ,omtcth1n,:,: for a red,on .• 1nd 
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\\ 1tl ··r: P \\ere .,,ke It, 11,tll:-- !11, d()Jnf! .--\. ht- \\·ould utt:
R . TL1, \\d] f ,t \\l)rk Jf, "1 un j 1J.lified a f Jrm. One lcln 
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,1t , n. 1,t lite le\ ,-.]llpt:-d t 1rtht:-r hetore 1t c.rn he re-

..:.,r I t' ,t-r· J, Lnritt:-11c!E-r 
The kinds of wants . . \rwther n:,pec t m \\ hich account, 

,t n, tl\,itl ,r, d1tfer tr,,m int: cir 1tl1tr corc-ern, "content" 
~.1tlier ti .1n ··t 1rm." \\ }· ,1t ,(irt, , ,t \\ J.nt, the rt:- c1re rather 
.\ .11, \\ !1,,t t 1, t, lw ,i \\ rnt ,ir h(I\\ \\·,rnt, atfect J.ctinn. Of 

n,e. ,1, \\,11,t, .nt u,u.111: ,pec1fit:-d thert:- i, an indt:-finitE:-
:-1r,d1t: •>I tlten1. tlie \,ind: 1it th111..::, Wdnted ,, J.lmo,t a, 

..:rt,1t ,t, the rJ.f' ..'. t- nt hum.rn po\\er, ot conception . .\e\
ertl t It-". the P()"il ,lit:- rem.tin, th.1t thi~ di\ er~it:-- ccln bt:
,! , \\ t, ,tern tr ,n 11ne ,r J. te\\ bcl,1c pnnc1ple,. H,~tun-

,lh tl tc n (),t import,rnt \ JE-\\" ot thr, ,nrt i~ p~~ cholcn1ccll 
' ,- I ,r 1,1 1. ,tLL"rdrn..: to one 1f the form, of which the on]~ 
tliin,..: \\ lill h men dt:-,ne f11r 1t, O\\ n ,clke is plecl~ure and 
tht:- ,d,,tcme uf pan . cln~ thmg el,e JS de,ired on!~ became 
t ,, th,,u~ht t:-1tht:-r to ,rn nhe plec1,ure or to lead to plea,

mt-. 'i ime hed1mi~t, go rn far cl' to define de~ire in term~ of 
plea,urt:-. Thu,. J. ':, . \!i ll in Ctilitarianism hold, that to 
dt:-,irE- ,omethrn'..!: clnd tll find it plea,ant are. ,trictl~ ,peak-



ing, the same tiling. \\'hen this happl'm, hedonism lw
comes a ,·iew co1wen1ing the "form" of moti\'atio11 as \\'l'II 
as its "content." \lore us11ally, ho,,·e,·er, hedonism is not 
put forward .~imp!~· as a consequence uf the nwaning of 
"desire." 

The mo:-,t pop11lar monistic ,·ie,,· of 1noti,·ation in con
temporary psychology is the dri\'e-red11ction ,·iew. The 
term "dri\'t' .. is \'ario11sly explained in differl'nt s\'Ste1n:--, 
hut it is generally used to denote some stat<' of organic 
tension, which is often felt a.~ unpleasant. Dri\'e reduction 
figures prominently in systems, such as that of Hull, which 
try to explain beha\'ior ,,·ithout using \\'hat we are thinking 
of as moti,-ational concepts; llllt the notion has acquired 
wide currency in psychology. In any e,-ent, it i.~ not 
difficult to translate the emphasis on drive reduction i11to 
moti,·ational terms, \\'hen this i:-, done, it lwcomes parallel 
with psychological hedonism, with drive reduction replac
ing pleasure. Alternatin: forms are 

(33) OnJ,, drive reduction is desired for its own sake. 
(3--1) One desires something only to the extent that 

it has in the past involved or led to drive 
reduction, 

(,35) One desires something on!~· if he expects it to 
im·oh-e or to lead to dri\'t" reduction. 

\1ost dri,·e-recluction ps~Thologists would prefer the sec
ond formulation. It is possible to combine this view with 
hedoni:-,m hy the simple de,-in· of defining pleasure as the 
reduction of drive. 

This view has become popular large!~· because it seems 
to fit relati,-ely easil~ manipulable de:-,ires, like hunger and 
thirst, which, .~i11ce the,· are easily manipulalile, appeal to 
experimentalists. Here the desire ari.~es when a state of 
organic need sets up readih identifiable ~t,1tes of tension. 
It is ,1 spec11latin· leap of consideralile magnitude to main
tain that the same pattern is to be found in desires for 
wealth, power, approval, and recreation, where the tension
reduction pattern is not i11trmpl'ctiH·l~ identifiable, much 
less experimentall~· manip11lahle, The mo.~t prmni:-,in.l.!: 
:-,uggestion along this line is that the ten~ion ill\'oh-cd in 
these "social" dt'sir<'s i~ ~orncthi111.!; like a1l\iet~·, ,,·hich 
has become conditimwcl to the felt al,sence of the object in 
question. \\'hen one hecorne.~ aw,nc of a lack of appr<)\'al, 
this gi\'es rise to anxiety, ,, hich is then red11c1·d ,,·hen 
approval is forthcoming. It remains to lw sho\\'n, ho,,·e,·t·r, 
that thi.~ is in fact what lies behind de:-,ires of the.~e sorh. 
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WILLIAM P. ALSTON 

MO TZU k. --170-c . :391 n.c.), also called \lo Ti, was the 
founder of one of the cla~sical s\'stems of Chinese philmo
phy, \loism. a:-, \\'ell as of a religious communit~-. After 
:-,erving for a brief period a:-, a ci,·il sen·ant, \lo Tzu spent a 
number of years as a traveling counselor to feudal lord.~ 
and princes, and. ha,·ing IH'\'C'r been gi\'t'n the opportunity 
to put his teachings into practice or the world in order. he 
had eventually to lw contented with conducting a school 
and preparing hi.~ di.~ciple.~ for public office. I le left a work 
comisting of 7I chapters, kno\\'n as The Mo T::,u. It is said 
that \lo Tzu \\'as at first a follower of Confucianism h11t 
later n·nounced it to found a system of thought of his own, 
He was critical of Conf11cianism for its emphasis on the 
codes of rituals and social elegance, which were to him 
hurden:-,ome and wastefu I. 

The rigoristic temperament of \lo Tzu made him also a 
man ,,·ho practic<'d what he preached. A chief concern for 
~lo Tzu, for instance, was to reduce the recurren t military 
conflicts among the ft.udal states. There arc records of his 
taking distant journeys to prevent the outbreak of impend-
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111'.! \\,tr,. On orw of l11, 11>urnt·\ ,. ,lLL·orcf1nic: tll the rec.,1rcl. 
he ktd to \\ ,dk ten cLt:,, ,md k11 111'.!hh ,rnd te.ir off piece, 
ot t loth trnm In, garment, to \\r,tp lip hi, ,ore feet. 

\ d1,tmc.ti\e ch.ir.tcteri,tic ot \In Tzu·, thought Wd, hi, 
,tres-. on nkthodolo'.!:,. He dee.bred. --~ome ,tancLtrcl of 
1udic:mL·nt m11,t he e,t,tl1h,l1ecl. To m,tke " propo,ition 
\\ 1thout reg,lrd for ,t,rnd,ml 1, ,11111Ln to determining the 
d1rl:'ct1on, of ,1rnn,e ,u1d ,11n,et on ,l rl'\ oh ing potter·, 
\\ hc.e I. .. He .1tt,1L lwd '...'.n·,,t I mport.rnce to the threefold te~ t 
,t!ld tht· lill1rlolcl ,t.111d.ircl The threefold te,t rner, to 
the h.1,1,. the \ enh.d,il1h. ,rnd the ,1ppliub1ht:, of ;1 prop-
1>s1tw11. E\pLum d 111 pre,t'nt-d.t:, Lrn'...'.U.tl!e. thi, te,t i, 
e111plo,ecl t,1 L"\,llllllle ,L propo,Jt!l)n tor It-- cornp.ttihilit:, 
\\ 1tl1 the lw,t of the t ,t.1bli,hed conception,. 1h cnn~i~t
enc.:, \\·1th L'\Pt'rlt'l1Lt:. ,rnd 1h u,nd11c.i\ eness t,, deqrable 
t,rnl, \\ lien p11t 111tll oper,1tion. The benefits rbulting trom 
the ,1ppliL-1t1on of .t prnpo,1t!l)n, the la,t part of the three
told te,t. ,m· co11cei\ t·d in krm, nt the tourtold ,t,rncLud. 
11.tmel:,. ennLhment ot the poor. inc.re,tse of the popuL1-
twn. n llllJ\ ,ii nt d,rnger. ,md reguL1t10n of di,order. \In 
Tz11 l'\ 1dentl:, wo11ld emplo:, the,e te,t, ancl ,tandard, on 
.di propo,1tion, \\ 1tlio11t e\cept1on. ,md contempor,H\ 
,c.hoLir, h.l\ e ,ometime, L,d]ed h11n .t pragnHti,t. and 
,< mtt1me, ,1 utdit,lri,rn. Therl:' i, a ~ection of ,1\ c.h,1pter, 
in The .\lo T;:11 th,tt h.1, come to be ,pols.en of .t~ the ,ection 
on \l01,t Imrie. \lo,t of the rn.tten,d cont.tined therein hc1, 
little utilit.m,m .ipplic.ttron. but 1t rnu,t ha\ e been \\Titten 
in \lo Tz11·, tradit1nn. 1f not b:- h1, h.md. Thi, logical de
\ eloprnent i, ,m out1.:rnwth ot \lo Tzu \ 111,i,tenc.e on 
",t,rncL1rd of _1uckment'' !mt i, general]\ reg,uded ,1' co11-
,t1tuti111.: a .'\eo-\loi,t mm ement. 

.-\ common problem that confronted all the th111ker, of 
the c.L,ssic,d .tsi:e \\·,,, how to bring order 011t of ch,H,,. The 
,:, ,tern of femLdi,tic. hier,uch:, 111,t1tuted .tt thl:' beginning 
of the Chou ch nc1,t:- h.td crumbled. the Pt·riod of \\·,,rr111g 
'-,Lite, -40.3-222 B.C. w,1, ,etting 111. and thC:' people were 
Ii\ ing in ,11tlerimr ,md be\\·ilderment. H\ \lo Tz11·, d1,1g-
110,1,. the c-luot1L c1i11dition \\,1, brought ,d)()11t b\ ,elt
i,hnes, ,111d p,irt1,d1t\. -\ml the c11re:' ··p.trt1,d1t\ ,hould 
he repl.tced h:, uni\ er,,d1t~ _ .. l·ni\ er,al Im e 1s the ke:,
,tone of \lo Tzu·, teac.hing. \lo Tzu Wd, d1s,ati,fied \\·1th 
Conful'i,mi,;m tor it, gr,,clation in bene\ oknce. ,rncl he 
e\horted e\·er:- one to reg,ird the welfare of other~ .t, he 
resi:,ucled hi, 0\\ n. He \\·,1, con\"inced tlut the practice ot 
u111\·er,,d Im e \\ 011ld bnng pe,ice to the world ,rncl h,ippi
ne,, to 111,m. c1nd he took pain, to demonstrate thc1t the 
pnnc.iple of 11ni\ er,,d Im e w,1, grounded ,imult,rneou,I:, 
in its practic,ihilit:, on e,lrth ,rnd ib di\ ine ,anction from 
Bea\ en. l·rn\ er,,d Im e for \lo Tzu was at once the wa:, ot 
111.111 ,rnd the \\ a~ of God. 

ln contra,t to mo,t Chinese philo5opher-,, \lo Tzu 
,poke of He,l\en with feeling and com·iction. hi, con
< t'ption of it \\d~ ,imiLir to the \\·estern conception of Cod. 
Tlit- "di ot He., \·en Wd, to be obe:- eel b~ man and was to be 
the ,t.111cLtrd of human thought ,rnd dction. Hea\·en lo\ ed all 
men. 1ml it \\,ts the \,ill of He,nen that men .,hould lo\ e one 
another. 'loon after \lo Tzu·, death the teacher'" 5~ ,tern 
became t mhnclied in an organized church with a succe,
sion of eldt·r ma,ters and a considerable following. 

.-\, ,l reliL::1 n,, congregation \loi,m did not last long, but 
c1, ,l ,:- ,tern , ii thought ,rnd tedching \loi,m ranked \\ ith 

Contuci,rni,m tor some two centuries as one of .. the emi
nent ~chool, of the day." \loism wa5 pushed into the back
ground it not into complete ohli\ ion b:, the ascendanc~ of 
Confuci,1111,m for the next t\, o thousand :, ear, and was 
redi,cm l:'red on!~ in recent dec,ide,. 
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Y. P. \!EI 

.)IOC::--.-IER, E.)DIA::--.-CEL :lY0.S-19.S0), French per
sonalist philosopher, was born in Grenoble. He studied 
philosophy from 1Y2.J to llJ27 in Grenoble and in Paris, 
where he wa, successful in the agr£;gation examination of 
JLJ2'-i. -\fter teaching philosophy in schools during 1Y31 
,md lLJ:32. he collaborated with others in bringing out a 
work on the thought of Charles Peguy, whom .\lounier as a 
RonHn Catholic greatly admired. This collaboration \,·as 
extended to plans for a re\·iew to carry on P eguy's work, 
,me! E.sprit was launched in October 19:32. \lounier contin
ued to edit the re\·iew in the face of difficulties, not least of 
\\ hich \\·a~ the feeling of some Catholics that his position 
w.t, virhrall:-· \larxist. He taught at the French lycce in 
Hrussels from lY:3:3 to FJ'3Y. He was called up for military 
service on the outbreak of war and was demo bi I ized 
short!} after the fall of France in !C.J-10. \lounier contrived 
to continue the production of Esprit until .-\ugust IC).J 1, 
when the \·ichy go\ ernment banned it. 

Suspected of sul)\·ersi\·e connections, he spent some 
months in pri,on in l L.J-12. but was eventually acquitted and 
... ettled with his family, incognito, near \lontelimar. 
.\lounier rehimed to Paris in l LJ.J.S, and until his death he 
continued to produce books and a resuscitated Esprit, 
impired by the timC:'s and his personalis t response to them. 

\lounier is the chief representati\·e of the mo\·ement 
known as personal ism. lt is closely related, in the ideas it 
propounds, to existentialism. Personalism, however, is 
distincti\·ely Christian and sees the personal "vocation" as 
~eeking communication between unique persons, whereas 
existentialism is often di\·orced from religious belief, re
jects the possibility of shared values. and is often strongly 
pessimistic concerning human relationships. 

\lounier held that the person is entirely distinc.t from 
the political indi\·idual, \,·ho is "an abstract, legal, self
seeking entitv, asserting his rights and presenting a mere 
caricature of the person." The person is "a spiritual 
being . . subsisting by his adherence to a hierarchy of 
values freely adopted, assimilated, and lived through, 
thanks to a responsible commitment and a constant process 
of con\·ersion." 

The "unique vocation" of the person has little more 
specifiable content than Sartre's "original project." 
\lounier, however, insisted on the distincti\·e character of 
legitimate commitment, which is both personalist and 
comrmmautaire, or directed toward a fellowship of other 
persons. \Ian's chief task, \lounier wrote in Qu'est-ce que 
le personnalisme.:., is not to master nature but increasingly 



to bring about communication leading to universal under
standing. 

Personalism is a natural product of the kind of French 
philosophy that has, since l\1aine de Biran, stressed the 
notion of a self that in some measure owes its being to an 
external reality which it apprehends or upon which it acts. 
Such thinking led Mounier to say that "as the philosopher 
who first shuts himself up within thought will never find a 
door leading to being, so he who first shuts himself up in 
the self will never find a path to others." Mounier criti
cized Descartes, despite his mode rnity , for first adumbrat
ing the solipsism which has since hung over modern man. 
In the economic field, bourgeo is values "exalt the isolated 
individual and strengthen that economic and spiritual 
individualism" that still bedev il s us. i\lounier pointed the 
way from spiritually sterile self-absorption to the appre
hension of reality in the form of not-self, particularly in the 
form of the other person with whom we communicate. The 
primitive experience of the person is the experience of the 
second person. The thou, including the we, precedes the I, 
or at least accompanies it. Mounier's objection to egoism 
was not only to economic individualism hut also to its 
subtler forms, such as a fastidious withdrawal from modern 
vulgarity into the purity of the self. All true living is a 
transaction with the reality of the world and others in a 

process of mutual enrichment. There is no true inwardness 
that is not nourished by its interaction with an outer real 
ity. "\Ve must fine! our way out of our inwardness in order to 
sustain that inwardness. " 
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COLIN SMITH 

MUKAMMAS, DAVID BEN MERWAN AL-, was 
one nf the first m ed ieval Jews to respond to the philosophi
cal challenge of i\1uslim rationalism. i\othing about his life 
is known with an~· ce rtainty, but lw prohab l~- flourished in 
the earl~ ~·ea rs of the tenth century. According to th e ac
count given by th e tenth-century l\.araite historian Kir
kisani, David al-\lukammas was a nati\·e of Haqqa, in \1 e so
potamia. Born into the Jewish faith, Kirkisani sta ted , 
al-l\lukammas becam e a Christian and then stud ied phi
losophy and theology at the well-known school of Nisibis, 
in Syria. Later, as reported by Kirkisani , he returned to 
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Judaism but is supposed to have made good use of hi~ 
Christian learning in his commentarit'S on Ct 0 11esis and 
Ecclesiastes, which have been lost. In the latter part of the 
nineteenth century some quoted fragments of al-\lukam
mas ' philosophical work were discovered in Judah hen 
Harzilai's H e brew "Commentary on the Sefer Yeziralz" 
(early twelfth century). In addition, a substantial section of 
al-l\lukammas' major work, Islmm ,\lakalat ("T\venty 
Chapters"), in the origi nal Arabic, was foun<l by Abraham 
Harkavy in 1898 in the Hussian Imperial Library at St. 
Petersburg, but it was never published. 

This fragm entary and incomplete knowle<lge enables us 
to assert that a l-i\lu kammas' thought was deeply rational
istic, influenced in this direction by the \lu'tazilites (Arab 
theologians). His philosophy was, like theirs, generally 
cast in an Aristotelian mold, modified by some ;\'coplatonic 
elements. He shared with all ~1uslim philosophers a rig
orous view of the divine unity; possibly it was the crystal
lization of this conviction that !eel to his rejection of Chris
tianity and his return to Judaism. His discussion of the 
nature of the concept of unity as applied to Goel led him to 
distinguish between several ways of speaking about unity 
in ordinary language and to realize that none of these ways 
suggests what we mean in speaking of the unity of Cod, 
which is unique. i\lore generally, al-l\lukammas argue<l, 
whenever we use the language of description we imply 
comparison and classification; however, God is incompar
able and unclassifiable. Strictly, then, whether we speak of 
Cod in the language of the Bible or in that of philosophy, 
our language cann ot be un<lerstood in any ordinary sense. 
If Cod is One, then each expression we use in speaking of 
him must he synonymous with every other expression. To 
us e a variety of different expressions adds nothing, there
fore, to our description of God. Al-l\lukammas suggested, 
however-anticipating ~loses ~1aimonicles in this sugges
tion-that although the <lifferent attributions add nothing 
positive, they do have the value of denying their anto
nyms. 

In al-\1ukammas, then, we have the first suggestion in 
medieva l Jewish philosophy of the theory of negative 
attributes. On other matters, such as the doctrine of re
wards an<l punishments, al-\lukammas seems to have had 
no difficulty in blending the traditional thought of the 
rabbis into his rational system. 
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J. L. HLAU 

.MULLA ~ADRA is the name usuall~- givl'n to \.lul~am
mad ibn-Ihrah1m ~aclr al-Din Shfr:lz1 (1,571/1.57:2- lG..tO), 
th e most outstanding of the later \lu~lim philosophers. 
(A lu/la mean~ teachl'r.) He i~ also known Ii~· tlw honorific 
title Sadr al-muta'allihin, "the foremost among tl1e theoso
phers." Born in Shiraz into an aristocratic famil~, he re
CL' ived his early education in that city and hi~ aclvancecl 
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trai11i11g in I ,palian, the Safa,·id capital, \\'here lw st11died 
\\'ith \li'r IXi.rn,'id and Baha' al-Di11 'Ami 11. After completing 
his formal education he retired to a village near ()t11n, 

where Ill' spent ten ~·ears in ;1scdicis111 and self-purification. 
Then, upon the de!lland of tlw P<·rsian k.in{!, lw returned to 
Shirai'. as a professor in the Sl'hool of Allah\\'irdi 1'.h,'in, 
where lw taught and wrote for the rest of his life. Ile died 
in Basra on the return joume~ frolll his se, enth pilgrimage 
to \lecca. 

\Julia ~adr;l wrote over fift~· hooks, n1ost ot tlwm after 
le,l\·ing his ,piritual retreat. All hi, hooks are in Arabic 
cxn·pt his "spiritual deteme," tlH' Sih as! ("Three Prinl'i
plcs") ,111d a fe\\' poems and letters, \\·liich ;ire i11 Persian. 

Hi, works c,111 lw l'lassified into those dealing primaril~· 
with religion, such as hi, cornnw11taries 011 the ()11'r,-lll a11d 
the U.<i11l al-Kii_fi ("Principles of 1'.iit{') ot 1'.ulain1, and thos<' 
\\'hich deal 1110,tl~ witl1 philosoph~ and tlwosoph~·. '11 the 
Litt<·r cate{!ory the most importint i, AI-Hiknwt al-11111t<1-
·ali1Jah fi'l-a.sfar al-arha'ah ("The Exalted \\'isdom Con
cernin{! the Fom Jrn1rn<'Y" of the Spirit"), or simpl~· Asfiir 
r"Tlw Journc~-s''), a work. of mo1111nH:ntal proportions all() 
tlie 1110,t a<h-a11ced \\'ork. 011 J-..la111ic philosopli~. \ltdL-1 
Sadr,-1 also wrote " Lirge 11umlwr of shorter twatises, such 
as A/-,\/ashii'ir ("Tl1c Book. of \let;iph~ sical Penetrations'' I, 
Al-Slw1u1hid al-rub11h1yah ("Di,·ine \\'itnesse,"), and AI
Hiknwt al-'arsh"i!Jah ("The Book. of Theophan~ Inspired I,~ 
the Throne"), which treat ,pt·cific 111ctiph~,ical all() philo
sophical q11esti011,. 

Ill \l111la S;idr;,·, work \lnslilll Perip;itdic philosoph~·, 
especially th,1t of A\'ict·1rna, the ill11n1i11atio11i,t tlwosoph~ 
of Shih;1b al-Din Snliraw;irdi, the gnmtic clodri1ws of 
\l11!1~·1 al-Din il>11-'Arahi and cert;iin the111<', of \lnslim tlH'
olog~· (K.a/a,11) hecalll<' u11ified i11 the hack.ground of Shi"isn1 
and the teachin{!s of the Shi'ite i1nan1s. Tlw philosoph~· of 
\Iull,-1 Sadr:1, ho\\·e,·er, is s\ ntlwtic rather than ecl<Ttic, 
because out of these ,·ario11s threads lw cre;ited a new in
tellectual pcrspcctin· in whil'h reason, ren·lation, ,111d 
m~·stic ,·ision ar<' liannonized into a total, unified ,·ie,,· of 
thin{!s. 

\lull;1 ~;1dr:1 hrou{!ht to frnition tilt' atlt'mpt of \l11slim 
thinkers from the bc{!i1rning of the \liddle .\ges to har
monize reli{!ion and philosoph~. In his thought the tl'nds 
of re,·elation, the dicta ot rea,on, and the verities of {!nosis 
discm·ered through illumination are all con,idered possihl<· 
sources of knowledge and are hlencl<'d to{!ether. Ilis ,,._-rit
ings in fact hricke discursin· and int11itin· k.11owledgt' Ii~ 
lllak.ing the disco,·eries of reason the necessar~ hack.grou;1d 
of spiritual k.11owledge, which is abo,·e reason witho11t be
ing irrational. \lull:1 ~adr,-1 also re, isl'd man~ of the tenet-. 
of Peripatetic and illuminationist philosophy a11d estab
lished philosophy upon a set of principles, 111an~· of which 
were deri,·ed from Sufism, that had not lwen d<,monstrated 
as such ,md hc1d not existed in philosoph~· before 

Tht>se principles include the unit~·, gradation, and prin
cipalit~· of hein{!, hy which is meant that it is bei11g r;ither 
than the quiddity or essence of things that is ultimate!~· 
real. \lon'm·er, being is imv;irdl~ llnified as a s111gle realit~ 
which poss<'Sses states and grad;1tions. It is upon tl1is prin
ciple that \Iulla ~;1dra built his "metaph~ sics of being ... 
Another principle of his philosoph~, is the unit)' of the in
tellect, or intelligence, and the intelligible, of the knower 

and the known. At the moment of intellection the intellect 
becomes identified with the intelligible form of the object 
percei\'ed. Thus, knowledge is intimately connected with 
being and affects the ontological state of the knower. 

~Iull,-1 ~adr:1 also posited the principle of substantial mo
tion. :\ccording to the pre\'ious \luslirn philosophers and 
going hack to Aristotle, motion is possiLI~· onl~· in the acci
dents of thin{!s, not in their substance. ~Iulla $adra thought 
tlwt, on the contrar~·, motion implies an inner becoming 
within the substanee of things and therefore a continuous 
d<'velopmcnt to\\'ard hi{!her states of being (without in any 
\\';Jy impl~·ing the 111odern theor~· of e,·olution). 

Another important prinl'ipk ;isscrted h~· ~lull:1 ~adra is 
the catharsis and independence of tlw imaginati,·e facult~· 
from the hody. There is an inlt'nnediate "ima{!inal world" 
(1111111d11s i111agi11alis) not to lw confused with the "imagi
nation" of current 11sage. Tl,e human imagination is a mi
croco,n1ic aspect of this cosmic illlagination and it is pre
cise)~ in this donwin possessing ;i realit~ of its own that 
ew·hatological problems whose solution escaped earlier 
philosophers t;ike place and can he understood. These and 
ma11~· other principles, sOillt' of whose roots arc to be found 
in tlw writi11gs of tlw earlier Sllfis and philosophers, \tulla 
~;idra sy,ternatized ,md dt0 \'eloped to their full conclusion. 

\l1111:1 Sadrii had man~· stndents, of \\·horn the most la-
1110m are \liilhi \lnhsin F;iid l\.;'ish,-1111 ;1nd ':\hd al-Razz,'iq 
L:d1iji, ,,·ho \\'('rt' a111011g tlw leadi11g Shi'ite thinkers. II is 
disciples prop;igat<'d his works and teachings in both Persia 
a11d India, ;md in fact lw fonnd<·d a school which has domi
nated the intellectual life of Pt'rsia for the p;ist three-and-;i
half centuries. It is, hm,·e,·er, agai11st his world vie,,· that 
tlw fo11ndcr of the Sl1aikhi 1novt•ment, Shaikh Ahmad 
Al1s;'i.' i. \\'role his criticisms. The B;1h, the founder of Bab
islll, also lwlo11{!s to tlw c1n-rent against \lnlla ~adra and 
,honld Ii~ no mea11s lie co11sid< 0 wd as a product of his 
,d100I. Tl1e school of \lnll:1 Sadr:1 is still alin· in lra11 today 
a11d is the mmt i111porta11t traditional school of philosophy 
a11d tl1t•osoph~ therC'. 
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A.D. 1001. 
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SEYYED HOSSEIN NASR 

MURO KYUSO (16,58-173-1), JapaneseConfucianistwho 
was instrumental in defending the Chu Hsi SL'hool of ;'\eo
Confucia11isrn as the official learning of the Tokllgawa 
gm·ernmL·nt. .\luro \\'as horn in Edo (Tok~·o) and was ,1 
pupil of J-.:ino:,,hita Junan ( lo:21- IG9S) in J-.:yoto. In 171 I he 
became, through the J't'l'OlllIIICIHlation of the scholar
statesman :\rai I Iakuseki ( 16.57 - 17:2.S), th<:' official scholar 
of the Tokugawa go\'l·rnment. I le \\'as commissioned to 
compile the Rikuuu c11gi-tai ("Outline of Principles of 
Confucianism") that in 172-1 lwcallll' the st,mdard textbook 
on Chu IIsi's doctrine for all official schools. \I urn in his 
earl~· ~·ear, was not a follo\\'er or the Clrn Hsi school; as he 
tells us Ill his S/11rndai :::.ats111n1 ("C011,Trsations at Suru
gadai"), it was onl~ at the age or -10, after a long period of 
doubt, that he embraced Chu I lsi's thought. The doctrine 
\\'as then under hea\\ attack ll\ :,,uch of the "ancient learn
ing" scholars as Yamaga Sok<-l, lt<-J Jinsai, and Og~-1-, Sorai. 
.\luro bclie,·ed he had been chosen to defeml the teaching 
of Chu Hsi, and to this task lw dedicated the rest of hi:,, life 
with unsparing zeal. 

.\luro's ideas arc not striking!, original, lrnt the~· ha\'{_' the 
power of sincerit~· and com·iction. T~·pical arc his denuncia
tions of h~-pocri,~·, a trait not so uncommon among formalist 
Confucians, and his i11,istencc npon \'irtuc as springing 
from the inner St'!L two of his fa,·orite maxims were "Be 
true to the self" and "The root of e,·il lies in the innermost 
recesse:,, of the mind." 11 is idea:,, on the Cod head hear a 
similarit~· to the Christian conception of the attrilllltes of 
Cod The deity (or deities) is omnipn·,cnt and omniscient. 
lle stressed self-,·igilancc and the realization of hea,·enl~· 
reason in human life. The hea\'l·nl~· order was to he reflec
tl·d in the social one, thus consolidating the imnrntahilit~· 
of Tokugawa societ~·- Ilis sense of the indebtedness (gi) and 
the gratitude (011) man owes to Hea,·<:'n, the earthly lord, 
the parent, and the teacher wa, hound to foster olwdience 
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rather than self-asserti,·ern•:,,, . .\lurn oppos<·d ti)(' scholar:,, 
of the "ancient learning" school, ,,·ho, \\'itl1 otlwr, , ,11p
ported the emperor: .\(urn :,,tood :,,olidh for th<' Tok11ga,,a 
go\'l·rrnnent. I le was also critical of H11clclliis111 all(l Shillto. 
B11t the tid<' ,v,1s against him; espt'l'iall~ i11 ,ain \\a:,, Iii, 
effort to presen e the ancient :,,pirit of the sa1lll1rai who llt<n<· 

and more assimilated into tht' merchant cla:,,:,,. 
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CINO K. 1'10\'ESAN.\, S.,1. 

MURPHY, ARTHUR EDWARD (HHll-ll)f-i:2), Ameri
can philosopher, creator of the phrase "objective relativ
ism." .\Iu,vhy was horn in Ithaca, ;\;,'\'., and recei,·ed his 
training in philosophy at the llniversity of California (A.B. 
in I ~):2:3, Ph.D. in 19:26). 11(' taught succt•ssi,·el~· at Cali
fornia, Chicago, Bro\\'n, Illinois, Cornell, \\'a~hi11gton, and 
Texas: at the last four he was dcpartnwnt chairlllan. 

.\lurph,· attracted attention at an earl~· age with his arti
cle "( >h,1ectin· Ifrlati,·islll in De,,·e~· and \\'hitehcad" 
(Hl:27). He argued that the writings of these two influential 
philosophers exhibited a convergence on a common doc
trine, which reversed a tradition of treating "objects as 
primary, as substantives, and events as characll'rs of oh
jel'ls." In contrast, for Dewey and \\'hitehe,1d "the e\'ent is 
substanti\'c and objects are L'haracters of e\'cnts. Thus 
relatedness, in all its complexity and inll'rconnections, is 
made basic for the ob_wctive world." '.\lurphy, himsl'lf, 
supported this doctrine, which had a vogue for a time. 

111 uno, l1m\'C\'l'r, .\lurph~· attacked \\'hitelicad's Prnc
css a11d Rcalitlj in hi:,, article "The De\'l·lopmcnt of 
\\'hill'head\ Philosoph,·." In later \\'ritiugs he rqwatedl~· 
charged hoth De\\'c~· and \\'hitelwad, among other meta
ph,·siciam, with atternpting to pro\'I' h~· speculati\'l_" 
nwtaph~·sics \\'hat would h<:'tter Ill' offered a~ shl'er specula
tion. to he tested i11 appropriate ccmte:\h. Commenting on 
Dewey, he wrote: "\\'hat .\Ir. D<:'wey says about cognition 
is true of it as he defines it and false of it as more ordinarily 
understood" ("Dewe/s Epistemology and ~Ietaphysics," 
in The Philosophu uf Joh11 Dc1ccu, edited h,· P. A. Schilpp, 
p. :210, E,·a11ston and Chicago, lff1U). 

Throughout his career ~lurphy maintained an aL'quaint
ance \\'ith philosophers of varied opinions. As a graduate 
student on a tra\'eling fellowship, he explored the philo 
sophical currents of EnJ'llpe in l\J:?.-1/ H>:2.5, when realisn: 
was at its height. During the H>:30s his work as hook editor 
of the Journal of Philosophu gave him occasion to examine 
and to pass judgment on the purpose and achie\'ements of 
his generation and the previous one. 

.\lurphy spent the year H>:37/Jl):38 in England, and from 
his remarks it is apparent that he was directly influenced 
hy Ludwig \\'ittgenstein through reading the Blue Book, as 
well as indirectly through \\'ittgenstein\ colleagues in 
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England. I le grew increasingly dissatisfied with speculu
ti\'(' metuphysics, as may he seen in his contributions to 
tlw De\\'('\", \loorl', ,lltd \\'hitehead volumes of the Lihrar~ 
of I ,i\ ing Philosopher-,, I Ii-. di..,ill11si011111e11t with h1-. o\\'ll 

creation, objective relativism, is repo1ted in "\\'hat Hap
Jwned to Objective Relativism." Yet, to the end, it was his 
opinion that the speculative philosophers had opened 
roads to "a better understanding of the values that are 
basic to human life" than had most of the so-culled analytic 
philosophers. 

\lurphy's strong con\'ictions on the importance of phi
losoph~· in u liberal education led him to expend a great 
deal of time on the work of the Commission on Philosophy 
in American Education of the American Philosophical 
Associution. His opinions on this subject are to lw found in 
the chapters that he contributed to Philosophy in American 
Education (I\J-4.5) and in his own essa~1 s. 

\luch of his work illustrates his expressed intent "to 
write philosophy ... with explicit reference to contem
porary issues" (The Uses of Reason, p . .5). His early con
cern with epistemology and metaphysics changed to a 
dominating preoccupation with the uses of reason in ethi
cal and social enterprises. His last twenty years were di
rected toward the working out of a :-.ystematic account of 
ethics. Sketches of this attempt appear in the chapter, 
"The Context of ~.loral Judgment," in The Uses of Reason, 
and in his essays. \lurphy made good use of his powers of 
assimilation und criticism in examining the great moralists 
with a view to extracting and identifying points that must 
be taken account of in any subsequently defensible ethical 
theory. At his death, he left a long manuscript, The Theor!J 
of Practical Reason, which elaborates his Carns lectures of 
HJ.5.5, originally known as "An Enquiry Concerning \loral 
L1 nderstanding." 
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WILLIA\! II. lL\Y 

MUSLIM PHILOSOPHY. See ISLA\IIC PHIL0S0PIIY. 

MUST. \\'hat mu-.t he tnie m 11111st lw done is as \'ario11s as 
the possible meanings of "must." The variet~· of thest· 
meanings is discomagingl~ !urge, hut if it is kept in mind 
that "nrnst" is liasicall~· a modal term, close!~ related to 
"ca11," it--. philosophicalh· interesting nwaning\ ma~· ii<, 
clas-.ified and then clarified without e.\cessin· difficult~·. 

There arc, lmwdl~· speaking, two fundanwntall~ 
differe11t sorts of "cans," one relating to permissions and 
the other to possibilities. (Tlw "cans" of permission all", of 
course, used i11terchangeahl~ with "ma~·," the latter being 
preferr<'d liy most grnmm,nians.) Corresponding to these 
"cans" are two basic sorts of "musts," one relating to obli
gatio11s and the other to necessities. Formal logicians, 

concerned witl1 alethic and d<·tmtic modalities, ltave 
mapped out the structure of this correspondence in a \·er~ 
neat, if high!~· abstract, way. According to the usual ac
count, the "must" of alisol11t<> 1wces-.it~·. a priori or 11om
ological, is interd<>finahle with the "can" of absolute 
possibilit~·. a priori or nomological. Thus, "A must happen, 
or p must he true" may be taken to mean ":'\on-A cannot 
happen, or not-p cannot be true." The "must" of obligation 
is analogousl~· related to the "can" of permission: "A must 
he done or is ohligator~:· means the same as "Non-A can
not (ma~· not) lie clone or is not permitted." Ci\ en these 
relations, it ma~· thus he said that an~·one who is clear 
about the basic uses of "can" should ha\·e no difficult~· 
understanding the corresponding 1.1ses of "must" (see 
C:.\:'-J). 

The "musts" of necessity. There are five basic senses of 
the term "possibilit/' (see POSSIBILITY). Since the word 
"can" is used in all five of these senses, one would expect, 
in \'iew of the above-mentioned correspondence, that there 
are fi\·e reluted senses of "must." This is indeed the case. 
For com·enience these fi\ e senses of the word may he 
listed as ( 1) the "must'' of absolute necessity, both a priori 
and nomological; (2) the "must" of relative necessity, both 
a priori and nomological; (.3) the "must" of epistemic ne
cessit~·; (..t) the "must" of overwhclming probability; and 
(.5) the "must" of im eterate t<>ndency or propensity. 

"Musts" of absolute and relative necessity. In ordinary 
life we may express the fact that whatever is colored is 
nec<'ssaril~· extended by the words "\Vhatever is colored 
must also lie extended." lier(' the "m11st" is used to indi
cate a priori necessit~·. \\'hen, however, we express the fact 
that imsupportecl Lodies necessari)~, fall to the ground by 
:--a~ ing, '"An un-.upportl·cl hocly must fall to the ground," we 
are using the word in tlw sense of nomological necessity. 
One muy also use "rnw,t" to indicute relative necessity, as 
in saying, "If Jon<'s is not here, he must be somewhere 
eb(•." Bllt familiur as this loc11tion is in e\'eryday life, it is 
11nlikel~· that the "must" it contains is normally used in 
such a sophisticated sense. The logic of the relative mo
dalitie:-- is, in fact, high)~· intricate, and careful writers, 
a\\·,ne of the e . .\trerne ea:-.e \Vith which modal fallacies are 
committed, generally employ "must" in the consequent of 
their conditional statements as a sign that the consequent 
follows from the antecedent either liy logical necessit~' or 
by some other firm!~, established principle of inference. 

"Must" of epistemic necessity. A state of affairs is 
deemed epistemically necessary when it follows from our 
knowledge at a given time that the state of affairs did, does, 
or will certain!~· obtain. Examples of this 11se would be 
"I le must have comrnittvd the crime; our evidence rules 
out an~· other possiliilit~.'' and "Having <>xamined the 
room, I can ass11n· you that lie must have entered by the 
winclo\\ ."' 

"Must" of overwhelming probability. It is obvious that 
the last use of "must" is ver:,: close to what may lie called 
the "must" of overwhelming prohaliility, an example of 
which is "lie must fail this time; no one's luck can last 
forever." The point in distinguishing these last two 
"mmts" may, in fact, appear wholly academic, but it has 
considerable significance for the task of distinguishing 
different orders of certainty (as in epistemology, probahil-



ity thcor~ ·, and so on ), and it is ad11ally forl·<·d 11po11 u-; b~· 
the fact that the eorrespondi11g mt0 s of "can" with which 
these "mm,ts" are interddinal>ll0 arc \'l'r~· ddfere11t i11deed. 

"Must" of inveterate tendency. ThC' "nlll~t" of inveterate 
tendency corresponds to the "can" of ability. \\'t· some
times use thC' word "can" to i11dicate \\'hat a perso11 ha, the 
ability to do without implying that lw has the opportunity 
to exercise that ability; thus, "Ile can ~wim, read Fn·nch, 
play chess." The corresponding sense of "must" is used to 
indicate that a particular ability is exercised whene\'l:'r 
possible or that an agent is prone to, e\'en compulsi\'(' 
about, exercising it. Some familiar e:-..amples of this use are 
"Our clog must hark at t'\'ery stranger that comes to thC' 
door"; "\Vhy must he alw,1~·~ tell the same old storyr"; 
'"Tom must fish e\'en· spring and hunt every fall." 

"Must" of circumstantial compulsion. C losely related to 
this last sense are vario11~ uses of "must" ha\'ing roughly 
the force of "being compelled b~· the circ11mstances." These 
are not technical uses, reflecting, for in~tance, a sophis
ticated concept of physical necessit~·. absolute or relative. 
They correspond, rather, to the "can" of opportunity, 
\\'hich reflects a fairly ro11gh and ready icle,1 of what one 
might reasonably expect to happen or be clone undt'r 
certain circumstances. In this usl' of "mu~t" we deem 
certain events or actions to lw out of the question with 
respect to given circumstances. Thus, it may lw said that a 
man must do what he i" forced to do by threats or p1111ish
ment. In such cases there need he no implication that it is 
strictly impossihle , physically, for the man to ha,·e done 
other than what he did do or that had he tried harder to 
resist, he would ncct·ssarily l1a,-e failed. On tire contrary, if 
a man does all tlwt \\'e can reasonably expect of him hy 
way· of resisting coercion, then even if it i'i strictly· possible 
for him to resist until lw falls unconscious, \\'e can still 
truly say that he had to do what he did, that he had no real 
alternative. 

Normative uses of "must." TIH' b~t use of "must" men
tioned abo\'l' shades into the normative or "regulatin,:' 
uses, for the circumstances that ma~· compel an action arc 
sometimes defined in normati\'e terms. Thus, it may be 
said that a man must enter tlie army if he is drafted, that he 
has no alternati,·e hut to report for i11duction. This claim, 
howe\'er, need not be eq11i\'alent to the claim that he was 
under a legal obligation to enter the army. If it can he 
shown that he had no sati~factory alternati\'{_" to entering 
the ann~·, going to jail not being a ~atisfactor~· alternatiw·, 
then the man might truly say, "I must go into the army; I 
have no real choice in the matter." 

Hortatory "must." Before' turning to the pure!~· norma
tive u~es, it is worth ohsen·ing that "must" is ,·ery com
monly u~ed in a mainly lwrtator~ ~ense, as in "You must 
stop that noise; it's dri,·ing me crazy" or "You must read 
this noveL the author is really first rate." These uses ha\'(' 
philosophical interest because the "must" of moral obliga
tion also has a hortator~ force, so much ~o that philoso
phers holding an emoti\'i~t them~· of ethics ha\'e argued 
that this is the onl~· force that the word actually possesses. 
This theory seems plainly untenable, hut there is no deny
ing that the hortatory force of "must" in such deontic uses 
as "One must pa~· one's debts" is extremely significant, 
both for the speaker and the hearer. \\'ith reference to the 
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significmc<' of 'iuch ~taknH·nb for till' ,pt·akl'r, it ha, l><·<'ll 
forcefully argtwd i11 rc·<·e11t ~ ear~ that ,L n1,u1 \\'lio nTol.!;
nizes that lw nn,~t (i11 the di~tindi\'t' moral ,l'll,l'.I 1wrfiirr11 
a certain action i~ ipso facto mm·ed to 1wrfon11 it. \\'e co111-
monly explain a man\ lwha,·ior I,~· wfewnc<' to tlw practi
cal reasoning, moral a11d otherwi~t', that t·,·idl'ntl~ 
prompted it, and if a 111an\ ~e11se of hi~ m\'11 ol>ligation~ 
did not move him to ad in roughly the mamwr that Iii, 
acti,·e intentions mo\'e him to ad, explanation, of thi~ ~mt 
would be impossible. (Compare 1:--:TE:-S:TIO:--:.) In otlwr 
words, if Ari~totle were right that the intellect cannot itself 
1110\T one to ad, then refen·nce to a man's moral or other 
reason~ for acting as Ire does would not, a~ W<' normal!~· 
assume it does, strictly answer the q11estion of \\'h>· he acts 
this way. 

"Must" of obligation. Coming now to "·hat might he 
ca lled the purely normati,·e uses of the word, it can he said 
that a man must do what is required of him hy law, moral
it~·, custom, or convention or e,·cn what he is commanded 
or requested to do Ii~· some appropriate authority. \!oral 
philo~ophers \\'ould, of comse, argue that all these cases 
are to he classified in some special wa~', and different 
logics of obligation have been advanced to deal with spe
cia l features of a particular case. Th11s, it is sometimes held 
that \'C'ry few things arc 11nconclitionally obligatory, as 
doing one's dut~· presumal>ly is; other actions af'l' said to 
be obligatory onh· relati\'e to special conditions. This 
distinction between absolute and relati\'e obligations par
allels the cli~tinction between absolute and relative m·ccs
sity, and moral philosophers sonwtinws tend to use the 
formal apparatus designed for the logical modalities to 
formalize the logic of moral and other obligation as \\'ell. 
In general, it can he said that the logic of obligation is 
c:-..tremel~· complicated and problematic, a~ an· the prob
lems of moral philosophy generalh·, and no attempt to 
analyze these notions will he made hen·. 

Is one sense fundamental? Although thi~ article began 
with the claim that there are t\\'o basil' sorts of 
"mu~ts"-tho~c of nece~sit~ and of obligation-the qlll'S
tion arise~ \\'hether these h,·o ~orh are really on the ~ame 
level or wlwtlwr one is actual!~· more basic than the other. 
This que~tion is an enonnousl>· complicated one, going to 
the heart of some of the oldest issues in philosophy. In 
\'it:'\\' of the e:-..treme complexit~· of tlw issue, only a few 
hrief remarks can lie made here. 

Considering tht' analogou" points made ahout the "cans" 
of possihilit~·, it can be -;aid that the fr111da111ental u~e~ of 
"must" in the sense of nece-;'iit~· crnH.:ern a priori and 110111-

ological nece~sities. :\fm,', l'111piril'ist philosophers ha,·e 
traditionally taken a \'er~· dim view of nomological neces
sities hee IF); for them such necessities (or "real connec
tions") simply do not exist in natme. If, according!~·. \\'t' 
can legitimate!:, speak of nomological necessities, 011r 
remarks 111mt he interpreted as somehow elliptical for talk 
ahout laws of nature, \\'here these law~ are com:eived a~ 
statements or principles concl·rning the regularities that 
actually ohtain in the natural order. \1any snch interpreta
tions of nomological neee~sities han· been defended in the 
literature (on this see IF and LAWS OF scrn:--:cE -\:--:D LAW

LIKE STATEMENTS), h11t their gcnt0 ral import can perhaps 
lw indicated more l'Oncretely hy the following claim: To 
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sa, that it i-. 11011wlogically IllT<'Ssan that all A's an· B'-. is 
to -.a~, ,·1·r~ roughh, that our i11d11cti,·e t·\ idem·e concern
ing A\ and B\, is s11ch that th<' -.tatclllent "All A\ are B's" 
111a~ lw affirmed \\'ithout resen atio11 and that tlw negation 
of this statt'11wnt-n,111wly, "Some A's arl' not B\," 11111st 
(in tlw sense of ought to) lw disregarded as Ltl,c. In other 
words, according to some empirici-.ts, to speak of certain 
staks of affairs as ph>·sicall>· or nomologicalh nt'l'l'Ssar> (to 
"ay that the~· 111u-.t OlTllr or ol1tai11) is to e,1ness one's rea
so11t'd confidence that the facts of the world arl' such that 
stateml'11ts cll'scrilii11g these states of atfoirs ma~ I ,e safe I> 
affirmed in all contexts of di-.c11ssirn1 and tl1at denials of 
tlw"<' -.tat<>nwnts 11111-.t (ought to) lw rejl'cl<'d as falsl'. If 
,·i<'WS of this general sort are at all t<·nahle, it w01dd thl're
fon, folio\\' that th<' "mu-.t'' of 11m1Hilogil'al 1wct·ssil\ is 
11ltimat<'ly reducil>le to the "cans" and "11111-.ts" of permi-.
sion and ohli_gation-that is, to the pmel> nonnati, t· use" 
of these words. 

In connection with tlw ''nrn ... t" of a priori 1wcl",-..it>, 
nominali.\h are t> picall> a11,io11-.. to 111ake a si111ilar nw, e. 
According to these thinker-., then· i-.; JI() Platonic domain of 
1wce,sary truths. State1rn·nts to tlw effect that -..i1ch a11d 
s11ch is a priori nelTSs,n> must ratlwr lil' i11terprded as i11 
\Ollle wa~ come~ i11g <'',se11tiall~ li11g1Ii..,ti<· i11fmmatio11. 
A. J. Ayer once exp1t·s.-..ed this\ i<'\\' Ii\ sa>·i11g that rn·t·t·ssar\ 
st.tteme11ts simpl>· record 011r det1·1111i11atio11 to 11,t· -.yml>ol-. 
in a certain \\'a>·, a11d nwH· rect·11tl> it l1as lwt•11 argued that 
such stateme11ts arc best understood a.\ "ol>i<Tt la11g11age 
s1nrngat<·s for lingui ... tic rules." I Im,·t·\ t·r <'\actl> tl1i-. 110111-
i11,dist positi011 is IH'st stated, it is clt-ar tl1at if tlw g<'IWral 
position is s01111d, the "nlllst" of a priori IH'l'l'...-..it> i" ,,lso 
reducible to the "cans" a11d "1I111-.t-;" of pt·rmissio11s and 
oliligatio11s. For li11g11istic rnk" pH·-..l·rilw what may m 
11111st not (ought not) lie inft·rn·cl frn111 1·c1taiu pr<'lllises or 
\\'l1at ma> or mm· not lw affir11wd, gi\'l'II the lon11al -.;trnc
turc of a particular language. 
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BHUCE Al1:\'E 

"MY DEATH." Philosophers, psychologists, and nm't'l
ists ha,'l' written a great deal on the topic of "one's own 
death." It is hard!) debatable that most h11man lieings 
,·iew their own deaths with more concern than they do the 
deaths of others-at least of those to whom they are not 
bo1111d Ii>· an>' strong affection. A number of writers ha,·e, 
howe,·er, claimed a great deal more than this. According to 
some, a person cannot even imagine or concei,·e his own 
death, although he has apparently no difficulty in imag-

ining or concei\'ing of someone else s death. According to 
another aeco1mt, in statement-. about one's own death tht" 
meaning of the word "dt,ath" is not the same as in state
ments aliout the deaths of other~. Th<' aim of the present 
article is to c.xamine l)()th these views. 

"Our own death is unimaginable." "Our own death," 
writes Fre11d, "is 1111imai~inablc." "It may lie considewd 
axiomatit_·," in the words of Karl \lenni11ger, "that the 
human mind cannot concei,·e of [its] non-existence." It is 
impossible for an individual, write T\'. L. Farherow and 
E. S. Slmeidman, t\\'o leading students of the psycho log>· of 
suicide, "to imagine his o\\'n death . . a state whl're 
there 1s 110 111011, I, after death." All these writers are psy
chologists or ps~Thoanal>·sts, liut the same view is ad
' a11ced liy thinkers with , er>· different affiliations. Thus, 
according to Cl1ancellor ,·on i\hiller, Goethe made the 
following "quite definite pro1101111cement": "It is entirely 
impossible for a thinking being to think of its own non
e.\istence, of the ll'rmi11ation of its thinking and life." 
Coethe apparently took this to he l'vide11ce for personal 
immortalit\, for lie \\'ent on to remark that "to this extent 
e,·er>·hody carri1·s \\'ithin l1ims<'II, and quit<' involuntarily 
at that, the proof of his mvn immortality." Similarly, the 
Alllt·rican prag111ati-.;t Sidne, I look observes that "we can
not imagine oursel\'l·s dead," apparently regarding this as 
a statement not i11 need of defense or proof. LT11like 
C<wthe, 110\\'t'\'<'r, I look denies that the unimaginahility of 
01w's own death is any e,·idence for immortality. As for as 
is known, 110111· of tlH· writers just q11otcd maintains that 
ollr 11011exis.te11c·t' lwfore Wt' wen· horn is either unimagi-
11alile or i11co11ceival>k. 

At first sight at least, tlwre -.e1·ms to lw something ex
c<·<'dingl> odd about all tlwse statements. It seems quite 
plain that human lwings not infrequently imagine and 
COlll'<'i\'l' of tlwir ow11 dt,aths without the least ditficulty, 
a-., for ex,unplt·, wh<'ll thf'y take out lift, ins11ranl'<' or when 
tht·y admonish tlw111s1·h·<''- to clrin, more carefully. Nor is 
it at all difficult to explain \\'hat a per-.011 imagines when he 
tl1i11ks of his own dt·ath. "\Vhe11 I die," wrote Bertran<l 
Hu ... sell in a f.t11HJL1s pas-.agC' (in "\\'hat I Belit·ve"), "I shall 
rot and nothing of 111> ego will survive"; and it is surely 
tl1is tl1at 1woplt· \\'ish to a,·oid or put off. A 1wrson thinking 
of hi" 0\\'11 th·ath i-. thinking of the destruction or dis
int<'gratio11 of his hody and of the cessation of his e.xperi
ences. 

Yes, it will Ill' remarked, to c<>nceive of one's own death, 
it \\'011ld he q11ite sufficie11t to conceive of the ce~sation of 
one\ experiences; !J11t that is precisely the trouble: a per
so11 cannot, 110 matter how hard he tries, conceive of or 
imagine such a cessation. "\Vlwnever we make the attempt 
to imagine our death," in the words of Freud, we can, on 
retiection, "perceive that we really survive as spectators." 
\Ve are not, then, real)~, imagining our own death, since as 
spectators or witnesses \\'e are still around; and the at
tempt to eliminate ourselv<'s as spectators is hound to fail. 
It is hound to fail because as long as we do the imagining, 
we are still present. 

This argument surely confuses the content of a thought 
with the fact of its occurrence at a certain time in the life of 
a human thinker. It is analytically (and trivially) true that a 
person must lw alive in order to think of anything at all, 



just as it is a11al~ticall~· true tl1,1t his thinking must take 
place at some mo11wnt or mome11h and m11st he (_·ondt1ded 
by means of symbols of some kind. But nothing what
soever follows from this aL011t the (_'Olltent of his thoughts: 
it does not follow that he is thinking alwut the moment at 
which the thinking takes place or about the s~ mhols he 
uses. To take a simple i1!11Stration: it is nm,· :3:2:3 I'.:\!., 

August 12, HJG.5, and I am wondering ho\\' and "·hen the 
war in Vietnam will come to an end. '.\ly thought here is 
clearly not ahout the moment at which I am thinking it or 
about the fact that I am employing certain English \Yorck 
Similarly, the fad that I 11111st he ali,·e in order to think 
about my death docs not mean that m~· contin11ed exist
ence is part of the content of m~- thought:--. Occasionally, I 
do indeed think about 111,· (still) being ali\'e or 111~- going to 
be alive at some later tinw, hut m~· 0\\'11 present or future 
existence is certain!~· not the subject matter of all 111,· 

thoughts, although ,di m~· thoughts nrnst O(_'(_'l11' \\'hile I am 
alive. 

It should be pointed out that in Freud's argument the 
word "spt·(t1tor" is used in a ven· spe(_'ial sense which 
must he careftdl~· di:--tinguishcd from another, more famil
iar sense. In this more familiar sense, thinking of one"elf 
as a spectator doe:-- imply that one is thinking of oneself a:-
not dead. Tl111s, let 11s snppost' that I make plan:-- to ,·isit 
London next summer and to go to look at Coldie, the 
famous freedom-lo,·i11g eagle i11 the London Zoo. In think
ing ahout this ,-isit I delilieratel~· include m~·self among 
the spectators. S11l>sequently , it turns out that I cannot \'isit 
London, and I think again about Coldie and the people 
who will \\'atch her, hut this tinH· I delilwratcl~ excludl' 
mvself From the :--pedator:--. Let us call these two thoughts 
T

1 
and T

2
, respective!~·. It sure!~- makes perfect!~· good 

sense to sa~ that in T
1 

I did, hut in T~ I did not, include 
111\'selt as "pedator, and to inel11de mw:--t·lt a., ,1wctator i11 
this sense implies that OIH' imagines or eoncei\'(_"S of one
self a:-- being ali\'C'. I !er<', it :--lwnld he noted, m~· being or 
not being ;1 spectator is part of the content of 111, thought:--. 
Ho\\·e,·er, this is ele;1rly not the sense in which Freml 11:-,es 
the word; for in hi:-- "eme tl1e mere fact that I am thinking 
T 1 and T~ makt·:-- me a spectator in both of them, quite 
regardless of their content. in T., I am present as spectator 
in Freud's sense although I defibernteh excluded myself 
as a spectator in the other. more familiar sense. If the argu
ment of the preceding paragraph i" srnmd, we ma~· charac
terize Freud's pro(Tdure in the follo\\'ing \\'a)': he i11\'alid
l~· coneludes that he(_'au:--e a per"on mu:--t he present as 
spectator in all his thoughts in the special sense in which 
this logicalh· fnllo\\'s from the mere fact that he is thinking 
them, the person m11st also he present as spectator in the 
more familiar sen:--e in \\'hich this te lls us something about 
the content of his thoughts. 

The confusion of writers like Frend and Coethe can 
perhaps also he hrought out in the following \\'a~: It is 
maintained that I cannot imagine or concei,·e of my o\\'n 
death. but it is granted that anothe r person, say, B, can 
imagine and concei,·e of my death. But what is B think
ing of when he is thinking of my death? Anything more 
than the dissolution of my body and the cessation of m\' 
experiences? Surely not. Furthermore, B's being alive 
while he is thinking of m~- death is not regarded as a dis-
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q11alihcation. it i, not takt·11 to afft.d the crn1k11t of his 
thought. I le is not, just l>e('amc lw is ali, t' , tl1i11ki11g al>011t 
m~· death as well as ahrn,t his o\\·11 l)(_'ing <di, L'. I I<- rna,. of 
conrst', think about hoth. hut thinking ,d>ollt tlw formL'r 
does not require him to think at the :--alllL' timL' ;d1rn1t tliL' 
latter. But 1f the fact tlwt B is ali\'(_' "·l,ile l,e thi11k:-- ,d>ot1t 
m~· death does not affect the content of his thought. \\'h~ 
should thL' fact that I am ali\'e when I think of thL' di,sol11-
tio11 of 111~· bod~· and the (_'essation of my experiL'n('es ,dfect 
the content of 111~· thought and require one to sa, tl,at I, 
unlikL' B, am not thL'n thinking of my death r 

Again, it is granted that \\'e c;111 imagine or co11cei\'e of 
our non(·xistence before we were horn. I Io\\'e\ er, ju:--t a:-
\\'(_' have to he ali\'(_' \\'hen \\'(_' think of our death, :-,o \\'I' 

haH" to he ;ili\'e \\'hen \\'e think of our nonexistence be
fore birth; and \'d thL' writers who maintain that our death 
is unimaginahle or in(·on(_'ei\'ahle do uot rL'gard this ;is ;1 
rea:--on for concl11din,g that our nonexistence before hirth is 
unimaginablL' or incon(_'ei,ahle. 

To achi(_'\'(_' a complete diag11osi:-- of the L'onfusion we 
h,l\'e been clisct1:--si11g it would he n<•(·e,sar~· to snpph· an 
;}(_'(_'Ount of the ,ariot1s \\·a,-s in \\'hi(_'h th(_' \\·1mls "imagine" 

and "concei\'(_•" art· llsL'd in different kinds of sit11atio11s. 
Ho\\'e, ·er, 110 s11ch a(_'cm111t i:-- required to SL'e that thL' 
writer, in question are cmdt,:--l'<l. For in whaten:· r sense or 
senses the death:-- of others and the nonexistencL' of onL'self 
hcfore hirth (_'aJJ lw im;iginl'd a11d con(_'ein·d. in precise!~· 
this sen:--e or senses L'all thL' death of oneself al,o he hotli 
imagined and concei\'ed. 

Annihilation of the spectator. Let 11s no\\' turn to the 
other of the t\\'o ,·ie\\'s nwntioned at tlw beginning of this 
artic!L'-that "dl'ath" docs not mean the same in state
ments about one's o\\·11 d1·ath a:-- in :--tatements ;d>o11t the 
death of other people. Frnm reading I il'idegger one gd:-
the imprcs:--ion that thi:-- i:-- OJH' of tlw co11clu:--io11s lw rL'ach
e:-- in Division Two, Section I, of Being awl Ti111e. llnfort11-
natel~·, his terminolog,· 1s so ohscllrt' that it is impossible to 
lw :--ure. Ho\\·e\'er, Peter Koe:--te11ha11m, one of hi, :\meri
can cli:--(_'iples, lia" re(_'entl~ prL',('nkd a lm·id defen"e of 
this ,·iew, which 11Hnem·(·r seems to L'Xpress VL'r~ ,veil w)i;1t 
nwn,· exi:--te11tiali:--ts lw\'e l>('(_'IJ tr\'ing to s;1~· on thi:-- :--11hject. 

l'11like Fn·ud, Koe:--tcnhaum rn;iint,1i11s t1"1t a iwr:--011 can 
eliminate himsL'lf as :--pt·dator and henc(' that liis o\\'n 
death is not u11inwgin;d>IL' or i11(_'011cei\'alile. I Io\\·e,·L'r, if 
and insofar ;1:-, somebody succeed" i11 t·liminating himsL'lf 
as spectator, the word "death" takes 011 a different mean
ing. "011r death." write, Koeste11ha11m, "is generi(_'alh· 
different from the death of others " ; we en(·ot111ter here "a 
\'ery :--erious and altogethL'r f11nd,1111L'11t,d a111biguit~ in the 
word 'death.' .. A "plwnomt'nologi(_'al" anal~·sis di:--closes 
that \\·hen we think of the dL'ath of another ,ve L'liminatL' 
"an object within the world" without at tlw same time 
eliminating "the ob:--L'n·i11g ego or subject." If a man t·xam
ines clmel,· "·hat he mean:-- b, tlie death of another iwr:--011, 
"he recognizes that he himself is still in the picture: he is 
the obse1Yer (_·ontemphiting the ,Cl0 ne, even if the scene 
ma~· be on!~· in hi" imagination. Death is an (_'\'ent within 
the world, while the life-world, the \\'orld of human expe
rience, perdures" ("The \'italit~ of Death," p. I ➔ I). Our 
meaning is altogether different, ho\\'e,·er. when we think 
of onr o\\'n death. :\ careful phenomenological an,d~ :--is 
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llll!,t t·\<1I11HH.' more th.tn the ph> ,1cd d1s111tegr.1t1()11 ot the 
111dn1dt1,t!\ hod> It ,,ill then be ,een th,it "m, m,·n death 
llll',u1, tlw toted cl1,inte!!r,1tion ,md cl1~,olut1011 ot m> tL·orld. 
Thl' de,ith ot Ill> ,elt i, \\ ell cle,uilwd phencimeno]ogicall> 
Ii> thl' term, ·, oicl' or ·encounter ,, 1th :\otl11112:ness' .. 
1/J1d .. p. 1-12 In m;' thuughb ,diout the clec1th, of other, 

tlw "centr,d f,ict'· h "the continuou, pre,ence ot rn;' o,,·11 
,L,lt cir ego c1, the ine,cap<1hle C1b,t 0 f\ er". 111 m, thoughts 
,diout rn;' own cledth "the centr,d t,ict h thc1t the obserrer 
him.self dies or urnishe) .. ibid. It i, fnr thi, red,'-m that d 
c,md1d "conlrontc1twn ,, rth m> 1i,, n de,ith ,1ilrn1erge, me 
rnto the deepe,t ,Lite ot ,lll\iet\ ... \\'hen I tu!];' re,1lize 
,, hc1t m;' m,·n dec1th me,rn, I ,een1 to m, ,elt "likL· ,l fallirn! 
lllJ(h Ill ,l cl.irk ,rnd inn111te ,ii);'" .. "()11tl111n ()I dl1 E\1,
tent1c1l Theor;' of :\euro,e, ... p. I 3 

The d1,,1ppPc1r,mct 1it the oli,en er in tl1e thought ot 
one·, ci,,11 de<1th "ent,iil,. in ,l ,en,e. the di,dppe.udnce ot 
the ,,oriel itself." If ,ll1\iet;' 1, not .dlcl\\ecl t11 111terfere ,,·ith 
"hone,t ,u1c1!;' ,,, ... <1ml if I "think ot 111;' dec1th ,1, the end of 
e, er;' thing. tl1en. 111 ,l rn,mner ut ,pe<1k111!!. I rnu,t tl11nk ,1, 
,,ell ot the term111,1twn ut the u111,er,e 1belt ... Ith ,l "phe
nomeno]ogic:al error" to re1urcl tl1L· thuught ot rn> cle<1th ,1, 
,imp];' being ,l tlw11:.rht ot the ce,,c1t1on ut rn, he,irthedt,. 
m;' bun,d. ,rncl ,irmL1r e, Pnts ,,cc1JI11p,rn1ed h;' tlw continu
c1tion ot the ,, oriel. "Th,tt 1, not I ci,, the threc1t ol m;' o,, 11 

de<1th pre,enh 1bell to me.. "The \"1tc1lit> ot De,ith." 
pp. 1-12-1-13 . If I led\ e tl1e c1mt111u,1trn11 ot thL· \\ oriel in Ill;
picture. then h<1, e ,urrept1tiou,l;- clltd erroneou,l;
,lippecl 111;- ,elt bc1d; into tl1t '-ltlldt1on ,1, .. ,orne ,ort uf 
ekrn,t! oh,en er ... To d\ 01cl thh phenoml'nologic,d error I 
mu,t remember thc1t 111;- cle<1th i, thL· cledtl1 iii the obwn t·r 
h1m,elt dnd th,1t '\, ith the e:-..t111ct1on ot the oh,en er. 
the entire ,cene, ani,he-. ,is,, ell. .. Hence. "m: 1m,1ge of the 
de,1th ot m;' ,elt i, tant,1mount to dssert1nS?: tht· encl ot 
the ,, oriel" ibid. 

It cm hard!;- be denied thdt there 1, ,1J1ne trntl 111 tl11, 
ctcco1111t. \\'hen people th111k ,dim1t their dedth, tl1L·> do get 
pie ture, ot , oick of t,dling throuv:h cLuk dh;- ,,e,. ,rnd tl1l' 
like. To hrinv: honk to thenheh e, the utter hn,d1t> ot 
cledth. people ,c1;- thirn:r, like "\\'ith m;- cledtl1. Ill;' ,, mld 
cu111e, t1J ,rn encl ... \ornet1me,. perh,1p,. the, t·\ en ,,1;
"\\'1th m, death. the ,,·oriel comes to an encl." It 1, ,d,1i trne 
thdt ,,·hile it i, ,tt least logical!;' ,me! ,tt time, ,d,o ph, ,i
l·,dl;- puss1hle for me to ,, itness the dedth of otl1er,. 1t r, 
lliit e, en log1c.11l;' po,,ihle for me to ,,·itne" m;' o,, n 
dl',lth '\e, erthele". koe-,tenbaum\ pre,ent,1t10n 111, oh e, 
tl1e ,,1me cuntu,11in d, Freud\ an:z:ument cor1s1clert-d ec1r
lier. ,me! IlCltliirw he ,d;-, hc1, the ,lighte,t tenclen_, to 
,ho,, th,1t ,1, ,1pplied to me and to other~ the ,,·ore! "cledth .. 
1, ti-eel in different ,en,e,. Hm,·e,er man;' picture, ot 
, Ilic!~ ,rncl db;- "e' md;' accompa;1;' m;- thoughh. it h not 
the,e picturh which mdkl' them thoughh of m;- death. \h 
thuughh dre thmurhh ot m;' cle;1th in,ofar ,1, the;- c1re 
thoughts ul the d1-integrat1on of m;' bod;' ,rncl the ce,qticm 
,ii m, e\penence,. In thinking the,e thou!!hb I c1m. ot 

,i 1r,e. pre,ent a, the thinker. but this doe~ not mean thdt 
I hd, e ,urrept1t10u,l;' introduced m;' li\'irnr ,elf into the 
'~<mtent ol m;' thought. '\or doe~ the fact that it i~ lo!!icall;' 
P1J"1hle ti>r me tll ,,·itnes, the death of other~ but impo,,i
hlL tor me to w1tne" m;- o,, n death ,how that "death .. 
mea11, ,ometh111g different in the two cases. It is abo logi-

,di;- impo-,-,ible for me to e:-..perience somebocl;- ei,e, 
anger or plea-,ure. but this doe-, not sho\\' that "anger" and 
"plea,ure" ha, e different meaning, ,,·hen attributed to 
,omebod;' el,e and to me. In fact. d., we -,a\\' in the Ia-,t 
-,ection and ,1, we again sa,,· a moment av:o, it is quite clear 
that ,,·h,1t ,l person means b;' "death" not in the -,en-,e of 
d"ociated imav:e-, or feelin!!s, but in the only rele\'ant 
,en~e of reterenti,d or cle,cnpti, e meaning I is exact!;- tl1e 
same in both C,he~: the di,integration of the indi\'idual\ 
bud;- and the cn,ation of hi-, experiences. The word 
"de,1th" i, not one whit more ambiguous in -;uch a ca,e 
th,rn. ,a;'. the,, ore! "Lither. .. It A. ,a;' s about him-,elf that he 
i, a Lither. thi-, m,1;' be ,h~oci,1ted ,,·ith feelings of pride or 
,ll1\iet;- ,, hich he doe, not experience when he ,ays about 
hi, colle,1gue B thc1t he too i, a father. but this does not 
mc1ke the word "tdther" ,unbiguous. koe-,tenbaum not
\\'ith,tanclinv:. \\'e do not ha,·e in the case of death. an:-,· 
more than 111 the ca-,e of fatherhood. "genericall;-· different 
phenomena." 

It i, true thc1t 111 order to think of my death, it i-, not 
enouv:h to think of the ce,,,1tion of m;- heartbeats or of 
other boclil;- function...-! mmt abo think of the ces-,ation 
of m;' experience,. Ho,, e, er. I do not also ha, e to think of 
the <1nnihiLltwn of the \\'orld. In this connection koe-.ten
b,mm i, \cWilt;' of an illic1t trc1nsitiun from "my ,,·arid" to 
"the ,,·oriel." It muq 111deed be granted that ,,·itli m;- death 
m;- ,,·arid come, to an encl: for 111 thi-, conte:-..t "m;' \\'oriel" 
i, Jmt ,1 rhetoric.ti ,,·a;' ot reterring to me or m;- life. It 
ll1d;' ,d,o he v:ranted that the encl ot m;' life or my ,,·arid i~. 
in a manner of speakina, the end of e, er;' thing or the end 
ot the world. It 1, the encl ot e,·er;' thing if the "manner of 
-,peaking" c1mounh to tlie qu,d1fication that it is the encl 
of e, er;' th111gfor me or in my experience. If the "manner of 
,1wakinv:" i, cleletecl. a, hc1ppen-, in the later -,tage., of 
l--.:oe,tenhaum \ c1ccot111t. tlwn the tran-,1tion trom "m;' 
,, orld" to "the ,, oriel" become-. illegitimate. If I die, if m;
,,·orlcl cm11e, to an end. 1t doe, not folio,,· that the \\'oriel 
come, to ,rn encl-c1t le,1,t not unles-, ,olipsism is true. and 
,olip,1,m l1ere mean, my ,olipsi-,m, nut an;-bod;- el-,e's. In 
tc1ct. to Jllcke b;' \\'hc1t h,1ppenecl after the death of other,. 
e,tch of u, h,1, e:-..trenwl;' good ground-, for -;uppo-,ing that 
,dtn Iii, \\'or]d come, to dl1 encl. the world will go on. 
koe,tenbaum\ phenomenological ,rnal;- -,is appears to be 
in error herL·. In thmkin-:r of our o,,·n death ,,·e do not sup
po,e that the world i, going to come to an end al,o. To 
!!i, e 1mt t,,·u example~: people \\'ho em·: the ;- oung be
cc111,e the;' ha\'t: man;' ;' edr-, ahead of them certainly do not 
,uppme that the ,,·oriel \\'ill be annihilated \\'hen the;' die. 
,rnd the ,c1me i, unque,t10nabl;' true of an: bod;- ,,·ho 
m,1ke, hi, will. E,·en exi,tentiali,t philosopher-,, it ma;-· be 
noted in pa,,irn!. ,1ppoint literar;' executor-,. If. ho\\'e,·er, 
phenomenologicdl an,d: ~i-, real!;' di,closecl that human 
beimr, belie, e the world to come to an end upon their 
death. then phenomenological anc1l;- ~i., would disclose that 
,, hen human being, "candid!/' think of their death, they 
hc1bitu,dl;' belie, e a fal,e proposition. 
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PAUL EDWARDS 

MYERS, FREDERIC W. H. (184:3-HJOI), English 
essayist, minor poet, and psychical researcher. After a 
brilliant career at Trinity College, Cambridge, and after 
teaching there for a few years, he worked as a government 
school inspector. He mmried in 1881 and lived most of his 
life in Cambridge. \tyers was one of the founders of the 
Society for Psychical Hesearch (188:2). 

Myers is perhaps best known today for a passage in his 
essay on George Eliot which relates how, when speaking 
to him of God, immortality, and duty, she "pronounced, 
with terrible earnestness, how inconceivable was the first, 
how unbelievable the second, and yet how peremptory 
and absolute the third." It is typical of i'\lyers that he 
should have thought she withdrew from him "the two 
scrolls of promisc, and left [him] with the third scroll only, 
awful with inevitable fates," for he possessed to a high 
degree the \'ictorian wish to retain a belief in Goel and 
exemplified one of the more extreme forms of the Victorian 
obsession with immortality. The chief aim of his life was to 
find evidence to support the belief in immortality or, as he 
preferred to call it, survival of bodily death. In particular 
he wished to find ''scientific" evidence for immortality, 
holding that the time had passed when any other sort of 
support for beliefs could be at all convincing. Underlying 
this aim was the conviction that the restlessness, the 
spiritual dryness, and the increasing \Veltschmcrz of the 
nineteenth century could be removed only by discovering 
some way of giving an acceptable proof of the ancient truth 
that there is a profound kinship between the human soul 
and the nature of the uni\'erse. He devoted his energies 
chiefly to the investigation of psychic phenomena ,md to 
the elaboration of a theory in terms of which their 
significance could be estimated, and he finally reached the 
comforting conclusions that there are disembodied spirits, 
that we ourselves are spirits who can survive bodily death, 
and that some of us are even now sometimes in touch with 
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the spirit world. "The worst fear is mTr. the trnc sccnrity 
is won," he wrote at the <'1td of his major work, J/1111w11 
Personality and Its Surriud of Budi/11 Death. "The worst 
fear was the fem of spiritual extinction or spiritnal soli
tude; th€' true security is in the telepathic law." 

The bulk of H11111a11 Pcrsonalitu consists of reports of 
various types of supernormal experie11ccs, some take11 from 
the literature of mental disease, some from reports of ear
lier ages or from autobiographical writings, but most taken 
from cases investigated by the Society for Psychical He
search and reported in its Proceedings. The facts arc or
ganized by the hypotheses that (l) if there is a spiritual 
world, we can expect it to manifest itself, (:2) if there is a 
spiritual realm, it is governed by discoverable scientific 
laws; and (:3) the self or personality of which each of 11s is 
consciously aware is only a fragment of a much larger self, 
manifestations of which are hindered hut not rendered 
impossible by our present connection with a physical 
organism. The considerable vagueness of \lyers' statement 
of the crucial third hypothesis makes it difficult to estimate 
the soundness of much of his reasoning. 

He held that his hypotheses were borne out by the facts, 
and therefore he felt himself able to suggest further, very 
tentative, conclusions. "The religious upshot of observa
tion and experiment," as he called it, is not corroborative 
of any exclusive theology, although in some respects the 
Buddhist view is more nearly correct than the Christian. 
Evolutionary development, he said, is the law of the spirit 
world as it is of our world, and the development is con
tinuous from this world to that: as men here grow in holi
ness, so spirits there grmv in love and wisdom. '.\lyers 
thought that although there may be something like an 
"inconceivable union with the Divine," the growth in the 
spiritual realm is endless. He believed that the spirits see 
more of the laws of the spiritual realm than we do; they 
see enough to know that despite the existence of evil the 
uni\'erse is basically good. And because love and joy and 
wisdom are rooted in the nature of things, the egoist, 
l\lyers believed, can be refuted and a sound morality can 
he established. 
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J. B. SCIINEEWIND 

MYSTICISM, HISTORY OF. \hstical experience is 
a major form of religious <:'xperience, but it is hard to 
delineate b~· a simple definition for two main reasons. 
First, m~·stics often describe their l'Xperiences part\~· in 
terms of doctrines presupposed to lw true, and there is no 
one set of doctrines in,·,niabl~· associated with m~·sticism. 
Some of the definitions of 111\'Sticism advanced b~· \\'estern 
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between the di\'ine Being and the soul is stressed: "\\'hl're 
there is a d11alit:•,, as it were, one sees another, tastes an
other, speaks to another. . . But when en_•r:-thing has 
become one's o\\'n self the11 whom and how would one 
see? ... The Self is not this, not that" (Brlwdiiranyaka 
Upa11isad, I\'. ,5.1.5) . .\1:-·stical cm1sciom11t•ss is also said to 
be like a state heyond dreamless sleep. These passages 
hint at what is virtual!:-· 11ni\'ersal throughout Indian :-·oga, 
the fact that the contemplative state in its highest form 
involves going be:-·ond orclinar>· perceptions, mental im
ages, and thoughts. It is thus not describable h>· the ordi
nary expressions for mental states. It is no douht partl:-· for 
this reason that the distinction between perceiver and 
perceived is not regarded as applicable, and so the contem
plative who concein:>s himself as "seeing" Brahman (the 
divine Being) thinks of this as a kind of union with Brah
man. By contrast, in atheistic systems of Indian religion, 
where there is nothing for the -;elf to lie identified with, 
the contemplatin_• state is cmwei, l'd in a rather different 
way. 

Although identification bet\\'een the self and Brahman is 
a central theme in llpanisadic religion, some of the writ
ings, notabl:-· the K..a(ha and the Svetiifratara Upani,>·ads, 
are more theistic in spirit and less inclined to speak in 
terms of identification. These differences of emphasis are 
partly the reason for the di,·ergences in interpretation 
found in different tq)(:'s of \'etLinta in till' medie,·al period. 

Jainism and yoga. Jainism, Buddhism, and the tradition 
later formulated as classical :-·oga invoh·ed an atheistic or 
agnostic interpretation of mystical experience. Jainism and 
classical yoga (the long-extinct Aj1,·ika school) were monad
istic: the:-· believed in an infinity of eternal life mon
ads or souls, and the aim of the ascetic was to bring about 
the isolation of the soul from its material en\'ironment. 
Such an isolation would innih-e the cessation of reincar
nation and thus final delin_•rance from s11ffering. Jainism, 
because it held that karma, the force determining people's 
situations as a result of their previous deeds, is a subtle 
form of matter, considered extreme ta pas (austerity), which 
had the effect of annihilating this material force, the cen
tral means of liberation. i\evertheless, it seems that the Jain 
teacher \'ardhamana (known also as .\laha\'1ra), a contem
porar:-· of the Buddha, and his disciples claimed to attain a 
certain kind of higher state analogous to the experience of 
nir\'ana in Buddhism. Thus, in Jain doctrine the life monad 
in its emancipated state gains omniscience, a concept 
reflecting the intense sense of insight accruing upon the 
contemplati\'e experience. 

Buddhism. The accounts of the Buddha's enlighten
ment-a crucial e,·ent in the histor>· of Indian religion and 
likewise central]:-· important in the his tor>· of Indian m>·s
ticism-are elaborate and circumstantial. During the first 
night, the Buddha, seated under the bo tree, remembered 
the series of his former hi1ihs; during the seeond, he ac
quired the ''lwan_,nl:-· e>·e," which enabled him to ,·iew the 
entire world and the whole c>·clieal process of rebirth; 
during the third, he saw how the latter depended upon 
grasping and ignorance-if li,·ing beings were liberated 
from these, they would escape rebirth; and in the fourth, 
he attained supreme insight after going through the ,·ar
ious stages of meditation (Sanskrit, dhyiina; Pali,Jh<1na). In 
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all this he gained s1tprt'l1l(' P<',IC<'. :\o do11l>t tlw ,cript11r,d 
records are a formalizl'd an·o1111t, liardh has<'d on tlw 
B11ddha's autohiogrnphical report, h1tt th<·> cl·rta11d:- point 
to thl' t;, p(' of inner l'.\IWrienc<· l'arl:- B11ddl1i,111 pri1.t·<I. 
Something can lie learned from tll<' Thcragatllli and 
Therigiithii, verses composed h, 111rn1ks ,111d 111111s a11d 
expressing the Havor of earl:-· Buddhist cont<·n1pbti,"<' 
expericncl'. These pol'ms often slim,· th(' Sl'11,iti, it\' ol tlie 
recluse to the beaut~· of nature: 

The peacocks shriek. Ah, the lm·el>· crests and tails 
And the sweet sound of the blue-throated peacocks. 
The great grass:-· plain with water nm,· 
Beneath the thunder-clouded sk>·· Your hod:-· is fresl,, 

:-·ou are ,·igorous no,,· and fit 
To test the teaching. Reach now for that saint!:-· raptme, 
So bright, so pure, so hard to fathon1, 
The highest, the eternal place. 

(Therogtlfhii <.·lwi) 

The eternal place is, of course, nirvana. 
The achit·,·ement of inner peace and insight, as opposl'cl 

to the use of compkx ps>·clwlogical c,1tegories in l'X
plaining human nature, was gi\'en comp,tn1tin·l:-· little 
doctrinal elaboration in earl>· Buddhism hecaus(' the Bud
dha apparent]:-· felt that the concepts of th(' transcendent 
state (nin·ana) and the cessation of rebirth through the 
perception or attairn1H·nt of nin·,111a \\'ere sufficient means 
of interpreting rn:-·stical experience. Certainly, he did not 
gi\'e the more dahorate t'.''l)l' of interpretation found in the 
Upa11iyads and in tlwi,tic 111:-·stici,m. It is clear, hm,·e,·er, 
that the experience or e:qwriences in,·oh·ed both tll(' at
tainment of a mar\'elous serenit>· and a kind of knowledge 
or insight (something regarded as knowledge, given the 
presuppositions of thl' Buddhist m>·stical q,wst). Grasping 
and ignorallce are dispelled h>· this pl',Il.'l' ,,nd k11owledge. 

Buddhism rejected the doctrine of a plm,dit,· of eternal 
souls, hut in a sense it can be seen as a transcendence of 
monadism, with the <.·oncept of the dernal so1tl repbced 
by that of the capacit>· to attai11 releasl'. Thus earl>· Indian 
m:-·sticism is t~ picall:-· 111011.Hlistic, e.\cl'pt in the Upa11isads, 
where tlw interior experience is related to the Brahman 
and \\'here, thereforl', the Brahma11-iit111a11 (-;elfl equation 
is formulated. On]>· became the eternal 'il'lf of the m:-·stic 
is identified with thl' presllpposedl>· single di,·ine Bei11g is 
the pluralit>· of souls denied. The 1111minous religio11 of 
Brahmanism m·erla>·s that of the cont('mplati,·e m:-·sticism 
of :-·oga, and the m>·stical experience is interpreted in 
terms of union with the unitar:-· divin<· Principl<·. 

.\Iahay,1na Buddhism, from the first centur:-· B.C. on, 
moved tmvard a more elaborate interpretation of the con
tempbtin_• path. '.\in·,ma \\'as identified \\'ith thl' Ahsol1tte, 
,·,uiousl:-· named S11chness (tatlwtti) and the ,·oid (/,111111a). 

These terms serH·d to bring out the ineffahilit:- ,rnd 
undifferentiated nature of ultimate realit>·, which in turn 
corresponded to the undifferentiated and "\'<iid" nature of 
the contemplati,·e experience itself. The Absolute was 
also identified, from the standpoint of the ordinar>· wor
shipers, with the Truth Body of the Buddhas-the tran
scendent and essential aspect of Buddhahood-and thus 
the mystical path invoh'l'd being a Bml11isatt\ a ( Buddha
to-be). The distinctionless, nondual expern·11ce of ultimate 
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n·,d1t>. tlw }.!:o,d of tl1t· path. \\"a, the acllle\ e111ent of 1dt'ntit> 
"1th tlw .\l>:--ol11k. "l1icli "a:-- equakd \\'ith Buddhahoocl. 
Tl11, i, \\ h> tlw \L1h:1>;-111a patl1 of c011tempL1tion \\"a, 
thorn .. d1t of ,1, th<' path of Bodhi,att\ ahood, ,o th,1t 011 hi, 
t·11li1..d1tc-1111w11t tlw Ill> ,tic \\·011ld hi111,elf lwco111e ,1 Buddha. 

h ,1 preli111inar). the a:--pirant practice, indi, id11,d \\'or
,l11p p11jii I of tl1t· cele,tial Buddha, and Bodhi,att,·a:-, and 
t-.111 12;.1i11 a"11ra11ce from a li,·inv; Buddl1,1 tli,1t Iii:-- a:--pnatio11 
to B11ddl1al1ood \\·ill lw fulfilled. He practin·, the perfec
ti011, of the p;1tl1, c11lmi11ati11g in qrprenw \\'i,dom ·or in
,iv;ht 171raJ1iiil. 

Tlwr<' art· three chief diffen·m·e, l>d\\·t•en \lah:"i> a,u 
,111d fl"i11,1> :u1a, rn>,,. rqne,ented I>> tlw Thera, acb I in 
Burma, C:e> Ion, and parh of Sm,thea:--t .\,i,1l. Fir,t.. the 
\Ld1;·1> ;111a ,tn·"e' ,df-gi, i11g ll!ore ,trongl> .. ,o that the 
,1,pir,mt continu,dl> look, to the \\"elL1re of other,, ,econd, 
it i, a path acce,,ihlc to la> men a, ,n·II ,1:-- to monk,; third, 
contemplation i, ,upplementecl Ii) the 11,e of ,anarnental 
,u1d rit11,d pr,ll"tice,, at lea,t i11 cert,1i11 plia,e, of the 
\lah:1> a11a. Some of the:--e practice:--, kno\\'11 a, tantra, 
lll'c,mw \\'ell de, eloped in the middle of tlw hr,t 1nillen
lllllm .-\.D. in hoth Hindui,m ,rnd B11ddl1i,m a11d deep!) 
aHect<'d the Bmldhi,111 of Tilwt. It ,ometi1ne, im olved the 
ritual breaki11g of t.ihu, 1again,t llleat-e.1tinv; and again,t 
,ex11al inte1Trnir,e oubide rnarri,1ge ,uch a breakinv; of 
t.ibu, \\·a, I"<·garded ,1, a IIH.',111' of te,ting and dt·\ elopi11g 
detaclrnwnt. Coordinate \\·ith thi, t) JW of Bll(ldhi'1n \\ a, a 
high!) rit11.1li,tic usc of ,acred tt'xh and rt·citatiom. Tlw 
mo,t ouhtanding figure of Tibetan 111:,,tiL·1q11 wa, tht· pod 
,111d )ogi \lilarepa 110-10-11:?.:3 ). 

Hinduism. Tlw tlwi,tic reli.!..!:ion i111plicit i11 ,t>111t· of tlw 
L'panisads, reinforced h) pop11lar culh ,llld I>> .111 t'111pl1,1,1, 
011 hlwkti, or IO\ ing adoration of Cod, l1·d to a diffrrt·11t 
, ,d11.1tio11 of Ill) ,tici,111 in the Blwgauul-Gitii. The pot'lll 
,1wak, of tlnee p;1th, to ,ahatio11. th<' \\a> of k110\\l1·dv;<' 
primaril> contemplati, t' k11mdt·dge . tl1e \\".l> of \\ ork,. 

and the \\'a> of de, otion 1hlwkti). Th<' tlnve path, arl' 
,tre:-,-.ed in different parh of the Gftii, hut t\\·o ,ignihc,111t 
le"on, e1nerv;e. Fir,t, the pur,uit of ,uirk, I religiou, and 
moral dutit·, 1 need not hind 01w to the \\·orld if tht·> an· 
performed i11 ,1 ,pirit of ,elf-,urrcnder to ( ;od. the ".1, of 
\\·ork, ,lw11ld he ,ee11 in the light of tl1e \\'a~ of de, otio11. 
Second, the yogi \\·ho pur:-,r1es knowledge ljna,w' ca11 
l>l'come Brahman 1\'I.:?.7l. Ebewhere, ho\\·e,-er, Brahman 
i, '-!H>ke11 of a, part of Cod. the per,011al a,1wct of Cod 1, 
111on· illlport111t than Iii, i111per,011al a,pect. Tl 111, the> og1. 
i11 ptn'-l1111g a ,trictl> co11ten1pL1ti, e path, ca11 on!, unite 
l1im,elf \\'ith tl1e lo\\"er, rather than the mon· import.int, 
,1,ped of tlw Lord\ nature. Thi, doctrine repre,entcd .i 

l1igl1er e,al11ation of hhakti than of conternplatin· ,·o!..!;a. It 
m11,t Ill' pointed out that traditional Indian commentator, 
are di, ided on the que,tio11 of \\'hat i, the correct interpre
t,1tion of the C"ita. llo\\·e,-er, there i-. little douht that extra
neou, theological and pl1ilo,ophical pre,upposition, ha, e 
pl.1, ed a larv;t· part in determining interpretation.... I 

The continued v;rowth of denitional or blwkti religion 
IL·d to a ,imilar interpretation of my,tici,m during the 
medie,·,11 period. Thus, in the t\\"e!fth century IUrn:rnuja 
n·,cr,ed the doctrinal priorities of Sankara (ninth century). 
SanLna', monism repre-,ented the mo,t radical interpreta
tion of the l'pani,adic identit) texts, asserting a numerical 

1dent1t> lict,n•1·11 the ,011! aml tlw di, i1w Being. \\'hile for 
Sankara the 1wr,onal Lord \\'as a lower manife,tatio11 of tlw 
.-\bsolute, ,o that worship and de,·otion could he tran
scended when one had attained the apprehension of 
identity ,\·ith Brahman, Hamanuja, although recogniz
ing idcntit> a, one religious goal, concei\'ed it as an inferior 
form of release. The higher form \\'as the dsion of the per
,onal Cod, i11 which the ,oul wa, in a state of lm·ing depen
dence on the Lord. Both \ladll\·a (thirteenth centun·) and 
the theistic Sai\'ite schools of Indian philosophy interpreted 
my,tical experience in terms of union with God, but not a 
u11ion in\"!>h-ing the 1111merical identit:, of the ,oul and 
God. Thus, m> :stical experience \\'as interpreted b>· refer
ence to tl1e dualit> of the soul and God implicit i11 the 
religion of /Jlwkti: the \\·or,hiper has a strong sPn,e of the 
maje,t~ and g)or:, of Cod, and thus of the difference be
t\\'een him,elf and the object of wor,hip. \'ariou, analogies 
\\·ere u,ed, includin!..!; that of the marriage of the soul and 
Cod, ,ince :sexual lo,·t· :-,~·mholizes the intimate union 
het\\'een the lon:>r ,rnd the helmed \\'hile prc-;upposing the 
diHt·n·net· lwtwcen the t\\"o. Thi, analogy tied in with the 
cult of 1'.ri,lrna: the legend of 1'.rishna\ amorous dalliance 
\\ ith the milkmaid-; \\"a, ,et·n a, an allegory of the relation 
het\\'een Cod and men\ ,ouk 

The interiorization of religion im·oh·ed in both cle,·o
tionali,m and contemplation influenced :\anak ( l-lfl9-
l.'5:3~ 1, found Pr of the Sikh religion, \\'ho preached doctrines 
coml>ining the anti-idolatrous monotheism of Islam and 
,uch characteri:--tic Hindu ideas as reincarnation and karma. 

There h,t\'e been a number of outstanding contempla
ti n·, in modern I lindui,m. Chief among them \\'as Hama
kri,hna Pararnaham,a I I S:3-l-1SK6), \\'hose disciple \'in·ka
n,1mla I I Sh:2- HJ0:2 l did much to popularize his teachings 
in hoth the Ea-;t and the \\·e~t. \'i\"C:>kananda's organizing 
aliilit> \\·,1, chidl:, respomihle for the flourishing state of 
the Ha1llakri,lllla mon·me11t, in which the contemplati\'e 
lite i, gcar<'d to ,ocial ,en iee and abo pro,·ide, a pattern 
of Ii, i11g that can, accordi1112; to tlw teaching, of the mm·e
ment, tran,L·elld the differences IJet\H•cn the great living 
faith,. :\ twt·ntidh-ceI1tm:, Ill) ,tic who tried to adapt tra
ditional kachi11g:-- to 1I1odt·rn thought \\'as Aurnhindo. 
Contemplation and ,·oga, through the acti, ities of numer
ou, red11,t·,, hol> lll<'n, and guru,, continue to pla>· a prom-
11wnt role in I ndia11 religio11. 

CHINA A.ND JAPAN 

Chine,e m~ stici,m ha, two 111ai11 ,;011rce,, Taohlll and 
Bmldhi,rn .. -\ product of their i11teradion \\·a, Ch':tn, !Jetter 
kno\\'n under ih Japane,e nanw, Zen. The teaching, of 
Confuciu, \\'ere not n111ch concerned with the contempla
ti, e que,t for i11ner illuminatio11, although certain m> ,tieal 
idea, \\'t'l"l' expre"ed in tlie Book of .\Jenci11s of the Con
f11cian tradition. On the \\'hole, ho\\·t•n·r, earl:, Confucian
ism \\·a, indifferent to the conten1plati,·e ideal. 

Taoism. The chief earl:, mystical writing in China \\"as 
the Tao-te-ching, traditional!:,· a,crihed to Lao-tzu, who is 
thought to h,l\"e been an older contemporary of Confucius. 
It i, likeh· ho\\'e,·er not onh that the book was later hut 
alsc.> that ·i; "·as the, work of. se,·eral men. The antholog:,· 
expre,ses a roughly consistent , iewpoint, one which, on 



the most natural account of it, has its roots i11 co11tcmpla
tion (although some commentators gi\'C' it a no11m~·stical 
interpretation). 

The \Vay, or Tao, referred to in th<' Tao-te-ching is both 
a principle under!~ ing nat11ral pron·sses and a mode of life 
whereb~- the sage can gain identity or hannon~· with na
ture. Since nature acts spontaneously and effortlessly, the 
book claims that the sage likewise can he effective through 
inaction (wu-wei) and effortlessness. Thus, the pattern of 
life suggested is one of withdrawal and passi,·it~·- In these 
themes the Tao-te-ching reflects some of those found else
where in m~·stical litcratme: the sense of identification 
with the Principle (Ii) underlying the world and the need 
for an unworldly mode of existence. Because the attain
ment of harmon~· with Tao was seen as living in accord 
with nature, the Taoists reacted against what the~· consid
ered the artificialities of social life and etiquette as prac
ticed by the Confucians, and from the doctrine of w11-wei 

they derived political ,·iews not far from anarchism. 
In practice the effortlessness of the Taoist contemplative 

was modified h~- the use of techniques of nwditation, s11ch 
as controlled breathing, analogous to those employed in 
Indian yoga. The Taoist aim of an immediate, intuitive, 
inner illumination was sufficiently close to the aim of 
Buddhist meditation for it to be natural that the t,vo 
streams of religion should influence each other in the 
period after Buddhism's arri\"al in China, in the first cen
tury A.D. In particular, it was during the sixth and follow
ing centuries that this i11terplay was most marked. 

Neo-Confucianism. The success of Buddhism, which in 
part resulted, at least among intellect11als, from the sub
tlety of its metaphysical doctrines, was a factor in stimu
lating the so-called :\ea-Confucian revival, in which a 
metaph~·sics was elaborated to underpin the Confucian 
ethic. 

One main phase of this re\"i,·al was the growth of philo
sophical idealism, which owed something to mystical 
ideas. Thus, Lu I Isiang-shan ( I 1.39- 119.3) argued that 
there is a single underlying principle, Ii, that explains all 
things and is spiritual. Thus, he claimed, his mind and the 
universe were one. It followed that one can discm·er the 
truth by introspection. 

Such an idealism was further developed by Wang 
Yang-ming ( 147:2-15:29), about whom a significant stor~- is 
told. He and a friend were concerned about the method 
by which one should purif~- the mind, for Chu Hsi 
( 1130-1:200) had said that one should investigate the na
ture of things. \Vang and his friend decided to contemplate 
a bamboo in the front court~·,ud hut g,l\·e up after several 
clays. It is notable that this atteinpt corresponds to one of 
the preliminar~· method:-. of Buddhist contemplation. Al
though uncon,·inced b,· such "external" contemplation, 
\Vang nen·rtheless considered the interior quest-the 
purification of consciousness-important. He believed that 
through looking inward at one's ow11 nature one could gain 
an intuitive knowledge of the whole of reality. It i:-- said 
that while in banishment and living under poor and menial 
conditions, \\'ang had a m~·stical experience in which he 
realized this doctrine existentially. However, \Vang was for 
from abandoning the traditional Confucian emphasis on 
ethical beha,·ior; he did not advocate quietism and passi\"-
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it~- llllt saw i11 m~·sticis111 a wa~ ol <·nli;11wi11g 111or,rl g()(>d
ne:-.s. lnn<'r ilhrmination \\"mild ,hirl<' tliro11l!;i1 i11 ,1cti,·<· 
conc<'rn for others. However, i11 :-.11cli :\t·o-C:011hwia11i,111 
the influe11ce of Cl/ :111 Buddhism ca11 he dctectl-<I. 

Buddhism. Ch';m, or Ze11, Buddhism t·niliodin tlw 1110--.t 
distincti,·e feature of both Chinese aml Japa11l'se 111, sti
cism, since it incorporated Taoist idea-; into Bucklhi-;t 
mysticism. Other schools of Far Eastern Buddhism in 
,-,u~·ing ,,·a~·s carried on and dew·loped the Buddhist tra
dition and therefore incorporated Buddhist contemplati,·e 
ideals. A powerful aspect of Far Eastern Buddhism \\"as tire 
success of the Pure Land school, which centered ih teach
ings on the faith and devotion whereh~- the ordinar~· per
son could recei,·e supernatural aid from tire Buddha 
Amitabha and gain rebirth in the paradise of the Pure 
Land. With its stress on de,·otion and the efficacy of the 
Buddha's grace, this school tended to bypass contcmpla
ti,·e mysticism and to focus religion upon \\"orship. 

JUDAISM 

Although the Hebrew Bible contains ,·irtuall~- no expres
sion of contemplati,·e religion, m~·sticism clevelopecl 
within Judaism by the first century B.C. It centered mainly 
on the imager~· of the merkabah (chariot), described in 
Ezekiel as a complex dsion of the manifestation of divine 
power in the shape of supernatural beings riding on a 
m~·sterious four-wl1eeled chariot ( Ezekiel 1). The Talmud 
indicates that some of the earl~· rabbis practiced asceticism 
and self-purification as a preparation for a m~·stical "ascent 
into hea,·en." Philo Judaeus (c. :20 B.C.-c. A.O. 50) men
tioned a communit~· of Therapeutae near Alexandria who 
practiced a form of contemplative monasticism, and like
wise m~·sticism ma~- have been part of the Essene wa~· of 
life. Philo himself was the greatest figure in these earl~
phases of contemplati,·e Judaism, although he was so 
deeply affected Ii~- Greek ideas that lw is outside the main
-;tream of Je\\·i-;h thought and piet~-- According to Philo, 
man, through hi!', intellect, has an affinity with Cod; and 
through the contemplative life he can in principle attain a 
-;tate where he can see God's essence. In accordance with 
Platonist and m~·stical ideas, Philo expounded a negati,·e 
theolog~·: Goel eludes the affirmations we try to make about 
him. Consequently, Philo's interpretation of Scripture was 
not at all literalistic, and he made lavish use of the alle
gorical method. He attempted, morem·er, to show that the 
experiences of the prophets were rn~·stical. 

The most important period of Jewish m~·sticism was tl1e 
7-didclle Age:-.. Beginning i11 the twelfth centm~- there cle
,·eloped I lasiclism, which made a Listing imprint on central 
European Judaism, and Cabalism, main!~- in Spain a11cl 
southern France. The former takes its name from the term 
Hasidim ("de,·rnrt ones"), a name originall~ applied to a 
movement of the second ce11tun· B.C. that \\"as a fon·nmner 
of Pharisaism. \ledie,·al IL1sicli:-.m concentrated on the 
cultivation of the sense of di,·ine presence. \loclern llasi
dism, dating from the eighteenth century, is more directl~
contemplati\"C· and is indebted to Cabalism. 

Cabalism. Cabalism centered on the esoteric teachings 
known as the Cabala, which found their chief expression in 
the Zohar ("splendor"), a ,vork traditionally ascribed to the 
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stTOIHI ce11t11r> hut act11ally dating lrom the thirteenth 
ct·11tnn or a littlt' earlier, that conceives of Cod as the En
Sof, tlw "Endless" or "Infinite." In itself the En-Sof is 
q11,dit> It·,.,, li11t therl' art' ten ideal qualities, known as the 
Sefiroth, th,1t <·11w11all' frnn1 tlH· lnfi11ite-wisdom and 
power, lor i11sta11ce. These ar{' 11sed to c·,plain th{' c-reatio11 
or Ill<' world. Tl1e t'OSJll(JS that man inhabits, however, is 
tll(' lowest sphere in which the Sefiroth operate-a doc
tri11t· th,1t {'\!HeSS('S the \V,I)' in which the perrect Infinite is 
Lu n·11H>\Td h-0111 the i111perkct world we inhabit.~ The 
l1it'r,1rch> of stagt', lll'twt·t·n Cod and th<' material world is 
r{'1ni11iscc11t of C11osticis111. ;\:evertlwless, the En-Sof, 
lwing infinite, does i11 so111e sense embrace lower forms of 
1·,i,tencT; ,111d <'\Tr,· t·ntit> in the u11iverse rellects and 
i11teqw11l'tr.1t1·, <'\Tr> tlii11~ els<'. 

I low is all this rel.1ted to traditional Jewish teachings':' 
.\t·1·onli11g to th{' Cabala, the doctrine of inteqwnetration 
in1plit·, tl1;1t lmn·r t'\ e11ts will stin111late corr<'sponding 
.idi, it~ lrnn1 m1 l1igl1. Tl1e Lill ol :\darn brought aho11t a 
ri1pt11H· i11 tlw c1i,11ws; the Slwkinah, or Divi11e Presence, 
lwt·a111<· <'.\i l<·d lro111 the En-Sol. :\'.o longer does the Pres
l'l1t·t· pt·n·,HI<' tll(' wl1ole world. it appe.irs intl'nnittl'11tl>· 
lwH· a11d tlwH·-for inst,111ct•, i11 a11ci{'nt lsr,1el-and has 
co11tin11('d to lw especi,tl!~ ;1s,oci,1tl'd \\'ith tlw Jewisl1 
1wopl{'. Tlw ai111 ol the pio11s .,l101ild IH' to liri11g alirn1t a 
re1l!lion ol tlw En-Sol \\'ith tl1e Slwki11,1h. Since the l1u
m;111 so1d t·rn1L1ins some of tll<' Scfiroth, the individ11,d 
t·.\pt·rienn· of s1ll'h ;1 re1111io11 will k1vt· its cosmic ellt'd\ 
;n1d ll('lp to restore 11nin·rs,d h;1rrnon\. Co11,<·q1w11tl>, the 
111> stic;tl Iii<· w,1, gi,t•n ;1 dr,1111,1tic ,111d c<·11tr;tl pl;1ct· in the 
opt·r.1tio11, ol the 11ni, <·rst·. 

It will I)(' ;1ppart'11t that son1e of tl1t•,t• ideas, \11ch as tlw 
ine!Lihilit~· of the En-Sol ,111d tlw rather i111personal dt•
sniptio11 of ( :od, ccl10 similar 11otions in '.\Jt·opbto11is111 ;111d 
otht'r lor111s of rn>·stic;d tlwolog>. Despitt- the 1morthodox> 
ol 11111cl1 ol their speenlatio11, tlw C,di,dists c·ontirnwd the 
detail{'d oli,t·n•;n1<T ol Jt_·\\·isl1 la\\', ;1,crilii11g to it ;1 my,ti
t·,tl ,ig11itic,n1n·. 

Isaac Luria. :\11 in1portant figlll{' i11 tlw d{'n·lopnw11t of 
Calialis111 was lsa;1c Lmia ( 1.5:34- 1.572), of a Spanish Je\\'isl1 
family li,·i11g in P,ilt'sti11t>. I le believt'd in rein{'arnation, 
\\'l1icl1 wrndd gi\'{· men e,·er lresh ch.111n's of li\ing the 
pure lilt· and W<Hild prn,·ide ;1 lranwwmk for the p1111ish-
111c11t of thos<' who l1ad transgresst·d. L11ria comTi\'ed of 
Ada111 ,1s ;1 11ni,·er..,.d lieing who liefme the Fall embraced 
thl' 1111i,<·rw, the11 in an ide,d state. \\'ith his fall, tl1c ma
teri,d world w,1s cre;1tl'd, and tl1e light of his di,·ine natur<> 
\\';1s lr,1g11w11tcd into tlw sparks that illumin,1tC' th<' m~T1ads 
of Ii, ing .,ouls. l11 tlw fi1wl (·011s11111111;1tion, all \\'ill he reu-
11it<-d. :\,tTticism ,111d tlw pr,tdicl' of kaum1wh-L·onct·n
tr;1tt-d dt·\otirn1 i11 all <ll1{·\ ,l{'ts-\\·1·H' tl1l' 11w,111s of p111i
f> i11!..'; thl' ,rn1I. Sol'i,d l'011ditio11, 111a>· li.t\'t' l1l'lped the 
g11i\\·th of \11ch doctri1w,, f()r tlw e111plw.,is OJI 11H·ek11ess, 
lo,·t·, and ;1 q11id intt'rior life werl' wt·II adapt{'d to the 
1111l1.1pp, rn1ll'r l'irl'11111,t;IJl(_'es ()I the Jewish people, ;111d 
th<' ( :alialistic rei11terprl'tation of tlw \Iessianic hop{' g,1, t· 
tll(' co11tl'mplativt' a cosrnic rolt·. 

Modern Hasidism. Tl1e fo1111du of modnn Ilasidi.,111 
\\'as I ,ra<'I Baal Slwm-To,· (c. 1700-1760), who lin·d in 
C,l!'pathia in <';1,tern Europe. I le gathered round him dis
ciples who were de,·oted to th{' mystical Iii'<·. His s11Cl'l'S-

sor, Baer of :\leseritz ( I 710- 1772), was an energetic organ
izer and missionar>· who ,pread the movement among 

Jews throughout east Europe and the Ukraine. Stress was 
laid on the concept of the zaddik, or perfectly righteous 
man, thro11gh whom the favor of Cod is channeled. On!>· 
he can attain union with the di\'ine Being; less perfect folk 
must find their spiritual development through his guid
ance. This doctrine is reminiscent of Hindu ideas about 
the gurn as conveyor of illumination. In any event, I lasi
dism implied that the zaddik, rather than the rabbi or 
learned person, was the immediate sonrce ol authority. 
This gave Hasidic mysticism a pop11lar following and or
ganization, and the essential .,irnplicity of its me.,sage
that salvation can he attained thro11gh prayer and pio11s 
acts-made it ;1daptahlt> to the e.\perience of p<'ople of 110 
great sophistication or learning. 

As els{'where in tht> history of m~'sticism, antinomian 
tendencies made their appeara11ce. Tlrns Salihatianism, 
named alter Salih,ltai Z{'\'i ( 16:26- 1676), a self-stylvd Mes
siah who preached apostasy from Judaism, made nse of 
Cab,ilistic ideas in order to justify the concept of the 
Cod- man who is "beyond good and evil," as in the teach
ings ol J ;1coh Frank (c. 17:26- 17~)1 ). 

Although thv I las idi m often ;1tta(_'ked official rahbinic;tl 
lt';1d1ing, the J'l'\'i\'al ol Jewish learning i11 tlw nineteenth 
t'ent11ry p;1,·ed the \\',I> for a reconciliation between ortho
do.\> and I l.isidic piety, so that the latter still remains a 
lore<' within th<' bliric or .kwish religion. 

CHRISTIANITY 

Origins. :\, h,1s IH·t·11 11H·11tirnwd, tll('r<' was little mysti
('i,n1 in tlit' traditio11, ll! J11tbisJ11 1111til tlw tinw of C:hrist, 
a11d tlit'H' ,t!sll ,t·c111s to lwvc lie<·n littl<' i11 the e.\Jwrit·11ce 
of tlw {',1rliest d111rcl1. It is till<' that l\111! 1111derwe11t a 
pow<·rl1d <'\P{'liell{'<' of li{'ing ''c;111ght 11p to the third 
lwa,'l'11," wliid1 co11ld ha,'l' had a mystical charact<'r, al
tlio11gl1 it i, also r<·111inisl'e11t ol cnt,1in proph{'tic {'\1wri
t·11ct·s, sm·h ;1s thost' of :\l11ham111ad. The origins ol Chris
tian 111ysticis111 can 1110JT pL111sihl> lw so11glit elsewhere, in 
the rise ol mo11;1sticis111 ;111d tlie i11Hut·1H·e of Neop latonism. 
Some ,ti11llll11s to ,11ch a dt'\t'lop111e11t may abo ha,·e been 
gin·11 Ii>· tl1c <'.\isl<'nce ol Cnostic sects hoth within and 
()lltsidl' Cl1ristia11it>, from the end of the first cent11r>· A.D. 

Gnosticism. ( :no,tici,m-a tt'r111 d<·ri\'ed hon1 the word 
g1wsis, 11w,111ing kno\\'ledg{', p;1rtic11l.1rly the imnwdiate 
i11nt'r kno\\'ledge ol tlH' di\'i11e }king-tended to he ascetic 
;111d <·,oteric. Its ;1scdici,111 w,1s cxpr<'ssed hy the doctrine 
tli;it 111attn i, t•,·il, ,o that lili{'ration of th<' so11l is achievt·d 
tl1rrn1~h withdrawal from tlw world. Beca11S{' of the evil 
11,1t11H· of the \\'orld, Cno,tics freq1w11tly postulated ;1 hier
;11d1y ol beings below Cod and concerned with the crea
tion ol the world. Tl1ns ( :od himscll was not co11tan1in;1tt·d, 
,o to ,,wak, Ii~· direct co11trad \\'ith matter. Such a doctrine 
w,1s lierdicd, for it did 11ot squan· with the Christian doc
tri1w ol creation or with Cliristi,1n attitudes to the world, 
IJ11t it w.1s on<' factm in stin111lating an orthodo.\ asceticism 
and mysticism \\'ithin Christi;111it>·· 

Monasticism. ~lonasticism grew rn1t of eremitic prac
tices, mai11ly in Egypt. Famrn1s among early hermits was 
Antl1ony the Creat, whose asceticism became almost leg-



endar~-- Earl~- in the fourth L"l'llt11r,· llH>nastici:-.111 prnp<'I" 
was established in Eg~·pt, tlw kL·\ lig1irL· liei11g Pachomius. 
Thereaftt-r the mmTme11t spread rnpidly in Eg~ pt a11d 
the Eastern clnirch. It \\"as furtll<'r organized h~- lb:-.il tlw 
Great (c. :3.30-.370), \\"hose rule formed tlw basis of Ortho
dox monasticism. John Cassian (l" . .360-c. -l.3-l) !nought 
Egyptian-st\ le monasticism to th<' \\"e:-.t, founding t\\"o mon
asteries in the south of France. His rule underlay that of St. 
Bencclic-t, who liH'd in the following centun. The comwc
tion of monasticism with Ill\ sti<'ism \\"as a straightfor\\"ard 
one, for a main r,1tionale of monasticism \\"as the c11lti,·,1-
tion of the spiritual life, ,,·herel>, a lorda:-.te of th<' beati
tude of the hles:-.ed in hea\"l'll co11ld I)(' gai1wcl. Thus the 
ultimate de:-.tiny of man \\"a:-. seL·n in c-ontemplatiH· terms, 
and it wa:-. thought possible to anticipate tl1is clcstin~· Ii~- a 
regulated life \\"ithdra\\"n from the world. 

Neoplatonism. :\eopbtonism, which expressed a dew of 
the world in part :-.temming from, and in part prm·iding ,1 
rationale for, 111~·stical experience, made a lasting imprint 
upon Christian contemplation. :\ sign of this was the com
position of the Psenclo-Dio11ysi,rn \\"ritings, which ,,·ere 
ascribed to Dionysius the Areopagite, a com·prt of St. Paul, 
but reall~- date from approximately the beginning of the 
sixth c-entur~-- Thes(· \\"riting:-. had a \\"idl' irnpad upon 
niedie,·,il mystici:-.m. The negatiH' tlwolog~- expounded in 
them was not nwrely the result of logical difficulties in
,·olved in the ascription of ordinar~· predicate:-. to Cod ln1t, 
more importa11tly, was geared to the expre-.sion of thl' 
contemplative·s inner experience of a "darkne:-.s clearer 
than light." Thus thl' mystical experience, heing different 
from, and not expressible in terms oL perceptual and H'

lated form:-. of l'\Jwril'ncc, -..ee11wcl to imph· that its object 
was like\\"ise indesniliahll· ,ind then.0 fore l)('tter cm1,·e~·L·cl 
b~- negations than h~- positi\"l· affirmation:-.. 

i\copbtonism also, of crnirsL·, de(·pl, i11ti11e11ced St. 
:\ugusti1H', and he has lll'e11 a principal source of the no
tion, enshrined in monastic: practice, tlwt intro,·ertin· 
contemplation can gi\"l' a foretaste of the hca,·L·nl~- life. 
Thus the high<'st state of Christian hlessednes-. \\'as in
creasing!~- identified ,,·ith c:011tl'111plation, and 111~·sticisrn 
became the p,1ttern ,1fter \\"hich <'krnal life \\'as concei\"<·d. 

Eastern Orthodox mysticism. The Pseudo-Dionysian 
writings also formed an important part of the fabric of 
Eastern ( >rthodo, m,·stici~m, for there \\'ere also feat mes 
of the general theolog~- of Orthodoxy that fa\'!1recl the c:on
templati\'e ideal. John of Damascus, who in the ei1.d1th 
centur>· summed up the \\'ork of the Cappadocian Fathers 
(fourth centur~·), expressed in hi:-. ,, ritings a doctrine of 
deification that wa~ hoth tq)ieal of aml forn1ati\"<· of Ea~t
ern Ortl10do, theolog~. \Ian \\"as considered the connect
ing link lwtween th<' \ i-.ihle and im i~ihle \\'orld,. I le \\'a, 
created perfect hut thro11gli the Fall lost his immortal, 
incorruptihlc, and pa:-.sionle:-.s nature. :\ certain scope for 
free \\'ill remained, ho\\'l'\TJ'. The image of Cod, although 
defaced, \\"as not entire!~- lo,t. The restoration of man to 
the tnw encl for which he was made-the contemplation of 
Cod-was effrctecl through Christ's incarnation. Christ, h~ 
unitinti; the Godhead to human 11ature, restored that nature 
to ib perfection; and h~ ,haring in his perfect hnmanity, 
men also can he raised up and deified. In terms of Diony
sian rn~·~ticism, thi, deific,1tion take~ place through the 
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il1111uination of tlw -.011L it-. di, i111/,t!1011, tl1ro11gl1 tlw di
\ ine Ligl1t. \'irtnall, tl1ro11gh011t I•:.1-.!(·1"11 111, ,tici-.111 tlii, 
imag<'r~ of light \\'a, to pla, a l'(•1l!r,tl part, ,111d tl111, ~t. 

Simeon U)-HJ- 1022), p<'rl1ap:-. thl' 1110,t irnporta,it of I•:,1-.t<-rn 
Orthodo., m:·stic:-., identified tll(' i1111<·r ligl1t \\ itl1 tll(' gJon 
emanating from ( ;Cld. 

Hesychasm. Simeon was also a forerunner of tll(' -.iguifi
cant eontemplati,·L· mo,·emcnt known as Hes~ d1,1sn1 (from 
the Creek word hesychos, "quiet"), \\"hme method, of train
ing had some analog~- to those found in I nclian \ og,1. 

Th<' HL·s~Thash kll·\·enth-fomteenth c:cntmi(•, I h<'ld 
that their method:-. \\"ere c:oudnciH· to thl' rn1wr ,·i,ion of 
the urn:reated Light, identifil·d ,,·ith that \\"hicl1 ~11ff11,<·d 
Christ at tlw Tra11sfigmation on \lrnrnt Tabor. Thi, Lkl1t 
\\"as concl'ived a~ t•manatiug from ( :od and ,,·a, not to lw 
idcntilil,d with l1is l':-.senLT, \\"hich i, unknm\'abh· (thi~ 
was ,1 means of rdaini11g orthodox tcad1inti;, ll\ ,af(·g11ard
ing my,;tici:-.m from a full doctrine of m1iou \\"ith, or 
knm\'ledge oL Cod). :\mong the training method, uwd 
\\"ere breathing l'\c0 rcises and th<' l'ontilllwcl repetition of 
the Je~ns Pra~·er- "() Lord Jesus, SCln of Cod, l1a\"l' 111erl-~ 
on Ille, a si1rner." 111 a myskrirn1s n1;1rn1<·r, tl1e ,·L·r~ repeti
tion of tlw -.ac:red name of Jl'sns \\'as s11ppo-.<'d to contain 
the di,·inc pm,Tr. 

Crl'gorillS Palamas (l'. 12~)(-i_ I:3.'5~)), tll(' most noted and 
c:ontro,·ersial exponent of l ll'syc-ha~m. considered thl' 
Jesus Pra,·er as the l'l'ntral act of piety; and although 
the 11-.e of breathing techniq11es, which ])l'rsisted until tlH· 
eighteenth L'l'IItur~, lia~ l)('l'Jl di,;crn1tinued, tlw k~us 
Prayer ha, sm,·in·cl a~ a d1aradl·ristic part of ( hthodo, 
religion. PaL1m;1-. and the 11(·~\Tkt~ts ,,·<·re not, hm,·e,Tr, 
1moppo~l'd. Some opponents thrn1ght that the doctrinl' of 
the 11ncrL·at<'cl Light rnadl' a di,·ision \\"ithin tlw Cod
heacl-Palama~ l1ad l'\"(•n :-.poke11 of "di,·initie~." Thus tlH· 
atklllpt to ~often the 1dl',t of m~·:-.tical 1111ion I>\ regarding it 
as identifil'atio11 not \\"ith the di,·ine nsl'nce l>ut \\"ith tll<' 
di,·inc illuminati\"l" l'lll'rg~, ,,·as crit1ci/l·d Oil the ground 
that it trnmf<·rrl'd tl1c difficult\· to another lol'11:-. I>~ intrn
duci11g sonll"thing like pol~ tlll'i-.1n. \:(·\ crthdl':-.s, I Il~s, -
cha~tic tead1i11g came to I)(' nTog11izl·d oHic:ially, and tlH' 
lll0\'ellll'nt ,,·a, thl' main~pri11g of !lll'cliL·\ ,ii ( >rthodo, con
templation. 

Roman Catholicism. Thl' m, stical life Sl'I"\'ed to c011n
terhalanc(· the \\'orlclh tend<'nc:il''- that had permeated thl' 
carh nwcli(•\·,tl clrnrc:h in the \\'est. Pope Cregory thl' 
Crea! (L-.. 5-40-hO-li di,c-m·( 0 red in hi, own e,1wril'IH'(' 
something that co11lcl lw expressed in terms of the irradia
tion of the cli,·ine Light; and Cregor~ \'l I, elected pope in 
107:3, undertook e,tl'n-.in· ecdesia~tical and mona:-.til' 
reforms that \\"l'rl' parth in~pirl'd I>,. the inteih<' culti,·ation 
of thl' pcr~onal and conte1nplatin· lifl· lw had di:-.cmTred 
in the Cl1111iac mm·e11H·11t-,1 nwnastic:i:-.m \\"110:-.l' rule~ and 
ickals ema11,1ted from tlw monastic: cl'nter at Clum in 
Burgunch. 

The 1110:-.t import,rnt figure in nwna~tic rl'form \\'as Bl'r
narcl of Cbirvaux ( lm)l -11.5.3). :\!though he \\"as influenced 
b>· Augustine, hi-.. concerns \\'ere not primarily expressed 
in metaph~·sical language. I le helil',·ed tk1t in the m~·stil'al 
experience the soul is emptied and wholl~- lost in God, 
hut he did not conLTiH· tl1is a, a11 ad11al 1rnion \\ itl1 thl' 
Codhead. The ~011' and Cod remain cli~tinct i11 s11hst,111ce, 
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,tit\ ,,u\ . .dl the: ,ll"l' _1011wd I>: the '"glue ,f Im t l·lurn1gli 
111,lll·, Im t' !lo,, i11g up to ( :od ,md thrn11gh the dm\ n,,·,trtl 
Ill()\('! lt'llt ,,t (.,)(r, \.!l"dl"t'. the t\\O lwcolllt' lllllkd. Her11arcl 
, ,,rnh11wd t\i1, 111te11,t· Ill\ ,tici,m \\·ith gn•,tt po,,·er, ol 
lt·.u lc·r, li1p .1ml pL1: ed ,1 L1rge part lI1 the Ion, ,ncl lllC i,·enwnt 
,it tlw ( ·1,tt r 1.111 nrder. 

Other rn1port,mt m: ,tic, \\·ere Hul.!h ,rnd R1ch.1rcl of St. 
\"1dm. ,m .-\11gu,tinr,m ,1blw: in Pari, 111 the t\H·lfth cen
tur:. ,mcl ~t. Bon,n·enture 1:2:21- 1:27-1 in the follm\·ing 
ct'11t1n:. '-it Bo11.1, enture c,·oh eel ,l tlwor: ot m, ,t1cism 
tlut ,et lortli the three \\".t:, of the ,piritu,1! life. puni,1t1, e. 
ill11m111,1tl\ t·. ,me\ umtl\ e. In the fir,t ,t.11..?:e. the rncli,·iclu,11 
p11nht·, hi111,elt thmu<.!h 111edit,1ti<>11. in the ,ecnnd. he i, 
dlirn1111,1tecl h: tlie di, ine mere:. in the third. he g,1in, ,1 
urntmuing union \\·ith Cod through Im e. Th 1, lm·e i, 
nouri,lwcl h: co11centr.1ting upon Cod. to the e\clu,1on of 
mut.thle tl1ing,_ Thu,. Bona, enture·, p,1th t: pic,111: fol
lcrn·ed th,1t of intro\ er,io!l. \\·hile hi, tlwo]ogical doctrine, 
le,rned 11pon .-\ul.!u,tiue a!lcl P,eudo-D1cm: ,iu,. 

There \\·ere \\",l: ,. hm,·e\·er. m ,,·hich m, ,tic,tl te,1ching,. 
e,peu,dl: \\·here the: ,trongl: emph,1,1zecl the negati,·e 
theolog: ot P,e11clo-Di1m, ,iii-. could ,eem unorthodo\. 
The \rnrk of Thoma, .-\quina,; 1:2:2-1 12:2.S- 127 -1 . in e\cogi
tating a nm·el ': nthesis between Chri,tian theolog: and 
.-\ri,totelia111,m. ,1ccentu,1tecl d1lterence, c>I emph,1,1" be
t,\·een ,ome of tl1e 111: ,tic, ,rncl orthodo\ cloctri1w. Thu, 
\lei,ter Ed.h.nt L'. 1:260-c. 13:27 . .1 Dnmillican ,mcl 
therefore ,·er,ecl in Thomi,m. tell under condemn,ttion. 

The \.!re.ite,t of the C:erm,rn contempL1ti, e,. Ec-klurt 
,poke in \\ ,1:, \\·luch ,uggt',tl'd not mere I: th.1t there 1, ,111 

,mtologic,tl di,ti11ction bet,,·een the Coclhe.tC\. ,,·hich i, 
be: one! cle,cription. ,rnd the Tnnit: ot cle,crih,thle Per,on, 
but ,d,o that it i, po,,ihle for the c.ontempL1ti, e to go ··be
: one! Cod" in ,1ch1e, ing identit: with tl1t' Codlw,1d. De
,pite hi, unorthodn\ Lm\.!u,1ge. Eckh,trt in,pirec.l .1 ,trong 
tollo,ung, ,rnd thc m: ,tiu,m of Joh,rnne, T,rnler c. l.3(Hl
l.3fil. Heinrich '.-,11,0 c. 1300-13fifi. J,m ,,m Rll\,hroeck 
l:2LJ:3- I 3'-il . ,me\ the p,trtl: la: group kno\\11 ,1, tht' Frie!ld, 

of Cod in Ct0 rn1,rn:, the Low C()untne,. ,rnd '.-,\\ 1tzerLrnd 
O\\·ed much to him. 

It \\·,1, nut of the Friend-, of Cod that the .1non: mci11, but 
Lunou, m~ ,til ,1I tre,1ti w. the Theo/ogia Germanica. ongi
n,1tecl. ,tre"ing the abandonment ot the soul tu Cod. Tlw 
corruption ot the chmch ,rnd the di,illu,ionin\.! P\ t'llh ot 
the Cre,tt \\"e,tern 'lchi,m \\ ere nrnti,·e, for the Fnt'ncl, ot 
Cod to ,tttempt to re\ it1lize L1ith through the inner life. 
,me\ thi, ,omt'ti1ne, im oh eel a hil!hly critic,d ,1ttitude to
\\ ,ncl en·le,1,1,tic.d ,111thorit\. It i, wnrth notinl!. ho\\"t'\ er. 
th.it the r.itlwr ,ll(lden Ho,, t'ring ot my,tici-.m in ( ;erm,m: 
during the fourteenth centur: Cl\\ eel much tn tht' L1c.-t that 
in I:2G-;- the Dominic·.in fri,tr, h.1d ht't'll clurgecl h: Pope 
Clement I\" ,,·ith the ,pirit11,d clirect1011 of tlw nun, i11 the 
numt·rnu, C()Jl\ t'nt, in tht' Rl1ineLrnd. Hitherto the: h.td 
lreq11entl: i>een ,, itlwut prnper religiou, supen·i,ion. 

\I: ,t1ci,m could le.id in direction, th.it ,eemed to he the 
re, er,t' ()f Cliri,ti,111 pit't:. The ,ect kno,, n .1, the Brethren 
ot tlie Free 'ipirit. \\ hich cL1ted from the earl: thirteenth 
L·e11t11r:. l>eli1·\ ed th,tt men ,ue of the ,anw ,ubstanLe ,1, 
(,od. e, t'I"\ m,m i, L,tp,1hlc ot becoming cli,·int'. It follm\·ed 
th,tt \\-]l('n thi, di, iniz,ttion ,,·,1, achie, eel. ,1 person could 
no l011gt·r ,i11. tor Codi, ,inle". Thu,. \\·\ute,·er one die!. it 

,, ould not he ,l ,111. C .omm,rndmenh ,md con\·entwn,d te,b 
of moral it: could no longer ,1ppl:. ,md my,ticism \\·a, 
thert'fort' interpreted ,1, _1u,t1f: ing antinomiani"m. Thm, it 
w,1, not ,urpri,ing th,1t ,ome ot Eckhart's language, al
thou\.!h not intended in thi, wn,e. could be regarded a, 
cl,mgerou,-,1, \\·hen he ,aid that Cod is beyond [!ood. 
Despite the efforh of the Inqui,ition, the Brethren of the 
Free Spirit ,pre,1cl. partly because the: \\·ere able to organ
ize them,eh-e, into a secret society. 

The ,1,cetici,m often as~ociated \\"ith my-.,tical religion 
ma: ,tbn be ,een in another heretical mm ement of the 
t,,·eltth ,rnd thirteenth centurie,-the .-\lbigensiam or Ca
thari. found in ,outhern France. northern I taly. and parts of 
Spain. \\·ho held doctrine, c. lo,e to those of \Lrnichaei,m. 

The fourteenth centur: ,d,n ,,,,\· a marked cle\·elopment 
ot m~ ,tici,m in England. ,ls e\emplifiecl by the \\"ritings of 
R1ch,ud Rolle de Ilampole c. l:2Y0- l.3-491, \\·ho led the 
life ot ,1 hermit. the ,rnon:rnou-., author of the famous Cloud 
of l'nknotdng, \\·hich w,1s int-luencecl b: Pseudo-Dionysim; 
Juli,rn of :\orwich c. 13-Hl- l-H.S \\",titer 1-Iilton 1d. 1396), 
,mcl other,. On the \\·hole. the temper of their m: sticism 
,,·a, non,pecuL1ti, e. ,me! the: emphasized the practical 
me,m, of de\·eloping the inner life. 

.-\ mm ement clo-.,t'l: related to the Friends of Cod \\·as 
that ot the Brethren of the Common Life, \\·hich was 
deep!: int-luenced h: Ru:,brneck. lts best-kno,\·n fruit \\as 
the \\·idely read Imitation of Christ, attributed to Thomas 
a Kempis. \\"ith ih ,tre-,s on practical lm·e, it \\·as well 
,1d,1pted to the need, ot tho,c who did not necessarily feel 
the c,111 to the clni,ter ,rnd \\·a, a meam of gi\"ing rny,ticism 
a \\·1cler ,oci,1! impact. 'iimiLul:. Catherine of Siena 
1.3-47 - l.3'-i0 e\hibitecl .1 d: namic concern for ,ocial and 

eccle,ia,tic,d ,en·ice. 'ihe mini,tered to \"ictim, of the 
Black De,tth ,md pL1: eel ,l part in thc attempt to ,trengthen 
the ,1ili111.! papal·:. per,11,1ding Gregory :\.I to return from 
.-\,·ignon to Rmne. 

C,1therine of '-iie11,1 ,poke , i,·idl: of m: ,tical experience 
in term, ot ,pnit11,d nurri.t\.!e. paralleling the ,ymbulism 
\\·hereb: the church \\",h looked on a, the b ri de of Chri-,t. 
-\nother \\·oman rn, ,tic. Terna of .-\,·ila 11.51.5- 1.51'.>:2. ga,e 
further e\pre"ion to thi, imal.!er:. li er accounts of her 
O\\·n e\perience, Ill pursuing the contemplati\·e life, in 
,11ch \\·orb a, The Interior Castle and in her autobiogra
ph:. ,ue ,·aluable ,rncl ,vmiti\ e ,ourct', for uncler,tanding 
the inner phenomt'11.1 of m: ,tici,m. 

.-\notht'r import,rnt m: -,til' who used the imagery of mar
ri,1ge \\ ,1, .i : oun\.!t'r contempor.tr: of St. Tere-;a, John of 
the C:ros-, I S-1:2- l.Sl)I 1-I e \.!a\"e det.1ilcd c:xpre,,ion to the 
e\perienct' of the "dark night of the ,oul." an e:xperience 
,d,o rt'cordecl h: Ru, ,\nc>eck ,rnd other~. The m: ,tic ha~. 
.1ccording to St. John. period, of cle,pair i11 \\·hich lw feels 
dc-;erted b: Cod. Thi, ht· inkrprt'h a, a me..im of purga
tion ,ent h: Cod. The C:'\perience probabl: reflech the 
contra,t het,\·een tht' bli" of union ,md the condition of 
,tri\ in\.! for th,1t bli,,. It i-, not much \\Titten ..ibout in non
tht'i,tic m: ,tici,m. ,dthough Buddhist meditation im·uh·e, 
the attempt to repre" tlie feeling of bliss ,teeming on thc 
,1tt,1inment of higher ,t.ite, of conscinusne-.,, in order to 
oh\·i,1te the depression li,1\ile to occur npon their ce,sati on. 

Protestantism. ln one \Ll:. Prote-,tantism pro\"icled a 
L1, or.1ble milieu for m: ,ticism. but in another and ulti-



matel:, more important wa>·· it pro,·ided arr unfa,·orahlc 
on<:'. Thl' Prote~ta11t empha~is 011 pl'rsonal e\pericnce of 
God could easily link up \\"itlr the idt·al~ of tlw co11te111pla
tive life. Thus, the ,,-ritin_g~ of tlw most fa111or1s Prote\tant 
mystic, Jakob Boehme (1.57.5- 16:2-1 ), were wide)> diffuse d. 
Groups of followers known ns the Behmenists flourish e d 
in England and were later nbsorhecl in th e Quaker move
ment, \\"hose doctrine of the "inner light" \\"as characteris
tically m>·--;tical. Howt"\ 'e r, the type of e xperience that 
figured so central)>· in earl>· Protestantism and that has 
continued to be stressed in e,·angel ical Christianity was 
that which gi,·e.\ the indi\'idual certitude of sal\'ation. Such 
a "co11\'ersion" experience differs from the imageless rap
ture that is at the center of mystical religion. \lorec)\"er , 
Protestanfo,m was organizationall>· unfa,·orahle to the 
contemplative life, since thi s had fiomished principally in 
monasteries and indeed had pro\'ided a main rationale for 
their existence. Protestan tism could he puritanical, but it 
did not favor withdrawal from the world. 

The antinomian tendencies exhibited by the Brethren of 
the Free Spirit in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries 
were reproduced in , ·arious offshoot.'> of Prote.~tant m>'s ti
cism, as in the moveme nt known as the Ranter.-;, who were 
strong in se,·enteenth-centur>· England. Their doctrines 
were held by opponents to be panthei.~tic, but more cor
rectly th e y beli eved in the e.-;sential cli\'init>· of a ll lrnman 
beings. Since Goel cannot sin, neither can cli,·inizecl men , 
however wrong their actions ma>· look from the standpoint 
of conventional moralit>·· This was another instance in th e 
history of religi on where 111>·stical teachings, normall>· 
nurtured in the co ntext of asceticism and unworldline s~ , 
were interpre ted to justif>· the opposite. Other important 
mystics in the Protestant tradition were George Fox 
(1'124-1691), th e founder of (Juakerism; William Law 
(1686-1761 ); and the eccentric poet William Hlake 
( 1757 - 18:27). 

Although co ntemplati, ·e writings ha,·e been less promi
nent in more recent time.\, there ha,·e b een a number of 
striking mysti cs since 18.50, among them th e pseudony
mous Lucie -Christine ( 18-1-1- 1908), whose expe ri ences are 
recorded in her Spiritual }011rnal; the con\'ertecl French 
army officer Charles de Foucauld (18,58-1916), and th e 
Indian Christian Sadhu Sunclar Singh (188H-19:2S)). 

~doreo,·er , there has been a renewed scholarly interest 
in m>·s ti c ism, a.-; seen in the \\"ritings of \\'illiam Jam es, 
E,·elyn Underhill ( 187,S- UJ1 I l. and \\"illiam Inge ( 1860-
1~).5-1 ). Fllrther -;timulus to the st11cl\" of m~·sticism ha~ heen 
provided h~- the increased interaction between Eastern 
religions and Christianit\. 

ISLAM 

Earl,· Islam ,,·a.-; not especially conducin.· to mysticism, 
si nce its main spirit ,,·as that of the prophetic dynami~m of 
Muhammad's numinous ex1wrie nce-;. '\e,·erthele~s. hy th<:' 
e ighth centur,· m,·sticism was cle,·eloping \\"ithin Islam . 
Creek philosoph> had alread> made ih impact on the 
Arabs and thm had opened the wa~· to speculation ahout 
God that wa s partly co11templatin.•. \lore important, th<:' 
ex-Christians who had heen alisorhed into the fa ith in 
man y \liddle Eastern areas carried \\"ith them a respect for 
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the a~cdic lift. . F11rtlwr, tlw crtlt,rn· of tll<' -\rahia11 dnl'rl 
had t·11t·o1111 ten ·d th<' rid, a11d sopl1i\twat<·< I \la11dard of 
li, ·i11 g of tlw L"<lll<!lwred, a11d tlri\ crndrnnt<1tirn1 l,ad i11-
ducecl te n-;iom within blam. Tl,o:s<· \\"lro lwld to till' oldn 
tradition were Jl1<)\"ed to accC'ntuatc tlw p11rita11I\III of l'arl> 
Islam, and such asceticism accorcl<'d with the pradict' of 
contemplation. \lorem·er, it \\"as pos:--ihlt· for \l11\lim\ to 
interpret \luhammad\ prophetic experience in a n1~·\tical 
sense. 

\I 11slim m>·sticism i.-; general I> known a~ S11fi~111. The 
word "$ 11fi'' i.-; probably derin.·d from the term "s11f" "1111-
dyed wool," which wa-; the material of a garnrent ,,·orn 
as a sign of ~implicity and austerit>·· Althmrgh complde 
world denial was scarce!>· in accord with .\luhammad'\ 
teachings, th e world acceptance expresst•d in the stru12Jdl' 
for power among his s11cct>ssors lirou_ght conformih ,,·ith_ 
mere orthodox>· into di.~reputc amon_g the pious. Thi-; rep
resented an opportunit>' for the growth of an ascetic other
worldline~s. Those who adopted the contemplati,·e lifr 
could withdraw from pol it ics and could harne-;s st'lf
mortifi cation to the task of concentratin_g sole I>· upon Allah. 

The general -;trncture of 1 \lamic faith was adapted to the 
sen· ice of th e inner life. The repetition of pra,·ers enjoined 
hy Islam could lw extended from that normalh required of 
the faithful until e,·en· momc11t could he spent in remem
brance of Cod and adoration of him. Almsgi,·ing, one of the 
se\'en "pi llars of Islam," could be interpreted in terms of 
thoroughgoing self-dt'nial. Tlw whole of life could lie seen 
a.-; a pil_grimage to a spiritual \lecca. Although tl,e C'arlie-;t 
teachings of blam had laid duties on the indi\'idual a.\ a 
me mb er of the community-concei,·ed a.-; a hrother
hood-tenclc11<.·ies later de,·elopecl that made reli_gion 
es.-;entiall~- a matter for the indi,·idual alone. 

The new a~cetici~m was regarded primaril>· as a means 
to\\"ard inner illumination. Fear and obedience of Goel 
melted into a burning interior lo,·e of him that carried with 
it th e hope that union \\"ith him 111i_ght he gained throu.td1 
negation of the self. This interior knowledgl' was dt'
scrihed in terms of light. and an important passage in the 
Qu'ran (Koran ), the so-called Light \'er~e, was quoted as a 
ha ckin g for m~·sticism: "God is the li_ght of the hca,·ens 
and of the earth; Hr\ light is likt' a niche wherein tlrnl' is a 
lamp, a lamp encased in _glass, tlw glass a~ it werc a gli~
tening star." Al~o, the Sufi~ came to 11~e the imagen of 
Im< ' a~ some Christian 111\ ~tic-; did .. -\11 earl, example of 
thi~ is to he found in th<:' lifr and teachings of Dh1-1'l-J\t111 
(cl. 861 ), an Egyptian infiut·m-ed ll\ Creek ~pl'c11latim1. 

Heretical aspects. The knmdedgL· prized 1,, tlw Sufi:-
,,·a~ not th e rational knmdedgc dt·,·eloped Ii, the scholas
tic theologiam (i11 l-;la111 thi~ 111ea11t 111ainh thml' \\'ho had 
come into contact with Creek pl,ilmoph> ); rather, it \\'a~ 
thc clirl'ct k110wled.L1:t· of .-\llah, or ma'rifa. Tlri.\ ma'rifa m 
~nmis ,,·as th<' cro,,·11 of the S11fi patlr. I lm\·t·\·<·r, tlrl' idea 
of direct acquaintance ,,·itlr Cod could kin· L"<>11:st·q11t·11cc~ 
that were scandal011\ to tlw ortl]()do\. 

Thlls, .-\ht1 Yaz"id of Bistam (d. ,')7.S) ,,·a~ ~o com·i11ced of 
his identit>· with Cod in the l'Xpnic11t·e of ma'rifa that lw 
cou ld ~a~- "Glor~ to nw-how great is rn>· maj<·~t>··" This 
seemed like clairni11.~ di,·init>, ,,·hi<"h wa.\ hla~plwrnor1~ 
and strict!~- contran to tlw ortl,odox opposition to an,· 
doctrint' of incarnation. Aln-1 Yazid al-;o p11t forth an idea 
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dt·sti1wd to pla~ a Ltrge part in s11bseq11ent lsbmic mysti
l'i,m-tl1at of fa,u"i', the passing a\\'a> ,111d e.\tindion of the 
<·111piric,il -.di, whicl1 follows ,elf-control tl1ro11gh asceti
cis111 and contempbti,-e teclrniq11t·,. The "p;is,ing a\\'ay" 
ill\·olH·d the lo,s of tlw conscio11sness of one's o\\"n indi
\ id11alit~ and helps to explain \\"h~ the Sufis sometimes 
spoke in terms which s11g_gestt'd that thl'> lwcame merged 
or idt•11tifit·d ,,·ith Cod. :\-; has been sl'e>ll, similar ideas 
\\"ere expn·s,ed on m·c;1-;ion I>>· Christian lll\ sties SlJCh as 
l~cklwrt ,111cl are fou11d i11 I lind11 and Buddl1ist m~·sticism. 

The nw,t notal>k <'\,Ullple of this trend ,,·as the C'Xperi
<·m·t_• ol ,il-llalL-,_1 (S.5-l-l):2:2) of lbghtbd, \\"ho spoke a.., 
tho11gh lw \\"ere ,111 incanwtio11 of the di\"i1w Being through 
111, ,tic;il t·xrwri t_• m·t· ,rnd t·on,cio11-;I> ,111d m·ertl>· modeled 
l1imst·lf 11po11 J e ,11,. Snch idl'aS \\'ere intoler,tlile to tlw 
ortlwdo\ ,111d lw ,,·as (appropriate!>) l"flil'ifil'd. 

:\ltl1011gh at first the S11fi, opl'rated indi,·id11all~, tl1t•~ 
Litt-r ,1..,..,ociated in loost' groups. Thl' eLtl>01,1tio11 ol co11te111-
phitiH· techniq11e, ;ind tll(' trend to\\"ard celil>ac,· ( ,c,ircel~
i11 ac_-c1>rd ,, ith tlw -;pirit of the re, ealed la\\" c011tai1l('d in 
tll(' <)11'rfr11) lno11ght al>011t tll(' creation ol order, of S11lis 
\\"ho l'o11ld \\"ork, ,111d oft<'ll li,·e, togetlwr. It \\·,1, c0111rno11 
for ,11ch a group to be 11ndu the spiritual directio11 ol a 
slwykh or JJir, and, t·ry often hi-; re -;idence \\'011ld t11rn into 
,1 111011,1-.,tic co1111111111il\. The prt·,tigt· of "11ch hol, men 
lwcame _gr<·,1t, ,111d 111ir,w1d011.., po,,·er, \\"<•re ,1,crihed to 
tlwm. Thi, pn·stigt·, t·on1bi1wd \\'ith conn·pts cl11sll'rine: 
around 111(/rifa, hro11ght tll(' idt·,il ol tlw di,·ine lilllna11 and 
tlw c11lt of -;ai11h into !...bill. 

Per,t·cutio11, ,Is in the cas<' of ;i}-fLiltii, was no Ltsti11g 
ans,,·t•r to thre,11" to ortl1odox,, ,,·h,1t ,,·as H'q11irl'd \\',I'> a 
syntlwsis between the Ill'\\ ideas ;ind tr,1dition,tl theoloe;~ 
that could harness S11fi pi<·t:. to ()11'r:111ic ends. :\I-Ck1z:tl1 
1 IO.SS-1111) 1nm·idl'd tll(' 111mt atTt·ptal>le ,111d i11tl1l('nti,il 
,0l11tio11 to the problem. 111 his The R£Tital of the Reli
gious Sciences he de,tlt \\'ith tlw q11ntion of ho\\" fa,uf 
c01ild n10:-,t proiwrly lie intcrprt'led. I It, held tlwt the 111,·,
tic. in t·xpt·rit·ncin.e: the ,·i-;ion of Coe!, i, so o,·t,r\\'helnl<'d 
that lw im,1gines he is united with him. I Io,,·e,·t·r, this is a 
sort of ill11sio11. ,11wlogo11s to the belief of a p<·r,on \\'ho 
'il'l''i \\'i1w in a trnnsp,trent ghi-;s and think, tk1t win<· ,md 
glass are a single object. \\'hen tl1e l'Olllelllplati, e ret11rns 
from tlie state of ecstas~· ("drnnkenness," as Clwz,-tl1 ctlled 
it-metaplHH.., of drinking \\"ere common in S11fi writine;s), 
lw recognizt·s tlwt there is a disti11dion bet\\"een tl1e ,01d 
and Cod. In s11cl1 wa~ s, Chaz;d1 tried to do Justice both to 
the actual expl'rience of the contempbti,·e ,md to a reli
gion's :·eq11irenwnts of \\'Orship, \\'hieh pre'.->uppos;es a 
d11,dism between the worshiper and the ohjec-t of ,,·or-;hip. 
( ;11.1zal1 strt·..,..,ed the wa>· in which self-purification. a, part 
of the Sufi path, follo\\"'i pcnitc-nce, which in turn depends 
on the H·co.e:nition of the a\\"e-inspiring majt0st,· ,md holi
ness of Albh. Thm lie tried to show tl1at contemplatio11 
and orthodox relie;ion .e:o hand in hand. I Jenee, he also did 
not belie,-c in a m>·sticisrn that irn·oh·ed withdrawal from 
tlic \\"orld. The m~·stic returns to ordinary life, re,·italized 
b, the dazzling ,·ision of till' di,·ine Healit>·· Chazal(s 
s> 11tlll'sis nw,mt that henceforth S11fism had an accepted 
pLtce \\"ithi11 orthodo.\ J...L11n, ln1t contemplati,·e ,111d philo
sopl1ic,tl thought \\"t"rt' not restricted. 

Pantheist tendencies. \.'otalile among those who ex

press(.'d a poetical and md,1physictl Sufism was ihn-':\rab1 

( l lG.S- 1:2-10) of Sp,1in. I le infl11enced Dante, \\"ho ;idopted 
the 011tline of 'Arnl>i's description of the ascent into he,n Pn 
komhining astronomical thl'ory ;ind the stor~· of .\luh,1111-
mad's jo11nw~ to hea\"en). llis doctrines were p,mtheistic, 
and lie considered hum,111 beings as offshoots of the divine 
essencP that exist because of (;od's desire to l>e known: 
and in tilt' realization of the di,·ine Being, the contempb
tiH0 reflects in his own person tlie structurl' of the 11ni
\"erse. I Ie also made 11-;e of the logos ide.1: the logos as the 
crl',Itin· principll' in tlie 1111i,·ers;t• was identified with the 
spirit ol .\l11hammad. I lo\\·e,·er, there are hints i11 'Arah(s 
work that he considered himself -;11perior to .\l11hammad. 
h,1,·ing reali;:t•d ident1t~- not \\'ith the logos hut with the 
Cl>llhead. 

I lis \"<>l11minous \\'ritine;s, although regarded with dis
ta,tc- by the orthodo\, ,vert· inll11ential, especial!>· in Per
sia, ,mwng such my-;tical poets as Jalal .td-Din R,-11111 
11:207- 1:27:3) a11d .\L1\\"la11a :\ur ad-Din Jami ( I-ll-1-1-19:2). 
R,-11111, \\"ho f01111dt,d one of tlw darwish orders (danvish 
literall~ mt·a11s "me11dic,111t,'' a11d is common!~- transliter
ated "dt·n·ish"), ,dso wrote podr~- l'Xpressing the longing 
of tl1e ,011! for ih rd11rn to Cod. I lowe\"er, he was also 
kl'enl> appHTidtiH· of the IH',111ties of nat11re, and he -;aw 

in tlw rit,wl of the \ll',·le,·i ordt·r, which he fo11nded, with 
its solt-11111 ""·irli11g cLmce to tlw so111Hl of drum and pipe, a 
n°tledion of tl1e 111m-e11wnts of the planets and of nature in 
gener,1I. 

It 11w> lw 11ott·d that some of th(' orders experimented 
witl1 \"ario11s t·xlt-rn,tl nH·,1ns of ind11cing ecstatic experi
enct•s, and tlw dance \\";t\ Oill'. (The ll'rm "den ish" should 
propt·rly appl>· to all mendic,111t orders, and not just to the 
\I<·\ le,·i "<Li11ci11g den islit·,.") 

C:<'rtai11 feat11re, of S11li te,l("liing are Il'miniscent of 
Indian 111> ,ticism. and it lws been argued, ,iltho11gh not 
l"Oncl11si,·eh-, that thl'w werl' borrowings fron1 India. (See 
It C. Zitl'hner, llind11 and ,\fusli111 l\lysticis111, on this 
<p1t·,tio11.) For in-;tance, Ab,-1 Y,1z1d's language is similar to 
that ol tll(' l'panisads; and ibn-':\rnb1 arg1wd, with a logic 
likt· that of S,111Lir<1, that it is i1wppropriate to speak of 
heco111i11g ( ;ml through m>·stic,tl experience, since one is 
,dread> t·sse11tiall> idt·ntical with Cod-m>·stical re,tliza
tion in,·ol\"es no ckmge of 011tologic,tl status. Again, like 
near!> all Hi11du theologians, 'Arabi treated hell as a purga
tor>·, ratl1er than as a phice of everlasting punishment. 
\'ari011s similaritit·'i of thi\ kind can prolwbl>· hest be ex
plained not s;o 11111(·h as borrowings but rnther as reflections 
of ,imiLtr patterns of experienc1• ,md speculation. 

Modern Sufism. In the 111odc·rn period, Sufism has un
dergone a consid<'ralile decline, and the revitalization of 
I ,L1111 has come al>o11t tl1ro11gh otlwr forces-the puritanism 
of tl1t· \\'ahkil>1, I\111-Ar,tl>is111, ;ind political adv,111ce. Sir 
.\luhammad lqb,t! ( 1877 - I!:J:38), however, an important 
figure in ~1uslim modernism, was influenced hy Sufi 
thought. Since he wished to distinguish sharply between 
rC'ligion and science-the former having to do with per
son.ii life-he found the interior que\t of Sufism attractiw·. 
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MYSTICISM, NATURE AND ASSESSMENT OF. 
Attempts to defin e mystil'al experience have liecn as di,·er
sified and as l'onflicting as attempt~ to interpret and assess 
its significance. This is not surprising, for the language used 
to express and d escribe mystical experience is rich)~- para
do:xical , figurati,·e, and poetical. Even if at times a rn~·stic 
c hooses what look like austere and precise metaph~·sical 
terms, this ma~· be onl~· an apparent concession to logic, for 
he will cmplo~' th ese terms in senses far from normal. 
\lystics ha,· e ca ll ed the Godhead a sheer ·':\'othing" and 
yet th e ground of all. The~· haw' affirmed simultaneously 
that the world is identical with Cod and that the world is 
not identical with Cod. 

Some discriminations are 1Jossihle, e,·en if exact 
definition is not. \l~·stical experience is religious experi
e nce, in a broad but meaningful sense of "religious." It is 
sensed as ren·aling something ahout the totalit~· of things, 
something of immense human importance at all times and 
places, and something upon which one's 1iltimate well
being or salvation wholl~- depends. \lore specificall~·, a 
mystical experience is not the act of acquiring religious or 
theological information but is often taken to he a confron
tation or encoun ter with the divine source of the world's 
being and man's salvation. An experience is not held to lw 
mystical if th e di,·ine power is apprehended as sirnpl~
"O\·er-against" one-wholl~- distinct and .. other." There 
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m11st lw a unif) ing ,·ision, a '-<'II'.t' that \<111wl10\\ ,di tl1111!2;'
are om· and share a 110I~, di, i11<·, and ,i11gl<' lift., or tli.1t 
one's indi,·idual being merge~ i11to a " l 1 11i,<·r";il Sdl, .. to 

lw ide ntifi ed with Cod or thl' m~ "ti<'al < hw. \I~ "tic.ti <'\ 
periencc then t~·pical ly im·oln·~ the illt<·11~<· alld jo~ 1 n1, 
realization of oneness with, or i11, thl' di,·i11l', tlw '-<'11\t · tl1at 
this divin e One is comprehensi\'e, all-eml,raci11g, ill ih 
heing. Yet a m~·stical expl'rience may lie gin·n nrnch It·'-~ 
theologi cal interpretation than this de~criptio11 '-llggnts. :\ 
m~·stic ma~· h,1\"e no belief whatenT in a di,·ill<' lici11g and 
still experience a sense of m·erwl1elrning beatitude, of 
sa h-ation , or of lost or tran~cended indi,·id11alit,. 

Some rn~·stical experiences occur onh· at tl1l' l'lld of a 
length~-, arduous religious disl'ipline, an a~cetic patl1; 
others occur sponta11eot1sl~· (like much nature-m~·stical 
experience); other~ arc indncecl h~- drugs ~uch a~ 111l'~cali11 
or take placl' during the l'OllrSl' of mental illnl'ss. 

An important distinction can he made between tlw ex
tJO\'l'rti,·e (outward-looking) and intnwertin° (inward
looking) tqws of rn~·stil'al l'Xpl'fit'm·e. In the first of these, 
the subject looks out upon the multiplicit~· of object~ ill the 
world and ~ees them transfigured into a li,·ing, n111ninous 
11nit~, their di~tinctncss somehow ohliteratl'd. In nat11re 
mysticism, a form of e:,..trmerti,·e experiem·c·, the item" of 
nature arc not lost to con~eiousness; rather the~· are seen 
with unusual ,·i,·idncss and all as "working-; of one mind, 
thl' features/ Of the same fan_•, blossoms upon one 
tree ... " (\Vordsworth, The Prelude, Book 6). In the 
intro,·crtin· tqw, the mystic become~ progressive)~ less 
aware of hi s environment a11d of himself as a scparak 
incli,·idual. He s1wab of I,eing nwrgcd in, identified with, 
dissoh-ed into, the One. The suliject-ohjl'ct di~tinction 
,·,rni•d1es altogether. Some of the lil'st-known m~ ~tiD te~

tif~- to experiences of both tqws, hut the introverti, e, 
heing at the furthest remo,e from ordinar~ experienc<', i~ 
usuall~- held to he the mon· dc,eloped of thl' two. 

Although we can call m~·stical experience a kind of 
religious experience, we do not disc<wer agreement among 
m~·stic~ a),out the nature and statu~ of the m~·~tical goal. 
Christian and Islamic m~·sticis1n, for example, interpret tl1c 
experience theistic,dl~·, although not with complete con
sistenc~·; the l 1panishads and Thera,·ada Buddhism ar<· not 
theistic. Pantheist, monist, and agnostic interpretations 
ha,·e been offered, all with -;ome prima facie plausibility. 

Alternative religious interpretations. The pantlwist 
argue~ th at m~·stical cxperienl'e compel~ us to strip awa~· 
anthrnpornorpl1i c conceptions of deit~· and that although 
theism hegins this work of refining, it stop~ long before it 
should. The thei~tic notion of Cod remains that of an 
infinite, supernatural i11diYid11al. But apart from being 
intellectuall~- unsatisfactor~· (infinity alld indiYidnalit~· go 
awkwardly together), tl1i~ picture contradict~ the 111\"stic's 
own experience, which is one not of an l'Xtl'rnal foee-to
face meeting with a deit~ hut rather one of merging with, 
and realizing one's own hasic identit~· with, the m~·stical 
One. The theist has to set a great g11lf between him~clf and 
his Cod: the m~·stic's l'Xpcrienec testifies both to the 
existence of thi~ gulf and, paradoxicall~, to its <'limination. 
Brahman i~ both far and ne,u. 

\\'h~- ha,·l' so man~· of the greatc~t Chri~t,an mntic~ 11~ed 
theistic language to describe their olwiou-;]y inte11Se mn
tical expnienccs":-1 The pantheist will sa,· that either the~ 
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h,t\t' qmplt·-mmclc·dl> u,l'd the 011h rl'lig1011, term, tht·> 
h.id lwen t,1ught-de,pite their u11q1italiilih-or vlw that 
the dt·,irt" ti> l'llldorm to orthodo\ ( :l1ri,t1,u1 dogm,l ,tlrnut 
( ;od·, tr,u1,l'('IHle11ce ha, led them to nrnfHt> th1he parh of 
tlwn 111d1\"ldu,tl t·\perienl·t· th.it \\ <·n 1ipp<ht·d to 1t. 

\ p,u1tlwi,t interpretati011 cL1im, that it ,done doe, full 
Jthticv t11 Cod\ inhnit::, and tlut ih tlwolog> eliminates the 
Lbt primit1n° remnant:- of deism. Since J 111> ,tic,d e:-.peri
t'lll'e i, ,l di,l'm·er>. a realiz.ition. of \\·h,1t i, eternall> true. 
there need lw no perplexing doctrint·, ,tlm11t ,pel'i,d cli\ ine 
,elf-re\ eLlt10n, ,rncl ,elf-cornmunit ,1t1on, nor ,m> interfer
enL·e \,·ith n.it11ral Lt\\' .-\ccordi11d::,. a Ill\ ,tIC',ll experience 
111duced b::, drug or d1,e,l,t' doe, 11ot kl\ e to he judged 
illu,or::, ur demonic. In the deternn11,1tion of \,·lwther 1t i, 
,lllthentic or not. ib c.ith,ll t 1n 1111ht,ml-e, ,lfl' ,impl\ ht·,idt· 
the point. 

The the1,t. hO\\"C"\"t'r. i, not \\ ithout .i rep!\. He \,·ill 
reject the p,mthei,t\ com·vptwu of religioll, deH·lopment. 
There h,l, not heen .in> gener,d hi,toric,ll trend tm\ arc! 
pantlwi,m or moni,m in reluz1on: ,md although earl> 
thei,ms \\·ere crude!> ,rnthropomorphic. thh doe, 11ot b~ 
ihelf entail th,tt all per,onal language ,tliout Codi, equ,dl> 
fal,e ,md crude. The doctrine of the lnc,trn,ltion ,lw11lcl 
teach the contr,u::,-.it lea,t \\"ithin Cllfl,tendom. 

Pantheism d.ncl moni,m. ,trgue-.. the thei,t. m,tp on!> tlw 
lo\\'er ,lope, of the m> ,tic\ ,bc-ent. The::, ,He concerned 
\,·ith the preliminar> purging of the ,en,e, and intellect. 
their rapture, do not testit::- to .in .ichie\ eel union with Cod 
but onl> to \,·h,tt is perhaps .in 111n1q1,dl> fre,h. innocent. 
and ,le,theticall> inten,e cl\\ are11e"' of the created \,·orld 
and ih beauty. The me,c,din-u,er ,tnd the temporaril> 
P"'"Chotic. \,·ho make e:-.tr.t\·agant c·Ltim, for their m,·11 
1clentit> \\ ith the m::, ,t1cal ( >ne. ought to-often do-tlu11k 
more hurnlil> of their e:-.perienl'l'' onl'e norm,llit> ret11rn,. 
To the theist. the unio mystica i, ,u1 oli_wctl\e th,1t c,u111ot 
lie taken h:> a,,ault: in the end. it i, mil::, tl1e initi,1ti\ e. tlH 
grace. of Cod that besto\,·s it. Cam,ltion don matter in this 
interpretation. and the inner. felt nature of the m> ,tical 
e:-.perienl'e cannot alone determine 1h ,mtlw11t1ut>. 

Paradoxes of religious interpretations . '-ihort deci,1\·v 
,ugumenb can h,udl> be in\"(iked to ,ettle the di,put< 
bet\, een the,l' interpretatiom of m>·,tic,tl e\perience. Th< 
e:-.perience, them,eh-es ,eem ahle to hear either interprt"· 
tation: the choice beh,·een panthei'>m and tlwi,111 i, , 
choice lieh\'een h\'o m,l"-i\ e conceptu,tl ,::, ,te111,. :\e1tlw1 
account can claim tl1l' merit of heing free from internal 
diffil'ultie, hoth c·onceptu,d and religiou,. Thei,rn h.i, 
,ornehm, to t'omliine the notion, that Cod i, imme,1,11r,1-
lih "otlwr" to man and. >·et. th.1t Ill\ ,tical union i, po ...... i
lile. Pantl1t·hm idt'ntihe, \,·mid and Cod \\·hile m,lint1i11-
111g tlwir di,timtne"-. it denie, th,1t "Cod" i, ,impl::, 
,lllotht0 r \\",t\ of ,,1> ing .. \,·oriel." 

~till more perpll'\i1wh. ,0111e 111\ ,tic, of great ernincnl'c 
,pl·,tk the la11gu,H!<-''- of lioth panthei,m ,me! thei,m. Eck
h,u1·, \\ riting, gi\e full-hlollded example-, of eacl1. a•. clll 
tlrnsl' of tlw Indi,m m::, ,tic Sankara. E\ en in the L·pani
,hack ,t!though Brahman i, -;aid to be heyond relation. 
feature le ....... unthinLlhle. it or lie, i, ,lchnm,·ll'dged to h.l\"t' 
personal ,1,1wd,. 

\."o preci,< or dt:terminak idea. no pa1iicularizecl image. 
i, ,tllo\\'l'd to he ,ldl'q11,1te to the m::, ,tical One .. -\lthougl1 
the ontologic,tl ,t,ttus of Cod ,el'Ilh at time, to he that of a 

111m1inou, indn 1dual being, at otlwr time'> all hints of such 
a -;titus ,uv repucli.1ted. "Simple people," ,aid Eckhart. 
"imagine th.it tht>\ ,hould ,ee Cod, ,b if He ,tood there 
,ll1d tht', lwrt'. That i, not ,o." The Di\ ine i, a "dewrt." a 
..\·oid." ,lll ··.1Ji>"·" a .. \,·l1ecl rolling out of itself." a 
"stream Ho\\·ing into itself." 

\h ,tic, \,·ill not ah,·ays all<n, one e\'en tn sa>· unequi\·o
call> that Cod exists. The pseudo-Dionysius, for example. 
denied that either the categor::, of existence o r of non
existence ,lpplied to the Di\'ine. These tensions and this 
indetermin,ltenes-,-Cod is, or is not, a particular being, he 
is. or is not. an e:-.istent-can al-;o be found in nonmystical 
theologies. hut Ill> stil'ism can enormously magnit> them. 
E\ en Tlwra\·acLt Buddhism contaim deep-running para
do:-.. de,pite it-.. comparati\ e reluctance to speculate at all. 
.-\ttaining nin an,l. for instance. i-. like the extinguishing of 
,l Harne. yet nin ,m,l i, not -,beer ,imple extinction. 

\\'h.it attitude i, it rea'>onable to adopt toward this dis
pb\ of ten,iom and antinomies? Four pos,ibilities are 
\\'orth> of ,erious discussion. (I\ The parado:-.es cannot be 
elimin,lted. the> ,ue to be taken literally and at their face 
\·,tlue. \\'ithout paradox. \\'e cannot speak of the mystic\ 
e.\1wrience, or of hi-. God, hut tlti-, is no argument again-,t 
the truth of the 11l\ stic\ claims. 2 The paradoxes are 
nt'ce,s,uy 111 the same \\',t> that di-,tortions of grammar and 
s> nta:-. .ire necessar> to a poet attempting to say something 
that cannot lie encompas,ed b> ordinar> language. The> 
are not to he taken literal!> hut are to he corn,trued as 
,m,dogie-;, h~ perholes. metlphor". or oxymorons. \3\ Since 
no logical!> coherent account of mystical \·ision seems 
,tttain,tble. it i, more ,emible to admit this fact and to 
ht'!ie\ e the m> ,tic\ claim that hi, e:-.perience is ineffable 
,rnd th.It ,ti! Lmg11,1ge f,t!,ifie, it. \\·e \\'Ould no"· ha\·e a 
Ill> ,tici,m \,·itho11t a tlieolog~ .. -\ \·er> high \'alue cou ld still 
lie ,et upon l11\ ,tical t':-.perivnce. but \\'t' should he re\·
erentl> agnmtic on all que,tiom of interpretati on. 1-! ) The 
,tppc,U,llll't' of parado:-. in a piece of discourse i, \·cry often 
Liken h> philmophers a, a reductio ad absurdum of ih 
l'lainh. Compare the logician·, ,tor> of the barber \,·ho 
,l1a\·e, onl> tho,e \\ ho do not ,ha\ e themseh·es. \\ 'hen 
parado:-. d.ri,e'> mer the 4uestion "Doe'> the barber sha\·e 
hinbelP" it is reasonable to infor that there logically 
cannot be a barber. so de.,crihed. \ Because the mystic says 
-,o man> contradictor>· things about Cod, this demonstrates 
the logical impossibility of Cod\ existence. ~o de-,crihed. 
Cnt1c1,11h ch.ugi11g illogicalit> can lie ,upportecl h> at
temph to v\plain in naturali,tic term, the mystical e:-.peri
ence, them,( 0 h e,. 

Evaluation of responses to paradoxes. \ \'hether or not 
the paradme, art' final!> to lie judged literal and irreduci
lilc. \\ e mu,t clear!> rl'jl'C't ,ome of th!:' ,peculatiom that 
,trl' aimed ,tt reducing their offome. For example, hm,· God 
c,m he. but not by being an indi\·idual l'nti ty, i-, profoundl::, 
olhctlfe. Tlw m> ,ter> i, not rern<l\'ed if we say that God is 
Bt'ing Ihelf or Being d'- q1ch. EH·n if our ontolog> allo\,·ed 
,11ch u11i\'er,,tl, a, ··courage ihl'lt" or "hluenes, itself." \,·e 

,till could not meanindull> inl'ludl' Being Itself among 
their number: there is no characteristic named ''being" 
that i, common to all actual entities and that should figure 
in their complete description. "Being Itself " ca nnot logi
call::, refer to an> thing either particular or uni\·ersal, di\'ine 
or nondi\·ine. 



Sirnilarl:-,·, if \\'l' ar<' olfend<'d liy tlw dai111 that Cod nei
ther e:xists 11m does not e:xist, we might try a familiar palli
atin• ,md say that lw is al>m l' heing. ( )m c·oncepts foil to 
grasp him preciseh for that reason. ":\hm<· heing" carries 
echoes of "aho\'(:' the turmoil," "aho,·e s11spicio11," "allO\ e 

praise," with "ahon·" indicating dist,ml-e from ,md supe
riorit:-, to something. But in order to lw ",1hm·e," one 11111st 
first of all he-and continue to he. "Cod is ,tlim t· being" 
real]~· fails to satisl:-,· the co11ditiorn, under ,vhich an:-, 
''.1hove" sentence of this ki11d c,111 lw\'e meaning. It can. of 
course, lw gi,·en a sense if "!wing" here me.ms finite and 
dependent being. But if Cod is superior to this sort of 
being, if he is infinite and independe11t, then that is a 
superiorit:-,· of his nature, and to learn this ,1hout him gives 
us no help \\'ith the original parado:x. 

Literal versus figurative language. The parado:xes and 
enigmas may have to st,md, hut why not take them as poeti
cal, metaphorical, or s:-, ml>olic bngu,1ge·~ Against that 
suggestion, it ma:-,· he argued that ii the p,1rado.,es me 
metaphors, it should lw possible to tra11sbte them-at least 
roughl:-,·-into direct, nonmetaphorical language. The 0111:-, 
language a,ailable to the rn,·stic, hmvc,·er, seems to lw a 
language of irreducible par,1<!0,. 

This argument is not n·ry po\\'t•rful. There ,ire nonm,·s
tical topics ahout which it is impos.,il>le to speak without 
metaphor, such as important topics within the philosoph:-, 
of mind. The histor:-,· of l'onct·ptiom of the mind is, in nWn) 
of its facets, the histon of changing metaphors, myths, and 
analogies. To defend ,1 parallel account of mystic.ti dis
course would he less of a scandal to reason and logic than 
to insist on the literal , ie\\. 

The literalist will rep!:-, tlwt there is, in fact, no sc,mdal 
to reason. The laws of logic work admirnl>l:-,· for e,·er:-, situ
ation where multiplicit> is present. In the m,·stic's unique 
case, all multiplicit:-,· has ,·anislwd ,md with it, therefore, 
the applicahiiity of those laws. Tlw mystic's discoun,e is 
about the One that has no other; it lies be, ond the prm -
ince of logic. 

This leaH', us with a discomfortrng won,·. If logic is 
inapplicable to the 111, stic\ discomsc, does that not come 
, ery close to sa, ing that discriminations cannot he m,1de in 
this field between sense rnHI nonsl·nse. the sound and the 
u nsou 1Hl? 

The literal apprnach must he, for a philosopher, :_1 des
perate me,1s11n·, a List resort 011!,. To treat it a, a11,'thing 
else would be nwtl1odologicill:-, perverse. Apart from the 
difficulties of discrimination, where logic is inoperntiH·, 
the approach demands an 1111shakahle prior conviction that 
the mystic's parado:xes are to he taken at their foce v,due as 
reports of ,-eridical insights. Here then· is much that can 
he ch,dlen,ged. 

\Ve refused tn dismis.s the figuratiw· account for not 
being able to tr,mslate its metaphors, or to gin· literal 
equi,·alents for its symbols ,md ,111,dogies. Yet that inahilit:-,· 
is nonetheless an embarrassment to it. \\'hen the my-;tic 
says, "Cod is a desert"; "God is a hli11ding light"; "Cod is, 
and is not, identical with the world"; or "The 111:-,·stical 
enlightenment is an absolute emptiness which is absolute 
fullness"; we me compelled to accept these nwtapnrs and 
paradmes on the faith-if we ,1ccept thern at all-that the, 
can he true in some inscrutable \\'.I;- of one and the sarne 
deity. This cannot he shown, although the nwstic feels 
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intensely tl1at it is so. Tlw ,k<·ptic co111plai11s tl1.1t II(' c;u111ot 
begin to S<'l' how such wild]> inco111patilil<' pn·dicat<·s c,u1 
refer to an:-,· one hein_g, when•,1s lw can 1111der,ta11d \\·t1!1 
relati,·e cast· how the, might, in lad, lw the <'\JHt·ssio11 of 
some ecstatic inner e.\pt•rience of a quite 110JH·og;niti, <' 
kind. He d<ws not d<·ny tlwt ,ollll' ,1pparentl:-, i11t·ornpatilik 
p1edicates nwy he re, ealed as ulti111c1tt·h c·rn11p,1tilil<·. :\ 
ps:-,·cl10a11al:-, tic story can n·,·e,d how lo\'(· and hat<·. desire 
and fear, can he harbored sirnult,meousl> 1,, a pt ·1so11 for a 
si11gle object; the s,11m· can lw trn<· \\'ith conflict1ng; analo
gies and rnetaplmrs. Tl1e last word of the 111:-, stic, ho\\'t'\ er, 
is "ineffahlc"; he does not profess to ha,·c a rl'COllciling 
story. 

An objector might now sugge,t that it is cas:-, e11m1gh to 
see how \\'l' could choose st·nses for the words "ah, ss," 
"dese1i," "light," that would gin· us at least ,1 glin11ncr of 
insight into tlwir metaplwrical reference to the same di
vine being. The words are rich eno11gh i11 their co1111ota
tions and implications, hoth near and rernote. This is tnw, 
hut it cannot lw ,1 ke, to all the par,Hlo:xes. Certain ones 
(like th,1t of identit~ and difference hetwee11 Cod and 
wmld) offer no scope ,1t all for ,11ch imaginati\'l· sifting, 
and surmisings-11nless we paraphrase the 111:-, stic's claim 
so free!:-,· tl1at he will disown mn tr,mslation. "The world is, 
and is 11ot, identical with Cod" does not rnean to the pan
theistic 111\ .stic that till' world is godlike in some respects 
,md not in others. 

If a cit> were referred to as a desert, ,1 trap, or ,1 f11rnacc, 
the selection of appropriate mca11ings for these words in 
their met,1plwric,d use would he possible heca11se of the 
knowledge of the giH·n fi:xed point of reference: ,I cit:-,·. 
Howe,·er, the conn·pt of cit, is ontological!:-, stable and 
intelligihle in ,t \\a\ th,1t the comTpt of Cod is not. The 
m:-, stic's p,II'ado\iL·,d discour.se i, reLited 11ltimateh to his 
ha sic a,s<·1'tio11s aho11t Cod'.., rndapll\ sical st,1tus; this 
makes hi.s senw11tit· situ,1tio11 t·norrnousl:-, more l'omple, 
and prec1ri011,. ( See also RELICIOUS EXPEHIE:\'CE, ARCll
'.\IENT FOH THE E~ISTE:\'CE OF Con. This ,111d the pre.sent 
,1rticle are mutu,dl, rcle,·ant at 11ian,· points.) 

011cl· ,1g,,in, tl1<'se reflections do not ,1ttt-111pt to disprme 
the my-;tic's statenwnts or e,e11 to show tlwt the:-,· cannot 
he figurati, c .1s well as st•111,111ticdl:-, ,mmd. If tlie rnystic 
had independent grounds for he lie, ing in ( ;()(], thl,n Olll' 

could readily accept the clairn that lw could speak ,tliout 
tl,is Cod on!:-, in oblique L111g1wge. Some rn:-, sties wrndd 
sa>' th.1t the> do ha,<' ,11cl1 indep<·ndc11t grounds, hut for 
others the 111> stical t·.,perie1Lces themselves, repmted in 
the language of parado:x. furni,h the grn11wls of liclief. 
Hen· the risk of delusion is l1igher. 

Mystical experience and agnosticism. "According to m1r 
scale of ,·,tl11es," R11dolf ( Hto wrote, wt· slwll consider the 
m, ,tic's intuition "eitht·r a ,tr,mge fa11tasv or ,1 glimp.se 
into the ctern,d relationships of thing," (Mysticism East 
a11d \Vest, p. -12). '.\ced these lw the only options':' \light it 
not lw possil>le to re.Je d all the traditi()11,d int<·rprl'tations 
of 111, ~tical e\rwrit'nlT hut :-, d ,1cconl it n·r:-,· higl, intrinsic 
, ·,due::' If the mystic cannot interpret his c:xperience theo
logicalh without talking nonsense, it is tlH·n lwtter for him 
not to attempt tlieolog, or 11wt,1pln sics at all, l<·st he bring 
his e.,perience itself into needle,s disrepute. 

:\n apprn,1cl1 of this kind would ha, ·e strong ..,, mpathy 
with the agnostic elements of e.1rl> Buddhism. Buddha 
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t.11112:lit tl1L· p.itli t() 111r,;i11.1 l,ut t11nwd .1,,,1~ .111, qul',ti()n 
,il,rn1t ck1tit·, m tlw 11<1t1nt· Cl! a lite hl're,dter. Iii , t·rnplia,i-, 
\\,1, 11po11 tlw 111m,d q11,d1t~ of ,l lite ,md LIJ)<>ll ,1ttit11dl', 
tm,.ird l1k. dt·,tth. ,1dfrrill\!, ,llld rek,t,l' lro1n ,11Ht·nn\!. 
\h ,t1c,d <'\J)!'rI<·11t·t· ",1, ,1tt,1111l'd i11 the cmn,t· ()f ,t pcr
,011,d. pr.ll'tl(',d di,t 1pl11w. It \\"d' 1111dcr,t()od .1, the t'1il1Ill-

11,1tiCl11 Cl! '11cl1 ,1 d1,t ipl111c ,md l!i, e11 rnil~ tlw mi11imal 
tll('ord1c,d i11l<'rprl'l,1t1()JJ. Tll(' Lick ()t 'Jlt'l'UL1tio11 did not. 
l1Cl\\ t·\ t"r, m.ikl' tht· m~ ,tH ,ii t·\\Wnt·11t·c· 11ll,1\ ,11lalile to ClI1e 
\\ 110 lollcl\\t·d tlw B11ddl1.1·, 1irc,niptirn1 t()r .1tt.111111H! it. 

TCl 111,i,t th.it m, ,t1ch111 i, p<>"il,le ,, itl1out interprd.1-

t1011 11,1, tll(' Illl'rit cd .I\ oid1rn.: 11n1Il'l'l'".IJ'\ i11tdlect11,d 
<>lf<·11,t·. 1t ,d,o ,dlo,,, 11, to ,1d1111t ,1, Ill~ ,tic.ti tlw e:-.pl'ri

<·m·e, Cl! pl'opll' c,11hidt, both the tlwi,tic alld moni,tic 
trad1t1c>11, li11t \\ 11(),t· te,tinw11:-. ,1t th<, phe110111e11olol!ic,d 

It·\ t· l. ,l1cJ\\, :.:n·,Ll ,ith111t1t·, ,,·1tl1 tlw 111~ ,tici,111 of liotl1 

tr,1d1t1011,. '\<·\ <·rtlwl<·"· till' 111~ ,t](',d t'\\kriellt-e, ()I ,111 
.112:11<>'-lll ,tr<· ,11wh lio1111d to dilf('r ill 1111p()rt.1nt re,pct·t, 
lrn111 tli(),t• , ,t ,1 ( ·1m,t1,111. ,1 Buddh1,t. ()r d \I thl1m. Tl1t· 

c-011< q>h 11,!'d 111 11Ill'rprd.1ti()]1 help t() det!'rmint" the 
111, ,ti('·, t·\p!'d.1t1c,11, of li1t11re t'\\Wri<'Ill'l, .111d t() dekr-
111i1w 111, 111,qi ,,I tl1t· 111~ ,tic.ii p,1th ,rnd tlw plottlll\! ()I l1i, 
pc,,1t1,,11 11pc>11 1t. Tlw, ,h<1pe the dCt11,d q11,dit~ of l1h l'\JW
l'IC'lll<' 1h<·lt 111 ,1 1110,t i11tim,1te \\ ,1:-. Thi, d()t·, ll()t 1rnpl:
tl1,1L li11t lor ti!(' i11krprd.1ti, e l'()lll'l'Jlh, 110 l'\J)l'ricntT 
('()lild ()('l'IIJ'. 

It 111,1:- lw h-,1wd tl1,1t till' tlw()l()\,!ic.dl:- 1111111t<·rpretcd 
t·\pcn<·11u· ,,rndd k11d t() lwt·rn11c ,1 111c1T Jh~cl1()l()\,!ic,d 
,·1n1chit~ . .i l11\11r~ Clf t·rn1,0L1ti()]1, i,ClL1kd fr()111 ,di ()tl1l'r 

p.irh c>I tl1t· ,11liwct.., life. Tl1i, t,111 l1.1ppl'11, li11t Ill'ed 11Clt. 
\I~ ,t1t,d l'\Jl<'l'll'l1l't• l,<1,ic,dl~ irn oh t·, d J)<l\\ c·rl1d III'\!!' 
t1>\\,ml tlw HT1>11cili,1tiCln. 1111ific,1tioll. ,111d l1,tl'II1Cl11~ Cl! ,di 
\\ 1th ,di. ,1 h·,1t11rt· tl1,1t c-.u1 rl'<1d1h lw 111kl!r.1kd ,, 1tl1 ,t 
lllor.d rn1tl()ok 111 ,,·l11cl1 pn111,tc~ 1, l!i\l'II to ]Cl\1·. "l11lt-
:.:r.1t<·<l." 111 t,1l'l. 1, IT,ill:- (ClCl \\l',tk .1 krill. tl1,it 11H>r.d 1dt·,d 
111.1, r1·tt·1\ e 1h lidlt·,t ,Illd 1110,t ,pk11did dt,, dop11w11t 111 
th!' 111~ ,t1c,d \ 1,i()]1. ,u1d tlw lll()r,d <1\,!e11t \!,1i11, ,1 ,rnnt·<· ()I 
,·1wr:.::- for the p11r,11it of tlw Illor.d lite. 

Tll(',1· rd1t·d1Cl11, 11L1: ,110\\', .it !t,,1,t. tli.1t \\ t· c,11111ot 

l.11rl~ ,L"<'" tll(' 1mport.111u' of m~ ,tic.ti e\Jll'rit·11n· ,olt-l:
i11 tern1, of tl1t· i11tt>rprd,1tio11, th.it m.i~ lw Cllfcn·d o! 1t. 
,, ll('tl1l'r ,1wc1d.1t1, c·l~ prde11tio11, Cl!' rnod!',t . .\n t·q11,dh 
rl'k, ,lilt q11e,t1011 i, ,, l1;it till' m~ ,tic doc, \\·itl1 111, < \\Jl'rI 
, 11t·t·. tl1.1t i,. ,, l1.it pl.in· II(' l!i, n it in 111, tot.ii pt·r,()11.1 
,llld 11wr.d e:-.i,tt·11c·t·. E, ,d11,1tiCl11, li.I,ed 011 tl1i, i"1w 111.1, 
, dt<·11 lw ,Lt\ .1n.111ct· \\ 1tl1 tl10,t· li;i,cd IJ!)()ll ,1 co11qJ.tri,1n1 ()I 
tl1vont·,. _\ 111~ ,tit· m.i, i11lt'rpret t0 lalioratcl~ ,rnd 11,t· 111, 
Ill~ ,tit.ti l·-.periclltt' ,1, d mcrt· n,ful!e from rc,po11,ilid1t~ 

nr lie rn,:~ l,v q111te .it .i lo" for interprd,ttion, \\'hill' l'LTO\!
ni/111\,! 111 Iii, t·\J)crit·11n· the ce11tl'r ,me! ,prinl! of d rnor,dh 

dt'd1c.ited lilt· 

Other philosophical criticisms. Om fourth t~ 1w ol rl'
,p()11,t· tc, tlw pll!'11onw11,1 of m, ,tit·hm \\',1, th,1t offered l,~ 
till· r.1dic,d phi11hopl11c,d nitic. determi1wd to call 11011-
,t·11,e Ii~ 1h 11,11ne. ,, Im t1kL,, tht' m~ ,tic', anti110111ie, a, ,1 

recluctio ucl a/J.quc/11111 ()I l1i, cL1im,. To tho,e lol!ic,d oli
.1ectio11, pl1do,opht·r, kl\ l' .idded , .iriou, epi,temolo\,!il',d 
,111d p,~ clml()\!ic,d ditficultin. 

The problem of objectit:ity. Tilt' my~tic 1and \\e are ll() 
l011\!t'f tl11nk111g Cl! the ,tl!nmt1c 111~ ,tic I normal!~ cl.1im-, 
tlut Iii, e\perie11cc i, 11ot ()llh ,1 ,, ,l~ of l1t'inl! irn\·ardl~, 

,ulJJed1, l'I: mm t·tL hut al,o th.It 1t di,clo,es the naturt" of 
real it:-, th,1t it i, a cot::niti, e, ohjectiH· e:xperience. To sup
pmi tl1h lw 111,1:- ,1ppe,d to the impre,-,in" co11\'ergt·nce~ of 
te,t1111()J1~ 011 f1111cLmwnt.11' ,tmon\,! m~ stic~ of different 
period, ,111d p.irh of the \\·orld. The critic ma~· cm1te~t thi,. 
In reporh upon perceptual illu,i()n,, for in'>tancc, e,·en 
unani111it, dCle, not remm e their illu~orine~'>. 

Th.it tlw t0 :-.1wrie11ce, ,ire di,clmtne, ,1bout the entire 
uni, cr,e i11 ih 11ltimate 11atuw 111,1~ he an alm(),t irre,i,ti
lile C:()]1t·l11,ion Im tlw m~ ,tic. :\onethele'>s, it mu~t i11\'oh-e 
intcrprdatio11 of ,l demon,trahh fallible kind. To feel that 
tht, t'\Jwricnce 1, re, el.1tor~ i, one thin\!: to judge 
confidc·ntl~ that it i, ,o i, quite ,mother .. .\ dream under 
nitrou, O\idv m.i:- ,trike tl1e dreamer \\'ith the force of a 
,,1t,mic re, eL1ti()n, li11t on a\\',1kening and correlating the 
11ight1n.1n· \\·1th tl1e ,h()ck ()f tooth l':Xtraction, he may ha, e 
little ll'mptati()n to jucke the e:-.perience <1, a genuine 
di,clmme. The feeli11l! of rt·\ ealedne"' can attach itself 
\\·ith equ,d i11ten,it~ to i11compatilJ!e contenh. 

\\·. T St.in· li,1, ,lf\!twd that m~ ,tic,11 e:,;perience i~ nei
tht,r oliJedi, e 11m ,11hjedi, e hut that it trans cend~ thi., 
cli,ti11dim1 ,111d i, lie,t cla"ifil'd a, tran ~'>l1h.1ecti,·e. To be 
ohjccti, t· . .in e\Jwrience mu,t lw order!~ ,me! la\\' go,·
l'rnecl. the cnt!'ri,t ol ,uh_1ectiH· L'\perience are di~orderli
ne" ,llld 111cohcre11tT. \I~ ,tical e:-.perience fih neither 
catt-\,!on. It i, ,111 e.\perie11ce of unit~, untouched liy plu
ralit,. ,md \\'1tl1rn1t plur,dit~ tlll're cm lie neither order nor 
tli,()rd!'r. 

Thi, i, ,111 inl!eniou, trl'atnwnt. hut it '>eE'lll'> open to 
nitici,m ,1t k,1,t on two poi11h. Fir,t. the criterion of ob

t·dl\ 1t~ 111,1~ lw que,tio11ed. \\·e m,1:-, he quite proper!~ 
('()II\ iil('l'd tl1.1t u,rt.1i11 plw11()nw11,1 an, olijecti,·e before \\'t' 

11,1, <' ,t"I!fed rnir,eh e, ()I their orderline"'. and tlw:- ma~ 
indt·t·d wm:1i11 .tlI()]Jla!Cl11,. The '>LibJL·cti, c e\Tnt, of 
drt,,1111, ,rnd f.u1t,1,1t"' ,lJ't· ll()t dhorderl~, a lthough the la,\·, 
\,!m t·rn111g drc·,1111, ,m~ , t·n different from tho'> e go\'erning 

t·\ t·nh i11 tl1t· p11lilic \\'!irld. Sc,concl. \\'e ma~ \\ i,h to dt0 n~ 
th.it 111~ ,tic,d t·\1wril'J1Cl' i,, i11 tact, e:-.perience of a totall~· 
1111d1tlcn·nti,1ll'd 1111it~. Tl1l'rt' i,, 110 doubt. a '>tage i11 \\'hicl1 
tlw m~ ,tit· not 011I~ ,1pprt,Jie11d, tl1e \\·orld <,f pluralit~ ,1, 
1"11i11l! fr()lll ,l ,i11gle di\ i11t· ,ourct" but '<'<'' that -,ource 
111d till' \\'orld .1, .i 1111it~. \I~ ,tic.ti e:,;penence'>, hm\·e, er, 

1 ·,un1()t 11,d11ll~ lw n·,trided to tl1i, one t~ pe. Perception of 
11111lt1pliut~ doe, pl.1~ .i rok, t'\ t"n if it i, ,1 ,11liordinate 
t>Jlt•. ill 111<111~ otl1er t~ pc·,. Thi, i, oli,·iousl~ ,o \\·ith e:,;

trm t0 rti, e rn~ ,tied t'\JX·rience i11 !,!eneraL \\·hich i, an 
<·:xperit·nc·e J1()t ,i1npl~ ()f 011ene..,.., but of oneness in mul
t1plicit~. It i, ,d,o .ipparl'nt in thl' ,takn1l'n t from Sri . .\uro

ln11do th,1t "tl1mL· \\ ho li,1\ e po...-.e.,~ed the ca irn 
\\ itl1in can pcrcein, ,d,\·.i~, welling 011t from its ,ilence tlw 
J}l'rt·1111i,d ,11ppl~ of the c11er\,!ie, ,,·hich work in the uni

\ t'Iv·" The Life Ditine. 19-HJ. p. 2\ 1. The mo~t fa\'Cnalile 
, ercl1d \\'t· l',lll pa.,, 11pon claim, to objelti\'it~ i, "not 

pro, v11. 
Epistemological problems. \\ 'hc·n \H' ,1~ k more particu

t1rl:-, ,, l1,1t ,tnt of ,1pprehemion, \\'hat mode, of kno\\ ing 

,ne 1m oh l"d in m~ '>tici,m, the an'>\\'er~ swell our fund of 
p<1r.1clo:-.c,. If one 111~ ,tic claim, to percei\'e the co.,rnic 
t'nergie, \\'l'llinl! forth from the One, another denie~ that 
,lll~ thin\! like perception take., place. St. John of the Cro.,.., 
,peak, of ,1 ··,upernatural kno,,·leclge and light'' that i, ~o 



complctch- "detached ,rnd rL·11w, l'd from all i11t('lligil,lt' 
forms, which art' objects of thl' t111dl'r,tanding:, tl1at it is 
neither percl'iH•d nor ohser\'ed" (T/w Ascent <f .\lo1111t 

Carmel, \'ol. I, p. I:2:3). l'\m is m>·,tical insight a ptm·l>· 
intell ectual act. for "tlil' higll('r a11d moH· suhlinw tlw 
Di,·ine light , the darker is it to our u11derstm1di11g:." l lnion 
\\'ith Goel "tran,cernls all knowledge." Thl' dilfic11lt\· is 
i11creasecl by the clot trine that in 111,·stical ('.\.periL'lll'l' the 
subject-object distinction breaks down, and \\'ith it, 11atu
rall>· enough, go all our thought nwdcls for cognitin· ,icti,·
ities. Faced witl1 the risk of a (_·ompletl' failure in L'ommu
n icati 011, the m>·s tic usual I y resorts to a char,1deristic 
comple.\. use of language . This \\'ork, in part by ncg,1tio11s 
("not orclinar>· perception," "not si111ph· e111otio11 ") and in 
p,irt by descriptions of his religious situation as he inter
prets it in metaphysical mid theologic,il terms, cnhancccl 
with poetical imager>·; Goel no\\· d\\'l'lls in him, or has 
"absorbed" him "in the l'mhr,1ce ,md ah> ss of His sweet
ness." It is e,1s>· to see \\'ll\· thl' mystic resorts to these 
forms of cliscours(' and ,1lso \\'h>· they off<'r little comfort to 
th<:' epistemologist. For the i11terpretatio11s ,1sst1me pre
cisely wh,1t is at issue: that mystic,11 e.\.1wrienccs ,ire obj<·c
tive and reliahl> cogniti\'l0 in n.iturc. 

Some critics mai11tai11 tli.1t tl1e m>·stic's cL1im to "krnl\\·" 
must ,it le.1st he su,1wcted of being spurio11s. \\

0

hl'n s1l('l1 
e.\.1Xessio11s a, "ohjecti,·ity," "disco,·er>·," and '\·isio11" ar<· 
used in scns<·s so r,1dicalh far from 11or111al ,md applied 
with obscure ,md iclio,> ncratil' crill'ria, it is l<0 gitimate to 
,isk whether some quite different (a11d no11cog11iti\'e) 
thought model 111ight gin· a mrn-e i11telligilile elm· to \\·l1at 
is being descrilwd. 

For example, it i, srnnetin1<·s s11ggl'sted tl1at tlw m>·stic\ 
la11gu,1ge might hl' lwst t11Hlc·rstood not as a description of 
realit>· but ,is tlw expression of ;i ,tall' of mind. Certain!>·· 
some of thC' m>·stic\ lang11age i, clear!> l'llWtin·. a11d e,·e11 
when it seems to de,(Tilw l1is ",itt1atio11," a, \\'l' han· lwe11 
using the \\'ord, tl1is ma>· still hl' an indirect t'.\.prc·""io11 of 
his state of mind. Instead of sa>·ing, "I haH· an opprL·,siH·, 
worried feeling," one ma, ,a,·. "I fl'l'I a, if there \\TH' 

something terril,l>· \\Tong." Instead of " I ft.<'I lllll',h> , insc
cufL•," he ma, ,a,, "There is 110 sin<· f()oting; t·\ <·n thing 
,md e,·cryhoth- is \\·orking agamst llll'." lnst<-,1d of "I hau· 
a feeling of u11realit>·," he m,1y s,1y, "I am not real an> -
more." The ust• of such (_'.\.,lmplcs dews not impl> that the 
mystic is ps,Thotic. So11w ps> chotic t'.\.lWrienct·, are m>·s
tical experiences, lint it hanll> follo\\'s that all mysticism i, 
ps> chosis. The critic could confine himsdf to pointing out 
this distmhing pmallel in the use of Lmg11age: both mys
tics ,rnd psychotics use ,it11ation-clesniptiH0 langu,1ge for 
\\'hat. in the latter case at any rate, is a serinu, mi:-,percep
tion of one's sittwtion, a projection of innl'r disturbances 
upon the outer world. Furthermore, the projc·ction occurs, 
partly at least, Lecause the clisturhanccs arC' not 11nder~tood 
for \\'hat they are, and there is a failure of insight. 

In tl1c rn>·stic's defense, it mu:--t be pointed out that to 
anal~·ze hi, experience as a state of mrnd i:-- not necessarily 
to discredit it. States of mind can he-and normally are
elicited hy ohjecti\'e states of affoirs, properly interpreted. 
People do, on occ,1sion, fall ,·ictim to real persecution: 
their fears and anxieties can be very well founded. 

But decisiveness, either in criticism or defense, is once 
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111on· Jl()t to I)(' l1ad. 01 C(llll''-<' rn1(•, lc,1r, c·,111 I)(' \\'l·ll
frn111d<'d, ln1t a p<'rs()n \\'l10 ',;I\, 11<' do<·, 1H,t rc.dh t'.\.l\t 
a11> 111ore 11111st lH' dl'lmlc·d. Sig11ifil'a11th, a, "'011 ,1, ,11cl1 
n·111arks \'l'rgc 011 the parado.\.ical, \\'t• 1·t•a,<· t(, tak( th<·111 
at their face , ·,d11e and treat tlH·111 ,1, <Trt,1i11 "'g'" ()f di,
orcler. 

Content and quality of mystical experience. \\'<· l1a,<· 
lll'<'ll considl'ring so111e L'pi,t<-mologil'al a11d l111gt11sti(' 
prohle111s set Ii> Ill\ sticis111 and ,omc \\·a> s i11 \\ l1il'l1 a 
philosophical critic can a,:--at1lt, althot1gh prold,h not 
O\'l·rtl1ro\\', the 111>·stic's l'lai111:-,. Of tl1<· l'l'lltral 111\ stic,d 
c\.perit·nL'l', ckiractl'rizcd h> loss of i11dl\ idt1alit> ,111d 
di,,ollltio11 in a lirnitlt-ss di, i1w totalit>·, littlL' or nothing 
has liee11 said from a philo,ophical or ps>Thological \'H'\\'

point. Ilo\\' far could ,l 11atllralistic al'COUllt of 111>·stical 
e.\.1wricnce copl' \\'ith thl'sl' central featme,·:' Or co11ld 
jllsticc lw done to tl,ern 0111> in a thornughgoing rnntical 
philo,opliy , rearl'd t1pon the paradoxes thcmsc>IH·,·:' II<·rc a 
suggestion or t\\'o m11,t suffice. 

In the fir,t place, the 111\'stical t'.\.pL'riencc i, ,l ,·ision of 
the \\'oriel th,1t i, free, to a \'l'r> 11m1s11al e.\.tent, frorn the 
interposition of l'OlllTpts. \:ormal perception is clo,el>· 
li11kl'd to practical projL'l'h: \\'e st·(_· the \\'oriel in term, of 
our needs and dl'siH·s and Olli" i11k11tio11s to rnanip11late it 
in , arious \\'a\,. :\estlll'tic experienc<· pro,·ides a sharp 
contra,t. ( h1c 111a, stlCl'('l'd liril'fl>· in crn1templati11g a pas
toral land,l',qW not in terms of land t1tiliD1tion m of the 
practical prohle111s of traH·ling al'ross it, hllt simpl> as 
colors. shapL's, cn ,·oh111w,. Scl'n in tliis \\'ay, tlw land,l'ape 
L'a11 lw <'.\.l'itingh and startling!> dilfrrent frrn11 its e,·er>·da> 
11tilitarian appt•,1ralll'('. \h ,til'al exp1·ri<·11LT is l'\ en 111ore 
distllrhingh ,tr,111g<· 1,ecause it \11s1w11ds the applicatirn1 of 
still 111orL· basic COll(TIJh ,111d l'ategories. ":\, lrn1g as a ma11 
has ti111(· and place and n11111lll'r and qt1antit\ and nmlti
plicity, IH' is 011 tlw wrong track and Cod is far frrn11 him" 
I \lei,tcr Eckhart. Ser111011s, p. :20:2). 

\\'lw11 COlll'eph arc \\'ithdra\\'n and f11mL1111<·11tal di,ti11c
tirn1, oliliteratt-d. it is 11ndl'r,tamlahk that ot1r ordinar>· 
st·ns<· of thl' limit, and lio11ndaric, lwt\\'l'l'll thing and 
thing, per,on ,wd person, ,l1011ld al,o temp()raril>· di,ap
pc,n. l11 thi, \\'e m.i, ha, t' an irnport.mt cllle to the Ill~ ,tic's 
clai1m aho11t thl' o, ercm11i11g of finite i11di,·idt1alit>, thl' 
cessation of the ,11hject-ohjcct relation, and 111crgiug, and 
melting:-- into thl' i11finitc. lkcaw,l' rnir nonnal '-l'lls<· of 01n 
po,\'ers a11cl their limits i, fosll'rl'd Ii> tl1e lltilitari,rn and 
practical ,·it·w of' tlw \\·cnld, \\'lien that ,·it·\\· is st1pprcs,<·d, 
therC' c,111 come the s<·n,c of exhilarating t·,pa11sio11 or 
liheratio11 tl1at i, often dc,crihed in tl1t· m>·stical litc·ratlll'e. 

SimiLirly, if the practical orientation is smpenck-cl and, 
with it, tl1e related cont'ept11al framc\\·ork of nor111al c,1w
rience, we nrny lose a\\'an·nc,~ of tl1e passagl' of tilll<'. \\'e 
are not demarcating event from e,·ent i11 tlw 11<n111al time
articnlati ng nwnner. 1 n i ntro,·ertive m, stical experienc<· 
the awareness of space i:-- al'.-,o ohliteratecl, for there is a still 
more thoroughgoing withck1w,1l from perception a11d e,·e11 
from sensation. The inten:--ity and strangl'11e:--s of 111ystical 
e.\.pericnce reinforce the effect of timelessness; the <'.\.pe
rience is clrnmaticall>· di:-,continurn1s with the fl.ow of 
events bt'fore and after ,rnd l,encl' is felt a, not belonging 
to it. 

The m,·stic himself can afford to he sy111pathetic to many 
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'di< 11 11,1t11r,t!1..,t1c <·,pla11atio11..,. I le l',Lll re!J,..,t, to ,1dmit that 

tlll'~ di..,nt'dit Iii.., t'\IHTi<'nn·. The, ,m· :-imp!~ tlw \\·ill ..,a~ 
.. IHTt'""·Lrih .. i1wo111plete. for the~ cannot acl·o1111t for the 

,p1,tl1L1tl\t'h 1111iq11t· to1w of rn~..,tic,t! f('eling, a11d tlil'~ do 
11ot di,prm t· l,i.., cl,11111 that tlw Ohwct ol m, :stied , i..,ion 

ih<·II 11111..,t t'l11ck tlw (\ltl-gorie.., of naturali..,tic pliilmoph,. 
\h ,tw,..,,n c,111 lw 11pgr.1dl'd or dmn1graded \\ ith lie\\ il

dt·ri11g t·.i,t· through the l'hoice of a mdapl,or or a :simile. 

ih p,trado\t·, .ir<· 1111utteral>le truth.., or l>L1t,1I1t co11tradic
trnn". ih ('le,m·..,t ,dfinitie.., ,ire \\·ith trn..,t\, ortln mode.., ol 

k110\\ i11g m \\ itli Jh~ chotic del11..,on ..,Litt,.., ol 1I1i11d, ol all 
l111m,111 t'\J)('rit·11n· 1t i, the mmt , ,d11ahle or it j.., ,1 Jh~·clw
logi(',t! t·11rio..,,t~. la..,!Jimll'd l1~ the 1mcon:--ciou.., from inla11-

t1k 111att·ri,t!..,. Tlw l'\l'('""t'" ol tlw"l' oppo..,Jte polt·.., ,ire 
,1, oi<kd ill 011r rt·111,1rk, .tlio11t ,111 "ag:110..,tic" or "no11i11kr

pr!'t111g°' m~ ..,tici..,111. ,t!tlio11gli till:- i:s perh.tp" nH>rt· ol ,1 

practical co111prnmi..,t· than tlw gl'rlll of a f11ll-fll'dgt•d 

tlwor~. It tril'" .1t lea..,t to ..,tre,.., tht' pok11tial h11man 11n

port111c<· ol III~ "til'al t"qwri<'Ill't"-\\·lwn , okt 0 d to 111or.tl 

, i..,io11-and it t'\J)l'l'""l'" the \\ i.,h/iil thought tl1.tt tlw para· 
do\t'" ol m~ ..,tic.ti rntt·rprd,1tion ..,!muld not lw altogetl1t-r 
,t!lmq,d to 111a..,k tl1,1t i111porLlllC:l'. 
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ROX.-\LD \\ '. HEPBUR:\' 

'.\1 YTH. The relation hehn:'en philo:--op h~· and m~·tholog~ 
<·,111 lw u,efull~- set out undl'r three main headings. Thert> 
i:s hr:--t the period in Creek philo:--oph~, when philo-.;opliers 

\\ anted to di:--card and to criticize m~·thological modes of 

thought hut \\·hen the~ \\·ere still so clme to those modes 

of thought that m~·tholog~· rt:•c:urred in philosophical con

k\ts. Then in modern th o ught there i~ the period from 
\'ico to Comte, \,·hen m~ tholog~ was taken serious!~ as a 

cl11l' to the primitiH' hi:--tor~· of thought, and from the nine

kt·nth cent,ir~ on, \\'hen th e rt> \\ as a \ 'ariet~· of systematic: 

attemph at a -;cience of 111~ tholog~·- Fi nail~-. th e re is the 
role ol Ill~ th in nwdern irratioualism,. 

To thi., .,dierne three oh_iedions ma~ he made. Th e first 
is that in discus:--ing the Creek:- what is said will ine\·itabl~ 

lw co11cl itio1wd I>~ tilt' \\ ritt'r\ he lief~ ahont \\·hat modern 

..,cit'ntilic approaclH·.., to 111~ tholog~ ha\·e ~·ielded. Thus, th e 
wcond ~t,dion :--ho11ld precede the fir-.;t. To this objection 

e,Tr~·thing ca11 lw com·t'ded e.\cept the conclusion, for it 

\\·cmld lw equal !~ difficult to di:--cuss the growth of the 

..,cit'Ill'<' ol m~ tlwlog~ bdon· an~ thing liad !wen "1id a bout 

Ill~ tliolog~ ihelf. 
.-\ ,eco11d objection might he that no initial definition o f 

Ill~ tholog~ li.1:-- IH•t 0 11 offned. But IH·re tlw danger is that hy 

d<'lmeati11g tlw fil'ld of m~ tho log~ too sharply, 01w biases 
one\ .iccrnmt in fa,·or of ont' sort of theory .. -\nd an) 

definition broad t·11011gh to escape this charge wo11ld be 

t'ither \ ag1w or a llll'rt' catalog1w. 

Thl' third ohjt•dio11 \\'<>Jdd lw that tlw Christian Era until 
the timt• of \ 'ico appear.., to lw ueglected Ii~- thi:-- schema

thlll. For this tlwre i:s good reason, hmH0 ,·er. In that era 

m~ tlwlogit·.., \\'t>rt· predominant!~ treated as false theolog
ical ,tlTOilllh, ri, als to tlw one triw theological account , the 

Chri:--ti,111. 

Greek philosophy. l :reek m~ th s, likt· thos e of other 
\lediterranl'all and :\ear Ea.,t ern c11lt11re,, include cosmog

OllH'" and accou11h of grl'at di-.;co\erie., and in\'entions, 
..,uch a.., that of firt 0

; of the founding of citie.,; and of the 
ancl'str~ of kings, in \\·hic:h relatiomhips l1d\\·ee 11 gods and 

men art' codifi e d. In different stagt"S of the mythology, 
..,uc:h ,1.., in the distinction liet\n•en the Olympian gods and 

the dark, chthonic: deitie.,, one can dishflguish different 

,ocial origins. From the time of Durkheim and Jane I Iarri
,011 anth ropologi,h han_• stressed th e function of m~·ths as 

t'\planations of rituals which e\pwss the social conscious

ne..,.., of a group. In Creek soc:iet~ the public ritual contin

ued to e,press the life of th e c:orn nrnnit~· long after belief 

in god:- had become qu es tionab le. 
Creek philosoph~ only gradual!~- separated itself from 

rn~·tholog~·- Perso nification , for e\ample, was common in 
pre-Socratic: philosophy, but at th e same time rationalist 
criticism of m~·tholog~· originated with \\Titers; like Xenoph-



anes, \\'ho attacked anthropomorphic representation of 
the gods, and Euhemerus, \\·ho argued that m~ ths \\'ere to 
be explained as storit·s al>011t men who had be<>n deified. 
Heraclitus attacked Homer and I Iesiod for their de
pendence on m~th. 

Plato. Plato used 111:,ths and allegories for ;1 \'ariet~· of 
purposes. Frutiger dra\\'s a distinction between m~ tlis 
properly so called and allegories, \\'hich, for example, lack 
the element of story; among allC'gories he would include 
the account of the Ca,·e in the Republic or the noble lie 
ahout precious and base metals in the souls of different 
types of men. He di\'ides rn~·ths in the full sense into those 
which function as allegories, those which function as 
genetic explanations, and those whirh function as other 
types of parascientific explanations. An example of :dle
gorical m~th is Diotima's account of the hirth of Eros in 
the Symposium; among ge1wtic t·xplanations is the account 
of the creation in the Timaeus; and typical examples of 
what Frutiger calls parnseientific are the accounts of a 
future life and of rewards and punisl1111cnts for ,·irt11e and 
vice given in the Republic, Gorgias, Plwedo and Plwedrus. 
Frutiger sees three features of Platonic m~'th as outstand
ing: the use of s~·mbols, the freedom exhibited in the han
dling of the narrati,·e, and \\'hat he pleasant!~· calls a pru
dent imprecision. The last is important. Plato uses m~th 
where he \Vishes the precise extent of his own inkllectual 
commitment to remain unclear. Thus, Plato's 11se of m~·th 
helps us to understand how the break \\'ith m~thological 
thought forms invoh-es tlie raising of sharp que~tions al>0ut 
truth and falsity \\'hich the m~thological forms themseh·es 
are able to evade. This thro\\'s light on certain characteris
tics of m~tholog~·-

The subject matt<>r of m~thological narratin_'s i-; no 
different from that of later philosoph~ and science; \\'hat 
differentiates m~th from these is not mere!~· its narratin· 
form or its use of personification. It i-;, rather, that am~ th is 
living or dead, not true or falst•. You cannot refute a 111~ th 
because as soon as :,ou treat it as n°futahle, you do not treat 
it as a myth but as a hq)()thesis or histor~·. \lyths \\'hich 
could not easil~· coexist if the~ \\'l'l'I __ ' h~-potheses or hi-;to
ries, as, for example, rival accounts of creation, can com
fortably belong to the same bod~· of m~ tholog:,. There are 
often gradual proce-;ses of reconciliation and of integration 
into a single narrative, but the discrepancies \\'hich give so 
much pleasure to the a11thropolot.1;ist are not discrepancies 
at all from the standpoint of the narrator. 

Thus, Plato, b~· falling back into m~th, ma:, he deliber
ately a\'oiding too direct an encotmter not onl:, with cer
tain philosophical difficulties but also \\'ith ri,·al religious 
traditions. For myth is not theolog~· an~- more than it is 
hypothesis or histor~·. Indeed, the dominance of theolot.1;y 
in later religiou~ thought and the insistence in the m~'ster~· 
religions and in Christianit~· on treating myth as theolm.'S 
are as responsible for the death of m~tholog~· as is an~· phil
osophical rationalism bred by the pre-Socratics and Plato. 
Of course, it \\'as not onl~· Creek m~tlwlog~· that was treated 
b~· Christianity in this \\'a~·- Both ;\orse and Celtic mythol
ogy met the same fate, although thl'y both sur\'i,·ed in 
medie,·al literature as beliefs and not just as a source for 
tale telling. 

Modern thought. The first serious modern treatment of 
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mytholot.1;~· occ11rs i11 Ciaml>attista \'il·o·s S!'in1;:;a 111wu1. 111 
\'ico's theor~· of histor~ C'al'li period lias ih o\\ 11 1111it~ and 
character, and periods suc<-·t·l·d 011<· a11otll<'r in a ddt·r
minate ordl'r. Thl' het.1;innings of ci,·ilizatio11 Ol'l'llr i11 "tll<' 
agl' of the t.1;ods," \\'IH'n men lin· i11 la111ilil", ,111<1 cent('r 
their lives around religion, 111arriagl', ;111d tlll' l>11rial of tlw 
dead; this period is follo\\'l'd b~· tlll' '\tl.';l' of ll<'rnn," i11 
which aristocratic: states arise. Onh then <..·011ws tlw "a!..(l' of 
men," the agC' of dl'mocratic rep11hlics. B~ tl1e third st;1ge 
rational inquir~ is established, hut in th<..· earl~· stagt·~ po
etr~· and m~ th express tlie \'lilgar wisdom of a people. ( )111' 
from mytholot.1;~· can \\'e disco\'er the religion, morals, law, 
and social life of t•arl~· societ~·- \I~th~ a1T 11ot false narra
ti\'(._•s, nor arl' the~· allegories. Thl·~ express tlw collecti,·e 
mentalit>· of a gin·n age. 

\'ico's treatment of m~th is far closer to that of modern 
anthropolog~· than is that of his immediate s11c:cessors. The 
Enlightenment's belief in progress and att:1c:k on supersti
tion produced an 1111s~·mpatlwtic climate for such interests. 
En_•n llerder, \\'ho:,e s~ mpath~· was awakened h,· seeing in 
primiti,·e poetr~· and song the spirit of the folk, was in
clined to treat m, ths as parclonah)>, false beliefs. In the 
ninete<..0 nth centur, this assumption underla,· the fir-;t sys
tematic atkmpts at a scil'nCl' of m~tholot.1;~·. hut there was 
also a new consciou:.ness of the \\'idespread pre\',ilence of 
m~·tholog~ and a wish to apph- c:omparati,·e methods. 

In 18.56, \lax \hiller pul>lislwd his Comparatice My
tlwlogy, in \\'hich he tried to interpret mythologies l,y 

- means of principle~ deri,·ed from philolot.1;~·. All Ar~·an 
la11!..(Ua!..(cs are deri\'<..0 d from Sanskrit, in which original)~· 
there \\'ere certain word~ named s11n, sk~·. clol!ds, rain, and 
da\\'n. But lant.1;t1a!..(e became diseased, the orit.1;inal mean
ings \\'ere lost, the \\'orcls l)<..'canw treatt-d as the names of 
di,·ine bein!..(~, and what had lwe11 acco11nts of tl1e sun 
u~hering in the da\\'11 and ending the reit.1;n of nigl1t wne 
transformed into m~·ths about battles lwtwet·n gmls, heroic 
quests for !.(old, and the like. To 1mderst,111d a m~th, as
serted \hiller, di~cm·l·r the et~·molo!..(~· of tlw names. 

Andre\\' Lang pointed out that ri,·al philologists \\'ould 
!..(i,·e different et~·molot.1;ic:al explanations of the -;anw Ill~ th 
with apparent!~· equal pla11sibilit>·· Lang himself ret.1;arded 
m>ths as sun-i,·;tls of earlier social norms. The classical 
Creeks recount m~ths in \\'hich cannibalism and human 
sacrifice Ot_Tllr, altho11gh they practi(._'ed neither; however, 
among Pol~ nC'sian and African peoples, of \\'horn Lang's 
contemporaries \\'C're ne\\'I~- a\\'are, just such <..'Jhtoms and 
accornpan>·ing m~·ths are found. I 11 cla~sical Creece the 
custom had ,·anishecl, h11t tlw m~ th remained. Or a nature 
rn~th may be found witl1 ih meaning plain in its \Liori 
form tocla~·, whereas in its Creek ,·ersion the stor~· has 
been so cha11t.1;ed that the orit.1;inal me.u1ing has lwen lost. 
The ;111thrnpolot.1;~· \\'hich Lang and hi~ school used \\'a~ 
that of E. B. T~·lor, \\'ho himself criticized \hiller's theo
rizint.1; hy sho\\·ing how con\'incingl~· the 1nns<·r~· rhrrne 
"Sing a Sont.1; of Sixpence" could he explained as a solar 
m~th in .\hiller's terms. 

Recurrent themes and comparative methods. Lang took 
it for granted that the "s;mw" m~th could turn up both in 
Greece and in .\'e\\· Zealand. The modern collection of 
m~thologies has emphasized nothing so much as the strik
ing!~· similar themes and stories which recur in wide!~· 
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!dfen-·11t p"tl·e, ,llll . t1111e, . \!~th, ot dw re,1t1,,r. t thl 
\\, )rid elft" \\ 1de--pre,1d. m~ th, ot the l rl ,1t1(>J1 ot n1,1nkind 
Jlllll t·\ll'~\\lkre. But e,en 111 detul m:th, re,t rnble <ll1t· 

ell 1,tlwr C:h de 1':luckhohn '1.1, \\ ritk11 tlut lie hJ}(l\\, of no 
, ,iJt, fl LL hll1\! m, th, ot ,, 1td1l r,dt 111 ,, I 1l h \\ ere-c1rn111,1l, 
111 1, t· ,ti, 111t dt 11112:ht. p<>h<llh l,111 l,e 111,1.!Jl ti ~ 111tn1d11ced 
111tu tl1e \ 1Lt1111. l',llhll1\! dl11t·'-" ,md deelth. ,ind tlit·rl· 1, 
, >llH Lunnect1,rn lwt,\ee11 111lt,t ,mcl ,,1tLh r,dt R,111k h,1, 
li,lll'-"ed the u1111mon m:tl1 p,1ttern ut I hen>. !Hlrll ot 

nolilc p.1rc11h. ,l'.!,llll't w!Hht.:' birth ,Ill or tl le ,, c1rn, In, 
L1thtr. ,o tk1t tl1t· d11ld h Jett to die Ill e\r 1,mt. the l hild 
1, ,,I\ t·d Ii, ,lwpherd, or .1111m,d,. 12:r•J\\, 11r t, rt t11rr1. per
hlr111 '.!rt·,1t dt·ed,. d\ e11'.!e him,elf. ,rnd h11.dl~ lie relo1.?:-
111zt:'d. In the I-,tr E,1,t. ,lllll>11.! tht '\,1\,tl1<1 .. rnd in (,rltte. 
,1, ,,el ,h 111 111,lll: otl1er pLlll''-. ,,e find tl11, pc1tfrrn \\'hc1t 
1, the e\pLrn,ttiu11 ot 1h rel lirrenle:' \\'e L,111 rli,tin2:111,l1 
tl1ret: nu111 t: pt·, ,it t \pL111ctt]()J1 

Tht fir,t 1, lh\Ll10,111,d:t1L Ott,, Ru1k. 1 Frt11dL111. e\
p ,1111, the hl•fl) .1, the e\!(J ot the ll1ilcl ,,hr, rdit·l, c1..:,11n,t 
h1, p,ire11t,. H1, L1tlwr. ,m \\ll()rn tl1t d1dd·, h.1te 1, 1 n,
iected. 1, p1ctun-d ,1, e\pthIII'..'. tltt I ii.I 111 .1 l,s1\ (>!1 ,,.1tt r. 
The h,,\ ,, ml)()lize, tl1t: ,,or ii, tl1t ,,,1tt r l)1rtl Tl1t (>rdu 
,,t the ,ton tollri,,, 1 ,eque11lt ,111,d1>'.!<ll, t() th,1t ,)t drt·.un, 
111 \\ Inc 11 rut11r,tl e\ ent, .ind --~ ml><,!, .ire l ,ml 111ed 111 c1 

,111\!ll fant,1,~. The 111: th h tl ,t: e\pre,,1(>J1 )! .di p.ir.11 md 
. liMc1cter, ,,!1n I ,1te the L1tl1t·r ,,IH <)11-ttcl tl1e111 tr<llll tl1l 
m,1tern.d lo,e ,mcl cire. BeLdti-e ,11lh tll,irictl-r 1, ,,1dt-'
,prec1cl. tht· m: tl1 \\ lnLh e\pre,,e, 1t 1, ,, 1dt·,prt.1d. t,ir, 1n 
:..'.ener.d. 1t 1' the comm 111 l)lol >'.!IL,d .. md. l rn,, 111t nth. 
p,, l holn12:1c,d. 1nhentmcl of 111,mk1nd \\ l11c l1 111derlil, tlw 
u,nunon ,tulk ot rn,tlrnlo:.::. 

B, cn11tr,1,t. the l11n'.!1c1n .1ppn ,1Lh t,l rn,tl ,ii,<: n,t, 
1pon 1,elwf 111 ,1 c1,111mon hum,m ,lll't-' tr, tit ).It LtI\t 
1mco11--urni-. The 111cll\ 1dual cont111u,dl: fillll, h11 hell \!I\ -
111\.?; e\pre,,]()n to ,rn ,irchet~ p,11 ': mlirili,111 ,, hrl I rl )J 11111te, 
nnt onl~ the rn:tholo\!: lrnt ,d,o m11lh ,,t the ,upl11,t1< .1te I 
liter,1ture ot the ,,·r,rld. The ,,une 111,tl1, ft-'l 1r 111 d1Ht 1·,·r t 
time, ,rnd pLtl·t:', lwl,llht: ,di 11, tl10l012:~ I ,1, ,1 ( 1>1 1111, l! 

,11urle \loden1 rn.rn. ,,ho h,i-- r1,ercle,elrlped tht· r.1t1<lJ1,d 
,ide ot hi, n,1ture. enc1nrnter, in hi, dre,!111' tl1t ,c1r.1e 
h12:ure, tli<1t c1ppear 111 c111c1ent ,rnd pn1111tl\ e m: th<llo..:, 

The clitfic1dt1t, in tie Jungic1n dL'lOU11t ot m: tl1"l".!' .1n 
:1tfil 1rlt1e, ,, hICh co11tro11t ,di J 1m1Z1,rn tlieor:. It tl1t: t·\i-t

··nce ot the u1llect1, e 1111con,cHnh 1, ,t Ii~ potl,c,h 1lt-
,1 .!ned tt> e\pLun tl1e rel urrence , d cert,1111 thernt:, .L11d 
,, mbol, 111 rn~th, ,rncl drec1n1--. then 1t 111u,t lit lr)rn111Ll,lt 
11 ,1 \\,1: tlic1.t 1, te,t,lhle. But it ,uLh ,l h:P•>the,1, ht,, he 
te,t,1hle. \\e 11111,t he ,1hle to deduLe trom it prediLt.il>lt 
um,equenle, t>\er ,md ,1ho,e the cLL1 ,,hiLh 1t \\,1, ( n'.!1-
11,dl: torrrn1L1ted trJ e\p ,tin. Yet 110 ,uch con,e<JlleIKt, 
,fem t() t.,llo,, tr111 the h:potht,i, ut the colleLt1,e 1m
•_(m,u, i- It ,eem, to lie unte,tc1hle 1t cert,1mh rem,un, 
unte,tt- d -\, ,lll e\pL111c1tl(Jn ol the recurrence of m: tholr>'.!
IL,ll t!1e1 1n <111cl --~ rnbol,. it i, ,11,o unnece---.lr:. for there 
,tre ,11111 lt-r md le" rncoherent e\pLrnc1tion,. 

Jo,epl1 C.unrhell lici- 11,ed the Jungi,rn theor: ot ,uche
t, pe, to interpret the ,tm~ The Frof!, J,:ina., one of the 
Ill~ th, colln t d b~ the lrn ,tl1er, Grimm. He ,ee, the lrog 
,1, ,1 ,null-,c,dt clr,l\!On \\·ho,e out,,,ircl ugline" conce,11, 
the depth, ot tl1t uncon,c1ou,. 111 \\ h1ch unrecognized ,rnd 

1111kn11\\.ll tre,i--ure i, t" l>t- t, und. The [r.,g king ~umm,m, 
the L hilcl tu ,1tt,1in mc1turit: ,rncl ,elf-kn1rn led!.!e b~ explora
tion of the uncon,l io1J, Fortun,1tel:. \\ e ,1l,o h.i, ea Freucl
i,rn rnterpretc1tion of The Frog J,:inlZ Ii~ Erne-t Jone.., ,1c
l·r1rding to \\·h1ch the fro\! i, ,1 ': mhol for the peni., ,rnd the 
m~th repre,e11h tl1e Lhild', mercoming di-,gu,t in ,tp
prn,ll hin!! the ,e\tul .1ct. \L1\ \I uller h,1d. of cour..,e. l01112: 
before mtnpretecl The Frog J,:ing ,1, one more ,obr m: th. 

In the L1Lt· <>f the,e ri, ,ti interpreLltiom the need for a 
Lfltt:'rl()n ol l'(>rrect 111terpret,1twn 1, clear!~ ur12:ent, ,rnd 
,,·itl1 thi-, need goe, the need tor ,1 criterion for cleciclirnr 
,,hen t,\o lll:th, ,ire .rnd ,ue not ,er,ion~ of the ",c1me" 
m~ th. Tht hr,t ,tep tm, c1rd prm 1climr ,uch criterid i, the 
lollect1r111 c1nd tent1t1, e cL1"1ficc1.tw11 of c1, nun: bod1e- of 
111: thnlo\!\ ,1, Pll"1hle. The mmt intere,ting work here ha~ 
heen clone b: Kill( khohn. ,, hll h,h ": ,tem,1ticall: e,tab
li,l1ecl nr>t rml: the reLurrenn- of plnh ,rnd char,1cter, but 
ell,,i the e\1,tenl·e r>I u111,t.1nt te11denc1es \\Jthin thi, re
l'Urrence For ex,11nple \\ e Ldll cli,co\ er C,be~ ,,·here c1 
Ill: th 1, remterprdt cl tu ht ,l ne\\ cultural or -,ocial ,ituc1-
t1011. Clt:'ctrl:. ,,·hert· \\ e l,111 d1,ti1wui,h the onginal from 
the rt:mterpreted , er,io11. ,, e c1re in ,l ,tronger po-,itwn to 
lr>mp~tre ,1 Ill~ th \\ 1th '11111Llr 111, th, for other culture..,. \\ e 
l,111 ,tuch ,rncl umqMre not mere I~ one ,·er-,ion of a m: th 
,, 1th ,lllllther !nit tht de, elopment of one m: th through a 
,ene, ,it , er,Hll1' \\ 1th the de, eloprnent of another. from 
th1, 1t i- clt·,1r tli 1t eH·n ii \\e ,,i..,h to ,tre-,-, certain p,,cho
lo..:1ctl lt111Lt1r>Ih ot m~ th Klulkhohn h.1, thrn,\·n li1:rht on 
:\.1, ,d10 m: th n1c1ki11'.! ll\ ,l1m, in\! hm\ it e\ernplifie, 
nwch.1111,111' ot t·l.!:o dt tt·r1,t'. 1th mil: \\hen \\e put 111:th 
nt, > ,1 ,oL 1,tl cunte\t ti ,1t ,, t· ,ire likt,I: to u11der,t,111cl \Yhc1t 

tl1e 11,1t11re ot m~ th 111,1k1n\! ,111cl recounting i". 
Anthropology. Tht· \\ (>rk r ,t ( :Lill de Le, i-~tram~ i, im

i 1()rt.u1t 11()t "nh lwt,111,t· 1h tre,1t111u1t of m: th doe, not 
dl,tr,tl t 111: th, trrn11 tht· ,()( 1,tl .111cl economic reL1tion-,hip, 
, ,t tho,t ,, ho tell ,md l1e.1r them but ,tbo becc111"e b: im ok-
111·..: ,1 \\ 1ckr lonte\t lw l1c1, lit·en ,dilt· tu pil k out hithertll 
111 rn1t1led k 1ture~ ()t J11\ tl1olu\!:. In Tutemi.sm, lrir l'\,llll
l It·. I.c, 1-",tr.111" ,l10\\, hm, ,1 m: th ot the :\orth ~-\meril,tn 
( >1 IJ\\ .1 ,rnd ,1 Ill\ tl1 !rnm Poh nt:,1,m Tikr>pi,t hoth expre" 
rt'L1t1u11,h1p, het\\ ee11 n,1t11re ,md c11lt11re, liet\\ een the 
'!kl n \\ li1d1 prm 1de toocl ,md the kin~hip ,:-- ,tem. In 
t·<1ll1 L.t,t· the m,tl1 l1elp, to t·\prt·" hoth conti11uit: ,rnd 
d1,ull1t111111t, 111 tlw,e reL1t1 111,l11p,. hotl1 m:th" ,d"o ,tre"" 
ti .1t 1111 dned ,rncl ,1rnple l·m11wctwn bet,\·een the one t: pe 
, ll fl L1t1,n1,l11p ,ll!cl the r1tht-r i, po"ihle. The m: th,. ,h it 
,, ew \\ ,1n1 ,rnthropolo12:i,h not too, er,1mplit:. 

It r>nt· did not n ,t1Le the connection ot tlw,e rn:th, \\·ith 
trH>cl,t11lh ,111d \\Ith km,hip l1ut ,impl: ab,trc1.ctecl the 

,tr,r~ .·· 01w ,, 011l d cert,unl: not nece"c1.ril: conclude tlut 
tht <) dJ\\ ,1 m: th dnd tl1e Tikopic1 m: th \Yere the ,,une 
111, th. The re,ernbLrnce, bet,\·een them ,lppecH full~ 011I: 
liecHht· Le, i-...,trau" po,t"' certc1in quc,tiou, about the 
rn,th,. The,e ,1ue,tion, ,Ire tormuL1ted in the light ot hi, 
12:ener,d tlieor: r>t kin,hip ': ,tern" ,mcl irn oke the notion of 
rt·Llt1on,h1p, \\·l1ich ,ire ,iwcified in purel: forrnJ.I term,. 
Le,·i-~trc1.u" el,e,\·lwre ha, ,rnal~ zed other m:th~ \\'ith ,l 
, Je\\ tn ,ho,,·11H! thc1t in their "tructure fom1al propertie, 
,ire both e\hib1ted <md implrcitl: commented upon. Per
hc1p, nrJt ,11rpri,irnd:. the"e fonn,tl propertie, parallel the 



formal propt'rties exhibited h~· kinship ~~·stem~ and also 
parallel to some extent, much n1<ne surprising!~, the lorm,d 
properties of certain linguistic ~trudmc·s. 

\Vhat emerges from thes<' st11dies is the thesis th,1t myths 
incorporate and l'.\hihit hinar~ oppositions which are 
present in the structure of the sm·iety in \\'hich the 111~ th 
was horn. In the m~th these oppositions are recoucil<'d mid 
overcome. The function of the m~th is to render intellec
tually ,md socially tolerable \\'hat wo11ld other\\'ise he 
experienced as incoherence. The myth is a form in which 
society hoth understands and mis1111dcrstands its own 
structure. Tlrns, Le'•, i-Strauss gives ,1 precise meaning to 
\'ico's contention that "The fables of the gods arc trne 
histories of customs." 

This j11clgrnent is perhaps inverted in the work of Lc'•,·i
Strauss's most important ri,·al, \lircea Eliade. The cu~toms 
of men, in Eliade's , iew, often turn out to lw the expres
sion of their beliefs about the gods. Thus, the behavior of 
shamans, who in a state of trance imitate animal sounds 
(b irds' song, for example, among man~ peoples) i~ a re
enactment and an ,1ttempt to restore man's primitive, pam
disal, unfollen st,1te in which he not onl)· did not die or 
hm·e to work h11t also communicated with the animals and 
li,·ed in peace \\'ith them. Hence, Eliacle concl11dcs both 
that sham,rnism is p,irt of the central religious tradition of 
mankind, stretching from primiliH" Afric,111 myths to 
Christian theology, and that it is therefore not, a~ it first 
appears to he, an irr;1tional phenomenon. Elic1dc distin
guishes sharp)~· between the partic11lm c11ltmal and :mcial 
trappings which ma, s11rro11nd ,1 m~ th and \\'hat he c,db 
the ideology behind the twppings \\'hich is e\hihited in 
the myth itself. Thus, \\'here Le,·i-Strauss ,rnal~zes the 
content of a m\th in terms of\\ hat is local and partic11L1r to 
a gi,·en ~ociet~·, Eliade wishes to relate the content to 
general human religious interesh and as far ,is possible 
di,·orce it from the local ,md partic11la1. 

lrrationalism. "\!\'th~ must lw judged as a means of 
acting upon the present," .said Ceorges Sorel in U:l08. Sorel 
distinguishes those helieb \\·hich it is ,1ppropriate to char
acterize in terms of trnth and fobit~· ,111cl those which it is 
appropriate to ch,1r,1cterize in term~ of dfectin"ness and 
incffectin·11ess. :\. m,·th i.., essentialh ,1 lwlief about the 
foture which embndies the deepest inclinations of some 
particular social group. The 111~ th \\'hich Sorel himself 
wanted to propagate was the ~~·nclicalist project of a gen
eral strike. Other socialists trcatvd their beliefs ,1bout the 
future as predictions; Sorel regards this as for the most part 
irrele,·ant. The onh predicates in \\'h1 c h he is interested 
are self-fulfilling ones. 

Yet to regard helids ;1honttlw f11tnrc in thi.., \\'a\ i~ pdrd
do\ical. For e\arnple, wh<'n I tn to 1nopdgat<· a 1u~ th, I ,till 
im·iting p<'oplc to believe. But insofar dS I do tl,is, I iu,·ilC' 
them to treat it as true rather than folse and a~ s11~ceptihlc 
to truth or fa)-;ity. It i, difficult to H·..,ist tlw l'oncli,~iou tk,t 
an~·one who holds a , ie,\· like Sore l's \\'ill foll into a form 
of do11hlethink, trcatiug till' m~th as true or bl,c in l'ertain 
sit11ations hut retreating into the as~ertion that q11e~tion~ of 
its tn1th or folsit~ · me inappropriate in other ~it11ations. 
Certainly, j11st this kincl of doublethink ch;1racterize, 111od
ern irrationalist myth makers after Sorel. The~· \\·ish to 
avoid hard questions that philosophers or social ,cicnti,ts 
might raise ahout their m~ ths, li11t the,· also wish to claim 
some kind of truth for their utterances. Thus, we also get a 
c011e·o111itant doctrine of special kinds of truth or special 
criteria for trnth-for l'\atnple, in works as different as 
Alfred Hosenlierg's Myth of the Ttventieth Century and 
D. H. L1wrem·e's The Plumed Serpent. Rosenberg's \'er
si,m of llo11ston Ste\\·,ut Chamberlain's amalg,1111 of anti
Semitism, racism, and a11thoritarian Cerman nationalism 
is, of course, utterl~· different in conte11t and implications 
from L1wrence's appeal to "the dark gods'' and his attempt 
to restore an imagination ,·iolated b, the wrong kind of arid 
rationalisrn. IIm\·e\·er, tlie difficult,· with all irrationaJi..,rn 
is that the ahandonment of the criteria of rationalit,· lem·es 
us defenseless before the mos;t morall~· outrageous appeals 
to emotion. In such appc"als the rL·,·i\'al of m~ th has a ke~ 
place. 
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N 
NAGARJUNA, Buddhist metaph~'sician who lived 

sometime in the earl~· second century, was probabl,· born ,1 
Brahman in south India. His main work was done at 
Nalanda, the Buddhist university in north India. He was 
the founder of the Madhyamika school of ~Iahayana 
(Greater \'ehicle) Buddhism and can be reckoned the 
subtlest and most original philosopher that this wing of 
Buddhism has produced. Although in part he developed 
earlier ideas, his systematic application of the dialectical 
method was novel in Buddhism and had a lasting influence. 
He harnessed what appeared to he a total philosophical 
skepticism to a positive interpretation of Buddhism. 

The l\1iidhyamika, or "\1 iddle," school that Niigiirjuna 
founded claimed to give a correct interpretation of the 
Buddha's intentions in refusing to answer ce1iain ques
tions-for instance, the question of whether the saint who 
has attained nirvana persists after his decease-on the 
ground that they were wrongly put. The Buddha rejeded 
the views that the saint does, that he does not, that he both 
does and does not, and that he neither does nor does not. 
Nagiirjuna generalized and reinterpreted this procedure, 
trying to show that all points of view about reality are 
contradictory. Thus his position is at the "middle" be
tween the possible alternative theories about the world. 
Therefore, nothing can properly be said about reality, 
although the term "\'oid" (siinya) could be used to signify 
its ineffability. Thus, the doctrine of the school is also 
referred to as \'oidism (.frinyauzda). "\'oid" also served to 
express the emptiness of contemplative experience, so that 
it had a religious meaning as well as a philosophical one. 
Indeed, the term "the \'oid" came to function in the 
Madhyamika system as the name of an admittedly insub
stantial Absolute, emhrat_·ing phenomena and constituting 
their inner nature. 

The vie,v that all vie\\'s are self-contradictory should in 
effect invalidate ordinary language. For instance, Nii.gii.r
juna criticized all theorie:-. of ca usation, \\'hich are them
selves presupposed by ordinary co1wepts. Although at a 
higher philosophical level common-sense discourse is 
misleading, we can legitimately use it at a conventional 
level for the ordinar\' pmpnse~ of living. Thus ;\agarjuna 
held a two-len_'l theory of truth, which was incorporated 
some eight centuries later into the epistemology of San
kara, who, ironicall~·, used \Iadh~·amika concepts in the 

formulation of a renascent and ri,·al Hinduism. :'\agiirjuna's 
position here certainly corresponded to a theme running 
through Buddhism from \'ery early times , namely, that 
ordinary language is misleading (for instance, it suggests 
that there is a permanent self underlying physical and 
mental processes). On the other hand, it was paradoxical 
for \'oidism to hold, as a consequence of its skepticism, 
that the central teachings of the Buddha himself, such as 
that about the causes of rebirth, were false at the higher 
level. 

Some Indian philosophers held the view that the effect 
is identical with the cause (that is, it is merely a transfor
mation of the cause). But this view, ,1ccording to N:1g,'i.rjuna, 
is absurd. First it implies that a thing produces itself. 
But if it already exists, it is wrong to speak of something's 
being produced. Second, a cause is either eternal or 
temporary. If eternal, there is no reason, other than some 
separate temporary condition, why it should produce its 
effect at one time rather than another. Since the eternal 
cause is unchanging, it is rational to explain the change 
through a temporary condition. But if the cause is tempo
rary, it can be distinguished from, and is not identical with, 
the effect. 

The nonidentity theory, which asserts that the cause and 
effect are distinct, is equally open to criticism. If the cause 
is totally extraneous to the effect, then anything can come 
out of anything, and this negates causal connection. But if 
there is something intrinsic to the effect, then the identity 
theory must hold. Further, a combination of these theories 
can be countered by a combination of these arguments. A 
similar type of critique is directed at other pairs and eom
binations of philosophical theories. 

The gist of all these arguments is that the concept of 
relation involves a contradiction. If two things arc exter
nally related, the relation cannot he made sense of; and if 
they are internally related, they cannot be two. Hecause 
the empirical ,vorld, both as de~crihed in Huddhist doc
trines and as experienced in ordinary life, seemingly com
prises states and events in relation to one another, any 
statement about it will he incoherent. But how can e ven 
this he said? Does this not invoh·e a vie,v aho11t the world 
that ought to come under :'\ag:irjuna's ban? II ere his stand
point claimed to b e negati\'e: it ,vas a series of rcd11ctio11es 
ad absurdum of other vie,vpoints. In theory, therefore, the 
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d1,tl<'d1c \\ a" 11ot ope11 to the critici"m" it leH•lt,cl .it L'Om
mon \ellw ,rnd otlwr philo-..ophical p<hition-.,. 

>-l'\ ertlwlt·'-"· a" hi-.. position \\'.I'- de, eloped, l''-JH-'Ci,dly 
I>~ Iii" "un·t''-"or'-, it became clear that some ... ort of tlw-..is 
,,·,1" i111plied. In reli~iou-.. term-.., thi" could he expre-..wd as 
tollm,·"· l' lt1111.1te reaht~· i-.. the \'oid: of tlii" nothin~ can he 
predicated. But f01iunatel~· thi-.. empt~ :\.h"olute phenome-
1ulizn ihelf at the lm,·er m empiric,d leH·l .I'- the Buddh,t. 
Tim-.. ,1 n,, t'lation fill" the ~ap ldt h~ pl1ilo-..oph1c,d skepti
l'i"111. :\ml. .i-.. ha-.. been '-el'll, the inefLtliilit~· ot the \"oid 
rcfll'cted the hi~IH''-t '-LH.?:e of m~·-..tic,d experienl'e, '-O tl1at 
one could h.i, e ,l kind of direct k11mdecl~<· of tl1l' :\.b-..0l11te. 

:\.1~,ir_11111a\ ,,ork ,,·.1-.. c.irried on in the Lite -..econd ce11-
tm~ Ii~· hi" pupil .\ry.1dc, .i. ,rnd i11 the fifth ccntur~· the 
"d100I -..plit mer the i-..sue ot ,,·lwtlwr the ,1inyauhla 
,lwuld be e"tabli...!1ed ... imp]~· h~ a 11e~ati, l' di,tlectic or Ii~· 
po"it1\'t:' an_i:u111enh in fa,·or of the reli~1ou" i11krpret,1tion. 
Part!~· :ha re-..11lt of the ,,·ork of ( :andr,1kirti 1-..ixth ce11t1n~·\, 
the ,dwol l'<1,tlnn·d \\'itli B11ddl11,t idt•,tli,111 cij1ia1w
l<1da . Tl1i, rni\l·d l()[lll ol tlw \ladh, ,lll11k,1 l><'c,1111<· th<' 
do111111a11t 111l'tapl1, "ic" in Til)l't.lll Bmldlii'-lll. 
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:\'AGEL, ER'.\'EST, Jol111 De,,'l'~ protl''-'<>r ot philo ... o
ph~· at Columbia lni,·ers1ty, ,,·a" liorn 111 I'!()] ,tt :\o\l' 
\le-..to, C:zecho,lm akia. :\a~el came to tlw l'mted Statl'" ,1t 
thl' d~l' of ten ,md ,,·a-.. 11at11ralized in )'!]'!. lie ~r.idu.itt-d 
from Cit~· C:olle~e in JlJ:2:3 and rel·ein'cl ,lll \I .. \. 111 m,1the
m.itic" from Columbi.i in l'J:2.'5 and a 1'l1. D. i11 pl1ilmopl1~· 
in llJ:30. He has expres-..ed indehtedne-.." to the teachi11g-., of 
\lorri-.. R. Cohen, John De,,·ey, a11d Frederick ,I. E. \\'oocl
lirid~e and to the \\'riting-., of Charle" ~- Peirce. Bertr,lllcl 
Ru-..-..ell. and ( ;eorge ~.rnta~·,ma. 

Philosophy of science. :\age] belong-.. to tht' naturali"t 
,111d lo~ic,d empiricist mo,·emenh, and he i-.. prim.nil, 
noted for his contribution-.. to the philosoph~· of -..cience. In 
llJ3-1 l1e published, \\'ith \Joni-., H. Cohen, An llltroc/11ctin11 
tu Lol-!iC a11d Scic11ti_nc .\lctlwd. This noted text l1.t\ hee11 
prai"ecl for it-.. high le,·el of ri~or ,rncl for 1b enrichment of 
the traclit10nal dr~· fare of logic with illu"tratiom of the 
funct1rnh ot lo~ical principle-.. in -..cientific method, in the 
nat11r,d ,rnd "m·ial -..cil'IICl''-, and in la\\' and hi-..tory. 

:\age]\ hook The Structure of Science is a unified a11cl 
comprehe11 ... i,·e cli-..tillation ot many ~·e,n-.. of teachin~ and 
of hi-.. man~· publications m1 special aspects of -..cientihc 
thought. It i-.. the most complete exposition of :\a~el\ 
anal~·,;i-.. of tire 11.itme of e\planation, the logic of -.,cientific 
inquir~·, and the logical "tructure of the organization of 
scientific k110\\'led~e. and it illuminates the cardinal is-..ues 

concl'rnin~ the formation and the as-..e-..sment of explana
tion in ph~·sic-., and in the biological and social science-... 

T,, o other contribution-.. b~· :\a~el to logic and the phi
losophy of science are Principles of the Theory of Pro/Ja
/Jilitu I )lJ:3lJ) and Cocfr/'s Proof I llJ.S'-i), \\'ritten in collabo
ration ,,·ith Jame-.. R. :\ e\\'man. Thl'se studies range m·er 
man~ issues, from the lo~ic of probable inference to the 
basic condition" of the -..tructure of formal s~·stems. 

General philosophy. T,,·o philo-..ophical e"-..a~-.. ot a ~en
l'ral "cope ll\ :\age] h,1, e lieen ,,·idel~ .iccLtimecl. 111 ,.Lo~il' 
\\'itho11t ( )ntolrn.!:\" \..,1~el ddendl'd ,1 natmali ... til' intl'rpn·
tation (If lo~il-. I le ,1rg11ed that lo~ico-mathematical princi
ple-.. mu ... t he under ... toml ,tccorclin~ to their functions in 
'-JWcifil' contl'\t .... 11,unel~. in inq11irie". and he criticized 
attempt... to adduce an ontolo~ical ~round or transcendent 
authorit~· for thl' ml'anin~. ,, arrant. and neces-.,,n~ drnracter 
of logical Ll\n. :\a~l'I h,1cl alreach repudiated his earl~· 
,·ie,,· that lo~ical principle-.. "arl' inherl'ntly applicable 
liL·L·au,t· tht', ,trl' 1_·0J1l'l'I'l1l'd ,, 1th ()ntological traits ol utmo"t 
~l·nl r.dit:" 1.·\11 lntrod11ctio11 to Logic and Scicnt(nc .\leth
od, p. , l 11 .. Lo~ic \\'itl1011t ( >ntolo~~ .. hl' "hm,·ed that thl' 
\ il'\\ th,1t lo~ic i-.. 011tolo~icall: detern1ined or e11tail" 
lll1tolo~ical commitment... ari'-t'" primaril~ from a failure 
to he<'d l'e1L1in contl'xtu,t! ,rnd opcr.1tio11al qualifil'ation" 
ol tlw '-l'll-..l' in \\ hicli lo~ic,t! principle" are ""PPO'-ed to 
po'-"l'"' ··,wl't'""'tr~ truth." 

111 .. S<1,·erl'i~u Hea-..on" :\,1~el presented a penetrating 
critique, foc11-..ecl 011 tlie doctrine of interual relations, of 
Brand Blan-.,liard\ rational ideali-..m. This critique exem
plifit,.., one of :\.1gel's -..tron~l'st philosophical con,·ictions 
and a main tlll'mc of .. Lo~ic \\'itl1out Ontolo1_i:~·": logil'al 
pri11ciple-.. (and l'\ l'Il ptm' He,l\011 ), ju-..t liecau-..l' the~· are 
,mal~·tic, are nel't'""ar~· hnt not -..ul-ficie11t instrument... tor 
.1cquiri11~ k11mded~t· or di"cm·ering truths about realit~·. 
The Lt'-k of lo~ic, accordi11~ to :\age!, is to di-.,close the 
a""umpti011" a11d cl.irif~· the methods on ,,·hich respon-..ihle 
claim" to k11mded~e are ha-..ed and hy ,,·hich they are 
critical!~ a'-'-t''-"ed .. \II claims to knmdedge, e,·en those 
mo"t impn"""i' l'I~· -..upported h~· l'\·idence and expl'riment, 
are "ub_iect to J'l•,·i-..ion or rejection in the light of ne\\' 
ach-ance-.. in k11mdl'dge. Thi" empirici-.,t tenet led :\age) to 
,tccept continge11c~· a-., .i real trait of nature and fallibility a-.. 
an inescapable featurl' of human inquiry. 

Science and societJ. :\.igel\ technical interest in the 
lo~ic and histor~· of ... cientihc knmdedge has not pre,·ented 
l1im from appreciating the ,;ocial consequence-.. and proh
lern.., of -..cience and technolog,· in a democratic -..ociety. 
\I uch of hi-.. critical acti,·it: a\ a -..peaker, re,·ie\\'er, and 
e-..-..ayi-..t h,h been d<·,·oted to imparting a clearer under
'-t,mdi11g of tlie nature of '-l·ience and to dispelling philo
"ophical , agarie-.. ,md bizarre notions concerning such 
mattu,; as causalit~· and indeterminism in phy-..ic-... the 
,dle~l'd paradoxical character of ah-.,tract science or its utter 
disparity \\'ith common -..eme. tlw frequent claims that 
'-Cience is ,alue-free, or metaphysicall~· inspired, or mere 

codified sen-..e data. and the renilsion or despair and the 
imp,h-..ioned remedie-.. that -..cience has occasioned in some 
literary and theological circles. 

.\Iaterialism, determinism, and atheism. :\a1_i:el's philo
-..ophical naturalism ha-.. led him to take a decisi,·e stand on 
certain broad philosophical issues, notably materialism, 



determinism, and atheism. It has been charged that natu
ralists, being materialists, are unable to account for mental 
phenomena. :'<age) has replied, fully aware of the rna11y 
senses of the word "materialism," that naturalist» are not 
materialists if rnateri,1lism is taken to mean that such psy
chological predicates as "fear" m "feeli11g of beauty" logi
cally entail or are reducible to physical terms such as 
"weight," "length," or "molecule." Although he repudi
ates reductin· materialism, \:age) hold:-. that ml'ntal e,·ents 
are aspects of ancl contingent on th<' organization of human 
bodies. E,·ents, qualities, and processes are <lependent on 
the organization of spatially and temporally locate<l bodies. 
In this sense, naturalism is committed to materialism: 
organized matter has a causal primacy in the order of na
ture. It follows th,1t there can be no occult forces or disem
bodied spirits directing natural events and no personal 
immortality when bodily organizations disintegrate. 

To assess the role of determinism in history and in ethi
cal theory, ;\:age! formulated the meaning of "determin
ism" in natural science. A scientific theory is deterministic 
with respect to a set of properties when, gi\'(_'n a specifi
eation of the set at any initial time, a unique set of the 
properties for any other time ca11 be deduced hy means 
of the theory. The theory might he a mechanical theory, 
and the sets of properties mechanical states. This theory 
might conceivably he of 11:-.c in calculating the mechanical 
states of a human organism, but only its 111ccha11ical states. 
\\'hether other prope1ties of the organism and it:-. history 
were deterministic would remain an open empirical ques
tion. i\or would determinism in human history, if it were 
established, automatically empt~· moral endea,·or and 
responsibility of significance. \\'hich modes of human 
experience and bcha,·ior, if any, arc :-.11biect to determin
istic theory remains an empirical question. and the sense 
in which these conditions might lw characterized a~ 
"deterministic" remains an issue of analysis. 

In several places, including his influential paper "The 
Causal Character of \lod1•rn Physical Theory," \:age) has 
concerned himself with the philosophical implication:-. of 
quantum theory. Like Einstein and Planck, but unlih· the 
majority of writers on the subject, \:age! denies that quan
tum theory has indeterministic consequences. He also 
shows in some detail how intellectual confusion thri,·e:-. 
when distinctions of context and the relevance of theoreti
cal language to specific contexts are ignored. for example, 
when "particle" in the context of i\ewtonian theory is 
transported into discussions of the uncertainty principle in 
modern physics. In another \\"ell-know11 essa~', "Russell's 
Philosophy of Science," \:age) argues that tlw physical and 
physiological facts of perception do not require the aban
donment of common scn:-.e in fa,·or of the strange conclu
sions held by Rus:-.ell and Eddington. 

~age) is one of the fe \\" naturalists to present a forthright 
statement of thC' naturalist critique of theism. 11 is formula
tion of atheism is not COIH_·hed as a sheer negation of 
theism but proceeds from a po:-.iti,·e moral position accord
ing to ,vhich, while it is granted that there are inevitable 
tragic aspects of life , knowledge of life and nature is to be 
preferred to illusions. On matters of such supreme mo
ment, the truth rather than fiction is the more fitting ideal 
of rational men. 
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'.\1agel has 11ot, ho\\'e\ 'er, denied the val1w and a11tlw11ti
city of other than purely cogniti\"(_• p11rs11its. He h.i-. 1w,·c1 
argued that aesthetic qualities, id<'als , suff1 ·ri11 g, a11d c11-
jo~'ments are not genuine aspects of e xpc ri e ncl'. ( )n the 
contrary, he has urged that nat11ralis111, althrn1 gh obliged to 
render a competent account of scientific kn o wledge, also 
include in its scope a place for imagination, liberal va lu e s, 
and human wisdom. 
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NAIGEON, JACQUES-ANDRt (l'i:3S- ISIO), French 
writer and associate of Diderot. \:aigeon was not an origi
nal thinker, he became an editor, compiler, and commen
tator after ha,·ing tried painting and sculpture, lrnt he con
sidl'red himself ,1 philosopher and w,1s proud of hi:-. 
classical erudition .. -\ bibliophile, too, he accumtdated mie 

of th<' great collections of ( ;.-eek and Latin classics of his 
time. I Ln-ing been accepted into the group of Encydopecl
ists surrounding Baron d'Holbach, he bec,1me an aggres
si\"e atheist. I le attached himself to Diderot as a di:-.ciple 
and tried to imitate his tone, his manner, and his idea~. 
Diderot in turn enjoyed \.'aigeon's wit and tolerated his 
had tt'mper, :-.tiffness, and pedantry: \.'aigeon helped Dide
rot \\"ith the salons and the Encyclopt;die. \.'aigeon later 
persuaded Diderot to make him his lit e rary executor. He 
preser\"ecl and e ditt'd many of Diderot's manusc ripts hut 
did not publish others. I Ie put out an incomplete edition of 
Diderot's works in 1798 and wrote a val11ahlc hut un
finished commentar~ on his life a11<l \\"ritings, .\Jhnoircs 
liistoriq11es et pliilosophiq11es s1u la e-ic et /es 011uages de 
Diderot ( Pari:-.. lS:21 ). He also ,1rr,111ged th e clandestine 
printing of w, e ral of llolhach 's work-. i11 tll(' \:ether
lands, and in 1770 p11blished ,\frlange de pi£\ccs Sill" la 
religion et la morale, \\·hid1 contained soml' minor pieces 
b~ l lolhach and other writer, . 

i\aigeon edited the works of Seneca, compl e ting the 
translation begun hy \:. L1 C:range and adding notes : ht' 
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world would lw rid1th- organized, political)~- s1wakin)..';, 
only if c,·ery n,1tion formed a si11glc state and e,·cry stat<
consisted exclusive I~- of the whole of one nation. 

Nature and criteria of nationality. :\,1tionalist doctrines 
and theories of tlw kinds rderrt·d to in ( ➔) and (,5) dat<· 
from the end of the eighteenth centm~-. .-\ttachnH"nt to 
one's nation and the belief that, for instance, all English• 
men constitute an English nation are, no doubt, mnch 
older. ~len ha\"(' ahv,1~·s l,ad this kind of attachment to a11 
in-group-whether tribe, cit,·, or nation-and a cone
sponding awareness of (and perhaps hostilit\· toward) 
nonmembers as foreigners. But what characterizes 11,1tions, 
distinguishing them from )..';roups of other kinds? 

The nation defined by the state. :\ n,1tion, \\'rote the 
French rcvolutionar~' ideologist the Abbe Sie~·es in 1789, is 
"a union of indi\'iduals go\'enwd h~- one law, and repre
sented hy the s,1me law-giving a,semhh·." Thus com·ei,·ed, 
a nation's unit~· and identit~· dcriH· from political organi
zation, and the state would thus be logicall~- prior to the 
nation. This view was consistent with the individualist or 
atomistic interpretation of gronp phenomena of which 
Locke was a tqJical exponent and which was characteristic 
of much of the social theorizing of the eighteenth-century 
Enlightenment. \Vriters like Diderot and Condorcet con
sidered that individuals must he taken to concur in the 
setting up of a political order because (or insofar as) it i, in 
their interests, several and collective. A puhlic interest, 
thus created, is the ground of a dut, to preser\'e and de
fend the order, and the state, as the subject of this interest, 
becomes a proper ohject of lo~·alt~-- Those sharing in such a 
common intl'rest \\'ould constitute one people, or nation. 
This view of 1wtio11alit~- is supported h~- the wa~- in whic-1,, 
in ordinary speech, citizcmhip and nationality are inter
changeable in man~· conte\h. (This was once trne of legal 
usage, too; howe,·er, man~· states 11m,· distinguish the 
rights and duties of a citizen from those of a national.) H, 
howe\'er, we do distinguish nationalitv from citizt>nship in 
ordinary speech, it is principal!~- Ii~- narrowing citizenship 
to matters of political and legal status, whereas to deter
mine nationalit~·, we take into account criteria like place 
of birth, parentage, language, and cultural tradition. 

The nation defined by language and culture. The con
ception of nationalit~· as language and culture became 
articulate, as an element in nationalist ideology, at the end 
of the eighteenth centur,·, main!~- through the \\'Ork of 
German writers such as Herder, '.\!o\'alis, Schleiermachcr, 
and Fichte. \\'hen·as for the French re\'l>lutionaries a n,1-
tion was a group of individuals s11bject to a single political 
order, for thl' Germans nations were distinguished from 
one another ll\· (:od and nature. Each had its peculiar 
character closeh· related to its common language. Since 
language is the ,·ehicle of a tradition, prcsen·ing and 
transmitting sentiments, s~·mbols, emotional associations, 
and myths, to share a nati,·e language is to share a common 
culture. "Ever~· language," wrote Schleiermacher, "is a 
particular mode of thought, and what is cogitated in one 
language can never he repeated in the same wa~- in an
other." This concept of nationality tended to be associated 
with a metaphysical doctrine that sa\\' every nation as the 
expression of a spirit or idea, which in turn expressed a 
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partic11lar aspect of tlie divi11<· illlag<•. Tl!(' di,<·r,it, of 
nations was a reH<'<tion of th<" di, <·r,it, of r<·,tlit,, ,111<I e<1d1 
nation nrnde its lll'<·essar~· contril>11tirn1 to tlw progn·"" ol 
111ankind. Its members tlwrefore had a 111mal dut, to prc
ser\'e and foster it. Th11,, in reacting agai11,t tlw Fran<"o· 
phile cos111opolita11ism of ti](' A11.fklan111g (Cer111a11 E11-
lightt"nnwnt), the Cerman cultmal nationalist 11<·,·crtlwl<·"" 
continued to set' the nations against tlw hackclotli of 1111-
manit~·, e,1ch with a rnl<· to pla~ in what, i11 the <•1J<I, ,va, a 
drama of mankind. 

As these writers saw it, a 1wtion 's existence did not 
depend on its members' choic<' or recog11ition: or, ratl1er, 
l>ecaus<· it formed their l·onsci<>1J\11<·s,, the, co11ld hardh 
choose not to lw memh<·r,. If the Cen11an nation \\·a, a 
natural foct, it was lwca11se men reared in a Cerman tradi
tion would he essentialh· difft'rent from Engli~hnwn or 
Frenchmen. Thus, a German who tried to ,1pe the Fn°nch 
inhibited the expression of his mvn 11att1r<' and made do 
with what for him were artificial Sl'cond lw,ts. 

The nation defined by common heritage. The conception 
of nationality a, language and c11lt11w was challenged h~
Enwst Renan in the famous lecture ()u'est-ce q11'11ne rw
tion? of 18,".>:2. It is a mistake, sa~·s H.cnan, to confn,e na
tions wit!, <'tlrnographic ,mcl linguistic group,. C:on1n10n 
racial origin, language, or religion, crnn111on l'conrnnic 
interests, or the fact\ of geograph,· arc not sufficient to 
constitute a nation. There ar<' natio11s like the Swiss, who 
do not share such characteristics, and tl1t•H· arc linguistic 
groups like tlw English-speaking peoplt's, who do hut who 
do not form a single nation. According to Renan, wl,at 
constitute, a nation is tlie possession, fir,t, of a com111on 
histor~·, particular!~- of sulfrrings-of a store, that is, of 
common memories whicl1 are a source of l·omnH>ll sympa
th~- and pride. B11t it is important that so11w things he for
gotten, too, for until old ,,·otmd, han" healed, the sense of 
sharing ,1 crnnmon heroic tradition will I)(' lacking. Th11s, 
the st•cond condition of nation,dit, is a will to liH· together 
and to keep the common herit1ge alive. "To ha,·e done 
great things together, and the will to do more, these are the 
cs,ential cunditions for a people .... Tlie cxi-;tcnc-c of a 
nation is ... a dail~- plebiscite." 

Granted the importance of personal identification with a 
common tradition in the lif<, of a n,1tion, the metaphor of 
l'ornrnon ml'm<Hies does little, perhaps, to elul'idate what 
gi\"l"s a national tradition its unit~· a11d l'Ontinuit~. In the 
sense in \\"hich memor~ is importa11t for indi\'idual s<·ll·
knowledge and identit~·. i11di,·iduals l'annot remember 
what happened before the~ were horn. \:or nl'ed their 
heroic anct"stors stand in am· g<•1wrati,·e relation to them. 
It is only in a figuratin, ,t·n,e that a Frcnd1man could 
claim Jo,111 of Arc for an ancestor. It is on!~- because lw is 
alread~- a participant in a national tradition that he knm,·s 
whom to call ance,tor. Different situations call out 
different lo~·,tltie,, and th1..· amTstor, a man acknowle())!;es 
ma~ differ al'cmdingl~-- An America11 Jc\\· of German de
scent might identif~- himself now with Jefferson, now with 
Judas \lacc,1baeus, now with Frederick the Great. Again, 
although men ma~-- share memories sirnplv l>v having been 
present at the .-;ame e,·ent, to share a common histor~· is not 
just to know the same historical facts; it is to identif~- with 
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tlw ,a11w l1i,toril· ,\ mhol,. feel \ 1carirn1, pnde 111 tlw ,aml· 
,1d1i<'\ <'nw11h. a11d feel i11dil.';11atio11 at the \arne affronh .. \ 
Fn,,1l'hma11 111,1\ k,wu· a, Illlll'h ,1liout Frederick a\ aliout 
Jo,111. it i, lieca11,t' Joan i, his a11d Frederick theirs that l1L' 
i, a Fn·11chma11 .. \ 11,1tio11 ('\i,h. tlt<'n. ,dwre tlwre i, ,L 

\!l'llllp of i11di, id11al,. ,1tt.l('lwd i11 thi, \\'a\· to a l'Olllllloll 
l>od, of ,\ mliol,. \\ 110 r<'t'O\!nill' one another ,1, kllm,· 
III<'llllwr, ,hari11\! ,irnil.tr attitude, to tlw,e ,,·111liol, ,md 
,,·110. lilT,llI,t' of tin,. ft't·l ,l lo, ,tit, and cOlll'l'rn for 01H' 
,u11Jtlwr tl1at tl1t'\ \\'1>11ld 11ot l'\tend to 011hider,. Llll
\!l1i,ti(', rcli\!irn1,. or pl1, ,1ol.';11om1l· frature, ma, ha, l' ,L p,1rt 
i11 clt-tt-rminin\! ,, 110 i, ,o recog11i1ccl. and the importa11<·<' 
of a11\ 01w of tlwm lll.t\ lw different in different ,it11,1tio11,. 

The nation defined by territory. _\ d1araderi,tic of n.1-
tio11alit\ di,ti11l.';11i,l1i11g it from mmt other kind, of \!l'Ollp 
att.1ch111e11t i, ih rt,l.1tio11 to krriton. For a \!HHip to h,t\ l' 
no ,1wci,tl territorial affi11it, ,,·ould not pre, ent 01w frum 
< ailing it ,1 ,l'd. ,1 f.unih. or a ,ocial cLt"'. The idea of a 
hollld,llld, l10Wt'\l'f. ,ee111, l'\\l'lltt,d to the ide,t of a 
11atio11. Tlw tn1e co,nrnpolitan h,1, 110 pLwe wht're lw 
lwlo11!,!\. Thi, ill11111i11l,.., tlw clo,<' L'OllC't'ptual relation lw
t\\T<'ll 11,1tio11 .tll(I ,tatl'. for a \t.tte i, al,o krritoriall, lia,nl 
,111d ,, ill .idmit 11011mt'I1Jlwr, onh on ih o\\'n krill\. 

\\'lwre .111 .tl'l'a ha, ,l hi,tor\ of conflict amon!.! reli!.!iom. 
linl.';ui,tiL·. or r.tcial !.!ro11p, L',td1 L·onn·ntratl,d i11 a partil·11-
l.1r krriton. the nwml>er, of e,wh will IJC' L'Oll,l'irnt, of 
tlwlll\<'h e, .t\ a ,<'p,tr.tk !,!roup ,,·ith .t hi,tor, of ,11premal·\ 
or ,ufferin\! a\,ol'iakd ,,·itlt tl1,1t territon; the l'liaradl'ri,
tic, \\ hil'h ,i!.!nifil',llltl, diffel'l'llti.ttl- tlte gronp froJ11 tltm1· 
,mn11J(l it \\"ill L'OilH' to lw thrn1!.!l1t of a, tho,e of pt'opl<, 
wlto lwlo11\! to tli.1t territon. <'\ en ,,-hen tlie, ,tw al,o 
found rn1hide it .. \II\ ,11d1 l.';rn11p <'\d11decl from politi(',d 
power Illa\ lw e\1wded to a,pin' to inclqwndelll't' and to 
wa11t to ,dtk in ih m,·11 krritor, the term, on ,, hid1 
po\\'er ,tll(! 1ne,ti!.!e are l'lljm ed. There i.,, then. a \\'id<, 
ra11\!e of feat11re, ll\ wlticl1 .t 11ati011al l.';rn11p mi.\!11t i<k11tih 
ihelf ,t]l(! ih 11wn!lwr,. \\'l1id1 of tlwrn IHT011H', tlw hwu, 
of n,1tionalit\' i11 am l.';i\ e11 l'a,e ,,·ill dqwnd <lll !10,, tlw 
grrn1p ha\ l'OIIW to ,elf-L·on,cio11,ne\,; that feat11rt' \\ ill 
,·en often L'OrI'<',p<llld to tlw criterion ll\ which it lta, lwl'Il 
,i11glecl out .i, ,111 ohwd of opprt'"'io11. lh honwland \\ ill 
lie tl1e tl'rriton in ,d1iL·h the l.';rn11p ,o defined 1,m,· pre
do1nin,1t<·, or predominakd i11 ,onw earlier 1wriod to 
which ih com111011 rel'ol ll'ctio11, \!O hal·k. 

The nation defined by common aim. Hm, <'\ er. ht,caml· 
11ationali,m i\ ,;o llfkn .t form of protl'\t, tlw concept of till' 
nation to \\'hil'lt it i\ tied rna, depend ,h 111uclt 011 thl' 
dt,fi11ition of tlw out-!,!rrn1p a.!.!ain,t ,,·hi('h it i, ai11H'd a, 011 
tlw pmiti\l' delineation of the in-l.';rn11p. In the t\\'entietlt 
lTntm, .\fril'all and .-\,ia11 nation,t!i\llh. for in,ta11t.T, rel, 
lw,1, ii, on the rq)lJdiatim1 of \\'hik coloni,1li\m and on an 
a,piration to crnmt a-. the \\'hit<' man\ equal. Ho,,·e,·er. 011 
ih o,,·11 thi, cannot lw e110ugh to l'Oll\tit11te a nation, for 
tltou!.!11 the ,ame \('lltinwnh .ire fo11nd thro11ghollt Black 
.\frica. onh a fe\\' .\fril'an-. ,ee tlwmseh e, a., a ~ingle n,1-
tion a,pirin\! to unit, in ,1 \ingle ,tate. \:ation,11i,m. in foct. 
l'an ('.\i\t bdoH" the nation. a\ tlw a,piration of a European
trai1wd elite aimin!.! at nati\C· indepe11<lL·11ce in a territon· 
defined ll\ ,ll1 imperial power for admini\trnti\'e com·eni
ence, not ll\ ,rn, 11ati\'l' tradition or S\"JHl)()lie att.1chment. 
Ha\'ing tra11,formed ,l colon,· into a ,tak. nationalist,; in 

crnrntril·, like ( ,ha11a rnu,t theu create .t nation. Tltat ,tate-., 
,·,m lie a\ irnportant in rnakin\! nati011, as nation, can IH' 
i11 rn,1k111!,! ,tak, i-.. borne 011t ll\ the ,uccess of tlw lrnitul 
'.-it,ttl', and tl1e Sm iet L'11ion. Tlw faihm· of the . .\u,h·o-
1 hn1l.';aria11 Empirt' to L reak a 11.itio11 ,,·as the cause of its 
d i .., ti 11 tl' l.';r at i 1 > n . 

::--:ational self-determination. The t\\'in -.,ourl'e\ of mod
t'J'll n.itionali,t doctrine are tlw French c<mception of 
pop11lar ,on·rei\!nt,· and C<'rman romantic anthropological 
natim1ali,m. 111 eil.';htet'nth-centur~ political theon tlw 
attrili11tion of ,o\ erei\!llt\' to tlte people imtead of the 
nmnardi gan' the people the right to determine ih 0\\'11 

rnodt, of .\!m·ernlllent. Tl1i, implied 110 threat to the e.\i\ting 
order of ,t.1te, and \!a,·e ris<' to 110 lrredentislll\ in France 
a11d England. \\'here the territorial bounclmie-., of the selt
l·on,cio11, nation corresponded more or le-~., \\'ith the l'\

tahli\hed frontier\ of the ,tate and ,,·here the state itself 
wa, al reach a nation.ti "1111 >ol. 111 Cernwn, and Ital,, 
ho,, t'\ er. n.itionalit, ,pilled ,tcrn,s frontiers. If the people, 
I win.\! ,m·ell'ig11, mil.';ht l'home tlw political order it,, i.,hed 
and if "the peoplt," ,,·a\ defined ll\ n,1tion,1lit~ irre\1)(:'l'ti\'l' 
of e.\i\ti11\! ,tatl',. tlw11 a 11,1tio11al ,,·ill to unit, and i11de
pe11denLT wa, ,('lf-_j11,tih i11!.! e, <'ll thou_gh it di\111embered 
<'\ i,ting ,tatt'\, tq),d ch·na,til' lel.';itimac~. and ,andioned 
tlw im·a,ion of one sm·erei.\!n \tate by ,motlier in the inter
nt of national lilieratio11. The ltalia11 n,1tio11ali\t Ciuseppe 
\1.u 1ini put tl1e L'a,e i11 e\twnw term\, profe,\ing the 
l)('lid tk1t tlw political 1111it, and indqwndencL' of e,·er, 
11,1tio11 ,, ithi11 ih natmal lirn1ndarie, \\'a,; ordained ll\ ( ;ocl. 
\ diaradui,tictlh- llllll'l' modt,rate \ ie,,· ,,·a., ,t,1ted ll\ J. S. 
\I ill in Representutit<' Ccnen1111ent I V,61 ): 

\\'lwre tlw ,enti11w11t of nationalit, e.\i.,ts in ,m,· force, 
tlwre i\ a 1iri11w fucie l'a.,e for uniting ,111 the melllhers 
of tlw 11atio11ality under tlte "'mw \!O\'ernnwnt, and a 
!.!m·em11wnt to tlwlll\L'h·e, apart. Thi, i, mere!\' -.,a~·in\! 
tk1t tlw q1w,tio11 of \!O\'ernnwnt 011,\!11t to lw decided 
ll\ tl1e gm <'J'll<'d. ( )rn· l1ardh knmn \\'!tat ,lll\ di\'ision 
oi the llllman racl' \\'ould I>~" free to do if not to deter
rni11C' \\'ith ,, Iii ch of the \ arirnI\ l'olledi\'e bodie\ of 
llllma11 lwi11\!, th('\ \\'ould dmo,e to a\\oci,1tc tlwm
,eh t',. 

Tlwre .ire , t'r\ \!H',tt difhcultie,. hm,·c,·er, in the notion 
of ,1 ril.';ht to ,t,l1-cktermi11ation. \\'hdher indi\'idual or 
l'olln·ti\T. Tlw idea of a .,t,1f<' ,1, an organization e.\erci-,ing 
autl1orit, mTr l'\ <'r\ 01w \\'ithi11 ih boundaries is not com
patihk with th<' idea of conceding to each man a right to 
d10:i,t' ,,·ltetlwr to .\!i, e it hi, ,1lle.\!ia11ce. Of l'Ollfse, e\·er~ -
01w ma, ha\l' a ril.';ht to ,011w influence on hO\\' and b~ 
\\ limn lw will lw \!O\'l'nwcl. Hut thi, ,rnHHrnts to a right to 
p,uticipate i11 lTrtai11 con\titutional decision procedure\ 
tkit t.1ke the political frame,,·ork for l.';r,mtcd, not to a right 
to take or lem e it a, one like,. '\or i, ,1 collecti,·e right any 
ea\ier. On th<· practical le\'el no amount of fragmentation 
or partition could put e, t"'f\ indi,·ichwl in an area like the 
Balkan, into the right state. 

.\ more fundamental problem, hm,·e,·er, i-., to decide 
\\'hat co11-.titutes; a national group for the purpose of self
determination. In the name of national unity Gharn1ian 
nationali\tS den, <,elf-determination to the .\-,hanti as the 
Conl.';ole,e denied it to J-.:at,u1l!;a. If Cermam claim tk1t all 



Ccnnan-.,pt•aking pcoplt>, a., mt·rnllt'r., of the Ccnnan 
nation, ou.!.d1t to ht> int"lrHh·d in Ccrrnan~·, wrnrld tlw prin
cip le of 11atio11al ~elf-dett>rmination lea,·t• ~o-(_'allt'd Ct·r
mans ahroacl an~· choict' in the matter':' All() if they de
muncd, \\'011 ld it he as Ct·nna11~ m a., 11011-( :c-rn,ans';' H 
as Ger mans, would tl1is he compatil>lt· with tlit' ,elf
determination of the \\'hole Ct>rrnan peoplt>·~ Clearly, if 
nation alit, i.s to he judged Ii~· ol>jecti,·e criteria like lan
guage, the principle of national self-tleterminatio11 would 
support Irredentist e,pan~ion policies irre.,pecti,·<· of the 
wi."hes of the s11hgro11p com·errwd sin(_'t' the nation·~ \\'ill 
wou ld prc.,11rnal>I~· he nrnH· a11thoritati,·el~· exprc~~ed hy 
th e g reater part than ll\ the ksst·r. But if nationalit\' i., 
j udged hy .,1il>jt>ctin· (_'riteria, like a will to li,·e 1111dt>r one 
governnw11t, repll(liation liy the s11hgro11p wrnrld appear to 
he ground en011gh !'or saying that it \\'as not part of the '>ame 
nation after all. But a dis.'>t·ntit>nt minority \\'ithin that 
subgro11p cmrld then eq11alh- well claim a separate national 
identit~· a11d .'>o 011. H orw accepts suhjectin· niteria for 
group self-determination, there is no reason for stopping 
short of indi,·id11al self-deterrnirwtion. 

The ohjectin· (_'riteria, tl10u.1.d1 often cliffic11lt to appl\' in 
actual cases, do pro,·ide clear principle., for th<' proper 
constitution of .,tates. I Io,,·e,·er, the,· can claim no suppmt 
from the indi,·id11alist dodrirw that political obligation 
must rest on con.,ent. This principle ha.s pla~Td ih part in 
the history of nationali.'>t dodri11e. Kant maintairwd that the 
principle of moral freedom and autonomy implied that 
men, a.-; self-legislating nwrnllt'rs of the kin_gdom of ends, 
must impose political ohli_gation 11pon thern~eln·s and that 
authority must deri,·e from and lie subject to the general 
wi II as expres.'>ed in law. :\ationalists like the German 
political et·011ornist Adam ~hiller tran-;formed the argu
ment, lwwt•, t•r, hy identifring the incli,·idual with the 
nation, insi . ..,ting that the individual's perrnarwnt will ,,·a~ 
more tnrh- e.xpres~ed in the \'ulksgeist, or national ~pirit, 
than in any particuhn indi, id11al preference. Thu~, the 
general will, whi(_'h for Rous~eau and Kant rt>conciled 
individual moral autonom,· with political authority and 
ob ligation, became a wa~· of den~·ing the rele,·,rnce of 
personal t"hoice when it ran t·mmter to the national spirit. 

Earl~ nineteenth-centrrry nationali.-;m \\'a.s rH·,·ertheles.'> 
li lwral and humane in irrtt'ntion. Fichte and \lazzini 
would ha\'(· ar_gued that unless a nation was 11nited in an 
independent ~m·erei_gn state, ih members, u11ahlt· to com
mand the respect of othef'., as equals, would he lackin_g in 
dignity and self-respect. ~lueh o1 the persuasive charm of 
nationali.-;m in Africa and Asia has a ~imilar .,ource. Col
ored men repudiating white superiorit~· feel that for their 
own self-respect they must he ruled by men of their own 
color and lind with whom they can identify and who will 
be received on equal footing by the )e,aders of other sov
ereign state.-;. 

However, the moral uncertainty out of which national
ism is born and which i.-; perhaps its main justification, 
readily turns, once unit~· and independence has been won, 
into an aggressive assertiveness and national egoism, akin 
to what in France Charles l\laurras called "integral nation
alism," "the exclusive pursuit of national policies, the 
absol u te maintenance of national integrity, and the stead~· 
increase of national power." The nation-state is no longer 
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sd in tlw co11t<':d ol a lar_gcr l111111a11it~. it i'> ih o\\ 11 
~1dfil'ient jmtilil'atio11. \:atio11ali'>111 i11 tl,i.., k<', i'> fr;lllkl~ 
irrationalist, deligl1ti11g rn tilt' '>~ 111l>olic rll('tori(' ol "blood 
and soil." ErnH111011.'>h impmta11t ;1s it i'> fm tlw l,i..,tmia11 
and .,ociolo_gist, it wrnrltl I w ali..,11rd to tr<'at it a'> if it im itl>d 
s<'rio11~ rational L'ritit'i~rn. 
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\\'ith l l<·rma11n Cohen of a series of philosophical works, 
Philosol'hisc/1(' :\rhcitc11. I le \ i:-ited America hrieH~· in 
1 ! !2 l . 

'.\atorp's thought, \\'hen judged hy hi.., more than one 
hu11dred crnnplex and not ah\'ays eas~ to read publica
tions-hooks, essa~·..,, journal article..,, enc~·clopedia entries, 
and speeclws-ma\· appear constant, hut it 1mderwent a 
genui1H· fl•\·olutio11, re\·<·aled especially in his posthu
mo11sl~ puhli..,lied \\Titirn,!,. 

\\'hil<· :still a st11<le11t, '.\atorp felt the philosophic,;al su
perficiality of materialism, "which transformed the world 
i11to a ..,ini . .de great cakulation \\'hich, as a result of an im-
111e11..,<· i11tert\\'i11ing of factors, finalh· produced the calcu
lator a.., well as the calcul.ition" ("Selbstdarstellung," p. 2). 
Dis..,atisfied \\'ith the other academic philosophies, he was 
contemplating work in ditforl·nt fields-perhaps eve11 
music-when he disco\'ered the '.\eo-Ka11tianism of Fried
rich Albert Lange and Hermann Cohen. After comparing 
the critical a11d anti-Platonil' po,iti\·ism of Ern:-t Laa:- \\'itl1 
tl1e tho11gl1t of "-.a11t. he decided on a philo,opliical \·ocatim1 
aml adherence to critical-metl1odological idealism. I le 
dedicated his life to "the critical method applied to 
..,ci<·ntific, t>thical, ae:-tlwtic, and religious idealism," a 
program inf-ln<>nced both hy Ka11t and hy Plato. 

'.\atorp, \\'ho remained at \larlrnrg e\·en after Cohen's 
departure for Berlin in llJ12, defiiwd both the position of 
the \larhurg school of '.\eo-Kantiani:-m with respect to 
Kant and his own po,ition with respect to Cohen and the 
entire '.\eo-Kantia11 mm·ement. For '.\atorp, what was im
portant in Kant was the di:-cm·er~· of the tran,cendental 
method as a critical founclition a11d justification of the great 
"facts" of :science, morality, art, and religion a11d of the 
\,!enerati\'e laws of lot?:ic immanent in tlw \·arious forms of 
ohjedi\·icatio11 in an u1wnding progressi\'e u11dertakinl,!. 
'.\:atorp ne\·ertheless sa\\' much to lie corrected in Kant. 
het?:i1ming with the dualis111s of intuition and thought and 
of form and matter. I le realized that some doctrines of the 
\larh11rg :school resembled the idealism of Fichte and 
11 egel, but he pointed out profound differences, l",pecially 
with respect to Het?:elian panlot?:i,m and its absoluti:-rn of 
the conclusin·ne:-s of the dialectical process. The proc<>ss 
is, he claimed, infinite, a11d it branches out into \',Hiot1s 
methodical forms, eaC'h of which i:- a type of logic. 

ln l<JIK, upon the death of Cohen, '.\:atorp drew upa ki11d 
of balance sheet of Kantian exei.:esis and of Cohen's con
tributio11 "from the point of vie\\' of the system": llcr111a1111 
Cohens philosophischc Lcist1111g 1111tcr dcm Gesichtsp1111kt 
des Systems (Berlin, l~JIK). He a:--ked when Cohen first felt 
the nel·d of system. It beg:an to appear, '.\:atorp claimed, in 
Cohen's study of Kant's Criti</lll' of I'rnctical Reason 

1.J.:..a11ts Begn111du11g der Ethik, Berlin. 1877). when he had 
to broaden the c011ccpt of experience to include moral 
experience and to place beside the legi:-lation of the un
derstanding that of the ideas of reason and of their regula
tin-- \·alne. Other types of knowledge and of world:- of 
objects (Gegc11sta11ds1ccltc11) or cultural experiences, s11ch 
as that of art, were soon recognized. Cohen's Das Pri11zip 
der Infi11it<'simal-.\lcthode (Berlin, 188:3), with its intro
duction and utilization in the explication of mathematical 
physics of the notion of the generative unity of the base, 
was another step forward. '.\atorp pointed out that in the 

second editio11 of Ka11ts Theorie der Erfahn111g I Berlin. 
188.5) Cohen spoke of the ..,ystl·m of critical idealism, bnt 
that Cohen's system contained i.:aps (it lacked the sciences 
of morals, C'ulture, and history) a11d uncertainties ahout 
whether the sciences should he unified at the root or at the 
top. '.\atorp re!,!ard<·d 11ot so rnud1 Logik der rei11e11 Er
kc1111tnis I Berlin, I ~)()2) a.., Ethik des rei11c11 \\'illc11s (Berlin, 
JlHJ-l) as Col1en's principal contrihutio11 to systematization. 
ln the first \\·ork the systematic division of scientific, moral, 
and aesthetic consciousness was entrusted to psychology 
rather than logic, and the "logic of origins" concerned only 
mathematical natural science. On the contrary, in the st·c
ond work there is a systematic foundation on "pure 
will"-a search for trnth and tendency which gives hoth 
direction and anticipation, both method and content. It 
moti\·ates self-consciousness and separates and reconciles 
heing and clut\' (\\'hat ought to he) from the unitary origin 
to the last indi\·idualization. '.\:atorp substantially accepted 
Cohe11's foundation hut would have liked to see the con
ct·pts of ps\Thology and logic clarified and examined more 
del'ph-. 

'.\atorp\ ha,ic \\'ork 011 Plato. I'lato11s Idee11/ehre, Eine 
f~i11f11hn111g i11 den ldealismus ( llJ():2), was preceded hy 1.5 
years of exhaustive philological and theoretical research 
and JO ~·e,ns of correction and integration. A thorough 
exploratio11 of the Iii story of the problem of knowledge and 
of general philosophical problems among the Creeks was 
ac<·ompa,1ied hy methodical research on the founders of 
modern science and philosophy. 

Both in the preliminary works a11d in I'lato11s ldee11lehre 
the 111Hue11l't' of Col1en is obvious. Plato had to he freed 
from tl1e psychological and metaphysical trappings on 
wl1iC'li the traditional interpretation had heen based from 
tlie tinw of :\ri:-totl<·. ldeas are not things, not even things 
of another world, hut laws and methods. they are the logi
cal foundation of scienct'. This is Plato's true discovery, 
\\'hose progressive de\·eloprne11t can he seen in his works. 
:\atorp's interpretation, wl1ich made of Plato "a Kantian 
before Kant, indeed a \larburg neo-Kantian before '.\lar
hmg" 1 Platons ldec11/chre, 2d ed., HJ:21, p. 46:2), provoked 
nrnd1 l'011tron·rs~. hut in 191.'3 '.\atorp defended it l>ril
lia11tl~ i11 a ..,p<·<·di at the uniH·r<,it~ of Berlin that took i11to 
,ll'COilllt tlil' thl·11 mo..,t recent and important Platonic stuclit's. 

By that tinw there were forming in ;\'atorp's mind the 
..,eeds of a de\·elopment accelerated by his experience in 
\\'orkl \\'ar 1, which led him to a systematization new in 
form and content, reached hy means of the delineation of 
"practical philosophy and ih culmination, social pedagogy, 
the 1ww transcendental foundation of psychology an<l 
religion." ln an appendix to the second edition of Plato11s 
Ide<'lll<'hre (l~):21) :\atorp emphasized Plato's theme of the 
epekei11a, of the agath<in-ka/611-soph,111, which was re
gained in the pre-Kantian notion of the tra11sce11dentalia. 
i\'atoq1 traced hack the plurality of Ideas to the unity of the 
Logos that both differentiates and unifies, and he recog
nized in this the ancient metaphysical problem of being 
and becoming. He restored the li\'ing psychological di
mension to the Ideas and illuminated the relationship in 
Plato's thought between logos, psyche, and eros. He re
affirmed the mystical background of Platonic philosophy 
and placed it in a de\·elopment running from Heraclitus to 
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Plotinus, through P-;eudo-Dio11:',·si11:-., Erigella, \l<'istcr 
Et'khart, and :'\icholas of Cusa to Leibniz' 111onads and the 
mystical philosophy of the post-Kantians. 

The Kantian and Platonil' l'ompo11ents of Natorp's 
thought developed thus. They form less an amalgam than a 
restless dialectical response to different needs. Yet in a 
painful effort to examine thoroughly the varied thought of 
his era (positivism, impressionism, Lehe11sphilosoJ1hie, 
\VertJJhilosoJJhie, phenomenology, :\:eo-Fichteauism, and 
Hegelianism), he was always ready to receive ideas and 
accept criticism and to go heyo11d his previous views. 

Natorp's methodological transcendentalism was at first 
concerned only with mathematics and physics. In his ma
jor work, Die logische11 Gn111dlage11 der exactc11 Wisse11· 
schaften (Leipzig, rnlO), he sought their logic and exam
ined the resolution of the "fact of the sciences" into their 
fieri, a resolution that was brought about by the revolution 
in the physical sciences. But he also felt the need to deal 
with the biological and the historical and sociological 
sciences. Still a11otli(•r facet of :\:atorp's thought was his 
interest in pedagogical, social, and pnlitit'al stuclic-;, first 
discussed in Sozialpadagogik ( I8~J~J) and touched upon in 
his studies of Plato and Pestalozzi. The foundations for 
these disciplines were to he laid hy Kant's practical reason 
and even more hy surpassing Kant's ethical formalism 
through indicating the logic of individual and collective 
concrete life. The prohlem of the "individual human per
sonality" was indeed perhaps the impetus for his subse
quent systematic development. 

Natorp's Allgn11ci11c Ps!fchologie 11ach kritischc Metlwdc 
( HJl:2) and his project for an Allgc111ci11c Logik indicate his 
progress away from Cohen, who was somewhat distrustful 
of psychology and left the study of it to such natural 
sciences as physiology. Natorp saw that the suhjective act 
could not he neglected and that it could he treated philo
sophically and transcendentally, so to say, hy turning the 
transcendentalism of objcctivit'ation upside down. The 
importance of this idea, which at first i\atorp himself did 
not recognize, soon became clear. The unity of conscious
ness gave unification and support to the triple objectivica
tion of the worlds of science, morality, and art, and one 
could study the correlation between subjective and objec
tive dimensions and methods. Natorp's proposed Allge
meine Logik would unify and define objectivication as a 
Fichtean positioning of the object (Cege11sta11dssctzu11gi 
and trace out ever:-,· logically traceahle position, "even if it 
he extra-, sub-, or super-objective," in all realms and di
mensions, abstract and concrete, of spirit. 

\\'oriel \Var I and the German revolution directed Na
torp's attention to the real contrasts of practice ,md to his
tory, and led him to impassioned "synthetic" speeches and 
writings, not products of lengthy and tranquil meditation, 
on the philosophy of history (Die Weltalter des Ceistes, 
Jena, 1918); social and political philosophy (Sozialideal
ismus, }!-):20, which advocated an idealist socialism); and a 
philosophy of education (Ce11usse11schaftliche Erziehu11g, 
Berlin, Hl:20; Indit;ic/1111111 und Gemeinsclwft, rn:?.l). 

Natorp's analytical and systematic zeal are further re
vealed in the meticulous courses of lectures, given in bis 
last years, on practical philosophy and on philosophical 
systematics; they \Vere published posthumously by his son 
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II ans in I q:25 and I!J.'58. Ernst Ca:-.sirl'r, visiti11g :\atorp on 
his scventidh birthday in rn:?..t, was ,u11az<·d liy th<' inex
hamtiliilit:-,· of his thinking: for <'\ampk, lw l1ad pla11!-> for a 
(·our:-.c on tll<' pl1ilo:-.opl1:-,· of poicsis. 111 1\)2."i (:a-;-;irer<'\a111-
i11ed :\atorp':-. posthu111ous work on practical pl1ilosoph:-,· hy 
putting it in its historil'al perspective and slwwi11g its 
importance, and by stressing its agreement with the s1wcu
lative principle and dialectical method of l legel. 

The two posthumous volumes, \'orlcs1111gc11 11/Jcr prak
tische Philosophie ( HJ:2.5) and Philosophische Suste111a tik 
( 19.58), han: much in common in their logical and meta
physical l'Omposition of a dialectic of fundamental catego
ries and of phases of active realization which seek not only 
the content hut also the co1H.-reteness of existence. Both 
works have a I legelian rhythm which goes beyond I Ie
gelian panlogism. Philosophischc Systematik fills some of 
the lacunae in Prnktische PhilosoJJhic in its conception of a 
"third dimension of logic," the dimension of suhject
ohjectivity (Suhjekt-Ohjektit"itiit) and in its discussion of 
the limits of transcendental philosophy. This last problem is 
the problem of religion, which Natorp no longer saw as 
"withi11 the limits of" h11man H'as011 (as in his Religion 
i1111crlwlh der Crc11::.<'n d('I' ll11111a11iti1t. 18!:J4) hut "at the 
limit" of h11man reason. 
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Philosophie, ihr Problem und ihre Proble111e. Gottingen, IYl l. 
"Religion!" Ein Zwiegesprach." Weltansclwuung, 1911, 80.5-

82.5. 
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\ L\HJ . .\ :\ o C..\ \I l'O 

Tr.iml.itcd I)\ Rohert .\!. Con11olly 

~ATLTRALIS:\I, in rec,,nt ll\agl', i.., .t "IJl'cie.., of pl11lo
sophical 111011i,m accord111g to \\·l1id1 \\·hatt'\ t·r e\i..,h or 
happens i'> natural in the \l'It..,e of lil'lllg ,11..,ceptible to 
e\planJtion through nwth0<].., \\'hich. although p,tradigm.iti
call~ e\emplified in the n.1t11ral :--cienu,,. art' continuou.., 
from domain to domain of ohjecb and e, t·nh. I Ience, 
naturali'>m i.., polemical!~ defined a.., rt'p11diatmg the , ie\\ 
that there e\i..,h or could e\i..,t .in~ entitit·, or t'\ l'llh \\·l:icl, 
lie, in principle, he~ oml the ,cope of ..,cieutific e\pl.ina
tion. In all other re..,iwch naturali..,m i.., ontolog1call~ ne11-
tral in that it does not prc..,crilw \\·h.it ..,pecific kind.., of 
entitie.., there mtht be in the nni,·er,c or Im\\' man, di,tinct 
kind.., of e,·e11b \\'e nrn,t ..,uppo,e to take placl'. :\ccordi11g
ly, naturali',m is mere I~ compatible \\"ith the \ .mrn1, lorn1.., 
of makriali..,m it ha, been confu,ed \\"ith; materiali..,m i.., 
logicalh di-,tinct from naturali-;m and req11ire, indept·1Hl
ent ..,upport 11nJc,..,s la.., i, not the ca,e) materiali..,m i, thl' 
..,o]e ontology compatible \\·ith the uhiqnito11.., emplm me11t 
of ,cientific method. There is thn, room \\'ithi11 tl,e 11at11-
ra]i..,tic mm ement for an~ ,·ariety of othen\·i"' ri,·al mrtolo
gie..,, \\·hich e\plaim the philo,ophil'al heter,>geneit~ ol the 
group of philo,opher.., \\'ho identify tlwm,eh-es ,t, nat11r,il
i,h: it i.., a methodological rather than an ontoloe:ical 111011-
i-.m to \\·hich tl1c~ indifferent!~ subsc-rihe, a llH>ni..,m lea\ -
ing them free to he duali,b, idealist:--, materi,tJi..,h, .1tl1ei,h. 
or nonatheish, a.., the C,l\e ma~ he. 

The tenets of naturalism. Despite the offil'ial toleration 
of ontological di,er:--ity, the typical natura]i-;t i'> like]~ to 
t'ndor..,e, \\'ith \\·hate\·er indi\·idual refinemenh he mitd1t 
require. mo,t and perhaps all of the follo\\'ing teneh: 

I ) The entire kno\\'able unin.0 r..,e i, l'ompo..,ed of natu
ral oh_j('ch-that i-;, objects \\·hich come into and pass 011t ol 
e\i:--tence in consequence of the operation of "natural 
l'au,e..,_" :\ rock. a cloud, a frog, a human being, are all 
instanl'e'> ol natural objects, ho\\"ever they ma~· otherwise 
differ and ho\\'ever important these difference'> may be. 
E\·er~ natural object e\ists \\'ithin the spatiotemporal and 
the caus,tl orders. The uni,erse may in addition contain 

one or another ,ort of no1111at11ral object, but \\·e hm·e no 
reason for allo\\'ing the existence of nonnatural objel'ts 
unless the~- han.· impact on the obsen·able beha\·ior of 
natural ohjel'ts, for natural objech are the only ohjel'b 
about \\·hich \\·e kno\\' direct]~, and it \\'ould be onh- \\·ith 
reference to their perturbations that \\'e might secure indi
rect kn1)\\·ledge of nonnatural objects, should there be any. 

:?. l .-\ natural cau,e i.., a natural object or an episode in 
the histor~ of a natural object \\'hich brings about a change 
in ,ome other natural object. Each natural object O\\·es its 
e\istenct•, continuance, and end to the con,tant operation 
on it of natural causes, and it i, ..,olely \\·ith reference to 
natural cause, that \\·e e\plain changes in the beha\·ior of 
natural objech. This ma~· require reference to objel'ts \\'e 

cannot direct]~ experience. hut the,e will ne\·ertheles, 
,till be natural ohjel'ts, and \\'e 11eed neH·r go outside the 
..,~ ..,tem of natural object.., for e\planation.., of what takes 
place \\·ithin it. Heference to nonnatural objects is ne\"l'r 
e\planaton. 

1.3' -\ 11.itural proce..,.., i.., .in~ change in a natural object 
or ..,~ ,tern ol n.itnral ohjed, \\·hich is due to a natural 
cau..,e or,~ ,tem of natural t·ause,. There are no nonnatural 
proce\\('\. 

1-l I The n.it11r,il order-01 11c1t11n -is not ..,imph a col
lcct1011 of ;ill tlw natural olijech hut a system of all natural 
processt'S. '\aturl' i, in prinl'iple intelligibll0 in all ih parts, 
hut it cannot he e\plained a.., a \\'hole. For this \\'ould pre
..,umabl~ require reference to a natural cau..,e, and ouhide 
nature J'> a \\'hole therl' are no natural cathe, to he found. 
( )r el-,e it \\'ould require wfercnc"<' to a nonnatur,d object, 
hut ..,uch rderell(.'l' i, 1w,·er c\planatory . .:\ature i.., self
contained a, a ..,y..,tem \\'ith reference to the furnishing of 
natural e\pLmations, \\ hich mean.., not that there \\'ill e\·er 
nel'e-;..,arih he natural e\planatiom of e\·erything hut only 
that then· are 110 i11trin..,ic limih placed 011 which natural 
proce..,,e.., can he nat11rall~ e\plaincd. Thus, they are all in 
principle naturall~ c\plainahle. 

.'51 '\atmal method i.., ..,impl~ 1 a) explaining natural 
prol"(::-,:-,e.., through ide11tdicatio11 of the natural cau,es 
r<·..,pon..,ihlc !or tllC'm and 1 /J) te..,ting an, gi\l'n e\pla1wtion 
\\'ith regard to conseqm,nces that must hold if it is true. 
Truth i.., 111ereh a matter of consequences, and nat11re is in 
each of ih parh ..,mceptible to the natural method. The 
natural method i.., tlw \\'a~ in \\·hiC'h one set of natural oh
jech-men-operate upon the re~t of nature. 

161 '\.1tme could not he both intelligible e\"l'ry,\·here 
and random en_•r\ where: no natural process could he in
telligihle if in each in,tance it \\·ere produced by dissimilar 
natural cause.., or if eal'h natural [HOCe'>s \\·ere dissimilar to 
e,·er~· other. The thesis that nature i-, intelligible i'> equi,·
,tlent to the claim that natural proces,es are regular. The 
natural method ..,eeks, acl'ordingly, to e'>tablish natural 
Ll\n. Human beings, as natural objel'ts, are no less subjel't 
to natural laws than are other parts of nature, and the natu
ral processes that make up the mental and social life of 
human beings are equally \\'ith the rest of nature subject to 
the application of the natural method, within the scope of 
the natural laws it seeks to establish. 

/7) \\'hate\·er may be their official persuasions, all phi
losophers must function in the natural order as other hu
mans do and, in order to do this successfully, must sponta-



neousl)· apply the natural method. Farmers and mechanics 
do not suppose that events haw" no explanation. ;\either 
do policemen or politician:-.. \\'lwtlwr in h11ma11 or i11 
nonhuman contexts, men l'\ cr~·where 11aturall~- seek nat
ural explanations. Hecour:-.e is taken to nonnat11ral t•x
planation onl)· in moments of despair. But a nonnatural 
explanation nwrel)· underscores the fact that something 
cannot be explained or made intelli.gihle at the rnonwnt 
-it does not prm·ide an alternatiH0 kind of explanation or 
intelligihility. All norn1atmal explanations, the result of 
using nonnatural methods, are in principle replaceable 
with natural explanations. '.'\onnaturalists contradict in 
their practice what the)· profess in their theories. Natural
ists alone hold theories consonant with their practice. 

(8) Reason is the consistent application of natural 
method, and natural science is the purest exemplar of 
reason. Science n:flt>cts while it refines upon the ver~· 
methods primiti,·ely exemplified in common life and prac
tice. Science is thus a way of acting rather than a set of 
doctrines, and science is, a:-. such, not committed to any 
specific scheme of intelligibilit)·· Its theories are held to 
the degree that the)· se1Ye to explain natmal processes, but 
it is consonant with the commitment to natural method that 
any theory is perpetually subject to re,·ision or rejection in 
view of further test. Any scheme of intelligibility ma~· lie 
abandoned without thereby abandoning the principle that 
nature is intelligible throughout. Science is naturall~
self-corrective if we think of it as it is, as a method to 
which its own doctrines are unremitting)~- subjected. 

(8) Knowledge of the world at a gi,·en time is what 
science tells us at that time about the world. For the doe
trines of science haH· presumahl~- been achie,·ed through 
the most rigorous and consecuti\'e application of the natu
ral method. Should there he a conflict between common 
sense and science, it must he decided in favor of science, 
inasmuch as it emplo~·s, hut more rigorous!~-, the same 
method that common sense does and cannot, therefore, be 
repudiated without repudiating common sense itself. 
Conflicts within science arc settled through deri, ing tl",t
ah It· consequenn·, from ri va I theories u nti I a has is for ra
tiona I differentiation appears. But because any theory 
remains infinite)~- testable, no ultimate certitude attaches 
to what science holds at any given time. Hence, there i-; 
nothing ultimate or eternal about knowledge, and, by 
naturalistic criteria, "p ma~· be false" is compatililt> with 
"\Ve know that p," since knowledge is ,,·hat science says, 
and what science sa~·s may always be rejected in the light 
of further application:-. of natural method. 

( 10) \Vhate,·er further or other distinctions there may be 
bet\,·een the (so-called) formal and the empirical sciences, 
they are alike in that the truths of the fonner no more en
tail a Platonistic ontolog~· than the latter, nor are we, in 
using algorithms, committed to the existence of numerical 
entities as nonnatural objects. If the formal sciences are 
about anything, it will at least not be a realm of timeless 
numerical essences, and at any rate log ic and mathematics 
are properly appreciated in terms not of subject matter but 
of function, as instruments for coping with this world 
rather than as descriptions of another one. A theory of logic 
is a theory of inquir)', which is reason in action. 

(11) To sa~· that outside science there is no knowledge 
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to lie had is not to say that it is 011h thr011gh -.cie11lT that 
men should relatt- to 11at11re, for tlwr<' arc 111a11~ wa~ ~ of 
experiencing the world. l\t0 ,·t·rtlwl<':-.:-., tlw 0111) mode of 
experience which is cognitive is scil'ntific, and no cogni
ti,·e claims are to he accepted if the~ ar<' ha:-.ed 011 other 
experiential mocks. It is not the aim of nat11rali:-.m to im
pm·erish e.xpericncC'. 

(1:2) !\:or is it tlw aim of natmalis111 to insi:-.t tl1at all natu
ral objects arc reall~- reducible to one fa,·owcl sort of 
natural object or that 011h- till' ohjecb or the clc~l'riptions of 
objects recognized by the natural sciences are real. All 
natural objects are equally real, and the clescripti,·e ,·ocah
tdar)· of the sciences clews not exhaust the reality of natme. 

( 1:3) The universe at large has no moral character sa,·e to 
the extent that it contains human heings among its ohjecb 
and thus contains entities that haH' and pursue ,·alues. 
Men are integral though distinctin• components of nature 
and, though part of the natmal order, are not reducible in 
ary ,,·a)· to other p;1rts, sa,·<· in the sense that along with 
the rest of nature, human beings are explainable through 
the methods of the natural science~. Human institutions 
and pr;1ctices, the modes of experience of men, the goals 
and ,·,tines of indi,·iduals and groups, are all natural, and 
no less so tl1an the wheeling of galaxies and the e\'olution 
of specie:-.. The n;1tural method alone, not some special 
moral intuition, prn,·ides the ke)· to dissol\'ing moral dis
pute:-., and moral theories ma~· he treated no differently 
from scientific theories with respect to determination of 
their strength through testable consequt0 nces. Naturalism, 
although otherwise moral))· neutral, is committed to insti
tutions that permit the operation of natural method in 
moral and political decision in which, qua n;1turalist, the 
naturalist otherwise takes no side:-.. 

( 14) :'\aturalistic philosoph)·, unlike other philosophies, 
claims no special :-.ubject matter and use:-. no special tools. 
Its method is the natural nwthod, and its problems are the 
problems of men. Positi\'ely, then, naturalists will he en
gaged in helpful clarifications of problems which arise in 
the course of human life rathC'r than with anything other
wise identifiable as a philosophical problem. Negatively, 
the naturalist is a polemici:-.t, defending naturalism and the 
natural ml·thod against antinaturalism of all varieties and 
t)·pes. 

Criticism. The:-.e tenet:-., hm,·e,·er crudely :-.tated. con
stitute perhaps thl0 main componc·nts of the naturali~tic 
program. Each is obvious)~ suhjC'ct to question and con
test. '.'\aturalists ha,·e typically used one or another of the 
theses to support one 11nder attaek, and in the polemical 
literature truly philosophical arguments in support of the 
program are rare. '.\aturalists ha,·c tended to he philoso
phers of this or that discipline-of science, of histor)', of 
law, ete.-in consonance with their ,·iew of what philoso
phy ought to be, and in these spheres of specialized com
petence the~ have made their major contributions, which 
have been consiclerable. There ne,·ertheless exists a 
vacuum betweC'n their special inquiries, on the one hand, 
and their polemics, on the other, where philosophy ;1s such, 
as an independent inquiry, is in large degree neglected. 
Thus, Arthur ~1urphy, an otherwise s)·mpathetic critic, has 
written that while there is little question of what is the 
naturalistic position, it remains the case that "the Natural-
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ists, \\'ho ha\'e so much that is goml to offrr, still lack and 
ne('(I a philosophy." This implies that it i" philosophical 
Justification which naturalists ban_• failed to furnish for 
their views. But of course, and consonantly with the-.e 
\'iew.-,, naturalists kl\ e characteristicall~· 1111der-.tressed 
mattn" of pws11pposition and the like. For they h,n e 
argw·d that 110 philosophy can get on without pre-.upposi
tions of one sort or another, that its own presuppo-.itions 
are 111ini111al, aml that if an~· of its pre-.uppo-.itions should 
prove duliious, naturalism is at all e\'enb co111111itted to an 
unrC'lenting -.elf-critici-.m and is on the alert for u11likel~· 
eo11-,eq11t·11ce-,. But this i" precise!~ to in:--i-.t that naturali-.
tic criteria lie used in the adjudieatio11 of philo-.ophical 
i-.-.11es and in the determination of pl1ilosophical doc
tri1w-and henl'e to in-.i-.t that nat,nali-.m settle in ih m\'n 
"·a\ the issues between naturalism and its ri,·,ds. This ha-. 
led to charges of circularit\ or disingenuousness. But 
such criticisms lt'ave the naturalist undismayed, si11ce he 
i11sists that he 11ses no method in philosoph~· that his critics 
do not employ i11 life. But critics have propmed that issue-. 
in philosophy are different from i-.sue.-, in life or even in 
science, for that matter, and the continuit~· of method i-. 
exactly what is at issue. A11d here matter-. more or le-.s 
stand, the chiet di\·i-.io!1-. being not -.o 11lllcl1 lwl\n:'en 
nat11rali.-,ts and anti11aturali-.h-tlw latter hei11g chiefl~ 
those "ho have propo-;ed limits to scie11ce on ontolo.e:ical 
.grou11ds a11d in combat with \Vlwm the 11aturali-.t has al
ways been rnost co111fortable-hut lwt\\'een competing 
views of what philosophy is. And here the critic" of natu
rali-.m are not 11ece-.sarily antinaturalistic i11 the comfort
able sense of being 11nhappy with science, i11 proposing 
that there are nonnatural entitie-., de., hut ratlwr i11 the 
sen-.e of suppo-.i11g philosophy has its own prnhlems all(! 
technique-., to the neglect of \\'hich naturalism owe-. ih 
own neglect at the hands of contemporar~· 1101111aturali-.t 
philosopher-.. 

l\',1t11rali-.m Homi-,hed in American uni,·er-.ities and in 
the pages of Arnerican philosophical jo11mal-. in the late 
UJ:30s and through the UJ-Hls. In the following decade, 
chiefly in comequence of movernents originating in Eng
land and on the Continent, the \'acuum which the polari
zation of naturalist philo-.ophizing created was increasing
)~· fillt·d \\'ith tlw srnh of philo-.ophical inquirie-. that the 
naturalist typicall~· viewed with. distaste and suspicion as 
bein!.!; remote from the i-.-.ue-. of the specialized discipli1ws 
and the problems of men. Despite some notable efforts to 
bring nat11ralisrn forward in recent times as a respectable 
metaphysics and an adequate -.ystem of philosoph>, the 
typical proles~ional philosopher appear-. no longer to find 
the form i11 which these issues are presented especial)> 
challenging. The dominant contests in contemporary phi
losophy !,ave been ca-.t in other terms and are fought on 
seeming)~ different fields. On the other hand, to a great 
extent man~· of the fashionable problems are mere!~· dis
guises for questions which could as easil~·, and perhaps 
even more directly, be represented as arising in connec
tion vvith the claim of the continuity of scientific method. 
(See ETHICAL '.\TATURALIS;<.1.) 
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ARTHUR C. DANTO 

NATURALISM IN ETHICS. See ETHICAL NATU-

HALIS'.\t; ETHICAL OHJECTl\'IS;\1; ETHICS, PROBLEMS OF. 

NATURALISTIC RECONSTRUCTIONS OF RE
L I GI ON. Set' HELIC:ION, NATURALISTIC RECONSTRUC

TIO:--:s OF. 

NAT URAL LAW. Phrases like ius ,wtumle, diritto 1rn
t11nile, droit 11at11rel, Nat11rrecht, and "natural law" have 
lwe11 11-.t'd over the centuries to dc•signate a remarkably 
per-.i-.te11t doctrine cor1t.'t'rni11g tlte moral basis of law. 
I lowc·\·er, it \Ulldd he wrong to ass11me either that when
t'\Tr tl1t",t' phra.\t'." an· 11sed, they designate this doctrine or 
that tlw doctrine ihelf has e11dmed without variants or 

111odihcatiom,. According)~,, a minimal characterization 
of the doctrine of natural law wo11ld seem called for. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF NATURAL-LAW DOCTRINE 

There i-. a view, attrili11tcd with differing degrees of 
wliabilit! to certdi11 Sophists and to Hobbes, that in any 
-.ociet! the criterion of Justice i-, provided by what thl' laws 
decree and that to ask of these laws whether they are just 
or 11njust is an absurdity. "No Law can be Unjust," I lobbes 
as-.erted ( Leviathan, Ch . .'30). It is obviously a necessary 
co11dition of a11y nat11ral-law doctrine that this view should 
be rejected. Bnt does this s11ffice, or are there certain fur
ther propositions that must be entertained, over and above 
the claim that enacted or "positive" law is a suitable object 
of moral evaluation, before we have a· doctrine that can 
reasonably be called one of natural law? Historically, at 
an~· rate, it would seem that there are. 

Natural law as a legal code. First, it seems an intrinsic 
part of the doctrine (as the word "law" in its title is there 
to suggest) that the criterion by reference to which positive 

1. 



bws arc to he j11dged sho11ld itsl·lf pm,sess sorll<' of tlw 
char,1cteristics of a l<'gal code. In p,1rtic11lar, it ~1to1dd ex
hil,it some t·omplexit>· or lw cap,1l>le of form11latio11 ,ls a 
comparative!>· extended sd of nrles or precepts, ag,1in~t 
which existing codes can then l,e matched item hy item. 
Thus, a doctrine th.it the content of j11stice co11ld 11ot he 
expressed in ,mything 111on· specific than one or t\\'o gen
eral adages would scared> he one of natural h1w. Again, 
the criterion of justice 11111st, like a s,·stem of law, lw inter
nally coherent; the mies that co11~titute it must exhibit 
consistency. To a n,1t11ral-bw theorist it would he 11n,1c
ceptablc, for instance, tlwt the content of justice should be 
expressed in a series of 111axi111s eaeh of which lwd some 
a priori ohligatoriness hut which might issue in l'<mfiicting 
judgments as to the moral validit> of a giH'n law. 

The interpretation of "nature." Second, the ide,d or 
ethical la\\', which i~ contra~ted with positi,·e law and 
provides the norm in terms of \\'hich it is ev,duated, is 
regarded h>· natural-la\\' theorists (and this is what the 
word "natural" is there to indicate) ,is grounded in some
thing wider or more general or n10re enduring than th<:' 
mere practical needs of 111<·11, \\'hether these be expressed 
in custom or in convention and agreement. It is grounded 
in "nature," and the various i11terpretations that have lwen 
plaeed on this word have generated the principal transfor
mations through which nat11ral-law theory has passed. And 
here it is pertinent to ohscn't' tk1t the two aspects of the 
theory-the logical as1wct, "What is justice?," and the 
epistemologic,d ,1spect, "Ilow do we discover what j11sticc 
demands?" -move cl<>SC together. 

Physical laws and laws of conduct. The simplest and 
oldest account of the "naturalness" of justice is to he found 
in a conception of the uniw·rse which originated with the 
Stoics Zeno and Chrysippm hut i~ also to be fo11nd in 
thinkers as late a~ '.\lontesq11ieu and Blackstone. The 
whole universe, on this view, is gow·nH:'d In· laws which 
exhibit rationalit,·. I nauim,1te things and brutes inv,1riahly 
obey these laws, the first out of necessity, the second out of 
instinct. Man, however, has the capacity of cho ice and is 
therefore able at will either to obey or to disobey the law~ 
of nature. :\'e,·ertheh·ss, owing to the character of these 
laws, it is onl>' insofor ,is he olie>·s them that he acts in 
accord with his reason. "Follow nature" is thnefore, on 
this view, the principle both of nonhuman behavior and of 
human moralit>·; and in this last categor>· justice is in
cluded. The laws which appl>· to man and which he can 
and should obey are not identical in content with those 
which apply to, for example, planeb or hee~ and which 
they cannot hut ohey. :'\:cn·rthelcss, sinee the universe is a 
rational whole, go\'erned hy a unitmy principle of reason, 
the analogies between the Lnn of nonhuman behavior and 
those of human morality ,ire ver>· strong and readily pene
trated hy the rational foculty with which man has llt'en 
endowed. 

Critics of this simple ,·ariant of 1wtur,d-law doctrine (for 
example, John Stuart ~!ill, T. H. Hmle>', and \'ilfredo 
Pareto) ha,·e usually relied on pointing out an alleged 
confusion, which they claim is inherent in it, bet\\'een two 
~enses of "law"-la\\' as the formulation of regularities in 
nature and la\\ as tlw norms or rules to which \'oluntar>· 
behavior ought to eonform. To infer the laws that men 
ideally ought to ollt'~· from the laws that animals visibly do 
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ohcy or to think that till' lornrer c.111 IH' l>a:sed 011 tlw l.1ll<'r 
is (tire argument rnns) to Ldl , ·idim to a ,i111pl1· a111hi~11it>. 

Altho11gh n,1tural-law dol'lrin<' i11 tlw form 1111d<'r (·011,id
eration has 11ndot1htedl~· gairH·d adlwn·11h frm11 a ('1>1d11-
sion between prescriptin· and dl'scripti,·1· laws, it l',tll 
avoid that co nfusion if l'crt,1in otl1<'r propositio11, ar<· ac
cepted. For instance, it might lw held that tlw 1111in·r,<· i, 
the work of a srrprcnw nrlcr, \\'hose will we rnrght ,d\\',l\ ~ 
to ohey insofar as \\'l' c,m di-.;l'l'l'll it. His will, hm,·<·\Tr, i-.; 
not transparent, h11t sine<· the unin·rse i, hi~ creation, it 
wo11ld he onl>· reasonable (some wo11ld say m,tndator>) to 
,1ss1111w that the phenomen,1 he lws pl.iced in it cvinct' lri, 
will in their l,ehavior. Al'eordi11gh·, if we want g11idancc 
about what we sho11ld do, W<' c,m1wt do better than to look 
to what they do. Herc the distinction between the two 
kinds of law is full>· respected, and the inference from the 
one to the other is warranted only h>· the metaphysical 
premise that both kinds arc, and are known to l>l', t'XJHt·s
sions of a divine or supernatural will. Thus, colwH·nct' i, 
restored to the doetrinc, altho11gh onh· at the price of frn
tlwr ,1ss11111ptions and greater complexit,·. 

There is, howe\'l'r, ,u10tlwr difficult>· in the doc:trinc a~ 
stated, and the ,·arious other formulation~ the doctrine has 
recci,·ed might ht· regarded as so rn,111~· attempts to circ11111-
,·ent this diffic11lt>·· The dithc11lt>· cont·erns hm\· we arc to 
select those aspects of n,1t11r,d lll'ha,·ior or those laws of 
nature (in the dc~criptiv<' sense) which can legitimate!,; 
serve ,is guides to moral lwlra,·ior. For it is idle to prl'tend 
tlwt \\'t' can cxtr,1d a 11niform message from nat11rc. Arc we, 
for instance, to rnodcl 011rsch-e~ upon the peaccf11I !whits 
of sheep or upon the interrwl'irw conflicts of ants':' Is the 
egalitarianism of the lll'a\·er or the hier,1rchical life of the 
hcc the proper exemplar for human ~ocict,;r Sho11ld \\'e 
imitate the \\'idcsprc,1d pol\·gam>· of the animal kingdom, 
or i~ there ~ome higher n•g11Lnit~ of \\'hich this is no mort' 
than a misleading inst,111cer l11 tire light of these ,111d simi
lar q11estions, it hel'omt·s impossil,le to regard the nwxirn 
"Follow nature" as a s11l,stantivc guide to cond11d. \lorc
over, altho11gh these discrepancies in nature co11sidcrnhl~ 
reduce the ,·,due of nat11ral-Liw doctrine from ,lll l'J)i~tc1110-
logical point of ,·it·w, tlw damage tht'> do to it as a lo~ical 
theor>· would ~et·m fotal, for thl' nature in term~ of which 
the norms of ju~tice arc defined turn~ out to hl' intl'rn,111> 
inconsistent. 

One's nature and one's end. Accordingh, for natm,d-la\\' 
doctrine to he viable, ,,·e need a criterion for distin
guishing within n,1tmc (\\'hne this is equated \\'ith the 
\\'hole range of natural plH·nom< ·na) those ,1spec:ts to which 
we can, and those ,1spl'cts to which we cannot , attach nor
mative signific,mce, Even in Stoic tho11ght we fiml some 
reference to an ideal natme, h11t the most sust,1i1ll'd effort 
in thl' history of \\'l'stern thonglit to m,1ke a di~crimination 
of this kind derin·s 11ltim,1tel> from the te,whing of Aris
totle. It invoh·es ,1 further appeal to or im·ocation of natnre, 
in a more limited and specific sense-the sen~e. that is, in 
which even· kind of thing or species has its O\\'ll nattlfl' or 
end and its characteri~tic l'Xcellence is realized in pcrfon11-
ing: whate,·er conduct·~ to this end. It was the achieveml'nt 
of St. Thomas Aquina~ that he managed, \\'ithin a certain 
framework of thought, to solve \\'h:1t might hl' called the 
"selectivity" prohlcm of natural-law theory by grafting 011 

to the Stoic principle of "Folio\\' nature" the Aristotelian 
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(_'om·ept of nature a:-. a teleologieal system. The general 
pri11ciple:-. or the law of nature are, St. Thomas argued, 
known equal!:-· to all throu1 . .d1 their use of reason, though 
with the derivatin· prineiples, which are exercises in 
practit'al not speculative reason, tht' same t·onsensus can
uot be expected. 

If the Stoit· \'ersion of natural-law doctrine is 01wn to 
nitieisrn 011 gro1111ds of its implicit nwtaph}:sit"al assump
tion:-., this would seem to lie even truer of the Thomist 
version. That plienomena are divided into natui:al kinds, 
that ead1 natmal kind is distinguished h} the possession of 
a11 essence, that the essl'nce stipulates an end, that virtue 
a11tl goodn<·ss arl' lll't·essarily linked with the fulfillmt·nt of 
tlws<' ends-tlwse aH· some of the assumption:-. hehind St. 
Thoma:-.' lex 1wturac. And nont· of them arc, in an evident 
wa>, part of t·ornmon-sense lwlief. ;\'e,·e,theless, the re-
111arkalill' persistence of a teleologit·al mode of thinking 
t·a11 lw at·t·ou11kd for only by the ract that it does in many 
n·:-.peds afford with the wa>·s in which we think and speak 
about the world. \Ve talk of the natmal functions or the 
proper dev1·lop111ent or man, of the rH_•ed-. that it is right to 
:-.,1ti-.f>, or of how (Trtain privations stunt or damage the 
p< ·r-.011,d it}'. 

Nature and reason. It wa, d1araderistic ol much post
Hdorn1ation tho11ght to aliandon a t!'leologit"al nll'laph> sit·, 
a11d in tlw juristic writings of I lugo Crotiu,, San111el ,·011 
P11fe11dorr, and Jean-jat"qtll'S Burlaniaqui natural-law tll<'
or> wa-. t·one:-.pondingl>· reformulated. The natur(' or <·:-.

:-.l'llt'e of man was now identified tout cuurt with tlw 
posses:-.io11 of rea:-.on, and natural law was held to lie what
en·r is found acceptable b>· rccta ratio or sww ratio. At 
this stage the logit"al and epistemologit·,d aspect:-. of tlw 
theory t'Olll(' total!>· together-natural law was what reason 
dist·oH·rs, and natural law was dis(·m·1·red hy rcaso11. But 
diffi('ltlties re111ai11ed (as they did in the general philosoph> 
of the age) m·er how to interpret "reaso11." wl1id1 wa:-. 
son1etimes equated with intuition, son1di11ws with the 
t'()()I olisen·ation of nature, sometimes vvith the deci:-.ious of 
the· la\\' or nom·ontradietion. In this respect it is iustrul'li\'<' 
to compare the different arguments <·mployed b> Crotim 
and P11re11dorf in their treatment of, for l'.\arnple, the obli
gations that attend speech or the rights of testa111e11tary 

capacit>'· 
The state of nature. With the attenuation of tlw 111eta

ph>·sic that accompanied natural-law theory, tl1c thcor>· at 
the same time annc_\ed to itself another sense of "nat11rc." 
For natural law beca11w increasingly associated with the 
state of natun·, which was talked of, po,sihly even thought 
of, as a prt·historic or presocietal phase of human develop
ment. Theorists may differ on whether natural law was 
obscr\'cd in the state of nature or merely ret"ognized and 
respected in the heart, b11t we fi11d an assm·iation lwtwecn 
the two firmly asserted b>· I loblws and Lot"ke. 

Law common to many legal codes. There remains, how
ever, one flirt her sense ill which the norms of justice have 
l>ce11 held to he gro11ndt•d in nature, disting11ishcd from 
the preceding by its comparative freedom from metaphys
it·,il overtones: This sense is that in which nature is 
ideutificd with the common element in a large variety or 
codes and conventions. Such would seem to have been the 
view or the earlier generation of Roman jurists who,e 

pronm111cen1ents on the nat1Jre of law were collected in the 
Digest at the order of Emperor Justinian (A.D. 5.33). 

The Roman legal system contailled a remarkable body of 
law, the ius ge11tium, which was employed in those cases 
in whid1 either one of the litigants was not a Roman citi
zen or lioth were resident aliens of different nationaliti<'s. 
Although Homan in character, the ius gentium lacked the 
formalit>· and technicality or the Roman ius civile and 
shared some features with the systems of rules and law, 
belonging to the peoples whom the Roman Empire had 
absorbed. It was apparently the ius gentiu111 that Cai11s 
(c. A.O. lf-lO) took for his model when he contrasted the laws 
that each people had given itself (ius civile) with a la\\' of 
nations-a law prndiced hy all mankind and dictated to all 
men by natural reason. As one would expect, sud1 a highly 
empirical aceount or natural law did not remain like this 
for long, and it drew to itself a philosophical theory. In 
Ulpian, a century later, the ius 1wturale is pn·sentetl sepa
rately horn the ius ge11tium so as to form, with the ius 
civile, a tripartit1· di\'ision of law, and was clothed in the 
grandiose tenninology of Stoicism. 

The status of positive laws. A third characteristic of 
natural-law theory is the status that it imputes to particular 
laws that foil to comply with the norms of justit·e. Sueh 
laws, although the> satisfy all the acknowledged criteria of 
legal validity, aw held not to be, properly speaking, laws at 
all. True, t·ertai11 natural-law theorists have qualified this 
_j11dg1ne11t. For i11stanc1·, the later Sdrnlasties Francisco 
S11:'n<'/. a11d Cardinal Bellarmi1w 1nai1Jtainetl that whneas 
positive laws that rn11 (_·01111ter to prohibitive natural law 
are 11ull a11d void, those which !'all short ol' affir111ative 
natural law arc still obligatory although not bintling in 
conscience. I Iowt•\'l•r, by and largt• it would seem to lw 
111trinsic to thc theor>· to hold that t·onforrnit>' to uat11ral 
LL\\' is the nitcrion not nl<'rely or a just law b11t of law 
itsell'. lu this rcsped there is a dear and perennial conl-lict 
IH'twecn natural-law theory and (in, al any ratc, one sense 
or that phra:-.<') h·gal positi\'islll when· this is defined in 
ter111s of Au-.tin's didu111 "The existence of law is one 
thing; its merit or demerit another" (The Provi11ce of Juris
prudc11cc Determined, 18.3:2, Lecture V). 

l lo\\'C\'('r, on one aspect or thi:-. (_'OJ1f1iet ohst·tirity has 
lwen ca:-.t liy those who write 011 "the relation between law 
and morals" (s<'e, for example, the works of Roscoe 
Pound). For it rna> well be the t·ase that in eertain legal 
systems, s11d1 as that of till' United States, such eonformity 
to natural law is or1e of the t·riteria of legal validity ac
knowledged by tli(' syst<-m. It is no part of legal positivism 
to deny that i11 such t·asl·s a putative law th,1t runs counter 
to natmal law is, in point of fact, no law at all; all that is 
dl'nied is that its invalidity is directly d1Je to its divergence 
from nat11ral law. Or to put the matter the other way 
arou11d, the t'lailll of natural-Jav., theory is not that a puta
tive law that is discrepant with natural law hut satisfies all 
tlw other legal criteria of validity is invalid, for that is 
unin·rsally accepted. The daim is that a putative law that 
is disnepant with natural law but satisfied all the legal 
criteria of validity is still invalid. And this is a more radica l 
claim. 

It has been asserted I iy some critics, notab ly Hans J..:el
sen, that natural-law theory at this point becomes incon-



sistent. For a cert,1in set of norms is tirst introduced ;rs 
valid legal rules and then declared to he invalid. l\:ow, 
certain)~, this criticism points to a genuine difficult~· that 
does confront natural law hen·-namely, how the so-called 
laws whose invalidity it asserts are initially identified. 
Obviously, they cannot be identified as laws, nor, it seems, 
can they he identified as putative laws, for the criteria in 
terms of which they are putative)~: valid are themselves 
called in question. However, it seems possible that natural
law theory can accommodatl' itself to this criticism liy an 
adjustment of term s. 

On the other hand, it would lie wrong to think of the 
conflict between natural-law theory and legal positivism as 
merely verbal, a dispute lietween a narrower definition of 
law that excludes unjust laws and a broader one that in
cludes them. There are, as H. L. A. Hart (The Concept of 
Law, Ch. 9) has effectin:·ly demonstrated, suhstanti\ e 
reasons for preferring one definition to the other. The 
narrower definition is like!~· to appeal to a society that has 
just emerged from an. iniquitous regime and wishes neither 
to accept the laws of that regime nor to indulge in retro
spective legislation. It avoids the dilemma hy declaring the 
laws void-hence, the popularit~· of natural-law theory in 
post-Hitler Germany. But the narnl\\:er definition also has 
its dangers. It suggests that issues of justice are as reaclil~· 
decidable as those of legal it}. It totally denies the painful 
choices that sometimes have to he made, h~· magistrates as 
well as ordinar~· citizens, between an evil law and no law 
at all. And it has one impo1tant consequence \\'hich is the 
opposite of that intended-it makes an~· law once accepted 
as valid free of all further assessment. 

CRITICISMS OF THE THEORY 

Besides the internal difficulties that beset natural-lav,: 
theor~·, there are two important criticisms to which it has 
been subjected. 

Relativity of laws. It has lieen argued that natural-la\\' 
theory cannot admit that the demands of j11stice may be 
relative to time and place so that what ought to he positive 
law in one society ought not to lw in another. Kelsen thus 
contrasted the static character of natural-Lrn: theory with 
the dynamic character of positi\·ism. Supporters of natural
law theory, hmvever, often reject the suppm.ition on which 
this imputation is based. In this century there has been 
a specific attempt by Rudolf Stammler to evolve a theor~· 
of "natural law with variable content." Even St. Thomas, 
in a passage (Summa Thcologica II, 2, 57) which Pius XII 
commended tu the attention of Catholic jurists in 19.5.5, 
allowed that the secondary precepts of natural law might 
vary with the mutations of human nature, although it is 
arguable that the only sense in which he conceded human 
nature was mutable was that it could become depraved. 

However, here, as with most disputes about relativism, 
the issue i~ unclear. Presumabl~·, no absolutist would deny 
that circumstances ma~· he relevant to judgments about 
justice, but, equally, no relativist would deny that what is 
just in one set of circumstances would be so if these cir
cumstances \Vere faithfully rl·produced. So the onl~· is
sue-and this is not a theoretical issue-is precisely what 
effect a particular change of circumstances would have on 
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the morality of a specific actio11. l'C'rkqh, ho\\'('\ er, it co11ld 
lie held tk1t a natural-law theorist \\'l10 adlllitted \'l'r~ lw<'I~ 
that circumstances change the ethical l'haract<'r of al'
tions had departed considerably fro111 tlic original iu,pira
tion of the theor~·- The theor~ of "11at1nal la\\' with \·arialJI<' 
content" certainly se('il1S to tra11sgr<'ss th(' first rl·q11irc11w11t 
laid down above for a natural-law theory. 

Law and morality. Second, it might lw arg,wd that a 
natural-law theory has a tendenc~· to blur the disti11ctio11 
between the two questions "\Vhat 011ght nH·n to do i11 
soC'iet~-?'' and "\\'hat actions ought to lie enforced at bv.-·:'" 
In other words, it hims the issue traditionall~ (thougl1 
co nfusingly ) referred to as that of sin and crime. And it has 
this tendency because, presumably, it is never quite clear 
whether natural law is a criterion of just action or of j11,t 
law . 

.\Ian~· natural-la\\' theorists han· gi\·en at least -.;0111(• 
recognition to this prolilem. For instance, St. Thomas 
ar(~ued that the la\\' can pass judgment only on "e.\krnal 
action," for only Cod is able "to judge the inner lll0\'e
mcnts of the will" (S111111110 Theologica l. 2, 100). And in 
the \\Titings of Christian Thomasius, and again i11 Kant's, 
the distinction lietween the inner character of morals and 
the ('\ternal dwract('r of la\\' or hetwPen imperfect and 
perfect duties was made a fundamental principle. 

E\'l'n so, it migl1t he argued that natural-law theory is 
misleading in that it takes as the starting point for a dis
c11ssion of what the law ought to ('nforce a consideration of 
\\'hat men ought to do, even if it goes on to exempt from 
the sphere of legislation ce1tain areas of morality as incon
gruent with the actual means of enforcement the law has at 
its disposal. To man~· it might seem apparent that the law 
has no right, let alone obligation, ev('n of a prima-focie or 
attenuated kind, to enforce morality as such. 
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RICH.-\RD \\·oLLHEl\1 

:'.\ATl'RE, PHILOSOPHICAL IDEAS OF. In ib 
widest sense "11ature" can mean "the totality of things," all 
that would ha\'e to appear in an in\·entor~· of the uni\·erse. 
It can ,d,o refer to the hnn and principle-, of ~tructure by 
which the behd\·ior of thing, md} be explained. These two 
senw, cannot be kept independent of each other at an} 
,ophi,ticated le\ el of inquiry, for to state in <1ny of the 
-,cience, what an entity is in\'olves describing what it doe,, 
its patterns of acti\·it~· or beha\·ior, and the activity of its 
constituent element\, as far a, they can lie known and 
subsumed under law,. 

In a particular philo,ophical context the .,e11se in which 
nature i, being used can be brought out mo-,t clearh- Ii~ 
insisting upon the question "\\'hat i., nature (or the natural) 
being contrasted with in this context?" In one group of 
ca.,es the natural is contra,ted with the artificial or COil\'en
tional. This contrast require, ,ome conception of how the 
object or orga11i..,m \\ ould heh.n l' IJ\ w.1,on of ih imm.1-
11ent catbalit~ alone, the can~al factors that are pec11liar to 
that t~ pe of thing and make it whate\'er it i,-a ,tone. a 
fish, or a man. The artificial and con\'entional are seen as 
interferences, modifying by an alien causality the charac
teri~tic patterns of beha\·ior. In the sphere of human nature 
this distinction is at the center of an ancient <1nd continu
ing contro\·ersy, for it is by no means easy-if, indeed, 
possible-to delineate a human nature free of interfer
ence-,, left to itwlf. Organism and environment, individual 
and cultural climate, are in ceaseless interplay .. -\n acti\'ity 
!like moral e\·aluation or social organization) that ,eems 
to some tlwori,ts on the "corn·ention side" of the boundary 
may be represented by others, with no less reason, as a 
de\·elopment of natural potentialities. The contrm·er,y i, 
further complicated by the intrusion of e\'aluati\·e nuance, 
in the distinction itself, -,o that the natural, for instance, 
may come to be more highly esteemed than the artificial 
c1nd con\·entional, as the spontaneous or the basic is con
trasted with the labored and deri\·ative. The preference 
may be re\·ersed, howe\·er. the natural can be taken as the 
mere raw material, the unfinished and preparatory, requir
ing artifice to complete and cro\\·n it. 

In some contexts man is contrasted with nature; in oth
ers he is taken as part of nature. The difference is not 
tri\·ially linguistic. To set man against nature is to empha
size his distincti\·ene'>s-his rationality, creativity, and 

freedom. But it may also support an unwarranted and dis
torting anthropocentricity. To count man as part and parcel 
of nature empha~izes the continuity of the human, animal, 
organic, and inorganic \HHld-, and suggests that human 
beha\·ior may be amenable to the same kinds of investiga
tion that are effecti\'e in stud~·ing other domains of nature. 
Similarities as well as differences can be exaggerated, 
howe\·er, and m·erfacile generalizations can be made from 
the heha\·ior, say, of rats to human beha\'ior. Human dis
tincti\'enes, and complexity may be O\·erlooked in a 
tempting reductive anal~·sis like that of beha\·iorism. 

In still other contexts the natural world, man included, is 
contra~ted with the supernatural. In pa1i at least, the idea 
of the supernatural has tended to he constructed from 
alleL?:edl~ miraculou, e\·enh. e\·ents which. it is claimed, 
the power ,ind Ln\·-.. of nature could not bring about. (There 
can lw ,d..,o an a priori element in the grounding of belief 
in the ,upernatural. Belief in a transcendent creator-God, 
who may be himself the subject of a priori proofs, implies 
the belief that nature's laws and processes can be O\'er
ruled.) 

It i, anything but ea,y, however, to elaborate coherently 
the nature - supernature distinction. Crucial to it is the 
claim that we can di~tinguish what lies within the capaci
ties of nature from what lies beyond them. Our knowledge 
of nature's powers and laws is itself derived from our ex
perience and obser\'ation of e\·ents. \\'hat we judge to be 
pmsible depends upon what we ha\·e reason to belie\·e 
actually occurs or has occurred \\'hen we assemble the 
experience-, out of which we are to construct these judg
ment'> about the possible, what shall we do with the hap
pening-, that, e\·entually, we wish to label miraculous? To 
exclude them would be to imply that we already know 
\,·hat naturv\ power, aw. that there are critvria prior to 
<'\.perienn· Ii~ \\ hich wv illtvrpret our ob,ervations. But to 
include tl1e111 111,tl,es it impo""ihle for u, to treat them later 
,1s miraculoth exceptions to natural laws. 

Certain)), it is not legitimate to move from saying, "This 
e,·ent is inexplicable in terms of our scientific knowledge 
of nature," to saying, ·'This e\·ent must be a supernatural 
inter\'ention." The scienti,t is by no means committed to 
cl.iiming that he has at any particular moment the concepts 
and theories adequate for every explanatory ta.,k. He is 
constantl) n,vising and adding to these. \\'e are not, there
fore, forced to conclude that an event has a supernatural 
.,ource on the grounds that it is inexplicable or anomalous 
in terms of present-da~· science. Indeed, it is only with the 
help of an independently established set of beliefs about 
God that one could plau,ibly interpret an event as super
natural. (See P. H . .'.\'owell Smith, ".\liracles," in A. C. :\. 
Flew and.-\. \laclntyre, ed-,., Xeu.: Essays in Philosophical 
Theology, :\ew York, HJ.5.5; and .-\ . G. :\. Flew, Hump's 
Philosophy of Belief, London, I% I.) 

.-\)though it has been implied abO\·e that God must be 
concei \·ed in contradistinction to nature, this is true only if 
God is transcendent, not immanent (or, if immanent, then 
transcendent as well). In a pantheistic view if nature may 
be distinguished from God, it is only as different views or 
aspects of one and the same reality. 

Historical transformations. The history of philosophical 
ideas of nature almost coincides with the history of philos
ophy .itself. \\'here a philosophy is at all systematic, e\·en if 



it is avowedly antimetaphysical, it cannot avoid statin!.!; or 
implying some interpretation of natme. This makes it 
impossible to compress the history of these interpretations 
into one article. The comments which follow are thus no 
more than indications that the philosophers named made 
significant contributions to the development of the idea. 

When the Ionian pre-Socratic philosophers asked, "\\'hat 
is nature?" they assumed that the question demanded an 
answer in tenns of a primitive substance or substances out 
of which the world is constructed. One of the more reason
able answers w.1s that of Anaximander, who claimed that 
the ultimate world stuff must he indetem1inate and 
indefinite (apeiron) and could not be identified with fa
miliar stuffs like water, air, and so on. But although plau
sible, Anaximander's answer was also unhelpful precisely 
because the apeiron lncked all detenninateness and explan
atory power. Far more fruitful was the Pythagorean con
cern not primarily with the question "\Vlrnt is nature made 
from?" but with "What is its structure?" where "structure" 
means geometrical form. \Ve need to know only that the 
constituents of the world are able to receive mathemati
cally describable form, and the way is opened for investi
gating how natural objects me related, in detail, to their 
underlying geometrical strncture. 

To Plato the possibility of knowledge of nature (or of the 
natures of things) rests on the intelligibility of the Forms 
that things imitate (or in which they participate). The c-rea
tion story in the Timaeus (which came to have enormous 
influence) represents Cod and the Forms as distinct from 
each other, the spatiotemporal world-mutable nature 
-being created after the model of the eternally unchanging 
Forms. It is a world necessarily deficient in important 
respects; the very existence of time makes it unstable and 
incomplete. On the other hand, it is the product of a dil'ine 
creati\'ity. Cod in his goodness does not withhold being 
from anythin11; that might exist, and thus nature displays his 
fecundit~·. I Jere is the initial statement of the vision of 
nature as a great chain, or ladder, of bein11;. 

Aristotle's l 1nmoved i\fover stands to nature as its final 
or teleological cause, inspiring nature to imitate the divine 
activity as for as its various constituents are able. Particular 
things, therefore, are seen as striving to realize their ap
propriate fom1s, and in so doing, they realize their own 
natures. Underlying this view of nature is a clear mrnlogy 
with biological growth. 

To Christian thinkers the primary distinction has, of 
course, been between the underivative creativity of Cod 
and the derivativeness and dependence of nature. Augus
tine, for instance, contrnsts the divine "first cause that 
causes all and is not caused itself' with "the other causes" 
(the world of nature) that "both cause and are caused" 
(created spirits) or are primarily passive effects, corporeal 
causes (Citu of Cod\', 9). This does not preclude a wider 
use in which mutable spatiotemporal nature is contrasted 
with divine nature, "the Nature which is immutable is 
called Creator" (Epistolae, 18, Sec. 2). In Thomas Aquinas, 
too, Cod can be called natura 1wt11ra11s and the contrast 
made with 11atura 11at11rata, the creating contrasted with 
the created nature (Summa Theologica Ila-Ilae, 8.5, 6). 

It was the Pythagorean- Platonic strand in philosophy of 
nature that furthered and came to dominate the rise of 
modern science. In Kepler, for example, nature appears as 
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the realm of the quantitative, a realm amenahl<' to 111atllt'
rnatical study and, indeed, to more pn•cise ~t11dy than 
ancient philosophy ever dt'monstrated. Such a view of 
nature could coexist with a religious i11terpretatio11 of 
things, for the mathematical strnct11re could be tak<'ll as 
supplied and sustained by the mind of Cod. 

Although in one way the growth of a mathematical 
science promised mo~t impressively to unify nature by 
bringing widely diversified phenomena under laws, in 
another way it produced new problems about the relation 
of man to his world, problem-; that led to vario11s du
alisms-bifurcations of nature-such as Dcscart<·~'s. Those 
as peels of 011r experience that were not amenable to exact 
measurement were no lon!.!;er to be identified with objec
tively real, accurately cognized features of the world. The 
measurable qualities were primary, the rest secondary, 
qualities-colors, sounds, h1stes, and the like. Altho1111;h 
materialist metaphysics boldly attempted (and still at
tempts) to reunite nature and man by describin,11; the full 
range of his perceptual, morn!, and imaginative life in 
terms of matter and motion, in a writer like Hobbes, for 
example, such explanations were only promissory notes. A 
great deal of development in physiology lrnd to occur be
fore the details of the mechanisms involved could be con
jectured with any real plausibility. 

Descmtes gave the world of mind distinct ontological 
status alongside corporeal nature. Although this dualism 
saved mind from loss of reality or reduction to the non
mental, it introduced the problem, unsolvable in Cartesian 
terms, of how this bifurcated nature can ~·et lw one, how 
the processes of mind ,md of matter can impinge on each 
other. The philmophies of natme i11 Spinoza and L<'ihniz 
hoth tr~' stre11uousl~- to deal with this prohlem. Spinoza 
affirms a monistic and pantheistic position (Deus sive 1w
t11ra), hut the dualism breah out a11;ain in the in<'xplicahle 
relation between extension and thought-a dual ism not of 
substances hut of attributes. In Leibniz' pluralist world the 
relation between material and mental aspects of monads is 
no more intelligible. 

Berkeley's account of nature involves a radical criticism 
and rejection of the notion of material substance. Our 
experience could, he argued, be explained simply in tern1s 
of minds and their ideas, including, crucially, the divine 
mind, in which the totality of sensible things exists. 

In the philosophy of Kant the burden of creativity fur
ther shifts to the human percipient. If we ask Kant why 
nature presents to us the persistent basic structure that it 
does present (such as the ubiquity of cause-effect rela
tions and the spatiotemporal nature of all experience), his 
answer is that we are here dealing with the inescapable 
conditions for any experience of nature at all because "the 
understanding is itself the source of the laws of nature" 
(Critique of Pure Reason, A 127). The natural world, in the 
sense of the totality of things, is not in Kant's view a given 
whole, not an object of knowledge; for instance, whether 
we try to show that the world is finite or infinite, our 
thought runs into an impasse. 

In Hegel the dominant language is of development, 
nisus, toward the realization of Absolute Spirit, the end for 
which nature exists. Necessary transitions, logical rather 
than tempornl, are made from level to level, from nature as 
inert matter with its externality to life, consciousness, the 
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inwardnc-.s of spirit. Subsequent philosophies of nature, 
lw\\e,·er, like those of Bergson, :\lexander, and \\'hite
head, were a\'(Jwedly evolutionary, understandably so in 
a11 age that saw rapid development of the biological 
sciences, particularly biological evolutionary theory, and 
that had a ne\\' historical consciothnes-. of human exist
ence. Sainuel :\lexander ,aw the enllutionar, process as 
the continuing "emergence" of the 4ualitati, el~ new: God 
\\',h to be co11cei,·ed not a-. the initial creator or su-.tainer of 
nature hut as the extrapolation of the e, olutionary process 
to an ideal limit. 

Theorie, in\'(ih-ing a life force or other speculati,·e. 
teleological account-- of nature ha\'t:' been strenuously 
oppched b, , arious fonns of materialism and antimetaph~ s
ic-al po-.;iti,·ism. 

Use of analogies. Succe-.si, e conceptions of nature dike 
<·onn"pti011, of the -.tatel can lw ,een as a procession of 
image, or controlling ,rnalogie-.. Dominant in Creek co,
mology, for instance, was the image of nature as suffused 
with life and intelligence, like a living and growing organ
i-.m .. \t the opposite pole, as in some se,·entecnth- and 
eighteenth-century cosmologies, nature is pure machine, 
directed from without by the di\'ine intelligence. Or, 
again, nah1re is neither permeated by mind nor is it a 
mechanism in the hand of its \lechanic: it is a self-trans
forming system, essentiall~· temporal, whose de,·elopment 
is be-.t understood through the analogies of biological 
e,·olution or human history. To make explicit the guiding 
analog~· is an important step in appraising an account of 
nature. For example, it is a standing temptation for a phi
losopher who is working out such an account to o\'erextend 
an explanatory principle that is pro,·ing dramatically fruit
ful in -.;ome limited area of in,·estigation to make it seem to 
co,·er nature as the totality of things and processes. 

:\'ature as norm. Corresponding to different philoso
phies of nature are markedly different answers to questions 
about the relation of nature to value: Can values be in any 
way deri,·ed from descriptions of nature? does nahne set 
an,· norms for man? can appeals to nature and the natural 
proper\~· settle moral or aesthetic perplexitie-.·~ \'ariou, 
,m,wers to the-.;e questions ha,·e been ,ugge,ted in natu

ralistic ethical theories and in discussion of the naturalistic 
fallacy. 

If, on the one hand, nature is seen as irreducibly com
plex, the theater not of a simple cosmic process but of 
countless and di,·erse processes, and if these processes 
ha,·e produced mind but are not themseh·es guided by 
intelligence, then there will be little plausibilit, in ar
guing directly from "natural" to "good" or "obligatory." 

On the other hand, where nah1re is taken as created by a 

wholly good, wise, and omnipotent deity, to be natural is 
prima facie, to be tl'Orthy of being created by such a deity. 
But the existence of e\'il, however accounted for, makes 
the inference, e\'en in this context, unreliable. The natural 
man may now be contrasted with the regenerate man, and 
"natural" thus come to ha,·e a depreciaton· sense. Alterna
ti, ely, the -.inful can be held as unnatural-that is, as per
, erting the cli\ineh appointed course of nature. The ques
tion "\\'hat is natural?" caEnot now, however, be answered 
from a simple inspection of what actually happens in the 
world. 

Historical examples. The demand that we should follow 
nature occurs in a wide ,·ariety of ethical theories, not only 
in Christianity. It was against an ethic of following nature 
that J. S. ~till eloquently argued in his "Essay on :--.:ature" 
(in Three Essays). To :\Iii\ nature means either (I) "the 
sum of all phenomena, together with the causes which 
produce them" or (2) those phenomena that take place 
"without the agency ... of man." \\'hich of these senses 
can be intended when someone is enjoined to follow na
ture or when :;ome act is condemned as unnatural? In the 
first sense erery action is natural; no ground is gi\'en for 
discrimination between alternative courses. But is the 
second sense more helpful? "For while human action 
cannot help conforming to :--.:ature in the one meaning of 
the tenn, the \'ery aim and object of action is to alter and 
i mprO\ e \:ature in the other meaning." Behind the injunc
tion to foll°'' nature lies a dim belief that "the general 
-.;cheme of natuw is a model for u-. to imitate." Look at 
nature in some detail, however. Its processes are quite 
indifferent to \'alue and desert. ":\'early all the things 
which men are hanged or imprisoned for doing to one 
another, are nature's e\'ery day performances." Even if it 
were true that some good ends were ultimately and ob
scurel} ser\'ed and realized hy nature's processes, that 
would gi,·e no license to men to follow nature as a moral 
exemplar (to "torhne because nature tortures," for exam
ple). 

In any case, ~till argues, the presence of evil and 
indifference to ,·alue in nature cannot be reconciled with 
theistic claims about the omnipotence and perfect good
ness of Cod. It is nonsense to argue that such a God has to 
bend to stubborn necessities since he "himself makes the 
neces-.ity \\'hich he bends to." 

\\"ith regard to human nature, as with nature at large, 
\lil\'s imperati,·e i-. "not to follow but to amend it." ~lo
rality cannot be founded on instinct but on a strenuously 
achie,·ed victory ocer instinct, as courage is a victory over 
fear. Similar views are found in T. II. Huxley and even, 
with important qualifications, in the later Freud. 

Philosophical ,·iews of nature can be relevant to prob
lems of e,·,tluation in much more complex ways than we 
ha,·e thus far noted. One's conception of how man is related 
to the rest of the natural world may help to determine 
-in conjunction with many other factors-one's sense 
of the importance or unimportance of human life, the roles 
judged reasonable and unreasonable for men to adopt. 
Here are some historical examples. 

Did a geocentric astronomy give a uniquely privileged 
place to the earth and to humanity? The symbolism was 
ambiguous; to be in the center was certainly to be the 
focus of the cosmic drama of fall and redemption. "\Ian is 
but earth," said John Donne. "'Tis true; but earth is the 
centre" ("Sermon Preached at St. Paul's, Christmas Day, 
1627"). Yet the center, the sublunary region, was nev
ertheless the humblest position, the realm of mutability, in 
contrast to the unchanging hea,,ens. The shift to a helio
centric \'iew was not, therefore, a catastrophic and diso
rienting demotion. It could be seen as an equally effective 
symbolic expression of creatureliness, earth being placed 
in a proper subordination to the sun (for example, see 
Copernicm and h.epler). "The sun, seated on his royal 



throrn·. [does] guide his famil> of pla11ds .. " (Kepler, 
De Rcoolutionilms, Book I, Ch. I 0). 

A far more radical shift in sixteenth- and seventeenth
t.:entury cosmology was the move toward acceptance of the 
universe as infinite and with that the obliterating of a loca
table center or circumference. But this view, which, in 
fact, had no effective scientific hacking, was largely a late 
development of the metaphysical Platonic idea of God's 
infinite fecundity, a view that also guaranteed humanity a 
position of dignity in the ladder of being (see A. 0. Love
joy, The Great Chain of Being, Ch. --1). This well shows 
how (at least in a period of metaphysical confidence) the 
importance or unimportance of man has not been a matter 
of attempted inference from observations of nature alone. 

The same point can also be illustrated from sixteenth
and seventeenth-century arguments about the alleged 
"cosmic fall." If nature is inclement and hostile, this is 
because nature participated in the effects of man's fall into 
sin. It follows that the proper, God-intended destiny of 
man cannot be found in this fallen nature; it must he dis
covered in the revealed word of Cod. 

More generally, reference to man's place in nature, for 
instance to his physical minuteness, could be used to 
depreciate the quest for "world!/' glory as a preparation 
for spiritual discipline. "\\'ho can be great," asked Drum
mond of Hawthornclen, "on so small a Round as is this 
Earth?" And Pascal asked: "()u'est ce qu'un homme clans 
l'infini ?" ("What is a man in face of the infinite?"). The 
vastness of nature could equally well he taken as evidence 
of man's importance in God's eyes; for on independent 
theological grounds the whole of nature could be seen as 
primarily a dwelling place for man. As Pierre de la Pri
maudaye expressed it, " ... I cannot marvell enough at 
the excellencie of Man, for whom all these things were 
created and are maintained .... " :\lost of these argu
ments, with their ingredients capable of endless ,·aria
tion, assume that "in order to form a correct estimate 
of oursel\'es we must consider the results of the investiga
tions ... into the dimensions and distances of the spheres 
and stars" (:\laimonides)-mutatis mutandis for later 
cosmologies. 

In sharp contrast, at a time when there is little or no 
metaphysical and theological confidence and when de
riving value judgments from statements of fact is deemed 
logically impossible, it is tempting to deny that accounts of 
nature can have any bearing on problems of value. F. P. 
Ramsey wrote: "\1>· picture of the world is drawn in 
perspective, and not like a model to scale. The foreground 
is occupied by human beings, and the stars are all as small 
as threepennr bits" ( Foundations of Mathematics). It is 
possible to make one's judgments about the value of hu
man life independently of cosmic reflections an<l then to 
adopt an imaginative picture of the natural world that 
hannonizes rather than conflicts with that evaluation. 
There can be no logical or philosophical objections to that 
as long as one realizes exactly what is being done. Such an 
imaginative exercise, however, must be d istinguished from 
a thoroughgoing anthropocentric philosophy of nature, and 
Ramsey himself has been criticized for falling into exactly 
that (see J. J. C. Smart, Philosophy and Scientific Realism, 
New York, H.)6.3, p. :2,5). For Ramsey went on to say: "I 
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don't really believe i11 astronom), <•x(·cpt as a (.'OlllplicatC'd 
desniption of human ... and possibly a11i111al sensation." 

It is worth notinl!:, finally, that argunw11ts about al'stlwtic 
judgments have also relied on the vocahulary of "nature" 
and "natural" and relied 011 it in many differing and 
conflicting ways. Presenting or being tnie to nature has 
sometimes meant the faithful mirroring of the empirical 
world or the pursuit of the ideal type or the pursuit of the 
average type or a concern with whatever has not been 
modified by man (see A. 0. Lovejoy, Essaus in the History 
of Ideas, "Nature as Aesthetic Norm"). \\'orks of art have 
been commended as sharing the characteristi<.:s of nature 
through being regularly patterned (compare to nature's 
mathematical intelligibility), through being rich in content, 
or through being austerely simple. To he natural can be to 
show spontaneity, to be unfettered hy artificial rules, to 
reach toward the unspoiled and primitive. \\'here there is 
such extraordinary conflict of senses, only a scrutiny of the 
context can determine what criteria are being applied in 
any particular case, and a writer who is aware of this web 
of ambiguities in "natural" and "nature" may well decide 
to choose-wherever possible-words of greater precision 
and stab ii ity of meaning. 
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Ro:-- \LD \\'. HEPBl'R:>-

~EC ES SI TY. ~ee Co:>-TI:>-< .E:-- T A.'\'D :>-EC ES~ARY ST..\ TE

\tE,TS. 

~EGATIO~. \."egatio11. or de11ial. i" the oppmite of 
atfirmatio11. It ma~ he ,omdhing that -,mnehod> doe, 1 "I 
den> \\'hat >·011 ha\·e ,aid" or thl' ,111',\\·er "\."o" to a q11e,
tio11, but ih hill expre..,..,ion i, gener<1II> a ,e11tence. Onl' 
,entence or ,tatement ma> he the 1wgation or denial of 
another. or \\'e ma> call a -,tatement -,imph a negation. or a 
negati\·e ,tatement. a, oppo,ed to an atfirmati\ e one. or 
<1ffirrnation .. .\ neg,1tion in the Ja-,t ,en-,e will cont.tin ,ome 
,ign of negation, such as the "not" in "Cr.1..,.., i, not pink" 
or "\."ot all le,n·e.., are green," the "no" i11 "\."o C:hri,tiau" 
are communist-;," or the phra,e "it i" not the ca,e that" i11 
"It i, not the c,i-;e that gra..,.., is pink." The negation of <1 
,entence ma\ simply be the same "entl'ncc with "it 1, not 
the case that" prefixed to it, or it ma> he some ,irnplt•r 
form equi\·alent to this. For example, it 111ight he ,.1id rh<1t 
"It is not the case that gras" is pink" i, negated or denied 
not onl~ b~ "It i, not the case that it is not tlw ea,e that 
gras... is pink" hut also by the plain "Cras, i" pink" and that 
"If he ha~ ,l111t the door. it rnu~t h,n·e !wen 01wn" i, 1w
gated or denied In· "He could ha\·e ,;hut it en·n though it 
\\·a., <ti reach ,hut." Contraclictor> negation. or contr<tdic
tion. is the relation het\\·een ,tatemcnh that are l'\<ll't 
oppmites. in the senst' that the> can he neither true to
gether nor fa)..,e together-for e.\ample, "Some gra..,.., i, 
brown" and "\,"o gra,.., is hro\\'n." Contrar> negation, or 
contrarieh·, i, the relation het\\·een extreme opposite, 
1 \\'hieh may \Tr> \\·ell hoth he false)-for L'.\arnple, "\:o 
gra,, i, hro\\'n" and ".\II gras" is bro\\'n." Ineompatihilit~ 
i, the n·lation bet\\·een -,tatemenb \\·hich cannot both he 
true, \\·hether or not they stand at oppmite encl, of a ,cale 
"This is black all O\'er" i" incompatible with "This i, 

green all mer" as \\·ell a" \\'ith "This i, \\·hite all mer" 1. 

Incompatible, imp!>· 011e another's denial, \\·hat i" hbck 
all O\ er i, not green all o\·er or \\·hite all 0\·erl. 

Some of these technical expre,sions apply to term, a" 
\\'ell a, to sLltements. The terms "hlack," "green." and 
.. \\·hite," for e.\ample, are incompatible; nothing can he 
more than 01w of the,e ,1t once, at least not at the same 
time . at the -,,1111e point, from the same angle, and so on. 
There ,ire aJ..,o "negati\ e terms," usual!> form eel h> 
prefixing "non" or "not" to the corresponding positin., 
term-for in,tance, "non-reel," "not-reel." 

The concept of negation i'i closely related to that of 
falsehood, but they are not the "ame. Sometimes it i-, the 

negation that is true and the corresponding affirmation that 
is fal»e. But in denying a "tatenwnt, \\'e implicith· or ex
plicith- assert that the statenwnt in question is false, 
though, of course, the as"ertion that something i" false 111a\· 
ibelf he true. 

There is also a connection het\\'ee11 the concept of nega
tion, especialh ,b applied to terms, and that of otherne,, 
or cli\·er,it~·. \\'hat is not red is other than anything that is 
reel. and \\·hat is other than ,111>'thiug that is red is not reel. 
The class of things that are other than all the things in
cluded in a gi\·cn das,-that is. \\·hate\·er exists besides 
the me1nhers of that clas,-con"titutes the remainder or 
complement of the gi\en cJa..,..,. 

Internal and external negation. \\'hen a proposition i" 
complex, it i~ ofte11 important to distinguish the negation of 
the propo..,ition a, a whole ("external" negation) from 
proposition.., resulting from the negation of some co111po
nent or components of it I "internal" negation). The Stoics 
nott>d. for example, that the contradicton· denial of an 
implication "If p, then q" should not lw formulated as "If 
p, then not-q" hut a, "\:ot (if p, then q)"-"That p does not 
imp)>· that q ... "It p, tlwn q" and "If p, then not-q" are not 
e\·en incompatible, although \\·hen the>· are both true, it 
follm\s that the compo1H0 nt p 1,ince it has contradictory 
comeqtience, I rnl!st he fabe. \gain ''\."ot Ip and q)," \\'hich 
i, trne ,ls long a~ p and q are not true together, i, not to be 
confuwd \\·ith "\:ot-p and not-q." \\·hich i" true onl> if p 
<rncl q a:·e both fal,e a11d is l'{Jlli\·alent to ":\either p nor 
q"-that i,, "\:ot Ip or qi." "Either not-p or not-q" is sirni
brl> eq11i\·alent to "\."ot Ip and q)." These relations be
t\\'een tlw internal and external negations of "and" and 
"or" ,taterne11h are called De :\I organ\ la\\'s, although 
the> \\·en· \\'ell known to the medie\·al Scholastics long 
before tlw birth of the nineteenth-eentur>· logician Augus
tm De :\!organ. 

Some of the distinctions made in the preceding section 
are no\\' cornmonh treated as "pecial cases of external and 
internal negation. For imtance, propositions with negati\·e 
term, are thought of a" i11\'oh-ing the negation, not perhaps 
of internal propositiom ,trictly so called, but of internal 
''propo..,itional fouction," ("<>pen ~entence,")-for exam
ple, "En.·r>· non-A is a 11011-B" ma>· be paraphrased as "For 
an> x. if it i, not the ca,e that x i" an A, then it is not the 
cm,c that x is a B"; the difference bet\\'een "\."o A is a B," 
the contran opposite of "En.'ry A is a B," and the contra
dictory oppmite of the latter. "Some A i-, a B" or ":'\"ot 
t·\er\ A i" a B," is perhap, ,impl>· that bet\\'een the inter
nalh· negated form "For e\en· x, if xis an A, then not (xis 
d B1" and the external negatio11 "\."ot (for every x, if xi" an 
A, then x is a B ). "It is oh\'iousl) possible to place a sign of 
negation either inside or ouhide <1 \·ariety of other qualify
ing phrase,; for example, \\'e ma~ distinguish "It \\'ill be 
the ca,e that I it is not the ca,e that p)" from "It is not the 
ease that lit \\·ill be the ca,e that p)" and "It i~ thought that 
lit is not the case that p)'' from "It is not the case that (it is 
thought that p)." 

B~· the use of open ~entences all the \·arieties of negation 
are reduced to the placing of "not" or "it is not the case 
that" before some proposition or propositionlike expres
sion, the \\·hole being either contained or not contained 
\\·ithin some \\·ider propositional context. This reduction 



assumes tlwt with the basic sin_gular form "xis an A" m "x 
¢'s" there is no real distinction het\\'een the internal nega
tion "x is not an A" (or "x is a 11011-A") or "x does not¢" 
and the e.xternal ne_gation "Not (xis an A)" or "Not (x cp's)." 
\Vhen the subject "x" is a hare "this," such ,111 assumption 
is plausible, hut when it is a singular de,cription like "The 
present kin,g of France," W<' n111st distinguish the internal 
negation "The present king of France is not l>ald" (\\'hich 
suggests that there i.~ such a person) from tlw external 
negation "It is not the ca,e that the present king of France 
is hale!" (which would he trne if there were no such per
son). The thesis that all forms ol negation are red11cihle to 
a suitably placed "it is not the c.1sc that" t_·an be main
tained only if the last t\\'o ca:--es have an implicit t_·omplex
ity and may he respectively paraphrased as "For some x, x 
is the sole present king of France, and it is not the case 
that x is hale!" and "It is not the ca:--e that (for some x, x is 
the sole present king of France and is bald)." 

Positive presuppositions. It is ,ometimes held that no 
negation can be hare or mere negation and that whene,·er 
anything is denied, some positi,·e ground ol denial is as
sumed, and something positive is even an intended part of 
what is asserted. It is trivial!>· true that even in denials, 
such as that grass is pink, something is made out to he the 
case-namely, that it is not the (_'ase that grass is pink. But 
something more than this is usualh intended hy the 
contention. 

One thing that could be meant is that e\'er~· denial must 
concern something which, whatever else it is not, is itself 
and, indeed, simply is (e\ists). \\'c have seen that some 
t~ pes of denial- "This is not a man" and "The man next 
door does not smoke'' (also "Some men do not lie")-do 
assert or presuppose the existence of a subject of the 
denial. But this does not seem to lw the case with all 
forms; for example, no existing subject seems to he in
volved when we sa~· that there are no fairies. Or if this is 
taken to mean that among existing things no fairies are to 
be found (thus presupposing a body of "existing 
things"-of values for tire hound ,·,uiable x in "For no x is 
it the case that x is a fair~'"), e\'en this positive presuppo
sition seems absent from "There cou Id not be round 
squares, 

It is also srnndimes said that in den~·ing that something 
is red, we at least assume that it is some other color 
(counting white, black, and gray as colors); in den~·in,g that 
something is square, we assume that it is some other 
shape. In general (to use the terminology of W. E. John
son), in denying that something has a "determinate" form 
of some "detenninable" quality, \\ e assume that it has 
some other determinate form of it. Sometimes a distinction 
is made at this point between the predication of a negati\'e 
tenn and the simple denial of a predication; for example, it 
is argued that in saying that a thing is non-blue, we do 
assume that it is some other color hut we do not assume 
this in simply saying that it is not blue. Others contend 
that we assume that a thing is some other color e,·en in 
simply denying that it is blue. All denial, it is said, is im
plicitly re5.tricted to some uni,·erse of discourse; if we 
deny that something i:-- blue or classify it as non-blue, it is 
assumed that we are considering only colored things. 

Against the \\'eaker form of the theory that tht_, predica-
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tion ol ,1 negatiH' t<·nr1 h,1., po,iti, <· i111plit·,1tio11, \\ l11cl1 tlw 
denial of a pwdicatio11 doe:-- 11ot !ta,(', it 111,1, I)(' ohwct<·d 
that there i:-- no more tlia11 a ,·<'rbal dill<·r<·11<·t· l)('l\\ <·<·11 ".\ 
is a non-B" and ":\ot (xi:-- ;1 H)." A,gai11,t tll<' ,lrn11g<·r forn1 
the objt·ction is that it is perfect]~ 1nop<·r to ~;i~ tli;it, irl1H· 
is not blue simph- on the ground tlwt it i-, riot tll(' kind of 
thing that could ha\'e anv color at :rll. \\'<· 11111:--t ah,·a,, 
distinguish between \\'hat we sa,· a11d our rea,011-, for ,a, -
ing it (otherwise, there could lw uo inlerenc·t· ,it all, :1, 
premises and C'onclusion would coalt•st_·<·), and tht're 111;1, 
he diverse reasons for saying ex.l('th th<' same tl1i11g of 
different suhjeds-Jo11es's fa,·orite flowt'r is not ld1lt' lw
cause it i:-- pink, and virt1re is not hlu(· lw(_'au:--e lwi11g ,111 
abstraction, it is not colored at all. But it is pedl'cth- tnH· ol 
each of these subjects, and tnre in the sarnt· seme, that it i, 
not blue, 

It may he answered that "This Hower is blue" ,111d "\'ir
tue is blue" fail to he true in profoundly differt'nt wa, .,
the former because it is foist', and the latter IH'ca11,e it i:-
meaningless, as meaningless as, for t·x.unple, "\'irtrie i:-
hut" would be-and, further, whereas the denial of a falst· 
statement is true, the denial ol a meaningless lorm of 
words (that is, the result of attachin,!!; a negation ,i,!!;n to it) 
is itself a meaningless lorm of words. To this, one possihll' 
rep!~· (made by J. \L Shorter in ''i\kanin_g and Grammar") 
would be to dt'ny that the negation of a meaningless form 
of word:-- is meaninglt•ss; e,·en "\'irirre is not but" might lw 
defended as tnrc pre(_'isel~ because it is not onh- false, hut 
also meaningless, to say that virtue is hut. Less desperatt-
ly, it could be argued that "\'irtue is (is not) blue" is not rnr 
a par with "\'iri11t· is (i:-- not) hut" since the lonner is at 
least a grammatic-all~ t_·ont·ct sentenee while the Litter does 
not e,·en construe. Perlwps, ho\\·e,·er, the conception ol 
grammar whi(_'h s11!.!;gests this distinction is a rather ,u
perficial one. Grammar t_·oncerns what words go with what; 
it is not a sl't of commands direct!>· lall<·n from hea,·e11 hut 
reflects at least partly the feeling we· alreach- ha,·e for what 
does and what does not makl' sense. Perhaps \\'e n(•t'd only 
let this feeling lead us to slight!~· finer distinctions than tlw 
crnde one bet\\'een an adjecti\'(_· and a conjunction to Sl'e 
that "is (i:-- not) blue" no more goes witlr '\·irt11e" than "i:-
(is not) but" goes with anything. 

\\'hat is important is the line hetwl'en falsehood (ti}(' 
negation of \\'hiC'h i:-- true) and 11011sense (the neg,1tion of 
whieh is gencrall~ a!!;reed to be only furthl'r 110nst·nse), 
where\'er this line be dra\\'n. It is also irnprniant that what 
looks like true or Lrlse sense ma~· on clo,;er inspection turn 
out to he nonsense. 

Negative facts. \lany philosophers who h.1\'e found 
negation a metaph\'sicall~· emhanassin).( concept haH· 
expressed this emharrassnwnt Ii,· denying that there are 
any negati\'e lacts. There an, ol,,·io11sl~· negati\'l' as \\'ell as 
affirmative statement:--, lrnt acl'ordin_g to tlwse philoso
phers, it is innedible that the nonli11,g11istic facts that make 
om statements true or false sho11ld include negati\'C' ones, 
(The linguistic fact that there are negati,'e statements is, of 
course, not itself a negati\'e, but a positive, faC't.) 

This question sho1rlcl not be conhrsed with the question 
of whether there are objective falsehoods-that is, whether 
the univer~e contains such objects as the falsehood that 
Charles I died in his heel even if no one has e,·er helie,·cd 
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or asserted this falsehood (\\'hether there are falsehoods 
\\'hi('h are, as it were, waiting around to be ass<:>rtccl or 
lwlit'ved, or even denied or disbelieved, just as there arc 
facts \\'aiting to he discovered and stated). For such objec
tive falsehoods, if thert' were any, would not be facts-a 
fact is what is the case, not what is not the ca~e. The 
present question is , rather, whether there are special facts 
that verify true negative statements, whether, for example, 
there is am such fact as the fact that Charles I did not die 
i11 hi-; hed. There ·is nevertheless some connection be
tween the two questions. For if there is an~· such lan
guage-independent and thought-independent fact as the 
fact that it is not the case that Charles I died in his hed, 
then, that Charlt·s I died in his bed, which in itself is not a 
fad h11t a falsehood, would nevertheless seem to ha\'l' 
some kind of existence "out there" as a constituent of this 
more complex object that is a fact. 

I 11 both cases, moreover, what deters the philosophers is 
partly the nrnltiplicity of the objects involved. They cannot 
lwliL0 ve that there should lie not onl~· the fact that Charles I 
died 011 the scaffold hut also, over and alim·e that fact, th<' 
additional facts that he did not die in his bed, that he was 
not immortal, that he did not die by drowning, and, fur
tlwrmore, the facts that he did not die in his lied of appen
dicitis, that he did not die in his lwd of cons11mption, that 
he did not die by drowning in six minutes, that he did not 
die hy drowning in six and a half minutt0 s, and so on. This 
causes an embarrassment of the same sort as the idea that, 
over and above the fact that he died on the scaffold, thert' 
are "out there" the falsehoods that he died in his heel, that 
he was immortal, that he \\'as drowned in six and a half 
minutes, and so on. 

The most olJ\·ious way to reduce this exL·t·ssi\·e meta
physical popnlation, nncl the one taken by Rapha<·l D<·mos 
(one of the main opponents of negativt• facts), is to hold 
that what makes it false to say that Charles I died in his 
lwcl and true to sa>· that lw did not, false to say that he died 
by drowning and true to say that lw did not, and similar!~ 
with all the other alternatives is simpl>· tht' Oil<' positive 
fact that he died on the scaffold. Against this, howe\'(·r, it 
ma~· be said that what is asserted by any trne statement 
\vrnilcl seem to Ill' some fact, and the true ~tatement that 
Charles I did 11ot die in his heel does not assert that he 
died on the scaffold (even if this is also trnt'). It may lw 
suggested that what the tnw statement asserts is that 
Charles died in some positive way that was incompatible 
with his d,;ing in his heel This suggestion has the disacl
\-aJttage (a) that it onh· exchanges negative facts for facts 
that are \'ague and general in the way that assertions about 
something or other (h11t nothing in particular) are always 
vag11e and general and that philosophers who are uneas-. 
abo11t the former (beca11se whatever is real m11st lw partic
ular and positive) are likely to lw equally uneasy about the 
latter. The s11ggestion also pres11pposes (b) that there are 
facts of incompatibility-for exampl< 0

, the fact that Charles 
I's dying on the scaffold is incompatible with his dying in 
his heel and that these wo11lcl seem, like straightforwardly 
negative facts , to contain objective falsehoods as constitu
ents and would haH· the same dismaying multiplicity as 
negative facts or ohjectivt• falsehoods do. 

One wa-.· of answering objection (b) is to argue that the 
facts of incompatibilit-.· which explain the truth of negative 

statements never concern incompatibilities between prop
ositions but alwa>·-; concern incompatibilities between 
qualities, like the incompatibility lwtween red and blue or 
between one way of dying and another. This is to make a 
certain sort of internal negation the fundamental form in 
terms of which all other types of negation are to he 
defined. This eliminates the horde of positive falst·ho<><ls 
that are incompatible with the actual positive facts in favor 
of a possibly smaller and anywa-.· more acceptable horde of 
incompatihlt' qualities, each capable in itself of qualif~•ing 
a real object but 1111alile to do so at the same time as the 
others. But although there is some plausibility in acco11nt
ing for simple singular negations in this way (that is, in 
taking the simple "x is not A" to he true, when it is trne, 
because x is something incompatible with being A), it is 
hard to deal similarly with the negations of more complex 
forms-for example, "Not everything is A" or "It is not the 
cast' that if x is A, then!/ is B." 

Difficulties in deali11g \\'ith more complex negations also 
arise with the suggestion that the facts that verify 1wgative 
statements are facts not so much about i11co111patihility as 
aho11t otherness. It is important to note that the otherness 
accmrnt cannot take quite the same form as the incompati
bility one; although tht> fact that x is something incompa
tihl<· with being n·cl will ~ulfice to verify "xis not red," "x 
is something other than red" will not, for x may be some
thing oth 0 r than rC'cl (for instance, ro11ncl) and he reel as 
Wt"I I. The otherness account wo11ld have to claim that what 
verifies "x is 11ot i\" is the fact that x is other than every
thing that is A. This account, like the preceding one, seems 
to lw applicable only to simplt• singular negation. How
ever, if the complexities that can arise are capalde of l>eing 
listed, it might lw possible to give a separate account of the 
1wgatio11 of each kind of l'Oinplexity. Th11s, having said 
what tht· simple "x is not A" means, we may say that in 
form~ like "Not (not-p)," "l\:ot (p and q)," "Not (p or q)," 
"Not (everything <f,'s)," and "i\ot (something <f>'s)" (that is, 
"Not anything <t,'s"), the apparently external "not" is to he 
clefitlt'd in lt'rms of a comparatively internal "not" as 
follows: 

Not (11ot-p)=p, 
'.'Jot (p or q) = (:\ot-p) and (11ot-q), 
Not ( p and q) = (Not-p) or (not-q), 
'.'Jot (for every x, x <p's)= For some x, not (x <f,'s), 
Not (for some x, x q/s) = For every x, not (x <t,'s). 

111 any givt•n complex formed in these ways the inn<·r
most negations-the only ones that remain when all the 
recl11ctions have been performed-will be simple singular 
negations t'xplainahle as above in terms of otherness or 
inc< >mpatihi Ii ty. 

Negation, facts, and falsehood. Another way of elimi
nating negative fact'i might be by defi11ing negation in 
terms of disbelief or falsehood. Affirmati\'(' statements, we 
might say, express beliefs whereas negative ones express 
disbeliefs. Disbelief, however, is not just the absence of 
belief, and like belief it must have an object-it must he 
disbelief in something or disbelief of something-and it 
must be justified or unjustified; if justified, whatever 
j11stifies it must lw either a negative fact or whatever we 
replace negative facts with when using some other and 
more objective method of dissolving them. 

In terms of falsehood we might say that the contradictory 



negation of a statement is the statement that is true if the 
given one is false and false if the given one is true. This 
amounts to defining negation hy means of its trntl1 table, a 
course advocated by Wittgenstein in the Tractat11s. To this 
it may be objected that talk of the statement which is tnie 
when a given statement is false and false when it is true is 
legitimate only if we know that there is one and only one 
statement which meets these conditions, and this seems 
unlikely; for example, since "Oxford is the capital of Scot
land" is false in any case, "Either Oxford is the capital of 
Scotland or grass is not green" is true if "Crass is green" is 
false and false if it is true, but what is stated hy this com
plex does not seem to be simply the negation of "Crass is 
green." It may also be objected that statements are not 
simply true and false in themselves, as if truth and false
hood were simple properties requiring no further explana
tion. By the usual definition "Grass is green" is true if 
grass is green and false if it is not, hut to say this is to 
define falsehood in terms of negation rather than vice 
versa. 

Perhaps the whole problem about negative facts-and 
the problem about the objective falsehoods that would be 
parts of such facts if there were any-arise from thinking of 
facts (and falsehoods) too literal!:-,; as objects or entities. It 
is not merely that there are no negative facts hut, rather, 
that there are no facts. That is, expressions of the form 
"The fact that p" do not name objects, whether or not our 
"µ" is negative in form. The word "fact" has meaning onl> 
as part of the phrase "it is a fact that" (that is, "it is the case 
that"), and "It is a fact that grass is (or is not) green" is just 
another wa:-,; of saying the simple "Grass is (or is not) 
green." "There are negative facts" is trne and, indeed, 
makes sense only if it means "For some p, it is not the case 
that p." But in this sense it is true and metaph>·sically 
harmless; it does not mean that there are objects called 
"That p" which go through a performance called "not 
being the case," and still less does it mean that there are 
objects called "The not-being-the-case of that p." 

Even with this caution, however, one can sensibly in
quire whether signs of negation are really indispen
sable-whether what we say when we use them cannot also 
be said, and more directly, without them-and whether 
signs of negation are not just convenient abbreviations for 
complex forms into which no such signs enter. Putting the 
question in this way, modern logic has evolved other de
vices for eliminating negation besides the ones thus for 
mentioned, devices which are worth examining, even 
though they are a little technical, and which require some 
preliminary account of negation as the logician sees it. 

Laws of negation. Negation figures in formal logic pri
marily as the subject of certain laws, of which the best 
known are those of contradiction and excluded middle. 
The law of contradiction asserts that a statement and its 
direct denial cannot be true together ("l\iot both p and 
not-µ") or, as applied to terms, that nothing can both be 
and not be the same thing at the same time ("Nothing is at 
once A and not-A"). The law of excluded middle asserts that 
a statement and its negation exhaust the possibilities-it is 
either the case that p or not the case that p-or, as applied 
to terms, that everything either is or is not some given 
thing-sa:-,;, A. Each of these laws may be put in the form of 
an implication, or "if" statement; the law of contradiction 
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then appears a, "If p, the11 11ot ll()t-11, .. ,111d tlw Ll\\ of <·\
eluded middle as "If not 11ot-p, th<'n 11." So11wti111<·, till' 
combination of these two, "p if' a11d 0111> if not 11ot-p," i, 
called the law of do11hle negation. 

Each of these laws involv<·s a 1111111llC'r of dcri\·<·d or 
related laws. From the la\\' of contradiction it follm,,, that 
what has contradictor>· conseq11ences is la]-;c·: if p i111plics 
q and also implies not-q (and so implies .. (/ and not-(/ '), 
then not-p. From the law of excluded middlc it folio\\'\ that 
what is implied b>· both memlwrs of a contradictor:
pair is true; if p implies q and not-p equally implies q, 
then q. Again, because of the law of contradiction \\'hatl-\'er 
implies its own denial is false, for if p implies not-p, it im
plies both p and not-p (since it certainly implies p) and 
thus cannot be true. This is the principle of red11ctio ad 
absurdum. To take an ancient example, if ever>thing is 
true, then it is true (among other things) that not e\Tr:-·thing 
is true; hence, it cannot be the case that e\·erything is true. 
Perhaps we can also argut> that if it is a fact that therc arc 
no negative facts, then that is itself a negati\'C fact: thm, it 
cannot he that there are no negative facts. Corresponding
!:-·, from the la\\' of excluded middle it follows that wl1at
ever is implied hy its own denial (that is, what \\'l' arc 
compelled to affirm even \\'hl'n we tr>· to dt>n>· it) is 
true. (The later Schoolmcn called this the conSl'</llCllfia 

mirabilis.) 
Another important law invoking negation is the law of 

contraposition, or transposition, that if' p implies </, then 
the denial of q implies the denial of p or, for terms, if e\'l'r>· 
A is a B, then e\·ery non-B is a non-A. If this is combined 
with the first law of double negation ("If JJ, then not not
p"), we obtain "If p implies not-q, then q implies not-p"; if 
it is combined with the second law of double negation ("If 
not not-p, then p"), we obtain "If not-p implies q, then 
not-q implies p," and with both we obtain "If not-p im
plies not-q, then q implies p." 

\Ianv logicians h,n·e questioned the law of excl11ded 
middk; and the laws associated with it. In particular, tlw 
intuitionist logic of L. E. J. Brouwer and Arend Ht·>ting 
contains none of the laws "Either p or not-p," "If not n()t
p, then p," "If p implies q and not-p also i111plies q, then 
q," "If not-p implies p, then p," "If not-p implies</ (not-q), 
then not-q (q) implies p." 

Formal definitions of negation. The laws j11st dis!'t1ssed 
and many others figure in modern s:-·mlwlic calculi as 
theorems derived by stated rnles of inference from gi\·e11 
axioms. Some of them, indeed, may themselves appt>ar as 
axioms, different formulas being taken as axiomatic in 
different s>·mbolic presentations. The s>·mhols med, more
over, will be divisible into "primitive" s:-·111bols that 
are introduced without explanation and other symbols 
that are introduced by definiti()n as abridgments of l'0m
plexes involving other s:-·mbols. \\'hich symbols are taken 
as primitive and which arc defined will v,tr\' with thc par
ticular s:-·stematic presentation adopted. 

Frege, for example, took sy111hols corresponding to "if" 
and "not" as undefined and introduced the form ''p or q" 
as a way of writing "If not-p, then q" ("Either I planted 
peas, or I planted beans"= "If I did not pla11t peas, I 
planted beans"). Russell at one stage did th<' samc, hut he 
later took "not" and "or" as his primitives, defining "If p, 
then q" as "Either not-p or q" ("If vou smoke, you'll get a 
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cough"= "Either you won't smoke, or you'll get a cough") 
and "p and q" as ":\lot either not-p or not-q." Other writers 
have defined all the other symbols i11 terms of "not" and 
"and." For example, they ha\·e defined "If p, then q" as 
"'\ot (p without q)"-that is, "Not (p and not-q)" and "7> or 
I/" as ":"\: ot hoth not-p and not-q." 

In all thcse examples the negation sign appears as one of 
the primitive or undefined symbols, but there are also 
systems in which this is not the case and i11 which "not" is 
defined in terms of something else. For example, Jean 
:'-Jicod uscs a single undefined stroke in such a Wa\ that 
"p I q" amounts to "l\ot both p and q" and "l\ot-7> .. is 
defined as "p Ip" (Not both p and p). Russell sonwtinws 
attempts to avoid even the appearance of complexity in his 
\·erbal rendering of :'-Jicod\ stroke by reading "p I q" as "p 

i!-> incompatihle with q," but this would ordinarily he un
dcrstood as a little stronger than what is intended. \\'<, 

would not normally say that "London is the capital of Eng
hmd" was incompatible with "Berlin i!-> the capital of 
France," hut it is corrcct to say "London is the capital 
of England I Berlin is the capital of France," si11<'e tlw two 
components are not both true. 

An earlier and more interesting de\'ice was that of C. S. 
Peirc<', who defined negation as the implication of some
thing false. This is not quite a definition of negation i11 
terms of falsehood. Formall~', what is meant is that we 
arbitrarily choose some false proposition-say, "The an
cient Romarn. -..poke Polish"-and introduce "l\ot-p" a!-> an 
ahbrl'viation for "If p, then th<:' ancient Romans spoke 
Polish." It is also possible to take as our standard fals<' 
proposition for this purpose a formula which itself has 
some logical significance. In his later years Peirce himself 
liked to use the propositio11 "For all p, p,'. which is, ro11gh
l~, "E\'Nything is true" (which was shown to lw false i11 
the previous SC:'Ction of this article). In common speech we 
come close to defining "l\ot-q" as "If q, then for all p, ,;· 

when we sa~· of ~omething we wish to deny, "If y011 be
lieve that, you would believe:' anything." A sirnilar 
definition of ":\'ot-p," used by Russell in hi-.. earl~· writings, 
is "For all l/, if p, then q." Starting in this way, it is pos
sihle to define all the symbols of logic in terms of "if" and 
the quantifier "for all x." Certain further technical <lc\·ices 
make it possibk• to define both "if" and "for all x" in tenm 
of a singl<' operator that can he read as "For all x, if ... , 
then ... " or "H ever ... , then ... " (Russell\ "formal 
implication," perhaps better called "universalized impli
cation"). 

Cive11 definitions of this t~-pe, the characteristic laws of 
negation fall into place as special cases of the characteristic 
laws of implication or of universality (or botlr). For in
stance, the law of transposition, "If (if p, then q), then (if 
not-q, then not-p)," expands to "If (if p, then q) then if 
(if q, then anything-at-all), then (if p, then anything-at-all)," 
which is just a spel'ial case of the law of syllogism, "If (if p, 
then q), then if (if q, then r), then (if p, then r)." Moreover, 
the peculiarities of the intuitionistic negation of Brouwer 
and Heyting turn out simply to rerlect those of intuitionis
tic implication. 

lntuitionistic logic, for example, contains the law "If]) 
implies q, then if p also implies that q implies r, p implies 
r"; therefore, it contains the special case "If p implies q, 

then if /J also implies that q implies the falsehood, then p 
implies the falsehood"-that is, "If p implies q, then if p 
also implies not-q, then not-p." But it does not contain the 
law "If p implies r, then if p's implying q also implies r, 
then r" (this law, being verified by the usual truth-tables 
for "if" and "not," does appear i11 nonintuitionistic or 
classical implicational logic) and therefore does not contain 
the law "If p implies r, then if /JS implying the falsehood 
also implies r, then r" ("If p implies r, then if not-7> also 
implies r, then r"). 

It is also possible in both intuitionistic and classical 
logic to separate those laws of negation which are (or may 
be rPpresented as) mere!~· special cases of laws of implica
tion (as in the· abm·e examples) and those which rerlect the 
special features of what a proposition is being said to im
plv when we negate it. For example, hoth versions of logic 
contain the law ( 1) "If p, then if also not-p, then any
thing-at-al I." But neither logic contains as a law the impli
cational formula of which this would be (if they had it) a 
special case, "If p, then if p implies r, then anything-at
all. ·• However, they do both have, quite naturally, (2) "If p, 

then if p implies that evervthing is true, then anything-at
all." To get (I), in other W1Jrds, it is important not only that 
we should see "'.\/ot-p" as something of the form "If p, then 
r" but also as this particular thing, "If p, then evervthing is 
true." If we drop from intuitionistic logic those laws of 
negation which require attention to this more special 
point, we obtain the "minimal" calculus of I. Johannson 
("Der ~I inimalkalkiil," Compositio Mathematica, Vol. 4, 
I HJ-136). 

Technical eliminations of negation. Do the develop
ment!-> just ~ketchecl mean that we can dispense with nega
tin· fact~ Ii\· saying that tht' facts stated by trne negative 
statements arc on<'s which do not involve any special con
cept of negation hut only (in one version) Nic()(l's stroke or 
(in the other) implication and universality? The sugges
tion, especially in ib Peirccan form, has its attractions. 
Peirce 's definition would at least explain why negation is a 
proper suliject of study for pure logicians. Logic studi<'s 
universal rules of implication; <'Ven the purest logic m11st 
stu(h- whatever is i11vol\'l-·d in the very notions of implica
ti0t1 and 1miversalit}'; and what Peirce means by negation 
is thus involved. Facts as to what is not the case art> in this 
view only an instance of a more general type of complex 
fact without which logic would he impossible-namely, 
facts as to what leads to what. 

Against this suggestion one might adduce the extreme 
artificialit~· and arbitrariness of these symboli c devices. 
Consider the fact that it is <"qually possilJle in a symbolic 
system to define "and" in terms of "or" and "not" and "or" 
in terms of "and" and "not." \Vhatever this fact signifies, it 
cannot signify that "Not (not-p or not-q)" is th e real mean
ing of "p and q" and that the very form "p or q" that is 
med in this explanation has for its real meaning "Not 
(not-p and not-q)." This procedure would obviously be 
circular, and for this reason we cannot, even symbolicall y, 
have both definitions in the same system. It is obvious that 
the form "or" cannot he both simple and unanalyzahle and 
a complex built up out of ''and" and "not"; at least , it can 
only he this hy being used ambiguously and, similarly, 
mutatis mutandis, with "and." The systems with the 



different definitions are equivalent in the sense that , given 
suitably chosen axioms , the same formulas \\'ill appear in 
them as theorems, and the undefined "and" (or "or") and 
the defined one are equi,·alent in the sense of ha,·ing the 
same truth tables. B11t if there is an intuiti,·el~· simple 
meaning of the form "p and q," "and" in this sense simpl~ 
does not appear (is not s~·mbolized) in a s~·stem which has 
only "or" and "not" as its undefined symbols and intro
duces "p and q" as short for .. Not (not-p or not-q)." Primi
tiveness in a convenient calculus is one thing; intuitive or 
conceptual simplicity, another. J\:o one symbolic system, 
we ma~· surmise, can express every,thing, and in an~' given 
system we can take whate,·er we please as undefined, even 
if its intuitive meaning is complex. 

Turning now to the calculi in which "not" is defined, it 
is notoriously difficult to explain the meaning of J\:icod's 
stro ke except by sa~·ing that "p I q" means "Not both p and 
q" or that it means "Either not-µ or not-q"; furthermore, 
the "not" that is introduced b~· defining "Not-p" as "p Ip" 
cannot be the "not" which is used in this explanation, 
though for purposes of logi cal calculation it may serve just 
as well. It could similar!~· be said that the "if" which 
Peirce uses in his definition of "not" cannot he understood 
wit hout a more primeval "not" being presupposed. For 
Peirce did not use "If p, then q" in the familiar sense in 
which it means that <J would he a logical consequence of p; 
it is not true that whenever p happens not to he the case, it 
would logically follow from it that ever~'thing whatever is 
true. Even the colloquial "If you believe that, you would 
believe anything" is not said of anything we wish to deny 
but only of particularl~1 outrageous items (things which not 
only are not, hut also cou ld not, lw the case). \Vhat Peirce 
meant by "If p, then q," it might he said, can be explained 
only by saying that it means "Not at once p and not-q," and 
this explanation uses a "not" that cannot be derived from 
his definition because the definition presupposes that 
''not." 

On the other hand, it might be argued that our intuitions 
as to what is a construction from simpler conceptions and 
what is itself simple are not very reliable and that if a 
definition introduces ne,v economies into a calculus and, 
sti ll more, if it brings a new unit~· to a whole subject, this 
may well be a s~·mptom that it also reveals what is concep
tually fundamental. The treatment of "not being the case" 
as an extreme case of implication-as "implying too 
much," so to speak-does at least reflect something im
portant about the relation between the two concepts. A 
proposition's implying something, having consequences, is 
like its taking a risk, and its not being the case is its having 
too strong consequences. 
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A. N. PRIOR 

NELSON. LEONARD (18k:2-ltJ:27), German critical 
philosopher and the founder of the :'\eo-Friesian school. 
Nelson \\'as horn in Berlin. After stud~·i11g rnatht'matics and 
philosoph~· he qualified for teaching as a Prit",atdo:::.e11f in 
the natural science di,·ision of tlw philosophical facuJt~, at 
Cottingen in ltJ09. In l!:JH) he was appointed extraordinary 
professor. 

The critical school. \/elson 's philosophical work was 
concerned main!~· with two problems: the establishment of 
a scientific foundation for philosoph~· ll\· means of a critical 
method and the systematic dt'H'lopment of philosophical 
ethics and philosophy of right and their consequences for 
education and politics. 

Nelson's search for a strict!~· scientific foundation and 
development of philosoph~· ~oon led him to critical philos
ophy. ;-..;eJson took the Critique of Pure Reason to be a 
treatise on method and regarded the l'ritical examination of 
the capacities of reason as its decisive achie,·ement. 
Through this critique alone could philosophical concepts 
be clarified and philosophical judgments traced hack to 
their sources in cognition. Therefore. Nelson undertook a 
close examination of the thought of Jakob Friedrich Fries 
(177.3- 18-!.3), the one post-kantian philosopher who had 
concentrated on Kant's critical method, canied it further, 
and tried to clarif~· its vaguenesses and contradictions . 

\Vhile :'\elson was still a student, he began to collect 
Fries's writings. These were not easil~· available, for Fries 
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\\';ts hardl\ k11mv11 at tl1at time; when lie was mentioned at 
all in pliilosoplril'al treatises, it was as the representati\·e of 
an 011l111od<·d psychologism. 111 his own first \vorks :\'elson 
all<·rnpl<·d to defend Fries against this reproacl1. Together 
witl1 a ft·\\ fri<'nds whom he had interested in Fries's phi
lmoph~, lw l>t'ga11 to publish a 11e11<' Folge (new snics) of 
Ahlu111dl1111gc11 dcr Frics'schcn Sclrnle in l!:J0-1-tlie same 
~ <'ar i11 \\'hil'lr lw \\'rote his doctoral dissertation on Fries. A 
f<'w ~ <·ars later lw fo11mled, togetlwr with these same 
friends, the Jakoh-Friedrich-Fries-Cesellschaft to pro-
111otc the methodical development of critical philosophy. 

CRITICAL METHOD AND CRITIQUE OF REASON 

I 11 l1is o\vn \\'ritin,gs de\·oted to the critical method, ;\Jel
,011 disti11g11ished between the critique of reason and two 
misi11terprdatio11s of it, transcendentalism and psycholo
gisnr. Thl' critiq11t· of reason was to prepare the grounds for 
a philo,opl1ical ,~·st<'m and to gi\·e this s:-, stern an assured 
scientifil' lia,is Ii\· means of a critical im·estigation of tlw 
facult~· of l'oguition. Posin_g tl1e problem in this wa:-,· St'ems 
to rt'qnire the critiq11e of reason and tire system of philoso
pl1~ to l>e adapted to t•ach other in s11l'h a war that either 
the critiq11t' of reason must lw d<'\'l'lop<'d a priori as a 
pl1ilmophil'al disl'ipline, because of the rational character 
of pl1ilosoph:-,·, or philosoph:-,· must be conceived as a 
lnanch of ps:-,·dwlog~, si11ce the investigation of krnnvh,dg<• 
Ii~ 111t·a11s of tl1e critiq11(' of reason belongs to ps:-,-cholog~. 
Transcendt·11talism sacrifi('es the main methodical thesis of 
the critiq11l' of rl'ason, tl1at the lriglrest abstractions of phi
losoph:-,· cannot be dogrnaticall:-,· postulated but 111ust lw 
deri\'C·d from l'oncrete im·estigation of the steps leading to 
kno\\'ledge. Ps:-,·chologism fails to n·cognize the character 
of pl1ilosophical questions am! answers, which is inde-
1)(>nd<'nt of psyclwlo,gical concepts. 

h.ant did not 1rneq11i\·ocall~· answer tl1e q11estion whetl1er 
tl1t· critiqtw of reason ,hould be dt'\·eloped as a science 
frorn in11er experience of orn·'s O\\'n knowledge or as a 
philosophical theory from a priori principles. I !is sul>jec
tive approach, according to which philosophical abstrac
tions should IH' introdueed hy a eritiq11e of the faculty of 
cognition, i11dicatcs the first irrterpretatiou, b11t in carrying 
0111 l1is ir1\'estigations-and in the asserted parallelism 
IJt>twet·n gent>ral and transcendental logic as well as in thl' 
demand for a transcendental proof of metaphysical princi
pl<'s-h.ant tacitl)· assnmed tl1e second interpretation and 
i11tt'rprett>d tlw theorems of the critrque as a priori judg
rnt·11b. Fries, who was mainly concernte<l with countt•ring 
tlw l·onternporar:-,· tendency to de\·elop Kant's teaching in 
tlH' dirt>dio11 of tran:-.cendentalism, took the suhjectiw· 
approach and dew·loped it consistently from inner experi
enn", without, howe\'er, transforming philosophical ques
tions and ;mswt·rs into psychological ones. The bonndary 
lict\\'<'l'Il Frit>s's work and ps:-,-clrologism is not so clear, 
a11d for tl1is reason most of his critics misunderstood his 
philosoph) as a psychologistic system, albeit not a con
sistent <Hit'. 

:\elsor1 soh-ed the problem that philosoph)· based on the 
critiqnt· of rt>ason seenred necessaril:-,· to lead either to 
transccnde11talism or to psychologism b) proving that hoth 
tal'itl~ assume that a basis of knowledge must consist of 

proving philosophical principles from theorems of the 
critiq1w of reason. If the theorems of the c;ritique a11d the 
foundations of the philosophical system were in fact related 
to each other in the same way that the premises and 
conclusions of logic;al problems are related, then indeed 
the eritique of reason and philosophy would have to he 
identical-that is, they would hoth ha\'e to be either em
pirical and psychological or rational and a priori. By inves
tigating the problem of the critique of reason I\elson 
showed that and why this premise is mistaken: the critique 
ser\'es to clarif':-,· one's understanding of the origin of philo
sophical notions and of their function in the human cogni
tion of facts. Cognition is an adivity of the self, motivated 
h)· sensual stimulation; data acquired by sensual stimula
tion are related to one another by cognition of the sur
rounding world. The function of the critique of reason is to 
demonstrate the connecting ideas in this process and the 
assumed criteria IJ~· which these ideas are applied by ana
lyzing the concrete steps in cognition and to follow these 
t·on necti ng ideas hack to their origin in the cogn iti\·e fac-
11 It~· by means of ps~·chological tlwory; it is not its function 
to pro\'e the objecti\'e \'alidity of the principles in which 
these critnia are expressed. These principles themselves 
are of a philosophical rather than a psychological nature. 
They cannot he derived from the statements of the cri
ti<1ue; indeed, since they are the basic assumptions of all 
perception, they cannot be deri\'ed from any judgments 
more vaiid than tht·:-,- are. 

Critique of reason and philosophy. The connection 
between the critique of reason and the system of philoso
phy, according to this theory, is not one of logical proof; it 
is dt·ri\·ed, rather, from "reason's faith in itself," as Fries 
put it, from the fact that all stri\·ing for knowledge assumes 
faith i11 the possibility of cognition. This faith is faith in 
reason, inasmuch as n•ason is the faculty of cognition in
structed hy the stimulation of the senses. This faith is 
maintained hy the agreernent of cognitions, but it cannot 
be further checked or justified by a comparison of cogni
tions witl1 the object cognized. This sets an unsurpassable 
limit to thl' pro\'ability of cognitions. '.\lelson expressed this 
in his paper on the impossibility of the theory of knowl
edge, 111 which Ire understood the theory to be an attempt 
to investigate scientifically the objective validity of cogni
tion. In contrast, the critique of reason should limit itself to 
in\'estigating the direction in which faith in cognition is in 
fact turned. 

In carrying out tlris investigation Fries an<l Nelson dis
ting11islrt'd between indirt'ct cognition, supported by some 
other claim to truth, and direct cognition, which simply 
clairns thC' faith of reason and which therefore neither 
needs nor has any justification, even when it is obscure 
and enters consciousness only in its application as a crite
rion for the unity of sensually perceivable isolated cogni
tion. Fries and Nelson, in agreement with Kant, consid
ered the criteria which belong solely to reason to include 
the pure intuition of space and time and their metaphysical 
cornlJinations according to the categories of substance, 
causality, and reciprocal action. 

Natural philosophy. Nelson's interpretation of cognition 
led him to the problem of a mathematical natural philoso
ph:-,· that had heen sketched by Kant and further developed 



by Fries; this philosoph~ l'Stablisht_•d a priori a11 ,m11a
ment of hypotheses" for the empirical-inductin· im estiga
tion of natural la\\'s. It coincided i11 fact \\'itl1 the basic 
principles of classical mechanics and thereby came into 
conflict with modern physics. l\:clso11 11eitl1<·r minimized 
this conf-lict nor conf11sed it with problems of the princi
ples of critical natmal philosoph~·- He saw phvsics as being 
in the process of a radical changeon'r to modern theories, 
which had hy no means yet hee11 ordered into a 
conf-lict-free system comparable to that of classical physics. 
He was sme that e\'ery ph~·sical them~· must go be~·oml the 
data provided hy observation and experiment in develop
ing concepts and making assertions. And he was con\·inced 
that the positivistic, antimdaphysical tendencies of con
temporary physicists promoted a tacit and therefore uncrit
ical metaphysics. \Yithout himself being able to solve the 
conf-lict that had arisen within critical philosophy, he \\'as 
convinced the progressive clarification of modern theories 
would lead hack to a physics based on classical mechanics. 

CRITICAL ETHICS 

Basic principles. Nelson systematically applied the 
critical method in his studies in practical philosophy
ethics in the hroadest sense of the word, inclnding phi
losoph~· of right and philosophical!~· based ed11cational and 
political tlwor~·- I le added his own critique of practical 
reason to those of his predecessors. He de\·eloped his own 
processes, both for what he called abstraction (analysis of 
the assumptio11s underlying practical ethical \·aim· judg
ments) and for determining, by a11 empirical stud~· of \·al1w 
judgments, .. the interests of pme practical reason," that is, 
ethical demands put to the human will b~· reason itself. It 
is these interests which make value judgments possible. 
Nelson derived two basic ethical principles from these 
interests: the law of the balanced consideration of all in
terests affected by one's own deeds and the ideal of for
ming one's own life independently, according to the ideas 
of the true, the bea11tif11I, and the good. These two princi
ples were linked by the fact that, on the one hand, the law 
of balanced consideration, ;1s a categorical imperative, 
determines the necessar~ limiting condition for the ideal 
value of human beha\'ior; on the other hand, the ideal of 
rational self-determination leads to the doctrine of the true 
interests of man and finds in these interests the standard 
for a balanced consideration of conf-licting interests. 

Nelson's system. From these two principles alone Nel
son developed his system of philosophical ethics, he lim
ited himself to such conseq11ences as could he derived 
from these principles pmely philosophically-without the 
addition of experience-but he attempted to grasp them 
completely and s~·stematically. In this he was influenced, 
first, by his interest in systematically and strictly justifying 
the assumptions used in ever~· single step and the logical 
connections of the concepts appearing in the principles 
and, second, by his interest in applying this practical 
science. The principles demonstrated are formal and per
mit determination of concrete ethical demands only 
through their application to given circumstances as 
justified by experience. But it is precisely this application 
of the principles to the world of experience which requires 
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preparatory philosophical ill\<'st1gatio11 ii tl1e c1pplic;iti()Jt h 

to lie guarded against hasty ge1wralizatio11 of -..ingk n·-..1dh, 
i11 which changing circumsta11ees arc 11ot tak<·11 i11to ac
count, and against opport1mistic adaptati011 to cin-11111-
stances without f<'gard for tlw practical conseque11c<·-.. of 
ethical principles. In the S)'stem as a \\'hole, ethic.-.. and 
philosoph~· of right appear side hy side. :\l'l-.,on di ... ti11-
guislwd between them according to different \\a~-.. of 
applying the law of halanced consideration. A:- a categori
cal imperati\'e, this law demands of the human will tl1e 
balanced consideration of other persons' interest\ affected 
hy its actions. B~· its content it determines the d11ties of the 
individnal by the rights others ha\'e with regard to him: in 
this respect it is related to communal life and thereli~ 
pro\'ides a criterion for the value of a social order. :\elson 
defined this criterion as the concept of the state of right, Ii~· 
which he meant the condition of a society in which the 
interests of all members are protected against wrongful 
violation. Ethics, b~, this definition, is concerned with the 
duties of the individual; philosoph) of right is com·erned 
with the state of right. To each of these disciplines :\elson 
added another concerned with the conditions of realizing 
the values studied h~· them: philosophical pedagogics, as 
the theory of the education of man to the ethical good, and 
philosophical politics, as the theor~· of the realization of 
the state of right. 

Validity of ethical principles. The logically tra11spare11t 
constrnction of the entire system reveals cll'arly that the 
principles behind all fnrther developments are strict!~· 
\'alid in all cases but can he applied onl~· through full 
consideration of the concrete circumstances in each indi
vidual case; since they are objective!~· valid, they are not 
subject to arbitrary decisions and are valid even in cases 
where human insight and will fail to understand them; lrnt 
they are justified only by reference to reason, which makes 
possible for each indi\·idual the autonomic recognition of 
these standards and the critical examination of their ap
plications. Thus, the demands of equalit~· for all before the 
la\\' and of eq11ality of rights are compatible with the de
mand to differentiate according to given circumstances; 
and the demands of force against inj11stice remain linked to 
those of freedom of criticism and of public justification for 
tlie legal necessity of certain coerci\'e measures. Such 
coerci\·e measures are particular!~ 11en·ssar~· when the 
freedom of man to form himself rationally within the 
framework of his own life is threatened; this freedom can 
he threatened beca11se man's true need for it is at first 
obscure and can therefore he mistaken and suppressed. 

Nature and chance. One conclusion appears again and 
again, determining the strncture of the whole system. In 
each case it is a question of fighting with chance, to which 
the realization of the good is s11hjed i11 natme. What hap
pens in nature is, according to the laws of nature, depend
ent on the given circumstances and on thl' forces working 
through them, which are indifferent to ethical values: 
Under the laws of nahne it is a matter of chance whether 
what should happen is in fact what happens or whether 
ethical demands are ignored. But what ethics demands 
should not he subject to chance but assured hr the h11man 
will. Following this line of thought, Nelson derived the 
law of character in ethics, which demands from man the 
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<''>Lddi•dllfrent of a basil· willingm·ss to tu Ifill his dut~, h~ 
\\ lrl<'lr lw 11,akl's himself indl'pl'ndl'nt of gi\'(_'11 conl-rde 
l'Irl·t1111'>talll'l'S, his; inclinatio11s a11d till' inlltrl·nces on his 
\\ ill 111a~ or 111a~ 11ot he in agrel'11wnt with the commands 
of d11h. 

111 tlw philosoph~ of right \.'elson correspondingly finds 
('l'rtain post11lates. Tlwsl' determine the forms of reciprocal 

,1d1011 i11 '>ociet~ whieh alorll' ass11re j11st relations between 
i11di, id11als, a111ong tlwrn arl' public .Jlrstice, prosecutabil
it\, tll(' law of contract, and till' law of propert~·. The tran
'>itiom lro111 dlrin to pl'dagog~ and from philosoph~· of 
rig},t to politi<'s ar<' 111adl· i11 till' sanll' spirit. Education, 
a111or1g tire man~ in!lucrnTs 011 man, slrould strengthen or 
l'f'l'atl' tlro'>l' ell'11H'11ts \\'l11cl1 dl'\ dop Iris capacity for good 
and opposl' tlrosf' tlrat could \\'eakl'n this capacity. Politics; 
i'> con<·<·nll'd \\'itlr the n·aliz.ttion a11d Sl'curing of tire statl' 
of rigl1t ddn111i1wd I>~ till' post11latl's of philosoph~· of 
ri.1 . .d1t. Tl1is prolil<'lll lead.., to tire postulation of a state s;eck
i11g tlw rnk of law ,tml Ira, i11g tlw power to 111ai11tai11 itself 
agairht forces 111 '>ocid, opposing tire rnle of law. A 
snffil-il'11tl~ pm,Trfid fl·dnation of states is 11<·cessar\' to 
rcgulat<· tlw l<'gal relatio11slrips lwtW<'<'ll states. 

Tlrl' '>a111e l'o11cl11sio11 is n·aclwd in the last section of 
\.'l'lson\ Suste111 dn philosophische11 Rechtslchre llll(f 

Politik. I !<-re agai11. i11 a state of 11at11re it is a mattl'r of 
draIH'<' to \\'!rat dl'gre<· states realize the rnle of law or 
,·iolat<- its d<·ma11ds, 111rl<·ss 111('11 ha\'ing insight i11to j11stic<· 
a11d moral will work to tra11slorm the l'Xisti11g ~tate i11to a 
111st state. These llll'n 11111st interfl·re in the strnggle IH'
twee11 social grrnrps and partil's allll m11st tlremsel\'es hand 
togl'tlll'r i11to a part~. In thi'> cas(•, therefore, the ideal of a 
j11'>t state lt'ads to that of a part~· working to achieve it. 

Freedom and necessity. Till' conHid lwt\H'<"n natmal 
lll'c(•ssit~ and man's freedorn and responsihilit~· impelled 
\:elsor1's tl1inking. Ethical standards af'l• valid for h11man 
adio11 in nat111T and arc tlwreforc direct!~· rele,·a11t to t\\'o 
apparl'11tl~ n111t11alh- cxclusi\'(_• forms of legality: tlrt' 
tlworl'tical form, according to which e,·er~thing that hap
P<'II'> i11 natuH· (incl11ding h11man behavior) is ddermi11l'd 
IJ\ natural la\\'s working tlnrn1d1 the existing l)O\\'(_·rs, and 
tlw practical om·, wlriclr prl'sents thl' human will with 
dutit''- that can l'itlll'r hl' violated and ignored or become 
11,an's puq><>se. 

Tlrus 011 the orn· hand i\l'lson insisted that demon
strated ctlrical standards lw 111aintaincd without compro-
111isc and rejectt'd tlw skeptical assumption that man, as a 
limitt-d creatt1H· of nat11rl', was incapa!J)e of maintaining 
tl1l'm; this assumption II(' considered a sacrificl' of known 
ethical trnth, ;1 111ere excirse for those who were able !Jilt 
11()1 willing. 011 tire othn ham!, hl' l'Xpected the human 
\\'ill to ad accordin_g to the strongest motivation of thl' 
n1011H·11t, witho11t a11y guarantee from nat11re that this mo
ti, atim1 would dirPct man toward what is ethically fl'

quired. For this reason ht' rejected any spec11lation that in 
a '>tak of naturl' the good \\'ould pave its o\\'n way. 

\\'itlrin tl1e framewmk of tire critique, ;'\elson thorrn,ghl~ 
<·xami11ed tire <Jlll'stion of how man's frel'dom could he 
rt'conciled with this nat11rnl law. I le sought the answer in 
tire doctrine ol transcendl'11tal idl'alism that human 
k11owlt-dge is limited to the understanding of relationships 
i11 the sphere of experience but cannot achieve absolute 

perception of realit,· itself. In the consciousness of Iris 
freedom, ,,.Jrich is indissolubly hound to the knowledge of 
his responsibility, man relates himself hy faith to tire world 
of that wlrid1 is real in itself and superior to the limitations 
of nattlf'l'. :\l'lson unified the two points of view liy con
neetin.l! two results of his in\'estigations of the critique of 
reason: the principle of the existence of pme practical 
rl:'ason, which a-.. a direct moral interest makes moral in
sight and moral 111oti\'ation possible, and the principle of 
the original obscurity of this interest, according to which it 
dol's not determine judgment and will hy its ver:,· exist
enCl' hut ratlwr n·quin·s enlightenment and is dependent 
on sti11111latio11. 

Education and politics. Concern with the realization of 
ethical requin·ments led i\elsl,n be~·ond his philosophical 
work to practical 11ndl'rtakings, in which he gave primary 
emphasis to politics, particular!~· to political education. 

Toward tlw end of \\'orld \\'ar I :\elson collected a circle 
of p11pils and co-workers who were willing to undergo 
intensi, <' ed11catio11 and discipline in preparation for the 
political duties imposed h~· ethics and philosophy of right. 
Together with thl'se pupil-, he founded the lnternationaler 
J11gemlbund and in Januar~· UJ:2G developed his O\\n po
litical orga11izatio11, the Internationaler Sozialistischcr 
l\.ampf-B11nd. In I ~):2-1 he opened a "country educational 
institution," Landerziehungsheim \Valkemiihle, directed 
IJ\ hi.., co-,vorkl•r \linna Specht. llere yo11ths and children 
Wl'H' trairwd in a closely knit <·d11cational and working 
l'01111rnn1it~· for acti,·it~ in the workers' movenwnt, 1111til the 
school was dosed and appropriated h~· the National So
ciaJi .,ts in l~J:3:1 

A" a teacher and educator l\elson had a strong effect on 
l1is pupils. 11<· led them by mastl'rl~· Socratic discussions to 
a clarifil'ation a11d critical exami11atio11 of their own convic
tions, a11d he rl'q11ired them to carr~· out what the:,· had 
n·cognized as j11st and good in their actions with the same 
l'o11sisle11<·~ whicl1 lw demanded of himself. "Ethics is 
tlw1<· in ordl'r to Ill' applied." 
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GRETE lIENRY-HERl\IANN 

Translated by Tessa Byck 

NEMESIS, a goddess in ancient Greece associated with 
forests, fertility, and the soil, whose character and role 
were very much like those of Artemis of the woods. Her 
innocence was dramatized in a stor~· according to which 
she transformed herself into a goose to a,·oicl the amorous 
pursuits of Zeus. In sharp contrast to this picture, 0-'emesis 
was also taken to signify, in popular morals, a less benign 
power. She was thought to be the embodiment of divine 
revenge, the personification of retribution and the expres
sion of righteous indignation b~· the gods at human arro
gance and presumption. It seems that as the heroic con
ception of man's nature g,l\'e way to a morally more 
self-conscious view of his destiny, Nemesis became inti
mately associated with the sentiment of resentment toward 
all moral offense. Thus, the h·y ideas that accounted for 
the causes of moral transgression soon came to imply a 
special conception of Nemesis: the chsapproval of excess, 
of temerity, of insolence, and of any ,·iolation of duty. 
Nemesis thereby joined such practical notions as aidos 
(shame), thymos (self-asserti\'eness). knros (gratification of 
desire), and hybris (overweening pride) in providing a 
rational background for the assessment of men's actions 
and character. From heroic poetry to classical philosophy 
shifts in the meaning of Nemesis parallel gropings toward 
the idea of an agent bent on punishing moral infringe
ment-an agent committed to righting all wrong. 
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E\'cll tho11gh :'\<·11H:si-, a-. a li<'11ign godcl<'..,, i11 arclt,ti<" 
times was not rdatccl to H·\t·ngc-lwi11g primaril~ tlw 
dispenser of good to llH'n-lwr sarl('tll,IIT. a cl<·ari11i.?; in tlw 
woods ( nemos), was regarded ll\ <'\Tr~ 011<· <1.., an adyton, a 
place no ordinary mortal could enter. It wa" lwli<·,Td that 
trespassers met with :\'<·nw"is· anger; that ... Iw wa, alwa~" 
read~· to avenge profanations. Once this implicit feature of 
;\'emesis was emphasized it was apparent!~ a -.l1ort sll'p for 
the popular mind to st·c ;\'<•111esis rnon· and mort· a-. tlw 
a,·cnger of all ,·iolations. \Vlwn (for example, in I lomer\ 
Iliad) Nemesis is assoeiatcd with aidos (the i11liorn "<'n'>t' 
of shame). her more anthropomorphic mythical associations 
begin to fade away and her new role as moral o\'erseer 
comes into prominence. It i-. possible tl,at a-. the ancient 
sanctuaries of the goddess ft.II into disust' and till' new 
controversies about nomos (law)-what must he done 
within proper limits-became pressing, ;\'emcsis ,, ,b 

unconscious!~- converted by the popular mind into tlte 
protectress of all nomos, into the power that ptmishl'-. 
whatever is not clone lawfull~-. into the avenger of e,·il in 
general. The primitive idea of di,·ine em·~· of man's super
ciliousness at last gave wa~- to the abstract idea of right
eous censuH'. :\'enwsis came to mean the cosmic 
gratification at man's getting his just desl'rts. As the Creeks 
realized that man could lose his sense of shame and that 
through the gratification of desire his self-asserti,·e,ws" 
could lead him to hyhris, man needed '.\:e111esis (just pun
ishment) to halance his moral ,·iolatiorn,, to cancel out e,·il 
if what was ultimately good in tlie world were to lw pre
served. In this framework '.\:enwsi-; came to represent a11 
impersonal correcti,·e force, the e.-..:pression of the universal 
concern ,, ith the problem of retribution. Greek l~·ric, 
tragic, and philosophical literature clear!~- reflect tlie con
sequences of this historical transformation. 
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P. 0IAl\1ANDOPOULOS 

NEMESIUS OF EMESA (fl. c. 3~0), the author of a 
treatise, "On the i\'ature of \Ian" (De Natura Hominis), 
which is the earliest extant handbook of theological or 
philosophical "anthropology." All that is known of his life 
is that he was probably bishop of Emesa in Syria. 

As a Christian, ;\'emesius ,·iewed the Bilile as his. pri
mary authority, but he derived the content of his work 
chiefly from Galen's On the Use of the Parts of the Body, 
which is superior to Nemesius' treatise both in thorough-
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1ie-.-. and urigi11alit)·; frou1 Origen·s Commentary 011 Gc11c
si.\·; and from some t:ommentators on Aristotle, a few works 
by the ;\;eoplatonist Porph}'ry, and doxog:raphical materi
als. llis subjects and sources can he outlined as follows: 
Ch. l, ma11 in the creation (Galen, Origen); Chs. 2-:3, the 
soul a11d the body (doxographical, Porphyry, Galen); 
Chs. 4-.5, the body and the elements (Galen); Chs. 6- 14, 
tlie faculties of the soul, including human development, the 
senses, thought and memor)·, reason and speech (Galen, 
Porphyry); Chs. 1.5-28, the parts of the soul, the passions, 
and such matters as the nutritive and generative faculties 
and respiration (mostly Galen); Chs. 29-41, freedom, 
possibility, and fate (commentaries on Aristotle, i\eopla
tonists); Ch .... 42-44, pro,·idence (in part ultimate!) from 
Posidoniu-., in part from Christian theologians). 

Ill the last part of his hook (Chs. 3.5 ff.), 1\:ernesius turns 
fro111 minimizing the function of free will in human affairs 
(delilieratio11 concerns only indifferent possibilities) to an 
elaborate attack upon the Stoic doctrine of fate and teach
ing about destiny. l 1tilizing Aristotle's distinction between 
,·oluntary and involuntary acts, he insists that men actually 
lia,·e free will, that its extent can be discovered (interre
lated with the action of providence), and that it was given 
to u111talile men so tint tlwy might become immutable. 
The work ends abruptly and seems to lack a conclusion. 

'.\'cmesius argued that the soul is an incorporeal being 
and is therefore immortal (in hi-. opinion the latter point is 
also proved by the Bible). The problem of how it is unit<·d 
with the body is solvt·d (Chs. 20-21) by following the 
'.\'eoplatonist Ammonius. "lnte\ligibles" are capable of 
u11ion with things adapted to receive them, lrnt in such a 
union they remain confo:--ed and imperishable. Tlw so1d is 
"in a body" not locally hut "i11 habitual relation of pres
ence." From this analysis i\'emesius turns in Ch. 22 to 
discuss the union of the divine \Vorel with his ma11hood
a-. \Vi\liam Telfer points out, tlrns reversing the usual pa
tristic argument. Nemesius claims that the 1111ion in Christ 
is tlwrefore not by "divine favor" but is "grounded in 
nature. 
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ROBERT M. GRANT 

NEO-KANTIANISM is a term used to designate a group 
of somewhat similar movements that prevailed in Ger
many between 1870 and IH20 but had little in common 
heyond a strong reaction against irrationalism and specu
lative naturalism and a conviction that philosophy could 

be a "science" only if it returned to the method and spirit 
of Kant. These movements were the fulfillment of Kant's 
prophecy that in a hundred years his philosophy would 
come into its own. 

Because of the complexity and internal tensions in 
Kant's philosophy, not all the Neo-Kantians bro11ght the 
same message from the Sage of Ki)nigsberg, and the di
versity of their teachings was as great as their quarrels 
were notorious. At the end of the nineteenth century the 
Neo-Kantians were as widely separnted as the first-gener
ation Kantians had been ,1t its beginning, and the various 
Neo-1'.antian movements developed in directions further 
characterized b)· such tern1s as Neo-l legelian and Neo
Fichtean. But where,1s lh·gel, Schelling, Fichte, and others 
had used the words of Kant while being alien to their 
spirit, the :'\eo-Kantians were, on the whole, faithful to 
the spirit while heing re\'isionists with respect to the letter. 
Attempting to legitimize their revisions by the i11sissi1110 
tcrba of Kant, they established the craft of "Kant-phi
lology" and began a11 analysis of Kant's texts that had not 
been equaled in microscopic punctiliousness except in the 
exegesis of the Bible and of a few classical authors. Hans 
\'aihinger's immense commentarr 011 the first seventy 
pages of the Critique of Pur<' R<'ason (Commentar zu 
Ka11ts "Kritik der rci11c11 Vcn11111ft," :2 vols., Berlin and 
Leipzig, 188 I - 18!J:3) is an exemplar of this craft and in
dustr~· 

'.\'eo-Ka11tia11is111 grew out ol the peculiar social -cultural 
... it11ation of C<·m1an science and philosophy, and in turn it 
constituted a new academic situation with many charac
teristics of a long intellectual fad. l\1ost of the groups of 
Neo-Kantians had their own journals-the Philosophischc 
,\r/witc11 at ~larburg, Logos at Heidelberg, the A1111alc11 
der Philosophic 1111d philoso1>hischer Kritik of Vaihinger, 
a11d the Philosophischc Ablw11dl1111gen at C<ittingen. (Ka11t
St1ulie11, like the Kant Gcscllsclwft, was open to all.) Doc
trines were known by the names of the universities where 
they originated; men entered and left the movement as if 
it were a church or political party; members of one school 
blocked the appointments and promotions of members of 
the others; eminent Kant scholars and philosophers who 
did not found their own schools or accommodate them
selves to one of the established schools tended to be neg
lected as outsiders and contemned as amateurs. As many 
as seven distinct schools have been described by histori
ans, but they do not agree on the programs, heresies, and 
bona fide membership of each school. 

THE BEGINNINGS 

So far as an intellectual movement can be said to have a 
beginning at a specific moment of time, Neo-Kantianism 
began with the publication at Stuttgart in 186.5 of Otto 
Liebmann's Kant 1111d die Epigo1w11, whose motto-"Back 
to Kant!"-has become famous. German philosophy was 
generally weak toward the middle of the nineteenth cen
tury; there was less interest in it, and less ability among its 
practitioners, than at perhaps any other time in modern 
German history. Earlier in the century, when Kant's phi
losophy had been submerged first in the great idealistic 
systems and then in those of nature-philosophy, there had 
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been modest calls for a ret11rn to kant (for instance, hy I. 11. 
Fichte, the son of J. C:. Fichte, and hy Ernst Hei11liold, 
the sou of k. L. Heinlwld) as a means of escape from the 
kinds of philosoph~· that Kant wo11ld have held to Ill' im
possible and that seemed more and more to offer nothing 
of value to German cultural life as L1 counterhalance to the 
materialism attendant upon the Aourishing of natural 
science, technology, and national economy. Howe\'C.'r, in 
the decade preceding Liehmann's book there had been 
signs of change. 

Zeller and Fischer. Eduard Zeller (181..t-1~)08), in his 
Heidelberg lecture, Ue/1er Bede11tu11g 1111(1 Aufgabc dcr 
Erkc11ntnisthcoric (p11blished Heidelberg, 186:2), called for 
a return to epistemology; and this, he spelled out explicit
ly, meant a return to Kant. Kuno Fischer (18:2..t-HW7), the 
greatest historian of philosophy at that time and the teach
er of Leibmmrn, Johanne~ \'olkelt, and Wilhelm \\'indel
band, in 1860 published a mo1111mental hook on Kant 
(Ka11ts Leben und die Gm11d/agcn seiner Lchrc, ~lannheim 
and Heidelberg) that presented, in a form still useful al
though outmoded in details, a picture of kant that could 
not but excite interest in and study of Kant. ln 186.5 Fisch
er initiated a great controversy with Adolf Trendelenlrnrg 
on the proper interpretation of Kant's theory of space; this 
controversy mobilized most of the philosophical puhlic in 
Germany on one side or the other, including Trendelen
burg's pupil Hermann Cohen, \\'ho had hitherto concen
trated mostly on Plato. 

Helmholtz and Lange. Two other men, Ilermann von 
Helmholtz and F. A. Lange, almost simultaneously with 
Liebmann made their spiritual pilgrimage to Konigsberg. 

Helmholtz. Hermann von Ilelmholtz (18:21- 18~..t), then 
Gennany\ greatest scientist, had been arguing for years 
for a view whose origin he found in Kant. The doctrine of 
specific energies of sensory nerves had led him to a theory 
of the subjectivity of sensory qualities, which he regarded 
as signs of unknown objects interacting with our sense 
organs; he then extended this commonly held view to the 
conclusion that space itself is dependent upon our bodily 
constitution. This theory m,1de it possible for Helmholtz to 
argue that there could be alternative spaces and geome
tries, each appropriate to a particular kind of nervous ap
parntus and necessL1ry to the being so constituted, but none 
of them picturing the real structure of the world. Thus, 
while Helmholtz gave up Kant's theory of the unique 
status of Euclidean geometry, he held that his own theory 
of space was in keeping both with Kant's theory and with 
the most modern work in mathematics, physics, and 
physiology. MoreO\'er, in his theory of unconscious infer
ences he accepted the Kantian theory that perception 
involves judgment. The guiding principle in such uncon
scious inference is the a priori principle of causation, 
which extends our knowledge no farther than possible 
experience, hut gives us the right to posit unknown causes 
of our sensations. Helmholtz vigoroush- rejected metapl1~·s
ics but extolled philosophy as an anl"llla to science. Both 
the strengths and the obvious weaknesses of Helmholtz' 
Kantianism were effective in making a return to Kant seem 
fruitful to science, for it meant that the greatest of German 
thinkers could be used on the side of science, against 
metaphysics. 
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Lange. Th<' year l,'-,hh saw tlw p11lili('atio11 of Fril·drid1 
Albert Lange's Ccschichil' di's ,\latnialis11111s ( b<·rlol111 
and Leipzig; translated hy E. C. Tl1miia~ a~ llist11n1 of 
,\fo/erialis111, :3 \'ols., London, IK77 - (,'-;,q ). Lang<•, \\'ho 
was born in P,:2,'-; and died, while professor of philo~ophy 
at l\larhmg, in 1:,.;7.5, wrote his massin· hut readable book 
to point out the metaphysical mysteries and pretensions of 
materialism, which traditionally claimed to he only a 
courageous but unspeculative extension of the results of 
science into regions previously occupied only hy theology 
and superstition. Like I lelmholtz, Lange held that the 
sensible world is a product of the interaction hetween the 
human organism and an unknown reality. The world of 
experience is detennined by this interaction, but the or
ganism itself is only an object of experience, and it is to he 
understood hy psychology and physiology. Causality, 
needed in all such sciences, is a mode of thought neces
sary to a mind constituted like ours; processes and princi
ples of thought have physiolo,gical bases. Thus, material
ism (although a phenomenL1l materialism, since matter 
itself is only a phenomenon) is the most likely trnth about 
reality so far as it can be known. But what of Kant's intel
ligible world? Lange completely rejected Kant's teaching 
of the rational necessity of the structure of an intelligible 
hut unknowable world: he held that our views of it arc 
only products of poetic fancy (Dichtung). \Vhile Lange 
defended materi<1lism as a doctri1w of realit\· (phenomena) 
that serves as a bulwark against theology and metaphysics, 
he held that because knowledge is not man's whole goal, 
Dicht1111g is also important. "~Ian needs to supplement 
reality [about which materialism is the best truth we 
know] with an ideal world of his own creation," and this is 
a world of value "against which neither logic nor touch of 
hand nor sight of eye can prevail" (llistm·!t of i\Jatcrialism, 
\'ol. II I, pp. 3..t:2 and 3-17). 

Two things stand out in the works of these precursors-if 
not direct progenitors-of Neo-Kantianism. Their Kantian
ism was exclusi\'ely theoretical, oriented entirely around 
the Critiqu'! of Pure Reason and neglectful or disdainful of 
Kant's practical philosophy. This puts them in the line of 
development of German positivism, a I ine that goes from 
them through Alo is Riehl and the fictional ist I lans Vai
hinger to Ernst l\lach and '.'\loritz Schlick. Their Kantian
ism was also psychological and even phy·siological-the 
a priori elements they acknowledged were dependent upon 
the human constitution; the transcendental and logical 
aspects of Kant's work were neglected or rejected. In this 
respect they were followed hy Hans Cornelius (I86.3-
W..t7) and hy Richard I lonigswald (187.5- 19..t7), a pupil 
of Hiehl. 

METAPHYSICAL NEO-KANTIANISM 

Theoretical and physiological Kantianism was in the air 
when the :2.5-year-old Liebmann published his manifesto. 
Kaut u11d die Epigo11e11 argued that Kant made one great 
mistake: believing in the existence of the thing-in-itself. 
This belief, however, was not an essential part of Kant's 
doctrine, hut only a dogmatic residue that co uld he re

moved without damage to the rest of the system. However, 
Fichte, Schelling, Hegel, Fries, Herbart, and Schopen-
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hauer either did not recognize the belief that there is a 
thing-in-itself as an error (for instance, Schopenhauer) or, 
while recognizing it as an error, made analogous errors in 
their efforts to correct it (Fichte's transcendental ego is as 
unknowable and unthinkable as the thing-in-itself). The 
weaknesses thus introduced into their systems were fatal, 
since they depended upon a concept that !\:ant had only 
inad\'C'rtently admitted. Hence , none of them could he 
followed, one had to return to their common source, re
mo\·e its error, and apply this improved kantianism to 
present problems. 

\\'hile Liebmann's first book showed remnants of a p,y
chological interpretation of kant, his next book, Zur A11alu
sis der \\'irklichkeit I Strasbourg, 1H76 ) argued for a strict!~ 
transcendental "logic of facts" whose inspiration was as 
much Spinozistic as kantian. In this book Liebmann stood 
close to the .\larburg school, at least in his conclusions. 
llowe\'er, in his later Geda11ke11 1111d Tatsaclie11 (2 \'ols., 
Strasbourg, 1H82 - FJO 1) he admitted the need and argued 
for the possibility of a "critical metaphysics" as a "rigorous 
co11sideration of human \"iews and hypotheses about the 
essence of things," growing out of "deep-rooted, ineradi
cable spiritual needs and intellectual dut\" I ibid., 2d ed., 
\'ol. II, p. I I:3). His critical metaphysics makes hypotheses 
about the transcendent and the unknowable, but leaves 
open a field for value decisions that do not depend 011 

claims to valid knowledge, but only on our wills as they 
are nurtured hy culture. In this line of thought Liebmann 
seemed to draw closer to the Ileidelber,g school, hut e\·en 
in his earlier work there were anticipations of \\'indel
band's famous analysis of the differences between histori
cal and scientific knowledge. 

Riehl. Less openly metaphysical than Liebmann's was 
the realistic I'\eo-Kantianism of Alois Riehl (1H-1-1-l\J2-1 ). 
In contrast to Liebmann, Riehl in'iisted that Kant held to 
the real existence of things-in-themse!n,s and that this 
concept is essential to h.ant' s-and to an\· soun<l-thcor~ of 
knowledge. He asserted that Kant proved only that 
things-in-themseh-es cannot be known by pure reason, not 
that they are not known mediately in sense perception. 
Phenomena are si111ply their modes of appearance ; they 
are not in a different ontological realm, hut are merely 
actualizations of their Aristotelian potentialities in the 
context of a mind. The laws of the organization of phenom
ena are transcendentally (not psychologically) based on the 
activity of self-consciousness; their specific characteristics 
depend on the reality of that of which they are appear
ances. All knowledge is or can become scientific ; philos
ophy is nothing but a theor~· of science; metaph~·sics is "an 
opiate of the mind." 

:"\evertheless, Hiehl helie\·ed it hoth unavoidable and 
legitimate to reason hypothetically from phenomena to 
reality, for metaphysical hypotheses cannot be entirely 
excluded from science itself. He argued, for instance, for a 
double-aspect psychophysical theory of the relationship 
between mind and the world, for a partial duplication of 
phenomenal laws in the real world, and for complete de
terminism. The tone of his philosophy, however, was 
somewhat positi\·istic; he said he acknowledged "the meta
ph~·sical" hut not "metaph~·sics." \\'ith wisse11sc/wftliche 
(scientific) philosophy he contrasted u11u.:isse11sclwftlichc 
philosoph~, or classical speculati\·e metaphysics, which he 

reJectecL and with both he contrasted 11iclit1cissensclwft
lic/1e philosophy as a practical discipline for the realization 
of human!\ created \·alues (\Vertbegung and Ceistes
f1ihrung). In his later life he was most concerned with 
the latter. 

Other metaphysical interpretations. Another realistic 
metaph~·sical interpretation of h.ant was gi\·en by· the Kant 
philologist Erich Adickes ( 1866- 1928) in his Kan ts Leh re 
u111 der duppelten Ajfcktion II nseres Jc/1 (Tiihingen, HJ2Y). 

Other attempts at "critical metaphysics" on a Kantian 
basis were made by Johannes \'olkelt (18-18-19.30) and by 
Friedrich Paulsen (18-16-1908). The former's Kants Er
ke1111tnistheorie (Leipzig, 1879) and the latter's Entwick
l1111gsgeschichtc dcr Kantischen Erkennt11istliemie (Leip
zig, 1H7,S) tried to show that h.ant himself was an idealistic 
metaphysician 111algre lui. Later works designed to bring 
out the metaphysics in Kant were hy \lax \\'undt (Kant 
als .\letaµhusikcr, Stuttgart, HJ2-1), Heinz Heimsoeth 
(articles collected in Studien z11r Philosophic l11111wn11el 
Ka11ts, Cologne, 19.56), and Gottfried \lartin (Kant, 011to
logie 1111d \Visse11sclwftslehre, Cologne, 1951; translated by 
P. C. Lucas as Kant's ,\letaphysics and Theory of Science, 
\fanchester and .:\e\\· York, lY,5,5). :-.tartin Heidegger's 
Kant 11w/ das Problem der ,\lctaphysik (Bonn, 1929; trans
lated hy J. S. Churchill as Kant and the Problem of ,\leta
pliysics, Bloomington, Indiana, 1962) presented an ex
treme fom1 of this view hut falls outside the scope of 
.:\eo-Kantian intentions. 

MARBURG NEO-KANTIANISM 

By the standards of recent philosophy :,..iarburg Neo
h.antianism, or panlogistic transcendental philosophy, was 
no less metaphysical, but by the standards of the time its 
orientation around the "fact of science" seemed to make it 
at least antispeculati\'e. In launching the journal of the 
\larburg school, Hermann Cohen and Paul Natorp wrote: 
"\\'hoever is bound to us stands with us on the foundation 
of the transcendental method .... Philosophy, to us, is 
bound to the fact of science, as this elaborates itself. Phi
losophy, therefore, to us is the theory of the principles of 
science and therewith of all culture" (Philosophisc/1e Ar
beiten, \'ol. 1, :--.:o. 1, 1906). 

Hermann Cohen. Hermann Cohen (18-12-1918), a 
younger colleague of Lange's at .\1arburg, rejected the 
naturalism he lwlieved to be inherent in the Kantianism of 
Helmholtz, Lange, and Liebmann. They were wrong in 
thinking philosophy should begin with an analysis of con
sciousness and should show how conscious human heings 
apply concepts to the data of sensation in order to produce 
phenomenalistic world pictures that are distinguished 
from things as they are. The fact to be understood is not 
this highly dubious psychological process; the fact is 
science itself and, in ethics, it is not human motives and 
aspirations and feelings of duty but the fact of civil society 
under law as constructed in the science of jurisprudence. 
Kant himself had tried to understand "the fact of science 
and culture," but he failed to separate this fact from du
bious psychological and phenomenological facts he 
seemed to be dealing with. 

Logic for Cohen is not at all psychologistic; it is not even 
formal. The very notion of fonnal logic presupposes some-



thing not formal: data drawn from some other source, lw it 
pure intuition or perception. LogiC', as Cohen saw it, is th e 
logic of knowledge, not the logic of empt,· thought; it is 
the logic of truth , in which any assertion _gains its status as 
true solely by virtue of its s,·stematic position in a hod~· of 
universal laws that, in turn, require each other 011 methodo
logical grounds. Thought, Cohen tau,ght, accepts nothing 
as given and is not true of anything independent of it
certainly not of intuitional data, as Kant believed. Thought 
generates content as well as form, and the content of self. 
contained thought is reality itself as object and goal of 
knowledge. This extravagant panlogism was based on 
Cohen's ingenious interpretation of the history of the 
differential calculus, which he saw as the logic of mathe
matical physics. Not number and not observed motion, as 
Kant believed, are given as raw data to science; rather, the 
mathematical differential, which is not given at all hut is 
created by thought, is the necessary device for the creation 
of nature as object of possible experience: "This mathe
matical generation of motion [by integration of the deriva
tive] and thereby nature itself is the triumph of pure 
thinking" (Logik dcr rei11c11 Erke1111t11is, Berlin, 1902, p. 
20). Through an interpretation of Kant's teachings con
cerning intensi\'e magnitudes of sensations, Cohen saw in 
the method of the calculus a paradigm of the category of 
origin (Ursprung) and the logical process of production 

'ii (Erzeugung) to which en:'n· fact owes its reality; that is, its 
position in a logically necessary scheme. 

Through the work of thought on its own materials, Co
hen believed he could dispense with all independent 
givens in knowledge. Nothing is gi\'en (gegeben); all is 
problematic (aufgegehe11). Fact is that which is complete)~, 
determined by thought. The thing-in-itself is not a thing at 
all. It does not exist, but is onl~· a thought of a limit 
( Grenzbegriff) to our approach to a comp Ide determi1wtion 
of things as they are; that is, as they would fully satisfy 
systematic thought. 

Cohen's pupil Cassirer spoke of him as "one of the most 
resolute Platonists that has ever appeared in the history of 
philosoph~·." When Cohen said, for example, "Thinking 
itself produces vvhat is to be held to be" (ibid., p. 67; cf. 
p. 402), he was 11ot speaking of thought as a process in an 
individual. "Thought" is not the name of a process, but 
refers only to the corpus of the unending history of 
science. To be, then, is to be thought, but not to be thought 
in somebody's consciousness; to be thought means to be 
asserted under valid and immanent a priori principles that 
inescapably detennine the unique structure of mathemati
cal physics. Cohen was as much of a dogmatist as Kant 
himself with regard to the strncture of science. 

The original stages of Cohen's teachings are found in his 
three commentaries on Kant (Kants Theorie der Er
fahrnng, Berlin, 1871; Kan ts Begrundung der Ethik, Berlin, 
1877; Kants Begnmclung der Aesthetik, Berlin, 1889), one 
on each Critique. They are continuous criticisms of all of 
Kant's "givens"; for example, experience, intuition, cate
gories, dnty, things-in-themselves. The final stages are 
contained in his three systematic works (Logik der rei11e11 
Erke1111t11is, Berlin, 1902; Ethik des rei11e11 Willens, Berlin, 
190-1; Aesthetik des rei11e11 Gefiihls, 2 vols., Berlin, 1912), 
which parnllel the three Critiques. At its midpoint Cohen's 
thought was close to the contemporary rejections of psy-
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chologism by \leinong and H usserL at ih end it \\'01dcl 

have t,1ken only the "bathos of experience," to 11se l..:ant\ 
words, to change it, in principle, into a kind of positivism 
or even historicism. 

Natorp. The principal thinker among tll<' ,1·1·01tcl .l~l'Il

eration of Marhurg Neo-1..:antians was Pa11l :\atorp ( 18.5-1-
192-1). It fell to him to de,il with the new de,elopmenh 
in ,cience (especial)~· the them~' of relatidt~·, i11 hi-; 
Die logischen Gnrndlagen der e:wktcn \\'isse11sclwfte11, 
Leipzig, HJ 10) by penetrating to a deeper level of method
ology than Cohen could reach in his own work, \\'hich was 
largely restricted to classical mathematics and physics. 

\tore impmtant, it w,1s Natorp's task to introduce the 
whole field of psychology into the body of knowledge 
considered and understood in Cohen's way, and thereby to 
fill the lacuna Cohen left between Be1l'llsstsei11 iiberl1a11pt 
(consciousness in general, the "fact" of science) and the 
limited individual human consciousness. Natorp 's Einlei
t1111g in die Psychologic (Freihurg, 1888) and his Allge
mei11e Psyclwlogie nach kritischcr Metlwcle (Tiihingen, 
1912) attempted, first, to apply Cohen's transcendental 
method to psychology instead of leaving it exposed to the 
naturalistic methods of Cohen's and Natorp's rivals, such 
as Riehl. In this attempt Natorp came close to results like 
those of Dilthey without, he thought, having to draw his 
relativistic, skeptical, and historicistic conclusions. And, 
second, these books attempted to bridge the gap between 
the objective world of phenomena and the nonphenome
nal, nonnatural self that possessed the knowledge of the 
phenomenal world. Cohen had mo\'ed so for from Kant 
toward Hegel that it was for him an almost insignificant 
accident that indi\'idual men and women kno\\' an~thin,g; 
Bewusstheit (known-ness) , not Bewusstsei11 (consciom,
ness), was important for him. Natorp had to undertake 
another almost Copernican revolution against objective 
panlogisrn without at the same time naturalizing the know
ing subject, which would have led to relati\'ism and skep
ticism. 

He performed the first part of his task by the classical 
Kantian move of seeing empirical ego and empirical object 
as standing in a necessary correlation with each other, not 
as independent phenomena; the latter part he accom
plished by insisting that the pure ego cannot be an ob
ject-it is as much a Grenzbegriff as the thing-in-itself. For 
Natorp the objective and the subjective were not two 
realms, either opposed to each other or one including the 
other. Rather, they were twu directions of knowledge, 
objectification and subjectification, each starting from the 
same phenomenon and each employing the transcendental 
method of categorial constitution, resolution into Ursprung 
and Erze11g1111g. Just as Cohen's antipsychologistic panlo
gism had brought him close to Husserl's Logische U11tcr
sucl11111ge11, Natorp's linking of psychology and panlogism 
brought him close to Husserl's lclec11; and it is easy to see 
how Nicolai Hartmann, Natorp's pupil, could move over 
into the phenomenological camp (J. Klein, "Hartmann und 
die \larburger Schule," in Heinz Heimsoeth and Robert 
Heiss, Niculai Ila rt ma 1111, der Denker uncl sein \\'erk, 
Gcittingen, 19.52). 

Cassirer. The last great representative of \1arburg 
Neo-Kantianism was Ernst Cassirer (187-1- Hl4.S), whose 
works on the philosophy of science continued the line of 
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argument initiated by '.\'atorp and show some close resem
blances to positi,·ism. Cassirer' s most important contribu
tion, however, was to extend the "-larburg conception of 
Erzcug1111g to the whole range of human culture (language, 
myth, art, reli12:ion, statecraft), ending not in panlogism hut 
in "pa11s~·mholism." 

Other important \larburg :\(•o-Kantians \\·ere Hudoll 
Stammler I 18.Sfi- HJ:38) in the philosoph~· of law; karl Vor
la11der ( 1860-19:28), the historian of philosophy and the 
leading Kantian ~ocialist (f:..(lnt 1111d der So::.ialismus, Ber
lin, H.lOO; f:..(lnt und ,\larx, Tubingen, HJl l); Artur Huche-
11au ( 1879- HJ4fi), Albert Corland (186~)- 19.5:2 ), and Arthur 
Lie bert ( 1878-1!-J--16). A moderate form of \larburg I\'eo
kantianism is represented in America by \\'. H. \\'erk
meister (The B(lsis (llld Structure of knou ledgc , :\ew York, 
l\J48). 

G()TTINGEN NEO-KANTIANISM 

In strong reaction against \larburg there arose , at the 
beginning of the twentieth century, the '.\'eo-Friesian 
school in Cottingen, under the leadership of Leonard 
'.\'elson (188:2-HJ:27). Jakob Friedrich Frie-; (177.3-1843) 
had interpreted Kant psychologically, not transcendental
ly; in this he was followed by Jurgen Hona \feyer 
(18:2>J- I8~J7) in his f:..(lnts Psyclwlogie (Berlin, J.')70). 

Lange and I lelmholtz were psycholo,gistic in their kant
ianism. taking the rc-;ults of cxperirrwntal psycholog~· a~ 
having a bearing on the a priori. l\'elson, on the contrary, 
professed to avoid psychologism and its attendent skepti
ci~m b~ using ps~·elwlogical intro~pection to di!->cm·er 
the principles of experience in the spontaneity of reason; 
these principles c01ild then be deduced I in the kantian 
sense) from the anal~sis of experience into its necessar, 
conditions. In this, I\'elson de,·eloped the ,·iews of Fries, 
whom he defended against the accusation of psychologism, 
and opposed the psn:hological or ph,·siological interpre
tations of the experimental and empirical ps~·chologi-;ts. 

Kant's transcendental deduction was regarded by '.'\elson 
as circular if it was meant as a proof; it began with the 
experience (science, mathematics, morality) it was meant 
to justify. The circle might have been broken by Kant's 
subjecti,·e deduction, but this was jettisoned in the second 
edition of the Criti<111e. l\elson proposed to re-establish it, 
or rather to put his own deduction into its place. Upon 
introspection, \\'e find principles we know immediately to 
he true and that we hold hy a Cartesian-I ike "principle of 
the self-confidence of reason." The discovery of these 
self-evident pri11ciples is a psychological process; the 
principles, however, are not psychological but metaphysi
cal in Kant's sense; that is, as a priori synthetic truths 
based on concepts, not on intuition. They are shown to be 
the same as those uncovered by a transcendental analysis 
of science and ordinary experience. (In ethics Nelson 
followed an analogous procedure.) In this way Nelson 
thought he could use psychology without falling prey to 
either naturalism or skepticism. A good example of his 
method is to be found in the well-known Das Heilige 
(Catha, 1917; translated by J. \V. Harvey as The Idea of the 
Holy, New York, 19.58) by Nelson's colleague Rudolf Otto. 
:\1elson never had the influence in Cemrnny that was en-

joyed by many other Neo-Kantians, although he was re
vered by many disciples in fields related to philosophy. 
There has recently been an increased interest in his work, 
and several English translations have appeared. 

HEIDELBERG NEO-KANTIANISM 

The Heidelberg school of Neo-Kantianism, led by Win
delband and Rickert, was not restricted to the University of 
Heidelberg, and is sometimes known as the Baden school 
or the Southwest Cerman school of Neo-Kantianism. Wil
helm \\'indelband (1848- Hll,S) was the most eminent 
historian of philosophy of his time, with the possible ex
ception of Dilthey. Like Dilthey, he did not succeed in 
\\·orking out a eomplete system of philosophy, but certain 
of his ideas were decisive for the more systematic work of 
his followers in Heidelberg. His most characteristic doe
trine was that the epistemological problem is really a 
problem in axiology ; a judgment is known to be true not by 
comparison with an object (thing-in-itself) but by its con
formit,· to an immediately experienced obligation to be
lie\'e it. The teaching for which \Vindelhand is chiefly 
remembered, however, was his distinction between natu
ral and historical sciences as nomothetic arnl ideographie 
(law-giving and picturing the unique individual), respec
tively. The elaboration of these two points led to the sys
tematic priority of axiolo,e;ical criteria to epistemological 
criteria, to the theory of the parallelism of nom1s and cul
tural consciousness, and to efforts to develop a Kantian 
categorization of historical and eultural experienee. 

Rickert. The great !->ystem builder of the Heidelberg 
school was Heinrich Rickert (1863- 1936), professor in 
Frcilrnrg and then \\'indelhand's successor in Heidelberg. 
Rickert, like \Vindelband, regarded judging as a form of 
valuing, truth being the value intended by this act. There 
are two realms of objects that may be judged; that is, that 
are objects of knowledge-the ~ensible world of science 
(about which Rickert accepted most of Kant's Yiews) and an 
i11telligihle world of nonsensuous objects of experience 
that we know not by perception hut by understanding 
I Verstelwn). The~(" latter are cultural objects (history, art, 
moralit~·. in-;titutions). Altlwugh not reducible to sense and 
thus not under the categories of nature, they are not meta
physical hut are within experience and correspond, rough
ly, to Hegel's objective spirit. Both cultural objects and 
nature, as objects, require (in the kantian manner) a correl
ati,·e subject that cannot lie objectified. This is "the third 
realm of being," which Hickert calls "pro-physical"; it is 
Kant's transcendental ego and Hegel's subjective spirit. 
There is a fourth realm of being, the metaphysical proper, 
which is only an object of faith (in the Kantian sense) and 
which we refer to in religion and in the transition from sci
entific philosoph, to \Veltansclwuung. 

By keeping the ethical "this side" of the division be
tween the experiential and the metaphysical, Rickert was 
able to bring about a closer liaison between the theoretical 
and the practical than Kant had established. The primacy 
of practical reason does not, for Rickert, mark the suprem
acy of valuing over knowing, but signifies the valuational 
dimension of knowing itself. Autonomy is thus the basis 
not only of ethics but also of thought even in sciem:e. 



Ri{.'kert criticized the Kantian conception of experience as 
too thin; not only nature, hut also history, must lw cate
gorized out of the heterogeneous continuum of data, and 
from these categorizations arise the nomothetic and ideo
graphic disciplines. In all these points Hickert was under 
the influence of both Fichte and Ilegel, hut his conceptual 
framework remained Kantian: a transcendental nonob
jecti fiable basis (realm 3) for experience (realms 1 and 2) 
and an unknown realm of objects of faith (realm 4). 

Others. Other important Heidelberg l\'eo-Kantians were 
Hugo M iinsterberg (1863- rn 16), Jonas Cohn (IS69 - l\.:J47), 
Bruno Bauch (1S77 -1942: Wahrheit, Wert 11ml Wirk
lichkeit, Leipzig, 1923), and Richard Kroner (Voll Kant bis 
Hegel, 2 vols., Tiibingen, HJ21- HJ24). Kroner's Kant's 
Weltansclw111111g (Tiihingen, l~Jl4: translated by J. E. 
Smith, Chicago and Cambridge, HJ,56) is the only presen
tation in English of the characteristic I leidelherg interpreta
tion of the histori cal Kant. 

SOCIOLOGICAL NEO-KANTIANISl\1 

Se\·eral philosophers dose to Lebcnsphilosophie and 
concerned with the methodology of the Gcistcs1dssc11-
sclwftcn were influenced by Kant's doctrine that we cate
vorially construct the world of experience and that specu
lative metaphysics is impossible as science, hut instead of 
having theories concerning the transcendental origin of the 
strnctural factors, they found the origin of the world of 
experience in the social situation. The most important of 
these philosophers were Wilhelm Dilthey (183.3- HH2), 
who is not usually characterized as a Neo-Kantian although 
Kantian elements are present in his thought, and Georg 
Simmel (18.58- HJI8). 

At various times Simmel took different attitudes toward, 
or at least emphasized different aspects of, Kantianism 
-the psychologistic and pragmati{.', the transcendental, and 
the sociohistorical. He held that categories develop in the 
course of history, and that the structures of Hegel's objec
tive spirit are histori{_'al products that cannot he taken 
ready-made for analysis in the ~1arburg manner. "[Even] 
the kind of science humanity has at any given moment 
depends upon the kind of humanity it is at that moment" 
(Hauptpro!Jlcmc dcr Philosophic, Leipzig, H-)1(), Ch. 1). 
Because forms cannot be discerned except in the specific 
contents in which they appear, no {.'ategorial system is 
capable of structuring all experience. Different types of 
individuals have different styles for this strncturing, and 
cultures are identified by their production of specific a pri
ori forms for knowledge, the experience of values. and 
images of the world as a whole (sys,terns of metaphysics). 

Between the Heidelberg tradition and the Dilthey
Simmel position there were ~lax Weber (ISG.t-1921) and 
Eduard Spranger. Neo-Kantian elements in the sociology 
of knowledge are especially dear in the works of ~tax 
Adler (Das Soziologische in Kants Erkc1111t11iskritik, 
Vienna, HJ24) and Karl ~1annheim (189.3-1947). 

\Vindelband said, "To understand Kant means to go 
beyond Kant." Most of the philosophers dealt with here 
did go beyond Kant, and their later works contained little 
that was specifically Kantian. Even the movements as a 

whole were more explicitly Ka11tia11 in tll('ir earl:-,· period:,, 
than in their later ones. All this was to lw ex1wctt>d of 
active and creative minds and groups. By th<' l'lld of \\"orld 
\\'ar I, Neo-Kantianism as an institution ceased to bl' a 
dominant force in Cerman intellectual lifl', partly tl1rougl1 
the death of most of its leaders and partly through defec
tion. Rapid changes in logic and natural science favored 
the more pragmatic systems of positivism i11 Berlin, 
Prague, and Vienna; the greater experiential resources of 
phenomenology favored the rival S{.'hool in Freiburg, 
Munich, and Cologne; the German cultural crisis called for 
Lc!Jcnsphilosopliic and speculative metaphysics. :'\:one of 
these movements, however, was free of l\.a11tian element:,,, 
which might not have been passed on to them hut for the 
:'\:eo-Kantians' rediscovery of Kant. Their i\eo-Kantian 
heritage has given repeated confirmation of an aphorism 
attributed to Liebmann: "You can philosophize with Kant, 
or you can philosophize against Kant, but you cannot phi
losophize without Kant." 
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LEWIS \\'IIITE BECK 

NEO-MANICHAEISM. See .\IANI AND \IANICHAEISM. 

NEOPLATONISM is the philosophy of Plotinus and 
Platonists influenced by him without 1wcessarily accept
ing all his doctrines. ~eoplatonisrn absorbed virtually all 
nonmaterialist and religious doctrines of earlier s:-,·stems 
(especially the Pvthagorean. Peripatetic, and Stoic) and is 
the only significant school of antil}lrit) since the beginning 
of the fourth century, a school that undertook to satisfy all 
intellectual and religious aspirations of man. Its end in the 
East was marked by the Arab conquest of Alexandria, in 
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64:2 , rather than liy the closing of the school of Athens, 
in ,5:2~). But it smvived in some form in the Islamic world and 
also in B~·zantium. There, only a few decades before the 
conquest, Stephanus, a member of the Alexandrian school, 
was appointt·d to the Unin.·rsity of C:onstantinople (wl1ere 
Platonism had been taught before his appointment an~·
way). Furthermore, Latin :\eoplatonism continued without 
a break in the \\'estern Roman Empire and its medieval 
successor states. The resurgence of :\1eoplatonism in the 
Henaissance (Pletho in the East, Ficino in the West) and in 
seventeenth-century England (the Cambridge Platonists) 
is remarkable. It should lw stressed that these Neoplaton
ists considered tlwmseh-es, and were considered to be, 
orthodox Platonists. Only in the seventeenth centur~ did a 
reaction set in. It reached its apogee in tl1e nineteenth 
century, when Platonism became sharp!~· distinguished 
from '.\:eoplatonism. At present some counterreaction can 
be obsen·ed. 

This article will pre ... ent on]~, the post-Plotinian Platon
ism of tht> Crl'co-Homan world. Following Karl Praechtcr, 
it will distinguish as the main currents of :\eoplatonism 
(I) the metaph~·sical-speculative version, (:2) the "theurgic" 
school of Pergamum, (:3) the "scholarly" school in Alexan
dria, and (4) Latin :\eoplatonism. It will stress doctrines 
different from those of Plotinus. 

Metaphysical-speculative Neoplatonism. The meta
physical-s peculati\·e version of :\1eoplatonism included 
within it the school of Plotinus, represented main!~· b~
Porphyry; the S~-rian school of Iamhliclrns; and the school 
of Athens. 

School of Plotinus. \Vhereas Plotinus rejected Aristotle's 
categories as inapplicable to the realm of the Intelligible 
and modified them as they pertained to the realm of the 
Sensible, Porphyry accepted them and wrote se\·eral com
mentaries on Aristotle's work on the subject, Categories. He 
thus started the wholesale reception of Aristotle h~- Neo
platonism that made commentaries on Aristotle's works as 
common as those on Plato. An opposite tend<>nc~· of pre
Plotinian Platonism, represented h~- Atticus, who had 
declared that the philosophies of Plato and Aristotle were 
utterly incompatible (and that of Aristotle worthless), was 
rejected. Eventualh· the opinion prevailed in :\eopbton
ism that Aristotle should he studied as an introduction to 
the hi_gher \Visdom of Plato, though with exceptions :\eo
platonists remained conscious of some fundamental 
differences between the two. Porph~-ry"s "Introduction" to 
the stud~· of categories (introducing genus, species, 
specific difference, propri11m, and accident as five liasic 
concepts) became one of the fundamental philosophical 
llOoks of the :\1iddle Ages. 

A hitter em·m\· of Christianit~·, Porphyr~· wrote "Against 
Christians"; his anti-Christian attitude continued in the 
schools of Syria, Pergamum, and Athens. Porph~T~' was 
more interested in soteriolog~· than Plotinus had been (he 
stressed more than his master the element of will and guilt 
implied in the "fall" of the soul resulting in its incarnation) 
and recognized in oracles a source of philosophic wisdom 
(he particularly admired the so-called Clwldaean Oracles) 
and in theurg~· a means to achieve salvation (that is, the 
return of the soul to god). It is assumed that under the 
influence of Plotinus he adopted a more spiritual interpre-

tation of religion, which led him to criticize the theurgy 
and other aspects of the Egyptian religion (for which he, in 
turn, was criticiz<,d hy his pupil lamblichus). But his plea 
for asceticism, including vegetarianism, written after his 
acquaintance with Plotinus, still contained some magical 
reasons for abstinence. However, he limited theurgical 
practices to the lower degrees of salvation while demand
ing strictly spiritual means for the highest degree. Por
phyr~· also wrote a number of strictly scholarly works on 
philology, history, astronomy, and acoustics. 

Syrian school of Iamblichus. lamblichus' favorable 
attitude toward theurgy has already been mentioned. I !is 
religious interest also led him to identifications of abstract 
principll's with divinities of Greek and non-Greek pol~-
theism and to theologizing numb.:>rs in the footsteps of 
the P~thagorean :\icomachus of Cerasa (lamhlichus con
sidered Plato, Aristotle, and himself to be Pythagoreans). 
Developing some tendencies of Plotinus, he subdivided 
his three hypostases (One, Intelligence, Psyche) hy as
suming a higher and a lower One. Perhaps following 
Porph~-r~·. he interpreted every step of the emanative 
process as a triad of moments: the inferior emanating from 
its superior remains in it (monc), in that it is still similar to 
it; leaves it (proodos), in that it differs from it; and returns 
to it (epistruphc), in that it "desires" it. Iamblichus devel
oped an entirely 11nphilological system of Plato exegesis: 
he accepted the division of reality (and therefore of all 1 

!I knowledge), ascribed to Plato by Aristotle, into physics, 
mathematics (equated \\'ith "psycholog~" by many Platon
ists since Posidonius), and metaphysics (theology) and 
then felt entitled to interpret every part of a dialogue from 
all or a11~' of the corresponding points of view. In all re
spects he profound!~· influenced the school of Athens. 

School of Athens. The school of Athens was Plato's 
Academy tmned Ploti11ian, with Plutarch of Athens 
(c . .3.50-4.33) being its first scholarch known to us to have 
!wen of this persuasion. He interpreted Aristotle's noetics, 
which Platonists, at least since Albinus, had adopted in 
most of its psychological and theological aspects. Syrianus, 
who succeeded Plutarch about 431 or 432, defended Plato 
and the Pythagoreans from Aristotle and made full use of 
their dualism, as Aristotle presented it. 

The school culminated in Proclus (c. 40\.J-c. 487). Two 
of his works, Elements of Theology and Plato's Theology, 
are systematic expositions of Neoplatonism. lie greatly 
enriched the emanative schema of Neoplatonism, particu
larly liy adding to the "vertical" emanation a "horizontal" 
one: in every hypostasis (and its subdivisions) the first 
\·erticall~- derived member acts as a monad engendering a 
horizontal series of monads lielonging to the same hypos
tasis-for example, Intelligence as a monad engenders a 
series of monadic intelligences. This is true even of the 
Ineffable One: it engenders Ones, called henads (probably 
corresponding to Plato's Ideal Numbers). In each of these 
horizontal series, in addition to its peculiar monad, which 
corresponds to the Platonic-Pythagorean concept of limit, 
another principle, indeterminateness, plays a role. The 
result is a svstem that, paradoxically, is "vertically" mo
nistic but "i10rizontally" dualistic. The great number of 
entities resulting from this double emanation, all in some 
way concatenated, Proclus identified with divinities of 



polytheism, beginning with the ide11tificatio11 of lwnads 
with highest gods. Proclus and his predecessors prohab(~, 
started from a belief in the existence of all gods of pol~-
theism and tried to constrnct a philosophic S>'stem that 
could accommodate and "hierarchicize" all of them, After 
all, the titles of his hooks mentioned abo\'e clearly indicate 
that their ultimate concern is theology, That Prm:lus fer
vently admired the Chaldaean Oracles and wrote a num
ber of prayers in hymn form agrees with this, 

As Proclus developed the triad "remaining-procce<ling
returning," the whole emanative proce~s acquired a static 
aspect: procession and return proceed pari 1wss11, Only a-; 
far as man's soul is concerned does process ha,,c a temporal 
and kinetic quality: the soul ma~, or ma>' not return to the 
One in a conditio11 of ecstas>·· It can do so lwca11se in addi
tion to Soul and lntelligem'e man possesses a faculty 
superior to Intelligence, There is no trace of gnostic pessi
mism in Proclus: matter is not evil, nor has evil an>' sub
sistence, and there is nothing wrong with the soul's com
plete descent into a bod>', Like Porph>TY, Proclus also 
wrote on many strictly scholarly problems in the fields of 
mathematics, astronomy, physics, and literar~, criticism. 

Proclus, the enem\' of Christianity, was the fountainhead 
of much of medieval Christian philosoph>', both scholastic 
and mystical. One of the re,1sons was that a man who 
pretended to be, and was for centuries helie,,ed to have 
heen, Dion,,sius the Areopagite ( ,\cts 17, 19-.34) filled the 
schema of Proclus, sometimes simply replacing pagan 
deities with Old and New Testament concepts of cheru
bim, seraphim, thrones, powers, Christ, the Iloly Chost, 
e tc. If, as some scholars have it, the Sefer Yezira ("Book of 
Creation") was inspired by Proclus, then he must be con
sidered one of the originators of Jewish mysticism, too. In 
this context it desen·es mention that Domninus, who prob
ably preceded Proclus as scholarch, and ,\larinus, who 
succeeded Proclus, originall~· professed Judaism, thus 
forming a link between l\'eoplatonism and Judaism. The 
last Athenian scholarch, Damascius, carried to its extreme~ 
the principle that the One is ineffable and can th erefore he 
spoken of only in similes and asserted that the same was 
true of all steps and products of the emanative process. 
Thus, neither similarity nor difference, neither priority nor 
posterity can be properly attributed to them, so that they 
all are actually unknowable. Rationalism abdicated to 
agnosticism. 

Damascius' contemporar~·. Simplicius, deserves part icu
lar mention. He tried to harmonize Plato and Aristotle to 
such an extent that according to him Aristot le never criti
cized Plato but attacked only misinterpretations of Plato's 
philosoph>'· 

"Theurgic" school of Pergamum. The school of Perga
mum, an offshoot of the school of Iamblichus, seems to 
ha,e been particularly interested in theurgy. To it be
longed Sallust, whose presentation of l\'eoplatonism related 
to myths, gods, and the universe was probabl~· intended 
to help anoth<"r member of the school, Julian the Apo<;tate 
(emperor 361-363), in his struggle with Christians. (Julian 
wrote a book refuting Christianity and promoted pagan
ism by se\'erely restricting the right of Christians to teach.) 

Alexandrian school. The Alexandrian school began with 
Hierocles, Plutarch's pupil. But Hierocles' Platonism had 
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only faint traces of Ploti1u1s and o!t<-11 re111ai11<"cl do~<· to 
pre-Plotinian Platonis111. I It· agn·<·<L for i11-.ta1H·<·, \\'itli 
Origen the Pagan in refusing to rccog11i1.t· a di,·i11it, qqw

rior to the demiurge. Some of Ilicrol'lc~' dodri11e-; i11dil·al<" 
that he might have been i11f-111em·cd by ( :liri:-,tia11it)·, a~ 
when he spoke of creation out of 11othi11g or of prm·idence 
in terms of personal inter\"t_'ntio11 in h11111an affair~ Ii, god 
and his ml'ssengers. 

Hermias imported the ideas of his master S>-rian11-. i11to 
the school. I Ii s son Ammonius exhibited a conciliatory 
attitude toward Christianit:,, to which he en·nt11ally be
came a com·ert , though probably· in name onl>·· \luch of 
Ammonius' teaching was de\'oted to interpreting Aris
totle's logical writings, where it was easier to remain non
committal with regard to problems sharp(>· l'Ontro\'l·rsial 
between Christians and Platonists, such a~ tran~migration 
of souls and the eternit\' of the world. His exegetical 
method differed entirel:•, from that of Iamhlichus in being 
sober and "philological," and the same was true of his 
many students. Of these, some were Christian (Elias, Da
vid, Stephanus); some, such as Asclepim and Ol~·mpio
dorus, were pagan. Olympiodorus, howe,·er, tried to 
present his ,·iews with a minimum of offense to Christians. 

Most remarkable among the Christians was the l\to
nophysite Johannes Philopo11us (a member of a sect of 
Christian la>· brothers calling themsel\'es philoponos, 
"lovers of work"). Philoponus · literar>' activity was divided 
between philosophy and theology; in the latter he origi
nated a doctrine known as tritheism (which asserts that the 
three persons of one Cod are on the ,erge of becoming 
three gods). He criticized Iamhlichus and Proclm and 
wrote a book against Produs in which he tried to pro,e 
that the world originated temporally and that this was the 
doctrine of Plato (whom he tried to reconcile with Chris
tianity in other ways, too). Proclus \\'as defended b>· Sim
plicius (he spoke of Philoponus with utter disdain), and 
this polemic between the two excellently illustrates the 
difference between Athens and Alexandria: at Athens 
hostility to Christianit>· to the bitter encl, at Alexandria a 
gradual blending. The students of Ammonius were tl1e last 
generation of Alexandrian Platonists before the Islamic 
conquest. 

Latin Neoplatonism. In the \Vest, too, ~onw :\:eoplaton
ists (fourth-sixth centm>·) were com·inced pagans (Prae
textatus, \lacrobius); others, like ,\farius Victorinus, the 
first to explain tlie Trinit>' in Neoplatonic categories, were 
C hristian s. ,\lost famous among the Christians was 
Boethius (c. 480- .52.5), \\'ho was strongly influenced h>· 
Ammonius. In his theological writings on the Trinity, 
Boethius coined a number of terms that profound)>· 
inf-luenced medieval theology; his translations from and 
commentaries on Aristotle similarly inf-luenced medieval 
philosophy. The most famous of his writings, De Consola
tione Philosophiae (The Consolation of Philosophy), is 
puzzling in its lack of referenCl'S to Christianit>' and its 
inclusion of some doctrines incompatible with Christian
ity. Yet the hook was written while Boethius was impris
oned under suspicion of plotting with Justinian to o,·er
throw Theodoric, a situation in which we might expect a 
Christian seeking consolation to turn to his religion rather 
than to Stoic, Peripatetic, or l\'eoplatonic philosoph~·- None 
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of tlw attc111pted solutiom of the p11zzle has as ~-et lie<·1t 
uni,Trsally accepted. 
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NEUMANN, JOHN VON (H)():3-W.57),Aml'rican111ath
ematicia11, ph~'sicist, a11d eco11or11ist. \'011 Nt·lllltatrn wa'.'> 
born i11 Budapest, I l1111garr. I le '.'>IWwl'cl arr earl:,, pr<"
cocit~· in matlwnratic'.'> aud \\'as pri\'ately t11tored in tlw 
s11bjl'd; his first p,qwr was \\'ritte11 lwlorc he was IK. 
I le studied at the 1111i,·<'r'.'>ities of Berlin. Zurich, and Bu<lr
pest and received his doctorat<· in mathematic'.'> from 
Budapest i11 I ~:26, almost ~inurltaneo11sl~ wit Ir a11 tllldcr
graduate degree in ehemi~tr~· frrn11 Znrich. After s<"r\'ing a, 
Privatdo::::.<'llf at Berlin, he acccpt,·cl a ,·i~iting professorsl1ip 
at Princeton in I ~J:30. Fol lowing three years there, he 
became a professor of mathe111atics at the Institute for 
Advanced Study, a position whiclr he held for the rest of 
his life. In HJ.5.5 he was appointed one of the commission
ers of the ll.S. Atomic Energy Commission, on which he 
served brilliantly until hi'.'> death. 

\'on l\ieumann made ftrndamental contrihrrtions to math
ematics, physics, and economics. Furthermore, these con
tributions were not disjointed and separate but arise from 
a eommon point of view regarding these fields. 

~lathematics was always closest to his heart, and it is the 
field to which he contributed the most. His earliest 
significant work was in rnathematieal logic and set theory, 
topics which occupied him from l\J:2,5 to HJ:2\J. II is accom
plishnwnts were of two sorts; they concerned the axiomat
ics of set theory and David Ililhert's proof theory. In both 
of these subjects he obtained results of extraordinary 
importance. He heeame the first to set up an axiomatic 
system of set theory that satisfied the two conditions of 

allowing the development of the theory of the whole series 
of cardinal nurnlwrs and elllploying axioms that are finite 
in 1111mlwr and are expressible i11 the lower calculus ol 
functio11s. This work contained a r11II classification of the 
significance of tlw axioms with regard to the elimination of 
the paradoxes. \\'ith regard to II ilbe1t' s proof theory, von 
Neumann clarified the concept of a formal system consid
erably. 

ll is work on the theory of 11 ilhert space and operators 011 

that space was prolialily stimulated hy what he had <lone 
on rigoro11s fou11dations for quantum theory. Esse11tially, 
von Neumann demon'.'>trated that the ideas originally intro
chrced by llilbert are capablt' of constituting an adequate 
basis for the physical consideration of q11antum theory and 
that there is no need for the introd11ction of new mathe
matical sclwmes for these physical theories. \'on Ne11-
rna11n's papers 011 these strl>jeds constitute about one-third 
of his printed work allCI ha,·e stimulated extensive research 
liy other mathematicians. 

\'on Ne11111a1111 was one of tlw founders of the theory of 
gaJ11es; since the p11hlicatio11 of vo11 Neumann's first paper 
in HJ:2S it has lieconw an important comhi11ational theory, 
applied a11d de\'cloped ,vith continuing vigor. \'on Neu
mann's lir'.'>t paper contai11s rigoro11s definitions of the con
cepts ol pllrl' strategy (a complete plan, formulated prior to 
the co11t<>st, that m.rkes all necessary decisio11s i11 advance) 
and of 1t1ixcd str,1tegy (the use of a chance device to pick 
the strategy !or each <"ontcst). The central theorem in this 
theory, ti1e 111i11i111,1x theorem, was not 011ly en11nciated and 
proved liy vo11 :'\,·11ma11n but i11 his hands became a pow
erful tool for obtai11i11g 11<'\\' methods for combinatorial 
problems. 

A decade after tins fuudame11tal paper was written, vo11 
Neuma1111 bega11 a collaboration with Oskar l\lorge11stern 
that lt-d to TIil' Tlwory of Ca11H'S a11d Eco110111ic Bclwt-ior, a 
hook that lras deci,ively affected tire entiH· suliject of op
erations H''.'>earch. 

\'on :\e11man11's principal interest in his later years was 
in the possibilities and theory of the computing machine. 
I le not only co11cl'ived the concept of the so-called stored 
proµ:ram cm11p11t<·r in I!).! 1 llllt he made three other signal 
contrih11tions. First, lw recognized the importann• of co111-
puti11g 111achines for 111atlw111atics, physics, economics, and 
imhrstrial and military problems; second, he translated this 
insiµ:ltt i11to active spousorship of a machine (it was called 
JOII:\:L\C by his collaborators) that served as a model for 
several important computers; third, he was one of the 
a11thors of a serit·s of papers that provide<l a theoretieal 
basis for the logical organization an<l functioning of com
p11ters. These papers set out the complete notion of the 
How diagram and contained the genesis of many pro
gram111ing techniq11es. 
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IlEH'.\IAN II. COLDSTl;\;E 

NEURATH, OTTO (1882-HJ-1.5), Austrian sociologist 
and philosopher, one of the originators of logical empiri
cism and an independent i\Iarxist socialist A man of great 
vitality, intelligence, and good humor, Neurath was a 
polymath and an energetic organizer of academic, educa
tional, and economic affairs. His major work was in sociol
ogy, economic and social planning, scientific method, and 
visual education, this last especially by means of an inter
national language of simplified pictmes ("isotypes"), but 
he was also interested in the hist<H)' of science, political 
and moral theor)', economic history, and statistical theory 
and was engaged in recurrent efforts to create a 1ww ency
clopedism. 

Economic and comparative history. Neurath's first 
article, published in 1904, was "Geldzins im Altertum" 
("Commercial Interest in Antiquit)·"), and in 1909 he 
published a popu Jar his tor)· of the economic systems of 
classical Greece and Rome, Antike Wirtsclwftsgeschicliie 
(Leipzig, 1909), which he supplemented by shorter studies 
of ancient economic thought. II is historical interests then 
turned to ph'.l·sical science. A little-known paper of 191.5, 
"Prinzipielles zur Geschichte der Optik," compared the 

I ideas on optics of Newton, Descartes, i\lalehrnnche, Gri-
j maldi, lluyge11s , Young, Fresnel, Biot, and \Ialus with 

respect to their conceptual images of periodicit'.I·, polariza
tion interference , and Huygens' principle of continuity of 
centers of force. :--Jcmath gencr,tlized the logic of this 
analysis to compare S'.l'stems of hq)otheses by a procedure 
which selects basic notions to be calculated and then 
enumerates all theories that ma) he constructed from 
permutations of these notions. The simple ,·ie,,· that theo
ries of light ma>· he di\'ided into wave theories and cor
puscular theories is replaced by a more accur,1te, complex, 
and S'.1'Stematically cl<:'ar historical de\'(_'lopment. To :\eu
rath this use of basic explanatory notions, which are some
times images and sometimes ah~tractions, illustrated the 
value of philosophical underst,mding for the historian of 
natural and social science. Ncurath\ own philosophical 
understanding anticipated later reliance 011 alternative sets 
of epistemologically basic sentences in the struct11ral 
elucidation of scientific theories. 

In 1916, :\eurnth \\'rote a general paper on classification, 
"Zur Klassifikation ,·on Hypothesens)·stemen," and elabo
rated on this topic in his monographs Empirischc Soziolo
gie (1931) and Foundations of the Social Sciences ( 1944). 
Classifie1tion by hypotheses seemed to :\eurath to be a 
principal method for comparati\'(_· studies of theories and 
explanations and a crucial tool for rational understanding 
of cross-cu lturnl phenomena. 

Economic planning, war, and socialism. During 1919, 
Neurath sen·ed in the Central Planning Offiee of the Social 
D~mocrntic gO\·ernment of Bavaria and of ih successor, the 
short-lived Bavarian Soviet Republic. Although he was a 
ci\'il sen·ant and not a part)· man, he was imprisoned when 
the Communist regime was overthrown; upon his release 
in 1920 he went to \'ienna. He there took up again an 
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earlier can·<·r as a p11lilici~t for -,oci,tli~t e<·01101nic-, Ii~ 
efforts 011 lwhalf of a soei,tli..;t <'Olll'<'ption of ci\'ic cd11<"a
tio11, moral and religiou~ reform, and i11di,·id11al rc-;po11~i
hility. With Jmcf Popper-L'.l'nkt·11s, :\curatl1 was 01H· of the 
first socialist~ to call for a ce11trall) planned, ratio11al <·c-on
omy based on :\Iarxist concPpts hut deri,·ing its polic)· 
recommendations from \\'clfare goals and ,1 statistical analy
sis of the production and di~tril>11tion of good~ an<l of 
standards of living, 

Less clear to Nc11rnth than e4uitalile distribution of 
wealth was how a conmnmit'.I' spirit could lw de\'eloped 
while tlw workers themsel\'c~ were still overwhelmed hy 
the established culture and the habits of the competitive 
capitalist order. Nevertheless, he fused his hq)otheses 
about social-economic planning with a moral optimism 
about the acceptance by the workers of enlightened a11d 
rational attitudes toward al I life's prohl<'ms. :'\ eurath 's 
Lehe11sgestalt1111g und Klassenkampf poi,gnantl)· tried to 
teach the reader about a transformed way of life in which 
he could realistically experience something of the peaceful 
and cooperative future at least in his private life, and at the 
same time come to sober realization of the obstacles placed 
by exploitative societ)· in the way of a rich inner life and 
good personal relations as well as in the way of the trans
formation of society by rational socioeconomic planning. 

Empirical sociology. In the 19.10s and early 1940s, 
between the publication of the two monographs on sociol
ogy (the Empirische Soziologie and the Fo1111datio11s), 
:\'eurath publi~hed several smaller papers on sociological 
topics. The most important were "Soziologie im Physikal
ismus," a physicalist restatement of sociological theories 
and prol>lems, "Soziologische Prognosen," 011 social -
historical predictions, and "I Jl\'(_•ntory of the Stand,tnl 
of Living," on the problem of making a rational calculation 
of the standard of li,·ing. 

To make sociology scientific, i\Jeurath urged the use of a 
physicalist languagt' in which all the possible empirical 
statements would be descriptive of space-time things and 
properties; this was, roughly, a demand for behaviorism in 
social theory. He believed that this social behaviorism 
carried ou~ :\forx's claim that historical materialism was 
empirical, starting from the factual situation of real men in 
objective circumstances and basing theories upon hn)oth
eses which are free of wishful or evaluative assumptions. 
Human beings, streets, religious books, prisons, gestures 
can be so described, and the>· ma>· be grouped in accord 
\\'ith physicalist theoretical systems. Happine~s and 
suffering, too, may he described empirically, even in a 
manner similar to ,1 mechanical description of space-time 
entities. But man, in some situations, dominates the law
like mechanism of the natural em·ironment. In i\'e11rath's 
typical formulation: former!~- when there was a swamp and 
man, man disappeared; nowada,·s the swamp disappears. 

But the language of mechanism is laden with myth and 
metaph'.l·sical presuppo~itions, and Neurath tried to elimi
nate all impure or careless terminology. Just as he would 
ban metaph'.l·sics as a misuse of unverifiable IJUt grammat
icall~· correct word-signs, so he wished to forbid soeial 
theorists to use words which carry multiple meanings and 
assumptions; he himself never used the word "capital." 
Sociological descriptions demand argument:-. over the 
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entire range of environmental and causal science; biologi 
l'al, geological, ethnological, and chemical statements must 
join social, psychological, economic, legal, and other stat<·
me11ts of purely human refere11ce. Hence it would lw use
ful to invent an empirical language suited to all thl' 
sciences, one which avoids descriptive distinctions that are 
the result of mere linguistic convention. Neurath hoped 
that empirical sociolog~· might be fornrnlated with clear 
and uni\'(Jcal phy-;icalist predicates. However, \\'l' start 
with inexact "clots," with indistinct and unanal~ zl'd e\'i
dence, and we must tolerate and e\'en carefully de\'ise a 
corresponding!~· rich vocabulary which is also amenable to 
analysis of regularities and at times to the neation of a 

calculus. 
~eurath often wrote of an essential uncertai11ty in all 

scientific description and predication, of the probabilistic 
nature of learning from experience. Historians should 
explain the present from knowledge of portions of the past, 
but to predict the future with precision is beyo11d us. 
There are too many ,·ariables; at least some of these are 
unknown, and the greater the anticipated cha11ge, the less 
our scientific assurance about its rc>alization. \Ve ma~, in 
i\:eurath's \iew, strive to construct a future state of affairs, 
hut \\'hether we feel hesitant or confident, we ha, e i11 
sociological lawlike historical statements no rntional 
ground for predictions that are certain. Moreover, sorn<· 
predictive statements, notably self-fulfilli11g or hortatmy 
prophecies, are codeterminant; they carry ca11sal Wl'ight 
,vhich disturbs their subject matter. Other predictions 
seem impossible on their face. How should a nation that 
could not invent the wheel predict the invention of the 
wheel? Others are too complex, \\'ill paintns in mist~· 
regions paint misty pictures or, just because of the misti
ness, sunny ones? ;\ eurath carried out this analysis of 
pseudorational certainty throughout his work, using it with 
a moral force. Decisions cannot he replaced by calculation 
or b~· reasoning-not in practical life, and not in scientific 
work. 

Scientific method. Physicalism was developed mainly 
hy i\e11rath and H11dolf Carnap. It may he seen as i\eu
rath's attempt to express, in epistemological term-;, the 
materialist (objecti\'e) foundation of knowledge, sinl'e the 
persistent recognition he gave to the natural fact of sociall~· 
intersuhjecti,·e agreement was a principal source of his 
antiphenornenalist role within the Vienna circle. Despite 
Neurath's insistence on a sharp distinction between 
scientific and metaphysical expressions hy means of cri
teria for empirical meaning, it was his view that intersub
jective agreement pro\'ides appro.ximate unanimity about 
the grounds for judgments, not for meanings. By use of a 
physicalist language, skeptical inquirers display and share 
a common standard for confirmation, Physicalisrn had tl1e 
further merit for Neurath that it was a linguistic doctrine 
which o\'ercame any systematic mutual incomprehension 
of special disciplines not by reduction to the special disci
pline of ph~'sics hut h~· a doctrine of reference to the gen
eralized ph~·sics of public space-time states (in the human 
rnacroscale ). 

Neurath freely admitted that this doctrine was a hypoth
esis; the world was assumed to be unified, a causal net
work whose multiplicity of descriptions should tend to
ward a unified language that includes the social, biological, 

and physical sciences, :\loreover, as an analysis of the 
prol'ess of scientific knowled,gc, physicalism programmat
ically explicated (for any special scienc{') the relations 
among the ph~·siology and social psychology of sensuous 
perception, the ph~·sics of experimental and measurement 
technology, and the krw\\'11 scientific or common-sense 
entities. Neurath saw ph~·sicalism as the further hypothesis 
that the world is knowable in principle everywhen· and 
throughout. Finally, in "Protokollsiitze" (H)3:2) :\eurath 
represented ph~·sicalism as pn)\'iding a sophisticated rl'\'i
sion of the doctrine of atomic hits of knowledge, c·onveyed 
h~· individual reports, or "basic sentences," also known at 
the time as "protocol sentences," hy demanding that they, 
too, he intersubjccti\'e and, however psychologically cer
tain, logically te11tati\'t· and empirically testable. Indeed, 
the truth of protocol sentences was attributable to their 
cohering role in a theory (or systPm of theories) to which 
empirical e,·idence gave confirmatory e\'idence, and con
sequently the possibility existed that a conflict between a 
particular protol'ol statement and a theoretical statement of 
more complex form and function might, by choice and for 
con\'enience, he resoh·ed hy discarding the protocol. Neu
rath lo11nd his early analysis of alternative hypothesis 
~yst<·ms and their fact-fitting auxiliar~, statements home out 
within this empirical l'Oll\'Clltioualist interpretation of the 
physicalist basis. 

Visual education. Both the 11nion of scholars and ordi
nan· workers and tl1e overcoming of national and linguistic 
di\'is;ons \\'(•re in :\eurath's mind when he began to <le
' C'lop his "Vienna method" of \'isual education. In rudi
ment, lw used a11 i11\'ariant and self-t>xplanatory pictorial 
sign for a gi,·en thing, so as to gi,·e quick information, 
unencm1ilH'red Ji~, irrelevancies a11d easily remembered. 
;\;t·urath\ ma.xirns wen· simple: he ,,.,·ho knows what best 
to omit is the best teacher; to remember simplified pic
tures is better than to forget accurate figures. 

Unity of science and encyclopedism. ;\;eurath was the 
prinl'ipal organizer of several related philosophical enter
prises. lh· 19:2~) the regular but informal Thursday meet
ing~ of philosopl1l•rs and sl'ientists who met for discussion 
with :\loritz Schlick in Vienna had gathered sufficient force 
to produce a noted manifesto of a scie11tific world concep
tion, signed hy '.\:eurath, llans Halm, and Carnap although 
it was largely :\t·math\ work. This led in the same year to 
tlw first of a series of international congresses for scientific 
philosophy. ;\;eurat!t's stress upon the unification of the 
sciences by means of a unifying language, unity of method, 
and interdisl'iplinary dialogue Jc.cl him to plan the Interna
tional Encyclopedia of Unified Science, edited by himself, 
Carnap, and Charles :\1orris as the principal effort of the 
rww Institutl' for the Unity of Science (founded in The 
llague in IY:36 and later removed to Boston, \1assaclrn
setts), directed chicfl~, by Philipp Frank. The first two 
introductmy vol11mes appeared in parts, but even these 
were still incomplete nearly two decades after Neurath's 
death. Only tlie Institute for Visual Education (lsotype) 
continued with vigor after 1945, directed by i\:eurath's 
colleague and third wife, Marie Reidemeister Neurath. 
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ROBERTS. COHEN 

NEW ENGLAND TRANSCENDENTALISM. The 
New Engl.incl transcendentalists ,,·t0 w ,111 inHuential but 
decided!~· heterogeneous group of ~ 01111g writers, critics, 
philosophers, theologians , and social reformers whose 
activities centered in and ,nound Concord, \Lrssaclrnsetts, 
from about 1836 to 1860. lnsofor as the~ can lw considered 
to have subscribed to a common hod~· of doctrine, their 
leader and spokesman was Halph \\'aldo Emerson 
(1803- 188:2). :\part from Platonism all(l l 1nitarian Chri,
tianity, the chief formatiH· intellectual inH11ence on the 
group was German idealism. It \\'as not, ho,,·e,·er, the 
dense and difficult epi,temological \\'orb of 1'.,mt, Ficlrte, 
Schelling, and Hegel that primarih- attracted the transcen
dentalists ; although near!~ all had made some attempt to 
read the German phi losophl'rs, ,·en fe,,· had perse,·ered to 
the point of mastering them. Rather, it was the more per
sonalized and poetic expressions of Coetlte, :'\m·alis, 
\Vordsworth, Coleridge, and Carh-le, together with the 
belletristic expositious of \lme. de Stai:·l's De /'Alle111ag11e 
(New York, I.SU) and \'ictor Cousi11's llltrodllctio11 CJ 

/'histoire de la philosophic (English translation, Boston, 
1832.) that rnm·ided Emerson and his disciples ,,·ith \\'hat
ever philosophical nourishment tlwy possessed. Thus, far 
from being in any strict ..,ense a prinraril~· philosophical 
movenwnt, '.\:ew England transcendentalism was first and 
foremost a literary phenomenon. lt was a passionate outcry 
on the part of a nr11nlier of hrilli.rnt and high)~· articulate 
young Americans \\'ho had become so intm.icatetl \\'ith the 
spirit of Europe,rn romanticism that the~· could no longer 
tolerate the narrow rationalism, pietism, and consen·atism 
of their fathers. 

After Emerson and Henn· Da\'id Thoreau ( 1817 - 18G:2), 
the more important early transcende11talists \\'ere \Villiam 
Ellery Channing ( 1780-184:2)-"Dr. Channing," as Em
erson called him-distinguished clergyman and social 
reformer, leader of the l 1 nitari,111 re,·olt against Cah·inism; 
Amos Bronson Alcott i l 7~J9- 1888), m~·stic, education
alist, and reformer; Ceorge Riple~· ( 180:2-1880), Ger-
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marri..,t, di,ciplt- o!' Fo11ri<·r, arrd m1<· of tlw fo1111dt·r, of 
till' Brook 1"an11 <·0111111111,it, ,111tl of Tlw Dial 1tll(' ('ltid 
lra11s('l'1Idt·11talist 1wriodi('al): ( h<·..,it's :\11g11st11, Bro,, 11,011 
I I.S0:3- 187h), jo11rnalist a1l(I <'Ing~ 111a11 \\'l1m<' lil<-lo11g 
attl-111pt to n·t·o1l<'il<· religions <·011, idiorr \\ itli radical 
,·ie\\'s ,1l1011t social rdorrn led l1i111 to <'llllirat·<·, irr t11r11, 
n<'arly <•,·t•r~ available ,·arid,· of Christianit\· frm11 Pn·s
li~·t<·riauis111 to Catholicism, Frl'deric I lem~ I lt-dgt· ( Pm.5-
1890), scholar, arrtl1orit~· rn1 Ct·rtn,lll pl1ilosopln, fo11nder 
in l.S:3fi of till' informal Tran,cend<'11tal c:l11li for .. ('\
cha11gt· of thought among those i11terested irr tlw IH'\\' 

\'iews in philosophy, tlwolog~· a11d literatme"; ~largaret 
F11l ler ( 1810- I 8.50), lite ran en tic. political radica I, femi
rrist, author of \\'oman i11 the Ni11etee11th Century ( 184.51, 
mid first editor of The Died ( 1840- 1844); Theodore Parker 
( 1810- 1860), dissenting Unitarian preacher and abolition
is t whose ordination discourse, "The Transient and Per
manent in Christi,mit~·" (deli\'{'rl'd in Boston in 1841 ), 
denied the necessity of believing in Biblical inspiration 
and in miracles and led Emerson to nickname him the 
Sa,·onarola of transcendentalism; Jones \'er~· ( 181.3-1880), 
poet and eccentric; James Freeman Clarke ( 1810-1888), 
Unitarian minister and religious pamphleteer; and Chris
topher Pearse Cranch ( 1813- lk~):2), minister, painter, 
critic, and poet. Among the later transcendentalists were 
John Weis ( 181K-1879), Samuel Longfello\\' ( 181!:.l- lmJ:2), 
J. E. Cabot ( 1821- HJ03), 0. B. Frothingham ( 18:2:2- 189.5), 
and ;\loneure D. Conwa~· ( 18.3:2-1U07). lt is debatable 
\\'hether ;\'athaniel l la\\'thorne should be counted as a 
transcendentalist, hut it is certain that, \\'ith othl'r major 
imagi11ati,'e \\'riters like J,1mes Russell Lowell, John 
Greenll'af Whittier, Henn· Wadsworth Longfellow, and 
\\'alt \\'hitman, I Ll\\'thorne O\\'ed much to his contact with 
transcendentalist Jll()(les of thought and feeling. 

The nature of transcendentalism. "\\'hat is popular!~· 
c,1 1led Transcendentalism among us," Emerson explained 
to a Boston a11diencl' in l.'{42., "is ldeali,m; ldealism as it 
appl'ars in 184:2" ( "The Transcendentalist"). Yet ,,·e must 
,1dd that it was a form of idealism that included and fre
quently confused tltl' technical or epistemological idealism 
of the posr-1'.antia11 philosophers and the more ,·agueh· 
understood "idealism"-in tlw ~l'nse of romantic aspira
tio11is111-of \\'orcbworth's "Intimations" ode and ;\'m·,tlis' 
Frag111e11tc. The term "tra11scend<·11tal" was derin·d, Em
erson claimed, from the 11se made of it h~· 1'.ant, \\'ho had 
demonstrated that there \\'as "a ver~· important class of 
id<•,1s, or imperatin· forms, which did not conw In· experi
ence, hut through which experience was ;1cq11ired; that 
these \\'en_• intuitions [sic] of the mind itself"; and that 
krnt had called them "Transct0 ndental forms." This some
what suhjective exposition (contrast, for example, Critique 
of Pllre Reason, B :2.5, A 11-12) led Emerson to conclude 
that consequent!~· "whatever belongs to the class of iutui
ti\'e thought, is popular!~· called at the present cla~· Tm11-
sce11de11tul." I kre, of course, the word "intuiti,·e" is being 
emplo~·ed in its most general sense, quite di,sociated from 
an~· philosophical use, so that Emerson could immediate!~· 
go on lamely to characteri7e the "Trarrscendentalist" as 
one ,,·ho displays a predominant "tendenc~· to respect [his] 
intrritions." 

The failure on the part of the 111m·ement's leader to gi\'(' 
any reall~ infmm,1ti\'C' definition of transcendentalism is 
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nc\'ertlwlC'ss instructivl'. B<"ca11se of thl'ir intellect11al 
l'clecticislll and avowed indi\'idnalis111, th<'ir sllbjectiv1· 
Lids a11d <'lT<·ntricitie!->, and, above all, tli<'ir wide range of 
al'li,·ities, which embrac-ed al1110st e\'l'r) aspect of Ameri
l'all cultural lifc· in tlw 111id-11i1l('lel'llth et·11t1n)·, a11)· at
tempt to !'XprC'ss tlw outlook of the '.\:ew England transct·11-
dentali!->ts in a single fonllllla i!-> hrn111d to fail. 0. H. 
Frotl1i11gliam was certainly rigl1t when h1· ad111itted tlwt 
transce1Hle11talis111 was not a s)·sll'matic thc·or)· of life ln1t 
!->Ometlii11g more like a !->tall' of mind, "an entllllsiaslll, a 
wave of sentiment, a l>rl'ath of mind that ca11ght Hp sncl1 as 
were prepan·d to rl'cl'i\'<' it, 1·lated thl'm, transported tlw111, 
and pa!->!->l'd 011-no man knowing whither it wt·11t." In a 
clear S<'ll!-><', how<·,·er, tlw transcendentali,ts were the• 
inheritor!-> of <Trtain lonlls of sensibility already Wl'II de
velo1wd within tlie Ellrop1·a11 romantic 1no,·e111C'11t: a ,·ag11e 
yet ex,tlting c·o11t·eptio11 of thl' godlike natme of tlie l1tm1a11 
spirit and aP in'>istem·e 011 the a11thorit)· of i11di\'id11al con
sci1·11t·e; a H·lat<·d l"l'!->fWd for tlw signilica11n· and a11to11-
om)· of <'\'!TY facet of l1H111a11 experielll'<' within the or
g,rnic totality of life; a co11\1·q1J< 0 11t esclwwal of all forms of 
metaphysical dnalism, rt·d1wtivism, and positi\'ism; nat11r<· 
concci,Td 111it a!-> a \'ast 111ad1illl' de111a11di11g i111p1·r!->011.d 
manipulation li11t as an orga11ism, as) mhol and analogll<' of 
lllind, and a mor,tl edllcator for the pod who c·a11 read lwr 
liierogl) phic!->; a !->ophi!->ticatl'd 1111d<'rstanding of the n-.,c•-., of 
histor) i11 wll-('11lt11r<'; i11 g1•11c·ral, tlw pla('illg of imagina
tion over reason, creativit)· above tlll'or), adion higher 
than contemplatio11, and a marked te11dc11cy to see tlw 
!->ponta1wo11s acti,·ity or ti)(' lTl'atin· arti'>t a, tlw 11lti111all' 
ad1iev<·m1·nt of civilizatio11-tlll'se were ti)(' mon• p!'r\'a
si\'e principles !->lian·d b)· all thinkers of the '.\:l'w E11i..:;L111d 
school. Yd if "idC'alism," or, hl'lter still, "ro111aHtil'is111," 
scr\'es ro11gldy to dC'note tlw genus of transcc•1Hl1·utali!->111, it 
is important to detenni1w th<' specific diaral'll'ri!->tics of ti)(' 
.-\merica11 \'l'rsion. 

American characteristics . . .\111('rica11 tra11-;n•nde11t.d i '>111 
differed from its E11ropeau coimterparh i11 at lea!->! two 
important ways. First, nnlik e most forn1s of E11rop<'all 
idealism in the 11inl'le<'nth c1·11tury·, tra11sce11d1·11hlis111 was 
not simpl)· doseh allil'd \\'itli <·011temporary· tlwological 
spe culation and debate hilt arm<" directly rnrt of it. Thl' 
m,1jorit)· of its original adlwrent!->, incl11di11g Channing, 
Emerson, Park1·r, Hipley, ,md Cranch, wert', or liad hc-l'11, 
Llnitarian clerg) men, and fro111 the point of viC'w of cultmal 
histor)· the ach-ent of transt·e11<lc11talisrn 11111st lw seen as 
the final lilil'ration of the Aml'rican relii.(ior1s consciousnC'ss 
from the narrow Calvinism that Unitarianism had aln_•,t<l) 
done 111tll'h to ameliorate. This is not, howc,·t·r, to imply 
that transn_•ndl'ntalism was primarily a 11w,·e11H·11t within 
the Christian church. For its outcome, ,is tlw works of 
Emerson and Thoreau, for example, amply testify, was 
essentially secnlar and humanist in the widest sense. 

Second, the later inception of romantic idealism in th<' 
L1 nited Stal<·\ led its exponents to less Auct11ating and at 
th e saml' time less radical programs of social reform. If the 
typical German or English romantic began with an en
tl111sia!->m for the ideals of till' French Revolution, became 
disillusio11ed hy the Terror, a11d ended his career a con
servative, Emerson's discipll's felt the outcome of tlie 
Revolution as something mor<' distant and, in any case, 

Europea11. Tll!'ir !->oci:il philo!->ophy wa!-> the 11at11ral mrt
corne of tlwir rt·adio11s to tlw ,·t·ry diff<'re11t Anwril'an 
scC'nl'. TII!' 111a_jority of tra11sl'<'11de11talists ll<'V<'r wav1·rt·d in 
their al'liv1· oppositio11 to slan•r)·, i1111wrialis111, h11rea11c
ratizatio11, and cult11ral philisti11is1n; yet, part))· beca11Se ti)(' 
llnited State·\ had alrt'ach adriev!'d a demonat'y and partly 
heca11se \Vl'!->ler11 <'Xpansio11 k1·pt eco11omic conditions rela
tively good, tlw transL·L·11<l!'11talists were not incited to tht' 
more extn•111t· forllls of political protest l'haral'teristic of such 
E11ropea11 i11heritors of idealism as ~brx a11d Proudhon. 

Bihl iogra phy 

!'!'rr, \liller·s two collt-Ttions, The Tra11sce1lllc11talist: A11 A11-
tho/og!/ (Ca1uliridge, '\1a,s ., 1~)50) and The Anwri<'a11 Tra11scen
dn1talists : '/'h('ir /'rose a11d l'octry (N1•w York, HJ.Si), prnvidt• 
1·xl·1·lle11t s1 ·l1·1·tio11~ of tra1t,l'l't1<lt'11talist writings; they also contain 
liililiographi1·,. ( l. B. Frothingham, Transcemlentalism i11 Netv 
E11gla11d: A llistory i:\ew York, !l--i7(i), i~ ,till the lie~t intf'lll'd11al 
hi-.,tory of tlw 1110,·t·111e1it. 

f\1ICIIAEL ~JOHAN 

NEWMAN, JOHN HENRY (180l-18~JO), English phi
lo!->oplwr of n·ligio11 and l'ardin:il of the Homan Catholic 
drnrcl1. I k Wa!-> horn in I ,011do11, th<' son of a l>anker (later 
a hrcwer) who gan· his< hildr!'ll a love of 11111si<' and litera
tnrl'. Tll!' ) 01111g '.\1 · \\·111a11 \\'a\ thoro11ghly familiar with th<' 

writings of hoth tlw ro111a11til' po<'ts an<l the Englislr deists. 
Haised as a11 A11glica11, IH· underwent a deep religious 
experience whl'll lie was 15, and tlwncdorth he was 
stro11gly <·onvinn·d of Cod's i11tl'rior pres1·nct' and provi
d<·11L-e. The 11wttoe!-> dro!->l'll hy ;,,.;ewman at this time fore
sliadow1,d bis r<·ligio11s q11est a11d interest in develop
ment: "Jloliness rather tha11 PL'.tL'L'," and "(;rowth the only 
evidence of lift·." 

11 <' 111atric1dated in I 8 Hi at Trinity CollPge, Oxford, 
wh<'re he r<'ad !->ln·1111011sly i11 tire classi('s and mathematics. 
A fellowship at ( hie! C<,ll!'g<• at Oxford won him entrn11cc• 
to ih <·0111111011 ro0111, wliil'lt pro\'!·rbially "sta11k of logic." 
111 18:2-4 '.\C'WI11a11 took holy orclt-rs. 

Tlw <>rit·l 11odin, l<·d hy Hicli.nd \Vhat<'ly, gav<> N1·w111a11 
a taste for cool logical a11alysis of religions problems. !!is 
gn,atest intl11t·11L'l' at Oxford was exerted i11 l'ompa11y with 
Hichard Froll(le, Jolin K1·hlc, and Edward B. 1'11sey. The 
Oxford mm'C'lllellt so11ght to revive a living, f11II sense of 
the churclr a11d tradition through a series of incisiv1· Tracts 
fi1r tltc Timcs (18:J:3- 1841 ), c11lminating i11 Newman's 
Tract UO, which t·,mwd him an official censure. Newman's 
historical resl'arch in the Clrnrcl1 Fathers and his theory of 
dL'velop11wnt in ( :liristia11 doctrine eventually convincl'd 
him that th<' idt·al of an Anglican ria media was illusory. 111 
1845 he wa!-> Wt't'i\'l·d into tll!' Homan Catholie d1urd1, 
in 1847 II!' was orcbin<'d, and in 1848 h<' estahlislwd th<' 
Birmingham Orntory as ,t ct·1tl<'r for those who shared his 
aspirations. 

Newman strnggl1·d f11tilely dming the years J8.5 J - ]858 
to s11cceC'd as rt·ctor of tbe n!'w Catholic University of 

Ireland, but political forc!'s W!'re too strong for him. Out of 
this defc·at, however, came his main educational work, Tlte 
Idea of a Unir.ersity (18.52, J8.5q), which looked forward to 
a new synthesis of scie11tific, lrnmanistie, and theological 
studies. Newman's strongly felt defense of his religious 
integrity and conversion ('Xf>rcssed in his Apologia Pro 



Vita S1w (18n..t) restored his rapport with educated readers 
in England. It also cleared the path for the presentation of 
his basic philosophical views 011 knowledge and his de
fense of the reasonable character of the act of religious 
faith. Newman regarded his Essau i11 Aid of a Cru111111ar of 
Assc11t (1870) as his wa~· of discharging an intellectual debt 
to his generation and to religious seekers of every age. In 
recognition of his distinguished service to the church, 
Pope Leo XIII created him a cardinal in 187!J. Even in his 
last years, Newman kept up an active interest in questions 
of science, Biblical criticism, and religious beliefs. 

Newman belongs in the tradition of British churchmen 
who have contributed to philosophical thought. This he 
did in the course of dealing with certain problems of a 
religious and theological nature. Ile was well read in such 
Enlightenment sources as I h1111e, Voltaire, and Paine and 
had an early awareness of the modern philosophical 
difficulties propounded against Christianity. Under pres
sure from such critics, Newman felt obliged to sift the 
grounds for his own adherence to theism and the Christian 
faith. He made a close study of the rati01ulistic ,1polo11:etic 
used by William Paley and by Whately in defense of the 
existence of Cod and the basic articles of the Christian 
creed. Although Newman appreciated their search for 
rigor, he remained unconvinced by their particular way of 
,1chieving it. Their formalism remained completely imper
sonal and abstract, leaving out of ,1ccm111t the process 
whereby the individual mind comes to see the import of an 
mgument and gives its assent to the statements under 
discussion. Newman found a mu<'h more realistic account 
of mental operations in the analyses of inquiry made by 
three sources: Aristotle (especially in the .\'ico111achca11 
Ethics), the Greek Fathers, and Joseph Butler. These 
sources all stressed the importance of probable reasoning 
and analogy, especial!~· in cases in\'!>lving contingent real
ities and moral questions. Some\\'hat to his surprise, :\ew
nrnn also discovered a similm stress in Bacon, i\ewton, and 
the Newtonians as soon ,1s they faced the problem of re
h1ting their formal structures to concrete nature. 

Formal and informal reasoning. ( :roping during his Ox
ford ~·ears for a \\·a,· of stating the dilfen·nce between the 
sequence of!ogical steps and the patl1 of the mind in disco,·
ery, i\e\\'IHan came to the distinction bet\\·een formal and 
informal re,1soning. In m,1thematics and formal logic, the 
regulati,·e principle is furnislwd Ii~· the formal relations 
among the elements of the argument and the internal 
consequence of ~teps. The relations can be stated in 
a genernl wa~ \\'ithout taking into account the difficulties 
that indi,·idual minds ma~ ha,·e in lollowing the formal 
entailments. From the logicornathematical standpoint, 
questions about our ,va~· of grasping the proof are either 
deemed irrele,·ant or a~~igned to the p-;~·chological or
der. '.'\ewman accepted this position insofar as it was 
meant to preserve the integrity of the standpoint of fornrnl 
reasoning and the rigor of its deductive method. But he 
was unable to accept \\'hately's rationalistic conclusion 
that nothing more is e,·er required for establishing a doc
trine than to exhibit its conformity with a pattern of formal 
reasoning. If a statement asserts something about existent 
things and if we are invited to accept this assertion, then 
something more is involved than the application of a gen-
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eral pattern of formal argument. The partic11lar ,vays of 
hacking the argument must lw considered, and they must 
lw considered by individual minds called 11pon to weigh 
their agreement with the world we experience. 

\\'hen '.\:ewman himself tried to set down in the t\110/0-

gia Pw Vita S1w the stages in his religious journey toward 
Catholicism, he found further evidence of his contention 
that the grounds and stages of argument in concrete mat
ters cannot he fully formalized. He did not regard religious 
inquiry as being peculiar in this respect, but rather as 
agreeing with the common human condition of informal 
reasoning. The religious inquirer uses his mind in much 
the same way as does the jurist, the historian, and the 
biologist: all share in a common pattern of inquiry that 
demands a distinctive and responsible use of intelligence 
moving in a region somewhere between formalism and 
ps~·chologism. A prominent task of Newman's main philo
sophical book, A11 Essau in Aid ,fa Cra111111(11· of Assent, 
was to explore the middle ground of inference that eludes 
complete formalization and yet achie\'es results capable of 
surviving tlw formal tests. In a general way, he described 
this region as a concrete personal mode of reasoning, 
which he customarily divided into natural and informal 
inference. 

"Concrete" reasoning. The reasoning is called "con
crete" as an indication of its ultimate terms of reference 
and control. i\ewrnan was strongly convinced that ours is ,1 
world of individual unit things, each of which has its 
unique nature and history. There is sufficient likeness 
among individuals to permit comparison and general state
ments, but there is no real identity and hence no com
pletely general w,1y of following the logical rules to estab
lish our statements about them. In the study of indi\'idual 
entities, a gap eventu,1lly opens between general rules and 
concrete matters of fact. It cannot be closed by carrying on 
some further manipulation of the fornrnl procedures in 
logic, and one is forced to bring into play the personal 
discernment of the living mind working upon what it ex
periences. Man's reasoning becomes conc-rete in response 
to this situation. 

\\'hen he inquires about concrete existents, each man 
assumes personal responsibility for the conduct of his own 
understanding. Although he cannot violate the logical 
system or the pattern of the language, he must determine 
issues that cannot he settled solely in their fornrnl terms. 
In the ordinarr course of life, a man does not stop to reflect 
upon the methodological issues im·olved but plunges 
directly into the particular matters at hand. Newman refers 
to this unreflective and implicit sort of concrete thinking as 
a natural mode of inference, one that is not hurdened by 
any second-level questioning about the kind of use being 
made of the mind. Every person is faced with practical 
decisions ,rnd moral choices that require a personal ,1s
sessrnent of the circumstances and particular me.ms and 
end in view. There is a point at which even a great military 
leader cannot rely solely upon the rules of strategy and his 
formal conception of warfare; he must place all these aids 
at the service of his personal estimate of a pmticular mili
tary situation in order to make ,t responsible decision. I le 
is directly engaged in concrete reasoning Ill the natural 
mode of inference. 
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Yet :\ewman did not restrict concrete reasoning to con
ditions of great practical stress, where reflection on one's 
method is a luxury that cannot be indulged. lie recog
nized the pattern of concrete intelligence in the judgments 
made by the historian, the art critic, the jurist, and the 
scientist. Ilere there is often an opportunity for attending 
to the problem of method. In the degree that men who 
lllake these judgments reflect upon their procedures and 
make an explicit theme of them, they are im·oh-ed in what 
:\ewman calls concrete reasoning in the infomrnl mode of 
inference. The concrete uses of intelligence are nO\V the
matized and critically controlled. The reasoning is infor
mal insofar as it deals with questions that cannot be settled 
by appealing simply to the formal logical rules, but still it 
is a quite deliberate and reflective way of reasoning. In
formal reasoning is required by our world of particulars, 
hut this world does not pre,·ent us from reflecting upon the 
way in which we explore and interpret it. 

The illative sense. ;\ ewman proposed the theory of the 
illati\'e sense to account for the certitude that may be at
tached to informal judgments. Here he was not trying to 
burden the mind with a new and esoteric faculty but 
sought instead to account for a definite feature of our in
tellectual acti\'ity. Hence he remarked that illati\'e sense is 
only a grand name for de~ignating a \'ery ordinary way of 
using the mind. 

A distinction is needed between certaint~· and certitude. 
:\e\\'man regarded certainty as a formall~ determinable 
quality of propositions and assigned ih study to the logi
cian. :\e\\'man\ o\\'n interest centers upon certit11de as a 
quality of the mind when it i-; engaged in l'oncrde reason
ing of both tlie natural and the informal sort. Concrete 
reasoning yields certitude when it enables us to recognize 
and affirm the truth of some proposition. Certitude is not 
achie\'ed, as the rationalists maintain, thrnutd1 an imper
sonal coercion of the mind by the force of the formal ele
ments contai1wd in it. In all reasoning, but especially in 
concrete inference, certitude consists in an adi\'C,' response 
of the mind to the weight and tenor of the argument, a 
li,·ing recognition of the meaning and the truth of the 
proposition that states some findings. Furthermore, this 
certitudinal apprehension of the truth of the proposition is 
an inalienably indi,·idual act. I come to grasp the import of 
an argument; I see the bearing of the evidence, I gi,·e my 
assent to the proposition as true. 

For my \\'arrant in accepting the proposition, I cannot 
fall back exclusiw0 ly upon the general canons of logic and 
the common structme of the language. Although :\ewman 
recognized their indispensable contribution by way of 
opposition to sentimentalism in thought, he belie,·ed that 
in the final analysis these elements cannot settle issues 
about the concretely existent. The ilbtive sense refers to 
the type of operation of tlie human mind as it eng,1ges in 
concrete reasoning, reaches a conclusion of inference, and 
determines whether to gi,·e its certitudi1wl assent to the 
inferred proposition about a concrete reality: 

The sole and final judgment on the validity of an in
ference in concrete matter is committed to the person
al action of the ratiocinati,·e facult~·. the perfection 
or \'irtue of which I hm·e called the Illative 

Sense. . It is the mind that reasons, and that con
trols its own reasonings, not any technical apparatus of 
words and propositions. This power of judging and 
concluding, when in its perfection, I call the Illntive 
Sense. (Grcwwwr, Ch. D) 

Thus when J\ewman claimed to be de,·eloping a theory of 
the mind more empirical thnn Locke's, he instanced this 
functional analysis of the illative sense. 

The illati,·e use of the mind is obsen·ahle not only in 
the concluding act of an inference in concrete issues but 
also at the outset and along the way of the reasoning. J\.'ew
man pointed out the need for a personal use of intelli
gence-especially in creati,·e work a~ done, for example, 
by :\'ewton or Cibbon-in order to suggest the governing 
hypothesis, to gaugP the strength of some particular stage 
in the inquiry, and to discern the bearing of many outlying 
investigations upon the main problem. \\'e seek to conduct 
ourselves responsibly in all these operntions, and the tenn 
"illative sense" refers to the intellectual mastery or per
fection that ,m indi,·idual develops for inquiries in some 
concrete field. It comes close to the Aristotelian habit of 
prudence or practical wisdom, except that it can reach into 
the speculati\'e order and attain certitude there. Newman 
added that despite a similar pattern of concrete logic for 
differPnt fields, the personal mastery cannot simply be 
transferred from one area to another. A man may give us 
good grounds for trusting his judgment in military affairs or 
biological questions, whereas he may he utterly lacking in 
sagacity in respect to political legislation. 

:\e\\'man did not isolate religious inquiry from other 
concrete uses of intelligence hut required it to conform to 
the common requirements of concrete inquiry. The reli
gious man is not concerned solely with abstract and gen
eral issues but seeks the truth about the reality of God, the 
person of Christ, the complex life of the church, and the 
indi,·icltwl soul's response to them all. These matters be
long iu the region of concrete existence and thus impose 
their o\\'n requirements upon the searcher's mind. The in
terested indi\'idual can11ot do justice to the issues if he con
fines hin1-;elf to what can be ascertained exclusively from 
the use of formal reasoning. Such a restriction is bound to 
lead to a noncommittal attitude, not because of the religious 
issues as such but because of the failure to make use of the 
concrete reasoning required by the situation. 

Probability and assent. At this juncture, however, :--:ew
man was confronted with a strong objection propounded 
hy William Frnude (brothn of Richard Frnude) and other 
members of the \'ictorian scientific community. They 
noted :'\ewman's statement in the Apologia about his 
agreement with Joseph Butle1 that probability is the guide 
of our life. In addition they noted the function assigned by 
'.\:ewman to the illative sense of discerning the conver
gence of probabilities among several strands of argument. 
To Froude, it seemed that the unavoidable result is tlrnt 
:'\ewnrnn's way of concrete reasoning c,111 yield nothing 
higher than a prob,1ble conclusion, which is essentially 
open to constant revision. This falls considerably short of 
the certitude claimed by Newman for the ,1ct of religious 
faith. 

Newman's treatment of this difficulty constitutes another 



major topic in the Cra111111ar of Assent. Indeed, the hook's 
title derives from his wrestling with this iss11e, as recorded 
in the following entry i11 his journaL "At last, when I was 
up at Glion over the Lake of Ceneva, it strnck me 'You are 
wrong in lwginnin!..'; with certitude-certitude is only a 
kind of assent-you ~limild begin with contrasting assent 
and inference.' On that hint I spoke, finding it a kc~' to my 
own ideas" (]011rnal, August I I, 186.5). In fixing upon a~
sent as something different from inference, Newman was 
able to clarify his position with respect to Froude's objec
tion. Ilis terminology was geared to the earlier, Lockean 
era in British empiricism, but the thrust of his argument 
concerns the relationship betvveen religious faith and what 
Charles Peirce was already calling the ideal of scientific 
fallibilism. 

Newman felt that at least one difficulty rested upon a 
linguistic confusion. His critics treated probability as a 
trait belonging to propositions and arguments, in which 
respect they contrasted it with the certainty of proposi
tions. But just a~ he considered certitude a quality of the 
mind, so Newman viewed probability as a relationship 
involving the mind in an existential situation, rather than 
as a relationship among propositions in an argument. In 
Newman's conception, reasoning is probable to the extent 
that it is nonformal. \\'henever inference is carried on in a 
context other than that of formal logic and mathematics, it 
is probable in the sense of not being governed by the 
intention of yielding a logicomathematical sort of proof. 
So understood, the probable is not contrasted with the de
monstrative and the certain a-; such, hut rather \\'ith the 
formal kind of demonstration and the abstract kind of cer
titude. \Vhenever the mind is inquiring about a concrete 
matter of fact, it is engaged in probable reasoning. This 
means that we are adapting our investigation to the concli
tions of particular existents, not that we are seeking only a 
weaker form of evidence and consequence in our reason
ing. Thus probability, as understood by l\'ewman, does not 
exclude certitude of assent bnt permits it to be achieved in 
matters pertaining to the concrete world and its connec
tions in being. 

Historically, Newman had to face Locke's restriction of 
probability to those inevident relations among ideas that 
permit neither intuitive nor demonstrative knowledge. 
Locke also held that belief is an act of assent that cannot 
rise above the probability of the inference leading to it and 
hence cannot enjoy the certainty of intuition or demon
stration. l\'ewman had two grounds of disagreement with 
this teaehing. First, there is no general rule necessarily 
subsuming religious assent under I .ockean probability. 
Whether there is certitude in an act of religious faith can
not be settled hy general stipulation about the meaning of 
probability and the judgment of belief There must be a 
direct examination of the particular case and its grounds 
for claiming something about the order of concrete fact. 
Second, the act of assent is no mere shadow or reduplica
tion of the conclusion of the inferential process. LT sing J. S. 
~lill's canons of induction, Ne\vman sought to show the 
distinctive nature of assent as an act of the mind that re
mains irreducible to either the fonnal conclusion of an 
inference or to its psychological correlate in the act of 
eoncluding. \\'e al\\'ays conclude in a referential and con-
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ditional way, in vi<'w of what the pre111i~e~ stat<'. But a~~cnt 
is made directly to the proposition a'> trne, lwnc<' a-;~<'nt 
intends the ccrtit11dinal acc(·ptance of the prnpo~itio11 in 
itself as being a tnie one. :'\<'Wllla11 llladc an extcn~i\·e 
analysis of such expressions as "half assent, "conclitio11al 
assent," and "hesitating a~~<'llt." These de~crilw circ11m
stances surron11ding th<' assent or feat11res of th<' content to 
which assent is given rather than the act of assent itself. 

The drift of l\'e\\'man's reph· to Locke and Froud<' is 
fairly clear. The sort of probability that he accepts as a 
guide and about which the illative sense must make an 
appraisal consists in a relation of the human mind to con
e.Tete modes of being. \\'e follow the way of prohahility 
when we adapt our analysis to the concrete particulars and 
make a personal appraisal of the particular evidence, Our 
concrete personal thinking does not always attain certi
tude, but there is no a priori reason drav.:n from the 
definition of assent and probability that prevents us in 
principle from attaining it. Furthennore, there remains a 
difference in struchnc and intention between the inferen
tial process and the act of assent. The revisahility attaching 
to the former, especially in scientific inquiries, does not 
prevent the achievement of assent with certitude in some 
concrete instances. Newman's defense of the certitude in 
the act of religious faith depends upon keeping inference 
and assent distinct, as well as upon interpreting probabil
ity in terms of his theory of concrete reasoning. 

Notional and real assent. Within the order of assent 
itself, Newman distinguished between notional and real 
assent. 11 is \"iew cannot be understood if it is taken as 
implying an opposition in principle between these modes 
of assent, or as assigning all the intellectual worth to real 
assent. The distinction is a functional one, arising from 
Newman's study of the interpretative operations of the 
mind. In assenting to a proposition, we can intend to ac
cept the statement itself as true or to accept the real thing 
intended by the statement. A notional assent is one made 
to the truth of the proposition itself, whereas a real assent 
is one made to the reality itself intended by the proposi
tion. Thus one may give a notional assent to Goel in terms 
of some abstract divine attributes and also give a real ,is
sent to God considered as a personal being who cares for 
one as an indi\·idual person, This is a matter of interpreta
tion on the part of the mind that i~ considering the state
ment. In the case of purely ideal inquiries, a notional as
sent is sufficient. But we live in a translinguistic world, 
and our questions reach out to the community of real 
existents, especially to other persons. Here, the mind's 
notional assent must he integrated with, and further per
fected by, a real assent to the very realities under investi
gation. 

For Newman, the fully appropriate intellectual response 
to our human situation is unavoidably a complex one, 
involving both notional and real assents. Taken by itself, 
the way of real assent is intense but unclarified. \\'e need 
to engage in hoth formal and informal inference, weighing 
the evidence caref11lh· and arri\'ing at a careful act of no
tional assent. Inference and notional assent are indispen
sable elements in human cognition; otherwise we could 
not weigh the pertinent evidence on an issue, d o justice to 
the difficulties, or formulate the theoretical findings with 
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cool precision of statement. Thus Newman assigned a 
Ltrge rol e to the modes of formal and informal inferenL·e 
and to notional assent in the total composition of human 
knowlnlge. 

B11t he also insisted 11pon the need for directly relating 
the mind to individual existents. The act of real assent 
achieves our intellectual orientation toward the domain of 
cont-rete existents and their values. It does so hy furnish
ing a concrete image of the individual being 11nder consid
eration and by establishing the relevance of that imaged 
reality to the inquirer's own personal life. Real assent does 
not necessarily ensure action, b11t it does furnish a neces
sary condition for our practical responses b~· directing 011r 
mind toward the real existent, grasped in an image that can 
appeal to our passions and will. 

There is a strongly theistic motive behind Newman's 
insistence upon blending inference, notional assent, and 
real assent. :\tan's relationship to Cod is not yet 011e of 
direct vision; hence we must engage in inference. Since 
theistic inquiry concerns a real existent, it is not enough to 
employ formal inference, even though its resources m11st 
be used to analyze and test our arguments. A cont-rde 
personal mode of reasoning is also required in order to 
proportion 011r inquiry as fully as possible to the situation 
of man's search after the truth about Cod. Our aim must he 
the complex one of attaining some definite and well
grounded propositions to which we can legitimately give 
our notional assent, and also of forming a concrete image of 
the personal, morally good, and providential Cod to whose 
reality we can then give our real assent and practical at
tachment. 

Conscience and the moral life. Newman's final philo
sophical problem in the Grammar was to describe the area 
where he personally could realize this synthesis of intel
lectual acts hearing on the being of God. lie readily ad
mitted that there are many ways to Cod and that many 
natural informants lead us to him: the way of causality and 
purpose, the meaning of human existence and history, and 
the import of our moral life. As a reader of H11111e and a 
contemporary of Darwin, however, :'l:ewman refused to 
grant independent value to the design argument, whicl1 he 
regarded as a supplementary way of looking at nature on 
the part of those who already accept Cod 1m other grounds. 
To reach the transcendent, personal Cod, Newman exam
ined the witness of our moral life, for this is a personal 
region where relations with other persons are best estab
lished. It is here that we have the experience of con
science, of being under command to do and not to do, of 
being responsible to a just and caring person who tran
scends our human reality but does so in a way that keeps 
him personally concerned about our conduct. Conscience 
as a commanding act discloses the full human situation of 
our responsibility toward the good Cod. 

Three features of the living command of conscience 
recommend it to Newman as the best way of achieving real 
as well as notional assent to God: its intentional character, 
its personal significance, and its practical ordination. The 
dictate of conscience by its very structure refers the con
scientious man beyond himself, pointing him toward the 
reality of the supreme lawgiver and judge of his moral 

actions. This is not a purely abstract orienting of 011r mind 
hut involves a concrete image of ( ;od as our concerned 
father. Another advantage of th<' ,va~· of conscience is that 
the moral relationship in which it comists is personal in 
both poles of reference. Conscience engages me precisely 
as a personal self; hence it enables me to give a real assent 
to Cod as a morally concerned person. Finally, the acts of 
conscience relate us to the personal Cod in a concrete way 
that leads to moral and religious actions. Hence the ap
proach to Cod from conscience encourages 11s to assent to 
the truth about God not only notionally but really, not only 
in respect to our propositions but also in respect to the 
personal, provident reality of God himself as the practical 
goal of our knowledge and love. 

As a reader of Hume and l\till, Newman was very sensi
tive to the naturalistic criticism based upon physical and 
moral evil in 011r world. He suggested that the moral prob
lem of theism be treated within a moral context. One can
not pose an objection to theism on moral grounds and then 
rnle out the conditions that would permit theism to pre-;ent 
its moral type of interpretation. Heal assent to Cod as the 
lord of conscience furnishes a frame of reference for wres
tling with evil and discerning his providential presence. A 
mind that is carefully fanned upon the theistic i1nplica
tions of conscience "interprets what it sees around it by 
this previous inward teaching, as the true key of that maze 
of vast complicated disorder; and thus it gains a more and 
more consistent and luminous vision of God from the most 
unpromising materials. Thus conscience is a connecting 
principle between the· crcat11r<' and his Creator" ( Gram
mar, Ch .. 5). \\'hereas the naturalistic critic appeals to the 
vast disorder as an antecedent reason for withholding our 
assent from Cod, Newman asks 11s to secure first of all the 
inward principle of interpretation provided by the person
al and moral relation of men to the lord of conscience. The 
work of this principle is not to soften or gloss over the 
power of evil, but to bring in the other considerations 
concerning Cod and moral man that will enable us to un
derstand and work with hope against physical and moral 
evil in our world. 

Historical development and social principles. Like 
other nineteenth-century thinkers, Newman was dissat
isfied with the older empiricism's emphasis on the solitary 
and static individual perceiver. Hence he widened his 
horizon to include the social, developmental, and histori
cal aspects of human experience. !!is Essay on the Devel
opment of Christian Doctrine (184,5) opens with a chapter 
on the general nature and kinds of development among 
ideas. Here Newman explores the logic of those social 
ideals that grip the minds of men and account for develop
ments in their beliefs and instit11tions. 

For Newman, two questions are of prime importance in 
understanding the social growth of ideas and institutions: 
Why do certain ideas display themselves only through 
historical development? \Vhat pattern is common to di
verse sorts of developing social principles? As an answer 
to the first question, Newman points to the interpretative 
activity of many minds as they are engaged in judging, 
relating, evaluating, and dealing practically with our com
plex world. There are some meanings that can be worked 



out only in this gradual social way. Historil'ally important 
ideas arc those that l'ontain many fal'ets ;md require the 
interpret;1tive activity of many minds, testing and develop
ing them over many years. "OrdinariJ~, an idea is not 
brought home to the intellel't as objective except through 
this variety; like bodily substances, which are not appre
hended except under the clothing of their properties and 
results, and which admit of being walked around, and 
surveyed on opposite sides, and in different perspectives, 
and in contrary li1.,J1ts, in evidence of their real it~·" ( De
velopment, Ch. 1). \Ve l'an grnsp the intentional structure 
of basic human meanings only through studying their 
various perspectives, forcing them to enter the b;1ttlefield 
of critical discussion, and sometimes embodying them in 
visible, powerful social institutions. 

Newman also suggested that there is a common pattern 
of development that has certain traits distinguishing a 
healthy growth from a sickly one. His seven criteria for 
genuine development are preservation of the type of prin
ciple that is socially influential, l'Ontinuity of these princi
ples, their capacity for assimilation of new data, their logi
cal sequence in organizing a complex social process, their 
anticipation of their own future, conser\'ation of their past 
achievements, and their chronic vigor. Ile deliberately 
illustrated these criteria by showing their development 
in kingdoms, el'onomic policies, religious con\·ictions, 
scientific hypotheses, and philosophical theories. Although 
the entire analysis is ;1pplicd ultimately to the theological 
question of development among Christian doctrines, New
man's comparative use of empiril'al materials indicates the 
wider significance of his study of the dynamics of human 
thought and institutional forms. I le himself, in fact, makes 
an explicit application of this theory of development to the 
ideas of civilization, the political constitution, and the 
university. 

The university. Newman's effort at interpreting the 
\Vestern ideal of the university in the context of his theory 
of development is ren·aled in The Idea of a University. He 
was more keenly aware than most of his contemporaries 
that the crucial decisions ;1ffecting the course of culturnl 
development were being made within the university. It 
was replacing the episcopal palace, the hanking house, and 
the parliamentary floor as the re;1\ center for determining 
the long-range direction of human history. Newman looked 
for a fresh synthesis of tradition and originality in the uni
versity community. The task of such a community is to 
educate men for the world by gradually introducing them 
to the full complexity of our humanistic, scientific, and 
religious interpretations. This it should try to do by culti
vating an understanding of the various methods and ways 
of knowing, along with an a-<vareness of their differences, 
limitations, and possibilities for unification. 

As a Catholic churchman, :'\ewman devoted the bulk of 
his writings to problems raised by the Christian faith and 
its pral'tical institutions, especially as they are brought into 
close relation with modern humanistic and scientific ideas. 
His contributions to these issues might be considered as a 
sustained effort at education that draws its strength from 
hoth Christianity and the other components in the univer
sity ideal. 
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.TA~IES COLLI'.\'S 

NEW REALISM arose at the turn of the twentieth cen
tury in opposition to the Idealist doctrines that the known 
or perceived object is dependent for its existence on the 
act of knowing and that the immediate)~· perl'ei\'ed object 
is a st,1te of the perceiving mind. The Austrian philoso
phers Franz Brentano and Alexius :'\1einong first enun
ciated the cmdinal tenet of this new realism: that what the 
mind knows or perceives exists independently of the acts 
of knowing and perceiving. Developing mainly as a po
lemic against Idealism, this new realism was represented 
prior to moo in England in the works of such men as John 
Cook Wilson, Thomas Case, H. \V. B. Joseph, and H. A. 
Prichard. Similar realist polemics were taking place in 
Sweden and Italy. 

In America the movement known as ;\'evv Realism dates 
from the critical writings of William P. Montague and 
Ralph Barton Perry in 1901-1\J0:2. Their immediate aim 
was to refute Josiah Royce's "refutation" of realism, which 
he had based on the claim that the knower and the known 
could not be independent of each other and still be relat
ed. The movement took definite fonn when :'\tontague and 
Perry were joined by four others in a statement of a New 
Realist program ("The Program and First Platfonn of Six 
Realists") in l!Jl0. 

In England, New Realism took explicit form in the 
works of T. P. Nunn, Bertrand Russell, and C. E. :'\loore. 
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In l>otli America and England, :\e\\' Realists asserted 
tlw indqiendence of consciousness and its object, hut 
st·rim,, differences soon appeared bet\\'een the l\\·o groups 
and lwtween indi\·iduals within each gnrnp. The di!
fert·m·t·s were particularh· noticeable in tl1<'ir statement... 
about the nature of consciousness and of its object, and of 
the relation between them. \loore claimed that the act of 
consciousness included both a nonmental, independent 
ohic'L't and a tran-.pare11t, or "diaphanous," mental act 
of consciousness. I le agreed with Brc>ntano and \leinm1g 
that con,L·io11snes, in\'Cih-ed a\\'are11t:>s.., in the form ot ,m act 
of intendi11g ,onwthing other than it...elf. To ha\<' an idea. to 
percei\'e or be a\\'are at all, is already to he beyond con
sciousness and to he confronted by an independent object. 
American :\ew Realists, on the other hand, took their \"iew 
of consciousness from \\'illiam James. \\'hile he, too, de
scribed consciousness as a relation, James denied that 
there was anything uniquely mental or psychic about it at 
all, and associated consciousness rather with the beha\·
ioral responses or functions of the organism. 

But there were also differences bel\\·c0 en \loore, :\unn, 
and Rus-.ell. :\unn argued that both primar~ and ,econdar~ 

qualities not only exist as they are percei\·ed, hut also are 
really in their objects, whether percei\'ed or not. lie e\·en 
argued that pain is something independent of mind, with 
which mind ma\· come into various relations. In this he 
was closer to the American :\e\\' Reali ... m of Perr~ and 
E. B. Ilolt. Russell was influenced b\· :\1mn's \"ie\\', hut his 
:\e\\' Heal ism took a frankly Platonic tum that brought it 
closer to the :\e\\' Realism of \lontague. Hussell's Realism, 
howe\·er, was soon significantly altered. Another \·ariant of 
English :\e\\' Realism, perhaps more a cle\'elopment from 
it than a \'ersion of it, was Samuel :\lexander's. lt, too, 
resembled American :--.:ew Healism. 

A:\IERIC AN NEW REALIS:\I 

Although American, English, and, to a lesser extent, 
European :\ew Healists influenced 011e another, it was 
among the Americans that \:ew Realism flourished, partic
ularly as a mo\'ement. Their aim was to produce an ac
count of how a real object could he present in conscious
ness and knowledge and still be independent of that 
relation, and the~ sought to do this without a dualistic 
separation of knower and known. "The independence of 
the immanent" \\'as their manifesto. Their first platform 
statement consisted of six lists of doctrines that had been 
discussed at length, revised, and agreed to by all, and that 
all thought were consistent. The lists were signed by Holt 
and Perry at Harvard, \\'alter T. .'.\larvin at Rutgers, \1011-

tague and \\'alter B. Pitkin at Columbia, and Edward C. 
Spaulding at Princeton. 

At a Philosophical :\ssociation meeting in itJrnJ, fi\·e of 
these six had found themsel\'es in agreement against a 
common foe that still spoke with authority and was lis
tened to with deference: Idealism. Pitkin and \lontague 
are credited with the idea of translating their agreement 
into an articulate statement, and papers soon began circu
lating. F. J. E. \\'oodbridge at Columbia ga\·e encourage
ment, although he declined an invitation to join . .'.\lon
tague, in "Confessions of an Animistic \laterialist," 

described E. B . .'.\lcCil\'ary, \!orris H. Cohen, J. E. Bondin, 
J. Lo\\'enberg, and Douglas C. :\lacintosh as "unofficial" 
'.\:ew Realists. Believing that philosophic disagreements 
were the result chiefly of a lack of precision and uniformity 
in the use of \\'Orcls, plus a lack of planned cooperation in 
research, the original six banded together in the hope of 
re\'ealing the genuine philosophic disagreements that 
were more than lllere differences of personal opinion. 
They hoped thereh~· to open the way to the solution of 
genuine philosophic disputes. They called for a new alli
ance between philosophy and science and formulated a 
statement of principles and doctrines, a program of con
strncti\·e work \\'ith a method based on these, and an 
agreed-upon system of axioms, methods, hypotheses, and 
facts. 

In llJl:2 they puhl ished their cooperati\·e \'olume, The 
Snc Realism; Couperatirc Studies i11 Philosophy. Al
though they were still preoccupied with polemics, the six 
authors hoped to go beyond criticism to produce a com
plete philosophy that would play a major part in human 
thought. They saw themsel\'es as proponents of a doctrine 
concerning the relation between the knowing process and 
the thing known. They described their most urgent prob
lem (on<' that had not been resoh·ed by nah·e realism, 
d11,tli,111, or ,ulijecti\·ism I as how to gi\·e an adequate ac
count of "the facts of relati\·ity" in the knowing process 
from a Realist point of \'iew; how, in other words, to recon
cile the apparently hopeless disagreement of the world 
presented in immediate experience with the true or cor
rL'ctecl system of objects in whose independent reality they 
helie\·ed. \\'hile \:e\\' Realism succeeded in showing the 
fatal weaknesses in dualistic answers to this problem, it 
nonetheless failed to pro\'ide an adequate answer of its 
own, 

The "facts of relativity." :\ew Realism faced the abo\'(_' 
prohlclll not j11,t !w(·a11-.t' Iclealisw had failed to resoh-e it 
ln1t ,tl,o lwcaml' ldeali ... m had 111acle it impossible to ig
nore tlw..,e "fact, of relati\·ity." Thm, a11\· attempt by !\cw 
Heali ... t... to rl't11rn to the nai\'(_•tt', of earlier doctrines of 
realism, to a primiti\·e notion that nothing intervenes be
t\\'een subject and object (particularly nothing attrihutalile 
to the subject), was out of the question. Equally closed to 
them was any recourse to a Lockean or Cartesian dualism 
\\'hich, they thought, ne\·er escapee! the subject's own 
mental states. The third traditional answer to the problem, 
suhjecti\'ism, was also impossilile. Of the three approach
es, subjectivism was most often the object of criticism by 
i\ew Realists, and they identified it as thL' fatal doctrine of 
Idealism. They saw it as an illicit argument from the 
"ego-centric predicament," an argume11t based on the 
difficult~ of concei\·ing kno\\'11 tl1ings to exist independ
ently of their being known. \:e\\' Healists refuted Idealism 
by refuting this argument, but then it became their turn to 
reconcile the facts of relati\·ity, of which the predicament 
\Vas one, with their theory of the independent existence, or 
reality, of objects of consciousness and knowledge. 

:\ew Realist writings thus were largely devoted to such 
facts of relati\·ity as illusion, error, secondary qualities, 
and-later-choosing, \'aluing, mea11ing or intending, and 
purposing. The :\e\\' Realists also thought that Idealislll 
had gone too far in its \'ie\\' of the subject's role. However, 



if Idealism went too far in that direction, l\:e\V Healis111 
went too far in the opposite direction; its polemical theory 
of independence could not be reconciled ,vith the facts of 
relativity. This in turn provoked such reactions as Critical 
Healism, Perspective Healism, aud Objective Helati\'ism. 

Chief among the positive aspects of the doctrines of the 
New Realists was what they called the "emancipation of 
metaphysics from epistemology," the result of their theory 
of independence. Contrary to the Idealist claim that know
ing was the universal condition of !wine: and hence con
stitutive of it, the New Realists arr:ued that knowine: and 
being were independent. This, Perry showed, did not 
mean they were therefore unrelated, as Royce had argued, 
but simply that there was not the particular relation of 
dependence between them. Dependence is a special type 
of relation in which the dependent element contains, im
plies, or is exclusively caused or implied by that on which 
it is dependent. Between knowing and being, therefore, it 
was possible for there to be relations both of independ
ence (external relations) and of dependence (internal rela
tions). In holding out this possibility a_gainst the Idealist 
claim that all relations are internal, New Realism became 
identified with a theory of external relations. 

In "immediate and intimate connection" with this 
theory was the doctrine that the content of knowledge is 
numerically identical with the thing known; things, when 
consciousness is had of them, become contents of con
sciousness, thus figuring both in the external world and in 
"the manifold which introspection reveals." This view was 
very close to James's Neutral ~lonism, hut only Ilolt 
worked out its fullest implications. The theory of numeri
cal identity soon became the target of critics of l\:ew Heal
ism, and it was difficult to determine whether, and to what 
extent, any New Healist other than Ilolt maintained it. Yet 
for a time, at least, it was said to be fundamental to New 
Realism. If there was a numerical identity between con
sciousness and its contents, then the "things" of thought 
would have to be gi\'en full ontolor:ical status along with 
the "things" of sense. This the New Realists claimed to do 
in their volume. They said they were Platonic Realists in 
granting this status to suhsistents as well as existents. 
Here, again, a belief held hy all in the beginning became 
in the end the belief of but a few, notably ~lontague and 
Spauldinr:. 

The egocentric predicament. The facts of relativity 
haunted New Realism throughout the life of the move
ment. That the New Realists ultimately failed in their 
professed aim of doine: justice to these facts was in pmt the 
result of their constant polemical concern with asserting 
their doctrine of independence against Idealism and in 
part the result of their foilur~ to reco,gnize some possibly 
constitutive elemenb within the knowing relation. One 
such fact was the egocentric predicament, described by 
Perry as the fact that the "extent to which knowledge con
ditions any situation in which it is present cannot be dis
covered by the simple and conclusive method of direct 
elimination" ("The Ego-centril· Predicament"). Perr~ 
thou_ght thi~ wa-; merely a methodological difficulty, one 
faced by all philosophers. Idealism had used it to argue 
that since it was impossible to discover anything that is, 
when discovered, undiscovered by someone, therefore it is 
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impossible to discm't·r auythiur: that is uot thought The 
argument, l'err) <·onteuclPd, n·sted 011 a co11fu~ion between 
''<·verything which is known, is b1u1c11," and "everything 
which is, i~ known." 

Perry concluded that the predicament could not lw used 
to support either Idealism or Healism. Idealists could not 
use it a~ an argument for dependem·e, or internal relations, 
and New Healists could not use it as an argument for inde
pendence, or external relations, But while exposing its 
illicit use, l\:ew Healists did not offer a convincing way out 
of the predicament. As a test for the dependence or inde
pendence of any element in consciousness, Perry proposed 
that insofar as the element was deducible from anythine: 
other than consciousness, it was independent. To lw de
pendent, or subjective, the element would have to lw 
exclusively determined by consciousness, I lo\\'e\'er, it was 
pointed out, the predicament w01rld prevent us, by the 
very test Perry proposed, from reachine: an object that we 
could he sure was independent of consciousness, for we 
would be usine: consciousrwss (deduction) in order to get 
to it. 

Spaulding maintained that New Healism had provided a 
solution to the predicament and that this solution was its 
most impo1tant doctrine, I le argued that any sort of analy
sis purporting to discover-and not merely create-what is 
there would be impossible if it did not presuppose a Heal
ist position; that is, presuppose relatedness with inde
pendence. Even a theory that argued against the Realist 
position would hm·e to take that position toward the 
very state of affairs it described, assuming that it was a _gen
uine state of affairs, not one created, altered, or modified by 
\·irtue of the knowing relation, Every philosopher, know
ingly or not, solves the predicament by the Realist attitude 
he assumes toward his subject. But the question remained: 
\Vhat warrant do W<· have for such an assumption? 

Pitkin attempted to support the doctrine of external 
relations by refuting the asse1tion that hiolor:y provided 
evidence for the internalist view. On the contrary, he 
argued, biology supports the externalist view through the 
discovery that or.~anic parts do not depend upon the whole 
in which they naturally occur; and an organic whole does 
not depend upon its individual pa1ts for its total specific 
organic character_ 

Beyond this, and apart from showine: that independence 
did not rule out relatedness, the New Realists did not 
demonstrate how the knowing relation was external and 
independent, nor did they show hmv the facts of relativity 
were to be reconciled with external ity and independence. 
In their cooperative volume they had refused to recognize 
ultimate immediacies, or any nonrelational or indefinable 
entities other than the simples in which they claimed 
analysis tenninates. Their view that the knowing relation 
was external required such simples, or "neutral entities," 
that would maintain their identity no matter what relations 
they entered into, But it was never dear why analysis had 
to stop where the Ne\v Healists said it did-usually with 
the simples of mathematics and logic. l\or was it clear 
whether these simples were the product of their analysis 
or a genuine discovery by it. 

Epistemology and ontology. In its comtructi\'(_' phase, 
New Realism proposed an epistemological monism and an 
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ontological pluralism. James had argued that conscious
ness was not a substantive entity, and \loore similar!~· 
argued that it was diaphanous and transparent. In both 
cases, consciousness of something was ,·iewed as a direct, 
unrnediated, immanent affair. All content of consciousness, 
with the exception of \loore's psychical, diaphanous ele
ment, was thus objecti,·e in the sense that it consisted of 
objects in the real, external world. This was :\ew Realism's 
epistemological monism: thought and its object are nu
merically the same. 

Its ontology was pluralistic, howe,·er: some element~ of 
the object would not he found in the consciousness of that 
obJect Any elements in consciousness not found in the 
object would give consciousness a constituti,·e role beyond 
mere selection or grouping. The problem was to account 
for all of the "facts of relativity" through the selecti,·e and 
grouping function of consciousness without jeopardizing 
the :\ew Realist theory of immanence which asserted that 
it was the "real" objects of the external world that were 
present in consciousness. 

There were two principal positions taken on this matter 
among :\ew Realists. \lontague called them the left and 
right wings of ;\ew Realism. One was :\eutral \lonism, 
developed by Holt and, to a lesser extent, hy Perry, hut 
e\'enh1ally abandoned by both. The other was a Platonic 
Realism developed by \lontague into what he called Sub
sistential Realism. 

Holt and Perry. :\eutral \lonism deri,·ed from Jarnes's 
idea of "pure experience." Pure experience was pure 
because it was uncontaminated by such distinctions as 
"object," "content," "subject," or "knower and known." It 
was "neutral" in tem1s of these distinctions: such distinc
tions could only be made later in terms of the relations 
between portions of pure experience :\. "thing" could he 
said to be one portion of pure experience that was repre
sented by another portion. :\ "thought" could he said to he 
one portion of pure experience that represented another 
portion. The dualisms of "inner" and "outer," mind and 
body, thus were undercut. :\II such distinctions were a 
matter of relations between bits of pure experience, but 
these relations had to be external. Hence, "mental," "non
mentc1l," "real," "extern,11," and "physical," are accidental 
features. ;\ew Realists thus were driven hack to a realm of 
indefinable simples that come into and go out of various 
relations but never change their original identities. \\'here 
could such a realm be found? :\.nd what could the-.e sim
ples be? 

\\'here James thought the~· were hits of pure experience 
(and may ha,·e been working toward an identification of 
experience with nature). Holt and Perry, influenced by 
de,·elopments in mathematics and symbolic logic, found 
these entities in a mathematical - !o).!;ical realm of "being." 
It was a realm of entities ha,·ing no definition or identity: 
neutral entities. These entities were similar to the simples 
that the :'\ew Realists had said analysis ultimately dis
closes. \\'hat we call consciousness is a grouping of these 
entities resulting from the selecti\'e (although not constitu
tive) response of the nervous system. This explanation 
enabled Holt and Perry to maintain the :\ ew Realist claim 
that consciousness and its objects were identical: error and 
illusory experiences were no less objective or real than 

veridical experience. However, it failed to give an account 
of the difference between objects grouped and objects not 
grouped by consciousness. :\.nd it was still no easier to 
gi\'e an account of the organism's response to objects that 
were spatially or temporally distant. 

.\!though he espoused :'\eutral \lonism in his early 
years, Perry never went as far as Holt. He admitted that 
error and other nmfferidical experiences were cases of 
"mis-taking" entities for something other than what they 
are. In a later de,·elopment he identified this mis-taking as 
an anticipation or expectation of an event that does not, 
when acted on or ,·erified, occur as expected By this time, 
however, Perry had departed from the Kew Realist theo
ries of independence and immanence. 

Spaulding and Montague. Spaulding also identified 
error as a mis-taking, but he described it as a case of taking 
something to be existential that was only "subsistential." 
This mis-taking was the only subjective feature in con
sciousness. Therefore, he concluded, illusory objects and 
errors are ohjecti\'e and real because both the existential 
and subsi-.tential are ohjecti\'e and real. It is the taking of a 
thing to he what it is not that is the psychic or subjective 
element in consciousness, and the problem of error-why 
error occurs-is one for psychologists and not for philoso
phers. Along with Pitkin, Spaulding also took a behaviorist 
,·iew of consciousness, describing its objects as nonspatial 
projections or climemions of spatial objects resulting from 
the interaction of organism and environment. 

The second major attempt to formulate a New Realist 
epistemology and ontology consistent with the doctrines of 
independence and immanence was developed furthest by 
\\'. P. \lontag11e, the on!~· one of the :\'ew Realists who 
argued for uniquely mental, subjecti\'e elements in 
knowledge and experience. \\'hile admitting this was du
alism, he insisted it was not the psychophysical dualism 
rejected by :\ew Realism. He invoked a realm of subsis
tents, identifying them as propositions of which existential 
propositions, and hence existence, were a part. Error was a 
case of mis-taking tht- "merely" subsistential to be an 
existent as well. 

Critiques of New Realism. All of these attempted solu
tions raised the question of whether :'\ew Realism's epis
temology, based on an independently real object imman
ent in experience, could coexist with its \'iew that the real 
object was part of the comrnon-sense world. \\'hen the 
independence of the object of knowledge was emphas ized, 
the facts of relativity were slighted, but the object could 
more easil~· be identified with common-sense objects. On 
the other hand, when immanence of the object was em
phasized, it tended to lose its common-sense quality, be
coming instead a neutral entity, or subsistent, or simple, 
supposedly disclosed by a rather sophisticated analysis. At 
the same time, howe\'er, the facts of relativity cou ld more 
easily be taken into account. The fonner emphasis moved 
in the direction of dualism; the latter in the direction of 
monism. 

Criticisms of :'\ew Realism in the second decade of the 
twentieth century were concerned mainly with show ing 
that the organism intervenes in a considerably less naive 
way than the :\' ew Realists had thought and that their the
ories of external relations, independence, and immanence 



did not adequately account for what was given in knowl
edge and experience. Describing New Heal ism as the first 
phase of the "revolt against dualism," A. 0. Lovejoy said 
its constructive program argued that since nothing "men
tal" could he admitted without leading to subjectivism and 
skepticism, therefore no content could be held to be psy
chically generated or dependent upon percipient functions. 
New Realism was left with things in a pmely external 
relation to consciousness, or at best a bare and sterile 
awareness of them. In rejecting all mediated knowledge, 
he argued, New Realism could only hold the position that 
all content of experience must he identical with reality; 
everything before or "to" mind or (.'Onsciousness was "ob
jective." When this claim collided with the manifestly 
dispar,1te content of nonveridical e:,;i1erience, an objective 
but "subsistent" content was said to be directly IHesent or 
immanent: or, alternatively, this content was said to he no 
less objective than veridical content because it was at 
bottom ("neutrally") the same as it. But, Lovejoy concluded, 
this was little more than what the earlier naive, or common
sense, realism had said. 

Although the New Re,1lists hoped to produce other 
collections of studies, and although their discussions con
tinued through HJ14, according to Perry disagreements 
that had been subordinated and only imperfectly con
cealed, divergence of interests, and the ambition of ead1 tc, 
write his own book soon divided them. As a movement, 
New Realism was soon displaced b~· the second major 
realist movement of the twentieth centuP,, Critical Real
ism, which also develo1K•d and published a platform and 
joint program. 
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THO~IAS ROBISCHO:'\ 

NEWTON, ISAAC' (164:2-17:27),wastheEnglishmathe
matician and ph:vsicist whose fundamental work revolu
tionized the study of the physical world. Newton was born 
at Woolsthorpe, near Crentham. He attended Trinity Col
lege, Ca111bridge, graduating, apparently without special 
distinction, in 166.5. In the autumn of that year, the uni
versity was closed because of the plague, and Newton 
retired to \\'oolsthorpe, where he remained for about IS 
months. During this period he formulated the basic fea
tures of his great work in mathematics, mechanics and 
astronomy, and optics: his theories of "Huxions" (calculus), 
motion and gravitation, and the composition of light. In 
1667 he returned to Cambridge, where, on the retirement 
of hi,.; former teacher, Isaac Barrow, and with the latter's 
backing, he was appointed Barrow's successor as Lucasian 
professor of mathematics. Not until 1G69 dicl he communi
cate any of the results of his \Voolsthorpe period; in that 
year, however, some of his mathematical work was circu
lated, and his genius was soon recognized. 

In IoS-1, Edmund Halley asked Newton what the orbit of 
a planet would be, assuming it was attracted to the sun in 
accordance with an inverse-square law of force. Newton's 
immediate reply was '\111 elli11se," implying that he could 
connect the inverse-square supposition with Kepler's 
empirical first law of planetary motion. l nable to find his 
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c,dculations, :'\ewton promised to redo them. These he 
sent to llalley, together with the treatise De ,\/otu Cvrpo
ru111, \\'hich Halley persuaded him to expand and publish. 
Tlw result, completed in about 18 months, appeared in 
Hi87 ,h Philosophiae .\'at11ralis Principia ,\/llthe111aticll, or 
111ore lirielly, Principia. The \\'Ork \\'as immediately and 
uniH·rsally acclaimed. (For a description of this \\'ork, see 
'.\ E\\'TO:\I.\:\ \IEC'l L.\:\ICS ..\:'\'D ~IEC:H..\:'\'H'..\L EXPL..\'.\ . .\

TIO'I.'. I 

In I68\J :'\e\\'ton \\'as elected member of Parliament to 
represent the 11ni,·ersity, and he served for about a year. In 
Jh<Jh he \\'as appoi11ted warden of the mint, a post in "·hich 
h<' re,·e,iled marked aclministrati,·e abilities in superYising 
coinage refonn. He became master of the mint in }6LJlJ and 
"·as elected president of the Royal Societ~· in 170:3, hold
ing both positions until his death. His later years \\'ere 
marred by quarrels with the astronomer John Flamsteecl 
and by contro,·ersy m·er whether :\ewton or Leibniz had 
priority in the im·ention of the calculus. 

In personalit~· :'\e\\·ton \\'as quiet and only rarely gi,·en 
to laughter. He did not communicate his ideas readily and 
was far from being a quick or facile speaker. \lorbidly 
sensitive to critici-;m, he was so possessive about his o,,·n 
\\'ork that not only \\',h he reluctant to publish it, but when 
he did, he only rarely ackno\\'ledged the specific contribu
tion-, of others. This wa, the l',he despite his statement
made a.., much in an attempt to pacif> Hobert Hooke as i11 
modesty-that "·hat he accomplished "·as clone because he 
had stood "on the shoulders of giants." \\'hen his priority 
was questioned or "·hen he \\'as crossed in other ,,·ays, he 
grew resentful and e,·en vindicti,·e, threate11i11g to with
draw entirely from scie11ce. On more than one occasion, he 
used the power of his reputation or office to crush others. 
Even some of his closest friends, John Locke and Charles 
\l011tag11c' (earl of Ilalifaxl, :--uffored fro111 hi-, -,11spicions. In 
the <li,p11te o, 1•r the di-,cm·er> nf tlw cak11lu,, he ma,ter
mindecl the words and actions of his yo1111ger followers, 
\\'ho questioned not only Leibniz' priority hut also his 
honest~·, as he was accused of stealing :\e\\·ton\ ideas. (It 
is now granted that :\e\\·ton and LC'ih11iz arri,·ed at tlw 
calculus indepenclenth.) 

Work in optics: scientific method. In exp<'rinwnts with 
prisms, :\ewton separated white light into a spectrum and 
demonstrated the different refractiH' indexes of different 
colors. Ile \\'as thus led to believe that a11 achromatic re
fracting telescope was impo~sible, since all the colors 
could not be focused at one point through a glass lens. as 
an answer to the difficulty he built the first reflecting tel
escope. Ilis first p11\ilislwcl paper ( 1672) \\'as an acco11nt 
of the "philosophical cliscon:ry .. that hacl led him to con
struct the telescope: his exha11sti\'l' prism e>xpcriments and 
hi-, doctrine of the lieteroge11eo11, composition of white 
light. :\e\,·ton liecanw t'mbitterecl and his natural relucta11l'<' 
to p11bli-,h \\'a, <'xaggcratecl b>· the strong criticism that tlii-, 
paper pro\'Cikecl from Robert Hooke, Christian Huygens, 
and other ach-ocates of a Carte~ian \\'ave theory of light. 
Their criticisms were made largely on the ground that 
:\e\\'ton had declared light to be a body and that he had 
failed to prO\·e that no alternati\'e hypothesis could account 
as well for the experimental facts. In reply, '.'\ewton de
clared that he had advanced his hypothesis "without any 

absolute positi,·eness," and that, inasmuch as he was 
aware that the facts could be accounted for by many hy
potheses, he "chose to decline them all," relying only on 
what was pr<)\'ed liy the facts. He often expressed this 
attitude toward hypotheses in later works, most notably in 
the General Scholium to Principia, in the statement "Jly
pvtheses non fingo" ("I feign no hypotheses"). The dictum 
pro\'ided an answer to critics (like Leibniz) who main
tained that since Principia offered no explanation (cause) 
of gra,·itation (unless in tenns of an occult quality), it was 
inadequate as a physical theory. \Jewton was perfectly 
dear on this point: "To u,; it is enough," he wrote, "that 
grn,·ity does real!~· exist, and act according to the laws 
which we ha,·e explained, and abundantly se1Yes to ac
count for all the motions of the celestial bodie~, and of om 
sea. 

It is not clear, hm,,e,·er, ho\\' far :\'ewton meant to carry 
his principle. It is taken by some merely as an injunction 
to a,·oid metaphysical or occult-riuality speculations, al
though \:e"·ton sa~'s explicitly in the General Scholium 
that it applic's to physical or mechanical as well a~ to meta
physical or occult-quality hypotheses. :\'e\\'ton's words 
have been taken by some as ach-ocating a Baconian philos
ophy, according to which facts are collected and then the 
only possible explanation deduced (or induced). Others 
interpret it as a statement of the vie\\' that scientific expla
nations must be mere descriptions in terms of mathemati
cal correlations of facts. Howe,·er, apart from the question 
of wbeth-:r these ,·ie\\·s of scientific method are defensible, 
it must be kept in mind in e,·aluating them as interpreta
tion-; of :\ewton's vie\\' of scientific method that he him
wlf--tentativdy, it is true-ach-anced "hypotheses'' and 
used this word in full self-consciousnes~ to refer to them, 
a-; in his corpuscular \'iew of light (and later in his "fits of 
eas> reHectio11 and easy transmission" ,·iew, which attrib
uted "·a,·e as well as corpuscular properties to light) and in 
his ,·ie\\·s about an "actherial medium." Indeed, he him
self admitted the need to pro,·ide an "explanation" of 
gra,·ity in mechanical (contact action) term~. In particular, 
the "()ueries" appended to the Opticks (1704) are filled 
with hypotheses. 

History, alchemy, and theology. :\'ewton cle\'oted a 
considerable effort throughout his life to such activities as 
trying to reconstruct the chronology of ancient times by 
combining astro11omical methods \\'ith clue~ from the Bi
ble, and att<•mpting to interpret the prophecies of Daniel. 
I le did not maintain that the future could be predicted on 
the basis of Biblical prophecies but only that, once the 
e,·ents had occurred, they could support the Bible by re
,·ealing themselves as the e\'ents that had been foretold. 
:\ewton also engaged in extensive alchemic experiments, 
hut his purposes in these investigations are unknown. 

His O\\'n religious beliefs, although strong, were hetero
dox, his anti-Trinitarianism was suppre~sed until "·ell into 
the nineteenth century. He \\'as inHuenced by Henry 
\lore's vie\\' that space is an attribute of Cod and is his 
sensorium. He maintained that after the creation, Cod 
retained at least two functions: to keep the ~tars from col
lapsing into one mass 11nder the inHuence of gravitation, 
and to maintain the ~tability of the solar system in the face 
of pe1turhations of planetary motions by other planets. 
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Image and influence. Desl'artes's physical theory con
tinued to vie with Newton's for primac~· on the C:011ti11c11t 
thro11ghout the first quarter of the <'ighteenth century. 
:'\ewton's views finally triumphed, ho\\'t'\'cr, due not 011J~, 
to the defects of Ca1tcsianism hut also to the efforts of 
popu larizers like \ 'ol taire. Ne\\'ton's \"iews hegan to ha\'(_· 
an impact on areas outside science itself. \lechanics came 
to he regarded as the 11ltimate explanatory science: phe
nomena of any kind, it was believed, could and should he 
explained in terms of mechanical <_·onceptions, and the 
scientific method of Principia l'nuld and should lw ex
tended to all fields of human endeavor. 

Newton's mechanical theory was used to support both 
the deistic view that Cod had created the world as a per
fect machine that then required no further interference 
from him, and the th eistic view that he had to interfere 
continually in order to preserve the stability of the uni
verse. Newton himself favored the latter view, but Cod's 
function of maintaining the ~tability of the solar system 
was dispensed with by Pierre Simon de Laplace, who 
showed that on the hasis of the :\ewtonian theory the 
system was stable despite perturbations. Thus the New
tonian theory came increasingly to favor deism and, even
tually, a view of th e universe as detennined hy inexorable 
laws. ~lechanism thu s hecame equated with determinism, 
and the Newtonian world picture came to he thought of as 
a picture of a Newtonian world machine. These ideas are 
typified in Laplace's view that a Supreme Intelligence, 
armed with a knowl edge of the :\'e\\"tonian laws of nature 
and a knowledge of the positions and velocities of all par
ticles in th e universe at any moment, could deduce the 
state of the universe at any other time. 

To the eighteenth a nd much of the nineteenth centuries, 
Newton himself becam e idealized as the perfect scientist: 
cool, objective, and never going beyond what the facts 
warrant to speculative hypotheses. The Principia became 
the model of scientific knowledge, a synthesis expressing 
the Enlighte nm en t conception of the universe as a ration
ally ordered machine governed by simple mathematieal 
laws. To some, even the fundamental principles from 
which this S\'Stem was deduced seemed to he a priori 
trnths, attainable b~· reason alone. 

There was, ho wever, another image of l\' ewton in the 
eighteenth century: the :\'ewton of the Opticks, th e pa
tient, cautious e xperi m enter. This image led to an experi
mentalist trend, which manifested itself, for example, in 
the gathering of data in other areas of science-electricity, 
magnetism, heat, and chemistry. In many rPS\WCts, this 
image was incompatibl e with that associated with Prin
cipia, for it led to sensitivity to the complexities of facts, a 
distrust of overarching, simple theories, the development 
of empiricist philosophies, and ultimately, to the develop
ment of sciences that would challenge the central place of 
mechanics in human knowledge. 
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DUDLEY SHAl'EHE 

NEWTONIAN MECHANICS AND MECHANICAL 
EXPLANATION. Expressions such as "mechanical 
exp lanation ," "mechanical conception of nature," and 
"mechanil'al model" arc often used so broadly and am
biguously as to include practically any kind of explanation, 
conception, or model. \lore careful philosophical dis
cussions, however, restrict the usage considerably. In
deed, when philosophers refer to "mechanical explana
tion," they generall\· mean explanations \\'ithin the context 
of one tqw of ph~·sical theor~· described as mech;mical, 
nameh·. Newtonian or classical mechanics. 

The first reasonahly complete development of this snh
jcct in mathematical form was given hy Isaac :\e\vton in 
his Philosophiac Sat11ralis Principia ,\lathcmatica (lfik7). 
Presented on the model of Euclid's Elements (which, 
however, it does not approach in rigor), this work hcgins 
with a statement of eight definitions a11cl thrC'e "axioms or 
laws" of motion from which theorems and corollaries are 
subsequently deduced. Following are the "axioms or 
laws," in :\'ewton's words (as translated by A. \lotte): 

I. Every body contin11es in its state of re~t, or of 
uniform motion in a right [i.e., straight] line, unless it 
is compelled to change that state by forces impressed 
upon it. 

II. The change of motion is proportional to the moti\'(' 
force impressed, and is made in the direction of the 
right line in which that force is impressed. 

II I. To every action there is alway~ opposed an equal 
reaction. or, the mutual actions of two bodies upon 
each other are always equal, and directed to contrar~· 
parts. 
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In a('cordauce with Newton's Definition II, the word 
"motion" may he replaced by the later term "momentum," 
which is mass multiplied by velocity. The second law is 
11sually exprl'ssed in the following form: force equals mass 
nrnltiplied hy acceleration, or, in the language of dif

l(·rential !'alculw,, force e<p1al~ 111ass multiplied hy rate 
of clwm.,;(• of velocity with respect to time (F= m dddt), 
"rate of change of velocity with re~pect to time" being the 
definition of "acceleration"; "velocity" itself is defined as 
"rnte of chanl.!;e of position with respect to time." 

Insofar as the term "mechanical" is restricted to contexts 
concerning \.'ewtonian mechanics, a mechanical explana
tion may be sai<l to he one l.!;iven in terms of the concepts 
and theorems of the Newtonian s:,stem or in terms of their 
equivalents. :\lore specifically, physical systems in New
tonian mechanics are treated as "masses" in motion 
(changin.1.-': position in time), affecting each other by 
"forces," which in tmn are specified in terms of the spa
tiotemporal relations of masses and certain constants asso
ciated with those masse~. The three axioms an<l their con
sequences specify the behavior of such masses, motions, 
and forces. However, the specific natures of the forces 
involved are not laid down by the laws, and further re
strictio11s have often been imposed on what can truly 
qualify as a "mechanical" explanation or as a "complete" 
mechanical theory by restricting the admissible character
istics of those forces. Thus the seventeenth-century 
"mechanism" of Dl•scartes and others insistc·d that the 
forces involved in any ultimately valid mechanical expla
nation must he contact forces, as action at a distance was 
considered impossible. This recp1irement provided th(• 
basis for much early criticism of Newton, who himself 
tended to agree that his theory was incomplete in this 
respect: gravitation, being a forl'e acting at a distann·, 
required a deeper "mechanical" explanation. :--:ewton, in 
those moments when he did not mind feigning "hypoth
eses," fa,·ored the ,·i(•w that gravit,1tional force-, are prop
agated by contact thro11gh an "Aetherial ;\Jc·di1m1." 

Contact-action explanations of gravity continued to be 
sought long after '.\Jewton, the most p<;pular was proposed 
by Georges Lesage in 1747 and was revived in the nine
teenth century by Lord Kelvin and others. I lowever, ex
planations in terms of action at a distance became respect
able and even preferred in the eighteenth centmy. Tlrns 
Hoger Boscovich de,·eloped a ,·ersion of '.\Jewtonian me
chanics in which all forces-even those by which one body 
repels anothl'r on contact (impenetrahility)-were reduced 
to attractive and repulsive forces acting at a distance. So 
natural did action at a distance become that Kant in ,\lct11-
JJhysirnl Foundations of .Vatural Science ( 17H6) incorpo
rated the notion into the a priori conception of matter, 
explaining contact action, as did Boscovich, in terms of 
forces centered in mass points. 

Other types of restrictions on the forces admissible in 
mechanical explanations have also been imposed. One 
us11al demand is that all forces be specifiable ultimately in 
terms of masses (sometimes ascribed ce1t,1in characteristics 
besides mass) located in space and time. In or<ler to ac
count for all the phenomena usually <lealt with in me
chanics, it becomes necessary under this requirement to 
postulate microphysical entities and processes. Thus, a 

connection is established between mechanics an<l micro
ph~·sics. Another commonly imposed requirl'ment is that 
only central forces are a<lmissihle. 

Historical remarks. Although the second law of motion 
is usually expressed in the form F= 111 dv/dt, there is con
siderable textual evidence that Newton himself had no 
such formulation in mind hut rather was thinking of an 
impulsive force resulting in an instantaneo11s change of 
motion-a kick or push rather than a continuously operat
ing force such as gravity. The explicit formulation in terms 
of differential calcul11s or F= ma, applicable to mechanical 
problems of all kinds, was first presented by Leonhard 
Euler in 17-!q_ In this as in other respects, the inadequacy 
of Newton's development of "Newtonian" mechanies 
belies thl' assertion of Ernst ;\fach in the Science of Me
chanics that Newton "completed the formal enunciation of 
the mechanical principles now generally accepted. Since 
his time no essentially new principle has been stated." 

The first half of Book I of the Principia presents a math
ematical unification of the achievements of the preceding 
century, but the remainder of that book as well as Book 
11-'.\ewton's own original contribution beyond his math
ematical unification of previous work-was largely inade
quate. Book 111 constitutes ,111 application of Book I to 
astronomical questions. Only rarely does the Principia 
resort to ealculus, preferring to rely on geometrical argu
ment. It is certainly not true that the work fornrnlates the 
principll's ol nH:'chanies that we learn today, for the meclwn
ic-, one learn~ today (and in :\lach's day) is the uwchanics of 
J O'>l'ph Lo11is Lagrange,\\'. H. I Jami !ton, and a host of other 
-;11cce-,s;ors of '.\e\\'to11, rather than of ;\;l•wton himself. 
Tlio'>l' d<·,·c·lopnw11ts \\'ere 1111q11('~tionably 1ww as com
pawd witl1 i\'ewto11 \ fonnubtions; the question of whether 
a11d i11 what ~l·nsl' they ,ve1'l' <'~~l'ntially 1ww (that is, 
wlll'tlwr or 11ot thl',· arl' "eqt1ivalc·nt" to Newton's for
mulations) will lw disc11ssed below. 

Inertia. The key principle of "Newtonian" mechanics is 
the principle of inertia, as embodied in the first law of 
motion. The basic principle of motion according to the 
Ari~totelian tradition had been that an external force is 
required to maintain a l>0dy in viol(·nt motion (for simplic
ity we shall ignore• the ease of "natural" motion): 011rne 

quod motl'111r ah alio moretur (everything that moves is 
moved by something else). This view, however, faced 
numenrns difficulties, particularly as to why projectiles 
continued to move "violently" after being released by the 
propelling agent. To meet this difficulty, the fourteenth
century s11pporters of the impetus theory (Jean Buri<lan, 
and :'\ ic ho las Ores me), anticipated by the sixth-century 
Byzantine John Philoponus, hel<l that the force that main
tains a body in violent motion need not be external hut 
nrny be internal, being an "impetus" transferred from the 
propelling agent to the body. This view had a profound 
influence on the development of the concept of inertia and 
thereby on the development of :'\ewtonian mechanics. 

The next major step in the development of the concept 
of inertia came with Galileo's view that a body on ,1 smooth 
(frictionless) level surface would, once in motion, continue 
to move "with a motion which is uniform and perpetual 
provided that the plane has no limits." Galileo, however, 
<lid not have a true principle of inertia, as he apparently 
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held that the moving body, if llot acted oil by external 
forces, would continue to move at a uniform rate alon{! a 
great circle on the surface of the earth. There is some 
question as to how much influence the work of Calileo 
actually had on J\:ewton, and it has been claimed that the 
laws of motion were derived rather from Cartesian physics 
via the principle of the conservation of momentum. 

The principle of ine1tia was given its first modern for
mulation by Descartes, who declared that "Any given 
piece of matter considered in itself tends to go on moving, 
not in any oblique path, hut only in straight lines" (Pri11ci
ples of Philosophy, Part II, Par. .'39). Howt'ver, according to 
Descartes, since matter fills all parts of space (and indeed 
is identified with space) and is incompressible, this tend
ency is always impeded, and the only motions that ever 
actually take place are circular. Hence neither Galileo nor 
Descartes full~ - succeeded i11 escapin{! the Creek ascrip
tion of a fundamental role to l'ircular motion in nat11re. 
Only with an atomistic view of matter as distinct from 
space and not filling it was it possible to maintain that 
inertial motion can he realized in nature, and even then, 
only if bodies can he free of all external forces (for exam
ple, by being at sufficiently {!reat distances from other 
bodies). 

Descartes's view <:>mbodies the heart of the modern 
conception of inertia, usually referred to as the "New
tonian" conception: that uniform rectilinear motion (or 
rest) in general does not require a cause or force, either 
external or internal , for its maintenance; what requires 
such causal explanation is, in general, accelerated motion. 
In brief, for the Aristotelian tradition and its critics, it is 
change of positio11 (in a "violent" direction, at least) that 
requires a causal explanation (although the force may, 
according to the Impetus Theory, be internal rather than 
external); for the Newtonian conception, on the contrary, it 
is change of 111otio11 that requires a force. The extent to 
which Newton himself was clear about this shift, however, 
is questionable. In Definition II I he speaks of a ''i·-is i11sita, 
or innate force of matter," which is "a power of resisting 
by which every body, as much as in it lies, continues in its 
present state, whether it be of rest, or of moving uniformly 
in a right line." This ris i11sita is identified with the r,is 
inert iae (not to he confused with the modern conception of 
"inertial force") and, insofar as it is conceived of as an 
internal force maintaining the bod~ ill its stage of uniform 
motion, it is still in the tradition of the impetus of the 
fourteenth centur:-,· and Galileo's t -is impressa. 

Status of the laws of motion. Controversy has raged 
from Newton's day to the present regarding the kind and 
degree of justification, if any, for accepting the Newtonian 
laws of motion, the relations between them: the role they 
play in mechancs, the interpretation of the fnndamental 
terms occurring in them, the presuppositions, if any, of 
these laws; and whether these laws and the terms occur
ring in them are fundamental in mechanics or, indeed, in 
all science. 

According to Kant, the three law, of motion (or, rather. 
his own analogues thereof. since he onrits '.\:ewton's second 
law and adds the principle ot conservation of matter ) are 
deducible, respective):-,,. from the srnthetic a priori princi
ples of the permanence of substance, of causalit:-,·, and of 

reciprnt'it~. :\rg11me11ts p11rporti11g to ,110\\ tl1at tlw Lt,,., .tr<' 

a priori were also a<h·a11ced h~ .1<'a11 L< ' Ho11d d".-\l<,11ilwrt 
a11d _lames Clerk \laxw<'II. Agai11,t tlH'"<' \ il'ws, ,1rg11111<'11h 
lrave !well advanced that there i, no a priori rca,011 wl1, 
chan{!c of n.,·locit:-,· should requin' <'Xplallatio11 i11 ternt, of 
the application of an external force or ca11,<·. \\'11~ ,l101dd it 
not lie change of position or cl1angc of acceleration-or C\"('lt 
som<' higher derivative of distance with n·sped to tim<'
that requires cxplallation in these term"? Si111ilarl~, ,,l1at 
a priori reasons are there for supposing that the motion does 
not depend on the mass or even on the color of tire bod:-,·? 
Indeed, the Aristotelian view was that all (violent) motion 
(change of position rather than chan~c of motion) recp1ires 
a cause. As for natural motions, those Aristotelians who 
held that hodies speed up as they approach their natural 
places maintained in effect that acceleration is, at least in 
some cases, natural. Such arguments arc also valid against 
the view that all alternatives to the Newtonian laws are 
psycholo~ically inconceivable or self-contradictory. 

The view that the laws are empirical has been a common 
one. Some have claimed, for example, that the laws are 
merely summaries of past observations, or that they are gen
eralizations based on past observations. Critics, however, 
have argued that the laws cannot he empirical in either 
of these senses. The first law, for example, is said to make 
reference to abstractions or idealizations (such as mass 
points and force) that cannot be observed. Furthermore, 
it is ar{!ued, the necessary conditions for inertial motion 
cannot be realized even in principle. Thus one author 
maintains that in Calileo's inclined plane experiments, 
elimination of the friction of the plane is impossible, 
even for the idealized horizontal case, "since only a 
weightless body could move without friction, and accord
ing to the law of gravitation there are no weightless bodies 
(Arthur Pap, The A Priori i11 Physical Theory). The empiri
cal basis of the laws has also been questioned on the 
ground that since gravitation does not vanish except at 
infinite distances, no body can ever be removed entirely 
from the action of external forces, and thus inertial motion 
cannot occur. This objection cannot easily be countered by 
holding that one can extrapolate via thou{!ht experiment to 
the case of a single body infinitely far from other bodies, 
that is, effectively alone in space. For, first, the notion of a 
single body in motion appears to he meaningless if mo
tion can he determined onl) with rt·'.spect to a material 
refc·rence frame. Second , if one adopts \lach's definition of 
mass, according to which a particle possesses mass only 
insofar as it interacts with other particles, such a body 
would have no mass whatever and hence no inertia. In the 
face of such difficulties, man:-, ha,·e cond11decl that "extrap
olation from actual cases to an empiricall~- impossible one 
is not inducti,·e generalization ill the orclinar~· sense , 
where one simply generalizes from the observed to the 
ol>sen·ab/c" ( Pap, op. cit.; see also C . .I. \\'hi trow, "On the 

Foundations of Dynamics," British ]oumal for the Pl,ilos
ophy of Scie11cc, \' ol. I, I% I). 

In view of such objections, as well as in the light of 
recent developments in empiricist philosophies, it has 
been maintained that the laws are empirical in a broader 
sense. This argument holds that although the Ia,vs are, in 
some sense, based on or suggested by past ob~ervations, 
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tlwy are nut n1erely generalizations: they contain theoreti
cal terms whose meanings go beyond what can be 
specified in purely observational terms. However, the 
exact relationship:-- between such principles and the ob
servations which suggest them or on which they are based 
have not yet het"n sufficiently clarified. This fact, together 
with the appeal of other interpretations of the laws, has 
resulted in only limited acceptance of even the broader 
empiricist interpretation. 

Among these alternative interpretations, perhaps the 
most prominent today is the view that the laws ai:e con
ventional, defillitional, or regulative (these terms are often 
used interchangeably). In addition to interpretations that 
make the second law a disguised defillition of force (Cus
ta,· i(irdiholf) or of equal time inten·al (\\'illiam Tlwm:--on 
and P. C. Tait, Treatise 011 Natural Philosophy), tlw fir~t 
law has lwe11 called an "ideal of llatural order" and a 
"standard of rationalit~ and illtelligiliilit~" (Stt-plw11 Toul
llli11, Foresight and Understanding) ddt'rn1ining \\'hat 
needs to he explained and what does not. In advancing 
s11cli views, many writers have alleged that the introduc
tion of the law of inertia, far from having been brought 
about because of the acquisition of new factual evidence, 
"required a different kind of thinking-cap ... a different 
attitude, so to speak, in the observer" (Herbert Butterfield, 
Tl,e Origins of Modem Science). According to the most 
extreme versions of this view, the concepts, problems, and 
criteria of success of one theory are relative to the funda
mental ideals, paradigms, or principles of that theory; 
those fundamental principles themselves are nonempirical 
and even, for some writers, arbitrary. Such fundamental 
ideals, including the principle of inertia, are held to deter
mine what counts as a phenomenon or a foct for the scien
tists who accept that principle. Such interpretations go 
hand in hand with interpretations (such as A. Koyre's) of 
the seventeenth-century scientific revolution as essentially 
a Platonic or rationalistic reaction against Aristott,lianism. 

\'iews intermediate between those described, as well as 
views combining them, have also been propo:--<:>d. Accord
ing to \\'illiam \\'hewell, each of the three laws is a com
posite of two distinct but mutually supporting elt"ments: 
one is necessary, and depends on "the way in which Wl" 

can and do reason concerning causes"; this element is "of 
absolute and universal truth, a11cl is independent of an,· 
particular experiment or observation whatever", the oth<:>r 
element is t•mpirical. For Poincare, the laws were origi
nally empirical generalizations, hut later were con:--tructed 
a~ .. con\'entional" principles. Emile :\leyerson claimed that 

they are "intermediate between the a priori and the 
a postniori." Arthur Pap called them "functionally 
a priori," in the sense that they are "regulative laws that 
tell us how to arrive at descriptive laws." Needless to say, 
many writers have not given the same interpretation of all 
three laws. 

Logical relations. \'iews of the epistemological status of 
the laws affect the interpretation of the logical relations 
between them. According to some writers, the first law is 
merely a special case of the second, for the case a= 0 (in 
which case F= 0). This is certainly true if the second law is 
taken a:-- gi,·ing a definition of force as mass times acceler
ation. However, if the second law is interpreted as stating 

that the exertion of a force i), a sufficient condition for 
change of momentum, and the first law as stating that it is 
also a necessary condition, the two laws become logically 
independent. On this interpretation, the second law alone 
does not exclude the possibility that the momentum can, 
for example, decrease spontaneously, as was supposed hy 
the Aristotelian tradition. 

Again, if it is supposed that there are means of deter
mining the presence of forces independently of the accel
erations they produce, then, as Newton argued, the third 
law follows from the first for forces acting betw<:>en parts of 
the same body or for bodies separated only by a rigid body. 
If the action and reaction between the parts (or the two 
bodies) were unequal, an acceleration not due to an exter
nal force would be produced, and the body (or system of 
bodies) would "in free space ... go forwards in infinitum 
with a motion continually accelerated; which is absurd and 
contrary to the first Law." For forces acting between spa
tially separated bodies, however, the laws would be inde
pendent, although Newton may have thought, erroneously, 
thilt his argument could be extended to bodies separated 
from one another. In any case, if the first (or second) law is 
taken as the definition of force or as the operational test of 
the presence of forces, then the third law becomes empir
ical, asserting as it does that bodies and systems of bodies 
obey the law of conservation of momentum. 

Function. ()uestions have also been raised concerning 
the role or function of the laws of motion; such questions 
are not al ways separated from questions about the episte
moloe;ical status of the laws. Among the functions attrih-
11ted to one or more of th<:> laws an• that the;,: define scales 
of measurement of quantities (such as force or mass); that 
they demarcate the notation we accept; that they provide 
methods of defining, selecting, organizing, and/or sum
marizing facts; and that they serve as patterns of explana
tion, as rules of inference, as principles of instrument 
construction, or as empirical correlations between facts. 
One widely held view is that these diverse roles are not 
incompatible, hut that the laws are used in all these and 
otlH·r wa:vs-sometimes in one way, sometimes in another. 

Force and mass. Newton (like Max Planck later) re
garded forces as causes of accelerations, so that the pres
ence of accelerations is merely the <:riterion of, or evidence 
for, the presence of forces. Thus he viewed the second law 
as a correlation between two physically real magnitudes, 
force and acceleration. However, positivistic c:riticisms of 
the notion of forces as real entities observable solely 
through their accelerative effects, have led to the claim that 
such a conception of force is meaningless. To such thinkers, 
the view of Custav Kirchhoff and others that the second 
(and/or first) law is a definition of force as mass times ac
celeration has proved appealing. It is not true, however, 
that all forces are measurable only through their accelera
tive effects. For example, the forces involved in a situation 
may already have heen measured by statical methods, so 
th.it the expression "This (statically determined) force is 
twice as great as that one" has a meaning independent of 
whether the forces will ca11se a body to mov<:>. Kirchhoff's 
interpretation also presuppo:--es that it is possible to de
fine mass and uniform rectilinear motion independently of 
force. 
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:--.:ewton defined q11a11tit,· of rnatter, in Dt>finitio11 I, as a 
measure of matter "arising from its d<'n-.;it,· a11d li11lk (·on
jointly," and then equated "mass" with quantity of matter. 
\1ach criticized this notion of mass as being circ11lar, since 
he held that density is definable 011l y as the quotient of the 
total quantity of matter (mass) divided by its volume. I low
ever, in an atomistic coneeption, density can he defined as 
the ratio of the volunw that material particles occupy in a 
hody to the total volume of the body. Such a definition, 
however, appears to he generally unusable, and hence 
Mach's criticism continues to carry weight. 

l\1any alternative definitions of mass have been pro
posed, the most famous and most often cited being that of 
ivlach himself, who defined it in t<•rn1~ of the negative 
inverse ratio of the accelerations produced by two bodies. 
(He earefully tried to separate the empirical from the eon
ventional elements involved in this definition.) Thus, if a 
standard body is taken as having unit mass, the mass of any 
other body can he determined by the mutual accelerations 
produced when that body interacts with the standard mass. 
In a simple and elegant mathematical argument, however, 
C. G. Pendse has shown that the :'\lach definition of mass 
cannot be applied to determine the ratios of the masses of 
the bodies in a system-even if it is isolated-if the system 
contains more than seven bodies. 

Absolute space, time, and motion. Newton believed 
that the laws of motion presupposed the existence of an 
absolute space and time in which bodies could truly, 
rather than merely relatively, he said to be in motion. A 
body that appears to he in accelerated motion relative to 
some material reference frame wou l<l only appear to he in 
the presence of forces relative to that frame and would 
appear to he free of forces relative to some other reference 
frame. Although :\'e\\'ton admitted that, in general, meas
urements of velocity must be made relative to a material 
reference frame, he claimed that the presence of absolute 
motion could he distinguished from relative motion in 
certain cases by its "properties, causes, and effects." How
ever, after a brief discussion, he seems to have abandoned 
the attempt to detect absolute motions through their prop
erties and causes, and he based his main argument on a 
consideration of their effects. This was a new principle 
sinee it now turns out that forces appear not only as causes 
of accelerations, hut also as their effects. 

1 n his most famous argument along the~e lines, a water
filled bucket hanging from a rope is subjected to the fol
lowing sequence of events. (I) The rope is twisted and 
then released so that the bucket begins to rotate; in the 
initial stages of this rotation, the bucket is in motion rela
tive to the water, and the water surface is Hat. (2) Shortly 
thereafter, the water begins to rotate also, until it finally 
reaches a state in which it is at rest relative to the bucket; 
now its surface is curved. (3) The bucket is stopped 
abruptly; again the water is rotating relative to the bucket, 
as in (1), but this time its surface is curved. (-1) Finally, the 
water again comes to rest relative to the bucket, but unlike 
the situation in (2), its surface is no,, Hat. Newton argued 
that since the surface of the water can be either Hat or 
cnrved regardless of the state of the bucket to which its 
motions are referred, the water's rotation cannot be made a 
function of the reference frame and so mu-,t be real, not only 

r<'latin·, and that thi-, al,-,0l11tc- 111otio11 i111plil'.., tll<' <•,i-,t<·1w<· 
of a11 ahsol11te space all(} tiu1t· i11 \\'ltich tlti~ motion take-.; 
placl'. 111 this argument, the aCl'<'ll'ratcd (ah~olnt<' ) 111otio11 
has as its effect a for<'e which i'.-> rcv<'al<·d in tlte ddornl<'d 
smface. Similarly, Newton arg11cd that absolute rnt,1tio11 
may he revealed in the tension of ('ord~ attaching t\\'o 
spheres rotating about a common point on tlw cord, or iu 
the Hattencd poles of a rotating body like Jupitl'r. ~Lich 
presented a detailed critique of the bucket exiwriment, 
arguing that it shows only that there is no correlation he
tween the depression of the water s11rface and the motion 
of the \\'ater relati,·c to the l)11ckct, not that there uia,· uot 
be a correlation relati,·e to some other hod~ or -,et of bod
ies, such as the fixed stars, thus obviating the need for 
postulating an absolute space and time. In any case, ;\;ew
tcm's argument is peculiar in that it applies only to accel
erated motions, whereas absolute uniform velocity remains 
undetectable. Other arguments purporting to show that the 
laws of motion presuppose the existence of absolute space 
and time have been advanced, for example, hy Euler and 
Bertrand Hussell (Principles of ,\1athenwth's). 

Post-Newtonian developments. The eighteenth century 
saw the extension of :--.:ewton's work and the development 
of alternative fundamental mechanical principles, among 
them the Principle of the Comervation of Force (that is, 
energ~·, in the modern sense), the Principle of \'irtual \'e
locities, cl'.A.lemlwrt' s Principle, the Principle of Least 
Action, and the dynamical equations of Euler aud Lagrange. 
The work of Hamilton in the ninetecuth century also be
longs to this tradition. The nineteenth century also wit
nessed growing dis~atisfaction ,,·ith the foundations of 
mechanics. '.\'ot only \\'ere general critique-.;, like those of 
~Jach, l\:arl Pearson, John Stallo, aud Poincare, prevalent 
lrnt formulations of mechanics \\'('re developed that claimed 
to Ill' epistemologically more sati~f~·ing than other versions. 
Heinrich Hertz\ work is an example. In the case of some 
formulations, such as tl10~e utilizing "minimum principles," 
the qul'stiou arise~ as to \\'hdhl'r the:, imply a teleological 
vie\\' of nature, and Hertz wa~ conn·rned \\'ith developing a 
formulation that would a,·oid ~11ch impli<'ations. I k also l'l'
ject<'d the ;\;e\\'tonian L·onccpt of force as a f11ndarnental 
notion. 

The alternate versions of mechanics which have been 
constructed are equivalent mathematically to Newton's, 
but the question remains of whether they are also equiva
lent in all other important respects. Certainly Hertz 
wished to develop a mechanical theory that would be 
superior (in other than a purely mathematical sense) to 
previous versions. C:. Truesdell has argued that the me
chanics of i\'ewton and Euler is basically different from 
that of d'Alemhert and his successors. I le claims that the 
development of mechanics after Newton involved "ab
straction, precision, and generalization of Newtonian con
cepts," and even the creation of "new principles and 
methods" and "ne\\' c011cepts." This suggests the possi
bility that classical mechanics consisted of a body of theo
ries (of which :\'ewtonian mechanics was only one) rather 
than a single one with variations and raises obvious ques
tions concerning the relations between those theories. 

Classical mechanics is sometimes said to be a special 
case of relativistic mechanics, applicable to bod ies moving 
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at \ l'locitics \\'hich ,Ill' lo\\' as compared with the w•locity 
of li.1.d1t. 011 the other ha11d, some writers cl.iim that the 
tlll'm~· of relati\ it~· has changed or ,dtered the classical 
rncchanical concepts of space, time, and mass, thus raising 
q11estions as to ho\\' cla.-;sical mechanic" can be a special 
rnse of relati\·istic mechanics. To complicate the issue still 
fmthl'r, a<hocates of the Copenhagen Interpretation of 
qua11t11m mechanics, such as \\'erner l leisenberg, have 
,ngued that "the concepts of classical physics [i.e., me
ch,mics] arc ju"t a refinement of the concepts of daily life 
and me an es-..e11tial part of the languagl' which forms the 
basis of all natural science" (I'husics and Philosophy). 
Those concepts, the~· ,ngue, while inadequate for a com
plete description of microphysical phenomena, IH:'\ erthe
less arc i11escapable a11d incapable of being modified b~· 
any scie11tific tlwory Thus we find that there remain con
trn\·ersies 11ot only regardi11g the fundame11ta! concepts 
and prnpositions of :\'e\\'tonian mechanics, but also con
n·rning the relations liet\\'een that and other \'ersions of 
classical meclwnics and between classical mecha11ics and 
other types of mechanical theories. 
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DUDLEY SHAPERE 

NICHOLAS OF CUSA, also known as :\'icholas Kr~·fts 
or Krebs ( 1-101 -116-1), theologian, philosopher, and math
ematician, \\';is born at Kues 011 the \loselle Ri\·er between 
Trier ,111d Koblenz. Aftt>r attending the school of the Broth
ers of the Common Life in De\·enter, Holland, he studied 
philosophy at I leidellierg 11 Hfi), r-anon la\\' at Padua 
11-117-1-1:2:3), and tlwolog, ;it Cologne (l-1:2,5). :'\icholas 
n·cei\'L'cl a doctorate in canon Ia,\ in l ..t:2.3. About 14:26 he 
gan· legal ;i-;si"t,mce to Cardinal Orsini, papal legate to 
Cermany. :\t about the s,mw time began his lifelong inter
e-..t m colll'cting classical a11d medie\·al manuscripts. 
Among his notahl(' discm eries \\'ere 1:2 lmt comedies of 
Plautus. lle took an actiw' part in the Council of Basel, first 
as a Lmyer of Count \'On \landerscheid and later as a 
nwmher of the deputation De Fide. ;\'icholas' De Concor
dantia Catlwlica, ;1 \·ast program for reform of the church 
,md tll(' empirl', s11pported thl' conciliar theory of the su
prenwcy of the council m·er the pope. Later, disillusioned 
liy the council's failure to reform the church, he aban
doned the conciliar theory and supported the papal cause. 

'.\iclwla.-; carried out se\·eral mi-;-;ions for the pope in an 
l'ffort to unit,· and rc ·form the church. I le was a member of 
the commission '>ent to Constantinople to negotiate \\'ith 
th<' Eastern church for reunion with Rome, which was 
t(·mporarily effected at the Council of Florence ( 1-1.39). ln 
1-1.50 '.\ icholas wa.-.. sl'nt to German~' ;is a legate to carr~' out 
clrnrlh reform.-;. I11, was created a cardinal i11 1-1-18 and 
appointl'd bishop of Brixen ( Bn·-..sanone) in 1-1,50. He died 
in Todi, L1mbria. 

Knowledge. According to '.\icholas, a man is wise only if 
he is aware of the limits of the mind in knowing the truth. 
k.nowledge is learned ignorance (docta ignora11tia). En
dowed with a natural dc,sire for truth, man seeks it through 
ratio1wl inquiry, which is a movement of the rea,;on from 
something presupposed as certain to a conclusion that is 
.-..till in doubt. Reasoning invoh es a relating or comparing 



of conclusion with pwmist·s. Tlw grcalt-r tire dist;111c<' 
between them, the mon· difficult and 1111t·t•rtai11 is ti)(' 
concl11sion. If thl' dist,111n· is irdinill', tlH' 111i11d 11<·,·t·r 
reaclws its goal, for there is 110 relation or proportion 1><·
tween the finite and i11finilt·. I kn{'e, th(' 111ind {',llf11ot 
kno\\' the infinite. The inlinil<' is a11 ahsoltrtc, a11d tlw abso
lute cannot be known ll\· llll',lllS ol wlations or c01nparisons. 

Accorclingl)·, the mind cannot cornprel1end tl1e infi11itv 
Cod. By rational i11\'estigation \\'l' ca11 dra\\' e\'l'r lll'arer to 
him lmt cannot reach him. The case is the s;1mt' \\'itli an~ 
tru th, for e,·er)· trnth is an ahsolute , not admitting of de
grees. Since reason proct'{'ds b)· steps, relating concl11sio11 
to premises, it is relational and hence m·,·er ani\'l'S at 
absolute truth. According to Cusa, "om intellect, \\'hich is 
not the truth, ne\'er gr,1sps the tnrth \\'ith such precision 
that it could not be comprelwnded \\'ith infi11itel)· greater 
precision" (De Docta lg11ora11tia L :3). As a polygon in
scribed in a circle increases in numlwr of sides hut ,w,·er 
becomes ;1 circle, so tlH' mind approxim.it<'s to tnrth ln,t 
ne,·er coincides with it. 

Thus, knowledge at lwst is conjectme (co11icct11ra). This 
is no mere guess or supposition tl1at may or m,1) not be 
true; it is an assertion that is true as far as it goes, .1lthough 
it does not compldel)· measure up to its ohjed. Beason is 
like an eye that looks at a face from different and e,·en from 
opposite positions. Each \'ie\\' of the face is tnre, hut it is 
partial and rdatin". :\o one ,·it·,,·, nm all taken togdher, 
coincides with the face. Similarly, human reason kno\\'s a 
simple and indi\'isihle trnth pie{'ellleal and through op
posing \'ie\\'s, with the res11lt that it ne,·t·r adequateh· 
measures up to it. 

The weakness of human reason \\'as e,·ident to Cusa 
because its primar)· rulv is the principle of noncontraclic
tion, \\'hich st,1tes that contradictories cannot he simulta
neous!)· trne of the same object. I k insisted that there is a 
"coincidence of opposites" (coi11cide11tia oppositorum) in 
reality, especi,1ll) in the infinite Cod. I It• niticized the 
Aristotelians for insisting on the principle of noncontra
diction and stubhornl)· refusing to admit the compatibility 
of contradictories in reality. It takes almost a miracle, he 
cornplain{'d, to gd tlH'm to admit this; and\ et witl,out this 
admission the asc{'nt of m,·stical tl1eolog, is impossible. 

Cusa preferred the :\eoplat011ists to the Aristotelian 
philosophers lwcause the)· recognized in man a po\\'cr of 
knowing superior to f{'ason which they called intellect 
(i11tellect11s). This \\'as a facult,· of intuition or inll'lligence 
hy \\'hich \\'e rise abo, e the principle of noncontracliction 
and see the unit)· and coincidence of opposites in reality. 
He found this facult)· best described and most fruitfull)· 
culti\'atecl h)· the Christian :\eoplatonists, especially St. 
Augustine, Boethius, Pseudo-Dion)·sius, St. Anst·lm, the 
School of Chartres, St. Bonaventme, and ;\leister Eckhart. 
Following their tradition, he constantly strove to see unity 
and simplicit)· where the Aristotelians crnild sec onl)· 
pluralit)· and contradiction. He frequently expressed his 
\'iews in s)·mbols and analogies. often mathematical in 
character, because the rational language of demonstration 
is appropriate to the processes of reason b11t not to the 
simple ,·ie\\'s of the intellect. 

God. Cusa \\'as most concerned with shmdng the coinci
dence of opposites in God. God is the absolute maximum or 
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i11fi111I<' lwi11g, i11 tll(' ,<·11,<' tl1.rt II<' Ii.,, tll<' l11IIIH''-" ol 1)('r
f<·t·tio11. Tlrt·IT is 11otl1i11g 011hid<· 111111 to oppo,<' l1i111 or to 
li111it hi 111. 11<· i, tll(' all. I I<, i, ,tl,o tll<' 111;1\i1m1111, l>t1t 1101 i11 
ti](' Sl'IISt' of tll(' "'l!Hl'lll<' d<'l.>:I<'<' i11 a ,t·rit·, .. \, i11fi11ite 
being II(' dm·, 1101 <·11t<·r i11to n·latirnr 01 proportion ,,·ith 
finitt' lwi11gs . .-\s tl1t' dl>,ol11t<', ll<' <'Xdll(I<·, ,rll d<·gn'<''-· If 
Wt' sa)' he is tlw 111a\i111111n, \\'<• can .rl,o s,I\ hv i, ti)(' mini
mum. I ft, i, at Ofl{'l' all t·\tre11ws, tlw absoltrl<' 111axim11111 as 
\\'ell "" till' al>sol11t<' mini1m1m. In sl1ort, i11 Cod, tlw 
infinite li<'ing, ,ill oppmition is H'c<>nt"ilecl in pl'rfvct 11nit)·. 

The coincidence of tlw 111axinn1m and minimum in 
infinil\ is illustrated by matht•m.rtical figuH'S. For l'X.rmple, 
imagine a circle \\'ith a fi11ill' diarnder. :\s the ,ize of the 
circle is incH·asecl, the crn,·;iture of tlw circumf<·renct· 
decreases. \\'hen the diameter is infinite, the circ11mfer
e11et' is an ahsolutel~· straight line. Thu, , in infinit) the 
maximum of straightness is identical with the minim11111 of 
c11n·aturc. Or, to put it ,111oth<·r \\'ay, an infinite circle is 
identical with a straight line. 

Cusa offered se,·eral a priori proofs for tlH' e.xistence of 
the ahsolllll' ma\in111111, or Cod. The first argued that the 
fi11ite is inconcei\'ahle \\'ithout the infinite. \\'hat is finite 
and limitt·d has a beginning and an end, so tl1at there must 
he a !wing to \\'hich it owes its existl'nce and in ,,·hich it 
\\'ill han· its end. This being is either fi1iitl' or infinite. If it 
is finite, then it has its lwginning and end in ,mother 
living. This leads eithvr to an infinite series of actually 
C\isting finitl' beings, \\'hich is impossible, or to .rn infinite 
heing which is the beginning and end of all finite heings. 
Consequenth·, it is absolutely neccss,H)' that there lw an 
infinill' being, or absolute maximum. 

The second proof argned that the absolute truth about 
the ahsolt1te ma\imum can he stated in three propositions: 
It either is or is not. It is and it is not. It neither is nor is 
not. These e\ha11st all the possibilities, so that one of them 
must he the absolute truth. Hence there is an absolute 
trutlr, and this is ,,·hat is meant Ii,· the ahsol111l' maximum. 

As the absolute maxin111m, God contains all things; he is 
their "enfolding" (complicatio). I le is also their "unfold
ing" (cxplicatio) because the) conw forth from him. Crea
tmes add nothing to the di,·ine reality; the) are simpl~· 
limited and partial appearances of it. As a face reproduces 
itself more or less perfectly in a 1111mlier of mirrors, so Cod 
reflects himself in ,·,uious ,,·ays in his creatmes. In this 
case, howe\'er, tlH're are no mirrors. 

Goel transcends the uni, crse IHlt is also immanent in it, 
as a face is present in its mirrored images. Each creature is 
also present in e,·ery other, as each image exists in e,·er)· 
other. Thus, as Anaxagoras said, en•r\'lhing is in e,·er)·
thing else. Leibniz recalled this doctrine of Cusa's i11 his 
,\1011ado/ogy \\'hen sho\\'ing that each monad mirrors e,·er)· 
other. 

Like all medie,·al Platonists, Cusa upheld the realit)· of 
unin·rsal forms. According to him, the most 1111i,·ersal of all 
created forms is the form of the unin"rse, called the Soul of 
the \\'mid. This form eml>races in its unit)' all ln\\'er forms, 
such as those of genera and species. These lower forms are 
"contractions" of the form of the uni,·erse; they are the 
uni\'ersc existing in a limited way. They exist in the uni
\ crse, and it in turn exists in a limited wa~ in them. lmli
viduals are further contr,1ctions of unin·rsal forms-for 
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c·,an1pl<·, S()(·raks i." a c·ontral'lirn 1 of tl1l' forlll ol l111llla11it, 

Tl1c· 1111i, er"<' a." a ,, l1olc is a l'011tral'lio11 of the infinite 

( ;()(). Tl111s, all things c·\i"t III a 1111iliecl 1na11m·r in the uni

' c·r\c·, and tlw 1111i, <'l'\l' i11 turn e.\ists in till' unit,· of Cod. 

( )ppo\1l1m1." a11cl c·cJ11tradil'lirn1s tl1at appcar on the l<'\'l'I of 

111di, id11als and lo\\·c·r 11ni,·ersal forms al'(' rt'l'011ci1C'd in tlw 

1111il\ of Ill(' 1111i\'l·rsc and 11lti111alc·h i11 till' unit\· of Cod. 

Cosmology. Sinn· the 11ni, c'l'.sc· 1nirrnr" Cod, it too 11l11st 

I)(' a 1na,i111n111-11ot tlw alisolutc- 111a.\i1111m1, lo IH' s11H·, lint 

tlw n·lati\'(· 111a,i11111111, for ii l'011tai11." c·, en thi11g that e.\ists 

c·\c<'pl ( :od. ( :11\a dc·nied that tlw nni, ersc· is positi\'l,)~ 

i11h111I<', 011h ( :od, in hi"\ ic·,,·, c01ilcl I)(' clncrilwd in tl1ese 

IC'l'lll\. H11t ht· as.sc·rtcd that tlw 1111i, t·rw l1a" no cirl'111nfer

c·m·t· and t·011sC'q1H·11tl~ that it i" lirn1ndl<'"" or 1111clder

n1i1wd-a n·,·ol11ti011ar\ notion i11 l'(J\lllolog,. (See :\le.\

andrc l\.o~ re'·, From th<' Closed \\'orld to th£' l11fi11if<' 
U11iterse, lblti111orC', 1q,s7.) .lmt ;I', tlw lllli\l,L',(' kt\ no 

l'in·111111'vn·nL'e, said C11\a, \O ii l1a" IHI li.\c·d l'entc-r. The 

c·artl1 i" not at tlw l'<'nter of tlw 1111i,Tl'\C', nor is 1t ali.-,ol11te

)~ at l'C'.\t. l,ikt· C\'l'r~·thing else it 1110,c·" in "Jlace \\'ill1 a 

111otio11 tliat i" 11ot alisol11tt" lint i" reLtti, c· lo tlw oh"enTr. 

:\iclwlas of C11sa\ co'>111olo.1.?:\ in ',()IIH' n·sp<'l'h lirokc 

with Ill(' Ptolc111ail' a11d :\ristott'lia11 l'O\tl1ological ,·ic·,,·" of 

th<' \liddl<' :\g<'s and ,111ticipated tlH>\l' of 1nrnl<'rn li111<'s. 

I Jc, was ,il1mT all concc·nied \\'ith de11~ 111g tlw ah-,oh1tt· 

oppositions i11 Ill<' world ol PtolC'111, and .\ristotk. 111 

( :,1sa\ \\'oriel till'('(' \\';!', 11() ('('liter O]l]lO\('cl to its l'il'l'lllll

fc,l(•(l('(', IH> 111a.\i11111111 1110,·c•1nc11t of till' spl1t·H·s opposc·d to 

tll(' fi,it~ ol tlw c•artl1, 110 111m·c•111c·11t of liodies in ahsol11tc·h 

oppos('d clin·t·lirn1\, s11Ch a" 11p a11d down. ( :11sa al"o de-

11iC'd tl1al tll<' ll('a\'C'llh· lioclic·" ar<' co111po"c·d ol ;1 "'il>"Lllll'l' 

dilkrc·11t from tl1al of s11hl1111ar hodi<'\. 

( :11sa c·.\tt->ndl'd his principle of the l'Oi11cidt·11n· of oppo

sit<·" to religion. In his ire11ical work 011 the Peace of 
Faith, whil(• 1nai11tai11ing the "11pt·rimit~ of ( :l1ri"tia11it~ 

o, c·r other religions, II(' trit·cl to l(•L·rn1cil<' tlwir diHen·nL'C'\, 

lk11C'ath thcir opposition.s and L'o11traclictio11.\ II(' lwlic·, t'cl 

thcrc is a f1111dame11tal 1111it~· and harnw1I\, ,,·l1ivli, \\'lw11 it 

i" 1Tcog11it.('d ll\ all 111t·11, ,,·ill lw tll(' liasi.\ of 11111,·c·rs;d 

pc·aL·c·. 
111 a <·c·11t11n of soC'ial, politil'al, and l(•ligi011s 1111IT\t, 

:\ichoLis of ( :11sa n,,·italizC'd :\eoplalollislll a" tlw 111osl 

C'HtTtin_. ,llls\\·c·r to till' IH'('ds of hi" tillll'. !!is tl1011gl1t ,,·as 

firnih rnotcd in tll(' pl1ilosoph~ ol Prod11" all(l Cl11i-,tia11 

lll<'dic·,·al '\coplatm1islll and \\'a" opposed to tlil' .\risto

tclia11i.slll that had pH·,·ailed in western E11rop<' sinl'e tlH' 

tl1irteC'ntl1 t·enlm~. It \\'as also l1ig)ily original ,incl t'.\

J)H''-"l'd i11 a lang;uag<· ali01111ding in s\ rnliolislll and para

dO\. :\id1ola" of Cma had lllan~ of the traits of Ill(' Hc·nai\

\alH'C' 111a11: lo, c• of classical a11ti q11it ~, all-t·nl'OIIIJla"si11,1.?: 
c11riosih, opti111i\1n, l'1ilti,·atio11 of litC'ran· sl\·il', niliC'al 

spirit, pH·oL·c·11patirn1 with th(' individual, and lo\'C' ol 

111atlw111atin ,111d scie11l'e. llis \\'orb were wide)~ read for 

SL'\ eral l'<•11t111iC's, ,111d tl1c·, inll11e11ced tlw philosopll\ of 

ti)(' Hc·11a1ssa11cc· ,11HI of c•,nh- 111C>dern lillll'.'>. 
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NICOLA I, CHRISTIAN FRIEDRICH (I 7.3.3 - I 8 I I), 
Cerman publisher, e ditor, and author. H e was horn in Ber

lin and studi<-'d then• a nd at a PiC'tist i11slitution in Halle, hut 

he never attenclecl a university. Nicolai .-;pent three years 

as a business apprentice in Frankfurt an <ler Oder. Upon 

his father's death in 17,5:2, he took over the family book

store, managing it-e.\cept for a shrni period-until his 

death and e.\panding it into a v e ry successful and lucrative 

p11 hlishing house. Ile became a dose friend of G, E, 

Ll'ssing and of /\loses l\1emlelssohn, and was active in 

Berlin intellel'l1ial lif e. I le edited the Bi/Jliothek der 
s('lio11e11 \\!isse 11 sclwftc11 u11d frei<'ll KiJ11ste ("Library of 
Aesthetics and Fine Arts") from 17.57 to 17,58, The Utera
turbriefe ("Letters on Literature") from 17,5\J to 1765, an<l 

the Allgemeine deutsche Bihlivtlwk ("Universal German 

Library") from 176.5 on. The last-mentioned journal he

came the most famous German lite rary review of its time 

a nd was widely influential in theology as well. 



;'\Jicolai's own works, like those of many Enliglttemnent 
figures, were largely higher journalism consisting mainly 
in forceful and liveh· attacks on contt·mporar>· intellect11al 
and literar>' p<'rsonalitil's and trends. I lis Rriefc, dc11 jet::..i
ge11 Zusta11d der Sclw11e11 \Visse11sclwfte11 /Jetre.fJend 
("Letters on the State of the Arts," Berlin, 17.5.5) were 
directed against the influential literary critic J. C. 
Gottsched. His philosophical novel Sebald11s Notlw11ker 
(3 vols., Berlin, 177:3-1776) was an attack on ce1tain reac
tionary circles in llalle. In various articles in his journals 
he attacked J. C. Hamann, Johann Caspar Lavater, Chris
tian Garve, and others. He quarreled with J. G. Herder 
and F. H. Jacobi. The novels Daniel Sauherlich (Berlin, 
1777-1778) and Die Frc11nde11 des Jungen \\'erthers (Ber
lin, 1775) were parodies of Goethe, Herder, G. A. lhirger 
(author of the ballad Lenore), and the Sturm 1111d Drnng. 
He attacked Catholicism as a source of superstition and 
Jesuitism; and, although he was himself a member of the 
Order of the Enlightened (Illumi11atc11) and of the Free
masons, he accused hoth of lwin_g secret instruments of the 
Jesuits (which resulted in bis forced resignation). In the 
philosophical novels Geschichte eines dicke11 Mwllles 
("The Story of a Fat i\1an," :2 vols., Berlin, 179.t) and Se111-
pro11i11s Gu11dibert (Berlin, 17~J8) and in other works, he 
accused Kant and his school and Fichte of being crypto
Catholics. His Vertraute Briefe vo,1 Adelheid B. 011 ihre 
Fre11ndi11 Julie S. ("Confidential Letters from Adelaide B. 
to Her Friend Julie S. ," Berlin, I 799) was directed against 
Schleiermacher. 

Nicolai wrote many other works. notahl>· a large work 
devoted to the economic, cultural, -;ocial, and re ligious life 
in Cennany and Switzerland, Bcschreiln111g ei11cr Reise 
durch Deutschla11d 1111d die Schweiz im ]ah.re 1781 ("De
scription of a Journey Through Cermany and Switzerland in 
1781," 1:2 vols., Berlin, 178:3-17%). Although Nicolai was 
awarded an honorary doctorate by the llelmstedt Theo
logical Seminary in 17\Jq and was made a corresponding 
member of the Academy of St. Petersburg in 180.t, his 
hostility toward the most influential persons of his time 
and his lack of understanding of the new critical phi
losophy and of romanticism led to a negative evaluation of 
his work by his leadin.!.!'. contemporaries and by the follow
ing generation. 

Nevertheless, Nicolai was one of the most typical repre
sentatives of ''popular philosophy." Basing his theorie~ on 
common sense, he avoided abstract thought and complex 
speculation and favored useful and easy knowledge. He 
opposed orthodoxy, intolerance, enthusiasm, mysticism, 
and secret machinations. Ile attacked the scholastic 
Wolffian philosophy; the newer critical and idealisti{' phi
losophies; Protestantism, both orthodox and mystical, and 
Catholicism; secret societies; Gottsched's classicism in 
literature as well as the glorification of the peasant by l H. 
Voss and Biirger; Sturm 1111d Drn11g; and early romanticism. 
He considered them all to he reactionary and pernicious, 
and his writings were full of rnisunclerstandings, misrep
resentations, and exaggerations. 

llis religious views incorporated his rejection of intel
lectualism, dogmatism, and mysticism. He held that reli
gion and science should not be confused. Orthodox religion 
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corrnpted morality ,md tt-nded toward an oli11oxio11s hier
arl'hical ~ystern. I le denied ori.11:inal s111 and ekmal danrna
tion and accepted the doctrines of free will and of the 
i111111ortal ity of the soul. Hel igion sho11ld lie liased on the 
individual conscience and not on revc·lation-011 co111mon 
sense and not on enthusiasm. 

Accordi11g to '.\Jicolai, religion and morality are 11ot the 
same. \lorality is hasecl on social sense a11cl experience: 
religion is a feeling for Cod's goodness and prO\ ide nce as 
mirrored in tht· goo<lne~s and heaut>· of the Creation. :\) 
though '.\Jicolai was a dei~t himself, he did not believe that 
a purely natural religion would suffice for the common 
people, and therefore he refused to reject publicly tlie 
Christian tradition. 

Nicolai was influenced in aesthetics by the classicists 
N il'olas Boileau and Jean Baptiste Dulios and hy the Swiss 
critics ,l. J. Bmliner, J. J Breitinger, and J. C. Sulzer. Ile 
tried to find a middle ground between the classical doc
trine of the imitation of nature ancl the newer stress on the 
imagination. He opposed the cla~sical ideal of literature as 
deduced from a set of ruks, the sentintental school of 
literature, and the Sturm 1111d Dra11g e mphasis on intuitive 
genius. He held that poetr> should he simple and reasona
ble and designed chiefl>· for moral improvement. 

Additional Works by Nicolai 

Uebcr 111ci11e gc/ehrtc Bild1111g. Berlin, I7mJ. 
Philosop/1isclw Abha11d/1111ge11. Berlin, lkOS. 

Works on Nicolai 

Aner, k .. Der Aufklarer Fried rid, Nicolai. Ciessen, rn 12. 
Fichte, .I C, Fr .. Vicolais Leben 1111d so11dcrbarc ,'1ci111111ge11. 

Tubi11gen, J,',OJ. 
\!eyer, Friedrich, Friedrich \'icolai. Leipzig, l\J:3S. 
o~t. C., Fr. Nicolais Al/ge1111'i11c Deutsche Bihliothck. Berl111. 

I \!28. 
Philips. F. C A , Nicolais litcrarische Bestrc!J1111ge11. The 

llague. Hl:26. 
Somnll'rfdcl. \1. . Nicolai 1111d dcr St11r111 1111d Dnmg. Halle . 1921. 
Straus, . \Valtt·r. Nicolai 1111d di e kritische Philosophic. Stuttgart, 

1~~7. 
(;IOHCIO TONELLI 

NICOLAS OF AUTRECOURT (c. I.'300-after 13.50), 
also called ~icolaus de llltracuria, was a leading anti
Aristotelian philosopher of the fourteenth centurr. The 
condenmation of extreme Aristotelianism at Paris in 
1:277 was prohabl> re~ponsible for the critical tendencies 
in many fourteenth-century philosophers and theologians. 
An extreme form of this critical tendency is to he found in 
the writings and lectures of Nicolas of Autrecourt. lie was 
at the Sorbonne a~ early as 13:28, lectured on the Sentences 
at Paris , and in l.'3"10 was summoned by the Homan Curia 
to answer charges of heres> and error. ll is trial was inter
rupted when Pope Benedict Xll died, and was resumed 
under Pope Clement \'I h>· Cardinal Cmt>. ln 13"16 the 
trial was concluded, :\'icolas was forced to recant m,rn\· of 
his published statements, his works were publicly burned, 
and he was declared unworthy of ad\'ancement and un
worthy to continue teaching. \Ve last hear of him as a 
deacon at the cathedral of l\letz in l.'3.50. 

His literan· re mains consist of (1) two compl f'tc letters to 
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the Franciscan Bt,rnard of Arezzo, a repl\' to a certain 
Ciles (whose letter to :'\:icolas is also extant), and the lrag-
1m·11ts of se\'en other letters to Bernard of Arezzo; (2) a the
ological discussion concerning the increase of cognitive 
po\\'ers; and (:3) the "uni\'ersal tractate of \laster ;\icolas of 
Autrecmnt for seei11g \\'hether the statements of the Peri
patetics are demonstrative" (usua)h, called Exigit Ordo 
Exec11tio11is from its i11cipit), which survin°-. in a single 
manuscript that breaks olf toward the ell(l 

The continuing re-.earch on fourteC:'nth-cent11ry thought 
will prnliab)~, show that many other Schoolmen~ of the 
pniod c,.\pre-.sed doctrines similar to tl1ose of :--.:icolas, In 
bet, -.imilar doctrines ha\'e alread~, been fo1111d in Hobert 
llolkot and John of \lirecourt on epi-.tt-mologil'al issue-., 
and in ll<·nr~, of llarcJa~,, Cerard Odo, and some othC:'rs on 
atomi-.m and the constitution of the continuuni, :--.:e\'Crthe
less, there i,-, some reason to attribute to :\icolas a consid
erable mea-.ure of originality and of persisll'11t thougl1t 
For one thing, his contemporary John of \lirecourt attrib
utes to :\icolas the proof that causal connection-. cannot he 
demon-.tratecL This ma~' mean merely that \lirecourt was 
making an acknowledgement to a col.eagne and wa-. 1111-
aware that similar doctrine-. were t,lllgl1t at (hforcL But 
tlwre must lw some -.ignificam·e in tlw fact that '.\:icolas 
was -.i11gled 01,t for attack Ii~, the decn·c" of the Paris 
lacult~ in l.'3'.3Y and l'.3-10 and wa-. one of thmt· stnnmrnwcl 
to the Curia in 1:3-10, 

The main hi .... torical origin of \:icolas' .... keptical and 
critical view-. aliot1t the extent of natural knowleclg<• was 
undoubtedly the prominence given to the article of the 
Creed "I helie\'e in one Cod, Father Omnipoll'nt, \laker 
of hean.'n and earth, , , "after the condemnation of 1277. 
As the theologians of the fomteenth century interpreted 
this article, it meant that Cod can accomplish anything the 
doing of which im,oh·es no logical contradiction, \:ow, 
the miracle-. of the Old Testament and :\<·w T<·-.tame11t are 
incompatible with the doctrines of Aristotle and his strict 
interpreters, especially A.\·emii._·-., in ways which touch 
clirectl~, on the point. Whereas Aristotle denies the pos-;i
hilit~· of accidents without sulJ-.trata, the Eud1arist in
voh'e" the supernatural existence of the accident... of bread 
and wine after the substance no longer e.xish (that is, after 
the substance of bread and wine has been c011vertccl in
to the hod~· and blood of Christ when the prie~t consecrate-. 
the Hmt), Again, whereas Aristotle had held that effects 
inevitably arise from their causes unless tlwre is some 
natural impediment, the episode of the three Israelites 
who were not consumed in the fiery furnace involves the 
miraculous interruption of the natural effects of causes 
where there is no impediment Consideration of the-.e and 
like cases led theologians to th<' following result: the com
mon course of nature can, without logical absurdity, lie 
interrupted by divine power. Ilence, the relation of cau-.e-. 
and effects or of substances and their accidents is not logi
call~, necessitated, 

Certitude, substance, and cause. ;\;icolas of Autrecourt 
must have begun his reflections from the consideration of 
the theological doctrine just mentioned. lie maintained 
that, excepting the certitude of faith, there is hut one kind 
of certitude and this certitude depends on the principle of 
contradiction: Contradictories cannot be simultaneously 

true, Nothing is prior to this principle and it is the ultimate 
basis of all C<'Jtitude, Thi-. certitude is ab-.olute and 110 
pow<'r can alter it It has no degrees and all certitude is 
reducilile to it Thus, all reasoning by syllogism depends 
on the principle of contradiction. In ew·ry implication 
(co11scq11c11tia) which is reducible to the principle of con
tradiction either immediatek or by a rnnnlier of inter
mediate steps, the consequent of the implication and the 
antecedent (or a part of the antecedent) arc really identical, 
Otherwise it would not he evident that the antecedent is 
inconsistent with the denial of the consequent. From all 
this 1\icolas deriw·s the following result: From the fact that 
one thing i .... known to exist it cannot be inferred with an 
e\·idenee red11cible to tl1<1t of the principle of contradiction 
that another thing exists :--:either the e.xistence nor the 
nonexistence of orn' thing can he evidently inferred from 
the existence or noncxistenc<· of an~' other thing, The con
sequences of this disc·m·er~, ;-...:kolas thought, were enough 
to destroy the whole intellect11al enterprise of the Schools. 
:\ot onl~ i.s it inipos~ible that the existence of effects en
tails the exi-.tence of causes, hut there is no way to have 
any L·vident knowledge of any substance other than one's 
own sotd starting from the objL•cts of sensation or of inner 
experi<·11l'l'. Things apparent to the senses are not sub
"tanC<'", and therefore sulistance cannot be e\'idently in
ferred from sensihl~· appearing olijects, Hence the exist
ence of material substances or oi othn spiritual crcat11res 
cannot 1w i11frrred with certitude lrorn the evidence of the 
-.<·nse .... But this is 1101 all. In one sense of "probable," 
there is not C'\'<'ll a probahilit~' that there are anv sub
-.tances, For, Ill the sense 111 which the probable is what 
happens lrl'(JUl'ntl,, we can sa~', lor l'Xample: \\'hen I in 
the past put rny ha11d toward a fire, it wa-. warmed; it is 
now prnbal>I<' that ii I p11t m~· hand toward a fire, it will be 
warmed. But since tlwre ha-. Ill'\ er been (and could 11ever 
lie) a conjunction in my l'xperience lietwee11 any appear
;rnce and a stili ... tance, ther<' is no appearance which ren
ders till' exi-.tl'm·e of a substa11ce so lllllch as probable in 
tllis s<'m<' of tlw w01d, 

Soul<' of :\icolas' critics mged that substa11l'e is deduc
ihlt> lrorn app<'arance~ and that ca11sc·s are deducible from 
their eff<"cts. But he replied tl1at all such deductions de
pend Hpon descriptions of appearances and <>ffects which, 
implicitly or explicitly, contain reference to -;ttbstances or 
causes, The deductions from such descriptions are per
fectly \'alicl, hut nothing in experi<'11ce or in our stock of 
self-evident propositions pro\'ides tlw slightest evidence 
that an~·thi11g corresponds to s11l'h descriptions, In a word, 
e\'er~· attempt to prove the existence of substances or 
cau-.es from appearances or effects begs the question, This 
point was made in other philosophical writings both before 
and after Nicolas, The .\luslim theologian al-Chazali, in 
hi-. Talu1f11t al-Falrisifah ("Incoherence of the Philoso
phers"; see Averroes' Taliaf11t al-Tahaf11t, edited and trans
lated Ii~' Simon van den Bergh, London, 195-1, pp. 32!:)-J.'3.'3), 
pointed out that logically guaranteed inferences concerning 
causes depen<l on the description and definitions ol terms 
and -.o, in a sense, are mainly verbal arguments, Nicolas 
could not have had access to this work because the relevant 
sections were not translated until sometime later, Hume's 
negati\'e critique of belief in causation and belief in sub-



stance parallels that of :'\icolas \"l'r\' clrn,eh, lint ll11nw 
had no possible aceess to the writings ol' \:ieolas lweaust' 
th e se were not disco,·ered 1111til the nindeenth and t\\'e11-
tieth centuries in the Bihliothi,q1w \:ationale and tlw 
Bodleian Lilnar~·. 

Critique of Aristotle. The p11rpose of :\:icolas' critiqu<' 
of Aristotle and his followers is set forth in tlw prologue to 
his Exigit Ordo Excc11tio11is. He tells us that he read the 
works of Aristotle and his commentator Averroes and dis
covered that the demonstrations of their doctrines wen· 
defective, tlwt arguments for tlie opposite of these doctrines 
can he found \\·hich are more plausilile than arguments for 
them. (The word "plausible" here is intended to translate 
the Latin word prol)(J/Jilis heeause, in this us;1gt>, it docs 
not mean "frequent" but "plausible.") :'\loreover, men 
han· spent their entire li,·es stlllh-ing Aristotle to no ;l\'ail 
while ne _g lecting the good of the communit~. \len would 
live better lives and contribute to the common good, in 
1m1tters religious and moral, if onl~· the,· kne\\' that ,·ery 
little certitude ahont things can he learned from natural 
appearances and that what little c;rn he learned can he 
obtained in a short while, pn)\'ided men attend to things 
rather than the treatises of Aristotle and AH·rroes. In a 
word, the intellectual c1dture of;\' icolas' agt' is condemned 
as largely ,·ain; and the purpose of his criticism is simpl\' 
to show this in detail. This is not to say that Nicolas is 
opposed to empirieal im·estigation, hut it wo11ld lie a mis
take to see in his att;1ck on Aristotle an interest in empiri
cal investigation such as we find in the promoters of nat11-
ral science in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

The criticism of Aristotle as set forth in the Exigit has an 
aspect not indicated in his contnn·ers,· with Bernard of 
Arezzo. In the letters to Bernard he declared that nothing 
which is said :1bout infrasensible realil\ is e\'en prohalile. 
In another sense of proh,1hilit~·. introduced in the Exigit 
(hut one of the accepted semes of the term in the \liddle 
Ages and cleri,·ecl, in fact, from Aristotle), a proposition or 
opinion is probable if there are arguments in its fo,·or 
which, although inconclusi,·e, would be apprm eel b,· an 
impartial j11dge. In this sense, a proposition or opinion has 
a prohahilit~· \\·hich ,·;uies as our information increases. 
According!~·. \:icolas begins with ,1 conception that is ac
cepted by his ach-ersaries: the principle that the Coocl 
exists in our minds as a kind of measure for e, ,1luating 
things. According to this, we nw,· assume that the things in 
the universe are so arranged tlwt whate\·er is good exists 
and whate\'l·r is had does not exist. Since there is no wa,· 
of demonstrating that things exist in a certain arrangement, 
we are obliged to depend on the principle of the Cood in 
order to determine what is prohahh· the case. Following 
this principle we can suppose that ( I) all things in the 
uni\'erse are mutuall~· connected so that one thing exists 
for the sake of another (like Aristotle's view that all things 
are ordered to one ultimate end, that is, Cod; cf. Aristotle, 
Metaphysics 107.5al.S ff.); (:2) there is systematic subordi
nation of all things to a single end so that nothing exists 
which does not somehow contriliute to the good of the 
entire uni,·erse; (3) the 1111i,·erse, so conceived, must be at 
all times equally perfect. 

Atornisrn. From the above, i\'icolas concludes that an~· 
particular thing which now exists has always existed and 
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\\ ill alwa," l'\i'-t. 1-'or \\·hat<·\·<'I' no\\· t·Xi'-h, <·xi"h for tlic 
good ol tlw wl1ol<>, and lwc,111\t' tl1i~ \\'l1olt· i" al\\·a~" ;111d 

t·,·cr~ wlwn· cq11all~ 1wrft·l·t, all ih parh 111u"t al\\'a~" <'\isl. 
I le11ce, on the pri11l·iple 11f tli<' Cood, t'\'l'J'\ 11ltimat<' 1·11tit~ 
in tlw 1111i\'<·rsc is dernal. 

Tlw ell'rnit~· of tl1ings is oll\'irn1sh- im·m11patilil<' \\'itli 
:\ristotle\ tho11glit, i11 \\·l1ich the ge11cration and <·orrup
tio11 of s1d, ... ta11ces and their aceid<'nts i" an <''-~<·ntial h·a
ttm'. I l<'l'l' :\:il·olas is cm1ll'nt to sho\\· that all the Aristo
telian arguments to pnn e the occ11rrenl-e of generation, 
corruption, or otlwr kinds of change arc inconcli1sin·. For 
e\ample, we cannot pron· cmwlusi\'eh· that ~ensil,le 
qualitit·s cease to exi-.;t. The 011h· method of prm·ing this i~ 
to arg11e that a quality ceast·s to P.\ist because it no longer 
appears to us, and this is oll\·iously inconclusin'. Hence, 
\:it_·olas argues, the atomic theory in its most radical form is 
more plausible than Aristotle's nonatomistic tlwor\' of 
change. The appeara11cc of change can lw accounted for in 
terms of tlw aggregation and separation of atomic particles. 

There is much of interest in the finer details of :'\icolas' 
atomism, particularh· in his defense of indi,·isihle minima 
as the ultimate constituents of the continuum, hi~ defense 
of the ,·acuum, and his theon· of motion. But here he is b,· 
no means original. llis theor~· of the nature of motion, for 
example, is taken o\'cr from \Villiam of Ockham, and his 
vie\\'s about indi,·isihlt>s owe m11ch to other fourteenth
centtn,· Scholastics. \lorem·er, tlwre are radical d<·ficien
eies i11 his views on these -.;uhject .... :\'icobs also adopted 
the radical Ockhamist thesis tk1t relations are reducihll· 
to their terms, so that there art' no extraeognitin· referents 
to our rel:1tional concepts. The denial of extracognitive 
relations is mistaken, and this part of l'\icolas' speculations 
suffers from tl1i~ error. 

The Exigit also cll•,·elops a theor~· of knowledge in terms 
of which whate\'l·r appears to he the case is the case, that 
is, that the ohjech of cognition are all in some w:1~· real. 
J\'icolas also develops a pnsiti,·e them~' of causation, and 
there is a related theor~· of eternal recurrence. \Vhether he 
deriH·cl this from Stoic sources is not clear. 

Influence and importance. The skeptical and critical 
views, as well as l\'icolas' prohahilistic defense of atomism, 
produced some responses among his contemporaries and 
successors. Albert of Saxon,·, Jean Buridan, :md others re
plied to his critical ,·iews on causation and s11bstance, and 
Thomas of Strasbourg discussed his atomism. :\!any refer
ences to his views on the nat1ire of propositions occur in 
later fourteenth-century theologians. \loreo\'er, although 
:'\icolas' ,·iews \\'ere formalh· condemned b,· the Cnria in 
1316, at the end of the centur,· Cardinal Pierre d'Aill~ not 
only adopted man~· of these vie\\'s hut also wrote that "many 
things were condemned against [\:icolas] because of env~· 
which were Liter puhlicly stated in the schools." 

The importance of ;\icolas of Antrec011rt in the histor\' 
of thought can hest be summarized as follo\\'s: He was a 
radical representatin· of an incrl'asing tenclenc,· in four
teenth-centur,· tho11ght to reject the icle,1 that am· of the 
principles of natural theology admit of demonstration, and 
he thus contributed to the decline of the authorit~· of Aris
totle. Altho11gh some of his reffections are both important 
and ,·alid, they seem not to have had am· direct effect on 
the developme11t of philosopll\' in Par!~· modern times. 
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From 0111' point of \'iew, he and :--01111• of his contempo
raries achieved a clarity about the nature of beliefs in causa
tion and sulistance which was neither equaled nor sur
passed 1111til tl1e eighteenth centm~· in the \\'riting:-- ol 
II l I llH'. 
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JULIUS H. \\'Ei:\'BERC: 

NICOLE, PIERRE (lf-i:2.S-Hi9.S), Frend1 tlwologian 
and phi losophcr, was horn in Chartre-;. Altlrough unsuited 
by nature and temperament for leadership of a zealous 
religious faction, he nevertheless served the Jansenists of 
Port-Hoyal brilliantly with Iris pen. A keen polemici:--t, an 
able scholar, and a distinguished theologian and moralist, 
Nicole was so intimately associated in authorship with 
Antoine Arnauld that portions of works appearing under 
the latter's name were in fact written by :--:icole. l'nlike 
Arnau Id, Nicole had the credentials neither of priest nor of 
doctor; although a bachelor of theolog}', he remained all 
his life in minor orders. 

\\'ith Arnaulcl he prepared La Logi<111e 011 /'art de penser, 
the famous Pu rt-Royal Logic. ll nder the pseudonym \\'il
liarn \\'endrock, he produced a 1111,ch-praised Latin trans
lation of Pascal's Lettres prorinciales. llis Essais de 111orolc 
earned him a considerable reputation as a moralist. Several 
of these essays were translated by John Locke for Lord 
Shafteslnn~· but apparently were not published until the 
nineteenth century. 

In the final phase of the Jansenists' controversy with the 
Homan Catholic church, Nicole-always physically weak 
and constantly tormented by fear-successfully sought an 
accommodation with the ecclesiastical authorities. This 
subjected him to vicious attack from several Jansen ists hut 
not, howtver, from the exiled Arnauld. During these years, 
Nicole put his pen at the service of .Jacques Bossuet in the 
latter's controversy with quietism. 

As an antagonist of the Calvinists, Nicole stands as one 
of the last great warriors. The arguments had heen re

lrearsed for over a century, eve r since the intellectual con
sequences of the Reformation were seen to include skepti
cal difficulties. In challenging the credentials of the Church 
of Rome as the true church, the Reformers had created a 
situation appropriate for questioning the criteria of reli
gious truth and one in which the skeptical methodology of 
the Creek Pyrrhonists was applicable. Two of Nicole's 
controversial writings, Prejuges legitimes contre /es Cal-

ri11istcs and Pr£;te11d11s r<formes co1waiup1s de schis111e 
(against opponents including Jean Claude and Pierre J 11-
rit•u), Pierre Bavle claimed, "ma~· unhappily co11firm in 
their evil dispositions, all who have any tendency towards 
l'yrrhonism." 

Nicole tried to show that the way of examination, tire 
technique of scrupulously examining a religion's claim to 
truth, ought to he practiced hoth hy the Protestants, who 
11:--11alh only preached it, as well as h~- those Homan Cath
olics who contemplated alia11doning their faith. In his 
three queries: Is the religion's claim drawn from a canoni
cal Biblical book? Does the text under examination con
form to the ori.l.!;inal? Are there not other ways of reading 
the original that weaken the argument to the religion's 
claimr :\icole rai:--ed innumerable difficulties for the Prot
e:--ta11ts, although not making it i111mediately apparent 
that the Catholic "way of autlwrity" had triumphed. As 
Bayle commented, ·'A man who would lw just!~- assured 
that IH' ought to submit to the authority of the Church, is 
oliliged to know that the Scripturt•s enjoin this. Thus he 
i:-- oliligt,d to go through all the examinations laid down 
Ii~, :\icole .... " 

:\ccordingly, :--:icolc, who so111e years before had sollght 
to meet l'yrrl1011ism's challenge in his Art de penser, later 
tried to show that reason alone could give no conclusive 
a11s,vers to his ow11 three questions. But since his own 
"way" was subject to tlw same difficulties of deriving Scrip
tural support for itst·lf and since he even sought to show its 
reasonahlenesss, the applicability of his argument to itself 
..,eemed <0 vide11t to many. The realization, more ap
preciated hy Bayle than hy most, that nothing but 111utllal 
de:--trnctirn, and then perhaps rt•ligious skepticism and 
i11differem·l' followed from thes<' sorts of disputes, led to 
their going or1t of style. 111 dlle collrse, there evolved more 
sopl,isticated wa~·s of meeting or ignoring the skepticism 
that had heen u11leashed a century liefore. 
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HAHHY :VI. BHACKEN 

NIEBUHR, REINHOLD, is eminent in two fields. 
One is social action and analysis of current social prob
lems; the other is the interpretation of the Christian faith. 
This article, will concentrate on his rel igio11s and ethical 
thinking. 

Niebuhr was horn in p.;q:2 in Wright City, Missouri. llis 
father was Custave Niebuhr, a minister in the Evangelical 
Synod of the Lutheran church, who came to the United 
States when he was 17 years old. llis mother was th e 
daughter of the Reverend Edward Jacoh Hosto, a second-



generation Cerman American of the same religious sect. 
Niebuhr studied at Elmhurst College, Eden Theological 
Seminary, and Yale l 1niversity. Ile \\'as ordained in FJl,S 
and was pastor at the Bethel Evangelical chmcl1 of Detroit 
until I \J:28. He was then appointed professor at the Union 
Theological Seminary in :'\re\\' York. He now lives in re
tirement. 

Religious views. The central theme of ;'\ielnrhr's reli
gious teaching can he stated as follows: a divine, forgiving, 
and timeless love "beyond history" givt's meaning to 
human life. l'\othing actuall~, operating in human history 
can ever lw s11fficicntly dominant over sinful pride and 
sensuality to deli\'l·r men from despair, altho11gh 11H·n 
attempt to conee,d reality with optimistic illusions. But if 
we look beyond the temporal process to transcendent 
being, we find, through faith, a forgiving and pcrfed lo\'e 
which gives to human life a grandeur beyond tlw reach of 
despair and a zeal beyond the reach of apath\·. This lo\'l' 
from beyond histor\· has heen revealed to us in Jesus 
Christ. \\'e know it is from beyond history because in 
history this kind of love, called agape, is ineffective before 
the powers that rule this \\'oriel. It is futile and meaningless 
except when, as in the Christian faith, it reveals the ulti
mate purpose of our existence hy an evaluation \\'ltich 
transcends history. 

Sin and anxiety. Sin arises from anxiety, although anx
iety is not sinful in itself. \Ian is rendered anxio11s by 
criticizing himself and his world, hy recognizing his own 
I imitations and the contingencies of his existence, and hy 
imagining a life infinitc0 ly better than what ad11ally is. 

Anxiety would not lead to sin if we brought it under 
control by trusting otnselH·s to Cod's forgiving love and 
ultimate power. B11t instead of this, Wt' seek to hring ,u1x
iety under control hy prete11di11g to have power or knowl
edge or \·irtue or special fa\'{ns from Cod, \\'ltich we do not 
have. This pretense leads to pride, cnrelt~·. and injustice. 
Or we seek to escape anxiety hy dulling the awareness of it 
with sensuality. All this is sin lwcau..,e it is a turning away 
from Cod to a self-centered exi,tence. Sin tlllls induced is 
not ine\·itahle, hut it is uni\'(·rsal. .\lso :\iebuhr has ob
scurely suggested that sin was in the world hefow men 
became simwrs, this prelrnman sin heing symbolized hy 
Satan. 

In tlris preclica11ll'nt \\'l' ha\t· t\\o altC'rnati\·c·"· \\'e ma\ 
trust oursekes along with the \\·)mil:' ol human histon· to 
Cod's forgiving lm·e. The othl:'r alternative i-; twofold: to 
sink into annihilating dl:'spair or to conceal 011r predica
ment with illusions that render our condition e\'en more 
despl:'rate in the end. If \\'e takl' the first alternative, we 
live not on!~· for whate\'er lo\'l" can lw attained in history 
hut also and primarily for the· cli\·ine lm·e heyoncl history. 
In this \\'ay the whole of his tor\' takes on meaning. Other
wise we ha\·e only glimpses of meaning in de\·elopnwnts 
occurring here and tlwre hut no meaning for the whole of 
histor~·. 

Transcendence. Themes contin11oush· recurrent through
out :\ieb11hr's writing are transce11dence, freedom, reason, 
and love. \:ielrnhr's language often ~uggests that hy "tran
scendence" he means the timeless ideal of perfect love. 
But for :\ieh11hr this lm·e is not merel~· an ideal. It is a Cod 
\\'ho loves, yet is beyond time, cause, and world. 
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Self-transcendence is a C('ntral theme in :\i('h11hr's 
thought. If this merely meant that the self can change into 
a better self, the meaning would he obvious. But '.\,;iebuhr 
seems to mean that the self, whilt never escaping finitude 
in one dimension, does soml:'how, in anotl1er dimension, 
transct'ncl time and causation and self. It does this by sur
veying past and futun' and by self-criticism. But to survey 
past and future is to he aware of one's involvement in 
time; and in self-criticism the self in retrospect is criticized 
hy the present self; and this criticizing self may in turn he 
niticized hy the self at a later time. :\'iehuhr would seem 
to he wrong, therefore, in claiming that in self-criticism the 
self can transcend time and causation. 

Freedom and reason. Niebuhr affirms man's freedom by 
paradox; man is hoth bound and free, both limited and 
limitless: he is, and yet is not, in\'oh-ed in the Aux of na
ture and time. As spirit he "stands outside" time, nature, 
world, and self, yet is involved in them. Freed of paradox, 
these affirmations assert tliat man is free in the dimension 
of spirit hut not in the dimension of natural existence. The 
human spirit transcends the self, time, and nature because 
the indi\·idual can know himself as an object, can judge 
himself to he a sinner, can survey past and future. "The 
ultimate proof that the human spirit is free is its recogni
tion tltat its will is not free" CVat11rc and Destiny nf .'1a11, 
\'ol. I, p. :2,58). 

:'\iebuhr would seem to be making contradictory state
ments. The self is not free if only the "spirit" transcending 
the self is free. The critical comment made ahove on his 
concept of transct'1Hlence would apply here also. 

Heason is an instnrment, says Niebuhr, which can he 
usl:'d for either good or evil. One e\·il use of reason is to 
impose rational coherence upon reality and to reject as 
1mreal what cannot lw fitted into that coherence. But :\'ie
huhr is mistaken in thinking that one who insists on sub
jecting every affirmed belief to the tests of reason is 
thereby L"laiming that reason comprehends all reality. To 
the contrary, such a person fully admits that unknown 
realitv extends beyond his knowll:'dge; hut he refuses to 
conceal his ignorance by superimposing religious beliefs 
where knowledge cannot reach. :\'iehuhr defends such 
beliefs because they relieve anxiety by providing courage 
and hope. 

Another sinful use of reason, says '.\iel)llbr, is to make it 
the hasis of a false security, th11s turning away from the one 
\lll'l' ground of security, which is a belief he~·ornl the tests 
of reason, narnel~·- that Cod in forgi\·ing lo\'l' will m·errult' 
all c\·il "at the end of histor~·." I I ere again the question 
arises: Is true security to he found in beliefs exempt from 
the tests of reason or is it to be found h~· rejecting sud1 
beliefs and recognizing the unknown without concealing it 
beneath beliefs that cannot he rationally defended? 

On the other hand, i\iebuhr uses to the full his own 
magnificent powers of rational intelligence in dealing with 
problems arising in the temporal process of human exist
ence. I le complete!~· accepts the powers of reason in deal
ing with such problems. For him reason has the further use 
of demonstrating its own incapacity for dealing with those 
religious beliefs which :\'iehuhr affirms while admitting 
that they cannot be rationally defended. 

In June Bingham's hook Courage to Change (p. :2:2-1) she 
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reports that Niebuhr wrote to a friend that he (Niebuhr) 
adheres to the religious pragmatism of William James. He 
validates Christian belief, when it cannot be rationally 
defended, by the courage, hope, peace, zeal, love, sense of 
being forgiven, and other psychological effects resulting 
when these beliefs are affirmed. Niebuhr has identified 
these psychological effects as the grace bestowed upon us 
by Cod when we affirm these beliefs with the total self. 
Thu~ are we assured that we are loved and forgiven by 
Cod while we are yet sinners. Niebuhr also affirms that 
beyond all the incoherence of our existence and beyond all 
our rational powers to know there is an all-comprehending 
and perfect coherence which somehow overcomes and 
absorbs all the manifest incoherences that we experience. 

Love. Niebuhr has di-;tinguished three kinds of lo\'t:> : 
heedless love (agape), which seeks nothing in return; 
mutual love; and calculating love. Heedless love is Cod's 
way ol' loving; and human beings by Cod's grace may have 
it to some degree. Since it seeks nothin.~ in return, it can
not have the intention of awakening responsive love, al
though this may be its unintended result. Suffering en
d,rred with intention to awaken respons•ive love wo11ld he 
calculating love. Hence Cod's suffering love in Christ is 
not to awaken responsive love, although this may he its 
unintPnded re~ult; but the intention is to protect Cod's 
righteousness in forgiving sin because forgiveness with
out atonement would be condoning sin. 

Political views. In making political judgments, the indi
vidual is inevitably biased by the social position and his
torical process in which he finds his security and personal 
identity. No one can be entirely free of this bias, hut its 
distortions are reduced by a faith which finds its ultim.1.te 
security not in any social position or historical process hut 
in the Cod of love and mercy who rules supreme over the 
whole course of history, determining its final outcome as 
no plan or purpose of man can ever do. Such a faith in 
Cod's power and forgiveness enables one to practice 
"Christian realism,;' whereby one is dhle to see the evil iu 
the self and in the historical proces~ with which the self is 
identified, as well as the depth of evil in all of human life. 
Political judgment can then be more free of the illusions 
generated by false pride, on the one hand, and hy despair, 
on the other. 

Justice requires the coercions of government to support 
moral demands; and the power of opposing parties must be 
equalized if one is not to he subordinated unjustly to the 
interests of the other. Also, to have justice, freedom to criti
cize is required. Justice serves love by providing the social 
conditions required for the practice of love. Love is the 
final norm hut cannot by itself guide political action, be
cause every project set forth in the name of love amid the 
contests for political power is infected with self-interest 
whereby the needs of others are falsely identified with 
those or self. 

With his highly developed rational powers and critical 
intelligence, Niebuhr has sharply distinguished between 
problems subject to rational treatment and religious beliefs 
that cannot he rationally defended. This give~ us what at 
times seems to he two Niebuhrs: one, the naturalist strug
gling with the problems of our existence with all the tools 

of human reason; the other, the mystic upholding a super
structure of religious belief beyond the tests of reason. 
Whether one of these, or both, will prevail in the course of 
history, only time can tell. However, the impact of Nie
buhr's thought and action on our civilization will continue 
in one form or another for a long time. 
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HENRY NELSON WIEMAN 

NIETZSCHE, FRIEDRICH ( 1844 - U:)00), German phi-
losopher and poet, is one of the most original and influ
ential hgures in modt>rn philosophy. His life has at
tracted more attention from interpreters of his thought, 
major novt>lists, psychiatrists, and others than the lile of 
other major philosophers. Misrepresentations of almost 
e\·ery facet of his life have been crucial, for they bear on an 
understauding of his significance. ft is also difficult to 
obtain reliable information on the authenticity and relative 
importance of his works and his pm,tlrnmously published 
notes, on his madness, and on his relation to \Vagner. 
These problems will therefore be stressed in the following 
discussion. 

LIFE AND PATHOLOGY 

Nietzsche was born in Rocken, Prussia. His father, Lud
wig Nietzsche, a Lutheran minister and the son of a minis
ter, was .31, and his mother, the daughter ol' a Lutheran 
minister, was 18. His paternal grandfather had written sev-



era! books, im lt1din.L'. Gamaliel, or thl' Er-erlosti 11g Dura
tion of Christianity: For l11strul'fio11 011d Sedatiu11 ... 
( l 7!:J6). :\!any of :\ictzsche 's a11cestors \\'erl' h11tch<'rs; 11mw 
of them seem to ha\'l" been, as lw belie,·ed, Polish nohle
men. Ilis father christened him Friedricl, \\'illl<'lm after 
King Friedrich Wilhelm l\' of Prnssia. 011 \\'hose birthda~ 
he was born. The king hecame mad a few y<'ars latl'r; so 
did Nietzsche's father. :'\ietzsclw later shed his middle 
name, along \\'ith his famil~·'s patriotism and religion, b11t 
in January 1889 he, too, hecame insane. 

In an earl~ a11tobiographical sketch :'\ictzsdw wrote, "l11 
September 18-.18 m:, belm·ed father sudden!,· becaml' men
tally ill." When Elisabeth Forstcr-:\'ietzsche (born 18-.!fi) 
published this sketch in her biograph~· of her brother 
(1895), she changed the wording to read, " ... suddenly 
became -;eriously ill in consequence of a fall." (She also 
published, as addressed to her, letters actuall~· addressed 
to her mother and drafts of letters to others, but there is no 
evidence of any forgery that affects :\'ictzsche's philoso
phy.) In fact, the diagnosis of L11dwig Nietzsche's doctor 
was softening of the brain (Gehimerweiclw11g), and after 
the elder Nietzsche's death in 18-.19, his skull was opened, 
and the diagnosis was confirmed. Nevertheless, most ex
perts agree that the philosopher's later insanit~· was not 
inherited. 

In January 18.50, :\'ietzsche's \\'idowed mother lost her 
youngest son (\\'ho was horn in 18-.18) and mo,·ed lier famil~· 
to Naumlrnrg. The hous<·l10ld there consisted of Frie
drich, his mother (who died in 1897) and sister, his father's 
mother, and two maiden a11nts. This, as well as his sister's 
character, helps to acco11nt for some of :\idzsche ·s snide 
remarks about \\'Omen. 

In 1858 Nietzsche accepted free admission to Pfmta, a 
famous boarding school a few miles from :\aumhurl!;. Ile 
was often at the head of his class and acquired an excellent 
classical education. I 11 186 l he wrok an enthusiastic essa~· 
on his "fa,·orite poet," I Iolderlin. "of whom the majorit~· of 
his people scarce!~ even know the name." H<ilderlin had 
spent the last decades of his lift. in hopeless insanity, but 
sixty years after ;\'ictzsche \\'rote his e:-.sa~, lliilderlin was 
wide!~· ret'ognized as Germany's greatest pod after Goethe. 
The teacher wrote on the paper, "I must offer the author 
the kind ach-icc to stick to a hcaltlrier. clearer, more Ger
man poet. 

The meclical rec()rds of the school contain an entr~·, re
corded in 186:2: " ... shortsightecl and often plagued hy 
migraine headaches. Ilis father died early of softening of 
the brain and was begotten in olcl al._'.e [actuallv, when his 
father was ,57, his mother 3,5]; the sm1 at a time when the 
father was alreacly sick [most experts deny this]. As ~·et no 
gra,·e signs are \'isible, but the antecedents require con
sideration." 

ln 186-.! :\ietzschc graduated with a thesis on Theognis. 
He studied theology and classical philology· at the Univer
sity of Bonn, but in 186.5 he ga\'e up theolol!;y ancl went to 
Leipzig. There is no e,·idence that he contracted syphi !is 
in Cologne while he was a student at Bonn, although this 
stor~· has gained currenc~·; there is, howe,·er, inconclusive 
eviclence that two ph~·sicians in Leipzig treated Nietzsche 
for s~-philis \\'ithout telling him their diagnosis. Wilhelm 
Lange-Eichhaurn, a ps~·chiatrist, writes that a Berlin psy-
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clriatrist told \1i111 thi, a11d ,1ddt'd that tll<' 11a11w, of tlw two 
doctors Wt'r<' know 11. A11otll<'r P'> clriatrist, P. J. \lobi11s, i, 
said to han· po:-.scss<·d lt-tt<>r, ,,·\rich ,n·n· written b~ tlH'st· 
t\\'o lll<'ll b11t whid1 no lo11gt·r t'Xist. Be tlrat as it 111a~, 
l\'ictzschl' C'\'idently IW\'t'r thmrgl,t Ire had syphilis, and 
most of his lift. he was sex11alh· a cornpletc ascetic. Thl' 
most that !,as lwe11 claimed is that as a -;tll(k•11t he nia~· 
have \'isited a brothel once or twice. The matter has been 
much debated because his 111ad11ess was probably tcrtiar~· 
syphilis, and Thomas :\lann 's novel Dok tor Faustus, which 
draws on :\ietzschc's lif<·, has gi,·e11 these qtwstiom addi
tional prominence. 

Throughout his life :\'ietzsclie's health was poor. His 
doctors kept warninl!; him to preser\'e his ver~ bad e~·csight 
b~· reading and writing less. I le disregarded this advice, 
fought se\'ere migraine and l!;astric pain., with long walks 
and rnnch writing, and took pills and potions to purchase a 
little sleep. His books became his life. As they found no 
response, his st~·le became shrill, and losing his inhibi
tions, he said in his later books what he had said earlier 
on:y in some of his letters. Out of context some phrase:-. 
so1111d mad. \lany of Nietzsche's dicta are redeemed h~· his 
wit, which has escaped many translators and interpreters. 

In Januar~· 1889, :\ietzsche collapsed in a street in Turin 
while embracing a horse that had been Hogged by a coach
man_. His last letters, mailed on the first days of 188!:J, are 
mad but meaningful and mo\'ing. After the first week of 
1889 nothing of even this pathetic brilliance relieved the 
utter darkness of his mind. He vegetated until his death. 
B11t none of his hooks can he discounted as a product of 
madness; all repay close study. 

Tlw various accounts of :'\ietzsche's patholog,· disagree 
on man~' points, but none of them illuminates Nietzsche's 
philosophy. \\'hen the novelist Arnold Zweig wanted to 
write a book on Nietzsche, Freud wrote him that 
Nietzsche's psychological de\'elopment could not he re
constructecl, and according to Ernest Jones, Freud's biog
raplwr, Freud "several times said of Nietzsche that he 
had a more penetrating knowledge of himself than any 
other man \\'ho ever lived or was ever likely to live." 
Lesser ps~"Chologists and would-be ps~·chologists have 
!wen more condescending. 

As a stuclent at Leipzig, Nietzsche discovered Schopen
ha11er and Richard \\'agner, the two greatest inHuences on 
his earl~· tl,ought, as well as F. A. Lanl._'.e's History of .l\fa

terialism. In a letter dated November 1866, l\:ietzsche 
wrote, "Kant, Schopenhauer, and this book of Lange's
more I don't need." But he also worked on Aeschylus 
and published papers on Theognis ( 1867) and a prize
winnir,g essay on Diogenes Laertius (l868- l8fi~)) . Al
though the appearance of these articles in Professor 
Friedrich Ritschl's journals was a triumph, :\'ictzsche 
wrote his friend Erwin Hohde (later a famous classical 
philologist) that he found his prize paper "repulsive" and 
utterly inadequate. "\\'hat is Diogenes Laertius? i\obody 
would lose a wore\ over the philistine ph~1siogn01n~' of this 
scribbler if he were not by· accident the clums~· watchman 
guarding treasures whose value he does not kno\\'. He is 
the night watchman of the history of Greek philosoph)': 
one cannot enter it without obtaining the key from him." 

In October 1867, Nietzsche commenced his military 
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st•rvice . 111 :-.tarch 1868, while jumping 011 his horse, he hit 
the pommel of the saddle with his chest and was bad I~· hurt, 
hut he rode on as if nothing had happened. In August 1868, 
aftl'r prolo11ged suffering from the injury, he returned home 
and was formall~· discharged from the army in October. 

Back i11 Leipzig, he complained, in a letter to Rohde of 
No\'emlier :20, "I must again see the swarming philologists' 
breed of our da~· from nearby, and daily have to obsen·p 
the whole molish busi1wss, the full cheek pouches and 
blind e~·es, the delight at having caught a worm, and 
indifferellce toward tlw true and urgent prohlt·ms of life." 
I le published -.cholarl~· book re\'iews hut at one point 
l'o11sidercd writing a doctoral thesis on Kant. Early· in l8n!J 
he e, en thought of taking 11p chemi-.try, "throwing philol
ogy· where it lwlongs, with the housC'hold ruhhle of om 
a11cil'nt ancestors.·· 

Dming the following \\'inter the chair of das-.ical phi
lology· at the Uni\'ersity of Hast•! fell vacant, and Hihdtl 
rccomnwndf'd him for the post: he had nevt·r puhlislwd 
contributions from another student 11or see11 a stuckllt 
likl' Nietzsche in .3\J y·ears of teaching. Nietzsche had 11ot 
~ d written a doctoral thesis, let alo11e the di"sertation 
_gt•nerally required before a doctor of philosoph) hl·co111t''> 
a Privatclozerit, or the additional hook required for an 
associate professorship, ~ d he \\'as appointed an a-.-.ot"iatt
professor at Basel at the ;1ge of :2.J. Ritschl wrote that "in 
Germany that sort of thing happens abso\11tt•ly 1w,·er" hut 
reassured the authorities at Basel that although :\ietzsdw 
had concentrat<'d on Creek literature anti philosophy, 
"with his great gifts he will work in other fields with the 
best of -.m-cess. He will simph lie able to do anything he 
\\'a11ts to do." Leipzig co11fl'rred the doctorat<' \\'ithout 
thesis or examination, am! ill April rnmJ, Nietzsche Wt·nt to 
Basel and became a Swiss subject. In 1870 he heca111t· a 
full proft•s-.;or. 

In A11gust 1870 he recei\'ed lt•ave to volunten as a med
ical order!~· i11 the Fra11co-Pru-.sian \Var. Early· i11 Scptt•m
ber he returned to Germany with dysentery a11d diphtht•
ria; he mav also l1ave infected himself with s~'philis while 
ministering to sick soldier-.. \\'ithout waiting to regain his 
strength, he ret11rned to Basel in October to teach at both 
the C~1111nasiu111 a11d the university. During tlw following 
months he also audited the lectures of Jakob Bmckhardt, 
the art ltistoria11, visited Richard \\'agncr in Trib-.cliell 1war 
Lucenw \\'hene,·er possible, and fi11ished hi" first hook. 

In su111111ing up this account of ;\'ietzschc's first 28 ~t·ars, 
three points merit emphasis. First, although the hi"torical
critical edition of Nietzsche's \Verke (discontinued aftn 
five \'olumes) onh- include~ material published before 1869 
and the literature on the young Nietzsche keeps gro\\'ing, 
this period commands attention only as the background of 
his later work. llm,·e,·t'r, legions of errors about :'\ietzschc's 
<·arly period have been used in support of folse clai1ns 
about his philosoph~·. Second, Nietzsche's eventtwl in
sanit,· seems overdett'nnined; no explanation of it has 
been proved, but so many explanations are available that 
what requires explanation is not so much why he became 
mad hut how he could ever have written over ten books 
that stamp him as one of Germany's greatest masters of 
prose as well as the most influential and inexhaustible 

Cenna11 philosopher since Kant and Hegel. Third, he 
might 11e\'er have subjected himself to all the requirements 
for a professorship had it not been offered to him pradi
call~· gratis. 

WRITINGS 

"The Birth of Tragedy." Nietzsclw's first hook, Die Ge
hurt der Trag(jdie aus dem Geiste cler Musik (1872), ad
va11ces theories about the birtl1 and death of Creek tragedy 
that arc unsupported hy footnotes or Creek quotations; in 
1874 a ,·ersio11 with slight textual changes appeared. In 
1886 both versions were l'l'issucd with a ne\\' i11troduction 
and a title pagt• th,1t read The Birth of Tragedy, or llellen
ism and Pessimism: A New Edition with an Attempt at a 
SelFCriticism. Thi" s<'lf-criticism is the best critiqut• ever 
\\'rittt•11 of till' hook, which for all its fault-. has the touch of 
gt•niu". 011!~· the latt-r introdudio11 show" human great-
11css. 

111 187:2, in1111ecliatel~· after The Birth of Tragedy was 
p11hlislH'd, l JI rich von \Vilammvitz-!\loelleHdorff, who had 
just rt'l't'ived ltis doctorate and much later was to achie\'c 
great Ltnw a-. a Crct'k philologist, published a pamphlet, 
Philology of the future! A reply to Friedrirh Nietzsche's 
birth uf trag<>du (Z11k1mftsphilologie!). Hohde replied with 
a pol<'lllic called Afterphilologie, which means "pseudo
philology"; hut After, a word Luther liked to 11se abusively 
ill vari,ius cornbi11atio11s, also means posterior, and the titk
s11gg<•"h a 1wnTr'iio11 of philolog~·. i\'ietzsch<~ wrote Hohdl' 
that hi-. friend Fra11z Overlwck, church historian ,tt Basel, 
had suggl"it<'d this title. I le did not 111t'11tio11 that Schopen
lia11t•r, i11 his diatrilw against Die Universitcitsphilosophie, 
had spoken of llegcl's Afterphilosophie. In 1873 \Vilamo
witz published another reply. All three pamphlets were 
11mvorthy of their a11thors; they were ne\'er reprinted a11d 
l1a,·t· si11et· lwcome rarities. 

\\'ilamowitz was uttt•rly· blind to the merits of The Birth 
of Tragedy, of which F. :\1. Cornford was to writl' in From 
Religion to Philosophy (HJ12) that it was "a work of pro
foulld irnagillative insight, which left the scholarship of a 
ge11cratio11 toiling ill tlw rear." \Vilamowitz tried to estab
lish his owll crndition by catalog11ing fa11lts, and Hohde 
th<'11 tried to show that they were 11ot faults. But Hohde, 
who had just rec<·i, eel the title of professor, co11stantly 
called \Vilamowitz "our Dr. phi!." or "the pasq11inader" 
and quite failed to see that Wilalllowitz had a point in 
lwi11g worril'd about the future of pl ii lo logy if purple prose 
were to become a fashionable substitute for exact scholar
-.hip. ( By· now the Nietzsche literature offers many horrible 
exalllples.) 

:\1on· than any other sing!<· work, The Birth changed the 
pre\'alt·nt conception of the spirit of Greece, which owed 
11111ch to \Vinckehrnrnn and Goethe, and replaced "sweet
ness a11cl light" (to 11se Matthew Arnold's phrase) with a 
more complex analysis, since further developed by Corn
ford, Jane Harrison, and E. R. Dodds (see Dodds's 
The Greeks and the Irrational, Berkeley, Calif., l!J51, for 
recent literature). 

i\'ietzsche distinguishes two tendencies: the "Apo\1-
inian," stressed hitherto-the genius of restraint, harmony, 



and measure that found expression in Greek sculpture and 
architecture-and the "Dionysian," a cruel longing to 
exceed all norms that found an outlet in the drunken 
frenzv of the Dionysian festivals and the music associated 
with them. Nietzsche argues that the Apollinian achieve
ments cannot be full~· appreciated until one realizes what 
powers had to be harnessed to make them possihle. This 
point was missed by many interpreters because, in his 
later works, Nietzsche identified himself with Dionysus. 
In the late works, howe\'l'r, Dion)·sus is no longer opposed 
to Apollo; lw stands for a s)·nthesis of hoth gods and is 
played off against the crucified Christ. In Nietzsche's Twi
light of the Idols, written i11 1888, the old Goethe, who 
was certainly not anti-Apollinian, could therefore he cele
brated as superb!)· Dion)·sian. 

In The Birth the contrast hetween the Dion)·sian and 
Apollinian is indebted to Schopenhauer's contrast between 
will and representation. E\'l·n so, the hook is a declaration 
of independence from Schopenhauer. ;\;ietzsche explains 
the birth of Greek traged)· out of the music and dances of 
the Dionysian cult as a triumph of Apollinian form. Ile 
envisages "the sublime as the ,utistic l'OJH}Uest of the hor
rible," and he celebrates the Creeks who, facmg up to tlw 
terrors of nature and histor~, did not seek refuge in "a 
Buddhistic negation of the will," as Schopenhauer did, hut 
instead created tra_gedies in which life is affirmed as hean
tiful in spite of e\'(•r~·thing. 

ldeall~·, the hook should l'nd, as a draft did, with Section 
1.5; the remaining sections are a rhapsod~ on the rebirth of 
traged~, in \\'agner's operas and oh-;cure tlw conclusions of 
the original anal~·sis. In Ecce llomo, \\Titten in 1888, 
Nietzsche said of The Birth, "It smell-; offensively He
gelian, and it is onl)· in a few fonnula-. affected h~· the 
cadaverous perfume of Schopenhauer." As :\idzsclw 
pointed out, Dion)·sus and Apollo are "aufgehobe11 into a 
unity" in traged)· (oufgehohen is a characteri-;tic Ilegelian 
term meaning "canceled," "preserved," "lifted up"); this 
synthesis is then confronted Ii)· another idea, rationalism, 
S)·mbolized Ii)· Socrates. Emipides \\'as "a mask onl~·: the 
deity who spoke out of him was ... Socrates." 

Rationalism antedated Socrates but "gained in him an 
indescribahl)· magnificent e\prcssion." E,·en as the Greeks 
had needed traged~· to sun·i,·e, the~· needed Socratism a 
little later. "If one were to think of this whole incalculahle 
sum of energy ... as not ernplo~·ed in the sen·ice of 
knowledge," Greek culture might k1,·e perished in '\\'ars 
of annihilation," in "suicide," and in "pessimism." Ration
alism brought about the demise of Creek traged~·. yet "the 
influence of Socrates necessitates e,·er again the regenera
tion of art." The two sections i 14-1.5) that contain these 
conclusions suggest the need for a further s)·nthesis-an 
"artistic Socrates." 

Here one might think of Plato, but the Republic and 
Lau;s illustrate :\ietzsche's claim that Socrates' rationalist
moralist heritage was opposed to the spirit of Aesch:i.·lus 
and Sophocles. The "artistic Socrates" is :\ietzsche him
self. Far from denouncing the de,·elopment he described, 
he found his o,,·n task suggested h)· its projected culmina
tion. \\'hat is wanted is a phi losoph~· that foces what the 
Greek tragedians knew without sacrificing sharp rational 
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analysis; a philosophy that does not share Socrates' opti
mistic assurance that knowledge. ,·irtue, and happiness are 
inseparahl<•; a philosoph)· that a,·ails itself of the \'i-.im1-; 
and resources of art. 

The four meditations. From 187:3 to 1876, \:ietzsdw 
published hi-; four meditations. 

First meditation. In 187:3 \:ietzsche puhJi,;)wd tl1e fir-;t 
of his four "untimely meditations" (Unzeitgemiisse Betrnch
tungen, translation published as Thoughts out of Seu
son), a polemic entitled David Strauss, The Confessor and 
\Vriter. Strauss is hest renwmhered for his inf-lne11tial Life 
of Jesus ( 18:3.5). \\'hat enraged ;\'ietzsche, howe,·er, was the 
immense success of Strauss's The Old Faith and the New 
( 187:2; 6th ed., 187.'3). It was the Zeitgeist that :\eitzsdw 
meant to attack, not Strauss, whom he was soon sorr)· to 
hm·e hurt. 

In his attack on the Kulturphilister ("cultural phili
stine"), Nietzsche abandoned the patriotism of his child
hood, foresaw "the extirpation of the German spirit in 
fa, m of the 'German Reich,"' and denou11ced all "deifi
cation of success ... Strauss "proclaims with admirable frank
nes~ that he i-; 110 longer a Christian, hut he does not want 
to disturb an:i.· comfortableness of an~ kind." Ile praises 
Dar\\'in, hut his "ethics is quite untouched," as we see 
when Stra11ss <'Xhorts us lll'\'Cr to forget "that ~·ou are a 
human heing and not mere!~· something natural." Strauss 
fails to recognize that "preaching morals is as easy as gi,·
ing reasons for morals is difficult." 

Second meditation. In Of the Use und Disadt,untage of 
History for Life ( 1874), Nietzsche distinguished three 
tqws of historiograph)·. "Antiquarian histor)·," cultin1ted 
at the universities, aims reverent!)· to consolidate our 
knowledge of the past; "critical histor~·" passes sentence; 
and "monumentalistic hist<H)' .. concentrates on past heroes 
in order to confront contemporary mediocrit)' with the 
possibility of greatrn·ss. \Vhile each t:i.-pe has its uses and 
disad\'antages, :\ietzsche dwelled particular!~· on the 
life-inhibiting consequences of the hypertroph)· of the 
historical sense and on the usefolness of monumentalistic 
history, which was later cultivated under his influence b~ 
the Stefan George Circle in German:i.·. Their best studies 
include Friedrich Gundolf's monographs; their worst, Ernst 
Bertram's influential Nietzsche: versuch einer Mytlwlogie 
(";\'ietzsclw: Attempt at a .\1:i.·thologs"). 

Nietzsche then introduced the suprahistorical (iiberhis
torisch) man "who does not envisage salvation in the 
process hut for whom the world is finished in every single 
moment. ... \Vhat could ten new :i.·ears teach that the past 
could not teach?" Nietzsche denounced "admiration for 
success" and "idolatr)· of the factual" as leading to a 
"~·es" to "e,·er~· power, be it a government, public opinion. 
or a majority of numbers." He rejected the optimism of 
nineteenth-centtn)· Hegelians and Dar\\'inists. "The goal 
of Immunity cannot li e in the end [Ende] but onl~· in its 
highest specimens." 

Like the Greeks, confronted with a chaotic flood of older 
cultures, some of us might )'et "organize the chaos" and 
appropriate the Greek "conception of culture as another 
and imprm·ed physis ... culture as a harmonv of living, 
thinking, appearing, and willing." In a later note :\ietzsche 
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l'lllllplained that "the Germans alternate het\\'een com
plete devotion to the foreign an<l a \ engdul craving for 
ori_ginalit~·, " as if originalit>· consisted "ill the complete 
and O\'l'r-ohviou-. difference; hut the Creeks did not think 
that ,, a> about tlw Orient and the> hecame original 
(for Olll' is not original to hl'gi11 \\'ith, hut one is raw! )" 
1 \\'erke, \lusarion edition, \'ol. XI, p. 110). 

Third meditation. Sclwpenlwucr as Educator ( 187-1) 
picks 11p the motif of .... elf-perfection. "The man ,,·ho would 
not h(0 long in the mass nec,ds on!~· to cc·as c· being colllfort
ahle \\'ith himself; he slwuld follow hi s con"c ience which 
shouts at him: · Bl' > our-.elf! You are not rl'all~ all you do, 
think, and cle-.iw um,·.·" As :\il'tzsche put it late r, 011e 
u111"t lieconw ,,·l1at one i". To fiud what one is in thi-. 
se11st', it helps to ,1sk OlH.' \l'lf wl1at one ha-. Im 1·d 1111til nm,·. 
Thl' an-.\\'l' r n.·,·eal" yom "tnw "elf," \\'liid1 is not \\'ithin 
"hut illlmeasurahh high alio, <' y011, or at lea"t alio, l' \\'hat 
you usually take for ,·our ego." :\ietz-.dw thc-n iutrnduu·s 
Sd1opeuhauer as tlw edul'ator wholll he lia-. lo, ed, iu order 
to n·,eal his own trn1· "ell. 

State and churd1 intimidate m, into conformity; a Ill'\\ 
cm1cc-ption of lrnlllauih is 1weded. In the -.econd nwdita
tion :\ietzsdw had alread~· "aid of the Dar\\'inian doctrine 
"of thl' fluidity of all ,pf-'cies, of the Lick of any canli
nal di-.tinction lwt\\'een man and animal," that it ,,·,is "trill' 
hut deadly" and that in another generation, \\'heu the full 
implicatio11-. ,,·ould becollle apparent, a wide ... pread prac
tical nihilism would prohahl> n'"1ilt (ht' did not 11sc· tl11• 
\\'Ord "nihili-.m" until later ). :\i e tzsdw wa-. romed from his 
dogmatie slumbl'r h~ Dar\\'in, as Kant had !wen rou-.1·d Ii~ 
I lume a centur> earlier, and he sought to sen·e h1rn1anit> 
and hurna11enes-. b>· re-.urr1·cting "the image of 11wn." 

11 e criticized Rousseau's illlage of man a-. repre-.e11tati,·c· 
of a Dion>·sian return to nat11re and the ,rnleashing of -.av 
age and de-.trncti, e force\. Sd1openha1wr's man-thl' kind 
?\ietzsche decided then and thc-rl' to lwcollll'- "de-.tro>" 
his eartlil> happiness through his cmnagl'; he 111mt lw 
hostile e,·en to the human beings he Im c·s and the imtitu
tions from whose womb he i,sued, he 111ay -.pare lll'itlwr 
hulllan being, nor thing-., though ht' hiirn,l'lf -.uffers with 
them in hurting them; he will be rni ... taken for what ht' is 
not and long he consider<'d au all, of powc·r-. he aliollli
natl's." 

Later. :'\ietzsche asked to he read with co11sideration for 
context in order to avoid misunderstanding-nick- 11nd 
vorsichtig (Preface to The Dawn). He warned that his 
meaning \\'as "plain enough, assuming-as I do a\-.11nw
that one has first read my earlier writings an<l not spared 
some trouble in doing this" (Prefaee to Genealogy of 
Morals). He pleaded, "A/Jove all, do not mistake Ille for 
sollleo11e else!" (Preface to Ecce Homo). This is the rea-.on 
for giving so much spacl' to ,\'ietzsche\ earlier \\'riting-., 
which are less familiar and accessih)e in English. A brid 
es-.a, cannot adequately sunllnarize \:ietzsche's thought; it 
can sen·e on!~· a-. an introduction. 

Pliilmophicall>, the third meditation i, not -.ophisticated. 
Its ethic is based on the intuition of conscience, which 
command-. u-. to realize our trne self, and a complementary 
intuition of the purpose of nature, which "\\'ants to make 
the life of man signifil',rnt and meaningful by generating 
the philosopher and the artist." \\'e are asked to help na-

ture, \\'hich \\'ill not succeed \\'ithout our assistance. This is 
similar to the challenge of Zaratlrnstra, the founder of 
Zoroa-.trianism, according to which we should help Or
nrnzd, the god of light, whose l'\'entual triumph O\'er Ahri
man. the force of darkness, depends on 11s. In his earli<>r 
works \:ietzsche does not mention the Persian prophet, 
hut nine years Liter he usc·d him as his mouthpiece in his 
best-known hook. 

Fourth meditation and hreak with Wagner. Nietz<;che 
had now come up against philosophic problems he could 
not -.oh·e. During the next three ,ears lw published only 
one short hook, his meditation on Richard \Vagner in Bay
reuth ( 1876). From 1878 to l88~) he published one hook a 
yc>ar. But in 187.S he approached a l'risis that was not only 
philosophical hut also per-.onal. 

The first threc> meditations had appeared about six 
month" apart; the' fourth, mi \\'agner, wa-. postponed sev
c-ral time" and final!> was p11hlished after a two->·ear inter
,·al. \Je,rn,,·hile, :\if-'tzsche anticipated ill his notes solllc> of 
the ha ... ic points of his later attack on \\'ag1H.'r, The Case 1f 
\\'ag,wr ( 1888). In 1878 their friendship came to an end. 

Three reaso11-. \tdfice to account for the break, altl1m1gh 
otlwrs m.1>· k1,·e contributed. First, according to ?\ietzsche, 
"one cannot \1·rVl' two masters, when one is called \\'ag
ner" (The Case of \Vagner). \\'agner appreciated Nietzsche 
as an apostle of \\'agnerism, as a professor who brought 
pw-.tig1• to tlw ca11\e, and a-. a young friend who could he 
a-.ke<I to do Olli'," Christmas shopping and other chores. 
\\'ag1H·r had a,ked for cl1auges in the endings of The Birth 
and tlie third ml'ditation and ha<l frowned on the second 
llwditation. ,,·hicl1 made 110 "peeial reference to him. In 
order to l'OllH' into hi-. mvn, :\ietzschc- had to break ,, ith 
\\'ag11er. 

St•con<l, :\ietzsdH.' had had growing misgi\'ings about 
mau, of \\'ag11er 's pet idea-., such as his nationalism and 
his hatred of the French alld the Je\\'s. As long a." the com
pmer Ii, ed at Trilisdwu, Switzerland, such idiosyncrasies 
coll Id lw di ... counted. After all, it meant a great deal to ha,·e 
a clm1· relationship with the greatest Cennan artist of the 
ti1lll'. But ,,·lwn \\'agncr nim-ed to Bayreuth, made his 
peace with tl1e u1·w Cerlllan Empire, and became a cul
tural i11Hm·11t·c· of the first order, ?\ietzsche ha<l to take a 

"tand. 
Iii-. ohJ1·ctio11 to Wagner's Parsifal, which is widely held 

to Ii.I\ e precipitated the hrl'ak between them, was that 
coming from \\'<1g1wr, it was ,l betrayal of integrity. I low 
con Id the se!f--.t\ led modern At'schylus celebrate the anti
Creek ideal of "pure fooli-.luwss"r llow coul<l Schopen
hatwr\ fore1t10-.t disl'iplc·, hitherto au avowed atheist, 
11w Chri ... tianit~ for theatrical effects? Yet the break was 
not sealed in January 1878, when \Vagner sent Nietzsche 
his Parsifal; it was sealed in \fay when Nietzsche sent 
\Vagner Human, All-too-h11ma11, witl1 a motto from Des
cartes and a dedication to \ oltaire. In August, \Vag1wr 
attacked \:ietz-.cl1e in tilt' Bayre11 ther Bliitter. Tlw tl1ird 
n·a-.011 for tlw break, theu, is that :\ietz ... che's develop
lllellt from Schopenhauer to \'oltairl' and from essay-. with 
rornautic o,·ertones to apl1orisms after French rnoclc·ls, 
as well a, his ahan<lonment of nationalism for the ideal 
of the "good European," were at least as unforgivable from 
\\'agner's point of , iew as Parsifal was from ,\'ietzsche's. 



N ie tzsch e " never forgave \Vagner .. that he became 
re ic h sd e utsch " (Ecce Homo). In fact, \Vagner's anti-Semitic 
essays profo u nd ly influenced his son-in-law lI. S. Cham
berlain , au tho r of The Buses of the Nineteenth Cent11 ru 
(Die G nmdlagc11 des nnrn::..elrnten Juhrh1111derts); the 
Na7,i s ' o ffi c ial ph ilosopher, Allred Hosenherg, ,mthor of D<'I' 
Mytlw s d es 20. jah rhunclerts ("The \lytl1 of the Twe11tidl1 
Century"); a nd, ahm·e all, Hitler. :\ietzsche's cleanliness 
vis-,\ -v is \Vagner's in fl uence and ,·is-,\-,·is Bernhard Fi>rster, 
th e \Vagne rian a n ti-Semitic leader whom the philosoplwr's 
s is te r marr ied in 188,5, merits emph,1sis. 

The five aphoristic books. Hu ma 11, All-too-human 
(M e n schliches, A llzumenschliches, 1878) was subtitled "A 
Book for F ree Spirits." During the winter of 1877/ 1878, 
;'\' ie tzsch e's ill health had forced him to obtain leave from 
th e Piidagogiu m. His eyes, head, ,rnd stomach continued to 
make him so m iserahlP that in \lay I 879 he r<'signed from 
the u niw·rs ity. In June he was granted a modest pension. 
H enceforth , h e was entireh· free and alone and devoted all 
his re m a ining st rength to his \\'riting. 

T w o sequels appean•d in 187~) and 1880-"\tixed Opin
ion s and Aphorisms" (Vemiischte Meinunge11 1wd 
S priich e) a nd "Th e Wanderer and His Shadow" (Drr Wan

d e re r irnd sein Sch atten). In later editions all three hooks 
were sub su med under the general title, J/11111an, All-too
huma11 . All th ree consist of aphorisms, mostly a page or 
le ss in le ngth, with little conti1111ih· liet\\'ee11 them. Also 
aphori sti c are T h e Duw11. Rcflectio11s 011 Moral Prejudices 
(Morgen rii t h e: Geclanken iiber die 11wralis<'hen Vornrteilc , 
1881 , tra ns h1 ted as The Dawn of Dau) a11d The Gau Scie11ce 
(Die fro hlic h e Wissenschaft, 188:2, translated as The joyful 
W isd om ), su re ly Nietzsche's best hooks 11p to that time. 
Read e rs ,, ho are put off by the shrillness of his later .'>tyle 
m ay find th( ·m more likable; the prose is s11perb, and they 
abound in pendrating ohser\'ations. 

H a \'in g reached a philosophical impasse in his medita
t io ns, ;'\'ietzsche tried a ne\\' tack, \\'hich some have called 
pos itivis t ic. In an e.\l·cptionally open-minded and experi
m e ntal spirit, he assembled ohser\'ations on which his 
later suggestions were built-for e.xample, the ps,chology 
of th e wi ll to po\\'er and the contrast of master and shl\ e 
m oraliti es. 

In Th e Dawn, i\ietzsche tried to determine, among other 
thin gs, to w lwt extent heha\'ior might lw c.xplained in 
te rm s of power and fear. In one long aphorism (number 
11 3) h e argued in some detail that "the stri\'ing for e.xcel
le nce is the striving to overwhelm one's neighbm, even if 
onl y very indirect!> or only in one's O\\'n freli11gs," and 
a lso th at "there is a long line of degrees of this secretly 
d es ired over\\'hclrning, and a complete list of these would 
a lmos t am ount to a history of culture." At the top of the 
la d d er stands .. the ascetic and mart> r ... In other aphorisms 
i\1i e tzsche stresses his contempt for the Cerm;m Empire 
a nd those who worship strength; "Only the degree of 
reaso n in strength" can establish "worthiness of heing 
honored." Corresponding to the early dualism of Dionys11s 
and Apollo, of empirical and true self, \\ e now ha, e 
strengt h and reason, hut there are many suggestions that 
se lf-integration e,·inces greater power than either asceti
cis m or undisciplined strength. 

In T h e Gay Science (:2~)0) "gi\'ing style to one's charac-
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t<-r" is s how n to IH' a sign of po\\'(•r, whil(• "it is ti)(' \\Tdk 
charaders witl1rn1t J)O\\'(•r o\'<•r tlw111'>('h <·s \\'l10 hate tlw 
constraint of »I\ h>," \\'ho "lwco111<· ,Lt,('" .I'> ,0011 a, tl1L'> 
serve," and who "hate to s(•rv(•." The one thing 11e<"ded is 
"that a human being attain his sati-,faction with hims(•lf"; 
those who do not will mak<' others p,1y for it. In the sa11H· 
hook ,,·e find th<' dictm11 "Tlw secret of tlw gn·atest frnit
f11lness ,md the greatest <'lljoyment of exist(•nce is: to liu' 
dangerously" (:2.50). Hilke's later podr> rings li<'autiful 
variations 011 this theme. 

"Thus Spoke Zarathustra." Thus Spok<' Zaratlwstra 
(Also sprach Zaratlwstra) contains the first comprehe11siv·e 
statement of Nietzsche's mature philosophy. Nietzsche 
call(•d it .. the most profound hook" of world literature, and 
an apologi.o,;t has asked which hooks, excepting the Bihlc, 
are more profo1111d. It is wide!>· considered \:ietzsche'-, 
magnum opus. The Victorian st> le of the early English 
trnnslations misrepresents the original, which in itself does 
not sustain the stylistic perfection of The Gau Scie11cc or 
Nietzsche Co11tra \Vagncr. \lagnificence alternates with 
parodies, epigrams with dithyrarnhs, wit with bathos. Part 
IV derides the holy mass, as well as various tnws of men 
who were attracted to :\ietzsclw's philosophy. Unlike the 
first three parts, it relates a continuous story. It j,,; full o f 
laughter, some at Zar,1thustra's expense. Philosophically, 
there is an utter lack of sustained argument, but 
:\idzsdw's later works support and de,·elop the same 
ideas \\'ith attention to detail and ramific<1tions. 

The last seven books. \lost British and American phi
losophers find Beuo11d Good and Evil (}enseits von Gut 
1111d B<ise, 1886) and Toward a Genealogu of Morals (Zur 
Genealogie der Moral, 1887) '.'\ietzsche's most philosophic 
\\'orks. Beuond Good and Etil offers about :200 pages 
of :296 conseL·utiw·h· n11mlwrl'd aphorisms, framed hy a 
preface and a poem. This book cm·ers the whole range of 
\:ietzsclw's interests in nine chapters, each of which deals 
consecuti\'el>· with one group of topics, such as religion 
and "the natural history of morals." 

The Genealogy L'omprises three essa>·s. Tlw first con
trasts good and e,·il as characteristic of slave morality \\'ith 
good and had as characteristic of mao,;ter morality. 
Nietzsche argues that slave morality is horn of resentment 
and that e\'il is its primary co11cept, witl1 good ,1.s an after
thought. In master morality, which is basicall> affirmatin·, 
"good" is priman and "had" is an aftnthou,ght, a term 
of conternpt for what is 11ndistinguished and not noble. 
i\ictzo,;chc plainly prefers master mor,dit> to slave moralit>, 
\\'ithout accepting or preaching either; these ,ire merely 
tw-i types of morality. Contemporary \Vestern morali t>·, 
according to :\idzsclw, is an inconsistent m ixtu re. The 
second essay deals with guilt, had con-,cience, and rel.ited 
matter.s, and the third \\'ith the meaning of "ascetic idea ls." 

In 1888 '.\/ietzsche published The Cuse of Wag 11 er (Der 
Fall Wagner) and completed four other short books. The 
Tw il ight of the Idols (Die Giitzcn-Dummenrng, 1889), a 
100-page summary of :\ietzsclw's philosophy, originally 
was to be entitled "A Ps>Thologist's Leis me." Peter Cast, 
a disciple, pleadL,d for ,1 more flamboyant title, and the 
master obliged with a dig at \ \'agner's CMterd<im111en111g, 
adding the subtitle .. IIow One Philosophiz<'~ \\'ith a llam
mer." This alludes to an image in the Preface, which was 
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"ntll'11 lwfort· the title ,,-,1~ changed. idol, "are here 
touched "·ith a hammer a~ "·ith a tuning fork" to deter
lllirn· "·ll<'tllt'r tht•, are lwll<l\\". 

The A11tichrist (Dn Antichrist, IS!J,5) ,va-.. subtitled At
tempt at a Critique of Christia11ity, but sh01il~ before hi~ 
colLtJJ'-t' '\ ietz-..clw -..trnck out thi-.. subtitle. suli-..t1tuti11g 
"( :urst' on ( :hri-..tianit,." It -..eem-.. reasonable to retain th<' 
t·,trlier -..uhtitle. 

Eccc llurno, .'\ietzsche\ int.·omparabl~ -..arca~tic re,·ie,,· 
of his \\·ork, "a-.. "·itldwld b~- his ~i-..tt.·r until I ~JO~. Its fom 
chapter lwadirn_i;-.. are "\\.hy I .\Ill So \\·i~e." "\\"h, I .-\m So 
Cle,-er." "\\"h, I \\'ritt· Such E\t-ellent Boo~, .. 1"·hich 
compri-..e-.. re,·ie\\"~ of all hi~ hook-.. through The T1cilight of 
the Idols!, and "\\'h~ l :\m a Destiny." The -;illlilarit~ to 
Ceorge Bernard \kl\\ i-.. -..triking, lint man\ critic-.. h,1, <· 
di-..co11uted the book and failed to profit frolll ih exceed
ing!, interesting -..elf-interpretation. Indeed. mmt illler
preter-, hd\"t' lacked a11 appreciatio11 of .'\idl'-..chl' ·-.. -..e11-..e of 
l111111or and iron,. and "·itl]()11t tktt. Ecce llo1110-c11ul 
.'\ietz-..clw in general-cannot lie u11d1·r-..tood. 

The Preface to Sict::,sche Contra \\'ag11cr. "l,ich i-.. the 
last book .'\ ietz-;che complell'd. is dated Chri~tma-.. I ~S~. 
.'\ietz-..clw\ intent i11 th!' 2.5-page \\"ork "·a~ to -..!tow thc1t 
The Case of \\'ag11cr i11\"<ih-ed no lwtra~ .ti of hi-.. pre, im1-.. 
thoul-.':l1t and that he had not \\'ailt'd for \L1g11t'r·-.. death to 
pulili-..h hi-.. critici-..111-.. of hilll. So, &T1irding to tltt· Prdan·. 
he as~cmlilt•d rele,·,mt pas-;<1g1·-.. frolll hi-.. <·arlier hook-... 
"perhap-.. clarified here and there. ahoH· all -..horterwd. 
Read 011t· after another, the~ will leaH· no doubt eitlwr 
about Richard \\'agnn or about rn~ st>II. "e ,lit' ,u,tipodt•-... ·· 
If it had liee11 lwtl<'r kno\\'n, ti)(' IJOok. ,, ho-..1· pro,e 1, 
~u1wrh. might ha,·e oil\ iatt>d lll,lll\ 111i-..1111d1·r-..taud1llg-... 

In sum. the hook-.. of lSS,~. \\'hich art· \t·n -..1,ort. ,trt· 

among :\ietz-..cl1e's lw-.,t. and tlwy afford a good approach to 
hi" thought. 

Poetry and forgery . .'\it>tzsche ,,·,1-.. .d-..o ,t highh 
infi11e11tial poet. The Gay Scie11ce liegin-.. \\'itli a -..1·ctio11 of 
,·er~e, and in the -..eco1td edition another cl1aptn, a-.. ,u·ll .t'

another set.·tio11 of poetr~, ,,-.1~ appt·1Hled. Zaratl111stra 
contain~ -..e,·eral long poem-... ancr .'\iet/'-..clw·-.. Dio11us11s
Dithyramhc11 \\'ere appended \\'ith ,t·paratt- pagi11,1tio11 to 
Part I\" of Zaratlwstra ( IS~Jl ). Tlw~e dith~ rallll>-.. ha, t· lw1·11 
ofte1t reissued. \\'ith slight te.\tual changes. The poe1m an· 
all Ii~- '\'ietzsclw. hut he did not prepare an~ final ,·er-..io11 
tor tlte printer. .md lw eon"idered u~ing -..0111t· ot tlwm to 
co1H:lude hi-.. book~ of I ,~8/-i. :\!though the pm·m-.. ,tre , <'I\ 
u1w,·t·11, tlte~ i11fiut·nc<'d Rilke'-; D11i110 Elegies. 

My Sister a11d I 1 .'\e,,· York. I~J.51) \\'as published m n 
.'\ietzsche \ 1tame. Alleged!~. the original \\'as lo~t. and 
onl~ a \ crmin-eate11 earhon cop~ of a translation sun·i, ed. 
The book is a clullls~ forger~· "·ith no literar~ or philo
-,ophic ,·alue whatsot·,·er. 

"The Will to Power." The hook publi-..hed under tlw 
title Der \\'if le ::..ur .\!acht I The \Viii to Poiccr) eomi-..h of 
Solllt' of tl1t' 11<>lt''- :\ietz-..clw ,tccurnulated from I,"8-t to 
IS88, s~ sternaticall~- c11Tangt•d b~- his sister. Her first , er
~ion 1\'ol. X\' of tlw "colleded \\'orks," l!JOI) contained 
some mo "aphoris1m." In I Y0-1, 200 page-., of further note~ 
,,·ere irn:luded in the la-..t ,·olunw of her biograph~ of her 
brother. Finall~-, a second edition in two \'olumes ( l ~)06) 
offered I ,067 note-... the ne\\' material being mixed \\'ith the 

old. 111 the lwst edition, Cesammeltc \\'crke (\lt1-,ario11 
edition). the approximate date of e,·er~ note i~ gi,·en in an 
appendix. The systematic arrangement makes it easy to see 
\\'hat :\ictz~clw had to say about religion, morality, epi-..
temolog~-, art. and -.,o forth, although 111.111~· notes might 
equ,dl~- "·ell he placed in another section. But those \\'Ito 
regard The \\'ill to Power a~ :\it'lzsche's magnum op11s 
m·erlook that he utilized man) of the~e notes in hi!> later 
books. often )..'.i,·ing them an um·xpected twi~t, and that 
man~ of the note~ not u~ed Ii,· him pres11mabl~- did not 
-..ati-..f~ him. 

For ;1 time .'\ietzsche planned to \\'rite a hook to lw 
called "The \\'ill to Po\\·er," but he IW\"t."r fi1tished a single 
chaplt'r. lit' later decided to call his main work "Revalua
tion of .\II \'alt1e-," ( Um1cert1111g al/er \\'crte), and lw re
ft•ned to The A11tichrist, "hich dra"·~ hea,·il~ 011 noks 
incllldt'd in The \\'ill to Poiccr. a~ Hook I of the "Re,·alua
twn. 

Frit·drit.·h \\"tirzli,1clt\ rearrangement of the notes ac
cording to a -..dwme of hi~ o,,·11 has met with no acclaim . 
J..:.arl Schlechta's arrangement. offered as part of a three
,·olunw edition of the \\'crkc, has lwen wide I~· accepted and 
al-..o wide!~- criticized. B~ printinl-.': the material as found in 
the notebook-... in "·hich ~,ietzsclw sometimes wrote on 
right-1,and page-.. first. then on left-1,and page~. and some
tillle'- -..tarted from tlw l>ack. Sclilechta eliminalt·s all order, 
along with all~ prt.'len-..e tl1at this is a major \\'ork, and 
nuke-.. tlwst· note-.. aluw-..t unreadahle. l I is claim that they 
('Olllalll "nothing new" and uH·rel~- duplicate the books is 
t·xaggt·ralt•<L for t·\.u11ple, 11tm h of the material on nihil-
1-..111. \\'ilh ,,·hich '\idz-,cllt''-., -..i-..ter\ arrangelllent lwgins, i~ 
1tol fotrnd el~t·\\·lwrt·. 111 -..um, Th<' \\'ill to Poicer is of H·r~ 
great i1tll'rt·st. liut it lllll~I IH' u-..cd c,uttiou~I~ and compared 
"·itl, .'\idzsche\ I.tier boob ,llld ,,·itl, the 1tolt>s the sister 
did 1101 i1l('lt1dt•-11ote-.. that are to lw found, for instance, in 
the \l11-..;1rion edition of tltt• \\'crkc Intl not in Schlecl1ta\ 
t·dition. 

PHILOSOPHY 

The will to power. The com·eptio11 of tlw \\'ill to po\\·er 
i-.. n·ntral in .'\ietz-;che's philmoph~. In his aphoristic 
hooks ht· l,ad found the \\'ill to pm,·er at \\'ork i11 all sorts of 
lrnrna11 I when ior and ,·aluations; in Zarathustra he pro
clainwd it man\ lia-..ic motin· and -..ugge-..ted that it i-; to he 
found Ill all li,·ing thing~ I i11 hi-.. later \\'orks, he e,,e11 a-..
crilil'd it to inorganic 11at11re). Thi-.. is fr,mkl) pre-..ented a~ a 
"hq)()thesi-..." on<· ,,·hich .'\ietz'>clll' doe-, not claim to have 
prm·<·d t•, en in tilt' realm of psycliology-tlw onl~- field in 
\\'hidt he a~sernliled a great deal of e,·idence. As a meta
ph~ ~il'al tlteor~ about the uni, t·rst· or ultimate realit~·, the 
dol'lri1w need not lw takell ~erio11sl~, not e,·en in an effort 
to 1111der-;tand :\ietz-..che. lfeide)..'.ger's interpretation of 
.'\idz-..clw. \\'hich makes thi!> nietaph~·sic the center of his 
thou_ght and signifil'ance. depends on a complete disregard 
for the conte.\l of the passages he cites and the Gestalt of 
:\ietzsche's thought generally. I le assi)..'.llS to '.\ietzsche a 
total!~ uncongenial role in the hi'>lory of \\'estern thought, 
di~regards the bulk of his \\'ritings, and stresses a fe\\' 
formulations in which :\ietzsche oppo-;e~ the will to po\\'er 
to Schopenhauer's blind \\'ill. Like all ~erious interpreters, 



however, I leideggcr re_j<'cts the notion that tlw wi II to 
po\\'er is pro to las( ist. 

:\iet1.sclw\ ps>Thological tlwon depends 011 hi, t·o11ct·pt 
of sulililllation (a \\'ord :\ietz,clw himself 11Sed), and he 
found more pm\er in ,elf-control, art, and philosopli> than 
in the sul,jugation of others. :\ietz.sclw's notion of resc11t
mcnt (Ressc11ti111c11t) is another facd of the psyelwlog>· of 
the will to po\\'er; so is tlw discmsion of ,la\'e 1noralit>·, 
created ll\· "the resentment of tho,e who are dl'nicd tlic 
real reaction, that of the deed, and who compensate with 
an imaginar>· rc\·enge" (Gc11calogy). Tl1e noble man, being 
powerful, "shakes off \\'ith 011(' shrug nrnch \ crrni11 that 
would ha\'l' buried itself deep in others"; free of re,e11t
ment, he can respect and c\'en lo\'t' hi, enemies. 

Nietzsche's doctrine dt:'\eloped 011t of l1is earl>· re
flections on the conte!\t (ago11) a111011g tlw Creek,. The 
tragic poets sought triumphs O\'l'r one anotl1er and also 
power on·r their audience, tht' language, and tlwmsel\'(_·s. 
Socrates before his judges, Socrates in prison, Socrates 
meeting death i!\ a paragon of power. But tlie \\'eak also 
seek power; :'\ero, unsuccessful as an artist, became a 
tyrant, burned Rome, a11d fiddled on the roof. 

Nietzsclw's belief that Socratt:'s is more powerful than 
'.\'e ro-the e.,ample is that of the present writer-is far 
clearer than his right to tram.late cultur,11 po\\'er into more 
power. It seems that lw n·asoned more or less as follows. 
The on!>· thing that all men want is power, and whate\'er 
is wanted is wanted for the sake of power. II something is 
wanted more than something else, it must represent more 
power. .\len would rather l>e Souate, i11 pri,011 than :\ern 
on the rooL hence, Socrate, must I){' more powerful. '.\Jo 
argument of this form is found in :\ietz~clw's writing~. and 
he ma>· ha\'l' found it e\ ident, at least at times, that the 
acme of power i, embodied i11 the perfect!> sclf-po,~essed 
man who has no fear of other lllen, ol hilllself, or of death 
and whose simple personal it>, unaided hy ,111> prop~, 
changes the Jin_,~ of tho,e \\'ho 111eet him and even impose~ 
itself on the minds of those who encmmter him only at 
second hand, in literature. Some of :\ietzsclw's objections 
to Socrates fit this acco11nt perfect!>. \\'e must surpass e\ en 
Socrates insofar as he ",uffered life". "to hacc to fight the 
instincts-that is the formula for decadence." In \:ietz..,clw's 
\'iew Goeth<' was superior e\ en to Sol'ratl's. 

Nietzsche\ admiration for Julius Caesar hears out our 
account: it i~ Caesar's personalit>· and his rare!>· equalled 
self-master> that he lo11nd e:xcmplar\'. ;\ietz,che had res
t:'J'\'ations about '.\'apoleon, calling him "this s>·nthesis of 
the inhuman and superhuman." Cesa rt:' Borgia was not one 
of '.\'ietzsche's heroes: he mere!>· suggested that there \\'as 
more hope "e\'ell" for the Borgia than for Parsifal because 
a man of pas:--ion might come to master his passions, while 
a pure fool, de!\titute of passion, is hopeless. \Vhen 
Nietzsche e:xpressed the wish that Cesare Borgia might 
have lwconw pope (Antichrist), his point was that this 
might ha\·c fini~hcd the church. Among his hernt:'~ there 
was not one he admired for conquests; all were men of 
surpassing intelligence, passionate men who mastered 
their passions and emplo>·ed them creati\'ely. 

\\'hat is open to criticism is :'\ietzsche's assumption that 
the onl>· thing wanted for ih own sake is power. To be 
sme, it i~ not true that h>· finding the will to power at work 
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t'\Tl\\\'ll<'rt', lw nt·t·t·,~aril> t·111ptit·, "po\\er" of all 11w:111-
ing. ( )11 tlw t·o11trary, it i~ ,1npri,i11e; l1ow 11111('l1 of l111ma11 
lwl1avirn \:id1,t·lw ill111ni11;1tt'~ ll\ calling attt'11tio11 to tlw 
\\ill to po\\'(•r ,111d ih hiddt·11 \\'orki11gs, in thi, w,p<'d lw 
i11\ ite., co111pari,011 with Frend. \\'hat II(' m <'rlook, i, tlw 
point Fr<·nd made in Tll<' /11/nprl'lalio11 of Dn,11111s I 1900), 

in the foot11ott• aho11t lla111let. :\curotic S\ 111ptom~. dwa111, , 
works of literature, and, one miv;l1t add, lll1lllan l){'li.l\ ior 
gcneralh "are capable of o\Tri11tcrpretatio11, and i11deed 
clc111and nothing less than this l,elon_• the> can lw 11111> 
understood." E\'en if alrno,t all behavior can I){' illulllinated 
ll\ finding the will to pow<'r at \\'ork in it, it does not 
folio\\' that tl1is is the only 1iltimat<' moti\'(_' and the onh· 
Wa\· of ill11111inating such lwhavior. \loremt•r, in ~orne 
case~ a11 appeal to the will to power i, L1rfetched and not 
ver\ illuminating. :'\it'tzsclH· JH'\er e;a\'e s\,tematic atten
tio11 either to appare11tl> negatin· instam·e~ or to possible 
alternatin' hq)Othese!\. 

Another objection could he 111et, at least partially, I)\· 
:--Jietzsclw. \\'ould all men reall>· rather be Socrat<'s in 
prison tha11 l\'cro on the roof or l,e Coethe rather than 
I litler'r '.\'ietzsclH''s ps>·chology would :--tres, that llitler, 
like '.\'cro, \\'a~ ,111 artist 111111u111c and that his ht·ha\·ior was, 
again and again, t>·pieal of frustration. :\o poll could settle 
the question of \\'hat ,di rnen would prefer. \\'hat matters is 
not what they might .,a\ tht•>· prefer ln1t what the\' reall> 
prefer, and we could sa\· that something is really wanted if, 
and onl> ii, failuw to v;et it results i11 frustration that disap
pears \\'ith attainment. 

The overman. The o\ erman ( Crhcrmcnsch) is the tq)e 
approximated Ii> Goethe-the human being (Mensc h in
l'ludes women as well as 11lc11) who has ore;aniz(:'(I the 
chaos of his pas~ions, gin·11 ,t> le to hi, l'l1aracter, and 
hel'OIIH' creatin·. A\\'are of life's terrors, Ill' affirm~ life 
\\'ithout resentment. E:xccpt for an ironic, self-critical pas
.,age in the chapter "011 Poets" in Zaratl111stra, tlw word 
"o\ernian" is used i11 the singular; it is al\\'a>" i11tended as 
a this-\vorldl> antitlw~is to Cod. In,tead of conceiving 
perfection as a gi\'en, man slw1ild conceive it as a task (not 
a!\ gegcbcn, hant might ha\'l' said, hut as a11fgcgchc11), The 
term is He\·er applied to an individual, and '.\'ietzsche 
plain!~· considered neither himself nor Zaratlrnstra, whom 
he often ridiculed, an O\ erman. 

The concl:'pt of the O\'erman in\ oh·es 1w bifurcation of 
h11ma11ity; neither does the contrast between master and 
,la\'e moralitie~. which is a ,ociological distinction a11d 
refers to the origin of moral \'aluation!\ either i11 a rnling 
group or among the oppressed. Indeed, no sooner has 
'.\'ictzsche introduced the!\e term~ (in Beyond Good and 
Ev,/, :260) than he feels compelled to "acid immediately" 
that mi:xed types are common and occur "e\·en in the same 
human being, within a single soul." 

In Eccc llo1110 '.\'it'tzsche says that onl>· "sclwlarl>· o:xcn" 
cou ld ha\c con~trned the m·ennan Dar\\'inistically. B11t 
some of the metaphors in the Prologue to Zarntl111stra 
in\'ite this misunderstanding if one has 11ot read Nietzsche's 
other books. 

Still, Darwin did influence Nietzscht''s conception of the 
o\·erman, and at times Nietzsche did approximate a bifur
cation of humanity, albeit not in the manner usually sup
posed. Unlike Da\ id Strauss and legions of otlwr moralists, 
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\. it'l1.,l·lw t·oncli,dl'd tl1at if \\'t• n _•1101111ct• ,11pcr11atnral 
wh\.,'.io11, aJ1d dl'l't·pt a ,t·ie11tifit· apprn,ll'l1 to ma11. \\·e lo,c 
tlw ri \.,'.l1t to ,t!trih11te to 111a11 a, ,11ch a 1111iq11e ,upra11at11ral 
dig11ih. Such di_g11it, i, 11ot gegcbc11 !J11t a11.fgegclw11. not a 
fad hut a goal that ft·\\· .tpproacl1. Tlwn· i, m1 111(' .tllill!..( i11 
lilt- t'\lT[)t tlw 11wa11im.'. man _!..(i\ e'> hi, lift', and tlw ai111-, of 
nHi,t 11w11 !1;1, t· Jill ,1npa-,-,in!..'. di_!..(11it~. To r,1i'>t' 01n-,eh t''> 
al,o, l' tht· '>Cll'>elc" H11\, \\'t• 1111,-,t n·a-,t· hei11!..( 111erch 
l111111a11, all-too-lnrn1an. \\'e 1111,-,t lw !uni again-,t 011r,eh t·, 
,u1d o, t·rt·o111t· o,n-,eh l''>. \\'t' 11111,t ht'l'<>llll' cn·ator, i,"tt·ad 
ol n·111aini11g 111t•f't• creattll<''>. Tlwreforc .. '\idz-,clw \\·i,}w-, 
to tl1o'>t' \\ hom Ill' \\ i-,ht·, \\·ell "-,111lerim:. hei11g lcn-,.1kt·11, 

prolrn111d ,t·ll-cc>11tt-111pt , tlw tort1nt· of 111i,tni-,t of 
,,11t·"·II. a11d tlw mi,l'I'\ of hirn \\·ho i-, mTrcc,11w" , \\'ill to 

l'uun. l)J() ) lit· l1a, ,,o pit\ Im l,i, "dhcipl(•, .. \\ht'n tl1t·, 

t·1Hlinc· ,di thi-,, for tlwrt' 1, JI<> otl1cr \\',l\ 111 \\ l11cli one t·.111 
att1i11 or JHO\'l' 011t· ·., \\·orth. 

Tlw l,ifurc,ttio11 i111pl1c1t iJI thi-, po-,1tiCll1 \\·a, fornn,Lttt-d 
I,~ ( hk!..(a ~ ( :a-,,et 

The '>t·kct man i, J1ot tl1e pd11Lt11t pt•r-,011 \\ !10 thi11k, 
him,elf '>llpt•rior to tlw l'l''>L ln1t tlw 111a11 \\ II() dt·111all(I, 
more of him,elf tl1aJ1 the re,t. Tlw 1110-,t radical 
di, i'>io11 that it i-, pm,il,lc to m;1ke ol l111111anit, i-, tli.1t 
\\'hicli -,plits it into t\\'o cb,-,l''> of crt·at11rt·-,: tl,o-,e \\'lw 
make _great dernan(b of thern,ch e'>, piliug 11p diffi
cultie-, and d11tie,; a11d thos;e \\'ho derna11d 11othi11g 
,p('l'ial ol them-,eh t·,. l,11t Im \\ l1om to Ii, t· i-, to lw 
e\'l'f\ rnonwnt \\·hat tl1t'~ alrcach are. \\ ,thrn,t impo'>
ing on thenht·h t''> all\ dfort to\\·;1rd-, perft.ctio11. 11wn· 
l)l)o~ s that float 011 the \\ a, e,. (The Rcr;u/t of the 
.\lasses, \ladrid. l~):30; Engli-,h trambtio11 . \.c\\ York. 
l~J:3:2. Ch. 1) 

'\ietz,che ackJ10\\'kdged tl1at a ma11\ 1·011tt·mporar1t·, Illa\ 
llC poor j11dge, of In-, nohilit~. 

Eternal recurrence. TIH· :\ idz,cl1ean dodri11t· of tlw 
der11al l'lTllfrl'lllT of tlw ,ame e,·t•nh 111,1, lw -,111nrn,1rizt·d 
a'> folio\\·-,. \fter 011r pla11d ha-, heen dc-,trn~ t·<L it \\ ill 
e, ent11ally he r(T<>n'>tit11ted a'> the pm,Tr q11aJ1t.1 tlic1t makt· 
11p the 11ni\'er'>e 0J1ce a.gain reach a pre, ioll'> config1natirn1 
a11d tlwncefcn\\·ard repeat all tilt' follo\\'i11_!..( pattt-rn-,, to tlw 
point \\·her(' :\ictz-,che i-, horn again i11 IS➔➔ and ,o fmth. 
\\'hat i,. has !wen and \\'ill he i111rnmcrahk tinH•-, ,1t i111-
111en,t' illtn\'ak .\-, a ,·01rn_g -,cl,olar \:ietz,clw !,ad e11-
t·o11ntered e-,,e11tiall~ the "1me doctrine amon_g tl1t· Crel'k'>. 

In lSh:2. \\'hile takin_g a '"alk. it ,1,clclenl~ ,trnck l1im \\itl1 
tlw forcc of a rt'\'ebtion that thi~ \\'a, the nH"t ,ci(•ntific of 
all h~ pothe,es ,mcl that the prn-,1wct of dernal H·t·111Te11t·t· 
i-, gn,e,ollle 1mle,s Oil(' !1,1, Slll'l'et·decl in gi,·ing -,t~-lt· to 

one's character a11d meaning to one\ life to s11ch an extent 

that 011e can jo~ othly affirm one', e.\istence alld ~a~·- 1111like 
( :oetlw \ Fa11'>t: .\hide, rnonwnt-l,11t if ,·011 ca1111ot abidt._ 

at lea'>t rd1nn eternal!~ 1 

The \\'ill to Pou.:cr cont,1in-, attempts to sho\\· \\ h~ eternal 
n·c111-rcnt·e is the mo,t '>cicntific hypothe,;i-,. If \\'t• a,.-,11111e 
a finite number of po\\'er quanta in a finite ,pace and a11 

infinik time, onh a finite number of configuration~ are 
possible. But no encl ,tate has lieen reached yet; hence, 
unless we folio\\' Christianity in po.-;iting a beginnin_g of 
time, the ,ame confi_guration.s; must rec11r etcrnalh·. Ceorg 
Sirnmel ha, pointed 011t in his Sdwpenhaucr 1111d 

\'it'f::..sche I Leipz1,g, 1907, pp. :2.')() f.1 tl1at (•,en if then· \\'crc 
, 111h a , t'r~ l'e\\' thin!.(, in a finite -,pace in an infi11itt' time, 
tlw, llet·d lit'\ er repeat tlw .'>anw conlig,nation. Imagine 
ti net· \\ !web of t·qual ,i1.t·, rotating 011 a si11gle ;l',i,, one 
point marked 011 tlf(_' circ11ml'erem·e of each and tlw thrce 
poi11h lint•d 11p in one -,traight lint'. If the ,t·ctmd \\'heel 
rotatl'd t\\'ice a-; b,t a, tlw fir,t a11d ii the ,1wcd ol the third 

\\'as 1/rr of ti((' speed of the fir-;t, the initial line-up could 
ne,·er recur. In hi.,; hook., ;'\' ietzsclw attcmpted no sci en ti fie 

proof of thi-, doctrine IH1t ,tre,,t·d ih potential ethical 
impact and. e\ t·11 mme, the l'\pericnce of l,elie\'i11g it-the 
l1mrnr that \\'ill IH' felt a'> long a-, o,w\ life i, all-too-human 
,md the jo~ that ca11 lie ft•lt I,~ tlw e\L'l'ptional per,on. The 
cbim that tl1is clodri11e i, i11cornpatihle \\'ith '.\:ictzsc·he'-, 
conct·ptio11 of the o, t·rma11 ari,1·, frorn a mi"mcler,tancling 
of hoth doctri11e'>, accordin!..( to \\'hich the doctrint· of eter-
11al rdum lwld that history i-, JH111d11atcd I,~ con.-,tant rep
etiticn1, and the doctrine of the on·rman proclaimed th,1t 
there i, 1nogn•-,, 111 hi-,tor~ (~ee ETER:-.:AL RETUR:-.: for 
other critici-,ms of \:it·tz,cllt'\ dol'trine). 

Religion. Tlie Antichrist i, \.idz-,cllt''s mmt ,u-,tai,wd 
,1tkmpt ,1t .t nitiq11(' of ( :Jni-,tianit\', hut most of hi-, lioob 

co11tai11 rt·latt'd 11l;1tt·rial. \:it't1.,cll(' tlw11,ght that Jt·s11-, \\'as 
likt· l'rim·t· \I, -,},kin i11 Dmtm c, ,k, ·., The Idiot (he al111dt·s 

to tlit· 11mcl \\itl1m1t citing itl-\\·011dt·rf11ll~ p11n· and fret· 
ol f't'',('flt11w11t ln,t prnlo11mlh patl,olol'.ic;t! .. ks11,;' di-,l'iple-, 
111i-,111ltlcr-,tood hi111, a11d Cliri-,tia11it~ \\·a,, from the start, 
oppo-,t·d to ,lt•-,11-,· ,pirit, it ,tre,,1·d l'aitl1 and \\'a, deep!~ 
n·w11tliil tel\\ ard 11111 ,clit·\ t·r-, and, i11clct'd, to\\'.trd "the 
\\·c,dd." \:idl'>l'lll' (·riticizn till' ( :l1ri,tia11 faith hot Ii a~ an 
illit'it altt-rnati,t· to .lt''>ll'>. \\a\ of lift· a11cl a-, oppo-,t•d to 
rt'd'>Oll. Tlw'>l' t\\ ,, t'ritici-,111, an· al'>o important for a11 
1111dt·r-,t;11ltli111!. of \.it'(;-,cll(''-, atti111dt• toward reaso11, 

\\'hil'l1 lit· ntt·t·11wd l1igl1h. Iii, 111mt origi11al critici"n ol 
( :l1ri-,tian1h i-, hi-, attt·n1pt to -,}io\\· ho\\' lrorn thc n·ry ,tart 

re~entrne11t ha, IH'c11 ceutral in the so-called religion of 

Ion·. 1This point is made 111mt -,11cci11ctl~· in The Antichrist, 
St·t·. "4.S. \\lwn· '\id1-,t'l1t· quote-,, i11ft'r aliu, \lark fi.11, 
!J. t:2, ;llld ~J."47. and I ( :mi11tliiam I .20 ff.) 

\-, fm .J 11dai-,111, lw s;o111di111t·s '>JWak, of the ( )Id Tt•-,ta-
1ne11t \\'ith tlw 11t1ll(>'>t t•11th11,ia-,m a'> hC'ing infinitely -,upe
rim to tlw :\c·\\· Te-,ta111e1It, ,llld e\Tll to the literatme of 

till' ,llll'ie11t ( ;rtTk'>, lll1t C'l,P\\'ll('re he trie.'> to -,}Hl\\- how 
C:lni-,tia11ih i.'> tht· t'11lmi11ation of all that \\·a, \\·or,t in 
J 11cbi,111 and trace, l,.1ck n•-,e11trne11t and dishone,ty to 
\\ l1;tt lie co1l'iider, the print!~ editing of thc Old Te,ta
n1ent. lie r,1n·l~ '>Jw,1k, of _It•\\'.'> a11d J11dai,rn witho11t 11..;ing 
tlwrn, one \\'a~ or another, to attack ( :l1ri-,tian, and Cliri.'>

tia11it~ .. .\11ti-Serniti-,111, l1m,·t'\ er, he deridt·d consistently. 
'-:ietzsche ocea,ionall~· rders to Buddhi,m and Jlin

dui-,111. us11ally to -,uggest that for all their faults thcy were 
al-,o prekrahle to Clni-,t1a11it~ in '>01m· \\'ay,. Per,011ally, 
lw n·jectcd all religion'>. lit• t·on-,idered s;11pernaturali"n 
oppc,-,ed to rea'>Oll, -,011ght tlw rooh of other\\'orldim·,, in a 
re-,e11tme11t again,t thi-, world, fo1111d B11ddhi,m a religion 

of \\·cari11('.'>'>, and ohjt·cted to the Hi11d11s' treatment of the 

unto11chahle.'> a, a11 011tragc again.-,t llllmanity . 
.Metaphysics and epistemology. :'\idzsdw did not '>et• 

him,elf as a metaphy,il'ia11 and opposed all t\\'o-world 
doctrine, (for example, in tll(' chapter "On the Afterworld
!~"_ "aftprworldly" \\'as prohahl) intended as a tra11,lation ' 



of "111et,1physici,rns "_ i11 Z11ratl111strn; ,111d i11 tlw ,·lt.1ptcr" 
"'Heason' in Philosopl1)·" ,111d "Ilo\\' tll\' 'Trne \\'mid ' 
Finalh· lwcame a Fahie" in Thi' Tuilight uftlic Idols!. llis 
m,·n l'011cept of thl' \\'ill to po\\'l'r is pri111.11ih a psy('l1olog
ical notion, hut in a ft•\\' pa..,..,agc..,, diredt·d ,it Sclrnpe11-
hauer, it lwco111 cs a tlwor~ ,1hout ulti111atl' rcalil\. Thl' 
doctrine of etvrnal rcc11nc11t'l' is ,ilso a 11wtaph~ sical 
theory, ,ilthough tl1is is not thl' a"pt'l'I that 111ost conl·t·rned 
i\i<:>tzsche. :\'ictzscl,e lllight tlll'rdort· lw l-.tllecl a nH'L1ph~ s
ician in spite of himst•lf. Birt lw insistt·d th.it \\'t• m11st 1111'11 
to the sciencl·~ for knmvh·dgt· of reality, ,111cl he l1ad high 
hopes for the future de,·elopment of P"~cl1ology ,md 
ph)·siology and tlwir rl'le,·,ml·e to issue" pH·,·iousl~· t·rn1-
sidered philos<>phical. 

If metaph~·sics is understood ,1.., reflection about c,1te
gories rntlwr tlwn ,1bont ultim,11l' rl'ality, tlte11 the eh,1pte1 
"The Four Great Errors" i11 The T1l'ilight of tlic Idols is 
nwtaphysit_·s hec,111se it deals \\'ith the enm of confnsing 
cause and effl'ct, the error ol a fals<' ca11~.ilit,, the t·rnn ol 
imae;inar~ ca11ses, ,l!ld the t•nor of free \\'ill. B11t t•,·cn here 
:\'ietzsche's co11ct·n1 is primarily with mor,ilit, and wli
gion, and his inll'nt is antinwtaph~·sic,1I. \Ioralit, and 
religion teach , for t·.\amplc, th.it if, rn1 are good, , 1n1 will 
he happ~. 7\ietzsche ,ngm·s that ,·irtiw i.s thl' l'ffed of hap
pines~ or that ,·ice is bred h, unhappilll'S',-a c,,111111011-
place in the t\\'entieth cl·ntur~ hut not in tlH' nineteenth. 
Against the "error of a f,tl..,e l'at1salit, .. :\'ietzsdw are;ues 
that "tl1l'rc are 110 1ne11t,il cau..,es ,it all," rn> ~pirit.s .1~ enti
ties or agl'nts. "Inwgin,n~ cai,..,t·s" includt· l'\t·nt" in 
dreams that "e.\plain" e\ post bdo "nch t·\e11h as 11oist·" 
outside, hnt till·~· also include "sin" ,1s ,1 supposed l·an~t• of 
suffering. I fen· :\1 il'11sclH' i1wlnd<'s Schopenh,11wr i11 his 
critilp1e. There is more m,11l'rial ,1hot1t meta pin sit_·,il ques
tions in Beyond Good /Ill(/ Eli/ a11d in tlw notes, es1wcialh 
in Tlic \Viii to Po1ur. 

There is ,ilso more ,il>out epistemolog~ in tlw note~ than 
in the hooks, for :\iet1.sclw \\',JS ne,er s11tfit'ie11tl~ .... ,ttisfiecl 
with his thought... on thl·se topic . ., to put thern into print. 
Two of his mmc intere~ting ... 11ggestions rni.c:ht he s11mmed 
up as a not ,·en tlwroughh \\'ork<·d 0111 Jk'rspeeti,·i~111 and 
a them~· of fictions compar,ihle to th.it of Ilans \'aihinger, 
who com·ei\'cd his inclepenclentl,· and puhlislwd it nine 
~·ears after his hook on :\'ietzsche. 

On classifying Nietzsche. :\'ietzsclw'.s philmopl,~· is not 
reaclil~ separable into rnl'laphy .... ics, episkmolog~·. ethics, 
aesthetics, and other field ... dn·qm·nth, tlw S.tl!W J),JS',age i" 
rek·,·,1111 to many sucl1 ,1n·as), ,111cl mo"t ,ttll'mpts t•,> clas .... if~ 
his philosopll\ are untenahlc. 1 Iis ethics, for e.\ampk, is 
definite!~ not e, ol11tionist; 1witlwr \\'a.s lw an irrationaJi..,t. 
Positi,,islit_· elements ,1ppear side hy ~idc \\'ith e:-;i..,tentialist 
concerns. 

The pod Gottfried Benn ( 1886- 1 ~J.56) \\'rnte in ,m c..,~,1~ 
on ;\'ietzsclH', "Reali~· L'ver~ tl1ing my generation di.scussecl, 
thought through-one could s,1y, "P'll1 out [hrcittrat]-all 
that had ,dread~ !wen e\pres..,ed and e\h.rnstecl ll\ 
;\'ietzsche: he Imel gin·n the definiti\'(_' formulations, ,1II the 
rest \\',Is e\egcs1s. 

:\'ietzsche's 18S6 Preface to the second edition of H11-
11w11, All-too-l11111wn begin,, "One should spe,1k onl~· 
whe1<· one· nwy not remain silent, and speak onl~ of that 
\\'hich one has o,·ercome-t'\ erything else is clwtter." 
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\\'itte;,-11..,l<·i11 l1;1cl prohalil, n·ad tl,i" ~ear" l)('lm<· II(' co11-
clud<'d l,h 'frnctafus \\'itli till' ... tat1·11w11t "( >I \\ Ii.it OJH' 

<·a1111ot "Jwak, 011<· 11111..,t r<·111ain "il<·rit" 1),i.., L1ddl'r lll('t;i
phor i~ al"o 1(•111i11i..,t·t·11t ol :\i<'11 . ..,t'll<''s " li.1, o,1·1<·011w"1 
Still, :\id1 .... t·l1<· \\ ,h 1wrh,1p" rl'pl, i11g to ,111 ,ull'it·nt a11tl101 
q1101l'd ll\ \\'ittge11..,ll'i11. 111 ,u1~ ca.,<·. :\'id1,t·lw \\'a" 1101 
conll'nt to re1n,1i11 "il<·rtt ahrnrt ..,1,hj<•t_·h th.it <·a1111ot lw 
disc11ssed with scit·11tific J)H't'isio11. !Ii" 111,ri,td s11ggt·,tion" 
han· all t·\ist<·ntial unit,, lllit this 1111it~ i11cl11dt·" tlw de
tc-rrni11ation to lni11g to !war sl'i<·11l'l', es1wciall~ Jh~Tlml
og,, 011 traditio11al pltilosopltic c·o11ct·n1s a11d 111>t to let 
religion and 111or;1lit~ escape 1111sc,1tlwd. 

:\iil'l1.scll(' \\'as ,ilso ,111 inllt1v11ti,il pod ,rnd ofleH·d lll,n1~ 
interesting re111arks ahout lang11,1c:<·-lor t·\amplc, '\·pi..,te
molo.gi..,ts \\'ho han· e;ot st11t_-k in the snares of c;ra1111n,11 
(the nwtaphysics of the people)" (Gay Scic11cc, :3.5-1), 
"l,mguagl' . talks of oppo~ites \\'here tlwre are onl) 
degrees and 111a11, refinenH'11ts of gradati011" (Bei1011(/ 

Good u11d Ei·,il, 2,l); "the misleading errors of lang11age 
(,llld tl,e l11nd,1mL·11tal falL1cies of rea~on which h,1,·e be
co,ne petrified in it), \\'hicl1 understands, ,md misumler
stallcls, all acti,it, as due to an agent, a 'subject' .. iCe11-

calogy, I, I:1: the parentlwse.s show \\·here :\ietz-,cJw 
ditfrrs frolll man~· a1wl~tic philosopher..,). Other remarks 
nw,· lw found in Tlie \\'ill tu Power, -1S--1: Beyo11cl Good 
ullll Ei,il, lfi f.; and the cl,apter "'Ht•,hon' in Philmoph~·" in 
Tlie Twilight of tlie Idols, especiall~· Section .5, which 
ends, "\Ve are not rid of Cod heca11se we still ha,·e faith in 
grammar. 

Influence. Under the ;--_·,izis an e\pmgatc·d c·dition of Tl1c 
A11ticlll'ist, a le\\' anthologies of :\'ietzsclw\ \\·mk..,, ,md 
some tml·onst'ionahle hooks abo11t him gained currenc~·. 
llllt Plato and quot,1tions ,1hout "the Jews" from tlw Cospel 
of John \\'l're 11sed far n1ore. Bitler, \\'ho \\'as steeped in 
\\';1gnl'r, proh,dil~ ne, t·r read one ol 7\idzsdll''s lioob, nor 
could an,· of them i1a\'e lwcn uwd ll\ thl' :\'a1.i" in all 
111w\1mrgated forlll. Some of :\'ietz~che's coi1wges and 
e,·en \\'hole st•ntences torn out of t_·o11te\t t_·oidd ha,·l' been 
made sen·ice,1hle, h11t his ideas ,md ~pirit were dear!~· 
opposed to those of the :\ational Sm·ialist German L1hm 
Part~. In foci, le\\· \\'riters ha,·e bce11 so hard 011 11ation,il
isrn, socialism, the Gerrn;m", lahor mm·ernents, and "part~· 
men" (sec, for f'\ample, Tlic T1l'ilig/it of tlic Idols and, on 
the List point, A11ticlll'ist, .5.5: "Of neccssit~·. the part,· man 
becomes ,1 li,n"). 

:\' ietzsclw's inHuent_·e 011 liter,1tme has )wen illcakula
hlc. lt is especially m,nked in tlw poetry of Ibi11er I\Iaria 
Rilke, Stefon Ceorge, Christim1 \Imgenstern, and Gott
fried Benn; in the 110,t·l, of Thomas \I.nm, Ilermann 
ll<·ssl', Arnln_', Gide, and A11drt'· \L1lra11x; in Sha\\' and 
Yeats; and in ps,choanalysis and existentialism. Besides 
the man~· philosophers who h.n e written hooks on him, 
Alhert Camu .... , Je,rn-Paul Sartre, \la:-. Sclwler, Oswald 
Spcn_gler, and Paul Tillich, .ire espcci,ill~ indebted to him. 

:\t the age of S.'3, \Iartin Buber puhJi..,hed Begcg111mg; 
A.11tohiogrupliiscl1c Frug111C11tc (Stuttgart, HJGl) and in
cluded "encounters" \\'ith two philosophl'r.s, Kant and 
:\'ietzsche. In a footnote he re\'ealed that at 17 he w,1s so 
impressed h~· Zaratl111stra that he began to render it into 
Poli,;)1 "and actllally did translate the First Part." lt is to he 
t:'\IWcted that in :,.ears to come it will he sho\\·11 how man~ 
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major \\'riter, Wt're 11111c·h more cleepl~ i11fi11e11t·ed h~ 
'\ ietz-.;che than had hee11 -.;mpected. 

Ahn Fre11d'... death Ernest Jone, puhli,llt'cl a letter in 
\\liich his 111a,lt'r, at 78, ,aid of .\:ietz.,cllt', "In m~ ~ rn1th he 
"ignified a 11ohilit~ which I could not attain." 

.\:iet1scl1e'... appeal \\'as confined 11either to nH'll of on!~ 
011t· t~·pe nor to those \\'ho ha,·e pulilislied c,,a~ ~ on him. 
To 1i-;e tl1e \\'eighty \\'Orel he applied to himself in Eccc 
Homo, lw real!~ became a "destiny" for man~, incl11ding 
',!)lilt' of tl1e leading spirit-. of the t,,·t'ntieth l'entur~. 

Works by Nietzsche 

COLLECTED WORKS 

Cesammelte \\'erke, .\lusarionausgabe, 2:1 ,·ols. (\lunich, 
l!:J:20- l!:)29), featun·, a chronological arrangenwnt of \:ietz,che's 
works and note, with indexe,. On!\' the 20-\'olume Crossoktm.:
ausgabc, 2d ed. (Leipzig, WOl- HjJ:3). i, nearh as good. harl 
Schled1t.1', t'thtio11, \\'erke in drei Bull(frll 1\l1rnicl1, HJ.'J.J-Jq5f-i), 
L'Onta111, all ol tlw hook,. hut far fewer of '.\iet ✓.,clw's note, than 
,t,veral previou, edition,. lt al,o contains 278 il'ttcr,, a 50-page 
philological pmhcript in which Eli,alieth For,ter-\:iet ✓.,cl1e\ 
pett~ forgerie, (none of which affect hi, philmoph~) are detailed, 
and a 2.J-p,1ge duonological table co,·ering \.'ietz,dw', life. 
Schlechta find, ,mall faulh in pre, iou, editi011,, lmt hi, m,·11 
editing ha, lwe11 sharp!~ crit1ci ✓.ed b~ E. F. P()(l.tch i11 hi, echtion, 
.\'ietzsches \\'erke des Z11sa111mc11hruchs I l le1ddl>erg, HJn 1 ). \: 01w 
of the di,pukd poinh, lwwt•\ er, affet·h our 1111d,,r,t.llldi11g of 
\: ietz,chl' \ philmoph~. 

LETTERS 

Cesammelte Briefe, Elisabeth For,ter-\:idz,d1e, Peter ( ;a,t, et 
al .. eds .. ,5 \'ols. in 6 (Leipzig, l!:)OO- n-J09), wa, lall'r supple11wntl'd 
hy ,eparate edition, of .\'ietzsches Briefwechsel mit Fra11z O, cr
heck, C .\. Bemo11lli and Hichard Ot·lil1·r. t·1k I L<·1p1.ig, I\Jlh), 
E. Forster-\.ietl:sche, \Vug11er 1111d Nietzsche ztir Zeit ihrer Frc1111d
schaft l~lunich, 1\-)15), tramlated by C. \'. herr a, The ,\'ictzscl1c
Wag11er Correspo11dence I London, I !-:122); ancl Karl Strt'l'h'r, 
.Vietzschc 1111d Stri11dherg, mit ihn.'11 Briefu;echsel 1\l1111ich, Jq2J i. 

There are additional letters in variou, places. llistorisch-Kritischc 
Cesamtausga/Je der \Verke und Briefe, Wilhelm Hoppe, harl 
Schlechta, Hans Joachim \Jette, and Carl hoch, eds. (\lunich, 
l!J3."1-19.J:2), includes fi,·e \'olumc~ of worh up to 186~J and fom 
,·olumes of letters to 1877. This edition wa~ discontiu11ed during 
World War 11. 

TRA '\ISLA TIO:\'S 

The Complete Works, ( hear Len, t•d., 18 ,·ok I Edlllliurgl1 and 
London, HJO!':l- HJI.'1, rei.,.,1wd 196.J ), is 1narred Ii~ pom ,111cl 1111-
n,liable tramlatiom. The Portable Nietzsche (:--.'Pw York, WS.J), 
translatl'd and edited ll\ \\'alter Kaufmann, contains Thus Spoke 
Zaratlwstra, T1d/ight of the Idols, The A11tichrist, and Xietzsc/1e 
C 011 tra \\'ag11cr (al I complete I and ,election, from the other hook,, 
the note,, and the lettl'fs, with 60 pages of editorial material. Busic 
Writings of .\'ietzschc (\.'ew York, HJfio), edited and in part 11ewl~ 
translatPd, with note.,, b, \\',titer haufmann, contains The Birth of 
Tragedy, Beyo11d Goud ·a11d Etil, The Genealogy of Morals, The 
Case of 'Wag11cr, Ecce Homo (all complete) and additional ,elec
tion,. The \\'ill to Power (\:ew York, HJfifi), translated h~· \\'alk1 
haufmann and R. G. Hollingdale, and edited, with note,, Ii~ 
\\'alter haufmann, furnishe, the approximate dall' of ev<:'ry note 
and cros, rl'ferences to parallel passages in the books :--.'ietzsche 
fini,lwd. 

Works on Nietzsche 

BIOCRAPHY 

C. A. Bernoulli, Franz Overbeck 1111d Friedrich Nietzsche, 
2 ,·ols. (Jena, l!-:J08), important for its biographical material, takes 
issue with the ,·ersion of '.\'ietzsche's life presented by his sister. 

El1,alll'th For,ter-\:ietzsche, Das Lehcn Friedrich .\'ietzsches, 
:1 ,·ok ( Lei11/.ig, 18~)5- WO.J ), contaim m11d1 important material, hut, 
like all her pul>licatiom, i, quitl' 11melialik. Ih· far the be,t liiog
r,1ph~ in Engli,h h H. C. Hnllingdale, i\'ictzsche: The .\Ian a11d 
llis Philosophy (Baton Houge, La., Wf-i51, in,, hich '.\ietzsclw's idea, 
are discm,cd in the contt,.xt of hi, lite. E. F. Pmlach, Nictzsches 
Z11sum111e11hruch ( I kidellwrg, I ~J:301. translated Ii~ F. A. \'oigt a, 
.Viet::.sche's .\ladness (Lontlon and \:e\\' York, I!J:11); Cestalte11 11111 

Nietzsche (\\'eimar, l\J."31 Land Friedrich Nietzsche und Lou Salome 
(Zurich, 193S), are three books containing important biographical 
documents and information. 

CO~I~tE:\'TARIES 

\lartin Heidegger, ,\'ietzsche, 2 vols. (I'fullingen, HJfil), and 
":\ ietzscht', \\'ort 'Cott ist tot,·" in f/ol::.tccge ( Frankfmt, I 8.52), are 
111tere,tlllg !or ,tudenh ol I leidegger who know :\ietzsche well 
enough to appret·iatl' lkideg_ger's approach. harl Ja,pers, 
.\'ictzsche (Berlin and Leipzig, 193b), translated hy C F. \\'alraff 
and F. J. Sch1mt/. a, Xietzsche (Tucson, Ariz., l!':l65), e.xposes 
O\l'rsimi)lification, about :\iet;:~che in a stunning arra~ of quota
tio11", hut Jaspers di,counts all of '.\idz,dH''s conclu,ions. \\'ithout 
regard for chronolog~ or conte\t, apparently contradictor~ ~tate
ments from hooks and notes are methodically contra,ted to per
suade us of the inadequac~· of all positions and of the need for 
Ja,pers' e.\istentialism. ln the English vnsion all page references 
are omitted, so tlw '.\'ietzsche quotations cannot be located. harl 
Jasper.,, .\'ictzschc und das Christentum (Hameln, I !J38), trans
lated I)\· E. B. A~hton (Chicago, I9fil), is similar in approach to the 
preceding, hut i, le.,., than one tenth ih length. \\'alter haufmann, 
.\'ietzsche ll'ri1lt'eton, :\.j., HJ50; re,·. ed., Ne\\' York, UJ.5o), is the 
hook 011 which the pr,·,e11t .1rt1cle i, ha,ed, the onginal edition 
con tam, a long hililiograph~. \\'alter haufma1111, From Shakespeare 
to Existe11tialis111 (Bmton, 19-5!-J, re,·. eel., :-S:e\\' York, HJfiO), British 
edition t·ntitled The Owl and the .\'ighti11gale (Lo11do11, HJoO), 
contain, five chapter, on :\iet✓.,che, including three chapters on 
111, relation to Rilke and to la,pt•r,. \\'alter Kaufmann, Tu·e11t11 
Cer111a11 Poets: A Bilingual Collection (:--.'ew York, l!:Jfi:2), contains 
11 of \.'ietzsche\ poems and assigns him a plaet" in the develop-
111t·11t ol ( ;crma11 podn from Cod lie to Benn. \\'alter haufman11, 
"\.iet/.,clw Bdweeu llo111er a11d Sartre: Five Treatmenh on the 
( >r<·,te, Ston ," in Ret uc intemutionule de philosophie, \:o. 67 
( l~Jf-i.J1, .50-7.'3, dt,111011,tr.itt·, \.ietzsclw\ i1mnense influence 011 
Sartn·\ pla~ The Flies. \\'alkr ha1ilmann, ":--.'ietzsche in the Light 
of His S11pp1esst'd \lauuscripts," in journal of the History of 
Philosophy, Vol. :2 ( IH6.J ), 20,5-22.5, includes discussions of The 
A11tichrist and Ecce l/omo and of the way Nietzsche's works ha\'e 
been edited. L11dwig Klages, Die psychologischen Errungen
schaften .\'ictzschcs ( Leipzig, 192n), i, an extremely interesting 
work in which :--.'ietzsche is criticized for his Socratism and ration
alism. Ceorge Allen ~Jorgan, What Nietzsche Means (Cambridge, 
\la,s., HJ.J 1), ha s~·,ternatic epitome that deliberately ignores how 
\:ietz,cl1c came to think a, he did, infonned, avoids criticism of 
:--.'ietz,d1e, useful for reference. A valuable commentary is Hans 
\'ail1111ger, .Vietzsche als Philosoph !Berlin, 190:2). \'aihiuger's 
"\:ietzsche 11J1d ,eine Lehre vom lww11sst gewollten SchPin," in 
Die Philo.rnphic des Als-Ob !Berlin, WI 1), t1amlated Ii~ C Ogden 
a, Th<' Philosophu of As-If I \.'e\\' York, W2.J), i, a chapter contain-
111g inll'rt·,tiug mal<'rial 011 \,'ic,t ✓.,dw\ epi,temolog~. 
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11. W. Reichert and harl Schlechta, International Nietzsche Bib
liography 1Chapd II ill, \.' G. l!J(j()), li,h .'3,m.'3 itl'1m about 
\: ietl,,clie in mer 2.J language,, arrangt·d in alphabetical order by 
author \\'ithin each language. It i\ selecth·e, with some 11nfort11-
nate m·er,ighh, and include, ',llJJle \'ery brief summaries and 
e, aluatH>n,. 

\VAL TER MUFJ\.IANN 

NIHILISM. The term "nihilism" appears to havt' been 
coined in Russia sonwtirne in the second 4uarter of the 
ni1lt'teenth century. It was not, however, widely used until 



afte r th e appeara ncC' of Ivan T11n~l'll<'\ 's l1ighl~· s11l'l'essh tl 
no\'e l Fathrrs a11d S011s in the <·arh· 18<-iO,. T h l' central 
c ha racter , Bazaro\', a ,·ming man u11cl<'r tlw i11Hnt·nc<· Ill the 
" most ad\',lll l'e d id C',1s" o f his timl', lion• prrnHl h · \\'hat rno,t 
oth e r people of the same period called tlw hitter na11w of 
nihili st. U nlike s 11 ch real-Iii'<• l'otrnterparts as Dmitri Pis
are , ·, '.\'iko lai D ohro l~·u h m·, and '.\:ikolai ChC'rnyshc\'Ski, 
wh o ,ilso l,ore the label. Bazarov's interC'sts \\'ere largl'I~· 
a p o liti cal ; h owe , ·er, he shared \\'ith these historical per
so naliti e s cli sch in for trad ition and a11thority, great faith i11 
re ason, commitme n t to a materialist philosophy like that of 
Ludwi g Bii chne r , a n d an ardent desire to see radical 
c hanges i11 c011te m porar~· socid~. 

An e xtreme state m e n t by Pis.ire,· of thl' nihilist position 
a s it d e velope d in the la te 18.'50s and 18fi0s in Russia is 
fr e 4ue ntl y· q 11 o te d : " I ic re is the ultimatum of our camp: 
what can h e sm ash e d sh ould he smashed; what will stand 
th e hlow is good; what w ill A~· into smithereens is rnhhish; 
a t a ny rate , hit ou t rkht and left-therC' will and ca11 he no 
ha rm fro m it" (q uoted in :\vrahm Yarrnolinsky, Road to 
Revo/11tio 11 , p. 1:20). Bazarn,· C'clHws this idea, though ,1 hit 
fee bl~·, w h e n h e ,H_·c<·pts a description of nihilism as a 
m atter of "j u st c u rsing." 

Use of th e te rm sp rl'ad rapidly thrm1ghm1t E11rope ,rnd 
th e Am e ri cas. As it d id, the term lo,t most of its anarchistic 
a n d re \'o lut iona r ~· fl a vor, ceasing to e,·oke th<' image of a 
p oliti ca l program or even an intellectual mm·t·ment. It did 
no t , h o w e \'t·r , ga in in precision or clarit~·. On tlw one hand, 
th e te rm is wicle l ~· usC'd to denok thC' doctrine that moral 
norm s o r sta ndards cannot lw justified Ii~ rational argu
m e nt . On th e other ha n d, it is \\'idel~ used to denote a 
m ood o f d e spai r m·er the emptiness or tri,·ialit~· of human 
e xis te nce. T his clo 11 hk meaning ,ippears to derive from the 
fact tha t th e term was o ften employed in tll<' 11ineteenth 
cen tur~· b ~· th e re li gious!~· orit•ntcd as a cl11h against 
a th eis ts, at h eis ts being regarded a, iJ)SO facto nihilists in 
both se nses. Th e ath eist, it \\·as held, wo11ld not feel hound 
hy m ora l no rm s; co11st•quent h·, he would tend to lw callous 
or se lfi sh , c,·en criminal. At the same time he would lose 
th e sense th a t life has meaning and therefor<' tend to\\'ard 
despair an d sui ci d e. 

Atheism. T here are man,· literan prntot,·pe, of tht> 
a th e ist - nihili st. The most famous are l\'an in Dosto
yevsky·'s Brothers K.ara11w;:,ot: ,me! Kirilm· in Dostoye,·sk,·'s 
The Possessed. It \\·a s i11to h ·,rn 's mouth th,1t Dostm e,·sk) 
p ut th e wo rds, "If Cod does not exist, ever~ thing i, per
m it tt:>cl." Auel Dosto~·e,·sk~ made it clear that it \\',JS l\·,rn 's 
a th eism w hi ch led him to acquiesce to his father's nrnrder. 
Kirilo\' w as made to a rgue that if Cod docs not exist, the 
most mea n ingful real it,· i11 lift> i, indi,·iclual freedom and 
th at the supreme expression· of individual freedom is 
suicide. 

~ie tzsche was the first great philosopher-and still the 
onh· one-to make exten-;i\'l" use of the term "nihilism." 
I l e was a lso one of the hr,t atheists to dispute the exist
ence of a n ecessar~· link between atheism and nihilism. He 
recognized , however , that as a matter of historical fact, 
atht>ism \\·as 11s hering in an age of nihilism. "One interpre
tation of existence has been overthrown," '.\:ietzsclw said, 
"but since it was held to he the interpretation, it seems 
as though there were no meaning in existence at all, as 
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tlw11gh l'\'t•r~thim!; \\'t'rt' i11 , ai11 · Cu11111ll'fc \\'orks, Edi11-
limgh a11d l,ondrn1, f<)()f - )!JI I, \'ol. ."\I\·, p. 1~0 1. \IIH'rl 
Camus later dealt with this historical fact at ,011w le11gtli 
in The Rchel ( I ~).5 I). 

Till' t<'11ck1H·~· to a,sociatt- 11ihilis111 \\'itl1 .itlll'isrn l'o11ti11-
1ws to the pres!'11t. It is to Ill' !01111(1. for in,ta1H'<', i11 ;1 \\'<ll'k 
Ii~· I lel11rnt Thi<'lickt· e11titlt·d :-Vihilis111, whil'h fir,t ap-
1warecl in 19.50. During the crnirs<· of till' t\\'t·11tietl1 l'<•11-
t11ry, ho\\'e\'l'r, the irnag<' of tlw nihilist has cha11gt•<I. witl1 
a corresponding change in the a1wly,i, of nihilism\ t·a11se, 
and conseq11e11c<·s. Prol<'ssnr I Iermann \\'ei11 of tlw l' 11i
,·ersit~· of C1Jttingen write,, for in,tam·<·, that the rnemlwr, 
of the yo11nger gt>nt'ration today tend to think of the nihil
ist not as a l'~·11ical or dt>spairing athei,t li11t a, ,1 rohotlikt· 
conformist. For them nihili,m is ca11st'd 11ot so 1rn1cli Ii~ 
atlwism as by ind11strializatio11 and social \Ht•ss11ws, and its 
typical consequt·11Ces are not st•lfislrness or s11icide hut 
indifference, ironical detachment, or sheer liafll<·11wnt. Th(' 
literary· prototqws are not the romantic heroes of Dosto
~·evsk~· hut the more prosaic and impersonal heroes of Rob
ert \lusil's Ma11 \Vitl11111t <)ualities (first ,·olurnt>s p11IJ
lished 19:31- rn:3.·3) or Kafka\ The Trial (19:2.5). 

Moral skepticism. If Ii~· nihili,m rn1e nwam, a dislielid 
in the possihilit~· of justif~·ing moral judgnwnts in so11w 
ration,d way and if philmopht>rs reflect tlw intl'lll'ct11al 
climate of th<' times in which the~ Jin·. then our age is 
trnl~· nihilistic. :\t no period in \\'estcrn historv, with the 
possible exception of thC' I Iellenistic age, ha,c so man~· 
philosophers regarded moral state111l'nts as somt>how arbi
trar~·. For many Contine11tal philosophers, especiall~· the 
athei,tic existentialists, nwral ,·,ilul's are products of free 
choit·e-that is, of 1111ca11sed, 1mmotivated, and nonrational 
decisions. The most notable staten1e11t of this \'iew is in 
Being and Nothi11g11css ( 19-1.'3) b~ Jean-Paul Sartre. In 
England and Anwril'a, 011 the other hand, most philoso
phers tend to the ,·ie\\' known as emoti\'isrn, according to 
whil'h moral statements are ultimateh· and essentiall~· 
prod11cts of pure soci:il conditioning or brute feeling. The 
most noted, though not the most extreme, representati\'es 
of this position arc A. J. A~·er and Charles Stc·,·enson. 

It is impos,ible to -.;tatt' lwre with reaso11,1hk detail and 
acc·11rac,· the positions so s11111111,ll'i I~- descri heel in the last 
paragraph, nrnch lt·ss to di,c11ss their logical merits. For an 
understanding of nihili,111, ho\\·e,Tr, it is important to 11ote 
ho\\' these positions rel.1te to the ideas of tlHi,e to \\'horn 
nihilism of this kind is anathema. As alre,1cl~ indic.ited, the 
rnost \'Ociferous antinihilish \\'ere originally theologians, 
like Do-;toyevskv, who fear<'d that dishelid in Cod \\·ould 
lead to selfishness and crime. If, they argued, there is no 
divine lawgiver, e,1ch man will tend to become a law unto 
him,elf. It Cod does not l'Xi,t to l'hoose for the individual, 
the indi\'iclual will ass1m1e the lorml'r prerogati\'e of Cod 
and choosC' for himself. For these antinihilists the principal 
enem,· tocla,· would lw Sartre. The later a11tinihilists, how
e\Tr, tend to savl' their fire for the crnotivists, whom th<'~ 
accuse of sanctioning moral indifferenn· and mindless 
conformit~·. If all moral codes arc esscntiall~· matters of 
feeling and social pressure, then no rn1e wo11ld lw hdtcr or 
\\·orse tha11 another. The wise man, like the Sophists of 
Plato', (la~·, \\·011ld simpl~· adjust as hest lw could to the 
code of the sm·iet~· i11 \\'hich he happened to lw livi11g. 
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John Dew1•~-'s fervid insistence upon critical i11di,·idual 
intelligem-e as tlw prime agent of social and moral recon
strnctirn1 places him squarely in the second group of anti-
11ihilists. 

Whether belief in atheistic existentialism or emoti,·ism 
does in fact have the kinds of conseq11ences sugge,ted 
aho\"t' is not at issue here. The point is simply that anti-
11ihilists of the older \"ariety do not regard com·entional mo
ral it), <·specially in its other-regarding aspects, as ade
quate I~- justified unless it has a cosmic or divine sanction, 
whereas more contemporary antinihilists do not regard any 
moral code as adequate!~- justified 11nless there is some 
standard or touchstone more universal tlrnn pure feeling or 
,ocial pressure to which it ma~· be shown to conform. The 
pertinent q11estion here is whether the antinihilists have a 
good case for these ,·iews. 

It would ,1ppt·ar tlwt the demand for justification of 
c011vc11tional moral mies Ii~· appeal to a divine or cosmic 
pmver ca1111ot lw logically admitted without abandoning 
widespread a11d dcepl)· felt notions about the nature of 
moral Jl1stificatirn1. If the higher power which pres11mahly 
legitimizes our moral code is hy definition good and just, 
an appeal to that power would in\"(ilve us in a vicious 
circle. How would we know that that power was good and 
just unless there w1·re some purel~- human ideas ahout the 
good and the jmt to which we felt entitled independent!~ 
of that pm,·1·r's ',,llldion·( If, on the other hand, th<· pre
s11med high<'r power is not h~- definition good or just_ iL for 
instance, it wer<' defined merely as a creator and sustain<·r 
of life, h~- wlwt right could we appeal to it to legitimize 011r 
moral \"iews·( \light or power, e,·1·11 till' power to create 
and sustain lif<', is not to lie confus1°d with right or legiti 
mac~. 

The demand that 1110ml codes lie ju-;tified Ii~- more 1111i
versal standards than pure feeling or social dictate is, 011 
the contrar~·, 11111ch more consonant with ,,·idespwad , in
t11iti\"e notions; aho11t the nature of llloral jw,tification. If 
social pws,ure i-; taken as the touchsto11e of moral it~, \\"t' 

once a_gain court a confusion between might a11d ri_ght; if 
feeling is taken as the touchstone , W<' 11111-.;t apparent!~ 
abandon not only tlw notion of a uniw•r-;al nHnalit~, led
ings being 11otorioush· f111ctuating and indi,·id11,d, IJ11t also 
the notion that OIi<' of the functions of IIH>r,ilit, is to refine, 
direct, and control i11dividual feelings. It 111.1\, of crn1rs<' , 
lw the case that there i-; no uni\"t0 rsal 111<nalit, and that 
w h,1te,·er power moral it~ possesses mu st deri \"l' from i 11-

di \"id ual feeling and soci,d conditioning alon1·. It wo11ld lw 
surprising, however, if e\"en the emotivists <lid not experi
ence a certain chagrin that the truth in ethical theory 
-.;lrn11ld lie so contrary to human hopes. 

Meaninglessness of life. Passing to tlw second meaning 
of the term "nihilism," we find that the pertinent q11estions 
are less logical or technicall>· philosophical th,111 ps~·drn
logical or sociological. There are t\\"o 4uestions here, cor
n·spondi11g to the two forms of antinihilism. Is it true that a 
loss of faith in Cod or cosmic purpo~es produces a sense of 
despair o,·er the emptiness and trivialit\" of lif<', conse
quently stimulating selfishness and callousness? Is it true 
that industrialization and conformist social pressures have 
tri\'ialized life in a similar way, causing us to adopt an 
attitude of ironic detachment':' A negati,·e answer to these 

questions would appear to fly in the face of most contem
porary social criticism and analysis as well as the testi
mony of most contemporary literaturP. 

It is doubtful, however, whether a simple yes would be a 
proper response to the first question. \Vhen it is assumed 
tlwt man need~ a sense of divine or cosmic purpose in 
order to lead a rich and morall~- wholesome life, one is 
generalizing far beyond the e\"idence. The most that the 
evidence can be made to support is that relatively large 
numbers of men in certain societies at certain times ha,-e 
felt this need. ;'\.'o one who has read, for instance, Tolstoy's 
account of his religious crisis in middle age could doubt 
the depth of his despair or the reality of his need for a \'ital 
relationship to an etern,il being. One can reasonahly 
doubt, however, whether that need and despair spring 
from universal and firmly rooted human aspirations. Some 
psychologists regard Tolstoy's conversion crisis as a s>·mp
tom of involutional mela11cholia, and there are man>· who 
lielie,·e it to be a consequence of Tolstoy's social position 
as a nwmlier of Russia's decaying aristocracy. 

Bertrand Russell went through a similar crisis earlier in 
lift.. Ile not onl~- survived that crisis without rew·rting to 
faith i11 Cod or cosmic pmpose; he also s11n·ived it, as his 
1°ssa~ "A Free \Ian's Worship" ( UJ02) attests, by delilier
atcl>· espousi11g a world outlook which emphasizes the 
finit11de and cosmic isolation of mankind. And no one who 
is familiar ,,,ith the facts of his life would dare to sug
gest that tlw later Hussell was; less moral!>· earnest than 
the ~ 011ng lwlie,·er or less wholeheartedly and happily 
t•11gaged i11 the process of li,·ing. 

Those who attriliute the nihilistic malaise of our time to 
i11d11strializatio11 and conformit) are less ,·ulnerahle to the 
charg<' of overgeneralization. This is not because they limit 
their a11al~·sis to a given historical epoch, for they, too, are 
111aki11g a11 implicit ge11crnlizatio11 aliout universal human 
m·t·ds. Tlwir point is that all men need, if they are to he 
,,·l1ol1· all(I h1·alth~, the s1·11"· that the~· can I>~- a 1111iq1w 
and persrn1al eHort contribute to tlw social process a11d that 
-.;o<"ict~ will appreciate and reward this individual effort. 
Tl1is ge1wralizatio11 is l1·ss v11liwralile than the first simply 
IH•c;111s<' there is more e,·idenc(• for it. Novels and liiogra
phi1·s, ethnographic reports and individual clinical histo
ri<·s, 11ot to 111entirn1 com111on-se11se attitudes of most men 
i11 all societies at all historical periods, tend to support it. 
:\nd tlH· is,11e raised hr nihilism i11 this sense of the term is 
0111· of tlw great unresoln·d political and soci,11 problems of 
the hn·11tieth cent11n·. \\'lwtlwr philosophers i11 their 
profe-.;sional capacit~· are com1wtent to contrih11t<• to its 
sol11ti011 is a q11estio11 we shall not attempt to answer here. 

B ibl iogra phy 

( )11 H11,,ia11 nihili,m of tilt' 18.50s and l86(h-, ~ee Avrahrn Yar-
111olimk~, Road to Retol11tio11 (:\<'w York, U:).5\:l), and Ivan Tmge
m·\. Fathers and Sons l:\ew York, l~J.58). 

For in!l'rpretation~ of nihili~111 rdlecting a theological or reli
gio11, point of \·iew , ~ee Ht•l111ut Thielicke, Nihilism (London, 
19fi2) . Em,t Benz, Westlicher 1111d ostlicher Nihilism11s (St11ttgart, 
19-18); :\ikolai Berdyaev, Si1111 1111d Shicksal des rnssische11 K.0111-

111111ii.rn111s ( I ~):37); a~d Lester C. Crocker, A11 Age of Crisis (Balti
mon•, \lcl.. 19."i~J ). 

For <·1110tivism see A J. Ayer, La11g11age, Truth and Logic, 
2d rev. ed. (:'\ew York, 19.52); Charles Steven,on, Ethics and Lan-



guagc (:'\e\\' lL1,-c11, I\J.H); and l11gemar lledeniu~. "On Lt\\· a11d 
\!orals," in ]oumal of l'h1/owph11, \'ol. .Sfi I !D.59), 117- 1:2.5. 

For c-xiste11tiali~t nihilisnt ,et· Jea11-Pa11I Sartre, Reing 1111d 

Nothii;gness (l\:ew York, l~J.56). 
See also Friedrich :\ietzsdH', Will to l'ou:cr, in Oscar Lev:v. <0 tl., 

Com11letc Works (:\'ew York, HJG-1); Albert Ca1111h, The Rclwl (:\ew 
York, HJ.56); I lennann Wein, "Discussion on :\'ihilism," in Uni
versitas, \'ol. 6, l\:o. :2, 17.'3-18:2; C. F. von \\'einzaecker, The His
tory of Nature (Chicago, H)-19), pp. 71 ff.; Bertrand Rmscll, "A 
Free \tan's Worship," in his Mysticism and Logic (London, rnt8). 
and "\\'hat I Helieve," in his Why I r\111 Not a Christian (:\e\\· 
York, 19.57), C:h. 3; Leo Tolstov, "\h· Confession" and "\\'hat h To 
Be Done, .. 111 Complete Wo;ks (:\.e\\' York, 18~)8), \'ol. \'II; and 
Hermann Rauschning, The Rei;o/ution of Nihilism (Lo11don, 1939). 

R0BEHT C. OLSON 

NIRVANA is a term used primarily to refer to the state of 
release or salvation in Buddhism. It is also one among a 
number of words used in the Hindu tradition (the most 
common of which is moks(l) for the corresponding states in 
the various systems of Hindu soteriology. In modern usage 
"nirvana" almost always refers to Buddhist nirvana. The 
word is Samkrit (nirvdna); its Pali version, as found in the 
Theraviidin canon (the scriptures of the Buddhism of 
Ceylon, Burma, and parts of southeast Asia) is nibban(l. 

Literally nircii11(1 means the '\~oing out" or "extin_guish
ing" of a flame. The imagery here is related to the Bud
dhist doctrine of rebirth and karma. An individual's series of 
lives is compared to the lighting of successive lamps, one 
lamp from another. The state of nirvana is achieved when 
the saint (arhat), by uprooting craving, eliminates the fuel 
on which the flames feed, thereby achieving a state in 
which he will be reborn no more. The destruction of crav
ing i~ typically attained by treadinl.! the Noble Eightfold 
Path, which includes not merely ethical self-training hut 
also, and importantly, techniques of yoga or contemplative 
mysticism. Through the attainment of higher states of 
consciousness, the saint gains serenity and insight into the 
nature of reality. 

The above doctrine~ give rise to a di~tinction between 
two phases of nirvana: nirvana "with suh~trate" and nir
vana "without substrate." That is, one can distinguish 
between the saint's state while he is still alive and the 
state following his death. \\'hile he is alive, there remaim 
the "substrate," the physical and mental states which 
constitute him as an individual. The "without substrate" 
phase of nirvana aroused doctrinal problems, mainly be
cause the Buddha refused to answer the question of 
whether the saint survives after his death. This was one of 
the so-called undetermined questions-undetennined 
because the question was defective in some way, and 
therefore unanswerable. The Buddha compared it to the 
question "\\'here does a flame go when it goes out?" It is 
not correct to affirm that a flame goes north or that it does 
not, that it both does and does not, that it neither does nor 
does not. Likewise, it i~ not correct to assert that the saint 
survives or that he does not, and so on. 

Both earlier and more recent commentators have given a 
pragmatic interpretation of the Buddha's silence on thi~ 
i~sue. On this view the question is defective simply be
cause speculation on these matters is not conducive to 
salvation. This interpretation is not without support in 
the texts, but it neglects two important points. First, the 
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Buddha's comparison of tll(' q11c~tio11 ol tll<' ... ai11t\ ~11n i\ al 
to the question about the flamt' stro11!..dy sugg<·~h that he 
(or at least the early Buddhist tradition) cm,~idcred tlw 
question defective i11depencl<'ntlv of its not hci11g condu
cive to salvation. Second, the texh also tr<·at tll<' Buddha a, 
omniscient in spiritual matters all(! rqwrt him as ha\'ing 
declared that he was not close-fisted like many teacher-;, 
who hold hack knowledge from their pupils. ( :iven that it 
was natural for serious que~tions to he asked about the 
nature of salvation, it is unlikely that the Buddha mere)~, 
wished to put a pragmatic bar upon tht>m. 

It is probable that the que~tion was considered defecti\'C' 
because of an important feature of early Buddhist meta
physics, the doctrines of impermanence and nonself. The 
individual was analyzed as being constituted b~· a complex 
series of impermanent physical and mental states. In place 
of then current views, which asserted the existence of an 
eternal soul underlying such events, and such that it co11ld 
in principle exist in a pure state (the state of release), the 
Buddha substituted the doctrine of an impermanent incli
vidual capable in principle of aehicving a permanent state 
(nirvana). In nirvana the series of temporal states is re
placed by a permanent state. But with the vanishing of the 
psychophysical states there is no longer an individual to be 
named or referred to. Thus, the question about sun·i\·al is 
like "Is the king of France bald?" except that it 1s only a 
contingent fact that there is no king of France, whereas it 
is a metaphysical necessity that the saint does not survive 
after his death. Nevertheless, the Buddha strongly insisted 
that there is a transcendent state of nirvana. 

The development of ~lah:1y:111a (Creater \'ehicle) Bud
dhism provided some striking interpretations of nirvana. 
Since ~lah:1y,-111a thought tended toward belief in an Abso
lute (albeit a tenuous one, referred to by such expressions 
as f(lf/wtii, or "Suchness," and -~11n11a, or "the Void"), as 
constituting the inner essence of phenomena. it became 
natural to identify nirvana with it. :'\lnreover, the Absolute 
came to be interpreted religiously as the dhanna/.Jiya, or 
"Truth Body," of the Buddha. That is, the essence of Bud
dhahood is Suchness or the \'oid. Consequentlv, in attain
ing nirvana one becomes identified with this Buddha es
sence. This \"iew related to the :'\lah:1y,-111a evaluation of the 
Buddhist path; centrally the path invoh·es being a Bo
dhisattva, or Buddha-to-he. The path of the Bodhisattva, 
who sacrifices himself on behalf of the welfare of other 
living beings, replaces the Hinayana (Lesser \'chicle) ideal 
of the saint who serenely, hut not necessarily through 
suffering and self-sacrifice, attains nirvana. The ~lah:1y:111a 
identification of nirvana with the essential Buddha nature 
meant that anyone seeking nirvana was a potential Buddha 
and thus was a Buddha-to-be in intention. 

Further, there was the identification of nirvana not only 
with the Absolute but also with samsiira, the How of em
pirical events and the round of rebirth. The Therav:1da 
(like the other IEnay:111a schools) was dualistic, in the 
sense that a finn distinction was drawn between empirical 
events, which are conditioned and impermanent, and 
nirvana, which is uniquely unconditioned and permanent 
(although questions arose whether, for instance, space 
ought to be included in the same categon·). But the logic of 
~lahavana metaphysics impelled a kind of monism. Sine(' 
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the -\li-..ol11te co11-..t1tutt's the under!~ 111e: n<1t11re ot phe11om
l'lld, nin·<111,1 ,ilso co1htitute-.. that inner n,1t11re. Con-..e
que11tl~- it lwc.1111e pmsible to <1ssert the parado:,.. that 
IlJr\'dlla equal-.. S(l//lS(JT(l-.lltho11e:h, needless to s,1~·. the 
ordin.ir~· \·ie\\' of s(lmsura. \\'hich treab people and objech 
c1-.. suli-..t.mce ,rnd d~es not recognize their '\·oidnes-..." i-.. 

hill of error, for it implie-.. tht' need to esc<11w S(llllsiira. B~ 
remm,d of that error one can intuiti\·el~ -..ee that nin·,111,1 
does equal ,·am,arrI. 

-\lthoue:h thl ,e trends ret,uned nin·a11.1 a, a ce11tr,d 
L<lllct•pt in the Buddh1,t doctrine of -..,1h,1twn. there \\'t'rt' 
()tll<'f lorcn ,Lt \\ or!-. 111 tlw oppo,1te dirl'l'tW!l. Thl' \L1h:1-
\ ,-111,1 l ult of tlw Bmldh,1 -\m1tihha J,tp,me,e. -\m1cb-tlw 
utlt i, ,0111et1me-.. l-.11m\·11 <1, .-\micb Bucldln-..111 111\ oh ed 

the liehd th<1t the Buddha can, out of his 111finite -..tore, 
conlt:r ment !reel~ upon the othen\·1-..e 1111\\·orth~- faithful. 
1f the~· but c,dl upon him in lo\·in'.! tru-..t. The~·\\ ill then lw 
reborn 1n tlH: Pure Lmd, a -..plendicl par,1clise cre.ited h~ 
-\1111t:1hh.1. \\ here condition, for the <1tt.1inment of nin ,111a 
dre e,peci,dl~ propitrnu,. Crad11,dl~ par,1cli,e, rather th,rn 
11in·,m,1, c,tme to be the \.;e~· hope in th<' reli'.!iou, inuL?:in,1-

tion of Pure Lmd Buddhists. 
In the traditional conception-... hm\"en·r. n1n ,111,1 tran

,cencl, e\ en the mo-..t n·fined forms of hl'a\·enl~- e:--.i,tenl·t, 

Therefore, .iccordin'.! to d1e Buddhist conception of d1\ me 
!win'.!-.. d'- mh<1hitirn..?: the cosmo-.;, rather th,m .i-.. helll'.! tr,rn
-..cendent to 1t, the '.!ocl-.. are ultim<1tel~ irrele\ ,mt t,, ,,11\ ,1-
t1on. that i-... to thl' ,1tt,1inment of nin ,lll,I. 
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:\'ISHIDA KITARO l \70- 19-l.S J, general!~ comidered 
to lw the foremo-..t modern Japanese philosopher. '\ishida 
\\.t, horn in a ,mall \ illage on the Sea of Japan near the 

cit~ ot h,maZ,t\\'d. I,hiLrna Prefecture. H e rccei\ecl his 
e.irh t'duc.ition in loc,il -..c-hoob hut completed hi" -..tudies 
<1, ,1 ,peci.il -..tudent at To\.;\ o l'ni\ er,it~·. l'pon graduation 
he lwc,11ne a countr~ middle-school I high school) teacher 
hut \\d, later <1ppointed to a post at k anaza\\'a Junior 
Colll·\!e. \\'here for ten ~ ear-, he \\·a-.. engro-..,ed in reading, 
pliilo,ophic.1! ,pecul.ition. and Zen mecl1tation. It \\·a-, then 
th.It lw de\ eloped hi-.. b;1,ic philosophical \·ie\\'~, and for 
the renuinder of his life he mereh· broadened and deep

ened them . 
lli~ mdior concern throughout hh life \\'as to prO\ide a 

fr,1111e\\·o;l-., comi,t<::>nt \\·ith traditional \\'es tern philosoph
ic,tl methodolog>. for his e,-..entiall~ Zen intuition into the 



nature of realit). Iii~ hr~t \\'ork. Zen no k('l1kyt1 (Tok)·o, 
1911; translated as A Study of Good, l~Jf"iO), \\'hid1 lw 
developed from his ,chool lectures, attempted ~uch a 
harmonious philosophical s)·stem. includi1H! a theoi'\' of 
reality, a study of ethics, and a11 011tli11e of a philosopll\· of 
religion. It was hailed hy the academic world as the hrst 
truly original philosophical work Ii)· a Japa11ese thinker i11 
the modem period, ,,·hich began in ISG,½ with tlw \1eiji 
restoration. Almost all the worb prior to it had hardh· 
risen abo,·e crude eclecticism or the introduction of ,·ar
ious aspects of \Vestern philosoph)· in Confucian or Bud
dhist contexts. 

In 1910 '.\ishida \\'as appointed to K)·oto llni,·er~it,·. 
where he taught until his retirement in H}28. I le l_'.atlwred 
many brilliant students around him, and together ,,·ith 
Tanabe Hajime he established what has come to he k110\\'n 
as the 1':yoto, or '.\'i,hida-Tanahe, ~chool of philmoph,·. 

He continued his philosophical career e,Tn after hi~ 
retirement and remained active throul_'.hout \\'oriel War II. 
until his death, despite attacks from nationalists on hi~ 
liberal views. 

In A Study of Good I\'ishicla de,·eloped his basic concept 
of "pure experience," which is not i11 opposition to thought 
and intellect but lies at the base of all oppositions. Fore:\
ample, a poet's \'ie\\'ing a f-10\\'er is "pure experience," 
which is prior to the subjecti,·it)· of the poet and the ob
jecti,·it)' of the flower ; I\'ishida re,·erses the usual mode of 
thought and contends that subjecti,·it)· and objecti,·it)· are 
two wa)·s of looking at the identical experience. Such ex
perience is not establislwd in the ~elf hut rather th<' st·lf 
is established by it. '.\ishida proceeded be)·ond the usual 
Western distinction~ between subject and object and miml 
and hocly to ,,·hat is prior to these distinctions, thereh)· at
tempting to understand them. But ~ince A Study of Good 
presented lan;el)· a ps)·cholog)· of pure experience, in hi~ 
subsequent works Nishida tried to de\'C0 lop a lol_'.ic- of pure 
experience. In ]ikaku ni okeru chokkan to lwnsei ("In
tuition and Reflection in Self-Consciousness"; Tokyo, 
1917), under the influence of the :\'en-Kantian school and 
showing sympathy with Fichte and Bcrl_'.son, he expanded 
"pure experience" into "self-c011scious11c~s." seeinl'. "self
consciousuess" as a truly cone.Tete and uni,·er~,tl thing and 
all things as ,·arious aspects and de,-cloprnents of it. In 
this complex aud profound ,,·ork he used "I am I," the form 
of "self-conscious1w~~." whieh he considers to lw the root 
of the logical "A is A," to trace the continuity of pure logic, 
mathematics, and experience generall~·, especial I)· aesthetic 
and religious experience. Ile lnoadened his scope to treat 
epistemological and metaph)·sical problems, concluding 
his work by defining the ultimate character of self
consciousness as "absolute free will." This absolute free 
will, when genuine, cannot he ref-lected upon, for it tran
scends reflection and is that \\'hich causes ref-lection. The 
center of this will, the self, is always "the eternal nmv"; 
paradoxically it is also unlimited de,·elopment. From this 
standpoint :\ishida wrote hi~ next two important \\'Orks, 
lshiki no mo11dai (''Tl1e Prohle111 of Consciousness"; 
Tokyo, 19:20), and Geijutsu to dotoku ("Art and :\loralit/'; 
Tokyo, 19:23). 

And yet, since e,·en in the doctrine of absolute free ,,·ill 
he had not \\'holl)· a\'(iided a subjectiH· bias, '.\ishida 
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s011u:l1t tl1at which ,,·cHild tran~c<'IHI ~llbj<·cti, it\ c0111plete
l). 111 hi~ q)Ocl1-111aki11l'. ,,·ork /lataraku 1110110 kam mint 
11101w 1' ("Fro111 the Acti11l_'. to th<' Sl·t•inl'."; Tok)o, l!J:27) II<' 
form11latt'cl the l'Olll'cpt of lwslw 110 ronri 1 '"lol'.il' of place" 
or "logic of held") as a sol11tio11. :\lthonl_'.h thi-.. concept i-.. 
s11gge~tt'd ll\· Plato's topos a1HI :\ristotle\ lqnwkei111e11011, it 
is -..till e,st·ntiall)· a prod11ct of the thorrn1glrne,~ of '.\i
shida's own thinking. Plal'<' is the ~11hstrat11m within which 
all forms become actualized. lie had set·11 ahsol11tt· free will 
a, "cmerl_'.inl'. from creative nothingnes~ and retnrning to 
creatiH· nothi11l_'.11ess," and therefore as posse~~inl'. the char
actl'r of "nothinl_'.1wss." F11rther, it must lw ha-..icall, "a 
certain place wherein" e,·erything else exi~ts. I k made 
thi~ transcend subjecti,·ity completeh· and termed it "the 
place of nothingness." '.\ishida's nothingness, hmve,·er, is 
not merely nothingness in opposition to phenomenal 
existence, that is, relative nothingness: since it is that 
wherein all phenomenal existences appear as determina
tions of it. it is absolute nothingness. With the idea of 
"plal'e" Ni~hida provided the conceptual and lol!;ical frame
work for a position that is usually considered m)'sticism in 
tlw \Vest. 

In the last stage of his work Nishida developed the idea 
of "the self-identity of absolute contradiction," or, more 
simph·, "the unit,· of opposites," through his investigation 

of the relationship between the self and the world. :\lore
o,·er, he used this concept to prohe the problems of a phi
losoph)· of relil'.ion: the contradictions of man's existence, 
where the satisfaction of desire means the extinction of 
desire and the will makes its own extinction its object. In 
these problems is religion established, for in the aware
nes~ of the absolute contradictoriness and nothingnes~ of 
the selfs existence we first touch the absolute and Cod. It 
ma)· be noted that there are many striking parallels be
tween '.\1ishida and IlegeL howe,·er. the startinl!; point for 
.:\ishida is alwa)'S Zen intuition. 

:\'ishida's thought has exerted great inf-luence on contem
porar~ Japanese intellectual life, altho11gh it has been 
vil'.<Homly attacked h)· \1arxist thinkers. Se,·eral of his 
works ha,·e been translated into major \Vestern languages, 
and he has begun to be recognized as among the first phi
losophers to make a genuine contribution to the estab lish
ment of a \\'orld philosophy transcending the usual 
East-West distinctions. 

Works by Nishida 

Nishida K.itar(1 ze11shii ("Tht> Complt>lt' \\'orb of :\ishida 
Kitar(1"), 12 \'ols. plus 6 supplenwntary vols. Tokyo, W.J7- H:).5.3. 
HithPrto unpubli,hed matt>rial, lettt'r,, and \'ishida\ dian· are in-
cluded in the supplPnwntary \'olunws. · 

Intelligibility and the Philosophy of Nothi11g11ess: Three Philo
sophical Essays, translated and with an introduction h,· H. Schin
zingPr. Tokyo. HJ.58. 

A Study of Good, translated hy \'. I I. \'iglit>l11w, with an intro
duction by D. T. Suzuki and Shimomura Toratar(i. Tokyo, HJ(·)(). 

Works on Nishida 

K(i-.aka '.\fa~aaki, Nishida K.itaro Se11sei 110 s/l(jgai to shisii ("The 
Lift> and Thought of Profes,or '.\:i,hida Kitar<'i"). Tob·o, l!:J.J7. 

;,,.;oda '.\fatao, "East-\\'t>st Syutlw.,i~ in ;,,.;i,hida.·., Philosophy 
East and West. \'ol. .J (19.5.5), .3.J.5-:3.5!J. 
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N.JEGOS. Sel' PETHOVIC-NJE<:OS, PETAH. 

NOMINALISM. See CoOIHIAN, '.'JELSO:':; HOBBES, 

TIIO:\L\S; ()L'l:\:E, \\'ILLARD \' . .\;\/ OHi\IAr--; HosCELIN; U!\:1-

\'EHS:\LS; \\'JLLIA:\I OF OCKHA'.\I. 

NO MOS. See PHYSIS AND NOi\lOS. 

NONCOGNITIV ISM. s('e Ex10T1\·E THEORY oF ETH-

1cs, ETHICS, IIIST0HY OF; ETIIICS, PR0BLE.\IS OF. 

NONNATURALISM. s('c ETmcs, 111sToHY oF; ET11-

1cs, I'H<>BLE.\IS OF; \100HE, CEOHCE EDW:\HD. 

NONSENSE. Thomas IIohlws, after equating the ali:-.md 
with 11m1sense, remarked that one of man's distincti\'C· 
abilities was "the pri,·ilege of ahsurdit~ to which no Ii, ing 
(T<·ature is s1diject, lint man only. And of men, those are of 
all n10-;t :-.11hjed to it that profess philosopll\·" (Lc,;iatlurn, 
Ch. ,5). On both tlwse counts philosophn:-. ha,·e reason for 
an i11tere~t in non:-.L·11se-i11 11011sen~e as a peculiarly hu
rna11 product and in norn,L'IISt' as the philosopl1c1 ':-. occnpa
tio11al danger. 

Dming thi:-. l'ent11r,· both int<'rests have lw<·11 i11temibed. 
Tlw co11cen1 with 11on.,e·11se as a human phe11rn1H·11<>11 
who~t· natllll' illuminate:-. the 11at11re of la11g11age ha:-. lw<'ll 
d<'<'P('J1ed and hntherecl Ii~· recent ach-anc<·s i11 li11gui:-.tic 
tlwor~· and I>)· anah :-.es provided liy literar~· critics of tl1os<' 
poetic uses of language which s11ccessf11lh ri~k the· ap
p<'arance of 1w11sense to achit·,·e their sp<'eial l'ffect. The 
e·oncern with 11onst•nse as a philosophical phenom<·11rn1 
was stimulated liy the logical positi\'ist ,·t•rihaliilit) tlwon 
of meaning and the eon-;eqtI<·nt rejection of all nwtapl1~ si
cal claims as lll<'aningless. As dilhcultit·s in thi~ pmitirn1 
accumulated, tlw dC'mand for \'t0 rifiahility gradual)~· ga\'<' 
\\'a~ to th<' m1l<'h le:-.s stringent re<1uireme11t that if a11~ 
expression is to crn111t as meani11gf11L then· 11111-.;t lie :-.011w 
r11les go,·er11i11g ih nse, :-.rn11t· recogniz<'cl crn1,·entio11:-. 
adlwred to. Th(' extent of tlw change frrnn Vl'rificatio11i~t 
tlworil's to n10H· recent theorie~ is mo:-.t striki11gh -.;<•e·n 
i11 tll<' contrast lwtween L11dwig \\'ittgen:-.tei11\ <'arl\ 
vie·"·", i11 th<' Tractatus Logico-philosophicus ( '.\e\\· York, 
I H:2:2), and his later ,·iews, in Philosophical lnrestigatio11s 
!Londrn1, rn.5.'3). 

This increa~cd pl'rmis:-.i,·eness does not, howe,·er, -.,oln· 
the problem of how to state the criteria for di:-.ting11ishi11g 
the 1111\'erifialil<· SC'n:-.e of the nietaph~·sician from the 1111-
,·e·rifiahle nonsen:-.e into which he may lapse. The slogan 
"meaning as ust•," or even ml'aning as nrle-goven1ecl or 
con,·ention-guided use, does not, without fortlwr speci
fication and elaboration, prO\·ide us with sul'h a criter
irn1, since a piece of 11ndisg11ised nonsense ma~· ha\'l' 
its own con,·entions and its own use. Nonsensl' need he 
ncitlwr 11seless nor lacking in order and discipline. On tlw 
e_·ontrar~·, some of the cleare-;t l'ases of nonsl'nse, such as 
children':-. :-.kipping rh\'llll'S, are cases where the use of the 
words spoken is l'Xceptionally e·,·ident and where the rules 
dccr<'cing which words may he spoken at each point are 
cxceptionall)· rigid. It becomes essential, then, to attempt 
some sort of classification of th<' different sorts of rules or 
conventions to which language is subject in order to isolate 

thos<· I'll IC's whose absence, alteration, or violation gives 
rise to nonsense. 

That a \'ariet~· of t~·pes of rules i-; involved is evidenced 
also Ii~· the ,·arit'ty of types of utterances (including the 
written as well as the spoken word) labeled as nrn1sense hy 
different people in different contexts. To the man in the 
strl'd, and to Dr. Johnson, nonsense includes e,·erythi11g 
plain)~· at \'ariance \\'ith oh,·ious fact. The philosopher i:-. 
11s11alh· more discriminating a11d tries to <listing11ish fairl~ 
sharph· lwtween the false and the nonsensil'al, although 
there is no general agreement concerning just where the 
line is to he drawn. What one philosopher will class as 
senseless-for example, "\'irtue is green"-another will 
class as false, and the literary critic may well find the same 
words, in a suitabl~ enriching context, illuminating and 
apt. In listing the ,·ariety of things that can count as non
sense, and the related ,·,nidy of linguistic r<"quirement, 
the :-.irnplc-.,t strategy is to take a pnfectl) acceptable ut
tera11c<· a-., the poi11t of departure and to note the directions 
and degrees III which de,·iant utterances may depart from 
it. In -.;o doing we will lw drawing 11p a rough hil'rarch~· 
ranging from sense, through somt· e·rn1tl'sted case-;, down to 
11ncontro,·<·r-.,ial ca-.,t·s of nonsense. 

Types of nonsense. Taking as the paradigm of sense the 
utteranc<· "The wat<·r is now boiling" spoken when the 
\\'akr i~ i11 fact lioi l111g, to a11 a11diC'nce ignorant of and 
inter<'re:-.ted in that fact, we may list the followi11g main 
de·partw·e~ from tlw standard: 

( 1) Tlw same words spoken whl'n contrary to fact: In 
s11ch cin._·11rn-.,ta11c<·-., a nat11ral r<·joind<'r would lw "l\on
..,e11se, I c,111 ',<'e that it i:-. scarce·l)· simmering ~·et." \Ve Illa} 
call this, which i" 11011sense in the colloq11ial sense, "11011-

s<"llse a" olivirn1s fal:-.ehood." 
(:2) TII<' sarnl' word:-. ~poken wlwn 110 one knows which 

\\'akr i:-. spoken of or can·s if it boils-for instance, when 
:-.pok<'ll in tll<' middle of a marriage ceremony or occurring 
witl1011t q11otation !llarks i11 the middle of an entry in this 
e11cyclop<"dia: In s11ch a <"onte:-.t the words mak<' no sense. 
The nil<·" or comT11tio11s violated are those tying this 
\\'ell-fornl<'d "ent<-nn· to l'l'rtain nonlinguistic contexts, so 
\\'<" ma~ call tl1i~ "w·mantic 11<mse·nse." 

(:3) Tl1e words "Tlw \\'atn is now toiling" spokl"n in 
almost any L'Jrc11111~ta11ces (at this point in the history of the 
English la11guag<'): This would constitute nonsense of the 
sort which ra~cinates the philosopher, since althrn1gh it is 
in most respects a well-fornied ',t'11tC'11<·e, it attach<'s to its 
subje·ct, "water," a predicate in sorne way unsuitable. In 
j11st what way it is 1111s11itable is a contested point. What is 
involved is what has lieen called a category mistake. The 
principles disregarded in such 11tterances are difficult to 
state or to cl1aracterize. The~· may he regarded simply as 
, ·er~· sp<"l'ific rules of syntax or as ontological truths. The 
difficult~· in citing or estahlishin~ them is increased by the 
fact that the very same rules can lie broken without pro
ducing 11011-.,ense, in all figmative language. "The kettle i~ 
boiling" makl's perfect sense in any -;uitable semantic 
context, despite the metonymy and consequent category 
mistake embedded in it (the kettle, as distinct from its 
contents, cannot boil). Even "The water is toiling" can 
make sense when said of the water turning a mill wheel. 
The problem here is to find the decisive factor which 



m,tkes some categ;or~· 111i\i11g snccessful iu communication 
and the rest uonsenst•. \Ian~ no11sL·11se ,ersl'S rel~· on sucli 
category mistakes for their effect, such dS 

He thought he saw a Garden-Door 
That opened with a key: 

He looked again, and found it was 
A Double Rule of Three. 

(Lewis Carroll, Sylrie and Bruno) 

We ma~·, following usage in c11rre11t li11guistics, call these 
de\'iant utterances "semisentences." 

H) Strings of familiar words which lack, to a greater or 
lesser extent, the syntactic strnctun, of the paradigms of 
sense or an~· s,ntax tra11slatahle into the familiar-for 
example, "J11mps digestible indi cators tlw 11nder": Phrases 
in which, as i11 the example, no \'l'stige of familiar syntax 
remains we may call "nonsense strings." Such nonsense 
strings may be seen as differing onh· in degree from the 
semisentences of level .'3. 

(.5) Utterances which have enough familiar elements to 
enable us to discern a familiar s~ ntax, hut whose ,·ocahu
Luy, or a crucial part of it, is u11familiar, and untranslatable 
into the familiar vocalHilary: Nonsense verse is often of 
this sort. "All mim,~· were the horogm·es" (Lewis Carroll) 
contains <·nough familiar elements to enable us to parse 
the s<·ntence. Sometimes the occurrenc<· of onl~ one 1111-
familar word, if it is crucial enough, will suffice to make a 
poem a nonsense poem (for example, Edward Lear's "The 
Pohhle \\'ho Has :--,'o Toes"). We may call this '\·ocalndary 
nonsense. 

(6) Last, those eases where we can find neither familiar 
syntax nor familiar ,ocalrnlary, still less familiar categor~· 
divisions or semantic appropriateness: '.\:onsense of this 
extreme type, such as the utterance "grillangborpfemsta\\'" 
may he termed "no11sense as gihherish." 

Even at this level nonsense shares "·ith sense a familiar 
alphabet or phonetic sy,tem. '.\:011sense is parasitic upon 
sense and ne,·er departs so far from sense that it Ct'ases to 
be part of some language, to the minimal e.xtent of sharing 
its alphabet with that languag1·. 

Se,·eral general points can 110\\· be made \\'ith reference 
to this tentati\'l' hierarchy. 

Nonsense, type, and token. At le,-els 1 a11d :2 \\'hat can 
be classifit'd as nonsense is 11ot a form of words, or utter
anl'e type, but thosl' words on a particular Ol'casion, an 
utterance tokt'n. At le, ·els -l-6 we can classify as nonsense 
a form of words on whate,·er occasion it is ust'd. Somt' of the 
difficult~· in specif~'ing the nonsensical character of the 
semisentences of le, el .'3 ma, arise from the attempt to find 
rules or generalizations for sentence types, \\'hen all that 
may he possible at this le,·el is a characterization of utter
ance tokens. The stubborn fact is that in propitious circum
stances (, erbal conte.\t or nom'erhal context) tokens of 
these sernisentenct' tq)t's ma~· lie not nonsense hut figures 
of speech, and figures of fully successful spl'ech. 

Nonsense, falsity, and logical relatedness. It can b e 
argued that ordinar~· empirical falsity ()e,,el 1) is simpl~· 
one case of semantic nonsense ()e,·el :2), that speaking 
falsely is one of the wa~·s in which we may utter a form of 
words at the wrong time, on the wrong occasion. Tn distin-
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gnisli tlie se111a11tit· i11appropriatl'1I('"·" of tll(' fals< cLiim 
from tlie ,ema11tic i11appropriate1w..,.., of the context11all~ 
irrel(·,·ant remark ("Please pas, tlie salt" ,pok1•11 at a hoard 
meeting), we can cl1arade ri1.1· thl' lattn as pw-.11ppo,i11g a11 
empiricalh· false claim (that tl,ew is ,alt smIW\\ l1l're 
present), although it itself is not true or falsl'-ev1·11 "lil'n 
it is a11 indicati,·e sentence s11ch as "The pre sent ki11g of 
France is bald." (See P. F . Stra\\'son, "On Hderring," in 
Mind, Vol. .5!J, l\:o. :2:3.5, July W.50, ,'3:20-:3-!-l.) In a similar 
way, the scnsl'lt'ssness of uttl'rances at le,·el .'3 can he seen 
to lie in the fad that the~ pres11pposl' something which is 
not empirically hnt nece-.saril~· false. "\ ' igoro11s gre<·n 
ideas slt·ep furio11s)y" presupposes that id1,as can sleep, 
and this, h~· the meaning mies of "sle1·p" and " idea," is 
necessaril~· falsc. "Virtue i., green" presupposes that , ,irt11e 
has color, and this is of necessity false. 

Such a characterization of norn,ense utterances of le,-els 
1, :2, and ,'3 marks tlwm off in a fairly important way from 
tlw remaining le,·els the~· ha\'l' definite logical links with 
thl' paradigms of sense. At le\'el .5 there may of cmirse be 
logical li11ks between different pieces of nonsense at that 
lt',·el hut 110 links with paraclig;m utterances. "All mimsy 
were the horogm·cs" contradicts "The horogo\'C'S were not 
all mims/' hut has no logical relation to any paradigm 
sentence. This means we hm·e a dichotomy between the 
sort of no11senst' which has logical relations with sense and 
that \\·hich does not. 

There are, howe,·er, difficulties i11 the suggestion that 
the semisentence " \'irtue is green," which is, according to 
some, neither true nor false, presupposes the false sen
tenct' "\ ' irt11t' is the sort of thing which has color." The 
difficulty is this, that logical relations are usually defined 
in terms of truth relations hut truth relations hold onl~ 
hetwee11 statements which can he true or false. \Vhat, then, 
can he this logical relation of presupposition which can 
hold between tlie meaningless and the false':' It seems that 
Wt' cannot consistently hold all the following fi,·e theses, 
each of which some philosophers have wanted to hold: 

( l) Everything which has logical relations with the 
meaningful is itself meaningful. 

(:2) Logical relations can he defined in terms of truth 
relations. 

(.'3) "\'irtue is green" is a piece of nonsense. 
(-1) "\'irtue is not the sort of thing which can ha,·t' color" 

is true. 
(.5) There is a logical relation between "Virtue is green" 

and "\'irtue is not the sort of thing which can have color." 
At least one of these tht'ses must he ahanclonecl, and 

l!ifferent philosophers abandon different ont's. The issues 
invoh·ed here essentially concern the demarcation of the 
field within which logical rc•lations hold, within which 
sense can he spoken, in such a wa~· as to allow us still to 
talk sense about thost' relations themselves (see \Vittgen
stein, Tractatus Logico-philosophicus, 5.61 ). 

Nonsense and the uncomprehended. A final point needs 
to be made about the nature of our original hierarch~', and 
of an~· improved ,·t'rsion of it. \\'hat thi., hierarch~· at
tempts, and what the linguist in his more technical and 
detailed wa~· attempts , is to set up a formal or quasi-formal 
hierarchy that will corrl'spond with the ;1<tual scale rang
ing from the clear)~, understood acct·ptahle utteranc~·, 
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tl1ro1ti.d1 tll(' dillicult de,·iant h11t comprelwnsihle utter
,u1n·. dowu to the complete)> unintelligible. This ,cale is 
olit.iirwd ll\ olis1·n·i11g \\·hat tlw ,peakt·rs of a bnguage i11 
Ll('t llllder-.,taud alld ,,·l1at the> reject. This \\'ill he detcr-
111iued Lil part Ii> how well-read the> are, the sorh of -..it11a
tiom tht>, arc familiar \\ ith, the li,·es the>· le.id, ,md tl1e 
,,·ord-., tl1t'\ ha,<' -.,pok<·11 aml lieard in tlw past. Tht· -.,et of 
llttt•rauces a<T<·ptt·d h> a lang11age socid> i-., collstantl> 
clt.u1gi11g: "Olli<' cou1lii11.ttions of word-., Jo-.,<· Cllrl"<:'lll'> ,h 

otll('t" att1i11 it l<'itl1cr Ii> d('lilwrate iullm atioll, as in nc,,· 
tt-cllllic;il termillologie-.,, or, \ er> dilkwllth·. a_-., iu sucn•-.,-.,
flll 1nl'taplwr-., th,1t "l',1tcl1 on"l. \\'l1at l1opc lia, an> formal 
auah si" of capturillg tlw <•-.-.,e11tial fcat11res of se11se and nou
"t'n"<' ,,·he11 ,, hat d<'tt>rmine-., \\'hether a 12:in:n utteranct· 
<·rntllh as ,eu-..<· or ,is nou-.,eusc seems to he so 11111<:h a mattet 
ol l1i-.,ton all() of linrte ps> clwlogical fact? For De-.,cartes tll<' 
-.,1112:g1•-.,tim1 that u1acl1i1w, crnrld think ,,·a, ah-.,11rd. For us it 
,.., c1t le.i-.,t a dhc11-.,-.,il>k 1-.,-..ue. \\"hat fonn,tl il'atme-., doe-., th<" 
-.,e11tt0 11n· "\lachirl<'s can think" now pos-.,es-., that it did not 
po-.,-.,t•-.,-., in tlw -.,e, <·lltceuth cent11r> all<! that c\plain its con
tC'rll po ran "tat 11-., as < ·ontro,·er-.. ial li11 t llot 11011 -.,en-.,il'al? 

The diffic11lti1·s of li11di11g au>· forn111la tl1at ('all l'lll'<l!hll
latt- the "t'll"<'-11011-.,<•11-.,t· factor leads 111au> contt>ruporar> 
pl1ilo-..oplwrs to turrt from the attempt to gi,·1· au> calcu)11-.,
like interpretatioll of lallg11age and in-.,tead to tr1·at lau
l2:1L<1g<• a-., a P" chologit·al and hi-.,tmical pl1enon1enm1. 
Pa11l Ziff, ill l,i-., artick ".-\bout l'ngram111aticalue-.,s," has 
llltrodm·ed tlw md11l h11t hig;lrl>· informal concept of 
'"l>alking." .-\n 11ttt-rallce i, 11onsen,ical in a gi, <·n languag<· 
,Lt a giH·n time if all a, erage memlwr of that lang11ag1· 
-.,ociet, "balk-.," at it. But \\'110 can predict ,,·l1at people will 
or ,, ill not balk atr Such an approach is a far er> frolll 
formal anal> w·s of 11wa11iug, such as H11dolf ( :arnap\ 
Logical Syntax of Language !London, rn:37). It is, 110\\-
1·,·er, an approach tl1at does not altogether rnle out tlw 
u-.,t•fulut·ss of tlw lillguist"-.. attempt to fiud -.,ome sche111;i 
into which t·au lw fitted all tlw rich and clra11ging ,·,1rieti1·-., 
ol "l"ll"t' and of nonst·rht' and \\"hich could gin· th in-.,ight 
into tlreir relations. S11clr a schema \\"ould not enable us to 
prt>dict or kgi-..latt- \\'hich actual words can cmmt as sl"n-.,c: 
it con Id ml'rel> hl'lp 11-.. to ,·i, isect th<' sens<" that la1Lg1tagt· 
11ser-., confer Hpou ceriain comhination-., of \\"ords and to 
perform post-mortems or1 tlrose discarded as total non
s<·nse. 

\\'hat, according to -;11ch a , iew, i-., tl1e statirs of tlw met;i
plr>·sical claim, \\ hid1 earlier positiYist theories <"\eluded 
a, -.,t•nsl'le,-.,·~ Do \H", or shrntld \\'e, balk at the llcidegger 
wntence "The '.\othing itself nothings," rejected Li>· Hudolf 
Carnap! ( See "The Elimination of \letaph>·sics Through 
Logical .-\.nal>·ses of Lang1tage," in .-\.. J. A>·er, ed., Log
ind Positit is 111, C:lt·m·oe, 111 .. HJ.5~J.) The am\\'l'r i, tl,at 
-.,out<· of 11s balk, soml' do uot. This sentence. Ii,· the pre,·iorr, 
clas-.,ification, 11111st l'01111t as at best a semisentence that 
rna> ;ichie, e nwaning in a bndl~- setting. Prcs111nahl~- its 
original cont<'\t (\Vas ist .\letaphysik?, HJ:29) prm·iclecl this, 
a-., a good poem ma>· illuminate its O\\'n difficult metaphor-... 
Hilt most good philosoph>, unlike most good ,·erse, does 
uot hm·e to he recited in toto to succeed as intelligible 
,peech. As philosopliers and as metaph>·sicians \\'e hope to 
me \\'ords in \\"a>·s whose intelligibilit~· is not complete)>· 
conte\t dependent: \\'e tr>· to speak in sentences ,,·hich can 

lw paraplrrased, tak<'n from their original co11te\t, and used 
to illuminate a range of related issues. This is not alwars 
possible. To make a new poillt it ma~ be neces-..ary for the 
philosopher, as much as for the poet or the scientist, to 
,peak in a Ill'\\' form of words not simpl>· translatable into 
a11~· of the old forms. But tlw philosopher who speaks too 
oft<'ll ill -.,t·misentemTs rnns the risk of semi1111derstancling 
frou1 onh a semia11dienc<·. 
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A. C. BAIER 

NORMATIVE ETHIC'S. SC'e ETHICS, PROBLDIS OF. 

NORRIS, JOHN 1!6:17-1711), En~lish philosoplwr and 
di-.,ciplt- of \IalelnanclH', was associated with the Cam
l>ridge Platonist-... \:orris \\'as l1orn in Collinghourne
~iugston. \\'iltshire. !!is fatlH'r wa-., a clerg>·111an and at that 
tit11<· a P1nitan. Educat('d at \\'irwhester aud at E\eter 
( '.oll<•ge, O,ford, which he entl'rl0 d in 1676, '.\'orris \\'as 
.1ppoi11tcd a fellm,· of All Souls iu I 6SO. Dmi11g his nine 
> <·,n-., at .\II Soul-.., Ill' was ordained ( 168-1) and lll'gan to 
,nitc. rnmtl> in a Platonic \Tt11 and often in verse. In 168.3 
Ire p1Lli)i-.,lwd Tractatus (l(h<'rsus Reprobationis absolutae 
Dl'nd11111, iu whil'h he atta<"kt·d tire Calvinist doctrine of 
pr<'dt·stiu;ition. Hi-.. Platollism and anti-Calvinism naturally 
;1ttrad1·d :\orris to the C:ambridgt• Platonists; i11 168-1 he 
l)('g,tll to t·orrc•-.,pond \\'itlr I l<'m>· \lore and Damaris Cud
,,·ortl1, tlw daugl1t<·r of Half)h Cudworth. 

The plrilosophical essa>·s incl11ded in Poems and Dis
cours1·s ( HiS-1 l-rt'n,rnwd ;\ Collectio11 of Miscellanies in 
tlw I (187 am! suh-.,equent editions-cm rid, inde<'d, have 
IH't'll written h,· a Cambridge Platonist. Tl1eir main argu
nwllt is tl1at -.,ince trntl1 is h>· its nature eternal and immu
tablt', it must relate ideas which are also eternal and im
mntalil1·. tl1is conditioll, according to :\orris, can he 
frrlfillt>d oul> Ii>· ideas \\'hich are "in the mind of 
Cod"-that is, manifestations of Cod's essence. Thus, the 
<·\ist<·!lce of Cod is ded1tcihle from the verr nature of 
tnrtl1; the athei~t is involved in a self-contradictor> skepti
cis111. 

In :\orris' The Theoru and Regulation of Lore ( 1688)
for all that '.\'orris dedicated it to the former Damaris Cud
worth, nm,· Lad~- \lasham, and included as an appendi\ 
his corrl·spondence \\'ith \lore-the influence of ~d ale-



1,ranelw began to predomi11all'. :\t fir~t, it H·inf'on-t'd ratlwr 
than weakened i\orris' s~·mpath~· \\'ith Cambridge Platon
ism. ;\;orris followed \lalt0 l>ra1wlw in disti11g11ishi11g l\, o 
kinds of lo\'l·-desire, whil'h wcks to 1111if'y iht•lf· witlr tll<' 
good it pur~Ul'S, and lwnc,·olt'lll'l', \\'hich -;ccb good for 
others. But, as also in Reaso11 and Religion ( lfiS~J), '.\'orri~ 
explicith· rejected \lalebrandw\ ,·iew that tht· 011!~ 
proper object of desire is Cod. The ohjed~ of de~ire, :\or
ris said, form a hierarch~ -Cod, tl1e good of the l'ommu
nity, intellectnal pleasures, and sensual plca~1m·~ arc all in 
some measure good. Cod is the higl1est but not the only 
good. 

In 1G89, Norris married and resigned his f'ellow~hip to 
become rector of Newton St. Loe in Somerset. In hi~ 
Reftcctions 011 the Conduct of ll1111w11 Life (lfi90), ad
dressed to Laci~· Masham and intended a~ an admonition to 
her, he condemned the life he had lived at Oxford on the 
ground that he had intere~ted him~elf' i11 public affairs and 
in intellect11al pursuits; in the future he proposed to ckdi
cate himself in retiwnwnt to the "moral improvement of 
my mind and the regulation of' m~· life." This is \lale
branche's, not the Cambridge Platonists', ideal of conduct; 
even the pursuit of knmvledg<' is conceived of as a worldly 
enticement. 

In 16!:Jl, as a result of' Locke's infl11enc<', i\:orris became 
rector of Bemerton, near Salisbur~·. where lw died on Feb
ruary ,5, 1711. He did not win the apprm·al of his Cam
bridge Platonist bishop, Cilhert Burnet, who would cer
tainly not have appreciated ;\;orri< attack 011 toleration in 
The Charge of Schism continued ( 1691 ). ;\;orris' Discourse 
concerning the Measures of Diri11e Lot',<' (Practical Dis
courses, Vol. Ill, Hi9.'3) and Letters co11ccmi11g the Love of 
God (16D.5) reveal the complete disciple of \lalehranche; 
we ought, Norris now said, to love nobod~· hut Cod. Sub
stantially reversing Kant's dictum, he argued that we 
should treat other human being~ as means-occasions of 
happiness to us-and 11e,·er as ends. Lady \lasham was 
natural!~, indignant; in her anonymous Discourse concern
ing the Lore of God ( l6!-J6), a rep!~· to Norris, she argued 
that men are "made for a sociable life" and should lo\'e 
their fellow men in the same \\'ay they lo\'e Cod. 

Thought. !\orris' metaphysical ,·iews, sketched in Rea
son and Religion, are set out in detail in his Essay toinrrds 
the Theory of the Ideal a11d the Sensi/Jle World (Vol. I, 
1701; Vol. 11, 1704), which full~· justifies his nickname "the 
English l\lalebranche." Yet the argument of the first ,·ol
unw of the Essay would still entitle '.\orris to he descrihecl 
as a Platonist-or a~ a Thomist or an Aug11stinian. Plato, 
the "Platonic father'' Augustine, Su,\.rez, and Aquinas all 
taught, he tried to -;how, the same le~son as \lale
branclw-that knowledge is of the eternal and, therefore, 
of Cod. 

In the second volume, however. when !\orris came to 
consider in more detail how our knowledge of "the world 
of sense" is related to our kno\\'ledge of "the intelligible 
world," his break with the Platonist tradition, arising 011t of 
his allegiance to \1alehranclw, is at once apparent. It is 
true that when he did (mildly) criticize ~lalebranche, it is 
on the Platonic ground that his theory of the imagination 
allo\\'s ton much to sensation; \talebranclw's phrase "\Ve 
see all things in Cod," he also thought, might suggest to 
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thl' t·ar<"le-;s H·ad<·r tl1,1t ~1·11-;atio11 i\ <>11r ,Lllalog1w for 
k110\\'ll'dg<'. "l)i,·i11(' idt·a~," :\orri~ prvf<.rwd to \ay, "an· 
thc imnwdial<· ohj<•ch of 0111' thrn1gl1t in tlw pt•J'L·<·ptio11 of' 
tl1i11gs." B11t tlH'Sl' arc mi11or H·for11111 lation\. ( >f 11111l'h 
greal<'r \igndicanc<· i\ tlH' fact tl1at II(' agH·<·d \\·ith tlw 
Cartl''ii,Lll\ that "tlrv \\'orld i~ a great 111cd1a11i~111 and goe~ 
like a dol'k" and t·,·t·n at·<.·<·ptcd, altho11gh "·ith ~011H· little 
hesitation, tire Cartc~ian doctrine of animal IIH'l'hani~m. 
He did not e,·en bother to refer to the l'lato11i\t theor~· of 
"pla~tic powers" or to \Ion.'~ l'ritil'ism of D<'Sl'art<'\\ ex
temion -tlw11ght dualism. Ile i\ a Platoni-;t onl~· "·lwre 
\lalehranclw i~ a Plato11ist-for example, in hi~ rejection of 
tlw ,\q11ina~ - Locke al'<.'OJlllt of ahstradion. 

:\orri:--' philosoph~· might proper!~ i>C' de~crilwd, in the 
phra~e <.·ommonh· applied to Spinoza, a~ "Cod-intoxicated." 
Cod, for him as for \lalehranche, is the efficient cau-;e 
of all happenings, the only good, th<' on!~· object of k11owl
edg<'. \\'(' know Cod directly; e,·erything l'lse is known hy 
wa>· of our apprehension of Goel·~ nature as n·,·ealed in the 
ideas \\'hich emanate from him. ;\;orris cm1 lcl not explain, 
he confes~ecl. how spiritual ideas can represent a material 
world; the material \\'orld is, indeed, an embarrassment to 
him, fading into the empty c<mcept of "that \\'hich occa
sions our apprehensions" that Berkele>· criticized. I le was 
so concerned to lea,·e nothing lovahle in the world, noth
ing which could he a source of happiness to 11s, that he 
recl11cecl it to a nonentity; it exists on!~· as something to he 
slrn111wd. The relation between our mind and Cod's is left 
in equal obscurit~·. 

ln Ifi~J:2 Locke and :\'orris quarreled on a matter im·oh·
ing Lad~· \lasham; Locke came to lw \'l'r~· impatient with 
:'\orris' views, which probably pro\'oked his Exa111i11atio11 
of Afalehranchc (first puhlishecl in Posthumous \Forks, 
Peter King, eel., London, 170G); he directly l'riticizecl :\'or
ris in an essay first published in A Collection of Sereral 
Pieces of Mr. John Locke ( 172.0). ln general, Locke thought 
of :\orris as a completely reactionary thinker. 

Other of :\orris' works desen ing mention are An Account 
<f Reaso11 and faith in relation to the ,\lysteries of Chris
tianity ( l6~J7), in which he argued-in reply to John To
land's deistic Christia11ity not Mysterious (1G!::l6)-that it is 
not 11nreasonahle to helie,·e the incomprelwnsible, and A 
Philosophical Discourse co11cemi11g the Natural l111111or
tality of the Soul ( 1708), which makes use of Platonic
scholastic arg11ments against Ilenry Docl\\'ell's Epistolary 
Discourse proving ... that the Soul is naturally Mortal 
( 1706) . .\Ian~· of his works, although not The Ideal World, 
were extremely popular, hut it i~ usuall~ impossible to 
distinguish his influence from \lalehranche'~. One of' thv 
lea,-t original of philosophers, lw still clispla~·s considerahle 
powers of criticism and exposition. He had a direct in
f-luence on Arthur Collier. 
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JOH:'\ PASS\10RE 

~ORWEGIA~ PHILOSOPHY. See 
PHILOSOPHY. 

XOTHl~G i.., ,m a,\·e-impiring ~-et e..,,e11tiall~ 11mlige..,kd 

eo11n·pt. highh e,teemed by \\'riter, of a m~ ,tical or t'\· 
i..,tc,1tiaJi..,t te11dt·nc~. li11t h~- 1110..,t others n:>garcled \\'ith 
anxid~. n,tu..,e.1. or panic. :\ohod~ -,eem, to kno,\· how t() 
deal \\'ith it lw \\'Ould. of cour,el, am! plain pt r..,on.., gell
eralh .1re reported to ha, t· little diffic1ilty in ..,a~ ing, ..,eeing, 
hearing. ,md doing nothing. Philmopher..,_ hmn·w·r. IL1\ l' 

m·, er felt ca..,~ 011 the matter. En:>r ..,int·e Parmt·rnclt,.., L1id 
it dmn1 that 1t i.., impo..,..,iJ>lc to ..,peak of \\·hat i.., not. hrokt· 

hi, own rule in the act of -.t.1ting 1t. ,mcl deduced hi111,clf 
illto a world \\·here ,di th.1t e,·er happt·ned \\",h nothing. tlw 
irnprt,..,..,ion ha, per._,i..,ted that the n,trro\\" path !wt\\ t·t·11 

"t'lt"l' and non..,e11..,e on thi.., ..,u!J_1ect i.., a diffindt 011c to 
tn•,td ,111d that ,tltogetlwr the Je..,, ..,aid of it the lil'ttvr. 

Thi.., e,c.-.1pe. ho\\"l"\t'f. i.., not ..,o ca..,~ <1, it look..,_ PLtto. 111 
pur..,uing it. ren"r..,ed t!tt' Pannenidt'dll dict11111 IJ\ in..,1,ti11g. 
in effect. that an~ thing ,t philmopllt'r can find to Lt!k ,tl1rn;t 
mu..,t ..,omeho\\ he tht-re to he di..,c·1,..,..,ed. ,111d ..,o let loo,t· 

11pon the \\'orld that 1111..,t·t•Jlll~ r,tl1lilt· of ce11L111r, and 11111-
con1..,. car11i,·orrn1.., co\\"· rt·ptd1lic,111 111011,trch, ,llld \\-d( 
burdened l1achelor..,_ \\ l1ich li.1, p]ag11ed ontolm.r, from tli,1t 
cLt~ to thi..,_ ~othing of \\ hich tht·\ ,ire all alia,n call 
<1pparentl~ gd rid of the..,e ,tl1..,urd1tie,. hut for f.11rl~ ol, 
,·iou\ re,1..,011, h,t.., not !wen i,n itt·d to do ..,o_ LogiL li<1, 

attempted the t<1,k. hut \\·ith ,adh lim1kd ..,11u·e..,,. < )f 

,0111t·. th0l1gh not ,di, none11titie..,_ t'\·e11 ,I logician knci\\.., 
that the, do llot e\i..,t. ..,i11ce their propertie, dch tlw Lt\\", d 

contr,1dictio11. tl1e remainder. hm\"l'\er. ,tre 110t ..,o re,td1h 
di,mi..,..,ed. \\"hate,·er Lord Hu,..,ell ma~ ha, l' ..,,11d of 1t. tilt' 

harmle,.., if 111111ece..,..,,1r~ unicorn cannot lw clri,en 011t ol 
logie <1, it c,lll out of /oolog~-- unle:-,:-, Ii~ de..,perate me.1..,11n·.., 
\\'hich exclude all m,1rnwr of rep11talile entitie, ,1.., \\ t·ll. 
Such remedie, han· lwt·11 ,1ttemptt-cl. and tlwir effrch ,trt' 
\\or..,e than the di..,e,1..,e. Hu,..,ell him,elf. in eliminating tlw 

pre..,ent hing of France. inach ertentl~ depmecl the pre,t·11t 
<Jueen of EngLrnd. <}nine. the ..,<>rcerer\ apprentice. ha, 
co11tri,ed to liquidate IH1th Pega..,u, ,111d Pre,ident Truman 
in tlw ..,,llllt' fell :--\\·oop. The old ]ogici.im. \\"ho allowed ,di 
entitie.., ,uJi..,i..,tence \\'hile conceding exi..,tence. as \\'anted. 
to an ,lc<.-reditecl ,election of them. ,It least brought a cer
t<1in toler,11,t inefficienc, to their ta,k. Of the ne,\· it can 

on!~ he ..,,1id that solit11dinem faciunt et pacem appel
lant-they make a de..,ert and call it peace. \\'hole realms 
of heing ha,·e !wen aboli,hed \\·ithout warning, at the mere 

nonquantif~ ing of a ,·,ui,1hle. The poetry of Earth ha, been 
par..,ed out of l:'.\i,tence-and \\·hat has become of it" pro,e·.; 

Tlwre i.., . 1ttle need for an a11,\\'er. \\.riters to \\·horn noth
ing i.., ..,acred. ,md \\"ho according!~- ..,top thereat. hau· no 
occa,ion for surpri,e on rinding, at the end of their opera
tion..,, that nothing i, all the, h,n·e left. 

The logicians. of cour,e. \\·ill ha,·e nothillg of all thi,. 

~othing. they ..,ay. is not a thing, nor is; it the name of any
thing, heing merely a sho1i \\'a~ of "t~·i11g of anything that 
it i-, not ,omething ebe. "~othing" means "not-anything": 

appearances to the contrar~ are due merely to the error of 
~uppo..,ing that ,l grammatical q1Jiject must neces,aril~ he a 
name. :\,keel. ho\\'e\er, to prm·e that nothing i, not the 
nanw of an~ thing, the~· fall hack on tlte claim that nothing 
is the n,1me of .in~ thing 1..,inc-e according to them there are 
no n.1n1e.., any,\·a~ )_ Tho..,e \\'ho can make nothing of such 
an argu111ent ,ue welcome to the attempt. \\'hen logic falls; 
out\\ ith ibelt. honest men come into their own. and it will 
take more than thi.., to per..,uade them that there are not 
better cure, for thi-, particular headache than the old and 
JI()\\" cli..,credited method of cuttinl.! off the patit·nt\ head. 

Tlw friend~ of nothing ma, he di, ided into t\\'o cli-.tmct 
though not exchhi,·e cLt..,,e..,_ the knm\·-nothing..,_ \\·ho 

cL1irn .1 phe110111t'J1ological .icq11,1int,11lt'e \\"ith nothing in 
p,1rt1cuLir. ,111d the fe,1r-11othings, \\·ho. belie,·ing, \\"ith 
\l,1clidh. that "nothing i.., hut \\'hat i.., not," an· there!!\· 

Ltu11clwd into tkdectieal enco1111ter with 1rnllit~ in gt·neral. 
For the fir~t. 11othi1112: . ..,o Lir from !win!.! ,1 mere grammatical 
dlu,ion. i, ,1 V:t·rn1i1w. e, en !)ll'1ti,·e. ft.,1t11re of experience. 
\\ t· ,tr<· ,di L11rnhar \\·ith. and kl\ v a , ocahulary for. l10Je.., 
dJJd g.ip". lack, ,md Jo..,..,e..,, ali,t·11et'"· ..,iJence,. impalpahil-
1t1n. 111..,1pidit1e..,_ <111d the like. \"oid.., and\ acancie.., of one 
..,ort or ,mother ,trt· ..,ou1.d1t ,1fter. dealt in ,md ,ICherti,ed in 
tlw Ilt'\\·..,p,tpt·r.., .. \ml \\·ktt <1rt· thc..,e. it i.., asked. hut per
n·i, <'d lrag11wllh of nothingne,..,. e\perie11tial l1lanh, 

\\ l11l'l1 c11111mand. nonetlwle,..,, their ..,J1are of :1ttl'ntion and 
tlwrdon· dt·,t·n e n·cogllition·~ S.1rtn·. for one. kt.., gin·n 
L'ttrrt·11c~ to ..,1wl1 ,1rg11111t·11h. and ..,o. in effect. haYe the 
11pl1oldl'f" ol "1wgati, t· fach ·-an impro,·idellt ,ect, whose 
refngt·r.1tor.., drt' hill of none.\i..,tent butter ,111d cheese . 
.ih,e11tl'e elt-phanh ,md ..,o ()n. which the~ claim to detect 
tlwrl'ill. It l'.\1,tcnt·c i11dt·t•d prvcede.., e..,..,en<·t•. there i.., 
LTJ°t.1i11l~ re.1..,1111 of ,1 ..,ort for maint<1ining that nont•xi..,tence 
,.., ,d..,1i a11krior to. and not a mere produtt of. the e..,,en

tiall~ parasitic ,lcti,·it~ of negation. that the nothing pre
Ct"cle.., the not. Bnt. ,erhal refutatiom apart . the short an
..,,\·cr to this; ,·ie\\", as gi,·en. for instance. by Bergson. is that 

tlw,e arc lit1t 1wtt~ and partial nothings, themseh·es para
,it1c on \\·h,1t ,dread, e\i..,h. \li..,t,11ce i, a mere pri,ation. 
,111d ,1 pri, .1tio11 of ..,onwthing at that. .\ hole i, al\\'a~.., a 

!wit, in ',()JJll'thillg: take a\\ a~ the thing, and the hole gm•.., 

too_ more preci..,el~. it i.., replaced Ii~ a bigger if not better 
!wit·. ihelt reL1ti, e to ih ..,11rrotmdi11g..,. and ,o triliutar~· to 
,ll111dl1i11g t'bt'. ~otlii11g, ill ..,Jwrt. i.., gi, t·n on!~ in relation 
to \\ hat i ..,_ and t'\ en the iclt·a of nothing requires a thinker 
to ..,11..,L1in it. If \\"l' want to encounter it an sich , we ha\"e to 
tr~ 11,udcr than that. 

Better thing..,_ or rather nothing..,. are promi~ed on the 

alternati, e theor~. \\·hereh~ it i, arg11ed, so to ~peak. not 
that hole.., are in thing, but that thing, are in holes or, more 

generall~-- that Ct"ery thin g 1and e,·eryhody) is in a hole. To 
be .1n~thing 1or anyhod~-1 is to lw hounded, hemmed in, 
defined. and "l'!Mrated h~ a circumambient frame of Ya-



c11it>·, a11d what i~ tnw of the i11di,·id11al is c·q11all> tnw of 
the collecti,·e. Tltt• 11niver~e at large is fri11gt'd with noth
i11gne~s, from which indeed ( ho\\" els<':') it must l1a,·c· het•11 
created, if" cn·ated it was; and its hegi11ni11g a11d e11d, lik<' 
that of a!I change within it, 111nst similar!>· he vie\\"c·d as a 
passage from one 11othi11g to anotllt'r, with an interlrnle of 
heiug i11 lwt\\'een. S11ch thoughts, or others likl' them, hav<' 
haunted the ~pec11latio11s of nullophik metaph,·siciam 
from P>·thagora, to Pascal and from ll<'gel and his follo\\"
ers to Ileidegger, Tillich and Sartre. Being and 11onhei11g, 
as the> Sl'e it, are crnnplementar>· notion~, dialectic,11ly· 
ent\\"ined, and of c·qual status and importance; although 
I Ieidegger alone has extenclt·d tlwir syrnmetr)· to the point 
of equipping Das Nichts with a correlati,·e (if m1gator>) 
activit>· of noth-ing, or nihih1ting, whereby· it produces 
A11gst in ih \"!Jtaries and untimely hilarity· in those, s11ch a~ 
Carnap and An·r, \\'ho ha\"e difficulty· in parsing "nothing" 
as a present participle of the ,·erli "to notlt." 

'.\iothing, whether it noths or 11ot, and \\"hether or not the 
being of anything entails it, clearly· dews not entail that 
,mything shm.Jd he. Like Spinoz,1's ~11hstance, it i~ ca11sc1 

s11i; nothing (except more of the same) can come of it; ex 

11iliilo, nihil fit. That conceded, it remains a qnestion to 
some why· any·thing, rnther than nothing, should exist. Thi.., 
is either the deepest co111111drum in metaph>·~ic~ or the 
most childish, and though many· must han· felt the force of 
it ,1t one time or another, it is eq11ally common to co11clud<', 
011 reflection, that it i~ 110 question at all. The h>·pnthesis of 
theism may· he said to take it wriously· and to offer a prm·i
sional answer. The alternatin· is to argue that the dilemma 
is self-resolved in the mere possiliilit>· of stating it. If noth
ing \\"hatsoen·r l'xi,ted, there ,vo11ld he no problem and no 
answer, and the anxieties e, t·n of existential philosophers 
would lie permanent!>· laid to rest. Since the>· are not, 
there is e,·identl>· 11othi11g to worry obuut. But that itself 
should he enough to keep an existentialist happy. llnles~ 
the solution I)(', as some ha\"(· suspected, that it is not noth
ing that has been ,,·orr>·ing them, hut they· ,,·ho haw· hee11 
worrying it. 
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P. L. HE.-\TII 

NOUS. Homer used the term 11011s to refer to the mind and 
its functions generally, hut in the pre-Socratics it hecame 
increasingly identified with kno\\'ledge, and \\'ith reason a!s 
opposed to sense perception. The tc 0 rn1 suli~equl'ntl~- de
,·eloped in t\\'o w,1y·s. For Plato it was equated generall>· 
with the rntional part of the individual soul (to logistiko11 ), 
although in the Rcpuhlic it has a special function within 
this rational part. Plato ,1lways tended to treat nous as the 
only immortal part of the soul. Aristotle also considered 

nous as intellect distinguished from sense perception. In 
De A11i111a (111,:3-.5) he di,·ides 11011s into a pa~si,·e intel

lect which is affected hy knowledge, and an active intellect, 

which alone is immortal and eternal. 
The idea of ,1 cosmic or divine mind represents the other 

way in which the concept of 11011s developed. Anaxagoras 

used 11011.s- to initiate the process of cosmic development. 
In the Ti111"c11s, Plato identifies 11011s as the principle 
within the world soul that is responsible for the rational 
order in our uniH·r~l' .. \ri,totlt- (,\lct"physics, J\. 7) identi

fies the Prime \lo\'er with a :'>:mis tlrnt thinks itself. The 
Stoics equated 11011s ,,·ith the Logo,, so th,1t for them it 
was hoth cosmic reason and the rational element in man, 
the two streams of development were thus united. Later 
Platonists distinguished a hierarchy of three separate man
ifest,1tions of :\cH1s, and in Plotinus nous is a second god, 
the direct image of the Cood, containing within itself the 
world of intelligible being. 
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C. B. KERFERD 

NOVALIS (1772-1801), pscudom·m of Friedrich Leo
pold Freiherr ,·on I Iarde11berg, l>-ri~· pod a11d leader of the 
earl>· Cerman romanticists. I\ov,11is was born of Pietistic 
parents on the famil>· estate, Oberwiederstedt, in Saxom·. 
In preparation for a ci,·il service career, he studied juri~

prudence, philosophy, chemistry, and mathematics at Jena, 
Leipzig, and finally ,1t \Vittenberg, where he complete.cl his 

studies in 1794. In Jena, ;-..;malis came under the influence 
of Goethe, Schiller, and especi,111> Fichte. Soon afterward 
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lw lw< .mic tnendl~ \\ 1th Fnednch ,md -\u!.!tht \\ illwlm 
, 1>11 ..,ddegel, Lud,\·i!.! Tieck. Fneclridi , 0J1 "-,d1ell111!.!. ,md 
Jol1,rnn \\"dhelm Ritter. \\"hile ,1pprent1cnl to ,l loc,1] 
o!f1l1,d in Tenn,tedt. '\m,1li, htc,mw en!.!,l!.!ed to 1.3-,e.u
olcl 'l11phie , 011 Kuhn 111 I 7Y.'5. Her de,1th i11 l 7Y7 rein
tore ed l11, rom,mtic m, ,t1ci,m ,md L1ilm1n,1ted in ,l poetic 
tr,m,h!.!11r,1tion of hi, lo". in \\li1Lh h1, !me ,md hi, de,ire 
to !ollm\ her into de,1th ,1re m111!.!led Hym11e11 an die 
\acht. hr,t publidiecl i11 )"-,()() From 17'J6 0J1. '\O\,di, 
\\ orked In the ,1dminhtr.itwn of tlw "-,,1\<111 ,,tit \\",;rk, .it 
\\"t"i"tn!ek From ) 7lJ7 to )7lJlJ lit ,t11d1ed m111111!.! .it 
Frt>i!Jtir!.!. \\ hen, he heL,lllH' en!.!,t!.!t'd t,, J 11l1e \ on Ch,ir
pcnt1er. He died ,1t \\"t'I"enlek 

\\"ith Fnedrid1 Sdtle!.!el. '\m,dh h the mo,t Lh,ir,1cter
i,tic ,poke,nun of e,irl~ rom,111t1ci'1n. In oppo,1tion to the 
ide,11, o! the En]ightennwnt ,incl t0 ,irh ( Li"iL i,m he 
pre,ented hi, , i,ion of the rom,111tiL life. In hi, Illl\eli,til 
!r,1!.!ment Heinrich con Ofterd11112.e11. \\ l11d1 \\ ,1, \\ ntteu 
in oppo-..it1011 to Coethe'-.. \\'ilh1 lm .\fei.st1 r. lw furni,lwd 
the ,l!.!e \\·1th ,l poetiL de,uipt(()n ot the pod The ,elt
L'on,cimi-..ne"' implilit in ,ulh .in 1111lkrt,1kin!.! 1, dur.ider
i,tic of '\m ,di,. Th111king ,1bout !11, o\\ n qtu.1tion. tht pod 
tne, to ,111,,\·er tl1e more !.!eneral qt1e,t1rn1 of tht· de,tin~ of 
m,rnkind. the poet i, ,l ,et"r \\ ho le,1d, Ill,!11 ll()I11t' The 
homele,,ne"' pre,uppo,ecl 111 th1, theme h ,d,o m,111ite,t 
in '\m,di,' ch,tr,1cteriz,1twn of the modern ,lt!t' ,h !r,1!.!
mented. B~ contra,t. ,1ccordin!.! to '\1>,,d1,· 1dt•,dl/ccl pic
ture. the \fiddle .-\ge, \\"J, ,l time o! 11111t,. Theq• 1dt·,h ,tn· 
further de\eloped in Die Christenheit oder Europa 17LJ<J. 
,ll1 e"',1~ on the hi,tor~ of \\"e,tern CI\ ili1,1twn. 111 \\l11Lh 
'\m,di, att.icb the Prote,tant Hdorn1.ttion ,rnd tlw En
li!.!htenment tor h,n in!.! de,tro~ ed med1e, ,d unit, .. -\],()_ ht 
propo,e, th.it the mo,t import,rnt re,1,011 tor the lrnmt,Ie"
ne" of nun h ,imph th,1t he i, ,1 hmte being. fo lw finite 
i, to he in ,earL"h of the infinite. \\ hiL h c.in lit' reu>, ered in 
the depth.., of tht hum.in ,end . .i (cmcept \\lmh lt,elop, 
ide,1, deri, ed from Fil hte', \\.isv.:nschafts·lchrt \le,m111!.!. 
hein!.!. and truth .ire 1clentified \\ 1th tlw ,di,oli1tt e!.!o. 
\\"hen the ,1dept in Die Lehrlinge :::u Sais ) 7lJ'-, ldh tlw 
,eil ot 1'1, \\"h1d1 hide, the me,111111!.! o! !111111,111 l'\1,tence. 
he di,cm er, onh hi, true ,elf. .-\t the ,,1me tune. th1, cli,cm -
er\ i, ,lll e,cape from all that ,eparate, ma11 from n.iture a11d 
from other,. The poet. through kno\\"led!!e ot hi, trne ,elf. 
i, intu1ti,·el~ c1ble to l!r.i,p the meaning ot the \\·oriel. \\ liich 
i, ,eiled h~ mech,rni..,tic e:-.pl.rnatic,m. ,md to re\t•,d th1, 
Ille,ming to other,. Poetr~ i, an attempt to dr,1,\ .t\\ .i~ tht· 
H·il of the finite. \\ hich hide, the rn: ,teriou, me,1111n!.! o! 
e, t>r~ thing. It thu, h,1' ,111 ,lpparentl~ nt'g,1tin° efft>1 t. Tht> 
claim, of the finite mtht be destro~ eel for the ,ake of the 
infinite. Romantic iron~ negates the ordinar~ ,ignihLance 
of thing, ,rnd pa\·e, the \\·,1, for a magic tran,form,1tion of 
realit~. '\m ,1li, · m,1!.!ic idealism may be described ,1, ,111 
e,oteric 2,1me in \\·hich relatiomhip,; are ,ugge,ted th,1t 
111,1~ ,eem tanta,tic but are designed to re,·eal a hi2her 
meani1rn:. The be,t e:-..imple of thi~ i~ Heinrich i.:011 Oftu
di11ge11, in which pa,t ,me! pre,ent. fair~ tale and e, er~ d,1~ 
re,ilit~. mingle in ,uch ,1 ,\·ay that the reader lo".'" his 
bearings. This Jo5, liberate, his imagination. The \\"Orld 
re,·e,1b it-; meaning \\"hen it is transformed into something 
man ha, freeh chosen. and the opposition bet,\·een man 

and n.iture i, thereh~ m·erconw. S,1hation lies in the god
like freedom of the arti ... t. 

\I e,rning e,cape, ,1dequate conceptualization; it can onl;
he hinted ,1t. Fragment and ,1phori,m Bliitenstaub, puh
li,hed in l 7LJ'-, lend themseh e, particular!;- \\"eil to thi.., 
purpo,e. ,1, the, point to meanings beyond themsehes 

\\·hich mu,t remain un ... t.itecl. The romantic's refu~al to 
n1ed1.ite liet,\"een the finite and the infinite, hi, as..,ertion 
th.it there i, no rebtion,hip het\\"een mere facts and tran
,cendent me,ming,, m,1ke, it impo"'ible to gi, e an~ definite 
content to that real it, \\"hich i, ,,1id to be the goal of man\ 
,earl h. T•he mo,·ement to,\·ard ,,1h ation becomes 111Ji-;tin
!.!ui,h,1hle from a flight intn nothin!.!ne,s. Thu,. in hi-; Hym -
11e11 an die .\·acht '\m ali, celebrate, the ni!.!ht. in "·hich 
,ill poLiritie, ,lre reconciled. ,rncl oppme, it to more shallo,\· 
d,1~ -,1 theme t,1ken 11p h~ Schopenhauer. '\ietzsche. and 
tlwir more recent follo,n°r,. 
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K.ARSTE~ H.-\RRlfi 

~C:\IBER . . \II !111111,m ,ocietie" po,sc,, at lea"t some 
p,1rti.il conception of number a, u,ecl 111 counting, for e,·er~ 
Lm gu.i ge ha, ,ome terminolog~ for the first fe\\· numbers 
e, en if on!~ \\·ord, for "one," "two." and "man~" I. 

\\"hether c,uried out b: mean, of number word'>, fingers 
and toe,. knots. notche,. or numerals, the procedure of 
counting con-;ists in correlating items to be counted " ·i th 
the elemenh of some readily sur,eyable standard se-



q11cllce. For this crn111ti11g to lw corr1·ct tllC' correlation 
effected must lw rnw lo Olle; if in trying to co1111t the slwep 
ill a field I called out the salll<' 11urnhcr word \\'liik poi11t
ing in turll to two different shel'p, or I call out two diffnent 
number \\'ords poi11ting twice lo the same sheep, I shall 
have mi~cou11ted the sheep in the field, and tlw final 11um
ber wmd I utter \\'ill not then e11,1hle me to make relialile 
cornpariso11s hetween the size of this Hock and other sets of 
thillgs. For the procedure to lw considered coullting in the 
full sense the standard seque11ce employed lllllSt he a 
progressio11; that is. it must ha,·,, ,1 fir.st element hut no last, 
each clement must han· a unique position in the se
quence, a11d each clement must han· onl:-,· finite):-,· man, 
precursors. Also, altliough this is so obvious ,1s comn10nl:-,· 
to escape notice, the progH•ssion employed must he n·cur
si\'(_' in the ~en~e that for an:-,· pair of its elements, which of 
the pair belongs earlier ill the sequem·c must he decidable 
either b:',' inspection or h:', some effective routi11c of steps. 

MATHEMATICS OF NUMBER 

The mathcm,1tical study of ll11mlwrs ha~ long hee11 rec
ognized as ,1 ke~·stolle ill the edifice of mathc1natics. The 
m,1thematics of numlier migillated with the Bal>:', lonians 
and Ilindns. To them we owe our powerful positio11.1l 
notation for numbers, in which the value of a ~:-,-mhol ,·ar
ie~; according to its place, so that "I:2" can mea11 the result 
of adding l times IO to :2, a11d in which a syml>0) for zero 
plays an illdispensahle rnle, ~o that "10:2" can mean the 
result of addillg I times I 00 to :2. Irnport,rnt colltrih11tion~ 
to numher theor:-, were made h:-, the Greeks, especiall:',· 
Euclid, Archimedes, and Diophant11s, and after thelll b:',· 
the A rahs. In the modern period Pierre de Fermat raised 
number theory to a new le,·el. The work of Leonhard Euler 
and Adrien Legendre i~ noteworth:-,, and kn) Gauss's 
Disq11isitio11cs Arithmeticae ( 1801) is the systematic trea
tise which, more than ,m:',· other, established nu111ber 
theor~· as a modern mathematical di~cipline in its own 
right. 

The number~ involved in cmmtillg-1, :2, 3, etc.-are of 
course the simplest and most fundamental kind. At least 
~ince late cla~sical times these have been called the natu
ral numbers, therehy heing colltrasted with the "artificial" 
kinds of numbers, such a~ rational numbers (all llumbers 
e,pres~il,lc as fraction~), real numbers (all numbers that 
measure lengths and areas-for e,amplc, the ratio of hypot
enuse to side in an i-;osccles right triangle, \ :2, although 
real, is not rational, ,1s the Pythagoreans prn,·cd to their 
horror), complex numbers (those having "imaginar:-,·" com
ponents based on \ -1), and tran~finite number-. (numbers 
uncountably large). A trilling ambiguity in the term "natu
ral number" arises because some writers choose to call zero 
a llatural numlwr, whereas others do not. The theor:', of the 
natural and rational numbers is usual!:',· called number 
themy 01 arithmetic, whereas the thcor:',· of the real num
bers is known ns anal~·sis. 

Philosophical puzzlement ahout the \'ariou~ kinds of 
number", especiall:-, about the ~tatus of the more 
'\1rtificial" one~. was much reduced hy the work of Hichard 
Dedekind and other nineteenth-century mathematicialls 
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\\'ho dc·,Tlopl'd .i 1111ifil'd tll('ory of 1111111lwrs. Tl1c·~ "IHl\\l'd 
how Ill(' matlic·111;1tical tl1cmit•~ c·onc·1·rning tlw .irtilicial 
1111111lwrs can lw 11·d11c1·d to lor c011~t111clc·d fronl) ,1 thcon 
c·onceming the 11alural 1111111l>l'rs. That i~, tlw) ~l,owed IHrn 
each of tlw .irtilici.il kind" of rn11nl>c'r", togdlwr with ll!t' 
operations (s11ch as addition alld 1mrltiplic1tion) perform
able on 11111111,ers of that kind, can he defined in terms of tlw 
natural nu11tlH'r~ and the operations perlonn,dllL0 on thelll, 
and they showed tl1at thi~ can he don<' in ~uch a wa,· that 
the laws which go\'ern the artificial n11mhers can thcll he 
deduced from the laws of the nat11ral numl,ers. 

There are alternatin· schemes of definition that make all 
this possihll'; one ,1ppro,1ch is as follow~: The rational 
rn11nlwr~ Illa:',' lw defined as a cvrtain kind of sets of or
dered pairs of natural nurnhers, the real llnmlwr~ as a 
certain kind of sds of rational 1rnmber~. the signed (posi
ti\'(_· and ncgati,·e) real 11umlwrs ,ts a certain kind of ~ds of 
real 1111mlwr~, ,rnd the comple, numlwrs as ordered pair" 
of signvd real numbers. By using Ceorg C,rntor's theor:-, of 
infi:1ite ~eh this scherne of nurnl,ers can he c,tended to 
ricld a hierarchy of larger and largl'r infinite numbers 
(with infinite numbers the di~tinction IH·comes important 
hetweell cardinal nmnhcrs, which measure the sizes of 
seh, and ordinal numlwrs, which are t~·pes of order in 
sl'ries). The resulting unified theor~ of mrmlwrs enables us 
to regard the various kind~ of numlwr~ as belonging to a 
sillgle famil:',, all springing from one parent killd and all 
go\'erned I>:-,· laws that are ~trict ded11ctivc consequences 
of those go\'crni11g that simple parellt kind. If we accept 
this unified theory, we no longer need feel any special 
philosophical concern about the artificial numbers; our phil
osophical prohlcrns will ht> concentrated ill the natural 
numbers. 

Before t11rning to those philosophical prol>lems, how
t·vcr, let us note that thi~ ullificd theory of nurnlwrs makes 
lwa,·:-,· use of the llotion of sd (sec SET THEORY). It is also 
i111portant to imc~tigatc the narrm\'er theor~·, called ele-
111cntar> n11111lier theory, that is obtained if \\'t' exclude all 
mention of sets and ordered pairs and concc,ntrate solel:',· 
on the natural numbers and such operntions as addition, 
multiplic,1tio11, and exponentiation that are performable on 
them; only the logic of trnth-functions, of quantification, 
and of idC'11tit:', is used. Th<' snrh of trnths <'\:pressihle in 
this notatioll include "For ,di x a11d for all !/, x plus !I is 
identical to y plus .\," '"There is an x such that for all y, x 
plus !I is identical to !/, .. and "For all x, if there is a !I s11ch 
that x plus !I is identical to y, thcll for all z, x times z is 
identical to.,." 

\Vithin the area of elementary number thc01y tlw prime 
11umbcrs are of e~pecial interest (a prime m11nher is a 
natural number greater than I that i:-- e,·elll:-,· di\'i~ihle hy 
no natural number other tlwn I and itself). Euclid estab
lished that there are infinitely man:-, prime numbers. It is 
known that e\'er:-, natmal number can he decomposed in 
onl:-,· m1e way into its set of prime factors (thi~ proposition 
is called the "fumlanwntal theorem of arithmetic"). \luch 
attention has been devoted to the difficult problem of how 
primes are distributed within the sequence of natural 
1u1mbers. Two notoriou" propositions of elementary nurn
her theory are C. Goldbach's conjecture that every even 
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tlie 1f\ ,--ert tLt , , ,tence t ,peuhc It'.l nl tr, t) , 

~t,\Jt,' 1.1rn ,r t;t,,n d1rler, trnrn ..::e 1,etn-tl-t tl,·r 

l r,m L t r utlien1.1t1c, tl ,it hJ., n ,1st l JIILernecl I , , ,-

! •,tr,-,,!. ,; \\ h),t• ',1\\, t-111 he re..:,1nled ,1, l, prl'L~t L 1 

.'1 n t nele--.ir•h 1--ertrn::: tlte e,r,ttlllt:" ,it -111:•!: 1.! 

()11e 1,n J.cl Ldte..:,11: ,1t phrl 1, 1ph1c,t \Je\\, ,t n 1mber 

,mpn,t, , re,\·, ,IL( 1rcl111..'. to \\ h1ch the b\\, ,>t 1111m

her tl t---1 n ,ue ,,111 eli J\\ !iter,1\h true. T,1 tl1e qut·,t1 >11 "D11 

r1c1n ,-r, ,,,,t~ tle,t· \le,qx nt, du nut littr t-i..:ur-1tI\c 

,!11,\\t:r,. ,1 ch ,1, ··1t·,. in the ~en,e th.it the term nlll l t·r 

>tLUr, 11 tie t.d" t rn,,thein,1t10,111,· or ··ye, Ir the ,t11,e 

thJ.t numl tr L1.k pr,,, e, 1,etul tor ,uenct·.· Ir ,te,id. tl1e: 

tr, t, li()L! tlut th111::::, !t,t:n IIH! the nJ.me ,it nurnher,. 

th111:.::, , 1! \\ L h the Li,\, 1! nurnher theon liter,111: h >Id 
true. d<, e,i,t ,nd ,1re 111 11(1 ,en,e 1ma::::1nc1r: ,ir hdI<>nJ.l. 

thc1t the~e thrng~ ~h, 1ilL ,:ud tu e,,,t m the ~ame logi

. ,1! tone ()f , nice 111 \\·h,c h \\ e ~pecik ot the e,i,tence of 

\\ kite\ er \\ e re!.!,nd ci' ht loll ::::rnc! ,unorn:: the "u\t1rn,1te 

turnrture ,it the um, er,e L1ter,1 11,t1c \It"\\, <1hout the 

:neLtph, ,,cc1l ~tc1tu, ,,t number m,1, he di\ 1decl rnt(, 1101111-

·1,1 1,t1t. u1nceptuJ.h,t1c. ,1nd pLtton1,t1c \ it"\\·,. 

:--.·orninalisrn. \,l1rnn,d1,m 1, tl1e \ IE'\\" th<tt there ,ue no 

,,: ~trc1t t e1Jt1t1e, .. md ,1, ,1 hterc1\i,t1L \ ie\\ ot numher 1t 

Lild, th,tt number, c1r"' liter,l !, concrete item, 111 the 

\\ rl l. 1cc urnn ..'. ,it p,1rt1c uL1r t1mE-,. T\\ o un~oph1,t1c,1ted 

hr, , ut th1, \ 1e\\ h.1, e er 10: eel pllpuLurt: a crude , er

,1 ,n t t lm1.1li,rn h i)d, tlut number, ,ue hterall, particu

Ltr rn,uk, ,iLt urnn..: 111 p.1per ,md on bL1c.klioard,. ,rnd .1 

,n,de ,,)rt ,it P':d ,,] ..'.1,m 1clent1tie, number, \\Ith p,ut1c

·,L1r dt,1, >Lt 11rr11 _ Iii penple·, rrnnd,. Gottlob frege 

, ntit 1zed ti t ,e p, ,1t1 ,n, \\ 1th hrrlhant ,d\ ager\. point111g 

111t tli.it .1<.u rdm..'. t, numlier the lr: eJ.ch nc1turc1I number 
~,1,t, .111d .' 1rn que. \\hert,1, tl·t·,e nom1nc1li,tic \ie\\·, do 

'·' t pr 1, 1de i,1r tlie 11 1 ! 1ene" ,it the ,nuller number, 
tl1t re \\, 11ild he ,1, rn.111, d1,tmd number, I a, there ,ue 

L ·1,rente, 11t 11u111er-1, t >r 1 ,,r ,1, there ,ire ide,i, ot I or 

r11r ·lie t\J,tu ,,·e lt die Li.r..'.er n 11nher, nu1nher,, l ..:re,1t 

tl ,1t n · numer,d, •or them ,1re t"\ er wntten do\\·n. ,o 
..:rt·,tt th 1t n 1 pc1rti<. 1l.1r 1dec1, ut them h,1, e ncc-urrecl in the 

T1 !, t I it n \I 11 Ii n , ,rt , lPlt:,t1c<1tecl than the,e c-rude 

• 'fl , , 1 in 111,tl1, 1 -trc tht 11!'.!t 111u11s etforb llt \\ \ (Ju111e 

.i!d '-.tl,,in C11,1drn.111 "', tep, To\\·ard d Con~tructne 

'-. 11mcti1,n1.· journal cf Symholic Logic. \ Ill. 12. 1Y4-:- . 
lllS- 22 \\\ >, 1 Lt:'"!11\, l,trr~ nom111,1li,m mmh tur

rl1t r .11 111,!11\ rt·,pt·L ts :h,u rnrd t hc1\ e been ~uppo,ed 

')"" !>It- H,1\\ t·\ er. 111 ,errt·, 11! ,1ctu,d concrete item~ rn 
'.,., \\11rld ,t·ern, L,ip,d>le ,1! \win\! kno\\11 t() con,t1tute d 

;1r ..:ress! >11 1r1 tltt· t rll ,t n,e rt <Jill red ll\ 11Ullllier theor:. 

,11 ,! t r t\11, n ,!" 11 nor Hn,1 ,rn Lnl, tll pro\ 1de ,l c.omplete 

·t r-tl ,t1 11ttt rpret,1t1 111 ,,t 11uml1er. 

Conceptualisrn. C, ,r u pt11,d1sm m,1~ rou::::hl: be ch.1rc1<.

r11ed ,,, tltt , re\\ tlt,1t ,ti ,tr,1<.t t·11t1t1e, e,r,t. hut on\\ 

111,11Ltr ,1, tlw, c1n l rec1ted Ii\ tie ,1ct1, rt: ()t humdn 

tl , 1..:l,t \, .1 !1tt-r,1!1st1<. , Je\\ ,t numlier <.<l!1ceptuc1l1,m 

· 1,1: t· re!.!,rnlt-d ,1, l ild111..'. tit.it number, litercill\ e\ht ,h 
r1111t le-- J.1,-tr,,d tl11J1..:, \ t t ,tre mt·nt.11 con,truct,nn, ,me! 

li.1, t ;1,, lit: 11 ..'. mtkpt·11tk11t , d the mrnd. hdnt r, lu,torr-

,t! l· tl,, 1,t,t,111cl11J.! repre,e11t,1tne ot th1, d1ificult \it"\\·

p,11•1t lft·, >11ne<.ted 111 rnlier \\ rtli time ,1 "pure rntuitrnn ... 
: t ·i rrn ,, rnrwr ,e11,t- ,mcl ,eem, to h,n e lie Ire\ ed thdt 

!-.I ( 1\\ !t·dc.'.e j nurnht [ re,t, on the m,ncr, d\\ drene" nt its 

\\I <.,1p,1~ ht, rtpe.it tit ,itt ot c<>11nt1ng_ t11ne .tttert11ne. 

Ir k 11 1\\ m:::: tie Li,\, ,t number the mind i, gc1imn\! in,,ght 

,11,]\ lilt, 1t, 11\\ll \\ 1rk11112:~ \\hich 111 prrnciplt· mu,t be 

Ikrltc tl: knlJ\\,d1le. thereh1re. t\1e prnpn,1tion, ot number 

tr t ,1r, ,dthrn1..:li ': 11thet1L tlt,,t 1,. n >t den\ ,1ble frnm mere 

I, _1, -1! ine <.J.n lie kno\\ n \\ 1th ,l prrori certc1int\. h,mt 

c1<. tu,dl: s:ucl th,1t Llc-t, ,ihmrt ,pec1fic number,. ,uch c1, th<1t 

S ph , -;- e -1.u,11- 12. <1re ,-,nm\ n through ,~ nthetic a priori 
111,1_!-t. hut ,1, fre:::t· ,1li,ef\ed. th,, i~ not plc1u,1ble. tor 

these LtLt, ,urel: ecrn c1nd e,peuc1II\ tor the brger num

lic r, mu,t. he prll\ eel. ka!lt rnwht better h,n e deplo: ed hi, 

tl· tor~ .t, ,rn ,1ttempt t, 1 expLun the ,tatu, of the hd,ic :.::en

r·r,d -t\\, < t nurnher th eon. 

In recent tune, a group of mathematician~. ot \\·horn 

L E J. Brmm er hd, been the central figure. ha\·e defended 



a philo:--opll\ of 1111111lwr close!~ akiH to K,11Jt\. Hrnm,·er, lik<· 
"-a11t. ha, J11ai11tai11ed that a p11rt' i11!1Jitio11 of t<·Jnporal 
col!JJt111g ,<·n <·:-- a, tlil' poi11t of depar!LJJT lor the 111atlw
matJcs of JJIJllllwr; for thi, rpa,mJ tlw J1;u11<· "iJJtJJitioni,m" 
l1a:-- ht ell L(i\ell to the philo:--opll\· or tlw grmJp. Ht·lie,·ing 
that 1111J11lwr:-- are creatJ1n·, of tlw rni11d, the i1Jtnitio11i:--h 
follm,· Kant in ,11ppo,ing that ,,·hate,·er the 111i1Jd creates it 
111u,t lw able to kno\\' tlnoJIL(h and through. Thi:-- lead:-- to 
the belief that notlii11g: i:-- tnw about numlwr, e.\l'ept \\'hat 
i, \'t' rifiahle In t·ounting or kill(lrecl constructi, e proce
dure, and tl1at 11othi11g i, false about m1mher:-- l' \cept \\'hat 
i:-- t·onstrudi,·el~· refutable. Ferr.wt\ la:--t theorem a11d 
Colclhach \ coJ1ject11re must then hl' regard eel a:-- propo,i
tion, \\'hich, so far as ,,·e kno\\', arc nl'ither true nor fal,t·. 
Thm, intuitionism reject:-- the traditional la\\' of excluded 
middle, according to \\'ltich IJO propo:--ition i, neither tnw 
nor fabe, and \\'ith it all u:--e of indirl'ct proof (rea:--oning: h~ 
rcductio ad ul>s11rd11111) i11 mathematics.:\:-- a result much of 
cbs:--ical mathematics goes h~· the hoard. 

b the philo,ophical po:--ition t·on, incing enough to ju,
tif~ thi:-- :sacrifice·:' Fe,,· philosopher:-- or rnatlwmaticiam 
\\'ould nm,· think so. The central philosophical notimJ 
aho11t the mind', acti,·it~ in pure intuitio!1 i:-- lanwntahl, 
haz~·. \lmem t·r, a seriot1' arnbiguit~· infects the ,·ie,,· of 
11umher, as ah:--trad creation:-- of till' mind. In order for a 
number to t·\i,t_ i, it 11ece:--:--ar~· that :--mrn:>ont• actually kl\ t· 
counted up to it. or i:-- it sufficient that it lw rl'achahle In 
counti11g:·~ :\o one eH·r counts i11finitely hig:h, ,o the fir:--t 
interpretation i, of t·o11r,t· incompatible \\'ith the principle 
of number thetir\ \\'hich ,tate:-- that the seric, of natural 
numbers ha:-- no last member. Till' ,econd interpretation, 
ho\\'e,·er, does not harmonize ,,·ith the pieture of numlwr:-
as creature, or the mind, for it allo\\':s the existence of J11m1-
her, ne\'er thoug:l1t of h~ anyone. To equate t·onstructi, e 
, erifiahilit, ,, ith creation h~ the mind, a:-- conceptual ism 
doe:--, seem, a ,erimJ:s confusion. A further difficult,· i, that 
if 11undier:-- \\'ere ,·ie\\'ed a:-- mental constructions, it \\'ould 
then set'm doubtful that nurnlwrs could he kno\\'11 to apply 
to what exi:--h outside the mind-~ et to :--uppo:--e that the~· 
do not clo :so i, incoh<·rent. 

Platonism. B,· platonisrn is understood the reali~til' 
\ ie,,·, akin to that of Plato him:--elL that abstract entitie, 
e \J.,t in their m, n rigl1t. i11depeJJdenth· of human thinking. 
According to thi:-- ,·ie,,· number tlwor~ is to he regarded a:-
the description of a realm of ohjecti, e. ,elf-s11h,i:--tent 
mathematical ohjech that are timelt·,s. nonspatial, and 
nonmental. Platonism conl'ei\'l·:s it to he the ta~k of the 
matlw1natil'ia11 to e\plore thi:-- and other eternal realm, of 
being. :\.rnong modern philo,opher, of mathematics FreL(t' 
is the pre-eminent representati, t· of pbtoni:--m, clistin
L(ui-.,]wcl Ii~ his penetrating lucidit\ and hi, intransigence; 
Bertrand Hu:--,ell', ad\'ocac~· of platonism ha:-- often been 
equal]~ forceful. although his dedication to the ,·ie,,· ha:-
heen less :stead~·. 

In recent thought platonism as a ,·ie\\' of number ha:-
heen a,sol'iatecl \\'ith tlw logistic thesi,, the claim that the 
tlwor~ of number:-- i:-- reclucihle to logic; 110,,,e,·er, the t\\'o 
po'1tion:-- are not linked h:•, an~· strict necl'ssit~. Frege \\'a:s 
th e oriL(inal proponent of the logistic thesi,, \\'hich Rmwll 
a nd :\]Ired :\orth \\ 'hitehead sub,equentl, expounded in 
tlte ir llloJ1urnt·ntal three-\'(>lume Principia .\latlicnwtica 
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l~JIO- llJl:31. Tl1(' red11dJoJ1 of tl1t· J1at11ral 1111Jnl)('r, to 
logil' i, ,l pron·d11J't· of t·xadl, tll(' ~a11H· ,or! .i, th<' n·d1H ·
tio11 of ti)(' artihl'ial to tlw nat11ral 1111111IH'r,, llllt ill tl11' t·a,t· 
tlw 11at1nal 1111111ht·r, tlwm,eh <·,, ,111d the oper.1tirn1, OJI 
tlwm, are ddi1J('d i11 t<·rn1, of coJJL'L'ph of logil' , ,rnd tll('ir 
la,,·, are ded1Jn·d froJJI L1," of loL(ic. Sd the<H\ i, lll'rl' 
wL(ard<·d h~ Frege and thl' author:-- of Princi]lia a, a part of 
logil' ratl1er tha11 or matlwmatit·,, tlw n'cl11ction i, i11 effect 
a reduction to set tl1eon. 

Frege in:--i:--ted 011 an elenw11tal polllt tl1at <·arlier philo, 
oplwr:-- had not wl'ognized. ILt,·ing: a rnmtlwr 1 !'or e\arnpl<·, 
being t\\'o) i, not a reat11re of indi\'idual thing, or lwap, of 
thing:s (a:-- lwint.?: reel is) h11t pertain, ratl1er to t·onceph or 
,eh. To a pile or hooh as ,uch no 111111il>er can he ,1ttrib
utecl. But to the :set of hoots in the pile, or to the t·ontTpt 
"hoot in thi, pill'."' a nurnlwr doe, helong-altho11gh it ,,·ill 
ht· different from the J1umlwr lie longing to the :set of pair, 
of hooh in the pile or to tl1e t·ont·ept "pair of hoots in the 
pile." In line \\'ith thi:--, Fwgt· identified the natural llllll1-

lwr ~ \\'ith the -.,et contai11ing all and on!~ tlw:--e concept... 
under each of \\'hiclt fall :something, another thing di:--tinct 
from the fir:--t. and nothing ebe. R11:--:--ell and \\'hitelwad 
identified the number :2 not \\'ith a ,,;d of conl'epts h11t \\ ith 
,l ,et of :sets-the sd of all l'011ples. 

Frege and H11,sl'IL like Kant, regarded our kno\\'ledge of 
the la\\'s of J111mlwr as a priori. But for them the philosoph
il'al :significance of the logi,til' thesis that number theory i:-
reducihle to logil' \\'a:-- that the matl1ematics of numher 
need not he regarded a, ill\·oh ing an~ :special type of 
rational i1hight. a, Kant l'laimed \\'hen lw declared 
aritl11netic to he :--~·ntlwtic, rather than anal,·tic, a priori 
k110\\'ledge. :\.l'cording to their logi:--tic thesis the tqw or 
rational apprel1Pn:sion b~· \\'hich \\'e attain 011r knowledge 
in logic mu:--t he the :same a,,; that Ii~ \\'hich \\'e come to 
kno,,· the la\\'s of logic. Platoni:--m e11tl'r, i11 becau:--e the~ 
took a platonistic , ie\\· of logic. 

Platn11i,n1 req1Jires 11, to suppo:--e that thl' nurnhers ha,·e 
their o\\'n definite nature, and ,,·hen platonism i:-- com
bined ,,·ith the logi,tic thesis it requin·, 11s to s11ppose that 
the natural 1rnmlwr, are :--ds of ,omt· specific kind. From 
a platoni..,tic \ ie,\'point tl1e cldinition, irn·oh eel mu:--t 
lw regarded not a, :--tipulati, e hut as de:--cripti\'L0 of pre
exi:--ting realit~. Here difficulties arise. For 011e thing, ,·ari
ou-., ,,·a,·, ol reducing the theor~· or natural n11mhers to ,et 
theor~ arc ,l\'ailable: a :--lig:ht di, ergence bet\\'een Frege\ 
defi1Jitiom and thme of Principia has alread~ heen noted, 
and quite different schemes of definition ha\'e since !wen 
propo:--ecl hy other 111atl1e111atical logician:--. :\II these 
:--d1~·n1e:-- of definition succeed equal!, in characterizing 
:--ct-theoretic entities ha,·ing the required :structural prop
erties; \\'e ha,·e no rea:--on ,lt all for regarding one of these 
;h the correct :scheme of definitions and the others as fabe. 
Another, far more ,eriou:-- difficult~· for platonisrn is pmed 
hy modern cleH0 lopments in :set tlwor:,.·. In respon:--e to 
paradoxes -.,e,·eral distinctly different forms of set theor~ 
ha,·e heen e,·oh-ecL each ha,·ing ,onw ach·antage, and 
,ome cli:--ad\'antage:-- ln1t none being free ol arhitrar~· limi
tatio11:--. Thi:-- tends to undermine the vie\\' that in set 
theory \\'e discmer and describe the strndure of a realm of 
ah:--tract realit~·. The:--e con:--iderations mak<' implau,ihle 
the pmitio11 \\'hicl1 combine:-- platonism with the logi:--tic 
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thni,. If platoni,m i'> to be maintained a, a phi]o..,oph, of 
numlier, it \\'ould ,eem that the logistic thesis had better 
hl' re,1ectt-d and number theon- not reduced to set theor~·. 
E, en then platoni-.m \\'ill pos-.es" but little plamibilit,, 
for it affords a mi-.leading picture of the nature of mathe-
111atic,d kno\\'lecke b,· -.uggesting that ,,·ithout extra
,emor,· insight into Plato's hea\'t•n \\'e could not under
,ta11d the laws of number-whereas in fact a master, of 
the technique of counting sure!,· does suffice for ,uch 
1111der'>tandin,g. 

:'\'.O:'\'.LITER.ALISTIC PHILOSOPHIES OF :--;t·'.\1BER 

'\one of the main literali,tic philmophic-" of number i, 
L'Oll\'lncing. This force, U'> to con..,ider nonlitnali,tic phi
lmophies of 11umlier. accordin).! to \\·hich the ,ignific,rnce 
of nmnlwr theor, elm·" not con..,i,t in ih likral truth. :\t 

lea"t t\\·o nonliterali..,tit· ,·ie,," cle'>en·e attention. 
Forma]iq11 in ih thoro11ghgoing form i, ,L philmoph, of 

m11nher ,,·hich hold, that number theor, i" on!, ,l ,clwme 
of nurk,, \\'ith rule" for their manipulation, no attempt 
,lrnuld lw made to rt:>gard combination, of tlw,e 111,nk, ,l'

e\.pre,sing meaningful statement.... :\ct·orcling to thi, , ie,, 
110 meaning, truth, or knmdt:>dge i, embodied in nllmlier 
theon. it i, ,111 ah,tract gamt', the ,tuch- of ,,·hche rule, i, 
intt:>llectualh ,tiurnlating ( ratht:>r like che'>'>, llllt mow 111-

tricatt:>I. Thi, game 1unlike che..,,1 can lie turnt:>d to practil'al 
u,e, for cert,tin ,,·a," of apph ing coml>ination, of ih m,trk, 
kl\ e been e\'Cih-ecl that are ,·er,· ht:>lpful to people ,,·ho 
carr, out practical acti\'itit·'> of counting and measun·111e11t. 

Such thoronghgoing formali,m i" a11 extrt·nw ,·re,, i11 it... 
complett:> denial tli,1t the fornrnla, of numlwr theon ought 
to lie ,t..,signed an, mt:>,rning. Anotht:>r nonliterali,tic , it'\\'
point holds that although the Lm·, of rrnrnlwr theor, 
,hou lei not he regarded a" Ii lt'rall, de,c-ril ii n g 111athemc1ti
cal objech, the, ..,]10ulcl lw re).!arclecl a" i11directh e\.pn·""
ing generalization, concerning the nature of correct 
counting. The,e \\'oulcl pw,umabh be nece..,..,.n, tnrth, e\.
plicati, e of the concept of correct counting ratlwr than 
i11ducti, e generalization, about act11,t! counti11g. In tl1i, 
,pirit, ",') plu, 7 equal, 1:2" collld lie wgardecl ,1, indiwdh 
a,serting that \\ lwne, er the ,,·orcl.., "one" thromd1 "fl\ t·" 
,ire called out in one-to-one correlation ,, ith the item, of a 
group and then the \\·orcb "one" through ",en·11" ,ne 
c,dled out in correlation ,,·ith the item'> of ,mother, qt1ite 
,eparate group, the ,,·ore!, .. one" through .. t\\'eln·" wrndd 
he required if the l\,·o !..(roup" \\·en:> to be pooled and all the 
item, counted together. The la,,. "For all x and y, x plu, y 
equal, !I plus x" can be regarded a, indirect!, ,t""erting 
that the result of counting t\\'o group-. of items i" the ',,lllJe 

no matter \\·hich grollp i" counted fir..,t. In thi" fa..,Jiio11 the 
la\\', of elemcntar, number theor, can he con..,trued a" 
t'\.Pfl'""in!..( our kno\\'lcd!..(e of the counting proce..,,, and Ii~ 
exten,ion man,, but not all, of the la\\'.., of the artificial 
nurnher'> can be regarded as doing the same. B,· gi,·ing to 
number the<>f\ some real, although nonliterali,tic, content 
thi-. ,·ie,,·point '>UcceecJ.., in being le,s ab~tractl,· ariJ than 
formalism and can gi,·e a more direct account of \\'h, 
mathematical thenn can assist our practical acti,·ities of 
counting and measuring. 
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STEPHE:'\' F. BARKER 

:'.':U:\lEXIUS OF APA:\lEA, sL0 c011d-centur, Creek 
philmophcr perhap, be,t k110\\'n for his cle,c-ription of 
PL1to a, an .\ttit·i.1.in!..( \Ime,, \\·a.., a precursor of Plotinus 
and '\eoplatoni,111 and al,o had affi11itit:>s ,,·itli C110 ... tici ... rn 
,md tlw Hermetic tradition. Of hi, life practical!, nothing 
i, kno\\'n. ,md en·n the apprn\.imate elates of his birth and 
death are uncertain. Since hi" description of Plato is quoted 
ll\ Clement of .\le\.andria I Stromateis i, 2:2.9.'3), he can
not ha\'t_' sun i,·ed much later than ..\.D. :200, while the 
late..,t writers cited in the fragment'> of his \\'orb helong to 
the time of :\ero ( .\.D. :37 -G,\). He may ha,·e heen of 
11011-Creek origin, a11cl hi, name, like that of Porph,Ty, ma,· 
ha, e been a ( ;reek tran-.lation of a Semitic original. Our 
,o,nce, commonly de-.crilw him as a Pythagorean, but 
lamblichus and Prnchh call him a Platonist, which comes 
to much the ,ame thing in an ai,!e \\·hen Plato was consid
t·red a cli-.ciple of P~·thagora-.. Certainly :\umenius is best 
grouped \\'ith ~,11ch \licldle Platonists as Albinus. llis \\'Ork 
\\'a'> ha..,e<l primaril~ upon exe!..(esis of Plato and presents a 
"',ternatization of Plato\ thought with a cluali-.t emphasis. 
It i, po~"ible that he had ~ome kno,, ledge of Christianity, 
hut \\'hat is truh remarkable is his knO\dedge of Judaism. 
It has heen sug).!e~ted that he himself \\'as a Jew, hut this i-, 
far frnm certain. \\'hat is clear is that he sought to go back 
before Plato and Pythagoras to the teachings of the ancient 
East, the Brahm ins, the J e\\'s, the \lagi, and the Egyp
tians. In this respect there are links \\'ith the llermetic 
hooks and \\'ith the prisca theologia of such Henaissance 
\\'riters as \larsilio Fici110 and Pico della \lirandola, al
though scholars differ as to the extent to which :\umenius' 
philosophy \\'as actual! y influenced by Oriental ideas and 
the extent to \\'hich it \\'as purely Creek. 

.\ notable feature of his thought is his doctrine of the 
Demiurge. Ile postulates two opposed principles, Cod and 



matter, the monad and the dyad, but whereas the l'ythag
oreans adhered to monism by making the dyad emanate 
from the monad, Numenius developed a dualistiC' theory. 
Matter is evil, and the supreme Cod can therefore have no 
contact with it; hence the need for a second god, the 
Demiurge, who is of dual nature, an anima 1111wdi related 
both to God and to matter (cf. the Philonic Logos). There 
are also t\vo souls in the world, one good and one evil, and 
two souls in man, a rational and an irrational; and the only 
escape from this dualism is by deliverance from the prison 
of the body. Astrological elements in Numenius' anthropol
ogy suggest an attempt to give astrology a rational basis. 

N111nenius is important for his influence on later ;\Jeo
platonists, although some of his views wece to be rejected 
by them. The allegation that Plotinus merely plagiarized 
Numenius prompted l'lotinus' disciple Amelius to write a 
book pointing out the differences between them (Por
phyry, Vita Plotini 17). The hierarchy of three gods, for 
example, appears to he !-.imilar to Plotinus' hierarchy of 
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being, but thl' three <'ntities i11 each caq• do not corre
spoll(I exactly in detail. .\lorC'over, l'loti1111s rejected 
Nu111eni11s' dualistic and ( ;nosticizing tendenC'i<'!-.. 
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OBJECTIVISM. See ETHICAL 0BJECTIVIS!\t. 

OCCASIONALISM. See CARTESIANIS!\t; CEULI:\'CX, 

ARNOLD; MALEBRANCHE, NICOLAS; MIND-BODY PROB

LEM. 

OCKHAM, WILLIAM OF. SeeWILLIAM0FOCKHA!\t 

OCKHAMISM is a term used hy some historian~ of 
medieval philosophy to characterize the critical and skep
tical attitude toward natural theology and traditional meta
physics that became prevalent in the fourteenth century 
and is ascribed to the influence of \\'illiam of Ockham 
(c. 12.8.5-13-HJ). There is little historical basis for speaking 
of an Ockharnist school, since Ockham had scarcely any 
avowed disciples; nor was the critical attitude toward 
natural theology initiated by him, although his logical 
criteria of demonstration and evidence undoubtedly gave it 
a powerful implementation. \\'ith these reser\'ations one 
may, in a general sense, attach Ockham's name to the 
movement of thought that, in the fourteenth century, 
closed out the medieval enterprise of synthesizing Aristo
telian philosophy with Christian theology and initiated 
new lines of development that led toward the scientific 
empiricism of the seventeenth century. The Ockhamist or 
nominalist movement was known in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries as the "modern wa/' (via modema). 
and was contrasted with the "old way" (via antiqua) asso
ciated with thirteenth-century Scholasticism. 

One may distin,i.i;uish two main phases of this movement 
of fourteenth-century thought. The first phase, occurring 
between 1330 and l.'3.50, was marked by the rapid spread 
of Ockham's doctrines and method among the theologians 
and philosophers teaching at the universities of Oxford and 
Paris, where Ockham's logical techniques were used in 
criticism of the older scholastic tradition. The second 
phase, less directly associated with Ockham's own teach
ings, commenced around 1350 and involved what may be 
described as a reconstruction of philosophy, and of theol
ogy as well, on foundations compatible with Ockham's 
empiricism and nominalism. 

Critique of Scholasticism. The influence of Ockham's 
logic and of his nominalistic critique of the thirteenth-cen
tury metaphysical syntheses of philosophy and theology 
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was exhibited at Oxford in the work of Adam \\'odham 
(cl. 1:3-HJ), a Franciscan who had studied with Ockham, and 
of Hobert llolkot (d. 1:3-t\J), a Dominican theologian who 
lectured at Oxford around 13.'30 and later taught at Cam
bridge. Holkot was an outspoken nominalist who minced 
no words in stating that theology is not a science and that 
ih doctrines can in no way be demonstrated or even com
prehended hy human reason. Christian dogma, for Holkot, 
was accepted by an ad of will, on the authority of the 
church. 

Thomas Bradwardine (c. 12.~JO- J:3-tq) reacted against 
what he regarded as a new Pelagianism embodied in the 
Ockhamist interprdation of revealed theology, but he 
utilized Ockham's logical techniques to draw deterministic 
consequences from the doctrine of divine omnipotence, 
invoking the authority of Augustine for his views. Other 
Oxford teachers influenced hy Odham, and particularly hy 
his logical methods, included Hichard Swineslwad ("the 
Calculator"), John Dumbleton, \\'illiam lkytesbury, and 
Hichard Billingham. 

The "modern way." lt was at Paris, more than at Oxford, 
that Ockham's inHuence led, after an initial resistance, to 
establishment of a relatively stable, and in some respects 
scientifically fruitful, philosophical school that endured and 
spread through central Europe in the late fourteenth and 
early fifteenth centuries. 

One of the first Parisian theologians to embrace Ock
ham's doctrines was John of \lirecourt, a Cistercian monk 
who lectured on Peter Loml1ard's Sentences in 13-t-t-13-t.5. 
His skeptical treatment of the arguments of traditional 
theology led to a condemnation hy the theological faculty 
at Paris of a1ticles taken from his lectures. In many re
spects Mirecourt' s positions resembled those of I lolkot, by 
whom he may have been influenced. 

Another victim of disl'lplinary action hy the authorities 
of the University of Paris was Nicolas of Autrecourt, who 
was condemned to burn puhlicl~·, in l'\m·cmber 1:3-17, his 
letters to Bernard of Arezzo and his treatise Exigit ordo 
executio11is. Nicolas, reading to the Ockhamist thesis that 
Cod, by his absolute power, could cause an intuitive cog
nition of a nonexistent object, or could cause sensible 
qualities to exist without any substance being qualified by 
them, held that the only things of which man can have 
certain knowledge are the qualities perceived hy his five 
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.,ens('s, the ads or affections of his 0\\'11 mind, a11d tho-;e 
propmitions logically evident by the principle of c011tra
dil'lion. Frn111 this he argued that \\'e have 110 ground for 
liclief in sulista11ces or for making inferences 011 tlw basis 
of <-ai1s,tl relation-;, and he a-;serted that the \\'hole pl1iloso
ph~- of :\ri-;totle is a fictitious construction devoid of any 
t•,·id<'11n• or en·n of probability, si11c<· it rt·.,ts on the as
s11111ptio11 of sub-.ta11ces and of causal 1wcessitil'-. that are 
neither logi<"all~- nor e1npirl('all~- e,·icl<-111 l'refrrri11~ cer 
L1i11t, to tl1e ( >ckhami-.t "l1~ potl1ni--. of 11at11n·," :\ icoL,., 
t11nwd ( >ckhan1\ critiq11t· of nH'tapll\ si<",d lll't't'""it, 
against Ockha111's o\\'n empirici-.111 and \\'a., r<'bllk<'d b~
_lea11 Bmicla11 for demanding absolute e,·idence, or logical 
necessity, in a domain of inquir~ in \\'hich onl~- conditional 
t·,·idt·nce l>ased 011 the assumption of a co111111on co1nst· of 
nature is appropriate. 

In the hall(!-. of Jean Buridan, a teadwr on the faculty· of 
arts at l'ari.,, Ockham's logic, theor~· of kno\\'ledgt·, and 
nominalistic ontology were made the lia.,is of a nat11ral 
philosoph~- or physics of empirical type, within which 
Bmidan deH·loped the i11qwt11-. theory of projectile motion 
and gravitational acceleration and subjected the a-.-.11111p
tions of Aristotelian physic-. and cmmolog~- to critical 
analysis in terms of empirical criteria of e,·idem-e. Bmi
dan's reconstruction of natural philosopl1y "" a positin· and 
empirically liased science of olisen·ablt· pheno11w11a 1111-
derwined tl1e :\ristotelia11 tradition and pro,·ickd -.011H· of 
the main sta1ti11g points for the developrnent of nwdcrn 
mechanics in the se,·enteenth centmy. 

At the s,1111e time a thl'ologian of l'aris, Cregor~ ol Himi
ni (cl. I .'1.5K), \\ ho lwcallle ge1wral of the ord<·r of :\11gm
tinian I lerwits, made a constructiw· u-.e of ( >ckl1,11111.,t 
methods and doctrines in a theological synthesis of 110111i
nalis111 and :\ugustinianism, altho11gh lw took issue· with 
both Ockha111 and Buridan on sonw iss11es of metaphy.,in, 
the later Scholastics regarded him as a modem theologian 
of the norninalist group. 

'.\,1tural philosoph~-, as distinguished from tlwolog~-, wa-. 
dominated liy the moderately Ockharnist traditi011 estali 
lislwd at Paris h~- Bmidan, de\'eloped Ii~- :\llwrt of Sa:-.on~· 
and '.\ichola-; of Ort·s11w, a11d e,1rricd to tlw n<·w 1wi,er.,i
ties of central Europe Ii~ .\llwrt, \Lir.,ili11., of I 11glw11, 
I le1n~· of I lainlJ11ch, and Henry of 0 1 ta. :\ doc11ment 
drawn 11p b~- the faculty of the l ni,·ersit~· of Colognt· in 
1--1:2.5 speab of the period of pre-eminence of the ria mo
derna as the centur~ of Buridan (saec11/11m B11rida11i), imli
t·ati11g that the Ockhamism of the later fourtee11th centur~· 
had become associated with Buridan and his followt·rs 
1110ll' than with Ockham. 

Religious influence. The Ockhamist divorce of Cliristi,111 
theolog~- from .-\ristotelian metaph~·sics, with the corre
sponding emphasis on religious faith and the tradition of 
the Church Fathers as foundation of Christian doctrine, 
was reflected in the popular religious movement associated 
with the school of De,·enter and the dn otio nwdenw 
and in the criticisms of the scholastic methods of theolog
ical disputation and argument made by Jean Cerson at the 
end of the fourteenth century. Cabriel Biel (c. 1--1:2.5-1-rn.5) 
was the last influential theologian of the Ockhamist school, 
,111d in his work the influence of Gerson, Gregory of Rimi11i, 
1 lolkot, and of Ockham himself brought together the 

din·rse strands of this 11omi11alist tradit1011 in a doctrine 
\\'ith strong religiou-. emphasis. 

Ockhamism, as a \\'t•ll-den·loped philosophical a11d 
religious tradition, was s11limerged l>y the Reformation and 
tlw C:01111ter Heformatio11, as well as by the humanist revolt 
against the medie,·al cultural tradition. However, its lead
i11g ideas, in the lilwratio11 of both tlw Christian faith and 
the scientific inn·stigation of natme from dogmatic Aristo
telianisrn, remained operati,·e outside the schools and hon• 
fruit in the se,·enteenth and eighteenth centuries. 
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ERNEST A. \IOODY 

OG YU SORA l ( lh(-i(-i_ Ink/, or B11ts11, Japanese Co11f11-
t'ia11i.,t of thC' kugak11lw ("school of ancient learning") 
lamous "" a political tl1i11ker. Ogy,-1 was born in Edo (To
k~ o). I le wa., a git"t<·d p11pil ,Ill(I soon mastered classical 
( :hi11e.,e, tlw cLis~ic,d st:-, le i., charaderistie of his writings. 
Proud Ii~ n,1tme, ( Jg~ ,-1 disti11g11isht·d himself in the de
kmt· of ofhcial Chu I lsi :\<·o-Co11fucia11is111 in polemics 
agai11.,t It<-> J imai. I lmn·,·<·r, i11 171 (-i hi-. views t·hang<'d, 
,111d i11 Bend(> ("Defini11g the \\'ay") and Bemmei ("Dd-
111itirn1s., of Tern1., ") he .,11pports 1110.,t of ltc">'s id<'a'i. All 
of ( )g~ •-• ·~ otlwr work~ were inspired Ii~ the ancient sages 
in .iccord witl1 tlw rna:-.im "back to antiquity," a n1axim 
<1pplicablt- to many of his i1111m·ations. These inru>,·ations 
were expressed in Taiheisak11 (''A Policy for Creat Peac<''') 
,ind Seida11 1"Disco11rses 011 Covernnwnt"). ()gyi1's cos
mologit·,tl views differ little lro111 lt<Ys; Ogyii, too, re
jects the dichotom) of ri, the principle,, and ki, the material 
energ~--

Ogyi1 holds a pmiti,·i.,t and historicist conception of the 
\\'ay (chi); it becallll' for him the factual order of society, 
with its positiw· laws and institutiom. He rightly points 
out how Confucius stressed the societal implications of the 
\\'a~-- Og~·i, goes much further, e:-.cluding personal ethics 
until onl) "11tes," that is, propriety and social behavior, 



coml>i11ecl witl1 olwdi('lll'<' to tlw go,·en111w11t, re111ai11. 111 
this s<·nsc· lw crn1w, n·r~ clo,<· to till' Chi1ll'Sl' Lt>gali,b i11 
11tilitari,lll l'lliics .. \ltlw11gli lw \\'as apparC'11th i11-.;pir<·d ll\ 
llsii11 Tz11 (t'. 2~)8-c. 21:2 B.C.), lw docs 11ot 111<·ntion thC' 
name. For Og~-1-1, hurnan nature cannot he much t·onccted; 
in this on!~· social institutions arC' of a11~· use. The sole 
mea11i11g of "lrn111,rne1wss" is tlw gi\'i11g of pea(.'t' and 
prospcrit, to the 1wople, and '\·irt1w" is tht' \'irt11c of the 
ruler in dis(.'erning ahle men. I !is political and economil' 
idC'as ha\'t' little in crn11mm1 \\'ith Co11f11cia11 moralizing. 
Covernm<·nt is a practical techniquC' (j11ts11), and the ccon
om~· is not liasccl on thrift hut 011 sound social policies. He 
\\',JS against the iclt>a of fanatic lo~·alt~ to the lord and ach·o
<:ated some social mol>ilit~·, lwlicving that thC' lovver sanrn
rai hut not thC' (.'ommon people should he allowC'd to i111-
pr<>\'t' tlwir status. 

Ogy1-1 's vit>ws of history are clistin,guishcd h~- the sanll' 
pr,1ctical approach. The founder of a ch·nast\' plays a great 
role llt'came of the puhlic institutions ht· ha, to t·stal>lisli, 
~ et rulers often fall hel'ause of the difficult~- of pre,Tnting 
t·conomic decline. Living under the Tokugawa shogunatC', 
Ogy1-1 rejeded e\'t·n the nominal so\'ereignty of the emperor 
(an opinion his best pupil, Dazai Shumlai (1680- 17-47), 
concu1Ted in). Shintoism for Ogy11 was an im·ention of 
Ymhida I..:.anetonw ( l.J:3.5- I.SI I). Ogy11\ stand in fa\'or of 
the Tokugawa go\'ernment and his rejection of Shintoi,rn 
explain \\'h~- he was not repressed for his daring ideas and 
anti-Cl1u I lsi doctrine. 
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C1:--:o K. PIO\'ESA:--;"A, S.J. 

OKEN, LORENZ (l77~J-IS.5.5), Cerman biologist and 
philosopher, was horn at Bohlshach, Baden. I le graduated 
from the faculty of medicine at Freihurg in 180-4 and ob
tained his first professorship in medicine at Jena in 1807. 
Oken left Jena in IS ni be<:a11se as editor of the liberal 
periodical Isis he had incurred the disfavor of the authori
ties. He traveled in Cermany and France, let.'.tured at the 
L1niversity of Basel in 18:21 and 18:2:2, and after a brief 
appointment at the L1 niversity of '.\lunil'h he became pro

fessor of physiology in Zurid1, where he remained until 
his death. 

After a few rears in Jena, Oken was asked to transfer from 
medicine to philosophy. Yet ten years later, in his second 
term at Basel, he ,vas listed as professor of medi<:ine only, 
,vith no referen<:e to philosophy These changes reflect 
Oken 's de\·elopnwnt and the s11perseding of romantic 
nature philosoph\· b,· a more objecti\'(_' stud~· of natural 
phenomena. l 1 nder the influence of Schelling and the 
thinkers of the rom,rntie sd1ool, Oken's imagination-rather 
than a genuine philosophical bent-swept him on to his 
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own \'C'rsion of pliilosopliy of idt·11tit~. H i11 l1is ti111<' <>ke11 
was tho11gl1t to lw a gn·ater pliilosoplwr tli.111 ('\'t'II Scl1el
li11g, it was l>t'calls(' he had a 11rncli wider k11owl<'c}g<, of the 
natural st'i<'llt'es to illu..,trate and s11pport liis rndaphy,ics. 
His most significant hook in tl1is crn111ectio11 i.., the Lchr
lm<'h dcr Nat11 rJJhilosophie ( Elc111c11ts of l'h1jsiophi/o.\·011hu ). 
This work aroused great interest, c·s1wciall~ among the 
'.'\t'\\' E11gland transce11clcntali,ts. Oken tri<·d to estahli,h a 
l'<>rresponclt·nce bdween matlwmatical structures and 
nature, and between metaphysical t•ssences and nature. 
Fo11cl of Pythagorean mysticism, he argued that all life is 
cast in the mold of mathematical symbols. Zero is nothing
ness and the infinite at the same time. The evolution of 
positive and negative 1111mhers rn1t of zero is the l'Ounter
part of a desn~nding and ascending order of things-the 
descent being from matter (heavenly hoclies, rocks, miner
als, etl'.) to some primeval mu(.'US, while the ascent is from 
this mucus, seminated hy infosoria and helped along hy 
galvanism, through the whole scale of plant and animal life 
to man. 

\fptaphysit.'.ally, zero is Coe!. The disintegration of mat
ter to mucus and the evolution of li,·ing heings illustrate 
Cod's desire to manifest himself in nature-when he 
comes to man, he meets himself; man is a god created hy 
Cod. Theogon) turns into h~·logen~·, the creation of matter. 
B~· the same token, all that exists is emlwdded in and per
meated by an e\'erlasting stream of vitality-pantheism 
ancl vital ism combine in Oken's view of the universe and 
its parts. 

A poet in s<:ience, Emerson called Oken admiring)~·. The 
appropriateness of this remark is underlined hy Oken 
the physiologist, who regarded man as an assembly of all 
the sense organs and other bodily parts clevelopecl along the 
ascending path, and h~· Oken thl' psychologist, who saw all 
animals as l'Ontrilrnting to the psycholog~• of the crowning 
organism, man. l\lollusks gave man prudcn(.'e ancl caution, 
from the snails man received seriousness and di~nity; 
comage and nobility came from the insects , and the fish 
brought him the dowry of memory. Oken as a scientist 
with imagination nia~· have had his merits, hut as a philos
opher he was unahlt• to raise thought from the level of mat
ter, clwmistr}, ph~·siolog~-, and cosmogon~- to a level of 
creative independence. '.\I ind for Oken was merely a mir
ror in which Cod and nature (.'otild behold themselves. 

In his less poetic moods, Oken t.'.,m1e close to being a 
modern scientist. lie held, with Coethe hut independently 
of him, that the cephalic hones are a repetition of the ver
tebrae, and he was not far from establishing the cellular 
str11cture of living organisms. His publications after Physio
philosophy-Lehrb11ch der Nut11rgeschichte and Allge
meine Nat11rgeschichte fia alle Sta11de-re\'erted to the 
method of his earlier works: close oh-;ervation and faith
ful description. If in Oken's cla~'s the natural scient.'.es had 
to extrit.'.atl' themselves from preconceived mystical notions 
wrongly called philosophy, they heg today to he under
stood again in some wider context. The wheel has l'0nw 
full t.'.ircle, as it mu:--t at.'.cording to Oken's belief in the 
alternating (HO<.'.esses of dynamic expansion and nostalgic 
reduction to a state of absolute quietness, a belief reminis
cent of Nietzsdw':-- eternal re(.'urrence of the same. The 
different.'.e is that for Oken the fascination of this unending 
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spectacle ended where Nietzsche's interest in it began, 
with the arri,,al of man and the search for values. 

Principal Works by Oken 

Lclirlmc/1 der ,\/at11r11l1iloso/!l1ie, .3 ,·ok Jena. IHm)- 1K I I. 
11111no\t>d and final ed .. 18-.13. Tran~latt:>d Ii~ Alfred Tulk a, Elc-
1111'11t.,· of Phusio/1l1iloso/1l1y. London, IS-.17. 

Lclirlmch d<'r .\'a/11rgcscl1icl1tc, 5 vols. Lt:>ipzig and _k11a. 
p., I:> - J.'-i:2fr 

:\//ge111ei11e Nat1irgescl1icl1te fur a/le Sta11de. l.'3 vok Stuttgart. 
H-;:33-H,..tl. 

Works on Oken 

Ed.l·r. :\lt'\a11der, Lurc11::, Oke11. Ei11c IJiogra/lllisclll' Skizze. 
Stuttgart, 1 KKO. 

llulmer, (:eorg \\'illwln1, Okens Nat11r11liilo.\·011hie />ri11:::..iJ1il'il 
1111ll kritisc/1 /Jear/Jeitet. Boma-Lt:>ipzig, l!HH 

Schmtt:>r, Juliu,, Oke11. Der ,\la1111 1111d sei11 \\'erk. Berlin. JIJ:2:2. 

llERI\IAN:\ BOESCHE:\'STEI!\' 

0 LIV I, PETER JOHN ( 1:2--18 or l:24H- l:298l, Fwnch 
Franci~cai1 pliilosoplwr and theologian, \\'a~ horn at 
Sc·rignan in Lmguedoc. I le entered tlw order at Bc•zier~ 
aho11t l:2fil. From al,011t 1:267 to 1:27.3 he ~tudied at Pari~. 
whew lie \\'as acquainted with \\'illiam de La \larl', John 
Peckham, and \latthe\\' of Ac-qllasparta. I le recei,·ed the 
Baccalarius biblicus aho11t l:270 hut did not go 011 for a 
doctorate. He lwcanie a l~ctor at \lontpellier i11 1:27:1 and 
later was lector at :\'arbonne. After 1:27.5 lw graduall~- be
came the intellectual leader of the Spirituals, a group of 
rigorists in the order who interpreted the ,·m,· of poverty 
with great strictness. I lence the order's moderate ( :omn111-
nity party tried to undermine Olivi's authorit~, accusing 
him (with the aid of e,·idence drawn from his writing-;) of 
rash and heretical doctrines. Olivi thus became im·oh-ed i11 
a long struggle with several generals of the order, whicl1 
lasted from 1277 to 128.5. ln 128.3 aho11t .50 of l1is the~e..; 
were cens11red, and his writings were forbidden. In 1:287 
he regained his good ~tanding and became lector at Flor
ence ( 1:287 - I:28~)) and at ~lontpellier ( 128\J-12\J:2). From 
1 :2H:2 on he I ived at ;'\ arbornl<'. Even after his deatl I the 
Comnrnnit~· party tried to break his inf-luence hy pre
senting :3:3 suspect theses to the Council of Viernw 
( I.311- I.31:2), but only three· of his opinions were rejected. 
ln l.3FJ the general chapter of the order again prohibited 
his writings, and in 1:3:26 Pope John XXII censmed his 
Pustilla in Apucalypsim. 

Doctrine. Olivi was an original and d~·narnic thinker 
who was deep!~· religious, with m~'stical tendencies, h11t 
also passionate and ~omewhat intemperate. I { is style is 
overcharged hut inspired, and his thoughts are often cap
ti,·ating, in that they anticipate ~omething of modern in
tellectual d(•velopment. Although he participated in the 
Augustinian tradition, Oli\·i had a tendenc~' toward non
conformist opirnons (for example, he advocated the impe
tus theory of John Philoponus). He was not so much a 
systematic rnetaphysician as an intuitionist and a psychol
ogist. He excelled in intro~pection, often appealed to expe
rience, and was one of the first writers to use clements of 
th<' phenomenological method. I !is thought was centered 
on the idea of spiritual contemplation, which is essentiall~
an act of the will leading to a charital,le union with God. 
In the light of this union the philosopher considers the 

created uni,,erse. Although Olivi was neither a skeptic nor 
a fideist, he sharp]~· rejected Ari..;toteliani-;111 in the sense of 
a purel~- natural standard for sci(·nce and culture. His 
theological insight produced three master ideas from 
which almost all his particular philosophical opinions 
de,·oh-ed. 

Transcendence of God. Oli,·i's theodic~· is dominated by 
the concept of Cod's transcendence. Cod is "the entirely 
other": a metaph~'sical ah~·ss di,·ides him from all otl1er 
beings. He alone is the eternal; all the rest is temporary 
and mutable. Cod's power, lilwrt~', and independence are 
unlimited. His omnipotence is not qualified by tht· exist
enn· of demigod~. Hence Oli,'i rejected certain theses that 
were much discu~~ed i11 his time, name!~-, creation from 
ekrnity; actual infinit~' outside of Cod; the impossibility of 
succession in eternit~·; and the opinion that every angel 
pos~esses infused unin•rsal ideas and forms a species 
apart. llowe,·er, Oli,·i accepted St. Anselm's ontological 
argument for the exi~tence of Cod. 

Ontological and conceptual orders. Olivi's metaphysics 
and epistemolog~ were based 011 the idea that there is a 
sharp distinction, or e,,en a separation, between the on
tological ord(•r and the conceptual order; each is ruled hy 
ih o,,·11 laws and exigencie~. In ontology, Olivi empha
~ized the principle "Entities an· not umwcessarily multi
pli<'d" and he sharply attacked the idea that from tlw multi
plicity of concepts we can deduce a corresponding mul
tiplicity in tlw realm of being~. 

Olivi interprded ti}(' conceptual order according to his 
tlwor~· of th<' ratio realis, which postulates logical distinc
tion~ that arl' grounded in realit~·. (A similar theory was 
held hy llenr~· of Client.) This sort of mediate distinction 
exi~h between es~enc(' and the individual existence; be
tween a being and its transcendental attributes; and, in 
al,stract knowledge, between general and specific con
cepts. (This last point in particular inf-luenced Peter Au
reol and Willianr of Ockham.) Following this principle of 
real di~ti11cti011 (which is admitted only between things 
t·xisting in n·al separation or at least able to so exist), Olivi 
came to the conclusion that created ~pirits are composed of 
matt<>r and form; that man is crnnposed of matter a11d spirit; 
and tl1at tlwre i~ a plurality of forms in corporal beings. 

Nature of man. Olivi propos<·d a unique doctrine con
cerning the composition of ma11. The human body is ac
tualized hy corporal matter and the formae corporeitatis 
before its union witl1 tlw soul. The soul, although a unity, 
has three partial forms-the vegdative prmcipl<·, the sen
sitive principle, and the rational principlt>. He held that 
the hod~ is informed direct!~ b~· the vegetative and sensi
tin· principl<'s, but not hy tll<' rational principle, which 
rnm'e~ the other parts only through the mediation of 
spiritual matter. lfe reasoned that if the rational part of the 
soul informed the body directly, tl1e soul would no longer 
be pure!:-,· active. The view that the rational principle does 
not inform the bod~· directly was condemned by the 
Council of Vienne as heretical in denying the unity of 
man; l,y implication ( >li,·i's doctrine was seen to contradict 
the doctrine of the full humanity of Christ. 

Principle of intrinsic development. Another basic postu
late was that every substance is a wholly active and dy
namic principle which contin11ally unfolds its intrinsic 
forces, thm reaching its perfection. Olivi chief-ly applied 



this co11cept in his psycholog>' and his doctrine of knowl
edge. He rejected the theories of di\'ine illumination, of 
the actin:' and passive intellect, and of sensible and intel
ligible specil's. Inst(0 ad, he accentuated the intentional 
direction of the knowing subject to the object, so that it 
actively seize, the object. But since Oli\'i excluded the 
possibilit>· of any causal influence of the object on the 
active potencil's, soml' interpreters claim that he consid
ered th e object only as a causa tcrminativa (final cause) of 
knowledge; other scholars maintain that he inienclecl the 
object to be a kind of C<wsa cooperans (cooperative cause). 

Olivi explained the development of higher knowledge 
from lower b~· the connection of the potencies of the soul 
(colligantia potentiarum). By \'irtue of the unity of the 
spiritual matter of the soul, the act of knowledge that orig
inated in the ve getative and sen-;iti\'e parts continues in 
the rational part of the soul, causing a spiritual image to 
form there. Olivi also insisted that it is primarily the free 
will which elc,\·ates man abm·e all other creatures and 
energeticall>· stressed the will's self-determination. His 
introspective arguments in this field are important. 

Significance. In the Franciscan school, Olivi is the prin
cipal link between Bonaventure and Duns Scotus, wh(> 
repeatedly cited Olivi's opinions. Although Scotus in gen
eral appeared to combat rather than to follow Olivi, an 
important point in which he may have followed him is that 
in Oli\'i's s>·stern there is considerably less necessit>· for 
the Augustinian concept of divine concursus in the natural 
ope rations of man. Oli\·i's principal contribution to philos
oph>· was probably his description of the relations between 
the knowing subject and the object. In the field of human 
psycholog>', in which he presented a personal Augustini
anism, many of his views show an outstanding originalit>·· 
He helped to initiate the dissolution of the scholastic syn
thesis , and because of his influence on Ockham, he ma>' be 
considered a re mote precursor of Hegelian idealism and of 
phenomeno log>·. 

Works by Olivi 

Oli,·i wa~ one nl the most prolific authors of his age, A completl' 
li st of his works (some 64 pieces) may be found in D. Pacetti, P. I. 
Olivi, QQ. Quatuor de Domi11a (()11;iraechi, 19.54). 

Oli\'i 's more important philosophical writings include Co111-
me11tari11s in JV Libras Sente11tiarum, c. 1:287 -1:2!:J0, preser\'ed 
on!~· in an account of H):3 questions at Padua, Universit~· Librar}, 
l\1s~. fi.'37, 1.540, 20!:J4. Summa Quaestionum Super Se11te11tian1111, 
prohahl~• put in definitive fonn only in 12!:J.5 (incornpletP); Book 11 
(118 qu e stiom) and some questions from Book I, in B. Jansen, ed .. 
Bibliotheca Franciscana Scholastiea '.\ledii Aevi, Vok l\' - \'l (()ua
raeehi, l!:J22- W:26) ; Books III and IV are in preparation at ()uarae
ehi. F. Delomw. ed., De Perlegenclis Philosoplwn1111 Libris, in 
A11to11ia11um, Vol. 16 ( HJ41), ,'31-44. its thesis is that the pagan 
philosophers in ce rtain questions are to be criticized rather than 
follow e d. F. Delorme, ed., De Signis Volu11t11riis, in A11to11ia11um, 
Vol. :20 ( l!J4.5 ), :30!:J-330; exposes tlie real meaning of human signs. 
V Quodlibeta, \)fi que.~tion~ (Venice , 1.50!:J); 1.5 other questions in 
'.\Is . 2094 at Padua. Co11tra Dicta Doctoris in Quodlibeta, folio 4:2a
.53a. Epistola ad Raymzmdum Gau.fredi. in Quodliheta. folio 
.5le- ,5.'3a. D. Laberge, ed., Tria Scripta Apologetica, 128:3- 1285. 
in Archii-11111 Fra11cisca1111m Historicum, Vol. 28 (193.5), I 15 ff .. 
Vol. 2!:J ( 19:3fil, !:J8 ff 

Works on Olivi 

F or literature o n Oli,·i, ~ee F. Sirnoneioli, II µroblema della 
libertd 1mrn 11 11 i11 Pietro di Giova1111i Olii:i e Pietro di Trabibus 
1'.\lila11 , rn.56 ), E. Bettoni. Le dottrine filosofiche di Pietro Gio-
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r,a,rni Oliri 1'.\Iila11, 1!156, pp . . S21 -.'>27 g:i\l' ,1 liililiog:rapli\ 
throug:h l!:J.5H) , E. Stadt<·r . "1),1, Cla11IH'11~prolil( ·lll i11 s<·i1wr lk · 
de11t1111g fur di<" Ethik lwi I'. J. Oli vi," iu Fra11 ::, iska11ische St11cli1·11 , 
Vol. 42 (1960) , 22.5-296, wit!, a t·o111plek l,ililiograph~ to HJ,5\); 
C. Partee , "Peter Joh11 Olivi: lli~torical a11d Dodriual Stud~ ... i11 
Franciscan Stuclil's, Vol. 20 ( H)b0) , 2l.5-2qh , \\' . ll<wrl',, "Der 
Hl'grilf dn l11kntio11alitat lwi Oli\·i ," i11 Sclwlastik, \"ol. :31; ( HJbl I. 
2.3-48; \ '. Ile~·11(·k, in Lexiko11 fur Thcologie 1111d K.irchc , 2d ('d ., 
Jm(·pl1 I Joler and 1'.arl Hal11wr, cd~ .. \'ol. \'II 1Fn·il"1rg: , l!Jh21. Col. 
114\); :\. E111111<·11 am! F. Si111011c ioli, "La Dottrina dell '( >Ii\ 1 , ulla 
contl'mplaLione," in Studi Fra11ccsca11i , \'ol. 60 ( HJ6.'3 ), :3K2-44.5 , 
Vol. 61 ( I!:J64), 108-167. 

OMAN, JOHN WOOD (I860 - I!J:3!-:l) , philosopher of re
ligion and theologian, was a Scotsman from the Orkne>· 
Islands. After being educated at Edinburgh and Heidel
berg universities and serving for 17 years in a rural pas
torate in Northumberland, he taught for 28 years at \\'est
minster College, Cambridge, the seminary of the English 
Presbyterian <:lrnrch. The chief influence on his develop
ing thought was that of Friedrich Schleiennacher, whose 
Redc11 Oman translated into English. 

In the massive The Natural and the S11penwt11rol (l~nI) 
Oman portrays the root of religion as man's immediate 
sense of the Supernatural. The primary religious aware
ness is not inferential hut is, in word-; which Oman used to 
describe the similar conception of Schleiermacher, "in
tuition of reality, an intercourse between a universe, 
present always in all its meaning, and a spirit, responding 
with all its understanding" (p. :3fi). By the Supernatural, 
Oman does not mean the mysterious, the uncanny, or the 
miraculous hut a larger environment than physical nature, 
"a special kind of environment, which has its own particu
lar sanctions" (p. 2.1), through commerce with which man 
receives his characteristically human degree of independ
ence within his natural environment. 

The Supernatural is \·ariously conceived in different 
types of religion, as is the character of the redemption that 
the supernatural makes possihle. In primitive religion 
redemption is found hy seeking the Supernatural in na
ture as an a.1imistic force indefinitely many and yet vaguely 
one. In polytheism the Supernatural consists of individ
ual spirits that rule different parts of nature, and 
redemption means the managing of nature through its 
many divine masters. Cosmic pantheism accepts nature in 
its wholenesss as the Supernatural, while the acosmic 
mysticism of India wholly excludes nature from the Su
pernatural, as illusion. Heligions of the ceremonial-legal 
type, such as priestly Judaism and Islam, divide the Natu
ral into a sacred realm and a secular realm, cultivating the 
sacred or religious while leaving the secular outside the 
sphere of redemption. Finally, for the prophetic mono
theism of the Hebrew prophets and of Christianity re
demption is reconciliation to the Natural by finding within 
it the purpose of the one personal Supernatural. To he 
reconciled to Cod is to accept all the experiences of one's 
life as of Cod's appointing, and one 's duties as divine 
commands. Thus, prophetic religion is intensely practical 
and this-worldly . Speaking of its Old Testament repre
sentatives, Oman says, "\Vhat determines their faith is not 
a theory of the Supernatural, hut an attitude tow ards the 
Natural, as a sphere in which a victory of d eeper meaning 
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than the ,·isilile and of more abiding purpose than the 
fleeting ean he won" (p. -t ➔ S). 

Oman emphasizes that knowledge of 011r environment, 
wlwtl1er the natural or the Supernatural, does not consist 
in the mere registering of "impacts" hut always consists in 
a perception of "meaning." In order to lwcome aware of 
our environment, we must rightly interpret its impinge
ments upon 11s. "Thus knowledge is not knowledge as an 
effe<.:t of an unknown external cause, hut is knowledge as 
we so interpret that our meaning is the at:_'tual meaning of 
our environment" (p. I 7.5). In this interpretative process, 
the mind exercises a degree of freedom. That degree is 
established hy the indi\'idual frontiers of each mind, which 
are largely controlled from within and across which the 
meaning of the environment can pass only as a meaning 
recognized by the individual. 

The Supernatural presents itself to the human mind with 
the quality of the sacred or of absolute worth. To lie aware 
of the Supernatural is to recognize some sacred value that 
lays an absolute claim upon us, even if in the early stages 
of man's dealings with the Supernatural this is only an 
irrational taboo. Heligion is "essentially a dealing with an 
unseen environment of absolute worth, which demands 
worship" (p. :2:3). This recognition of and allegiance to the 
sacred frees man from the dominance of his physical sm
roundings: "I I e obtained firm footing to deal with his 
en,·ironment the moment he regarded anything as sacred, 
because he could say 'No' and was no longer its mere 
creature" (p. 8.5). 

\\'hile man's sense of the Supernatural gives him a fixed 
point amid the evanescent and a degree of freedom in 
relation to the natural, he can gain this only by exercise of 
his own freedom. For "The peculiarity of the supernatural 
environment is that we cannot enter it except as we see 
and choose it as om own" (p. :30\J). 

Oman makes no use of the attempted logi<.:al coereio11 of 
the traditional theistic proofs. Ile does not try to establish 
the truth of religion independently of religious experience. 
Rather he starts from the fact of the religious man's aware
ness of a larger supernatural environment, in terms of 
which he lives, and argues that this awareness has no 
greater need or possibility of philosophical justifieation 
than has our awareness of the natural environment. 
"Among \Vestern thinkers from Descartes onwards, at
tempts have been made to prove the existence of a ma
terial world hy other evidence than the way it environs 11s, 
llllt the result was no more reassuring for the reality of the 
natural world than for the reality of the supernatural" 
(p .. SI). 

The same basic standpoint is e,·ident in Oman's t:_·ontri
hutions to doctrinal theology, especially his Grace and 
Personality (l\Jl<J). Oman was the first of a series of hven
tieth-century Christian thinkers-such as Karl Heim, Emil 
Brunner, II H. Fanner, and John '.\lacmurray-to treat as a 
normative principle of his theoloi,!y the insight that Cod is 
the supremely personal reality, that his dealings with men 
take place in the personal realm, and that the great central 
Christian terms-revelation, faith, grace, sin, reconcilia
tion-are to be understood as part of the language of per
sonal relationship and are perverted when construed in 
nonperso11al ways. Oman taught that religious truths are 
not infallibilities declared authoritatively from heaven hut 

claim aeceptance only because they irresistibly impress 
our minds as trne, and that Cod seeks 011r trnst only by 
showing himself to he trustworthy. 

There are in Oman's works the elements of a religious 
philosophy that might well appeal to many today because 
it is co11sistently empiricist, being based upon what is 
gi,·en in human experience. I Iowever, it is often expressed 
in Oman's pages on a hii,!her level of i,!enerality, and with 
less detailed precision, than has become customary since 
he wrote, and there is therefore scope for the development 
of these same themes in more contemporary terms. 

W arks by Oman 

Vision all(/ Authority. London, 1\)02; 2d ed., W2H. 
The Prohle111 of Faith a11d Frecdo111 in the Last Two Ce11t11ries. 

London, Jq()fi, 

The Cl111rch a11d the Dil'i11e Order. London, WI I. 
The \Var (Ill(/ Its lssries. ( :amliridge, J\Jl.5. 
Cral'e a11d Perso11alitu. Cambridge, WI\J, "1th ed., l\J:11. 
The Paradox of the World: Sermo11s. < :amhridge, J\J2 I. 
The Rook of Herclatio11. Cambridge, J\J:2il. 
The Office of the Mi11istru. London, 1!128. 

Thi' Text of Hetselatio11. < :amhridge, I q2s. 
The .\'atural a,ul the S11pcnwt11ral. Cambridge, l\l.3 I. 
Co11cenii11g the ,\li11istn1. London, rn:1fi. 
l/011est Religio11. Carnli~idgt•, llJ.t l. 
A Dialogue With Cod. London, J!J.50. St•nnons. 

Works on Oman 

I lealey, F C, Heligion a11d Healif!J: The Theologu of Joh11 
0111a11. Ed111limgh, Hlli;, 

Te1111a11t, F R., "John \\'ood Oman, IHfiO- rn:1\J." Procecdi11gs of 
th<' British Acculrniy, \'ol. 2.5 WJ:1\J), :3:1:1-:1:38. 

fOIIN HICK 

ONTOLOGICAL ARGUMENT FOR THE EXIS
TENCE OF GOD. The Ontological Argument for the 
existC'nce of Cod was first propounded by Anselm (c. I 033-
1 l09l, alihot of Bee and later archbishop of Canterbury, in 
his Proslogion (Chs. 2-4) and in his Reply to a contempo
rary critie. 

He hegi11s (Proslogion 2) \\'ith the concept of God as 
"something tha11 which 11othing greatPr can be conceived" 
(aliq11id quo nil1il mai11s cogitari possit, and o ther equiva
lent formulations). It is clear that by "greater" Anselm 
means "more perfect." (Sometimes he uses melius, "liet
tl'r," instead of maiw,, "greater": for instance, Proslogion 
I ➔ and 18.) Since we have this idea, it follows that "Some
thing than whieh nothing greater can lw conceived" at 
least exists in our minds (in intellectu) as an object of 
thought The question is whether it also exists in extra
mental realit,, (in re). Anselm argues that it must so exist, 
since otherwise we should he able to conceive of some
thing greater than tl1at than which nothing greater can be 
conceived-which is absmd. Therefore "Something than 
which nothing greater ean be coneeivet:_)" must C'xist in 
reality. 

In Proslogion 3 Anselm adds that "Some thin g than 
,vhich nothing greater can be conceived" exists in the 
truest and greatest way (verissime et maxime esse); for 
whereas anything else can be conceived not to exist (an d 
thus exists only contingentl~'), "Something than which 
nothing greater cau he conceived" can not be conceived 
not to exist (and thus exists necessarily). For that which 
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cannot he cmH·ein'd 11ot to 1·,ist is greater than that which 
ca11 lw concci\'cd not to e,ist, a11d therefor<· only that 
which cannot he t·oncei\'cd not to 1·xist is adequate to the 
notion of .. Sornething a greater tha11 which cannot he 
conceived." 

Anselm e,plains (in his Responsio) that hy a hei111.!' 
\\'liich cannot he cnncei\'l·cl not to exist he means one that 
is eternal in the sense of ha\'ing no beginning or encl and 
alwa:,.'s existing as a whole, that is, not in successive 
phases. lie argues that if such a being can he concei\'ed, it 
must also exist. For the idea of an eternal heing which has 
either ceased to exist or has not :,et come into existence is 
self-contradictory; the notion of eternal existenee excludes 
both of these possibilities. This latter argument has heen 
revived and developed in our own da:, (~ee helow). 

\Ian:,.' of the earliest manuscripts of the Proslogio11 con
tain a contemporary criticism (attributed in two of the 
manuscripts to one Ca11nilo of ~Iannoutin) together with 
Anselm's rep I>'· The criticism, summed up in the analog:,.· 
of the island, is directed against Anselm's argunwnt as 
presented in Proslogion :2. Ca11nilo sets up what lw s11p
poses to he a parallel ontological arg11rnent for the exist
ence of an island more perfect than an>· known island: 
such an island must exist, since otherwise it \\'ould he less 
perfect than any known island, and this would lw a contra
diction. In reply Anselm develops the reasoning of Proslo
gion ,3. 11 is argument cannot he applied to islands or to 
anything else whose nonexistence is concei,·able, for 
whatever can be conceived not to exist is eo ipso less than 
"Something than which nothing greater can lw con
ceived." Only from this latter notion can we (according to 
Anselm) deduct' that there must he something corre
sponding to it in realit:,.·. 

Perhaps the most valuable feature of Anselm's argument 
is its formulation of the Christian concept of Cod. Augus
tine (De Libero Arbitrio ll, 6, 14) had used the definition of 
Cod as one "than whom there is nothing superior." The 
Ontological Argument could not be hased upon thi, no
tion, for although it is true h:v- definition that the most per
fect being that there is, exists, there is no guarantee that 
this being is Cod, in the sense of the proper object of 
man's v,:orship. Anselm, however, does not define Cod as 
the most perfect being that there is but as a l>eing than 
whom no more perfect is even conceivable. This repre
sents the final development of the monotheistic concep
tion. Cod is the most adequate concei\'able ohject of wor
ship; there is no possihlity of another realit:v· beyond him 
to which he is inferior or subordinate and which would 
thus he an even more \\'orthy recipient of man's de\'otion. 
Thus metaphysical ultimacy and moral ultimacy coincide; 
one cannot ask of the most perfect conceivable heing, as 
one can of a first cause, necessary being, 1111mo\·ed mover, 
or designer of the world (supposing such to exist) \\'hether 
men ought to worship him. Here the religious exigencies 
that move from polytheism through henotheism to ethical 
monotheism reach their logical terminus. And the credit 
belongs to Anselm for having first formulated this central 
core of the ultimate concept of deit:v·. 

Descartes's argument. Anselm's argument was rejected 
b> Aquinas in favor of the Cosmological Argument and as a 
const>qnence ,vas largely neglected during the remainder 
of the medieval period. It was, howe\'er, again brought 

into promi11c1H'<' I>>· l)est'artes in tlw s<'\T11tec·11th t·c·11t11r:v. 
and mo,t ,uhsequent di,c11s,i011, ha,·1· he<'ll ha"·d 11po11 
Descartes\ forn1ubtio11. D1·scart1·, 111ad1· 1·,plicit the pre
supposition of th<· ar~11111ent that e,i,t1·11C<' is an attril)l1tc· 
or predicate which, like other preclicat<>s, a gi\'<'11 x t·a11 
meaningfully he ,aid to ha\·e or to lack. Ile claims that jmt 
as the idea of a triangle 11eL·essaril:v· includes among the 
clefinin~ attributes of a triangle that of ha\·in~ its three 
internal a11glcs equal to two right .m~ks, so the icl1·a of a 
suprernely perfect being (a different formula from An
selm's) necessaril:v· includes the attribute of e,istt·11ce. 
Conseq11ently we ca11 no more think, without contradic
tion, of a suprcmel:v· perfect hein~ which lacks e,istence 
than of a triangle which lacks three sides. 

Descartes considers the follo\\'ing objection: from the 
fact that in order to he a triangle a figme must ha\·e three 
sides it does not follow that there act11ally are an:v· trian
gles; and likewise in the case of the cm1cept of a supreme-
1:v· perfect heing. His repl:v· i, that whereas the notion, or 
essence, of a triangle does not include tlw attrihut<' of 
existence that of a supremel:v· 1wrfect hei11g dell's, and that 
therefon· i11 this special case ,,·e are c11titled to infer 
existence from a L'oncept. 

Kant's criticism. Descarte,'s ,·ersion of the Ontolog
ical Argument had some important contemporar:v· critics
for example, Cassendi and Catems-l)llt the classic criti
cism is that of Immanuel Kaut. This rno,·es 011 t\\'o le,·els. 
First, ll'avin~ the argument's presuppositions for the mo
ment unchallenged, he grants the analytic conrn·ction 
which Descartes had affirmed between the com·ept of Goel 
and that of e,iste11cc. In the proposition "A perfect heing 
exists" \\'e cannot without contradiction affirm the subject 
and reject the predicate. But, he points out, we can without 
eontradiction elect not to affirm the subject together with 
its predicate. \\'e can reject as a whole the complex co11-
cept of an existing all-perfect being. 

Second, howe,·er, Kant rejects the assumption tl1at 
existence is a real predicate. If it \\'<•re a real, and not 
merely a grammatical, predicate, it would he ahle to form 
part of the definition of Cod, and it could then he an ,ma
)>·tic truth that Cod exish. But existential propositions 
(propositions asserting existence) arc alwa:,.·s s:v'nthetic, 
alwa:,.·s true or false as a matter of fact rather than as a rnat
ter of definition. Whether an:v· specified kind of thing exists 
can he determined 0111:,.· h:,.· the tests of experience. The 
function of "is" or "exists" is not to add to the content of a 
l'Oncept hut to posit an ohiect answering to a concept. 
Thus, the real contains no more than tlH, possild1· (a 
huncln•d real dollars are the same in number as a lrnndred 
imagined ones); the difference is that in the one case tlw 
concept docs and in the other case it does not correspond 
to something in reality. 

Russell's analysis. Essentiall:v· the same point-so far as 
it affects the Ontological Argument-has heen made in tllC' 
twentieth century b:v· Bertrand Russell in his theon· of 
descriptions. This in\'oh-es an analysis of positi\'C' and 
negative existential propositions, according to which to 
affirm that x·s exist is to affirm that there are ohjects an
swering to the description "x," and to dem that ./sexist is 
to deny that there are an>· such ohjects. The tundion of 
"exists" is thus to assert the in,tantiation of a gi\'ell con
cept. "Cows exist" is not a statenwnt about l'O\\'S, to the 
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effect tk1t the~ h,n·e the attribute ot existing, but about the 
cor1cept or description '\_·o,,·." to tht' t'ffect that it ha ... in
,t,lllce,. If thi.., i-., -.,o, then the proper theological q_ut",tion 
i, not ,,·hether a pnfect being, in ordn to he perfect. mu ... t 
togetlwr \\"ith ih other ,1ttrihutes kl\ e the attribute ot 
exi,tence but ,,·hether the concept ot an 1exi,ting) perrect 
hL'ing has an in..,Lrnce. Thi-., <JllL'..,tion cannot lie determined 
a priori, ,1, tl1e Ontological .-\rgument profe,,es to do. h~ 
in-.,pection uf the concept ol Goel. The nature of thought on 
the 01w hand c1ncl of the extramental ,,·oriel on tht' othl'r. 
,md of the difference bet\\'een them. i.., such that tlwre c,111 
be no , alid infert'n<.e from the thought uf ,1 1.?:i, en kind ot 
being to the conclu ... 10n that tlwre i, in fact a being of th,1t 
kind. Thi-., i-., the fundamental logic,1! objection to tlw On
tological . .\rgument. 

Hegelian use of the argument. Prior to I...:,111t. tlw On
tological . .\rgument had been thee! b~ ~p111oz,1 and Leib
niz. Sinct' I...:ant. tlw form of it \\'hich he cli-.,cu-.,-.,t'd h,1.., 
remained undl'r the hea,-~ cloucl of his critici'1n. Hm,·e, l'r. 
Hegel and hi-., -.,chool put the ,ugunwnt to ,1 ,1inw,,·h,1t 
different me . . .\, Hegt'i him-.elt t':-.pre-.,-.,ed it. "In the ca ... e 
of the finite. exi-.,tence dot's not corrt' ... pond to the :\otion 
Bcgriffe. On the other hand, in the cast' of the Infinite. 

\\'hich i, clt'termined \\'ithin itself, the realit~ mu,t corn_•
,pond to the :\otion Begriffel; this i-., the Idea 1Jdce, the 
unit, ol -.,ubjec-t ancl oliject" \'orlesunge11 ubcr die Philos
ophic dcr Religion, \'ol. IL p. -1,9l. Othern·i..,e ... tatecl. Being 
ihelL or the .\h..,olute, i-., the pre ... uppo-.,ition of all exi-.,tence 
ancl all thought. If finitt' being.., exi-.t, Being exi-.,h. \\'hen 
being.., think. Being come-., to -.,elf-consciou-.,11ti..,-.,; and in 
the rea ... oning of the Ontological . .\rgument, finite thinking 
i, con-.,cious of it... m,·n ultimatt' ground, the rt',t!it~ of \\'hich 
it cannot rational!~ dem. 

The defect ot thi-., argument i-., that ih ccmchhio11 i, 
either tri, i,d or exct',,i,·t'I~ unclt'ar. It i.., tri,·ial it the real
it~ of Being i-., s~ nonymou ... ,,·ith tht' exi-.tence of the ... um 
of finite beirn:1:-.,, hut on the other hand, it i-., so unclt'ar a-., to 
he ,carcel~ inten_•-.,ting if Being i-., regarded a.., a metaph~ ..,_ 
ical qu,111tit~ ,,·ho-.,e cli,tinction from the ... um of finite 
being.., cannot he explicated. 

Tlw use of the argume11t in earl~ t\\"entieth-centur~ 
French "refle:-.i, t'.. philo ... ophy 1-.,ee bihliograph~ I h,1 ... 
atfinitit''- ,,·ith the Hegelian me. 

Contemporary discussions. Di-.,cus-.ion of the Ontolog
ic,11 . .\rgunwnt has continued throughout the modl'rn pe
riod ,me! i, perhaps a-., acti, e tnda, a-., at an~ time in the 
pa,t. For there i, perennial fascination in a piece of rea
,oning ,,·hich emplo~.., -.,uch fundamental C()ncepts, oper
ate, ..,o subtly \\'ith them, ,rnd profes~t'S to clt'mon-.,trate ,o 
momentou ... ,1 conclusion. 

_.\mong tlwologian .... attempt... h,l\·e been made to rnain
t,1in the ,·alue of tht' argunwnt. not as a proof of CoJ's 
exi,tence but as an exploration of the Christian undn
-.,tanding of Coe!. Thus, Karl Barth regards the proof a.., an 
unfolding of the significanct' of Cod's re,·elation of himself 
a ... One ,,·horn the belie,·er i, prohibited from thinking a-., 
less than tlw highe ... t conct'i,·ahlt' realit~·- On this ,·ie,,· 
. .\nselm's argunwnt does not -.,t'ek to com·ert the atheis t but 
rather to lead an alre,1cl~- formed Chri ..,tian faith into a 
deeper uncler-.,tancling of it-, object. .\gain, Paul Tillich 
treated the theistic proofs as expre..,sions of the question of 

Cod that i-., 1111plied in our human finituclt'. They anal~-ze 
different aspect... of the human situation, showing IHJ\\' it 
points to Goel. Thus, the Ontological Argument "sho\\"-., 
that an a\\'areness of tht' infinite i-, included in man's 
a,,·,nenes-., of finitucle." This i-., in effect a Hegelian me of 
tlw ,ugum<.'nt. 

Hartshorne and Malcolm . . .\t the same time, some con
temporar\ philosopher ... -t'speci,t!I~ Charles Hartshonw 
and :\orman \lalcolm-h,l\·e re\'i,t'd tlw st'cond argument. 
or ... econcl form of the argument. found in . .\nselm's Proslo
gion 1:3) and in hi.., Responsio to Caunilo. As they ha,e 
reconstru<:tt'd it, this Mgument start.., from the premise that 
the concept of Cod ,1" eternal. se lf-exi-.tent hein,g is such 
that the question \\'ht'ther Cod t'xi-.;h cannot he a contin
gt'nt que ... tion hut mu-.,t he one of logical nect'ssit) or im
po,sibilit~ .. .\ being \\"ho exish, but of \\'horn it is concei,·
able that he might nut haH· exi~ted. \\'Ould be less than 
CocL for only a bt'ing ,,·hose exi,tence is necessary rather 
than contingent can be that than \\'hich nothing greater i.., 
concei,,abk. But if such a necessary heing does not exis t, it 
mtht lw a nece-.,-.,ar, rather than a contingent fact that lw 
doe-., not exi..,t. Thm Cod's exi..,tence i-. eithn logi ca ll~
nece-.,sar~ or logicall~ impo-.,..,ible. Ho,,·e,,er, it has not 
lieen sho,,·n to lw impos-;ible-that i-.,, tlw concept of such 
a heinl.( h,b not bl'en ... hm,·n to he -.,elf-contradictor~ -and 
tht·refore \\"t' mu-.t conclude that Cod necessaril~- exi-. ts. 

IL1rt-.,i10rne formalizes the argunwnt as follo\\'s: 

11\ q-->Xq 

1:?. Xqv-Xq 
:1 - .\'q - X-Xq 

-11 Sq v .\'-Sq 
.'5 .\·~-sq- s-4 

n .\'qv.\'-q 
-;-, -S-q 

,/-i1 Sq 
1~J1 Xq-4 
1()) q 

" . .\n-.dm 's principle": pnfection 
co11lcl not exi-.,t contingen t!~ 

Excluded midcllt' 
Fmm of Beckt'r's po-., tulate : mo

dal ~tatu-., i-., al\\'ay-., necessary. 
Inference from(:?., :3) 
Infuence from (1): the necessary 

faJ-.,it~ of tlw consequent im
plie, that of the antecedent 
modal form of modus tollens ) 

Inference from (-1, .')) 
Intuiti,e po-.tulatt' 1or conclusion 

from other thei-.tic arguments): 
perfection i-. not impossible 

Infnt'nce from Io, 7) 
\loclal axiom 
Inference from 1h, !-:l) 

In thi, formalization q ... tancl, for 13x)Pxi"Thert' is a pt'rfect 
lwi11g" or "Perfection e.xi-.,t-,"); .\' means "anal~·tic or L
trne. true b~- nece-.,-.,it~ of the meanings of the te rm s t'm
plo~ eel"; a11d-> -.ignifie-., -.trict implication. 

Criticism. The ahc)\"t' ,ugunwnt St't'ms to depend upon a 
confu..,ion of t,n) different concept-. of necessary heing. 
Tl1t' distinction innih-t'cl i-. important for tlw t'luciclation of 
the idea of Cod and repre-.,ents one of the point... at \\'hich 
-.,tucl~ of the Ontological . .\rgument can be fruitful e,·en 
though the argument it...elf faik The t\\'o concepts art' those 
of logical necessity and ontological or factual necessity. In 
modern philosophy, logical necessity is a concept which 
app!it'.., on!~- to proposi tion s; a proposition is logica lly 
nect's-.,ary if it i-. tru e in ,·irtue of the meanings of the terms 
compo ... ing it. And it is a basic e mpiricist principle that 
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existential proposition~ cannot hl' logicall> m·cl'ssan·. In 
other ,,·<nds, whether or not a gi\'C_'n kind of entity l'.Xi:sh i:s 
a question of experiential fad ancl not ol' the mies of la11-
guage. On this ,·il'W, the notion of a logical!:, necessary 
being is inaclmis.,ihle, for it would mean that thl' exi~ten
tial proposition "Cod exists" is logical!>· true or trne ll\· 
definition. llo,,·e,·er, Anselm's principle, which i, used a:s 
the first premise of Hartshorne\; ar_gument, was not that 
Cod is a logicall>· necessar> being (in this modern sense) 
hut that Cod i:s an ontologically or foctnall> rn·cessar>· b e
ing, For, as noted above, Anselm was explicit that h~· a 
being ,,·hose nonexistence i-.; inconcei\'ahle he meant a be
ing who exists without beginning or encl and always as 
a whole. (Th is is \'irtuall>· the scholastic notion of aseity, 
from a se essc, "self-existence," that is, eternal and inde
pendent existence.) lnterpreti11g "For Cod to e.xist is for 
him to exist necessaril>·" (prop. 1) in this way, we can 
validl>· infer from it that Cod's existence is ontological!>· 
either necessary or impossible (prop. 6). For if an eternal 
being exists, he cannot, cornpatihl~· with tl,e concept of 
him as eternal, cease to exist: thus his l'Xistence is neces
sary. And if such a being does not exist, he cannot, com
patibl>· with the concept of him as eternal, come to e.xist: 
thus his existence is impossible. 

However, it does not follcnv from this that an eternal 
being in fact exists hut onl>· that if such a being exists, hi.-.; 
existence is P11tologically necessary, and that if no such 
being exists, it is impossible for one to exist. Hartshorne's 
argument can advance from proposition 6 to its conclusion 
only b>· assuming at this point that it has been estahlishec! 
that the existence of Cod is (not, or not on!~·, ontological!> 
but) logically necessary or impossible. He can then rule 
out the latter alternati\'e (prop. 7), and conclude that Cod 
necessarily ex ists (prop. 8) and hence that he exists (prop. 
IO). Thus, in propositions 1 - 6 "necessary" means "on
tological!~· necessar~·"; in propositions 6-10 it means 
"logically necessar<"; and proposition 6 itself is the point 
at which the confusion occurs. (The same illicit shift be
tween the notions of ontological and logical necessity can 
be obser\'ed in ~talcolm's version of the argument.) 

The conclusion to be drawn is that the Ontological Ar
gumen t, considered as an attempted logical demonstration 
of the exis tence of Cod, fails. 1 n both of the forms \\'hich 
are found in Anselm, and which are still matters of discus
sion toda~·, the flaw in the argument is that while it estab
lishes that the concept of Coe! involves the idea of God's 
existence; and indeed of Cod's necessary (in the sense of 
eternal) existence, it cannot take the further step of estab
lishing that this concept of an eternal!~ existent heing is 
exemplified in reality. 
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JJlatio11s Presented to the Dollli11inrn Tertiaries of Glasgo1c ( Lo11-
don, HJ-19). pp. :3:2-38; P L. \I. P11ech, "hllns Scotm et 
!'argument de saint Anselme," i11 Nos Cahiers (HJ.3i). 18:3-HJ!J; 
A. Runze, Der 011tologische Gottcsbewcis, kritische 1Jarstcll1111g 
seiner Geschichte seit Ansel Ill his auf die Cege11wart I I lallc, 
1882); 0. Herrlin. The O11tological Proof i11 Tlwmistic a11d Ka11t
ia11 Interpretatio11 (llppsa la, JY,50); Roliert :\tiller, "The Ontolog
it·al Argument in St. Anselm and Dl'~cartes." in The Modern 
Schoolma11 1rn.5-t-W5,5). :3-tl-3-tq. and (l!:J,5,5-HJ.Sfil. :31-:3,'-i, and 
Ale:-.andre i(o\ ri·. Essai sur /'idce de Vieu ct /cs 1ne11u's de son 
existe11ce chez Descartes (Paris, 19:2:2). 

De,cartes's own ,·t•rsion of the argunwnt occurs in hi, Medita
tions (V, but see also III). Spinoza use~ the argument in his Eth
ics, Part 1, Props. i-11. Leibniz' \'ersion is found in his New 
Essa us Co11<'emi11g H11111a11 U11dcrsta11di11g, Book !\', < :l1. 10 and 
Appcndi:-. .\., and i11 hi, i\Io,wdo/ogy, Sec,. 4-1--tS. !(ant', critici.,m 
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of ti)(' arguuwut 1111 ih Cart<·~ian forn1) ocL·1ir, i11 hi~ Criti((III' of 
l'11rc Reason, Tran~cendental Dialectic, Book 11, Ch. iii, Sec. -!. 

The llegelian 11~e of the argu111e11t is to lie found in lkg<'l's 
\'url<'.rn11gen 11/Jcr die Philoso/)hie der Hcligio11, P. \larlwi11t>ke, ed. 
I Berlin, 18.12), Ap1wndix: "Hewebe fur das Da~ein Colics," \'ol. 11, 
pp. -!fiG--18.1, tramlated by E. B. Spl'irs and J. B. Sander~on as 
Lect11res 011 the Philoso1>hy of Heligio11 (London, l8~J.5), \'ol. Ill, 
pp. :3-17-367, and in Vorles1111ge11 11/Jer die Ceschichte der l'hi!oso
/Jhie, k. L. .\liclwlet, ed. (Bt'rlin, 18:36), Vol. Ill, pp. H-i-1- lh~J. 
translated hy E. S. llaldane and F. II. Si111son as Lectures 011 the 
History of I'hiloso/)hy (London, 18!!6), \'ol. lll, pp. b:?.-h7: Ed
ward Cain!, "Amcl111\ Argument for the Being of Cod," in]ourrwl 
of Theological St11dies, \'ol. l (l8!-JY), 2:3-:3!-J: E. E. Harris, Rer,e/u
tion Thru11gh Reason (:\ew I L1,·(•11, 19.51-;), l'aul Tillich, "The Two 
Type~ of l'hilosophy of Hl'ligion," i11 his Theology of C11lt11re 
l:\<·w York, l!-J.5!-J): and H. C. Colli11gwood, An Essay 011 Philu
SO/Jhirnl Method (Oxford, nn:3). Collingwood'~ ll~t' of tl1<· argu
lllt'nt wa, critici1.l'd h~ Cillll'rt H~·le i11 "\Ir. Collingwood aqd the 
()11tologiL"al :\rgu111cnt," i11 A/ill(/, :\.S. \'ol. -!-!, :\o. 17-! (HJ:3.'i), 
I.17- 1.51. Tlien· i~ a repl~- to H~·ll' Ii~ E. E~ Harris in A/ill(/, :\.S. 
\'ol. -1.5, 0.0. p.:o I rn:3fi), -17-1--180, and a reJoi11dt·r l,y H~ I(' Ill A/ill(/, 
:\.S. \'ol. -16, :\o. 181 ( HJ:37), .5.3-.57. Thi~ discu~sio11 i~ reprinted 
in !lick and .\lcCill, <'<k, O/>. cit. 

For the argunwnt i11 rece11t Fn·nch "reflcxi\'l·" philo~oph~, ,ec 
\I. IH011del, L'Actiu11 (Pari~. l8~J:3 and l!-J.50), L'Etrc ct /cs arcs 
(Paris, I!-J.1.5), a11d La Pens<;e (l'aris, HJ.1-! and HJ-18), 1- l'aliard, 
lnt11itio11·ct riflcxion (l'ari~. l!-J:2.5); and A. Forest, "L':\rg11111c11t d1· 
saint :\n"·l111c dam la pl,ilmophie r<'.•fkxi,·t·," in S/)icilegi11n1 Bff· 
£-env1·. pp. :?.7:3-:2.~J-!. tra11,l.1tcd Ii, A. <:. .\IcCill in lli('k a11d \l<-
Cill, l'<k, <>/>. cit. · 

Some importa11t contt'mporary pliilo~opliiL"al di,t·11s~io11~ are 
C. D. Broad, "Arg1111H 0 11h for the Exi~tem·e of Cod," i11 ]011mal of 
Theological St11dies, Vol. -10, :\o. 1.57 (_la11uar~· HJ:3~J), _I. :\. Fi11d
la~·. "Can Cod', E\i,te11ce He D,~prm·edr," i11 ,\li11d, :\.S. \'ol. 
:J7, :\o. :226 (UJ-18), 17<-i-18.3, repri11ted in A.(;,:\. Flew a11d 
Ala~dair .\ladntyre, ed~., New Essays i11 Philuso/)hical Thcologu 
I London, UJ.58), :\ichola~ Ikscher, "The 011tologiL"al Proof Hcvi,
itcd," in :\11stralasia11 ]011mal of Philosophy, \'ol. :37, :\o. :2 
( HJ.5!-J), (:38-1-18: William I'. Al~ton, "Th<' ( )ntologi!'al Arg111rn·11t 
H<·visited," in Philoso/)hirnl Rl'l:iew, \'ol. fi~J. i'\o.-! (IUfiO), 1.5:2-
-17-i, :\orman .\lalcol111, ":\ns!'ln1's 011tologil'al .-\rgnnll'llt" (wl' 

aho\'e), Charlt's I larhhonw, The Logic of Perffftiu11 (see aluiv1· I, 
ler01ne Shaffer, "E\i.,lellL't', l'redicatio11 and the ( )11tologil'al 
Arg1111wnt," in Mill(/, :\.S. \'ol. 71, No. 28:3 ( Hlfi:2), :307 ...;32,,5, rc
pri11tcd i11 I lick and .\kCill, c<k, O/>. cit.; and a di~(·11,,io11 Ii, 
H. E. Allen, Hazid Aliclso11, Terpm•e Perwll111111, Alvin Pla11ti11ga, 
and l'a11l ll(•nle in I'hiloso/)hical Ret'iew, \'ol. 70, :\o. I (HJhl), 
,5fi- lmJ. 

On tlie notion~ of "exisll'nce" and "ncccs~ar\' e\islt·m·1·," ,t·1· 
Bcrtrand R11~sell, "The Philosophr of Logical Atii111i'111" ( HJIH). 111 
hi~ Lugic am[ K11uwlcdge, H. C. .\larsli, ed. (Lo11do11, HJ.5fi), C. K 
.\loorc, "b Existence a Prcdicatcr," in PAS, Supp. \'ol. l,'j ( HJ:3f-i), 
reprinted in A. C. \! Flt:>w, <'d., Logic a11d Language, 2d series (( Jx
ford, HJ.5~)); William K11ealc, "h ExistenL"e a Predicate·~," in PAS, 
Supp. \'ol. 1.5 ( HJ:3G), reprinted in Herbert Feigl and Wilfrid Sel
lars, e1k, Readings i11 Philoso/)hical Analysis I :\c\\' York, HJ.t9), 
( ;,·ori.w :\aklmikian a11d \\'. C. Salmon, "'Exists' a~ a PrediL"ate," 
in Philosophical Rel'icw, \'ol. fiG, :\o. -! ( l!-J.57), ,5,3,5-.5-12: !01111 
llick, "God as Ncct'ssar~· Being," in .Joumal of Philo.rn11hy,·\'ol. 
.57, l':m. :2:2-23 ( l~)fiO), 72.5-7,1-1, and Terence Penellu11n, "Divin<· 
:\ece~~ity," i11 Mind, :\.S. \'ol. f·i9, :\o. 27-! ( l!-J60), 17.5- IKfi. 

JOHN HICK 

ONTOLOGY. The term 011tologia was coined Ii~· scholas
tic writers in the seventeenth centur~·. Rudolf CoclC'nius, 
who mentioned the word in 16:36, may have been the first 
user, hut the term was such a natural Latin coinage and 
began to appear so regularly that disputes about priority 
are pointless. Some writers, such as Abraham Calovius, 
used it interclwngeabl~· with metaphysica; others used it 
as the name of a subdivision of metaphysics. Johannes 

CLrnherg 11622-166.5), a Cartesian, coined instead the 
term 011tosophia. By the time of Jean-Baptiste Duhamel 
( 162A-170f-i), ontology was clearly distinguished from 
natural theolog~-. Th<' othn subdivisions of metaphysics 
are cosmology and psycholog~·, from which ontology is also 
distinguished. Thus, outologia as a philosophical term of 
,irt was already in existence when it was finally canonized 
Ii~· Christian \Vol ff ( 167\J-17,54) and Alexander Gottlieb 
Baumgarten ( 171-t- 1762). 

Wolff. For the authors mentioned above, the subject 
matter of ontology was being as such. "Being" was under
stoocl univocally, as h.r,·ing one single sensP. Ontology can 
therefore claim as ancestors Duns Scotus and \Villiam of 
Ockham, rath<'r than Aquinas. ln the case of \Vol ff himself, 
Leibniz was a stronger influence than scholasticism, but in 
his Philosophia Prima Sine 011tologia, Wolff rC'fers expli
citly to Francisco Su{ncz. According to Wolff, the method of 
outolog~ is d<'ducti\'(:'. The fundamental principle applying 
to all that i-,, is the principle of noncontradiction, which 
holds that it is ,: prop<'rt~· of being itself that no being can 
hoth ha,·e and not ha,·e a given characteristic at one and the 
same time. From this, \Volll' believed, follows the principle 
of sufficient reason, name!~·, that in all cases there must he 
some suthciPnt rl'aso11 to explain why any being exists 
rather than does not exist. The univt-rse is a collection of 
bei11gs eacl1 of which has an essence that the intellect is 
capable of grasping as a cl<'ar and distinct idea. The prin
cipl<' of sufficient reason is invoked to explain why some 
<·ssences hav<• had existence conferred on them and others 
ha,·<· not. The trnths about beings that are deduced from 
indubitable first principles an· all necessary trnths. Thus, 
ontolog~ has nothing to do with the contingent order of the 
world. 

The infllll'lll't" of late scl1olasticism (or of what Etienne 
Cil-,on calls "essentialism") on rationalist metaphysics was 
rep.rid in ki11d, for the division of metaphysics into ontol
og,·, cos11mlog~·, and psychology found its way hack into 
scholastic manuals, where it has persisted until very re
Cl·ntl~-- :\long with this division, there persisted the dew 
that being constitutt·s an ind<'p<'ndent subject matter over 
and above the subject matter of the special sciences. The 
persistence of this view is p<'rhaps to he explained by 
cultmal ratlll'r than h~· intellectual factors. ln the eight
eenth and nineteenth centuries scholasticism was isolated 
in seminari<'s until !'opt> Leo XIII guided Thomism back 
i11to intellect11al debate. 011ly in this way was scholasti
cisrn able to avoid the nemesis (in the form of 1-.:ant) that 
awaited rationalist nwtaphysics. 

Kant. In the written announcement of lectures given 
from 176,5 to 1766, Kant treated ontology as a subdivision 
of metaphysics that included rational psychology hut was 
distinguished, in his case, from empirical psychology, 
cosmology, and what lw called the "science of Cod and the 
world": "Then in 011tology 1 discuss the more general 
properties of things, the difference between spiritual and 
material beings." Hut when Kant came to write the Cri
tique of Pure Reason, he settled matters with ontology 
once and for all. The two key passages are the discussion 
of the second antinomy of pure reason and the refutation of 
the ontological argument. 'Wolff had argued a priori that 
the world is composed of simple substances, themselves 



neither percei\"<·d nor possessing extension or shapt', a11d 
ead1 of tlwm tWfl'rc,nt, and that physical oh_i1·cts an· com
posite , collt·dions of such suhstanct·s. In the secorHI a11ti11-
orn~· the thesis is that "c,·er~· composite s11l>sta11ce i11 tlw 
world consists of simple parts, and nothing t•xists any
where that is 11ot either simple or co111posed of simple 
parts "; and the proof that Kant pres<'nted is effectively 
\Volffian. But he presented an equal!~· powerful proof for 
th e antithesis, name!~·, that "no composite thing in the 
world consists of simple parts, and there exists nothing 
simple any\\'here." In exposing the shared fallacy of both 
proofs, Kant made it impossible e\'er again to accept ontol
og~· as a deductive hody of necessar!· truths that is akin to 
geometr~· in form but has being as its subject matter. l lis 
analysis of existence in his refutation of the Ontological 
Proof is a counterpart to this. 

Since Kant, the most inHuential use of the term "ontol
og~·" outside scholastic manuals has hecn in the writings 
of Heidegger and ()uine. Both have been greeted by scho
lastic writers as engaged in essentially the same l'nterprise 
as they themselves, Father D. A. Drennen taking this view 
of Heidegger, and Father I. ~1. Boche11ski of ()uine. 

Heidegger. In regard to Heidegger's ontology, Father 
Drennen is perhaps partly correct. Heidegger wished to 
explain what character being must have if human con
sciousness is to be what it is. He began hy quarreling with 
the principle of sufficient reason in its Leibniz-Wolff 
form. This, he said, is an inadequate starting point for 
ontolngy because the question "\Vh!· is there something 
rather than nothing?" presupposes that we already know 
what being and nothing are. I leidegger treated .. Being" 
and "Nothing" as the names of contrasted and opposed 
powers whose existence is presupposed in all our judg
ments. In negati\'t> judgments, for example, to speak of 
what is not the case is implicit!~· to refer to Nothing. Hei
degger's ontolog~·, however, was not deductive or even 
systematic in form. It proceeds at times hy the exegesis of 
poetry or of the more aphoristic fragments of the pre
Socratic philosophers and is thus very different from scho
lastic ontology. 

Quine. In the case of Quine, the name "ontolog~:· has 
been in fact given to a quite different set of preoccupa
tions. Quine has !wen concerned with two close!!· allied 
questions: To the existence of what kind of thing does 
belief in a given theory commit us? And what are the rela
tions between intensional and extensional logic'r His an
swer to the first question is that to he is to lie the value of a 
, ·ariable: we haw• to admit the existence of that range of 
possible entities for which names could occur as values for 
those ,·arialiles without which we could not state our he
liefs. His answer to the second question is that intensional 
logics and exten,ional logics in.volve the admission not 
mere!~· of different hut of incompatilile types of entit~·. 
"Both sorts of entity can be accommodated in the same 
logic only with the help of restrictions such as Church's, 
which ,en·e to keep them from mixing, and this is \'ery 
nearly a matter nf two separate logic , with a universe for 
each" (From A Logical Point of View, p. 1.57). 

It is c lear that ()uine's logical preoccupations are in fact 
re le,·a11t to \Volff and the scholastics only in that an under
standing of ()uine's inquiries would preclude one from 
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tn·ing to c011struct a deductive 011tolog~ i11 the 111od1· of 
St1,0

ff('i'. or Wolff. 
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ALASDAIR .\IACINTYHE 

OPE RATIONALISM is a program "'hich aims at linking 
all scientific concepts to e:-..perimental procedures and at 
cleansing science of ope rationall~· u11definable terms, 
which it regards as being devoid of empirical meaning. 
Scientists adopted the operational approach to their suh
jt•d before the principles of operationalism were made 
articulate. Operationalist theory was erected not 011 the 
hasis of independent philosophical considerations hut 
upon what was already implicit in the working practice of 
scientists. P. \\'. Bridgma11, the :\'ohel prize-winning phys
icist who is common!~· regarded as the founder of opera
tionalism, emphasized this point when he said, "it must be 
remembered that the operational point of ,·iew suggested 
itself from the observation of ph~·sicists in action" ("The 
Present State of Opcrationalism," in Philipp Frank, eel., 
The Validation of Scientific Theories, Boston , HJ,Sfi, p. 7~J). 

A fairly nontechnical illustration of the kinds of develop
ment in science in which one can discern an implicit op
erational point of ,·ie,,· is the manner in which ph~·si('ists 
treated the concept of physical length. In the nineteenth 
century it was discm·ered that E11clid's geometn· was not 
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logi(_'all~ 1111iq1w and that otlwr geomdril's based on 
dilkrn1t a,iou1s \\'ere not lll'Cl'Ssaril~ internal!~· inco11sist
('fll. Tlw q1wstion was raisl'd alio11t the nat11n- of physical 
,pal'l'. Do lines and fignres in physical space obey the 
tlll'orl'1m of E11clid? 

:\t first sight this Sl'l'Ills a perlectl~· sensible question to 
\\ l1icl1 tll('r<· mllst be a definite answer. Even tocby some 
a111<11111t ol sophistication is required to a.sk whether w e 
l,a, t' a clear notion of what t'ould lie done to find ollt 
\\ lwtllt'r spal'e has a t'l'rtain set of properties. Unless we 
l'an gi, l' an affirlllati, t· answl·r to this question, we should 
not takl· it Im granted t·itlwr tl1at space ha.s or that it lat'ks 
t'l'Itain gt·ollldri(_'al prnpl·rties. By the l'nd ol' the nine
t<T11th L'<•11t1n~, ho\\ '('\ l'r, sl'ientists had act'epted the vil'\\ 
that ii \\!' t'a1rnot de, isl' operations whi(_'h wo11ld disclos<· 
\\'lll'tlwr or 11ot spal'!' \\ as Euclidean, thl'n 110 delinill' 
gernn!'lrical properties ca11 I)(_' assigned lo .spal'l' at all. 

It is ckar ti.at in ord<·r to dctermi11l' the geometrical 
prnpl'rli<·s of pl1~ si(',d fig111Ts ,,·e nlllsl lil' aid!' lo compar!' 
dista11L'<'S. II \\'l' arc 1m,dil<· lo -;a\ wl1l'llwr distance AB i-.; 
grl'all·r, s111allt-r, or <'q11,d lo disbllt'l' CD, where AB and 
CD do not lit· alongside ont· another, then\\'<• l·am1ot l'\<'II 
l1egi11 to in, t'sligatl' ti!(' gcomdril'al nalllrl· of ,pace. \\'e 
takt· it for granted, ho\\'('\ <·r, that in order to l'0111parc dis 
ta11L'l'.s \\'t• !l('l'd a rigid 111t·as11ri1112; rnd, that i,, a rod \\'liid1 
can Ill' wli<,d 11po11 not to (_'hang<' i11 ll'11gtli whil<' being 
transporll'd fro111 pl.tel' lo place. Bllt ti!(' q11l'-.;tio11 wlwtlH'r 
th(' lengths of tra11,portt'd rod-; are prl'sen·<·d !'annol IH' 
-.ettk-d 111il<·s, \\'t• presupposl· ti!(' possl'ssi())I of so111l' otllt'r 
standard of llll'aSllll'llll'nl to which tl1l·,e rods crndd IH' 
L·on1parl'd, l111t it is agrl'l'd that thl' sol<' sta11d,11<l ol ll'11gth 
is a rigid rnd. Tl111s, tl1en· an· 11<1 rigid rnd.s <'\!'t•pt II\ li.,t, 
and dislaII<'l'S co11seqll(•11tl~ <·,11111ot lw spok!'11 of as hl'i11g 
objl'di, !'I~ l'q11,d or lllll'<tllal to Olll' a11otlH'r, and th<' na
turl' ol spal'<' ('annot 11niq11el~ hl' dd!'n11i11ul. Fron1 an 
opl'ratio11al point of, il'\\', thl'rdore, .spal'l' has 11<1 intrinsic 
metri(_', ,111d it i, a matll'r of con,·e11tio11 \\'ll('tll('r \\ <' ""' 
spacl' olil'\ s this m that sd of geometrical a,io111-.;. 

The operationalist thesis. \!though tll(' id<·a that pin ,i
c,d l'nlili<·s, proL'l'-..Sl'S, and propl'rties do not ha\'C.' an i1Hlt-
pl'ndl'11l !'\isll'IIC<' transl't'IHli11g the opl'ratio11s thrn11gh 
\\'hich \\'t• ma~ a,certain their prl'sence or ahst'lll'l' playl'd 
an i111l11<·11tial rnle i11 tlw thoughts ol scientists hdorl' tll(' 
19:20.s, it wa-.; not until l~J:27 that Bridgma11, in hi.s ('l'lelnatcd 
Logic of Modern I'hlfsics, stated 01wratio11alism as a11 
e,pli!'it [Hogra111, mad<· an articulate l'ase for it, and 1111dl'r
took <'\l<'11si, e opl'rational analyses of tlw fo,mdations of 
111111wro11s pin sical l'Olll'l'pb. 

Bridgn1a11 soon had to retreat from his first e,twnw 
stalt•IIJl'Ill ol opcratio11alism. He had 1nai11tainl'd that l'\ t·r~ 
scit·11tilicalh 111eani11gl11l concept nrn-.;t he capable of h1ll 
dcli11itio11 in terms of perl'orn1,dile physical operations and 
that a sci<·ntilit' crn1L·c·pt is nothing morl' than the set of 
operatio11s entering i11to its dl'finition. Thl' 1rntenability of 
this ,·it•\\' \\'as qllickly 11otict'd-for e,ample, liy L. J. Hm
sell, \\'110 in HJ:2~ pointed out that in S(_'ienn· one often 
,peaks of !'!'rlain operations as heing bettl'r than others and 
that oJH• cannot do so l'\Cept in relation to something 
l'\isti11g O\t·r and alio,·<· them. \loreo\'er, 11seful physil'al 
L·onCl'pts do not as a rule lend themseh-l's to an e.,ha11stin· 
dl'finitio11. An~ connection they ha\'l" with instrumental 

operations may IH' loose and indirect: statements in which 
the (_'Ont'epts appear ma~·, in the context of a set of other 
-.;tatenwnts (hut not on their ow11), entail statements de
scribing physical operations. Consequently, in his later 
writings Bridgn1an freely permitted "paper and pe11cil 
operations," h~· whil'h he meant mathematical and logical 
maneuverings with tl1e aid of which no more is required of 
a concept than that it should lw "indirectly making con
nection with in.strumental operations." 

It is not hard to see how hy taking as one's model a 
ph~·sical concept like the le11gth of a body one arrives at 
lhidgman's original position. B11t suppose someone ob
jected that the stepping-oft pro(_'edllrl' carried out hy 111eas
uring rods is 11ot the only way to ('0!1lpute the length of a 
body. \\'l' may, for e,ample, define it equal!~· well in terms 
of the r!'s11lt obtained b~ timing the bod/s oscillation 
\\'hl'11 it is allo\\'l'd to s\\'ing as a pendululll and by using 
the well-known equation co11neding the length with the 
pl'riod of o,ci llation. Length, after all, ma~· e11ll'r into all 
sorts of rl'latio11ships \\'ith other ph~·sical paraml'lcr.-.;, some 
of whit'h \\'l' pl'rhap.-.; '1.1,·e 11ot yet discovered. 

To this ol1jel'lim1 it Wollld lia,·e been replied that there is 
a fli11damental differe11cc IH'l\\'l't'll the wa~·s i11 \\'hich the 
two sl'h of operations an· related to the concept of tt,ngth. 
Till' ll•ngth of a l1o<h i.s "sy11on~ mrn1.-;" with th!' n111nher of 
timl's Olll' L·,111 la~ a rigid standard of length alongsidl' it; 
when Wt' sp<'ak of tlH' le11gtl1 of a l1ody Wl' mean 110 more 
IHH ks.-; than th!' 1111111lwr ohtai1l('d throllgh the sll'ppi11g-01f 
pro('l'dnr!' 1wrlormed Ii~· a nl('as11ring sti(_'k. \\'hen, how
l'\ l'r, \\'l' ti111t• a pernl1il11111 and then make tl1e appropriate 
<',tll'11latim1s, \\'<• 11wreh- measme length indirel'll~·, ,·ia the 
n·latioml1ip of lc11gth to otlH'r pl1~·sical parameters. The 
s<·<·011<l approa!'h dol'S not dl'li11l' length lillt rather inserts 
tlH' aln,ad~· <l<-fi1ll'd conn·pt of l<-ngth into an l'quation 
ac<·t·pt<·d as n·pn·se11ting a genuinl' physical r!'lation.ship. 

It is 1111wl1 111on· diffic11lt to maintain this di.stindi011 in 
tlw ('ast• of s11ch ('()Jll'l'ph as lt'lllp<·rat11re. Onl' \\'a~ to gi,·l' 
a11 <qwratio11al ddi11itio11 of temperature is in tl'rms of 
111<·,1st1n"111<·11ts 111ad<' liy a llll'rcllry tliennoml'll'r; another 
wa~ i.s in lt·r111'i of Illl'as111t·111l·11ts 111ade by a platin11m-wire 
tlll'nnonwlt·r. TII(' fir.st \\'a~ retie-; 011 tlw theory that the 
ll'11gth of l1odit·s , aries \\'ith ll'lllpl'rat11re; the se<·o11d, OJI 
tlw tlwor~ that <·1<,clricd n·sislalll'<' \'aries with ll'mpera
t11re. It i, cas~ to se!' that the l'<>m'C'pt of tempC'rature i.-.; 110 
morl' than partial!~ i11ll·rprd!'d tl1ro11gh t"ach of tlws<', and 
d011htless otlwr, sets of operatio11s lo which it is linked hy 
rl'le, a11t th!'oril's. Tlii:-- ~anw position i.-.; today generally 
adopted l<,ward all pl1vsical coIH'l'pts. 

\\'l' ma, tl1m di,tinguish tlin·<· stagt"S in scientifil' theo
ri1i11g. In tlH' first, preopl'rational stage, the 1mivt·rsl' was 
th())1ght to l'o11tai11 man~ things a11d prncl·sse-.; tl1at tra11-
scl'11<l om tlwories alirn1t tlwrn and tlie opl"rations and 
manip1ilatio11s through which we 111ay catch a glimpsl' of 
then1 in the mirror of l'\[Wril'lll'l'. In the second, "naive" 
operatio11al slag<', the othl'r e,treml' was taken, and all the 
term-; of ~l'ienl·t· \Vere regarded as no more than abhre,·ia
tions fo1 ol!r e\[Wrimental res11lb. In the third stage, 
.scientifil' tenm are still not regarded as standing Im things 
and prnt'essl's lia\'ing an independent e,istl'nce of their 
own, but tlw nieaning of scientific terms is given by a more 
or less elaborate systl'm of empirical theories in which the 



terms aJ)Iwar. t()gdlll'r with the ohscr\'ations ()II whil'h tll(' 
theories c1nliod\'i11g the terms arl' gron11dC'cl. It is rc·c<>.U:
nized that the L'<>nLTph ol Sl'il'nl·t' ca11 11c\·er lw 11111\ 
grasped as long as tll(' the()ries whicl1 l'Olllain thcrn ar<' 
ope11 to further dc\Tlop1nent. 

Tire three stages in scicntifil' theorizing arc perhaps 
more dramatical!~· al'ccntuatl'd in ps~·clwlog:, than in the 
pln·sical scicnl'es. Until the eml~· twentieth centur:-; the 
pre\·ailing view was that ps:-;cholog~· is a 11ni4.11c discipline 
de,11ing with ,1 \Tr~· special class of c\'l·nts, processes, and 
entities: the l'Onstituents ()f the realm of co11sl'irn1s1H_'ss. to 
\\'hich no one lrnt the t'\IK'riencing indi\·id11al l1as ,lCCl'Ss. 
Although tltis realm is out of the real'h of objecti\'l' public 
operations and experimentations, man~· theorists regarded 
it ,is real-indn·d. as rnon· real than an~'thing else-and 
lwlic·\·<·d tkit it sho11ld he studied by a unique mcth()(L 
i 11tros pecti< >11. 

The radical behaviorism which replaced this nw11t,tlistil' 
ps~Tlwlog~· is a form of ,win· operatiorwlism and i~ hascd 
on the tenet that ps~·clrnlog~· is the stud~· not ol n1e11tal 
e\·cnh, processes, or entities hut of heha\'ior. Ps\ cltologists 
were not to he l'Onn·rnt'd with puhlicl\· unohser\',1hlc 
phcrn>mc·na, and introspection-at best ,l pri\·ate nwtl1od of 
inquir~·-\\'as complctch· outla\\'ed. 

Toda~·. 111 the third sta_gc, sensations. image·~. and 
thought prnccssc~ arc 110 longer reg,mled as lw~·o11d tl1e 
re,wh ol :,<·icntists. They arc studied through O\'ert lwl1a\
io!', just as in plt\·sics 11onohser\'ahles ,ll'e studied indirectly 
throu1.d1 what is ol>sern·d. The sitnation in ps~·clwlo,g~· is 
\·er~· lllUl'h like that in ph\'sil's. That which is cm1cept11al
ized need not lw L'Ompletel~ dcfi11cd i11 terms of opera
tions, ,1lthouglr it must make contact \\'ith the world of 
public cxpcrienCt'. 

Operationalisrn and verificationisrn. Opcrationalism is a 
lllo\·emcnt within the philosoph~ of scicnn'. It is instr11t:
tin· to stud~· its den·lopnwnt in conjunction \\'ith a parallel 
mm emenl in general philosophy: logic,11 positi\·ism, or 
logical <'mpiricism (see LOCICAL POSITI\'IS~I). Central to 
logical positi\·isrn is the principle of \'l'rifiahilit\·, ,1ccordi11g 
to which an\· statement that is not a t,llltolog~· mnst he 
\'l·rifiahlc or else is rne,111ingless. It \\'as thought that 
through the extensi\·e employment of this prillciple it 
would he possihl<' to show that many of the traditional 
unsol\'ed problems of philosoph> could he dealt \\'ith ll\· 
dernonstrating tlwt the\ are simpl~ meaningless. It \\'as 
soon found. ho\\'C\'l'r, tlwt the principle ,1s origi,wlh· con
cei\'ed would get rid not onl~· of trcrnhlesome problems hut 
also of much useful discourse. The prinl'iple consequent!\' 
underwent a ni,ml>er of revisions i11 r,1pid sue_Tession, 

Hudolf Carnap's paper "The '.\lethodological Charactl'r 
of Theordic,11 Co11cepts" embodies all the significant 
n_'\ isions. Cm,wp clearly cxhil>its a desire not to prescribe 
what should he regarded ,1s meaningful from some meta
scientific or philosophical point of \'it'\\' hut rather to de
snihe what is C<>lllmonl~· and useful!~· regarded as empiri
<·,1II~· meaningful. :\s mentioned earlier. operationalism 
frolll the beginning sought to e,plicate an approach ,11-
rea<h- implied in the work of pr,1cticing scientist.... \Vlwrc,1s 
n·rilicationi~ts prt·\·imrsly tried to embrace all lrnm,111 
dis<·otirSl', the\· now, like the oper,itionalists, co11fi1w their 
attl'mph to designing a criterion tlwt \\'ill foithfull~ reHect 
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\\'hat is 11wa11i11gl1tl di~<·<>tll'~<· \\ itl1i11 <·1npnH·,tl ~<·i<·11t.·<·. It 
lras lwe1t n·ali1.l'd that lll('a11111g~ an· <·<>11l<·\l11al a11d tl1at 
011c· i-.; tlwrefon• not lo i11q111n· \\ll('tll('r a gi\<·11 ~<·11t<·11c<· or 
\\'ord Ira~ or lack~ 1ncani1tg Ii\ ih<·II Intl ratll('r \\ lwtll('r it 
lras <>I lal'ks llll',t1li11g r!'lati\'l· lo a ~1wcilicd ,~ s1<-n1 of 
the()rdi<'al. ohs<'l'\'alio11al. ,111d 111i\<·d ~t,1kuw11h. 

:\ third irnporta11t cha11g<·, ,tl~o clc,,nh l'lllllll'iakd for tl1e 
first time i11 Carnap's paper. i~ tlH' dqiart11re frnm the 
origin,tl poliL'> of i11q11iri11g dircdl\ i11t() till' 11H•,11ii11ghrl-
11ess of whole senk11ces. l11stead, like tll(' operatim1alish, 
Carrwp deals with imli\·id11al t<·nm. I I<- distin1.!J1i~lws 
I wtwl'ell logical and <·1npiril'al krills and al~<> l>l'l\\'l't•n 
ol>sl'n·atio11al-empirical a11<l tl1c<>rdical-e1npirical terms. 
Tlworctical-cmpiril'al terms are not ad111itkd into empiri
c,d discourse unless the\· can lw shown to lw anclwred ill 
ohse1Yatio11. The\· lleed fl()t lw c<>lllpletcl~· ddirwd ohser
\'atiollalh, hut a Sl'lllence must he c<mstnrctihle that, ill 
C<>11ju11l'lion \\'itlr other st.'ntence~. logic,dh- implies that 
certain ohsc·1'\'ations take pL1ce. :\ tlwordical-cmpirical 
term is then rl'gardcd ,ls 1"1\ ing passed the· ll'sl of empiri
cal meaningfulm·ss. The empirical signifi<'allcl' of a sen
ll'nn· is now made dependent Oil the po~session of 
signilica11ce ll\· the terllls it contains: a11\ s\·ntadil'all>· 
well-fonned scntem·c in which e\·<·n· tern1 is significant 
(tl1at i~. is either a logical, an ohsc·1Yational-c·lllpirical. or ,1 
tlrt.'<>1Tlical-c111pirical krill which has passed the test of 
c111pirical 11ll',lllingf11l1less) is itself signific111t ill the con
text of the group of se11te11ces formillg <>111· s\·stem of 
science. 

The onh- issue which di\'idt'S operationalism from logi
l'al positivism i~ that operationalis111 seems to associate 
11wa11ingfulness with linkahilit>· to experimental acti\'itil's, 
\\'hereas tlw principle ()f \·erili,ibilit~· is satisfied if an 
expre~sion i~ anchored to rncrc passi\·e ohserYatioll. l low
e\·er, this partic11lar rt·quirement of opcr,1tio11alism Celli 

safe I~· he di~l',trdt·d. leadi11g to a crnnplete merger of thl'sl' 
two co11teu1porar~· offshoots of empiricism. 

Criticism. E\·<·n ill its (H<'scnt form, opcratiollalism lras 
not gone 1111n1tici1.cd. Till' cltid cornplaint is that in the 
c<>11rse of weakening its de111ands in order to accomnwclate 
highly theoretical h11t 11sd11I terms which wo11ld otlwr
wise ha\'l' been excluded frmn scic•Jll'e, it has become ~o 
\\'atered down ,ts lo lost' all significance. Operationalism. 
according to its critics, sa\·s 11othing we did not know all 
al()ng. E\'l·n in ,1 discipline less prl'cisl' th,rn ph~·sics-for 
l'X,llllpl<', in tire social scil'nces-,mcl in a pl'riod \\'hen 
staJHhll'ds of rigor h,1cl not reached their present stringenc~·. 
if arl\ one h:HI ,Hh-,111<·<,d a tlwon emplO\·ing cmwepts 
\\ liich had no beming whatsot'\'t'r on oliservaliles. his the
on· would ha\·e been rejected. It is admitted tl1,1t operation
,ilism as originalh· conceiH·d did ha\'l· pr,wtical impact; 
there ,He concrete results, especially in ps~-cholo!.!:~·. whose 
production was motiv,1ted h~· the nai\·e operationalistic dis
trust of ~rn~·thi11g remote from experience-for example, re
sults obtained in the in\'l·stigation of suhauclihle speech. 
Ps>-clrologists came to this area of inquiry chieH\ through 
their search for ohJt.'cti\'l', nonmelltalistic ,ilternati\'<'S to 
thought processes. But now. with the lilwrnlizatio11 of the 
criterion for empirictl significance-so thl' l'Olllplaint goes 
-when ,ill that is stip11lated is tl,at no term qualifies for 
memllt'rship in the vocalrnlar~· of science unless it is in 
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..,011w wa:-- crn111ected to the universe of operations, obsen·a· 
hi('-;, and <':'l.perie11et·, tht' principle of operationalis111 is 
rrH'rcl\ platitudi11011s. 

I 11 atkrnpti11g to repl} to tl1is, we must not forget that the 
scopt ' of 01wratio11alism is not confined to the weeding out 
lro111 ..,cit·lltific \·ocaliular}· of tt 0 rms de\·oid of empirical 
significance. ()11t't' wt• ha\'e adopted the operational point 

of vi<'\\', Wt' ha\'c fonned 111 011r own minds a particular 
in1agt· of tlw nature of scientific crn1t·t·pts, whicl1 colors om 
exp<•t·tatiolls and inf! uenn·s i11 all sorts of wa}·s our practical 
approad1 and 11wthodolog;,. 

The world of t·xperit·nt·e a11d oliscrvation was at orre 
ti11w looked 11po11 as co11tai11i11g mere di111 reflections of the 
world that is t·onct·ptualized in ph}·sics and wl1ose real 
<'\i'it< 0 11ct• wa-.; on a transt'<'mle11tal plant· 1rltimately lit·\ ond 

om reach. Adlllittcdl}, that wl1ieh is without all} obseI"\'· 
aldt· rna11ifestatio11s whatsoe\'<•r, which, so to speak, casts 110 
shadow ollto the plane of experience, wo11 Id nt'\'t•r han· 
heen considt·n·d as I wing of an:--· 11se to science. :\'evertlw
less, it is 11ot u11importa11t wl1ctl1er Wt' regard our opera· 
ti<m.., a.., capturing at most the shadows of the furniture of 
the 1111ivt•r-.;c or a-; dealing with the fnrnitme itself. Objects 
totall\ dissimilar ill substance and even in size and sh:qw 
Illa} 111lder particular circurnstances cast identical shadows. 
Therefort·, fro111 the similarit}· of shadows OIH' ca1111ot inft0 r 
a sirnilarit:--· i11 the corresponding ol,jech or t'\'t"n tl1at tl1t·st' 
objects alwa:--·s cast si111ilar shadows. Similarly, so l011g as 
we regard as 111ere reflections the olist·1-vatio11s to wl1icl1 
ph}·sical t·011t·t·ph are linked, tht 0 finding of re'>emlilalln's 
lwtwee11 some of the111 will 11ot gi\'l' rist' to tl1t· ex1wctation 
that tltt'} rewmhll' i11 all particrilars. On adopting tlw op
erational poi11t of view, 011 tlw otlwr lra11d, we think we are 
looking not at reflected shadows lmt at the \·er} e11titit·s 
and prot·t·sse-.; tl1at are conct•pt11alized i11 science, a11d 011r 
attit11de changes accordingly. 

To give an ill11strativt0 example, the propt0 rtit•s of gra\ i
tational forct· and the laws governing it had lwen t0 \haus
tiw·l}· i11n·stigated in the S('\'t 0 nteenth a11d eightl'entlr 
ct·11turies. Ekctromagnetic forces were comparative new
comers in scit·nce. \\'ere tl1e:-,· to he expected to lwha\·t· 
like med1anical forces! There are t'X(.'t'llt·nt gro111Hls for 
say·i11g 110: tilt' sotn'l'es from which electrmnagnetic forcl's 
arise, tlw s}·sten1s witl1 which tl1e~· are associated, and tlw 
means h} \\ l1il'h the'., are ge1wratl'(I are totally differl'nt 
from tl1os< 0 involving llll'chanical fort"es. However, opt·ra
tirni.tlists tend to set· in the product of mass and accelera
tion (that is, in the measure of forct 0

) the very s1rlJsta11ce of 

forct•, although others might see i11 it no n1ore than force\ 
111ost immediatt·l} appart'nt reflection. Indeed, as soon as 1t 
was ohsen·ed that t'lcctromagneti(.' phe11omena are accom
panied b} the forcelike efft'ct of accelerating masses, it was 
takl'11 for granted that the}· are fully governed hy all the 
law-; of Newtonian llll'chanics, even though the latter was 
de\ elopl'd to deal with an effect of totall:-,' different origin. 

An important aim of opl'ratio11alism besides the practi(.'al 
one is pl1ilosophil'al. For philosophical purposes, it is far 
from s11Hit'il'11t to state generally that ever}· empiricall}· 
signifil'ant term must soml'how be linked to observ

ables-one must precisely articulate the nature of this link 

and constrnct in full detail a criterion of meaningfulness. 
Therefore, rnany concepts in the various st'iences were 

,l!l,tl}·zed i11 detail in ordn to clarify the exad role instru
mental op<'rations and observations play in the definition 
or explil'ation of them. Believers in the ultimate formaliza
hilit}· of empirical significance hoped that the results 
would lw gt'Ill'ralized and expressible in a philosophically 
satisfactory wa\·. It is, howe\·er, h}· no means clear that 
-.;11cl1 work has heen entirely successful. In fact, some phi
losoplwrs are of the opinion that such efforts are altogether 
in \·ain and that although when faced with an) incli\ idual 
term we are able quite easil} to judge wl1ether it is empir
ically sig11ifica11t, we shall never s11t'Cet0 d i11 explicating the 
gerwral criterio11 distinguishing meaningful from mcan
im!;less uttt·ranet·s. 

Thl're is thns 1mq11estionalil}· nrnch scope for operation
all}· darif}·i11_g basic concepts. The skeptic might try to 
show that just as tlwre are no formal criteria b}· which to 
disti11guisl1 a fntile from a sterill' them}·, so there is no 
criterio11 I,~· whicl1 to distinguish the empirically signifi
cant from tlw meaningless. One who believes that the 
contact empirical concepts must make with operations or 
t'\p<·rit·nn· i11 general call lw pret'isel}· formalized might 
tr} to show that ii m1r dema11d-, are modest enough and we 
do not l'Xpect tlw nikrirnr of empirical significance to 
provide g11idam·t· for f11t11re scientific rest·arcl1, there arc i11 
pri11ciplt· 110 obstacles i11 tlw wa}· ol' such formalization. 
Tllt'ir nt·\t st<·p wmild lw to ev0 cute this formalization 111 a 
111a1111er that wrnrld stand up to all critil'ism. 
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OPTIMISM AND PESSIMISM. See PEssn.11s~1 AND 

OPTIMIS~t. 

ORDER. See CHAOS AND COSMOS; ~lEASUREMENT; 

TELEOLOGICAL ARCUMENT FOR THE EXISTENCE OF Coo. 

ORESME, NICHOLAS (e. 13:2.5- 1:382.), French scien
tist and bishop. Only meager details arc available on the 
life of Nicholas (or \Jicole) Oresme. He \Vas probably horn 
between 1320 and 1330 in Normandy, perhaps in the vil
lage of Allemagne, near the city of Caen. The first known 
mention of his name is on a list of students of the Norman 
nation at th(' Uni\'ersit~· of Paris, elated November :2~). l:3..t8, 
the year of his entrv into the College of N,n-arre. In l:3.5fi 
he became grand master of his college and perhaps re
eeived his doctorate in theology, a prerequisite for the 
mastership. 

Sometime before 1.3.5~ Oresme was brought into co11tact 
with the ro~·al famil>· of France as teacher to the dauphin, 
the future Charles V ( 1.36..t- 1.380). Perhaps as reward for 
various services to the crown, Oresme became archdeacon 
of Bayeux in 1:301, a position he was compelled to resign 
in the same year because it conflicted with the grand mas
tership. He was appointc>d ('anon of the cathedral of Rouen 
in J:3fi2., ca11on of the Sainte-Chapelle in Paris in I 3G.3, dean 
of Houen Cathedral in 136..t, and, finall>·, bishop of Lisie11x 
in 1:377. His appointment as bishop, whieh he held until 
his death, was a grateful king's reward for a series of trans
lations into French that Oresme had made by royal request 
during the years 1.369-1377. ln succession he translated 
and comnwnted upon Aristotle's Ethics ( Le Livre de etli
iqucs c/'Aristote), Politics (Les Politiq11es), Eco11omics (Le 
LiHe de yco110111iq11e d'Aristote), and De Caelo et Alundo 
(Le Litre du ciel et du monde). 

The numerous commentaries and treatises written by 
Oresme hear witness to his wide range of interests, em
bracing theologr, physical science, economics, and politics. 
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hut there is I ittle doubt that pl1~'siC'al all(I 111atll('lllati<"al 
prolile111s W<'H' of ('t•ntral illlportann· to lii111. l'liilo ... opliical 
issut's \\Trt' discusst'd larg<'I>· i11 c<>11JHTtio11 \\'ith scil'ntifit· 
questions. 

Science and tradition. Partly from theological te111pera
ment and partly beeause of the eondenrnations of extreme 
Aristotelianism in 1:277, Oresrne diligently combated 
claims that strict demonstrative proofs were possible in 
physical science and repeatedly attacked the extravagant 
presumptions of astrologers whose persuasive arguments 
influenced affairs of state. In order to reveal the inade
quacy of demonstrative proofs in physical science, Oresme 
employed the tactic of rendering equally plausible alter
native solutions to physical questions. Adopting, for the 
sake of argument, positions deemed absurd within the 
context of the scholastic tradition, Oresme strove to "dem
onstrate" that the repudiated view was as tenable as the 
traditional opinion. Two notable examples may he cited. 
In Le Livre du ciel et du 111011de (Book II, Ch. :2.5), Oresme 
argues that neither by experienee nor by reason eould it he 
decided whether the earth was stationary at the center of 
the universe with the celestial spheres undergoing a daily 
rotation, or whether the earth performed a diurnal rotation 
on its axis while the heavens remained stationary. Oresme 
was the only Scholastic thus far known who insisted that 
both astronomical and physical phenomena could he ac
counted for on either hypothesis, although he concluded 
his discussion by opting for the traditional position. In 
similar fashion Oresme argued (Le Litre du ciel et du 
111011de, Book I, Ch. 2..t) that, Aristotle notwithstanding, 
there is nothing illogieal or absurd about the concept of a 
plurality of worlds, for had Cod so desired, he could have 
created several coexistent worl<ls. Having shown that 
"proofs" for the existence of one world are in no way com
pelling, Oresme then adopted the usual view that there is, 
and can he, only one physical world. 

Geometry of qualities. Oresme made notable eontrihu 
tions in treating the problem of "intension and remission 
of qualities," that is, the way qualities vary in intensity. 
The general solution reached earlier in the fourteenth 
century at Oxford was to treat qualitative variation quanti
tatively hy addition or subtraction of qualitative degrees. 
At \1erton College this approach was numerical; hut 
Orcsme's technique was geometrical, involving the applica
tion of two-dimensional figures in which the horizontal 
line, or hase, represented the extension of a quality in a 
subject, and perpendiculars erected on that base repre
sented the intensity of the quality at that point. The total 
area of the figure was taken as the quantity of the quality 
in the particular suhjeet. While this method of graphing 
variation of qualities may not ha\·e been original with 
Orcsnw, it was given its fullest development in his De 
Co11fig11ratio11ib11s Qualitatum. 

In this treatise is also found a significant geometric proof 
in which a uniform acceleration commencing from rest, or 
some initial velocity, is equated with a uniform motion 
equal to the mean speed of the accelerated motion. Tlw two 
motions tran·rse equal distances in equal times. The 
proof is equivalent to S=[V

0
+(V,.-V

0
)/:2]t, \\'here Sis 

distance, V
0 

initial \·eloeity, V
1 

final velocit>·, .iml t time. 
\Vhen acceleration begins from rest, V

0 
= 0 and V

1
= at 
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(\\'lt<'n_• a is ,t<Tekration), so that S ah 2. Slrrnrld there he 
a11 initial \'C'locit~ , thl'n \'

1
- V

0 
= al and S = V

0
/ + at~/2.. This 

rs tire famous mean-speed theorem emrnciated in the first 
half of" the fourteenth century at Oxford, although the geo
metric proof ,eems to ha\·e heen original with Oresme. 
Calil<·o later e111plo~·ed a ,·<·r~ si111ilar geometric de111011 -
stratio11 l"or tlte same tll('ore111, wltich, in c011trast to 
Orl'sllt<', lte applil'd to frcph· falling bodies. Owrnrc's proof 
was actually applied to uniformly increasing qualities, h11t 
he says that it al so applies to velocities. Indeed, Ores me 

also anticipated Calileo's distance theorem, wherein a 
hocly uniformly accelerating from rest will, in equal time 
intervals, traverse distances that are related to each other 
as the sequem·e of odd numbers beginning with unity . 

Mathematics. Aristotle\ law of" motion, usually repre
,ented as Va: Fl R, where Vi~ velocity, F force, and R re
~istance, \\"a~ re_1ected ll\ Or('~me in favor ol tit(' lundio11 
F) R~ = (F

1 
/ R

1 
)" <'nt111ci,1t<·d hy Thomas Bradwardine and 

accepted Ii~- most Parisian Scholastics. In thi~ functior1, 
where F and H represent the same quantities as above, tlw 
exponent 11, which Oresme called a "ratio of ratios" (f!ro

portio proportio1111111), relating the two ratios of !"ore(' 
and resistance, represents a ratio of velocities lwcau~c 
11 = V ) V 1 • 111 hi~ De Pruportio11i/Jus Proporlio1111111 Oresrne 
not 0111~- pr<l\ id<·d a ma!IH'111atical fo11ndatio11 for thi~ futl(" 

tion hut also elaborated many new propositions that he 
applied to dynamics and kinematics. '.\lore significantly , 
and perhaps for the first time in the history of mathematics , 
Oresme arrived at the concept of" an irrational exponent. 
) 11dced, II(' an..!;11ed tlrat ill a11~· ~eq11<•nt_·(• of ratios or integer" 
not t_·onstit11ti11.e: a geometric serie~, there will he more ir
rational than rational exponents if tire ratios are related 
exponentially two at a time. By way of example he took 
one lrundred ratios i11 tlr<' seque11c<· r/ l where r= 2, :3, 1. 
.5, · · ·, IOI. Taking tlr<"m two at a time. tlrt"re will IH' 
100 • ~J~J/2= --1,q,50 possible expo11ent1al relationships. 01 
these, only ratios in the same geometric series are relatahl<' 
hy rational exponents. Oresme cak11bted the ratio of" irra
tional to ratio11al expmH'nts as I~J7 to I and ll<'ld tlrat tll<' 
clisparit~- \\"ould increase as 11une ternts are tak<·n in tlw 
S('(fll('IIC(:' ,-/I. 

Oresme 1111lresitatingly appl iecl this mathematical con
clusion directly to physical phenomena, to ratios of veloc
ities, distances, and times. This was, perhaps, the earlivst 
attempt to deal formally with mathematical probability and 
to apply it to physical phenomena. Its application to celes
tial motion provided Oresme with an um1s11al weapon 
against astrology. He assumed that any two planetary ve
locities are probably incommensurable, from whiclr it 
would follow that precise planetary positions are unpre
dictable. Numerous propositions in his Ad Pauca Rcspi
cicntcs and De Co111111cnsura/Jilitale demonstrate that, 
according to the assumption of incommensurable celestial 
motions, every celestial configuration is unique and tire 
regularity essential for astrological prediction is nonexis
tent. Although Oresme was not the first to consider the 
incommensurability of the celestial motions, he may have 
been the first to discuss it formally and at length. The 
detailed arguments and propositions had relatively little 
impact on subsequent writers, but the central theme did 

inH111•11t_·<· I lerrr~ of I Jesse, Jean de Ccrso11, and p<'rlraps 
\:iclwL, ... of C11sa. 
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EDWARD GRANT 

ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY. The term "organismalism" 
was coined by the zoologist W. E. Hitter in 19 HJ to de
scribe the theory that, in his words, "the organism in its 
totality is as essential to ,tn explanation of its elements as 
it~ elements are to an explanation of the organism." Sub
sequent writers have largely replaced "organismal" with 
the more euphonious "organismic" as a title for this 
theory, for the many variations on its main theme, and for 
some subordinate hut supporting doctrines coneerning the 
teleological and historical character of organisms. 

Ritter regards Aristotle as the founder and most distin
guished exponent of the organismic theory. B11t Aristotle is 
also claimed as the father of vital ism, a view that organ
ismic biologists in general reject. In fact, there is consid
erable affinity between the twl> schools. They both agree 
that the methods of the physical sciences are applicable to 
the study of organisms but insist that these methods can
not tell the whole story; they agree that the "form" of the 
sinl';I<' whole organism is in some sense a facto·r in embryo
loL>;ical development, animal behavior, reproduction, and 
physiology; and they both insist on the propriety of a 
teleological point of view. On all of these points, Aristotle 
not only agrees hut presents, in hi~ own terminoloL>;y , 
careful and pl'rsuasi\·e arguments in their fa\'or. But organ
ismic bioloL>;~· and vitalism differ in one fundamental 
respect: the latter holds (and the former denies) that the 
characteristic featmes of organic activity-all of which fall 
under the heading of "regulation"-are caused by the 
prese11ce in the organism of a nonphysical hut substantial 
entity. There are different interpretations of Aristotle, 
(which we cannot examine here) on the q11estion whether 
he helie\'es there are such vital entities. ln this writer's 
view, Aristotle is clearly a vitalist. 

The affinity between vital ism and organismic bioloL>;y is 
more than an accident. In the history of biology it is diffi
cult to disentangle vitalistic and organismic strands, sinc<' 
both schools are concerned with the same sorts of problem~ 
and speak the same sort of la11guage. The distinction bl'
t\\'l'en them was drawn clearly only in the twentieth cen
tur). Organismic biology may be described as an attempt to 
achie\'e the aims of the murk~· organismic-vitalistic tradi
tiun, \\'ithout appeal to ,·ital entities. 

The writings of contemporary organismic biologists 
present a number of difficulties fo1 a philosophical com
mentator. The position of organismic biology is usually 
stated in a vocabulary that plays little or no theoretical role 
in the working langual';e of biology. For example, "whole," 
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"1111itv," "intel';rit\ ," "part," "form," "pri11l'iple," "uncll'r
sta11d.ing," and "siL>;nificance" all occtn freq11e11tly in their 
works. ~ow a11y bioloL>;ist will use these terms occa~ionally 
in the course of his professional writi11,g, ,1ust because the~· 
are perfedl)· good words i11 the E11L>;li~h language. But 
the)· ,Hl' not technical exprl's~ious; tlwy are not. in ordinar) 
usage, laden with biological theor}; and they are trouble
free only when employed in contexts that make clear their 
function as items in the common language. The organismic 
biologist, however, makes them hear a heavy burden in the 
description of the nature of living organisms. And many, 
but by no means all, organismic biologists also assign a 
great deal of weight to some rather mysterious formulas. 
Here are a few: "The whole ads as a causal unit . . on 
its own parts"(\\'. E. AL>;ar); "The living body and its phys
iological environment form an organic whole, the parts of 
which cannot he und<'rstood in separation from one an
other" (J. S. Haldane); ";'\o part of an)· organism can he 
riL>;htly inteqHeted except as part of an individual or,gan
ism" (\V. E. Ritter). And here are a few more that are char
acteri~tic hut not direct quotations: "The orl';anic whole is 
greater than the sum of its parts", "Knowledl';e of the goal 
of an animal's behavior is necessary for understanding its 
siL>;nificance"; "Biological theory should he autonomous, 
with coneepts and laws of its own." These formulas may 
he termed "mysterious" because, according to their most 
natural interpretations (as will he arL>;11ed), the\ are all the 
barest of truisms. 

Two additional points should be mentioned. Organismic 
biologists have employed some of the more obscure tech
nical conceptions of speculative philosophy, such as "for
mal cause," "emergence," "bonnie," "telic," and so on. 
And since their writings are a minority report on biological 
phenomena, organismic biologists are often polemical, 
engaging in denu11ciations of other hioloL>;ists--"mechan
ists," "'elementalists," and "reductionists"-whose posi
tions they leave ju~t as obscure as their own. For all of 
these reasons, an account of the orL>;anismic- position which 
aims at answering the questions likely to be raised by 
philosophers of science involves elements of reconstruc
tion and inte1vretation. Thus, a fuller description of the 
position and an interpretation desiL>;ned to do justice both 
to the letter and spirit of the organismic tradition follows. 

The position of organismic biology. All organismic 
biologists hold that there is a gulf between organic and 
inorganic phenomena in one or more of the following 
respects. 

Organic unity. Organic systems are so organized that the 
activities of the whole cannot he understood as the sum of 
the activities of the parts. All members of the school agree 
on this point. As the tenn "organismic" implies, the most 
important example of such wholes is the single organism, 
hut there are others, such as cells, organs, colonies, and 
some populations. 

J. H. \\'oocll';er, whose Biological Pri11ciples is the most 
careful and extensive exposition of organismic biology, 
explains the conception of organic unity in the followinl'; 
way. Consider a system \V that is totally compo~ed of 
physicochemical parts-elementary particles, for example. 
The activities of these parts are described Ii~· the laws of 
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ph~·sics. These particles may he the sole constituents of 
other systems (for example, molecules) which also totall~
compose \\' and which exhibit, in addition to activities 
described by the laws of physics, other acti\·ities described 
by the laws of chemistry. :\lolecules may similarly he the 
sol<' t'Onstituents of other systems, whit'h are in turn the 
constituents ... , up to the whole system \\'. In \\'ood
ger's terminology,\\' exhibits a series of "levels of organi
zation." The parts of\\' belong to a particular lew,J, its 
ph~ -.ical parh to the pli, sical le.·\ t>I, its chemical parts to 
the cliernical le\ el, and ..,o on. S}-;t<:111 \\' con..,titute.., a per
fect "hierarcll\ .. of parh from le\ el-. 0 (zero) to 11 (a finik 
11u111hcr), if 0-lew·l part... are the ..,o)e co11stit1wnts of all 
I-level parts, and if every part at each level i (any giw·n 
le\·cl) except the 0-level is totally composed of parts at 
level i- l. \\"oodger point~ out that organis111s are not 
perfect hierarchies, since some parts of the organism at an 
i-level may ha\·e parts at the i-:2 level, while the i-:2 
parts are ,wt organized into i- I parts (for instance, blond 
ha~ cellular a11d chemical but noncellulu parts) . .\:t•\
ertheles~, he contend~, organisms approximate to a liierar
chical organization. If we ignore deviations from the per
fect hierarchy, we may let \\' represent a \Vhole organism, 
and we may say that its 0-level parts are physical parts. 
.\:ow this analysis permits us to say that the organi~m is 
composed totally of physical parts. Perhaps some philo
sophical materialists would he content with this thesis, at 
any rate, if it is true, it rules out \"ital ism. But it is false that 
the organism is colllposed 011ly of physical parts, for there 
arc parts at higher levels of organization. It is \\'oodger's 
contention, and a general thesis of organismic biology, that 
the laws which ddern,ine the beha\·ior of the parh at ,t 
gin·n ln·el of organization are ..,ilent about \Olli<' aspects of 
the beha,·ior of the parts at the higher levels. To use au 
extreme example, the laws of quantum physics have noth
ing to say on the question of why honey bees kill their 
drones. According to \\'oodger, it is necessary to ~tudy the 
relatio11s between the relata at cacl1 lew·I of organi1.atiou. 
ln order to under'.->tand the beha\·ior of cells during mor
phogenesis, for example, we must develop a theory of cell 
relations and not be content, for example, with only a 
theory of the relations between molecules. 

Determining features of the whole. The parts of organic 
wholes not only exhibit patterns of behavior in virtue of 
their relations to other parts at the same level of organiza
tion, hut in addition, Sllllll' of the feature~ of the parb at a 
gi\·en le\·el are cleterrnined I)\ the pattern of organil'.aticlll 
at higher (and, of course, at lower) levels of organizMion. 
This is the general form of the special thesis that the prop
erties of the whole determine the properties of the part. 
and it seems to have the methodological consequence that 
a theory of the elements at a given level could not be com
plete without a theory of the elements at the higher levels. 
\\'oodger puts the point this way: the parts of organisms 
must be studied in situ, for we cannot learn how they 
would behave i11 situ by studying them in isolation. 

Teleological behavior of organisms. One kind of activity, 
which is a consequence of organization at a level higher 
than that of the organism's physical parts, is directive or 
teleological behavior. Directiveness is an aspect of organ
isms that is shown in their physiology, in the behavior of 

individual animals, and in the social systems of some ani
mals; and an account of directiveness is not 011ly legitimate 
hut necessary. E. S. Bussell argues that since directiveness 
(processes aimed at the production and maintenance of 
organic unities) is a fact, then a physiological process, or 
piece of animal behavior, cannot he understood until we 
understand its function or its goal. 

Interpretation of organismic biology. It was remarked 
above that if we give the slogans of organismic biology 
their most direct interpretations, they are nothing more 
than truisms. Consider, for example, the statement that the 
whole (if it is an organic unity) is more than the sum of its 
parts. This looks like a simple warning against the fallacy 
of composition: we are being warned, for example, that 
from the prelllise "J\.:o part of a bird can Ay" we cannot 
i11fer ".\:o whole hird can Ay." I\o weighty volume is re
quired to con\·incc 11s that a whole 111a~ hm·e nnmberless 
propertic·.., that its parts lack. Of l'Ourse, there are other 
possible interpretations of the slogan. It might be taken to 
mean, especially in the form "The behavior of the whole is 
more than tht· sum of the behavior of its parts," that no 
description of the behavior of the parts could be a descrip
tion of tlie behavior of the whole. So far from heing a 
truism, this is obviously false. Finally, it might he taken to 
mean something like the following. Employing an analysis 
of Ernest ;\age), we might say that the behavior B of a 
..,~·..,tem S is more than tlw sum of the behavior b

1
, 

he,···, lJ,, of its parts s
1

, s1 , • • ·, s,,, with respect to an 
antecedentl~ -.;pecified theory T, ii ( 1) B is an instance of a 
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1
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not dt·ri\alil<' from the laws of which /J
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instances. This account makes the "more than" relation 
relati\'e to a body of theory. Hel,1ti\'e to existing physical 
and chemical theories, it is true (lint perhaps not a truism) 
that n11wh organic activity is more than the sum of the 
physical and chemical activities of its parts. The thesis that 
there are cases of higher-level behavior that will remain 
greater than the sum of the behavior of its physical parts, 
for all possible physical theorie..,, is the doctrine of emer
gence, \,·hich many organismic biologists believe to he 
true. But it is esse11tial to note two points-first, that the 
thesis is dubious a11d unproved, and second, that one can 
be an organismic biologist without believing it (L. von 
Bcrtalanff), is an example). 

Let us llO\\. look at two more formulas of the organismic 
biologists. \\'oodger holds that an organic part, snch as a 
cell, has properties in the organism that it does not have in 
isolation from the organism. This, too, is a truism: an ex
cised eye lacks the property of contributing to the sight of 
its former owner. ;\mv if we add, as \\'oodger does, that the 
properties of the part in the whole could not be uncovered 
by studying the part outside the whole, the thesis reduces 
to tlie thesis of emergence. And certainly, one of the com
monest scientific procedures consists in predicting the 
behavior of a part in a system that has not yet been stud
ied, although this prediction is assuredly made on the 



basis of k11mdedge gained hy studying the part-not i11 
"isolation," hut as a part of other systems. For insta11ce, the 
behavior of a11 t->lectron in a cathode ray tube allows us to 
predict the eledro11's behavior in a cydotro11. 

Finally, we may l'Ollsider E. S. Hussell's remark that 
understanding the significance of an animal's behavior 
requires u11derstandi11g its goal. This, at least on Hussell's 
interpretation, is a truism, for he l'Onnects the notion of a 
goal with the notion of <1daptive value for the animal and 
identifies "significance" with adaptive value. 

Omitti11g specific discussion of the other formulas cited, 
tlw general pni11t is clear: organisrnic biolog~· seems to 
collapse either into doctrines that are not controversial or 
into unclarified, unproved, and dubious assertions about 
ernergent.:e, u npred ictabil ity, and irreducibility. N everthe-
1 ess, organismic biology is an important and valtwhle 
movement, for the following reasons. 

First, organismic biology is perfectly correct in pointing 
out that there are levels of organization above the chemical 
level which exhibit laws of behavior that are not exhibited 
at lower levels (for example, molecules do not sting other 
molecules to death). Higher-level beha\'ior can be treated 
without reference to behavior at lower levels, whil'h 
means that the biologist can (and indeed does) construct 
co1H:epts that are tailored to the description of higher-level 
behavior. The principles at the higher levels must he for
mulated before the question of their reducibility to lower 
level principles cai1 even he considered. A hiodwmical 
geneticist is 11ot only a biochemist he is also a geneticist, 
because he is involved in elucidating the processes in
volved in the sort of gross biological phenomena studied 
by '.\lendel. 

Second, the insistence of organismic biologists on the 
importance of functional analysis is well founded. Focus
ing on the biological ends of physiological and behavioral 
processes provides the only means for developing the 
com·eptual schemes that are needed in morphology, ethol
ogy, evolntion theory, and other branches of biology. This 
point is developed in detail in '.\lorton Beck11er's Biologi
cal Way of Thought. 

Third, although organismic biology is a set of truisms, it 
is none the worse for being so. The trouble with truisms is 
their great nmnher: there arc so many that we easily over
look, sometimes systematically, some of the most impor
tant ones. E,·en though in fact many biologists agree \\'ith 
the organismic position, they will say that they disagree. 
This leads to the position (generall~· deleterious i11 the 
sciences) of the scientist's doing 011e thing and describing 
it as if he were doing something else. 

To sum up, organismic biology is to he interpreted as a 
series of methodological proposals, based on certain very 
general features of the organism-namely, the existence in 
the organism of le\'els of organization with the biological 
ends of maintenance and reproduction. These features are 
sufficient to justify "a free, autonomous biology, with con
cepts and laws of its own," whether or not the higher lev
els are ultimately reducible to the lower ones. 
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\1< >RTO'.\ ( ). BECK'.\EH 

ORIGEN (l'. JS.5-:2.5:3), Christia11 theologia11 and exegete 
of the Bihlt·, was the foremost 111enrlwr of tlw cat<·chet1cal 
school at Alexandria. Born of Christian parents in Akxa11-
dria, he \\'as made head of a Christian sd1ool there in 20-4. 
He taught 11ntil :2:31, ,,·he11 co11Hict \\'ith the J,ishop forc<'cl 
him to l1·an· for Cacsarea i11 Palesti1w, \\'lww he taugl1t 
until his death. I le apparently heard lectures h\' Alll
monius Saccas, fou11dt'r of :\eoplato11islll, altlwngli lw 
regarded pliilosoph~ as esse11tiall~ preparatory to theolog~ 
in tlw sanw way tl1at otlwr studies \\'ere prerequisite to 
philosoph~· itself. Ho,,·e,·er, the inHtH·nt·e of pliilosoph> 
(primarily Platonic IH1t also Stoic) 011 his tho11ght \\'as high
ly signifi(_'anL it can he obse1Ted m11cl1 nrnre clearly in his 
presuppositions a11cl arguments than in explicit quotations, 
\\'lticl1 arc rclatin·h- tlllll\ual <'Xcept in tlw apologetic trea
tise Co11tra Ct'lsum. The 111m,t important of his ,·oluminous 
writings arc De I'ri11ci[liis, a treatise on first principles a11cl 
the earliest extant Christian s>·stcmatic theology; the trea
tisP On Prayer; and Co11trn Cels11111. 

"De Principiis." A relatiH·l>· earl~· work, De Principiis 
begins with tlw statement that apqstolic doctrine, as found 
111 tlw :\<'\\' Testament, is irn_·omplcte hecau-.;e the apostles 
intentional!> left somt' matters 1111touched for the sake of 
tht'ir spiritual SULTe,sors. (hige11 ck,·otes the first hook to a 
co11sideratio11 of the spiritual hierarch~ comisting of the 
Father, \\'ho acts 011 all beings; the Logos (\Vorel or Rea
son), \\'lw act-. upon rational heings; the Spirit, who acts 
upon those rational hei11gs \\'ho are sanctified, and the 
angels. The W('ond hook deals \\'ith the material \\'orld. 
\Ian, c-reated hel'ause the angels fell, is a pre-existent 
fallen spirit i11 a lllaterial hody. After Adam's tra11s).,rression 
l',1111<' redemption hy the incarnate Logos; later there \\'ill 
he resurrection, the last jt1dgmc11t, and the life of all men 
restored to -;pirit11al hodies (a sucl'ession of other worlds 
may folio\\' as it has gone before). The third hook discusses 
freedom, cl1aracteristic of creatures but not of the Creator. 
\\'he11 a sotII is i11 a hody, it can strnggle for victory, helped 
hy angels and hinderl'd b~ demons. Since it possesses free 

will, it is l'apahle of (_'hoosing the good. After a brief sum
man·, Origen turns in the fourth book to an explanation of 
ho\\' the Sniptures can he shown to have various le\'els of 
meaning. Like man himself, they have ftesh ( literal mean
ing), soul (moral meaning), and spirit (allegorical-spiritual 
meaning). The exegetical difficulties in Scripture were 
placed there by their ultimate author, Goel, in the way that 
similar obstacles to faith were plal'ed in the t'osmos so that 
man could use his mind. 
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Origc•11's \\'ork, \\'ritte11 i11 Crl'l'k, is c·xta11I 011ly i11 frag-

111e11ts ( Book I\' i" almost entire). Tlw Latin , <·rs ion Ii, 
'l\ra11ni11s Hufi1111s was sc,·erel\' L'riticizcd hy· St. 1<'ro111t· 011 

the grmmd that it Licks 1111ortl10dm. pa.ssage-. that were i11 

tlw origi11,d, lint it l1as l'OIIIL' to I)(' r<•,g,t1d<'d lllOJ'l' Lt,·oraldy 

hy modern scl1olars. Tlw titll' D<' l'n11cipiis l1a.s parallels i11 

~eco11d-c<·11t11n pl1ilosophy·, as do 111a11y· of tlw subjects 

<hige11 disL'llssc~; l1is approach, howe,<·r, sce111" to lw 

t''-~<·11tially· ( :l1ristia11. 

"On Prayer." I 11 011 Pra!fl'I' , writl<-11 later in l1is Iii<·, 

< higen disL't1Ss<·s pray er i11 g<•1wral (Clis. :3- 17) ,111d tlw 

Lord\ Pra,<•r i11 partic11lar (Cl1s. 18-:30). The principal 

problem i" that pr<·senl<•d hy pray er to an 011111i"cie11I ( ;()(I 

wl10 has foreordained l'\ ery·tl1i11g. One<' again, Orige11 

i11si-.1-. 11po11 ( ;ocl\ gift of free will, tl1c pri1nary pmpo.se of 

prayer is not petition as s11ch IH1I sl1ari11g i11 tlie life of Cod. 

Orige11 da-.sifies pra, <·r ,1s pditio11, adoration (only of tlw 
Fatl1er), s11pplicatio11, and tlwnksgi,·ing. I 11 each case lw 
c·rnpl1a-.iz<'s-;1-. do l'o11tc·mpor,11, rniddle Platonists-111(' 

spirit11al attitt1dl' of tlw 01w \\'ho pray~-

"Contra Celsum." TII<' latl' apologdiL' treati-.<· agai11~1 

C:c·ls11s, writt<·n i11 :2-11-i, n·,c·al-. tilt' e.xtc11I to whicl, ()rigc·11 

was alil<· to arg11e 011 gro11nds shan::'d Ii,· l1is philosophical 

oppo11e11ts; thL'll' is actuall'.· a wide mea-.111'<' of ag1<·eme11I 

lwtwe<'ll l1i111 and Ccls11s. Hoth are oppos<·d to a11thropo-

111orphis111, to idolatry·, a11d to anv crudely· literal tlwolog,. 

( hige11, howc·,·<·r. l'OI1si-.tc11tly dd<'nd~ ( :hristia11it,· as lw 
"<'l'S it and does not hl'sitate to attack philosophic·s and 

philmoplwrs. 

Origen and philosophy. The preci-.e extent of < hig<'11 \ 

dl'ht to philosophy· wa~ disc11ssc·d in a11tiq11it,. tl,e :\'l·o

pbtonist Porphyry· dailllcd (acL'ording to Euwhi11S, llis
toria Eccll'siastica \'I, l !), 8) that ( >rige11 drew 11po11 Plato, 

:\'111nl'11i11s, Cro11i11s, Apollopha11es, Lo11gi1111s, \loder.1l11~. 

\.'icom,wl111-., C:haere111011 the Stoic, and Corn11l11s. Sine<· 

( >rige11 doc" ref<'r to Ill.Illy' of these writers, wh<>'>l' 1w11w~ 

occtir i11 Porph, n \ des('riptio11 of the \.'<'opLtto11ic l'11nic-

1d11rn, Porpll\ n 111a, IH' alll'lllpli11g to delllo11str.1te hotl, 

the extent and the l'OJT<·l'lness of Orig<'n's ;'\leoplato11i-.111. 

The Sy'St<'lllS a11d works of vario11.~ philo.~opherS-('.\l'l'pl for 

the "atlwists"-wen· studied thoro11ghly ill ( higl'11\ 

school. Orige11 himself often 111ade IISl' of pl,ilosophil'al 

dictio11aries for the clefi11ition-. of \'ario11s terms, IH1I lw al-.o 

studied the writings of the philosopher-. tlwmsc·h·es, not 

011ly those of Plato and the Plato11ists li11t also those of the 

Stoics and, m·ca,;io11ally, the Peripateties. 

It is sollletillH'" dai11wd tl,at there w<·rc two Orige11s, 

one a pupil of A111111011i11s Sal'l'a" and the other the Cl,ris

tian tlwologia11. It is more lik<'h· that botl1 asp<'l'ls W<'fl' 

l'oml>i11ecl within one person, the first Christian to he a 

gl'nuinely philosophil'al theologian. 
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HOBEHT \1. CHANT 

OROBIO DE CASTRO, ISAAC (IG:20-IhS7), was 

horn Balthazar Orohio de ( :astro in Bra,ganza, Portugal. He 

lwca111e an i111porta11I Spanish doctor and a professor of 

mctaphysil's. Th<' lllquisitio11 arrested him for sel'retly 

pral'lil'ing J11dais111. After three years ill prison he esl'aped 

t<, Franl'e ,llld hel'allle profe-.sor of pharmacy at Toulouse. 

Finall)', deciding to aha11do11 living as a Christian, he 

movc·d to I lolland, wl1ere i11 I (jf-i:2 Ill' <'hanged his 11ame 

fro111 Balthazar to baac and became one of the leading 

i11telled11al figmes in the Spanish-Port11g11ese Jewish 

co1111111111ity. I le wrote· poetry a11d pl1ilosophical defens<'S of 

,lll<laism. Tl1e latl<'r ind11de liis leiters against J11a11 de 

l'rado-appare11tly· 011<· of tlio-;e who led Spi11oza away 

ho111 orthodoxy. (l'rado, 1<'11 Y<",IJ'S Spinoza's se11ior, was 

c·XL·o11111H111il'aled with l1im.) l'rado had arg11ed that tlw law 

of 11at11r<' shrndd tak<' prccedenl'<' over the law of \loses. 

Orohio (k ( :astro's three letters, two against Prado and one 

against Prado's so11, offer a ratio11alistic defe11s<' of Ju

dai-.111. I Jc, also wrnl<• a 11wtapl1ysi('al dcfc·11se of his wli
gio11, lia-.ed mai11ly· 011 Spa11i-.h-C:atlwlic scholastil' wmks 

and in a11s\\·<·r to Alonso de C<'peda. I !is most famo11s 

works ar<' a11 extre11wly rationali-.til' and sl'holastic answer 

to Spinoza i11 g<·o11H·lrical form, Certa111e11 Philosophicu111 
l'rop11g11a/11111 \'eritatis /)i1i11ac ac Natura/is (Hi84), which 

was p11bl islwd with FL·nelo11 's Denumstrntion de l'cxiste11ce 
de Diel/ .tll(I his o\\'n defense of Judaism in a debate with 

l'l,dip va11 Limhord1. Li111horch met ( >rohio i11 A111stc·rda1n 

in tl1c lhSOs and was 11lud1 affected hy his report of the 

lnq11isitio11, wlii('li, through Limhorl'h's llistoria lll<J1tiSi
tio11is, lwc:1111c for the 11<'.\I two cent11ries the• best-k11own 

stndy' of I 11q11isitorial investigation and tort11re 111ethmk 

Li111liorl'h wa~ tro11likd Ii~· Ornbio's anti-Christia11 views 

and debated with him (appare11tl~· in the presence of 

Limborch's friend Joh11 Locke). Th<' debate was pnblished 

by Li111hord1 1111der the title Amica Collatio cum Emclitv 
Judaeo ( 1687) jmt alter his opponc11I died. One of Locke's 

first p11hlicatim1s is ,1 long review of this dehall-. Portions 

of Orohio's strongest anti-Christian work, Preve11cio11es 
diui1ws co11tra la va,w idolatria de las ge11tes, were p11h

lislll'd in French 1111der th<' title Israel vengc (1770). This 

work was 11sed as important ammunition by French atheists 

against Christianity. 

Throughout his works, Orobio de Castro showed an 

extremely acute understanding of metaphysics, using his 

knowledge of Spanish Scholasticislll to buttress his reli-



gion against frt•dhinkt'rs and liberal a11d orthodox ( :111 isti;u1,. Sonw of his arg1111wnts against the dodrinl' of thl' Trinil) an· dos(' to Spi1101.a\ arg11rn<·11ts ;1gai11st ti!(' pl11-
ralit)· of sulist;u1LT. 
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